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This catalogue by no means includes all the injurious insects 

attacking the classes of plants listed. It gives the more im- 

portant characteristics of the insects represented in a collection 

prepared for exhibition at farmers institutes, granges, fairs and 

other gatherings where it might be advisable to make such a dis- 

play. The species have also been represented by figures so far 

as the means at hand would permit. Many of the illustrations 

have been borrowed from other works, and a few have been made 

specially for this catalogue. 
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INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL INSECTS 

FRUIT TREE INSECTS 

1 Apple tree tent-caterpillar(Clisiocampa americana). 

The conspicuous web tents found in the forks of apple and cherry 

trees in May contain hairy, bluish black caterpil- 

lars marked with yellowish and with a white 

stripe along the back. The cocoons are spun the 

last of May, the light brown moths, with oblique 

white stripes across the fore wings, flying in June. 

The eggs, in belts incircling the smaller twigs, 

are covered with a brown, glistening protective 

-substance and remain unhatched till spring. 

Treatment: remove and destroy the eggs or 

crush the young in their nests. Spray the foliage 

of infested trees with poison in early spring. 

2 Codling-moth (Carpocapsa pomon- 

ella). Familiar as the worm boring in apples 

near the core. The winter is passed by the cater- 

pillar in small cavities under sheltering bark or 

in crevices. 

The moths ap- 

pear shortly 

Fig. 2 Codling-moth: a burrow of larva; b point 

Fie. 1 Egg beltof 
apple tree tent-cat- 
erpillar, enlarged 

after the petals fall. There 

are usually two broods a year 

in New York state. 

Treatment: band trees and 

kill worms collecting under 

the bands, destroy wormy 

apples, spray with poison 

shortly after the petals have 

fallen, and while the calyx 

of entrance of larva; d pupa; e full-grown larva; lobes are still open. Prevent 
fadult moth at rest; g same with wings spread; 
A head of full-grown larva (after Riley) — escape of the moths in the 

spring from fruit cellars or storehouses. 

3 Palmer worm (Ypsolophus pometellus). Small 

Wriggling, yellowish green caterpillars, having a d ark strive on 
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either side and ornamented with rather conspicuous dark tuber- 

cles, were very numerous the latter part of June and early July 

in many orchards, where they skeletonized the leaves and ate 

large holes in the young fruit. The parent insect emerges from 

a slender brown pupal case and is a delicate, grayish moth. 

Treatment: spray thoroughly in early June with poison. 

4 Pistol case-bearer (Coleophora malivorella). Small 

caterpillars in pistol-shaped cases feed from April to May on the 

3 opening flowers 
he mI ck i) at we 

AN IV) 

Hil and young leaves 

of the apple tree, 

often skeleton- 

izing the latter. 

The dark drab 

colored moths ap- 

pear the latter 

wb A)! il DM 

J il! ti Ik 

part of June, de- 

posit eggs “and 

the young 

emerge there- 

from the latter 

part of July. The winter is passed by the caterpillars within 

Fig 3 Pistol case-bearer: acases containing the larvae, natural 
size; blarva; c pupa; d moth; b, cand d enlarged (after Riley) 

cases securely attached to the bark. 

Treatment: spray infested trees with the poison just as the 

buds are opening, and repeat, if necessary, a few days to a week 

later. 

5 Cigar case-bearer (Coleophora fletcherella). 

Small caterpillars in cigar-shaped cases feed from April to June 

on the buds and foliage of apple trees. The delicate, 

gray moths appear from the middle of June to the 

middle of July, lay eggs, which hatch in about two 

weeks, the young being leaf-miners. The cater- 

pillars soon make cases, later attach them securely 

to the bark, pass the winter therein, and begin feed- 

ing again in early spring. 
Fie. 4 Cigar a ; s Ld } . . 1 -b 

Treatment: spray infested trees with poison just ee 
times’ natural as the buds are opening, and repeat, if necessary, a gize (original) 
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few days to a week later. Kerosene emulsion is also effective, if 

applied at this time: . 

6 Bud moth (Tmetocera ocellana). Small brown 

caterpillars about $ inch long, with black head and thoracic 

shield, are frequently found eating the young 

leaves and flowers of apple and pear tree. The 

parent moth is an inconspicuous, grayish in- 

sect. The winter is passed by the half-grown FE RE 

caterpillars within almost invisible cocoons at- , Fic. 5  Eye-spotted 
bud moth and its cater- 

tached near a bud or rough place in the bark. or 

Treatment: spray thoroughly with poison as the buds begin to 

: open. 

@ Apple leaf Buccula- 

trix (Bucculatrix 

pomifoliella). 

White, ribbed cocoons 

about + inch long may 

be seen in clusters on 

smaller limbs of infested 

trees. The parent insect 

is a delicate moth 

marked with yellowish 

and brown. The small larvae mine the leaves and later feed ex- 

ternally. There are two broods annually. 

Treatment: spray infested foliage with poison in early June. 

8 Rose beetle (Macrodac- 

tylus subspinosus). 

Fic. 6 Apple leaf Bucculatrix: a cocoons on twig; 
b cocoon enlarged; c moth enlarged 

Greenish yellow beetles about 

2 inch long appear in swarms 

in May and attack the foliage 

of various trees and vines. The 

young are white grubs and live 

under ground on grass and the 

roots of other plants. This in- 

Sect occurs most abundantly ou Fie. 7 Rose beetle: a adult beetle; b larva 
° reduced after Marlatt. 38s y . = a sandy soil. ae oe er Marlatt. U.S. dep’t agr., Year 
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Treatment: spray beetles with 4 pound whale oil soap to 1 gal- 

lon water, dust vines with ashes, etc.; handpicking. 

Fic. 8 Apple tree borer, adult 
beetle 

young borers in the fall. 

9 Apple tree borer (Saperda 

candida). The presence of this 

insect is usually indicated by “ saw- 

dust” or diseased bark and beneath 

the latter, legless, white, round headed 

borers are found. The brown beetles, 

striped with white, about 1 inch long, 

occur from June to August. Two or 

three years are required to complete — 

the life cycle. 

Treatment: protect base of tree with wire netting. Dig out the 

Cut and burn badly infested trees. 

10 Pear midge (Diplosis py- 

rivora). The dwarfed, deformed, 

infested fruit drops early, and within 

occur thick bodied, pale yellow mag- 

gots. The parent midge appears 

about the time the trees are in bloom 

WV 

Z, di 

~< 

Fic. 10 Burrows of peach bark 
borer in a young apple tree 

and deposits 

her eggs. 

The young 

grow rapidly 

and cause a 

distortion of 

thes yi paride 

which  usu- 

ally cracks 

with the first 

good _ rain 

about June 1. 

Fie.9 Pear midge. Section of pear 
containing the larvae, and an uninfested 
one for comparison of forms 

The larvae then enter the 

ground and pupate. 

Treatment: destroy infested fruit. 

11 Peach bark borer (Scolytus 

rugulosus). The bark of affected 
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trees is punctured with many small, circular holes, made 

by brownish black beetles less than 3% inch long. The inner por- 

tions of the bark and sap wood are frequently filled with burrows. 

The parent beetles enter the bark and make burrows, on either 

side of which eggs are deposited, and the young work away from 

the main burrow. There are probably two broods annually in 

New York state. 

Treatment: burn badly infested trees. Apply carbolic soap wash 

to trunks and limbs in early-spring. 

12 Pear blight beetle (X yleborus dispar). The bark of 

affected trees is punctured with many small, circular holes made 

by dark brown beetles about § inch long. Inner portions of the 

bark and sap wood are filled with burrows. 

Treatment: burn badly infested trees. 

13 17 year cicada (Cicada septendecim). Slit and 

broken twigs with wilting 

leaves are characteristic of 

the work of this insect, but 

unless the trees are small not 

much damage is done. Broods 

appear at intervals of 17 

years. The adult may be dis- 

tinguished from the dog day 

cicada by its bright red eyes 

and wing veins of the same 

color. 
Fie. 11 1% year cicada 

Prevention: avoid setting out trees in last few years before 

cicadas are due. 

14 Apple tree bark louse (Mytilaspis pomorum). Bark 

infested with elongated brownish scales shaped somewhat like 

oyster shells. The winter is passed as white eggs under old scales, 

the young appear about June 1. A common scale insect which 

sometimes o¢curs in large numbers, and infests many different 

shrubs and trees. 
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Treatment: spray young with kerosene emulsion or whale oil 

soap solution. , 

Fig. 12 Scale insects: a@ apple tree bark louse; b scurfy bark louse; ec San José scale; d male - 
of same; e English oyster scale; f Putnam’s scale (original) 

15 Scurfy bark louse (Chionaspis furfurus). The whit- 

ish, scurfy scales occur on the bark of fruit trees. The purplish 

eggs remain under the old scales all winter, the young appearing 

about June 1. A widely distributed scale insect which is some- 

times so abundant as literally to coat the trunk of a tree and give 

it the appearance of having been whitewashed. It is confined 

largely to fruit trees. 

Treatment: spray young with kerosene emulsion or whale oil 

soap solution. 

16 San Jose scale (Aspidiotus perniciosus). A small 

circular scale with a central nipple. It is not readily seen unless 

very abundant. Infests many trees and shrubs. ‘The specimens 

show variations in the appearance of the scales and how it may be 

disseminated by budding. The young appear from early June till 

cold weather. A very prolific and dangerous species. 

Treatment: destroy badly infested trees, specially if young, and 

spray others thoroughly with 20¢ mechanical emulsion of 

crude petroleum just before the buds start in the spring. Kero- 

sene emulsion or whale oil soap solution may be used in the same 

way, but neither has proved equally effective. The last two are 

recommended for summer treatment from the time the young ap- 

pear, using 10% kerosene emulsion or whale oil soap at the rate of | 

1 pound to 4 gallons of water, and applying at intervals of about 

10 days till the middle of September. Small trees can be fumi- 

gated with hydrocyanic acid gas with excellent results, using 1 
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pound of cyanide of potassium to 150 cubic feet of space and treat- 

ing before the buds start in the spring. 

17 English oyster scale (Aspidiotus ostreaeformis). 

This resembles the San José scale in appearance, but has the nip- 

ple a little to one side of the center, and like it infests fruit trees. 

It occurs in many localities in this state and should be guarded 

against as occasionally it is found in great numbers. 

Treatment: spray infested trees with a 20% crude petroleum 

emulsion before the buds start or with kerosene emulsion or whale 

oil soap solution when the young appear in June. Fumigate with 

eas. | 

18 Putnam’s scale (Aspidiotus ancylus). Resembles 

the two preceding species, but is less injurious. It attacks various 

trees. The young appear the latter part of June. 

Treatment: same as preceding. 

SMALL FRUIT AND VINE INSECTS 

19 Currant worm (Pteronus ribesii). Greenish, black 

dotted saw fly larvae feed- 

ing on currant leaves in 

May, the common currant 

worm. The parent insect, 

a small, brownish, black- 

headed, four winged fly, 

appears the latter part of 

April, deposits eggs along 

the veins on the under side 

of the leaf. A second brood 

of flies occurs the last of 

YN \\y 

Se \\ \ \\ \ 2) G35 

coe 

May or in June. 

Treatment: spray with 
Fic. 13 Immature currant worms (after Saunders) 

hellebore or poison. 
20 Currant span worm (Diastictis ribearia). Yellow- 

ish, black dotted span worms feeding on leaves in May and June. 

These are true caterpillars, and are easily distinguished from the 

preceding species by their “looping” habit when walking. The 
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parent insect is a delicate, yellowish moth with rather faint, dark 

\ 
i d:: : d

 

Zz Ki 

, 

\ K 

Fig. 14 Currant span worms, larvae and pupa 
(after Saunders) 

markings. : 

Treatment: spraying 

with poison, or handpick- 

ing. 

21 Currant stem-borers 

(Sesia  tipuliformis, 

Janus integer, Tenth- 

redo rufopectus). 

The caterpillars boring in 

the woody stems are se- 

sians. The maggots work- 

ing in the tender tips may 

be either those of Janus 

or of Tenthredo. The 

parent of the stem-borer 

is a delicate, clear winged 

moth much resembling a 

hornet. The Janus is a black, four winged, 

slender fiy, the female having the abdomen 

banded with red, the male with his abdomen 

all reddish. The Tenthredo is a heavier, 

black, four winged fly. 

Treatment: burn stems infested with se- 

sians and the wilting tips infested by the 

others. | 

22 Raspberry gouty gall beetle (Agrilus 

ruficollis). The irregular swellings on 

canes are produced by larvae of this pest. 

The parent insect is a small black beetle 

with a bronze colored collar. The grub isa 

slender, flat headed borer. 

Treatment: cut and burn infested canes 

during winter or early spring. 

23 Light-loving grape vine beetle (A nom- 

ala lucicola). Brownish or black bee- 

tles about 3 inch long, resembling a small 
Fie. 15 Raspberry gouty 

gall (after Riley) 
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June beetle. Occurs in immense numbers occasionally, and then 

it fairly riddles grape leaves. 

Treatment: dust vines with lime. Collect and 

destroy beetles. 

24 Spotted grape vine beetle (Pelidnota 

ing tape vicbecde «6d PUNctata). A large, yellowish brown, black 

ey. spotted beetle about 1 inch long, resembling a 

June beetle. Its size and 

beauty attract consider- 

able attention, though 

the insect is rarely abun- 

dant enough to do much 

damage. The larva is 

one of the white grubs, 

and lives in decaying 

roots and stumps of var- 

ious trees. 

Treatment: handpick- 

ing. 

25 Grape vine fiea 
Fig. 17 Spotted grape vine beetle: a larvae; b pupa; 

beetle (A 2 ] t i cae h Q- ee ee d,-e, f minor parts strongly magnified 

ly bea). Greenish or blue jumping beetles about 4 inch long, 

feeding on buds, or brown- 

ish, black dotted larvae 

about 4 inch long, skele- 

We, 

Ye 

tonizing leaves. The 

beetles pass the winter 

in crevices of bark, ap- 

pearing with warm 

weather, ready to attack 

the opening buds. This 

early feeding by the 

adults causes the most 

A\\y* 
j , 

\ 

ee 

injury and should 

be vigilantly guarded 

against. The grubs be- 

gin their work about the 
- ee Grape vine ues peewee. a Seige! were 

grub magnified; c earthen cell of pupa; d adult beetle A 
after Riley) ; : latter part of May. 
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Treatment: the grubs are easily controlled by spraying with 

poison, and, if this be done, there will be fewer beetles to fight 

in the spring. Early injury by the beetles may also be prevented 

by spraying the buds thoroughly, using one pound of poison to 

75 gallons of water, or by hand picking. 

Fie. 19 
a larvae; b pupa; d@ moth; ¢ and e 
minor parts enlarged (after Riley) 

Grape vine plume moth: 

26 Grape vine plume moth (Oxy- 

ptilus periscelidactylus), 

Small, greenish, hairy caterpillars 

webbing together terminal leaves. 

The caterpillars’ work is most ap- 

parent the last of May or early June, 

and when abundant they may cause 

considerable injury. The delicate, 

brownish, plume moths appear about 

the middle of June. 

Treatment: pick and destroy in- 

fested tips. 

27 Eight spotted forester (Alypia 

octomaculata). Reddish, 

black-ringed caterpillars about 14 | 

inches long feeding on grape vine 

and Virginia creeper in spring. The 

parent insect is. a beautiful black moth marked with eight yellow 

spots on the wings and with 

handsome orange tufts on the 

forward and middle pairs of 

legs. 

Treatment: handpicking; 

spray with poison. 

28 White 

(Oecanthus 

flower cricket 

niveus). 

Series of punctures in twigs of 

of various kinds are made by 

this insect for the reception of 

its eggs. The injury is usually 

Fic. 20 Eight spotted forester: a caterpillar; 

b enlarged segment of the same; c female moth 

too little to call for remedial measures, specially as the insects 

are predaceous and beneficial, and should therefore be protected. 
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SHADE TREE PESTS 

29 White-marked tussock moth (Notolophus leuco- 

stigma). Beautiful caterpillars having three black plumes, 

four yellow or white tufts, a coral red head, and body marked 

with’black and yellow, defoliate horse chestnut, elm and other 

shade trees. The winter is passed in egg masses covered with a 

white, frothy substance, the caterpillars hatching the latter part 

me O.HEIDEMAN. S.C. 

Fie. 21 White marked tussock moth: a larva; bfemale pupa; ec male pupa; d, e male moth; 
Ff female moth; g same ovipositing; h egg mass; «1 male cocoons; k female cocoons, with moths 
laying eggs—all slightly enlarged (after Howard, U.S. dep’t agr , Yearbook 1895) 

of May and spinning up about a month later, the moths appearing 

in July. Two broods occur about New York city and but one 

farther north as a rule. 

Treatment: remove and destroy the eggs or spray the foliage 

of the infested trees with poison. 
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30 Forest tent-caterpillar: maple worm (Clisiocampa dis- 

stria). Foliage of maple and fruit trees eaten in May and June 

by hairy blue headed caterpillars with silvery dots along the back. 

The cocoons are spun in 

June, the brown ‘moth, 

with darker oblique bands 

across the wings, flying in 

July. Eggs in belts in- 

circling smaller twigs are 

covered with a light brown 

protective substance, and 

Fic. 22 Forest tent-caterpillar: 1, aoa an css; remain  .unhatched ill 
b female; ¢ top view of an egg; d side view of several . 
eggs (after Riley) Spring. 

Treatment: remove and destroy the eggs; kill the caterpillars 

when massed on trunk and limbs, either by crushing or by spray- 

ing them with kerosene emulsion or with whale oil soap solution; 

spray the foliage of infested trees with poison; collect and destroy 

the cocoons. 

31 Pigeon Tremex (Tremex columba). The large, four 

winged, brownish adults marked with yellow, frequently known 

as “horn tails”, are usu- 

ally found in July around 

diseased and dying tree 

trunks. The eggs are de- 

posited a short distance 

within the bark, and the 

young borers occur near 

the surface, but full grown 

ones may make their way 

to the center of even large 

trees. This insect is not 

usually very injurious. 
“ Fie. 23 Pigeon Tremex: a larva showing the 

Treatment: cut and burn Thalessa larva fastened to its side; b head of larva; 
ec female pupa; d male pupa; e adult female (reduced 

badly infested trees. aiecu tans 

32 Lunate long sting (Thalessa lunator). A magnifi- 

cent brownish, wasp-like insect, with yellow markings and a 
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slender ovipositor or “ tail” 2 to 4 inches long. It frequents elms 

and maples infested by the pigeon Tremex, and occasionally is 

found with the ovipositor 

stuck in the wood. The 

characteristic attitude of 

this parasite when forcing 

its long ovipositor into the 

wood is well shown in the 

accompanying figure. The 

white legless grubs attach 

themselves to the borers 

and suck their life out. 

This insect should therefore 

be protected. 

Fia. 24 Lunate long sting ovipositing 

33 Cottony maple tree scale insect (Pulvina ria innumer- 

abilis). The under side of smaller limbs of soft maple are 

Fie. 25 Cottony maple tree scale insect. 
twigs with eggs sacs—natural size (after Howard; U. S. dep’t 
agr., div. ent. bull. 22, n. s.) 

Adult females on 

sometimes festoon- 

ed with this cot- 

tony insect, though 

more frequently it 

occurs in small 

masses. The young 

appear in July. 

Sometimes this in- 

sect is very in- 

jurious on Long 

Island and _ occa- 

Sionally is abun- 

dant in other sec- 

tions of the state. 

Treatment: spray 

young with kero- 

sene emulsion or 

whale oil soap solution. Brush or scrape off and destroy the old 

scales. 

34 Sugar maple borer (Plagionotus speciosus). Dis- 

eased or loose bark and exposed dead wood indicate the work of 
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this pest. The white, legless, fleshy grubs of this beetle fre- 

quently cause serious injury by running transverse burrows just 

beneath the bark. The stout, black 

beetles, about 1 inch long, with 

bright yellow markings, occur from 

June to August. They deposit eggs 

in the bark, and these places become 

more apparent later through sap 

flowing from the living tissues 

enawed by the grub and producing a 

discoloration around the wound. 

RE TN Ay NPA ee Treatment: burn badly infested 

Jste SCISEERT1)) trees. Search for places where eggs 

have been deposited and dig out the young borers in the fall. 

trees with carbolic soa TUT GR. Protect Pp ot i A 
wash from June to August. 

35 Maple tree pruner (Elaphi- 

dion Val) Oss, Wm ): Small 

limbs of maple, oak and other 

trees nearly eaten off by an insect 

and dropping in September, usu- 

ally contain the burrows of this 

species. The parent of the borer 

is a nearly cy- 

lindric, brown 

beetle which usu- 

ally remains with- 

in the. fallen 

twig till the next 

June. 

Treatment: collect infested 

limbs on the ground and burn be- 

fore spring. 
36 Elm leaf beetle ( aerate Fig. 27 Injury produced by a transverse 

burrow of borer in a sugar maple about 18 
inches in diameter 

Fig. 28 Maple tree 
pruner (original) 

cella Iuwteola).) Irresular 

round holes are eaten in young foliage, followed by the grubs 

gnawing the under portions of the leaves, which then dry and 
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turn brown. « The yellowish, black striped beetles, about + inch 

long, appear in early spring and lay eggs in May. The grubs feed 

in June, changing to yellow pupae the latter part of the month. 

A second brood occurs in July and extends 

into September. Known to occur in this 

state on Long Island, in the Hudson river 

valley north to Schuylerville, and in a few 

places in western central New York. This 

pest prefers European elms, but when 

numerous will seriously injure American, 

elms. 

Treatment:-spray the young foliage of in- 

fested trees with poison early in May to kill 

the beetles. The spray must be thrown on 

the under surface of the leaf in order to kill 

the grubs. Kill larvae and pupae on and 

Fie. 29 Elm leaf beetle, 
adult (reduced from How- 
ard, U. S. dep’t agr., Year- 
book 1895) 

near trunks of the trees either with hot water, with kerosene 

emulsion or by sweeping up and burning. 

37 Spiny elm caterpillar (EHuvanessa antiopa). Large 

Fie. 30 Spiny elm eater- 
pillar (original) 

black, red marked, spiny caterpillars 

about 2 inches long may frequently be 

seen in June feeding on the leaves of elm, 

willow and several other trees. The 

parent butterfly is a handsome purplish 

insect with yellow bordered wings. There 

are two annual generations in New York 

state. 

Treatment: remove the gregarious cater- 

pillars and crush them or spray the in- 

fested limbs with poison. 

38 Elm bark louse (Gossyparia 

ulmi). The adult females in June appear 

like clusters of small lichens on the under 

side of the smaller limbs of European 

elms. The young emerge in July. This in- 

sect appears to be generally distributed in 

the Hudson river valley, and will probably soon make its way to 
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other parts of the state. The draft on a badly infested tree in 
June is very great; the excretions of the bark lice falling in fine 

Fig. 31 Elm bark lice on twig, 

showers keep stones beneath wet even on 

good drying days. The leaves of infested 

trees are frequently covered with a black- 

ening fungus, which grows in this secre- 

tion. © 

Treatment: spray the young with kero- 

sene emulsion or whale oil soap solution. 

39 Elm borer (“Saperda triden- 

tata). Diseased or dead bark is usually 

the first indication of injury by this in- 

sect. The tree soon becomes unthrifty 
full grown females (original) ' and examination of the bark may show 

in its inner portions white, flattened, legless grubs, which fre- 
quently cause consider- 
able injury. The beetles 

appear from early May 

till latter part of June. 

Treatment: cut and 

burn badly infested trees. 

Protect valuable trees 

with carbolic soap wash 
Fic. 32 Elm borer: a adult; 6 half grown larva—hair 

during May and June. line represents natural size of latter (original) 

40 Elm snout beetle (Magdalis barbita). Thick, fleshy, 

Fie. 33 Elm snout 
beetle, “Magdalis 
barbita (original) 

legless grubs working in inner bark of elm. 

Follows attack by the elm-borer and occa- 

Sionally is very abundant. The parent 

insect is a black snout beetle about 4 

inch long. It sometimes occurs in large num- 

bers and may have associated with it the 

reddish, closely allied Magdalis armi- 

collis. 

Treatment: burn badly infested trees and keep others vigorous. 
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- 41 Fall web worm (Hyphantria cunea). Webtentsin 

July and August inclosing leaves on the tips of branches, the 

eaten foliage turning brown. 

This insect attacks many 

trees and occasionally is very 

destructive. The parent in- 

sect is a whitish moth. 

Treatment: destroy webs 

and their inhabitants or 

spray foliage of affected limbs 

with poison. | 

42 Bag worm (Thy ridop- 

teryx ephemeraefor- 

mis). Defoliated evergreens 

and other trees are found in- 

fested in late summer and fal] 

with curious caterpillar con- 

taining bags of this insect. 
Fic. 34 Fall web worm: a light form of full 

s EN Se grown larva; 6 dark form of same; ec pupa; d 
Occurs in vicinity of New spotted form of moth (reduced from Bans 

York city and is sometimes 
U.S. dep’t agr., Yearbook 1895) 

very destructive, specially to evergreens. The female is wingless 

Fie 35 Bag worm: a, b, e at successive stages of 
growth; c male bag; d female bag (reduced from 
Howard, U.S. dept agr., Yearbook 1895) 

made its way about 40 miles north. 

and never leaves the bag. 

Treatment: collect and 

destroy bag worms or spray 

with poison. 

43 Leopard moth (Zeu- 

Aevgarmap y © i lah: The 

whitish, black spotted cater- 

pillar of this imported pest 

makes large burrows in 

trunks and limbs. It attacks 
most kinds of ‘trees and 

Shrubs grown about New 

York city, and has. already 

The parent insect is a white, 

black or blue spotted moth with a wing spread of about 2 inches. 
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Treatment: dig out young borers. Kill others by injecting 

carbon bisulfid in the burrow and then stopping the orifice with 

putty or soap. Burn badly infested trees. | 

Fic. 86 Leopard moth, adult female (after Pike) 

44 Bronze birch-borer (A grilus anxius). If infested bark 

is examined, a slender flat-headed grub may be found running 

Fic. 37 
beetle; 6b 
male from below; c larva from above-- 

Bronze birch borer: a female 
first abdominal segments of 

all enlarged about 344 times (after Chit- 
tenden, U 
18, n. s.) 

.S. dep’t agr., div. ent., bull. 

burrows in all directions in the inner 

portions. White and other birches 

are attacked, one of the first indica- 

tions of attack being the dying of 

the tree at the top. It is very in- 

jurious at present in Buffalo. The 

beetles appear in June. 

Treatment: cut and burn badly 

infested trees. 

GARDEN INSECTS 

45 Colorado potato beetle (Dory- 

phoral0O-lineata). Stout yel- 

lowish beetles with black striped 

wing covers appear in early spring, 

feed, and deposit yellowish eggs in 

clusters on under surface of leaves. 

The reddish, black marked grubs 

also devour the foliage. 

Treatment: spray vines with poison; handpicking. 
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46 Squash vvine-borer (Melittia satyriniformis). 

Wilting of one or more runners is caused by a whitish caterpillar 

boring in the stem near the root. The parent insect is a beautiful, 

clear winged moth with brownish black fore wings, transparent 

Fie. 88 Squash vine borer: a male moth; b female moth with wings folded as atrest; ec eggs 
on bit of squash stem; d full grown larva in vine; e pupa; f pupal cell—all enlarged 14 (after Chit- 
tenden, U. S. dep’t agr., div. ent., circ..38, 2d ser.) 

hind wings and with legs beautifully ornamented with black and 

orange tufts. She deposits eggs on almost any part of the plant. 

Treatment: plant a few early squashes as a trap crop, destroy- 

ing these vines as soon as the crop is secured. Slit the softer, 

infested portions, remove the borers and. cover the wounded part 

withearth. Protect 

young plants with 

netting. 

47 Striped cucum- 

ber beetle (Dia- 

brotica vit- 

tata). Yellow bee- 

tles about + inch 

long, striped with 

black, occur innum- 

bers on cucumber 

and squash in i Fig. 39° Striped cucumber beetle: a beetle; 6 larva; c pupa; 
q hos ad side view of apa segment (after Chittenden, U. 8. dep’t agr., 

2 div. ent., circ. 31, ser.) The slender, whit- : 

ish, brown headed grubs live on the roots of these plants and 

frequently cause great injury. 
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Treatment: protect young vines with netting. Dust vines with 

ashes, plaster of paris, etc. Poison trap crop of squash. Clean 

culture and the destruction of vines as soon as the crop is har-.- 

vested will do much to keep this pest in check. 

48 Cucumber flea beetle (E pitrix cucumeris). Brown- 

ish, gnawed spots on leaves made by 

numerous black jumping beetles about 

yz inch long. They are frequently very 

injurious. The young live on the roots 

of various plants. 

Treatment: spray vines with bordeaux 

mixture, with poison or with a combina- 

ia Co ees tion of the two. Dusting the affected 

ane ee eae acuitten ton plants with plaster of paris, ashes, ete. 

ee will also afford some protection. 

49 Squash bug (A nasa tristi ic Wilting leaves with their 

under surface infested by green- 

ish young or by the large, gray- 

ish brown stink bugs about 2 

inch long. The eggs are depos- 

ited in clusters on the under 

surface of the leaves. 

Treatment: collect and de- 

stroy the early appearing bugs. 

Place chips and similar shelters 

near the vines and kill each 

morning the bugs collected un- Fic. 41 Squash bug: a adult female twice 
natural size; b, c and d details of structure 

derneath Crush the brownish more enlarged (after Chittenden, U. S. dep’t 
agr., div. ent., bull. 19, n.s.) 

eggs on under surface of the leaves. 

50 Common asparagus beetle (Crioceris asparagi). Slate 

colored grubs about + inch long or beetles about 4 inch long, 

prettily marked with yellow, blue and red, eat the more tender 

parts of the plants. They breed during the greater part of the 

growing season. Occurs on Long Island, in the Hudson river 

valley and in the lake regions of the western part of the state. 

Treatment: the daily. cutting of producing beds serves to keep 
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the pest under control then. Young beds and others badly in- 

fested after cutting ceases should be 

sprayed with poison, or a mixture of 

paris green with plaster or fl_ur should 

be dusted on the plants while they are 

wet with dew. 

51 12 spotted asparagus beetle (Cri- 

oceris 12-punctata). Slate col- 

ored grubs about + inch long or stout, 

nearly cylindric oe beetles about 
4 ae i ; Fig. 42 Asparagus beetle, ae 

eee ae Nath eiplackspots, Caan ii ries Apter 
the more tender portions of the plant. front tarsus 

Known to occur in the state in several places in the Hudson river 

Fic. 43 12spotted asparagus beetle: a adult beetle; b larva; 
ce, d enlarged segments (after Chittenden, U. S. dep’t agr., Year- 
book 1896) 

black, red headed beetles about 2, inch long. 

in large numbers. 

Treatment: spray affected plants with 

poison or with poisoned bordeaux mix- 

ture, preferably the latter. Clean culture 

will do much to prevent attack by this 

insect. | 

53 Blister beetles (Epicauta cin- 

erea, E. vittata). Feeding in July 

and August on the foliage of potato and 

other plants, cylindric, soft beetles about 

valley and in a 

number of widely 

separated localities 

in the western part 

of the state. 

Treatment: same 

as the preceding. 

52 Red headed flea 

beetle (Systena 

fr O) Ob alee Sp). 

Ragged holes and 

brown spots made 

by small, jumping, 

Sometimes occurs 

Fic. 44 Red headed flea bee- 
tle: ashowing leg adapted to 
jumping—much enlarged, b 
Sen beetle, enlarged (origi- 
na 

¢ inch long and black and gray, or black striped with yellow. 
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Treatment: as the grubs of these beetles are known to feed on 

the eggs of grasshoppers and are therefore beneficial, the adults 

should be destroyed, by spraying 

affected plants with poison or by 

beating the insects into pans con- 

taining water and kerosene, only 

when necessary. 

Fig. 45 Margined 
blister beetle, E pi- 
eauta cinerea 

54 Bumble flower beetle (Eu ‘« 

phoria inda). 

tled beetles about 2 inch long 

Brownish mot- 
Fie. 46 Striped 

blister beetle, Ep i- 
cauta vittata 

feeding in ears of green corn, 

attacking peaches, etc. The young are white grubs, and may be 

found in partially decayed vegetable matter, and the beetles may 

frequently be seen in the spring flying and making a humming 

Fie. 47 Bumble flower beetle, natural 
size: a, b,c enlargements of antenna, 
anterior leg and posterior leg 

much like a bumblebee. This insect 

is not usually very destructive. 

Treatment: handpicking. | 

55 Wireworms (Elateridae). 

hard, yellowish brown 

grubs attacking various plants, fre- 

The 

parent insects are the brown snap- 

Cylindriec, 

quently injuring planted seeds. 

ping beetles so commonly seen. 

Treatment: fall plowing. Trap- 

ping beetles with poisoned baits. 

56 Stalk borer (Hydroecia 

mM itera) Wilting potato vines 

may be caused by a brown, white striped active caterpillar, about 

1 inch 

within the stems. 

long boring 

The 

parent is a brownish 

moth with a conspicu- 

ous yellow line near 

the outer third of the 

fore wings. This insect 

attacks many thick Fig. 48 Staik borer, moth and caterpillar (after Riley) 

stalked, herbaceous plants, and is a difficult one to control. 

Treatment: burn the infested stalks before September. 
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57 Variegated cut worm (Peridroma saucia). This is a 

stout, brownish cut worm about 14 inches long, with obscure 

markings. It is very injuri- 

ous to various garden 

plants. Its operations on 

carnations in a greenhouse 

are Shown. The adult is an 

obscurely colored brownish 

moth. 

Treatment: place _ poi- 

soned baits near plants to 

be protected. 

58 Zebra caterpillar (M a- Fig. 49 Variegated cut worm: a larva; b and ¢ 
mestra picta). Bril segments of the same enlarged; d moth (after Riley) 

liantly marked black and yellow, red headed caterpillars about 

- 2 inches long are fre- 

quently found on cab- 

bage, beets and other 

garden crops. ‘These 

handsome caterpillars 

are general feeders, 

and occasionally are 
>_— 

found in very large 

numbers. The moth 

is marked with deep 

Shades of brown. 

There are two broods 
Fig. 50 a zebra caterpillar; b its moth (after Riley) annually. 

Treatment: spray affected plants with poison, hellebore or 
pyrethrum water. 

59 Cabbage butterfly (Pieris 

rapae). The large irregular 

holes eaten in cabbage by a 

greenish caterpillar are usually 

the work of this insect. The 

white butterflies are frequently ‘4 
very abundant in the field. A com- , ibd Noland 
menand widely distributed pest. | pace, °) C#>Pase butterfly, female (atter 
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Treatment: capture the butterflies with nets. Spray young 

cabbage with poison, older ones with hellebore or pyrethrum 

water. Dust with lime. é 

60 Cabbage thrips (Thrips tabaci). Cabbage and lettuce 

frequently show white spots as though blasted, caused by minute 

yellowish or brown insects. These little creatures are scarcely 

visible to the unaided eye. . 

Treatment: spray affected plants at the beginning of the trouble 

with kerosene emulsion or a soap solution. 

Fie@.52 Rhubarb curculio: a adult beetle; c newly hatched larva; d full-grow larva; e pupa—all 
about twice natural size (after Chittenden, U. S. dep’t agr., div. ent., bull. 23, n. s.) 

61 Rhubarb curculio (Lixus concavus). Wilting rhubarb 

leaves and punctures in the leaf stems are usually caused by a 

nearly cylindric, black, extremely “hard shelled” beetle with 

more or less of a golden bloom on it. The grubs burrow in the 

stems and leaf stalks of dock as well as of rhubarb. 

Treatment: the beetles can be collected and 

destroyed by hand whenever injurious. They 

are abroad in June. 

62 Tarnished plant bug (Lygus praten- 

Sis). Small yellowish and black bugs about 

+ inch long, frequenting many plants and in- 

juring most garden crops and some trees. A 

most serious injury by this pest is the exten- 
° D Fie. 53 Tarnished plant sive blasting of peach buds on nursery stock. bug (after Riley) 
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Treatment: handpicking or dusting with ashes. Burn all rub- 

bish in the fall. 

63 Four lined leaf bug (Poecilocapsus lineatus). 

Bugs about ;% inch long, yellowish, with four black stripes, 

frequent various plants and injure some considerably. <A serious 

enemy of the currant. There is but one brood annually. The 

winter is passed in the egg, which hatches about the last of May, 

the insect being full-grown about the middle of June. The white 

eggs are deposited in slits made in the wood. 

Treatment: dust affected plants with ashes. Spray young with 

kerosene emulsion. Cut and burn tips of bushes containing eggs. 

GRASS INSECTS 

64 Army worm (Leucania unipuncta). Brownish, 

white striped caterpillars about 2 inches long devouring grasses 

and allied plants occasionally ap- 

pear in immense numbers. There 

are two or three generations an- 

nually in this state, but it is very 

exceptional that this pest is as 

destructive as it was in 1896. 

The parent moth is brownish, 

with a small white spot on the 

fore wing. The eggs are laid by 

preference in tough stalks of 

eT ES IR ee eco ert da er 
along neglected ditches, etc. Ore 

Treatment: exclude the pests by ditching, or kill with poisoned 

baits. Prevent their occurrence 

by clean culture. 

65 Hessian fly (Cecido- 

myiadestructor). Dark- 

er, broad leaves with free stool- 

ing, followed by the infested 

patches turning yellow, are the 

usual indications of attack. 

Fig. 55 Hessian fly There are two broods annually, 
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the adults of one appearing in September, those of the other in 

April or May, the latter being the cause of the lodged grain. 

Treatment: late planting in connection with earlier sown decoy 

strips to be plowed under in late fall. Cut straw high in infested 

fields and burn the stubble. Clean culture and rotation of crops. 

a | a 
al) 

_ Fie.56 Lachnosterna fusca: 1pupa; 2the white grub 
in its ground cell; 3 and 4 adult May beetle (after Riley) 

66 White grubs 

(LEachnosterna 

fi iy 'S ‘Graig Allo- 

rhinaumrtidadas 

Fleshy, white, brown 

headed grubs sever- 

ing grass roots and 

those of other plants. 
These pests fre- 

quently occur in 

such numbers as to 

kill large patches of 

grass. The parent 

insects are large 

brownish beetles or greenish, marked with yellow, in the case of 

Allorhina, which latter occurs in vicinity of New York 

city. The grub of Allorhina has the peculiar habit of 

turning on its back and progressing by a peculiar undulating 

motion whenever it travels. 

Fig.57 Allorhina nitida: alarva; bpupa;cmale beetle; d, e, f, gminor parts of larva 
magnified (after Riley) 

Treatment: spray badly infested areas liberally with kerosene 

emulsion just before a rain. Dig and destroy the grubs. 
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67 Grasshoppers. A number of species attack various crops. 

Occasionally they occur in very large numbers. The eggs are 

deposited in the 

ground, and are fed 

on by the young of 

certain blister bee- 

tles. 

Treatment: place 

poisoned baits near 

crops to be protected. 

Fie. 58 Rocky mountain locust: a, a. a female in different 
positions ovipositing; b egg-pod extracted from the ground, with 
the end broken open; c¢ some separate eggs; d, e a section show- 
ing an egg-pod placed and another being placed; ( wnere a pod 
has been covered up (after Riley) 

Fie. 59 Red-legged locust 

HOUSEHOLD INSECTS 

68 House fly (Musca domestica). Easily recognized as 

the more common fly around houses. It breeds in manure and 

Fie. 60 House fly: a adult male; b proboscis and palpus; ¢ terminal antennal’ joints; d head 
of female; e puparium; fanterior spiracle, all enlarged (after Howard and Marlatt, U.S. dep’t agr., 
‘Giv. ent., bull. 4, n. s.) 
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dooryard filth. One fly may deposit as many as 120 eggs, and 

under favorable conditions but 10 days are required to complete 

the life cycle. 

Treatment: exclude with screens. As it breeds in manure and 

garbage, keeping this material cleaned up or inaccessible to flies 

will reduce their numbers. 

69 Bed bug (Acanthia lectularia). A _ flattened, 

reddish, wingless insect about 4 inch long frequenting houses, 

specially those affording numerous cracks where it can find shel- 

ter and where uncleanliness prevails. This disgusting intruder 

Fic. 61 Bed bug: a and b adult females gorged with blood, upper and under surfaces ec, d, 
structural details (after Marlatt, U.S dep’t agr., div. ent., bull. 4, n.s.) 

. J 

requires about seven weeks to complete its life cycle. It is able 

to exist for long periods without food. 

Treatment: apply benzin, kerosene, or other petroleum oil to 

crevices in infested beds. Corrosive sublimate may be used in 

same manner. Fumigation with sulfur is valuable wherever 

possible. 

70 Kissing bug: masked bed bug hunter (Opsicoetus per- 

sonatus). A brownish or black insect about 2? inch long. 

It is attracted by lights, and its young, which conceals itself by a 

covering of lint, etc. is said to have a partiality for bed bugs. 
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Not usually harmful, though it can inflict a severe bite or “ sting.” 

It is frequently found in or about houses. 

Treatment: screens should exclude 

it most effectually. 

71 Buffalo carpet beetle (Anthrenus 

scrophulariae). The larvae are eas- 

ily recognized by their shaggy appear- 

ance, being provided with coarse bris- 

tles along the sides and at the posterior 

extremity of the body. The beetles are 

about 4 inch long, black, marked with 

) white and down the middle of the back 

mn ‘net Le ae ier with a red line which widens into three 

size (after Howard, U.S. dept aur. projections. These pretty beetles are 

very common on flowers, specially spir- 

aeas and tulips, and are frequently brought into houses with the 

blossoms. 

Treatment: use rugs or matting in place of carpet whenever 

possible. Infested carpets should be taken up and sprayed with 

Fie. 63 Buffalo carpet beetle: a larva; bBcast skin of larva at molting; c pupa; d beetle— 
enlarged from natural sizes shown in accompanying lines (after Riley) 

benzin, and the cracks in the floor should be filled with plaster 

of paris before relaying. 

72 Black carpet beetle (Attagenus piceus). The light 

brown cylindric larva has a long “tail” of slender hairs. The 

adult is a small oval black beetle nearly ~; inch long. This 
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species has a decided taste for feathers, though it infests carpets 

and attacks many other substances. It is quite common in Al- 

bany. 

Treatment: same as for the preceding. 

Fic. 64 Black carpet beetle: alarva; b pupa; cadult beetle—all enlarged (after Howard, U.S. 
dep’t agr., div. ent., bull. 4, n. s.) ; 

73 Little red ant (Monomorium pharaonis). Thisis 

the common yellowish red ant about ;; inch long that frequents 

houses in such numbers at times. 

Several other species occur in 

houses, but in this latitude the 

little red ant is 

the most an- 

noying, as a 

rule. 

Treatment: 

destroy colony 

with carbon bi- 

Fig. 65 Little red ant: a female; b neuter or worker—enlarged (after Riley) gulfid when pos- 

sible. This is done Sy using a broom handle to make holes 

in the nest a few inches deep and several inches apart, pour- 
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ing in each about a teaspoonful of carbon bisulfid, then coy- 

ering the nest with a damp blanket and in a few minutes explod- 

ing the fumes collected beneath with a light on the end of a short 

pole. Attract to sponge filled with sweetened water and kill the 

eollected ants by dropping them in hot water. 

74 Cheese skipper (Piophila casei). Whitish, jumpiaog 

c & 

Fig. 66 Cheese skipper: a larva; b puparium; c pupa; d male fly; e female with wings folded— 
all enlarged (after Howard, U.S. dep’t agr., div. ent., bull. 4, n. s.) 

maggots are sometimes found infesting cheese. The parent insect 

is a small black fly less than 4 inch long. 

This insect will also attack hams, and 

occasionally causes serious loss. 

Treatment: exclude flies with netting, 

using 24-to-the-inch mesh. Cleanliness 

will render cheese factories less inviting 

to the flies. Hams and cheese stored in 

darkness are much less liable to infesta- 

tion. 

75 Bacon beetle ( Dermestes lar- Fig. 67 Bacon beetle: a larva, 
oe : enlarged; 0b larval bristle, greatly 

darius). A dark brownish beetle mlarged; c beetle 
5 ° ° about ~ inch long with yellowish band across the base of the 

Wing covers. The larva is brown, hairy, about 2 inch long. Both 
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adult and larva attack bacon, meat, etc. The life cycle can be 

completed in about six weeks. 

Treatment: cleanliness and excluding insects from the food. 

76 Croton bug (Phyllodromia germanica). This is 

the smaller, light brown roach about # inch long found in houses. 

It is very prolific, and is the species that is more abundant in 

cities. 

Fie. 68 Crotonbug: a,b, c,d successive immature stages; e adult; f adult female with egg case; 
g egg case enlarged; h adult with wings spread—all natural size except g (after Riley) 

Treatment: roach poisons, such as Hooper’s fatal food. Paris 

green with sugar has been used successfully, but is a dangerous 

poison. Fumigate | 

with sulfur where 

possible. Entice the 

bugs to enter ves- 

sels partly filled 

with stale _ beer 

from which no es- 

cape is provided. 

77 Cockroach (P e- 

riplaneta ori- 

entalis). This 

is the larger dark 

brown species an 

inch or more long, Fie. 69 Cockroach: a and ec female; b male; d half-grown 
p 2 specimen—all natural size (after Marlatt, U. S. dep’t agr., div. 

found in dwellings.  ent., bull. 4, n.s.) 

It was much less wary than the preceding form. 

Treatment: same as for the croton bug. 
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INSECTS AFFECTING STORED FCOD PRODUCTS 

78 Grain moth (Sitotroga cerealella). A small cater- 

pillar about 7, inch long working in various grains and producing 

a whitish moth with a wing spread of a little over 4 inch. 

Treatment: fumi- 

gate infested grain 

with carbon  bisul- 

fid, and treat sus- 

pected granaries in 

the same manner. 

79 Saw-toothed 

grain beetle (Sil- 

vanus surina- 

mensis : aN small, Fie. 70 Grain moth: a larva; b pupa; ¢ moth; d@ wings of a 
paler variety; e egg; fkernel of corn showing work of larva; 

brown,slender beetle g, h other structural details—all enlarged except f (after Riley) 

about 4 inch long found infesting cereals and dried food products. 

A common and prolific species which may complete its life cycle 

in 24 days, and may produce seven generations within a year. 

Fig. 71 Saw-toothed grain beetle: aadult; 6b pupa; ec larva—all enlarged (after Chittenden, 
U.S. dep’t agr., div. ent., bull. 4, n.s.) \ 

Treatment: fumigate infested cereals with carbon bisulfid, and 

allow none of its food to lie long undisturbed. 
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80 Confused flour beetle (Tribolium confusum). A 

rather stout, shining, reddish brown beetle about ,% inch long 

which attacks a large number of cereals and cereal products. 

Fig. 72 Confused flour beetle: a beetle; b larva; c pupa—all enlarged; d, e, f minor parts enlarged 
(after Chittenden, U.S. dep’t agr., div. ent., bull. 4, n.s.) 

Very prolific, and frequently causes considerable injury. The 

life cycle may be completed in 36 days, but in cool weather this 

period is much prolonged. : ) 

Treatment: fumigate with carbon bisulfid, and clean infested 

localities. 

Fig. 73 The bean weevil: 1, beetle; 1a antenna, greatly enlarged; 1b hind leg enlarged ; 2, larva, 
2a larval head enlarged to show mouth parts ; 3, pupa; 4, bean burrowed by the insect 

81 Bean weevil (Bruchus obtectus). Small grayish 

brown beetles about 4 inch long breeding in dry beans and eating 

out numerous holes. This insect attacks beans in the field by 
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preference, but frequently it will be found riddling the dried, 

stored beans. 

Treatment: fumigate beans in all infested localities with car- 

bon bisulfid as soon as threshed. 

82 Pea weevil (Bruchus pi- 

sorum). SBrownish or black 

beetles with indistinct white 

markings, about 3, inch long, in- 

festing peas. Habits about the 

same as those of the preceding 

species, except that it attacks peas. 

Treatment: Same as for bean Fie. 74 Pea weevil: a natural size and 
enlarged; 6b a pea containing weevil 

weevil. 

BENEFICIAL INSECTS 

83 Silk worm (Bombyx mori). One case showing eggs, 

larva, single and. double cocoons, those from which moths have 

emerged, one from which the silk has been reeled, male and 

female moths and the raw silk; also several other silk spinners 

and their cocoons, as follows: cocoons and moth of American 

sik worm, Telea polyphemus; cocoon and pupa of 

Antheraea yamamai, a Japanese silk worm; moth of 

Antherae pernyi, a Chinese silk worm; cocoon and moth 

of Samia cynthia, a domesticated silk worm which feeds 

mostly on the ailanthus tree. 

84 Pollen carriers. A great many insects convey pollen from 

flower to flower, and in certain cases there are some very interest- 

ing adaptations. Some of the more common pollen-carriers are 

Fie. 75 Wasp, enlarged (after Riley) Fie. 16 Syrphus fly, adult—enlarged 
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honey bees, bumble or humble bees, other bees, wasps, flower or 

Syrphus flies and many others. The importance of this class of 

insects and their work is hardly appreciated, yet without their aid 

it would be practically impossible for us to raise most fruits, 

simply because no man or group of men would have time to fer- 

tilize, in the limited time available for such work, anywhere near 

all the blossoms which are attended to without previous thought 

or preparation on the part of man. 

85 Lady bugs. Certain species are exceedingly valuable agents 

in controlling plant lice, which they and their young feed on. The 

Fic. 77 Two spotted lady bug: a larva; 6 mouth parts of same; cclaw of same; d pupa; e adult; 
antenna of same (reduced after Marlatt, U. S. dep’t agr., div. ent., circ. 7, 2d s.) 

larvae, or grubs, are usually dark colored, marked with yellow, 

and among hop-growers are known as “niggers.” Some forms 

prey on scale insects. 

86 Soldier beetles (Chauliognathus 

species). These beetles are among the 

pollen-carriers, and the larvae prey on 

the worm of the codling moth. 

87 Syrphus flies. The adults 

ae euats, Remmevyania Sct are usually seen among flowers, 
uate inn but the work of their fre- 

quently brightly colored larvae in reducing the number 

of plant lice is not so well known. These beneficial 

maggots are somewhat conical in shape, and may be _ Fie. 79 
Larva of a 

found among colonies of plant lice. CS 
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88 Lace-winged flies (Chrysopa species). The delicate green, 

gauzy winged adults are beautiful creatures. The voracious, 

active larvae are veritable aphis lions, and may be seen in con- 

Fie. 80 Lace-winged fly Chrysopa oculata Say: a eggs; 6 full-grown larva; c foot of same; 
dsame devouring a Psylla; e cocoon; fadult insect; g head of same; h adult, natural size (reduced 
after Marlatt, U.S. dep’t agr., div. ent., circ. 7, 2d s.) 

siderable numbers on trees infested with aphids. The eggs, 

curiously placed on the end of a slender stalk, always excite admir- 

ation in the beholder. 

89 Spined soldier bug (Podisus spinosus). Represents a 

number of species which prey on other insects. 

This one feeds on a number of common pests, 

such as the potato beetle, elm leaf beetle and 

asparagus beetle grubs. One is frequently 

seen with a grub of the elm leaf beetle or 

bug: abeak orproboscis. asparagus beetle on its extended beak. 
enlarged; b insect with 
ue we cxtonted 90 Pimpla (Pimpla conquisitor). 

This species is one of the most valuable of the hymenopterous 

parasites, and represents a large class of parasites which render 

good service in keeping many pests under control. It was reared 
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in large numbers from the forest tent-caterpillar this past season, 

and it preys on a number of other very injurious insects. 

Fie. 82 Pimpla conquisitor: a larva; b head of same; c pupa; d adult female, ail enlarged 
(after Howard, U.S. dep’t agr., div. ent., tech. ser., no. 5) 

91 Red tailed Tachina fly (Winthemia 4-pustulata). 

A most valuable parasite of the army worm, tent-caterpillar and 

several other pests. This fly has been observed in considerable 

numbers in fields badly infested with army worms, and is doubt- 

less a most efficient parasite in 

keeping this pest under control. 

FORMULAS 

Internal poisons like paris green 

are used only against insects which 

devour their food. Place where 

Fi: 63, Red tailed Tachna Ay: larva, they must be eaten re the plant is 

the fore part of an army worm attacked and on nothing soon to be 

used for human food. Much depends on the thoroughness with 

which the application is made. 

Paris green 1 pound, lime 1 pound, water 100 to 300 gallons, or 

dry 1 pound to 75 of plaster or fiour. London purple and paragrene 

may be used in the same manner, 
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Arsenite of lime. Dissolve 1 pound white arsenic, 4 pounds sal 

soda (washing soda, carbonate of soda) in 1 gallon water by boil- 

ing in an iron vessel 15 minutes, or till the arsenic dissolves, 

| leaving only a little muddy sediment. Add water lost in boiling, 

use 1 pint of this solution to 40 gallons water, to which has been 

added 2 pounds freshly slacked lime, or add 1 pint of the solu- 

tion to 40 gallons bordeaux mixture. 

Arsenate of lead. Dissolve 11 ounces acetate of lead (sugar of 

lead) in 4 quarts water and 4 ounces arsenate soda (50% purity) 

in 2 quarts of water, each lot in a wooden pail, then add solutions 

to 100 to 150 gallons water. May be used much stronger without 

injury to plants, and is unexcelled for use against insects which 

feed for a considerable time, as does the elm leaf beetle. It will 

not burn the foliage, even if applied in very large amounts, and 

will adhere for an indefinite period, in spite of rains. Prepare 

as directed above, or use one of the paste forms on the market; 

the latter are better than the dry or crystalline article. 

- Poisoned baits. Dip fresh clover or other attractive leaves in 

strongly poisoned water and place in infested localities. 1 pound 

paris -green, 50 pounds bran, sweetened with molasses. or cheap 

Sugar, mixed to a soft mash with water is very attractive to 

grasshoppers. 20 pounds dry middlings, 1 pound paris green, 

is good for cutworms. 

Poison carrier1 Heat 1 pint fish oil or cheap animal oil except 

tallow, 5 pounds pulverized resin in iron kettle with 1 gallon 

water till resin softens; then add lye solution (1 pound concen- 

trated lye dissolved as for soap); stir thoroughly; add 4 gallons 

water and boil 2 hours, or till mixture will unite with cold water, 

making a clear, amber colored liquid. Add water to make 5 gal- 

lons. Use 1 gallon of the solution to 16 gallons water, and add 

3 gallons milk of lime and + pound paris green. 

Contact insecticides are effectual only when applied directly to 

soft bodied insects, and the results will be proportional to the 

number of insects actually hit with the insecticide. 
I 

1 Recommended by Mr Sirrine for poisoning insects on cabbage. 
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Hellebore (fresh) 1 ounce, water 3 gallons. May also be applied 

dry. In the latter event it should be mixed with flour several 

hours before it is used. | 

Pyrethrum or insect powder (fresh) 1 ounce, water 3 gallons. 

It may be used dry diluted with flour, and should then be mixed 

several hours before it is used. 

Kerosene emulsion. 4 pound hard soap, 1 gallon boiling water, 

2 gallons kerosene, dissolve soap in water, add kerosene and 

emulsify. Or, for limestone regions, 2 gallons kerosene, 1 gallon 

sour milk; emulsify. Dilute 4-25 times before using. A 104 

mechanical kerosene emulsion may be used in place of either of 

the above. 

Petrolewm emulsion. A 20% mechanical emulsion of crude petro- 

leum can be applied to fruit trees just before the buds start with- 

out injury, and it will result in killing most, if not all, San José 

scale, provided the application has been thorough. 

Whale oil soap. 14 to 2 pounds to 1 gallon of water for winter 

use, 1 pound to at least 4 gallons water for summer use. 

Ivory soap. 5 cent cake to 8 gallons water is perhaps the best 

solution that can be used on house plants for scale insects,. plant 

lice, ete. 

Hot water, tobacco in solution or as dust are valuable contact 

insecticides. 

Washes for borers. 1 pint crude carbolic acid (4 pint refined), 1 

gallon soft soap, thin with 1 gallon hot water, stir in acid, let it 

set over night, then add 8 gallons soft water. Or to a saturated 

solution of washing soda add soft soap to make a thick paint; this 

is improved by 1 pint crude carbolic acid and 4 pound paris green 

to 10 gallons of wash. Or in 6 gallons saturated solution of wash- 

ing soda, dissolve 1 gallon soft soap, add 1 pint carbolic acid, mix 

thoroughly, slake enough lime in 4 gallons water, so that when 

added, a thick whitewash will result, then add 4 pound paris green, 

mix thoroughly. The latter is probably the best. Valuable only 

to prevent egg-laying on bark. 

Fumigation. Most valuable for young nursery stock and for 

grains. Cyanid of potassium (98% pure) 1 ounce, commercial sul- 
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furic acid, 1 ounce by measure, water 3 ounces by measure, these 

amounts for 150 cubic feet of space; expose trees at least 4 hour. 

Prepare tight chamber, mix acid and water by pouring acid slowly, 

stirring frequently, into the water. Use earthen or glass vessels, 

and drop cyanid into the diluted acid,-closing chamber at once. 

Small fruit trees in orchards can be fumigated under a tent before 

the buds start, using 1 pound of the cyanid to 100 cubic feet space, 

without injury to the trees, and this will result in killing most, if 

not all, the San José scale. 

Carbon bisulfid 1 pound to 1000 cubic feet space; place in shal- 

low dishes near top of chamber. 

These substances are deadly poisons, the acid will corrode or eat 

many things, carbon bisulfid is inflammable and explosive in the 

presence of any fire. Handle all with extreme care. 

Insecticide and fungicide. The poisoned bordeaux mixture is a 

most valuable combined insecticide and fungicide and is rapidly 

coming into favor. The bordeaux mixture may be prepared as 

follows: dissolve 6 pounds of copper sulfate (blue vitrol) by put- 

ting it in a bag of coarse cloth and hanging this in a vessel con- 

taining 4 to 6 gallons of water. For this purpose use an earthen 

or wooden vessel. After the copper sulfate is dissolved, dilute 

with water to 25 gallons. Slake four pounds of lime and add 25 

gallons of water and then mix the two and keep thoroughly 

stirred while using. When applied on peach foliage, it is advis- 

able to use an additional 2 pounds of lime. To each 50 gallons 

of bordeaux mixture as prepared above, add four ounces of paris 

green, london purple or paragrene. The amount of arsenite of 

lime solution to be used with bordeaux mixture is given on page 

45. Arsenate of lead can also be used in the same amounts with 

this fungicide as with water. Bordeaux mixture alone is an ex- 

cellent substance to apply to plants attacked by flea beetles, and 

when poisoned, forms one of the best general purpose sprays. 
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The superior figure points to the exact place on the page in ninths; e. g. 

34° means page 34 beginning in the third ninth of the page, i. e. about one 

third of the way down. 

Acanthia lectularia, 34° 

Agrilus anxius, 24’ 

ruficollis, 14° 

Allorhina nitida, 32° 

Alypia octomaculata, 16’ 

americana, Clisiocampa, 7? 

Anasa tristis, 26% 

ancylus, Aspidiotus, 13% 

Anomala lucicola, 14°-15? 

Ant, little red, 36°-387? 

Antheraea pernyi, 41° 

yamamai, 41° 

Anthrenus scrophulariae, 35? 

antiopa, Euvanessa, 21° 

anxius, Agrilus, 24° 

Apple leaf Bucculatrix, 9 

Apple tree bark louse, 118-12° 

Apple tree borer, 10? 

Apple tree tent-caterpillar, 7? 

armicollis, Magdalis, 22° | 

Army worm, 31' 

Arsenate of lead, 45? 

Arsenite of lime, 45! 

asparagi, Crioceris, 26°-27? 

Asparagus beetle, common, 26°-27? 

twelve spotted, 27’ 

Aspidiotus ancylus, 134 

ostreaeformis, 13' 

perniciosus, 12*-13' 

Attagenus piceus, 35°-36° 

Bacon beetle, 37°-38? 

Bag worm, 234 

barbita, Magdalis, 22° 

Bark louse, scurfy, 12* 

Bean weevil, 40°-41? 

Bed bug hunter, masked, 34°-35? 

Bed bugs, 34° 

Bees, 42? 

Beneficial insects, 41*-44° 

Birch borer, bronze, 24° 

Blister beetles, 27°-28? 

Bombyx mori, 41/ 

Bordeaux mixture, poisoned, 47° 

Borers, wash for, 46° 

Bruchus obtectus, 40°-41? 

pisorum, 41? 

Bucculatrix pomifoliella, 9! 

Bud moth, 9 

Cabbage butterfly, 29°-30' 

Cabbage thrips, 30? 

eandida, Saperda, 10? 

Carbolie acid, 46° 

Carbon bisulfid, 47% 

Carpet beetle, black, 35°-36° 

Buffalo, 35? 

Carpocapsa pomonella, 7 

Case bearer, cigar, 8 

pistol, 8’ 

casei, Piophila, 37° 

Cecidomyia destructor, 318-32? 

cerealella, Sitotroga, 39’ 

chalybea, Haltica, 15°-16? 

Cheese skipper, 37? 

Chionaspis furfurus, 12% 

Chrysopa oculata, 48°; species, 43* 

Cicada, seventeen year, 11° 
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Cicada septendecim, 11° 

Cigar case bearer, 87-9’ 

cinerea, Epicauta, 27°-28? 

Clisiocampa americana, T? 

disstria, 18’ 

Cockroach, 38’ 

Codling moth, 7° 

Coleophora fletcherella, 8’-9’ 

malivorella, 8’ 

columba, Tremex, 18° 

concayvus, Lixus, 30° 

confusum, Tribolium, 40’ 

conquisitor, Pimpla, 44° 

Crioceris asparagi, 26°-27’ 

12-punctata, 27? 

Croton bug, 38° 

Cucumber beetle, striped, 25’-267 

Cucumber flea beetle, 26? 

cucumeris, Epitrix, 26’ 

cunea, Hyphantria, 23' 

Currant span worm, 13°-14? 

Currant stem borers, 14? 

Currant worm, 13° 

Cut worm, variegated, 29" 

cynthia, Samia, 41° 

decemlineata, Doryphora, 24° 

Dermestes lardarius, 379-38? 

destructor, Cecidomyia, 31°-32° 

Diabrotica vittata, 25'-26? 

Diastictis ribearia, 13°-14 

Diplosis pyrivora, 10° 

dispar, Xyleborus, 11’ 

disstria, Clisiocampa, 18' 

domestica, Musca, 33°-34? 

Doryphora 10-lineata, 24° 

duodecim-punctata, Crioceris, 27’ 

Elaphidion villosum, 20° 

Elateridae, 28° 

Elm bark louse, 218-22 

Elm borer, 22? 

Elm eaterpillar, spiny, 21° 

Elm leaf beetle, 20°-21° 

Elm snout beetle, 227 

English oyster scale, 13' 

ephemeraeformis, 

Za 

Epicauta cinerea, 27°-28? 

vittata, 27°-287 

Epitrix cucumeris, 26’ 

Euphoria inda, 28° 

Euvanessa antiopa, 21° 

Fall web worm, 23} 

Flea beetle, red headed, 27° 

fletcherella, Coleophora, 87-9? | 

Flour beetle, confused, 40’ 

Flower beetle, bumble, 28° 

Flower cricket, white, 16° 

Forest tent-caterpillar, 18 

Forester, eight spotted, 16° 

Formulas, 447-47° 

frontalis, Systena, 27° 

Fruit tree insects, 7'-13+ 

Fumigation, 46°-47° 

- furfurus, Chionaspis, 12’ 

fusca, Lachnosterna, 32’ 

Galerucella luteola, 20°-21° 

Garden insects, 24-31 

germanica, Phyllodromia, 38’ 

Gossyparia ulmi, 21°-22? 

Grain beetle, saw toothed, 39’ 

Grain moth, 39? . 

49 

Thyridopteryx, 

Grape vine beetle, light loving, 14°- 

15? 

spotted, 15° 

Grape vine flea beetle, 15°-16? 

Grape vine plume moth, 16? 

Grass insects, 31°-33° 

Grasshoppers, 33? 

Haltica chalybea, 15°-16? 

Hellebore, 46° 

Hessian fly, 31°-32? 

Hot water, 46° 

House fly, 33°-34° 

Household insects, 335-38° 

Hydrocyanie acid gas, 46°-47° 

Hydroecia nitela, 28’ 

Hyphantria cunea, 23? 
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inda, Euphoria, 28° 

innumerabilis, Pulvinaria, 19* 

Insecticides, 

Arsenate of lead, 45? 

Arsenite of lime, 45+ 

’ Carbolic acid wash, 46° 

Carbon bisulfid, 47% 

Fumigation, 46°-47° 

Hellebore, 467 

Hot water, 46° 

Hydrocyanic acid gas, 46°-47° 

Ivory soap, 46° 

Kerosene emulsion, 46? 

London purple, 44° 

Paragrene, 44° 

Paris green, 44° 

Petroleum emulsion, 46’ 

Poison carrier, 45° 

Poisoned baits, 45° 

Poisoned bordeaux mixture, 47 

Pyrethrum, 46? 

Tobacco, 46° 

Washes for borers, 46° 

Whale oil soap, 46° 

Insects affecting stored food pro- 

ducts, 39'-41* 

integer, Janus, 14? 

Ivory soap, 46° 

Janus integer, 14? 

Kerosene emulsion, 46? 

Kissing bug, 34°-35? 

Lace wing fly, 43’ 

Lachnosterna fusca, 32? 

Lady bug, two-spotted, 42° 

lardarius, Dermestes, 37°-38? 

Leaf bug, four lined, 31’ 

lectularia, Acanthia, 34° 

Leopard moth, 237-24’ 

Leucania unipuncta, 31% 

leucostigma, Notolophus, 17’ 

lineatus, Poecilocapsus, 31* 

Lixus concayus, 30° 

Locust, red legged, 33' 

Rocky mountain, 334 

London purple, 44° 

Long sting, lunate, 18°-194 

lucicola, Anomala, 14°-15? 

lunator, Thalessa, 18°-19* 

luteola, Galerucella, 20°-215 

Lygus pratensis, 30°-31? 

Macrodactylus subspinosus, 9'-10? 

Magdalis armicollis, 22? 

barbita, 227 

malivorella, Coleophora, 8? 

Mamestra picta, 29° 

Maple tree borer, 19°-20° 

Maple tree pruner, 20° 

Maple tree scale insect, cottony, 19’ 

Melittia satyrinformis, 25' 

Monomorium pharaonis, 36°-37? 

mori, Bombyx, 41°’ 

Musca domestica, 33°-34? 

Mytilaspis pomorum, 11°-12° 

nitela, Hydroecia, 28’ 

nitida, Allorhina, 32° 

niveus, Oecanthus, 16° ° 

Notolophus leucostigma, 17’ 

obtectus, Bruchus, 40°-41? 

ocellana, Tmetocera, 9’ 

octomaculata, Alypia, 16’ 

Oecanthus niveus, 16° 

Opsicoetus personatus, 34°-35’ 

orientalis, Periplaneta, 38’ 

ostreaeformis, Aspidiotus, 13’ 

Oxyptilus periscelidactylus, 16? 

Oyster scale, English, 13? 

Palmer worm, 7°-8’ 

Paragrene, 44° 

Paris green, 44° 

Pea weevil, 41° 

Peach bark borer, 10°-11° 

Pear blight beetle, 11’ 

Pear midge, 10° 
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Pelidnota punctata, 15? 

Peridroma saucia, 29° 

Periplaneta orientalis, 38’ 

periscelidactylus, Oxyptilus, 16’ 

perniciosus, Aspidiotus, 12*-13? 

pernyi, Antheraea, 41° 

personatus, Opsicoetus, 34°-35? 

Petroleum emulsion, 46* 

pharaonis, Monomorium, 36°-37? 

Phyllodromia germanica, 38? 

piceus, Attagenus, 35°-36° 

picta, Mamestra, 29° 

Pieris rapae, 29%-30' 

Pimpla, 43°-44° 

conquisitor, 43°-44° 

Piophila casei, 37? 

pisorum, Bruchus, 41? 

Pistol case bearer, 8’ 

Plagionotus speciosus, 19°-20° 

Plant bug, tarnished, 30°-31? 

Podisus spinosus, 43° 

Poecilocapsus lineatus, 31’ 

Poison carrier, 45° 

Poisoned baits, 45° 

Poisoned bordeaux mixture, 47° 

Pollen carriers, 417-42° 

polyphemus, Telea, 41° 

pometellus, Ypsolophus, 7°-8? 

pomifoliella, Bucculatrix, 9* 

pomonella, Carpocapsa, 7° 

pomorum, Mytilaspis, 11°-12? 

Potato beetle, Colorado, 24° 

pratensis, Lygus, 30*-31' 

Pteronus ribesii, 13° 

Pulvinaria innumerabilis, 19* 

punctata, Pelidnota, 15? 

Putnam’s seale, 13 

Pyrethrum, 46? 

pyrina, Zeuzera, 237-24 

pyrivora, Diplosis, 10° 

quadripustulata, Winthemia, 44° 

rapae, Pieris, 29°-30' 

Raspberry cane girdler, 569* 

_Raspberry gouty gall beetle, 14’ 

Rhubarb curculio, 36 

ribearia, Diastictis, 13° 

ribesii, Pteronus, 13°-14’ 

Rose beetle, 97-10’ 

ruficollis, Agrilus, 14’ 

rufopectus, Tenthredo, 14? 

rugulosus, Secolytus, 10°-11° F 

Samia cynthia, 41° 

San José seale, 12°-13' 

Saperda candida, 10? 

tridentata, 22° 

satyriniformis, Melittia, 257 

saucia, Peridroma, 29’ 

Scolytus rugulosus, 10°-11° 

scrophulariae, Anthrenus, 35’ 

securfy bark louse, see Bark louse, 

seurfy 

septendecim, Cicada, 11° 

Sesia tipuliformis, 14’ 

Seventeen year cicada, see Cicada, 

seventeen year 

Shade tree pests, 17* 

Silk worm, 41* 

Silvanus surinamensis, 39% 

Sitotroga cerealella, 39° 

Soldier beetles, 42° — 

bug, 438° 

speciosus, Plagionotus, 19°-20* 

spinosus, Podisus, 43° 

Squash bug, 26’ 

Squash vine borer, 25° 

Stalk borer, 28’ 

subspinosus, Macrodactylus, 97-10 

surinamensis, Silvanus, 39° 

Syrphus flies, 42%, 42° 

Systena frontalis, 27° 

tabaci, Thrips, 30? 

Tachina fly, red tailed, 44° 

Telea polyphemus, 41° 

Tent caterpillars, see Apple tree tent- 

caterpillar; Forest tent-caterpillar 

Tenthredo rufopectus, 14’ 

Thalessa lunator, 18°-194 

Thrips tabaci, 30° 
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Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, 23+ 

tipuliformis, Sesia, 14? 

Tmetocera ocellana, 9 

Tobacco, 46° 

Tremex, pigeon, 18° 

Tremex columba, 18° 

Tribolium confusum, 40" 

tridentata, Saperda, 22° 

tristis, Anasa, 26% 

Tussock moth, white marked, 17’ 

ulmi, Gossyparia, 21°-22* 

unipuncta, Leucania, 31* 

villosum, Hlaphidion, 20° 

Vines and small fruits, insects injur- 

ious to, 13°-16° 

vittata, Diabrotiea, 25'-26* 

Epicauta, 27-28? 

Washes for borers, 46° 

Wasps, 42?’ 

Whale oil soap, 46° 

White grubs, 32° 

Winthemia 4-pustulata, 44° 

Wireworms, 28° 

Xyleborus dispar, il‘ 

yamamai, Antheraea, 41° 

Ypsolophus pometellus, 7-8? 

Zebra caterpillar, 29° 

Zeuzera pyrina, 237-24‘ 

(Pages 53-54 were bulletin cover pages)’ 
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KEY TO THE LAND MAMMALS OF NORTH- 

EASTERN NORTH AMERICA 

INTRODUCTION 

Originally outlined as part of my recently published Preiminary list of 

the mammals of New York’, this “ key’ soon grew to the proportions of 

an independent paper. As first planned it was intended to furnish a ready 

means for finding—with the minimum of technical requirements—the 

name of any wild mammal taken in New York. When the “key” was 

separated from the “list” its scope was extended to include the entire 

mammalian fauna of the Atlantic slope of North America north of the 

southern boundary of the upper austral zone. At the same time the 

whales and porpoises were omitted. It is thus practically a key to the 

land mammals of the Atlantic division of the life zones represented in 

New York state, since the upper austral zone is the southernmost of 

these, and the arctic zone, florally at least, may almost be said to touch 

the higher Adirondack peaks. Throughout I have endeavored to write 

as non-technically as the subject will permit, that is to use no unex- 

plained terms not to be found in a pocket dictionary. 

| Life zones 

~While the subject of life zones has been dealt with at considerable 

length in the paper just referred to, a few words of definition are 

necessary here. A life zone is simply an extended area over which the 

fauna and flora are relatively homogeneous. As such areas are limited 

chiefly by temperature, and their boundaries consequently determined by 

isothermal lines, they normally assume the form of belts stretching from 

east to west, or, to speak more exactly, arranged concentrically around 

the poles. Therefore in passing from pole to equator a certain number 

of these belts must be crossed. The forms of the life zones are distorted 

by irregularities in the surface of the earth with their accompanying 

variations in temperature. In the northern hemisphere mountain chains 

1 Bulletin of the New York state museum no. 29, Nov. 1899. 
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carry the northern zones southward, and hot, dry'plains bend the southern 

zones toward the north. Finally a zone may become locally broken into 

islands, as when a cool mountain chain is interrupted by warm valleys 

and plains, or cold swamps are scattered in hot lowlands. In North 

America there are seven of these life areas, each characterized by the 

predominance of a particular assemblage of animals and plants. Begin- 

ning at the north they are the arctic zone, Hudsonian zone, Canadian 

zone, transition zone, upper austral zone, lower austral zone and tropical 

zone. ‘The last two lie south of the region included within the scope of 

this paper. The areas covered by the Atlantic divisions of the five others 

are as follows: 

Arctic zone. ‘Treeless northeastern coasts of Labrador and New- 

foundland ; above timber line on the highest mountain peaks of New 

England, and perhaps of the Adirondacks also. 

Hudsonian zone. Wooded portions of Labrador, Newfoundland, 

northern Ontario, northern and eastern Quebec and northern New 

Brunswick ; region immediately below timber line on the mountains of 

New England and New York and possibly in the highest southern 

Alleghanies, ae 

Canadian zone. Eastern Nova Scotia; the greater part of New 

Brunswick; southern Quebec; eastern central Ontario; northern and 

western Maine; the higher parts of New Hampshire, Vermont and 

western Massachusetts; the Adirondacks, Catskills and higher parts 

of the Alleghanies. 

Transition zone. Western Nova Scotia; eastern and southern 

Maine; southern Ontario (except north shore of Lake Erie); the greater 

part of the lowlands of New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massa- 

chusetts, Connecticut and Pennsylvania; the lower slopes of the 

Alleghanies to their extreme southern limit. 

Upper austral zone. North shore of Lake Erie in southern 

Ontario; south shore of Lake Ontario, “lake region”, lower Hudson 

valley and western end of Long Island in New York; southern Con- 

necticut; lowlands of New Jersey, Delaware, eastern Pennsylvania, 

eastern Maryland and northeastern Virginia; belt (extending northeast 

and southwest) in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and 

Georgia, covering the higher land east of the mountains. 
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Species and subspecies 

In this paper subspecies are treated as the component parts of species, 

not, as is now too often the custom, as independent forms intergrading 

with species. The relationship of species and subspecies is thus main- 

tained exactly parallel with that between genus and subgenus or family 

and subfamily.1 The separate keys to the subspecies under each species 

will help to emphasize this conception. I have attempted to apply a 

system of English names that will coincide with this treatment of species 

and subspecies, but in certain cases perfect adherence to this principle 

has not been possible, 

General plan of the key 

Beginning with the definition of the class Mammalia, this paper 

consists of a series of keys and definitions, interspersed with brief state- 

ments of range, habitat and extent of groups. Keys are given under 

each order to its families, under each family to its genera, under each 

genus to its species and under each species to its subspecies. Suborders, 

subfamilies and*subgenera are not included in this scheme, but their 

characters are referred to in the sections of the keys or elsewhere, and 

their names are inserted in the synopsis placed before the “key ” proper 

(p. 65-76). Under each species and subspecies will be found references 

to, 1) the first publication of the specific or subspecific name, 2) first use 

of the binomial or trinomial combination, and 3) a recent monographic 

paper in which the form is described in detail. Absence of the second 

reference shows that the binomial or trinomial was used by the original 

describer of the form, or that it is now for the first time published. 

Absence of the third reference, in cases where the second and third are 

1An example may make the matter more clear. Squirrels of the genus Sciurus occur 

throughout the greater part of the wooded portion of the northern hemisphere. The species vary 

much in form, and the variations tend to group themselves in such a way that the different groups 

are recognizable as subgenera, all, however, falling within the definition of the genus Sciurus. 

To the one of these groups of species containing the type species of the genus the name Sciurus 

in a subgeneric sense is restricted. It happens that this subgenus Sciurus is confined to the 

old world, and that within our limits the genus is represented by the three subgenera Tamia- 

seiurus, Neosciurus and Parasciurus. No one would on this account deny that the 

genus Sciurus occurs in eastern North America. A species of this genus, Sciurus ludovici- 

anus, is widely distributed in the southern United States. Individuals of this species vary con- 

siderably in size and color, and the variations so group themselves that several subspecies are 

recognizable, each restricted to a particular part of the range of the species, and all included within 

the definition of the species. The one of these which was first named (that of the Mississippi 

valley) and which consequently gives its name to the species as a whole, is not found east of the 

Alleghanies, where itisreplaced byS. ludovicianus vicinus. Thespecies Sciurus ludo- 

vicianus is nevertheless as truly a member of the fauna of the eastern United States as is the 

genus Sciurus. 
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not identical, shows that nothing of importance has been published on 

the animal during the present phase of the study of North American 

mammals, a period dating from 1889. ‘The type locality of each form 

is given in parenthesis after the first reference. The accented syllable of 

all technical names is marked with an acute accent; and the derivation 

of each name-is placed in parenthesis at the end of the diagnosis 

(Lat=Latin, N. Lat.=_New Latin, Gk.=Greek). All measurements are in 

millimeters followed (in parenthesis) by an approximate equivalent in 

inches and sixteenths. 

As in the Lust of the mammals of New York, my aim is to present the 

subject as it stands today rather than to attempt to reach final conclu- 

sions. Numerous forms ace therefore admitted the status°of which is still 

in question. ‘Though this course has its disadvantages, it seems the one 

least open to objection at the present time, when any revisionary work © 

would necessarily be imperfect. 

The use of keys in botany and zoology is now too well understood to 

require any special explanation. It must be remarked, however, that no 

keys can be made by which single specimens of closely related sub- 

species can be invariably named. Certain species even differ from each 

other by characters that can not be set down in a single line of print. I 

have endeavored to base keys and diagnoses on the most tangible 

characters available; but where the way is hard for the specialist it 

can not be made easy for the beginner. 

Individuals affected with albinism, melanism and other abnormalities 

frequently occur in all species. Compared with the place they hold in 

popular estimation their interest is slight. They should be carefully 

guarded against as extremely liable to cause difficulty in identification. 

Such individuals seem possessed of a peculiar faculty for bringing them- 

selves to notice. 
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SYNOPSIS! 

Clas MAMMALIA: mammals, p. 76 

Subclas METATHERIA: marsupials, p. 76 

Order MARSUPIALIA: marsupials, p. 77-78 
Suborder POLYPROTODONTIA: polyprotodont marsupials 

Family DIDELPHIDIDAE : opossums, p. 77-78 
Genus Didelphis Linnaeus: p. 78 

1 Didelphis virginiana Kerr: opossum, p. 78 

Represented by: 

Didelphis virginiana virginiana Kerr: northeastern 

opossum, p. 78 

Subclass EUTHERIA: placental mammals, p. 76 

Order UNGULATA: hoofed mammals, p. 78 
Suborder ARTIODACTYLA: even-toed hoofed mammals, 

‘p- 78 
Family BOVIDAE:: cattle, p. 79 

Genus Bison Hamilton Smith: p. 79 

No Bison bison (Linnaeus): American bison, p. 79 

Represented by: 

Bison bison bison (Linnaeus): American plains baa Pp. 79 

Family CERVIDAE: deer, p. 79 

Genus Rangifer Hamilton Smith: p. 80 

3 Rangifer caribou (Gmelin): woodland caribou, p. 80 

aS Rangifer terraenovae Bangs: Newfoundland caribou, p. 81 

5 Rangifer arcticus (Richardson) : barren ground caribou, p. 81 

Genus Alces Jardine: p. 81 

6 Alces americanus Jardine: eastern moose, p. 81 

Genus Cervus Linnaeus: p. 82 
7 Cervus canadensis (Erxleben): east American wapiti, p. 82 

Genus Odocoileus Rafinesque: p. 82 

Odocoileus americanus (Erxleben): Virginia deer, p. 82 
Represented by: 

Odocoileus americanus americanus (Erxleben): 

southern Virginia deer, p. 83 

Odocoileus americanus borealis Miller: northern 

Virginia deer, p. 83 

oo 

1 The arrangement of the higher groups is that adopted by Flower and Lydekker. 
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Order GLIRES: rodents, p. 83 

Suborder SIMPLICIDENTATA: true rodents, p. 84 

Family SCIURIDAE: squirrels, p. 34 

Genus Sciurus Linnaeus: p. 85 

Subgenus Tamiasciurus Trouessart: p. 85 

9 Sciurus hudsonicus Erxleben: red squirrel, p. 85 
Represented by: 

Sciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus Erxleben: Hudsonian 

red squirrel, p. 86 

Sciurus hudsonicus gymnicus Bangs: Canadian red 

squirrel, p. 85 

Sciurus hudsonicus loquax Bangs: southeastern red 

squirrel, p. 86 

Subgenus Neosciurus Trouessart: p. 85 

ro Sciurus carolinensis Gmelin: gray squirrel, p. 86 

Represented by: 

Sciurus carolinensis carolinensis Gmelin: southeast- 

em gray squirrel, p. 86 

Sciurus carolinensis leucotis Gapper: northeastern 

gray squirrel, p. 87 

Subgenus Parasciurus Trouessart: p. 85 

Ir Sciurus ludovicianus Custis: fox squirrel, p. 87 

Represented by: 

Sciurus ludovicianus vicinus Bangs: northern fox 

squirrel, p. 87 

Genus Tamias Illiger: p. 88 

12 Tamias striatus (Linnaeus): eastern chipmunk, p. 88 

Represented by: | 

Tamias striatus striatus (Linnaeus): southeastern chip- 

munk, p. 88 

Tamias striatus lysteri (Richardson): northeastern chip- 

munk, p. 88 

Genus Arctomys: Schreber: p. 89 

13 Arctomys monax (Linnaeus): woodchuck, p. 89 

Represented by: 

Arctomys monax monax (Linnaeus): southeastern wood- 

| chuck, p. 89 

Arctomys monax canadensis (Kuhl): northeastern 

woodchuck, p. 89 
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14 Arctomys ignavus Bangs: Labrador woodchuck, p. 89 

Genus Sciuropterus F. Cuvier: p. go 

15 Sciuropterus volans (Linnaeus): southern flying squirrel, p. go 

Represented by: . 

Sciuropterus volans volans (Linnaeus): southern fly- 

ing squirrel, p. go 

16 Sciuropterus sabrinus (Shaw): northern flying squirrel, p. go 
Represented by: 

Sciuropterus sabrinus sabrinus (Shaw): Hudsonian 

flying squirrel, p. 91 

Sciuropterus sabrinus macrotis Mearns: Canadian 

flying squirrel, p. gi 

Family CASTORIDAE :: beavers, p. 91 

Genus Castor Linnaeus: p. 35 

17 Castor canadensis Kuhl: American beaver, p. 92 
Represented by : 

Pmsvor’ canadensis canadensis Kubl:” northeastern 

beaver, p. 92 

Castor canadensis carolinensis Rhoads: southeast- 

ern beaver, p. 92 

Family MURIDAE : mice, p. 92 
Subfamily MURINAE: old world mice, p. 93 
Genus Mus Linnaeus: p. 94 

18 Mus musculus Linnaeus: house mouse, p. 94 

1g Mus rattus Linnaeus: black rat, p. 95 

20 Mus decumanus Pallas: house rat, p. 95 

Subfamily CRICE TINAE: new world mice, p. 93 

Genus Reithrodontomys Giglioli: p. 95 

21 Reithrodontomys lecontii (Audubon & Bachman): harvest mouse 

POS | 

Represented by: 

Reithrodontomys lecontii impiger Bangs: Virginia 

_ harvest mouse, p. 96 

Genus Oryzomys Baird: p. 96 

22 Oryzomys palustris (Harlan): ricefield mouse, p. 96 

Represented by : 

Oryzomys palustris palustris (Harlan) : northern ricefield 

mouse, p. 96 

Genus Peromyscus Gloger: p. 96 

Subgenus Peromyscus Gloger: p. 96 
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23 Peromyscus canadensis (Miller): Canadian white-footed mouse, 

Ba 1) 

Represented by: 

Peromyscus canadensis abietorum Bangs: Hudsonian 

white-footed mouse, p. 97 

Peromyscus canadensis canadensis (Miller): Canadian 

white-footed mouse, p. 97 

Peromyscus canadensis nubiterrae (Rhoads) : Cloud- 

land white-footed mouse, p. 98 | 

24 Peromyscus leucopus (Rafinesque) : deer mouse, p. 98 

25 Peromyscus maniculatus (Wagner): Labrador white-footed 

mouse, p. 98 

Subfamily NEOTOMINAE: wood rats, p. 93 

Genus Neotoma Say & Ord: p. 98 

Subgenus Neotoma Say & Ord: p. 98 

26 Neotoma pennsylvanica Stone: Allegheny cave rat, p. 99 

Subfamily MICROTINAE : voles and lemmings, p. 93 

Genus Synaptomys Baird: p. 99 

Subgenus Synaptomys Baird: p 99 

27 Synaptomys cooperi Baird: Cooper’s lemming, p. roo 

28 Synaptomys fatuus Bangs: Bangs’s lemming, p. 100 

Subgenus Mictomys True: p. 99 

29 Synaptomys innuitus (True): True’s lemming, p. 100 

30 Synaptomys sphagnicola Preble: Preble’s lemming, p. 100 

Genus Dicrostonyx Gloger: p. 1o1 

31 Dicrostonyx hudsonius (Pallas): Labrador lemming, p. ro1 

Genus Fiber Cuvier: p. ror 

32 Fiber zibethicus (Linnaeus): muskrat, p. to1 

Represented by: 

Fiber zibethicus zibethteums (linnaeus)- northeastem 

muskrat, p. 101 

Fiber zibethicus aquilonius Bangs: Labrador muskrat, 

Ps 102 

33 Fiber obscurus Bangs: Newfoundland muskrat, p. 1o1 

Genus Microtus Schrank: p. 101 

Subgenus Pitymys McMurtrie: p. 102 
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34 Microtus pinetorum (Le Conte): pine mouse, p. 103 

Represented by: 

Microtus pinetorum scalopsoides (Audubon and 

Bachman): northern pine mouse, p. 103 

Subgenus Microtus Schrank: p. 103 

35 Microtus terraenovae Bangs: Newfoundland vole, p. 104 

36 Microtus chrotorrhinus (Miller): rock vole, p. 104 

Represented by: 

Microtus chrotorrhinus chrotorrhinus (Miller): 

southern rock vole, p. 104 ; 

Microtus chrotorrhinus ravus Bangs: Labrador rock 

vole, p. 105 

37 Microtus breweri (Baird): Muskeget island vole, p. 105 

38 Microtus enixus Bangs: Hamilton inlet vole, p. 105 

39 Microtus pennsylvanicus (Ord): field mouse, p. 105 

Represented by: 

Myetotus penisylvanicus penmsylyanireus (Ord): 

common eastern field mouse, p. 106 

Maiecroms. pennsylvanicus labradorius Bailey: 

Labrador field mouse, p. 106 , ; 

Microtus pennsylvanicus fontigenus (Bangs): north- 

ern field mouse, p. 107 

Microtus pennsylvanicus acadicus Bangs: Acadian 

field mouse, p. 107 ) 

40 Microtus nesophilus Bailey: Gull island mouse, p. 107 

Genus Phenacomys Merriam: p. 108 

41 Phenacomys celatus Merriam: large yeilow-faced phenacomys, 

Pp. 108 

42 Phenacomys latimanus Merriam: small yellow-faced phenacomys, 

p. 108 

Genus Evotomys Coues: p. 109 

43 Evotomys ungava Bailey: ungava redbacked mouse, p. 109 

44 Evotomys carolinensis Merriam: Carolina redbacked mouse, 

Pp. 109 

“5 Evotomys proteus Bangs: variable redbacked mouse, p. 110 
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46 Evotomys gapperi (Vigors): common redbacked mouse, p. 110 

Represented by: | 

Evotomys gapperi gapperi (Vigors): eastern redbacked 

mouse, p. IIo 

Evotomys gapperi ochraceus Miller: Mount Washing- 

ton redbacked mouse, p. 111 

47 Evotomys rhoadsi (Stone): New Jersey redbacked mouse, p. 111 

Family DIPODIDIAE : jerboas, jumping mice etc. p. 111 

Subfamily ZAPODINAE: jumping mice, p. 111 

Genus Zapus Coues: p. 112 

48 Zapus hudsonius (Zimmermann): meadow jumping mouse, p. 112 

Represented by: | 

Zapus hudsonius hudsonius (Zimmermann): northern 

meadow jumping mouse, p. 113 

Zapus hudsonius americanus (Barton): southern meadow 

jumping mouse, p. 112 ) 

Zapus hudsonius ladas Bangs: Labrador meadow jumping 

mouse, p. 113 

Genus Napaeozapus Preble: p. 113 

49 Napaeozapus insignis Miller: woodland jumping mouse, p. 113 

Represented by : 

Napaeozapwis insignis abietorum ,Preble: northem 

woodland jumping mouse, p. 114 : 

Napaeozapus insignis insignis Miller: southern 

woodland jumping mouse, p. 114 | 

Napaeozapus insignis roanensis Preble: mountain 

woodland jumping mouse, p. 114 

Family ERETHIZONTIDAE: American porcupines, p. 115 

Genus Erethizon F. Cuvier: p. 115 

50 Erethizon dorsatus (Linnaeus): Canadian porcupine, p. 115 

Suborder DUPLICIDENTATA: hares and pikas, p. 34. 

Family LEPORIDAE: hares, p. 115 

Genus Lepus Linnaeus: p. 115 

Subgenus Lepus Linnaeus: p. 116 

51 Lepus labradorius Miller: Labrador arctic hare, p. 116 

52 Lepus bangsi (Rhoads): Newfoundland arctic hare, p. 116 
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53 Lepus americanus Erxleben: American varying hare, p. 116 

Represented by: 

Lepus americanus struthopus Bangs: Nova Scotia 

varying hare, p. 117 

Lepus americanus americanus Erxleben: northern 

varying hare, p. 117 

Lepus americanus virginianus (Harlan): southern 

varying hare, p. 117 ° 

Subgenus Sylvilagus Gray: p. 116 

84 Lepus floridanus Allen: cottontail, p. 118 

Represented by: 

Lepus floridanus transitionalis Bangs: northeastern 

cottontail, Dab rS 

Lepus floridanus mearnsi (Allen): eastern prairie cotton- 

fl. Ds TIS | 

Lepus floridanus mallurus (Thomas): southeastern cot- 

tontail, p. 119 

Order FERAE: flesh-eaters, p. 119 

Suborder PINNIPEDIA: seals and their allies, p. 120 

Family ROSMARIDAE: walruses, p. 120 

Genus Rosmarus Scopoli: p. 120 

ss Rosmarus rosmarus (Linnaeus): Atlantic walrus, p. 120 
Family PHOCIDAE: earless seals, p. 121 

Genus Cystophora Nilsson: p. 121 

56 Cystophora cristata (Erxleben): hooded seal, p. 121 

Genus Halichoerus Nilsson: p. 121 

57 Halichoerus grypus (Fabricius): gray seal, p. 122 

Genus Phoca Linnaeus: p. 122 

Subgenus Pagophilus Gray: p. 122 

58 Phoca groenlandica Fabricius: harp seal, p. “122 

Subgenus Pusa Scopoli: p. 122 

59 Phoca hispida Schreber: ringed seal, p. 123 

Subgenus Phoca Linnaeus, p. 122 

60 Phoca vitulina Linnaeus: harbor seal, p. 123 

Suborder FISSIPEDIA: true carnivores, p. 120 

Family FELIDAE : cats, p. 123 

Genus Felis Linnaeus: p. 123 
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61 Felis oregonensis Rafinesque: puma, p. 123 

Represented by: 

Felis oregonensis hippolestes Merriam: northern 

puma, p. 124 

Genus Lynx Kerr: p. 124 

Subgenus Lynx Kerr: p. 125 

62 Lynx canadensis Kerr: Canada lynx, p. 126 

63 Lynx subsolanus Bangs: Newfoundland lynx, p. 125 

Subgenus Cervaria Gray: p. 125 

64 Lynx ruffus (Gueldenstaedt) : bay lynx, p. 125 

Represented by: 

Lynx ruffus ruffus (Gueldenstaedt): northeastern bay lynx, 

Pp. 125 
65 Lynx gigas Bangs: Nova Scotia lynx, p. 126 

Family CANIDAE: dogs, p. 126 | 
Genus Canis Linnaeus: p. 126 

66 Canis albus (J. Sabine): arctic wolf, p. 127 

67 Canis occidentalis (Richardson): American wolf, p. 127 

Genus Vulpes Richardson: p. 127 

68 Vulpes lagopus (Linnaeus): arctic fox, p. 128 

69 Vulpes fulvus (Desmarest): red fox, p. 128 

Represented by: 

Vulpes fulvus fulvus (Desmarest): southeastern red fox, 

Pp. 12 

Vulpes fulvus rubricatus Bangs: Nova Scotia red fox, 

Dp. £28 | 

70 Vulpes deletrix Bangs: Newfoundland red fox, p, 129 

Genus Urocyon Baird: p. 129 

71 Urocyon cinereoargenteus (Miiller): gray fox, p. 129 

Represented by: 

Urocy ongscinerecatgeniteus). imercoean genie ue 

(Miller): eastern gray fox, p. 129 

Family MUSTELIDAE: weasels, p. 129 
Genus Lutra Brisson: p. 130 

72 Lutra hudsonica (Desmarest) : -North American otter, p. 130 

Represented by : 

Lutra hudsonica hudsonica (Desmarest) : ici tiasternt 

Otter, (p.130 

Lutra hudsonica lataxina (F. Cuvier): southeastern 

otter, p. 131 
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73 Lutra degener Bangs: Newfoundland otter, p. 131 

Genus Gulo Storr: p. 131 

74. Gulo luscus (Linnaeus) : wolverine, p. 131 
Genus Mustela Linnaeus: p. 132 

75 Mustela pennanti Erxleben: fisher, p. 132 

Represented by: 

Mustela pennanti pennanti Erxleben: eastern fisher, 

P. 132 

“6 Mustela brumalis Bangs: north Labrador marten, p. 132 

77 Mustela americana Turton: eastern marten, p. 132 

78 Mustela atrata Bangs: Newfoundland marten, p. 133 

Genus Putorius Cuvier: p. 133 

subgenus Lutreola Wagner: p. 133 

79 Putorius vison (Schreber): mink, p. 133 

Represented by: 

Putorius vison vison (Schreber): northeastern mink, p. 134 

Putorius vison lutreocephalus (Harlan) southeastern 

mink, p. 134 

Subgenus Arctogale Kaup: p. 133 

80 Putorius cicognanii (Bonaparte): brown weasel, p. 134 

Represented by: 

Putorius cicognanii cicognanii (Bonaparte): eastern 

brown weasel, p. 135 

8x Putorius occisor Bangs: slender-tailed weasel, p. 135 

82 Putorius noveboracensis Emmons: New York weasel, p. 135 

Represented by: 

Putorius noveboracensis noveboracensis Em- 

mons: white-bellied New York weasel, p. 136 

Putorius noveboracensis notius Bangs:  yellow- 

bellied New York weasel, p. 136 

Genus Mephitis Cuvier: p. 136 

83 Mephitis mephitica (Shaw): skunk, p. 136 

Represented by: 

Mephitis mephitica mephitica (Shaw): northeastern 
skunk, 'p. 137 

Mephitis mephitica scrutator Bangs: southeastern 

skunk, p. 137 

“Family PROCYONIDAE: racoons, p. 137 

Genus Procyon Storr: p. 137 
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84 Procyon lotor (Linnaeus): racoon, p. 137 

Represented by: 

Procyon lotor lotor (Linnaeus): northeastern racoon, p. 138 

‘Family URSIDAE: bears, p. 138 

Genus Thalarctos Gray: p. 138 

85 Thalarctos maritimus (Phipps): polar bear, p. 139 

Genus Ursus Linnaeus: p. 139 

Subgenus Euarctos Gray: p. 139 

86 Ursus americanus Pallas: black bear, p. 139 

Represented by: 

Ursus americanus americanus Pallas: eastern black 

bear, p- 139 3 

Ursus americanus sornborgeri Bangs: Labrador black 

bear, p. 139 

Order INSECTIVORA : insect-eaters, p. 140 

Family TALPIDAE: moles, p. 140 

Subfamily TALPINAE: true moles, p. 140 

Genus Scalops Cuvier: p. 141 

87 Scalons aquaticus (Linnaeus): naked-tailed mole, p. 141 

Represented by: , 

Scalops aquaticus aquaticus (Linnaeus): northern 

naked-tailed mole, p. 141 

Genus Parascalops True: p.141 

88 Parascalops breweri (Bachman) : eastern hairy-tailed mole, p. 142 

Genus Condylura Illiger: p. 140 

89 Condylura cristata (Linnaeus): star-nosed mole, p. 141 

Family SORICIDAE : shrews, p. 142 

Genus Blarina Gray: p. 142 

Subgenus Blarina Gray: p. 142 

go Blarina brevicauda (Gray): large blarina, p. 142 

Represented by: 

Blarina brevicauda brevicauda (Gray): northern 

large blarina, p. 143 

Subgenus Cryptotis Pomel: p, 142 

gt Blarina parva (Say): small blarina, p. 143 
Represented by: , 

Blarina parva parva (Say): northern small blarina, 

P- 143 
Genus Sorex Linnaeus: p. 143 

Subgenus Neosorex Baird: p. 143 
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92 Sorex albibarbis (Cope): eastern marsh shrew, p. 144 

Subgenus Microsorex Baird: p. 143 

93 Sorex hoyi Baird: Hoy’s shrew, p. 144 

Subgenus Sorex Linnaeus: p. 143 

94 Sorex macrurus Batchelder: big-tailed shrew, p. 144 

95 Sorex richardsoni Bachman: Richardson’s shrew, p. 144 

96 Sorex fumeus Miller: smoky shrew, p. 145 

97 Sorex personatus I. Geoffroy: masked shrew: p. 145 

Represented -by : . 

Sorex personatus lesueuri (Duvernoy): southern masked 

shrew, p. 146 

wore x personatus personatus I. Geoffroy: northern 

masked shrew, p. 145 

Sorex personatus miscix Bangs: Labrador masked shrew 

p. 146 

Order CHIROPTERA: bats, p. 146 

Suborder MICROCHIROPTERA true bats, p. 146 

Family VESPERTILIONIDAE : typical bats, p. 146 

Subfamily VESPERTILIONINAE: simple-nosed typical 

bats, p. 146 

Genus Lasiurus Gray: p. 147 

98 Lasiurus cinereus (Beauvois): hoary bat, p. 147 

99 Lasiurus borealis (Muller): red bat, p. 147 

Represented by: 

Lasiurus borealis borealis (Miiller): northern red bat, 

p. 148 

Genus Nycticeius Rafinesque: p. 148 

100 Nycticeius humeralis Rafinesque: ie bat, p. 148 
Genus Myotis Kaup: p. 148 

tor Myotis subulatus (Say): Say’s bat, p. 149 

Represented by: 

Myotis subulatus subulatus (Say): eastern Say’s bat, 

Pag 
102 Myotis lucifugus (Le Conte): little brown bat, p. 149 

Represented by: 

Myotis lucifugus lucifugus (Le Conte): eastern little 
brown bat, p. 149 

Genus Lasionycteris Peters: p. 149 

103 Lasionycteris noctivagans (Le Conte): silvery bat, p. 149 
Genus Pipistrellus Kaup: p. 150 
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104 Pipistrellus subflavus (F. Cuvier): American pipistrelle, p. 150 

Represented by: 

Pipistrellus subflavus subflavus (F. Cuvier): south- 

eastern pipistrelle, p. 150 

Pipistrellus subflavus obscurus Miller: northeast- 

ern ‘pipistrelle, p. 150 

Genus Vespertilio Linnaeus: p. 151 

105 Vespertilio fuscus Beauvois: big brown bat, p. 151 

Represented by: 

Vespertilio fuscus fuscus Beauvois: eastern big brown 

bat) De eu 

KEY 

Clas Mammalia Mammals 

Vertebrate (backboned) animals with four chambered heart, complete double 

circulation, body partly or wholly covered with hair (rarely almost naked); 

young nourished for a period after birth by milk; breathing accomplished by 

means of lungs (Mammalia; Lat., a nipple). ; 

The Mammalia are distributed over practically the whole surface of 

the earth and throughout the oceans. They are absent however from 

the most extreme arctic and antarctic regions. ‘The class is divided into 

three subclasses: 1) the Prototheria, in which the young are 

hatched from eggs as in birds, confined to New Guinea, Australia, and 

Tasmania; 2) the Metatheria, in which the young are born in a 

very rudimentary condition and after birth carried for some time at- 

tached to the nipples of the parent (usually in a special pouch of skin) ; 

and 3) the Eutheria, in which the young are born perfectly formed. 

While the Metatheria comprise the one order Marsupialia,a 

single representative of which occurs within our limits, the Eutheria 

are divided by Flower and Lydekker’ into 9 orders. Of these 7 are ter- 

restrial, and members of each are found in North America, Six come 

within the scope of the present paper. 

ORDERS 

Female generally (always in North American species) 

provided with an external pouch in which the young 

are carried for sometime after birth,Metatheria 

(in species found within our limits, tail prehensile, : 

teeth 50, hind foot with 5 toes, the innermost of 

which is thumb-like and clawless) (opossums)..-- Marsupialia, p. 77. 

1 An introduction to the study of mammals living and extinct. 1891. 
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Female without external pouch for carrying the young, 

Eutheria (in species found within our limits, 

tail never prehensile, teeth less than 50, innermost 

toe of hind foot never thumb-like) 

Fore limbs modified to serve as wings (bats).....-.--. Chiroptera, p. 146 

Fore limbs not modified to serve as wings 

Toes armed with hoofs (bison, deer ete.)...- 

Toes armed with claws 

Front teeth chisel-shaped and separated from 

grinding teeth by a wide space (gnawing 

EMIS Yeepok ees Re Ser ee oI MAG, SEAN ONS Glires, p. 83 

Front teeth not chisel-shaped, tooth row essen- 

tially continuous 

Brain large, well developed; in species found 

within our limits, size large, length 300 

(12) to 2400 (96), eyes well developed, 

muzzle not greatly elongated (flesh-eaters) Ferae, p. 119 

Brain small, not highly developed; in species 

found within our limits, size small, length 

under 250 (10), eyes small or rudiment- 

ary, muzzle greatly elongated (moles, 

BIER eUCe ore. sec - tek cacwes cee ne aac Insectivora, p. 140 

t eee ot eu ath a’, pa 18 

Order Marsupialia Marsupials 

Two small separate bones projecting from front of pelvis; female repro- 

ductive organs double through greater part of their length ; young not attached 

to parent before birth by a complicated special organ (placenta) but born in a 

very undeveloped condition and carried for some time in an external pouch 

of skin in which are situated the nipples; brain very small and simple; in 

North American species tail prehensile, teeth 50, hind foot with five toes, the 

innermost of which is clawless and thumb-like. (Marsupidalia; Lat., a pouch) 

The order Marsupialia reaches its greatest development in Aus- 

tralia and the neighboring islands. Elsewhere it is confined to South 

America and the warmer parts of North America. Eight families are 

recognized, six of which are peculiar to the Australian region. The 

other two are confined to America. One of them reaches our limits. 

Family Didelphididae Ofossums 

Teeth 50; toes five, distinct, each provided with a well developed claw except 

the first on hind foot, which is thumb-like and clawless. Tail long, prehensile, 

mostly naked and scaly. (Didelphididae; genus Didel phis) 
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The family Didelphididae is peculiar to the warmer parts of 

America. It contains about ro genera, all strictly tropical with the 

exception of the following: 

Genus Didelphis Linnaeus 

1758 Didelphis Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed.10. 1:21. Type Didel- 

phis marsupialis Linnaeus. 

Size of a house cat; fur a mixture of short, fine, soft hairs and long coarse 

bristles ; pouch always well developed; fifth toe on hind foot markedly shorter 

than second, third and fourth, which are subequal. (Didélphis; Gk., two 

womb) 

The genus Didelphis is peculiar to the warmer parts of America, 

it contains three or four species, one of which reaches our limits. 

Didelphis virginiana Kerr Common opossum 

1792 Didelphis virginiana Kerr, Animal kingdom. 1: 193 (Virginia). 

Blackish varied with grayisb white; ears naked, leathery; tail dark at base, 

- light at tip; total length 700 (274), tail vertebrae 28 (11), hind foot 57 (24). 

(virginiana; N. Lat. Virginian) 

The common opossum is abundant in woods and old fields throughout 

the austral zones of the eastern United States. At the northern limit 

of its range it is irregular in distribution. Notwithstanding the popular 

misconceptions on the subject the process of reproduction in the 

opossum is, with the exception of the one peculiarity common to the 

members of the subclass Metatheria, precisely as in our other 

mammals. 

Order Ungulata Hoofed animals 

Terrestrial, herbivorous or omnivorous animals with hoofed toes; front teeth 

variable in form (sometimes wanting in upper jaw) but never long and with 

chisel-like edges; cheek teeth with broad flat crowns for grinding vegetable 

matter. (Ungulata; Lat., a hoof) 

The order Ungulata contains about a dozen families distributed 

practically throughout the world outside of Australia and the neighbor- 

ing islands. Four of these occur in America north of Panama, and two 

have been found within our limits during historic times. The domestic 

horse, cow, sheep, and pig are well known representatives of the order. 

The North American members of the group belong to the suborder 

Artiodactyla, in which an even number of toes (usually two) are 

well developed in each foot. 
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FAMILIES OF UNGULATA 

Penns cpie, Hollow «permanent... 225 02.222. cae ees coe eee eens Bovidae 

Horns branched, solid, periodically shed...........0.2.-.0...+----- Cervidae 

. Family Bovidae Cattle, bison, sheep, ete. 

Horns permanent, consisting of a hollow sheath and solid bony core, canine 

teeth never present. (Bévidae; Genus Bos) 

The family Bovidae, containing the cattle, bison, sheep, true ante- 

lopes, and their allies, is represented by about 30 genera, chiefly African 

and Asiatic. Only one of the three genera occurring in America is con- 

fined to the western hemisphere. A single genus has inhabited north- 

eastern North America within historic times. 

Genus Bison Hamilton Smith 

1827 Bison Hamilton Smith, Griffith’s Cuvier, Animal kingdom. 5:373. Type 

Bos bison Linnaeus. 

Forehead convex, much broader than long; horns placed in front of highest 

part of skull; head heavily clothed with long bushy hair. (Bison; Lat., a 

bison) 

Two living members of this genus are known, one peculiar to eastern 

Europe, the other to North America. The remains of several extinct 

species have been found in various parts of North America. 

Bison bison (Linnaeus) American bison 

1758 [Bos] bison Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:72 (Texas). 

1891 B [ison] bison Jordan, Manual of the vertebrate animals of the 

northern United States. ed. 5, p. 337. 

Horn core short (under 10 in. or 250 mm) very strongly curved, circumference 

at base much greater than length along uppercurvature. (bison; Lat. a bison) 

The American bison, which formerly ranged throughout central North 

America, east to Pennsylvania and central New York, is now practically 

extinct, but the skulls and horn cores may be occasionally found in salt 

licks and other places once frequented by the animals. Our animal was 

the plains bison, B. bison bison, smaller and shorter horned than 

the woodland bison, B. bison athabascae Rhoads. 

Family Cervidae Deer and their allies 

Horns solid, shed and renewed each year, usually much branched, though 

occasionally (always in young) simple; canine teeth usually present in upper 

jaw. (Cérvidae; genus Cervus) 

The family Cervidae contains ro or more genera mostly of very 

wide distribution or peculiar to the old world. At least three are con- 
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fined to America. Four of the five that occur in America north of 
Panama have been found within our limits during historic times, and 
three of these are still represented. 

GENERA OF CERVIDAE 5 

Horns present in both sexes; nose entirely hairy (caribou) Rangifer, p. 80 . 

Horns normally present in males only; nose partly or en- 

tirely naked 

Horns broadly flattened ; a small naked space between 

MOS ETUISK@MOOSE )roia gare ate y hee ace ee een ee Alces, p. 81 

Horns not conspicuously flattened; muzzle entirely 

baked 

Horns about 1530 (60) in length, their circumference 

at base about 200 (8) (wapiti) ...--.------ 22-225. Cervus, p. 82 

Horns about 610 (24) in length, their circumference at 

paseabont 415 (44)r (deer 5 So. cise Ate ee Odocoileus, p. 88 

Genus Rangifer Hamilton Smith 

1827 Rangifer Hamilton Smith, Griffith’s Cuvier, Animal kingdom. 5: 304. 

Type Cervus tarandus Linnaeus. 

Horns long, much branched, usually ilattened at tip; muzzle entirely hairy. 

(Ran gifer; Old French, branch-bearer) 

This genus, which includes the reindeer of the old world and the 

caribou of America, is represented within our limits by three species. 

SPECIES OF RANGIFER 

Muzzle and region about eye dark ..---..---.. ---...----- R. caribou 

Muzzle and region about eye conspiciously whitish 

Size very large; antlers relatively short and heavy..R. terraenovae 

Size small; antlers relatively long and light......... R. aretieus 

Rangifer caribou (Gmelin) Woodland caribou 

1788 [Cervus tarandus] y. caribou Gmelin, Systema naturae. ed. 13. 

1:177. (Eastern Canada). 

1853 Rangifer caribou Audubon and Bachman, Quadr. N. Am. 3; 111. 

1898 Rangifertarandus caribou Lydekker, The deer of all lands, p. 42. 

General color tawny brown; head and neck paler; front half of lower surface 

of body dark; no white eye ring; a narrow white ring on leg above hoof; horns 

large and heavy, the prongs mostly pointing upward. (caribou; Indian name) 

The woodland caribou is abundant in the forested region of the 

Hudsonian zone and uppermost part of the Canadian zone in eastern 

Canada. It reaches the eastern United States in northern Maine only. 
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Rangifer terraenovae Bangs Wew/foundland caribou 

1896 Rangifer terraenovae Bangs, Preliminary description of the 

Newfoundland caribou, Nov. 11, 1896. p. 2. (Codroy Newfoundland) 

1898 Rangifer tarandus terraenovae lLydekker, The deer of all 

lands, p. 45. 

General color drab; head and neck paler, the muzzle and a large patch 

including eye conspicuously whitish ; legs whitish for some distance above hoofs; 

horns large and heavy, the prongs mostly pointing forward and inward. 

(terraendvae; N. Lat., of Newfoundland) 

The Newfoundland caribou is confined to the island of Newfound- 

land, from which it never crosses to the mainland. It is the largest 

species of caribou of eastern North America. 

Rangifer arcticus (Richardson) Sarren ground caribou 

1829 Cervus tarandus var.arcticus Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Ameri- 

cana. 1: 241. (Barren grounds of arctic America) 

1896 Rangifer arcticus Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat. hist. 20 Nov. 1896. 

8: 234. 

1898 Rangifer tarandus arcticus Lydekker, The deer of all lands, 

p. 47. 

General color light brown; head and neck paler, the muzzle and a large patch 

about eye conspicuously whitish; legs whitish for some distance above hoofs, 

horns very long. and slender, the prongs mostly pointing inward; size small, the 

female scarcely larger than a sheep. (Arceticus; Lat., arctic) 

The barren ground caribou occurs in the treeless arctic regions of 

extreme northern America. Within our limits it is confined to the barrens 

of Labrador. 
Genus Alces Jardine 

1835 Alces Jardine, The naturalists library, 21 (nmammalia; deer, ante- 

lope, camels, etc.): 125. Type Cervus alces Linnaeus. 

Horns very greatly flattened and expanded; muzzle broad and elongated ; a small 

naked spot between nostrils. (Alces; Lat., an elk) 

The genus Alces, which contains the old world elk and the American 

moose, the largest living members of the deer family, is represented by 

one species within our limits. 

Alces americanus Jardine astern moose 

1835 Alees americanus Jardine, The naturalists library, 21(mammalia 

deer, antelope, camels, etc.) ; 125. (Eastern Canada) 

1898 Alees machlis Lydekker, The deer of all lands, p. 52. (part) 

Dark brown, blackening on belly and paler on legs, shoulders and muzzle; 

hight at shoulders about 2000 (6 ft) ; spread of antlers, 1700 (5 ft), circumference 

of antler above bur, 215 (84). (americanus; N. Lat., American) 

The moose is an inhabitant of forests in the Canadian zone and lower- 

most edge of the Hudsonian zone. It is now exterminated in the east- 
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ern United States except in northern Maine, but is still found in the 

adjoining British provinces. 

Genus Cervus Linnaeus 

1758 Cervus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. 1, ed.10. 1:66. Type Cer- 

vus elaphnus Linnaeus. 

Horns large, curved mostly backward, the tines all directed forward; first 

tine immediately above base; hoofs broad, tail short. (Cérvus; Lat., a deer) 

The genus Cervus is confined to the temperate parts of the north- 

ern hemisphere. About half a dozen species are known, mostly peculiar 

to the old world. ‘Two are now recognized as occurring in America; 

one of these has only recently been exterminated within our limits. 

Cervus canadensis (Erxleben) Last American wapiti 

1777 [Cervus elaphus] canadensis Erxleben, Syst. regn. anim. 

1:305. (Eastern Canada) 

1822 Cervus canadensis Desmarest, Mammalgie. 2: 433. 

1898 Cervus canadensis Lydekker, The deer of all lands, p. 94. 

Reddish brown, paler in winter; hight at shoulder, 1530 (5 ft); horns 1530 

(5 ft) in length, 200 (8) in circumference above basal tine. (canadénsis; N. 

Lat., Canadian) 

The east American wapiti is now extinct in the eastern United 

States and eastern Canada,' where, however, its antlers are often found 

in bogs and stream beds. 

Genus Odocoileus Rafinesque 

1832 Odocoileus Rafinesque, Atlantic journal. 1: 109. Type Odocdéileus 

speleus Rafinesque. 

Horns small, curved forward, the tines all directed upward; first tine some 

distance above base; hoofs narrow; tail rather long. (Odocdéileus; Gk., 

tooth cave, Rafinesque’s specimen having come from a cavern deposit) 

The genus Odocoileus (often knownas Cariacus or Dorce- 

laphus) numerous members of which occur in the western United 

States as well as in Mexico and South America, is represented within 

our limits by one species only. 

Odocoileus americanus (Erxleben) Virginia deer 

General color in summer uniform reddish, in winter usually grayer and faintly 

speckled; belly, inner side of legs, and under side of tail white. (ameri- 

e4nus; N. Lat., American) 

The Virginia deer occurs in all sufficiently extensive tracts of forest 

throughout eastern North America from the south Atlantic states to the 

warmer parts of the Canadian zone. It is divisible into two well marked 

subspecies. 

1 Itis possible that the animal still occurs in Quebec. 
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SUBSPECIES OF ODOCOILEUS AMERICANUS 

‘Size medium ; teeth relatively small (lower 

row of cheek teeth 75 (8) in length) ; 

gray winter coat not well developed... O. americanus americanus 

Size large; teeth relatively large (lower 

row of cheek teeth 85 (33) in length) ; 

gray winter coat well developed...... O. americanus borealis 

Odocoileus americanus americanus (Erxleben) Southern 

Virginia deer 

1777 [Cervus dama] americanus Erxleben, Syst. regn. anim. 1:312. 

(Virginia) 

Size medium; teeth small], the row of lower cheek teeth 75 (3) in length; 

winter pelage not conspicuously grayer or coarser than summer pelage ; horns slender, 

540 (214) in length, 90 (34) in circumference at base. (americanus; N. 

Lat., American) 

The southern Virginia deer is an inhabitant of the austral zones. Its 

range is not at present understood in detail; and it may eventually be 

found that the animal does not enter our limits. 

Odocoileus americanus borealis, subsp. nov.’ JVorthern 

Virginia deer 

Cariacus virginianus Anuct. (not Cervus virginianus Boddaert, 

which is O. americanus americanus) 

1898. Mazama americana Lydekker, The deer of all lands, p. 249. (part) 

Size, large; teeth large, the row of jower cheek teeth 85 (834) in length; 

winter pelage coarse, usually much tinged with gray, very different from summer 

pelage; horns robust, 540 (214) in length, 120 (4%) in circumference at base. 

(boredlis; Lat., northern) 

The northern Virginia deer is an inhabitant of the Canadian zone. It 

is abundant throughout northern New York, northern New England and 

southeastern Canada. The limits of its range are not known. 

Order Glires Rodents 

Front teeth long, chisel shaped; cheek teeth broad, short, flat-crowned; a 

wide toothless space between front teeth and cheek teeth. (Gli-res; Lat., a 

dormouse) 

1 Type, adult male (skin and skull) No. 4999, collection of E. A. and O. Bangs, Bucksport, Maine, 

12 Dee. 1895. Collected by Alvah G. Dorr. 

Some of the measurements of this specimen are as follows: total length, 1830 (6 ft); tail 280 (11 

in.) (from fresh specimen by collector). Skull, greatest length 340 (183g), basal length, 310 (1234), 

zygomatic breadth, 130 (5); length of upper tooth row, 83 (314); ‘greatest width between outer sides 

of upper tooth row, 83 (314), lower tooth row, 83 (314). 
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The order Glires is essentially cosmopolitan. Its members may be 

recognized at a glance by their peculiar teeth. The group is usually 

divided into 21 families,! nine of which occur in North America. Six of 

these are found within our limits. 

FAMILIES OF GLIRES 

Upper front teeth four, the second pair minute and 3 

placed directly behind the first (hares, Du- 

plasceiid’e nitaibia) ) 1). Be eee eee Leporidae, p. 115 

Upper front teeth two. (Simplicidentata) 

Tail very broad, flattened from above downward 

(beaver) ease eS We ee a eee see Castoridae, p. 91 

Tail rounded or flattened from side to side 

Fur thickly sprinkled with stiff quills (por- 

CUpines)) hou. Matsa cote Oe dese: Erethizontidae, p. 115 

Fur without quills 

At least four well developed grinding teeth in 

each jaw; tail bushy (squirrels, etc.) ...-. Sciuridae, p. 84 

Never more than three well developed grind- 

ing teeth in each jaw; tail closely haired 

Hind feet not greatly elongated (rats, mice 

CECH) pie at ae acc pielne ty we suinlen ys Samiti Muridae, p. 92 

Hind feet greatly elongated (jumping mice) Dipodidae, p. 111 

Family Sciuridae Sgwirrels 

Upper front teeth two; upper cheek teeth four or five, lower cheek teeth four; 

a well developed bony projection on skull above and behind eye socket (postor- 

bital process); tail round, covered with long hairs which are usually so arranged 

as to form a broad, flat brush. (Scitridae; genus Sciurus) 

The family Sciuridae is almost cosmopolitan in distribution. It is 

a large group, containing 1s or 20 genera. In North America it is repre- 

sented by seven genera, four of which occur within our limits. 

GENERA OF SCIURIDAE 

Sides with a densely furred membrane joining front 

and ‘hind lees (ilyino squirrels) -...-<-_ 22-2. s---5- Sciuropterus, p. 90 

Sides without membrane 

Form stout and clumsy; tail less than half as long 

as body; top of skull nearly flat (woodchucks) Arctomys, p. 89 

Forn slender and graceful; tail much more than 

half as long as body; top of skull distinctly 

rounded 

Cheek pouches present; back striped (chip- 

GION OY Cos) Ie 2 ae ee a aes Ee ie Tamias, p. 88 

Cheek pouches absent; back (in our species) 

without stripes (squirrels).............------ Sciurus, p. 8 

1 Tullberg recognizes 27 families, but even this number is probably too small. 
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Genus Sciurus Linnaeus 

1758 Sciurus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10, 1: 638. Type Sciurus 

vulgaris Linnaeus. 

Tail very long and bushy, the hairs longest on the sides; ears well developed, 

pointed, hairy; thumb with a rudimentary nail. (Scitrus; Gk. shade tail) 

The genus Sciurus, which is found in nearly all parts of the world 

except Australia and the neighboring islands, is well represented in 

North America, about 80 forms occurring north of Panama. Three 

species are found within our limits. 

SPECIES OF, SCIURUS 

Size small, hind foot less than 50 (2); back red (red 

squirrels, subeenus Tamiasciurus).........--.- S. hudsonicus 

Size medium or large, hind foot over 60 (22); back not red 

Ears whitish (gray squirrels, subgenns Neosciurus).S. carolinensis 

Ears rusty brown (fox squirrels, subgenus Parasciurus) 8.ludovicianus 

Sciurus hudsonicus (Erxleben) Red sguirrel 

Size small; back red, varying much in exact shade; belly white or gray, never 

tawny in forms found within our limits. (hudsdnicus; N. Lat., Hudsonian) 

The well known red squirrel occurs throughout the wooded parts of 

northern North America. In different regions it has developed numer- 

ous well marked local races, three of which occur in eastern North 

America. ) 

SUBSPECIES OF SCIURUS HUDSONICUS 

Hind foot about 44 (12); edgeof tail reddish. S. hudsonicus gymnicus 

Hind foot about 47 (1g); edge of tail yellow- 

ish or grayish 

Belly in winterpelage:grayi.;. 3). s2 ss0)s-n2~'s S. hudsonicus hudsonicus 

belinealways, pure whites ..22..--.-. --.--s/e<-6 S. hudsonicus loquax 

Sciurus hudsonicus gymnicus Bangs Canadian red squirrel 

1899 Sciurus hudsonicus gymnicus Bangs, Proc. New England zool. 

elub. 31 Mar. 1899. 1:28. (Greenville (near Moosehead. lake) Maine) 

Colors dark and rich; oater fringe of tail distinctly red; belly white in sum- 

mer, dark gray in winter. Total length, 290 (114); tail vertebrae, 120 (42); 

hind foot, 44 (12). (gymnicus; Lat., gymnastic) 

- The Canadian red squirrel inhabits the Canadian forests of eastern 

North America, south to northern New York. 
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Sciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus (Erxleben) Hudsonian red squirrel 

1777 [Sciurus vulgaris] ¢ hudsonicus Erxleben, Syst. regn. anim. 

1:416. (Hudson bay) 
1894 Sciurus hudsonicus Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat. hist. 7 Nov. 1894. 

6: 825. | 
1898 Sciurus hudsonicus Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat. hist. 22 July 1898. 

10: 255. 

Colors pale, outer fringe of tail Pere or grayish, belly white in summer, 

dark gray in winter. Totallength, 310 (214); tail vertebrae, 118 (48) ; hind foot, 

47 (1%). (hudsoénicus; N. Lat., Hudsonian) 

The Hudsonian red squirrel is probably confined to the wooded 

portions of the Labrador peninsula. 

Sciurus hudsonicus loquax Bangs Southeastern red squirrel 

1896 Sciurus hudsonicus loquax Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washing- 

ton. 28 Dec. 1896. 10:161. (Liberty Hill Ct.) 

1898 Sciurus hudsonicus loquax Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat. hist. 

28 July 1898. 10:257. 

Colors pale; outer fringe of tail yellowish; belly pure white at all seasons. 

Total length, 315 (124); tail vertebrae, 130 (54); hind foot, 47(14). (l6quax; 

Lat., talkative) 

The southeastern red squirrel occurs in the deciduous forests of the 

transition and upper austral zones of the eastern United States. 

Sciurus carolinensis Gmelin Gray sguirrel 

Size medium; back gray, more or less tinged with yellowish; belly white, 

occasionally blotched with rusty; ears whitish. (carolinénsis; N. Lat., 

Carolinian) 

The gray squirrel is a wide ranging species, divisible into numerous 

geographic races, two of which occur within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF SCIURUS CAROLINENSIS 

Hind foot about 60 (28); back 

always strongly tinged with 

rusty syellowishascc + --msco22 - S. carolinensis carolinensis 

Hind foot about 70 (22); back 

in winter pelage clear gray.... S. carolinensis leucotis 

Sciurus carolinensis carolinensis Gmelin Southeastern gray 

squirrel 

1788 [Sciurus] carolinensis Gmelin, Systema naturae. ed. 13, 1 : 148. 

1896 Sciurus carolinensis carolinensis Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. 

Washington. 28 Dec. 1896. 10: 153. 
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Back dark yellowish rusty gray, never clear gray in any pelage. Total length, 

455 (18) ; tail vertebrae, 205 (8); hind foot, 60 (28). (carolinénsis; N. Lat., 

Carolinian ) ; 

The southeastern gray squirrel inhabits the austral zones of the 

eastern United States from New Jersey to northern Florida. 

Sciurus carolinensis leucotis (Gapper) (Vortheastern gray squirrel 

1830 Sciurus leucotis Gapper, Zoological journal. 5: 206. (Region between 

York and Lake Simcoe, Ontario) 

1877 Sciurus carolinensis var. leucotis Allen, Monogr. N. Am. 

rodentia, p. 706. 

1896 Sciurus carolinensis leucotis Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Wash- 

ington. 28 Dec. 1896. 10: 155. 

Back clear silvery gray in winter pelage, often tinged with yellowish brown in 

summer, belly occasionally with rusty blotches. Total length, 500 (192); tail 

vertebrae, 220 (84); hind foot, 70 (22). (leucétis; Gk., white ear) 

The northeastern gray squirrel occurs in the deciduous forests of the © 

transition zone and lowermost part of the Canadian zone in Pennsylva- 

nia, New York, New England and southeastern Canada. Wholly or 

partly black individuals are often met with. 

Sciurus ludovicianus Custis fox sguirrel 

Size medium; back always strongly tinged with rusty; belly never pure white 

(varying from bright rust color to rusty white; ears rusty). (ludoviciaénus; 

N. Lat., Louisianian) 

The fox squirrel is confined to the forests of the austral zones and 

lower edge of the transition zone of eastern North America. Its western 

limit is not definitely known. Of the three or more races into which the 

species is divisible, only the following occurs within our limits. Partly 
or wholly black individuals are not uncommon. 

Sciurus ludovicianus vicinus Bangs Vorthern fox squirrel 

1896 Seciurus ludovicianus vicinus. Bangs, Proc. biolog. soe. Wash- 

ington. 28 Dec. 1896. 10: 150. (White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia) 

Back mixed black and rusty; belly varying from pale rust color to rusty 

white; earsrusty. Total length, 590 (234); tail vertebrae, 270 (104); hind foot, 

73 (2g). (vieinus; Lat., neighboring) 

The northern fox squirrel is an inhabitant of the forests of the transi- 

tion zone and upper austral zone east of the Alleghanies. It formerly 

occurred with considerable regularity as far north as central New York 

and southern New England, but it is now fast approaching extinction, 

specially in the northern part of its range. The western fox squirrel, 

S. ludovicianus ludovicianus, occupies the same zones in 

the region immediately west of the Alleghanies. 
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Genus Tamias Illiger 

1811 Tamias Illiger, Prodr. syst. mamm. et. avium, p. 83. Type Sciurus 

striatus Linnaeus. 

Like Sciurus, but with less bushy tail, and with well developed cheek 

pouches in which large quantities of food can be carried. The only known species 

is conspicuously striped on the back, while none of our squirrels are so marked. 

Upper cheek teeth four on each side, all well developed. (Tamias; Gk., a 

steward) 

The genus Tamias is represented by one species only, the well 

known chipmunk of the eastern United States and southern Canada. 

Tamias striatus (Linnaeus) astern chipmunk 

Reddish brown or yellowish brown; back with five black stripes and two whitish 

ones. (striatus; Lat., striped) 

The eastern chipmunk occurs throughout eastern North America from 

the lower edge of the upper austral zone to the lower edge of the 

Hudsonian zone. It is divisible into four geographic races, two of 

which occur within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF TAMIAS STRIATUS 

Rump rich rutomsulrowme: 2. oe.) 2 se eee eee T. striatus striatus 
Rump pale, dull, yellowish brown..........--..---. T. striatus lysteri 

Tamias striatus striatus (Linnaeus) Southeastern chipmunk 

1758 [Sciurus] striatus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1: 64. (South- 

eastern United States) 

1857 Tamias striatus Baird, 11th Smithsonian report, p. 35. 

1886 Tamias striatus Merriam, American naturalist. Mar 1886. 20: 242. 

Colors dark and rich; rump warm rufous brown, or chestnut. Total length, 

250 (94); tail vertebrae, 90 (3x6) ; hind foot, 33 (1iz). (striatus; Lat., striped) 

The southeastern chipmunk inhabits the old fields and open woods of 

the upper austral zone. It is abundant from the lower Hudson valley 

south to North Carolina. 

Tamias striatus lysteri (Richardson) JVortheastern chipmunk 

1829 Sciurus (Tamias) 1ysteri Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana. 1: 182. 

(Penetanguishene, Ontario, Canada) 

1886 Tamias striatus lysteri Merriam, American naturalist. Mar. 

1886. 20: 242. 

Color pale and dull, rump yellowish brown. Total length, 250 (9%); tail 

vertebrae, 95 (32); hind foot 86 (1%). 

The northeastern chipmunk inhabits clearings, old fields and open 

woods in the transition zone and lower part of the Canadian zone in the 

region east of Lake Huron and the upper Mississippi valley. It is 

abundant throughout the greater part of New York and New England. 
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Genus Arctomys Schreber 

1780 Arctomys Schreber, Saiugethiere. pl. 207. 

Form stout and heavy; tail short, much less than ale aS long as body, 

densely covered with long, rather stiff hairs; upper cheek teeth five in each jaw, 

each, excépt first, with two transverse grooves on crown. (Aretomys; Gk., 

bear mouse) 

The genus Arctomys occurs throughout the greater part of 

northern North America, Asia and alpine Europe. It is represented 

in North America by six or more species, two of which, the well known 

woodchuck or ground-hog, and a little known animal from Labrador, 

occur within our limits. | 

SPECIES OF ARCTOMYS 

Fur much suffused with reddish and yellowish; skull long and 

MANO SHOOUL DUOVOsacces .s2es.s-ece. seccenieccewa sasaws = = A. monax 

Fur slightly suffused with reddish and yellowish; skull short 

and broad, with a well developed median ridge over brain 

Pons cone gt GAELS ages Boe eR Oe ese eoe sere oor ome ace re A.ignavus 

Arctomys monax (Linnaeus) Common woodchuck 

1758 [Mus] monax Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10.1:60. (Maryland) 

1780 Arctomys monax Schreber, Saugethiere. 4: 737. 

Grizzly gray, varied with chestnut, yellowish and blackish; under parts red- 

dish; skull long and narrow, the top smooth. Total length, 460 (18); tail verte- 

brae, 115 (44); hind foot, 75 (3). (M6nax; Lat., a hermit) 

The common woodchuck is an abundant animal throughout the 

Hudsonian, Canadian, transition and upper austral zones in eastern 

North America from Labrador and Hudson bay south at least to Virginia. 

Two races probably occur in this region, but their characters are not 

well understood. The southern form is A. monax monax, the 

northern A. monax canadensis (Erxleben) (See Allen, Bull. Am, 

mus. nat. hist. to Nov. 1898. 10:456.) Partly or wholly black indi- 

viduals are often met with. 

Arctomys ignavus Bangs Labrador woodchuck 

1899 Arctomys ignavus Bangs, Proc. New England zool. club. 28 Feb. 

1899. 1:13. (Black bay, Labrador) 

Dark grizzly gray, little varied with yellowish and reddish; skull short and 

broad, the braincase developing a well marked median ridge in adult individuals. 

Total length, 500 (192); tail vertebrae, 140 (53); hind foot, 80(34). (ign4vus; 

Lat., inactive) 

‘The Labrador woodchuck is at present known from Black bay, Labra- 

dor only. 
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Genus Sciuropterus F. Cuvier 

1855 Sciuropterus [. Cuvier, Dents des mammiféres, p. 255. Type 

Seiurus volans Linnaeus. | 

Squirrels with a broad furry membrane connecting front and hind leg of each 

side, but none between hind legs. (Sciurépterus; Gk., squirrel wing) 

The genus Sciuropterus is distributed throughout the greater 

part of northern Europe, northern Asia and northern North America, 

It contains a dozen or more species, several of which are American. 

Two occur within our limits. 

SPECIES OF SCIUROPTERUS 

Total length about 280 (11); fur of belly dark at base.....----- S. sabrinus 

Total length about 230 (9); fur of belly white to base.......--. S. volans 

Sciuropterus volans (Linnaeus) Southern flying squirrel - 

1758 [Mus] volans Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:63. (Virginia) 

1890 S[ciuropterus] volans Jordan, Manual of the vertebrate animals of 

the northern United States. ed. 5. p. 324. 

1896 Sciuropterus volans volans Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washing- 

ton. 28 Dec. 1896. 10:164. 

Back drab, somewhat shaded with russet, not distinetly different in winter 

and summer; belly pure white to extreme base of hairs. Total length 230 (9); 

tail vertebrae, 100 (4); hind foot, 30 (14). (vélans; Lat., flying) 

The southern flying squirrel occurs in woods, orchards, buildings, etc., 

in the transition zone and upper austral zone from New Hampshire and 

southern Ontario to Georgia. It is divisible into two races; of which 

the typical form alone, S$. volans volans, occurs within our limits, 

Sciuropterus sabrinus (Shaw) JVorthern flying squirrel 

Back in winter glossy wood brown mixed with cinnamon, in summer sooty 

drab; belly dirty white, the hairs darker at base. (sabrinus; N. Lat., Severn) 

The northern flying squirrel occurs throughout the wooded portions 

of eastern North America from the southern border.of the Canadian 

zone northward. It is abundant in the evergreen forests of central and 

northern New York and New England, and in the Alleghanies. Two 

subspecies occur within our limits. , 
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SUBSPECIES OF SCIUROPTERUS SABRINUS 

Size large, hind foot over 40 (11%); ear short and 

areca ae a (ee ee 8 os oe ss oR S.sabrinus sabrinus 

Size medium, hind foot under 40 (1ys); ear long 
EE, ESC a a en rene gre S. sabrinus macrotis 

Sciuropterus sabrinus sabrinus (Shaw) Hudsonian flying squirrel 

1801 Sciurus sabrinus Shaw, Gen. zool. 1: 157. (Severn river, James bay) 

1898 Sciuropterus sabrinus Mearns, Proce. U. S. nat. mus. 4 Nov. 1889. 

21: 353. 

Total length, 350 (132); tail vertebrae, 140 (54); hind foot, 42 (14%); ear from 

crown, 15 (3). (sabrinus; N. Lat., Severn) 

The Hudsonian flying squirrel is confined to the Hudsonian forests of 

eastern and central Canada. 

Sciuropterus sabrinus macrotis Mearns Canadian flying squirrel 

1896 Sciuropterus sabrinus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soe. Washington. 

28 Dee. 1896. 10: 162. 

1898 Sciuropterus sabrinus macrotis Mearns, Proc. U.S. nat. mus. 

4 Noy. 1898. 21: 353. (Catskill mts, N. Y.) 

Total length, 280 (11); tail vertebrae, 125 (5); hind foot, 38 (14); ear from 

crown, 20 (2). (macrotis; Gk., long eared) 

The Canadian flying squirrel is abundant in the Canadian forests of 

the northeastern United States and southeastern Canada. 

Family Castoridae SZeavers 

Four broad, rootless cheek teeth in each jaw; angle of lower jaw rounded; 

tail very broad, flattened from above downward, scaly ; sizelarge. (Casté6ridae; 

genus Castor) 

The family Castoridae is represented by a single living genus 

common to the northern parts of both old and new worlds. 

x 

Genus Castor Linnaeus 

1758 Castor Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed.10.1:58. Type Castor fiber 

Linnaeus. 

Feet four-toed; hind feet webbed; second toe of hind foot double-clawed. 

(Castor; Lat., a beaver) 

One species of beaver occurs in North America. It is closely related 

to that of the old world. 
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Castor canadensis Kuhl American beaver 

Flat space on top of skull between eye sockets distinctly longer than broad. 

(canadénsis; N. Lat., Canadian) 

The American beaver, which occurs throughout the wooded parts of 

North America, is divisible into four or more races, two of which are 

found within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF CASTOR CANADENSIS 

Scaly portion of tail more than twice as long 

SU WHO Cle meni tee ee re eee en eee C, canadensis canadensis 

Scaly portion of tail less than twice as long 

AS WIdEs.o cece cic ees wencdiicee ce meee se sO OC aD G6 nS 1s +e a ol aeneanisners 

Castor canadensis canadensis Kuhl Vortheastern beaver 

1820 Castor canadensis Kuhl, Beitrage zur zool. u. vergl. anat. p. 64. 

(Eastern Canada) . 

1898 Castor canadensis Rhoads, Trans. Am. philos. soe. n. gs. Oct. 

1898. 19: 418. 

Scaly portion of tail more than twice as long as wide; pelage long, full and soft. 

Total length, 1100 (35); tail vertebrae, 410 (164); hind foot, 175 (62). 

(canadénsis; N. Lat., Canadian) : 

The northeastern beaver was formerly an inhabitant of the wooded 

banks of lakes and watercourses in the Hudsonian and Canadian zones of 

eastern Canada and the northeastern United States. It has been exterm- 

inated south of the Canadian border. 

Castor canadensis carolinensis Rhoads Southeastern beaver 
1898 Castor canadensis carolinensis Rhoads, Trans. Am. philos. 

soc. n. s. Oct. 1898. 19: 420. 

Scaly portion of tail less than twice as long as wide; pelage relatively short 

and harsh. Total length, 1100 (35); hind foot, 180 (7). (carolinénsis; N. 

Lat., Carolinian) 

The southern beaver inhabits the austral zones of the eastern United 

States. Its range is now restricted to the wilder foothills of the southern 

Alleghanies. 
Family Muridae ats, mice, etc. 

Front teeth two; cheek teeth never more than threeineach jaw. In the species 

that occur within our limits the fur is without spines or bristles, and the hind feet 

and legs are never greatly elongated for jumping. (Mtiridae; genus Mus) 

The family Muridae, which includes more than one third of the 

existing rodents and a greater number of species than any other family 

of mammals, is cosmopolitan in distribution. It probably contains more 

than roo genera, many of which are American, rr occurring within our | 

limits. 
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GENERA OF MURIDAE 

Grinding teeth with tubercles arranged in three 

transverse rows very distinct in teeth of upper 

jaw (subfamily Murinae, old world rats and 
MII Ee 292 oso Sa sh Sis af 4 apa aaltey-Gkele 

Grinding teeth with tubercles arranged in two 

rows, or without distinct tubercles of any kind 

Crowns of grinding teeth with tubercles ar- 
ranged in tworows (subfamily Criceti- 

nae, American rats and mice) 

Mus, p. 94 

Upper front teeth grooved (harvest mice) Reithrodontomys, p. 95 

Upper front teeth not grooved 

Skull with a distinct ridge over eye- 

socket; fur coarse; belly not pure 
white; total length over 230 (9) (rice 

TG GUL Cle) ae Peery en aes eset 
Skull without ridge over eye-socket; 

fur fine; belly pure white; total length 

under 215 (84) (white-footed mice) -. 

Crowns of grinding teeth divided into loops, 
or triangles formed by plates of hard en- 

amel inclosing asofter substance (dentine) 

Upper front teeth narrow, compressed, 

the antero-posterior diameter of each 

much greater than the transverse di- 

ameter; body slender, tail always 

long; eyes and ears large; belly white 

(subfamily Neotominae, wood 

Pas aC waAVECAUS) oct eS ee eee se 

Upper front teeth broad, the antero-pos- 

terior diameter of each less than trans- 

verse diameter; body clumsy; tail 

usually short; eyes and ears small; 

belly generally not white (subfamily 

Microtinae, voles, lemmings, 
muskrats etc.) 

Lower front teeth short, the roots 

terminating on inner side of grind- 

ing teeth (lemmings) 

Upper front teeth grooved; ears 
; small but well formed; color 

not changing to white in win- 

ter; tail covered with short 
Le: MRSS Sipe rd dl ag ee 

Upper front teeth not grooved, 
ears rudimentary; color white 

in winter, tail with a brush of 

stiff hairs nearly as long as 

TUS 2 apy Ml 8 oa era 

Oryzomys, p.96 

Peromyscus, p. 96 

Neotoma, p. 98 

Synaptomys, p. 99 

Dicrostonyx, p. 101 
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Lower front teeth long, their roots 

extending under posterior grind- 

ing tooth into outer side of jaw 

(voles) ). 5.32 eee see 

Tail flattened laterally (musk- 

TAL) dlls se =e eee Rte eiae ete Fiber, p. 101 

Tail round 

Grinding teeth without roots 

(Proves) Ak 2 eet eer Microtus, p. 102 

Grinding teeth with roots 

(prongs) in adults 

Grinding teeth heavy, 

with sharp-pointed an- 

gles; color never red.. Phenacomys, p. 108 

Grinding teeth light, with 

blunt angles; color usu- 

ally Tedeeeres sees Evotomys, p. 109 

Genus Mus Linnaeus 

1758 Mus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10.1; 59. Type Mus rattus 

Linnaeus. . 

Front teeth without grooves; cheek teeth in upper jaw with tubercles of crown 

arranged in three longitudinal rows; form slender ; tail long, scaly, scant haired ; 

fur coarse. (Lat., a mouse) 

The genus Mus contains many old world species, but none native to 

America. Four have been naturalized in the United States. One of 

these, the roof rat Mus alexandrinus (like the black rat but 

brown with a yellowish white belly) is normally confined to the lower 

austral zone. Two ofthe three others are well known within our limits. 

SPECIES OF MUS 

TotalJlenoth under 200 (8): (mice). S222 ee Sere ewer yee M. musculus 

Total length over 300 (12) (rats) 

Color bluish black ; tail more than half of total length M. rattus 

Color brownish; tailless than half of total length.... M. decumanus 

e 

Mus musculus Linnaeus House mouse 

1758 [Mus] musculus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1: 62. (Sweden) 

Brownish gray, slightly paler below. Total length, 170 (62); tail vertebrae, 

85 (38); hind foot, 17( ). (mtseulus; Lat., a little mouse) 

The house mouse is thoroughly established throughout the settled parts 

of America. It is abundant in buildings and cultivated fields within 

our limits, and is sometimes found in woods. 
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Mus rattus Linnaeus Black rat 

1758 [Mus] rattus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed.10.1:61. (Sweden) 
Blue black, darker on the back, more slaty on the belly. Total length, 400 

(152); tail vertebrae, 215 (83); hind foot, 37 (ive). (rattus; Lat., a rat) 

The black rat was formerly widely spread in the eastern United 

States. It is now rapidly disappearing before the larger and stronger 

brown rat. This animal occurs still in central Massachusetts, but with 

this exception I know of no localities where it is now found abundantly 

in the northeastern United States. 

Mus decumanus Pallas House rat 

1778 Mus decumanus Pallas, Nov. sp. quadr. glir. ord. p. 91. (Russia) 

Brownish above; grayish beneath ; tail scaly, clothed with short stiff hairs, not 

distinctly bicolor. Total length, 400 (15%); tail vertebrae, 180 (74); hind foot, 

45 (12). (decumanus; Lat., a tithe gatherer) 

The house rat. is abundant and well known throughout North 

America. 

Genus Reithrodontomys Giglioli 

1873 Reithrodontomys Giglioli, Richer. intorn. alla distrib. geogr. 
gener. p. 60. Type Mus lecontii Aud. and Bach. 

Like Peromyscus except that the face of each upper front tooth is marked 

by a conspicuous longitudinal groove. (Reithrodéntomys; Gk., channel tooth 
mouse) 

The genus Reithrodontomys is confined to North America. 

It reaches its greatest development in Mexico and the southwestern 

United States, where it is represented by 15 or more forms. Only one 

species occurs within our limits. 

Reithrodontomys lecontii (Audobon and Bachman) Harvest mouse 

1842 Mus lecontii Audobon and Bachman, Journ. Acad. nat. sci. Phila- 

delphia. 8: 307. (Georgia) 

1895 Reithrodontomys lecontii Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat, hist. May 
21, 1895, 7: 116. 

Light brown above, varying much in exact shade; whitish beneath. (lecén- 

tii; name from that of John LeConte) 

The harvest mouse is common throughout the southeastern United 

States. Three races are now recognized: R. lecontii dickinsoni 

Rhoads from Florida; R. lecontii lecontii from the lower 

austral zone, and the following: 
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Reithrodontomys lecontii impiger Bangs Virginia harvest mouse 

1898 Reithrodontomys lecontii impiger Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. 

Washington. 10 Aug. 1898. 12: 167. (White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.) 

Russet brown above, dull white beneath. Total length, 115 (43); tail ver- 

tebrae, 51 (2); hind foot 9 (8). (impiger; Lat., quick) 

The little known Virginia harvest mouse has been taken at White 

Sulphur Springs W, Va. only. It probably occurs throughout the 

southern part of the upper austral zone, east of the high Alleghanies. 

Genus Oryzomys Baird 

1857 Oryzomys Baird, Mamm. N. Am. p. 458. Type Mus palustris 

Harlan. ; 

Front teeth without grooves; cheek teeth with tubercles arranged in two 

rows; skull distinetly ridged over eye sockets ; form slender; total length more 

than 230 (9); tail long, scant haired; belly not white. (O ry Zo mys; Gk., rice 

mouse) 

The genus Oryzomys is widely distributed in the warmer parts of 

America. Many species are known, only one of which reaches the 

upper austral zone of the eastern United States. 

Oryzomys palustris (Harlan) Rice field mouse 

18387 Mus palustris Harlan, American jour. sci. 31: 386. (Fast island, 

near Salem N. J.) 

1857 Oryzomys palustris Baird, Mamm. N. Am. p. 459. 

Dark brown above, paler below. Total length, 240 (94) ; tail vertebrae, 115 

(44); hind foot, 30 (132.) (palustris; Lat., pertaining to a marsh) 

The ricefield mouse is locally common in marshes throughout the 

austral zones of the eastern United States, north to New Jersey. ‘The 

form which occurs within our limits is the typical subspecies, 

O. palustris palustris. Two others are found in Florida anda 

fourth in Texas. 
Genus Peromyscus Gloger 

1842 Peromyscus Gloger, Gemeinn, Hand-u. hilfsbuch der naturgesch. 

p.95. Type Peromyscus arboreus Gloger-Cricetus myoides 

Gapper-Mus sylvaticus noveboracensis Fischer. 

Front teeth without grooves, cheek teeth in upper jaw with tubercles arranged 

in two longitudinal rows; skull smoothly rounded between eye sockets ; form slender 

Total length, (in our species) under 220 (82); tail long, well furred, belly white. 

(Peromyscus; Gk., little pocket mouse) 

The genus Peromyscus, which contains nearly 100 species, is 

confined to America. It reaches its greatest development in Mexico and 

the western United States. Three species occur within our limits, all 

members of the subgenus Peromyscus. 
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SPECIES OF PEROMYSCUS 

Tail about half of total length, ears large, colors 

CCL ULE Cy ea eh ee a ee aoe} 5) See eae P. canadersis 

Tail less than half of total length, ears moderate, colors 

bright or dark 

Tail slightly less than half of total length, color strongly 

TLS! 21088 See ee a a ee er ae eee P. leucopus 

Tail considerably less than half of total length, color 

POMP HOE Secon ly. TUSsel. oJ. /.. 2h. < sie o cnn oot ens ae P. maniculatus 

Peromyscus canadensis (Miller) Canadian white-footed mouse 

Tail 45% to 60% of total length, with a conspicuous tuft of hair at tip; ears and 

eyes large. Adults never reddish brown above (young bluish gray); beliy hairs 

always snowy white at tips. (canadénsis; N. Lat., Canadian) 

This mouse is an inhabitant of the forests of the Canadian and Hud- 

sonian zones of eastern America. It is divisible into four subspecies, 

three of which occur within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF PEROMYSCUS CANADENSIS 

Adults very pale, grayish brown...--..----. P. canadensis abietorum 

Adults not pale, grayish brown 

Adults yellowish brown.......---..----- P.canadensis canadensis 

monte Gull brownish....-...:---------- P.canadensis nubiterrae 

‘Peromyscus canadensis abietorum Bangs Hudsonian white-' 

footed mouse 

1896 Peromyscus canadensis abietorum Bangs, Proce. biolog. soc. 

Washington. 9 Mar. 1896. 10: 49. (Lake Edward, Quebec) 

Adults pale grayish brown above, never fuscous or yellowish. Total length, 

190 (74); tail vertebrae, 100 (4); hind foot, 21.5 (428). (abietédrum; Lat., of 

the firs) 

The Hudsonian white-footed mouse inhabits the spruce forests ot 

Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. It probably occurs in north- 

ern Maine. 

Peromyscus canadensis canadensis Miller Canadian white-footed 

f MOUSE 

1893 Sitomys americanus canadensis Miller, Proc. biolog. soc. 

Washington. 20 June 1893. 8:55. (Peterboro, Madison co. N. Y.) 

1896 Peromyscus canadensis Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 9 

Mar. 1896. 10: 49. 

Adults dull yellowish brown above. Total length, 190 (7%); tail veterbrae, 

100 (4) ; hind foot, 21.5 (48). (canadénsis; N. Lat., Canadian) 

The Canadian white-footed mouse inhabits the Canadian zone and 

locally the cooler parts of the transition zone in the eastern United 

States and Canada. It is a characteristic forest animal. 
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Peromyscus canadensis nubiterrae Rhoads Cloudland white-footed 

MOUSE 

1896 Peromyseus leucopus nubiterrae Rhoads, Proc. acad. nat. 

sci. Philadelphia. p.187. (Summit of Roan mountain, N. C.) 

1897 Peromyscus canadensis nubiterrae Rhoads, Proc. acad. nat. 

sci. Philadelphia. p. 213. 

Adults dull brownish above. Total length, 170 (62); tail vertebrae, 86 (34); 

hind foot 21.5 (38). (nubitérrae; N. Lat., of Cloudland) 

This form of the Canadian white-footed mouse is confined to the 

spruce forests of the high southern Alleghanies. 

Peromyscus leucopus (Rafinesque) Deer mouse 

1818 Musculus leucopus Rafinesque, Am. monthly magazine. 3: 446. 

(Kentucky) 

1895 Peromyscus leucopus Thomas, Ann. and mag. nat. hist. Feb. 1895. 

ser. 6. 15: 192. 

Tail 40% to 45 % of total length, with an inconspicuous tuft of hair at tip; ears 

and eyes moderate ; adults chestnut brown above (young bluish gray) ; belly hairs 

always snowy white at tips. Total length, 170 (6%); tail vertebrae, 75 (3); hind 

foot, 20 (38). (Leticopus; Gk., white foot) 

The deer mouse is abundant throughout the upper austral and transi- 

tion zones. ‘The race occurring in the former is true leucopus, that 

of the transition zone has been separated as P. 1. noveboracensis. 

(See Miller, Proc. Boston soc. nat. hist. 28:22) The status of these 

forms is not well understood. 

Peromyscus maniculatus (Wagner) Labrador deer mouse 

1845 Hesperomys maniculatus Wagner, Wiegmann’s Archiv fiir 

naturgesch. 11, 1: 148. (Moravian settlements of Labrador) 

1898 Peromyscus maniculatus Bangs, American naturalist. July 

1898. 32:496. 

Color about as in P. canadensis canadensis. Total length, 165 | 

(64) ; tail vertebrae, 74 (3); hind foot, 20 G%). (maniculatus; Lat., gloved) 

The Labrador white-footed mouse is probably confined to the wooded 

parts of the Hudsonian zone in Labrador. ‘The species is very imper- 

fectly known. 
Genus Neotoma Say & Ord 

1825 Neotoma Say & Ord. Jour. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia. v. 9, pt 2, 

p. 346. Type Neotoma floridana Say & Ord. 

Front teeth without grooves, narrow, compressed, much deeper than broad; 

grinding teeth rooted, the flat crown divided by enamel folds into loops and 
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triangles; form slender; tail long and hairy; eyes and ears large; fur soft. 

(Neétoma; Gk., new cutter) 

The genus Neotoma is peculiar to America. Itreachesits greatest 

development in Mexico and the southwestern United States, where 

70 or more forms occur. One species only is found in the eastern 

United States north of the lower austral zone. This is a member of the 

restricted subgenus N eotoma, in which the tail is round. 

Neotoma pennsylvanica Stone Alleghany cave rat 

1894 Neotoma peunsylvanica Stone, Proc. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia. 

p. 16. (South mountain, Cumberland co. Pa.) 

Grayish above, white beneath, tail furry, sharply bicolor. Total length, 410 

(162); tail vertebrae, 85 (7%); hind foot, 42 (118). (pennsylvanica; N. 

Lat., Pennsylvanian) 

The Alleghany cave rat iscommon in caves and rocky woods through- 

out the Alleghanies. Its northern range extends to the lower Hudson 

valley. This is the common rat in Mammoth cave. Aside from the 

character of its teeth, the cave rat differs from the house rat in its larger 

eyes and ears, long soft fur and more hairy tail, which ts dark above 

and white below, the two colors sharply defined. 

Genus Synaptomys Baird 

1857 Synaptomys Baird, Mamm. N. Am. p. 558. Type Synaptomys 

cooperi Baird 

Face of each upper front tooth with a distinct longitudinal groove, grinding teeth 

without roots (prongs); skull small, not strongly angular; claws small, simple; 

tail moderate (about as long as hind foot) covered with short hairs; color always 

dark. (Syn&aptomys; Gk., connecting mouse) 

The genus Synaptomys, containing the smallest and least special- 

ized of the lemmings, has not been detected in the old world. It is 

generally distributed throughout boreal North America. Eight species 

are now recognized, four of which occur within our limits. 

SPECIES OF SYNAPTOMYS 

_Mammae 6; crown of each lower cheek teeth with a small closed 

triangle of enamel. on outer side (subgenus Synap- 

tomys) 

Upper front teeth relatively broad and heavy .....--......... S. cooperi 

Upper front teeth reiatively narrow and light .. .._. ide}. S.fatuus 

Mammae 8; crown of lower cheek teeth without closed triangles 

of enamel on outer side (subgenus Mictomys) 

epallenaihss bini(4d)) e222 8k eg Nees bee eetie S. innuitus 
Mga rien eMo lia: (Ora). 5s aca Onecee sodas tescke aoees. S. sphagnicola 
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Synaptomys cooperi Baird Cooper's lemming 

13857 Synaptomys cooperi Baird, Mamm. N. Am. p. 558. (Probably 

northern New Jersey or southern New York) 

1896 Synaptomys cooperi Merriam, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 

19 Mar. 1896. 10:58. 

General appearance of a common meadow mouse, but tail very much shorter ; 

color grizzled gray and yellowish brown thickly sprinkled with black; belly 

soiled whitish. Total length, 120 (42); tail vertebrae, 18 (46); hind foot, 18 

(46). (cooperi; name from that of William Cooper) 

Cooper’s lemming is locally common in cool bogs and marshy places 

from Massachusetts to Virginia, west to Michigan and Indiana. 

Synaptomys fatuus Bangs Sangs’s lemming 

1896 Synaptomys fatuus Bangs, Proce. biolog. soc. Washington. 9 Mar. 

1896. 10: 47. (Lake Edward, Quebec) . 

1896 Synaptomys fatuus Merriam, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 19 

Mar. 1896. 10:58 . 

Like S. cooperi but with smaller front teeth and less heavily built anterior 

part of skull. Total length, 120 (4%); tail vertebrae, 21 ($); hind foot, 18 

(zs). (fatuus; Lat., clumsy) 

Bangs’s lemming is common in bogs and wet woods of the Hudsonian 

zone and upper part of the Canadian zone from New Brunswick to the 

north shore of Lake Superior, south to New Hampshire. A single 

specimen has been recorded from the Catskills. 

Synaptomys innuitus True Z7ue’s lemming 

1894 Mictomys innuitus True, Diagnoses of new North American mam- 

mals. 26 Ap. 1894. p. 3. Reprinted in Proc. U.S. nat. mus. 15 Nov. 1894. 

17: 2438. (Fort Chimo, Ungava, Labrador) 
1896 Synaptomys innuitus Merriam, Proc. biolog. soe. Washington. 

19 Mar. 1896. 10:61. 

Like S. cooperi but smaller. Total length 115 (44); tail vertebrae, 17 

(4s); hind foot, 17 (4s); greatest length of skull, 19 (¢). Guntitus; N. Lat., 

Eskimo) 

True’s lemming is at present known from northern Labrador only 

(Fort Chimo and Hamilton inlet) 

Synaptomys sphagnicola Preble freble’s lemming 

1899 Synaptomys sphagnicola Preble, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 

29 May 1899. 13:43. (Fabyans, Coos co., New Hampshire) 

Like S. cooperi but larger. Total length, 132 (5%); tail vertebrae, 24 

18); hind foot, 20 (#); greatest length of skull, 27 (lise). (sphagnicola; N. 

Lat., an inhabitant of sphagnum) — 

Preble’s lemming is at present known from the type specimen only, 

taken in the Canadian forests near the foot of Mt Washington, New 

Hampshire. 
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Genus Dicrostonyx Gloger 

1844 Dicrostonyx Gloger, Gemeinn. hand- u. hilfsbuch d. naturgesch. 

1: xxxi, 97. Type Mus hudsonius, Pallas. 

Face of each upper front tooth smooth, grinding teeth without roots (prongs), 

' skull large, heavily angular; ears reduced to mere naked rims; claws very. large; 

in winter apparently double; tail very short with a long brush of stiff hairs; fur 

turning white in winter. (Dieréstonyx; Gk., fork claw) 

The genus Dicrostonyx, containing the lemmings which turn 

white in winter, is circumpolar in distribution. One or more forms occur 

in northern Europe and Asia, The following species is found in Labra- 

dor. 
Dicrostonyx hudsonius Pallas Labrador lemming 

1778 Mus hudsonius Pallas, Nov. spec. quadr. glir. ord. p. 208. 

1897 Dicrostonyx hudsonius Bangs, Proc. biolog. soe. Washington. 

11: 237. 

In summer about the color of a Maltese cat, slightly varied with rusty; a 

narrow black line down middle of back; in winter pure white. Total length, 

150 (6); tail vertebrae, 21 (48); hind foot, 21 (7). (huds6énius; N. Lat., 

Hudsoniap ) 

The range of the Labrador lemming is imperfectly known. The 

animal occurs on the barrens of northern Labrador, south at least to 

Hamilton inlet. — 
Genus Fiber Cuvier 

1800 Fiber Cuvier, Lecgons d’anat. comp. 1, tab. 1. (Described in Tab. 

elém. de Vhist. nat. des anim. 1798, p. 141) Type Castor zibethicus 

Linnaeus. 

Front teeth without grooves, broader than deep; grinding teeth with roots. 

(prongs), body short and thick; tail long, flattened laterally. (Fiber; Lat., 

a beaver) 

The genus Fiber containing the well known muskrat, is peculiar to 

America. Seven forms have been described, but their interrelationships 

are very imperfectly understood. ‘Two species occur within our limits, 

SPECIES OF FIBER 

Upper lip yellowish brown, total length over 500 (19#%)..... F. zibethicus 

Upper lip white, total length under 500 (192)...........-.. F. obscurus 

Fiber zibethicus Linnaeus J/uskrat 

Size usually large; hind foot generally about 80 (338) color very vari- 

able; upper lip yellowish brown. (zibéthicus; Lat., a civet, in allusion to 

the musky odor) 

The muskrat occurs throughout North America south into the lower 

austral zone. It is divisible into four or five races, two of which occur 

within our limits. 
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SUBSPECIES OF FIBER ZIBETHICUS 

Hind foot about 80 (3x6) ; color brown much 

suffused with yellowish and reddish. ...--. F. zibethicus zibethicus 

Hind foot about 73 (2%); color blackish 

brown, little suffused with yellowish and 

ped @isine ce, ose Be eM va win io ies ae a ener net F. zibethicus aquilonius 

Fiber zibethicus zibethicus (Linnaeus) Worthern muskrat 

1766 [Castor] zibethicus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 12. 1: 79. 

(Eastern Canada) 

1817 Fiber zibethicus Cuvier, Régne animal, 1: 192. 

Rich dark brown above; sides and belly strongly tinged with rusty. Total 

length, 600 (234); tail vertebrae, 267 (104) ; hind foot, 80 (318). (zibéthicus; 

Lat., a civet, in allusion to the musky odor) 

The northern muskrat is abundant in marshes and on the borders of 

ponds and water courses throughout eastern North America, south at 

least into the upper austral zone. In Louisiana it is replaced by another 

race, F. z. rivalicius. Bangs. | Im Labrador it eives way fo ume 

following form. 

Fiber zibethicus aquilonius Bangs Labrador muskrat 

1899 Fiber zibethicus aquilonius Bangs, Proc. New England zool. 

club. 28 Feb. 1899. 1:11. . 

Blackish brown above; sides and belly tinged with umber. Total length, 

540 (24); tail vertebrae, 240 (93); hind foot, 73 (2f). (aquilénius; Lat., 

northern) 

The Labrador muskrat is thus far known from Black bay, Labrador 

only. It probably ranges throughout the Hudsonian zone of Labrador. 

Fiber obscurus Bangs Wew/foundland muskrat 

1894 Fiber obscurus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 15 Sep. 1894. 

9: 183. (Codroy, Newfoundland) 

Blackish brown above; sides and belly light grayish brown tinged with fawn 

color; upper lip white. Total length, 180 (19);. tail vertebrae, 210 (84); hind 

foot, 70 (22). (obsctirus; Lat., dark) 

The Newfoundland muskrat is confined to the island of Newfound- 

land. 
Genus Microtus Schrank 

1798 Microtus Schrank, Fauna boica. 1: 72. Type Mus arvalis Pallas. 

Front teeth without grooves, not compressed, broader than deep: grinding 

teeth without roots, (prongs); bony palate not ending in a thin-edged shelf behind ; 

body stout and thick; tail short; ears just appearing above fur (color seldom 

distinctly red). (Micr6étus; Gk., small ear) 

The genus Microtus is distributed throughout the boreal and 

austral regions of the northern hemisphere. It probably contains one 

hundred or more species, seven of which occur within our limits. 
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SPECIES OF MICROTUS 

Fur dense and mole-like; claws on front feet long- 

cam (subeenns Esty Mary s)i2s 5024 ook See M. pinetorum, p.103 

Fur not dense and mole-like; claws on hind feet 

longest (subgenus Microtus) 

Face or muzzle distinctly yellowish 

Total length about 180 (62); muzzle 
MAleNES Pal .g 26 .p6 = sac bs ono. meteeswame M.terraenovae, p. 104 

Total length about 165 (64); muzzle 

Wabehesrdark (202 5 Soe ols ease M. chrotorrhinus, p. 104 

Face or muzzle not distinctly yellowish 

Total length often over 200 (8); color 
ee ee ea eet EUG Ns Bale M. breweri, p. 105 

Total length seldom if ever reaching 

200 (8); color dark 

Teeth weak; front teeth protruding 

forward; the row of cheek teeth 

less than + basal length of skull... M. enixus, p. 105 

Teeth strong; front teeth not pro- 

truding forward; the row of cheek 
teeth more than + basal length of 

skull 

Skull not very broad (the com- 

mon field mouse of the eastern 

Winited: Staves)... 2... 4tusae ee M. pennsylvanicus, p.105 

Skull very broad (confined to 
Great Gull island off the east- 

ern end of Long Island, New 

AAI op Rare SR a M. nesophilus, p.107 

Microtus pinetorum (Le Conte) Pine mouse 
Fur dense velvety and mole-like, eyes and ears very small, claws on front feet 

longest; color of adults dull reddish brown; young slaty. (pinetérum; Lat., 

of the pines) 

The pine mouse inhabits dry sandy soil (usually in thickets and open 

woods) in the austral zones and lower part of the transition zone of the 

United States from the Atlantic coast west to Missouri and Indian terri- 

tory. It is divisible into four or more subspecies, one of which occurs 

within our limits. 

Microtus pinetorum scalopsoides (Audubon & Bachman) 
LVorthern pine mouse 

1841 Arvicola scalopsoides Audubon & Bachman, Proc. acad. nat. sei. 
Philadelphia. Oct. 1841. 1:97. (Long Island, New York) 

1896 Microtus pinetorum scalopsoides Batchelder, Proc. Boston 

soc. nat. hist. Oct. 1896. 27; 187. 

1900 Microtus pinetorum scalopsoides Bailey North American fauna. 

June 1900. no. 17, p. 64. 

Adults reddish brown, lighter than in the southeastern pine mouse (M. pine- 

torum pinetorum) of the lower austral zone. Total length, 125 (5); tail 

vertebrae, 22 ({); hind foot, 16 (3). (scalops6ides; Gk., mole-like) 
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The northern pine mouse inhabits the upper austral zone and lower 

part of the transition zone east of the Alleghanies. It generally occurs 

in colonies, which may be detected by the mole-like ridges thrown up by 

the animals. 

Microtus terraenovae Bangs Vew/oundland vole 

1894 Arvicola terraenovae Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. OT 

July 1894. 9:129. (Codroy, Newfoundland) 

1896 [Microtus] terraenovae Miller, North American fauna. 23 July 

1896. no. 12, 66. 

1900 Microtus terraenovae Bailey, North American fauna. 6 June 

1900) nos 7a. 25. 

Above umber brown, slightly sprinkled with blackish hairs; below light gray ; 

tail well haired, blackish above, light gray below; a pale dull tawny patch on 

each side of muzzle at roots of whiskers. Total length, 180 (62); tail vertebrae, 

50 (2); hind foot, 24 (1). (terraenévae; N. Lat., of Newfoundland) 

The Newfoundland vole is confined to the island of Newfoundland. 

Microtus chrotorrhinus (Miller) Rock vole 

Light brown above, thickly sprinkled with blackish hairs beneath; a conspic- 

uous ochraceous pateh on each side of muzzle; hind foot about 21 ee 

(chrotorrbinus; Gk., color nose) 

The rock vole inhabits heavy spruce woods and rock cavities in the 

Hudsonian zone of eastern North America. Two well marked sub- 

species are known, both of which occur within our limits, 

SUBSPECIES OF MICROTUS CHROTORRHINUS 

Muzzle patch dark tawny ochrace- 

ous, confined to extremity of 

TMUZZL Cre ee area sn ot ok M. chrotorrhinus chrotorrhinus 

Muzzle patch pale tawny ochrace- 

ous, suffusing whole face.... M. chrotorrhinus ravus 

Microtus chrotorrhinus chrotorrhinus (Miller) Southern rock vole 

1894 Arvicola chrotorrhinus Miller, Proc. Boston soc. nat. hist. 24 

Mar. 1894. 26:190. (Mt Washington, New Hampshire) 

1896 Microtus chrotorrhinus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 9 

Mar. 1896. 10: 49. 

1900 Microtus chrotorrhinus Bailey, North American fauna. 6 June 

1900. no. 17, p. 58 

General color of upper parts umber brown; muzzle patches deep tawny ochra- 

ceous strictly confined to sides of muzzle. Total length, 165 (63); tail vertebrae, 

50 (2); hind foot, 20 (138), (chrotorrhinus; Gk., color nose) 

The southern rock vole is locally distributed in the Hudsonian zone 

and in cold situations in the Canadian zone of Quebec, New Brunswick, 

the White mountains, Adirondacks and Catskills. 
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Microtus chrotorrhinus ravus Bangs Labrador rock vole 

- 1898 Microtus chrotorrhinus ravus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. 

Washington. 16 Nov. 1898..12:188. (Black bay, Labrador) 

1900 Microtus chrotorrhinus ravus Bailey, North American fau- 

na. June 1900. No, 17, p. 59. 

General color of upper parts ight umber brown; muzzle patches pale tawny 

ochraceous spreading over whole face. Total Jength, 160 (64); tail vertebrae, 45 

(12); hind foot, 22 (2). (ravus; Lat., yellow gray) 

The Labrador rock vole is thus far known from Black bay, Labrador 

only. 
; Microtus breweri (Baird) MJuskeget island vole % 

1857 Arvicola breweri Baird, Mamm.N. Am. p. 525. (Muskeget island, 

Massachusetts) 

1896 Microtus breweri Miller, Proc. Boston soc. nat. hist. June 1896. 

2s TO. 

1900 Microtus breweri Bailey, North American fauna. 6 June 1900. 

no, 17, p. 26. 

Light gray, pure and whitish on belly, dull, tinged with wood brown and 

sprinkled with blackish hairs on back; fur harsh and coarse. Total length, 195 

(7%); tail vertebrae, 48 (1% ); hind foot, 24 (4é). (bréweri; name from that 

of Thomas Mayo Brewer) 

The Muskeget island vole is peculiar to the island of Muskeget, off 

Nantucket, Massachusetts. 

Microtus enixus Bangs Hamilton inlet vole 

1896 Microtus enixus Bangs, American naturalist. Dec. 1896. 30 : 1051. 

(Hamilton inlet Labrador) 

1900 Microtus enixus Bailey, North American fauna. 6 June 1900. no. 

17, p. 24. : 

Upper parts dark umber brown, much sprinkled with black hairs; under parts 

dark gray occasionally slightly washed with buffy, teeth very lightly built, the 

front teeth slender and strongly projecting, the row of cheek teeth averaging less than 

4 basal length of skull. Total length, 190 (74); tail vertebrae, 60 (28); hind 

foot, 22 ($). (enixus; Lat., zealous) | 

The Hamilton inlet vole is abundant throughout northern Labrador. 

Microtus pennsylvanicus (Ord) Sield mouse 

Upper parts dark brown, much sprinkled with black; under parts gray, usually 

washed with buffy; teeth strong, the front teeth heavy, not directed noticeably forward, 

the row of cheek teeth averaging more than ¢ basal length of skull; skull with long, 

narrow braincase. (penusylvanicus; N. Lat., Pennsylvanian) 

_ This is the common field mouse abundant and well known throughout 

eastern North America from Labrador to North Carolina, and ranging 
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far to the westward. Itis often erroneously called “mole” or “meadow 

mole”. In the extensive territory which it inhabits the animal is differ- 

entiated into several geographic races, four of which occur within our 

limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF MICROTUS PENNSYLVANICUS 

Size large, total length of adult 

males often over 185 (72).... M. pennsylvanicus pennsylvanicus 

Size medium or small, total length 

of adult males seldom if ever 

reaching 175 (62) 2 

Total length of adults mostly 

undertati(Gt) So2..27 {Bek M. pennsylvanicus labradorius 

Total length of adults mostly 

over 1404) 22k 7224. 2o8 

General color clear light 

brown e52). Sees M. pennsylvanicus fontigenus 

General color brown tinged 

with russet: 2... 222.2555. M. pennsylvanicus acadicus 

_Microtus pennsylvanicus pennsylvanicus (Ord) Common eastern 

field mouse 

1815 Mus pennsylvanica Ord, Guthrie’s geography, Am. ed. 2. 2: 292. 

(Near Philadelphia Pa.) 

1895 [Microtus] pennsylvanicus Rhoads, American naturalist. Oct. 

1895. 24: 940 

1900 Microtus pennsylvanicus Bailey, North American fauna. 6 

June 1900. no. 17, p. 16. 

General color above dark brown, usually tinged with tawny, under parts light 

gray often washed with buffy; skull rather narrow; fur not specially fine and 

soft. Total length, 180 (63); tail vertebrae, 50 (2); hind foot, 21 (128) 

The common eastern meadow mouse is abundant in fields and 

marshes throughout the eastern United States and southern Canada 

from well within the Canadian zone to the lower edge of the upper 

austral zone. 

Microtus pennsylvanicus labradorius Bailey Labrador field mouse 

1898 Microtus pennsylvaniecus labradorius Bailey, Proc. biolog. 

soc. Washington. 30 Ap. 1898. 12: 88. (Fort Chimo, Ungava, Labrador) 

1900 Microtus pennsylvanicus labradorius, Bailey, North 

American fauna. 6 June 1900. no. 17, p. 22. 

Dark brown above, whitish below; skull not very narrow. Total length, 138 

54); tail vertebrae, 38 (14); hind foot, 19 (2). (labradéoérius; N. Lat., 

Labradorean) 

The Labrador field mouse inhabits the barrens of northern Labrador. 
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Microtus pennsylvanicus fontigenus (Bangs) Vorthern field mouse 

1896 Microtus fontigenus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 9 Mar. 

1896.p.48. (Lake Edward, Quebec) 

1897 Microtus pennsylvanicus fontigenus Miller, Proc. Boston 

soe. nat. hist. 30 Ap. 1897. 28:14. 

1900 Microtus pennsylvanicus fontigenus Bailey, North Ameri- 

ean fauna. 6 June 1900. no. 17, p. 21. 

Upper parts clear sepia brown without tawny tinge; under parts light gray; 

skull narrow. Total length, 140 (54); tail vertebrae, 40 (3); hind foot, 20 (4). 

(fontigenus; Lat., spring-born) 

The northern field mouse inhabits fields, barrens and dry woods in the 

Hudsonian zone of eastern North America from Quebec to the north 

shore of Lake Superior. 

Microtus pennsylvanicus acadicus Bangs Acadian field mouse 

1897 Microtus pennsylvanicus acadicus Bangs, American nat- 

uralist. Mar. 1897. 30:239. (Digby, Nova Scotia) 

1900 Microtus pennsylvanicus acadicus Bailey, North American 

fauna. 6 June 1900. no. 17, p. 19. 

Upper parts varying from bister shaded with russet to almost clear russet ; 

under parts dark gray; skull slender. Total length, 167 (6x6); tail vertebrae, 

45 (1%); hind foot, 20 (2). (acadicus; N. Lat., Acadian) 

The Acadian meadow mouse is confined to the fields, fresh water 

marshes and forest glades of Nova Scotia. 

Microtus nesophilus Bailey Gwui/ island mouse 

1898 Microtus insularis Bailey, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 12: 86. 

(Great Gull island, Long Island, N. Y.) not Lemmus insularis 

Nilsson. 

1899 Microtus nesophilus Bailey, Science. n. s. 2 Dec. 1898, 8: 782. 

1900 Microtus nesophilus Bailey, North American fauna. 6 June 1900. 

no. 17, p. 26. 

Upper parts dark brown, slightly darker than in average specimens of M. 

pennsylvanicus; under parts dusky, washed with cinnamon; teeth as in 

M. pennsylvanicus; skull with short broad braincase. Tail vertebrae, 

29 (14); hind foot, 20 (2). (neséphilus; Gk., island lover) 

The Gull island mouse is confined to Great Gull island and Little Gul 

island, off the eastern extremity of Long Island, New York. The species 

is probably extinct. 
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Genus Phenacomys Merriam 

1889 Phenacomys Merriam, North American fauna. 30 Oct. 1889. no. 2, 

p. 28. Type Phenacomys intermedius Merriam. . 

Front teeth without grooves, broader than deep; grinding teeth rooted (pronged) 

in adults, large and heavy ; bony palate not ending in a thin-edged shelf behind ; 

body short and thick; tail short; ears just appearing above fur; color never 

distinctly red. (Phendcomys; Gk., impostor mouse) 

So far as at present known the genus Phenacomys is peculiar to 

North America. Six species are recognized, two of which occur within 

our limits. 

SPECIES OF PHENACOMYS | 

Total length about 150 (53); skull with a deep groove between 

Gye SOCKCUS: fo eo ae se eee eee mee Cl re ie he a ose er P.celatus 

Total length about 130 (54); skull without distinct groove 

between eye sockets..----..---------. th ape 2 ele Se P.latimanus 

_ Phenacomys celatus Merriam Large yellow-faced phenacomys 

1889 Phenacomys celatus Merriam, North American fauua. 30 Oct. 1889. 

no. 2, p. 38. (Godbout, Quebec, Canada) 

1897 Phenacomys ungava Miller, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 21 Ap. 

1897. 11:84. 

Yellowish brown above; whitish below; face suffused with reddish. Total 

length, 150 (5%); tail vertebrae, 35 (18); hind foot, 20 é). (celatus; Lat., 

secret) 

The large yellow-faced phenacomys ranges throughout the Hud- 

sonian zone in Labrador and eastern Canada, south to southeastern 

Quebec. It has not yet been taken in Nova Scotia or the United 

States. 

Phenacomys latimanus Merriam Small yellow-faced phenacomys 

1889 Phenacomys latimanus Merriam, North American fauna. 30 Oct. 

1889. no. 2, p. 34. (Fort Chimo, Ungava, Labrador) — 

1897 Phenacomys latimanus Miller, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 21 

Ap. 1897. 11: 83. 

Colorasin P.celatus. Total length, 130 (54); tail vertebrae, 30 (1%); 

hind foot, 18 Gé), (latimanus; Lat., broad hand) 

The small yellow-faced phenacomys ranges from western Labrador to 

the north shore of Lake Superior. It is apparently confined to barrens 

and open places, seldom if ever entering the dense forests inhabited by 

the red-backed mice, 
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Genus Evotomys Coues 

1874 Evotomys Coues, Proc. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia. p. 186. Type M us- 

rutilus Pallas. 

Front teeth without grooves, broader than deep; grinding teeth rooted 

(pronged) in adults, small and weak; bony palate ending in_ thin-edged 

shelf behind ; body short and thick ; tail short, ears usually just appearing above 

fur; color of back usually distinctly red. (Ev6tomys; Gk., well-eared mouse) 

The genus Evotomys which occurs throughout the cooler part of 

the northern hemisphere is represented in America by about 25 forms. 

Five species occur within our limits. 

SPECIES OF EVOTOMYS 

Red area on back fading insensibly into color of sides 

Ears small, completely covered by the surrounding fur; 

ESL Sa we OSE ie pet ae Sg Cate ee ay Oe a E. ungava 

Ears large, appearing conspicuously above surrounding 

Maa eeeLnivery hOavyecs- 3) Clo oo este E. carolinensis 

Red area on back sharply defined from color of sides 

Tail considerably more than twice length of hind foot... E. proteus 

Tail searcely more than twice length of hind foot, or less 

Hind foot about 19 (2); skuJl small; teeth light ..-.... E. gapperi 

Hind foot about 21 (78); skull large; teeth heavy. .-..- E. rhoadsi 

Evotomys ungava Bailey Ungava red-backed mouse 

1897 Evotomys ungava Builey, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 13 May 

1897. 11: 130. . (Fort Chimo, Ungava, Labrador) 

Ears very small, not projecting above fur; back dull brownish chestnut, fading 

insensibly into buffy gray of sides; tail about twice as long as hind foot. Total 

length, 135 (54); tail vertebrae, 40 (1:%) ; hind foot, 19(2). (ungadava; N. Lat., 

Ungava) 

The Ungava red-backed mouse is known from Ungava, Labrador only. 

Evotomys carolinensis Merriam Carolina red-backed mouse 

1888 Evotomys carolinensis Merriam, Amer. jour. sci. and arts. Dee. 

1888. 36: 460. (Roan mountain, North Carolina) 

1897 Evotomys carolinensis Bailey, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 13 

May 1897. 11: 130. 

Ears large, projecting conspicuously above fur; back dark chestnut fading in- 

sensibly into bister of sides; tail about twice as long as hind foot. Total length, 

150 (54); tail vertebrae, 45 (1%); hind foot, 21 (48). (Carolinénsis; N. 

Lat., Carolinian) 

The Carolina red-backed mouse is confined to the boreal mountain 

forests of the southern Alleghanies (Tennessee, North Carolina, West 

Virginia and Virginia). 
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Evotomys proteus Bangs Variable red-backed mouse 

1897 Evotomys proteus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 13 May 

1897. 11:137. (Hamilton inlet, Labrador) 

Ears large, projecting conspicuously above fur, back varying from slate color 

and dark sepia to dull yellowish and bright chestnut, usually sharply marked off 

from gray of sides; tail much more than twice as long as hind foot. Total length, 

160 (64); tail vertebrae; 50 (2); hind foot, 21(48). (préteus; Lat.,amany formed 

sea god) 

The variable red-backed mouse has been taken in the stunted spruce 

forest at Hamilton inlet, Labrador, only. 

Evotomys gapperi (Vigors) Common red-backed mouse 

Ears large, projecting conspicuously above fur; color of back sharply defined 

from that of sides, tail about twice as long as hind foot. (ga4pperi; name 

from that of Dr Gapper) 

The common red-backed mouse occurs in the forests of the boreal zone 

and cooler parts of the transition zone throughout the greater part of 

the northern United States and southern Canada. It is divisible into 

six or more well marked geographic races, two of which are found within 

our limits, In the northern part of its range brown individuals (E. 

fuscodorsalis Allen) are of frequent occurrence. 

SUBSPECIES OF EVOTOMYS GAPPERI 

Back bright chestnut sprinkled with black hairs. E. gapperi gapperi 

Back dull rusty rufous without sprinkling of black 

WAITS toto ele ae oe ace eee ernie eciieye eee E. gapperi ochraceus 

Evotomys gapperi gapperi (Vigors) astern red-backed mouse 

1830 Arvicola gapperi Vigors, Zool. jour.5:204. (Region between York 

and Lake Simcoe, Ontario, Canada) 

1891 Evotomys gapperi Merriam, North American fauna. 30 July 1891. : 

no. 5, p. 119. 

1897 Evotomys gapperi Bailey, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 13 May 

1897. 11: 122. 

Back bright chestnut, sprinkled with blackish hairs; sides bright buffy ochra- 

ceous; belly gray washed with pale buff. Total length, 140 (53); tail verte- 

brae, 40 (1%); bind foot, 18 (2). (gipperi; name from that of Dr Gapper) 

The eastern red-backed mouse is abundant in the forests of the boreal 

zone and cooler parts of the transition zone from Quebec to Pennsyl- 

vania and from the Atlantic coast to Dakota. 
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Evotomys gapperi ochraceus Muller, AZount Washington 

red-backed mouse 

1894 Evotomys gapperi ochraceus Miller, Proc. Boston soc. nat. hist. 

24 Mar. 1894. 26:193. (Mt Washington, New Hampshire) 

1897 Evotomys gapperi ochraceus Bailey, Proc. biolog. soc. 

Washington. 13 May 1897. 11: 124. 

Back pale, dull, rusty rufous, without sprinkling of blackish hairs, sides buffy 

clay color; belly dirty whitish. Total length, 150 (5$) ; tail vertebrae, 40 (1:8) ; 

hind foot, 19 (¢). (ochraceus; Lat., ochraceous) 

The Mt Washington red-backed mouse is so far as known confined to 

the upper boreal zone of Mt Washington, New Hampshire. 

Evotomys rhoadsi (Stone) Mew Jersey red-backed mouse 

1893 Evotomys gapperi rhoadsi Stone, American naturalist. Jan. 

1893. 27:54. (Mays Landing N. J.) 

1897 Evotomys gapperi rhoadsi Bailey, Proc. biolog. soc. Washing- 

ton. 18 May 1897. 11: 125. 

Ears large, projecting conspicuously above fur; back dark chestnut, sharply 

marked off from buffy gray of sides; skull and teeth much heavier than in E. 

gapperi, in this respect resembling E. carolinensis. Total length, 

140 (54); tail vertebrae, 40 (11%); hind foot, 21 48). (rhoadsi; name from that 

of Samuel N. Rhoads) 

The New Jersey red-backed mouse has thus far been found in the 

cool bogs of southern New Jersey and southern New York only. 

Family Dipodidae Jerdoas and jumping mice 

Front teeth two, compressed (in our genera each with a deep longitudinal groove 

on front face); cheek teeth in upper jaw usually four on each side (three in 

Napaeozapus); skull with a conspicuous aperture opening forward in 

front of the eye socket; tail and hind legs elongated for jumping. (Dipédidae; 

genus, Dipus) 

The family Dipodidae is widely distributed through North Amer- 

ica, Asia, Africa and eastern and northern Europe. Half a dozen or 

more old world genera are now recognized, while only two are found in 

America. The latter form the subfamily Zapodinae. 

GENERA OF DIPODIDAE 

Asmall, probably useless tooth in front of first well developed 

STINGEMAN LP POIs ja wie tls S55. St ke ees Se iso) Zapus 

No smali tooth in front of first well qevelonea grinder in 

WIQUG JENP eae tae che Ges pote desde Sonoce ceeds Chora aieen Napaeozapus 
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Genus Zapus Coues 

1873 Zapus Coues, Bull. U. S. geolog. surv. terr. ser. 2, no. 5, p. 253. Type 

Dipus hudsonius Zimmermann. 

Teeth 18; tail considerably longer than head and body; hind foot greatly 

elongated, between one half and one third as long as head and body. 

(Zapus; Gk., much foot) 

The genus Zapus reaches its greatest development in boreal North 

America. Several species are known, all North American but one, which 

occurs in western China. Only one is found within our limits. 

Zapus hudsonius (Zimmermann) Meadow jumping mouse 

Back and sides yellowish brown, the former heavily, the latter lightly sprinkled 

with darker hairs; belly white, usually strongly tinged with yellowish, tail brown 

to extreme tip. (hudsoénius; N. Lat., Hudsonian) 

The meadow jumping mouse is common in meadows, old fields and 

open woods throughout eastern North America south to the northern 

edge of the upper austral zone. It is divisible into several races, three 

of which occur within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF ZAPUS HUDSONIUS 

Total length under 200 (8); hind foot less than 

BO Case) os cee A Bie SEL te every Ee Z hudsonius americanus 

Total length over 215 (83); hind foot more 

than 30 (1) ‘ 

Total length about 220 (83)....-.-.----....-. Z. hudsonius hudsonius 

Total length aboutyZs0\(9%)- 2-22. oe ecee ere e Z. hudsonius ladas 

Zapus hudsonius americanus (Barton) Southern meadow jumping 

Mouse 

1799 Meriones americanus Barton, Trans. Am. philos. soc. 4:115. 

(Philadelphia Pa. ) . 

1899 Zapus hudsonius americanus Batchelder, Bull. New England 

zool. club. 8 Feb. 1899. 1: 6. 

1899 Zapus hudsonius americanus Preble, North American fauna. 

8 Aug. 1899. no. 15, p. 19. 

Back dusky brown faintly tinged with reddish buff, sides reddish buff, very 

slightly grizzled. Total length, 190 (74); tail vertebrae, 115 (43); hind foot, 

18 (14). (americanus; N. Lat., American) 

The southern meadow jumping mouse occurs throughout the upper 

austral zone of the eastern United States from North Carolina north- 

ward. In the transition zone it intergrades with the next race. 
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Zapus hudsonius hudsonius (Zimmermann) JVorthern meadow 
jumping mouse 

1780 Dipus hudsonius Zimmermann, Geogr. Gesch. 2:358. (Hudson 

bay) 
1873 Zapus hudsonius Coues, Bull. U. S. geolog. surv. terr. ser. 2. no. 5, 

p. 254. 

1899 Zapus hudsoniuas Preble, North American fauna. 8 Aug. 1899. no. 

15, p. 15. 

Back yellowish browun ; sides light grayish buff, slightly sprinkled with black. 

Total length, 220 (84); tail vertebrae, 130 (54); hind foot, 31 (1%). (hud- 

sédnius; N. Lat., Hudsonian) 4 

The northern meadow jumping mouse occurs throughout the Cana- 

dian zone and lower part of the Hudsonian zone of eastern North Amer- 

ica except in the area occupied by the following form. 

Zapus hudsonius ladas Bangs Ladrador meadow jumping mouse 

1899 Zapus hudsonius ladas Bangs, Proc. New England zool. club. 

28 Feb. 1899. 1: 10.. (Hamilton inlet, Labrador) 

1899 Zapus hudsonius ladas Preble, North American fauna. 8 Aug. 

1899. no. 15, p. 17. 

Back blackish; sides tawny ochraceous, conspicuously sprinkled with black. 

Total length, 230 (9%); tail vertebrae, 145 (52); hind foot, 32 (14). (ladas; 

from name of a famous runner of Alexander the Great) 

The Labrador meadow jumping mouse is at present known from 

eastern Labrador only. 

Genus Napaeozapus Preble 

1899 Napaeozapus Preble, North American fauna. 8 Aug. 1899. no. 15, p. 33. 

Type Zapus insignis Miller. 

Teeth 16; otherwiseasin Zapus. (Napaeozapus; Gk., woodland Zapus) 

The genus Napaeozapus is peculiar to eastern North America, 

where it is represented by one species only. 

Napaeozapus insignis Miller Woodland jumping mouse 

Back and sides yellowish brown, the former heavily, the latter scarcely, 

sprinkled with black; belly always pure white; tail tipped with white. (in- 

signis; Lat., distinguished) 

The woodland jumping mouse is abundant in heavy woods (chiefly 

near watercourses) throughout the Hudsonian and Canadian zones of 

eastern North America. It also occurs sparingly in isolated cool lo- 

calities in the upper edge of the transition zone. It is divisible into three 
races. 
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SUBSPECIES OF NAPAEKOZAPUS INSIGNIS 

Total length about_250 (93); hind foot about 33 

(ve) Saeco eee ihe cae cola'e omen e Mc aan aeaee N. insignis abietorum 

Total length about 225 (8%); hind foot about 30 

(1x6) 

Colors bright; hind foot usually more than 30 

(Ge) geen eh Ss GU Dam emg Se OS ee ee ee N. insignis insignis 

Colors dull; hind foot usually less than 30 (1¥s)..N. insignis roanensis 

Napaeozapus insignis abietorum (Preble) Mudsonian woodland 

jumping mouse 

1899 Zapus (Napaeozapus) insignis abietorum Preble, North 

American fauna. 8 Aug. 1899. no. 15, p. 36. (North shore of Lake 

Superior) 

Size very large; skull broad between eye sockets. Total length, 250 (9%); 

tail vertebrae, 160 (675). (abietédrum; Lat., of the firs) : 

The northern woodland jumping mouse is confined to the Hudsonian 

zone of eastern Canada. 

Napaeozapus insignis insignis Miller (Vorthern woodland 
jumping mouse 

1891 Zapus insignis Miller, American naturalist. Aug. 1891. 25: 472. 

(Restigouche river, New Brunswick) 

1899 Zapus (Napaeozapus) insignis Preble, North American fauna. 

8 Aug. 1899. no. 15, p. 33. 

Size medium; skull narrow between eye sockets; color bright. Total length, 

235 (9+); tail vertebrae, 145 (52); hind foot, 31 (1s). (insignis; Lat., dis- 

tinguished) 

The northern woodland jumping mouse is abundant throughout the 

Canadian forests of the eastern United States and Canada. 

Napaeozapus insignis roanensis (Preble) d/ountain woodland 

jumping mouse 

1899 Zapus (Napaeozapus) insignis roanensis Preble, North 

American fauna. 8 Aug. 1899. no. 15, p. 35. (Roan mountain, N. C.) 

Size small; skull narrow between eye sockets; colors dull. Total length, 220 

(8%); tail vertebrae, 130 (54); hind foot, 30 (1%). (roanénsis; N. Lat., 

inhabiting Roan mountain) 

The mountain woodland jumping mouse is at present known from 

the evergreen forests of Roan mountain only. It probably occurs in the 

Canadian zone throughout the southern Alleghanies. 
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Family Erethizontidae ew world porcupines 

Cheek teeth rooted; no thumb; fur mixed with long stiff quills. (E rethi- 

z6ontidae; genus Erethizon) 

The new world porcupines are represented by three genera, two of 

which are tropical. The third occurs throughout the wooded portion of 

boreal North America. 

Genus Erethizon F. Cuvier 

1825 Erethizon F. Cuvier, Dents des mammiféres, p. 256. Type Hystrix 

dorsatus Linnaeus 

Tail short, not prehensile; toes four in front, five behind. (Erethizon; 

Gk., to irritate) ; 

The genus Erethizon is confined to the northern parts of North 

America. Two species are known, one of which occurs within our 

limits. 

Erethizon dorsatus (Linnaeus) Canada porcupine, “ hedgehog” 

1758 Hystrix dorsatus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:57. (Canada) 

1822 Erethizon dorsatus F. Cuvier, Mém. du muséum dhist. nat. 

Paris. 9: 432. 

Blackish; quills whitish tipped. Total length, 700 (28); tail vertebrae, 200 (8) 

hind foot, 90 (34). (dorsatus; Lat., large-backed) 

The Canada porcupine occurs throughout the Canadian zone of north- 

eastern North America wherever are still found sufficiently extensive 

tracts of unbroken forest. It is chiefly arboreal in habits. The true 

hedgehogs are very different animals (insectivores) confined to the old 

world. 
Family Leporidae Hares 

Upper front teeth four, a large pair in front and a small pair immediately behind; 

front legs short; hind legs elongated for jumping; tail very short or rudimen- 

tary. (Lepoéridae; genus Lepws) 

The family Le poridae, though nearly universally distributed out- 

side of Australia and the neighboring islands, contains only two genera, 

one of which is peculiar to the high mountains of southern Mexico. 

Genus Lepus Linnaeus 

1758 Lepus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:57. Type Lepus 

timidus, Linnaeus. 

Tail well developed ; ears long and narrow; hind legs very long. (Lépus; 

Lat., a hare) 

The genus Lepus, the range of which is coincident with that of the 

family, probably contains more than one hundred species. Four of these 

occur in northeastern North America. 
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SPECIES OF LEPUS 

Size small; hind foot under 115 (44); fur never turning 

white in winter (cottontails, subgenus Sylvilagus) L. floridanus 

Size medium or large; hind foot 125 (5) to 165 (64); fur in 

American species generally turning white in winter 

(hares, subgenus Lepus) 

Total length usually less than 500 (192); fur usually but 

not always turning white in winter (varying hares)... L. americanus 

Total length about 600 (234) or more; fur always turning 

white in winter (arctic hares) 

Hind foot, 145 (52); ear from crown, 100 (4).-.----...-- L. labradorius 

Hind foot, 165 (64); ear from crown, 85 (3%)-.----.--..- L. bangsi 

Lepus labradorius Miller Labrador arctic hare 

1896 Lepus arcticus bangsi Rhoads, Proc. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia, 

p. 365. (part) 

1899 Lepus labradorius Miller, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. (Fort 

Chimo, Ungava, Labrador) 

General color in summer light brown, turning to dusky bluish gray on sides 

and to white on under parts; in winter pure white; ears always tipped with 

black; tail snowy white. Total length, 600 (233); tail vertebrae, 55 (23%) ; hind 

foot, 745 (5%); ear fromcrown, roo(4). (labradorius; N. Lat., Labradorean) 

The Labrador arctic hare is confined to the barren region of northern 

Labrador, where it is abundant. Its range extends as far south as 

Hamilton inlet. 

Lepus bangsi (Rhoads) Mew/foundland arctic hare 

13896 Lepus arcticus bangsi Rhoads, American naturalist. Mar. 1896. 

30: 253. (part) (Codroy Newfoundland) 

1896 Lepus arcticus bangsi Rhoads, Proc. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia. 

p. 365. (part) 

General color in summer light brown, turning to dusky bluish gray on sides 

and to white on under parts, in winter pure white; ears always tipped with black ; 

tail snowy white. Total length, 600 (234); tail vertebrae, 65 (23) hind foot, 765 

(63); ear from crown, &F (33). (b&ngsi; name from that of Outram Bangs) 

The Newfoundland arctic hare is confined to the island of Newfound- 

land. 
Lepus americanus Erxleben American varying hare 

Size medium (much less than that of the western jack rabbits, and northern 

arctic hares); fur usually undergoing marked periodic changes, from brown 

to white in autumn and from white to brown in spring; tail (in dark pelage), 

dull yellowish or whitish beneath. (americanus; N. Lat., American) 

The American varying hare is a wide ranging species divisible into 

numerous geographic races. Three of these occur in northeastern 

North America. 
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SUBSPECIES OF LEPUS AMERICANUS 

Hind foot small, about 127 (5) in length... L. americanus struthopus 

Hind foot large, about 140 (54) in length 

General color (in summer coat) light yel- 

lowish brown or drab; ears conspicu- 

ously rimmed with white........-.. L. americanus americanus 

General color (in summer coat) russet or 

rusty; ears inconspicuously rimmed 

aul) Sle BARE AP ae ae ng eee L. americanus virginianus 

Lepus americanus struthopus Bangs Wova Scotian hare 
1898 Lepus americanus struthopus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Wash- 

ington. 24 Mar. 1898. 12:81. (Digby N.S.) 

Hind foot small; color in summer dull tawny brown, (varying from raw umber to 

bister); black-tipped hairs on back not numerous; ears dusky or black at tip; 

borders of ears yellowish brown. Length, 470 (183); tail, 50 (2): hind foot, 127 (5). 

(strathopus; Lat., small-footed) 

The Nova Scotian hare, as its name implies, is confined to the prov- 

ince of Nova Scotia, where it is exceedingly abundant. 

Lepus americanus americanus Erxleben Vorthern varying hare 

1777 Lepus americanus Erxleben, Syst. regn. anim. 1:330. 

1898 Lepus americanus americanus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. 

Washington. 12:78. 

Hind foot large; color in summer pale tawny brown, (varying from hair brown 

and drab to tawny clay color); black-tipped hairs on back numerous; ears dusky 

at tips; borders of ears conspicuously white. Length, 470 (184); tail, 38 (14); 

hind foot, 150 (6). (americanus; N. Lat., American) 

The northern varying hare occupies the wooded portions of Labrador. 

Its southern limit is not definitely known; but the animal does not reach 

the northern border of the United States. 

Lepus americanus virginianus (Harlan) Southern varying hare 

1825 Lepus virginianus Harlan, Fauna Americana, p. 196. (Blue moun- 

tains of Pennsylvania) 

1877 [Lepus americanus] var. virginianus Allen, Monogr. N. Am. 

rodentia, p. 307. 

1898 Lepus americanus virginianus Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. 

Washington. 12:79. 

Hind foot large; color in summer bright rusty brown, (varying from russet to 

deep rust color); black-tipped. hairs on back numerous; ears dusky at tip; bor- 

ders of ears very inconspicuously whitish. Length, 485 (19); tail, 50 (2); hind 

foot, 140 (54). (virginidnus; N. Lat., Virginian) 
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The southern varying hare inhabits the Canadian zone and cool, 

damp situations in the transition zone of the eastern United States and 

southeastern Canada. At the southern extremity of its range the animal 

does not assume the white coat in winter. 

Lepus floridanus Allen Cottontail 

Size small, fur always dark; feet stout, well furred; tail conspicuously snowy 

white beneath. (floridénus; N. Lat., Floridian) 

The cottontail like the varying hare is a wide ranging species. It is 

divisible into even more local races than its larger relative. Only three 

of these subspecies occur within our limits. The typical form, 

Lepus floridanus floridanus, is confined to the peninsula 

of Florida. 
SUBSPECIES OF LEPUS FLORIDANUS . 

General color bright yellowish brown with 

a strong admixture of black; a distinet 

black spot between ears.....---.----- L. floridanus transitionalis 

General color pale yellowish brown with 

very faint admixture of black; no 

black spot between ears 

Rump noticeably paler than back; hind 

foot often over 100 (4) ....-...-.--. L. floridanus mearnsi 

Rump not noticeably paler than back; 

hind foot generally under 100 (4) .--- L. floridanus mallurus 

Lepus floridanus transitionalis (Bangs) /Vortheastern cottontail 

1895 Lepus sylvaticus transitionalis Bangs, Proc. Boston soc. nat. 

hist. 1894. 26: 405. 31 Jan.1895 (Liberty Hill Ct.) 

1899 Lepus floridanus transitionalis Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat. 

hist. 4 Mar. 1899. 12: 18. 

Hair long, full and silky; color bright, chiefly russet, wood brown and hazel; 

back heavily sprinkled with black-tipped hairs; rump not noticeably paler than 

back, a black spot between ears; ears thickly furred and with decided black mar- 

gin on outer edge. Length, 430 (17); tail, 55 (24); hind foot, 95 (32). 

(transitiondlis; N. Lat., pertaining to the transition zone) 

The northeastern cottontail inhabits the transition zone of southern 

New England and eastern New York. 

Lepus floridanus mearnsi Allen Zastern prairie cottontail 

1894 Lepus sylvatiecus mearnsi Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat. hist. 6:171. 

(Fort Snelling Minn.) 

1895 Lepus sylvatiecus mearnsi Bangs, Proc. Boston soc. nat. hist. 

26: 406. 
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1899 Lepus floridanus mearnsi Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat. hist. 

4 Mar. 1899. 12:13. 

Hair long, full and soft; color pale, chiefly wood brown and gray; back not 

heavily sprinkled with black-tipped hairs; rump very noticeably paler than back, 

no black spots between ears, ears thinly furred and without distinct black margins. 

Length, 475 (182); tail, 65 (24); hind foot, 100 (4). (mearnsi; name from 

that of Edgar A. Mearns) 

The eastern prairie cottontail is a member of the eastern prairie fauna 

of the transition and upper austral zones. It would therefore not come 

within the scope of the present paper had it not recently extended its 

range as far as Toronto, ‘Ontario and central New York. | 

Lepus floridanus mallurus (Thomas) Southeastern cottontail 

18387 Lepus sylvaticus Bachman, Jour. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia. 7: 

403. Eastern United States. (Not Lepus borealis sylvaticus 

Nilsson, 1832) 

1895 Lepus sylvaticus Bangs, Proc. Boston soc. nat. hist. 26: 405. 

1898 Lepus nuttalli mallurus Thomas, Ann, and mag. nat. hist. ser. 7, 

2: 320. (Raleigh N. C.) 

1899 Lepus floridanus mallurus Allen, Bull. Am. mus. nat. hist. 4 

Mar. 1899. 12: 13. 

Hair short and coarse; color dull, chiefly wood brown and cinnamon; back 

not heavily sprinkled with black-tipped hairs; rump not noticeably paler than 

back ; no black spot between ears ; ears rather thinly furred, and without distinct 

dark margins. Length, 430 (17) ; tail, 55 (24); hind foot, 95 (32). (malltirus; 

Gk., wool tail) . 

The southeastern cottontail is abundant through the austral zones of 

the eastern United States. Its northern limit reaches the lower Hudson 

valley. 
Order Ferae Jlesh-eaters or carnivores 

Canine teeth well developed; cheek teeth formed for cutting; front teeth 

small, in a row between the canines; toes provided with claws; brain large, well 

developed ; species occurring within our limits large or medium sized, the small- 

est (weasels) about 300 (1 ft) in length ; eyes well developed ; fur not modified 

for an underground life. (Férae; Lat., wild beasts) 

The order F erae, containing the cats, dogs, bears, weasels, racoons, 

etc., is distinguished among the groups of mammals occurring in North 

America by the high development of the teeth for flesh-cutting. The 

order is very generally distributed in the new world and in the old world 

outside of Australia. It contains about a dozen families, six of which 

are found in northeastern North America. 
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FAMILIES OF FERAE 

Limbs so highly modified for swimming as to be prac- 

tically useless for walking (Pinnipedia; seals 

and their allies) 

Hind feet capable of turning forward under the body; a 

large tusk on each side of upper jaw (walruses).. Rosmaridae, p. 120 

Hind feet permanently directed backward; no tusks 

GSCELTT I) Vo ae Uae gee eA eR Gs nen Ser Phocidae, p. 121 

Limbs normal (Fissipedia; the true carnivores) 

Hind foot with four toes 

Claws retractile into a sheath; muzzle broad and 

short; teeth not more than 30 (cats)...---.---- Felidae, p. 123 

Claws not retractile; muzzle narrow and long; 

teeth 42\(dogs) 10. 0. ties eek ae ee oe oe Sete eC ae Peekee 

Hind foot with five toes 

Entire sole not applied to ground in walking 

(weasels, otters, martins etc.).--.-----..---.. Mustelidae, p. 129 

Entire sole applied to ground in walking 

Size small or medium; tail well developed; teeth 

30 boy40 (racoons, etc.) 452852142 5. 64. yb aes Procyonidae, p. 137 

Size very large, tail rudimentary; teeth 42 (bears) Ursidae, p. 138 

Family Rosmaridae Walruses 

Hind feet capable of turning forward under body; no external ears; a large 

tusk growing downward from each side of upper jaw. (Rosmaridae; genus 

Rosmarus) 

The family Rosmaridae contains the one genus Rosmarus. 

Genus Rosmarus Scopoli 

1777 Rosmarus Scopoli, Introd. hist. nat. p. 490. Type Trichechus 

rosmarus Linnaeus. 

Characters of the family. (Rosmarus; anold name for the walrus first 

used by Olaus Magnus in the 16th century) 

The genus Rosmarus is represented by two species, one each in 

the north Atlantic and north Pacific. 

Rosmarus rosmarus (Linnaeus) AMantic walrus 

1766 Trichechus rosmarus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 12. 1:49. 

(North Atlantic ocean) 

1880 Odobaenus rosmarus Allen, History of North American pinnipeds, 

p. 23. 

1894 Rosmarus rosmarus Rhoads, American naturalist. 28 : 523. 

Characters as above; bristly nose pad narrow. (rosm4rus; an old name) 

The Atlantic walrus, within our limits is now restricted to northern 

Labrador ; its range formerly extended much farther southe 
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Family Phocidae Lavless seals 

Hind feet directed permanently backward; no etxernalears; no tusks. 

(Phécidae; genus Phoca) 

The family Ph ocidae contains a dozen or more genera distributed 

on practically all sea coasts. Four occur in North America, all of which 

are represented within our limits. 

GENERA OF PHOCIDAE 

Teeth 30; snout of male developed into a conspicuous ‘‘ hood” 

(subfamily Cystophorinae)....-....---..----------- Cystophora 

Teeth 34; snout not specially developed (subfamily Phocinae) 

Braincase forming less than one third of length of skull.... Halichoerus 

Braincase forming nearly one halt of length of skull 

Cheek teeth large and strong; forehead high, arched....--...--... Phoca 

Cheek teeth small and weak; forehead low, flat.......--.. Erignathus 

Genus Cystophora Nilsson 

1820 Cystophora Nilsson, Skand. fauna. 1:382. Type Cystophora 

borealis Nilsson=Phoca cristata Erxleben. 

Teeth 30 (only two front teeth in lower jaw); muzzle elongated, that of male 

capable of inflation. (Cystéphora; Gk., bladder-bearer) 

The genus Cystophora is peculiar to the coasts and islands of 

the North Atlantic. Only one species is known. 

Cystophora cristata (Erxleben) Hooded seal 

1777 [Phoca] cristata Erxleben, Syst. regn. anim. 1:590. (Greenland) 

1837 Cystophora cristata Nilsson, Kongl. Vet. akad. Handl. Stock- 

holm. 

1880 Cystophora cristata Allen, History of North American pinnipeds, 

p- 724. 

1884 Cystophora cristata Merriam, Science. 5 Dec. 1884. 4:514. 

Bluish black, lighter on sides and belly; back thickly sprinkled with irregular 

whitish spots. Total length 2450 (7 ft) to 2800 (8 ft). (cristata; Lat., 

crested } 

The hooded seal occurs on the northern coasts of western Europe 

and eastern North America. In the latter country its southward range 

extends about to Nova Scotia, though stragglers have been taken as far 

south as Long Island. 

Genus Halichoerus Nilsson 

1820 Halichoerus Nilsson, Faun. Skand. 1:377. Type Halichoerus 

griseus Nilsson=Phoca grypus Fabricius. 

Teeth 34 (four front teeth in lower jaw); braincase very small, forming less 

than one third length of skull. (Halichoérus; Gk., sea pig) 

The genus Halichoerus is peculiar to the coasts and islands of 
the North Atlantic. Only one species is known. 
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Halichoerus grypus (Fabricius) Gray seal 

1791 Phoca grypus Fabricius, Skriv. af Naturh. Selsk. 1: 167. 

1837 Halichoerus grypus Nilsson, Kongl. Vet. akad. Handl. Stock- 

holm. 

1880 Halichoerus grypus Allen, History of North American pinnipeds. 

p. 689. 

Gray (silvery, ashy or dusky) with ill-defined dark spots. Total length 2450 

(7 ft) to 3150 (9 ft). (grypus; Lat., hook-nosed) 

The gray seal occurs on the northern coasts of western Europe and 

eastern North America. Its southward range in America extends about 

to Nova Scotia. 

Genus Phoca Linnaeus 

1758 Phoca Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:37. Type Phoca vitu- 

lina Linnaeus. 

Teeth 34 (four front teeth in lower jaw); the cheek teeth large and strong, not 

falling out with age , braincase forming nearly one half of length of skull; fore- 

head high, arched. (Ph6ca; Lat., a seal) . 

The genus Phoca is widely distributed on the coasts of the north- 

ern hemisphere. About a half dozen species are known, three of which 

occur within our limits. 
SPECIES OF PHOCA 

Male whitish with a black stripe crossing shoulder and 

running back along sides (subgenus Pagophilus 

Gray) Jae Riese Meo Sone 8 oe a is eo ei ei GWuTeI Oe sige apap Ee 

Male not white with black markings 

First finger slightly longer than others; back generally 

blackish with whitish spots (subgenus Pusa 

S CODON) Sererieise nia cease meee cee are Sicree elo mire et ate eaters P. hispida 

First finger not longer than others; back generally 

light brown or gray with dark spots (subgenus 

Joes) COON Papen, Ss i al et ASL i i ky PO ae P. vitulina 

Phoca groenlandica Fabricius Harp seal 

‘1776 Phoca groenlandica Fabricius, Miiller’s Zool. Dan. prodr., 8. (Coast 

of Greenland) 

1880 Phoca groenlandica Allen, History of North American pinnipeds, 

p. 630. 

Male whitish, with black face, and a black stripe crossing shoulders and 

extending backward along sides. Female less distinctly marked. Total 

length (male) about 1750 (5 ft), female smaller. (groenlandica; N. Lat., 

pertaining to Greenland) 

The harp seal is a circumpolar species, confined to the icy northern 

seas. In America its southward range extends to Newfoundland and 

the Magdalen islands, 
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Phoca hispida Schreber Ringed seal 

1775 Phoca hispida Schreber, Saugethiere. 3: 312. 

1880 Phoca foetida Allen, History of North American pinnipeds, p. 597. 

First finger longest, the others successively decreasing in length. General color 

blackish brown above, yellowish white below, the back with large oval whitish 

spots; muzzle ard eye ring usually black. Total length (male) about 1750 (5 ft), 

female smaller. (hispida; Lat., harsh) 

_ The ringed seal occurs on the Arctic coasts of both hemispheres. In 

eastern North America its range extends to Labrador and Newfoundland. 

Phoca vitulina Linnaeus ardor seal 

1758 [Phoca] vitulina Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed.10. 1 :38. (Coast 

of Europe) 

1880 Phoca vitulina Allen, History of North American pinnipeds, p. 559. 

Fingers not distinctly graduated; general color grayish or brownish; paler 

below ; the back with dark spots, muzzle and eye ring usually yellowish. Total 

length about 1750 (5 ft); female smaller. (vitulina; Lat., calf-like) 

The harbor seal is peculiar to the north Atlantic. Its normal range in 

‘North America extends about to Long Island, though individuals straggle 

» 

much farther south. It is frequently taken in rivers and lakes at some 

distance from the sea. 
Family Felidae Cats 

Heel never applied to ground in walking ; claws sharp, compressed, retractile, 

hind toes 4; teeth 28 or 30; head short, round. (Félida , genus Felis) 

The well known cat family, though distributed throughout the 

warmer parts of the world (Australia and neighboring islands excepted) 

contains only a small number of genera. ‘Two are all that are com- 

monly recognized, but this number should probably be doubled. Two 

only occur in America, both of which are found in the northeastern 

United States. 

GENERA OF FELIDAE 

lait) (CGS Mie) 20 SUS Ce ere, ne ee Felis 

Noel whCCL AO Mer sotto hmceicsic = - a. cceievinide pee kedans loses emcees Uy OX 

Genus Felis Linnaeus 

1758 Felis Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:41. Type Felis catus 

Linnaeus. 

Form slender; tail long; teeth 30; no mane; ears not tufted; pupil of eye 

when contracted a vertical slit. (Félis; Lat., a cat) 

’ The range of the genus Felis is the same as that of the family. 

Some 50 species are known, about a dozen of which occur in America 
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north of Panama. ‘The following is the only wild? species found in 

northeastern North America. 

Felis oregonensis Rafinesque Puma 

Yellowish brown above, middle line of back darker; under parts whitish; feet 

large and heavy. -(oregonénsis; N. Lat., Oregonian) 3 

While its typical subspecies F. oregonensis oregonensis 

is confined to the northwest’ coast region, the puma occurs throughout 

the wilder parts of North America south of the upper part of the Cana- 

dian zone. It is divisible into several geographic races, one of which is 

found within our limits. ! 

Felis oregonensis hippolestes (Merriam) JVorthern puma 

1897 Felis hippolestes Merriam, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 15 July 

1897. 11:219. (Wind river mountains, Wy.) 

1898 Felis oregonensis hippolestes Stone, Science. n. s., 6 Jan. 

1SOOF Ob: 

Total length, 2600 (84 ft); tail vertebrae, 930 (364); hind foot, 270 (10). 

(hippoiéstes; Gk., horse thief) 

The northern puma formerly occurred throughout the wooded portions 

of the northeastern United States and southern Canada. It is now 

exterminated except in the remotest districts. This isthe Felis con- 

color of writers on the mammals of eastern North America. True 

Felis concolor is, however, confined to South Amefica. The 

proper subspecific name for the puma of the northeastern United 

States is still a matter of doubt. I use hippolestes provisionally 

only. 

Genus Lynx Kerr 

1792 Lynx Kerr, Animal kingdom, 1, Systematic catalogue (inserted between 

p. 32 and 33). Type Lynx vulgaris Kerr=Felis lynx Linnaeus. 

Form robust; tail short; teeth 28, ears tufted; otherwise asin Felis. 

The genus Lynx contains a dozen or more species, confined for the 

most part to the middle and lower boreal regions o the northern hemi- 

sphere. About a dozen species or races, the status of which is not yet 

well understood, occur in North America. Four of these are found 

within our limits. 

1 The house cat is often found ina half wild state. 
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SPECIES OF LYNX 

Feet very large; tail very short; fur long and loose; ear 

tufts long; skull broad (subgenus Lynx) 

Upper parts light (a mixture of dark brown and gray).--. L. canadensis 

Upper parts dark (a mixture of black and hazel) .-..-...... L. subsolanus 

Feet moderate; tail moderate; fur short and dense; ear 

tufis short; skull narrow (subgenus Cervaria) 

Color rich, with much black on upper parts; greatest length 

metenigponurlsd (SP) ii. 22.082 Ui. soll Lo RRS Bale obs L. gigas 

Color dull, little black on upper parts; greatest length of 

SEP QUOT PL Ce ees eee ee pee eS ee L. ruffus 

Lynx canadensis Kerr Canada lynx 

1792 Lynx can adensis Kerr, Animal kingdom, 1, Systematic catalogue 

(inserted between p. 32 and 33), no. 298. (Canada) 

Back a erizzle of dark brown and light gray; belly dirty white; ear tufts 

-about 50 (2). Total Jength, 1000 (393); tail vertebrae, 100 (4); hind foot, 225 

(82); breadth of front foot about 80 (51s). (canadénsis; N. Lat., Canadian) 

The Canada lynx occurs in the forested region of ‘the whole of boreal 

North America from Maine and northern New York to Alaska, but now 

very rare and apparently becoming extirpated in the east.” Bangs 

Lynx subsolanus Bangs Mew/foundland lynx 

1897 Lynx subsolanus Bangs, Proce. biolog. soc. Washington. 16 Mar. 1897. 

11:49. (Codroy, Newfoundland) 

Back a grizzle of black and hazel; belly pale yellowish brown with irregular 

spots of black. Total length, 920 (36); tail vertebrae, 110 (44); hind foot, 220 

(82); breadth of front foot about 75 (3) (subsolanus; Lat., under the east 

wind, i. e. eastern) 

The Newfoundland lynx is confined to the island of Newfoundland. — 

Lynx ruffus (Gueldenstaedt) Bay lynx, wildcat 

1776 Felis ruffus Gueldenstaedt, Novi. comment. acad. scient. Imp. Petro- 

politanae (1775), 20: 484. 1776. 

1897 Lynx ruffus Rhoads, Proc. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia. p. 32. 

Back yellowish gray tinged with rufous, much spotted and streaked with black ; 

belly whitish spotted with black; a brownish collaron throat. Total length 900 

(354); tail vertebrae, 170 (62); hind foot, 180 (74); breadth of front foot about 

50 (2). (riffus; Lat., reddish) 

The wildcat ranges from northern Georgia to the coast of Maine. It 

is often common in comparatively thickly settled districts. The species 

is divisible into numerous subspecies, of which the typical form only (L. 

ruffus ruffus) occurs within our limits, 
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Lynx gigas Bangs ova Scotia lynx 

1897 Lynx gigas Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 16 Mar, 1897. 

11:50. (15 miles back of Bear river, Nova Scotia) 

Back cinnamon rufus, much spotted and streaked with black; belly dull white, 

spotted with black; a collar of cinnamon on throat. Total length, 1000 (39); 

tail vertebrae, 180 (7); hind foot, 200 (8); breadth of front foot about 50 (2). 

(gigas; Lat., a giant) 

The Nova Scotia lynx is confined to the forested regions of the 

peninsula of Nova Scotia. 

Family Canidae Dogs 

Heel never applied to the ground in walking, claws blunt, not compressed or 

retractile; hind toes 4; teeth 42 or more; head generally long and narrow. 

(Canidae; genus Canis) 

The dog family is even more widely distributed than are the cats, since 

some of its members reach the highest northern limits of mammalian 

life. Like the cat family it contains a few genera only. ‘Three of these 

occur in North America, and all are found within our limits. 

GENERA OF CANIDAE 

Upper front teeth distinctly lobed; pupil of eye cireular. .........-.--- Canis 

Upper front teeth without lobes; pupil of eye elliptic 

Tail without concealed mane and with abundant soft under-fur..... Vulpes 

Tail with a concealed mane of stiff hairs and without soft fur...... Urocyon 

Genus Canis Linnaeus 

1758 Canis Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10,1:38. Type Canis famili- 

aris Linnaeus. 

Teeth 42, upper front teeth distinctly lobed; pupilofeyecircular. (Canis 

Lat., a dog) 

This extensive genus may. be considered as truly cosmopolitan. One 
Or more species occur in every part of the American continent from 
Greenland to Patagonia and the Falkland isles; and similarly in the old 
world, Euro;e, Africa and Asia, with most of the large islands adjacent, 
and even Australia, have their wild dogs, though in the last case they 
may belong to a feral race, introduced originally by man —Flower & 
Lydekker. A dozen or more species occur in North America, only two 
of which are found within our limits. 

a es ee ae be 
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SPECIES OF CANIS 

Pitaw white in winter: 2-2 0026 22 Pe ay Cah ee A a eB Cf ahbuss 

PemmEerriyie rare) states eS Se eRe Le eee oe C. occidentalis 

Canis albus (J. Sabine) Arctic wolf 

1823 Canis lupus albus J. Sabine, Franklin’s journal, appendix, p. 655. 

(Fort Enterprise) 

1898 Canis albus Bangs, American naturalist. July 1898. 32: 505. 

Fur white in winter. (This animal is very slightly known. I have seen no 

specimens, nor can I find reliable published measurements.) (albus; Lat., 

white) 

The arctic wolf inhabits the barren arctic regions of America. Within 

our limits it is confined to northern Labrador. 

Canis occidentalis (Richardson) American wolf 

1829 Canis lupus, occidentalis Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana. 

1:60. (Northern North America) 

1898 Canis occidentalis Bangs, American naturalist. July 1898. 32: 505. 

Back brownish or blackish mixed with tawny; belly light tawny or dirty 

whitish. Total length, 1465 (57); tail vertebrae, 405 (16); hind foot, 225 (9). 

(occidentalis; Lat., western, i. e. inhabiting the western hemisphere) 

The American wolf is now exterminated within our limits in all but 

the wildest and most sparsely settled regions. The exact boundaries of 

the animal’s range are unknown. 

Genus Vulpes Richardson 

1829 Vul pes Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana. 1: 83-91. Based on 

the American foxes. 

Teeth 42; upper front teeth not lobed; pupil of eye elliptic; tail with a uni- 

form coat of long hair and an abundant soft under-fur. (Vtlpes; Lat., a fox) 

The genus Vulpes contains a half dozen or more species, all of 

which are peculiar to the northern hemisphere. Four or more occur in 

North America. Three of these are found within our limits. 

SPECIES OF VULPES 

Kar rounded, scarcely overtopping fur, color bluish gray in 

SRC RNR LbeN It WInbeE ee) yo. oh. oe fd ee ek V. lagopus 

Ear pointed, long and conspicuous ; fur normally fulvous or 

reddish at all seasons (occasionally black or gray) 

Claws short, mostly hidden by the fur; color dark............ to Ws at thy ans 

Claws very long and conspicuous; color pale.-......---.----- V. deletrix 
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Vulpes lagopus (Linnaeus) Arctic fox 

1758 [Canis] lagopus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1: 40 (Lapland) 

1854 Vulpes lagopus Audubon and Bachman, Quadr. N. Am. 3: 89. 

Fur dark bluish gray in summer, turning to pure white in winter; sooty black 

individuals occasionally found. Total length, 1100 (433); tail vertebrae, 350 

(132); hind foot, 145 (52); ear, 45 (18). (lagépus; Gk., hare foot) 

The arctic fox occurs in the arctic regions of both hemispheres. 

It ranges throughout northern Labrador and on the coast occasionally 

reaches James bay and the strait of Belle Isle. 

Vulpes fulvus (Desmarest) ed fox 

Reddish ; feet and ears blackish; tip of tail white; ear pointed, about 80 (34) 

in length. The following color variations occur more commonly in the northern 

part of the animal’s range than elsewhere. The cross fox, like the last but with 

a dark half ring on back of neck crossed by a dark line along middle of back. 

The silver fox entirely silver gray. The black fox entirely blackish. All of 

these phases intergrade with each other and with the red phase. (filvus; 

Lat., vellowish) 

The well known red fox ranges throughout the greater part of North 

America south to the lower edge of the upper austral zone. ‘Two sub- 

species are known within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF VULPES FULVUS 

Upper parts tawny yellowish; total length, 1000 

(BOR) we ceeteNer pater eerie Hoi orleans Salle panes Lita er atin a V. fulvus fulvus 

Upper parts bright rust ogloe: total length, 1080 

(AOR): RPE E ees os eh te ee ae ee Re V. fulvus rubricatus 

Vulpes fulvus fulvus (Desmarest) Southeastern red fox 

1820 Canis fulvus Desmarest, Mammalogie. 1: 203. (Virginia) 

1842 Vulpes fulvus DeKay, Zoology of New York, Mammalia, p. 44. 

Back tawny yellowish, never strongly rust color. Total length, 1000 (39%); 

tail vertebrae, 360 (14); hind foot, 150 (53). (fualvus; Lat., yellowish) 

The southeastern red fox is common throughout the eastern United 

States south to the lower edge of the upper austral zone. The northern 

limits of range is not yet known. 

Vulpes fulvus rubricatus Bangs Vova Scotia red fox 

1897 Vulpes pennsylvanica vafra Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Wash- 

ington, p. 53. (not Canis vafer Leidy) 

1898 Vulpes pennsylvanica rubricata Bangs, Science. n. s. 25 

Feb. 1898. 7: 272. (Digby N.S.) 

Back bright rust color. Total length, 1030 (423); tail vertebrae, 400 (152); : 

hind foot, 160 (64). (rubricdatus; Lat., reddened) 

The Nova Scotia red fox is not at present known to occur outside of 
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the peninsula of Nova Scotia. The relationships of this race, the typical 

form and the large form occurring in the Hudsonian zone of Ontario 

and Quebec are not well understood, 

Vulpes deletrix Bangs Wew/foundland red fox 

1898 Vulpes deletrix Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 24 Mar. 1898. 

12: 36. (Bay St George, Newfoundland) 

Like Vulpes fulvus, but hind foot proportionally very large; claws long 

and stout; color in red phase pale ocher yellow; black and silver gray phases 

very common. Total length, 960 (372); tail vertebrae, 336 (18); hind foot, 160 (64). 

(delétrix Lat., a destroyer) 

The Newfoundland fox is confined to the island of Newfoundland. 

Genus Urocyon Baird 

1857 Urocyon, Baird, Mamm. N. Am. p. 121. Type Canis virgini- 

anus Erxleben=C. cinereoargenteus Miiller. 

Teeth 42, upper front teeth not lobed; pupil of eye elliptic; tail with a con- 

cealed mane of stiff hairs and no soft under-fur. (Uroc yon ; Gk., tail dog) 

Peculiar to the new world. Ranges from South America north to the 

lower edge of the transition zone in the eastern United States. Several 

species are known, two of which occur in North America. Only one of 

these is found within our limits. 

Urocyon cinereoargenteus (Miller) Gray fox 

1776 Canis cinereoargenteus Miller, Natursyst. ‘Suppl. p. 29. (East- 

ern United States) 

1894 Urocyon cinereoargenteus Rhoads. American naturalist. June 
1894, 28 : 524. 

Back a coarse grizzle of blackish and white, belly tawny; region about ears 

tawny; a black line along back of tail. Total length, 900 (354); tail vertebrae, 

260 (104); hind foot, 125 (5). (cinereoargénteus; Lat., gray-silvered ) 

The gray fox ranges throughout the southern United States from 

Atlantic to Pacific: It is divisible into six or more geographic races. 

The typical subspecies alone, Urocyon cinereoargenteus 

cinereoargenteus, occurs within our limits. It is common in the 
region east of the Alleghanies from Long Island and the lower Hudson 
valley southward. 

Family Mustelidae Weasels 

Entire sole to heel not habitually applied to ground in walking: claws never eo 

fully retractile; hind toes five; teeth 32 to 38; head variable in form. (Mus- 
télidae; genus Mustela) ~ 

The family Mustelidae is distributed throughout both hemi- 
spheres with the exception of the Australian region. It contains about 
twenty genera, nine of which occur in North America, Five of these 
are found within our limits. 
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GENERA OF MUSTELIDAE 

Toes conspicuously webbed; the whole animal highly modified 

for an aquatic life roars) 1 lee Sa aba Lut Ta54ps woe 

Toes not conspicuously webbed ; a not specially modified 

for an aquatie life 

Teeth 38 

Body stout; part of sole applied to ground in walking 

(wolverine) issues. Oo 22 See ee ee Gulo, p. 181 

Body slender; only the toes applied to ground in 

walking (martins and fishers) ........-....--....:- Mustela, p. 132 

- Teeth 34 

Tail closely furred; claws short (weasels)..-.....---.- Putorius, p. 133 

Tail, bushy; claws lone (sktnk): 65-6: see aie Sop Mephitis, p. 136 

Genus Lutra Brisson 

1756 Lutra Brisson, Regnum animale in classes 9 distributum. Type 

Mustela lutra Linnaeus. 

Teeth 36; feet short and rounded; toes webbed; claws small, curved, blunt; 

head broad, tlat; tail thick at base, tapering; fur short and dense. (Lutra; 

Lat., an otter) 

The genus Lutra is distributed throughout the greater part of the 

world, north to the limit of tree growth. It is not found in the Austral- 

ian region. A dozen or more species are known, two of which occur 

in eastern North America. 

SPECIES OF LUTRA 

Total length about 1100 (438); skull about 105 (44)-.-.---. L. hudsonica 

Total length about 995 (394); skull about 95 (3#)...-..-....-.- L. degener 

Lutra hudsonica (Desmarest) JVorth American otter 

Size large; total length about 1100 (438); greatest length of skull about 

105 (44). (hudsénica; N. Lat., Hudsonian) 

The North American otter itn marshes, lakes and watercourses 

throughout the continent of North America from the extreme north at 

least to the southern boundary of the United States. It is divisible into 

four or more subspecies, two of which occur within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF LUTRA HUDSONICA 

General color dark; webs between toes densely 

haired beVvoweee ws. ae Sek ee Sa ear erea L. hudsonica hudsoniea 

General color light; webs between toes sparsely 

hairedmbelowrecescc oo Uae a bee L. hudsonica lataxina 

Lutra hudsonica hudsonica (Desmarest) Vortheastern otter 

1803 Mustela hudsonica Desmarest, Nouv. dict. dhist. nat. 13:384. 

(Eastern Canada) 

1831 Lutra hudsonica F. Cuvier, Suppl. Oeuvres de Buffon. 1: 194. 

1898 Lutra hudsonica Rhoads, Trans. Am. philos. soc. n. s. Oct. 1898. 

20: 424, 
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Upper parts seal brown; under parts grayish brown; under surface of webs 

between toes densely hairy. Total length, 1100 (43%); tail vertebrae, 420 (164); 

hind foot, 120 (42). (hudsénica; N. Lat., Hudsonian) 

The northeastern otter occurs throughout the less densely inhabited 

portions of eastern North America from the lower edge of the transition 

zone northward. 

Lutra hudsonica lataxina (F. Cuvier) Southeastern otter 

1823 Lutra lataxina F. Cuvier, Dict. des sci. nat. 27:242. (South 

Carolina) 

1898 Lutra hudsonica lataxina Rhoads, Trans. Am. philos. soc. n.s. 

Oct. 1898. 20: 427. 

Upper parts yellowish brown ; under parts light grayish brown; under surface 

of webs between toes sparsely hairy. .Total length, 1100 (432); tail vertebrae, 

420 (164); hind foot, 125 (4g). (lataxina; N. Lat., like the genus Latax) 

The southeastern otter occupies the austral zones of the eastern 

United States north of the peninsula of Florida, where it gives way to 

the Florida otter, L. hudsonica vaga Bangs. 

Lutra degener Bangs Newfoundland Otter 

1898 Lutra degener Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 24 Mar. 1898. 

12:35. (Bay St George, Newfoundland) 

1898 Lutra degener Rhoads, Trans. Am. philos. soc. n. s. Oct. 1898. 

20: 433. 

Size small, total length about 995 (394); greatest length of skull about 95 

(32); hind foot about 112 (4); color blackish. (dégener; Lat., degenerate) 

The Newfoundland otter is confined to the island of Newfoundland. 

Genus Gulo Storr 

1780 Gulo Storr, Prodr. meth. mamm. p. 34. Type Ursus gulo Lin- 

naeus. ; 

Part of sole applied to ground in walking, body stout; claws large, compressed, 

curved; ears very short; tail short, bushy; teeth 38. (Gtlo; Lat., a 

glutton) 

The genus Gulo contains two species only, both inhabitants of the 

northern hemisphere, G. gulo of the old world, and the following : 

Gulo luscus (Linnaeus) Wolverine 

1758 Ursus luscus, Linnaeus, Dae at naturae. ed. 10. 1:47. (Hudson 

bay) 

1823 Gulo luseus J. Sabine, Franklin’s journal, p. 650, 

Dark brown or blackish; a pale area on sides. Total length, 760 (30); tail 
vertebrae, 200 (8); hind foot, 170 (62). (l@scus; Lat., one-eyed) 

The wolverine inhabits the.boreal forests of North’ America. Within 

our limits it is now chiefly, if not wholly confined to Canada, 
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Genus Mustela Linnaeus 

1758 Mustela Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:45. Type, by elimina- 

tion Mustela martes Linnaeus. 

Only the toes applied to ground in walking , body slender ; claws small, sharp 

partly retractile; ears short; tail long, not conspicuously bushy; teeth 38. 

(Mustéla; Lat.,a martin) ~ 

The genus Mustela occurs throughout the forested boreal regions 

of the northern hemisphere. About a dozen species are known, Four 

of the five American forms occur within our limits. 

SPECIES OF MUSTELA 

Length over 760 (30); ear low, rounded (Fisher) ........-.... M. pennanti 

Length under 760 (30); ear high, pointed (Martin) 

Greatest length of skull about 85 (32)...........--....-...-. M. brumalis 

Greatest length of skull about 80 (34) 

General:seolor light rich /browml.25-3i:e2se5 oe aoe M. americana 

General color deep chocolate brown...... .......-...+-----<- M. atrata 

Mustela pennanti Erxleben /isher 

1777 Mustela pennanti Erxleben, Syst. regn. anim. 1: 470. (Eastern 

Canada) | 

Dark brown or blackish, darker on under parts; no pale throat patch ; ears low 

and rounded. Total length, 890 (35); tail vertebrae, 355 (14); hind foot, 120 

(42). (pennanti; name from that of Thomas Pennant) 

The fisher occurs in the boreal forests of North America from Maine 

and southern Labrador west to the Pacific coast. The typical subspecies 

M.pennanti pennanti is the only geographic race found within 

our limits. . 

Mustela brumalis Bangs orth Labrador martin 

1898 Mustela brumalis Bangs. American naturalist. July 1898. 32: 502. 

(Okak Labrador) 

Dimensions of skull (the only part of the animal now known); greatest length, 

85 (38); width of muzzleacross canines, 17.2 @). (brumdalis; Lat., wintery 

northern) ) | 

The north Labrador martin is known from three skulls collected at 

Okak Labrador. 

Mustela americana Turton Zastern martin 

1800 Mustela americana Turton, System of nature. 1:60. (Eastern 

North America) 

General color light rich brown, slightly paler on under parts; throat usually 

with a light (tawny or whitish) patch; ears high pointed. Total length, 610 (24); 
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tail vertebrae, 205 (8); hind foot 90 (3$). Skull: greatest length, 80 (34); 

width of muzzle across canines, 14 (%). (Americana; N. Lat., American) 

The eastern pine martin inhabits the boreal forests of North America 

from the Atlantic coast west at least to the Rocky mountains. On the 

Pacific coast it is replaced by the closely related M. caurina Mer- 

riam. It is still common in northern New England and northern New 

York. 
Mustela atrata Bangs Newfoundland martin 

1897 Mustela atrata Bangs, American naturalist. Feb. 1897. 31: 162. 

(Bay St George, Newfoundland). 

General color deep chocolate and black; throat patch orange. Total length, 

500 (172); tail vertebrae, 185 (74); hind foot, 88 (24). (atrdta; Lat., 

wearing mourning) 

The Newfoundland martin is confined to the island of Newfoundland. - 

Genus Putorius Cuvier 

1817 Putorius Cuvier, Régne animal. 1:147. Type Mustela putorius 

Linnaeus. 

Like Mustela, but teeth only 34. (Putérius; Lat., a bad odor) 

The genus Putorius is widely distributed in Europe, Asia, Africa, 

North America and South America. 50 or more forms will doubtless 

eventually be recognized. In America north of Panama, 22 are now 

known to occur, and four of these are found within our limits. 

SPECIES OF PUTORIUS 

Total length over 500 (20); (subgenus Lutreola 

Total length under 500 (20); toes without webs (syb- 

genus Arctogale Kaup) 

Tail forming about one fourth of total length.............. P. cic ognanii 

Tail forming about one third of total length 

Tail slender and closely haired, its black tip short 

(about 60 (28) in male, 28 (14) in female)....--........--.. P. occisor 

Tail somewhat bushy, its black tip long (about 

80((33) in male, .50 (2) in female). .+-.-..5222..- P. noveboracensis 

Putorius vison (Schreber) JZink 

Total length over 500 (20); cnlor brown throughout varying much in 

exact shade; chin usually spotted with white. (vison; derivation not 

known) 

The mink ranges throughout the greater part of North America north 

of Mexico. It is divisible into half a dozen or more geographic races, 

two of which occur within our limits. 
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SUBSPECIES OF PUTORIUS VISON 

Total length under 600 (234); coler blackish 

DEOWM Sheer eM Soe kt Soe ee ape orate, meer rere cette tees P. vison vison 

Total length over 600 (233); color chestnut 

Drow Se See ee EO ee P. vison lutreocephalus 

Putorius vison vison (Schreber) Northeastern mink 

1778 Mustela vison Schreber, Siugethiere, 3: 463 (eastern Canada) 

1896 Putorius vison Bangs, Proc. Boston soc. nat. hist. 1896. 27: 3. 

Color rich dark brown, often nearly black. Total length, 520 (203) ; ; tail verte- 

brae, 185 (74); hind foot, 55 (2%6). 

The northeastern mink achaikiie the border of watercourses in the 

boreal forests of northern North America, south into the northern tier of 

states. West of the Rocky mountains it is replaced by the larger P. 

vison energumenos Bangs. 

Putorius vison lutreocephalus (Harlan) Southeastern mink 

1825 Mustela lutreocephala Harlan, Fauna americana, p. 63. 

1896 Putorius vison lutreocephalus Bangs, Proc. Boston soc. nat. 

hist. Ap. 1896. 27: 4. 

Color dark chestnut brown, the tail darker. Total length, 635 (27); tail ver- 

tebrae, 210 (84) ; hind foot, 70 (22). (lutreocéphalus; Lat. and Gk,, otter 

head) 

The southeastern mink inhabits the borders of watercourses in the 

transition zone and upper austral zone of the eastern United States, from 

central New York and the coast of Maine southward. In the lower 

austral zone it is replaced by two nearly related forms, P. vison 

vulgivagus Bangs, of the gulf coast, and P. vison lutensis 

Bangs, of the south Atlantic coast. 

Putorius cicognanii (Bonaparte) Small brown weasel 

1888 Mustela cicognanii Bonaparte, Charlesworths magazine. Jan. 1838. 

2:37. (Eastern United States) 

18389 Putorius cicognanii Richardson, Zodlogy of Beechey’s voyage of 

the blossom, p. 10*. 

1896 Putorius cicognani Merriam, North American fauna. 30 June 1896. 

mo}. 11, ps 10. 

Color in summer dark brown above, pure white below, tail forming about 

one fourth of . total length, the terminal third black, winter coat pure white 

except tip of tail, which remains black. Total length, male, 285 (114), 
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female, 225 (10); tail vertebrae, male, 77 (34), female, 69 (28); hind foot, 

male, 37 (14), female, 30 (1%.) (cicognanii; name from that of Felice 

Cicognani) 

The small brown weasel inhabits woods and fields in the boreal and 

transition zones throughout eastern North America from the limit of tree 

growth south to Long Island and in the mountains probably much 

farther. The change to the white winter coat always takes place. The form 

occurring within our limits is the typical subspecies P. cicognanii 

cicognanii. In northwestern British America and in Alaska this is 

replaced respectively by P. cicognanii richardsoni (Bona- 

parte) and P. cicognanii alascensis (Merriam), 

Putorius occisor Bangs Slender-tailed weasel 

1899 Putorius occisor Bangs, Proc. New England zodlogical club. 9 June 

1899. 1:54. (Bucksport Me.) 

Tail closely haired, forming nearly one third of total length, its black tip short 

(about 60 (22) in male, 30 (14) in female) and mostly confined to the terminal tuft 

of hair; winter coat pure white except the black tip of tail and a slight wash 

of pale yellow on belly; summer coat not known. Total length, male, 460 (18), 

female, 350 (132); tail vertebrae, male, 170 (62), female, 115 (44); hind foot, 

male, 50 (2), female, 36 (lie). (oecisor; Lat., a slayer) 

The slender-tailed weasel is at present very slightly known. It proba- 

bly occurs in the forests of the Canadian zone from Maine to Manitoba. 

Like the New York weasel, it is remarkable for the great difference in 

size between the sexes. © 

Putorius noveboracensis Emmons WVew York weasel 

Tail somewhat bushy, forming about one third of total length, its black tip long 

(about 80 (34) in male, 50 (2) in female) and extending considerably beyond the 

terminal tuft of hairs (often occupying nearly one half of tail); summer coat 

brown above, white or yellow below; winter coat white (northern) or drab 

(southern). Total length, male, 405 (16), female, 325 (12%); tail vertebrae, 

mate, 140 (54), female, 108 (44); hind foot, male, 47 (12), female, 34 (14). 

(noveboracénsis; N. Lat., pertaining to New York) 

The New York weasel inhabits woods and fields in the transition and 

upper austral zones throughout the eastern United States from Maine and 

New York to North Carolina. The change to the white winter coat 

always takes place in the northern part of the animal’s range; at the 

south the change is to a drab coat. ‘The latter is not well understood. 

This species is divisible into two geographic races. 
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SUBSPECIES OF PUTORIUS NOVEBORACENSIS 

Under parts" white,242.-.2.22.-—. P. noveboracensis noveboracensis 

Under sparts jyiellowi2= 2) 222. Je eee aes oe P. noveboracensis notius 

Putorius noveboracensis noveboracensis Emmons Wazte- 

: bellied New York weasel 

1840 Putorius noveboracensis Emmors, Report on the quadrupeds of 
Massachusetts, p. 45. (Southern New York) 

1896 Putorius noveboracensis Merriam, North American fauna. 30 

June 1896. no. 11, p.16. (part) 

Under parts always pure white; winter coat white. (noveboracénsis; 

N. Lat., pertaining to New York) 

The white-bellied New York weasel occupies the range a the species 

north of the upper austral zone. 

Putorius noveboracensis notius Bangs Yellow-bellied New 

York weasel 

1896 Putorius noveboracensis Merriam, North American fauna. 30 

June 1896. no. 11, p. 16. (part) rohit 

1899 Putorius noveboracensis notius Bangs, Proc. New England 

zoological club. 9 June 1899. 1:53. (Weaverville, Buncombe co. N. C.) 

Under parts always pale yellow; wintercoatdrab. (nétius; Lat., southern) 

The yellow-bellied New York weasel is confined to the austral zones 

of the eastern United States. The exact limits of its range are not 

known. 
Genus Mephitis Cuvier 

1800 Mephitis Cuvier, Legons d’anat. comp., 1, Tab. gen. des classes des 

anim. (facing p.522). Based on ‘les Moufettes”. Deseribed in Tab. elem. 

@’ hist. nat. des anim. 1798. p. 116. 

Part of sole applied to ground in walking ; body stout; claws large, curved and 

strong; ears short; tail very long and bushy , teeth 34. secretion of anal glands 

(not urine as commonly supposed) so copious and offensive as to be the animal’s chief 

weapon of defense. (Mephitis; Lat., a bad odor) 

The genus Mephitis is peculiar to America, where it is very gener- 

ally distributed. It probably contains a dozen or more species, half of 

which occur in North America. Only one is found within our limits. 

Mephitis mephitica (Shaw) Common skunk 

Black, with a white stripe on forehead; a white patch on nape; a white stripe 

extending backward from nape patch for a varying distance on eaclt side of 

body; and a white tip-to tail; tail slightly more than one third of total length, the 

terminal brush tapering. (mephitica; Lat., having a bad odor) 

The common skunk inhabits both forests and cleared lands throughout 

the greater part of eastern North America. It is divisible into two sub- 

species. 
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SUBSPECIES OF MEPHITIS MEPHITICA - 

PaOOt Sa) (re) 2/45. <jsees-'-- WB ee Scie oe M.mephitica mephitica 

Su) SUP PGE ee eae M. mephitica scrutator 

Mephitis mephitica mephitica (Shaw) JVortheastern skunk 

1792 Viverra mephitica Shaw, Museum Leverianum, p. 172. (North 

America; name afterward restricted to the northern form) | 

1895 Mephitis mephitica Bangs, Proc. Boston soc. nat. hist. 31 July 

1895. 26: 533. 

1896 Mephitis mephitica mephitica Bangs, Proc. biolog. soe. Wash- 

ington. 28 Dec. 1896. 10: 140. 

Total length, 650 (252); tail vertebrae, 165 -(63); hind foot 83 (3%). 

(mephitica; Lat., having a bad odor) 

The northeastern skunk inhabits the boreal zone of eastern North 

America. 

Mephitis mephitica scrutator Bangs Southeastern skunk 

1896 Mephitis mephitica serutator Bangs, Proc. biolog. soc. Wash- 

ington. Dec. 1896. 10: 141. (Carterville, Acadia parish, La.) 

Total length 590 (234); tail vertebrae, 210 (84); hind foot, 65 (2%). 

(scrutdtor; Lat., an examiner) 

The southeastern skunk inhabits the austral zones of the eastern United 

States. In the transition zone it gradually merges into M. mephitica 

mephitica. 

Family Procyonidae acoons 

Whole sole to heel applied to ground in walking ; claws not retractile; hind toes 

5; teeth 36 to 40; size medium, tail well developed. (Procyénidae; 

genus Procyon) 

The Procyonidae are typically tropical American, though one 

‘genus is oriental. Seven or eight genera are now usually placed in this 

family, though the number is probably too great. Two of these occur 

in the United States, and one is found within our limits. 

Genus Procyon Storr 

1780 Procyon Storr, Prodr. meth. mamm. p. 35. Type Ursus lotor 

Linnaeus. 

Form stout; tail short, cylindric; head a hal pointed ; teeth 40. 

(Procyon; Gk,, false dog) 

The genus Procyon ranges from tropical South America north 
through Mexico about to the northern limit of the United States. It 
contains several species, only one of which occurs in North America. 
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Procyon lotor (Linnaeus) Racoon 

1758 [Ursus] lotor Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:48. (Eastern 

United States) (tg 
1780 Procyon lotor Storr, “Prodr. meth. mamm.’ 

Yellowish brown, the hairs tipped with black; tail ringed with black; a black 

area about eye. Total length, 830 (322); tail vertebrae, 250 (98) § hand foot, 

120 (48). (létor; Lat., one who washes) 

The racoon occurs etaaieur the forested regions of North America 

south of the lower edge of the boreal zone. The form found within 

our limits is typical Procyon lotor lotor. In Florida this is 

replaced bywse. loterselu cus: ) Bangs, 

Family Ursidae Sears 

Whole sole to heel applied to ground in walking, claws not retractile hind, 
id 

toes 5 

Drees 

The family Ursidae is widely distributed throughout both hemi- 

spheres outside of Africa and Australia. Four genera are usually recog- 

nized, but this number will doubtless be increased. ‘Two occur in North 

; teeth 40 to 42; size very large; tail rudimentary. (Ursidae; genus 

America and both of these are found within our limits. 

GENERA OF URSIDAE 

Head long and narrow; cheek teeth relatively small and weak ; 

Color-alwarySawwolte: =>). Wasp see ee he a sey ee eens Thalarctos 

Head short and broad; cheek teeth relatively large and strong; 

COlOL Never WHILe .2<..ceias See oe eine eee eee Ursus 

Genus Thalarctos Gray , 

1825 Thalarctos Gray, Annals of philosophy. n. s. July 1825. 10:62. Type 

Ursus maritimus Linnaeus. (Thalaretos polaris Gray) 

Head long and narrow; cheek teeth small and weak relatively to. size of 

skull; color always white. (Thalaretos; Gk., sea bear) 

The genus Thalarctos occurs in the polar regions of both eastern 

and western hemispheres. Only one species is at present recognized. 

Thalarctos maritimus (Phipps) folar bear 

1774 Ursus maritimus Phipps. A voyage toward the north pole, p. 185. 
(Spitzbergen ) 

1899 Thalarctos maritimus Stejneger, Science. 15 Sep. 1899. 10: 378, 

White at allseasons. Totallength, 2185(7ft). (maritimus Lat., maritime) 

The range of the polar bear in eastern North America extends as far 

south on the Atlantic coast of Labrador as the strait of Belle Isle. The 

animal is nowhere found far away from salt water. ee a ee 

ee eye 

NT tees 

sa 

‘ = ee 
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Genus Ursus Linnaeus 

1758 Ursus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed.10.1:47. Type Ursus arectos 

Linnaeus. | 

Head short and broad; cheek teeth large and strong relatively to size of skull; 

color never white. (Ur sus; Lat., a bear) 

The distribution of the genus Ursus is essentially the same as that 

of the family to which it belongs. The species are at present little 

known; probably 30 or more forms will eventually be recognized. 

About a dozen occur in North America, only one of which is certainly 

known within our limits. It is a member of the subgenus Euarctos. 

Ursus americanus Pallas Slack bear 

Front claws slightly if at all longer than the hind ones; color black or 

dark brown, the exact shade variable; length of skull under 350 (13%). 

(americanus; N. Lat., American) 

The black bear is widely distributed in North America from Mexico 

and the gulf states northward It is divisible into numerous geo- 

graphic races, at least two of which occur within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF URSUS AMERICANUS 

Length of adult skull! about 250 (94).-...... U.americanus americanus 

Length of adult skull about 200 (8)-.-...---- U. americanus sornborgeri 

Ursus americanus americanus Pallas Vorthern black bear 

1780 Ursus americanus Pallas, Spicilegia zoologica. fase. 14, p. 5. (North 

America) 

1896 Ursus americanus Merriam, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 13 Ap. 

1896. 10:79. 

Skull long and narrow, its greatest length about 250 (97). (americanus; 

N. Lat., American) 

The northern black bear is abundant throughout the wilder forested 

parts of the boreal and transition zones of eastern North America. The 

characters of the bear inhabiting the austral zones are not at present un- 

derstood. 

Ursus americanus sornborgeri Bangs Labrador black bear 

1898 Ursus (Euarctos) americanus sornborgeri Bangs, Ameri- 

can naturalist. July 1898. 32: 500. (Okak, Labrador) 

Skull broad and short, its greatest length about 200 (8). (sornborgeri; 

name from that of J. D. Sornborger) 

The Labrador black bear, known only from the skull, is common 

throughout Labrador north of the tree limit. 

A large bear related to the grizzlies (perhaps Ursus richardsoni) 

“probably occurs on the. barrens of interior Labrador. The species 

has_not ‘yet been determined. 

a 
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Order Insectivora /nsect-eaters 

Canine teeth present but usually not conspicuously developed ; cheek teeth 

formed for chopping; toes provided with claws; brain small. (Species occur- 

ring within our limits mostly very small, the largest seldom reaching 200 (8) im 

length; eyes small or rudimentury ; fur distinctly modified for an underground life.) 

(Insectivorda; N. Lat., insect eaters) 7 

The American insectivores are readily distinguished among the orders 

of mammals occurring in North America by their small size, small or 

rudimentary eyes, soft dense fur, many-pointed cheek teeth, and general 

modification for an underground life. The order is widely distributed in 

both hemispheres, but is absent in Australia; and in South America is at 

present known from the extreme northwest only. Two of the nine fam- 

ilies into which the order is usually divided occur in North America, and 

both of these are found within our limits. | 

FAMILIES OF INSECTIVORA 

Fore feet highly modified for digging ; external ear absent( moles)... Tal pidae 

Fore feet not modified for digging; external ear present (shrews).-. Soricidae 

Family Talpidae J/oles 

Body thick, stout and clumsy, without distinct neck; eyes rudimentary or 

concealed ; no external ear; front feet very large, the nearly circular palm held edge- 

wise; fur very soft and velvety. (Talpidae; from genus Talpa) 

Moles are found throughout the northern hemisphere except in the 

extreme north. Eight or more genera are known, five of which occur in 

North America. Three of these are found within our limits. They are 

all members of the subfamily Talpinae. 

GENERA OF TALPIDAE 

Tip of muzzle with a fringe of fleshy projections; tail long...... Condylura 

Tip of muzzle without fleshy projections; tail short. 

Teeth 36;.tailyslender, nearly, pakedeesc: soso seu oon eee Scalops 

Teeth 44>"tarl thick; very hairy .2so00)-22 se )s24 2. eae ee Parascalops 

Genus Condylura Illiger 

1811 Condylura Mlliger, Prodr. syst. mamm. et avium, p. 125. (Type 

Sorex cristatus Linnaeus) 

Teeth 44; nostrils at tip of conspicuously fringed muzzle; tail nearly as long as 

body, densely haired. (Condyltra; Gk., knotted tail) 

_The genus Condylura is confined to eastern North America. 
Only one species is known. 
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Condylura cristata (Linnaeus) Star-nosed mole 

1758 Sorex eristatus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:53. (Penn- 

sylvania) 

1819 Condylura cristata Desmarest, Journal de physique. 89: 230. 

1896 Condylura cristata True, Proc. U.S. nationalmuseum. 19: 78. 

Dusky brown, paler and grayer below. Total Jength, 170 (6%); tail verte- 

brae, 72 (24); hind foot, 27 (lve). (cristata; Lat., crested) 

The star-nosed mole inhabits wet places in the boreal and transition 

zones of eastern North America. Its northward range is more extensive 

than that of any other American species. 

Genus Scalops Illiger 

1811 Scalops LIlliger, Prodr. syst. mamm. et avium, p. 126. Type Sorex 

aquaticus Linnaeus. 

Teeth 36; nostriJs on upper side of simple muzzle; tail short, not thickened, 

nearly naked. (Scailops; Gk., a mole) | 

The genus Scalops is-confined to eastern North America. It con- 

tains five or six forms whose interrelationships are not fully understood. 

Only one of these occurs within our limits. | 

Scalops aquaticus (Linnaeus) Maked-tailed mole 

1758 Sorex aquaticus Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:53. . (East- 

ern United States) 

1825 Scalops aquaticus F. Cuvier, Dents des mammiféres, p. 251. 

1896 Scalops aquaticus True, Proc. U.S. national museum. 19: 19. 

- Light, glossy slate-brown, often tinged with rusty; tail whitish. Total length, 

162 (62) ; tail vertebrae, 27 (17s); hind fvot, 16.5(8). (aqudaticus; from Lat., 

aquatic) 

The naked-tailed mole inhabits dry sandy soil in the eastern United 

States and southern Canada from the northern limits of the transition 

zone southward. The form found within our limits is the typical sub- 

species, ‘S. aquaticus aquaticus. 

Genus Parascalops True 

1894 Parascalops True, Diagnoses of new North American mammals. 

26 Ap. 1894. p.2. (Reprinted: Proc. U. S. national museum. 15 Nov. 

1894. 17: 242) Type Scallops breweri Bachman. 

Teeth 44; nostrils on outer side of simple muzzle; tail short, thick, densely 

haired. (Parascdlops; Gk., near to the genus Scalops) 

The genus Parascalops is confined to eastern North America. 

Only one species is known. 
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Parascalops breweri (Bachman) astern hairy-tailed mole - 

1844 Scalops breweri Bachman, Boston jour. nat. hist. 4: 32. (“Island 

of Marthas Vineyard, Mass.” This doubtless an error.) ; 

1895 Parascalops breweri True, Science. n. s. 25 Jan. 1895. 1: 101. 

1896 Parascalops breweri True, Proc. U. S. national museum. 19: 68. 

Dark lead-gray, seldom if ever tinged with rusty; tail dark. Total length, 

147 (538); tail vertebrae, 30 (1:5); hind foot, 19 (2). (bréweri; name from 

that of Thomas Mayo Brewer) 

The eastern hairy-tailed mole inhabits dry soil in the boreal and 

transition zones of the eastern United States and southern Canada. 

Family Soricidae Shrews 

Body usually slender and mouse-like, with a distinct neck; eyes well devel- 

oped but very small; @ distinct external ear; front feet small, not specially 

modified , fur only moderately soft anddense. (Soricidae; from genus Sorex) 

The range of the family Soricidae is essentially the same as that 

of the orderInsectivora. 1o or more genera are known, three of 

which occur in North America. ‘Two of these are found within our limits, 

Shrews are small animals much like mice in general appearance but 

readily distinguishable by their pointed snouts and small eyes. 

GENERA OF SORICIDAE 

Ears completely hidden by the fur; tail searcely longer than head..Blarina 

Ears distinetly visible; tail much longer than head..-.--...-........ Sorex 

Genus Blarina Gray 

1838 Blarina Gray, Proce. zool. soc. London. (1837) p. 124. Type Sorex 

talpoides Gapper=S. brevicaudus. Say. 

Ears very small, completely hidden by the fur; body stout, somewhat mcle- 

like: tail scarccly longer than head. (Blarina; a coined word) 

The genus Blarina is pecular to America. All but one of the 23 

known forms are North American or Central American. ‘The exception, 

B. thomasi Merriam, is the only known South American mem- 

ber of the order Insectivora. Two species only are found within 

our limits. 
SPECIES OF BLARINA 

Teeth 32; total length about 120 (42) (subgenus Blarina).. B. brevicauda 

Teeth 30; total length about 75 (3) (subgenus Cryptotis)...---.. B. parva 

Blarina brevicauda (Say) Large dlarina 

1823 Sorex brevicaudus Say, Long’s exped. to the Rocky mts. 1: 164. 

(Near Blair Neb.) 

1857 Blarina brevicauda Baird, Mamm. N, Am. p. 42. 
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1895 Blarina brevicauda Merriam, North American fauna. 31 Dec. 1895 

no.-10, p. 10. 

Teeth 32; color sooty slate-brown above, more ashy below. Total length, 

120, (42); tail vertebrae, 25 (1); hind foot, 15 (%). (brevicauda; Lat., 

short tail) : 

The typical form of the large blarina, Blarina brevicauda 

brevicauda, is one of the most abundant mammals in dry woods and 

old fields throughout eastern North America, from the lower edge of the 

upper austral zone north into the boreal zone. In the lower austral zone 

of the southeastern United States it gives way to a smaller form, B. bre- 

vicauda carolinensis (Bachman). 

Blarina parva (Say) Small blarina 

1823 Sorex parvus Say, Long’s exped. to the Rocky mts. 1:164. (Near 

Blair Neb.) | 
1895 Blarina parva Merriam, North American fauna. 31 Dec. 1895. no. 10, 

poli. 

Teeth 30; color brownish above, ashy below. Total length, 75 (3); tail ver- 

. tebrae, 15 (2); hind foot, 10 (3). (parva; Lat., small) 

The small blarina is common in meadows and old fields throughout 

the upper austral and lower austral zones in the eastern United States. 

Its range therefore extends north about to the southern border of 

New York. 
Genus Sorex Linnaeus 

1758 Sorex Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed. 10. 1:53. Type Sorex 

araneus Linnaeus. 

Ears well developed, generally appearing distinctly above the fur; body slender, 

mouse-like; tail much longer than head. (Sdérex; Lat., a field mouse) 

The genus Sorex is very generally distributed throughout the 

boreal portion of the northern hemisphere. It probably contains 75 or 

more species. In America 42 forms are known; of these six occur 

within our limits. 
SPECIES OF SOREX 

Total length over 140 (54); hind feet conspicuously fringed 

femaccwuse Ne Om Om ex \etc sae. seks" oy Seem eRe SY S. albibarbis 

Total length under 130 (54); hind feet not fringed 

Fourth tooth in upper jaw exceedingly minute (almost in- 

visible without aid of lens), closely wedged between 

well developed third and fifth (subgenus Microsorex)........ S. hoyi 

Fourth tooth in upper jaw well developed (subgenus 

Sorex) ° 

Tail vertebrae about 55 (2%3) wy NTE A en aN 9 oh a S. macrurus 

Tail vertebrae less than 50 (2) 

Back) conspicuously blackish :..2.. 222202. -s<ce6 --- = ---§.richardsoni 
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Back not conspicuously blackish 

Hind foot about 14 (3%); general color smoky slate- 

coloxgihtonchoubieeee = oree ee.) semis rise setae late S. fumeus 

Hind foot about 12 (4); back elear brown, belly 

wihtitish: ray: 22 Px ee See eee on ene eer S.personatus 

Sorex albibarbis (Cope) astern marsh shrew 

1862 Neosorex albibarbis Cope, Proc. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia, 

p- 188. (Profile Jake, N. H.) 

1892 Sorex albibarbis Merriam, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington. 7:25. 

1895 Sorex albibarbis Miller, North American fauna. 31 Dec. 1895. no. 

10, p. 46. ‘ 

Upper parts blackish slate with a slight hoary cast; chin and throat grayish 

white; rest of lower parts dusky. Total length, 155 (6%) ; tail vertebrae, 70 

(22); hind foot, 19 (2). (albibarbis; Lat., white beard) 

The marsh shrew inhabits marshes and the banks of watercourses in the 

boreal zone of eastern North America south in the mountains at least 

to Pennsylvania and probably farther. 

Sorex hoyi Baird Aoy’s shrew 

1857 Sorex hoyi Baird, Mamm. N. Am. p. 32 (Racine Wis.) 

1895 Sorex hoyi Miller, North American fauna. 31 Dec. 1895. no. 10,p. 43. 

Upper parts sepia-brown; lower parts whitish gray usually washed with yel- 

lowish on chest. Total length, 90 (3%); tail vertebrae, 32 (14); hind foot, 

10 (8). (hoyi; name from that of P. R. Hoy) 

Hoy’s shrew, a little known animal, inhabits open fields, plains and 

clearings in the boreal zone and upper part of the transition zone from 

British Columbia to Nova Scotia, south to Wisconsin and northern New 

York. 
Sorex macrurus Batchelder JSig-tailed shrew 

1896 Sorex macrurus Batchelder, Proc. biolog. soe. Washington. 8 Dec. 

1896, 10:1383. (Beedes, Essex co. N. Y.) 

Upper parts blackish slaty, lower parts dark smoke gray. Total length, 125 (5); 

tail vertebrae, 57 (24); hind foot, 15 (%). (macrtrus; Gk., big tail) 

The big-tailed shrew is known from the eastern Adirondacks and the 

Catskills only. ‘Thus far only 10 specimens have been recorded. 

Sorex richardsoni Bachman  Richardson’s shrew 

1857 Sorex richardsoni Bachman, Jour. acad. nat. sci. Philadelphia. 

7: 383. (Probably from plains of Saskatchewan) 

1895 Sorex richardsoni Miller, North American fauna. 31 Dec. 1895. no. 

10, p. 48. 

Back very dark (almost blackish) brown, without slaty tinge; sides dull 

yellowish brown; under parts grayish, washed with chestnut. Total length, 
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112 (48); tail vertebrae, 40 (1%); hind foot, 14 Gs). (richards6ni; name 

from that of John Richardson) 

_ Richardson’s shrew, an imperfectly known species, occurs in the boreal 

zone of Saskatchewan, northern Minnesota, the north shore of Lake 

Superior and in New Brunswick’. 

Sorex fumeus Miller Smoky shrew 

1895 Sorex fumeus Miller, North American fauna. no. 10, p 50. (Peter- 

_ boro, Madison co. N. Y.) 

Smoky slate color, slightly paler below. Total length, 115 (43); tail verte- 

brae, 45 (12); hind foot, 14 (g%). (ffimeus; Lat., smoky) 

The smoky shrew inhabits the forests of the boreal zone and upper 

part of the transition zone in eastern North America, south into the 

southern Alleghanies. 

Sorex personatus Geoffroy St Hilaire Maskea shrew 

Clear brown (sepia or drab) above, whitish gray below. Total length, 90 (34) 

to 110 (4%); hind foot, 13 (3%) or less. (personatus; Lat., masked) 

The masked shrew occurs throughout the greater part of boreal North 

America, and in cold situations even in the upper austral zone. It is 

divisible into several races, three of which occur within our limits. 

SUBSPECIES OF SOREX PERSONATUS 

Total length about 95 (32) ..---.----.-.---. S... personatus lesueuri 

Total] length about 105 (44) 

Back sepia brown at all seasons.......---. S. personatus personatus 

Back jight (broceoli) brown in summer, drab 

a yMaMWwiNiCh see weoces cen. coos cosa at S. personatus miscix 

Sorex personatus personatus I. Geoffroy St Hilaire orthern 

masked shrew 

1827 Sorex personatus E. Geoffroy St Hilaire, Mem. du muséum, d’ bist. 

nat. Paris. 15:122. (Kastern United States, probably New York) 

1895 Sorex personatus Miller, North American fauna. 31 Dec. 1895. no. 

10, p. 53. | 

Upper parts sepia brown; under parts whitish gray. Total length, 105 (4%); 

tail vertebrae, 40 (11s); hind foot, 12 (4). (personatus; Lat., masked) 

The northern masked shrew is abundant in a great variety of situations 

throughout the transition zone and Canadian zone of the eastern United 

States and eastern Canada, 

1 For occurrence of Sorex richardsoni in New Brunswick see Cox, Canadian record of 

science. Ap. 1896. 7%: 117-18. 
4q 
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Sorex personatus lesueuri (Duvernoy) Southern masked shrew 

1842 Amphisorex lesueuri Duvernoy, Magasin de zoologie, mamm. 

Nov. 1848. p. 33. (Wabash river, Indiana) 
1895 [Sorex personatus] lesueuri Merriam, North American fauna. 31 

Dec. 1895. no. 10, p. 61. 

Color as in S. personatus personatus; size smaller. Total length, 

90 (34); tail vertebrae, 33 (7); hind foot, 10.5 @). (lestieuri; name 

from that of Lesueur) 

The southern masked shrew is confined to the cool, boreal sphagnum 

bogs of the upper austral zone. It is the smallest of our mammals, and 

at present very rare in collections. 

® 

Sorex personatus miscix Bangs Labrador masked shrew 

1899 Sorex personatus miscix Bangs, Proc. New.England zool. elub. 

28 Feb. 1899. 1:15. (Black bay, Labrador) 

Upper parts in winter drab gray, in summer very light (broccoli) brown; 

under parts pale gray. Total length, 102 (476); tail vertebrae, 43 (1%); hind 

foot, 138 (32) (miscix; Lat., changeable) 

The Labrador masked shrew is at present known from Black bay, 

Labrador only. 
Order Chiroptera Sats 

Fore limbs greatly developed, the elongated fingers supporting a membrane by 

means of which true flight is performed. (Chiréptera; Gk., hand-wings) 

The bats, though most numerous in the tropics, are almost universally 

distributed. ‘The order contains two suborders, one the Me gachirop- 

tera (flying foxes) peculiar to the old world, the other, the Micro- 

chiroptera, (true bats) with the same range as ithe order. Whe 

Microchiro ptera are usually divided into five families, but this 

number will probably be greatly increased. Only one family, the V es- 

pertilionidae, occurs in northeastern North America. 

Family Vespertilionidae Zjypzcal bats 

Tail included in membrane nearly or quite to tip; nose without leaf-like fleshy 

outgrowths. (Vespertiliédnidae; from genus Vespertilio) 

The family Vespertilionidae has essentially the same range as 

the order Chiroptera. It contains many genera, 12 of which occur 

in North America. Six are found within our limits; all of these are 

members of the subfamily Vespertilioninae, or typical bats 

with simple nostrils and separate ears. 
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GENERA OF VESPERTILIONIDAE 

Membrane between legs completely furred above.....---- Lasiurus, p. 147 

Membrane between legs not completely furred above 

Fur blackish, frosted with white............---. Lasionycteris, p.149 

Fur not blackish, frosted with white 

Wotal lenethvover 10004) .32.. 0-22 a Vespertilio, p.-151 

Total length under 100 (4) 

Individual hairs on back with three 

distinet, color bands... ..../2.2---4----.22/Pipistrellus, .p. 150 

Individual hairs on back with less than 

three distinct color bands 

Wppertrontiteeth 2) ....2. 02 eee Nycticeius, p. 148 

lippertronptecth 4.4.52 .i.22 42. eget eee Myotis, p. 148 

Genus Lasiurus Gray 

1831 Lasiurus Gray, Zoological miscellany. no. 1, p. 38 (based on the 

American hairy-tailed bats). 

Teeth 32; only two front teeth in upper jaw between canines; back of mem- 

brane between legs densely furred,, ears short andround. (Lasitrus; Gk., silk 

tail) 

The genus Lasiurus is peculiar to America, where it is repre- 

sented by half a dozen or more species. Two of these occur within 

our limits. 

SPECIES OF LASIURUS ; 

Total Jength 135 (54); general color hoary; rim of ear dark... L. cinereus 

Total length 110 (44); general color reddish; rim of ear light... L. borealis 

Lasiurus cinereus (Beauvois) Hoary bat 

1796 Vespertilio linereus (Obvious misprint for cinereus) Beauvois, 

Catalogue Peale’s museum. Philadelphia. p. 14. (Philadelphia Pa.) 

1864 Lasiurus cinereus H. Allen, Monogr., bats N. Am. p. 21. 

1897 Lasiurus cinereus Miller, North American fauna. 16 Oct. 1897. no. 

13, p. 112. 

General color a mixture of light yellowish brown, deep umber brown, and 

white. Total length, 135 (53); tail vertebrae, 50 (2); forearm, 40 (23). (ciné- 

reus; Lat., gray) ; 

The hoary bat breeds throughout the forests of the boreal zone of 

North America. In autumn and winter it migrates far to the southward 

of its breeding range. 

Lasiurus borealis (Miiller) Red dat 

1776 Vespertilio borealis Miiller, Natursyst. suppl.-u. regist.-band. 

p. 21. (New York) 

1897 Lasiurus borealis Miller, North American fauna. 13 Oct. 1897. no. 

Le an 105. 
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General color varying from rufous red to yellowish gray; a white spot at 

shoulder, som etims connected with its fellow by a white chest band. Total 

length, 110 (44); tail vertebrae, 50 (2); forearm, 40 (1%). (borealis; Lat., 

northern) 

The red bat occurs in a great variety of situations throughout most 

of North America. It is divisible into several geographic races. ‘The 

typical form, L. borealis borealis is the only one that occurs 

within our limits. 
Genus Nycticeius Rafinesque 

1819 Nycticeius Rafinesque, Journal de physique. 88: 417. Type N. humer- 

alis Rafinesque. 

Teeth 30; only two front teeth in upper ee between canines; back of mem- 

brane between legs furred at extreme base only; ears short, obtusely pointed. 

(Nycticéius; Gk., night being). 

Nycticeius is peculiar to North America, though closely related to 

an old world genus (Scotophilus). It is represented by one species 

only, a small but thickset bat with broad muzzle and blunt ears. 

Nycticeius humeralis Rafinesque Rafinesque’s bat 

1818 Vespertilio humeralis Rafinesque, American monthly magazine. 3: 

445, (Kentucky) 

1819 Nycticeius humeralis Rafinesque, Journal de physique. 88 : 417. 

1897 Nycticeius humeralis Miller, North American fauna. 16 Oct. 1897. 

no. 13, p. 118. 

Dull umber brown above, paler below. Total length 90 (34); tail vertebrae, 

36 (lz); forearm, 36 (1%). (humerdlis; Lat., humeral) 

Rafinesque’s bat inhabits the austral zones of the eastern United States. 

At present it has not been found north of Carlisle Pa. 

Genus Myotis Kaup 

1829 Myotis Kaup, Skizzirte Entw.-gesch. u. nattirl. syst. d. Europ. Thierw. 

1:106. Type Vespertilio murinus Schreber=V. myotis Bech- 

stein. 

Teeth 38; two pairs of front teeth in upper jaw between canines; back of 

membrane between legs naked except at extreme base. (Mydétis; Gk., 

mouse ear) 

The genus Myotis is very widely distributed in both eastern and 

western hemispheres. The species are still imperfectly known. In 

North America 16 forms are known, but only two of these occur within 

our limits. These are small delicately formed bats with slender muzzles 

and narrow ears. 
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SPECIES OF MYOTIS 

Ear, when laid forward, reaching considerably beyond tip of 

‘ECA Bae lt Ska PER PR 8 Ve PS SS M. subulatus 

Ear, when laid forward, reaching about to tip of muzzle..-... M. lucifugus 

Myotis subulatus (Say) Say’s dat 

1823 ?Vespertilio subulatus Say, Long’s exped. to Rocky mts. 2:65. 

(Arkansas river, near La Junta Col.) 

1864 Vespertilio subulatus H. Allen, Monogr, bats. N. Am. p. 51. 

‘(Eastern United States) 

1897 Myotis subulatus Miller, North American fauna. 16 Oct. 1897. no. 

13, p. 75. 

Dull brown, slightly paler and more yellowish below; ear reaching considerably 

beyond tip of nose when laid forward. Total length, 85 (33); tail vertebrae, 38 

(14); forearm, 35 (12). (Subulatus; Lat., awl-shaped) 

Say’s bat is locally common throughout eastern North America, south 

into the upper austral zone. The details of its distribution are imper- 

fectly known. The form found within our limits is M. subulatus 

subulatus. 

Myotis lucifugus (Le Conte) Jzt#le brown bat 

1831 Vespertilio lucifugus Le Conte, Mc Murtries’s Cuvier, Animal king- 

dom, 1, append. p. 431. (Southern Georgia) 

1897 Myotis lucifugus Miller, North America fauna. 16 Oct. 1897. no. 13, 

p. 59. 

Dull brown, slightly paler and more yellowish below; ear reaching barely to 

nostril when laid forward. Total length, 85 (38); tail vertebrae, 38 (14); fore- 

arm, 38 (14.) (lucifugus; Lat., light-fleeing) 

The little brown bat is abundant throughout eastern North America, 

south to the gulf coast. Within our limits it is represented by the 

typical race, M. lucifugus lucifugus. 

Genus Lasionycteris Peters 

1865 Lasionycteris Peters, Monatsber. K. Preuss. akad. wissensch. Ber- 

lin. p. 648. Type Vespertilio noctivagans Le Conte. 

Teeth 36; two pairs of front teeth in upper jaw between canines; back of mem- 

brane between legs furred to about middle. (Lasio ny ceteris; Gk., silk bat) 

The genus Lasionycteris is peculiar to North America. It 

contains one species only. 

Lasionycteris noctivagans (Le Conte) StWvery bat 

1831 Vespertilio noctivagans Le Conte, MecMurtries’ Cuvier, Anima] 

kingdom. June 1831. Append. p. 431. (Eastern United States) 

1865 Lasionyecteris noctivagans Peters, Monatsber. K. Preuss. akad. 

wissensch., Berlin. p. 648. 
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1897 Lasionyecteris noctivaganus Miller, North American fauna. 16 

Oct. 1897. no. 13, p. 86. 

Blackish, frosted with white. Total length, 100 (4); tail vertebrae, 40 (1%) ; 

forearm, 40 (1:33). (noctivagans; Lat., night wandering) 

The silvery bat is a common species in eastern North America. It is 
apparently most numerous in the boreal and transition zones. 

Genus Pipistrellus Kaup 
1829 Pipistrellus Kaup, Skizzirie Evtwick.-gesch. u. natiirl. syst. d. 

Europ. Thierw. Th. 1, p. 98. Type Vespertilio pipistrellus. 

Schreber. 

Teeth 34; two pairs of front teeth in upper jaw between canines; back of 

membrane between legs thinly haired on basal third. (Pipistréllus; N. 

Lat., a pipistrelle) 

The genus Pipistrellus is widely distributed in both old and 

new worlds. It contains numerous species, only three of which are 

American. One of these occurs within our limits. 

Pipistrellus subflavus (F. Cuvier) American pipistrelle 

Hairs on back with three distinct color bands. Total length, 85 (33); tail verte- 

brae, 40 (1x%); forearm, 35 (18). (subfladvus; Lat., yellowish.) 

The pipistrelle inhabits the eastern United States north to Lake 

George, New York. It is one of the most abundant bats throughout 

the austral zones. It is divisible into two subspecies. 

SUBSPECIES OF PIPISTRELLUS SUBFLAVUS 

General color light yellowish brown ..---..----- P. subflavus subflavus 

General color drab brown: 2.) 829g S te ot ee P. subflavus obscurus 

Pipistrellus subflavus subflavus (F. Cuvier) Southeastern pipistrelle 

1832 Vespertilio subflavus F. Cuvier, Nouv. Ann. mus. d’hist. nat. 

Paris. p. 17. (Eastern Uuited States, probably Georgia) 

1897 Pipistrellus subflavus Miller, North American fauna. 16 Oct. 

1897. no. 13, p. 90. 

General color light yellowish brown, the individual hairs on back deep plum- 

beous at base, yellowish brown at middle and dark brown at tip. (subflavus; 

Lat., yellowish) 

The southeastern pipistrelle is very abundant throughout the austral 

zones of the eastern United States, north to the lower Hudson valley. 

Pipistrellus subflavus obscurus Miller JVortheastern pipistrelle 

1897 Pipistrellus subflavus obscurus Miller, North American 

fauna. 16 Oct. 1897. no. 13, p. 93. (Lake George, New York) 

General color dull, pale, drab brown. (obsctrus; Lat., dusky) 

The northeastern pipistrelle is at present known from one locality only, 

Lake George, Warren co. N. Y. 
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Genus Vespertilio Linnaeus 

1758 Vespertilio Linnaeus, Systema naturae. ed.10.1:31. Type V. muri- 

nus, Linnaeus. 

Teeth 32; two pairs of front teeth in upper jaw between canines; back of 

membrane between legs naked except for a sprinkling of fine hairs on basal 

fourth. (Vespertilio; Lat., a bat) 

The genus Vespertilio is widely distributed in both hemispheres, 

but the species are very imperfectly known. Only one occurs in North 

America. 

Vespertilio fuscus Beauvois Big brown bat 

1796 Vespertilio fuscus Beau vois, Catalogue Peale’s museum. Phila- 

delphia. p. 18. (Philadelphia Pa.) 

1897 Vesperti lio fuseus Miller, North American fauna. 16 Oct. 1897, 

no. 13, p. 96. 

Sepia brown, paler below. Total length, 110 (4%); tail vertebrae, 45 (12); 

forearm, 45 (1%). (fuscus; Lat., dark) 

The big brown bat occurs throughout Mexico, the United States and 

southern Canada north to the lower edge of the boreal zone. It is divisi- 

ble into several races, of which the typical, V.fuscus fuscus, is 

abundant in eastern North America. 

CORRECTIONS 

_ Corrections of the names of two of the mammals occurring in eastern 

North America have been published’ too late to be inserted in the body 

of this paper. They are as follows: 

The house rat (p.95) should be Mus norvegicus Erxleben, Syst. 

Feoms) anim. p..Z51.\" 1777 - 

The northeastern fox squirrel (p. 87) should be Sciurus ludovi- 

ciamis, meelectus (Gray) (Macroxusineglectus Gray, 

wun anc Mae. dat. hist. 2867, 3d ser. 20: "425. Sciurus ludovi- 

eianus negléectus Nelson, Proc. biolog. soc. Washington 31 Oct. 

EGGG.| 113): .570) 

1Proe. biol. soc. Washington, 31 Oct. 1900. 18: 167, 169-70 
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The supesior figures tell the exact place on the page in ninths; e. g, 62° 

means page 62, beginning in the third ninth of the page, i. e. about one 

third of the way down. Synonyms are printed in italics. 

Alces, 81°-82* 

Americanus, 81°-82? 

machlis, 818-82 

Amphisorex lesueuri, 146 

Arctie zone, 62° 

Arctomys, 89* 

ignavus, 89° 

monax, 89° 

canadensis, 89" 

monax, 89’ 

Artiodactyla, 78° 

Arvicola breweri, 105* 

chrotorrhinus, 104° 

gapperi, 110° 

scalopsoides, 1038-41 

terraenovae, 1047 

Austral zone, 62 

Bat, 146°-51° 

big brown, 151° 

hoary, 147° 

little brown, 1495 

Rafinesque’s, 148° 

red, 147°-48? 

Say’s, 149% 

silvery, 149°-50? 

true, 146° 

typical, 146%-51° 

Bear, 188?-39° 

black, 139° 

Labrador black, 189" 

northern black, 139° 

polar, 138° 

Beaver, 91°-927 

American, 92} 

northeastern, 92° 

southeastern, 92° 

Bison, 79? 

American, 79° 

plains, 79° 

Bison, 79+ 

bison, 79° 

athabascae, 79° 

bison, 798 

Blarina, large, 142°-488 

small, 143° 

Blarina, 142°-43° 

brevicauda, 1429-485 

brevicauda, 143? 

carolinensis, 143° 

parva, 143° 

thomasi, 142’ 

Bos bison, 79° 

Bovidae, 79? 

Canadian zone, 62° 

Canidae, 1263-297 

Canis, 1267-275 

albus, 127? 

cinereoargenteus, 129° 

fulvus, 1287 

lagopus, 128} 

lupus albus, 127? 

occidentalis, 127+ 

occidentalis, 127* 
Cariacus, see Odocoileus 
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Caribou, barren ground, 81° 

Newfoundland, 81? 

woodland, 80? 

Carnivores, 1197-39° 

Castor, 918-92’ 

canadensis, 92 

canadensis, 92° 

canadensis, 92° 

carolinensis, 92° 

zibethicus, 102? 

Castoridae, 91°-92' 

Cats, 123°-26% 

Cattle, 79? 

Cervidae, 79°%-83' 

Cervus, 82? 

canadensis, 82° 

[dama] Americanus, 83* 

[elaphus] canadensis, 82* 

tarandus var. arcticus, 81* 

caribou, 80% 

virginianus, 83° 

Chipmunk, eastern, 88? 

northeastern, 88' 

southeastern, 88° 

Chiroptera, 146°-515 

Condylura, 140°-41° 

’ eristata, 141" 

Cottontail, 1187-19* 

eastern prairie, 118*-19* 

northeastern, 118° 

southeastern, 119% 

Cystophora, 121* 

cristata, 121° 

Deer, 79°-837 

northern Virginia, 83° 

southern Virginia, 83° 

Virginia, 82°-83' 

Dicrostonyx, 101’ 

hudsonius, 101° 

Didelphididae, 77°-78° 

Didelphis, 78? 

virginiana, 78‘ 

Dipodidae, 111°-14° 

Dipus hudsonius, 113? 

Dogs, 126?-29" 

Dorcelaphus, see Odocoileus 

Erethizon, 115° 

dorsatus, 115+ 

Erethizontidae, 115 

EKuarctos, 139° 

Eutheria, 76° 

Evotomys, 109'-11° 

carolinensis, 1097 

fuscodorsalis, 110° 

gapperi, 110°-11° 

gapperi, 1107 

gapperi, 110° 

ochraceus, i11? 

rhoadsi, 111* 

proteus, 110° 

rhoadsi, 111+ 

ungava, 109° 

Felidae, 123°-26° 

Felis, 123%-24° 

concolor, 124° 

hippolestes, 124* 

oregonensis, 124? 

hippolestes, 124* 

oregonensis, 124? 

ruffus, 1257 

Ferae, 1197-39° | 

Fiber, 101°-2$ 

obsecurus, 102° 

zibethicus, 101°-2° 

eibethicus, 1027 

aquilonius, 102° 

rivalicius, 102* 

zibethicus, 102? 

Fisher, 182+ 

Flesh-eaters, 1197-39? 

Fox, arctic, 128' 

flying, 146° 

gray, 129° 

Newfoundland red, 129? 

Nova Scotia red, 1288-29 

red, 128-29 

southeastern red, 128° _ 

Glires, 83*-119* 

Ground-hog, 89* 
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Gulo, 131° 

gulo, 131° 

luscus, 131° 

Halichoerus, 121°-22* 

grypus, 122+ 

Hare, 115’-19* 

American varying, 116%-18' 

Labrador arctic, 116° 

Newfoundland arctic, 116° 

northern varying, 117° 

Nova Scotian, 117° 

southern varying, 117'-18' 

Hedgehog, 115* ~ 

Hesperomys maniculatus, 98° 

Hoofed animals, 787-83’ 

Hudsonian zone, 62+ 

Hystrix dorsatus, 115* 

Insect-eaters, 140'-464 

Insectivora, 140'-46* 

Jerboas, 111°-14° 

Lasionycteris, 149'-50? 

noctivagans, 149°-50? 

Lasiurus, 147*-48° 

borealis, 147°-48? 

borealis, 148° 

cinereus, 147° 

Lemming, Bangs’s, 100° 

Cooper’s, 100* 

Labrador, 101° 

Preble’s, 100° 

True’s, 100° 

Leporidae, 1157-19° 

Lepus, 115%-19° 

americanus, 116°-187 

americanus, 1175 

americanus, 117° 

struthopus, 117° 

virginianus, 1177-18' 

arcticus bangsi, 116°, 116° | 

_ Sbangsi, 116° 

Lepus (continued) 

floridanus, 118?-19° 

floridanus, 118° . 

mallurus, 1194 
mearnsi, 118°-19* 

transitionalis, 118° 

labradorius, 116° 

nuttalli mallurus, 119+ 

sylwaticus, 119+ 

mearnsi, 118°-19* 

transitionalis, 118° 

virginianus, 117° 

Life zones, 61'-62° 

Lutra, 130*-31° 

degener, 131° 

hudsonica, 130°-31* 

hudsonica, 130°-31? 

hudsoniea, 130°-31? 

lataxina, 131? 

vaga, 131* 

lataxina, 131? 

Lynx, bay, 125° 

Canada, 125° 

Newfoundland, 125° 

Nova Scotia, 1267 

Lynx, 124’-26? 

canadensis, 125° 

gigas, 126+ 

ruffus, 1257 

ruffus, 125° 

subsolanus, 125° 

Marsupialia, 77°-78° 

Marsupials, 77°-78° 

Martin, eastern, 132°-33? 

Newfoundland, 133° 

north Labrador, 132' 

Mazama americana, 83° 

Megachiroptera, 146° 

Mephitis, 136°-377 

mephitica, 136°-37° 

mephitica, 137? 

' mephitiea, 137? 

mephitica, 137° 

scrutator, 187 

Meriones americanus, 112" 
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Metatheria, 76° 

Microchiroptera, 146° 

Microtus, 102°%-7?° 

Mouse (continued) 

jumping, 111°-14° 

Labrador deer, 98° | 

breweri, 105° 

chrotorrhinus, 104*-5* 

chrotorrhinus, 104° 

chrotorrhinus, 104° 

ravus, 105+ 

enixus, 105° 

fontigenus, 107% 

insularis, 107° 

nesophilus, 107° 

pennsylvanicus, 105*-T* 

pennsylvanicus, 106° 

acadicus, 107‘ 

fontigenus, 107 

labradorius, 106° 

pennsylvanicus, 106° 

pinetorum, 103°-4* 

scalopsoides, 103°-4! 

terraenovae, 104? 

Labrador field, 106° 

Labrador meadow jumping, 113‘ 

meadow, 107° 

meadow jumping, 112*-13° 

Mount Washington redbacked, 

15 be 

mountain woodland jumping, 

114° 

New Jersey redbaeked, 111* 

northern field, 107* 

northern meadow jumping, 113' 

northern pine, 103°%-4* 

northern woodland jumping, 

114° 

pine, 103°-4* 

rice field, 96° 

southern meadow jumping, 1127 

ungava redbacked, 109* 

Mictomys innuitus, 100° 

Mink, 1383°-34' 

variable redbacked, 110° 

Virginia harvest, 96¢ 

northeastern, 134? woodland jumping, 113*-14° 

southeastern, 134° Muridae, 92°-111° 

Mole, 140°-42° Mus, 94°-95° 

eastern hairy-tailed, 142 

naked-tailed, 141° 

star-nosed, 141? 

Moose, eastern, 81°-82? 

Mouse, 92°-111° 

acadian field, 107+ 

Canadian white-footed, 97°-98? 

Carolina redbacked, 109° 

cloudland white-footed, 98* 

common eastern field, 106° 

common redbacked, 110-11? 

deer, 98° 

eastern redbacked, 110’ 

field, 105°-7° 

Gull island, 107° 

harvest, 95* 

house, 94°-95* 

Hudsonian white-footed, 97° 

Hudsonian woodland jumping, 

114° 
oo 

alexandrinus, 94° 

decumanus, 95* 

hudsonius, 101° 

lecontii, 95* 

monaz, 89° 

musculus, 94°-95* 

palustris, 96° 

pennsylvanica, 106° 

rattus, 95? 

volans, 90* 

Musculus leucopus, 98* 

Muskrat, 1018-2° 

Labrador, 102° 

Newfoundland, 102* 

northern, 102? 

Mustela, 182'-33* 

americana, 132°-33? 

atrata, 133° 

brumalis, 132' 

caurina, 133° 



Mustela (continued) 

cicognanmii, 134°-35* 

hudsonica, 130°-31? 

lutreocephala, 134° 

pennanti, 132+ 

pennanti, 132° 

vison, 134° 

Mustelidae, 129°*-37° 

Myotis, 1487-49" 

_ lucifugus, 149° 

lucifugus, 149° 

subulatus, 149’ 

subulatus, 149+ 

Napaeozapus, 113°-14° 

insignis, 113°-14° 

abietorum, 114° 

insignis, 114° 

roanensis, 114’ 

Neosciurus, 63° 

Neosorex albibarbis, 144? 

Neotoma, 98°- 

pennsylvanica, 99° 

Nycticeius, 148° 

humeralis, 148° 

Odobaenus rosmarus, 120° 

Odocoileus, 82°*-837 

americanus, 82°-83' 

americanus, 83° 

borealis, 83° 

Opossum, 77°-78° 

common, 78* 

Oryzomys, 96° 

palustris, 96° 

palustris, 96’ 

Otter, Newfoundland, 131° 

North American, 130*-314 

northeastern, 130°-31? 

southeastern, 131? 

Parascalops, 141°-42? 

breweri, 142' 

Parasciurus, 63° 
Peromyscus, 967-98 

canadensis, 97*-98* 

canadensis, 97* 

abietorum, 97° 
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Peromyscus canadensis (continued) 

canadensis, 97° 

nubiterrae, 98' 

leucopus, 98* 

noveboracensis, 98° 

nubiterrae, 98? 

maniculatus, 98° 

Phenacomys, large yellow-faced, 

108° 

small yellow-faced, 1087 

Phenacomys, 108' 

celatus, 108° 

latimanus, 108° 

ungava, 108° 

Phoea, 122?-23° 

cristata, 121° 

foetida, 123 

groenlandica, 122’ 

grypus, 122? 

hispida, 123+ 

vitulina, 123° 

Phocidae, 1211-235 

Pipistrelle, American, 150* 

northeastern, 150° 

southeastern, 150* 

Pipistrellus, 150° 

subflavus, 150‘ 

subjlawus, 150° 

obscurus, 150° 

subflavus, 150° 

Porcupine, Canada, 115* 

new world, 115’ 

Procyon, 137°-38* 

lotor, 138' 

elucus, 138* 

lotor, 138° 

Procyonidae, 137°-38* 

Prototheria, 76° 

Puma, 124 

northern, 124* 

Putorius, 133*-36° 

cicognani, 134° 

cicognanii, 1347-35* 

alascensis, 135° 

cicognanii, 135° 

richardsoni, 135° 
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Putorius (continued) 

noveboracensis, 135°-36° 

noveboracensis, 1367, 136+ 

notius, 136+ 
noveboracensis, 1367 

occisor, 135* 

vison, 133°-34' 

vison, 134° 

energumenos, 134+ 

lutensis, 134° 

lutreocephalus, 134° 

vison, 134? 

vulgivagus, 134° © 

Racoon, 137°-38° 

Rangifer, 80*-81° 

arcticus, 81* 

caribou, 80° 

tarandus arcticus, 814 

caribou, 80° 

terraenovae, 81* 

terraenovae, 81° 

Rat, 92°-111° 

Alleghany cave, 99° 

black, 95? 

house, 95* 

roof, 94° 

Reindeer, 80°-81° 

Reithrodontomys, 955-967 

lecontii, 95°-96? 

dickinsoni, 95° 

impiger, 96* 

lecontii, 95° 

Rodents, 83°-119* 

Rosmaridae, 120° 

Rosmarus, 120° 

rosmarus, 120° 

Scalops, 141° 

aquaticus, 141° 

; brewert, 142 

Sciuridae, 84°-91° 

Sciuropterus, 90'-91° 

sabrinus, 907-91° 

sabrinus, 91°, 914 

macrotis, 91‘ 

sabrinus, 91? 

Sciuropterus (continued) 

volans, 90* 

volans, 90° 

Sciurus, 637, 85!-87° 
carolinensis, 86°-87° 

carolinensis, 86°-877, 87 

carolinensis, 86°-87" 

leucotis, 87 

hudsonicus, 855-86° 

_ hudsonicus, 86? 

gymnicus, 85° 

hudsonicus, 86* 
loquax, 86+ 

leucotis, 87? 

lysteri, 88' 

ludovicianus, 63°, 87° 

ludovicianus, 87° 

vicinus, 63°, 877 

sabrinus, 91? 

striatus, 88° 

[vulgaris] hudsonicus, 86+ 

Scotophilus, 148* 

Seal, earless, 1217-235 

gray, 122? 

harbor, 123° 

harp, 122" 

hooded, 121° 

ringed, 123% 

Sheep, 79? 

Shrew, 1425-46 

big-tailed, 144’ 

. eastern marsh, 144° 

Hoy’s, 144* 

Labrador masked, 146° 

masked, 145*-46° 

northern masked, 145’ 

Richardson’s, 1448-45? 

smoky, 145? 

southern masked, 146+ 

Sitomys americanus canadensis, 97° 

Skunk, common, 136-37 

northeastern, 137? 

southeastern, 137+ 

Sorex, 143°-46* 

albibarbis, 144? 

aquaticus, 141° 
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Sorex (continued) 

brevicaudus, 142°-43° 

cristatus, 141+ 

fumeus, 145? 

hoyi, 144+ 

macrurus, 144’ 

parvus, 143+ 

personatus, 145*-46° 

personatus, 145° 

leseuri, 146 

miscix, 146° 

personatus, 145’ 

richardsoni, 144°-457 

Soricidae, 142%-46* 

Squirrel, 84°-91° 
7 Canadian flying, 91‘ 

Canadian red, 85° 

fox, 87° 

gray, 86°-87° 

Hudsonian flying, 91? 

Hudsonian red, 867 

northeastern gray, 87° 

northern flying, 907-91° 

northern fox, 87' 

red, 85°-86° 

southeastern gray, 86°-87? 

southeastern red, 86* 

southern flying, 90* 

- western, fox, 87° 

Synaptomys, 99°-100° 

cooperi, 100 

fatuus, 100* 

innuitus, 100° 

sphagnicola, 100° 

Synopsis, 65-76 

Talpidae, 140°-42* 

Talpinae, 140° 

Tamias, 88! 

striatus, 88° 

striatus, 88* 

lysteri, 887 

striatus, 88° 

Tamiasciurus, 63° 

LAND MAMMALS 

Thalarctos, 188° 

maritimus, 138° 

maritimus, 138° 

polaris, 138° 

Transition zone, 62° 

Trichechus rosmarus, 120° 

Ungulata, 787-837 

Upper austral zone, 62° 

Urocyon, 129* 

cinereoargenteus, 129° 

cinereoargenteus, 129° 

Ursidae, 138*-39° 

Ursus, 139° 

americanus, 139° 

americanus, 139° 

americanus, 13895 

sornborgeri, 139° 

lotor, 138% 

luscus, 1318 
maritimus, 138° 

richardsom, 189° 

Vespertilio, 151? 

borealis, 147°-48? 

fuscus, 151° 

fuscus, 151° 

humeralis, 148° 

linereus, 147* 

lucifugus, 149° : 

noctivagans, 149°-50? 

subflawvus, 150° 

subulatus, 149? 

Vespertilionidae, 146°-515 

Vespertilioninae, 146° 

Viverra mephitica, 187? 

Vole, Hamilton inlet, 105¢* 

Labrador rock, 105+ 

Muskeget island, 105* 

Newfoundland, 104? 

rock, 1044-5* 

southern rock, 104’ 

Vulpes, 127*%-29* 

deletrix, 129° 

fulvus, 128°-29' 
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Vulpes (continued) : Wildeat, 125° 

fulwus, 128° Wolf, American, 127* 

fulvus, 128° arctic, 127? 

rubricatus, 128*-29* Wolverine, 131° 

lagopus, 128° Woodchuck, common, 89 
pennsylvanica rubricata, 128°-29* Labrador, 89° 

vafra, 1288-29* 

Zapodinae, 111° 

Walrus, 120° Zapus, 1127-13° 

Atlantic, 120° hudsonius, 112°-13° 

Wapiti, east American, 82* hudsonius, 113? 

Weasel, 129°-37° americanus, 112' 

New York, 135°-365 hudsonius, 113 

slender-tailed, 135+ ladas, 113+ 

small brown, 134’-35® insignis, 114° 

white-bellied New York, 1867. abietorum, 114? 

yellow-bellied New York, 136+ roanensis, 114° 

« (fages 161-62 were bulletin cover pages) 
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ORTHOCERAS IN THE ONEONTA BEDS OF CHENANGO VALLEY 167 

A REMARKABLE OCCURRENCE OF ORTHOCERAS IN THE 

ONEONTA BEDS OF THE CHENANGO VALLEY, N. Y. 

BY JOHN M. CLARKE 

(Plates 1-4) 

At, Oxford in the valley of the Chenango river in southern 

central New York are the extensive bluestone quarries of the | 

F. G. Clarke Co. These quarries lie in the westward extension 

_of the formation termed by Vanuxem the Oneonta beds. I have 

shown on previous occasions that these Oneonta beds represent 

in the Chenango valley region a peculiarly local development of 

the later deposits made during the period of time known as the 

Portage age. They are underlaid by the lower beds of the Ithaca 

stage, bearing an abundant marine fauna very closely allied 

in specific traits to the fauna of the Hamilton shales beneath. 

The Oneonta deposits were evidently laid down in a shallow or 

receding sea or perhaps, speaking with more precision, in an 

estuary while shut off from the open sea and freely receiving ter- 

restrial drainage. The deposits contain no forms of life similar 

to those of the upper beds of the Ithaca formation with which 

they are apparently stratigraphically continuous and which 

bound them on the west. Their strata consist for the most part 

of schistose sands here and there interstratified with fine-grained 

argillaceous shales carrying in places considerable calcareous 

matter. The deposits are several hundred feet in thickness in 

this section, and are often highly colored by the green and red 

tints of iron oxids, in which respect they are not unlike some of 

the sands of the Catskill formation. With our present knowl- 

edge we interpret the Oneonta sedimentation as of similar origin 

to that of the Catskill and the precursor or the introduction 

of the latter in the meridian of the Chenango valley. Here the 

Chemung beds, carrying a marine fauna, extend over the Oneonta 

Sediments and separate them from the Catskill above, but, pass- 

Ing eastward into Delaware co., the Chemung strata finally dis- 
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appear or become indeterminate, and the Oneonta sedimentation 

is continued without interruption directly into the Catskill, the 

entire series of beds representing there a continuance of similar 

estuarine conditions. Organic remains in these Oneonta deposits 

are by no means of common occurrence. Fish remains are some- 

times found in most excellent preservation, and some of these 

have been described, but these nectonic animals are not neces- 

sarily to be regarded as proper members of the fauna of this es- 

tuarine province. Large quantities of terrestrial driftwood, often 

forming handsome specimens of Lepidodendron and fern 

fronds, have been brought in by the surface drainage, and over 

the surface of the soft shales one may find traces of annelid 

tracks, crustacean trails and impressions of ostracodes. The 

most characteristic fossil of the entire series however is the 

Cypricardites catskillensis, of Vanuxem, the A m- 

nigenia catskillensis. of Hall. This large Unio-like 

shell, showing in its form and hinge structure its relation to its 

fresh-water descendants, abounds in some places in the Oneonta 

beds, particularly in the outcrops about Oxford. 

In the Clarke quarry at Oxford the principal bluestone layer 

is a compact, fine-grained, greenish gray sandstone lying at the 

base of the opening, having a thickness of about 25 feet and 

known by the quarrymen as “ liver rock”, an expression equiva- 

lent to the better known term, freestone. Below this layer the 

quarrymen at times expose a similar sandstone having a thick- 

ness of about 5 feet which, though not always accessible, is 

regarded as of excellent quality for commercial purposes. Some 

months ago, by the favor of E. E. Davis of Norwich, my atten- 

tion was called to the fact that this rock, which is really seldom 

exposed, is crossed vertically by regular specimens of Ortho- 

ceras standing with the apexes downward and traversing the 

entire thickness of the layer. The specimens brought to me at that 

time had been dislodged from the matrix and showed that the 

shell had been replaced entirely by the sand and all its cavities 

filled in the same way by the sediment. The cones also had been 

more or less compressed laterally and yet preserved the evidence 
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of septation and showed the position and form of the siphuncle. 

On examining this stratum in place I have found that these shells 

are seldom defiected from the vertical; and they are exposed on 

any broken face of the rock in such a way that the quarrymen 

have long designated the stratum as the “ core bed”, speaking of 

the: fossils themselves as “ cores”, an expressive term in view of 

the fact that in most cases they have about the same size as the 

drill holes, which also penetrate the bed vertically. One is often 

forcibly impressed with the appearance of a fragment of the 

stratum bearing on its face alternate drill holes and casts of 

Orthoceras. These shells appear to have made no interrup- 

tion in the sedimentation. The straticular lines run horizontally 

to them, may often be seen crossing them, or if not crossing 

they are not deflected or disturbed about them. The number of 

shells in this particular stratum is incalculable. On the surface 

of a stone measuring 3 feet by 18 inches I have counted the 

transverse sections of 15 individuals, this but an average in- 

stance. In the stratum overlying the “liver rock”, these shells 

are less numerous but are present, and one of our photographs 

shows one about 4 feet in length in the lower bench of this bed. 

It is not only in the quarry of which I speak that these 

Orthoceras-bearing strata have been observed. On the east 

side of the Chenango valley at Oxford they occur in small quar- 

ries situated from three fourths to one mile away from the Clarke 

quarry, and likewise in the old Miller quarry (controlled by 

the Clarke Co.) at Coventry or South Oxford, 2 miles due 

south of Oxford. The dip of the rocks throughout this region 

is very slight, and, as the strata at Coventry are pretty high, I 

am disposed to believe that the appearance of this peculiar rock 

at the latter place is not a reappearance of the same stratum, 

but indicates a recurrence of the same phenomenon at a subse- 

quent period. The rock at Coventry differs from that at 

Oxford in this respect. Instead of being a compact sandstone, 

the layer is schistose and is taken out for unsawn flagstone. The 

individuals of Orthoceras are seen penetrating successive 

layers of flags, and on the sedimentation surface of these flags the 
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transverse sections of the Orthoceras appear as circular or 

oval discolorations elevated or depressed and are known to the 

quarry men as “knots.” In no instance have I noticed any marked 

deviation in the position of these long, straight cephalopod shells 

from the vertical, nor are they oriented otherwise than with the 

apexes down and apertures up. 

We have then here layers of sand, deposited in a shallow, 

retired sea or arm of the sea at a depth and ‘under condi- 

tions extremely unfavorable for the development and growth 

of true marine life, crowded with innumerable thousands of 

these cephalopods in this most peculiar and unexpected atti- 

tude. As to the cause of this occurrence, one fact seems 

perfectly clear, that these shells have been borne in by the 

waves from deeper waters, as it is well established that 

Orthoceras, like most of its heavily shelled allies, was a ben- 

thonie animal. These remains must also have been floated in as 

dead shells, but their position with the apex down is not easy to 

account for unless we conceive that the early chambers had been 

broken into and more or less filled with mud or sand. As to the 

source whence they came, it may be said that, though these 

fossils have not clearly retained specific characters, an Ortho- 

ceras of similar large size and general proportions is occasion- 

ally found in the fauna of the Ithaca group which occupied the 

province immediately to the west during the deposition of the 

Oneonta beds. 

In the discussion of this problem before the geologic sec- 

tion of the American association at its Columbus meeting 

(1899) it was suggested that a sudden incursion of fresh water 

from the continental drainage way into the marine province 

occupied by these Orthocerata would be a sufficient cause 

for the sudden and immediate extinction of their life. I should 

regard this as a probable explanation of that general and wide- 

spread destruction. Such a cause would have annihilated all as- 

sociated marine life, and it is evident that the Orthocerata 

have been carried well away from their habitat by flotation after 

death. With the apical chambers of the shells weighted with 
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mud and the later chambers filled with gases of decomposition, 

the erect position of the shells, maintained continuously while 

the sedimentation went on about them, would naturally be as- 

sumed. 

In the flagstones appearing throughout the quarry region in 

the vicinity of West Hurley, Ulster co., evidence of similar occur- 

rences of vertical Orthoceras has been observed. Doubtless 

the greater part of the entire mass of these flagstones, which ac- 

cording to the estimate made by N. H. Darton are not less than 

4000 feet thick, represents physical conditions quite similar to 

those evident in the rocks of the Chenango valley, conditions 

which here are completed and terminated only with the termina- 

tion of the Catskill formation. Some of the evidences of the 

vertical Orthoceras from these rocks are conclusive, though 

in respect to abundance and mode of preservation they are less 

impressive than the occurrence at Oxford. In association with 

these organic remains.are, however, often found formations of 

Similar appearance, likewise crossing the strata vertically, fre- 

quently of small size, and when the rock is schistose, showing 

concavities on one side and convexities on the other side of the 

slabs. The majority of these are doubtless of mechanical origin, 

perhaps in part representing vertical tubules or vertical disturb- 

ances of straticulation by the bubbling of confined gases or air 

up through the sediments. 
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PAROPSONEMA CRYPTOPHYA 

A peculiar echinoderm from the Intumescens-zone (Portage 

beds) of western New York 

BY JOHN M, CLARKE 

(Plates 5-9) | 

While prosecuting paleontologic work in the Portage form- 

ation of western New York during the season of 1895, D. D. 

Luther brought to light a number of interesting hexactinellid 

sponges or Dictyospongidae at the horizon of the Portage ~ 

sandstones in the Tannery gully at Naples N. Y. These proved 

to belong largely to the genus Hydnoceras and constitute 

the first evidence obtained of the existence of such bodies in this 

formation. Among them was a single incomplete fragment, show- 

ing a radial surface structure modified by fine, interrupted cross- 

lines, that give the surface of the body a plaited aspect suggestive 

of minute basket work. The body, through incompleteness and 

obscure retention, failed to explain itself or even suggest its true 

nature, though it was clearly evident that it had no relation to the 

sponges with which it was found. In the season of 1897, Mr 

Luther obtained from a loose slab of Portage sandstone in the 

vicinity of the former locality several specimens of this fossil in 

so complete a state as to justify the inference that all the parts 

capable of preservation in such sediments are here retained. 

Since then he has been successsful in locating the stratum con- 

taining the fossil. These specimens are in different conditions 

of excellence; one has suffered little modification in outline, 

another is but slightly irregular in its periphery, and of the rest 

only portions greater or less are preserved. 

The fossil is discoid and of quite regularly elliptic outline; 

the one best preserved has a length of 190 mm and a width of 

160 mm, the original shell being thus of no inconsiderable size. 

The thickness of these large disks is very slight. We shall pres. 

ently observe the total difference in the aspect of the upper and 

lower surfaces, and yet some of the examples show that between 

these surfaces there was but a very narrow space. In the speci- 

men represented by the two figures, plates 6 and 7, which are 
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epposite faces, the space intervening had not more than the 

thickness of a piece of blotting paper and had been filled, not — 

with matrix or any ancient deposit, but with a comparatively 

recent, discontinuous deposition of infiltrated, amorphous cal- 

cite of the same character as that elsewhere observed on more 

exposed partings of the matrix. In another specimen this in- 

terval is greater, though variable, and is seen to be filled with 

the sandy matrix. It is to be assumed that such disk-shaped 

bodies in rocks of this character under no little vertical pressure 

from superjacent sediments, must have, unless highly resistant, 

been compressed to the almost complete extinction of the interior 

Space; and, on investigation of these structures, it seems that 

the original matter of the fossils, so far from being capable of 

withstanding high pressure, probably yielded to very slight 

strains. 

One of the two sides is smooth, that is to say, devoid of regular 

structure or intimate detail. Its surface is however wrinkled 

and puckered. Where this character is best manifested it is 

clear that the largest of the wrinkles as well as the vast number 

of very minute ones are the outcome of compression; the former 

are pinched up into one or two prominent folds, the others lie 

over the surface principally of the median portion. This median 

part of the fossil evinces by these indexes the greatest compres. 

sion. More regularity marks the series of wrinkles which depart 

from the ceniral area toward the periphery, ramifying, inosculat- 

ing and spreading outward but becoming extinct before the 

actual margin of the disk is reached. In some cases traces of 

finer, direct radial striae are visible over the smooth peripheral 

border, but these are not always clear. Such is the aspect of the 

surface which for convenience and perhaps with propriety we 

may term the ventral; but it is the aspect shown by the removal 

from this surface of the opposite side of the disk, and doubtless 

its contour is that of the interior side of this ventral shell. Let 

us reverse, therefore, the contour as described and we shall have 

the aspect of the exterior ventral surface, on which there will 

be the casual wrinkles as before, but the radiating and true 

Structural features will be anastomosing grooves and channels, 
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strikingly similar to those found on the ventral side of any 

Scutella. 

The opposite or dorsal side likewise gives evidence of 

these structural channels. I am satisfied however, that these 

do not appertain to this surface but have been developed. 

in such specimens by compression against the ventral sur- 

face; for where these channels are most strongly developed 

they correspond in shape and position on the two sides, as is 

seen by laying one side on the other, as it was when they were 

found in the rock; furthermore, specimens which have been some- 

what obliquely compressed, or lodged in the matrix at such an 

angle that compression failed to bring the opposite faces into 

contact do not bear these markings. The leading character of 

this dorsal surface, however, consists of a great number of 

radial lines departing from the central point of the disk. We 

observe, first, that these radial lines about the center have some- 

what the appearance of broad cords closely knotted at regular 

intervals. We may conceive of two such knotted cords lying 

side by side, the knots of one fitting into the intervals of the - 

other, each pair very gradually widening outward from the 

center and each separated from the next pair by a smooth, ligu- 

late area not wider than the cords. Or these radii may be 

likened to a series of braids widening outward. The number of 

such braids meeting at or departing from the center has not been 

definitely determined, as in the most complete of the specimens 

they are not sufficiently distinct to permit enumeration. They 

are, however, very numerous. Where most clearly retained there 

are about 25 in approximately one half of the surface. Probably 

it would not be an overstatement to place at 50 the number of 

these radial braids actually departing from the center of the 

disk. pal a aes « 

These radial bands are, however, simple for only a part of 

the radial length. At a point considerably within one half of 

the radius of the disk each tapers to a definite extremity. In 

other words, the smooth intervening areas bifurcate and the 

branches of each join with the branches at their side. Thus by 

the branching and inosculating of the intercalary areas the 
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braids of the median series are terminated and new series in- 

itiated, these arising within the branches mentioned. Several 

specimens show very clearly that the new series of braids begins 

at a given radial length and forms a distinct cycle. Still another 

bifurcation of the smooth radii occurs about half way between 

the first cycle and the margin of the disk, and this again occurs 

at the same radial distance for each radius. Each smooth in- 

tercalary area which staris from the center is represented by 

four branches at its distal termination. All radii, both struc- 

tural and structureless, taper and become extinct within the 

margin of the disk, leaving a smooth border about the disk. 

The actual structure of the radial areas which we have spoken 

of as braids, though not apparent about the center, becomes 

clearer as these areas widen in the second cycle and pass to their 

final extinction in the third. 

It is necessary to premise that the specimens showing this 

Surface of the disk are preserved as sculpture casts, so that, 

while the actual substance of the body has been removed without 

replacement, we see the surface with the original relief of the 

exterior. 

The broader parts of the radial braids, from near the com- 

mencement of the second cycle to their extinction, bear a regu- 

lar succession of horizontal rows of pores. Beginning at the 

lateral margin of one of these poriferous areas or braids, two 

adjoining rows of pores will be found to converge slightly and 

terminate by such convergence. Such a pair of rows will have 

the position of its apex on or near the central line of the area 

and between the apexes of two similar pairs on the other half 

of the area. The rows of pores are separated by low ridges on 

the sculpture cast, but the ridges between rows of the same 

pair are distinctly less prominent than those between adjoining 

pairs. This structure is, as observed, most clearly retained over 

the second cycle of braids, where their diameter is greatest and 

both pores and poriferous plates are most pronounced; outward 

toward the periphery the horizontal extent of the pore rows 

is less, the pores themselves more restricted to the margins of 

the area and apparently of considerably larger size. The effect 

of this structure is to make the poriferous bands appear to 
— 
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branch not far within their extinction, rather than the inter- 

vening unporous areas; an appearance well depicted in several of 

our figures but somewhat illusory as explained by the diagram 

(plate 5). We have then, evidently, in these porous radial bands, 

well defined ambulacral areas. The limits of their component 

plates are almost completely: obsolete, but notwithstanding the 

general obscurity there are places where their margins are clearly 

discernible. The character of these ambulacral areas of the first 

cycle does not differ from that of later cycles, but their aspect 

is different: the close crowding of the alternating knots or short, 

horizontal ridges produces the braid-like appearance already de- 

scribed, and the pores are only obscurely shown, perhaps because 

of imperfect retention and perhaps from incomplete develop- 

ment; but when visible they are seen to lie in the grooves be- 

tween the horizontal knots. 

At the point of convergence of these radial bands near the 

center of the disk we have looked in vain for any evidence of 

structure. In three or four specimens this area is retained and 

in these it is simply a smooth, structureless spot where with the 

most obscure beginnings the ambulacral radii come into being. 

It is difficult to believe that the space did not possess some dif- 

ferential structure, but in that event it was of so delicate detail 

that it has been lost in the rather rude retention of these fossils. 

Nor is there any other single spot or area on this dorsal disk to 

which any special structure may be ascribed. Let us farther 

emphasize this significant fact; outside of the ambulacral areas 

there is no palpable evidence, either on the. dorsal or ventral 

faces of the disk, of geometric plates, nor anywhere of a tubercled, 

scrobicular surface. 

All the evidence, then, that can now be educed from this fossil 

leads to the following inference. The organism is probably an 

echinoid. In form it is a flattened, oval disk, not unlike 

Scutella in this respect. In an uncompressed condition the 

imperforate side may have been slightly concave; the other 

surface was distinctly convex. Its ambulacral region is re- 

stricted to one side, as in many clypeastroids and spatangoids. 

The imperforate side bears radiating and inosculating surface - 

channels not unlike those of Scutella. The ambulacra are in 
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radial bands, which at the center of the disk are not less than 25 

and are probably as many as 50 in number. These increase by the 

simple bifurcation of the long and narrow interambulacral spaces, 

at two distinct ontogenic periods, so that the outcome of this sub- 

division is three slightly interpenetrating cycles of ambulacral 

bands. No oral, genital or anal structures have been determined. 

- The center of the surface is the point of convergence of all the 

ambulacral bands and is smooth or has not retained essential 

structural details. The existence of geometric plates on these 

ambulacra is shown in only a few places; most distinctly along 

the edges of the interambulacral spaces of the second cycle, where 

the lateral ends of the ambulacral plates make a visible notching 

of the margin, and again now and then the horizontal edges of 

the perforate plates are shown. In no part of the fossil is there 

evidence of plates on the imperforate surfaces. 

The evidence of the presence of plates over the ambulacra 

is definite though imperfect, but their apparent total absence 

on the major parts of the surface of the body prompts the fol- 

lowing suggestion. “The matrix of the fossils, a highly laminated 

or “reedy ” silico-felspathic sandstone, contains, in the Tannery 

gully at Naples, dictyosponges and considerable masses of 

comminuted floatwood, but no fossils with calcareous test of 

considérable thickness. Elsewhere this same Portage sandstone 

is not infrequently found to contain joints of crinoid columns pre- 

served in the usual crystalline calcite. If these echinoid bodies, 

which we propose to term Paropsonema cryptophya, 

possessed a calcareous test in any degree corresponding to their 

considerable size, we should expect to find even in this arenaceous 

matrix some direct or at least more reliable indirect evidence of 

its presence. It may, therefore, be well to consider whether these 

fossils were not provided for the most part with a leathery or 

imperfectly calcified integument. 

The foregoing description gives an account of the characters 

of this singular fossil so far as it seems possible to make them 

out. These are so unusual and so different from structures pre 

sented by the fossil and recent Echinodermata that it 

would be ventaresome to make farther suggestions as to the prob- 

able affinities ef the organism. The specimens and drawings 
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have been submitted to several accomplished morphologists, one | 

of them, Dr Robert T. Jackson of Boston, specially familiar with 

the Echinoidea, and, while these gentlemen have kindly 

taken time for careful examination of the various structural fea- 

tures determinable, none have been willing to express a definite 

opinion as to the precise taxonomic position of the fossil. To one 

intimation from Dr Jackson however I shall take the liberty to 

refer, as it seems to some extent borne out by the material at 

hand. This is, in effect, that the ambulacral series 1 and 3 (see 

accompanying diagram, plate 5) may have been continuous in — 

early stages of growth or in preexisting, more elementary types, 

and that series 2, therefore, may have been continuous from the 

center of the disk, thus making two series of small ambulacra, 

each bifureating at its extremity in the region of the periphery. 

The suggestion, and it was intended to be no more than this, 

would imply that the discontinuity of the ambulacral series was 

due to the exigencies of growth, series 1 and 3 being crowded 

asunder by the lateral growth of series 2. Such a modification 

of structure would simplify the interpretation of the organism. 

Among the material illustrated is a young specimen not so dis- 

tinctly preserved as some of the larger examples, but so far as 

it is possible to make out, these ambulacral rows do here appear 

to be continuous radii. Perhaps the fact should be stated in 

this way, that there is no very clear evidence of discontinuity 

or of cycles. of these ambulacral radii in this young example, 

and so far as this specimen alone is concerned the suggestion 

of Dr Jackson is corroborated (see plate 9, fig. 1). 

It may be well here to direct attention to a very noteworthy re- 

semblance between this young specimen and the Discophyl- 

lum peltatum Hall, a fossil described from the “ Hudson 

river ” slates at Trov N. Y., which has recently been refigured by 

C. D. Walcott in his Monograph of the fossil medusae. 1 can not 

however look on the two as identical in all structural features. 

There is excellent reason for expecting from the Portage rocks 

which have supplied these specimens of Paropsonema, other 

material which will retain additional details of structure suffi- 
cient to elucidate farther the anatomy and taxonomic position of 

this peculiar organism. 
/ 



Plate 5 

Diagram showing the 3 cycles of nonambulacral areas 
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PLATE 6 

Paropsonema cryptophya Clarke 

The adambulacral surface of a nearly entire specimen with im- 

pressions of radial channels and integumental wrinkles. 

Portage sandstone. Naples N. Y. 



’_- Bull. 37.N_Y. State Museum. 

G.B. Simpson del. James B. Lyon, State 
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q PLATE 

Paropsonema cryptophya Clarke 

The ambulacral surface with impressions of the radial channels 

belonging to the opposite surface of the test. This and the 

figure on plate 6 pertain to the same specimen. 
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PLATE 8 

Paropsonema cryptophya Clarke 
Fig. 

1 The half of a specimen, showing the three cycles of ambulacral 

bands and the smooth peripheral surface. 

2 An infolded and imperfect specimen which preserves some of 

the detail with clearness. 
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PLATE 9 

Ee Paropsonema cryptophya Clarke 

iN young specimen in which the detail is not very clear, but 

indicates no evidence of the second cycle of bands. 

2 The adambulacral side of another young specimen. 

3 The ambulacral side of an infolded and distorted example 

with the structure of the ambulacral and interambulacral 

areas quite clearly shown. 
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DICTYONINE HEXACTINELLID SPONGES FROM THE 

UPPER DEVONIC OF NEW YORK 

BY JOHN M. CLARKE 

(Plates 10-11) 

A most striking characteristic of the shallow water fauna of 

the Chemung beds of the middle Upper Devonic is its great de- 

velopment of Hexactinellida, or silicious reticulate 

sponges. The evidence of the fruitfulness and multiplicity of 

these organisms at that time is of comparatively recent date. By 

the publication of Memoir no. 2, of the State museum (The pale- 

ozoic hexactinellid sponges constituting the family Dictyospongidae, 

1899) more than 70 species of the fossils, assigned to 16 

genera, have been made known from this formation. The 

demonstration of such an extensive development could have been 

possible only with the assistance of very large collections, and 

while these have shown that such fossils abound in a most unfore- 

seen profusion, yet it is clear that they are more or less localized 

in their distribution. At present they appear to have multiplied 

most rapidly and varied most in the Chemung rocks of the cen- 

tral and southwestern parts of the state of New York, particularly 

in southern Ontario, Steuben, Allegany and Cattaraugus counties. 

In these regions various well defined plantations have been 

located, some of which have already yielded, and others doubtless 

would yield on exploitation, thousands of individuals. Eastward 

in the outcrops of this formation, these sponges become of rare 

occurrence, and outside of this state but very few have been found 

in rocks of this age. All of the forms hitherto described have 

been embraced within the somewhat conventional limits of the 

family Dictyospongidae, and have been shown to belong 

to the hexactinellid suborder, Lyssacina. 
In the species of this suborder the skeleton is distinguished by 

the independence of the spicular elements. Whatever the modi- 

fication which the fundamental hexactin may have undergone, 
however unlike in its various expressions, yet each spicule is inde- 
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pendent of all its neighbors in the skeletal complex, each leads an 

individual existence. Inthe suborder Dictyonin a, however, 

the skeleton becomes continuous and, indeed, complicated by the 

fusion of the spicules. The arms or rays of one unite with the 

corresponding parts of those adjoining, and instead of having to 

deal with a structure whose elements retain the typical hexac- 

tine form, we find a skeleton divided into series of cubical meshes. 

While there is generally a close adherence to this type form, yet 

by the modification of the spicular elements there often results 

an irregularly meshed skeleton whose derivation from the 

hexactin is not always clear. 

The silicious sponges of the Chemung fauna have in all cases 

yet brought under observation had their original silica replaced, 

first by iron pyrites, which in the porous, sandy matrix has 

changed to the peroxid of iron, and this salt for the most part 

deoxidized and thus removed by solution or carried away in the 

insoluble slate in suspension. There is not, thus, any way of 

eliciting the complete spicular structure of such bodies. We 

find their reticulate structure well exhibited on casts of exterior 

and interior in cases where the network was strong and the 

bundles of rod-like spicules well defined. In other cases we may 

observe rusty traces of the original network, which manifest them- 

selves most clearly when the specimen is moistened. At the 

present most of the large mass of material representing these 

fossils, which has come under observation, has been obtained 

from surface exposures and loose blocks. Possibly fresh rock 

from a sufficient depth may eventually afford sponges from this 

fauna in which the pyrite of the skeleton will not have been de- 

composed. For our present interpretation of many details of 

structure observable in these fossils from the sandstone, we are 

largely dependent on correlations with the pyritized skeletons of 

dictyosponges found in the caleareous shales of the Keokuk 

beds, at Crawfordsville Ind. - 

‘The specimens which we here bring forward as representatives 

of ancient dictyonine sponges of Chemung age, present evidence 

of a skeleton whose meshes are small and irregularly polygonal. 
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In one of the two species described these meshes are somewhat 

larger in vertical diameter and many retain a rectangular form, 

but the branches freely inosculate and the quadrate form is not 

long maintained. An examination of the accompanying figures 

will show that these bodies present an aspect somewhat similar 

to that of a Dictyonema, which is however purely simula- 

tive. Found among dictyosponges, their skeleton is preserved in 

like manner to those. 

Order HEXACTINELLIDA 

Suborder Dictyonina 

Family Nepheliospongidae, fam. nov. 

Vase-shaped sponges, moderately thick-walled as indicated by 

the incurvature of the aperture. The tissue of inosculating spi- 

cules divides the surface into small, irregular polygons. 

Genus NEPHELIOSPONGIA, gén. nov. 

With the characters above specified. Surface smooth, free of 

ornamental protuberances or prostalia; in one species apparently 

_ corrugated horizontally. Apertural edge rounded and broad. 

Type: Nepheliospongia typica, sp. nov. 

Nepheliospongia typica, sp. nov. 

Plate 10, fig. 1-3 

This species takes on the form of a rather small; obconic cup, 

expanding with apparent regularity and evenly convex surface. 

The meshes of the surface are not all so polygonal as represented 

in the figure, but some show a more distinctly quadrate outline. 

Though the cups of two specimens have been somewhat com- 

pressed, one shows the aperture complete, and the fact that the 

sponge wall appears to have possessed a somewhat greater thick- 

ness than in the dictyosponges. The specimens of-this species 

found have the following dimensions. One has a length from 

aperture to near the original base of 41 mm; its apertural width 

is 34 mm. The other is about 25 mm long, having been broken 
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near the base; its aperture is 33 mm in greatest diameter. This 

species is from the sandstone of the lower part of the Chemung 

beds, at Deyo basin in the town of Naples N. Y., where it is 

associated with many characteristic species of the Chemung 

marine fauna together with the following lyssacine sponges: 

Hydnoceras variabile H. and C.. Hydriodictya 

cylix H.andC., Ceratodictya annulata (Conrad). 

Nepheliospongia avocensis, sp. nov. 

Plate 10, fig. 4; plate 11, fig. 1 

This is a much larger sponge, of more funnel-shaped aspect, 

and with rather coarser but not different reticulation. Its sur- 

face presents a series of low, transverse corrugations which may, 

perhaps, arise from oblique compression but appear to be normal, 

as they occur in both of the examples observed. One of these 

examples, though slightly defective at each extremity, has a 

length of 105 mm and the same width at the apertural end; the - 

other, which is more complete, has a length and apertura! width 

of 140 mm. Both are from a high level in the Chemung 

strata, near Avoca, Steuben co. More precisely, their locality 

is the sponge plantation on the Cotton farm, about 1 mile 

north of the village, a colony located by D. D. Luther and the 

writer, which has produced a considerable number of interesting 

dictyosponges. Hydnoceras tuberosum Conrad and 

H. avoca H. and C. are there by hundreds, and in addition to 

these may be mentioned the species Aristodictya typica, 

A. nodifera and Hallodictya cottoniana, H. 

and C. 
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PLATE 10 

Nepheliospongia typica Clarke 
Fig. 

1 Lateral view of an elongate cup 

2 A smaller specimen 

3 The aperture of the same, showing the incurvature and thick- 

ness of wall 

Lowest beds of the Chemung formation. Deyo basin, Naples 

INS Y:. 
Nepheliospongia avocensis Clarke 

(See plate 11) 
Fig. 

4 Specimen with somewhat undulated surface, showing the 

character of the reticulum 

Chemung beds at Cotton hill, near Avoca N. Y. 



Plate 10. 37 N.Y. State Museum. 
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PLATH 11 

Nepheliospongia avocensis Clarke 

(See plate 10) 
Fig. 

1 A large turbinate specimen with undulated or cinctured sur- 

face. Small patches of matrix are irregularly scattered 

over the wall. 

Chemung beds at Cotten hill, near Avoca N. Y. 
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Bull. 37.N.Y. State Museum Plate 11. 
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THE WATER BISCUIT OF SQUAW ISLAND, CANANDAT- 

GUA LAKE, N. Y. 

BY JOHN M. CLARKE 

(Plates 12-15) 

Canandaigua lake is one of the well-known chain of Finger 

lakes in western New York which hang like pendants from be- 

low the south shore of Lake Ontario. This pretty sheet of water, 

about 14 miles long in its gently sinuous course, is a short section 

of an ancient waterway impounded by a dam of drift at its south- 

ern end. Near the lower or northern end of the lake, where its 

waters touch the village of Canandaigua, is its single island, a 

little spot of gravel and sand which the counter currents have 

piled up. Ever since Gen. Sullivan in 1779 carried firebrand and 

death among the Indians of this section, this bit of land has been 

known as Squaw island, and according to local tradition, here 

the women of the fighting braves took refuge from their burning 

villages. The adjoining sketch map shows the position of this 

island with reference to the shores of the lake. It will be seen 

that it lies west of the axis of the lake and opposite the em- 

_bouchure of a little inlet. Its form is slightly elongated north 

and south, and from its northern end to the east side of the reedy 

cove, where the inlet comes in, a sand bar extends, along which at 

low water one can wade to the mainland. The inlet, which is 

known as Sucker brook, is a little stream which has grown 

smaller as the boys who played about it have grown to 

manhood. It heads in the northern part of the township of 

Canandaigua and in the upper reaches of its brief, meandering 

course of 8 or 10 miles it passes over a region of limestone 

and calcereous shales, cuts, kames and till piles where limestone 

boulders abound. In this way its waters have become well im- 

pregnated avith lime. The north shores of Squaw island and the 

lake bottom about it and over its northward sand bar are covered 

with flat, whitish calcareous cakes of circular or oval shape, in 
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size ranging from a dime to a half dollar. To pick up one of 

these, well dried on the surface of the island and break it in half, 

seems enough to convince the reflective mind at once of their 

nature and mode of formation. It often contains as a central 

nucleus a beach pebble of shale or limestone, a twig, or a bit of 

charcoal from some youngsters’ camp fire. About this a white 

or greenish travertine has been deposited in concentric layers. 

which show themselves with distinctness. Often the interior of 

the cake is soft and powdery. Frequently the cake shows an im- 

perfect fibrous structure. There is little doubt that this cal- 

careous matter is constantly supplied by the influx of the lime- 

charged waters of Sucker brook. ‘The little island and its bar lie 

directly in the course of this stream and receive the charge of 

carbonate of lime before these waters have diffused themselves 

over the wider surface and through the greater depths of the 

lake to the south. It is only on the north side of Squaw island 

that this water biscuit is found in abundance, and there almost 

every pebble is a biscuit. This apparently simple mode of con- 

centric deposition in the formation of these bodies is of itself 

sufficiently interesting for record, and it would not be easy for 

the writer to cite a parallel. Here is actually a coarse, un- 

cemented oolite forming under peculiar but very simple condi- | 

tions. : 

This however is not the whole story. On picking one of the 

water biscuits from the lake bottom its surface is found to be 

smooth, slimy and often greenish: exposure on the shore bleaches © 

it white. The calc-carbonate being dissolved in dilute acid and 

entirely removed, there remains a soft, spongy, organic residuum. 

of precisely the volume of the original biscuit. From within 

will drop out the nucleus, rupturing the side of the soft mass. 

On examination, this organic matter proves to be a felted mass of © 

filaments of fresh-water algae, which have been examined for me 

by Prof. C. H. Peck, the state botanist, and one of the species 

identified as probably Isatis fluviatilis. In the judg- 

ment of Prof. Peck there are several such species, and entangled 

among them are to be found diatoms, the whole so reproducing 



Plate 12 

SUCKER BROOK 

Squaw Island, 

S 
ee Map of the northern part of Canandaigua lake showing Squaw island and 

: its relation to Sucker brook 
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the form of the biscuit as to make it clear that the calcareous de- 

posit has been permeated with the organic matter. 

It is quite clear that the process of formation of these peculiar 

bodies has been the following. The beach shale and débris have 

become incrusted by a growth of algae, and the latter, stealing 

away for their requirements the excess of free carbon dioxid 

in the water necessary to keep the carbonate of lime in solution, 

have thus caused a precipitation of the lime salts. The process 

has been continuous, as when a new precipitation formed a con- 

centric continuous deposit of lime carbonate, the new surface 

became coated with the algae and in consequence fresh precipi- 

tation followed. The whole forms a most interesting instance 

of the influence of plant growth on the formation of lime de- 

posits. 

A group of Squaw island water biscuit. 

It is appropriate to note in this connection that European au- 

thors have recorded the occurrence of similar spheric masses 

of filamentous algae in various fresh and _ brackish lakes. 

Some of these bodies from the lochs of the Hebrides have been de- 

scribed and illustrated by Barclay, who designates them as algoid 

lake balls. 

1 G. W. W. Barclay, ‘‘On some algoid lake balls found in South Uist.’’ Proceedings Royal soc. 

Edinburgh. 1886. 13: 845, pl. 30. 
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These masses are described as composed of “innumerable alga 

filaments so intertwined and matted together as to form an outer 

covering of almost felt-like consistency which could not however 

be torn open without difficulty. This outer coating varied from 

about 5 to #5 of an inch in thickness, and the interior of the - 

balls consisted so far as the naked eye could see only of mud. . . 

A microscopic examination of the balls shows that they are com- 

posed of a filamentous alga, Cladophora glomerata. . ., 

The interior is seen to be filled with diatoms and the decomposing 

inner ends of the radiating filaments”. Similar bodies, it is 

stated, come from Ellesmere in Shropshire and from the lakes of 

Sweden, Norway, northern Germany, Austria and upper Italy. 

These so called lake balls while organically similar to the water 

biscuit of Canandaigua lake, are entirely without calcareous de- 

posit or inorganic nucleus. ‘They would seem to be comparable to — 

the condition of this water biscuit after the removal of the cal- 

careous matter. While no explanation has been offered for the 

peculiar glomerated mode of growth of the alga, it may be 

that the noncalcareous lake balls have formed in waters without 

excessive content of lime carbonate. That the deposition of this 

lime carbonate in the formation of the water biscuit has gone on 

pari passu with the growth of the alga, as above suggested, seems 

quite clear. | 3 
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Plate 14 

A group of water biscuit showing the concentric calcareous layers and the 

nuclei 





Water biscuit from which all calcareous matter has been dissolved leaving 
a mass of algous filaments 
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PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW GENERA OF 

PALEOZOIC RUGOSE CORALS 

BY GEORGE B. SIMPSON 

Prefatory note 

The late Prof. James Hall had planned the preparation of a 
systematic treatise on the genera of the paleozoic corals, but 

during his life only the preliminary steps toward the execution of 
this important work were taken. The comprehensive purpose of 

the proposed treatise was actually the outcome and continuation 
of work done for volume 6 of the Paleontology of New York and 
for shorter papers in the annual reports, in the preparation of 
which the illustrations and analyses were essentially the work of 

George B. Simpson. Mr Simpson has continued these analyses 
for the execution, so far as seems practicable, of Prof. Hall’s 
later plan, and in the course of his work has indicated several 
new types of generic structure, which are herewith made public 
in order to insure their claim to recognition, as some delay in the 
publication of the larger work is unavoidable. As these investi- 

gations were not reviewed by Prof. Hall, it is proper that the 
responsibility for their accuracy and stability should rest with 
Mr Simpson. 

JOHN M. CLARKE 
State paleontologist 

MENISCOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Meniscophyllum minutum, sp. nov. 

Corallum minute, horn-shaped, regularly curved; calyx circular, 

deep; septal fovea conspicuous, situated on the side of the 

least curvature; septa apparently of the same size, but prob- 

ably the smaller ones only rudimentary and, except in unusually 

well preserved specimens, obsolete. The extremities of the septa 

situated on the side of the greatest curvature become thickened 

and coalesce, forming in connection with a deposit of stereo- 

piasma a thickened axis or pseudocolumella. In a longitudinal 

section this axis has the appearance of the columella of 
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Cyathaxonia. Ina transverse section it is crescentiform; 

tabulae present; dissepiments not observed. 

This genus most nearly resembles Menophyllum EK. & H., 

but there is only one septal fovea, and the crescentiform thicken- 

ing appears only in section and is formed in a different manner 

from that of Menophyllum. 

Meniscophyllum minutum, sp. nov. 

Corallum minute, horn-shaped, regularly curved; hight about 

12 mm; diameter of calyx 7 mm; surface with wrinkles of 

growth and fine concentric striae; calyx oblique, walls thin; 

septa about 32 in number; the smaller ones rudimentary. The 

extremities of the septa of the cardinal and lateral aspects be- 

come thickened and coalesce, forming a pseudocolumella; septal 

fovea narrow; tabulae infrequent and very thin. 

Formation and locality: Lower Carbonic, Missouri. 

2 

Fig.1 Meniscophyllum minutum, nat. size 

2 Longitudinal section, enlarged 

3,4 The crescentiform appearance of a transverse section of the pseu- 

docolumella, enlarged 

DITOECHOLASMA, gen. NOV. 

Type: Petraia fanningana Safford, Geology of ‘Tennessee. 

1869. p. 829. Helderbergian, Perry co. Tenn. 

Corallum slender, attenuate, very gradually increasing in size; 

septa alternating in size, the larger ones continuing to or nearly 

to the center, becoming involved and forming a pseudocolumella, 

the smaller septa coalescing with the larger ones. The septa are 

arranged in pairs, each pair separated by a comparatively wide 
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interspace; the septa of a pair separated by only a narrow inter- 

space, and having somewhat the appearance of a single septum 

with double walls; tabulae numerous, subcystose; dissepiments 

infrequent or obsolete. 

The pseudocolumella has very much the appearance of fiat of 

Enterolasma, but the very different and peculiar arrange- 

ment of the septa easily distinguishes it from that species. 

Fig.5 Ditoecholasma fanninganum (Safford). A transverse 

‘. section, showing the peculiar arrangement of the septa, enlarged 

6 A longitudinal section showing the pseudocolumella and tabulae, 

enlarged 

LACCOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Laccophyllum acuminaium, sp. nov. Niagaran group, 

Perry co. Tenn. 

Corallum small, simple, cylindrico-conical, sometimes slightly 

curved; septa strong, alternating in size, the larger ones continu- 

ing to within a short distance of the center, where their ex- 

tremities become broadened and fused, forming a distinct inner 

wall, leaving a cylindric central space, the smaller septa, at about 

one third the distance to the center, coalescing with the larger 

ones; tabulae present, those of the inner space strong, horizontal; 

of the peripheral space, much thinner and ascending from the 

outer to the inner wall, sometimes subcystose. 
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This genus in the manner of the formation of the inner wall 

resembles Duncanella truncata, but differs from that 

species in its frequent tabulae, and in the presence of tabulae in 

the central cylindric space. 

Fig.7 Laccophyllum acuminatum. A lateral view, nat. size 
8 A longitudinal section showing oblique tabulae, inner wall, and the 

horizontal tabulae of the central space, enlarged 

9 Transverse section showing the septa and the inner wall, enlarged 

Laccophyllum acuminatum, sp. nov. 

Corallum small, cylindrico-conical, usually straight, but some- 

times slightly curved; hight from 15 to 18 mm ; diameter of the 

calyx from 6 to 9 mm; costae very prominent; septa alternating 

in size, the larger ones extending to within a short distance 

of the center, sometimes fasciculating, the extremities thicken- 

ing, coalescing and forming an inner: wall; tabulae frequent, 

curving abruptly upward, frequently presenting a cystose ap- 

pearance. In the central space formed by the inner wall are 

frequent horizontal tabulae, somewhat stronger than the others, 

and apparently unconnected with them. 

Formation and locality: Niagaran group, Perry co. Tenn. 
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HAPSIPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Zaphrentis calcariformis Hall. Fossil corals, Niagara 

and Upper Held. groups. 1882. p. 33, and 12th rep’t of the state 

geologist of Indiana. pl. 21, fig. 10,11. St Louis group, Wash- 

ington co. Indiana. | 

Corallum small, simple, conical or horn-shaped; calyx circular, 

comparatively deep, with thin margins; biareal. The outer area 

is bounded by the external epitheca; the inner area by a sub- 

vertical wall of horseshoe shape, open on the side of the septal 

fovea. Two of the larger septa connect with this wall in such 

a manner as to be apparently a continuation of it, and form a 

very distinct pyriform septal fovea; septa alternating in size, 

Fig. 10 Hapsiphyllum caleariforme (Hall). A transverse 

section showing the coalescing septa, and the wall of the inner 

area, connecting with two of the septa. 

the smaller ones continuing for a short distance into the cavity 

of the corallum, there coalescing with the larger ones, which 

continue to the inner wall, with which they coalesce, and in — 

which they terminate. Tabulae and dissepiments are present. 

The wall of the inner area, connecting with two of the septa : 

and bounding a portion of the septal fovea, is similar to that of 

Agonophyllum, but that genus differs from this in several 

respects, principally in having carinations on the sides of the 

septa. 

ENTEROLASMA, gen. nov. 

Type: Strepielasma strictum Hall, 26th rep’t N. Y. state mu- 

~seum nat. hist. 1874. Pal. N. Y. v. 6, pl. 1, fig. 1-10. Helder- 

bergian, Clarksville, Albany co. N. Y. 

Examples: Streptelasma caliculum Hall. Pal. N. Y. 1852. v. 2, 

p. 3, pl. 32, fig. la-k. . 
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Streptelasma radicans Hall. 28th rep’t N. Y. state mus. nat. 

hist. 1876. p. 106, pl. 5, fig. 1-4. 

Petraia waynensis Safford. Geol. of Tennessee. 1869. p. 314. 

Fig.11 Enterolasma strictum (Hall). A natural longitudinal 
section showing the pseudocolumella, the papillated carinae on 

the sides of the septa, and the ascending tabulae, enlarged 
12 An enlargement from the center of the calyx, showing the in- 

volved processes from the inner margins of the septa 
138 Hnterolasma waynen Se (Safford). A longitudinal section 

showing the subcystose tabulae and pseudocolumella; the upper 

portion showing the papillate carinae of the septa, enlarged 
14 A transverse section showing the thickened walls and the crenula- 

tions caused by the septal carinae, enlarged 
15 A transverse section, showing an individual growing from the 

ealyx of another, enlarged 

Corallum moderately small, cylindrico-conical, usually straight, 

but sometimes slightly curved; calyx circular, moderately deep, 
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sides thin; septal fovea obscure, and in some species apparently 

obsolete; septa alternating in size, the larger ones continuing 

nearly to the center, having projections from their extremities 

which continue to the center, becoming much involved, forming 

a pseudocolumella of very peculiar appearance, somewhat re- 

sembling the convolutions of the intestines; sides of the septa 

with numerous papillate elevations or carinae, which in a trans- 

verse section give to the septa a crenulate or echinate appear- 

ance; tabulae and dissepiments present. The characteristic fea- 

ture of this genus is the peculiar appearance of the pseudo- 

columella. — | 
STEREOLASMA, gen. nov. 

Strombodes? rectus Hall. Geol. rep’t 4th district N. Y. 1848. 

. p. 209, fig. 5. 

Type: Streptelasma rectum (in part) Hall. Illus. Devonian fos- 

sils. 1876. pl. 19. Hamilton shales, western New York. 

Fig.16 Stereolasma rectum (Hall). A transverse section showing 
septa, dissepiments, and pseudocolumella 

17 A longitudinal section showing tabulae and pseudocolumella 

18 S. ungula (Hall). A longitudinal section 

Example: Streptelasma ungula Hall. Illus. Devonian fossils. 

1876. pl. 19. Hamilton shales, western New York. 

Corallum varying in size,straight or curved,simple; calyx circu- 

lar; septal fovea conspicuous; septa alternating in size, the larger 
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ones continuing to the center, straight or very slightly twisted; 

between the septa at the center of the corallum a deposit of 

stereoplasma, which has the appearance of a columella; tabulae 

and dissepiments frequent. 

The pseudocolumella distinguishes this genus from Za- 

phrentis. 

LOPHOLASMA, gen. nov. 

Type: Streptelasma rectum (in part) Hall. Illus. Devonian fos- 

sils. 1876. pl. 19. Hamilton shales, western New York. 

Corallum conical, straight, sometimes slightly curved at the 

apex, subrigid in appearance; surface with frequent annulations, 

and numerous concentric striae; costae distinct, flat or slightly 

rounded, the surface resembling that of Heliophyllum; 

septal fovea well defined; septa alternating in size, the larger ones 

Fig.19 Lopholasma carinatum (nom. propos.) <A transverse sec- 
tion showing the pseudocolumella, the septa, dissepiments, and 

the spur-like processes from the septa 

20 Longitudinal section showing the pseudocolumella, septal carinae 

and the delicate tabulae 

continuing to the center, where there is a deposit of stereoplasma 

forming a pseudocolumella, which does not extend beyond the 

bottom of the calyx. On the sides of the septa are strong, essen- 

tially horizontal carinae, extending from the exterior wall to the 
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extremity of the carina. In a transverse section, curved, spur- 

like processes are seen proceeding from the sides of the septa. 

The nature of these processes has not been satisfactorily deter- 

mined. Tabulae are frequent, delicate; dissepiments frequent. 

The type species of this genus closely resembles Stereo- 

lasma rectum, and from external characters alone they 

could not be separated, but by slightly grinding down the ex- 

terior, the difference can be at once seen. 

Fig. 21 Longitudinal section of the same showing depth of the calyx, 

pseudocolumella and septal carinae 
22 Longitudinal section near the margin, showing the edges of the 

septa and the width of the carinae 

KIONELASMA, gen. nov. 

Type: Streptelasma mammiferum Hall. Fossil corals of the 

Niagara and Upper Held. groups. 1882. p. 21, and 35th rep’t 

N. Y. state mus. nat. hist. 1884. p. 425. Onondaga limestone, 

Falls of the Ohio. 

Examples: Cyathaxonia gainesi Davis. Kentucky fossil 

corals. 1885. pl. 104, fig. 1-7. 

Streptelasma spongawis Rominger. Geol. sur. Michigan. 1876. 

pt 2,;pl3o: 

Corallum variable in size, cylindrico-conical or horn-shaped; 

calyx circular or elliptic; septa alternating in size, the larger 
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ones continuing to or nearly to the center, where they, become 

thickened and some of them much involved or twisted, forming a 

central spongy axis or pseudocolumella, which becomes solidified 

and projects prominently from the bottom of the calyx; tabulae 

and dissepiments present, comparatively infrequent. 

This genus resembles Cyathaxonia, Lophophyllum, 

Axophyllum and others in having a strong projection from 

the bottom of the calyx, but internally it differs from all of them. 

24 

Fig.28 Kionelasma mammiferum (Hall). A transverse section 

showing the septa and the pseudocolumella 
24 A longitudinal section showing pseudocolumella and tabulae 
25 Kionelasma herzeri (Hall). A longitudinal section show- 

ing the pseudocolumella and subcystose tabulae 

Nicholson and Etheridge, in their Monograph of the Silurian 

fossils of the Girvan district, Ayrshire, pl. 5, fig. 2, illustrate the 

genus Lindstrémia, the enlarged sections of which show a 

close resemblance to the structure of this genus. But the au- 
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thors say the pseudocolumella is formed by “ the amalgamation 

of the inner ends of a larger or smaller number of septa, without 

any twisting of the septa, and being accompanied by a more or 

less copious secondary deposition of sclerenchyma.” 

In Kionelasma the twisting of the septa is one of the 

most pronounced characteristics. 

TRIPLOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Zaphrentis terebrata Hall. 12th rep’t, geol. Indiana. 

1888. p. 316, pl. 23, fig. 5. Onondaga limestone, Falls of the 

Ohio. 

Example: Zaphrentis centralis Edwards and Haime. Mono- 

graphie des polypiers fossiles des terrains palaeozoiques. p. 528, 

pled, fis i6e : 

This genus has the same general appearance and mode of 

growth as Zaphrentis, but in addition to the septal fovea 

there are two lateral foveae. The microscopic character is also 

different. In Zaphrentis the calcareous fibers of the septa 

are arranged obliquely outward from the median plate: in this 

genus they are arranged obliquely inward or toward the center of 

the corallum. 

Fig. 26-27 Triplophyllum dalii (EH. and H.). Transverse sec- 
tions of two specimens showing the three septal foveae and 

the arrangement of the septa 

CHARACTOPHYLLUM, gen. Nov. 

Type: Camptophyllum nanum Hall and Whitfield. 23d ann. 

rep’'t N. Y. state mus. nat. hist. 1873. p. 232. Lower Carbonic 

Rockford Ind. 
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This genus has essentially the same siructure as Camp- 

tophyllum, with the exception that the sides of the septa are 

carinated, the carinations forming serrations or denticulations 

on the margins of the septa. 

It differs from that genus in the same manner that Helio- 

phyllum differsfroom Cyathophyllum. 

Fig.28 Charactophyllum nanum dH. and W. Longitudinal sec- 
tion 

29 Charactophyllum radiculum Rominger.. Longitudinal 
section showing oblique carinae, cysts, and strong tabulae 

ODONTOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Aulacophyllum convergens Hall. Fossil corals of the 

Niagara and Upper Held. groups. 1882. p. 22, and 12th rep’t 

Indiana geologist. p. 281, pl. 17, fig. 1, 2. Onondaga limestone, 

Falls of the Onio. + he 

Forms having the same characters as Aulaco phyllum, 

but with the sides of the septa carinate and their margins dentic- 

ulate asin Heliophyllum. 

ScENOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Zaphrentis conigera Rominger. Geol. sur. of Michigan. 

pt 2, p. 149, pl. 40. Onondaga limestone. 
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This form would be excluded from Zaphrentis on account 

of its conical tabulae and spirally twisting septa. It is very 

similar to Clisiophyllum, but is without the peripheral 

zone of cysts, characteristic of that genus. 

; Fig. 380 8 cenop hyllum conigerum Rominger. A longitudinal 
ee section showing the conical subcystose tabulae, and pseudocolumella 
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Fig. 31 A transverse section of the same showing septa and dissepi- 

ments, and fragmentary edges of tabulae near the center 

Fig. 32 Clisiophyll m o 
section for comparison wit 

u neidaense Billings. 

h fig. 30 

A longitudinal 

SYNAPTOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. ) 

Type: Lridophyllum arundinaceum Billings, Can. jour. 1859. 

4: 134. Onondaga limestone. 

Examples: Hridophyllum simecoense Billings, Can. jour. 1859. 

4: 131. 

Eridophyllum straminewn Billings, Can. jour. 1859. 4:135. 
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Corallum forming masses composed of slender, elongate, cylin- 

dric individuals, subparallel, and connected with each other by 

radiciform expansions; rapidly increasing by calicinal gemma- 

tion; septa alternating in size; the longer ones continuing nearly 

to the center; their sides carinated as in Heliophyllum; 

the margins slightly denticulated. Internally there are usually, 

in the peripheral region, a single row of small cysts, though in 

portions of the more robust forms there are occasionally two rows. 

The margins of this row of cysts, in a transverse section, give | 

the appearance of a secondary wall. The tabulae are com- 
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Fiz. 338 Synaptophyllum simcoense _ (Billings). Longi- 

tudinal section showing single row of cysts, and wide tabulae, enlarged 
34 Transverse section, showing crenulated septa, enlarged 
35 S. baculoideum sp. nov. -A transverse section showing septa, 

and vertical rows of cysts resembling an internal wall, enlarged 

36 Transverse section showing radiciform expansion, enlarged 

37 S.segregatum sp. nov. Transverse sections showing coalese- 
ing radiciform expansions, enlarged 

388 Hridophyllum rugosum £#. and d. A longitudinal section 

for comparison with Synaptophyllum 

paratively strong, occupying the greater portion of the width of 

the interior. 

There has been much confusion in regard to the forms now 

brought together in this genus. Billings (loc. cit.), Davis (Ken- 
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tucky fossil corals) and others, have included them in the genus 

Kridophyllum #. and H.; while Rominger (Geol. sur. 

Michigan, 1876) considers Eridophyllum a synonym of 

Diphyphyllum Lonsdale, and places these forms in the latter 

genus; but Frech in Roemer’s Lethaea Palaeozoica p. 356, speak- 

ing of Eridophyllum, says: “ Lonsdale’s genus Diphy- 

phyllum in fact embraces corals of the Carboniferous lime- 

stones of a very different structure.” 

The forms included in the genus Synaptophyllum have 

generally been considered of the same character as Erido- 

phyllum verneuilianum, HE. rugosum, E. hu- 

ronicum, etc. Externally they have a superficial resem- 

blance, but may easily be distinguished by the character of the 

radiciform expansions. In Eridophyllum these are flat, 

proceed from one side of the coral only, and are not connected 

with the interior of the adjacent coral; while in this genus they 

are cylindric, proceed from all portions of the coral, and usually 

the expansions of adjacent corals are opposite, meeting and co- 

alescing midway between the corals. 

Kridophyllum isa valid genus, including such forms as 

EK. verneuilianum EH. and H., E.rugosum H#. and H., 

E.huronicum Rominger, etc. 

ScHOENOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Corallum consisting of a large mass, formed by the close ag- 

gregation of very long cylindric stems; exterior with strong con- 

centric wrinkles of growth and conspicuous costae. There are 

frequent slender processes from the coral, about 3 or 4 mm in 

length, regularly diminishing in size to the extremity, ascending, 

continuing to the adjacent corallum and serving as supports. 

The gemmae spring from the margin of the calyx, the parent 

corallum continuing growth, thus giving to the younger corals 

the appearance of proceeding from the side of the parent coral- 

lum at a great distance from the calyx; septa comparatively few 

in number; alternate septa inconspicuous, often apparently ob- 

solete; cardinal septum continuing a short distance beyond the 
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center, usually becoming much enlarged at the extremity, which 

has the appearance of a solid, compressed columella, but gome- 

times the extremity of the septum is but slightly, if at all, en- 

larged. Internally in the peripheral region there is a single row 

of comparatively large cysts. In a transverse section the edges 

of the cysts give the appearance of a continuous inner wall. The 

tabulae are broad, usually ascending to the center. 

In the collection of Prof. Hall this form has been labeled 

Lithostrotion harmodites. I have seen no authentic 

specimens of that species, but on comparison with the illustra- 
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Fig. 39 Schoenophyllum aggregatum sp. nov. Transverse 

section showing the enlarged extremity of the cardinal septum, and ap- 

parently an inner wall, enlarged 

40 Longitudinal section showing a single row of cysts, tabulae, and 
the enlarged extremity of the cardinal septum, enlarged 

tions given by Edwards and Haime (M onographie des polypiers 

_ fossiles. pl. 15, fig. 1, 12) it is evident that the identification is 

wrong. In that species the columella is solid, unconnected with 

the septa; while in this the so-called columella is formed by the 

enlargement of the extremity of the cardinal septum, as in 

Lophophyllum. 
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PLACOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Placophyllum tabulatum sp. nov. Onondaga limestone. 

Corallum consisting of large masses, composed of loosely 

aggregated, greatly elongate, cylindric stems, of rigid appearance, 

which in the type species have a diameter of from 8 to 10 mm; 

exterior with numerous wrinkles of growth; costae distinct. 

At infrequent intervals there are slender lateral processes, 

which continue to the adjacent coral and serve the purpose of 

supports. 

Fig. 41 Placophyllum tabulatum sp. nov. A_ longitudinal 

section showing the tabulae occupying the whole of the internal cavity 

Internally the cysts are absent, the whole interior being occu- 

pied by strong, broad tabulae. 

The internal structure closely resembles that of Amplexus, 

but the entirely different manner of growth would separate it 

from that genus. The type species, externally, most closely re- 
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sembles Cylindrophyllum elongatum. The manner 

of growth is similar, both consisting of an aggregation of elon- 

gate, cylindric stems, but in that species there are numerous 

cysts as well as tabulae, the structure being heliophylloid. From 

the other forms, which consist of an aggregation of cylindric 

stems, specially some forms of Synaptophyllum to which 

it has a resemblance, it may always be distinguished by its in- 

ternal structure. | 

CYLINDROPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Cylindrophyllum elongatum sp. nov. Onondaga lime- 

stone. 

Colonies forming masses composed of loosely aggregated, very 

a! 
Y 
e>- 

Fig. 42 Cylindrophyllum elongatum sp. nov. A _longi- 

tudinal section showing internal structure 

elongate, cylindric stems, in the type species having a diameter 

of from 12 to 14 mm; distance between the corallites variable; 
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they are sometimes in contact, at other times distant the diame- 

ter of an individual or more; exterior with annulations and 

wrinkles of growth; costae distinct; alternate septa very 

short; sides of septa carinated as in Heliophyllum, 

but their margins very seldom denticulate. Internally the 

peripheral region is occupied by cysts, which in a longi-. 

tudinal section have the appearance of being arranged in 

vertical rows; tabulae strong, usually horizontal, and at varying 

distances apart. 

In the type species the corallites are straight and rigid, and I 

have observed no lateral excrescences or expansions. 

The internal structure of this genus is essentially the same as 

in Heliophyllum, but the manner of growth and general 

appearance is such that it could not be included in that genus. 

In a longitudinal section the structure appears similar to that 

of the more robust forms of Synaptophyllum. Ina trans- 

verse section the appearance is very different. Externally it may 

be easily distinguished from that genus by the absence of the 

lateral processes, which are a distinguishing feature of Sy nap- 

tophyllum. | 

In exterior it resembles Placophyllum, but differs in in- 

ternal structure. 

PRISMATOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Prismatophyllum-rugosum, E. and H. Monographie des 

polypiers fossiles. 1851. p. 387, pl. 12, fig. 1, 12, 1°, and Cyatho- 

phyllum rugosum, Rominger, Fossil corals. 1876. p. 166. 

Example, Acervularia davidsoni E. and H. Monographie des 

polypiers fossiles. 1851. 

Colonies forming masses composed of prismatic corallites, in 

contact with each other, and of essentially the same diameter for 

their entire length. While the internal structure of the genus 

is very similar to that of Heliophy1llum, the prismatic form, 

mode of growth and reproduction are so widely different from 

the typical forms of that genus that they should not be included 

in the same genus. 
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The typical species of this genus, P. rugosum, is the 

same as that described by Milne-Edwards and Haime and by 

Rominger as Cyathophyllum rugosum, they citing 
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Astrea rugosa Hall,asasynonym. I have before me the 
specimen of Astrea rugosa from which the original de- 
scription and drawing were made, and it is very clearly a P hil- 

lipsastrea. 
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Edwards and Haime (Monographie des polypiers fossiles. 1851. 

p. 418), in the description of Acervularia davidsoni, 

speak of the interior wall, but those forms which in this country 

have been generally considered as A. davidsoni do not have 
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Fig. 438 Prismatophyllum (davidsoni) #. and H. Trans- 
verse section showing prismatic form, the septa, and the cut margins of 

cysts, enlarged 
44 P. rugosum #H. and H. Transverse section showing polygonal 

form of corallites and denticulated septa, enlarged 
45 Longitudinal section showing internal structure 
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an interior wall, though in a transverse section the abrupt ending 

of the cysts, or dissepiments, coincidentally with the shorter 

septa gives the appearance of an interior wall. The continuation 

of alternate septa to the center proves that there is no secondary 

wall. 
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HoMALOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Zaphrentis ungula Rominger, Fossil corals. 1876. p. 

151. Onondaga limestone. 

Example: Zaphrentis herzeri Hall. Fossil corals Niagara and 

Up. Held. groups. 1882. p. 35. 

The above species have a decided characteristic in that they: 

are flattened on the side of the greatest curvature; for some dis- 

tance from the apex they are concave; calyx oval, with one side 

straighter than the opposite side. The form of the corallum is 

similar to that of Calceola. They make a natural group 

which differs from Zaphrentis and should be removed from 

that genus. 

EDAPHOPHYLLUM, gen. nov. 

Type: Cystiphyllum bipartitum Hall. Onondaga limestone. 

In form and general appearance similar to Coleophylluym, 

though the calyx is much less oblique. The conspicuous septal 

of that genus is replaced by an abnormally developed cardinal 

septum, which is here the most conspicuous feature. | 

Internally the structure consists of a series of laminae usually 

separated by cysts. It also resembles that of Coleophyl- 

lum, but the cysts are more highly developed. 

| Etymology of generic terms 

Charactophyllum. Yépaxcd-, toothed, saw edge, and ¢ddhov, 
a leaf, in allusion to the serrated margins of the septa. 

Cylindrophyllam. Abisvdpos, a eylinder, and gddhov, a leaf, 
in allusion to the form of the corallites. 

Ditoecholasma 4c, double, torxoc, a wall, and giAdov, a leaf, in 
allusion to the outer and inner walls. 

Edaphophyllum. *Edagoc, a base, foundation, and géddov, a 
leaf, in allusion to the laminate base of the calyx. 

Enterolasma. °'Eyrepoy, intestine, and °’Exacya, a plate, in allu- 
sion to the convoluted center of the coral. 

Hapsiphyllum. ‘Agéc, an arch, and = gé2dov, a leaf, in allusion 
to the arched accessory wall. 

Homalophyllum. ‘0pdidc, level, and géiddov, a leaf, in allusion 
to the flattened portion of the coral. 
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Kionelasma. Kéwy,a column, and ’’Eiacya, a plate, in allusion 
to the prominent pseudocolumella. 

Laccophyllum. Adzzosc, a well, and géAtov, a leaf, in allusion, 
to the appearance of the central area of the coral in longi- 
tudinal section. 

Lopholasma, Adgos,a anna and ’’Exacya, a plate, in allusion to 
the carinae of the septa. 

Meniscophyllum. Myroxo-, a crescent, and géAdov, a leaf, in 
allusion to the form of the pseudocolumella. 

Odontophyllum. ’00d6vr0¢, a tooth, and gdAdov, a leaf, in allu- 
sion to the denticulate margins of the septa. . 

Placophyllum. J)éé, anything flat or broad, gédov, a leaf, in 
allusion to the broad tabulae. 

Scenophyllum. Xxjvoc, a tent, and gbAdov, a leaf, in allusion 
to the tent-like appearance of the tabulae. 

Schoenophyllum. xowoc, a rush, and gédAdov, a leaf, from the 
appearance of the corallites. 

Sterelasma. tepedc, firm, solid, and @acya, a plate, in allu- 
sion to the filling of ‘the central area of the coral with stereo- 
plasma. 

Synaptophyllum. ‘wvazrdc, joined together, géddov, a leaf, in 
allusion to the lateral processes connecting the corallites. 

Triplophyllum. Zpiziéoc, triple, and géAdoy, a leaf, in allusion 
to the three septal foveae. 
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SILURIC FUNGI FROM WESTERN NEW YORK 

BY FREDERIC B. LOOMIS (Amherst Mass.) 

Plate 16 

At about the middle of the Clinton group as it is developed 

at Rochester N. Y,, occurs a band of hemate containing numer- 

ous fossils, which give evidence of having been deposited in a 

moderate depth of water. In thin sections many of these fossils 

are found to be more or less perforated by fine tubules entering 

from their surfaces. The borings are of interest as additional - 

testimony of the presence of plants during Clinton time, a period 

when plants were very sparsely represented.t The borings, as 

will be seen from the figures, enter from the surface and are 

believed to represent plants which grew on the shells and sent 

only a part of their filaments into the shell. The tubules pene- 

trate a little way into or occasionally riddle the whole shell. 

The borings are uniform in size, there being no tendency to irreg- 

ular swellings in places where the host material was softer. 

At the ends of certain tubules are spherical swellings, in most 

eases of uniform shape and size. These swellings may represent 

sporangia, though I have no conclusive evidence to that effect. 

The borings doubtless represent the work of the mycelium of a 

fungus, probably some member of the Phycomycetes. I 

regard them as due to fungi rather than to algae for the following 

reasons: the tubules are quite uniform in size and shape; while 

those of algae, under the same conditions, are more or less irreg- 

ular; there is also in these fossils no evidence of septa, in which 

respect they are more like fungi than algae. The tubules 

are very small, 70 to ;>) mm in diameter, which is smaller than 

is usual for algae, but quite normal for the mycelia of fungi. 

The spherical inflations at the ends of some filaments are very 

like sporangia, or other fungous swellings; but not at all like 

*Bythotrephis, which is common in the rocks of this age and has 
usually been looked on as algous, is regarded by Rothpletz and others as 
& sponge. | : 3 ee 
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swellings of algae, which are usually quite irregular in size and 

shape. Such spherical swellings as I have figured on the ends of 

various hyphae have been frequently described! on hyphae which 

had penetrated into the wood or leaves of fossil plants. Indeed, 

the appearance of the large number of filaments, entering from 

the surface and penetrating a short distance into the calcareous 

shells, is very like that produced by the mycelium of a lichen in 

penetrating a limestone or other rock on which it grows. 

It is difficult to refer these marine fungi to modern families, as 

such recent fungi have not been extensively studied except so far 

as they affect food fish, etc. The mycelia from the Clinton group 

may be safely called Phycomycetes, and are probably to 

be placed near the genus Saprolegnia. Duncan’ has de- 

scribed similar borings under the name Palaeachlya per- 

forans, referring them also as “unicellular algae” to the 

family Saprolegniae.2 These were obtained from Lower Siluric 

foraminifera, the Upper Siluric coral, Goniophyllum 

pyramidale, the Devonic coral, Calceola sandalina, 

and a Miocene Thamnastraea. This author did not dis- 

tinguish species, referring to one species mycelia both coarse and 

fine from Siluric to Tertiary. In the material under present con- 

sideration I find three forms distinguishable both by the charac- 

ter of the mycelium and the spherical swellings. So far as the 

mycelium is concerned, the Clinton fungi resemble Duncan’s P a - 

laeachlya; but the spherical swellings closely resemble those 

described by K6lliker*, found in both recent and fossil corals and 

‘Shells, which fungi K6lliker described but left unnamed. They 

are also very like the Carbonic genus, Peronospor- 

ites,? whose hyphae, however, enter plant tissue and would 

therefore seem to be either fresh-water or aerial fungi. Peron- 

osporites has just such swellings as the Clinton fungi at the 

ends of small hyphae, both hyphae and swellings being unmodi- 

*See Seward. Fossil plants. 1898. p. 217. 

*Quart. jour. geol. soc. Lond. 1876, p. 205. 

*At the time Duncan wrote Saprolegniae were considered algae, but are 

now classed with fungi. 
“Zeitsch. Wiss. Zool. 1859. 10: 215. 
*See Seward. Fossil plants. 1898. p. 217. 
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fied as to shape or size whether in the cell walls or open cell 

spaces. In spite of the difference of host, for the present I prefer 

to assign these Clinton fungi to the genus Peronosporites 

rather than to propose a new generic name on a very inadequate 

botanical basis. The following three species are based on varia- 

tions of the mycelium and hyphal swellings. The drawings are 

made with a camera lucida. 

Peronosporites ramosus sp. nov. 

Plate 16, fig. 1-3 

This species is characterized by a mycelium about j;4;5 

mm in diameter, which gives off branches freely. All parts of 

the mycelium are uniform in size. Some hyphae are swollen at 

their ends into a globular sac. These sacs vary in size from 

7, to 3 mm in diameter, and are globular in form, 

though they may be more or less ovate or even asymmetrical. 

Rarely a hypha, after enlarging into a sac, continues farther; 

though in one case a hypha has expanded into a second sac. 

These more or less irregular swellings probably do not represent 

sporangia or resting spores, which would be more regular in 

size and shape. 

Peronosporites globosus sp. nov. 

Plate 16, fig. 4 

The mycelium is i> mm in diameter, enters from the 

outer surface and branches but very seldom. At the ends of cer- 

tain short hyphae are spherical swellings about + mm in 

diameter, quite uniform in size and shape. Being uniformly on 

short hyphae, the swellings are near the surface of the host, and 

may represent sporangia though no spores are present. Thisisa 

common species. — 

Peronosporites minutus sp. nov. 

Plate 16, fig. 5, 6 

The mycelium, about 3}, mm in diameter, entering from 

the surface, penetrates straight downward into the shell without 

giving off branches. Frequently on the ends of long hyphae are 

spherical swellings ;o mm in diameter, These are very regular, 
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and have the smallest swelling belonging to: any species, though 

the mycelium has a diameter about the same as the foregoing 

species. 

All of the above are found on sectioning the firmer parts of the 

Clinton hematite layer, which is an aggregation of rolled bits of 

bryozoa, corals, brachiopod shells and crustacea, each fragment 

being coated by concentric layers of hematite, making an oolitic 

structure. If one accepts the theory that all oolites are formed 

by concentric coatings precipitated by algae, then these oolites 

must indicate the presence of other plants in the Clinton sea. 

This oolitic formation is described by C. H. Smyth jr, who care- 

fully describes the process of concentric precipitations, but does 

not assign algae as a cause. This author. describes the condi- 

tions prevailing at the time the hematite layer was deposited as a 

swampy shore of an inland sea. 

Such fungi as those above described are common through 

Mesozoic and Cenozoic time, and have been found at least once 

before in Siluric beds.” 

*Zeitsch. f. Praktische geologie. August 1894. See also Amer, jour. sci. 

(8) 48, p. 487. 

*Kolliker (loc. cit.) says he found his Palaeachlya in an Upper 

Silurie Cyathophyllum and a Lower Siluric foraminifer from 

Europe, but he does not figure either. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 

Peronosporites ramosus sp. nov. 
Fig. 

1 A transverse section of a punctate brachiopod shell inhabited 

by P. ramosus. a=shell punctae. x150 

2 Branch 0 of fig. 1. x625 

3 A shell cut parallel to the surface, showing an advanced stage 

of disintegration caused by P. ramosus 

Peronosporites globosus sp. nov. 

4 An impunctate brachiopod shell inhabited by P. globosus. 

x250 3 

Peronosporites minutus sp. nov. 

5 An impunctate brachiopod shell penetrated on one side only 

by P. minutus, x25 

¢ ad, a spherical swelling on a hypha, x500; 6,a hypha. x500 
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PREFACE 

This work has been written for the use of individual students, 

as well as for classes in schools and colleges. No similar work 

- on the snail has been published in this country, and in my own 

investigations I have seriously felt the need of one. 

I have endeavored to write a work which will enable the stu- 

dent, without a previous knowledge of the subject, satisfactorily 

to pursue his investigations. I have, therefore, commenced at the 

beginning, giving explanations in regard to the instruments 

necessary, methods of dissection, how to collect the animals, etce., 

followed by a plain, but full, description of all the organs, with- 

out the use of too many technical terms, and unencumbered by 

theories. 

I have made very full illustrations of all the organs and parts 

of organs, enabling the student at once to see their form and po- 

sition. These illustrations are accurate copies from nature and 

in no case are they diagrammatic. 

The manuscript of that portion of this work treating of anat- 

omy and physiclogy was kindly reviewed by Prof. H. A. Pilsbry, 

of Philadelphia, and to him I am indebted for suggestions, spe- 

cially in regard to nomenclature. I am also indebted to Prof. 

H. G. Conklin, of the University of Pennsylvania, who reviewed 

that portion treating of the embryology of Limax. 

GrEoRGD B. SIMPSON 
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POLYGYRA ALBOLABRIS AND LIMAX MAXIMUS 

INTRODUCTION 

Methods and apparatus 

Specimens of Polygyra and Limax may be easily kept 

in captivity by placing them in a box in which there are about 4 

inches of earth covered with dead leaves. The earth must be 

kept moist. -The box must be covered with mosquito netting or 

tarlatan. The mosquito netting will be sufficient for adult indi- 

viduals, but the young of Limax would escape easily through 

its meshes. 

For the study of the histology and embryology a compound 

microscope is necessary, with 2 inch, 2 inch and + inch objec- 

tives. A dissecting microscope is almost indispensable. I have 

used, for that purpose, one manufactured by Bausch & Lomb of 

_ Rochester (N. Y.), known as the “laboratory dissecting micro- 

scope,” fitted with a Hastings aplanatic lens. A cut of this in- 

strument is given herewith. Two pairs of fine scissors will be 

necessary, one pair with straight points, the other with curved 

points; one or more fine scalpels, and two pairs of fine forceps, 

one straight and the other curved. A pair of stronger forceps and 

a pair of fine pliers will be needed to remove the shell of 

Polygyra. Dissecting needles are also necessary. These 

can be made by forcing the heads of fine needles, by means of 

a pair of pliers, into the end of a round stick of small diameter. 

The point of one of these needles should be bent so as to form 

a hook, first heating the end of the needle to a white heat. 

Methods of killing and manipulating ~ 

I have tried all of the various methods recommended for 

killing Polygyra and Limax, and find only one that is 

uniformly successful, and that is drowning. In using hot water 

and various chemicals, in nearly every case the animal is 

more or less contracted, and thus rendered useless for the pur- 
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pose of a successful dissection. In drowning the animal, I have 

used a fruit-preserving jar, as being more convenient than a wide- 

mouthed bottle. The jar should be completely filled with water, 

so that, when the cover is fastened on, there will be no air space 

left. The animals being placed in the water and the cover 

screwed on, the jar should be left undisturbed for 48 hours; it 

requiring about that length of time to drown the animals. Re- 

maining undisturbed, they will die fully extended; but, if the jar. 

is disturbed in the meantime, more or less contraction will take 

place. The animal when dead should be thoroughly washed to 

free it from all adhering mucus, and placed in alcohol diluted 

with about two thirds the amount of water, additional alcohol 

being added from day to day till the mixture consists of about 75¢ 

~ of aleohol. The animals should then be removed and placed in 

undiluted alcohol, when they will keep indefinitely. If placed at 

once in strong alcohol, the action of the fluid on the integument 

prevents the proper preservation of the internal organs. 

To remove the shell, preparatory to dissecting the animal, 

break the peristome with a small pair of pliers. The remainder 

of the shell can be removed with a pair of forceps, carefully break- 

ing off a small piece of shell at a time till it is removed to the 

apex. The columella can be removed by holding the lower part 
between the thumb and forefinger of the left hand, and turning 

the animal with the right. As the columella is like a screw, the 

animal readily becomes detached by this movement. 

In dissecting the animal, a circular china dish about 4 inches 

in diameter and 2 in depth will be necessary; also a piece of sheet 

cork as large as will lie at the bottom of the dish, fastened to a - 

thin sheet of lead with either string or rubber bands. It is best 

to have the lead of the same size as the cork. This leaded cork 

is to be placed in the bottom of the dish, and the dish filled with 

alcohol. If the animal has once been placed in alcohol, all dissec- 

tions should be made in alcohol, but freshly killed specimens may 

be dissected in water, and many of the organs at this time present 

@ much more natural appearance than when acted on by alcohol. 

Place the animal on the cork and fasten it down with small pins, 
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or, better yet, with very fine, short needles, inserted through the 

margin of the foot. Then, with the fine pair of scissors, com- 

mencing at the head, cut through the integument along the center - 

of the back, taking care not to injure any of the organs below. 

The integument is now to be removed from the dorsal part, _ 

turned back and fastened to the cork, removing the needles from 

the margin of the foot and putting them through the edges of the 

integument. All the organs of the anterior part of the snail are 

thus brought into view, and farther dissection of the organs can 

be intelligently made. 
In the case of the Limax nearly all the organs will be 

brought into view by turning back the integument; but great 

care must be taken in this genus in cutting through the integu- 

ment not to injure the pulmonary chamber, as it is situated very 

near the surface. Also every precaution should be taken that 

the points of the scissors shall not go below the integument, or 

the intestine and upper surface of the stomach will be mutilated, 

and a successful dissection rendered impossible. 

Habits 

Polygyra albolabris. ‘The snails of this species are found in 

woods near fields, in ravines and in other situations. They re- 

main concealed through the day when the sun is shining, coming 

forth for their food toward evening and after showers. It is at 

these times that they are most easily found during summer. Fre- 

quently they may be found on the under side of boards, logs and 

stones. During cold weather they hibernate, partially burying 

themselves in the ground, with the apex of the shell downward. 

At this time they are very easily found by scraping away the 

dead leaves so as to expose the surface of the ground. While 

hibernating the animal is completely withdrawn in the shell, the 

mouth of which is closed by a mucous excretion, which becomes 

hardened on exposure to the air. It is stated by nearly all 

_ writers on this subject that there is always a perforation in this 

membrane to allow the passage of air; but I have observed 

numerous cases where the membrane was entire. 
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Limax maximus is found in gardens, where it is very destructive 

to vegetation. During the day it secretes itself; but it may easily 

be found, by the aid of a lantern, while feeding at night. 

D 

POLYGYRA ALBOLABRIS Say, sp. 

Shell 

The shell of Polygyra is turbinate, spiral; consisting in 

P. albolabris of five volutions, coiled around a hollow axis 

‘known as the columella. The columella is open at the base in 

immature specimens, but in adults it is closed by a growth of the 

Shell. When the shell emerges from the egg, it consists of one 

volution only. Farther growth of the shell takes place in the 

manner hereafter described. 

The shell consists of three parts or layers: the outer com- 

monly, but wrongly, termed the epidermis—cuticle or Carpen- 

ter’s name, periostracum, is preferable; next a prismatic part; 

finally a laminate part. The prismatic and laminate layers are 

of about equal thickness, and together form the greater part of 

the entire thickness of the shell. 

The cuticle is thin; in P. albolabris yellowish brown in 

color. It is without sensation, like the human scarf skin. Its 

office is to protect the shell from chemical action, which other- 

wise would injure or destroy it. After the death of the animal 

it fades and becomes brittle, or is entirely destroyed in situations 

in which during life it would not be affected. 

The shell is formed by the thickened margin of the integument 

covering the visceral mass. According to Carpenter, “ the shell, 

as before stated, is formed by the mantle of the shellfish, indeed, 

each layer of it was once a portion of the mantle, either in the 

form of a simple membrane or as a layer of cells, and each layer 

was successively calcified (or hardened by carbonate of lime) and 

thrown off by the mantle to unite with those previously formed.” 

According to Huxley, the shell growth is not a case of conversion 

but of excretion, and the shell is built up by successive excretions 

of membranous laminae, in which granules of carbonate of lime 

are deposited. 
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The prismatic part of the shell is apparently formed by the 

deposition of calcareous matter in prismatic, generally hexagonal, 

cells, which are themselves formed by the successive secretions of 

fenestrated laminae, deposited by the margin of the mantle (pl. 

2, fig. 12 and 15). 

The laminar part is apparently composed of numerous thin 

laminae varying in thickness. In many thin sections which I 

have examined under the miscroscope I have seen no trace of the 

prismatic structure in this part of the shell. The nacreous layer 

is very thin, forming the inner stratum of the sheil, and is of a 

somewhat pearly appearance. This layer is a part of the 

laminar stratum, though it seems to be discernible, and in the 

broken edges of the shell is always distinct and is distinguished 

by its lighter color. 

Till the shell reaches maturity the margin is very thin; but 

when mature the margin becomes greatly thickened and reflected, 

forming a broad peristome (pl. 1, fig. 3, 4-7, 12). It is apparently 

formed by the part of the mantle depositing the prismatic layers, 

as nearly its entire thickness is of prismatic structure (pl. 2, 

fig. 18, 14). 
If the margin of the shell is broken, it can be repaired by the 

animal; but, if any other part of the shell is broken, complete 

renewal is impossible, as the prismatic and cuticular layers of the 

shell are deposited only by the thickened border of the mantle. 

A mucoid substance in such cases is excreted and becomes calci- 

fied, taking the place of the missing shell; but any considerable 

breakage of the shell, except at the margin, is liable to be fatal 

to the animal. In collecting specimens, sometimes by accident 

the shells were broken; in nearly every case the animals died 

- within a few days. . 

External features 

The ventral part of the animal is expanded into a locomotor 

organ or foot, which is a thick, vermiform body with a ribbon-like 

ventral disk. The head is situated at the anterior extremity, 

and is obtuse; from it protrude two pair of tentacles, the upper 
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and much the longer pair containing the eyes, the lower and 

shorter pair, the olfactory nerves. The mouth is situated at the 

-_ anterior basal. part of the head. Immediately below it is the 

opening into the pedal gland. The anterior upper part of the 

body is rounded; the posterior part is more acute. 

The dorsal part of the animal is produced in a spirally coiled 

mass, containing the whole of the digestive gland, and parts of 

the alimentary, circulatory and reproductive organs, and is there- 

fore known as the visceral mass. 

The integument of the foot consists of a thick mucous-secret- 

ing membrane, with a muscular substratum. There are numer- 

ous mucous glands occupying nearly the whole of the membrane. 

The muscular substratum consists of unstriped fibers, arranged 

longitudinally, transversely and obliquely. Interior to this in- 

vestment of the foot is a muscular membrane inclosing the di- 

gestive and reproductive organs, which is sometimes called the 

peritoneum. 

The dorsal part of the animal is inclosed in the shell and is 

an exact mold of the shell. The integument of this part is very 

thin and semi-transparent and is known as the mantle. Where 

the visceral sac joins the foot the mantle is very much thickened, 

forming a muscular collar, which is the shell-building organ of 

the animal. 

When the animal is at rest or alarmed, the foot is contracted ~ 

entirely within the shell, occupying the space at other times 

filled by the pulmonary cavity. The pulmonary chamber is very _ 

large and is situated in the outer part of the lower whorl. When 

the foot is protruded, the pulmonary rete still remains in contact 

with the shell, thus leaving a large cavity. It is into the space 

obtained by the collapse of this cavity, when emptied of air, that 

the animal withdraws when contracted. Thus the pulmonary 

chamber of testaceous snails is as much larger than the chamber 

of the naked slugs, as the volume of the foot superadded. 

Fe Nae Oe ee ey ee ee 
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Movement 

The snail moves with a slow, gliding moticn, produced by the 

muscies of the pedal disk. First the hinder part of the foot is. - 

drawn up, and the part immediately anterior to it is extended. 

This part is then contracted, and the part immediately anterior 

to it extended. These movements take place the entire length: 

of the body, following each other so quickly that a gliding mo- 

tion is produced. This contraction and expansion are confined to 

the central part of the pedal disk, the margins of the foot having 

a lateral undulating movement of their own. 

The movement of the muscles of the middle part of the pedal 

disk gives rise to a very peculiar appearance, as if there were @ 

channel through which oval drops of a transparent fluid were 

rushing in quick succession. Each contraction and expansion of 

the muscles of each part of the disk give the appearance of one 

- of these drops of fluid, and, as these movements take place in 

rapid succession along the whole length of the foot, beginning 

at the posterior and continuing to the anterior extremity, the 

optical delusion of rushing drops of water is created. 

If a snail is placed on a thin piece of glass, and the under part 

is observed while the snail is in motion, this movement can be 

observed, or if a Limax is held with the fingers in such a 

position that the under part of the body is uppermost, when it 

struggles to escape the appearance is the same, the action of the. 

muscles being the same as when the animal is in actual motion. 

Food—carnivorous habits 

The snails which I have kept in confinement for three years 

have been fed on apples and lettuce, and occasionally cabbage. 

At first I placed lettuce in the box, but they refused to eat it. 

After several days I placed pieces of apple in the box, and these 

they ate ravenously. I fed them on apples for a month or more, 

when they seemed to tire of them and refused to eat. After a 

little time I.placed lettuce in the box; this they ate, and since 

that time it has been their principal food. 
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The popular belief that snails will feed on almost any vegetable 

is erroneous. I find that they are very particular regarding their 

food. I have placed spinach, young beet leaves and several other 

kinds of tender vegetables in the box, but they have refused to 

eat them. 

Binney speaks of the carnivorous habits of Circinaria 

concava, and also speaks of Polygyra sayi devouring 

its own species. John Walton, in Mollusca of Monroe county, says 

of the cannibalistic habit, in some of the species: “I had abun- 

dant evidence the past summer inthe Zonites fuliginosa; 

fully one third of the specimens of this species, taken during a 

special search by myself and pupils, were found devouring shells 

and animals, sometimes their own species, but more frequently 

the young of P. albolabris, thyroides, sayi, and T ri- 

odopsis palliata. This was in July, and possibly the time 

of the year had something to do with the habit, as in the case of 

some seed-eating birds that are known to consume large quanti- 

ties of insects in feeding their young and probably themselves 

during the breeding season ”’. 

I would suggest, in regard to their carnivorous habits, that, if 

the season was very dry, there may have been a scarcity of suit- 

able vegetable food. I have raised over six hundred specimens 

from the egg, and I have found that, when the adult animals were 

plentifully supplied with food, the eggs and young were per- 

fectly safe. When returning from my vacation, I packed 

many specimens of P.albolabris in a box of dead leaves; 

in a small box I had several hundred eggs and very small young. 

Several days elapsed before I could attend to them. I then pro- 

cured a box, placing several inches of earth in the box, covering 

it with dead leaves, and placed the larger shells on the leaves. 

Then I busied myself with the eggs. Some that were just hatch- 

ing, partly out of the shell, I reserved to put in alcohol. The 

others I laid temporarily ona piece of paper in the box with the 

larger shells. After putting the specimens in alcohol I returned 

to the box, and was surprised to see several of the adults busily 
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engaged in devouring the eggs; but I attributed this to the fact 

that many of the specimens, procured by me at the St Lawrence 

river, Owing to the exceedingly dry season, had been without food 

for several weeks. I very much doubt that they are ever car- 

nivorous when furnished with an abundance of vegetable food. 

The immunity of the eggs and young in a box with more than a 

hundred adult specimens would seem to prove this. 

Since the above observations were made two years have 

elapsed, and during that time I have raised many species, both of 

Polygyra and Limax, from the egg to maturity and have 

noticed no carnivorous habits, though some of the smaller forms 

of Limax and Polygyra have been raised in the same box 

as the large Limax maximus, and some of the latter had 

a length of 4 inches. In the same manner the smaller species of 

Polygyra have been safely raised with P. albolabris. 

The newly hatched young fed principally on the softer parts of 

the dead leaves in the box, skeletonizing them. 

I do not know the exact time elapsing between the laying and 

the hatching of the egg, but it is certainly less than three weeks. 

When on a visit to the St Lawrence river in August, I collected 

several specimens and placed them in a box with moist earth 

covered by dead leaves. When, three weeks afterward, I took 

the specimens from the box, I found several groups of eggs, in 

two of which the young were just emerging from the shell. 

There seems to be no uniform time for the laying of the eggs. 

I have had a large number of specimens in captivity for three 

years, and at almost any time eggs and newly hatched young 

could be found in the box. In some specimens collected in the 

winter, while hibernating, well developed eggs were found in the 

uterine canal. 

Digestive system 

The mouth is situated in the anterior part of the foot, and is 

bounded by thick, fleshy lips (pl. 5, fig. 1). These lips are divided 

into the upper, lower and lateral. The upper lip is composed of 

five lobes or divisions situated side by side. The lower lip has 
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‘four divisions, of which the two lesser are situated above the two 

larger divisions. _ The lateral lips are each entire, comparatively 

large and somewhat crescentiform. 

The mouth leads into an organ known as the buccal body (pl. 

A, fig. 1). This organ is somewhat irregularly oval-shaped, and 

-contains the masticatory organ known as the radula (pl. 4, fig. 3). 

Just within the upper lip is the crescentiform, corneous lamina, 

known as the “jaw” (pl. 5, fig. 2), reddish brown in color, and 

occupying the position ofan upper jaw. On the outer face of the 

jaw are 12 vertical ridges, with pointed ends, which project be- 

yond the lamina. The ridges with their pointed ends closely 

resemble teeth. The jaw is attached to the buccal body by a 

band of muscular fibers, inserted in its upper convex edge. Dur- 

‘ing feeding the jaw projects beyond the lips, which are protruded, 

having the appearance of a prehensile proboscis, which takes 

hold of the food and draws it to the mouth, the jaw cutting it into 

small pieces, acting as a chopping knife. 

The food now passes into the buccal body. A reference to the 

figures on plate 4 will give a clear idea of the structure of that 

organ. The outer walls are thick and are composed of constrictor 

muscular fibers. On the floor of this organ are two grisily ele- 

vations, known as the odontophoral cartilages, which have, at- 

tached to their lower parts, small muscles arising from the side 

walls of the buccal body. Resting on the odontophoral cartilages 

is a cushion-shaped elevation, inclosed in a mucous membrane, 

known as the odontophore. Overlying this is the lingual ribbon, 

or radula, which is studded with an immense number, some fifteen 

thousand, of small teeth or denticles, arranged in transverse and 

longitudinal rows. 

The teeth preserve the same form throughout in a longitudinal 

line. The central line always differs from the others, and they 

gradually vary in form and size, as they pass from the central 

line laterally. The radula, or lingual ribbon, takes its origin in 

the sac of the radula (pl. 4, fig. 3, 4), which projects from the © 

lower posterior part of the buccal body, continuing anteriorly 

from the radular sac upward to the dorsal part of the buccal body, 
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then curving downward. It is connected by muscles with the 

floor of the buccal body. Within the sac of the radula and im- 

mediately anterior to it, the teeth are immature, in the posterior 

part of the sac consisting of very minute papilla-like elevations, 

each arising from a single cell. At the central part of the radula 

the teeth or denticles are fully developed. Anteriorly they are 

worn down, in some cases becoming smooth. During feeding the 

radula is moved forward and backward by the action of the 

muscles, acting as a rasp to triturate the food. 

In addition to the muscles already mentioned, the following 

muscles are connected with the buccal body (pl. 4, fig. 4, 74): the 

buccal retractors, which have their origin, in common with the 

tentacular muscles and the retractor muscles of the foot, at the 

columella, and are inserted, as wide bands, in the posterobasal 

and the posterolateral parts of the buccal body. Numerous small 

muscles proceed from the buccal body to the integument of the 

lips (pl. 4, fig. 1, 9). There are two delicate muscles proceeding 

from the sides of the buccal body (pl. 4, fig. 1, 8), which, passing 

forward and downward, are inserted in the cephalic integument. 

Two broader bands of muscles, arising from the base of the buccal 

body, below the muscles just mentioned, proceed laterally, and 

are inserted in the integument (pl. 4, fig. 1, 7). A pair of very 

delicate muscles arise from the posterolateral part of the buccal 

body, and, passing along its sides, are inserted in the cephalic 

integument (pl. 4, fig. 1, 6). 

The esophagus takes its origin in the dorsal-posterior part of the 

buccal body, and consists of a tube passing straight back between 

the supra and infra-esophageal ganglia (pl. 4, fig. 1, 2, 4), the com- 

missural cords connecting the ganglia bounding it. The eso- 

phagus dilates and forms what is known as the crop. The mem- 

brane of the esophagus, as well as that of the crop, is very thin, 

and consists of a columnar epithelium and a basement membrane. 

The columnar cells of the epithelium are long and pyramidal, 

broad at the base and very narrow at their attached parts. They 

are filled with fine, granular matter, and have each a nucleolated 

nucleus. Internally there are longitudinal folds of the membrane. 
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The crop is elongate oval (pl. 5, fig. 3, 4), having a diameter 

three or four times that of the esophagus. Exteriorly it has a 

somewhat plicated appearance, caused by the longitudinal folds 

of the interior.- It is situated in the first volution alongside of a 

part of the spermatic duct. 

On each side of the crop are situated the salivary glands (pl. 5, 

fig. 3, 4). They are elongate, somewhat oval, and arborescent in 

appearance. They extend nearly the entire length of the crop. 

They are white in color, and under the magnifying glass present a 

beautiful appearance. They are composed of lobules, which are 

the dilated beginnings of the ducts, lined with cells oval in form 

and having a nucleolated nucleus. The glands are connected 

with the mouth by ducts, which extend alongside the esophagus. 

They are cylindric and conspicuous (pl. 5, fig. 3).1 

The stomach begins almost immediately at the termination of 

the crop (pl. 5, fig. 8). At first it is small, but little greater in 

diameter than the esophagus, but rapidly and regularly increases 

in size nearly to its extremity. <A transverse section is circular 

in outline. The anterior part is situated in the first volution of 

the shell, lying alongside the spermatic duct, continuing, having 

on one side the larger lobe of the digestive gland, and the 

albumen gland, on the other side being in contact with the herm- 

aphroditic duct. It continues to the superior or smaller end of 

the digestive gland and ovotestis, where it bends somewhat 

abruptly downward and backward, giving origin to the intestine. 

Its walls are apparently striated and very thin. The contents of 

the stomach can be seen through the walls. For illustrations of 

the crop and intestines see plates 5, 6, 10 and 14. 

The intestine is of about the same diameter as the esophagus. 

Immediately on leaving the stomach, it turns backward below 

the stomach to the large lobe of the digestive gland, following the 

1 According to A. B. Griffiths (Phys. invert. p. 109), the following constituents are 

found in the salivary secretions: soluble diastatic ferment, capable of converting starch 

into glucose, calcium, chlorin and doubtfully sulfocyanates and calcium phosphates. In 

the branchiate Gasteropoda the latter two substances occur, as well as mucin, but 

doubtfully chlorin, 
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lateral and posterior border of that gland, then, turning, it pro- 

ceeds forward and downward on the outer part of the digestive 

gland, approaching very closely to the first part of the intestine 

at a short distance from the stomach; then, turning, it proceeds 

upward and backward through the digestive gland to the border 

of the pulmonary sac. In its course through the digestive gland 

it forms an exaggerated letter S (pl. 5, fig. 3; pl. 6, fig. 7, 8). 

The rectum continues along the border of the pulmonary sac 

to the anus, which is situated near the respiratory orifice (pl. 5, 

fig. 3, 8). On the outer side of the rectum, running its entire 

length, is a band of muscular fibers, the function of which is, prob- 

| ably, to shorten the rectum and to assist in expelling its contents. 

The digestive gland (pl. 5, fig. 3, 9), was formerly regarded as 

analogous to the liver of vertebrate animals, but the organ con- 

tains a diastatic ferment, which converts starchy matters into 

glucose, and is comparable to the pancreas in vertebrate animals.- 

It contains neither biliary pigments nor biliary acids. The-liver 

of vertebrate animals is not a digestive gland in the true sense of 

the word, since neither the bile nor an infusion of the hepatic 

tissues contains a digestive ferment. The name liver could not 

therefore be appropriately applied to the digestive gland of the 

Gasteropoda. 

The digestive gland is divided into two parts, the larger and 

inferior of which occupies the outer part of the volution imme- 

diately beyond the heart and renal organ. The smaller and 

superior lobe, in conjunction with the ovotestis, occupies the 

apical whorls beyond the stomach. 

In the digestive gland are innumerable ducts which unite 

and form a large duct in each lobe of the gland, the three large 

ducts uniting in one, which, in connection with the duct from the 

superior lobe of the gland, enters the stomach at a short distance 

from the beginning of the intestine. | 

The digestive gland is composed of lobules, which are formed — 

by the enlarged commencements of the ducts, and are lined with 
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polygonal cells, which become rounded on the removal of 

pressurel. 

Pedal gland 

The pedal gland (pl. 4, fig. 4, 5), is situated in the middle of the 

basal part of the foot. It is a spongy-appearing mass, extending 

about two thirds the entire length of the foot, with a central cir- 

cular passage connecting with the exterior by an opening im- 

mediately below the mouth, and sending forth numerous ducts to 

all parts of the basal portion of the foot. Its office is to secrete 

the mucus or slime, which the snail so abundantly exudes while 

moving, and which when hardened by the air presents a glassy 

appearance. 

enterochlorophyll 

Jecithin 

oleic acid 

In the alcoholic extract; fatty acids 
chlorin 

an} phosphoric acid 

[ sulfuric acid 

In the ethereal extract, a trace of fat 

sugar 

globules (coagulating at 66° C.) 

glycogen 

sinistrin 

hypoxanthin 

potassium 

In the aqueous extract | sod 
calcium 

magnesium 

ash iron (traces) 

manganese 

chlorin 

phosphoric acid 

\ sulfuric acid 

Dr Griffith (Phys. invert. p. 115) names the following substances as being found in 

the digestive gland of the Pulmogasteropoda: diastatic ferments, pancreatin, peptones 

and sodium. 

_ 1Dr Levy (Zeit. diol. 27: 398) has separated the following substances from the 

digestive glands of Helix pomatia. 
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Generative system 

Plates 7, 8 

The Helicidae and Limacidae are hermaphroditic, and 

the hermaphroditism is most complete, having complex male and 

female organs separated from each other, but so arranged that 

self-impregnation is impossible, the union of two animals being 

necessary to reproduction. , 

The generative organs consist of the penis, vas deferens, sper- 

matic duct, oviduct, uterine canal, albumen gland, hermaphroditic 

duct, consisting of the fallopian tube and spermatic duct, and the 

ovotestis. On the right side of the foot, about on a line with the 

beginning of the superior tentacles, is an orifice known as the 

genital orifice. It presents the appearance of a short slit with 

the margins in contact, but is capable of great distension. It is 

from this orifice that the penis is protruded during coition, and 

into which the penis of the other animal is inserted. Leading 

from this orifice is a short chamber or tube, known as the cloaca, 

atrium, or genital vestibule, connecting with the penis and 

vagina. ‘The orifices of these two organs are situated side by side, 

that of the penis immediately in front of the vagina. 

The penis is a long, cylindric body of a glistening white color, 

occupying the dorsal anterior part of the foot, nearly straight, 

very slightly curved. Its walls are strong, thick and composed 

of muscular fibers. At the base of the penis the walls are very 

much thickened, and abruptly turned back exteriorly (pl. 8, fig. 

1,2). The inner surface of the walls is plicated (pl. 8, fig. 3). The 

lining membrane along the bottom of the penis is elevated into a 

very strong muscular fold (the “ pilaster”), nearly filling the 

interior of the penis (pl. 8, fig.3)._ The plications of the inner sur- 

face of the walls are surmounted by papillae (pl. 8, fig. 4). The 

plications of the lining membrane of the penis, and the muscular 

fold as seen in the penis laid open longitudinally, and in the trans- 

_ verse sections, under a low magnifying power or hand lens present 

a very beautiful appearance. 

The vagina and the spermatheca or receptaculum seminis are 
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connected with the genital vestibule, the origin of the vagina be- 

ing immediately posterior to that of the penis. The vaginal body 

is cylindrically oval in form, having a length of from two and one 

half to three times the diameter. The walls of the vagina are 

strong, thick, and consist of muscular fibers. Internally there 

are a number of strong regular, longitudinal muscular elevations, 

covered by a double membrane. Near the base these folds are pli- 

cated, but become smooth above. At its extremity the vagina nar- 

rows into a thin-walled tube or duct, which is of varying length, 

sometimes short, at other times as long as the vagina. This 

duct becomes dilated above, forming the receptaculum seminis. 

The latter organ is elongate oval in form, having very thin walls, 

and with minute longitudinal folds along the interior (pl. 8, fig. 

10, 11, 14). These folds sometimes give a striated appearance to — 

the exterior. The organ is in contact with and closely adhering 

to the oviduct. 

During coition the penis is inserted in the vagina, and is there 

closely held by the muscular walls and longitudinal folds, the 

spermatozoa finding their way into the receptaculum seminis, 

afterward passing down through the vagina, and fertilizing the 

egg as it leaves the oviduct. 

In addition to being a receptacle for the spermatozoa, the 

receptaculum seminis, according to Dr Leidy! “ secretes a mucoid 

matter, which probably facilitates the passage of the ova through 

- the cloaca. The mucus matter in the bladder is frequently found 

to contain an immense number of an infusorial parasite, which I 

have described under the name Cryptoicus.”? 

Dr Leidy’s deseription is given at the end of the article on the 

generative organs. 

Ovotestis. The ovotestis, in common with the superior organ 

of the digestive gland, occupies the apical volutions of the ani- 

mal (pl. 7, fig. 1, 72). It is lighter in appearance than the digestive 

gland, and is composed of a number of bundles or fasciculi of 

short ceca. Each fasciculus is composed of numerous ceca, is 

1 Terrestrial moll. and shells of the United States, p. 234. 

2 Jour. acad, nat. sci, new series. v. I. 
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broadly pointed at the base, rapidly expanding, circular and con- 

vex at the opposite extremity, having very much the appearance 

‘of a composite flower. The ceca are sometimes simple, but usu- 

ally bifurcate or trifurcate. The ceca of each fasiculus connect 

with a tube, which in turn connects with a duct leading into the 

hermaphroditic duct. Each cecum seems to have four walls, form- 

ing an inner and outer chamber (pl. 7, fig. 7), a tube within a 

tube. In the outer chamber or tube are produced the ova and 

in the inner, the spermatozoa. : 

The hermaphroditic duct leads from the ovotestis to the uterus 

and penis. It is an extremely convoluted organ, so twisted and 

confused in P.albolabris as apparently to be composed of 

short, cylindric, contorted tubes, agglutinated together. In 

some other species of Helicidae and in Limax it is more 

nearly straight, being fiexuous, sometimes slightly folded or 

spiral, but not convoluted. This duct is invaginated in the same 

manner as the ovotestes, the outer tube carrying the ova and the 

inner the spermatozoa. 

Just before reaching the albumen gland the hermaphroditic 

duct becomes constricted into a delicate thread-like tube. It 

then enters an accessory gland, which is somewhat the form of a 

cornucopia, the large end of which is composed of several folli- 

cles. The gland rapidly narrows to its opposite extremity. It 

is partially imbedded in the substance of the albumen gland. 

Its purpose has not been clearly determined, though from the 

size and persistency it is undoubtedly important. At the small — 

-xtremity of the gland the male and female organs become sepa- 

rated, the fallopian tubes passing into the uterine canal, and 

the epididymis continuing as a spermatic duct on one side of 

the uterine canal (pl. 7, fig. 1, 9, and pl. 14, 22). 

Albumen gland. The albumen gland, which is situated at the 

extremity of the uterine canal, is a large boat-shaped or lingui- 

form gland, of a yellowish color (pl. 7, fig. 1, 74). The walls of 

the gland are composed of cells filled with albumen. The interior 

of the gland is hollowed out by an elongate chamber or duct. The 

function of the organ is to supply the ova with albumen. 
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The spermatic duct, as it proceeds along the uterine canal, is in- 

vested with a yellowish mass, which has been called the prostate 

gland. In structure it is composed of very closely packed, sim- 

ple, tubular follicles, which are lined with pyramidal, epithelial 

cells, containing at their base a nucleolated nucleus. 

At the termination of the uterine canal the male and female 

organs become entirely separated, forming the vas deferens and 

the free oviduct (pl. 7, fig. 1, 6, 7, and pl. 14, fig. 1, 18, 19). The 

vas deferens becomes enlarged, and for some distance assumes 

a spiral or twisted form; it then contracts, becoming a long, 

simple tube, somewhat folded on itself, in order to adapt itself 

to the restricted space which it occupies. It continues to the 

extremity of the penis, the walls of which are very thick and 

muscular. The interior passage or duct is, for the greater part 

of its length, trilobate in section. As it enters the penis it is 

somewhat enlarged and the orifice is plicated. It is surrounded 

by thickened lips and folds, which project into the penis. This 

fold has a plicated membrane (pl. 8, fig. 6), resembling the mem- 

brane of the fold of the penis previously described, and the outer 

part is nearly in contact with that fold. 

The urethra is situated between the lining membrane of the 

penis and the membrane of the muscular fold (pl. 8, fig. 2). 

The retractor muscle of the penis is inserted in the vas deferens 

at a short distance from the end of the penis (pl. 14, fig. 1, 17). | 

Uterine canal. The uterine canal is a large long tube or canal, 

with plicated or sacculated folds. It is much greater in diameter 

than the accompanying prostate gland. The walls are mostly 

composed of polygonal cells, each cell having several nuclei 

(pl. 7, fig. 1, 8 and pl. 14, fig. 1, 27). It is within this organ that 

the eggs are completed. 

Oviduct. The oviduct (pl. 7, fig. 1, 7, pl. 14, fig. 1, 20) is about 

the same size as the twisted part of the vas deferens, and con- 

tinues from the uterine canal to the vagina, entering that organ 

near its mouth. | 

During coition the penis is everted, passing out of the genital 

orifice, and entering the vagina of the second animal, coition con- 

tinuing for several hours. 
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The position of the generative organs in the animal can be 

clearly understood from plate 23, figure 9. 

The penis occupies the dorsal anterior part of the foot; the 

vagina the anterior right lateral part. The receptaculum seminis 

closely adheres to the prostate gland. The vas deferens is situ- 

ated between and beneath the penis and vagina; on account of its 

great length being disposed in irregular folds. The prostate 

gland and uterine canal enter the first volution of the animal and 

are disposed alongside the pulmonary cavity. The albumen 

gland lies between the large lobe of the digestive gland and the 

stomach. The constricted, thread-like part of the hermaphroditic 

duct crosses the stomach from the base of the albumen gland, 

and the convoluted part of the duct lies in the inner margin of the 

volution, alongside of a part of the stomach. The ovotestis, in 

conjunction with the superior lobe of the digestive gland, occu- 

pies all the apical parts of the animal. 

The generative organs of the other species of helicoid snails, 

though varying in detail, are sufficiently similar to those of 

P.albolabris to enable the student to recognize them with- 

out difficulty, with the exception of those of Gastrodonta 

mtertexta, G. gularis, G. ligera and G. sup- 

pressa, which species have accessory organs, that will be de- 

» scribed later on. 

The vas deferens is usually about twice the length of the penis, 

or less. In Polygyra exoleta it is longer, but in no 

Species, as far as I am aware, is it as long asin P.albolab ris. 

InP.tridentata andin P.exoleta it has the same form us 

in P. albolabris, that is, enlarged, glandular, annulated or 

somewhat spiral in appearance at its beginning; while, on the 

contrary,inPyramidula solitaria it has this form atits 

termination. INnOmphalina fuliginosa itis fora great 

part of its length expanded, so that its diameter is equal to that of 

the penis. 

In some species, as in Polygyra auriculata and 

P.sayi, the penis is very long and bent on itself, while in others, 

as Pyramidula solitaria, it is short, stout and clavate. 
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In Polygyra profunda the base of the penis is included 

in a sheath formed by a continuation of a part of the genital 

chamber, in the form of an inverted cone. In Circinaria 

ceoncava it-is long and cleft or bipartite at the summit. . 

The lining membrane usually has a number of rugae, longitudi- 

nal and oblique. Sometimes,asin P.albolabris and Pyra- 

midulaalternat a, there is one very large fold. In many 

species, as in P.albolabris, the surface of the membrane is 

papillated, but in some others it is smooth. 

The vagina and receptaculum seminis vary in form. In the 

greater number of species the vagina is not as large and muscular 

asin P.albolabris, and the duct leading to the receptaculum 

seminis is generally longer. 

In Helix aspera and other European species there are 

several accessory organs not found in P. albolabris or in 

Limax. They are the flagellum, the dart sac and the accessory 

mucous or digitate glands. 

The flagellum is an elongated diverticulum of the penis and is 

much coiled. The dart sac is an elongated, clavate, appendage 

from the base of thé oviduct. It has powerful muscular walis, 

and contains in its interior the dart or spiculum amoris, attached_ 

to a nipple-like protuberance at the bottom of the sac. The dart is 

four-bladed, calcareous, and growing by the addition of calcare-* 

ous particles, deposited at its base from the vascular protuberance ~ 

to which it is affixed. If broken off it is speedily renewed in like ~ 

manner. LSBefore coition the dart sac is everted from the genital 

\ 

orifice, the dart thus becoming exposed. It is probably an excita- 

tory organ. 

The mucous or digitate glands, according to T. Rymer Jones, 

“consist of a series of branched ceca, derived from two excretory 

ducts, by which a milky fluid, secreted by the ceca, is poured into 

the egg passage prior to its termination ”. ! 

The receptaculum seminis of H elix as pera differs 

greatly from that of P.albolabris and Limax maxi- 

mus, consisting of an elongated duct, which subdivides into two 
2 

Ne 

Na i a a 
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cecal diverticula, a longer and stouter coiled one, and a shorter 

one with globular head, which during life is concealed in the first 

coil of the intestine. | 

It is a remarkable fact that, while the flagellate form of the 

penis, and the accessory organs, viz, the dart sac and multifid 

vesicles, are very common in European species of Helix, they 

are very rare in east American forms. <A flagellate form of the 

penis does not exist in a single one of the latter forms. An 

analogue of the multifid vesicles exists in only four of the species 

occurring in New York. In Gastrodonta intertexta 

and G. gularis there is a single pair of follicles. In G.ligera 

and G. suppressa there is but one short follicle. The dart 

Sac exists in the above-named species. 

Description of a new species of entozoa 

BY DR JOSEPH LEIDY 

Plate 13, fig. 6 

In September 1846 I first gave an account in our proceedings 
of anew genus and new species of Entozoa, inhabiting the fluid 
contained in the spermatheca of Helix albolabris, H. tri 

dentalis and H. alternata. Since then I have verified 
the observation, and also have detected it in other species of 

Helix, viz, elevata and thyroides, and have also de 
tected it in an allied genus, Bulimus decollatus. The 
name which I gave it at that time I was not aware had been pre- 
viously applied to a genus of Insecta brachelytra, with 
the only difference of the latter having a neuter termination. I 

will therefore change the name. 

Cryptoicus minutissimus; forma mutabilissima; organisatione interno cellu- 

larium et granulosum, C.h elicis. Coloris expers; forma plerumque elongata, fusiforme, 

vel ovata; caudis duabus adversis, una longior quam altera. Structura interno sto- 

machos duos et granulos numerosus parvos exhibit. Long ,4~_ 4, lin, Habitat 

inspermatheca Helices albolabris, tridentata et Bulimusdecollatus. 

This singular entozoon is a polygastric animalcule. Its varied 
forms and movements are curious to observe; at one moment glo- 
bulose, then oval, ovate, fusiform, sigmoid, crescentic, etc. It 
appears as if it would outvie the kaleidoscope in its changes. 
Sometimes it collects in bunches, adhering by the end of the 
cauda to each other, and frequently it may be observed to contract 
upon either of the large cellules, causing them to project beyond 
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the outline of the animal. The motions are vibratile rotary, with 
a lateral progression, or whirling in circles like the insect Gy ri- 
nus. Cryptoicus from its position might be mistaken for 
the spermatozoa of the animal, but may be readily distinguished; 
the spermatozoa of Helices having either a uniform sigmoid 
or a spiral body, with an enormous proportionate length of tail, 
and a slow vibratile motion. 

Plate 13, figure 6, represents some of the varied forms of. the 

animal highly magnified. 

Circulatory system 

Method of injecting the blood vessels. I have found the follow- 

ing method to be the best in obtaining a complete injection of the 

circulatory system, and by it I have obtained the most beautiful 

results, plainly showing all the minute ramifications of the arter- 

- jes and veins. 

The necessary materials are an ordinary hypodermic syringe, 

with as fine a needle as it is possible to obtain, the finer the bet- 

ter; as an injection which would not pass through the finest 

hypodermic needle certainly would not pass through the fine ar- 

teries and veins. The distal extremity of this needle should be 

blunt or slightly bulbous. A curved sewing-needle and very fine 

thread are also necessary. As an injection fluid I have used and 

found perfectly satisfactory Dr Seiler’s carmine gelatin. This is 

sold by the ounce and comes in a solid mass. 

A day or two before making the injection, some of the gelatin 

should be placed in cold water in a wide-mouthed bottle. The 

water will soften the gelatin. When it is proposed to use the 

injection, the bottle can be set in a pan of hot water. Within 

a short time the gelatin will be completely dissolved. It should 

be thin enough when hot to enter easily the arteries and veins, 

but of sufficient consistency to harden when cold. No rule can 

be given as to the exact proportion of water and gelatin. The 

right degree of fluidity must be determined by each student. Use 

only filtered water with the gelatin, as a small particle of dirt in 

the water might prevent a successful result. 

Take the animal as soon after death as possible; wash away 

the mucus. Then, as previously described, remove the shell, 

De ee ae 
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wholly or till the heart can be plainly seen. The latter method 

is, I think, preferable, as it avoids the danger of rupturing some 

of the blood vessels, as sometimes happens when the entire shell 

is removed. Cut through the peritoneum, alongside the rectum, 

taking care not to injure the large vein which accompanies the 

rectum; turn back the walls of the pulmonary cavity till the 

heart is exposed. Using the curved needle pass a thread under 

the ventricle. Place the animal in warm water, as hot as can 

be comfortably-borne by the hand, and before injecting be cer- 

tain that the animal is thoroughly warmed through; also place 

the syringe in hot water, having both the syringe and injecting 

fluid warm. Draw some of the fluid into the syringe; then, hold- 

ing the needle upward, expel a drop or two of the fiuid, so as to 

be certain that no air remains in the syringe. Leaving the animal 

in warm water, with the point of an extremely sharp scalpel 

make a slight incision in the walls of the ventricle just large 

~ enough for.the point of the needle to enter. Insert the needle, 

bring the two ends of the thread together and tie them just back 

of the point of the needle, to guard against the escape of the 

_ injection through the incision. Some assistance would be useful 

in this operation, as one hand will be occupied with ihe syringe. 

“Gently press the piston, slowly injecting the fluid, stopping im- 

mediately when the injection is complete, as much pressure will 

rupture the walls of the blood vessels. 

_ Sometimes a very fine injection of the arteries can be made 

by merely inserting the point of a hypodermic needle in the ven- 

tricle, the rest of the process being as described above. But the 

injection is liable to escape where the needle enters the wall of 

the ventricle. 

The injecting is a very delicate process, and partial, or even 

a complete failure at the first attempt should not discourage the 

student. The most frequent cause of failure is in not keeping the 

animal and syringe warm enough, the injecting fluid rapidly hara- 

ening in the blood vessels, preventing their full injection. 

When the animal is fully injected, place it at once in cold 

water; this rapidly hardens the gelatin. The remainder of the 
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shell can now be removed and the animal immediately dissected, 

or it can be placed in alcohol for future use. The alcohol must 

be at first very weak, gradually increasing its strength each day. 

The advantage of a gelatin injection over a fluid one is that, 

as the gelatin becomes hardened, dissections can be made with- 

out danger of the escape of the injection from the severed blood 

vessels. As the injection is a brilliant carmine, the blood vessels 

stand out in bold relief from the light background of the various 

organs. | 

Heart. The heart (pl. 9, 1, pl. 10, fig. 1, pl. 14, fig. 1, 30, 

32) is situated in the outer portion of the first volution, just ante- 

rior to the peristome, and is plainly visible from the exterior. Its 

pulsations can be observed even through the shell. Ordinarily the 

pulsations number about 45 or 50 a minute, in an adult indi- 

vidual; but are variable, sometimes being much faster, and during 

hibernation slower. In a young individual the pulsations seem to 

be much faster, sometimes equaling 150 a minute. The heart con- 

sists of a single auricle and ventricle, inclosed in an oval pericar- 

diac sac. The ventricle and auricle are pyriform, placed base to 

base, the bases being somewhat truncated. The ventricle is about 

twice the size of the auricle. 

In composition the walls consist of unstriped muscular fibers, 

granulated, showing oval nuclei on the application of acetic acid. 

The interior of the heart is lined with tesselated epithelium, 

consisting of granulated cells. ‘The interior of the walls of the 

aorta have a similar structure. 

The wall of the pericardium is very thin and transparent. The 

pericardial fluid is very abundant, and, according to Dr — 

Leidy, is sometimes inhabited by an entozoon, named by him 

Distoma vagans Between the auricle and ventricle is a 

valve, so disposed as to permit the passage of the blood only from 

the auricle to the ventricle. 

Arteries (pl. 9, fig. 1). The apex of the ventricle gives origin 

to one large aorta, which almost immediately subdivides, one 

branch proceeding posteriorly, and supplying the digestive gland, 

1Jour. acad. nat. sci. new series. v. 1 Philadelphia. 
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_ hermaphroditic duct, stomach, ovotestis and albumen gland; the 

other and larger of the two proceeds anteriorly, supplying the 

remaining organs of generation, muscles, crop and all the organs 

contained in the foot. | 
The posterior aorta passes on the outer part of the inferior lobe 

of the digestive gland, giving off numerous branches to this gland, 

the intestine and also to the albumen gland. Just after giving off 

‘this latter branch, it crosses a portion of the stomach, and for a 

short distance disappears in the substance of the lobe of the diges- 

tive gland; then emerging it continues along the lower inside edge 

of the volution to the apex of the animal, giving off branches to 

the superior lobe of the digestive gland, and to each of the fasci- 

culi of ceca composing the ovotestis. 

The anterior aorta, at a short distance from the heart, gives off 

a branch to the stomach. On the stomach this branch subdivides 

into two branches; each of which gives off numerous branches, 

covering the stomach with their ramifications. This artery, before 

reaching the stomach, gives off a branch, which continues to the 

hermaphroditic duct. 

At a short distance from the branch to the stomach is a large 

branch, which continues on the surface of the prostate gland and 

uterine canal, giving off numerous small branches to these organs. 

At a short distance beyond this branch is another, which shortly 

subdivides; the larger of the two divisions continuing to the mus- 

cular collar, and supplying blood to it, and to the adjacent parts. 

The smaller of the two divisions continues with the retractor mus- 

cles of the foot. From the larger of the two subdivisions a branch 

is given off, which continues to the crop, supplying the crop and 

the overlying salivary glands. A small branch continues with 

each salivary duct to the buccal body. 

The main aorta continues, without branching, to the infra- 

esophageal ganglia, where it suddenly turns downward and back- 

ward, continuing posteriorly in the base of the foot. Just at 

the turn it gives off three branches, which proceed directly 

anteriorly; the central and largest of which supplies the buccal 

body. The two lateral ones, which are very minute, proceed 
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to the cephalic integument. A branch is also given off, which 

proceeds alongside the nerve to the muscular collar. Branches 

also accompany the commissural cord, forming a complete 

circle. From this, on the left side, arteries proceed to the 

tentacles; from the right side an artery proceeds, which subdi- 

vides; one branch proceeding to the penis, the other to the vagina; 

these organs being covered by numerous ramifications. From the 

artery near the ganglia proceed the arteries supplying the ten- 

tacles of the right side. : eee, 

Veins. The arteries break up into smaller and smaller branches, 

and finally into a network of capillaries, that meet a similar net- 

work leading to the veins, which empty into large veins or sinuses; 

the principal ones of which are three in number. The first begins 

in the apex of the volutions, receiving the veins from the superior 

lobe of the digestive gland, continuing on the outer edge of the 

volution to the beginning of the pulmonary chamber, receiving in 

its course several large veins. These divide, one division passing 

along the edge of the pulmonary chamber, alongside the rectum 

to the thickened muscular collar, passing along the inner edge 

of this to the base of the pulmonary chamber. The other division 

passes along the base of the pulmonary chamber, uniting with the 

first described division at the muscular collar, forming a sinus 

completely incircling the pulmonary chamber, and known as the 

circulus venosus pulmonis, or pulmonary circulus. 

The arteries of the foot, as in the visceral part of the body, break 

up into capillaries, that enter the capillaries of the veins, which 

empty into a large vein or sinus, situated below the pedal gland. 

From this sinus proceed numerous veins, which finally connect 

with the pulmonary circulus. Z 

From the pulmonary circulus arise many veins, which form a © 

large vein leading to the heart, and known as the pulmonary vein. 

These veins are known as the efferent veins. They alternate with 

much regularity with a series of veins leading from the pulmonary 

vein, but intimately connected with the efferent vessels, which are 

known as the afferent veins (pl. 11, fig. 1-4). 

Circulation. The circulation is as follows: the blood leaves - 
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the heart by the aorta, and is distributed by the arteries to the 

different parts of the body, and passes from the minute branches 

of the arteries into a flexus of capillaries spreading over the 

whole body; passing from them into the veins, and from the veins 

into the sinuses previously described; finally all the blood enter- 

ing the pulmonary circulus; and thence the pulmonary veins, 

where, circulating freely through efferent and afferent vessels, it 

becomes thoroughly aerated. 

The renal organ or kidney is supplied with blood, which has 

previously been aerated, but only a small part of the blood 

passes each time through it. | 

Though the veins are situated in the substance of the body, 

and their walls are much thinner than those of the arteries, they 

are not simply lacunae or wall-less passages in the body, as they 

have frequently been described. The walls though thin are dis- 

tinct. 

Blood. In animals of the simplest structure all the fluids seem 

to be of the same nature and seem to be “ only water charged 

with organic particles, but in animals higher in the scale of 

being the fluids cease to be of the same nature, and there is one, 

distinct from all others, destined to nourish the body. This fluid 

is the blood. It not only nourishes the body, but is the source 

from whence is derived all the other secretions, such as saliva, 

urine, bile, etc.” 

In the higher animals the blood is of a red color; but in the 

Invertebrata it is of different densities and of various colors. 

The blood of the Helix and Limax consists of a nearly 

transparent fluid in which float solid corpuscles. ; 

For the following facts in regard to the composition of the 

blood I am indebted to Dr Griffith’s Physiology of the Invertebrata. 

In the majority of the Invertebrata the carrier of oxygen to the 
tissues is haemocyanin, contained in the blood, but in many of the 
Annelida, as well as in nearly all of the vertebrates, the transport 
of oxygen from the surrounding medium (air or water), to the 
living tissues is made by the hemoglobin of the blood. This sub- 
stance, as is well known, forms an oxygenized condition which is 
very unstable, and which is carried by the blood across the tissues 
of the animal, and is there dissolved, yielding its oxygen to those 
tissues which require it. 
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in Gasteropoda, as well as in Cephalopoda, Crustacea and 
Arachnida the function of respiration is brought about by an 
albuminoid substance analogous to hemoglobin, but containing 
copper instead of iron, this substance, which Fredericq names 

haemocyanin, forming a very unstable combination. 
The saline matter contained in the blood of the Helix is 

about 1.075%; in Limax about 1.1152. | 

Touching the color of the blood, Mac Munn! says in regard to 

the blood of Helix pomatia: “It assumes a distinct blue tint 

on exposure to the air, and gaye no absorption bands, but ab- 

sorbed a little of the violet end of the spectrum. On treatment 

with ammonia its color was not so well marked, and it had a 

partially reddish tinge, but no bands could be seen, and after, 

treatment with acetic acid did not remove the color.” 

One time I drowned 12 individuals of P. albolabris, 

leaving them, as usual, in the water about 48 hours. The blood 

in the arteries of all these specimens had coagulated. and turned 

a dark purple black in color, so that the course of the arteries 

could be as distinctly traced as if they had been injected. JI am 

unable to account for this phenomenon, as of scores of specimens, 

treated in the same manner, these were the only specimens 

coagulated and colered, though the others were kept in the same 

box and fed on the same kind of food. 

Nervous system 

The nervous system (pl. 12) consists of five distinct sets of 

ganglia, and four ganglionic swellings, and the commissures con- 

necting them or proceeding from them. 'The principal ganglia 

are the supra-esophageal, the infra-esophageal, consisting of two 

sets, and the two buccal ganglia. The ganglionic swellings, or 

ganglia, are situated at the extremity of the tentacles. The - 

ganglia corresponding to the one situated on the dorsal surface 

of the stomach in Limax maximus I have not observed in 

Polygyra. 

When the animal is extended, the supra-esophageal ganglia 

are situated just above the esophagus, immediately posterior to 

1 Quart. jour. micro. sci. 1885 
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the buccal body, but varying somewhat in position according to 

the degree of contraction of the body. | 

The infra-esophageal ganglia are situated below and just pos- 

terior to the buccal body, and are connected with the supra- 

esophageal ganglia by a double commissure. The buccal ganglia 

consist of two small masses, situated just below the surface of 

the posterior dorsal part of the buccal body. They are connected 

with each other and with the supra-esophageal ganglia. 

The esophageal ganglia and the connecting commissures are 

enveloped by an essentially opaque sheath, and it requires very 

careful manipulation to remove this so as to determine the form 

of the eanglia. This is best effected by two smali needles fixed in 

the end of small round sticks, as described on page 241, using 

one in each hand. The points of the needles should be inserted 

just below the surface of the sheath, and a little of it torn away 

with each insertion, being very careful not to introduce the needle 

far enough to penetrate the ganglia beneath. The fine forceps, 

mentioned on page 241, will be found useful in removing the 

loosened parts of the sheath. In this operation it is necessary to 

proceed very slowly. Any undue haste will almost certainly 

result in the destruction of the ganglia. 

The supra-esophageal ganglionic mass, before the removal of 

the sheath, has the appearance of a single quadrangular mass, 

wider than long, the posterior margin incurved. The double com- 

missures proceeding from the posterolateral extremities, appear 

as single large, flattened nerves. When the sheath is removed, 

the supra-esophageal ganglionic mass is seen to be composed 

of two sets of ganglia, connected by a commissural cord, the 

ganglia of each set being aggregated together, the two ganglionic 

masses being precisely similar in detail. The principal one of the 

supra-esophageal ganglia (pl. 12, a) is subquadrangular or sub- 

ovate in outline, about two and one half times as long as wide, 

slightly constricted at the middle. Attached to the lower outer 

part of this ganglion is a smaller ganglion, about one fourth the 

size of the preceding one. Attached to the posterior part of these 

ganglia are three comparatively small, nearly round ganglia (pl. 
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12, a), so aggregated as to have, on a superficial examination, the 

appearance of an oblong mass. 

The infra-esophageal ganglia have, before the removal of the 

sheath, the appearance of a flattened, circular mass, with a 

central opening through which passes a large artery. When the 

sheath is removed, it is seen that the ganglia form two masses 

aggregated together, making a sub-circular mass. The upper 

mass is composed of five subovate ganglia, of nearly equal size 

(pl. 12, b). One is situated dorsally and centrally, and two on 

each side of this one. The lower part consists of two larger ovate 

ganglia, joined to each other and to the ganglia above them. 

The buccal ganglia are small, somewhat kidney-shaped bodies 

(pl. 12, n). a 

The ganglia of the superior tentacles are subpalmate in form, 

the palm being unduly developed, and the fingers very short (pl. 

Ze): 

The ganglia of the inferior tentacles are pear-shaped (pl. 12, 1). 

The commissures connecting the supra and infra-esophageal 

ganglia are of equal size. The upper commissures proceed from 

the posterior part of the outer supra-esophageal ganglia, and are 

connected with the anterior part of the lower ganglia of the upper 

part of the infra-esophageal ganglionic mass (pl. 12, c). The lower 

commissures proceed from the outer ones of the small, nearly 

round ganglia of the supra-esophageal ganglionic mass, and are 

connected with the lowest two ganglia of the infra-esophageal 

ganglionic mass, or, as they are sometimes designated, the pedal 

ganglia (pl. 12, ¢). 

From the inner anterior part of the principal supra-esophageal, 

or cerebral ganglia, proceeds a large, conspicuous nerve, which 

connects with the ganglia at the extremity of the superior or ocu- 

lar tentacles (pl. 12, d, ec). This nerve, after entering the tentacle, 

gives off a nerve which proceeds to the eye, the optic nerve 

(pl. 12, f, g); also from the outer anterior part of each ganglia a 

nerve proceeds to the mouth and adjacent integument. 

From the central anterior part proceed two very delicate nerves 

which continue to the integument of the superior tentacles. 
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From the lateral ganglia of each mass proceed two very con- 

spicuous nerves; the inner one (pl. 12, J), continuing to the mouth, 

the outer one continues anteriorly, branching; one branch (k) 

going to the mouth and adjacent parts, the other (4), continuing 

to the ganglion at the extremity of the inferior tentacles. 

The nerves previously described give off branches to the anterior 

part of the body, also to the penis and vagina. 

From the lower inferior part of the principal ganglion proceeds 

a commissural cord (0), connecting with the buccal ganglion. 

The anterior extremities of the buccal ganglia are connected by 

a commissural cord. 

From the buccal ganglia nerves pass off: first, two nerves, ante- 

riorly, to the surface structure of the buccal body; second, two 

branches, which penetrate posteriorly into the buccal body; third, 

2 branch accompanying the salivary duct to the salivary gland; 

fourth, a branch to the esophagus; fifth, a nerve to the anterior 

part of the buccal body. 

From the infra-esophageal ganglionic mass proceed the follow- 

ing described nerves: from the dorsal ganglion a very conspicuous 

nerve (p), which takes the same general direction as the cephalic 

artery, continuing alongside the uterine canal. At the point where 

the arteries give off branches to the muscles and the crop the nerve 

passes through the loop thus formed, and also gives off branches 

both to the muscle and to the crop. It then continues, slightly 

diminished in size, along the uterine canal to the albumen gland. 

The main part continues along the albumen gland; a branch ac- 

companies the hermaphroditic duct to the ovotestis, giving off 

filaments to the stomach and digestive gland. Another branch pro- 

ceeds to the heart and renal organ. From this branch a smaller 

branch proceeds to the adjacent parts of the digestive gland. The 

nerve is easily traced to the digestive gland, but from that point 

the nerves are very fine, and careful study is necessary to distin- 

guish them. 

From each of the two ganglia adjacent to the dorsal one, a very 

large nerve passes to the muscular collar (r); bifurcating just be- 
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fore entering the collar, one branch passes through the muscles, 

the other continuing in the pulmonary chamber. 

From the inferior part of the lateral ganglia proceed five nerves 

on each side (a), continuing to the integument. 

From the pedal ganglia proceed two large nerves, running nearly 

directly backward and parallel to the central part of the base of 

the foot, giving off several branches. From the pedal ganglia 

there are about 12 other nerves, supplying the base of the foot. 

The ganglia are composed of cells or globules, varying very 

much in size, round or polygonal from mutual pressure, having a 

nucleus which occupies one half or two thirds the globule. The 

nucleus has several transparent nuclei. The nerves consist of 

bundles of tubuli. The walls of the tubuli are transparent. 

Special organs of sense 

Touch. The sense of touch is extremely acute in every part of 

the foot; the integument and: base of foot being liberally supplied 

with nerves. The tentacles are specially sensitive, but I have not 

been able to touch any part of the foot so lightly that it was not 

immediately felt by the animal. In motion the animal depends 

more on the sense of touch than on eyesight. 

Taste. There is no doubt that the animal possesses some sense 

of taste, but, from long observation, I think that in the selection 

of food the animal depends more on the sense of smell than that 

of taste. 

Light. The eyes of both Helix and Limax are situated at 

the extremity of the superior tentacles, and are conspicuous, hay- 

ing the appearance of bright, black specks. Under a low power 

can be seen the globular eyeball invested by a transparent tunic, 

corresponding to the cornea; the crystalline lens lying under the 

delicate cornea; the choroid, which forms two thirds of a sphere, 

transparent and having a single Jayer of irregularly round or oval, 

black pigment cells. Poly gyra is nocturnal in its habits, and 

perhaps at that time it can see more clearly; but in all my experi- 

ments with different individuals, many of them conducted with 

only sufficient light to distinguish the animal, I have seen no evi- 
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dence that Poly gyra is possessed of sight, with the single ex- 

ception that young individuals placed on a table, by a window, 

seemed to crawl away from the light, but in adult individuals the 

light did not seem to make any difference. I have very frequently 

moved a stick or some bright object directly in front of the ex- 

tended tentacles, as the animal was moving, but with no effect 

whatever. Often I have observed the animal running directly into 

an object, withdrawing its tentacles and changing its course only 

when the tentacles touched the object. 

Smell. That the snail possesses olfactory organs admits no dis- 

pute, but the location of these organs has been a matter of doubt. 

J have had many snails in captivity for three years, and I have fre- 

_ quently experimented with them to determine what degree of 

olfactory sense they possess. After leaving them without food for 

several days, I have put in one corner of the box a small head of 

lettuce, concealing it by a few of the dead leaves. In a short time 

the snails would appear from under the leaves, and on the surface 

would raise the anterior portion of their bodies in the air, with 

extended tentacles, turning from one side to the other, having ex- 

actly the appearance of a quadruped sniffing the air in the en- 

deavor to locate some object. Having decided on the position of 

the lettuce, they would invariably move directly toward it, and 

this sometimes from a distance of 18 inches. I have repeated this 

experiment again and again but always with the same result. It 

was impossible for the animals to see the lettuce on account of the 

screen of leaves, and, as previously asserted, I am satisfied that 

their power of vision is extremely limited, at least by daylight or 

by artificial light. 

The discrimination in regard to food must be due also in a 

great degree to the sense of smell. I have placed in my box of 

snails young beet leaves, spinach and other tender vegetables, 

which it would naturally be supposed would be acceptable to the 

snails; but they invariably refused to eat them, though deprived 

of other food, and in no case were these articles even tasted, show- 

ing, I think, that they were rejected on account of their odor. 

It being admitted that they possess olfactory organs, it remains 
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to locate them. Dr Leidy! and Dr Sochaczewer,? believed that the 

olfactory organs are situated in the pedal sinus. 

The latter author made the following experiment: 

Having cut off the tentacles of Helix pomatia, the wound 
was allowed to heal. The snails were then placed on a flat plate, 
the edge of which was smeared with turpentine; both the muti- 

lated and unmutilated specimens turned away from the edges; 
this shows that the tentaculae are not the seat of the olfactory 

organs. 

I do not think that this experiment is at all conclusive, or in 

fact has any bearing on the matter, as the foot buth of Helix 

and of Limax is so extremely sensitive that on the first contact 

with any substance smeared with turpentine the animal would 

turn quickly away; the effect being essentially the same as if the 

animal had come in contact with heated metal. The fatal defect 

of this experiment is that the sensitiveness of the foot was not 

taken into consideration. I have tried the same experiment as 

far as surrounding the animals with turpentine, but they never 

turned away till they came in contact with the turpentine. If 

they turned away on account of the smell, they would do so before 

touching the turpentine. 

If one observes a snail, when in motion, it will be seen that the 

superior tentacles are usually held, essentially, in one position, 

occasionally striking an object, apparently not seeing it; but the 

inferior tentacles are constantly in motion, and are bent down 

toward the object on which the animal is moving, but not touch- 

ing it. Taking into consideration the limited power of sight, it 

seems to me that the snail must be assisted by the sense of smell. 

That these tentacles have an important function to serve is evi- 

dent from their anatomic character. A large nerve proceeds from 

the principal of the cerebral or supra-esophageal ganglia, which 

connects at the extremity of the tentacle witha very conspicuous 

ganglionic swelling (pl. 13, fig. 4, 5), which gives off numerous 

nerve fibers to the extremity of the tentacle. That the tentacles 

are not tactile organs is evident from two facts; first, they would 

1Terrestrial moll. and shells of the United States, 

*Zeitschrift fiir Wiss. zoologie. 35:133. 
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be unnecessary, as the foot is well supplied with nerves, and is 

very sensitive; second, though the tentacles are bent down toward 

~ the object on which the animal is moving, I have never seen them 

touch the object. Furthermore, the tentacular ganglia are anterior 

to all others, with the single exception of the ganglia of the super- 

ior tentacles, and are attached by their nerves to the cerebral 

ganglia, which, taken in connection with the anterior position of 

the tentacles themselves, corresponds to the position of the olfac- 

tory organs in vertebrates. When the tentacle is withdrawn, the 

olfactory sense still exists; the olfactory organ then closely cor- 

responds to the olfactory organ of fishes. Negatively, the olfac- 

tory organ certainly does exist; but the nerves at the mouth, 

which have been considered by some authors as olfactory nerves, 

are undoubtedly nerves of taste; while the pedal sinus is clearly 

for the secretion of mucus, which the animal so abundantly 

exudes while in motion. Taking into consideration the anatomic 

details of the inferior tentacles, and innumerable observations of 

the use of these organs -by the animal, I have no hesitation in 

affirming that they are olfactory organs. 

In some forms of Gasteropoda no tentacles exist, and it will be 

interesting to determine whether in the absence of tentacles the 

olfactory sense is deficient. In relation to this Albany Hancock,! 

says: 

Being engaged at present in the investigation of the anat- 
omy of some members of this family, my attention was naturally 
directed to this point, and I think that I have obtained satisfac- 
tory proof that these hornless animals have really the sense of 
smell highly developed. The head lobe in the Bullidae is, in fact, 
nothing else than the dorsal (superior) and labial (inferior) ten- 
tacles fused in one continuous mass. ‘This Cuvier asserted long 
ago; and it can be very easily proved on anatomical grounds 

It may therefore suffice to say at this moment, that 
the nerves which supply the oral (inferior) and dorsal (superior) 
tentacles in the Gasteropoda go to this lobe, the former to the 
anterior and the latter to the posterior portion of it; a pretty clear 
proof of its real nature. 

Hearing. The so-called auditory organs consist of two trans- 

1 Ann, and mag. nat. hist. 1852. 
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parent vesicles, situated beneath the sheath of the supra-esopha- 

geal ganglia, one on each side, placed immediately on the gang- 

lia and connected with nerves proceeding from the cerebral 

ganglia. They are extremely minute, and are filled with a trans- 

parent fluid, containing a number of small bodies, composed of 

concentric layers of carbonate of lime, frequently hollow at the 

center, called otoliths. During life, and for a short time subse- 

quent, these bodies have a peculiar vibratory motion. 

The size and situation of these bodies, and their nerves, would | 

naturally lead to the conclusion that as auditory organs they 

would be of little, if any, use. As with Anodonta, I have 

tried numerous experiments to test the sense of hearing. Any 

noise which does not jar the animal, has no effect on it. And 

I have no hesitation in saying that the sense of hearing, if ever 

possessed, has been lost. 

These remarks apply bothto Polygyra andto Limax. 

Sense of direction. Snails in common with most animals, with 

the exception of man, have what has been called the sixth sense; 

that of direction or locality. I had for several months a large 

box, containing about one hundred snails, in one corner of my 

library. At the time I was making sections of shells to illustrate 

this work. I one day examined the snails in the box, and picked 

out three which were to all appearances dead. These I took out 

for the purpose of making sections of the shell. Not having time 

then, I laid them on the window ledge, in the opposite corner of 

the room, about 12 feet from the box. Several hours later I 

looked for them, and, not finding them, thought they had been 

accidentally brushed from the ledge. Looking on the floor for 

them, I noticed the peculiar, glass-like trail made by a snail while 

-moving. Then, examining carefully the spot where I had laid 

them, I found that, though apparently dead, they were alive, and 

I easily traced the three snails by their trails, which led in an 

absolutely straight direction to the box in which they had been 

kept, and I found them under the edge of the mosquito netting, 

which had been tied over the box, as near to the interior of the 

box as it was possible for them to reach. Afterward I experi- 
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mented several times by placing individuals in various parts of 

the room, and once in another room. They almost invariably re- 

turned to the box. 

LIMAX MAXIMUS L. 

The animal has a thick vermiform body, with a broad, ribbon- 

like pedal disk, having very much the appearance of the so-called 

foot of the Polygyra. The mouth, tentacles, etc., are situated 

as in that genus. The auterior part of the body is rounded. The 

posterior is acute and dorsally keeled. 

The manile is situated on the anterior dorsal part of the body, 

and is somewhai shield-shaped. The anterior margin is rounded; 

the posterior margin angular. It consists of a thick, fleshy mem- 

brane. The anterior part is free from the body, and, when the 

animal contracts, the head is concealed beneath it, the mantle 

coming down before the head like a inask. The posterior part 

is not movable. It contains the rudimentary shell, and covers 

the pulmonary chamber, heart and renal organ. 

The respiratory orifice is situated on the right side of the man- 

tle, about midway of its length; the mantle being notched or 

curved around the orifice. 

The genital orifice is situated anteriorly on the right side as in 

Polygyra. 

The body is divided into two cavities; the smaller containing 

the pulmonary chamber, the heart, renal organ, and a part of the 

rectum, the larger containing the digestive and reproductive or- 

gans, the nerve ganglia and the principal muscles. 

Limax differs from Polygyra in that all the organs are 

contained in the vermiform body, corresponding to the foot of 

Polygyra, and in being possessed of only a flat, rudimentary 

shell. Polygyra resembles a Limax “ with the greater por- | 

tion of the mass squeezed out on the back, and arranged in a 

turbinate manner’, and covered by a shell. 

The integument consists of a thick mucous membrane, with a 

muscular substratum, asin the foot of Polygyra. Itis nearly 

uniformly developed, but is thickest on the mantle, tail and pedal 
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disk. On the head and upper part of the body, anterior to the 

tentacles, it is very thin. 

The mantle and body have black markings, which vary in inten- 

sity on different individuals. 

Digestive system 

Plates 15, 16 

The esophagus is very short, and has a diameter of about .6 

mm. It leads into the crop, somewhat abruptly expanding to a 

width of about 4 mm and: continues essentially in a straight line 

for nearly three fourths the length of the body, slightly dimin- 

ishing in diameter. It then contracts, quickly expanding to 

nearly its former diameter, to form the stomach, continuing for 

about one fifth the length of the previous part, gradually dimin- 

ishing in size, then turning abruptly forward and ending in a 

position nearly parallel to the constricted part. 

The intestine leaves the posterior part of the stomach, and 

proceeds anteriorly through the digestive gland, where it turns to 

the left, and, making a broad curve in the gland, again proceeds 

anteriorly, in contact with the previously described portion for 

a part of the distance; then, turning to the right, it forms a loop 

over the retractor muscles, near their origin; again proceeding 

posteriorly on the dorsal surface of the crop, nearly to the con- 

strictor of that organ; again abruptly bending forward and con- 

tinuing in contact with the last described part, passing under the 

pulmonary chamber, terminating at the anal aperture near the 

respiratory orifice. 

The latter two convolutions are oblique to the crop and lie on 

its dorsal part. In nearly all the specimens which I have ex- 

amined they are empty and flat, even when all the other parts of 

the intestine are filled with the remains of food. They are very 

unlike the rest of the intéstine in appearance. Their abrupt 

turning backward and simultaneous decrease in size, and their 

dissimilarity in appearance to the rest of the intestine are very 

misleading, and it requires careful dissection to show the contin- 

uity with the rest of the intestine, as they ereatly resemble a 

cecum. 
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Salivary glands. The salivary glands are situated on the anterior 

part of the crop, the one dorsally and the other latero-ventrally. 

They vary in shape and size (pl. 28, fig. 5, 6) the dorsally situated 

one being the smaller. They consist of numerous lobuli, which 

are conglomerate. From each gland proceeds a conspicuous duct, 

which enters the buccal body, one on each side of the esophagus. 

Digestive gland. The digestive gland consists of three principal 

lobes, divided into lobules. It, in conjunction with the ovotestis, 

occupies the posterior part of the animal, and also invests the 

greater part of the stomach, and the posterior lateral part of the 

crop. See plate 15, figure 3, for its position, and plate 23, figures 7 

and 8, for its form. 

Generative system 

Plates 15, 17 

The general appearance of the generative organs is the same as 

in Poly gyra, varying only in details, with the exception of the 

ovotestis. 

The penis and anterior part of the other organs pass-obliquely 

over the anterior part of the crop (pl. 15, fig. 2), a part of the ute- 

rine canal and spermatic duct lying ventrally and to the left of 

the crop. The ovotestis is situated at the posterior end of the 

animal, on the dorsal part of the digestive gland. 

The penis is a long, cylindric body, comparatively much longer 

than in Polygyra albolabris. The posterior end is 

curved and bent on itself. It is destitute of the outer fold or 

so-called prepuce existing in P. albolabris. 

The retractor muscle of the penis is long and, inserted, together 

with the vas deferens, on one side slightly anterior to the ex- 

tremity. . 

When exserted, a thin, erect membrane is shown extending 

backward from the meatus; and also membranous folds at the 

meatus. 

The vagina and receptaculum seminis are much smaller than in 

P.albolabris. 

The vas deferens is short, its length being equal to or less than 
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that of the penis. For about one half of its length it 1s thickened, 

annulated and glandular, becoming cylindric and filiform, enter- 

ing the penis on the side, just anterior to the extremity. 

The uterine canal is conspicuous, but does not present so dis- 

tinctly a sacculated appearance as in P.albolabris. 

The albumen gland is large, flattened, rounded at each extrem- 

ity, broadest at the anterior, gradually diminishing to the pos- 

terior. 

The hermaphroditic duct is short, flexuous, but not convoluted, - 

asin P.albolabris. 

The ovotestis consists of an oval, flattened mass, formed by an 

aggregation of ceca. It is nearly four times as long as wide; situ- 

ated on the dorsal part of the posterior end, of the digestive eland. 

It differs greatly from the ovotestis of Polygyra. 

Circulatory system 

Plates 18, 19 

Heart. The heart is situated at the lower left side of the 

pulmonary chamber. It consists of a single auricle and ventricle, 

each pyriform, placed base to base, the bases being truncated. 

The auricle is anterior to the ventricle and about one half its size. 

Arteries. The aorta (pl. 18, fig. 1) proceeds from the apex of the 

ventricle, and almost immediately divides into two principal 

branches, the anterior and posterior of about equal diameter. 

The aorta divides before leaving the pulmonary chamber, giving 

the appearance of two aortae proceeding from the heart. 

The anterior artery proceeds for a short distance laterally, then 

anteriorly. It supplies the stomach, salivary glands, penis, recep- 

taculum seminis, buccal body and nerve ganglia. At the gangli- 

onic mass it turns abruptly backward, and proceeds along the mid- 

dle of the ventral part of the animal, immediately above the pedal 

SINUS; continuing for about one half the length of the animal, then 

bifurcating and entering the foot. 

Where the artery bends forward a large branch is given off to 

the crop. This branch almost immediately subdivides, the princi- 

pal branch proceeding anteriorly on the dorsal part of the crop. 
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Near the esophagus it bifurcates, a branch proceeding to each of 

the salivary glands, and anterior part of the crop. In its progress 

to the anterior part of the crop it gives off four branches, two on 

each side of the crop. These branches in turn give rise to numer- 

ous others. 

The second principal branch (3’), proceeds posteriorly for some 

distance, giving off comparatively few branches. 

At the subdivision of the anterior and posterior crop arteries 

there are two smaller branches (4, 3’), the first of which proceeds 

to the uterine canal, the second directly to the ventral part of the 

crop, giving off several branches principally posteriorly. 

At the ganglionic mass, where the aorta turns downward and 

backward, a branch continues forward under the buccal body (23), 

giving off small branches to the buccal body, muscles, lips, etc. 

Branches from the anterior artery accompany the commissural 

cords connecting the two principal ganglionic masses, forming a 

complete circle, as in P.albolabris (14), giving off branches to 

the tentacles (10). 

Just previous to its turning backward the anterior artery puts 

out a branch, which subdivides and supplies the penis and vagina 

(2d, 12). 

~The posterior aorta gives off branches to the stomach, intestine, 

digestive gland, uterine canal, hermaphroditic duct, ovotestis, etc. 

‘he first branch follows the course of the intestine, entering a lobe 

of the digestive gland, and ramifying through it. Very near this 

the artery gives off a branch, which proceeds along the hermaph- 

roditic duct to the ovotestis. Twosmall branches have previously 

been given off to the hermaphroditic duct. Several small branches 

are now given off to the intestines at frequent intervals. 

From the opposite side of the artery a branch proceeds to the 

upper attenuated end of the principal lobe of the digestive gland, 

giving off numerous branches throughout the lobe. 

The next branch continues along the outer surface of the large 

lobe of the digestive gland, giving off numerous branchlets, which 

ramify throughout the lobe. 

Immediately after the anterior artery bends abruptly toward the 
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anterior portion of the animal, the large artery, which supplies 

the stomach, gives origin to a comparatively large branch to the 

digestive gland, and gives off numerous branches, both to the 

intestines and digestive gland. The next branch proceeds from 

the same side of the artery, continuing to the digestive gland, 

giving off numerous branches and finally forming a network in 

the lobes of the digestive gland (pl. 18, fig. 9). 

The next branch is from the opposite side of the artery, and con- 

tinues on the posterior part of the stomach. This branch is prom- 

inent. At about one half the distance from the artery to the ven- 

tral part of the stomach it bifurcates, one branch again bifurcat- 

ing; one branch containing latero-anteriorly and the other dorso- 

anteriorly. The main branch continues to the ventral part of the 

stomach, bifurcating; the branches continuing mainly on the ven- 

tral part of the stomach. 

The next prominent branch is from the opposite side of the ar- 

tery. The principal artery of this branch continues to a lobe of 

the digestive gland, and ramifies through it; a smaller branch con- 

tinues to the intestine. 

The next conspicuous artery is from the large artery which sup- 

plies the uterine canal and the so-called prostate gland. 

Pulmonary cavity. The pulmouary cavity lies below the mantle 

and is of essentially the same shape. It is situated immediately 

below the shell cavity, and contains the heart, renal organ, the 

posterior part of the rectum and the anus. It is separated from 

the visceral cavity by the muscular peritoneum or diaphragm. 

The respiratory orifice is situated on the right side of the body, 

at the edge of the mantle (pl. 23, fig. 1, 1). This orifice opens and 

closes at regular intervals; the normal respiration seems to be 

from 16 to 18 times a minute, though it is frequently variable. 

When open the orifice is circular, and is closed by muscular fibers 

which surround it. 

The pulmonary veins, or rete, are situated mostly on the roof of 

the cavity. They are numerous, anastomosing, and oceupy nearly 

the whole surface (pl. 19, fig. 2). 

Veins. The veins are situated mostly in the substance of the 
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| body, not being on the surface as is frequently the case with the 

arteries. Asin P. albolabris, they are not simply lacunae or 

spaces in the body, but have a distinct wall. 

The branches of the arteries grow smaller and smaller, and 

finally consist of an anastomosing network, which communicates 

with a similar network of veins; these capillaries gradually coal- 

escing, forming larger branches, which combine to form large 

veins, connecting with the sinus of the pulmonary cavity. There 

are two veins parallel with, and in close contiguity to the pedal 

gland or sinus. 

The two largest veins are situated in the integument of the sides 

of the body, one on each side. They are connected with the ar- | 

teries by innumerable ramifications. They are illustrated on plate 

18, figures2 and 3; but only the large vessels are shown, thesmaller 

ones not being represented. There are also smaller veins in the 

lateral anterior parts of the integument, and a large vein in the 

dorsal part of the integument. 

The blood proceeds from the heart through the arteries, entering 

the veins from the arteries, and carried by them to the renal organ 

aud the pulmonary cavity, where it is aerated, and returned by the 

large pulmonary veins to the auricle, thence to the ventricle. 

Kidney. The kidney is situated in contiguity to the heart (pl. 

19, fig. 3), and is a large subovate, glandular organ. From the 

lower right side proceeds a duct, which continues along the lower 

part of the pulmonary cavity to the rectum, continuing along- 

side of this; curving near the extremity, the parts of the curve 

being in apposition to the rectum, and opening in close contiguity 

to the anus. 

Nervous system 

Plate 22 

The two principal ganglionic masses are the supra and infra- 

esophageal (1, 2). 

The supra-esophageal ganglia are situated above the esopha- 

gus, and just posterior to the buccal body, when the animal is 

extended. Of course when the animal is contracted the relative 

positions are altered. The ganglionic mass consists of three pairs 
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of ganglia; the three pairs being united by an extremely short. 

broad commissural cord, which is very inconspicuous; the inner 

pair of ganglia having somewhat the appearance of coalescing. 

The outer pair are larger than the others and somewhat ob- 

scurely kidney-shaped. The anterior margin being rounded and 

continuous; the posterior part being bilobed, the inner lobe larger 

than the outer. 

The second, or median, pair of ganglia are in contact with the 

inner part of the first mentioned pair for their entire length. 
They are curved, broadest at the base, and tapering to a point, 

very narrow at their widest point. 

The third, or inner, pair are nearly in contact at their anterior 

part, gradually diverging posteriorly. They are comparatively 

narrow, though twice the width of the second pair, and are about 

four times as long as wide. They are each obscurely divided into 

four lobes, of which the anterior is subtriangular, the posterior 

nearly round, and the remaining two subquadrangular. 

The infra-esophageal ganglionic mass is much larger than the 

supra-esophageal, (2), and consists of six pair of ganglia, aggre- 

gated more or less in one mass. 

With the exception of the first pair the ganglia are regularly 

bilaterally arranged; one of each pair being on opposite sides of 

a median line. 

The first pair consist of a large and a small ganglion, the 

larger one being ovate with a length about equal to twice its 

greatest diameter. -Immediately anterior to this is a small 

ganglion, about one third the size of the first mentioned ganglion. 

The next pair are situated one on each side, and partially un- 

derneath the first pair. They are subovate in form and are about 

one and one half times the size of the first mentioned pair. 

The next pair are each about the size of the first mentianed 

ganglion, and are oval or subovate in form, and are situated 

mostly underneath the second pair, their anterior ends projecting. 

The posterior ends of the second pair project, laterally, beyond 

the third pair. 

The fourth pair are subovate in form and situated beneath the 

second and third pair. 
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The fifth pair are situated below the fourth pair. Their inner 

margins are nearly in contact. 

The large cephalic artery passes through the ganglionic mass, 

bounded above and below by the third and fifth pair of ganglia, 

and laterally by the fourth pair. 

The sixth pair are below the fourth and fifth pair of ganglia, 

and when the ganglionic mass is viewed from above are almost 

hidden from sight. 

. The ganglionic masses are connected by two pairs of commis- 

sural cords, the upper ones of which proceed from the second pair 

of the supra-esophageal ganglia, and continue to the under part 

of the fourth pair of infra-esophageal ganglia. The inferior pair 

of cords proceed from the posterolateral part of the lower lobe of 

the inner, or third pair of supra-esophageal ganglia, and continue 

to the lower part of the sixth pair of infra-esophageal ganglia. 

Two smaller ganglia are situated near the dorsal surface of the 

posterior part of the buccal body, one on each side of the esoph- 

agus, just as it leaves the buccal body. They are comparatively 

small, a little less than three times as long as wide, and are 

divided into three nearly equal lobes, (3) the anterior one being 

broader and shorter than the other two, which are nearly round. 

The two ganglia are connected by a strong commissural cord 

proceeding from the posterior lobes. 

The buccal ganglia are connected with the cerebral ganglia by 

two commissural cords, which proceed from the under surface of 

the inner pair of cerebral ganglia, to the outer and under part 

of the anterior lobes of the buccal ganglia. 

There are ganglionic swellings in the extremities of both the 

superior and inferior tentacles. That in each superior tentacle is 

digitate in form, the palm being exaggerated in size and the 

fingers short. From each of these processes, or fingers, numerous 

fibers proceed to the thin integument at the end of the tentacle. 

The ganglia of the inferior tentacles are pyriform, the largest end 

being nearest to the extremity of the tentacle, and giving off 

numerous fibers to the extremity of the tentacle. 

A small ganglion is situated near the first branching of the 
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aorta on the dorsal part of the stomach. It is subovate in form, 

gradually enlarging from its posterior to its anterior extremity, 

and is about four times as long as wide (4). | 

From the outer anterior part of the principal ganglia proceeds 

a stout nerve to the extremity of the superior tentacle (5). 

Within the tentacle this nerve gives origin to a slender nerve 

proceeding to the eye, the optic nerve. From a point closely 

contiguous to the first mentioned nerve, but nearer to the anterior 

margin, proceeds a nerve, smaller than the first, which near the 

anterior extremity of the animal bifurcates, one branch going to 

the mouth (7), the other to the ganglia at the extremity of the 

inferior tentacle (6). From a point slightly nearer to the anter- 

ior margin proceeds a nerve, which near the mouth bifurcates 

and gives off nerves to the mouth and adjacent parts of the in- 

tegument (7’). From the anterior lobe of the inner ganglia nerves 

proceed to the muscles and integument of the superior pair of 

tentacles (8). From the inner part of the principal ganglia pro- 

ceed commissural cords, which unite with the anterior lobe of the 

buccal ganglia (3). | 

The posterior lobes of the buccal ganglia are united by a short, 

broad commissural cord (3”). 

From the anterior lobe of each buccal ganglion arise two 

nerves, which proceed to the anterior part of the buccal body, 

giving off numerous branches (9). 

From the inner part of each median lobe arises a nerve which 

continues posteriorly alongside the esophagus (10); and from the 

posterior lobe two nerves, which supply the posterior part of the 

buccal body (11). 

The cephalic artery passes through the infra-esophageal gang- 

lionic mass, the ganglia forming a ring, and in an uninjected 

specimen might easily be mistaken for a large nerve. 

From the posterior part of the dorsal ganglia proceed five 

nerves, three of which are of nearly equal diameter; the other two 

are smaller. The one to the left is free for a short distance, then 

buries itself in the substance of the retractor muscles, continuing 

to the origin of the muscles in the muscular layer. 
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The median nerve is directed posteriorly to the right (21, 21’), 

and furnishes nerves to the pulmonary cavity, respiratory orifice 

and anus. 

The nerve from the right of the ganglion continues posteriorly 

to the large artery, entering the foot, to a minute oblong gang: 

lion (4). The ganglion gives off five nerves, of which the larger 

arises in the outer anterior part, and proceeds along the intestine 

in close contiguity to the artery. . 

Immediately anterior to this is a small nerve proceeding to the 

pulmonary cavity. 

From the opposite anterior part proceeds a nerve supplying 

the hermaphroditic generative organs. 

From the posterior part proceed two nerves supplying the 

stomach and digestive gland. 

In the inferior part of each of the second pair of infra-esopha- 

geal ganglia arises a large nerve which passes posteriorly and 

outward, entering the integument just anterior to the pulmonary 

chamber; the branches of these nerves supplying that organ and 

the heart. : 

_ From the posterior part of these ganglia proceed two very 

large nerves, which continue to the postero-basal part of the 

animal, parallel to and at a short distance from the pedal gland, 

giving off several branches to the base of the foot (12, 13’, 13’). 

In the inferior part of the other ganglia arise five other pairs 

of nerves (15-19), which are inserted in the integument at the 

sides; and other more numerous nerves, which are inserted in the 

foot. 

Muscular system 

Plates 19, 20 

The principal muscles, viz, the retractor muscles of the anterior 

part of the body, the buccal body and the tentacles, have their 

origin in the inner muscular layer, just posterior to the pulmon- 

ary cavity on the right side. 

They at first consist of two broad, flat, somewhat connected 

bands (pl. 19, fig. 1, 2). At about one half the distance to the 
nerve ganglia these bands are subdivided, giving origin to the 
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ocular tentacular muscles (3), and the retractor muscles of the 

buceal body (5). The superior, or ocular tentacular muscles, 

shortly subdivide, giving origin to the muscles of the inferior, or 

olfactory tentacles (4), which are much smaller than those of the 

ocular tentacles. 

The muscular sheath of the supra-esophageal ganglia is con- 

nected with the superior tentacular muscles by two flat muscular 

bands on each side (pl. 20, fig. 1, 2). 

In the anterobasal part of the animal arises a set of three 

muscles on each side (pl. 19, 20, fig. 1), the posterior one (7) arising 

under the muscles of the superior tentacle, and inserted near the 

lips of the animal. The middle one (8) is inserted in the muscles 

of the inferior tentacle. The anterior and largest muscle (9) 

passes over the superior tentacle muscles and is inserted at the 

mouth. 

Posterior to these a muscle on each side has its origin in the 

basal part of the animal, and is inserted in the muscle of the in- 

ferior tentacle (10). 

In figure 2, plate 20, the retractor muscles have been cut close 

to the buccal body, and that organism has been turned forward 

to show its under side, and also the base of the anterior part of 

the body cavity. 

On each side of a basal median line, and at a short distance 

from it, a thin, flat band of muscular fibres arises, which is in- 

serted at the extreme anterior end of the body at the mouth, im- 

mediately below the anterior end of the buccal body (7). These 

two bands of muscles, at their anterior part cross each other at 

an angle of about 45°. Their function is to contract the basal 

part of the anterior portion of the body. 

On each side of the buccal body the lower part of the lateral 

lips can be observed, showing as a white mass, somewhat regu- 

larly longitudinally divided. From the posterior part of each 

mass proceed two muscles, one broad, the other narrow, uniting 

with the muscles of the inferior tentacle (pl. 19. fig. 2, 3). 

On the right side of the figure the lip and its muscles are shown 

in their natural position; on the left side of the figure the lip and 
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its muscles, as well as the muscle of the inferior tentacle, are 

turned forward in order to show a short, broad muscle, which has 

its origin in the anterior basal part of the body, and is inserted 

principally in the muscles of the inferior tentacle, but some of the 

fibers are inserted in the large muscles of the lip (pl. 20, fig. 2, 4). 

On the under side of the buccal body, toward the posterior part, 

are several moderately broad, horizontal bands of muscles, which 

are partially concealed by overlying longitudinal muscles (10). 

Bands of muscles are situated on the ventral surface of the 

buccal body, proceeding from the posteroventral part and diverg- 

ing to the sides (6). Strong bands of muscles originate in the 

middle ventral part of the buccal body, and, slightly diverging, 

are inserted in the anterobasal part of the animal, just under the 

anterior part of the buccal body (5). A band of muscles is 

situated on each side of the buccal body, proceeding from the 

_posteroventral to the anterolateral part of the buccal body (7). 

Numerous fibers have their origin in the anterior part of the 

buceal body, and are inserted in the integument of the mouth. 

The entire outer walls of the buccal body are composed of mus- 

eular fibers, both transverse and longitudinal. 

Looking down on the buccal body, the following muscles can 

be observed: a pair of delicate muscles, one on each side, arising 

in the inferior posterolateral part of the buccal body, and in- 

serted in the cephalic integument; another delicate pair arising 

in the anterolateral part of the buccal body, and inserted in the 

integument, near the base of the inferior tentacles; a pair which 

proceed laterally from the anterior basal part of the buccal body, 

being inserted in the integument each side of that body. 

The integument or skin of the animal is composed of two layers, 

the inner of which is composed of interlaced muscular fiber; and 

the viscera are inclosed by a very thin muscular peritoneum. 

The first layer ig composed of unstriped muscular fibers, ar- 

ranged transversely, longitudinally and obliquely. 

The peritoneum is composed of muscles arranged transversely 

and longitudinally, and gives rise to the retractor muscles pre- 

viously described. 
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EMBRYOLOGY OF LIMAX MAXIMUS | 

When the ova have reached a certain stage of maturity they 

leave the ovary. This process is known as ovulation. They pass 

through the hermaphroditic duct (pl. 16, fig. 1, 10), to the albumen 
gland (9), and thence to the oviduct (7); from which they are dis- 

charged, that is, laid. 

The composition of the egg is as follows: in the interior of the 

egg is the germinative vesicle, or egg nucleus, which contains a 

still smaller vesicle, or germinative dot; surrounding these is the 

yolk, which is a liquid of varying consistency. In the snail it is 

transparent. These parts of the egg are formed in the ovary. 

The albumen surrounds the yolk, and in the case of Limax is 

semitransparent, less so than the yolk. This substance is not 

formed in the ovary, but is secreted by the albumen gland (pl. 16, 

fig. 1, 9). The albumen is surrounded by a membrane, which in 

Limax is semi-transparent, so that, when the egg is viewed 

under the microscope by transmitted light, the movements of the 

embryo can be observed, though not distinctly enough for study. 

In the eges of the Polygyra the outer covering is still 

membranous, though much thicker than in Limax, and it is 

opaque. After the escape of the young Poly o yra, it has very 

much the appearance of a calcareous shell. 

Soon after fertilization the egg undergoes the process of seg- 

mentation, that is breaks up into cells. It first divides into four 

equal cells; and then smaller cells are formed from the division of 

the first four, so as to lie outside of them. The smaller cells now 

subdivide and spread over the first four. The cell mass is dilated, 

becoming hollow. ‘The large cells subdivide and sink into the 

hollow of the sphere, forming an elongated groove, the origin of 

which at the surface is known as the blastopore. This orifice 

subsequently closes up. The invaginated cells, formed by the 

subdivision of the large cells, are known as the endoderm. The 

outer layer, formed by the division of the smaller cells, is known 

as the ectoderm. This condition of the egg forms the gastrula 

stage (pl. 24, fig. 10-14). 

A dilatation of the ectodermal walls now takes place, a con- 
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siderable space being left between the ectoderm and endoderm 

(pl. 25, fig. 6 and succeeding figures). 

The body of the animal as first observed consists of a slight 

swelling of the upper side of the cell mass (pl. 25, fig. 7). 

In the following descriptions it must be remembered-that the 

ventral surface of the animal is uppermost. 

The swelling above mentioned very soon shows a tendency to 

divide into two parts (pl. 25, fig. 9, and pl. 24, fig. 17), the anterior 

part of which is the foot proper, the posterior part the mantle, 

shell sac, ete. 

Even at this early stage the embryonic shell can be observed, 

consisting of a few dark colored crystalline plates, not yet united. 

At this stage the mouth appears at the position formerly occu- 

pied by the blastophore; which has disappeared or been closed, 

and consists of an invagination of cells, bounded by lateral lips 

(pl. 24s fio, 20). | 

The shell sac and mantle enlarge much the faster proportion- 

ally, as shown in plate 25, figures 11, 12. 

In figure 12, and more distinctly in figure 13, the development 

of the tentacles is shown, which at this stage have the appear- 

ance of flat circular disks. 

The body is very small; from its extremity a circular serni- 

transparent appendage, the podocyst, is developed, consisting of 

two walls, which are connected by reticulated muscular cells. 

The body now rapidly develops, as shown in figures 15 and 16, 

plate 25. 

The shell has also increased in size, consisting of numerous crys- 

talline plates, not yet united. ! 

The ectodermal sac and podocyst have also increased in size. 

The surface markings are now apparent, and the beating of the 

heart is plainly visible beneath the mantle. 

The smaller tentacles, the lateral lips of the mouth, the odon- 

tophore and the beginning of the alimentary canal have appeared; 

the pedal sinus is also apparent. 

At this stage (pl. 25, fig. 17-21), the ectodermal sac and podo- 

cyst have reached their greatest development, and hereafter 

gradually diminish in size till completely absorbed. 
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The podocyst is now an object of great beauty, to which no 

drawing can do justice. It undergoes a rhythmic movement of 

dilatation and contraction, sometimes being so expanded as tou 

include the rest- of the embryo, then contracting to less than one 

half that size. The ectodermal sac also undergoes a similar con- 

traction and expansion, sometimes in harmony with, and again 

alternating with that of the podocyst. 

The whole embryo, from the stage represented by figure 11, has 

a rotatory motion. 

In the stage represented by figure 19, I have first observed the 

‘primitive kidneys.” They are situated on each side of the en- 

doderm, and consist of a series of curved elongate cells, within 

which concretions are developed, and terminate in a duct (pl. 28, 

fig. 4). 

The cells proper are apparently angular or of different shapes 

(pl. 28, fig. 1, 2); but this is due to mutual pressure, as when the 

sac is ruptured the cells flow out perfectly spherical, as shown in 

figure 3. 

As development proceeds a movement of the cells takes place 

from the ectodermal sac into the constantly enlarging body (pl. 26, 

fig. 1). The alimentary canal accompanies the cells; the anus 

alone remains in its original position. 

In the stage represented by figure 5, plate 26, the ectoderm so 

closely bounds the endoderm as not to be apparent. The ectoder- 

mal cells have been largely absorbed into the body, or, rather, 

changed into body tissue, and the podocyst is very much reduced 

in size. The tentacles are assuming their mature form, and the 

mouth and lips are very distinct. The intestine is nearly com- 

plete and the larger endodermal cells have, in great part, been 

converted into the substance of the digestive gland. The respira- 

tory orifice, the mantle and shell are well formed. 

Heretofore the embryo has been represented with the ventral 

part uppermost, but in figure 2, plate 27, it is represented, in a 

reverse position, as in adult condition. 

In this stage the endodermal cell mass has been almost entirely 

changed into the alimentary canal and its appendages, the podo- 
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cyst has been almost entirely absorbed, and the various organs 

are approaching their perfect condition. Figure 1, plate 27, 

represents the appearance of the embryo in the egg capsule at this 

stage (8). The absorption of the podocyst continues for a short 

time longer, when the animal becomes completely formed and 

emerges from the egg. 

A careful study of the figures on plates 24-28, and their explana- 

tions, will perhaps show more clearly the development of the 

embryo than the preceding text. 

It occasionally happens that there are two ova in one egg cap- 

sule, and in one instance I have observed four embryos in one 

egg capsule (pl. 27, fig. 4, 5). 

Time of laying eggs 

In the latter part of September I had a number of specimens 

sent to me. Within a very few days a majority of them laid 

eggs. Of course the very short time of confinement, only two or 

three days, made no difference in the time of laying. Others did 

not lay their eggs till the middle of November, when naturally 

they would have been hibernating for a month. It would seem 

therefore that some of the animals lay their eggs in the fall, and 

others not till the following spring. 

The eggs are laid on the surface of the ground, under dead 

leaves, logs, stones, or any sheltered space, where the requisite 

moisture can be obtained. They are laid in a cluster. The num- 

ber in the clusters observed by myself varied from 50 to 180. They 

are soft and before leaving the animal must be very much com- 

pressed; for a mass of eggs occupies a larger space than the ani- 

mal itself. When first laid they are of beautiful appearance, 

semi-transparent, resembling globes of liquid. Light transmitted 

through them becomes a beautiful golden color. They are 

usually round, but sometimes oval, and when they are in apposi- 

tion a part is frequently pressed in till it is concave, but, as the 

embryo erows, this part is pushed out, the egg becoming regularly 

round or oval. 

It would seem probable that all eggs laid at the same time 
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would hatch out at about the same time, but I had several clusters 

of eggs laid within 24 hours of each other, kept in the same box, 

and necessarily under the same conditions, and when some of 

these were hatched out, the embryos of other clusters were not 

more than half developed. This statement has been questioned, 

but I am absolutely sure of the correctness of my observations in 

this respect. 

Several of the clusters had not been fertilized, as shown by the 

non-development of the embryo. 

Binney declares that eggs that had been several times subjected 

to a great heat in an oven, so as to become perfectly dry and 

shriveled, when placed in a moist place regained their lost form, 

and young were produced from them. While not doubting this 

statement, my experience has been that, when the egg became 

dry and shriveled, the embryo was killed; though when supplied 

with moisture the vitality under adverse circumstances was 

wonderful. 

Embryos that I have dissected from the egg and placed in water 

retained life from 24 to 48 hours. Even when the power of 

motion was lost, the heart continued to beat. 

Rate of growth 

Even under the same conditions the rate of growth of all the 

animals is not uniform. I have at this writing more than 100 

animals that were hatched at about the same time. They have 

been kept in the same box and of course under the same condi- 

tions. But they vary decidedly in size, some being not more than 

half the size of others. 

At least two seasons are required for an animal to reach 

maturity. I have now specimens that were hatched nearly 10 

months ago, which have been kept in a warm room during cold 

weather, therefore not hibernating, and supplied with an abund- 

ance of food; yet some of them are not half grown. They prob- 

ably developed as rapidly as in natural conditions. . Naturally 

they would hibernate during cold weather, and the growth would 

not be as great in 10 months as in confinement. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 

Polygyra albolabris 

PLATE 1 

Fic. : : Ay Cookies: 
1-3 Dorsal, profile and ventral views of an adult shell, natural 

size. 

4 A profile view, showing a more flattened form than in 

fig. 2. 

5,6 Ventral and profile views of a young shell, the peristome 

being as yet unformed. 

7 Ventral view of an adult shell, showing the form of the 

under side of the peristome. 

8 Profile view of a shell just after leaving the egg, x 10, the 

perpendicular line to the left of the figure showing the 

natural size. Figures 9, 10 and 11 are also enlarged, the 

perpendicular lines to the left of the figure showing the 

natural size as in fig. &. 

9-11 Showing succeeding stages of the form of the shell before 

reaching maturity. 

12 An adult shell. 

13 In this figure a part of the lower volution of the shell is 

broken away to show the interior. 

14 A section of a shell. The outer part of the shell is ground 

away in order to show the columella. 

15 A section. The columella has been ground down to show 

its interior. 

PLATE 2 

FiG. 

1 An egg natural size and enlarged. 

2 A view showing the shell within the egg. 

3 A view showing the shell emerging from the egg. 

4 Dorsal and profile views of a shell, newly hatched, natural 

size and enlarged. 
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Fia. 

5,6 Profile and ventral views of a shell about one month old, 

natural size and enlarged. 

( Dorsal and lateral views of a shell about three months 

old, natural size. 

8,9 The same, x 3. 

10 Surface of the shell, x 10. 

11 The same, x 20. 

12 Transverse section of the prismatic layer of the shell, x 100. | 

13 A section of a part of the peristome, x 40. 

14 A section of the peristome and a part of the shell, x 10. 

15 A section of the shell; cuticle; outer layer; median layer; 

- Inner layer. 

16 A section of the volutions, x 2. 

17 One volution more highly magnified, x 6. 

18 A transverse section of the peristome, x 2. 

PLATE 3 

1 Dorsal view of a shell and extended animal. The smaller 

figure represents a newly hatched animal. Both figures 

are natural size. 

2 Profile view of shell and extended animal, natural size. 

3 An animal from which the shell has been removed, show- 

ing protruding penis; 7 penis; 2 anus; 3 stomach; 4 ovo- 

testis; 5 intestine; 6 digestive gland; 7 kidney; 8 pulmon- 

ary vein. 

4 The same view as in figure 3, the volutions being partially 

uncoiled to show the position of the generative organs. 

For explanation of the organs see plate 28, figure 9. 

5 Ventral view, the animal being retracted within the shell; 

1, respiratory orifice. 

=r) Laterobasal surface of the integument, x 6. 

7 A part of the integument of the dorsal part of the foot, x 6. 
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PLATE 4 

Fic. 

1 The buccal body, enlarged, from above; f the buccal body; 

7 2 esophagus; 3 salivary ducts; 4 nerves uniting cerebral 

and buccal ganglia; 5 retractor muscles; 6 depressor mus- 

cles; 7 levator muscles; 8 protractor muscles; 9 labial 

muscles. 

2 The buccal body. The dorsal wall is cut through, and 

separated, displaying a part of the interior; 1 buccal 

body; 2 muscular wall of the buccal body; 3 lateral lips; 

4 radula, or lingual ribbon; 5 sac of radula; 6 esophagus; 

7 salivary duct. | 

3 The buccal body laid open, from above; 7 lateral lips; 2 

muscular wall of the buccal body; 3 odontophoral carti- 

lage; 4 radula; 5 sac of radula; 6 retractor muscles. 

4 Longitudinal section of the buccal body; 1 odontophoral 

cartilage; 2 radula; 5 sac of radula; 4 muscular wall; 5 

jaw or dental plate; 6 esophagus; 7, 8 muscles connected 

with the radula; 9 opening of the pedal sinus; 10 pedal 

sinus; 71 muscular sole of animal; 12 infra-esophageal 

ganglia; 13 supra-esophageal ganglia; 14 retractor mus- 

cles; 15 tentacular muscle. 

5 A section of the animal showing: 1 pedal sinus; 2 large 

veins; 3 small veins; 4 mucus glands; 5 muscular sole 

of foot. 

6 Perpendicular section of the buccal body; 7 esophagus; 2 

salivary ducts; 3 lingual ribbon or radula; 4 sac of 

radula; 5 odontophoral cartilage. 

7 Vertical section, the same: as figure 6, the esophagus, etc., 

have been removed, bringing into view the radula; 1 

radula; 2 odontophoral cartilage. 
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PLATE 5 

Fic. 

1 A view from the under side of the head, showing the mouth 

and lips, x 5. 

2 The jaw, x 10. 

3 The digestive organs; 1 the buccal body; 2 esophagus; 2” 

the crop; 3 salivary ducts; 4 salivary glands; 5 stomach; 

6 intestine; 7 rectum; 8 anus; 9 digestive gland; 10 ducts 

of digestive gland; 12 ventricle; 72 auricle; 15 pericar- | 

dium; /4 kidney or renal organ all x 2. 

4 Crop and salivary gland, x 6. 

5 Heart and kidney as seen from the exterior. 

e PLATE 6 
FIG. ‘ 

The lettering on each of the figures refers to the same organ. 

1-6 Transverse sections of the body from the buccal body to 

near the posterior extremity of the foot. 

1 genital opening; 2 penis; 2’ sac of radula; 3 esophagus; 4 

salivary duct; 5 tentacular muscles; 6 vas deferens; 7 

peritoneum; 8 pedal sinus; 9 oviduct; 10 vagina; 11 uter- 

ine canal and spermatic duct; 12 the mantle. 

7 The stomach and a part of the intestine as seen from above 

8 The stomach as seen from below, showing also the ducts of 

the digestive gland and their connection with the stom- 

ach. 

PLATE 7 

Generative organs 
FIG. 

1 1 genital aperture; 2 penis; 3 outer fold or prepuce; 4 

vagina; 5 receptaculum seminis; 6 vas deferens; 7 free 

oviduct; 8 uterine canal; 9 spermatic duct; 20 talon, or 

accessory gland of the hermaphroditic duct; 71 hermaph- 

roditic duct; 12 ovotestes; 13 retractor muscle of the 

penis; 14 albumen gland, all x 3. 
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4 
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6 
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Fic. 
1 
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or) 

7-9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
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An enlargement of a part of the generative organs: 1 her- 

maphroditic duct; 2 talon; 3 albumen gland. 

Accessory gland, or talon, seen from above, x 6. 

The same as seen from below, x 6. 

The ovotestes, x 5. 

The cecal tubes of the ovotestes, x 30. 

A. transverse section of the ceca of the ovotestes, showing 

the spermatic within the ovarian tube, x 30. 

PLATE 8 

An exterior view of the penis, x 3. 

A longitudinal section of the penis, showing the corrugated 

fold, or pilaster, of the interior, and the manner of the 

formation of the outer fold, or prepuce,.x 3. 

The penis opened from the dorsal part, showing the corru- 

gations of the lining membrane, and the contizared fold, 

pilaster, of the membrane, x 38. 

A part of the corrugated and papillate lining membrane, 

x 10. 

A transverse section of the vas deferens, x 6. 

A tranverse section of the vas deferens, showing its en- 

trance into the penis, x 6. 

Sections of the penis, figure 9 being beyond the pilaster, 

x 6. 

An exterior view of the vagina and receptaculum seminis, 

x 4, 

A longitudinal section, showing the muscular folds of the 

vagina, x 4. 

A transverse section of the vagina, and of the oviduct at its 

entrance into the vagina, x 6. 

A transverse section of the vagina at the point indicated by 

the dots in figure 11, x 6. 

A transverse section of the receptaculum seminis, x 6. 
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oo Cl 

Fic. : 

1 An enlargement showing the heart and the veins of the 
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PLATE 9 

Arteries 

Circulatory system, 1 auricle; 2 ventricle; 3 posterior aorta; 

4 anterior aorta; 3’ artery to albumen gland; 3” artery 

to digestive gland; 6 artery to stomach; 7 artery to her- 

maphroditic duct; 8 artery to uterine canal and sper- 

matic duct; 9 artery supplying muscular collar, pedal 

muscles and crop; 10 artery to pedal muscles; /7 artery 

to muscular collar; 12 artery supplying crop; 13 arteries | 

to salivary ducts; 14 artery to base of foot; 15 artery 

supplying nerve commissures; 16 arteries to the tenta- 

cles; 16’ artery to buccal body; 17 artery to vagina; 18 

artery to the penis; 19 artery to the intestine; 20 artery 

to the ovotestes. 

PLATE 10 

1 Pericardial cavity; 2 auricle; 5 ventricle, x 6. 

Showing the stomach and under or inner face of the digest- 

ive gland, and the arteries supplyin g that part of the ani- 

mal: 7 auricle; 2 ventricle; 5 stomach; 4 intestine; 5 ducts 

of digestive gland; 6 artery to the smaller or superior 

lobe of the digestive gland; 7 arteries to the ovotestes; 

8 kidney; 9 rectum; 10 digestive gland, x 3. : 

The outer part of the digestive gland and its arteries. 

The numbering has the same signification as in figure 2. 

The stomach and its arteries, x 3. 

The crop and salivary gland and their arteries, x 3. 

Showing the arteries of the ceca of the ovotestis. 

PLATE 11 

pulmonary cavity: i auricle; 2 ventricle; 5 the large pul- 

monary vein leading to the auricle; 4 the afferent veins; 

5 the efferent veins; 6 the large vein or venous sinus in- 

circling the pulmonary cavity. 
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Fic. 

2-4 Figures showing the position of the pulmonary cavity, in 

relation to the volutions of the animal. 

PLATE 12 

- Nervous system 

a@ supra-esophageal or cerebral ganglia; 6 infra-esophageal 

ganglia; ¢ commissures connecting the supra and infra-esophageal 

ganglia; d nerves to the ocular or superior tentacles; é ganglionic 

enlargement at the extremity of the ocular tentacles; f opticnerve; 

g eye; fh nerves to olfactory, or inferior, tentacles; 1 ganglionic 

enlargement at the extremity of the inferior tentacle; k nerve to 

mouth; J, m nerves supplying the mouth and adjacent parts; n buc- 

cal ganglia; o commissural cords connecting the supra-esophageal 

and buccal ganglia; p nerves supplying the generative system and 

the visceral mass; r nerves to the muscular collar and pulmonary 

cavity; S nerves supplying the basal parts of the animal; ¢ nerves 

supplying the laterobasal parts of the foot; uw nerves to the integ- 

ument on each side. 

PLATE 13 

The same lettering refers to the same muscles in each figure, 

Fic. 

1-2 The retractor muscles of the buccal body, foot and tentacles 

enlarged. i retractor muscles of the buccal body; 2 re- 

tractor muscles of the foot; 3 retractor muscles of the 

ocular tentacles; 4 muscles continuing to the lips and ten- 

tacles; 5 muscles of olfactory tentacles; 6 muscles of 

mouth; 7, 8, 9 muscles of the buccal body; 7 levator 

muscle; 8 protractor muscle; 9 depressor muscles. Figure 

1 shows the muscles as seen from above; figure 2 is a 

lateral view. 

3 An enlarged section of the tentacles: 1 integument; 2, 2” 

tentacular muscles; 3, 3’ tentacular nerves; 4, 4’ ten- 

tacular ganglia; 5 optic nerve; 6 eye; 7 muscles to the 

mouth; 8 nerves to mouth. 
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Fic. 

4 An enlargement of the ganglion of the ocular tentacles, 

optic nerve and eye, x 12. 

5 An enlargement of the nerve and ganglion of the olfactory | 

tentacle, x 12. 

6 Cryptoicnus minutissimwus, highly magnified. 

PLATH 14 ; 

Polygyra albolabris dissected and the organs separ- 
% 

ated: 1 buccal body; 2 esophagus; 3 crop; 4 stomach; 5 intestine; 

6 rectum; 8 anus; 9 superior lobe of digestive gland; 10 inferior 

lobe of digestive gland; 11 ducts of digestive gland; 12 salivary 

ducts; 13 salivary glands; 14 penis; 15 vagina; 16 receptaculum 

seminis; 77 retractor muscle; 78 glandular portion of the vas 

deferens; 19 vas deferens; 20 spermatic duct; 27 uterine canal; 

22 spermatic duct; 23 albumen gland; 24 hermaphroditic duct; 

20 accessory gland of duct, or talon; 26 ovotestes; 27 renal organ 

or kidney, the primary ureter along its upper side; 28 secondary — 

ureter; 29 opening of ureter, or renal duct; 30 ventricle; 31 

auricle; 32 pericardiae cavity; 33 pulmonary vein; 34 large blood 

vessel connecting with pulmonary rete; 35 pulmonary rete; 36 

supra-esophageal ganglia; 37 tentacular nerve; 38 nerves to 

mouth and inferior tentacle; 39 superior tentacles; 40 integu- 

ment; 41 muscles from buccal body of integument; 42 superior 

tentacular muscle; 43 inferior tentacular muscle; 44 retractor 

muscles; 45 muscular peritoneum; 46 muscular collar; 47 cephalic 

artery; 48 nerve to muscular collar. 

PLATE 15 

Limax maximus 

The same letters apply to the same organ in each figure. 

RIG. 

1 The dorsal part of the integument is cut and turned back, 

showing the various organs in position. 

2 The pulmonary chamber, heart, etc. are turned back, show- 

ing the under side of the organs, and the parts concealed 

by them in figure 1. 
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FIG. 

3 The organs are separated, and each organ is shown more 

distinctly. 1 buccal body; 2 salivary ducts; 3 salivary 

glands; 4 crop; 5 intestines; 6 rectum; 7 stomach; 8 

digestive gland; 9 penis; 10 retractor muscle of the 

penis; 11 receptaculum seminis; 12 uterine canal; 127 

spermatic duct; 12” albumen gland; 13 hermaphroditic 

duct; 14 ovotestes; 15 nerves to the basal part of the 

body; 76 large veins in the integument of the sides of 

the animal; 17 ventricle; 17’ auricle; 18 kidney; 19 duct 

of kidney; 20 pulmonary veins; 27 respiratory orifice; 

22 insertion of retractor muscles; 23 tentacular muscles; 

24 mantle; 25 integument; 26 arteries. 

PLATE 16 

FIG. 

1 The under side of the head, showing the mouth; 1 anterior 

or upper lip; 2 lateral lips; 3 four corrugations of the in- 

tegument. surrounding the mouth; 5 triangular ap- 

pendages. 

2 View from above, the integument and dorsal part of the 

basal body cut open and turned back: 17 corrugations of 

the integument surrounding the mouth; 2 lateral lips; 

2 buccal body; 4 jaw; 5 radula; 6 esophagus; 7 salivary 

ducts; & muscles of ocular tentacle; 9 muscles proceed- 

ing from the anterobasal part of the animal, and in- 

serted in the olfactory tentacular muscle; 10 muscle pro- 

ceeding from the anterobasal part of the animal to the 

mouth; 17 muscles of the olfactory tentacles; 12 muscles 

from integument to anterior part of buccal body; 13 

penis. 

3 Digestive organs, etc.: 1 buccal body; 2 esophagus; 3 

salivary ducts; 4 salivary glands; 5 crop; 6 stomach; 7 

intestine; 8 rectum; 9 anus; 70 arteries, x 3. 

4 Enlargement of the under side of the upper salivary gland. 

5 Dorsal view of an adult individual. 
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6 Transverse section of a specimen: 7 mantle; 2 envelop of 

FIG. 

iL A 

the shell; 3 shell; 4, 5 pulmonary veins; 6 pulmonary 

cavity; 7 mucous part of the integument; 8 muscular 

substratum of integument; 9 muscular peritoneum; 10 

muscular and mucous basal integument; 11 visceral 

cavity. | | 

PLATE 17 

Generative organs 

genital opening; 2 penis; 3 vas deferens; 4 spermatic 

duct; 5 retractor muscle of the penis; 6 receptaculum 

seminis; 7 free oviduct; 8 uterine canal; 9 albumen 

gland; 10 hermaphroditic duct; 17 ovotestes. 

2 Penis retracted, x 3. 

3 Penis exserted, x 3. 

4 Ovotestes, x 4. 

5 Ceca of the ovotestes, enlarged. 

6 A still farther enlargement of the ceca. 

7 A transverse section of the penis and vas deferens, x 6. 

Fic. 

Lid 

PLATE 18 

Circulatory system, x 3 

aorta as it leaves the ventricle; 2 anterior aorta; 

3 arteries to the crop; 4 arteries to the uterine canal; 

3” arteries to the stomach, intestine and digestive gland; 

5 artery to the lower salivary gland; 6 artery to 

upper salivary gland; 7 posterior aorta; S arteries to the 

intestine; 9 arteries to the digestive gland; 10 artery to 

ovotestes; 11 artery to penis; 12 artery to vagina and 

receptaculum seminis; 73 artery to buccal body; 14 

artery to commissural cords; 15 arteries to tentacles; 

16 artery to basal part of the body. 
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FIG. 
2-3 Large lateral veins situated in the integument on each side 

of the body. Only the larger veins are shown, but they 

are connected with the arteries by a fine network of 

veins and capillaries, x 3. 

4 Showing the arteries and veins of the large lobe of the 

digestive gland, x 3. 

- 5 1 pedal sinus; 2 lateral veins. 

PLATH 19 

Muscular system, x 4 
Fia. 

1 i origin of retractor muscles; 2 principal muscular bands; 

3 retractor muscles of the ocular tentacles; 4 retractor 

muscles of the olfactory tentacles; 5 retractor muscles of 

the buccal body; 6 muscles proceeding from the olfac- 

tory tentacular muscles to the mouth; 7 muscles pro- 

ceeding from the anterobasal part of the animal to the 

mouth; S muscles proceeding from the anterolateral part 

to the olfactory tentacular muscles; 9 muscles proceed- 

ing from the anterolateral parts of the animal to the 

mouth; 70 muscles proceeding from the anterobasal part 

to the olfactory tentacular muscles; 72 muscular fibers 

from the buccal body to the mouth. | 

2 Pulmonary veins, x A. 

3 Under side of the pulmonary cavity, x 4: 1 auricle; 2 ven 

tricle; 3 pulmonary veins; 4 respiratory orifice; 5 kidney; 

6 duct or secondary ureter of kidney; 7 anus. 

PLATH 20 

Muscular system, x 6 
Fic. 

1 1 buccal body; 2 muscular sheath of ganglia; 3 muscles of 

the ocular tentacles; 4 muscles of olfactory tentacles; 5 

muscles arising in the basal part of the animal and 

connecting with the olfactory tentacular muscles; 6 

muscles arising in the olfactory tentacular muscles and 

connecting with the mouth; 7 muscle arising in the 

basal part of the animal, beneath the ocular tentacular 
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muscles and connecting with the mouth; 8 muscles aris- 

ing in the anterobasal part and connecting with the 

muscles of the olfactory tentacles; 9 muscles arising in 

the anterobasal part and connecting with the mouth; 71 

muscular fibers from the buccal body to the lips; 12 

muscles of the buccal body; 13 esophagus; 14 salivary 

ducts. 

2 Buccal body turned back to show the muscles beneath: 

1 broad oblique bands of muscles arising in the antero- 

basal part and inserted in the extreme anterior part of 

the animal; 2 ocular tentacular muscles; 3 olfactory ten- 

tacular muscles;.4 muscles arising in the anterobasal 

part of the animal, and inserted in the ocular tentacular 

muscles; 5 muscles arising on the under side of the 

buccal body and inserted in the lips; 6 oblique muscles 

of the under side of the buccal body; 7 retractor mus- 

cles of the buccal body; 8 retractor muscles; 9 pedal 

sinus and bordering veins. | 

PLATE 21 

The numbering of the horizontal lines corresponds to that of the figures. 

The same lettering refers to the Same organ in all the figures. 

Transverse sections of Limax maximus, x 3. 

An outline showing the position of the sections. 

The section, figure 1, was made at the place designated by 

line 1, and so on to figure 12. 

0 salivary ducts; 0’ salivary glands; 7 mantle; 2 shell 

cavity; 3 shell; 4 kidney; 5 heart; 6 penis; 7 arteries; 8 

receptaculum seminis; 9 uterine canal, spermatic duct 

and albumen gland; 10 crop; 10’ intestine; 10” eso- 

phagus; 17 rectum near anus; 72 pulmonary vein; 13 

respiratory orifice; 74 pedal sinus; 75 large lateral veins; 

16 smaller lateral veins; 17 veins contiguous to and 

parallel with the pedal sinus; 78 digestive gland; 19 

hermaphroditic duct; 20 ovotestes; 27 ocular tentacular 

muscles; 22 cartilaginous cushion supporting radula; 

22’ radula. 
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PLATE 22 

Nervous system 

1 supra-esophageal ganglia; 2 infra-esophageal. ganglia; 2’ 

commissural cords connecting the supra- and infra-esophageal 

ganglia; 3 buccal ganglia; 3’ commissural cords connecting the 

cephalic or supra-esophageal and the buccal ganglia; 3’’ commis- 

sural cord uniting the buccal ganglia; 4 stomachic ganglia; 

9 nerves to the ocular tentacles; 6 nerves to the olfactory ten- 

tacles; 7 nerves to the mouth; 7’ nerves to the lips and adjacent 

integument; § nerves to the integument of the integument of the 

ocular tentacles; 9 nerves to the anterior part of the buccal body; 

10, 11 nerves to the posterior part of the buccal body; 12 large 

nerves running to the posterobasal part of the animal; 13, 137 

branches of the preceding; 14, 15 nerves from the pedal ganglia 

to the basal part of the body; 16-19 nerves from the pedal ganglia 

to the sides of the body; 20 cord connecting pedal and stomachic 

ganglia; 21 nerve to retractor muscles; 22 nerve to pulmonary 

cavity. 

PLATE 23 

Fie. 

1A profile view of a small specimen of Limax maxi- 

mus: J respiratory orifice; 2 genital orifice. 

2 The radula, profile view, x 6. 

3 The same, as seen from above, x 6. 

4 The jaw and its retractor muscle, x 6. 

5 Dorsal view of upper salivary gland, x 3: 7 salivary duct; 

2 arteries; 3 nerves; 4 artery to the stomach. 

6 Lower salivary gland: J salivary duct; 2, 3 arteries; 4 

nerve, X 3. 

7 The digestive gland detached from the intestine, etc. dorsal 

view, X 3. 

8 The same as seen from below; the points a are in apposition 

when the gland is in its natural position: 1 herma- 

phroditic duct; 2 arteries. 
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Fic, : 

9 Polygyra albolabris, showing the generative 

organs in situ: 1 genital opening; 2 penis; 3 vagina; 4 

vas deferens ; 5 spermatic duct ; 6 uterine canal; 7 talon ; 

8 albumen gland; 9 hermaphroditic duct; 10 ovotestes; 

. 11 salivary gland; 12 stomach; 13 rectum; 14 beginning 

of rectractor muscles; 15 buccal body; 16 tentacular 

muscles. , 

PLATH 24 

FIG. 

1 A group of eggs, natural size. 

2-5 Various forms of eggs, x 4. 

6,7 Transverse sections of round and oval eggs. 

8 The germinative vesicle, x 48. 

9 The under side of the germinative vesicle at the beginning 

of segmentation, x 48. 

10,11 The ovum during segmentation as seen from above, x 48. 

12 A side view of the same, x 48. 

13 The segmented mass as seen from below, showing blasto- 

pore, endoderm and ectoderm, x 48. 

14 A vertical section of the same, showing i the blastopore; 

2 the archenteron; 3 cleavage cavity; 4 ectoderm; 5 endo- 

derm. 

15 Cells. The dark cells are from the ectoderm; the light 

from the endoderm, x 250. 

16 Showing the endodermal cell mass surrounded by a trans- 

parent sac or wall, x 32. 

17 Showing the early stages of the formation of the foot and 

shell sac, x 32. 

18 A stage slightly more advanced, showing the beginning 

of the tentacles and shell, x 32. 

19 A stage still more advanced showing the beginning of the 

podocyst at the extremity of the foot, x 32. 

20 A view of the same, from below, showing the podocyst and 

the mouth of the animal, x 32. 
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PLATE 25 

This plate shows the gradual development of the embryo from the ger- 

minative vesicle. 

Fic. ; 

1 The germinative vesicle within the egg, natural size and x 8. 

2 Germinative vesicle, x 16. 

3 Under side of same at the commencement of segmentation, 

x 16. 

4 The segmented ovum, x16: 

5 The endodermal cell mass, inclosed by a transparent sac or 

wall of ectoderm, x 16. 

6 Showing the transparent sac greatly developed on one side 

of the cell mass, x 16. 

7 The beginning of the development of the body form, as 

shown by a slight elevation from the cell mass, x 16. 

8 A stage slightly more advanced, x 16. 

9 The elevation is divided into two lobes, representing the 

body proper and the shell sac, x 16. 

10 The embryo within the egg, natural size and x 8. 

11 A stage more advanced than in figure 9. The podocyst is 

here plainly shown, x 16. 

12,13 Still more advanced stages, x 16. 

14 An embryo within the egg, x 8. 

15 In this stage the tentacles are rapidly developing, the body 

and podocyst are distinct, and the development of the 

buccal body and alimentary canal has begun, x 16. 

16-19 Gradual development of the embryo. In figure 16 the en- 

dodermal cell mass has reached its greatest size, gradu- 

ally becoming absorbed in succeeding stages, x 16. 

18 The embryo within the egg, showing the same stage as in 

figure 19, x 8. 

20, 21 Ventral and profile views of the embryo within the egg, 

x 8; showing a stage more advanced than that repre- 

sented by figure 19. 
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PLATH 26 

Fic. | 

1 Showing the same stage as represented by figures, 20, 21 in 

plate 25. The podocyst in this stage reaches its greatest 

Size, and in the succeeding stages rapidly diminishes in 

size, x 14. | 

2 Ventral view of an embryo of the same stage as repre- 

sented in figure 1; showing the base of foot, tentacles, 

mouth, lateral lips and corrugations surrounding the 

mouth, x 25. 

3 A profile view of the same, showing the tentacles and the 

“primitive kidney” on the side of the endodermal mass, 

x 30. 

4 A more advanced stage, x 14. 

5 A still more advanced stage. The tentacles have begun to 

assume their adult form; the internal organs are assum- 

ing definite form; and the endodermal mass and podocyst 

are greatly reduced in size by absorption, x 14. 

PLATE 27 
Fia. 

1 Showing the position of the embryo within the egg just be- 

fore emerging, x 8. 

2 The same removed from the egg, x 16. 

3 A fully developed specimen. The integument is cut along 

the dorsal line and drawn-back, so as to show the internal 

organs. See plate 15 for a description of the various or- 

gans. 

4 An egg containing two embryos, x 8. 

5 An egg containing four embryos, x 8. 

6 The tentacles and protruded mouth of an embryo; wt su- 

perior tentacle; l¢ lower tentacle; tm buccal mass; dp jaw; 

m retractor muscle of jaw, x 10. 

7-9 Abnormal eggs. These are of frequent occurrence, x 4. 
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PLATE 28 

Fia. 

1 A group of cells after segmentation, greatly enlarged. 

2A group of cells at a later stage; the larger and smaller cells 

grouped in polygonal masses, and distorted from mutual 

pressure, greatly enlarged. 

3 The cells liberated from one of the polygonal masses, show- 

ing their true form, greatly enlarged. 

4 The primitive kidney showing the cells and their calcareous 

eoncretions, greatly enlarged. 

5,6 Groups of cells from the position indicated by the lettering 

9 and 6, figure 5, plate 26, greatly enlarged. The latter 

containing calcareous concretions as in the “primitive 

kidney.” 

7-13 Showing the gradual development of the shell, x 30. 

14 The fully formed shell, dorsal view, x 2. The under side of 

the shell has very much the appearance represented in 

figure 13. | 
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The superior figures tell the exact place on the page in ninths; e. g. 262 

means page 262, beginning in the third ninth of the page, i. e. about one 

third of the way down. 
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254°; explanation of plates, 295- 

3808; shell, 2447-45". : 
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WAMPUM AND SHELL ARTICLES 

Making wampum 

The use of shells for ornaments and money is so well known that 

no discussion of the subject is required here. The aborigines of 

North America had the common primitive taste, but could not fully 

gratify it till the white man came. Some shells they were able to 

work in a simple way, but few of these have been preserved. Under 

some circumstances they kept well, but they could not withstand 

much exposure. Pearly shells resisted best, while those in which 

lime was the principal element soon lost their polish, and often their 

form. 

ime aborigines of the Paciie states had the Dentalium for 

money and ornament, but used the iridescent Haliotis to a 

great extent. The Indians of the plains depended mainly on the 

eastern coast for what they used. A few northern shells were avail- 

able, but the material for a large proportion of New York articles 

came from the south Atlantic coast and the Gulf of Mexico. These 

were most in use in the historic period. Few from the southern 

coast which are over 300 years old have been found here. Except 

as beads, shells were little used as ornaments in New York before 

that time. Yet this state was celebrated for the abundance of its 

wampum 250 years ago, partly from the stimulus given to its manu- 

facture by the whites, and partly from the numbers and large size 

of one mollusk, by which it was supplied. 

Venus mercenaria is abundant from Cape Cod to Florida, 

but is rare northward from the former point till the southern shore of 

the Gulf of St Lawrence is reached. It is the round clam or quahog. 

It has been objected that the purple part of this shell is not thick 

enough to make thedarkbeads. This is trueof the clams sent into the 

interior for food, because the younger mollusks are chosen instead 

of those old and tough. To correct this impression, W. W. Tooker 

sent the writer older shells, 4 inches long. Fig. 1 shows one of 
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these, with the surface distribution of the purple part overlying the 

white as ajrule, Pigs 21s a section of the posterior part of the 

shell, where the purple is of an inch thick. At the anterior end 

it is deposited in bands of purple and white. Fig. 3 is a section of 

the central basal margin, where the purple is too thin for a good 

quality of beads. This part was occasionally used, and the shell 

was cut so as to show the lines of growth. De Kay gives the ex- 

treme length as 4.5 inches. 

Mr Tooker also furnished some antique columellae from near 

Sag Harbor, divested of the outer whorls, and thus prepared to be 

worked into pins or long and short beads. Fig. 4, 5, 6 show three 

of these, apparently of small shells of Sycotypus canalicu- 

Jatus. This occurs from Cape Cod to Florida, and is readily 

recognized by the canal around the spire. Fig. 7 is a young shell of 

Fulgur carica, often used; and having the same range. a iteis 

given here to show the opposite character of Busycon pier- 

versum, which was commonly used in the south, not reaching 

northern shores. The peculiar feature of this latter shell is in hay- 

ing the whorls revolve in the opposite direction to most species, as 

may be seen. Fig. 8 is from a small specimen in the writer’s 

cabinet. De Kay gave two figures of this shell, revolving in the 

contrary direction to the typical form, and this without comment. 

He calledut..Py ru la.s picasa ,..of luamarck<and said) imhows 

met with this shell in the collections of Dr Budd and others, but 

can not find it authenticated as a New York species.”—De Kay, 

p. 142. It is not included in the list of invertebrates of Vineyard 

sound, nor has the writer ever found it on the coast of New York. 

It is proper to make this statement in correction of what W. H. 

Holmes has said.of locality... 5° The Busy com, per ve ponm 

has been more extensively used than any other shell, and conse- 

quently its distribution in one form or other is very wide. It its 

obtained along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts from Massachusetts to 

Mexico, and within the United States it is artificially distributed over 

the greater part of the Atlantic slope.” —Holmes, p. 192. Attention 

is called to its range now, because it is probable that almost all 

articles made from this north of Maryland are of quite recent use. 
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The small white council wampum was often made of a smaller 

gasteropod, or even of the white parts of some bivalves. Fig. 9 

is a full size drawing of Buccinum undatum, which is a 

northern shell, but is found to some extent at Montauk point and 

elsewhere about Long Island. Beads were made of this. Lit- 

torina irrorata is still rarer along the New York coast, but 

one perforated specimen has been found at the Onondaga fort of 

1600, which is shown in fig. 19. Some others will be mentioned 

later. For ornamental purposes the larger shells were preferred. 

Mr Tooker says: “Some writers illustrate the basal whorl as being 

the part from which the wampum was made, but this is contrary 

to the. early writers, who state that it was made ‘from the inmost 

wreaths, stem or stock, when all the shell is broken off.’ We find 

these stems in great abundance about the sites of former wigwams, 

in shell heaps and other localities.” Reference has been made to 

some figures of these. With all due deference to early writers, it 

must be confessed that some wrote what they heard rather than what 

they saw, often quoting largely without the slightest credit or per- 

sonal knowledge. | 

At first beads, long or short, were made from the columellae, or 

pillars of shells, because they could be easily ground before cutting 

to the desired length, no slight advantage. With better appliances 

this was less necessary. It is clear, however, that no New York 

shell was large enough for some beads found here, but after the 

Iroquois became supreme in power southern material of a massive 

nature was easily obtained. With the increase of ornaments other 

parts of the shell became available. The whorls naturally afforded 

the curves found in gorgets and other things, and it is probable 

that these articles were first seen by the Iroquois in their southern 

wars in the 17th century. Sailors brought some materials, and a 

few articles of Haliotis shell have been found. The gradual 

increase of shell ornaments may easily be ¢raced in any center of 

Troquois occtipation, and the use of metallic tools in their produc- 

tion. 

In fact these tools changed everything, though there were other 

reasons for the sudden increase of wampum in the 17th century. 
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Mr Tooker makes some interesting remarks on the mucksuck, or 

awl blades of Roger Williams. That writer said: “ Before they had 

awl blades from Europe they made shift to bore this their shell 

money with stones.” Mr Tooker comments on this. ‘Among the 

articles given for East Hampton town in April 1648, to the Mon- 

tauk Indians were ‘one hundred muxes.’ In the Indian deed for 

Huntington, L. I., dated 1653, are mentioned ‘ 30 muxes, 30 needles.’ 

In the Indian deed for Mastic Neck, Brookhaven, L. I., dated 1657, 

among the items paid to Wyandance, sachem of Montauk, were 

‘forty needles and forty muzes.’ So it will be seen that they were 

articles highly desired by the natives.” 

It is quite probable that these awls were made with a view to 

the Indian trade, and thus acquired a name common among them. 

If specially adapted for this work, their value would be proportion- 

ally increased in making and selling, and the name would distin- 

guish them. Still the work would be slow and laborious, and not 

aGapted to the small cylinders of the council wampum, making it 

probable that the Dutch soon produced all of this variety, leaving 

to the Indians the larger and more showy kinds. 

Thompson says, in his History of Long Island, p. 61, that “ Haz- 

ard, in his collection of state papers, mentions that the Narragan- 

setts procured many shells from Long Island, out of which they 

manufactured Indian money, and that they likewise frequently 

compelled the natives of the island to pay them large tribute in 

money.” In John Winthrop’s Journal, 1:112, is mentioned the re- 

turn of his bark, Blessing, Oct. 2, 1633, from Long Island. “There 

they had store of the best wampum peak, both white and blue.” 

It seems probable that not only was the material unusually fine 

there, but the Indian makers obtained iron tools at a very early day. 

A quotation from Van der Donck, in 1653, will show how much 

faster work the Indians themselves did when furnished with these 

tools. They “drill a hole through every piece, and string the same 

on strings, and afterwards sell their strings in that manner. 

Many thousand strings are exchanged every year near the seashore, 

where the wampum is only made, and where the peltries are brought 

for sale.” Though the number of beads and strings is indefinite, 
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it is implied that it was very large. From slight experiments in 

drilling the writer finds it less difficult than is sometimes repre- 

sented. — 
Roger Williams gave the words, puckwhéganash and mucksucr 

for the awl blades already mentioned. It may be observed, also, 

that the word muges is used in the printed record of the deed of 

East Hampton, in 1648, instead of muxes, as given by Mr Tooker. 

In the Documentary listory of the state of New York it is mucxs, 

which is nearer his rendering. In the same deed the Indians “ re- 

serve libertie to fish in all convenient places, for Shells to make wam- 

pum.’—RKec. East Hampton, 1 :3. Evidently the trade was highly 

valued by them. . i 

Unio beads and ornaments are very rare, considering how fine 

and abundant was this material, and but two other genera of fresh- 

water shells appear in use. Some marine species will be mentioned 

in treating of articles, butt Melampus bidentatus was oc- 

casionally used in early and recent times. It is neither showy nor 

durable, but is,of the desired form, requiring merely perforation. 

The manufacture of articles of shell was at first mainly on or near 

the seashore. Unio: beads are very rarely found in the interior 

of New York, and the writer has noticed a few perforated 

Goniobasis and Melantho shells not otherwise worked. 

All these are fresh-water species, and the last may have been 

earliest in use. This perforated green shell has been found spar- 

ingly in Erie and Jefferson counties, and may occur elsewhere. 

Fig. 17 and 18 show some from the former county, perforated near 

the lip, as in all other cases. Goniobasis is a smaller and more 

slender shell, and perforated specimens of two species occur from 

Madison county westward. Schoolcraft described one asa Mar- 

ginella. Fig. 25 shows some from the fort west of Cazenovia. 

Quite ‘a number have been found there, and they are about 300 

years old. They do not occur naturally within 20 miles of the spot. 

A few have been found in the country of the Senecas, mostly from 

recent sites in Livingston county, and they seem to be the fresh- 

water shell beads of Seneca tradition. 

Long shell beads are sometimes found in the interior, possibly 
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of early date. The finest are from the east side of Cayuga lake, 

and they vary from nearly 7 inches in length to those quite short. 

Fig. 121 represents one of these. Small perforated seashells are 

found on recent-sites, and were used as beads. Fig. 20, 22, 26 and 

30 show some out of several varieties. Fig. 19 is Littorina 

irrorata, a Long Island shell, found at the fort west of Caze- 

novia. It is rare north of Maryland. 

Gardiners bay and the east end of Long Island were the original 

seat of the wampum trade in New York, less ancient than has been 

supposed, and thence it reached the New England coast in 

recent times. An early writer said that the Narragansetts 

“were the most curious coiners of the wampumpeag, and 

supplied the other nations with many pendants and _ brace- 

lets.’ Roger Williams’s account is quoted elsewhere. Adriaen 

Van der Donck said that the black wampum was prepared from 

' conch shells cast ashore twice a year. The Indians preserved the 

pillars of these, ground and drilled them. He erred in the 

species. Daniel Denton wrote a Brief description of New York in 

1670, which was reprinted in 1845. A note in this says that the 

best wampum was made of the hearts of the common hard clam 

on Long Island, and was sent ‘to the western Indians for money 

and council purposes. “ The Indians broke off about half an inch 
of the purple color of the inside, and converted it into beads. 
‘These, before the introduction of awls and threads, were bored with 
sharp stones, and strung upon sinews of animals, and when inter- 
woven to the breadth of the hand, more or less, were called a belt 
of seawant or wampum. A black bead, of the size of a large straw, 
about half an inch long, bored lengthwise and well polished, was 
the gold of the Indians and always esteemed of twice the value of 
the white. . . Seawant was also sometimes made from the com- 
mon oyster shell, and both kinds were made from the hard clam 
shell_—Denton, p. 41-42 

The writer often finds the white beads mate from the columella 

of small spiral shells. Roger Williams said of the Indians: “ Most 

on the Sea side make Money, and Store up shells in Summer 

against Winter, whereof to make their money.” 

In his History of Long Island, Thompson says: “The immense 

quantity that was manufactured accounts for the fact that, in the 
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most extensive shell banks left by the Indians, it is rare to find 

a whole shell, all having been broken in the process of making 

wampum. And it is not unlikely that many of the largest heaps 

of shells still existing are the remains of a wampum manufactory.” 

In an address at Brooklyn in 1892, Mr Tooker did not take so 

extreme a view. Of the shell heaps he said: “They are all true 

kitchen middens, and in them can be found nearly everything not 

perishable that was used by the red men. . . Many of the shells 

found bear marks of the wampum maker. The spirals of the peri- 

winkle (Pyrula canaliculata) are very common, this part 

of the shell having been used to produce the white beads or true 

wampum. I have found these shells buried in a mound by them- 

selves in several localities, to the extent of a bushel or more, this 

being done in order that the fish might decay and leave the shells 

more easy to work.” 

Loskiel has some notes on early wampum. 

Before the Europeans came to North America the Indians used 
to make their strings of wampum chiefly of small pieces of wood 
of equal size, stained with black or white. Few were made of mus- 
sels, which were esteemed very valuable and difficult to make; for, 
not having proper tools, they spent much time in finishing them, 
and yet their work had a clumsy appearance. But the Europeans 
soon contrived to make strings of wampum, both neat and elegant, 
in abundance. These they bartered with the Indians for other 
goods, and found this traffic very advantageous. The Indians im- 
mediately gave up the use of the old wooden substitutes for wam- 
pum and procured those made of mussels, which, though fallen in 
price, were always accounted valuable. . . Formerly they used 
to give sanction to their treaties by delivering a wing of some large 
bird, and this custom still prevails among the more western nations 
in transacting business with the Delawares. But the Delawares 
themselves, the Iroquois, and those nations in league with them, 
are now sufficiently provided with handsome and well wrought 
strings and belts of wampum.—Loskiel, p. 26 

He gave a good account of its making and use. 

The most elaborate account of its recent manufacture may be 

found in Barber and Howe’s Historical collections of the state of New 

Jersey, under the head of Bergen county, published in 1844. 

‘Wampum, or Indian money, is to the present day made in 
this county and sold to the Indian traders of the far west. It 
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has been manufactured by the females in this region from 
very. early (times, for. the. Indians. 0). (ie | awataip ie 
made from the thick and blue parts of sea clamshells. The 
process: is ‘simple, but requires a skill only attained? ay 
long practice. The intense hardness and brittleness of the 
material render it impossible to produce the article by ma- 
chinery alone. It is done by wearing and grinding the shell. The 
first process is to split off the thin part with a light sharp hammer. | 
Then it is clamped in the sawed crevice of a slender stick, held in 
an eight sided figure of about an inch in length and nearly half an 
inch in diameter, when it is ready for boring. The shell then is 
inserted into another piece of wood sawed similarly to that above, 
but fastened firmly to a bench of the size of a common stand. One 
part of the wood projects over the bench, at the end of which hangs 
a weight, causing the sawed orifice to close firmly upon the shell 
inserted on its under side, and to hold it firmly, as in a vice, ready 
for drilling. The drill is made from an untempered handsaw. The 
operator grinds the drill to a proper shape, and tempers it in the 
flame ofacandle. A rude ring, with a groove on its circumference, 
is put on it, around which the operator (seated in front of the 
fastened shell) curls the string of a common hand-bow. ‘The boring 
commences by nicely adjusting the point of the drill to the center 
of the shell, while the other end is braced against a steel plate on 
the breast of the operator. About every other sweep of the bow 
the drill is dexterously drawn out, cleaned of the shelly particles by 
the thumb and finger, above which drops of water from a vessel 
fall down and cool the drill, which is still kept revolving by the use 
of the bow with the other hand, the same as though it were in the 
shell. This operation of boring is the most difficult of all, the pecu- 
liar motion, ot) the drill“rendering 40 faard “for the’ jreage 
Peculiar care is observed lest the shell should burst from heat 
caused by friction. When bored half way the wampum is reversed — 
and the same operation repeated. The next process is the finish- — 
ing. A wire about 12 inches long is fastened at one end to a 
bench. Under and parallel to this wire is a grindstone fluted on 
its circumference, hung a little out of the center so as to be turned 
by a treadle moved with the feet. The left hand grasps the end 
of the wire, on which are strung the wamptm, and as it were 
wraps the beads around the hollow or fluted circumference of the 
grindstone. While the grindstone is revolving the beads are held 
down on to it, and turned round by a flat piece of wood held in 
the right hand, and by the grinding soon become round and smooth. 
They are then strung on hempen strings about a foot in length. 
From five to Io strings are a day’s work for a female. They are 
sold to the country merchants for 124 cents a string, always com- 
mand cash, and constitute the support of many poor and worthy 
families—Barber, p. 72-73 

ine 
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It will be observed that these beads are about four times the 

length of the belt wampum, but the process is the same. The steel 

drill made a nearly uniform hole; that of the early Indian tapered 

to the center from each end, his tools being simpler. Other briefer 

accounts might be quoted. In 1831 several bushels were brought 

from Babylon on Long Island for western traders, and in 1850 the 

best for this purpose was still manufactured there. In his Pictorial 

field-book of the revolution, 1:302, B. J. Lossing said: “A considerable 

- quantity of wampum is manufactured at the present time in Bergen 

county, New Jersey.” This continued for a score of years longer. 

The writer has observed that a great deal of the purple belt wam- 

pum is quite angular. Its manufacture by the whites has been noted | 

by many, and several families in Albany long obtained a living by it. 

Catlin made some remarks on wampum which may not be en- 

tirely correct. He said it was made “by the Indians from vari- 

colored shells which they get on the shores of fresh-water streams, 

and file or cut into bits of half an inch or an inch in length, and 

perforate (giving to them the shape of pieces of broken pipestems), 

which they string on deer’s sinews, and wear on their necks in 

profusion, or weave them ingeniously into warbelts for the waist.” 

His farther words are of interest: | 

It is a remarkable fact, and worthy of observation in this place, 
that after I passed the Mississippi I saw but very little wampum 
used; and on ascending the Missouri (1832) I do not recollect to 
have seen it worn at all by the upper Missouri Indians, although - 
the same materials for its manufacture are found in abundance 
through those regions. I met with but very few strings of it 
amongst the Missouri Sioux, and nothing of it amongst the tribes 
north and west of them. Below the Sioux, and along the whole 
of our western frontier, the different tribes are found loaded and 
beautifully ornamented with it, which they can now afford to do, 
for they consider it of little value, as the fur traders have ingeniously 
introduced a spurious imitation of it, manufactured by steam or 
otherwise, of porcelain or some composition closely resembling it, 
with which they have flooded the whole Indian country, and sold 
at so reduced a price as to cheapen and consequently destroy the 
value and meaning of the original wampum, a string of which can 
now but very rarely be found in any part of the country.—Catlan, 
I: 222-23 | 
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At that very time true wampum was largely made on Long Island 

and in New Jersey for the western trade. It was counterfeited at 

a very early day. His statement about fresh-water shell beads has 

little foundation. | 

A very early account of North American shell beads will be found 

in Lescarbot’s Histoire de la Nouvelle-France, 1609, v. 6, ch. 12, in 

which he speaks of the Micmacs. He says: 

The Brazilians, Floridians and Armouchiquois make carcanets and 
bracelets (called bou-re in Brazil and matachiag by our Indians), 
from the shells of those great seashells which are called wignols and 
are like unto snails, which they break in a thousand pieces and gather - 
up, then polish them upon a grindstone, so that they make them 
very small, and when they have pierced them they make beads, like 
those which we call porcelain. Among these beads mingle alter- 
nately other beads, as black as the others I have spoken of are 
white, made‘of jet or of certain hard or black woods which resemble 
it, which they polish and make as small as they wish, and this has 
a good grace. . . These collars, scarfs and bracelets of wgnols, 
or porcelain, are more valuable than pearls (notwithstanding no one 
will believe me in this), for they esteem them more than pearl, gold 
or silver. As with us, so in this land do the women deck themselves 
with such things, and will make a dozen turns of it around the 
neck, hanging upon the breast, and around the wrists and below 
the elbow. They also hang long chains in their ears, which hang 
down even as low as their shoulders. 

Large shells were not found so far north, and they prized those 

of the Armouchiquois, or Kennebec Indians, but on account of the 

war the French supplied “little tubes of glass mixed with tin or 

lead, which are traded to them by the fathom measure for want of 

an ell measure.” | 

Early shell beads 

In S. L. Frey’s article entitled “ Were they mound-builders?” 

American naturalist, 1879, p. 637-44, are good descriptions of the 

shell articles he found in the stone graves at Palatine Bridge. In 

the first examined he found “a seashell, somewhat modified for a 

drinking vessel, its longest diameter being 4 inches.” Fig. 43 is 

from his drawing of this cup. This grave had a stone tube. In 

another, containing two tubes, he found a necklace of shell and cop- 

per beads. “ Many of the shell beads were also stained by copper; 
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those so colored retaining their original polish, being hard and 

glossy like ivory, while those not so stained were brittle, many of 

them falling into a white, laminated powder. The shell beads were 

59 in number, besides those that were too badly decayed to handle, 

and were from half an inch to one and three quarter inches in 

length, and averaged about half an inch in diameter. They were 

of that kind so fully described by the early writers, made from the 

-columellae of large seashells and rubbed and ground smooth with 

great labor, and afterward drilled through their longest diameter 

with greater labor still. . . The drilling has been done in most 

cases from each end, the holes meeting in the center. In some of 

. the shorter ones, however, the perforations were made from one end, 

being of uniform size throughout. The spiral grooves, where the 

whorls of the shell wound round the hard central column, can be 

seen in all of them.” | 

In another grave, lined with flat stones, he found “ little copper 

tubes and small seashells about half an inch long, with a hole drilled 

in the large end. The only way that these latter can be strung 

is with a ‘waxed end’ tipped with a bristle, such as shoemakers 

use. This follows the whorls of the shell.” The writer makes full 

quotations here because these may be the oldest shell beads yet 

found in New York. They were in peculiar graves and associated 

with articles very different from those of more recent times, though 

themselves of precisely the same character as later beads. Mr Frey 

is so well known as a careful, experienced and intelligent observer, 

that it is always a pleasure to quote from him. In a recent letter to 

the writer he refers to these articles. “I found at the same time. 

about 75 beads from half an inch long to 2 inches. They were in 

fine condition, having been colored and preserved by the oxidation 

of some copper beads in contact.” Fig. 111 is of one of the larger 

shell beads. i 

Council wampum 

In distinguishing the modern council wampum from that which 

preceded it, and which could not have been used for the well-known 

and historic wampum belts, it may be well to speak of the origin 

ofthe name. It is not one originally used by the Huron-Iroquois, 
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nor could they even pronounce it. At first, too, it referred to the 

color of the shell beads, all varieties of which it at last embraced. 

Roger Williams said, in speaking of the aboriginal New England 

money: “ Their white they call Wompam (which signifies white); 

their black Suckauhock (Sdcki, signifying blacke).” Again he said 

that, after eating the clam called the hen, “they breake out of the 

shell, about halfe an inch of a blacke part of it, of which they make 

their Suckathock,-or black money.” Of the Meteathock, or peri-. 

winkle, “they make their Wompam or white money, of halfe the 

value of their Suckawhock, or blacke money.” Wood says in his 

New England’s prospect, of the industrious Narragansetts, “ These 

men are the most curious minters of their Wampompeage and Mow- — 

hakes, which they forme out of the inmost wreaths of Periwinkle- 

shels. The Northerne, Easterne, and Westerne Indians fetch all 

their Coyne from these Southerne Mintmasters. From hence they 

have most of their curious Pendants & Bracelets.” The New York 

colonists called it both sewant and peag. Holmes applies this 

latter name to the wampum of Virginia, but it is frequent in the 

colonial records of New York. Long Island has often been termed 

Sewanhacky, or the Sewant country. Its other aboriginal name of 

Mattauwack, variously spelled, according to W. W. Tooker comes 

from Meht-anaw-ack, or Land of periwinkles. 

While shell beads were probably of early manufacture along the 

seashore, being made and used by the Algonquins, they were 

very little known in the interior and west of the Hudson before the 

17th century. Accordingly we find few traditions of their origin 

among the river and shore Indians, while their use among the Iro-_ 

quois was so sudden and conspicuous an event as to make a great 

and lasting impression. According to them the origin of wampum 

was coeval with that of their league. Hiawatha decreed and regu- 

lated its use. As far as they were concerned this is nearly the 

truth. The most earnest antiquarians have failed to find more than 

the merest trace of shell beads on any Iroquois site which can be 

dated before the year 1600, and have found none which are like 

the beads used in belts. It may be of interest to know what some 

of the Iroquois legends are, and some use may be made of them 
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in arriving at sound conclusions, even when told as simple tales of 

the forest. | 

In one story related by Mrs E. A. Smith, Hiawatha does not 

appear, but there is an obscure connection through the wampum 

bird. A man discovered this in the woods and hastened home with 

the news. The head chief offered his beautiful daughter to any one 

who would take the bird, dead or alive, and many were the arrows 

winged with this hope. Sometimes the bird was hit and off would 

fly a shower of wampum, speedily renewed on the strange visitor. 

No one could bring it to the ground. The best warriors despaired 

of success. Then came a little boy from an unfriendly tribe and 

wished to try his luck. This the warriors would not allow, and 

even threatened his life. The chief interfered. When warriors 

failed, a boy need not be feared, and his bow was bent. The swift 

arrow flew, the wonderful bird fell, and its plumage enriched the 

people. With the marriage came peace to two nations, and the 

boy decreed that wampum should bring and bind peace, and atone 

for blood.—Smuth, p. 78. The feature to which attention is directed 

is that the first Iroquois wampum was of quills of some kind, accord- 

ing to this and some other legends. David Boyle gives this story 

in a larger form in his Archaeological report for 1899. 

Another story, briefly related by Mrs Smith, is that Hiawatha 

came to a little lake while on his way to the Mohawks. While he 

was thinking how he should cross it, a flock of ducks lit on the 

water. When they flew off the lake was dry, and the bottom filled 

with shells. Of these the great chief made the first wampum for 

the new confederacy.—Smith, p. 64. This story is variously 

told, and some Onondagas now think the dry basin of one of the 

Tully lakes was the scene of this wonderful event. White and 

dead shells are so abundant beside all lakes and ponds that the ducks 

were hardly needed; and no fresh-water shells in those of central 

New York could have been wrought into wampum belts. The story 

is in line with Mr Morgan’s statement, received from the Senecas, 

that the first Iroquois wampum was of fresh-water shells. The 

speedy introduction of beads probably prevented its general use. 

Horatio Hale mentions this story in his Iroquois book of rites, but 

leaves out the ducks. 
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Mr Morgan’s statement may be quoted in full: 

The primitive wampum of the Iroquois consisted of strings of 
a small fresh-water spiral shell, called in the Seneca dialect, Ote-ko-a, 
the name of which has been bestowed upon the modern wampum. 
When Daganoweda, the founder of the league, had perfected its 
organic provisions, he produced several strings of this ancient wam- 
pum of his own arranging, and taught them its use in recording 
the provisions of the compact, by which the several nations were 
united into one people. At a subsequent day the wampum in 
present use was introduced by the Dutch, who in the manufactured 
shell bead offered an acceptable substitute for the less convenient 
spiral shell—Morgan, p. 71 

It will be seen that these stories do not mention belts, and that 

Mr Morgan thought no existing belts antedated the Dutch settle- 

ment and trade. Dr Daniel G. Brinton was of the same opinion. 

Another Hiawatha story was very briefly told by Mr Hale, but 

was given to the writer in full by the Rev. Albert Cusick, an Onon- 

daga of great intelligence, and his own and Mr Hale’s interpreter. 

When the wise and good chief determined to try to stop the con- 

stant Indian wars, he went first to the Mohawks. Not far from 

one of their villages he built a fire, and this was soon reported to 

the chief. He sent young men to see whether this betokened 

friend or foe. They crept quietly near and saw through the bushes 

an old man sitting by the fire, intent on stringing short eagle quills. 

He did not look up, and they returned and reported what they had 

seen. The chief sent them back to call the old man to a council. 

They approached him openly, but, when they gave their message, 

he neither looked up nor answered, and continued stringing the 

quills as before. They repeated the chief’s words again and again, 

and, when they spoke the third time, he raised his head, holding 

up a string of quills and said, “ When your chief would have me 

come to a council, he must send me a string like this.” The quills 

were of the black eagle, a mythic bird that soars very high and 

is rarely seen. This wampum bird Hiawatha could call down at 

will. Such quills the Mohawk chief could not get, but he thought 

others might do. With those of the partridge he made a string and 

sent it to the old man. One story says he used colored wood. 

When Hiawatha came to the council, he first of all told them how 
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to make and use wampum. Then he showed how they might unite 

the hostile Iroquois nations and stop their frequent wars. The 

Mohawks were pleased with the plan, and went with him on his 

mission of peace. The usual Onondaga tradition is that their first 

wampum was made of porcupine quills — Beauchamp, p. 295-305 

It would be pleasant to follow Hiawatha and his friends to the 

several nations, but their adventures have nothing farther to do with 

wampum. Mr Hale maintained that his name had much in keep- 

ing, defining it as “ He who seeks the wampum belt,” and his words 

may be quoted from the Iroquois book of rites. 

This name, which as Hiawatha is now familiar to us as a house- 
hold word, is rendered “ He who seeks the wampum belt.” Chief 
George Johnson thought it was derived from oyonwa, wampum belt, 
and ratiehwatha, to look for something, or rather to seem to seek 
something which we know where to find. M. Cuog refers the latter 
part of the word to the word katha, to make. The termination atha 
is, in this sense, of frequent occurrence in Iroquois compounds. 
The name would then mean “ He who makes the wampum belt,” 
and would account for the story which ascribes to Hiawatha the 
invention of wampum. The Senecas, in whose language the word 
oyonwa has ceased to exist, have corrupted the name to Hayowentha, 
which they render “ He who combs.” ‘This form of the name has 
also produced its legend, which is referred to elsewhere. Hiawatha 
combed the snakes out of Atotarho’s head when he brought that 
redoubted chief into the confederacy. 

The Onondagas call this H1-e-wat-ha; and Mr Hale’s Onondaga 

interpreter told the writer that it could not mean the maker or seeker 

of the wampum belt. He came nearer to Johnson’s interpretation, 

rendering it. “ He who seeks something which he knows where 

to find.” This would well describe the seeker for peace among 

kindred but alienated nations. Historically Mr Hale’s definition 

will not stand, for it seems there was no true wampum belt in Hia- 

watha’s day, and only strings appear in the stories. Some equiva- 

lent article there may have been. Philologically it seems as plain. 

The Senecas could not have lost the name for a belt, but Hiawatha 

is an Onondaga word, and wampum belt is otekoa kaswentah in that 

dialect. The chief was adopted by the Mohawks, and 200 years 

ago they called a wampum belt gai-onm, sometimes gawenda. The 

interpretation fails. 
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It will be seen that the writer utterly disbelieves the reputed 

antiquity of some belts, as any intelligent antiquarian will do on 

examination. After inspecting many he has yet to see one whose 

beads were not- made with the white man’s tools, or to find in New 

York an Iroquois site over 300 years old on which the peculiar 

belt wampum appears. One or two beads of about that age he has 

from the fort west of Cazenovia. It is every way probable that 

there was an earlier use and manufacture of good wampum with 

European tools, but it was not made or found in the interior. Ves- 

sels passed along the coast at a very early day, and left iron im- 

plements here and there, whose value was at once appreciated. 

Shell beads were more easily made and became more plentiful. 

They were used for money and ornament, but the Iroquois seem to 

have first used them in councils when strung. The true wampum 

belts naturally come later. Not till. the beaver trade began to 

flourish, not till the Iroquois became strong, did they have many of 

those precious beads which for a long time were the gold and silver, 

even the pearls and diamonds of most of New York. 

While only beads which were generally of a certain size and form 

could be used in such belts as we are accustomed to see, it 1s 

evident that uniformity would not be necessary in strung wampum, 

or in that used for ornamental purposes. Another kind of belt 

might be made of beads varying much in size and form. This was 

an early and rude variety, in which parallel strings of beads were 

tied together at intervals, forming a broad surface, but not one 

adapted for any elaborate design. Strings were of less value and 

importance than belts, but were often as much used. The only 

rule seems that of supply. Belts were preferred when they could 

be had, but when lacking strings did just as well. Beaver skins 

eiten took their place, and even sticks were used, but the latter 

were to be replaced. with wampum when procured. Frequent in- 

stances will be found in our colonial records. | 

In an official way wampum does not seem to have been used by 

the Indians on the Atlantic coast. They had vast quantities of it 

in the 17th century, and its general use as money and for mere 
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ornament kept it from the honorable position assigned it by the 

inJand nations. The two volumes of Holland documents relating 

to New York have no details of Indian treaties, and their first record 

of this official use relates to an instance when some Mohawks came 

ato New Amsterdam in 1674, and presented six belts. In the 13th 

volume of the Documents relative to the colomal history of the state of 

New York, 13:35 we find an earlier use at Fort Orange, as might 

have been expected. It was largely used there, but in 1654 the 

Mohawks could already get more wampum for their beaver from 

the English than the Dutch. In 1657 the Mohawks gave the Dutch 

three wampum strings, worth respectively in florins 16.12, 16.9, and 

- 13.10.—O’Callaghan. Colonial hist., 13:72. Wampum belts were used 

there in January 1661.—O’Callaghan. Colonial hist., 13:91. In early 

official use Canada, New York and Pennsylvania stand almost alone. 

The Huron-Iroquois family set the fashion, affecting those around. 

Less formally some Canadian Algonquins used wampum ceremoni- 

ally, as in the raising of chiefs. The custom gained ground every- 

where in historic times. Schoolcraft says the last belt of wampum 

- was made to be used at a great peace treaty at Prairie du Chien in 

1825, by the United States commissioners, Gen. William Clark and 

Gen. Lewis Cass. ‘There are, however, several reputed Black Hawk 

belts. | | 

As the supply of wampum was from the New England and New 

York coast, it was never so abundant in Canada, but among the 

_ Hurons it usually was arranged in collars or belts. Many of these 

were private property and of great value, though small. In 1636 

a young Huron lost a belt of 4oo beads and a beaver robe at the 

game of straws. In despair and fearing his relatives he hung him- 

self. The following year the Ancients brought the Jesuits 2400 

wampum beads which they had collected in the town. Some years 

before they had robbed Etienne Brulé of this amount, and they laid 

their misfortunes to this. There are other references to this strung — 

wampum among the Hurons, but not such as indicate their cere- 

monial use of it in their own land. | 

In private life wampum became abundant while the beaver trade 

ficurished. In 1656 some Onondaga warriors returned from the 
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Erie war during the Honnonouaroia or dream feast. They.brought a 

message from Taronhiaouagui the Holder of the Heavens, of a 

curious nature. One requisition was 10 beads from each cabin and 

a belt 10 rows wide. The Onondagas did all that was asked. That 

year in the same town, “3000 grains of porcelain having been 

lost they consulted a diviner, who masked the face and hid 

the eyes to see more clearly that which they told him. He ran 

through the streets, followed by the populace, and, having run well, 

he went straight to the foot of a tree, where he found 2000 grains. 

He retained the third thousand to pay for his trouble.” 

Father Jogues sent 2000 beads to Onondaga in 1646, with an offi- 

cial message, and these must have been strung. Brébeuf 10 years ~ 

before this gave 1200 beads in the Huron council, because all im- 

portant speeches required presents, and this may be as far back 

as official strings appear. Then came three strings from the Mo- 

hawks in 1657. The Maryland and Virginia commissioners gave 

the Senecas a hank of sewant in 1682 with their propositions, 

and to the other four nations the same. They responded with 

beaver skins and belts. The custom grew with the English, and 

the Iroquois followed their lead. The Christian Mohawks gave 

three fathoms of wampum in 1691, and the whole nation did the 

same soon after. There was economy in this when the supply of 

wampum ran low in the last years. of that century. Dekanissora 

gave a bunch of 48 hands of black and white wampum in 1699. 

After that the use of strings for messages and councils became 

frequent. In Pennsylvania in 1707, Harry the interpreter laid 

“upon the board Six loose strings of white Wampum for his Cre- 

dentials ”’ from the queen and principal-men of Conestoga.—Penn. 

Minutes, 2:403. Similar proof is required yet. Strings often re- 

placed belts. At Onondaga in 1713, “the sachems called all to- 

gether by order of the Five Nations, and spoke with three strings 

in their loftiest style.’ Wampum in hand they often speak yet. 

In 1756 the French sent a string of wampum to Onondaga to con- 

dole some losses. On strings of beads deaths are still condoled. 

In 1793 the Five Nations were called to a council of the Ohio In- 

dians “ by four double strings of black and white wampum.” Color 

and number are yet of importance. 
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In William C. Reichel’s Memorials of the Moravian church, p. 32, 

is an account of the string of wampum given to Count Zinzendorf. 

A note says: : ; 

This string of wampum was carefully preserved for the use of the 
brethren in their subsequent dealings with the Six Nations. On 
his return to Europe the count handed it over to Spangenberg, who 
gave the following receipt, written in Lamb’s Inn (Broad Oaks), 
county of Essex, England, March Io, 1743: “ This is to certify 
that Brother Ludwig has entrusted to me the token of a covenant 

_ ratified between him and the Five Nations or Iroquois, (which kind 
of token the Indians call fathom or belt of wampum) consisting of 
186 beads,—given him by said Iroquois on the 3d day of August, 
1742, on his return from the Indian country,—this, I say, is to 
certify that he has entrusted it personally, and in the presence of . 
sundry eye-witnesses, to my safe keeping and for judicious use; 
which I desire hereby to testify by my own name in writing, with 
the promise not to give it into other hands, unless otherwise ordered. 

AucGustus S. SPANGENBERG. 

De Schweinitz, in the Life and times of David Zeisberger, says of 

this wampum: “ Spangenberg brought it back to this country, and 

it was often employed in subsequent negotiations with the Iroquois.” 

This seems probable but is not very clear. Bishop Spangenberg 

does not refer to it in the journal of his visit to Onondaga in 1745, 

nor is it mentioned when Cammerhoff was there two years later. 

Other strings were then employed. 

The Oneida chief, Abram Hill, gave the writer some wampum 

in 1878, with explanations of much that he had. Most of the large 

collection of strings and loose wampum was his own. There were 

no belts, nor were these often used in recent years on public oc- 

casions, many writers to the contrary notwithstanding. Most of 

his wampum was the black or purple, the white being now quite 

rare. Many of the strings were over a foot long, and some double 

that length. It may be doubted whether his arrangement was that 

invariably used, but the notes are given as taken at the time. 

Six strings of purple wampum represented the Six Nations. 

These were united at one end, and the free ends were decorated with 
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tufts of bright merino without significance. When these strings 

were laid in a circle on a table, the council was opened. It was 

adjourned by taking them up. In this way a religious council was 

opened and closed at Onondaga in 1894, but not with the same 

wampum. The Mohawks, Onondagas and Senecas are elder 

brothers, and their special bunches for other purposes differed from 

those of the younger brothers, the Oneidas, Cayugas and Tusca- 

roras.. The Mohawks had six strings in a bunch, two purple beads 

to one white, and the four strings of the Onondagas had the same 

proportion. In the four strings of the Senecas two purple beads 

alternated with two white. In the division of the younger brothers 

the Oneidas and Tuscaroras had each seven strings, in which nearly 

all the beads were purple. The six strings of the Cayugas con- 

tained no white beads. These strings were also tied in bunches, 

and were taken up and held in the hand by the speaker while ad- 

dressing each nation. As each address was concluded one was laid — 

down and another taken up. 

The strings used in condolences are the most important now, 

but some are already disused. When a principal chief dies, a runner 

is or should be sent with the proper wampum to the other nations. 

He goes through the village calling kwé, three times at intervals 

if it is a principal chief, once if it is but a war chief. The wampum 

varies accordingly. Sometimes there are three runners a few rods 

apart. There are three small strings of purple beads united at one 

end for a member of the grand council, as in fig. 35, and a longer 

single string for a war chief, who is now the assistant of the other. 

This string has the ends tied, so as to form a circle, as in fig. 41. 

Attached to the message of any kind is a small stick, with notches 

to show the number of days to the council or condolence. The 

wampum is returned at the council, which is more fully described 

elsewhere. There is a growing disuse of some features, partly 

through the scarcity of wampum and increasing ignorance of proper 

forms. Invitation wampum may be used for feasts or any meetings, 

and even a grain of corn suffices for the 1o days’ dead feast. 

In the strings described to the writer 10 of dark purple beads were 

used if the chief’s office was vacant by death. If he had lost his 
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_ office by marrying and settling in another nation, six short strings 

of purple wampum were employed. This was no disqualification 

except when an inconvenience. Mr Hill had married an Onondaga 

woman and yet was an Oneida chief. Such intermarriages are 

common, but necessarily affect only the children, who follow the 

_ mother’s line. Through this it happened that the celebrated Logan 

was a Cayuga, his equally noted Oneida father having a wife of 

that nation. Three strings, united as usual, had a few purple beads 

and contained ,the new chief's name. He was ito be “all good,” 

signified by white beads, while the few purple implied some human 

imperfections. No allowance was made in the moral law, embodied 

in 10 very long strings, composed entirely of white beads. These 

were “all good, same as Bible.” Whether the number of the 

strings had a meaning is conjectural. These strings were 2 feet 

long and each contained 110 beads. Fig. 31a represents a bunch 

of this kind belonging to the writer. ‘Many others were about as 

long. Strings serve as credentials, and, armed with what was given 

him, the writer was informed that he would be listened to by any 

chief or in any council. It was a letter of introduction, a certificate 

of authority. Fig. 37 is this wampum. 

It may be well to note here that the wampum in question varies 

much in size, the white being usually thicker than the purple, though 

this is not always the case. The beads are often more angular than 

cylindric, and, while the white is sometimes of a creamy tint, the 

purple passes through various ‘shades, in which the layers of the 

shell appear. Three strands of purple wampum included a few 

white beads and were tied as usual. Each string contained 18 

beads, and at the end of a condolence this bunch was presented to 

the three elder brothers. ‘They were told to take it and divide it 

among themselves, but only did this figuratively. A doubled 

string of 48 alternate white and purple beads showed the death of 

a good chief. Two strands of 18 beads each were used in raising 

a chief. ‘All but four of the beads were purple. Eight strings were 

- used in the confession of sins at feasts. This handsome bunch was 

2 feet long, and about every fourth bead was purple. To a large 

number of others meanings were attached as occasion required. 
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‘After the death of Mr Hill in 1895 most of his beads were delivered 

to the Onondaga and Oneida chiefs. His personal name was Ga- 

haeh-da-seah, Whirlwind, but his chief name was Ga-no-gwen-u-ton, 

Setting up ears of corn in a row. It appears on the treaty of 1666. 

Of course other things might be used for invitations, as we have 

already seen. In his Archaeological report for 1890-91, p. 24, David 

Boyle describes some invitation quills which he had illustrated. 

They were for various occasions, and he quotes one use from the 

Rev. Peter Jones, among the Ojibwas. 

A young man is generally sent as a messenger.to invite the 
guests, who carries with him a;bunch of colored quills or sticks 
about 4 inches long. On entering a wigwam he shouts out Kewee- 
komego, that is, “ You are bidden to a feast.” He then distributes 
the quills to such as are invited. These answer to white people’s 
invitation’ cards. .°. They “are» of ‘three colots, reds aneem 
and white; the red for the aged, or those of the wahbuhnoo order; 
the green for the media order, and the white for the common people. 

—Jones, Pp. 94-95 | 
The writer has some mourning wampum, given him as a me- 

morial of Abram Hill by his wife, and a similar keepsake from her- 

self shortly before her death. Fig. 36 is the former. One mourn- 

ing string, in another case, was attached to a large silver ring, fig. 

33, and belongs to Albert Cusick, the ring being his mother’s. Such 

tokens do not seem common. Some of these figures are reduced. 

Fig. 34 has three strings of purple beads, each string terminating 

with white beads. Fig. 58 is asimilar bunch. This was sometimes 

used in instructing a new chief. Fig. 39 and 40 are of fine purple 

and white beads, and might be used for any council purpose, or 

even for ornament. Fig. 42 is of much interest, though less showy. 

Out of thousands of old wampum beads of this class, these were 

all the writer could procure showing the aboriginal boring. This 

is much larger than usual, and wider at the ends than in the center, 

yet they may have been bored with steel awls. They are all white, 

and most of them are decidedly angular. In length they mostly 

exceed the common belt wampum. These are from Cayuga, and 

were associated with those having a smaller perforation, but which 

have an antique character. _ (eee ee ly alae ones 
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Fig. 57 belongs to the writer, and contains a chief’s name. Fig. 

181 and 182 are bunches of strings in Mr Roddy’s collection, ar- 

ranged for council use. Fig. 195 is in the Bigelow collection, and 

is a miscellaneous lot of small beads from Pompey sites, some of 

which are much weathered. On Cayuga and Seneca sites they are 

found in thousands. 

As the Iroquois were very punctilious on state occasions, the 

mere presentation of wampum was sometimes an honorable distinc- 

tion. It was customary to receive the Five Nations at Albany with 

a salute from five cannon, but the French usually did more. When 

the Iroquois deputies went to Montreal in November 1756, they 

were surprised that no one came to meet them and that they were 

‘not received with the usual ceremonies. A note explains the mean- 

ing. In Canada “the Five Nations are the only ones for whose 

reception there is an established etiquet. An interpreter is sent 

_ to meet them, who presents them with some strings of wampum, 

and when they enter the town they are saluted by five discharges of 

eannon.”—O’Callaghan. Colonial hist. 10:556 ; 

The Moravian bishops held a conference with some Seneca chiefs 

in Philadelphia July 17, 1749, and mention was made of Count 

Zinzendori’s wampum string. Von Watteville promised to visit 

Onondaga the following spring, and gave a fathom of wampum to 

confirm his words. “There was then handed to the interpreter a 

beautiful fourfold fathom of wampum of white and blue beads, with 

a large blue ribbon, who handed it to the Indians. It was received 

with great consequence, they studied over its meaning, and then 

-wrapped it up carefully for preservation.” John W. Jordan pub- 

lished the full account of this interesting conference from thé diary 

of the congregation in the Moravian in 1898. ’ 

Abundance of wampum 

Few antiquarians have any idea of the scale of supply for the 

wampum trade after the colonization of New York. Sir John Lub- 

bock expressed surprise at the large number of beads sometimes 

found in early remains, when work was slower and methods ruder. 
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In speaking of this, William H. Holmes points out some historic 

examples in which the quantity was moderately estimated. The 

Onondaga belt which he cites is now 210 beads long by 50 rows 

wide, containing about 10,500 beads in its imperfect condition, and 

may have been double that size. In Barber and Howe’s account 

of the wampum manufacture in New Jersey in 1844, it was stated 

that from 5 to 10 feet of wampum beads was a woman’s ordinary 

day’s work. This would be an average of 375 small beads daily, 

or about 112,500 for one person’s yearly product. It was made in 

several places, and from 50 to 100 persons would carry the annual 

supply far into the millions. Furman says that several bushels of 

wampum were taken from Oyster bay in 1831. Elsewhere this is 

said to have come “from Babylon on this island, and the person who 

had this stated that he had procured this for an Indian trader, and 

that he was in the habit of supplying those traders with this wam- 

pum.” In the days of the Dutch colony the average value of wam- — 

“pum was about 120 beads to the guilder. In 1664 Stuyvesant 

wished a loan of 5000 to 6000 guilders in wampum negotiated at 

Albany to pay the laboring people. This would have required over 

half a million beads and probably much more. In 1622 a Hudson 

river chief paid a ransom of 140 fathoms of sewant. 

‘These few facts prepare us to understand the sudden abundance 

of wampum in New York and Canada, and the astounding state- 

ments in early New England history. Some of these are quoted 

from Indian biography by B. B. Thatcher, without farther credit. 

In treating with the Narragansetts in 1645 the commissioners, “to 

show their moderacon required of them but twoo thousand fathome - 

of white wampon for their oune satisfaction,” besides some equally 

mild conditions for Uncas. If the fathom is literal this would be 

but about 576,000 wampum beads. This was “moderacon” indeed. 

When 1300 fathoms were due, the Narragansetts sent into Boston 

100 fathoms, which trifling quantity of over 28,000 beads the com- 

missioners would not accept, though 7o fathoms had been paid the 

first year. A little later the Narragansetts brought in 200 fathoms 

more. An allowance of 20 days for paying another thousand 

fathoms was then granted. In 1649 the English acknowledged the 
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receipt of 15294 fathoms and prepared to fight for the balance. In 

1650 they said 308 fathoms were still due, and vigorous measures 

followed. Allarrearages were paid on the spot. Smaller amounts 

were exacted or paid elsewhere, but all show the abundance of shell 

money. At a council at Albany in 1691, the Five Nations received 

a present of 1000 guilders in white strung wampum, equivalent to 

150,000 beads. 

Wampum as money 

When Washington Irving wrote his humorous account of shell 

money among the Dutch colonists, many persons thought it a 

stretch of fancy, while in truth wampum was long the common cur- 

rency. The New England colonists seem in a measure to have led 

the way in legal enactments, and many of these appear in the Public 

records of Connecticut. Wampum was there given an established 

value of four for a penny in 1637.—Pub. rec. Ct. 1:12. In 1640 it was 

ordained that “the late Order concerning Wampu at sixe a penny 

shalbe dissolued, and the former of fower a penny and two pence 

to be paid in the shilling shall be established.”—Pub. rec. CHa NG 

Was again six a penny two years later. In 1648 it was ordered 

“that no peage, white or black, bee paid for or receiued, but what is 

strung, and in some measure strung sutably, and not small and 

great, vncomely and disorderly mixt, as formerly it hath beene.” 

“The Commissioners were informed that the Indyans abuse the 

English with much badd, false and unfinished peage, and that the 

English Traders, after it comes to their hands, choose out what fitts 

their marketts and occasions, and leaue the refuse to pass to and 

fro in these Colonies, w* the Indyans, whoe best understand 

the qualities and defects of peage will not willingly take back.”— 

Lbs mernC tf: 1-1'70 

In 1648 Massachusetts ordered that wampum should be legal 

tender to the amount of 4o shillings, if good. White was to be 

eight for a penny and black four. It is also said that the use of 

wampum as money was unknown to the colonists of New England 

till 1627, when it was introduced by Isaac De Razier, secretary of 

New Netherlands, while on an embassy to the Plymouth colony, 
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This might be understood of its use by the whites, but an early 

historian lamented its introduction Hubbard, p. 40 

There are some references to its value in the Holland documents. 

In 1650 complaint was made that no order had been received re- 

lating to wampum as currency in New Netherlands. The West 

India company answered that there was no currency among the 

common people there but wampum, which formerly passed at four 

for a stiver and was now six. Without regulating its value it was 

noted in 1634 that ‘“‘wampum being, in a manner, the currency of 

the country, with which the produce of the interior is paid for, must 

be considered as obtained goods, being the representative thereof.” 

In 1658 the sheriff of New Netherlands, acting as commissary, was 

selling goods in small quantities for wampum. Proposals for 

changed values were frequent. The Holland directors wrote in 

1656: “We consider a change in the value of your currency, that is, 

placing the ‘beaver at six florins instead of eight, and wampum at 

eight for a stiver instead of six, a matter of great importance 

which must be well considered.” On this Gov. Stuyvesant wrote in 

1660: “To reduce the price of wampum to 12 or 16 for a stiver, 

as we have reduced it from 8 to 10, in receiving it at our offices, 

will remedy the evil only for a brief period. The traders would 

give the length of a hundred hands instead of fifty.” A stable 

metallic currency was needed. 

The Laws and ordinances of New Netherland, ieee contain 

many wampum laws. In 1641 rough and unpolished beads had 

been brought in, “and the good polished wampum, commonly called 

Manhattan wampum is wholly put out of sight or exported, which 

tends to the express ruin and destruction of this country.” In 1647 

loose wampum was to continue current, but imperfect, broken and 

unperforated beads were to be picked out and declared bullion. In 

1650 loose wampum had depreciated from poor quality, and there 

were “many without holes and half finished; also some of stone, 

bone, glass, mussel shells, horn, yea even of wood and broken 

beads;” therefore it must be strung. Good should be six white and 

three black for a stiver; poor, eight white and four black for the 

same, It was to be legal tender only in limited quantities, 
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In 1657 it was too abundant, and grocers made a difference in 

prices of 30, 40 and 50% when selling for wampum or beaver. 

Being both long and short, it was to be paid by measure, yet a 

white bead was to be a half farthing, a black bead a farthing. 

In 1658 there was a greater difference in prices. Eight white and 

four black were to be a stiver, and a coarse wheat loaf of 8 pounds 

was to be seven stivers in silver, 14 in wampum; and a white loaf 

of 2 pounds was to be four stivers in silver and eight in wampum 

for the present. In 1662 wampum went down to 24 white or 12 

black for a stiver. There was no duty on imported wampum. 

In these constant changes wampum at last became scarce. The 

English felt this inconvenience soon after taking New York, anda 

proclamation was issued in 1673. “Where as ye great scarcity of 

wampum throughout these His Royal Highness his territories hath 

been taken into consideration, great quantities thereof being yearly 

transported and carried away by the Indians, and little or none 

brought in as formerly, which is conceived to be occasioned by ye - 

low value put thereupon: And for that there is no certain coin in 

ye Government, but in lieu thereof wampum is esteemed and re- 

ceived as current payment for goods,” to encourage bringing it in, 

“instead of eight white and four black wampum, six white and three 

black shall pass in equal value thereof as a stiver or penny, and three 

times so much in ye value of silver.” 

The running comments on this currency have some interest. In 

1659, “wampum had already been reduced from six to eight for a 

stiver.” It ceased to be valued “by counting so many for a guilder 

or stiver, but by the handful, length or fathom, and traders can 

afford under the circumstances, receiving more pieces for one stiver, 

to give a longer string to the natives for a beaver.” In paying 

soldiers that year wampum was to be reckoned at a lower rate; and 

this reduced “the currency value of a beaver from 5 to 7 guilders. 

This special reduction of wampum must necessarily be 

followed by a more general one, if we desire to prevent its com- 
plete debasement, caused by the abundant importation of wampum 
by the people of New England.” They had quick returns in trade, 

while the Dutch sat “on their boxes full of wampum, a medium of 
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trade currency only among the savages of New Netherlands. So 

merchants here with whom we have consulted, fear that the natives 

may change their minds in this respect, and state that the tribes 

begin to incline towards another kind of bead, which they mix with 

the wampum for the sake of ornament.” This was but a prospec- 

tive evil. As yet the Indians wanted no gold or silver, but did 

want wampum. “Wampum is the source and mother of the beaver 

trade, and for goods only without wampum we can not obtain 

beaver from the savages. If we receive no wampum from outside— 

we have none in our country—this would certainly cause a diversion 

of the beaver trade.” In losing part of Long Island much of the 

wampum supply was lost, though by no means all. The colonists 

complained in 1649 that “the English tried to exclude Dutch from 

Indian trade, so as to have all the profits of the wampum trade.” 

. The following year Van Tienhoven said that Gardiners bay was 

“well adapted to secure the trade of the Indians in Wampum, (the 

mine of New Netherland) since in and about the abovementioned 

sea and the islands therein situate, lie the cockles whereof Wampum 

is made, from which great profit could be realized.” It is added 

that “the greater part of the wampum is manufactured there by the 

natives.” ‘The preceding year it was said that Indian “money con- 

sists of white and black Wampum which they themselves manufac- 

ture; their measure and value is the hand or fathom.” 

Other articles fluctuated in price with wampum. In 1648 trade 

had been injured by Indian wars. The Dutch had to “give two 

fathom of white and one of black wampum for one beaver. 

Each fathom of wampurn contained three ells; some one-sixteenth 

less. The Indians select the largest to trade.’ The prices estab- 

lished in 1657 were “for a merchantable beaver two strings of wam- 

pum; for a good bear-skin, worth a beaver, two strings of wampum 

for a deer-skin 120 wampum.” In 1660 the Senecas 

would come and trade with the Dutch if they would give 30 hand- 

fuls of black or 60 of white wampum for a beaver. In 1655: beavers 

were valued at nine guilders in repaying 1500 guilders of black and 

white wampum. We need not quote its many other uses in trade, 

except that part of tye payment to the Mohawks for lands west of 
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Schenectady in 1672, was 600 hands of good white wampum. At 

that time a fathom string varied from five shillings in New England 

to four guilders, or $1.665 among the Dutch. 

In John Winthrop’s Journal, 1:136, is an item of some importance 

regarding the early use of wampum as money. It is under the date 

of July 9, 1634. The magistrates of Plymouth came to Boston to 

‘consult about the Kennebec country. They had traded there many 

years, and “had by this providence, drawn down thither the greatest 

part of the trade by carrying wampompeage thither, which none of 

the English had known the use of before.” This harmonizes with 

the statement that the Dutch taught them its use in 1627. Gov. 

Bradford’s words on this seem conclusive as to its introduction into 

- New England at an early colonial day. He was the second gov- 

ernor of the Plymouth colony, and wrote a history of the plantation. 

In his record of the year 1628 he speaks of this visit of the Dutch to 

Plymouth and of the English to Kennebec, but his statement has 

never before been given and is here quoted nearly in full. 

“That which turned out most to their profite, in time, was an en- 
trance into the trade of Wampompeake; for they now bought aboute 
50" worth of it of them; and they told them how vendable it was at 
their forte Orania, [Aurania, now Albany] and did perswade them 
they would find it so at Kenebeck; and so it came to pass in time, 
though at first it stuck, & it was 2 years before they could put of 
this small quantity, till y® inland people knew of it; and afterwards 
they could scarcely ever gett enough for them, for many years to- 
Geamctay. |. And strange it was to,see,the great alteration it 
made in a few years amonge y® Indeans themselves; for all the In- 
deans of these parts, & y® Massachusetts, had none or very little 
of it; but y° sachems & some spétiall persons that wore a little of it 
for ornaments. Only it was made & kepte amonge y® Nariganssetts 
& Pequents, which grew rich & potent by it, and these people were 
poore & begerly, and had no use of it. Neither did the English of 
this plantation, or any other in y® land, till now that they had knowl- 
edge of it from y® Dutch, so much as know what it was, much less y* 
it was a comoditie of that worth & valew. But aiter it grue thus 
to be a comoditie in these parts, these Indeans fell into it allso, and 
to learne how to make it; for y® Narigansets doe geather y® shells 
of which y®¥ make it from their shors. And it hath now continued 
a current comoditie aboute this 20 years, and it may prove a drugg 
in time. In y® mean time it maks y® Indeans of these parts rich and 
power full, and allso prowd therby; and fills them with peeces, 
powder, and shots, which no laws can restraine-—Bradford, p. 234-35 
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Poor wampum would naturally sometimes be found, and allusion 

has been made to this. This was mostly in New England, where 

the material was inferior to that of Long Island. In the Winthrop 

papers, (1644) one writer complains of this. “As for the blew wam- 

pom there is 18s. of it, at 3 a peny, but I will not take such as 

this vnder 6 a peny. I had rather haue white wampam, then bad 

blew at 6a peny. I will kepe it, because you may redeeme it for 

white.” —W unthrops. Letter, p. 377 . 

Though the Iroquois quite recently used wampum as money, 

our latest trace of it in this way among ourselves may be in 1693, 

when “the ferriage for each single person from New York to Brook- 

lyn was eight styvers in wampum, or a silver two-pence.”—O’Calla- 

ghan. New Netherland, 1:61 

Poor wampum was refused in New Amsterdam in 1650, and the 

authorities then ordered “that badly strung wampum shall be cur- 

rent money, and be accepted as such by everybody without distinc- 

tion or exception, for small and necessary commodities used in the 

house, and that it shall be current up to the sum of 12 fl. and less | 

in badly strung wampum, in sums between 12 and 24 fl. in half bad, 

half well strung beads, from 25 to 50 fl. one third bad, two thirds 

good wampum. .. .’—Fernow, 1:17 

Ornament 

Wampum was often used for personal decoration. The Jesuits 

said that the Hurons (1638) wore “around their necks and arms 

necklaces and bracelets of porcelain. They also suspend them 

from their ears and around their locks of hair.” In Sagard’s Grand 

voyage (1632) he speaks of shell beads among the Hurons which 

were apparently large. “These shell beads (pourceleines) are the 

bones of those great seashells which one calls vignols, similar to 

snails, which they cut in a thousand pieces, and polish them upon a 

piece of fat. They pierce these, and make collars and bracelets of 

them with great toil and labor.” These were very unlike the small 

council wampum made from the Venus mercenaria. They 

called them onocoirota, and they were valuable. For ornamental use 

“the beads are differently threaded. Some colored ones, three or 
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four fingers broad, are like the saddle girths of a horse which would 

have the pack threads all covered and threaded with them. These 

collars are about three and a half feet in circumference or more, 

which they put in quantities on their necks according to their abil- 

ity and wealth. Then others are threaded like our paternosters and 

fastened to and hanging from their ears. There are some chains 

-of beads of the same porcelain, large as nuts, which the women 

fasten upon the two hips and which come in front, arranged in order 

perpendicularly above the thighs or trusses which they wear.” 

These were ornaments fit for their divinities. They told the Jes- 

uits (1636) that Azaentsic sometimes took the form of a beautiful 

girl, “adorned with a fair collar and bracelets of porcelain.” 

The Hurons told a curious story of some of these shells which 

seems to belong to the Gulf states, being connected with another in 

which alligators appear. The Jesuits said (1641): 

Some old people used to tell our fathers that they had knowledge 
of a certain western nation against whom they were going to make 
war, which was not far from the sea. That the inhabitants of the 
place fished there for periwinkles, which are a kind of oysters, the 
shell of which serves to make the porcelain which are the pearls of 
the country. This is the manner in which they describe their fish- 
ing. They notice when the sea rises to the places where these 
periwinkles abound; and when the violence of the waves pushes 
them towards the shore, they dive into the waters and seize those 
which they can catch. Sometimes they find those so large that it 
is all they can do to hold them. 

The Jesuits took advantage of this fondness for ornament. At 

Oneida (1670) Bruyas gave a string of glass beads, two long bugle 

beads, or two bronze rings as rewards. He recorded;many Mo- 

hawk words relating to wampum and its uses. A set phrase was 

used when wampum was cast on a corpse, to comfort the mourners. 

The Mohawk name of this ceremony was gannonton. The same 

writer (before 1700) called wampum ondegorha; a string of wamptim 

onnongwira, and a belt gaionm. Garensa was a string of glass beads. 

Arent Van Curler (1635) gave the name of onekoera to wampum, 

and eytroghe to glass beads. To Bruyas we owe the mention of 

“ gannisterohon, dance of the Agoianders, where they give wampum 

to the ‘spectators.’’ This was a dance of the nobility which has 
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disappeared, and it seems to have been a largess. They provided 

wampum for many occasions. Onmiatsara was the “ porcelain 

which the women attach to the hair which hangs back of the 

head.” —Bruyas, p. 75 3 

Zeisberger’s Onondaga dictionary has many Mohawk words. 

In it wampum appears as otgora, a belt of this as gaschwechta, and 

a string as ganachsa. The Seneca name of a shell bead is otekoa. 

In the note to: Montcalm’s letter of April 24, 1757, taken from 

Lafitau, we are told that the belts were commonly called gaionne; 

also garihoua, an affair, and gawenda, a speech or message. An- 

other name was gatanderensera, greatness or nobility, as chiefs only 

were employed in affairs requiring belts. They furnished belts and 

strings, and the wampum was divided among them when presents 

were made and answers given. Among the Onondagas now wam- 

pum is called ote-ké- , a wampum belt is ote-kd- -ka-swén-tah, and 

a wampum string ofe-kd-a-ka-ndh-sah. Not long since they used it 

as money, and persons yet living have been paid in this. 

Pictures of women adorned with large beads appear in accounts 

of Champlain’s voyages. The French also observed that the Can- 

adian Algonquin women, in 1639, “ wear their hair in a knot at 

the back of the head, in the form of a truss, which they ornament 

with porcelain when they have any.” An Iroquois chief, who was 

killed in an attack on the French in 1642, wore “a kind of crown 

of deer’s hair tinted scarlet, with a collar of porcelain.” In an 

account of differences between Indians and Europeans, written in 

1658, it was noted that the savages wore bracelets about their el- 

bows and ankles as well as wrists. Men wore wampum collars 

more than women. They wore small wampum beads variously 

strung, chaplets of beads, little tubes of glass or of shells. ‘This 

relates to Canada. 

In an account of New York Indians in 1640) ‘it is said, “They 

twine both white and black wampum around their heads. Form- 

erly they, were not wont to cover these, but now they are beginning 

to wear bonnets and caps which they purchase from the Christians. 

They wear wampum in their ears, around the neck, and around 

the waist, and thus in their way are mighty fine.” Arnoldus Mon- 
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tanus said in 1671, “ The clothing of the New Netherlanders is 

most sumptuous. . . All wear around the waist a girdle made 

of the fin of the whale or of seawant. . . The women wear a 

petticoat down midway the leg, very richly ornamented with 

seawant, so that the garment sometimes costs 300 guilders. 

The women bind their hair behind in a plait, over which they draw 

a square cap thickly interwoven with seawant. They decorate the 

ornaments for the forehead with the same stuff. Around the neck 

and arms they wear bracelets of seawant, and some around the 

waist.” —O’Callaghan, 4:125-28 

Prisoners were sometimes treated with the greatest kindness and 

distinction before being tortured, and this was done at times by 

both Hurons and Iroquois. Some Andastes were brought in tri- 

umph to Onondaga in 1670, and had this honor. For a while 

before their torture “they crowned these poor victims, according: 

to custom, with the rarest feathers and the most beautiful porce- 

lain that could be found.” In the curious account of the kind 

treament of an Iroquois prisoner by the Hurons, preliminary to 

his torture, Relation of 1637, p. I10, we are told that “he was 

clothed in a beautiful beaver robe, he had a collar of porcelain about 

his neck, and another in the form of a crown about his head.” 

Thus clad, Brébeuf added, “Even to the hour of his torture, we 

saw exercised on his part nothing but traits of humanity.” 

Such observations on mere adornment might be indefinitely ex- 

tended, but it will suffice to refer to the wampum pipes and small 

round shells included in the presents of 1702. The pipes were the 

long tubular shell beads so often found, and the round shells prob- 

ably the ornamented and perforated disks, or runtees. They were 

tasteful as well as showy, and both were then in use. 

In 1605 Champlain found the Indians on the New England coast 

wearing shell beads. He observed, Io years later, that the Hurons 

wore bands of porcupine quills dyed scarlet.. Beside these, shell 

beads were also much worn, but apparently of a large size. The 

French always called these porcelain. When Jacques Cartier 

visited Hochelaga, now Montreal, in 1535, he told a strange story 

of the esurgny, which was white and their most precious possession. 
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This ‘“ they take in the said river in cormibots, in the manner follow- 

ing. When any one hath deserved death, or that they take any 

of their enemies in ‘warres, first they kill him, then with certain 

knives they give great slashes and strokes upon their buttocks, 

flankes, thighs and shoulders; then they cast the same bodie so 

mangled downe to the bottome of the river, in a place where the 

said esurgny is, and there they leave it ten or twelve hours, then 

they take it up againe, and in the cuts they find the said esurgny, 

or cornibots. Of them they make beads, and use them even as we 

doe gold and silver, accounting it the preciousest thing in the world. 

They have this vertue in them, they will stop or stanch bleeding at 

the nose, for we proved it.” 

All writers have considered these shell beads. Sir J. W. Dawson 

said, in Fossil men, p. 32: “It is probably a vulgar local name for 

some shell supposed to resemble that of which these Indians made 

their wampum. I would suggest that it may be derived from cornet, 

which is used by old French writers as a name for the shells of 

the genus Voluta, and is also a technical term in conchology. 

In this case it is likely that the esurgny was made of the shells of 

some. of our speciessot Melania or,Palmdi nae Neimlncs 

of these shells is white unless very much worn. The Paludina 

or Melantho is green, burrows in mud along the shore, and 

is thus easily procured. The Melania or Goniobasis is 

of a dark yellow, or brown, does not burrow as a rule, but adheres 

to stones in shallow or deep water, and can be as readily gathered. 

Both seem vegetable feeders. 

Charlevoix refers to this story. “ James Cartier in his memoirs 

makes mention of a shell of an uncommon shape, which he found, 

as he says, in the island of Montreal; he calls it esurgni, and affirms 

it had the virtue of stopping a bleeding at the nose. Perhaps it 

is the same we are now speaking of, but they are no longer to be 

found in the island of Montreal, and I never heard of any but the 

shells of Virginia which had the property Cartier speaks of.” 

Hardly any shell beads have been found at Montreal or on the ear- 

liest Mohawk sites, and the story has an extravagant appearance. 

If it is to be received, the writer has already suggested a possible 
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solution. The fresh-water lobster is carnivorous, and its long horns 

might suggest the term, cormibots. Back of the eyes are sometimes 

found small, white, polished and half globular substances known 

to most country boys as eyestones, and used by them for very sim- 

ple surgery. Fig. 10 shows one of these. To make a fair bead 

they would require only perforation. They are often called eye- 

stones because placed very near the eyes, while really in the stomach 

Op) tie erustacean. ence they are more properly known to 

naturalists as gastroliths, or stomach stones. Very often they are 

not found, being absorbed about the moulting season. This would 

add to their value. On the other hand, no such beads have ever 

been reported in any way, and they must have had a limited range 

if used at all. Their small size may have caused them to be over- 

looked, as it would have contributed to their loss or rapid decay. 

It should be noted that the esurgny were not the same as the 

cormbots, but were taken in them. To a practical naturalist, ac- 

quainted with the forms and habits of all New York and eastern 

Canadian fresh-water snails, this seems the possible solution of a 

puzzling statement, though it may appear absurd to some. In fact, 

Cartier’s story seems, itself, absurd. 

From their variety and importance the writer has treated beads 

separately, as well as some other classes of ornaments. Those of 

a more miscellaneous character may be grouped here. 

Among these are some which may be called flattened or disk 

birds. They are rather thin flat pieces of shell, cut into a more or 

less bird-like form, in general outline somewhat like a plump duck. . 

There is a short neck, sometimes expanding into a small head. 

For suspension they are perforated longitudinally through the 

neck. All those figured are of actual size except one. They came 

into use about 1660 or a little later, and occur on most recent sites 

for a century more. Good examples have been abundant on In- 

dian hill, Pompey, occupied from 1650 to 1681. Fig. 215 from 

that town, is reduced in size. A great many have been found on 

Cayuga sites, and fig. 76 is a good example out of some found at 

Fleming. Fig. 73 is of white shell, and comes from Cayuga county. 

One from Happy hollow, a little west of Canajoharie, has a small 
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head and an unusually long neck. Fig. 75 shows this. Fig. 77, 

of dark purple, is from the McClure site near Canandaigua, and 

there are good examples in the fine collection of Raymond Dann, 

made just west of Honeoye Falls (N. Y.) The form is very frequent 

on Seneca sites, and purple shells were commonly employed. 

Distinct bird forms occur in shell, with some of a doubtful char- 

acter. Fig. 89 is of an owl in A. G. Richmond’s collection, and 

found near Canajoharie. Fig. 72 is of a larger ornament in the 

collection of W. L. Hildburgh, of New York city. This is from 

the recent site at Oneida Valley, occupied after 1750, and may 

have represented a flying bird. Fig. 91 is a fine owl from the 

Dann collection, and is ornamented with lines and dots. Though 

made mostly from one site, this collection is unequaled in New 

York in its array of articles of shell. Fig. 97 is a broken bird, or- 

namented with dots and lines, and is from the same site. After 

being broken at the neck it was drilled again for suspension, 

through the short diameter at the base. Fig. 92 is from the same 

collection and is much weathered. The details having been lost, 

it may possibly have been a mere pendant. Fig. 93 represents an 

intermediate form in this collection. It is much weathered, but has 

the usual perforation in the neck. Though of the class of orna- 

ments immediately following, it is less symmetric, and of unusual 

length and width. Fig. 90 is a very rare form from Venice (N. Y.), 

made from a bivalve shell. Fig. 94 is a fine expanded example 

from Canajoharie. Fig. 66, belonging to Mr Hildburgh, is a bird 

from Oneida Valley. | 

Among the most common articles in bone and shell are those 

suggestive of birds, of slender form and with long necks and heads. 

They have a single lateral perforation through the neck, and are 

often broken at that place. While rarely plain, the ornaments are 

mere lines and dots, and the material is quite as often bone as shell. 

Fig. 218 is from Pompey and is the only one represented less than 

the actual size. Fig. 60 is a broken one from Munnsville, orna- 

mented with lines alone. Fig. 65 was found by W. W. Adams on 

the site of old Cayuga castle, with many others. This is purple, 

but they are usually white. Fig. 70 is a large and fine one of the 

same hue, and from the Sibley farm, Foxridge. A lateral view is 
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given, showing the perforation. Fig. 263 is from Indian hill, Pom- 

pey, 1650-81. Hundreds of figures might be added from recent 

sites. One curious form appears in fig. 63 of actual size, and in 

fig. 217 reduced. It represents a conventional quadruped, and is 

from Indian Castle, Pompey. A broader form from the same place 

is more like a turtle, and is much reduced in fig. 216. Both these 

are in the remarkable collection of O. M. Bigelow, Baldwinsville 

(N. Y.) Fig. 61 and 68 are from near East Bloomfield, and are in 

the Hildburgh collection. — 

Other common ornaments, somewhat resembling these, are often 

called crescents for want of a better name. These little ornaments 

may be either of bone or shell, are moderately curved, pointed at 

each end, and have a double perforation for suspension. Mr Hild- 

burgh has a number of these from a recent grave at Oneida Valley, 

arranged as they were found. There were 16 of the crescents, 

strung with 36 shell beads, the double rows,of which kept them 

apart. Fig. 62 shows four of the crescents thus arranged with the 

beads. Fig. 83 shows one of more than usual size from Indian 

Castle, Pompey. Eight, from the same place, appear much reduced 

‘in fig. 200. These are now in O. M. Bigelow’s collection. Fig. 

69 gives two views of one from the site of East Cayuga. They 

abound also on the Seneca and other recent sites. 

Some of the finest finished articles represented turtles; and it 

has been a favorite, but not well grounded idea, that these were 

personal totems. Had this been the case, other clan symbols would 

have appeared, whereas they are either rare or unknown, as will 

appear from their omission here and the presence of others having 

no significance. They were simply ornaments, as the writer finds 

is the case with the later ones of silver. Fig. 98 is a good example 

of one of these turtle forms, ornamented with lines and dots. This 

was found in 1890, on the Onahee site, McClure farm, Hopewell 

(N. Y.) Some of the best specimens are from this site. Fig. 99 

is from the same place, and is of the same form. Four lines of dots 

are inclosed by semicircles laid out with compasses. Fig. 103 is 

of a still finer example found there, but which has unfortunately 

lost its head. It is much larger and broader than usual, and is 

4 
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ornamented with dots and lines. Fig. 95 is remarkable for its 

material, being of oyster shell. The eyeballs are strongly marked, 

and it has been broken off at the hinder limbs. This is in the 

Dann collection. Fig. 96 is another good example of the turtle 

ornamented with half circles and dots. It is from Pompey, and 

was in the collection of the late L. W. Ledyard of Cazenovia. Fig. 

74 is another rude example from Pompey, possibly early. Fig. 

102 is an animal form from a Cayuga grave, and may have lost its 

head, necessitating a new perforation. It is ornamented with dots 

in rows. Fig. 100 is a beaver with its scaly tail, and is from the 

Ganagarae site, lot 13, East Bloomfield. It is made of a very 

durable shell, and is 1.75 of an inch long. The neck is perforated 

as usual. 

Fishes have no significance as clan totems, but good examples 

occur in shell and stone. Fig. 101 is one from Cayuga. They all 

have two vertical perforations, one on either side of the dorsal fin. 

Fig. 104 is of one broken at the forward hole. Fig. 212 is from a 

reduced photograph of the same. It was found at Indian Castle, 

Pompey, and was therefore made in the last half of the 17th cen- 

tury. With the following two it is now in the Bigelow collection. 
All three are from Pompey. Fig. 59 lacks the dorsal fin, and the 
holes are on either side of the ventral fins. It is quite suggestive 

of the sturgeon, but lacks some features. Fig. 105 is much the 

finest of these, possibly intended for a black bass in spirited action. 

It is of a hard and highly polished shell, and is ornamented with 

diagonal lines inclosing dots. 

Cylindric pendants are not common or large, as few shells would 
afford material for these. Fig. 67 and 71 are of two in the Hild- 
burgh collection and are 1 inch long. Both are from the McClure 
farm, Hopewell. Fig. 31 is of another, quite large and thick, which 
came from the Van Arsdale farm, Fleming (N. Y.) Those which 
are thin and flat are much more common. Fig. 32 is large, angular 
and flat, with one perforation in which is a copper ring, and comes 
from Indian hill, Pompey. Fig. 78 is of nearly the same form, 

but is thin and has a small perforation at each end, It is in the 

Dann collection, Fig, 88 is from Hopewell, is quite flat, and has 
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a vertical perforation. Fig. 86 is a small flat pendant from Indian 

hill, Pompey. 

Discoid beads 

Early flat or discoid shell beads are somewhat rare in New York. 

The writer has found but one antedating the year 1600; and some 

other collectors have been no more fortunate. Some occur on an 

Onondaga site of that period, and on another occupied by that 

nation about 1640, nearly all the shell beads are small disks. Later 

than that there are few in that county. They are not so rare on 

more recent Seneca town sites, and have been found on several 

in large numbers. From a recent Oneida town site has also come 

a fine lot of very small ones, mostly quite thin, and both purple 

and white. These belong to the writer, and are shown in fig. 38, 

with a tooth and two other beads. These soon gave place to the 

more showy council wampum. 

Mrs Converse obtained a string of small and irregular disk beads, 

for the state museum, about 46 inches in length, which she called 

“Canadian Algonquin wampum.” The ends of the string are 

united by a large, red ribbon, and at intervals are brownish red, 

orange yellow, and light and dark blue ribbons. She says: “This 

string belonged to the old bunch which was sent by the Algon- 

quins to the Mohawks, long before Brant’s time, as a ransom 

for an Algonquin captive. The Mohawks carried it with them when 

they ruptured the league of the Iroquois, and departed with Sir 

John Johnson and Brant. The original bunch was strung on sinew. 

In the various divisions thread has been substituted. Originally 

the bunch was decorated with various colored feathers, which have 

been replaced with the more modern ribbon. Red signifies war, 

light blue the morning sky, yellow the sun, dark blue the noon 

sun, maroon or very dark red the approaching of the night shadows. 

Each decoration signifies the division of the story of this wam- 

pum, which was recited at the ancient councils. This string has 

been preserved as a record and not used in modern times. I be- 

lieve this to have been constructed before the pictograph wampum 

belts,—Grand River reserve, Canada, June 7, 1899,” Fig, 233 shows 

this, 
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The Iroquois had Algonquin captives in hundreds. It is possible 

such a string may have kept the general fact in memory, but the 

ransom went to the owner of the captive. The tradition seems de- 

fective in some points, but the beads are probably of moderate age. 

The eastern Iroquois used this kind sparingly from 1600 to 1640, 

and the earliest record of pictograph wampum belts was a dozen . 

years later. On the other hand, the disk beads were fine and abund- 

ant among the Senecas as late as 1700, and not rare with the others. 

They were recently and largely in use in our western territories, and 

were divided by stones instead of ribbons, each division having an 

extravagant trade value. One in the hands of the writer would 

have bought several horses. In his experience colored ribbons .or 

bright cloths are used merely for a pleasing effect, but in important 

affairs some colors become emblematic. In this instance the dark 

blue ribbon has been added since 1893. | 

With slight exceptions New York discoid shell beads date from 

the latter part of the 16th century, becoming most abundant during 

the next hundred years. Sir J. W. Dawson informs the writer that 

the only shell bead he found at Hochelaga was.of this kind, but 

the longer marine beads have sparingly appeared on that interest- 

ing site, and may be of any age. A few New York examples will 

be given. Probably the earliest yet found was in the curious and 

early ‘cemetery reported Dy. so. la. Prey, a iittle east ol aie 

Bridge. Mr Schoolcraft, in his Notes on the Iroquois, p. 142, figured a 

large disk bead from Onondaga, and had found others in the 

Neutral ossuary in Beverly, Canada. He says these were first dis- 

closed on opening the Grave creek mound in 1839. His general 

description of this form is good. “ Decomposition gives its sur- 

face a dead white aspect and limy feel. The powder scraped from 

the surface, effervesces in acids. It is generally, not uniformly, an 

exact circle, and resembles extremely a very thick horn button- 

mould.’”’ His New York specimen is of the 17th century, and we 

can not uphold his conclusion that “its occurrence in Onondaga 

denotes the universality of the art in the ante-European period.” 

These flat beads were used at an early day, but a recent example 

is no proof of this, 
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It is rather surprising that these seem to have no very early date 

on Long Island. Our best authority on that region, W. W. Tooker 

of Sag Harbor, writes: “I have seen discoid and other shell beads 

from graves here. The graves were about the year 1662 in one 

place, and about 1700 in another. I have never seen any from 

ancient graves. The graves here in which I discovered two vessels 

of clay, contained no beads or ornaments of any kind.” Their ab- 

sence is but negative testimony, but on the whole they seem to 

have had no great antiquity in New York. Quite a number from 

Pompey appear on the same plate with the largest gorget. These 

are not separately numbered; and all are recent, and reduced in 

size in fig. 206 and 221. 

Fig. 197 on the same plate, is of a string of these, about 80 in 

number, which were found near the canal lock, 14 miles north of 

Cayuga, in the town of Aurelius. They seem of early date, being 

of irregular thickness and form, and have some ridges on the cir- 

cumference. They are much reduced in this figure. All the others , 

on this plate are from Pompey, and all are in the Bigelow collection. 

Apparently this string contains the oldest yet found, unless a small 

one with the stone tubes in the Palatine Bridge grave should prove 

earlier. All the rest of seashell to be noted are recent, and of 

actual size. | 
Fig. 256 and 257 represent two of very large size, found at 

Cayuga, along with others very small. Fig. 27 is from Indian hill, 

Pompey, and is very neatly made. Fig. 21 is an example out of 

many small ones, with quite large perforations, from Union Springs. 

_ They are quite frequent in graves east of Cayuga lake. Out of 

one grave were taken 124 small ones, and out of another 72 with 

large perforations. Unios furnished the material for the first 

of these two lots, and they are represented in fig. 21. Some Venice 

beads are thin as paper. One was found north of Fort Plain, ex- 

actly like fig. 27, and the form is frequent in the Mohawk valley. 

Many large and small occur at a site south of Pompey Center, oc- 

cupied about 1640. They are abundant on recent Seneca sites, and 

small ones have been found at the early fort west of Cazenovia. A 

fine, large disk bead of Unio shell, represented in fig. 14, was 
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found by the writer on a fort site near Baldwinsville, a few years 
older than the last mentioned. The outer side, next the epidermis, 

is ground flat, while the nacre on the other side is left undisturbed. 
The central perforation was mostly made from one side. Such or- 

naments are extremely rare. With so common and fine a material 

this is at first surprising, but it may have been neglected because 

common. A worked piece of this which is unfinished, is from the 

fort west of Cazenovia. A thin ornament of this, represented in 

fig. 220, has also been found in Pompey. Fig. 125 is an unper- 

forated disk of pearl from the mission fort site at Onondaga lake. 

Unio complanatus shells, however, are abundant on early 

‘Mohawk sites and some others, the mollusk having been used as 

food. The other and finer species rarely appear. Fig. 38 is a 

string made up mostly of very small disks from near Munnsville, 

and has been already described. Fig. 266 is a Cayier bead with 

an inside rimming. This is a rare feature. | 

Massive beads 

Mr Holmes gives several forms of massive beads on page 224 of 

Ari im shell, some of which are frequent and fine on recent New 

York Iroquois sites. It must be remembered that most shell ar- 

ticles in this state west of Albany are not prehistoric. His plate 
66 34 gives examples of a class which he says “are more decidedly 

aboriginal in character than those of any other group, and are 

without doubt of very ancient origin. They are widely distributed, 

and have been found in graves and mounds covering an area out- 

lined by Massachusetts, canes West, Minnesota, Missouri, and the 

gulf and Atlantic coasts.’ 

Some of those represented are modern in character and are fond 

in New York. Others have not yet appeared there. His fiith ex- 

ample is from Monroe county, N. Y., and presumably from the site 

near Honeoye Falls, where shell pins and European articles have 

been found. ‘The form was largely used there and elsewhere in the 

last half of the 17th century. The Swanton bead belongs to the 

same period, and some California forms differ little from recent ex- 

amples in New York. While long cylindric shell beads or wam- 
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pum pipes are common on recent Iroquois sites, the shorter and 

thicker beads are often angular, but disks and spheres are by no 

means rare. Out ofa large number of the thicker and shorter beads 

some characteristic forms are shown. 

Fig. 196, 198 and 214 from Pompey present several much reduced, 

which are in the Bigelow collection. Fig. 106 is of actual size, 

as are those which follow. The angles are rounded, and in sec- 

tion it follows the curve of the shell. This is from Indian hill, 

Pompey, occupied from 1650 to 1681. Beads of this class range 

from small to large sizes, and vary much in form. Fig. 84 is a 

long, flat bead, of moderate thickness, found on the Dann farm 

near Honeoye Falls. Fig. 130 is from the same site, and is tri- 

angular in section. Massive beads have been abundant there. Fig. 

136 is somewhat spheric, and is from the same site. Fig. 109 is 

a large bead from Scipioville, where similar forms are frequent. 

Fig. 112 is from a recent grave at the East Cayuga site. Fig. 114¢ 

comes from Venice in the same county. This somewhat cordate 

form is frequent there. Fig. 151 is larger, but resembles the last. 

Fig. 141 differs slightly from these, and is from the same town. 

Fig. 107 is a longer form from Pompey. Fig. 113 is another of 

these large heads, most of which are flattened. Fig. 129 is a large 

angular bead, also from Pompey. Fig. 137 is similar and smaller. 

Fig. 152 shows another bead from the same town, almost cylindric. 

Fig. 150 comes from Baldwinsville, and resembles the last except 

in being triangular in section. To these many might be added. 

Sometimes there is a double perforation part way, and in one case 

a fossil shell has been used. Large shell beads are more common 

from Madison county to the Genesee river than farther east, and 

can only be expected on town sites or in graves. Almost all are 

recent. Fig. 204 is a globular bead from Pompey, and fig. 213 a 

short cylindric bead from the same town. Both are reduced. 

Long beads 

The name of wampum pipes seems to have been applied to long 

cylindric beads about the size of common pipestems, and which re- 

semble them when weathered. Fig. 193, 194 and 207 show strings 
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of these much reduced in size. Fig. 219 is similar, and has an or-- 

nament attached. These are all from graves in Pompey and are 

in the Bigelow collection. When taken from graves, there is often 

more or less of a coating of a brown substance, perhaps from con- 

tact with the flesh. This appears on several of these. As a stand- 

ard of measurement the extreme width of the largest gorget on 

this plate is 5.25 inches. Where beads are as slender as these all 

traces of the species are usually obliterated, and many of them may 

have been made by the colonists for the Indian trade, all of these 

slender ones being recent. They are frequent on many sites and 

are quite uniform in character. 

Fig. 115 is a good example of this class from East Cayuga. 

It is 4.75 inches long and well polished. The harder shells often 

retain this polish, while the softer easily corrode. Others were 

found with this one. Fig. 127 has a similar polish, but is much 

shorter and less slender. It came from Geneva. Fig. 131 is one 

of four very long beads from Pompey. It is 5 inches long. Fig. 

132 is 4 inches long, and is but one of a number of this size from 

the same town. They are so closely alike that no more illustra- 

tions are needed here. 

Much more interesting individually, and often more antique, are 

the ruder columella beads. Fig. 111 is from the noted Palatine 

Bridge graves, and from association seems quite early, though its 

character is less antique. Apparently it was made from Fulgur 

Carica, but a similar bead with it was of Busycon per- 

versum. There were also shells of Melampus biden- 

tatus, a small marine marsh species. Fig. 110 much resembles 

these, and was found by the writer on a site on Seneca river, prob- 

ably not far from 350 years old. Fig. 108 is from a similar site 

north of the last and just across the river. It was found in 1893. 

Both these are nearly of the same age and are made of Fulgur 

Carica. Fig. .118 is. of the/same material; but has Wagmoge 

definite date. It was found at the Onondaga fort west of Caze- 

novia, and therefore is about 300 years old. It is doubtful whether 

Busycon P erversum had reached that vicinity so early. 

The finest columella beads have come from Cayuga county, and 
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a great age has been claimed for some of these, when found distinct 

from European articles. As those of the same character occur in 

recent graves it seems most probable that all are of about the same 

age, though not proved to be so. The writer detects nothing in the 

features of the one article which does not apply to the other, but 

leaves the question of age open for the present. W. W. Adams, 

mow of Union Springs, has long been an indefatigable worker in 

this field, and to him the writer is indebted for many favors and 

much aid.. | 

Fig. 135 is a fine and well worked columella bead, found 14 miles 

north of Union Springs. It is of Busycon perversum, 

and there can be no doubt of its modern character. Fig. 262 found 

on the recent site at Scipioville, seems to be formed from the 

columella of Sycotypus canaliculatus. Fig. 121 is one 

of the finest of these beads on record, being 6.8 inches in length. 

It is from Cayuga county and is made from a large Busycon 

perversum. Fig. 133 and 134 are of large and polished beads 

from the St Joseph’s mission site near Union Springs. Long beads 

of Busycon have been found at the same place. Fig. 120 is 

one of an interesting series from the same place, and is 6.15 

inches long. 10 of these Busycon beads were found together 

in 1887, four of them aggregating 22 inches in length, and the 

femaining six the same. Many interesting examples might be 

given from those obtained by Mr Adams, now scattered in various 

collections. Through his kindness most of the important Cayuga 

relics have been drawn and described by the writer. 

Fig. 119 is a Busycon columella of great interest, because, 

while ready for use as a bead in other ways, it is unperforated. It 

is in the Dann collection and is 4.5 inches long. This makes it 

probable that the later Iroquois derived their large beads, either 

‘by war or purchase, directly from the southern Indians, and not 

from white traders. The latter would hardly have brought un- 

finished articles to sell to the Senecas; and this may be part of 

the spoils of a war waged for acentury. Beads of this kind were less 

used by the Mohawks and Oneidas than by the western Iroquois. 

_ Fig. 116 and 117 represent two out of four polished cylindric 
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beads from Pompey, which are ornamented with encircling grooves. 

This is a rare feature in shell, though frequent in bone ornaments. 

Fig. 29 is a polished cylindric bead from Geneva. 

There are many small beads aside from the common wampum. 

The oldest known closely resembling the modern wampum was 

found by the writer on the fort site west of Cazenovia in 1806. 

Fig. 261 represents this bead, which seems of Indian work, but 

possibly bored with metallic tools. The perforation is large, but 

nearly uniform. Fig. 81 shows another small, polished bead from 

this site, about double the length of the last, and also made from 

a small columella. Though the date of these is about 1600, A. D. 

they suggest some contact with Indians already having European 

tools. Fig. 260 is from Oneida Castle, resembling others except 

in its truncate form. Fig. 85 is elliptic in outline and comes from 

Munnsville. Fig. 259 is similar but more pointed. It is from In- 

dian hill, Pompey. Fig. 258 was found by the writer at the same 

place, as well as fig. 82, which is constricted in the center, much 

like a dumb-bell. This was obtained in 1893. These five are all 

recent beads. Globular forms are found, but the council wampum 

was that commonly used. The next two are alsorecent. Fig. 265 

is a fine angular form from the town of Venice. Fig. 267 is also 

angular, but quite flat. It is from the McClure site, Ontario county. 

Runtees 

Mr Holmes considers the large and familiar disks, so widely dis- 

tributed, beads rather than pendants. He is correct in this, for 

several strings of these have been found just as they were deposited 

with the dead. The strings had decayed, but the ornaments. were 

undisturbed. H.R. Schoolcraft described these in his Notes on the 

Iroquois, p. 233. He said of one kind, that “this article is gen- 

erally found in the form of an exact circle, rarely a little ovate.. 

It has been ground down and repolished, apparently, from the 

conch. Its diameter varies from 2 of an inch to 2 inches; thickness, 

2; in the center, thinning out a little toward the edges. It is 

doubly perforated. It is figured on the face and its reverse with 

two parallel latitudinal and two longitudinal lines crossing in its. 
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center, and dividing the area into four equal parts. Its circumfer- 

ence is marked with an inner circle, corresponding in width to the 

cardinal parallels. Each division of the circle thus quartered has five 

circles with a central dot. The latitudinal and longitudinal bands or 

fillets have each four similar circles or dots, and one in its center 

making 37. The number of these circles varies, however, on 

various specimens. In the one figured there are 52.” 

- The form described by Schoolcraft is usually indented at the 
edge, where each perforation begins, and the cross lines are some- 
times omitted. The small circles and dots have no meaning, the 

number being regulated by the space to be occupied. They were 

apparently made by a small circular steel drill, having a central 

point. The cross lines seem merely ornamental. As compasses 

were used in other forms, it is probable that these ornaments were 

made by white men for the Indian trade, and they may be the round 

shells used as presents in one New York council. The parallel 

holes from edge to edge served to keep the necklace flat when 

strung, and this feature is frequent in pipestone ornaments. These 

disks have been found in New England, New York, Ohio, New 

Mexico and many intermediate points, having been first used late 

in the 17th century. In New York they disappeared when silver 

ornaments came into fashion; and Mr Schoolcraft said that the In- 

dians had no traditions concerning them. We are not in the dark, 

for their occurrence in graves shows their precise use and age. 

They had a later use westward. Lieut. Whipple procured a neck- 

lace in New Mexico in which were three of these ornaments. 

Beverley, in his History of Virgima, p. 145, calls these runtees, 

and says “they are made of the conch shell, as the peak is, only 

the shape is flat and like a cheese, and drilled edgeways.” Beverley 

wrote in 1722, when the Iroquois had generally abandoned these 

for silver ornaments, but they might be used longer near the sea- 

shore. While American in origin, the New York specimens were 

not aboriginal, nor can we assign them any early date in the matter 

of double drilling, which was continued in many of the recent orna- 

ments of red slate and pipestone that succeeded them, or were con- 

temporaneous. 
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Mr Schoolcraft gave this shell ornament the fanciful name of 

nabikodguna antique. In continuation of the account quoted he 

adds some notes of value. “This article was first detected many 

years ago, in a medal, one and a half inches in diameter, found in 

an ancient grave on the Scioto in Ohio: = ... ts occurenceythe 

present year in the ancient fort grounds and cemeteries of Onon- 

daga, identifies the epochs of the ancient Indian settlements of Ohio 

and western New York, and furnishes a hint of the value of these 

investigations. A medium specimen was examined in the posses- 

sion of I. Keeler, jr, Jamesville; another of the minimum size, at 

James Gould’s, Lafayette. The largest specimen seen is one sent 

by J. V. H.. Clark, from Pompey.and Manlius.” . Hie adds) that 

this ornament must be referred to the era preceding the discovery. 

Elsewhere he gives a figure of one from Sandusky, Ohio. The 

places to which he alluded above in Onondaga, under several 

names, were occupied in 1654 and 1696. In the next century many 

of the Iroquois went to Ohio to live, settling at Sandusky and near 

the Ohio river, where they carried their valued ornaments. Out 

of a large number of New York specimens a few examples are 

given. 3 | 

Eight runtees from Pompey, which are in the Bigelow collection, 

are represented by reduced figures on one plate. Fig. 199 has but 

a trace remaining of the design. It shows plainly the brown mat- 

ter adhering to the surface, and the frequent protuberance between 

the two holes. Fig. 199a shows circles and dots, and fig. 199) had 

the cross and dots. Fig. 201 is broken through one of the perfora- 

tions, and has the frequent six-pointed star. This has also cross 

bars on the rays of the star, but they all slope, instead of being 

parallel with the outer circle, as is usual. Fig. 202 has also dots - 

and circles, but is broken. Fig. 203 shows hardly a trace of the 

design. Fig. 205 has the star or flower divided in the usual way. 

Fig. 211 is also one of the larger ones showing rings and a star. 

Fig. 147 is a small and plain one from Munnsville, which is less 

circular than most, though but few are exact in this way. One 

broad indentation on either side of the border shows where the 

holes are. Fig. 146 is a pretty example from Cayuga county, with 
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the cross, circles and dots. Fig. 253 is also from a recent Cayuga 

grave, in which several were found of rather rude character. In 

this the dots are irregularly disposed. Fig. 253a is from the Onon- 

daga site of 1696. As it is thinner than usual, and shows no orna- 

ment, it may have been worn down. Both these are reduced in 

the plate. Fig. 148a is from Pompey, having a design of large 

and small circles. Fig. 143 is ornamented with a cross of small 

circles, and comes from the Dann farm, Honeoye Falls. Fig. 161 

has concentric circles and two rows of dots. It is from the McClure 

farm, and belongs to Irving W. Coats, of Shortsville (N. Y.) who 

has many specimens. The most remarkable form of all is shown 

in fig. 138, from the Onondaga fort of 1696. In outline it is sym- 

metric, but much like the early banner stones. Fig. 156, 157, 158 

and 159 are common forms from Pompey. Fig. 157 has more 

points than usual. Fig. 160 is one of a number in the state col- 

lection, found together in Ontario county. It has the rare feature 

of a deer in the center. 

One remarkable example of the runtee is in the Toronto collec- 

tion, and is represented in the Annual archaeological report for 1897-8 

by fig. 30. It has not the cross, but three concentric circles have 

been described with compasses from the center of the circular shell. 

Two rows of small circles and dots are on either side of the middle 

circle, which were evidently made with a metallic tool. From eight 

points near the edge of the disk two half circles have been swept, 

and outside and inside of the outer line are extremely small circles 

or large dots following its curve. There are the usual indentations 

of the edge where the two perforations occur. It is about 2 inches 

in diameter. David Boyle, in describing this said: “ The three con- 

centric circles in the middle and the arcs on the margin have been 

described from central points by means of something answering the 

purpose of compasses, as have also the smaller circles surrounding 

the dots. The pattern has been carefully laid out and as accurately 

worked out.” It may be added that the various ornaments on a 

series of these articles, show plainly the use of compasses. This 

one was found in the old Huron country, and their general distri- 

bution makes it possible that they were of French rather than Eng- 
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lish or Dutch manufacture at first. Those made by the Virginia 

Indians were almost an inch across and one third of an inch thick, 

illustrating the advantage of better tools in making larger orna- 

ments by their comparative rudeness , 

Other articles 

Pendants. Pendants made from spiral shells are not common. 

Fig. 15 is of one found on a village site near Baldwinsville by the 

writer, and closely resembles one from Florida, figured as a sinker, 

by Dr Rau. The outer whorl has been cut away and the lip 

notched. A groove has also been made for suspension. Fig. 16 

has been worked still more, forming a groove at each end. This 

is from Brewerton. Fig. 12 is less changed, but is perforated at 

the base for suspension. It was found by Dr A. A. Getman of 

Chaumont, at a camp near St Lawrence village. All these are pre- 

historic, but the first may be 350 years old. Fig. 28 is of a fossil 

bivalve from Seneca county, and the beak is perforated for suspen- 

sion. Fig. 114 is an olive shell pierced for use. This and a much 

larger one were found in a stone grave near Beaver lake, a little 

west of Baldwinsville. Three large spearheads were with them, and 

all must have been quite old. Fig. 124 is a disk pendant from 

Honeoye Falls. Fig. 44 to 56 are mostly pendants figured in 

Schoonmaker’s History of Kingston. They are probably reduced, 

and may have been about the size of two similar articles in fig. 166. 

and 168, which are from Honeoye Falls. Fig. 149@ is a pendant 

from the Onondaga fort of 1696, as given by Schoolcraft. Fig. 

144@ is a doubly perforated and grooved ornament from Honeoye 

Falls, and was probably a pendant. Fig. 80 is from Cayuga, and 

its use is more doubtful. Most of the 10 countersunk indentations 

end in a small perforation, and it is also grooved. Fig. 64 is a 

shell cross from Pompey. There are dots at the ends of the arms, 

and others in the form of across. These were encircled with small 

rings, now worn away. It is in the Bigelow collection. 

The Cayugas used pieces of turtle shell for pendants. Fig. 148 

and 149 are of that material, and came from Union Springs. Fig. 

153 has but one perforation instead of two, and was found with 
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others south of Genoa village. Fig. 154 is a young turtle shell, 

neatly perforated, which came from one of the earliest Mohawk 

villages, the one in Ephratah. 

Fig. 23 and 24 came from a cache of chipped shells otherwise un- 

worked, found in Lindley, Steuben co. All were pieces of marine 

bivalves and of about the same size. They may have been intended 

for either pendants or disk beads. This is the only cache of the 

kind reported. Fig. 140 is of a neatly cut shell from Brewerton, 

designed for some unfinished ornament. Fig. 264 is a pendant 

from the town of Venice, somewhat cordate in form. Fig. 142 may 

be an unfinished pendant, now unperforated. It is from Honeoye 

Falls. 

Rings. Bronze rings were so abundant that few were made of 

shell. Fig. 144 shows a fine signet ring from Cayuga, and fig. 51 

and 52 smaller and plainer ones from Ulster county. 

Masks. Masks were usually of stone or bone, but Mr Tooker 

has a small shell mask from Sag Harbor. Fig. 139 is from one 

given by Schoolcraft, and found at the Onondaga fort of 1696. 

Fig. 126 is larger, and is in the Dann collection. It is of about the 

age of the last. 

Pins. W. H. Holmes, on page 213 of Art in shell, speaks of 

the pins fashioned from the columellae of large seashells as requir- 

ing much labor and skill. In his experience three fourths of these 

were made from the Busycon perversum, and Tennessee 

was the great storehouse for these and other ancient articles of 

shell. These pins are quite rare in New York, and those thus far 

found are of the latter part of the 17th century. Two are here fig- 

ured which came from a recent village west of Honeoye Falls, sup- 

posed to have been occupied by the Senecas about the time of 

De Nonville’s invasion in 1687. It affords abundant European 

articles, council wampum, bone combs and shell ornaments. These 

pins are shown in fig. 78a and 79. In examining them the writer 

did not identify the shell or part of the shell used in the second pin, 

as it was so much worked as to obliterate any striking features. 

The first is of Busycon. Nothing of the kind has been reported 

from any earlier site; and these may be the trophies of some Seneca 
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war party, gained from a southern tribe. The point of importance 

is that these shell pins were in use after the New York colony 

passed into English hands. One curious pin in the Toronto col- 

lection has some features of a remarkable shell article in Mr Dann’s 

collection at Honeoye Falls, but the former was evidently a pin, 

while the use of the latter is doubtful. Fig. 145 shows this, which 

is much in the form of a short-handled ladle. The perforation sug- 

gests a suspended ornament. 

Knives. The shells of Unio complanatus are abundant 

on some early Iroquois sites, being the favorite species for food, 

and occasionally one has been perforated. The writer found a shell 

of Unio rectus onan Oneida site, nearly 30 miles from where 

the mollusk lived, and this might have made a good knife but 

showed no signs of use. It is certain such shells were used in this 

way, but they needed little preparation. A captive to the Iroquois 

in 1639, secretly “picked up a shell which she found on the strand, 

put it away without saying a word, and in the night, every body 

being asleep, she softly cut her bonds with this shell, and fled away 

by stealth into the forest.”—Felation, 1639 

The Relation of 1647 has a full account of Father Jogues, includ- 

ing his first captivity among the Mohawks in 1642. After his left 

thumb had been cut off, the missionary adds, “they used a shell or 

an oyster shell (d’vne coquille ou d'une escalle @huitre) to cut off the 

right thumb of the other Frenchman, in order to cause him more 

pain.’ Jogues seems in doubt as to the kind, and probably gave 

little heed to this in his sufferings. An oyster shell would hardly 

have been looked for so far up the Mohawk river, and, as the river 

was less than a mile away, it was probably one brought to the village 

for food. The incident shows that the use of shells as knives was 

familiar. ! 

Kalm, in his Travels into North America, 1772, 1: 341, says that the 

Indians of New Jersey used some sharp and hard stone for a knife, 

or were satisfied “with a sharp shell, or with a piece of bone which 

they had sharpened.”’ The Indian feast prepared far up the river 

for Henry Hudson is well known. Among other palatable things 

they “killed a fat dog, and skinned it in great haste with shells 
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which they had.” These were picked up anywhere, and were 

naturally sharp enough for most purposes, but occasionally some 

alteration may be detected. A few such examples are in the 

Toronto collection, which seem to be scrapers. 

But one article directly suggesting a shell knife has come to the 

writer’s notice in New York, and this is in Mr Hildburgh’s collec- 

‘tion. Fig. 87 represents this. The perforated Unio rosaceus 

from the Waterburg fort, shown in fig. 11, may have been either 

knife or ornament. The same may be said of the perforated 

Unio complanatus, fig. 13, from a site near the Mohawk 

river. Bivalves were also used as tweezers, in extracting hair; and 

large shells were employed as hoes. 

Gorgets. After speaking of the runtees or small disks, Beverley 

(p. 196) describes a larger article, saying: “Of this shell they also: 

make round tablets, of about 4 inches in diameter, which they polish 

as smooth as the other, and sometimes they etch or grave thereon 

circles, stars, a half moon, or any other figure suitable to their 

fancy. These they wear instead of medals before and behind their 

neck.” About the beginning of the 18th century the English began 

giving silver medals to the Indians of New York, and the shell 

gorgets almost disappeared. The southern Indians, being of less. 

account, got no medals for a long time. 

Lafitau, in his Moeurs des sauvages Ameriquains, p. 61, said: “ The 

collars which the savages sometimes wear around the neck are 

about a foot in diameter, and are not different from those which one: 

now sees on some antiques, or the necks of statues of barbarians. 

_ The northen savages wear on the breast a plate of hollow shell, 

as long as the hand, which has the same effect as that which was 

called bulla among the Romans.” Kalm, in his Travels into North 

America, 1772, 22320, after describing the shell beads of the Hurons 

near Quebec, adds that some “have a large shell on the breast, of a 

fine white color, which they value very high and is very dear.” It 

is possible that the shells, mentioned with the wampum pipes and 

round small shells as English presents for the Dionondadies in 1702, 

may have been something of this kind, as shell gorgets were then 

used in New York, and a few survive. 
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An Indian model in the national museum shows how these gor- 

gets were worn, with the concave side outward. A string or 

knotted cord, drawn tight through the holes, would keep them in 

position, and it is probable that the stone gorgets were similarly 

fastened to the clothing as ornaments. Mr Holmes figured (pl. 50) 

a large, keystone-shaped shell gorget of the historic period, from an 

‘ossuary of the Neutrals in Canada West. It has four holes and the 

four edges are slightly convex. The number of holes varies much. 

In New York such gorgets may be either of bone or shell. They 

were too conspicuous to be easily lost, and their number is not 

large. All which are made of shell are recent, but some of bone are 

earlier. They are either plain or very slightly ornamented as com- 

pared with those of Tennessee, which often have fine carvings and 

grotesque groups suggestive of Mexican work, and even of Budd- 

hist mythology. A few Canadian shell gorgets in the Toronto col- 

lection are also plain, and two of these are very long. In the report 

of that collection for 1899 is a fine engraved one, which has been 

recut and is now half the original size, being now 4.5 by 2 inches. 

At first it was oval, but one side is now straight, and two holes are 

near this and two more near the convex margin. 

Fig. 208 is a reduced figure of the largest shell gorget yet re- 

ported in New York. It is in the Bigelow collection and came from 

Pompey, being made from the outer whorl of a large shell. The 

diameter is 5.25 inches. The shell was dead and somewhat eaten, 

which may account for its lack of ornament. There are two small 

perforations. Fig. 209 is a much smaller one from the same town, 

which has been much corroded since it was used. It is’ over 3 

inches wide, and has two nearly central holes, with another begun 

between them. The inner ornaments are circles, points and dots, 

with some indefinite grooves on the convex surface. Fig. 155 pro- 

duces this in full size, to show more clearly the interior ‘design. 

There have been vague reports of other engraved shells in that 

town, but as far as the writer knows this is the only engraved shell 

gorget yet found in New York. Morgan figures a later form. 

Those described below are of actual size. 

Fig. 122 is a plain gorget from Mapleton, or East Cayuga, hav- 
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ing three holes and the beginnings of two more. Fig. 128 is of 

rather large size, of a generally elliptic form, and one long edge is 

nearly straight. On the other edge two holes approach the margin. 

This and the next are from Venice. Fig. 123 has a pyriform outline 

and two perforations. It is smaller than the last. Fig. 165 is a fine 

one from Cayuga, half an inch deep and having one hole. Fig. 163 

is of an oval form, with two holes at the broad end, and comes from 

Pompey hill. All Onondaga specimens seem of the 17th century, 

but some may be later. 

These were not rare on the modern site on the Dann farm, near 

Honeoye Falls. Fig. 162 is the largest found there, being 3.3. 

inches across. It has two sloping holes, the slope possibly coming 

from use. These are quite far apart, and there may have been a 

third where a piece of the shell has been lost. Fig. 164 is from the 

same place, has two large holes, and is 1.9 inches wide. Fig. 1644 

also belongs to this site and is 2.15 inches long, being about as 

irregular as the last, though nearly circular. It has two very small | 

holes, quite close together. Another from this place is of about the 

same form and size, but is unperforated. These four are in Mr 

Dann’s collection. Fig. 210 is also unperforated, but is of very 

neat workmanship, and is in the Bigelow collection. Like all others 

it was made from the whorl of a large shell, and is somewhat ellip- 

tic in outline. In the figure it is reduced, being 1.6 inches long. It 

was found near Baldwinsville. The actual size appears in fig. 167. 

These sufficiently represent the ordinary shell gorgets of New 

York, all but one reported being plain. There are similar but 

smaller ornaments of turtle shell. 

It may be added that Joseph Brant’s large shell gorget was long 

preserved in his family, and that there is an old picture of him with 

this attached below the throat. It had two holes for this purpose, 

and was quite like those used by the Onondagas in recent times. 

Miscellaneous 

From M. R. Harrington, by kind permission of Prof. F. W. Put- 

mam, has come an account of the aboriginal shell objects in the — 

American museum of natural history, in Central park, New York. 
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A note said, “ The museum’s collection of local shell objects is very 

small, though there are several specimens of the classes shown in 

nos. 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9.” The list was accompanied by photographs. 

of the articles, and is quoted in full, with some comments by the 

writer. 

“t Carved Unio shell from ancient rock shelter near Armonk, 

Westchester ¢o. N.Y.’ This has been cut into a lone pentagon) 

in the upper part of which is a slightly elliptic and neat indentation, — 

nearly an inch across. Part of another appears on the narrow mar=_ 

gin below, making it probable that the ornament has been broken 

and cut down. Its character suggests the use of metallic tools. 

“2 Scraper of oyster shell from another shelter in the same 

vicinity.’ This is quadrilateral and well worked. 

“2 Broken shell pin or awl from shell heap in Pelham Bay park, 

N. Y. city.” A long and rude article, apparently a pin. 

““4 Two shell beads from ancient grave at Tivoli on the Hudson. 

Copper beads were also found.” These are short cylindric beads, 

with the diameter greater than the length, and are of an antique 

type which came down to very recent times. 

“5 Oliva shell, with spire broken to facilitate use as bead. 

Shell heap in Pelham Bay park, N. Y. city.” Much weathered, and 

with lateral perforation. It is a southern shell. : 

“6 Five Olivella shell beads. Part of a lot numbering more 

than 100, found in ancient grave at Tottenville, Staten Island. With 

copper stains.” One of the five is Nassa obsoleta; another 

seems to be Littorina rudis; both local species. The other 

three are Marginellas from the south. 

“7 Perforated oyster shell from prehistoric village site at Port 

Washington, L. I.” A large and rude-perforation. 

“8 Implement of oyster shell from ancient fire pit at same place.” 

This resembles a long and rude awl. 

“o Perforated shell of Busycon carica, Gmelin, found 

buried with a dog in a fire pit at same place.” A large perforation 

in the outer whorl. The base has been cut off, and nodules ground 

down. 

“io Clam shell (mercenaria) used as a scraper. From 
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b ancient village site at Van Cortlandt park, N. Y. city.” Lower mar- 

gin battered. 

_ “11 Worked clam shell (mercenaria) possibly a spoon. 

From ancient shell heap at Throggs neck, N. Y. city.”” The upper 

and anterior margins are both cut down; the latter very much so. 

The unworked form would have been as serviceable as a spoon, but 

it may have been used in this way. It may be added that marine 

shell heaps are of very uncertain age, white men often feasting on 

those begun centuries before. 

Wampum keepers 

In discussing wampum at another time the writer had occasion 

to speak of Mr Morgan’s statement in the League of the Iroquois, 

p. 65, where he says that Ho-no-we-na-to, of the Onondaga Wolf 

clan, was hereditary keeper of the wampum. Captain George, who 

long bore this principal chief name, never had anything to do with 

the belts. Thomas Webster, or O-ya-ta-je-wah, who held them till 

his death, was a.Snipe. Abram La Fort, or Te-at-gah-doos, from 

whom he received them, was a Bear. John Buck, or Skan-a-wah-ii, 

the Onondaga Canadian wampum-keeper, was a Turtle. David 

Zeisberger was adopted into the Onondaga Turtle clan in 1745, and 

the keeper of the wampum thus became his foster brother. At a 

later day Zeisberger kept the wampum himself. ‘The truth is, it 

Was a question of convenience and ability. Even at the time Mor- 

gan wrote, Ho-no-we-na-to did not keep the belts, nor have his sey- 

eral successors held them. 

In regard to belts belonging to the confederacy, the Onondagas 

were the keepers as a matter of convenience, but they did not con- 

trol those belonging to other nations. These gave, received and 

kept belts as they pleased. Of late it has been supposed that there 

were wampum-keepers for both the Elder and Younger Brothers 

as bodies, but the writer knew well both the reputed keepers, and 

there seems to have been but one recognized office of the kind. 

Many Indians long had wampum of their own, and a few have a 

little even now. 

Conrad Weiser made a quaint note, July 20, 1747, about a Del- 
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aware chief: “ Olumapies would have Resigned his Crown before 

now, but, as he had the keeping of the public treasure [that is to 

say, the Counsel Bagg] Consisting of Belts of Wampum, for which 

he buys Liquor, and has been Drunk for this two or three years, 

almost Constantly, and it is thought he wont Die, so long as there 

is one single wampum left in the Bagg.”—Penn. 1:762 

Weiser made another note at Onondaga, Sep. 16, 1750, which 

shows that the wampum-keeper was probably not restricted to a 

single clan. Canassatego had died, being the speaker but not the 

To-do-da-ho, or head chief. “I was told by Tahashronchdioony, the 

Chief, that all the Belts of Wampum belonging to the Publick from 

the several English Governors that remained unanswered at the 

Death of Canassatogo, and found in his Possession, were by his 

orders burned! with him. This the said Chief said to make Canas- 

saiogo a Thief after his Death; some imagine that his Widow and — 

Family took them.”—Penn. 5:480 

In this case it is probable that the Onondaga speaker held the 

belts till they were accepted, after which they would be divided or 

retained according to the action of the council. It should always 

be remembered that even in the grand council belts might be given 

to any one nation, and retained by it. 

Belts 

Making. The accounts we have of the making of early belts are 

conflicting, leading us to suppose they were not all-alike. In his 

Narrative of the Indian wars in New England Hubbard says: “They 

are woven as broad as one’s hand and about 2 feet long. These — 

they call belts, and give and receive at their treaties as seals of their 

friendship.”” Loskiel says, p. 26: “Four or six strings joined in one 

breadth and fastened to each other with fine thread, make a belt of 

wampum, being about 3 or 4 inches wide and 3 feet long, containing 

perhaps four, eight or twelve fathom of wampum, in proportion to 

its required length and breadth. This is determined by the im- 

portance of the subject which these belts are intended either to 

1 The word burned in Weiser’s account was evidently intended for buried. 
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explain or confirm, or by the dignity of the persons to whom they 

are to be delivered.” Though belts might be made in this way, 

they would not have the width mentioned, as six strings laid side 

by side would not give a breadth of one inch. Lafitau’s account 

is better. “The belts are large bands, in which little white and 

purple cylinders are disposed in rows, and tied down with small 

teens Oi leather, which, makesa very ,.meat fabric... ‘The 

usual belts are of eleven rows of 180 beads each.” Carver said: 

“ Being strung on leather strips and several of them sewed neatly 

together with fine sinewy threads, they then compose what is termed 

a belt of wampum.” This is reversing the mode, as no strip of 

feather would pass through the small aperture. Yet Charlevoix 

gave much the same account in his 13th letter, in describing 

branches and collars. “The branches are no more than four or five 

threads or small straps of leather, about a foot in length, on which 

the grains or beads of wampum are strung. The collars are in the 

manner of fillets or diadems formed of these branches, sewed to- 

gether with thread, making four, five, six or seven rows of beads, 

and of a proportionable length; all which depends on the importance 

of the affair in agitation, and dignity of the person to whom the 

collar is presented.” This seems far from the truth. 

In his League of the Iroquois, L. H. Morgan said: 

“Belts were made by covering one side of a deerskin belt with 

these beads, arranged after various devices and with most laborious 

skill.’ No such belts are known, but it is probable that the early 

quill belts were of this nature, if their existence is allowed. 

Mr Morgan gave a better account-the following year, when he 
said: “The most common width was 3 fingers or the width of 7 beads, 
the length ranging from 2 to 6 feet. In belt-making, which is a 
simple process, eight strands or cords of bark thread are first twisted 
from filaments of slippery elm, of the requisite length and size; 
after which they are passed through a strip of deerskin to separate 
them at equal distances from each other in parallel lines. A splint 
is then sprung in the form of a bow, to which each end of the 
several strings is secured, and by which all of them are held in 
tension, like warp threads in a weaving machine. Seven beads, 

these making the intended width of the belts, are then run upon a 
thread by means of a needle, and are passed under the cords at 
right angles, so as to bring one bead lengthwise between each cord 
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and the one next in position. The thread is then passed back along 
the upper side of the cords, and again through each of the beads; 
so that each bead is held firmly in its place by means of two 
threads, one passing under and one above the cords. This process 
is continued until the belt reaches its intended length, when the ends 
of the cords are tied, the end of the belt covered and afterwards 

trimmed with ribbons. In ancient times both the cords and the 
thread were of sinew. 

This is a good account in general of the making of the belt pre- 

pared for Mr Morgan at Tonawanda in 1850, and shown in fig. 241, 

but it has decidedly modern features. In most of those seen by the 

writer the long strands were of buckskin and the edges neatly 

braided or twisted. Common twine was sometimes used, but no 

ribbons. The simple mode described of placing the beads is 

correct. 

Loskiel, p. 27, said that “the Indian women are very dexterous in 

weaving the strings of wampum into belts, and make them with 

different figures perfectly agreeing with the different subjects con: 

tained in the speech.” An instance appears in the report of the’ 

council in Easton in 1756, which was concluded before one im- 

portant belt was ready. “Here the Governor gave the new belt as 

far as it was made, and all the wampum prepared for it.” He ex- 

plained the proper figures “& desired the women might finish it on 

rainy days, or resting in their Journey.”—Penn. Minutes, 7:218 

White men sometimes made belts. In the journal of John Hays 

it appears that he was at Wyoming, May 13, 1760: Being de- 

tained there by bad weather, he “wrought at Makeing Belts and 

Strings of our Wampum.” He also made these entries: “14th. Very 

Rainy Wether, so that we Could not sét out, So we followed our old 

Business of Belt making.” “15th. Wether the Same, so that we 

wer Oblidged to Ly by as Before and Mad Belts.”—-Penn. 3:735. 

But for the unwelcome rain, we might not have known of this. 

On the whole it is probable that many early ornamental belts and 

collars were differently made from those which now remain. They 

may have been much like those examples of mere ornament from 

our own and other lands to be seen in our national museum, neatly 

arranged in patterns but in several different ways. For some of 

these a variety of sizes might produce the best effect. Sometimes 
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the early writers give hints of this diversity, but in general any 

thing about the body was a belt, anything around the neck a collar. 

They used comprehensive terms. Thus when we are told that the 

Hurons bet collars of porcelain on the game of lacrosse in 1636, 

we need not think of the wampum belts we have seen. When the 

Nipissiriniens six years later gave presents of collars and scarfs of 

porcelain at their feast of the dead, both may have been made of 

large shell beads. They probably were, as the small council wam- 

pum was not showy, but made with a definite end in view. 

These remarks apply to the famous dress of King Philip. In 

the account of his death quoted by S. G. Drake, in his Biography 

and history of the Indians of North America, 1:54-55, we are told 

that Annawon “took omit of his pack a beautifully wrought belt which 

belonged to Philip. It was 9 inches in breadth, and of such length 

as, when put about the shoulders of Captain Church, it reached to 

his ankles. This was considered at that time of great value, being 

embroidered all over with money, that is wampum peag, of various 

_ colors, curiously wrought into figures of birds, beasts and flowers. 

A second belt of no less exquisite workmanship was next pre- 

sented, which belonged also to Philip. This the chief used to 

ornament his head with, from the back part of which flowed two 

flags, which decorated his back. A third was a smaller one, with a 

star upon the end of it, which he wore upon his breast. All three 

were edged with red hair, which Annawon said was got in the 

country of the Mohawks.” ‘These belts evidently had a foundation 

on which curious patterns were embroidered with shell beads. 

Josselyn’s description also conveys the same idea. It will be 

found on pages 142-43 of his Account of two voyages to New England, 

with kindred matter. 

Their beads are their money, of these there are two sorts, blew 
Beads and white Beads; the first is their Gold, the last their Silver, 
these they work out of certain shells so cunning that neither Jew 
nor Devil can counterfeit, they dril them and string them, and 
make many curious works with them to adorn the persons of their 
Sagamours and principal men and young women, as Belts, Girdles, 
‘Tablets, Borders for their womens hair, Bracelets, Necklaces, and 
links to hang in their ears. Prince Phillip, a little before I came for 
England [1671] coming to Boston, had a coat on and Buskins set 
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thick with these Beads in pleasant wild works, and a broad Belt of 
the same, his Accoutrements were valued at Twenty pounds. 

This was embroidery, much like modern Indian beadwork, and 

appears in early pictures of King Philip. 

That council belts were much the same as now at an early day 

will appear from fig. 282, a reproduction of La Hontan’s picture of 

De la Barre’s council at La Famine in 1684. It is from the second 

English edition, published in 1735. Fig. 255 also represents an 

early belt of 1711, taken from the picture of “ Fee-yee-neen-ho-ga, 

Emperor of the Six Nations,” painted from one of the four Mohawks 

then in England. The belts are like those of the present day. 

Reading. Heckewelder, p. 107-8, gives an interesting account of 

_ the periodical reading of wampum. | 

For the purpose of refreshing their own memories, and of in- 
structing one or more of their most capable and promising young 
men in these matters, they assemble once or twice a year. On these 
occasions they always meet at a chosen spot in the woods, at a 
small distance from the town, where a fire is kindled, and at the 
proper time provisions are brought out to them. ‘There, on a large 
piece of bark or on a blanket, all the documents are laid out in such 
order, that they can at once distinguish each particular speech, the 
same as we know the particular contents of an instrument of writing 
by the indorsement om it. .° ) “Wheir’ speaker then, sywitowisuac 
ways chosen from among those who are endowed with superior 
talents, and has already been trained up to the business, in an audi- 

ble voice delivers, with the gravity that the subject requires, the 
contents, sentence after sentence, until he has finished the whole 

on one subject. On the manner in which the belts or strings of 
wampum are handled by the speaker, much depends; the turning 
of the belt which takes place when he has finished one half of his 
speech, is a material point, though this is not common in all 
speeches with belts; but when it is the case, and is done properly, 
it may be as well known by it how far the speaker has advanced in 
his speech, as with us on taking a glance at the pages of a book 
or pamphlet while reading; and a good speaker will be able to point 
out the exact place on a belt which is to answer to each particular 
sentence, the same as we can point out a passage in a book. Belts 
and strings, when done with by the speaker, are again handed to 
the chief, who puts them up carefully in the speech bag or pouch. 

In describing the use of one by the Indians and Sir William 

Johnson, John Long said that it was of many rows, black at the 

sides and white in the middle. This signified the path of peace, and 
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a white diamond in the center the council fire. In reading it, the 

baronet held one end and the Indian chief the other. When the 

latter spoke, he moved his finger along the white line. When Sir 

William spoke, he touched the diamond in the midst of the belt. 

Heckewelder, p. 109, treats quite fully of the colors and emblems 

of belts, and adds something on wampum as credentials, a character 

which still survives. “No chief pays any attention to reports, though 

they may carry with them the marks of truth. . . But as soon 

as he is officially informed, through a string of wampum from some 

distant chief or leading man of the nation, whose situation entitles 

him to receive credit, he then will say, ‘I have heard it,’ and acts ac- 

cordingly.” , 

In the Relation of 1653, p. 27, we are told how a New England 

chief had his presents spread out, which were mostly of wampum. 

Standing by them, “he gave the explanation of them as one would 

do of an enigma, touching the characters on the picture one after 

another.” Each had its proper meaning. 

Loskiel’s account, p. 26, is much like that of Heckewelder. 

At certain seasons they meet to study their meaning, and to re- 
new the ideas of which they were an emblem or confirmation. On 
such occasions they sit down around the chest, take out one string 
or belt after the other, handing it about to every person present, and 
that they may all comprehend its meaning, repeat the words pro- 
nounced on its delivery in their whole convention. By these means 
they are enabled to remember the promises reciprocally made by 
the different parties; and it is their custom to admit even the young 
boys, who are related to the chiefs, to their'assemblies; they be- 

come early acquainted with all the affairs of the state; thus the con- 
tents of their documents are transmitted to posterity, and can not 
easily be forgotten. | 

For a long time this practice has been discontinued, and the 

belts were only produced to satisfy curiosity. In most ceremonies 

strings alone were used, and the knowledge of the proper use of 

some of these was and is confined to afew persons. Horatio Hale’s 

picture of the reading of the wampum belts was one arranged for 

his convenience and pleasure, not a record of an ordinary occur- 

rence. In fact treaty and war belts had nothing to do with modern 

ceremonial gatherings. 
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Lettered. Belts with letters on them obviously had a civilized 

origin, and were often made by Indians to whom the design was 

given. Animated by religious zeal, and naturally liberal in their 

gifts, the poor Huron exiles near Quebec devised such a belt in 

1654. It was an offering to the Virgin Mary by the first congrega- 

tion of Notre Dame in the Huron colony. They had small means, 

but collected several hundred beads and formed of these a belt. On 

a ground of white wampum black beads made the words Ave Maria 

gratia, plena. This was accompanied by a Huron letter on birch 

bark, dictated by the Indians and written by the priests. , Both were 

sent to Paris, where later belts found their way. The same colony 

sent a belt to Chartres cathedral in 1679, which was 4ifeet 9 inches. 

long, and 2.75 inches wide. Ona foundation of white beads were 

black letters reading Virgin pariturae votum Huronum. This belt 

was bordered with embroidery of red porcupine quills. 

The writer of the Relation of 1683-4 was enthusiastic over the 

Abenakis mission, in the chapel of which was a figure of St Francis 

de Sales: 

There was placed below the image of the saint a very large porce- 
lain collar, adorned with porcupine quills. . . It is the most 
beautiful: collar I have seen made here. . . Tall Jeanne, who 
made the whole collar and colette, who set the porcupine quills in 
it, has done so with a great zeal of honoring the saint. The in- 
scription on the collar is: S. franc salisio Abnaq. D. (Sancto fran- 
cisco salisio Abnaquis Donatum). 

W. L. Hildburgh has furnished the writer with descriptions and 

sketches of some wampum belts in Europe. Of one in the museum 

of the Propaganda in Rome little could be learned. Four are in'the 

Trocadero palace in Paris, all of which are Huron. One is 12 beads 

deep and.about 200 long, but is broken at both ends. The black 

letters on the white ground read, VIRGIN. IMMAC. HVRD. D. 

This has been figured in Gallerie Americaine du musée ethnographe 

du Trocadero, with three others. Fig. 271 shows this as drawn from 

the photograph by Mr Hildburgh. 

A small number of lettered belts appeared in the English colonies 

much later. Gov. Burnett gave. one to the Six Nations at Albany 

in 1724, on which were the letters G. R., for King George. An- 
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other had G. P. W., for George, Prince of Wales. A third had 

P F., for Prince Frederick. A more striking example is that of 

the great belt given at Easton by the governor of Pennsylvania in 

1757. Peace had been concluded with Teedyuscung and the Dela- 

wares, and the Five Nations had approved of the terms, having 

sovereign power over the Pennsylvania Indians. In confirmation 

oi the treaty Gov. Denny “gave a very large belt with the figures of 

three men in it, representing His Majesty King George taking 

hold of the 5 Nations King with one hand, and Teedyuscung the 

Delaware King with the other, and marked with the following let- 

ters and figure: G. R. or King George 5 N five Nations and D. K. 

Delaware King.” A curious belt was shown by Teedyuscung a 

little before this. It was “a Short, broad Belt of White Wampum, 

having in the Center two Hearts of a Reddish Colour, and in 

Premnes, 745.000) «1 Lhe, Belt had a iround ,Circle, Pendant, rep= 

resenting the Sun.’—Penn. Minutes, 8:217. This ornament may 

have been a flat, metallic ring. The belt was given to the Wap- 

pingers by the government of New York. Between the numerals 

17 and 45 were two small ornaments. One other belt must have 

been inspired for the occasion. Preparations for the siege of Fort 

Niagara were in progress, and Johnson held a council. At this the 

Six Nations presented him “a Belt with the Figure of Niagara at 

the end of it, & Sir William’s name worked thereon.” Of course 

the baronet thanked them and expressed his satisfaction at their 

readiness for the work. This was in 1759, and Fort Niagara soon 

fell. Belts of this character were not common, the Indians prefer- 

ring symbolic figures, such as they had known from early days. 

Another of Johnson’s lettered belts is elsewhere mentioned, and also 

one probably presented by Gov. Simcoe, now in the national 

museum. ‘This appears in fig. 269. 

Emblematic. The earliest emblematic belt of which we have any 

distinct account was presented at Quebec in 1653 by an Indian chief 

from New England. He spread this out saying: 

“This is the road that it is necessary to keep in order to come to 

visit your friends.” The collar was composed of white and violet 

porcelain, so that there were some figures which this good man ex- 
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plained in his fashion: “There,” said he, “are the lakes, here are the 

rivers, here are the mountains and the valleys that it is necessary to 

pass. Here are the portages and waterfalls.’—Relation, 1653. He 

had meanings for all his other belts but they contained no figures. 

There has been a disposition to consider an existing Onondaga 

belt as one presented by Chaumonot in 1655, but there-is little 

ground for this. Had the one he gave at that time contained such 

figures, they would certainly have been described. It happened 

that Father Le Moyne went on an embassy to the Mohawks in the 

autumn of that year, and was warmly greeted by them. He was 

at once received with three belts and the next day had other rich 

presents. “The first and most elaborate of these presents was a 

large figure of the sun, wrought with 6000 beads of porcelain, to the 

end, he said, that darkness may have no place in their councils, 

but that the sun may shed his light upon them even in the night.” 

This is not expressly called a belt, but was probably of that nature 
and wrought in some convenient form. 

Very few of these strictly emblematic belts were described in the 

17th century. One belt received at Oneida from the French, while 

Father Milet was a captive there, brought a response which stirred 

up the colonial authorities. The Five Nations called Milet to On- 

ondaga to write down the message they wished to send to Frontenac 

with three belts. ‘The Ist in which there are five black squares on 

a white ground, indicates the Five Iroquois Nations, who have all 

unanimously agreed to this embassy from the Iroquois to Kebec. 

They, therefore, say by this belt: Here we are, Father Onontio, by 

your invitation, on your mat.” Rev. Mr Dellius translated this for 

Gov. Fletcher, and the commotion subsided. In 1690 the last of 13 

belts presented by the Five Nations at Albany had also the five 

houses on it. It is probable that the Onondaga covenant chain belt 

of 1682 was emblematic, but no figures are described. 

There were frequent quarrels with traders, and the Iroquois often 

made stringent rules against the introduction of strong drink into 

their towns. In 1721, many years after they had conquered the 

Indians of Pennsylvania, “the five Nations had sent down a large 

Belt of Wampum with the figure of a Rundlet and an Hatchet on 
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it, to the Indians settled upwards on Susquehanna, with orders to 

stave all the Rum they met with.”’—Penn. Minutes, 3:154. This 

vigorous order brought trouble. At Staunton in the same state, in 

1736, a white belt of eleven rows had “four black St George’s 

crosses in it.”—Penn. Minutes, 4:83 

A supposed earlier emblematic belt, suggestive of a later date, was 

~ seen by Conrad Weiser at Logstown in 1748. He was told that it 

was given to the Wyandots by the governor of New York 50 years 

before; and if this could be proved, it might sustain the antiquity of 

the Penn belt, which has a similar character. Of the one in ques- 

tion Weiser said: | 

The Belt was 25 Grains wide & 265 long, very Curiously wrought. 
There were seven Images of Men holding one another by the Hand, 
the Ist sitnifying the Governor of New York (or rather, as they 
said, the King of Great Britain) the 2d the Mohawks, the 3d the 
Oneidas, the 4th the Cajugas, the 5th the Onondagers, the 6th the 
Senekas, the 7th the Owandaets, and two Rows of black Wampum 
under their feet, thro’ the whole length of the Belt to signify the 
Road from Albany thro’ the 5 Nations to the Owendaets; That 6. 
years ago they had sent Deputies with the same Belt to Albany 
to renew the Frienship.—Penn. Minutes, 5:351 

The writer finds no records of this later visit. Some Wyandots 

came to Albany in 1702 to trade, and in the same year a belt was 

sent to them, possibly this one, but there is no allusion to its charac- 

ter. Some were there in 1723, and received presents but no belts. 

Allowing the possible identity of the belt, it is strange that the em- 

blems had little use for half a century later. Even then its date 

would be 20 years later than Penn’s first contact with the Indians. 

It seems better to assign the Penn belt to his second visit at least. 

Mr Holmes said that “it has an extremely interesting, although a 

somewhat incomplete history attached to it. It is believed to be. 

the original belt delivered by the Leni-Lenape sachems to William 

Penn at the celebrated treaty under the elm tree at Shackamaxon 

in 1682. Although there is no documentary evidence to show that 

this identical belt was delivered on that occasion, it is conceded on 

all hands that it came into the possession of the great founder of 

Pennsylvania at some one of his treaties with the tribes that occu- 

pied the province ceded to him. Up to the year 1857 this belt 
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remained in the keeping of the Penn family. In March 1857, it 

was presented to the Pennsylvania historical society by Granville 

John Penn, a great grandson of William Penn.’”—Holmes, p. 253-54. 

So much for its history. In his address on its presentation 

Mr Penn said its dimensions were greater than those used on 

ordinary occasions, being 18 rows deep, that the two figures clasp- 

ing hands signified a treaty, that one of these wears a hat and must 

be a European, and that its long continuance in the family leaves 

no doubt of its genuineness. The last is the only strong point. 

It is a fine but moderate sized belt of less than 3000 beads, shown 

in fig. 173, and many larger and wider ones are on record in un- 

important councils. <A treaty is signified, but the supposed hat ap- 

pears as an undoubted Indian’s head on another belt, where similar 

figures are seen joining hands. Aside from its history there would 

be no hesitation in placing it in the middle of the 18th century, to 

which both figures and sloping lines belong. Besides its preserva- 

tion two other points in its favor may be mentioned. One of 

these is the relative proportion of purple and white beads, though 

the Onondaga-United States covenant belt is of the same character 

in this and other things. The other is that Conrad Weiser de- 

scribed a similar belt in 1748, as already stated, which he was then 

told belonged to the end of the preceding century. Evidently the 

Penn belt had never been shown him. ' However these facts may 

affect its history incidentally, there can be little doubt it is the 

oldest wampum belt but one now in America, and it may well be 

prized as such. 

Fig. 171 shows an earlier belt now in the county clerk’s office 

in Kingston (N. Y.) of which a small picture appears in the History 

of Kingston, by Marius Schoonmaker, p. 40. It was given by the 

Esopus chiefs at a treaty in 1664, and is laid up with the record. 

There are three gaps in it, and it has no pattern, being made en- 

tirely of white beads. It is six rows deep and about 130 beads long. 

The style of belts of which the Penn and the Onondaga covenant 

belt are among remaining examples became somewhat frequent 

about the middle of the 18th century. The supply of wampum and 

the use of belts seem to have lessened for a time, but revived won- 
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derfully under Sir William Johnson. He used both strings and 

belts with a lavish hand, multiplied emblems and ceremonies, and 

gave precision to many that were indefinite before. Union, chain, 

covenant, road, invitation, peace, war, scalp and other belts fre- 

quently appear. Belts became as abundant as they were a hundred 

years before, but often with new names. This pleased the Iroquois 

_ greatly, and they often thanked him for reviving their ancient cere- 

monies. There can be no question that these enlarged under his 

wise direction. | 

In his interesting letter to Arthur Lee in 1771, Johnson gives a 

few particulars regarding belts, of which he had handled and ex- 

plained hundreds. He said: 

As to the information wch you observe I formerly Trans- 
mieedoetea the Gov’. of JN. York, concerning the, belt & 
tse mioody ‘Sticks sent by the Mississagaes, The. like is 
very Comon and the Ind® use Sticks as well to Express the alliance 
of Castles as the number of Individuals in a party, These Sticks 
are generally abt 6 Inches in length & very slender & painted Red 
if the Subject is War but without any peculiarity as to Shape. 
Their belts are mostly black Wampum, painted red when they 
denote War, they describe Castles sometimes upon them as square 
figures of White Wampum, & in Alliances Human figures holding 
a Chain of friendship, each figure represents a nation, an axe is also 
sometimes described wch is always an Emblem of War, The Tak- 

ing it up is a Declaration [of war] and the burying it a token of 
Peso 

There are other valuable observations on emblems used in 

other ways, as well as on language and customs in this letter, which 

will be found in the fourth volume of the Documentary history of 

the state of New York. : 

In 1756 the Six Nations produced “a prodigious large belt” 

given them in 1748 when Johnson entered on the management of 

their affairs. This had an emblem of the Six Nations joined hand. 

in hand with the English. In 1756 the Six Nations presented a 

large covenant belt which was expressive of the sentiments of the 

Five Nations. This phrase was used because the Tuscaroras had 

not the same dignity as the rest. A speech accompanied the ex- 

hibition of this belt, which was not delivered to Johnson but was: 

to be sent “to the Senecas, that from thence it may be conveyed 
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to the remotest nations as an emblem of the happiness we enjoy 

by our union, at the same time kindly inviting them to come in and 

join our Covenant Chain.”’ A description of the belt was added. 

“This Belt was the largest ever given. Upon it was wrought the 

_ sun by way of the emblem of Light, and some figures representing 

the Six Nations. It was intended to signify that they now saw ob- 

jects in their proper Light, and that they were fully convinced of 

‘the truth of every thing proposed.”—O’Callaghan. Colonial hist. 7:66. 

At a council at Fort Johnson the following year this belt appeared 

again. ‘The Senecas spread a prodigious large Belt upon the 

floor of 30 rows broad of Wampum, with a figure of the sun in the. 

middle and the Six Nations at one end. They told Sir William this 

‘belt they had made use of to invite some nations of Indians to re- 

‘move nearer to them and join their Confederacy. That they had 

sent to all the scattered Indians of the Six Nations to return and 

live in their own country. That they had sent messages to their 

‘several Allies to dispatch Deputies to a Grand Council they pro- 

posed speedily to be held at Onondaga, to take their general wel- 

fare under serious consideration. That a great quantity of Belts 

were already arrived at Onondaga,” and they thought the council 

would assemble in July.—O’Callaghan. Colomal hist. 7:265 

After Sir William Johnson’s death in 1774 this belt was produced 

by the Six Nations at Guy Park. The Onondaga speaker said: 

“This is the great Belt of union delivered to us before the late war, 

for the purpose of peace and friendship with the English... This 

great Belt has always lain at our Council fire, but we shall now 

deposit it with the Senecas, who are the western door of our con- 

federacy, and whom we thereby charge and injoin to look towards 

us and to follow strictly the resolutions they have now confirmed 

with us, and to unite strongly therein—Delivered an extraordinary 

Belt, near 5 feet long and consisting of 30 Rows of white wampum 

in breadth, with a figure of Black wampum in it.” As will be seen 

the leading idea of this belt of union was to bring the Indians 

themselves into greater harmony. 

At a council at Johnstown in the autumn of 1774, the Onondaga 
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speaker, Teyawarunte, produced “the great old covenant Chain” 

of 21 rows, saying: “ Brother. This is the Covenant Chain delivered 

to the whole Six Nations by our late Superintendant in presence of 

Commissioners from nine Governments, which we have kept clean 

from rust, and held fast in our hands.” This was the conference of 

seven colonies at Albany in 1754, when Lieut.-Gov. De Lancey de- 

livered this belt to the Six Nations on their behalf, Johnson being 

present. The chain belt was then explained in the following man- 

ner by De Lancey: “ This represents the King our common Father 

—this line represents his arms extended, embracing all us the Eng- 

lish and all the Six Nations—These represents the Colonies which 

are here present and those who desire to be thought present—These 

tepresents the Six Nations, and there is a space left to draw in the 

other Indians—And there in the middle is the line represented 

which draws us all in under the King our common Father.” Vir- 

ginia and Carolina desired to be considered present. At a council 

at Fort Johnson in 1756 the speaker held this up, saying: “ HERE 

is the Covenant Chain Belt given to us by eight different govern- 

ments in the year 1754. We shall on our side keep our eyes upon it 

and take care that no rust shall injure it, and it shall never be broken 

on our side.” An earlier chain belt was given by Gov. Clinton in 

1746, along with war belts and belts of friendship. In the con- 

ference of 1755 the chain belt was called the union belt. Johnson 

gave another and different chain belt at the treaty of Fort Stanwix 

an 1768. It was briefly described as “ Belt of the Covt Chain 15 

Rows with human figures at each end.” A conference with the 

Six Nations and some of their allies in 1759 made another great 

belt necessary. After suitable words, Johnson “ gave over the 

Cov' Chain Belt, which was a very large black belt, with the figures 

on it representing 10 Nations of Ind’ & the English.” 

John Long in his Travels alludes to another of the great Indian 

agent’s belts. “The wampum belts given to Sir William Johnson 

of immortal Indian memory, were in several rows, black on each 

side and white in the middle. The white being placed in the center 

was to express peace, and that the path between them was open and 

free. In the center of the belt was a figure of a diamond made of 

white wampum, which the Indians call the council fire.” 
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Similar belts were much used in Pennsylvania at this time. Im 

the Memorials of the Moravian church it is said that on the occasion. 

of a treaty at Philadelphia in 1757, about 12,000 new wampum beads. 

were brought there, “upon which the Indian women were em- 

ployed to make a belt of a fathom long and 16 beads wide, in the 

center of which was to be the figure of a man, meaning the gover- 

nor of Pennsylvania, and five figures to his right and five to his leit, 

meaning the Io nations mentioned by Teedyuscung.” -That chief 

sent several belts to the Indians the next year. A large one had 

five strings or lines across it of white wampum. A white belt had 

black strings across and was otherwise set with black beads. An- 

other of white wampum had black beads set across. These seem 

the earliest of these transverse lines, unless the antiquity of the Penn 

belt is allowed. This figure soon became common. At a council 

in Easton (Pa.) in 1761, there were many belts with stripes, bars 

and diamonds, and the width of each belt is given. Some stripes 

and bars were sloping. At a council in Philadelphia in 1758, a 

Seneca chief gave “a Belt, on one side of which are three figures. 

of Men in Black Wampum, representing the Shawnees, Delawares, 

and Mingos, living on the Ohio. On the other Side Four figures 

representing the United Councils of the Six Nations in their own 

Country.” At Easton, that year, Gov. Denny gave a large belt 

with a man at each end, and a string of black showing the road 

from Ohio to Philadelphia. In 1760 a belt of nine rows and two 

feet long, showed a road passing through 12 towns. Diamonds 

did not always represent villages or nations. In 1762 a belt of 

seven rows had two diamonds to show the councilors and warriors 

united in council. At Lancaster, that year, the Six Nations gave 

“4 Belt of nine Rows, representing the figures of two Men in the 

middle, with a Heart between them, & Six Diamonds on each side; 

one of the men represents the Indians, the other the English.”— 

Penn. Minutes, 8:747 

A few belts of this kind came from Canada. At a council in 

1756, the Onondaga speaker described some French belts received 

in his town, speaking in his proper place. “Then the said speaker 

moved his seat and placed himself among the Oneida Chiefs and 
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produced a White Belt wherein a Chain of Friendship was wrought, 

the Belt was about a Fathom in length, and a Man worked upon it 

at each end, signifying the Governor of Canada and the Five Na- 

tions, holding each other by the hand in token of Friendship, which 

Belt the commander of the Party, which destroyed Mr Bull’s Fort 

and party at the great carrying place, gave to an Oneida Indian 

‘who was hunting, some distance from said Fort just before it was 

destroyed.” —O’Callaghan. Colonial hist. 7:137. The next year the 

French sent a very long black war belt of 6000 beads to the Six 

Nations, with an axe worked in the middle. Such belts were fre- 

quent, and a similar one with two hatchets was sent by the French 

at a later day. Among the belts given at a council at Montreal in 

1754, one represented “the two villages of the Oneidas, Cayugas 

and Kaskarorens.” Two paths on it terminated at a friendly place. 

Among later belts may be mentioned one shown by the Shawnees 

to the Iroquois in 1771, representing them and the Illinois, with 10 

confederated tribes between. Besides the great one, other chain 

belts appear. In 1773 the Six Nations presented a covenant chain 

belt to Johnson of 11 rows and 12 squares. He returned a black 

one of 13 rows with white squares. After his death the Oneidas 

showed a large white belt with black diamonds, which he had given 

them. Belts of this description have been preserved. 

A few post-colonial belts may be mentioned. At a council at 

the Onondaga village near Buffalo in 1793, a western belt pre- 

sented was of white wampum “made in a circular form, repre- 

senting their place of meeting as in the center, and crossed by four 

stripes of black wampum, representing all their confederates, east, 

west, north and south.” At the same time “the Wyandots spoke 

with a very large belt with three pictures on it—the Americans at 

one end, the Six Nations in the middle, and themselves at the other 

end.” While waiting near Detroit for a share in the council at 

Miami rapids the same year, the United States commissioners gave 

the Wyandots a white belt with 13 stripes of black wampum. 

The rupture between England and the colonies brought out some 

belts at conferences with the Iroquois. The Oneidas came to Col. 

Johnson for advice on political troubles and showed a black belt of 
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nine rows. On this were white letters and figures, W: I. and 1756. 

The Six Nations afterward met the colonial commissioners at Ger- 

man Flats. This was preliminary to a more important council at 

Albany in August 1775. As a symbol of the troubled times a 

broken belt was one of those presented by the commissioners. A 

new union belt was given by them. It represented the 12 united 

colonies, and was followed on their part by “the large belt 

of intelligence and declaration.” Then followed the path 

belt, and the pipe of peace with six small strings. The Indians 

there referred to an old covenant belt of 20 rows between the 

Oneidas and Peter Schuyler, and another given by the Senecas. 

These old belts were again brought out at Albany. 

In these many accounts of belts of this kind the development of 

emblems and the probable date of each may be seen. Many were 

arbitrary, and the exact meaning could only be known by tradition, 

which often proves a misleading guide with existing belts. Others 

had their meaning explained when given, to the great relief of those 

who received them. While a line may mean a road, a square or 

diamond a castle or nation, clasped hands alliances and hatchets 

war, it does not always clearly appear what road, nation, alliance 

or war is intended. The interpretation depends on the occasion, 

and the true meaning may be forgotten. In Pierre Margry’s 

Découvertes et établissements des Francais, pt 5, p. 290-91, is a con- 

versation between Capt. de Lamothe Cadillac and the Huron chief 

Quarante-Sols. It was at a council at Fort Pontchartrain, June 3, 

1703. 

Quarante-Sols. I came on my way to tell you what I propose to 
do at Montreal. Here is a collar which has been sent to us by the 
Iroquois, and which the Ottawas have brought us; we do not know 

what it signifies. 
M. de Lamothe. How have you received this collar without 

knowing the purpose for which it was sent you? 
Quarante-Sols. It has already been long since we received it. I 

was not there, and our old men have forgotten what it said. 
M. de Lamothe. Your old men are not regarded as children to 

thave such a short memory. 
Quarante-Sols. We do not accept this collar; but we are going to 

take it to Sonnontouan to find out what it means, because it is a 
serious matter not to respond to a collar; it is the custom among 
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us. The Ottawas can tell you what it is, because our people have 
forgotten it. 

M. de Lamothe. The Ottawas will reply that, having received it, 
you should remember it, but since this collar is dumb and has lost 
its speech, I am obliged to be silent myself. 

Pontiac’s great wampum belt is said to have been 6 feet long and 

4 inches wide, and would thus have contained gooo beads. It was 

covered with emblems of the 47 tribes and villages in alliance with 

him. i 

In the History of the Ojebway Indians, by the Rev. Peter Jones, 

e121, is. an interesting description of a modern belt. 

Firstly, the council fire at the Sault Ste Marie has no emblem, be- 
cause there the council was held. Secondly, the council fire at Mani- 
toulin has the emblem of a beautiful white fish; this signifies purity, 
or a clean, white heart—that all our hearts ought to be white toward 
each other. Thirdly, the emblem of a beaver, placed on an island on 
Penetanguishew bay, denotes wisdom—that all the acts of our 
fathers were done in wisdom. Fourthly, the emblem of a white 
deer, placed at Lake Simcoe, signified superiority; the dish and 
ladles at the same place indicated abundance of game and food. 
Fifthly, the eagle perched on a tall pinetree at the Credit denotes 
‘watching, and swiftness in carrying messages. The eagle was to 
watch all the council fires between the Six Nations and the Ojeb- 
ways, and being farsighted, he might, in the event of anything hap- 
pening, communicate the tidings to the distant tribes. Sixthly, the 
sun was hung up in the center of the belt to show that their acts 
were done in the face of the sun, by whom they swore that they 
would forever after observe the treaties made between the two 
parties. 

This highly artificial character may be contrasted with the sim- 

plicity of early belts. 

In a meeting between Johnson and some Cherokees in 1758, it is 

said: “ The Cherokee spoke to the Belt of Wampum, addressing 

himself to Sir Wm., and the Belt of Wamp spoke it out in his own 

language.” The Cherokees “gave a white belt, with one black 

row of wampum in it signifying the road, & 3 figures of men signi- 

fying Sir Wm. Johnson, & the Kophy & Tsyody nations.”— 

O’Callaghan. Colomal hist. 2:766. In this case the Belt of Wampum 

‘who speaks is the Seneca chief known by this name, and also as Old 

Belt. 

In David Boyle’s Fourth annual report of the Canadian institute, 
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p. 23, there is a figure of porcupine quill work very suggestive of the 

wampum belt, having a similar plan, with the several divisions about 

the size of the beads used in the belts. 21 rows of the pattern, with 

the outer bands, have a depth of 5 inches, while the equivalents of 55 

beads, measured the other way, are placed beside each other for 

a space of 4.875 inches. This gives nearly 11 to the inch, which 

is somewhat narrower than the average beads used in belts, but 

about the usual length. Mr Boyle says that 55 narrow strips of 

leather were used as a warp, the ends being neatly bound. His 

account of the weaving of the belt would require double this num- 

ber. When thus bound at the ends, “the strips were then bound 

two and two by means of porcupine quills wound four or five times 

round, and fastened so ingeniously that even with a magnifying 

glass it is difficult to perceive how the work has been done. One 

row (say the top row in the plate) having been so formed, the next 

was commenced by binding the outer strip singly and thereafter 

taking one from each adjoining group of two above. In forming 

the third row the same strips would be bound as in the first row; 

and in the fourth as in the second, and so on. Meanwhile the pat- 

tern must have been clearly defined in the mind of the artist, for 

this is really a bit of artistic work, the purely ornamental portion 

of which speaks for itself both in color and design. The central 

figure demands a little more attention. At first sight one would 

hardly recognize it as a bird—perhaps not even at second or third 

sight, but there can hardly be a doubt that it is meant to represent 

the eagle or great thunder-bird, the belief in which is or was widely 

spread among the Indians over the northern part of this continent. 

The only claim that can be made for this conception of the thun- 

der-bird is that as nearly as possible it is symmetrical—the method 

of working led to that.” 

‘The pattern has the long points or serrations found on recent 

wampum belts. These are in white, blue and light brown. The 

ground is red, and the bird is black edged with white. The bind- 

ing of the leather strips in this alternate way makes the fabric very 

strong and has a pleasing effect on the pattern. 

In Eastern Maine and Nova Scotia in the revolution, p. 286, Mr . 
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Kidder speaks of a belt presented by the Indians of Maine as a 

pledge of friendship to the United States and France. A cross 

signified the latter, the 13 rows of the belt the former, and the In- 

dian villages were shown by several white figures. 

Underground. Underground belts are sometimes mentioned. 

Heckewelder says, page 109: “If the message be of a private 

mature, they are charged to draw or take it underground, that is, not 

to make it known to any person whatsoever, except to him to 

whom it is directed. If they are told to enter into the earth with 

the message or speech, and rise again at the place where they are 

to deliver it, it is to desire them to be careful not to be seen by the 

way by any person, and for that purpose to avoid all paths, and 

travel through the woods.” In 1694 the Iroquois sent an under- 

ground belt to those of the Sault in Canada, with this message: 

“T put this message between you two underground, where it is to 

remain three years, in order to say to you that you must think 

much of the union that ought to exist between us, and not forget 

that here is your ancient country; that you ought to advise us of 

the designs of Onontio without letting him know it. Fear not visit- 

ing us; you will be always welcome.” Father Lamberville handled 

many-such belts at Onondaga. In August 1684 he wrote to De la 

Barre: “I gave La Grande Gueule your belt under hand, and re- 

marked to him the things which you wish him to effect.” This was 

HHotreouaté, better known to us as Garangula, who was the orator 

shown in the plan of De la Barre’s camp. 

Disposition, Colden said (p. 109) that the belts and other 

presents received from the western Indians at the council at Onon- 

daga in 1690, were hung up in the council house and afterward 

distributed. One large belt was sent to Albany, and another from 

Albany was hung up and afterward divided. Lafitau said the 

nobles “furnish them, and it is among them that they are redivided 

when presents are made to the village, and when replies to the 

belts of their ambassadors are sent. . . Their wampum would 

soon be exhausted if it did not circulate; but in almost all affairs, 

either within or without, the law requires a reply, word for word, 

that is to say, for one belt one must give another, to be of about 
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the same value, observing however a slight difference in the num- 

ber of beads, which must be proportioned to the rank of the per- 

sons or nations with which they treat.” The note to Montcalm’s. 

letter is in the same words. La Hontan said: “ Sometimes they 

keep for an age the collars that they have received from their neigh- 

bors, and, in consideration that every collar has its peculiar mark, 

they learn from the old persons the circumstances of the time and 

place in which they were delivered; but after that age is over they 

are made use of for new treaties.” If they were but formal pres- 

ents, they were often taken to pieces and distributed at once. This 

shows how little reason there is to think any belt left in Indian 

hands is of any great age, even were nothing else alleged. 

Recent. Among the belts procured for the state museum by Mrs 

Harriet Maxwell Converse is one formerly held by Gen. Ely S. 

Parker, and represented in fig. 231. Her notes on this are given in 

full and some are attached to the belts. | 

Five council fires, or death belt of the Five Iroquois Nations, 

or the confederacy of the Iroquois. This belt I value perhaps more 
than any other in the possession of the state, inasmuch as the death 
belts were in the custody of the keepers of the east and west doors 
of the Ho-de-ne-sau-neh. This one was always held by the Do-ne- 
ho-ga-wah, the keeper of the west door, the Seneca nation, who 
were the guardian of the west door, the watcher and army guard 
of the confederacy. The Mohawks of the east door should have 
its mate in Canada. This belt signified death or war against some 
other nation or nations. When it was sent to the east door, the 
Hudson river, it was held in the council of war of each) of te 

nations, Cayugas, Oneidas, Onondagas, Senecas and Mohawks, 
till returned by the latter, which signal was that the war must 
begin at once. It represented death or absolute extermination, or 
absorption by adding to the numbers of the Iroquois, whichever 
they decided on. The red paint, with which it was always decor- 
ated at the time of its journeys may be seen on it now. 

In 1845 the Senecas abandoned the tribal government, and the 
one surviving portion of the body—the Tonawanda Senecas, be- 
came the actual proprietors of the death belt. During the lifetime 
of the Donehogawah, Gen. Ely S. Parker, he held it, and bequeathed 
it to his daughter. By the consent of his widow I have procured 
it for the state. To the Tonawandas it was of no material value, 

as they have been at peace for more than a century; therefore they 
relinquished their title to it when they ratified the transfer of the 
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wampum to the University of the State of New York last June. This 
precious relic will now forever remain with the state, and it is my re- 
quest that the name of Gen. Ely S. Parker shall be attached to it in 
his memory, not only as the most distinguished of his later people, 
but as the last “keeper of the west door” of the confederacy of 
the Iroquois.. At the condolence council of Gen. Parker another 
Donehogawah sachem—one of the 52 names that were hereditary in 

_the nation—was raised or appointed as the successor of Gen. Parker, 
but the remnant of the Senecas is so feeble that the present sachem 
would not by law hold the belt. Some day the state of New York 
may get its brother belt of the Mohawks. I hope for it. 

The statement given by the Senecas shows the small value to be 

attached to Indian traditions; and their ideas of this fine belt seem 

to have completely changed in the century and more in which it 

may have been held by them. Mrs Converse has wisely called at- 

tention to the red paint still to be seen on some of the beads, and 

which. changed any belt into one of war. War belts may be 

reckoned by scores. This belt is a recent one of purple wampum, 

having the Five Nations represented by five open hexagons of white 

beads. Three rows of five white beads at each end alternate with 

the purple. A belt recently held by the Onondagas is almost the 
exact counterpart: of this. In both, the hexagons represent the 

nations and they could be transformed into war belts by the use 

of red paint. The general design was common. Used as a war 

belt it might have been sent to or by the Five Nations. In the 

latter case the proposal of war was rejected, and the belt was re- 

turned. It was custemary for any of the Five Nations to propose 

war by a belt, or even to carry it on alone, but a general war could 

be determined only by the grand council at Onondaga. War belts 

might call this council together, but they only proposed war. This 

belt is 38 inches long in the beaded part, or 370 beads. The full 

width is 2 inches, or seven rows. The buckskin thongs are about 3.5 

inches long at the ends, the outer ones being double and twisted. 

L. H. Morgan gives a list of 50 Iroquois principal chiefs, eight 

of whom were Senecas, the last being Do-ne-ho-gd-weh, or Open 

door. He says: “ The Senecas were made the doorkeepers of the 

Long House, and having imposed upon Do-ne-ho-gd-weh, the eighth 

sachem, the duty of watching the door, they gave to him a sub- | 
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sachem.” The Senecas were called Ho-nan-ne-hé-ont, the door- 

keeper. Horatio Hale gives a list of 52 principal chiefs, the last 

of the eight Senecas being Teyoninhokawarenh in Mohawk. The 

Onondagas call him Ta-ho-ne-ho-gah-wen. In every form it means 

the same. In the condolence song, however, it is said of him and 

another, “these two guarded the doorway,’ and their business was 

to transmit messages from without, not to originate them. The 

national or federal council did that. . 

Fig. 230 is called a condolence belt, at first with the name of 

Red Jacket, but Mrs Converse afterward found it was a Cornplanter 

belt. It is of purple beads, seven rows deep, but has lost some beads 

from the central part. The beaded portion is about 328 beads, or 

36.25 inches long, being defective at one end. The full width is 

not 2 inches. The outside thongs are of double and twisted buck- 

skin; the inner, narrow and single. The five equidistant vacant 

spaces may have had white diamonds. This was a private belt, not 

related to those of the confederacy, and not in the wampum keeper’s 

care. Fig. 32a represents part of another belonging to Rev. W. M. 

Beauchamp, and obtained from an Indian woman. It is of nine 

rows, having three white rows on each side and one in the middle. 

A dark row of thinner beads is on each side of the last. It has 

been cut off at both ends, but the rows are now 65 beads long, 

with a full width of 3 inches. The beads are strung with a double 

thread of hemp 9n single buckskin thongs. The lines would indi- 

cate part of an alliance belt. | | 

Fig. 243 is of a mutilated belt, nearly 2 inches wide and now 

16.63 inches long. It is seven beads deep and 135 long, made on fine 

buckskin thongs, the outer ones double and the inner single. 

Three open white diamonds appear on a purple ground. These 

represent nations, and two more would make it a Five Nations belt, 

with a length of about 2 feet. The writer afterward saw and figured 

the remainder of this belt, and found his conjectures verified. The 

piece cut off is 59 beads long, has the two diamonds, and makes 

the complete belt exactly 2 feet long. It is a good specimen of 

this class, and the division took place for the convenience of a 

friend of the writer. Mrs Converse’s note follows: 
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Ransom belt of wampum. This belt has been divided according 
to the old law. If asachem or chief was captured and condemned 
to die, or a murder committed, a certain amount of wampum would 
ransom him. In this instance the captive must have been of 
prominence or of national importance, as the entire belt has been 
divided. How much of it is missing I can not determine positively, 
but, as the usual length of a wampum belt is about 3 feet, I con- 
clude that about one half has been taken. The diagonals of white 
wampum signify the tribal fires or the eight clans of the Senecas— 
Wolf, Bear, Beaver, Turtle, Deer, Heron, Hawk and Snipe. This 
belt is exceptionally rare and has no duplicate. I obtained it 
from a direct descendant of Mary Jamieson—the celebrated white 
woman captive—in whose care it had been placed by the Senecas. 
Sie oterded it till her “death, when it reverted to her heirs, by 

whom it has been held till now—the fourth generation. It is one 
of the national belts of the Senecas.—‘ Harriet Maxwell Converse, 

Cattaraugus reservation, 23 June 1899” 

As above noted, the writer saw the rest of the belt a few weeks 

later. It presents no unusual features, and the five diamonds 

represent the Five Nations, the Tuscaroras being commonly 

omitted. Atonement was often made with strung wampum or other 

presents, which were given to the person or family injured, not to 

the nation as a rule. Atonement or ransom might be refused. 

When belts were given to the nation, they seem to have been for 

the family, were reckoned at their money value, and were soon used 

as money. In this case Indian tradition seems to have widely ce- 

parted from the original meaning. 

Fig. 245 is another fragment of a purple belt without figures, 

which is a little over 7 inches long by 2.75 wide. The depth is 10 

beads, and it is 77 beads long. Mrs Converse calls it the Corn- 

planter wampum belt, and says: 

This is a portion of the treaty, and should be kept with 
it always. The belt has been mutilated by dividing it 
among Cornplanter’s heirs at the time of his death. It is 
impossible to obtain any of the divided portions, the beads hav- 
ing been separated and arranged in strings for burials or councils. 
This remnant has never been separated from the treaty, and is a 
record of the history of the Five Nations. Cornplanter’s name and 
mark head the list of the chiefs who signed, and the treaty and belt 
were given to him to preserve for his people-—‘‘ H. M. Converse. 
At the Cornplanter reservation, June 1899 ” 
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This reservation was patented to Cornplanter by Pennsylvania in 

1796. His Indian name is variously given in treaties and deeds, 

but is Gy-ant-wa-hia on his monument. He was long a noted 

Seneca chief and died at an advanced age in 1836. Mrs. Converse 

visited this and other reservations, and secured many of the belts 

in the state collection. 

Three belts are represented which are in the national museum at 

Washington. Fig. 268 shows the largest, which has white figures 

on a dark ground. It is of 14 rows, the extreme width being 4 

inches, and was obtained of W. N. Thompson, Chatham, Can. The 

beaded part is 41 inches long, or 238 beads. These are mostly 

dark and rather variable in thickness. One white bead in the out- 

side row is 3 of an inch long, but most are less than a quarter 

of an inch. The thongs are of plain buckskin. It is said to have 

belonged to Tecumseh, and this seems not improbable. On the 

other hand Andrew John, a Cattaraugus Seneca, made this note 

on it, which is preserved at Washington: 

Wampum belt of the Iroquois Indians. This shows the for- 
mation of the confederacy called the Five Nations.’ The five 
figures of men represent the five tribes of this people as united to 
form a government of the league. The right hand wigwams are 
supposed to be the western end of their territory, and the first man. 
to the right represents the Seneca, the doorkeeper to the league, 
the second the Cayuga tribe, the third the Oneida, the fourth the 
Mohawk, and the fifth the Onondaga. The first house is the coun- 
cil house, the next five are the original wigwams of the Five Na- 
tions, the seventh or last house is the one added to the confederacy, 
or the Tuscarora tribe, now known as the Iroquois confederacy. 
—Andrew John 

This is rather fanciful, and the Iroquois are fond of referring all 

they can to the foundation of the league. There are actually eight 

houses on the belt, which may be read in reverse order, being alike 

on both sides. Two houses are broader than those at the other 

end of the belt, made in a different way and without pinnacles. 

They are not united. Three figures of men next these stand apart 

and are nations not in alliance as yet, though this may be sought. 

Two joining hands and supporting a flag between them are in 

active alliance, and may be the British and Shawnees. Six cabins 
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united by a basal line may be the Six Nations, whose alliance is 

sought. They are distinguished from those at the other end by 

side pinnacles, which may be chimneys, indicating their advanced 

condition. This is partly conjectural, but would agree with the 

supposed history of the belt. 

Fig. 269 represents a belt ascribed to the same period, but prob- 

ably not made by Indians. It came from Willis N. Tobias. of 

Moraviantown, Canada, and is a white belt of 244 beads, or 37 

inches in length. In the figure it has been folded more than the 

last, and has a width of 11 rows or 2.75 inches. The large white 

and purple beads have a foundation of coarse red twine. The two 

human figures, clasping hands, show an alliance, but are not in 

the usual conventional Indian form, while the letters, I. G. S., point 

to a European source. The former owner wrote to the national 

museum: ‘“ The belt is a good one and relates to the schemes of 

the renowned Shawnee chief, Tecumseh. This is a companion belt 

to the one you purchased from Mr Thompson, and is supposed 

(there is no documentary evidence) to be the record of a peace 

treaty in which the hatchet is buried and the hands joined in friend- 

ship between the tribes, who unite in war against the wigwams of 

the white man. It is certain that these are records of the offensive 

and defensive alliances formed by Tecumseh against the hated Long 

Knives, or Americans.” The letters, however, make it evident that 

the alliance in one belt was between the Indians and civilized men. 

These would refer to some prominent officer, and the writer identi- 

fies them with the initials of John Graves Simcoe, slatiiaalchaneien 

of Upper Canada, 1791-94. 

Fig. 270 shows a small belt whose history is now unknown, but 

which is supposed to have belonged to the Mohawks. The beaded 

part is 20 inches, or 160 beads long and is six rows deep. The beads 

are quite uneven, but have the usual average length. Purple beads 

form the ground, and on this are two very broad open diamonds 

in white beads. Three short rows of white alternate with the pur- 

ple at one end, and at the other are six rows of white alternately 

long and short. The thongs are of twisted buckskin. These were 

kindly photographed at the national museum to illustrate this bul- 

letin, a favor gratefully acknowledged. 
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The first definite account we have of the later Iroquois belts in 

the custody of the Onondagas is that given by J. V. H. Clark in 

his history, in 1849, 1:124-25. The belts had been kept on the 

Buffalo reservation till 1847 by Ut-ha-wa, or Capt. Cold, an Onon- 

daga chief. In that year the council fire was restored to Onondaga, 

and Mr Clark’s account follows. 

Dehatkatons was at that time chosen keeper of the council fire of 
the Six Nations. These archives consist of various belts of wam- 
pum, some 25 or 30 in number, which the author has had, the 
satisfaction of seeing, (a sight rarely allowed a white man) with 
explanations from the keeper. Here is shown a belt, 16 inches 
broad by 4 feet long, representing the first union and league of the 
Five Nations, and is called the carpet, foundation or platform, or as 
we may better understand it, the constitution; literally something 
to stand upon. The several nations are distinguished by particular 
squares, and these are joined together by a line of white wampum 
and united to a heart in the center, implying the union of heart and 
hand as one. In connection with this is a second belt having the 

_ figures of several chiefs wrought in the wampum, all holding hands 
in a circle, which is to represent that there shall be no end to the 
league. 

On one belt is figured the Long House, the Great Cabin, which 
no new nation can enter till it has erected some little cabins around 
it; that is, the nation must perform some deeds worthy of note be- 
fore it can be entitled to admission to the great league of confedera- 
tion. Around this are five smaller cabins, emblems of the original 
Five Nations before the league was formed, and on one side is a 
still smaller one, wrought since the first, representing the Tuscarora 
nation, which was admitted at a subsequent period. Another long 
narrow belt, having a cross at one end and a Long House at the 
other, a narrow white stripe connecting the Long House and a large 
ross, was explained as follows: “Great many years ago” a company 
from Canada presented this belt, desiring that missionaries from the 
Roman catholic church might be settled among the Five Nations 
and erect a church at Onondaga, and that the road should be con- 
tinually kept open and free between them. All the other belts were 
explained with particular minuteness. 

The bag which contains these relics is of itself a singular curios- 
ity. It is made of the finest shreds of elm bark, and a person with- 
out being apprised might easily mistake it for the softest flax. Its 
capacity would exceed a bushel. The bag is reputed to be as old 
as the league itself, and certainly bears the marks of great antiquity. 
The tubes or beads of wampum are of red, dark blue, pale blue, 
black and white colors, made of conch shell. They are about § 
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of an inch long, about as large as a small pipestem and hollow, 
strung, woven and wrought with sinews of deer, and bark. 

Mr Clark’s dimensions of beads and belts are too large, but his 

account may be compared with those more definite and later. The 

rapid decrease in the number of belts may also be noted. They 

were not seen again by a white man till the summer of 1878, when 

the writer examined them at Thomas Webster’s house. That fall 

Gen. J. S. Clark obtained small photographs under difficulties, and 

from these were made large drawings to illustrate W. H. Holmes’s 

excellent paper on the shell articles of North America. Since that 

time the writer has had several ample opportunities of examining 

all these belts, and the widest two were secured by him for the 

state museum. There were but 12 remaining when he first saw 

them, and, if Clark is correct, more than half had disappeared within 

30 years. Some fine belts were certainly lost. 

During his knowledge of them various and conflicting interpre- 

tations of these belts have come before the writer. Some will be 

given to show how little is certainly known. Fig. 252 is the reputed 

original record of the formation of the league, and the tradition is 

constant. Clark had this interpretation, but exaggerated the belt’s. 

dimensions. Instead of being 4 feet long by 16 inches broad, it 

was 10.5 inches wide by 23 long in 1878, showing a great loss at 

each end. The width of course had not suffered. When exhibited 

in Syracuse in 1886 it was said: “This belt was used at the great 

council which met to ratify the union of the Five Nations. The 

age is unknown; nothing but the tradition of the council remains.” 

Gen. Carrington, who obtained this from the Onondagas, calls it 

“the official memorial of the organization of the Iroquois con- 

federacy, relating back to the middle of the 16th century.” It is 

sometimes called the Hi-a-wat-ha belt, and has been in controversy 

in our courts over a question of ownership. It is a fine modern 

belt of 38 rows, made on buckskin thongs, the outer ones braided, 

_and is strung with flax or hemp thread. The beads were made 

with modern tools and are mostly purple. There is a conventional 

heart in the center, and four open castles remain in white beads. 

As the pattern shows that there were others beyond these on either 
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hand, this plainly proves that it had no reference to the original 

league. It is probably not 150 years old. There are good pictures 

of all in the census of 1900. Gen. Carrington was special agent for the 

census of 1890, and his farther notes will be credited to Thomas 

Donaldson, the compiler of the report on the Six Nations of New 

York. 

Fig. 244 represents the widest belt known, one of 50 rows wide. 

Through a slight mistake of the writer this was reported to Mr 

Holmes as 49 rows. It is 14.75 inches wide and about 35 inches 

long. Though not of the original length it has not been diminished 

since it was first pictured. The pattern is decidedly modern as well 

as the material. It is made on small buckskin thongs with a hard, 

red thread. The interpretation of 1886 was, “ The second belt used 

by. the ‘principal chief: of. the Six Nations,” Wery old, aig 

Donaldson’s note is similar. He calls it “ Wing or Dust Fan of 
b) Presidentia of Six Nations.” Also “the wing mat used by the head 

man to shield him from the dust while presiding at the council.” 

It seems to represent an alliance actual or proposed, and to be of the 

variety termed chain belts. 

Fig. 232 is another modern belt of the same date, termed by Mr 

Donaldson, “ Presidentia of the Iroquois, about 1540.” A series 

of dark points inclose open white diamonds, signifying nations or 

towns. It is properly a chain belt, showing a completed covenant. . 

When Gen. Carrington photographed it in 1890, it had lost nothing 

‘since first seen by the writer. Before it again came into the latter’s 

hands it had been reduced from 16 to 14 diamonds. It is 45 rows 

wide or 13.5 inches, and was incomplete in length when examined 

in 1878. The material is as in the last, and both seem to have been 

made by one person. The note of 1886 says, “ The first belt used 

by the principal chief of the Six Nations. Very old.” Both these 

were secured for the state in 1898, and they are the broadest on 

record. Unique in every way their modern origin is at once ap- 

parent to any careful observer, but no definite date can be given 

them. One reason for this failure of a true tradition is very clear. 

The belts were brought to Onondaga in 1847 and placed in La 

Fort’s hands. He died a year later, and, if familiar with them him- 
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‘self, had but a brief opportunity to convey his knowledge, if he did 

this at all. They then came into the hands of the Websters as a 

‘matter of convenience, and they had no training for the office. 

‘Thomas Webster certainly gave meanings to suit himself or his 

visitors, not knowing their history. 

Fig. 248 is 15 rows or 5 inches wide, is nearly 6 feet long and has 

purple figures on a white foundation. There are 85 beads to the 

inch of length, and it is on twine thongs. All agree that this is a 

covenant belt with the 13 original United States, but the interpre- 

tation of parts varies. Donaldson says it is a “ memorial of the 

first treaty made by Washington on behalf of the 13 original states 

and the president of the Six Nations at the national capitol.” 

Others have seen in the central house the capitol building at Wash- 

ington, and in the two men within this representatives of the con- 

tracting parties. The writer’s opinion has been that the central 

part of the house contains the Iroquois council fire, with an Indian 

-on either side clasping hands in alliance or friendship with the states 

outside. This may be one of the belts which Clark thought con- 

nected with the formation of the league. 

Fig. 237 is the belt which Clark thought was a French missionary 

‘belt, and which has long had that reputation. Mr Shea and others 

have felt very sure that it is a belt given to the Onondagas by 

Chaumonot in 1655, but this has a very slender foundation. There 

is no hint that he presented any emblematic belt, and no probability 

that any French belt would have been kept through the succeeding 

wats. The Jesuits allude to none so held. The groundwork of 

purple wampum is almost conclusive against its antiquity. On the 

other hand a similar belt is on record over a century later. In 1775 

the Moravian Indians sent a belt to the grand council of the Dela- 

wares, which was 3 feet long, having a white cross at one end and a 

band through the middle. (De Schweinitz, p. 426). As the Moravians 

and their Indians had frequent business at Onondaga, this belt is 

more likely to have been Moravian than French, if its character is 

allowed. The cross, however, was a frequent symbol of Canada, 

considered as a country. The sole reason for the missionary theory 

as found in the cross terminating the white line which reaches the 
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man’s head toward the other end. At the feet of this human figure 

is an open diamond, representing a castle. Donaldson described it 

as showing “the guarded approach of strangers to the councils of ~ 

the Five Nations;’” by no means a bad interpretation. Probably in 

this case the cross would be the strangers coming by the path of 

peace, which is guarded by the warrior or chief before the castle. 

In 1886 Webster described this as a belt of admission to the league. 

It is on buckskin thongs, and strung with fine white thread. The 

width is seven rows or 2.5 inches. 

Fig. 238 is another of the Onondaga belts, six rows deep or 2.25. 

inches wide, and made on twine thongs. A curious feature is that 

in the squares there are two rows of dark beads to one of white. 

Carrington’s picture gives but four of the sloping lines of ‘black 

beads. It had five when first seen by the writer, being then perfect 

and probably relating to the Five Nations. It is noticeable how 

this loss changed the meaning, which Donaldson gives as “a treaty 

where but four of the Six Nations were represented.” In 1886 

Webster said that this and some others “represent the submission 

of each tribe when they joined the confederacy and were turned 

over to the wampum ‘keepers. 

Fig. 251 had the same meaning given to it by Webster, and the 

fondness for a similar interpretation is noticeable. It is a fine belt 

of seven rows, with open white hexagons on a purple ground, being 

almost the counterpart of the Parker belt. It has buckskin thongs 

and black thread. Donaldson speaks of this as a belt “ claiming to 

bear date about 1608, when Champlain joined the Algonquins 

against the Iroquois.” It is by no means so old, and has been 

mutilated since it was first seen by the writer. It was then perfect. 

Fig. 240 is a belt of 12 rows with black diagonal bars on a white 

foundation, and it is imperfect at both ends. It had seven full bars. 

when first seen by the writer, but Mr Carrington’s picture shows. 

but six and perhaps part of another. According to him it “ repre- 

sents a convention of the Six Nations at the adoption of the Tus- 

caroras into the league.” This is not satisfactory, but no other 

meaning has been given. It is on buckskin thongs. Sloping lines 

are said to be temporary alliances. 
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Fig. 239 is of seven rows, and has four pairs of black diamonds on 

a white ground. The diamonds are linked in pairs. Among the 

black beads at one end is a small white cross. Donaldson says of 

this that, having “the Five Nations upon seven strands, it illustrates 

a treaty with seven Canadian tribes before the year 1600.” It is 

probable there should be another pair of diamonds, but this age can 

hardly be allowed, as these tribes came into existence in the 18th 

century. Wampum like this was not known in the interior of New 

York till very much later than his date. In 1886 Webster called it 

a belt of admission to the league. It is a recent belt on buckskin 

thongs. | 

Fig. 249 was once a fine belt of 13 rows, but is now quite defec- 

tive, having lost much since first seen by the writer. The ground 

is of white beads, with four triple diagonal lines of black. The 

outer lines of these are two beads deep, the inner one being sep- 

arated by white lines of two beads. This is on buckskin thongs. 

Fig. 236 is a belt of 7 rows, with a zigzag pattern at one end 

and a series of small dark crosses. Donaldson says this “embodies — 

the pledge of seven Canadian Christianized nations to abandon their 

crooked ways and keep an honest peace.” The interpretation of 

1886 was “St Regis tribe belt, given to mark their submission to 

the power of the Six Nations, with a promise of peace.” The St 

Regis Indians are mostly of Iroquois stock, and about 150 years 

old as a people. This belt has twine thongs, and may have been 

made by white men. Fig. 250 shows what remained of another 

belt in 1878. It was probably a belt of eight rows. These were all 

then remaining out of double the number shown to Mr Clark 30 

years earlier. The missing ones had been consumed in messages, 

offerings and ceremonies. 

H. E. Krehbiel published some articles in the New Vork tribune, 
July 1897, on the Canadian Iroquois belts shown him by John 
Buck, or Skan-a-wah-ti, in 1892. Nation for nation, and chief for 

chief, the Sixi Nations of Canada keep up the same organization as 
in New York, and Buck was then wampum keeper, Mr Krehbiel 

said: 
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On one of them was a row of figures like half diamonds, each ex- 
tending across the belt. From Buck’s explanation | gathered that 
the figures were conventionalized hearts. ‘This perpetuated the 
memory of a treaty. ‘“ With what tribe?” I asked. “ The Eries,” 
answered Buck. “ About what time?” “About 200 years after 
the white man came to America.” This illustrates the starting 
point which Buck chose for nearly all his estimates of time. So 
many years or centuries before or after the white man came. 

Belts of pure white beads Buck described as records of treaties 
of peace. Stripes diagonally across a belt, he said, were symbols 
of agreement that the tribe giving it would help the Six Nations in 
war—the diagonal figure being intended as props for the Long 
House, the symbol of the confederacy. One belt which showed 
in its middle an oblong figure with a spot in its center, Buck said 
was the record of a treaty granting hunting and fishing privileges, 
that is to say, the tribes exchanging the belts agreed to use certain 
hunting and fishing territory in common. When asked how this 
was symbolized by the design on the belt, Buck explained that the 
parallelogram was a dish, the spot in its center a piece of meat. A 
belt of purple containing a white conventionalized design like that 
commonly called the Greek key pattern (a meander) was said to 
have been sent by whites as a confirmation of a treaty. | 
The collection of belts brought by Buck did not appear so numer- 

ous as that shown (1871) on Mr Hale’s photograph. Its most in- 
teresting feature was half of the belt which, according to tradition, 
signalized the formation of the Iroquois confederacy. The cir- 

cumstance that he had only half the belt Buck explained by saying 
that, when the Six Nations separated after the American revolution, 
the majority leaving their ancestral home in what is now New York 
state to become the wards of the British people, for whom they had 
fought, in Canada, the wampum belts were divided between the two 
bodies. In the case of this belt, the league belt, neither body 
wished to surrender it to the other, so it was cut in two and each 
body took a half. This belt, however, is not that which is described © 
as the Hiawatha belt, in the possession of the mayor of Albany. 

The latter belt, according to a description recently printed, con- 
tains four oblong figures, 4 inches by 5, two of which are on either 
side of a diamond-shaped figure in the middle. All the figures are 
connected by links and are expounded as follows: The diamond 
represents the Onondaga nation, which was the wealthiest and most 

powerful. The other four figures stand for the Senecas, Mohawks, 
Cayugas and Oneidas. These were the original five nations of the 

confederacy. Now the half believed by the Canadian Iroquois to 
be the record of the formation of the league, (the Great Peace, as 
Mr Hale would have called it) shows only a row of conventional- 
ized human figures clasping hands, an exceedingly rude and simple 
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design, for all the world like the chains of dolls which are cut out 
of paper to amuse children. 

Mr Krehbiel referred to a photograph procured by Horatio Hale 

in September 1871, when he gathered six Iroquois chiefs on the 

Canadian reservation near Brantford. “There all the wampum 

belts were brought and their meaning was explained to Mr Hale. 

A photograph of thé group preserves the incident.” The chiefs 

present were all well known, but many years later the picture and 

chiefs did duty in an unexpected way. If the reader is curious in 

the matter, he will find all, including the names, in the United 

States census of the Six Nations of New York for 1890, under the 

title, “ Reading the wampum, 1890,” and with this note, “The 

reading of the wampums to the representatives of the tribes 

gathered at St Regis makes a suggestive picture.” Then follow 

the names of the chiefs given by Mr Hale many years before. In 

the picture over a dozen belts appear. On the back of the photo- 

graph here used, from which the illustration mentioned was taken, 

Mr Hale wrote: : 

This picture represents the chieis of the Six Nations, on their 
reserve near Brantford in Canada, explaining their wampum belts. 
(Sep. 14, 1871) These chiefs were 

I Joseph Snow (Hahriron) Onondaga chief 
2 George H. M. Johnson (Deyonhehgon) Mohawk chief and goy- 

ernment interpreter. Son of no 4 
3 John Buck (Skanawatih) Onondaga chief and wampum keeper 
4 John Smoke Johnson (Sakayenkwaraton) Mohawk chief and 

speaker of the council 
5 Isaac Hill (Kawenenseronton) Onondaga chief and fire keeper 
6 Seneca Johnson (Kanonkeredawth) Seneca chief 
The wampum belts were explained to me on the reserve, at the 

residence of Chief G. H. M. Johnson; and at my request the chiefs 
afterwards came with me to Brantford, where the original photo- 
graph (of which this is a copy) was taken.—H. Hale. Clinton Ont. 

Quite a difference will be noticed between the Indian names here 

and in the census report, while the English names are the same. 

frequent correspondence with Mr Hale enables the writer to say 

that the above is an absolutely true copy, The numbers are to be 

read from left to right in fig, 281. One face has been tutyed. 
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An officer is mentioned among these Canadian chiefs who does 

not appear on New York reservations. The Canadian Iroquois 

have fire keepers, representing the Onondagas, and their office is 

peculiar. It may partially appear in the writer’s visit to the Six 

Nations’ council at Ohsweken, Canada, September 1899, asking per- 

mission to photograph their few remaining belts. Chief J. S. John- 

son introduced him to the secretary, and he was escorted to the 

highest seat, and placed with the two interpreters. This was at 

the end of the large council room and facing the audience. On the 

platform before him sat the secretary, a step lower down, with the 

speaker on his right. On still lower seats against the two side walls 

were the chiefs of the two brotherhoods, and in front of the speaker 

and facing him were the Onondaga fire keepers. The petitioner 

was introduced, rose and made his request, which was translated by 

an interpreter as usual. The chiefs of two of the Elder Brothers, 

the Mohawks and Senecas, quietly consulted, and then a Mohawk 

chief gave a favorable opinion to those opposite. The Younger 

Brothers, the Oneidas, Cayugas and Tuscaroras, did the same, and 

an Oneida chief announced their concurrence. Had they not 

agreed, the fire keepers would have had the decision. As it was, 

they merely made a favorable report. Then the speaker announced 

the full opinion, which was interpreted to the visitor in a dignified 

and lengthy speech, and to which he made a suitable response. It 

seems quite a long process, but, as there was no public debate or 

voting, it really took no more time than many such things with 

us. No wampum strings were used; for they had none left, and 

this mode of holding a council is a modern innovation. 

Pres. Washington gave a white belt to the Six Nations in 

1792, with these words, “As an evidence of the sincerity of the 

desire of the United States for perfect peace and friendship with _ 

you, I deliver you this white belt of wampum, which I request you 

will safely keep.” In his speech, July 28, 1812, Red Jacket said 

that Washington had once presented a chain belt. “ Upon this belt 

of wampum he placed a silver seal. This belt we always have and 

always wish to look upon as sacred.” Red Jacket had this belt 

identified by white men present, An eagle was engraved on the 
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seal as an emblem of the United States, but the belt seems different 

from that mentioned above, as it was called a curious one. The 

chief did not stop with this. ‘‘ He likewise held up another belt, 

much larger, of different colors, which appeared to be very an- 

cient. . . ‘Brother, I will now state to you the meaning of 

this belt. A long time ago the Six Nations had formed an union. 

| They had no means of writing their treaties on paper and of pre- 

serving them in the manner. the white people do. We therefore 

made this belt, which shows that the Six Nations have bound — 

themselves firmly together; that it is their determination to remain 

united, that they will never do any thing contrary to the interests 

of the whole, but that they will always act towards each other like 

brothers.”—Stone, p. 230-32. No description of this belt appears, 

but the Onondaga belts were then kept at Buffalo. It may be added 

that it was not customary to place the Tuscaroras on the Iroquois 

belts, as they were not considered a part of the Long House. 

It may be of interest to repeat what some Onondagas have said 

of their belts. In 1888 Thomas Webster, the wampum keeper, de- 

clared that the wampum “means nothing to the white man; all 

to the Indian. There is a tree set in the ground and it touches 

the heavens. Under that tree sits this wampum. It sets on a log. 

Coals of fire is unquenchable, and the Six Nations are at this 

council fire held by this tribe. To-do-da-ho, a member of the Bear 

clan, is the great chief here.- . .- One of the uses of the wam- 

pum is for a symbol in the election of officers. The wampum 

bearer keeps the treaties of the nation.” 

This is not very clear by itself, but it has some reference to the 

following account of the Onondaga belts, given to E. W. Paige 

by Daniel and Thomas La Fort at Onondaga, July 19 and Aug. 

1, 1898, and recorded by him in the appeal book in the Thacher 
case: 

Fig 251 represents a sorrow meeting of the Five Nations. 
If a misfortune happen—little boys and girls were taken and one 
killed—to consider what should be done for remedy that misfor- 

' tune—a tooth for a tooth, an eye for an eye. This is a Hiawatha 
belt. This belt is used when a meeting of that kind is called. 

Fig. 232 representing a superior man—To-do-da-ho.—That is a 
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carpet for him to sit. You clean the carpet for him to sit and 
nothing evil can fall on the carpet. They have furnished two 
prominent women and having a broom so that it would be clean. 
This was in the lifetime of To-do-da-ho, and the Five Nations fur- 
nish him a stick, laying close by where he sits—represents as a 
limited power given to him by the Five Nations. If he sees some- 
thing evil coming he would take the stick and throw away, and if 
the stick not strong enough then he would notify the Five Nations 
to come help him; that the animal and wild peoples come prepared 
for war. The To-do-da-ho would speak to the animal and ask: 
What is thy business coming here without our knowledge? 

Fig. 252 One heart of the Five Nations—that if any hurt of 
any animal would pierce that heart, then they would all feel it—all 
the Five Nations. This was in H1-a-wat-ha’s belt. That they are 
a united people. This is the original Hi-a-wat-ha belt—a record of 
the first agreement to make the league. 

Fig. 244 Between Bastable building and the corner of Genesee 
and Warren streets, Syracuse, was held the last council which com- 
pleted the league. Both Hi-a-wat-ha and To-do-da-ho were there. 
300 years (ago). 

Represents an everlasting tree—always keep growing, reaching 
to heaven that all nations may see it; and under they set a general 
fire to burn forever—the council place of the Five Nations—and 
that the council fire is to be kept at the Onondagas, and the Onon- 
dagas are the expounders of the law. 

Aiter they had ratified—it was understood—we look far away and 
we see a darkness, and in the darkness an unknown and strange 
face, and they could not understand what it was—and it came to 
be interpreted that we would be forced to adopt an unknown law— 
but it was coming before that generation passed away, and finally 
their heads would roll and roll away, and after a time they would 
recover their bodies, and then they would embrace the law that 
was once lost to them, and the tree would grow forever. After 
they will restore the original law their confederation will be more 
permanent than the first one, and their original law will remain 
forever. They say that one of the women said: “ You can use all 
the water of the ocean to wash away the Indian blood, and when 
you have done there is just as much water left in the ocean as 
before you began—so the law—you can take from it parts of the 
Indian law, and put another in its place, but it will come again 
and last forever.” : 

This was the last belt that was made at that ratifying time. When 
the belt was ready it was said by one of the orators to that council, 
“This is the last belt which we make confirming the laws which 
we have just adopted,” and he encouraged the people of the Five 
Nations to instruct them with the meaning of the wampum to serve 
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the laws. At the conclusion of his remarks he said: “As long as 
you will follow up the laws of the Five Nations you will be in pros- 
perity and happiness, but whenever our people may not heed the 
instructions which we instructing to you, then it will come in 
the state of dissension among our people—and the last remark—if 
you will disobey and: disregard the laws we have, that generation 
will suffer.” Hi-a-wat-ha made that speech. 

This belt is not the original which was there at that time, but 
a copy. It was made not a great while after the death of Hi-a- 
wat-ha. ‘That each clan shall be entitled to one principal chief and 
war chief. When the council ended, Hi-a-wat-ha went up the 
Onondaga creek and distributed the belts among the clans—mak- 
ing the clans and chiefs. And in his speech he said: “ I have made 
a place for you under ground and a fishing ground. I have fin- 
ished my work.” It is claimed that he did not die, but went up 

in his canoe and said: “ When you shall be in a state of confusion 
I will come back.” 7 

That H1-a-wat-ha saw the strange face in the midst of the dark- 
ness, and he interpreted it that the unknown law which was com- 
ing, should prevail over the new law—that is, the law which has 
just been adopted and the tree that was just planted. The root 
spread from east to west, and from south to north. Under the 
tree, while the root of the tree was spreading, all the Five Nations 
laid their heads on the root. ‘That is the constitution. If any of 
their enemies should attempt to strike against the root—from their 
enemies destroying some of their people, and after striking against 
up the root, the man who struck the root would turn, and the blood 
would come out of his mouth. That is revenge for blood. The 
roots of the tree would continue spreading in all directions forever; 
and the fire would continue forever, and the smoke of it go all 
up to heaven, so that all the nations of the world would see; and 
that the laws—that is the wampums—be read every year forever. 

Between the Bastable and the corner of Warren and Genesee 
streets—last council. 

fi-a-wat-ha would come again, but when he did not say. He 
did not die, and when he came again he would renew the old, and 
it would be stronger than then, and that is the expectation we have. 
The former meetings of the Five Nations were on Onondaga lake, 
and some near Liverpool. He was the proclaimer of councils, and 
the only proper person to call a council. These wampums were 
made during these meetings, and were complete at the last meet- 
ing when everything was ratified. 

The place mentioned in Syracuse was then a dense swamp. Ac- 

cording to Morgan and Hale several clans had no principal chiefs. 

The Onondagas now generally agree with the writer that Hiawatha 
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lived about 300 years ago. He did not, however, go up Onondaga 

creek with the belts; for the Onondagas did not reach that valley 

till over a century later. | 

Fig. 236 This belt was made great many years afterwards. It 
is the Caughnawauga belt. This represents the union of the seven 
nations; the St Regis and Caughnawaugas—and the crooked line 
at the bottom represents that they were crooked—that is, Roman 
catholic. 

Fig. 248 ‘This is the record of the treaty with eeneel Washing- 
ton. 

Mr Paige refers this to a treaty of 1789, between the United 

States and Six Nations, printed among the United States treaties. 

J. B. Thacher has this fine belt. 

Fig. 237 A record of this: The priest told the Onondagas that 
a building right by the mission house—and told them that there 
were goods there stored for the Onondagas, ‘but he could not open 
them until the king came, and a white boy who had been captured 
had been told by the priest that it was full of arms—and when the 
king came they would annihilate the Onondagas, ‘The boy told the 
chief, and they held a council and resolved to open the building. 
The priest tried to keep them from it, but they opened the door 
in spite of him, and found the building full of arms. They heated 
an axe red hot, and hung it upon the priest’s heart, and it burnt 
his heart out. The French did come, and the Onondagas met 
them at Camden, and defeated them in a great battle, and then the 
Onondagas all renounced catholicism.—It was between Pompey 
and Jamesville, about this side of Pompey Hill. Cross means 
Canada. The white line a road from Canada to the Onondagas and 
the village at the other end. 

These symbols are correct, but the only historic rat is that of 

the almost bloodless French invasion. 

Fig. 239 This belt was used to call a meeting of the council of 
the Five Nations, at which should be read all the laws. This was 
made when Hi-a-wat-ha was traveling and distributing the clans, 
and this belt made to represent that the nations were divided into 
clans, and were to remain strictly so—that there could be no inter- 
marriage. This last was said rather as a detail. 

Fig. 240 The five upper diagonal rows are the H1-a-wat-ha belt, 
and represent the union of the Five Nations. When the Tuscaroras 
were taken in they added the sixth, which they call a brace. This 
is the taking in of the Tuscaroras. 

This interpretation is baseless. The belt had seven diagonal 

_ rows when first seen by the writer, and was even then defective at 

both ends, probably having as many as Io bars. 
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Fig. 238 Braces to buttress up a house so that it would not 

fall. Made when the St Regis were taken in—so that the St Regis 

were a brace to the Five Nations, and the Five Nations to the St 

Regis. 
Fig. 249 A record of the first coming of the people with white 

faces. 

Fig. 250 shows what remained of an Onondaga belt in 1878. 

This fragment has long disappeared. This steady waste of the belts 

caused an effort for their preservation. By council action at Onon- 

daga the regents of the University were made keepers of the wam- 

pum, and at a council in the capitol at Albany, June 29, 1808, the 

Iroquois chiefs of New York placed in their hands all the belts that 

remained. The meeting was held in the senate chamber, and the 

proceedings were impressive. 

Figures are given of 11 belts belonging to Thomas W. Roddy, 

of Chicago. They are mostly fine and in good preservation, but 

erroneous dates have been given to some. In fact a good authority 

reports them as having recently belonged to the Canadian Six Na- 

tions. Fig. 185 is called a “ French peace belt, 200 years old,” but 

without particular reason. It may be a covenant belt of half a cen- 

tury later, or a proposal for an alliance. The single line seems the 

path of peace, and the five long open figures are probably the Five 

Nations, while the four uniform white diamonds may be four of 

the colonies of the white settlers. This is the largest belt in this 

collection, but does not equal many others in size, being 14 rows 

deep and 500 beads long, an unusual length now. The material 

and symbols make its recent date probable. Fig. 184 is called a 

French mission belt by the owner, apparently because of the 

crosses. This is.a plausible but not certain test, and it may be 

considered about the age of the last. Fig. 180 is called the Red 

Jacket belt, and the owner says that “it contains pictorial represen- 

tations of the nine council fires in which he took part during his 

life.’ It might bear this interpretation, as the diamonds may 

mean fires, villages or nations, but the Seneca orator can hardly be 

limited to so few councils. The usual interpretation would be an 

alliance between nine towns or nations. The belt is 15 rows, with 

a line and diamonds of dark wampum on a white ground. 
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Fig. 186 is styled the “ Captain Brant belt of 1750.” The great 

chief was then a child of 8 years, and a belt of that date could 

have had no reference to him. Still less can it be allowed that “ the 

three white lines on his wampum,show his trips to England.” He 

made but two trips there, not three. There is an open square at. 

each end, signifying a nation, while the broad white line between 

shows an alliance both strong and enduring. Fig. 183 is called a 

Black Hawk belt, and is a black belt 12 rows deep. Seven open 

diamonds of white beads are united by a line of white, indicating a 

covenant. ae i. 

Fig. 187 has the double diamonds found on some others. There 

are five of these in this, and they may well stand for the Five Na- 

tions. The owner thought so, and called it ‘ Five Nations’ war 

belt.” By the use of red paint any belt acquired this character. 

It is 15 rows deep,,and has some short white rows at one end. 

This may be compared with a similar New York belt. Fig. 191 is 

defective, but has two white squares and two white hexagons, in- 

closing similar figures. It is styled the “ Old French fort belt of 

New York, 300 years old.” No French fort was here then. It 

seems quite a recent belt. 

Fig. 189 has been called the “Six Nations’ peace belt.” It has 

partly open diamonds on a white ground, and is 10 rows deep. 

There is no symbol to indicate this character. Fig. 188 is also 

styled by the owner “Six Nations’ peace belt, representing two 

roads.” He interprets it as an offer of peace irom the Americans 

and English respectively, either of which the Indians might choose. 

Fig. 190 he considers the Gov. Denny belt of 1758, inviting the In- 

dians to a council at Philadelphia. It does not seem probable that 

an invitation belt would have survived so long, and the figures are 

those of a covenant, more likely to be preserved. 

Fig. 192 evidently refers to a council, and Mr Roddy calls it the 

first William Penn belt. A statement connected with it says that 

the belt was given to the Indians “ before they entered the council 

house where the treaty was to be made, and was a token of amity 

and good faith. On the belt is worked the figure of a white man 

and one of an Indian, To distinguish one from the other the white 
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man is marked with a white heart, and the Indian with a dark one. 

When the treaty had been concluded, and the Indians came out 

of the council house with Penn, they presented him with a return 

belt as evidence of their good faith.” The usual idea is that the 

treaty was under a tree. The house is imaginary, but the general 

character is much like that of the noted Penn belt; strictly the style 

of a later day. Thanks are due Mr Roddy for photographs of all 

these fine belts, which are of great value, though of uncertain age. 

William C. Bryant, of Buffalo, writes of two belts in his posses- 

sion: “ The large belt was read in the last great Canadian council 

at the Grand River, in the 70’s, being a treaty belt representing an 

Iroquois and a white man clasping hands from opposite sides of the 

belt. The second and smaller belt, consisting entirely of dark 

beads, was the credentials of a runner sent to convene a war coun- 

cil. I believe both belts were ante-revolutionary. I have a volume 

containing the proceedings of the above mentioned council, and the 

reading of the belts.” 

W. L. Hildburgh, in a recent letter to the writer, said: “ While 

in Rome I heard of what may be a large wampum belt in the mu- 

seum of the College of the Propaganda Dei Fides. My informant 

spoke French to me, and was not versed in American archaeology, 

so that I may be mistaken.” On farther inquiry it did not ap- 

pear. 

Mr Hildburgh made small photographs of four belts in the mu- 

"seuim of the Trocadero, Paris.. One was lettered. Fig. 272 repre- 

sents another of eight rows, about 224 beads long, with purple 

swastikas on a white ground. Fig. 273 was called a scapular, but 

it may have been merely an exceptional form of belt. The general 

pattern is of hollow squares and crosses. In the widest part it has 

13 rows, and is about 260 beads long. Fig. 274 is 17 rows wide, 

and about 225 beads long. There are Indians with bows in white 

on a purple ground, unusually arranged. 

He has also added another too late for illustration. He describes 

it as a Huron wampum belt in the Imperial museum of natural his- 

tory, Vienna, Austria. It is a white belt, with five double diagonal 

black bars, thus suggesting the Five Nations rather than the 
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Hurons. It is 10 rows deep, and can easily be figured from the 

formula of the upper row: 16 white, one black, two white, three 

black, 20 white, one black, two white, three black, 20 white, one 

black, two white, three black, 21 white, one black, two white, three 

black, 21 white, three black, two white, one black, 21 white. In each 

succeeding row move the black one bead to the right, making the 

lower row begin with 25 white beads. 

Fig. 255 may be compared with one of these belts. - It is taken 

from a picture of one of the Mohawk chiefs who went to England 

in 1710, and has two rows of hollow crosses on a purple ground. 

The extreme length would be about 3 feet, and the width is esti- 

mated at 20 rows. The crosses may refer to part of their mission. 

This is from the picture of “ Fee-yee-neen-ho-go, (Tekarihoga) em- 

peror of the Six Nations.” 

In 1895 S. H. Goodwin sent the writer three small belts for ex- 

amination, which he had from near the Georgian bay, Canada. Fig. 

254 shows one of these, being an ordinary belt of seven rows, hav- 

ing five rows of white beads arranged diagonally on the dark 

ground. The others were of unusual form, an expanding basket 

shape, broad at the top. Fig. 169 shows one of these 28 rows deep, 

having five open white diamonds on a dark ground. Fig. 170 is of 

the same general form, and is 27 rows deep. It has nine open 

squares of white beads arranged diagonally. The foundation of 

both is of twine. | 

The writer attended a council at Ohsweken, Canada, in 1899, and 

secured pictures of the belts there. Fig. 174 is six rows deep, and 

has 11 broad vertical bands of black and 10 of white. Fig. 175 is 

of 12 rows, mostly white. There are three double diagonal bands 

of black, one and four beads wide. Fig. 176 is seven rows deep, 

with 10 broad, black, diagonal bands, and the same of white. Fig. 

177 1s of eight rows, mostly white, with five triple diagonal bands, 

two of one black, and one of three black beads. Fig. 178 is of 

seven rows of white glass beads, perfectly plain. Fig. 179 has nine 

rows, crossed by three double diagonal rows of single black beads 

on a white ground. After John Buck’s death most of the fine col- 

lection of Canadian Iroquois belts quickly disappeared. 
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Some additional belts in the state museum are to be described. 

Fig. 229 is a fine emblematic belt, with a wolf and black horizontal 

bars at each end, and two men clasping hands in the center. It is 

I4 rows deep, and mostly of white beads. It has been called a 

Mohawk totem belt, and was bought at St Regis, July 24, 1898, by 

Mrs Converse. She writes: “ Date unknown. Purchased from a 

St Regis Indian, and known as the Wolf belt. Supposed to be a 

_ treaty between the French and Mohawks. The center figures— 

two men—represent the king and an Indian clasping hands in 

friendship. The seven purple lines signify seven nations, white the 

“peace paths guarded at each end, east and west, by sachems of the 

Wolf clan, symbolized by the purple animal figures. The heredi- 

tary keeper of the eastern door of the Long House was a Wolf, the 

Do-ga-e-o-ga of the Mohawks according to John Buck. The Do- 

ne-ho-ga-weh of the western door was also a Wolf.” The Mohawk 

chief mentioned was a Turtle, but the Seneca chief is correct. The 

Mohawks treated with the French, but were never in their alliance, 

and the emblems are those of the middle of the 18th century. At 

_ that time the western Iroquois were balancing between the English 

and French. , : 

Fig. 234 is of 10 rows, mostly white, but with three diagonal rows 

of three open, black squares. This is recorded as a “ Huron belt 

purchased from John Buck, the wampum keeper of the Grand River 

(Ontario) Canadian reservation. Chief Buck said that the belt had 

originally belonged to the Senecas of New York, and, previous to 

the revolutionary war had been in their possession. The Hurons 

were exterminated by the Iroquois in 1650, and, as the belt contains 

braces, it is to be inferred that it was wrought for some time pre- 

vious to the extermination of the ‘gentle’ Hurons. This belt may 

have been an affiliation between the Hurons and some of their neigh- 

bors, the Wyandots, Quatoghies, Neuters, Ka-kwas or others.” 

The Hurons rarely used treaty belts before their overthrow, but 

were fond of them in later years. The belt, if Huron, may be as- 

signed to their later days. 

Fig. 235 is a long and narrow purple belt of seven rows. Mrs 

Converse writes: “ This is a condolence belt, with two diamonds 
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and a half circle in white. This was marked Onondaga. It was 

purchased by me as such, but I now find it was a Seneca belt, and 

Gov. Blacksnake held it.” Fig. 242 is a white belt of six rows, with 

three diagonal bars of black. It is labeled a “ hospitality or wel- 

come belt—Canadian Mohawk.” Fig. 247 is entitled a “ransom 

belt.” “ Could save a life if presented by the youngest unmarried 

female in the family.” It is a purple belt of six rows, with white 

diagonal lines and open hexagons. : , 

Fig. 246 is of much interest. It is nine rows deep, and has six 

human figures in black, joined by a dark line. Midway is the coun- 

cil fre. Mrs Converse obtained this in 1882, of Martha Hemlock, 

an aged and prominent Cattaraugus Seneca, who had it for 60 years. 

It has been called the women’s nominating belt, they having the 

privilege of naming the chiefs. This is now done with strings or 

unceremoniously, but women’s belts for other purposes are on 

record. 

Fig. 172 is a Mohawk belt from Mr Holmes’s figure, and was ob- 

tained by Mrs E. A. Smith from the Mohawks. It is 26 inches 

~ long, with an extreme width of 3 inches, or 11 rows. The design is 

curious, and suggests one of the belts in Paris. From the center 

it diminishes in width toward one end, where it is five beads wide. 

The open white hexagons show that this was probably the original 

design. A doubt is suggested by the loose buckskin thongs. It 

may once have been symmetric, having the other end correspond 

beyond the open central space. 3 

Walter C. Wyman, of Chicago, furnished pictures of his seven 

interesting belts. Fig. 274a, he remarks, “is called the Sir William 

Johnson dish belt, sent by the Indians in Canada to notify the 

friendly tribes of the existence of food at four points, Forts Stanwix, 

Niagara, and two other points unknown to me now. Of course 

all these points of information are fragmentary and dreamy. but are 

as they came to me. There seems to be no authentic reading of 

belts, and their mission is imaginary so far as any present day in- 

terpreter is concerned.” This is a counterpart of the Parker belt, 

except in the number of hexagons and width, having nine rows, 

_ In some cases the Five Nations ysed but four of the national figs 

ures, as in this case, 
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Fig. 275 is a defective white belt of 15 rows, with one small, open 

diamond and four large. Mr Wyman said: “This I secured from 

an Indian at the ancient town of Cross Village, Michigan. It was 

called by him a Mohawk peace belt, but I could get very little intor- 

mation from him.” 

Fig. 276 “is the Black Hawk belt, sent by this noted chief to the 

tribes at Traverse bay, Mich., with a message that their band should 

remain neutral during the campaigns and revolts at Michilimacki- 

nac.” This has the frequent double diamonds on a dark ground, 

and is 10 rows deep. 

Fig. 277 is a very fine Oneida belt of unique character, and 21 

rows wide. The design suggests Grecian art. Six double squares 

of white beads are united, and six white diamonds are in the center 

of these. It is nearly perfect. The owner says: “ This was long 

in the possession of chief Skenando, probably his lifetime, and came 

to him from the old chief Skenando before him, as a silver pipe was 

kept with the belt, inscribed to “Skenandoah,’ presented by Gov. 

Tompkins of New York... . The belt has been known as the 

tribal belt of the Oneida tribe, and, farther, the legend went 

that without this belt no council of the Six Nations could 

be had, or was official. The belt is well preserved, woven 

with sinew, the beads have a high polish from ages of handling, 

and I conclude dates back at least two hundred years.” The six 

diamonds probably included the Tuscaroras, who lived in the 

Oneida territory, and were thus more likely to appear on an Oneida 

belt than elsewhere, but, as they came to New York about 1712, 

this would make the belt of later date. Skenandoah was not prom- 

inent in the colonial period, and the writer is inclined to make it 

as late as the revolution. The silver pipe was the old chief’s pride. 

The following three are Penobscot belts. Fig. 279 is said to have 

“belonged to Molly Molasses, sent to her parents from the young 

buck’s parents that wanted her in marriage. Molly was one of the 

characters about Oldtown, Maine, looked on as the medicine woman 

of the tribe. She lived to be 92 years old.” It is a defective belt 

of seven rows of dark beads, Part of the white pattern suggests 

letters, 
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Fig. 278 and 280 are of a very novel character. They are of 

dark beads edged with white, and the rows cross the belt diagon- 

ally instead of the usual way. Fig. 278 has velvet strings, and fig. 

280 has*elliptic beads on one border. Mr Wyman said these “ are 

called marriage belts, and came to me directly from the families to 

whom the belts were descended by marriage, passing from genera- 

tion. to @eneration, ati the mariage, of teroldestuchild {Ame outer 

edge of one of the belts is made from a different variety of seashell, 

the only ones I have ever seen. The three belts came from Mrs 

Lizzie Nicola, one of the old-time Indian families of the Penobscot 

ie 

Acts with. The French always termed wampum belts collars of 

porcelain, and they were used in many ways. Among the Hurons 

in 1636 they appeared among the stakes when the ball game of 

lacrosse was played. The Algonquins had ceremonies much like 

other nations in reviving or raising dead chiefs and warriors. As 

long ago as 1639, when a Canadian Algonquin had been killed, if 

he had a wampum belt or other article of value, it was offered to 

some good warrior. If he took it with the name of the deceased, 

he was expected to go to war and kill or take some one in place 

of the dead man. In a different way at Oneida in 1756, Johnson 

gave a belt to the chief warrior, “insisting (according to the Indian 

Custom), on his going to war, and bringing him either prisoners 

or scalps to give in the Room of some friends he had lost.” This 

act is somewhat related to the council of condolence. 

When the Iroquois chiefs were at Albany in 1746, “they threw 

down a War Belt of Wampum on the Ground, it being the Indian 

Custom to deliver War Belts or make Declarations of War in that 

manner, this they did with remarkable Indignation intending 

thereby to express their Resentment against The French and their 

Allies, and their Zeal for the English.” ‘This act was not confined 

tO, war belts. . At Canajoharie, Ap. 13, 1750, Johnson save. ae 

Six Nations a very large black belt relating to a murder, which was 

answered three days later. “The Speaker then threw on the 

ground towards Sir William the large Belt which he gave on the 

y3th Inst. in a manner which according to the Indian customs was 

i 
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expressive of the sincerity of what they had declared.” If a propo- 

sition was not liked, the belt might lie for hours or days on the 

ground. To raise it was to accept the proposition. Loskiel said 

that, if peace proposals were rejected, “ when the ambassadors re- 

turn home with the refusal, the Delawares throw the belt or string 

of wampum thus rejected into the council house, and there it lies _ 

_ till some old woman takes it away.” 

Sometimes the rejection was vigorous. In 1691 the Five Nations 

rejected a French belt while at Albany. “We declare the belt of 

wampum given by the French venomous and detestable, and did 

spew it out and renounce it, and will not accept of the belt but 

prosecute the war as long as we live; and left the belt upon the 

ground in the court house yard.” In 1693 imperious Count 

Frontenac kicked away three belts sent him by the Five Nations, 

and five years later flung a belt in the faces of 10 Onondaga mes- 

sengers. They retorted in kind when he sent them five belts in 

1699. A sachem asked for them in the council at Onondaga, “ and 

one of the sachems got them and threw them towards him, but 

not so far as that sachem sat, and another Indian very scornfully 

kicked them at him.” Quite as vigorous was the reception of the 

war belt which Johnson gave in 1756. “A Seneca chief laid hold 

of it, sung the war song and danced,” and it passed on to others. 

Attachments. Belts often had something attached. After the 

treacherous seizure of the Iroquois by De Nonville a Cayuga chief 

addressed Gov. Andros in 1688. “Hee presented a Belt of Wam- 

pum, with twentyeight sticks tyed to itt, to shew the number of 

the Indians taken by the French.” At an earlier day, when Chau- 

monot came to Onondaga in 1655, for his second present he ‘‘ made 

a crown of a collar, which he presented them and placed it on the 

head of one after another. They were at first surprised at this 

novelty.” He made over 30 presents at one council, but the 

present of the faith was “the most beautiful of all which the father 

showed.” His ninth present was a tree appropriately prepared, 

lopped branches showing dead chiefs and growing boughs their 

children. “They regarded more attentively this piece of wood 

than the porcelain which was attached to this present.”’ 
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In 1745 Gov. Clinton gave the Six Nations “a large Belt with the 

figure of a Hatchet hung to it.” In 1757 Sir William Johnson gave 

them a large belt, with the seal of his office on a parchment tied 

to it. The same year while in Canada the Oneidas presented the 

Cayugas with a belt and an English scalp attached, English scalps 

never before having been in the Cayuga cabins. Scalps were often 

attached to belts, and scalp belts were given in place of Indians 

killed. At Oswego in 1766 an Onondaga chief gave a Cherokee 

scalp to Johnson, “after painting the scalp belt of wampum which 

hung to it.” On the death of the Half King in 1756, a stick with 

an Indian scalp and two black belts at the end, was presented at 

Carlisle. Several examples of attached belts occurred that year in 

Pennsylvania. Two belts and two strings tied endwise were used 

on one occasion, and a belt of eight rows had two strings attached on 

another. The same year at Easton two belts tied together signified 

that Teedyuscung and Newcastle were joint agents. The former 

chief, at the same place the next year, gave a belt of 12 rows 

strung on cords, and also two belts tied together, with an explana- 

tion of the ancient mode of making an everlasting peace. In 1765 

Pontiac sent his large pipe to Johnson with a belt attached, calu- 

mets being highly esteemed by nations farther west. In 1768 the 

Cherokees gave belts and calumets. One belt had a calumet and 

eagle’s tail attached. 

One curious mention of a chain belt occurs in the Paris docu- 

ments. In 1682 Count Frontenac’s third word to the Iroquois 

deputies was the “third belt of wampum in the form of a chain.” 

This may refer to a primitive method of making these belts by 

tying strings together. A.yet more puzzling statement relates to 

the council at which Fort Frontenac was founded in 1673. The 

chiefs addressed the count in turn, and “ each captain presented, at 

the conclusion of his speech, a belt of wampum, which is worthy 

of note, because formerly it was customary to present only some 

fathoms of stringed wampum.” Such large numbers of belts were 

described before this that the comment is not easily understood. 

Belts were often doubled, one message being given in this way, 
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after which the belt was unfolded and another message was added. 

In one case the river Indians presented Gov. Fletcher with half a 

belt of wampum in 1693. Arratio spoke for the upper Iroquois to 

Frontenac in 1697. His second belt was divided between two mes- 

sages. By one half he expelled sorrow from Onnontio’s heart; by 

the other he arrested the hatchets of the young Onondagas. To 

three strings of wampum, each bearing a message, Count Frontenac 

joined a belt to the Onondagas in 1697. Each half of this carried 

a message. “The belt was folded double. The one halfe was a 

token of the affection he had for Odatsigiha, and the other halfe 

was to show the Five Nations the inclination he had to make peace 

with them.” The Onondagas resolved to send two chiefs to 

Canada “ with a belt of wampum folded double.” 

Colden gives the only account of the great council held at Onon- 

daga in January 1690. The principal Iroquois chief held one of 

the belts sent by Frontenac, by the middle, and gave one message. 

Then he said, “ What I have said relates only to one Half of the 

Belt, the other Half is to let us know, that he intends to kindle 

again his Fire at Cadaraqui next Spring.” A captive Cayuga chief 

sent a number of belts at this time, one of which was folded. His 

address appears without date in the Documients relative to the colonial 

dustory of the state of New York. The greater prominence of belts 

of this kind in Canada was probably due to the scarcity of 

wampum there, all of this coming from. New York. Indeed 

Frontenac according to his enemies did not approve the use of 

-‘wampum. In 1679 they wrote to France of what he did when 

the Ottawas brought beavers to trade. ‘“ The Indians having 

included in their presents to the governor some old moose 

hides and a belt of wampum, which they appreciate highly 

and which the French do not value as much as they do beaver, he 

caused his interpreter to tell them, according to their mode of speak- 

ing, that such did not open his ears, and that he did not hear them 

except when they spoke with beaver. This the Indians were 

obliged to do in order to have liberty to trade.” The same writer 

said that a coureur de bois, whom Frontenac favored, took beaver 

skins to Albany in order to get wampum to trade with the Ottawas. 
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_ While David Zeisberger was at the Monsey town of Gosch- 

goschiink in 1768, a mysterious message came from the Senecas, 

opposing him. It was accompanied by “a string of wampum, a 

stick painted red, with several prongs, and a leaden bullet.” An- 

other followed with “a bunch of wampum, or as many strings as a 

man can hold in one hand.’”—De Schweinits, Pp. 342 

R. C. Adams, a Delaware of the Indian territory, relates a story 

of an early belt,in the Report on Indians taxed and not taxed, p. 298. 

Though apocryphal, it is none the less striking. 

Many hundred years before the white man came to what is now 
the United States, a treaty of friendship was made with other In- 
dian nations, and in memory of that event a wampum belt was 
presented to the Delaware chief, with a copper heart in the center 
of it. That belt was seen and acknowledged by William Penn, 
afterwards by British generals, later by Gen. George Washington, 
and from that down to about 45 years ago, 1841, by every Indian 
tribe in the north and east. In presenting the belt at a grand 
council the Delaware chief would always hold it out, and ask if any 
one could detect any change in the heart, whereupon it would be 
passed from one chief to another, and from one brave to another, 
and returned, and each chief would respond that the heart had 
remained unchangeable and true, although the sinews that held the 
wampum may have become rotten with age, and had to be replaced 
with new ones. Although a wampum may have fallen off and 
thereby a figure in it been changed, yet the heart was always just 
the same. After exhorting for a time on the subject they would 
renew their bonds of friendship, smoke the pipe of peace and de- 
part. From what I can learn, Captain Ketcham had this wonder- 
ful belt when he died in 1858. My informant thinks it is in the 
possession of the Delawares who are now with the Kiowas and 
Wichitas. | 

It is a pity that this pretty story has no historic foundation, and 

could not have been true as far as age is concerned. 

In his History of Jefferson county, p. 39, F. B. Hough says that 

the Oneidas, “by a definite treaty held in September 1788 conveyed 

the greater part of their lands to the state by the following instru- 

ment, the original of which is preserved in the secretary’s office; it 

is on a sheet of parchment about 2 feet square, with 35 seals of the 

parties; appended to it is a string of wampum, made of six rows of 

cylindrical white and blue beads, strung upon deerskin cords. This 
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belt is about 2 inches in width, and nearly 2 feet long.” As this 

was written in 1854 by a thoroughly competent person, it was 

thought that an illustration of this attachment might be readily pro- 

cured. On application it was found that the parchment and belt 

had disappeared, a copy filling the place of the former. The prac- 

tice of attaching a belt as the seal of a treaty seems to have been 

~ common here after the colonial period. 

Abundance. The size and abundance of belts form a nacabls 

feature. In Canada the supply of wampum was naturally smaller 

than in New York, but still it might be called large till the Iroquois 

overthrew the Hurons and the Tobacco and Neutral nations. A 

small nation on the Ottawa river levied toll on all travelers, and they 

were known as Savages of the Isle. Out of these gains they were 

able to present the Hurons with 23 porcelain collars in 1636, and 

as many elsewhere, in asking aid to revenge the loss of 23 of their 

people, killed by the Iroquois. The presents were refused. The 

wampum or porcelain used by the Hurons in personal decoration 

may have been larger beads. Belts were less in use by them. 

‘When they sent messengers to the Andastes in 1647, “that they 

might have pity on a land that was drawing to its end,” no belts 

are mentioned. Instead there were “the most precious rarities of 

this country, which our Hurons had taken to make a present of 

them, and say that it was the voice of their dying fatherland.” 

This difference came out more plainly when they replied to the 

‘Onondaga embassy in 1647. The Huron ambassadors “carried like 

resents in reply to those of the Onnontaeronnon. Our Hurons use 

for these presents peltries, precious in the hostile country: the 

Onnontaeronnons use collars of porcelain.” The Onondagas sent a 

new embassy with the returning Hurons, “Beside the captives that 

Jean Baptiste was taking back he was loaded with seven great 

collars of porcelain, each of which was of three and four thousand 

‘tbeads.” These were new presents. 

Leclerq says that in 1617 the Indians offered a number of wam- 

‘pum collars to light a council fire at Three Rivers and another at 

Quebec. They gave at the same time another present of 2000 
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beads to serve as wood and fuel, and added a large belt to these.— 

Leclerq, 1:126. A similar incident is related of the Mohawks in 

1646; and this writer seems to have mistaken the date. The Al- 

gonquin use of belts in Canada is often mentioned. To some ex- 

tent this family used wampum in this form in New York. Among 

the plunder in one Indian fort in the Esopus war of 1663 were 31 

belts and some strings of wampum. 

Negotiations with the Iroquois brought a great deal of wampum 

into Canada. When the Mohawk chief, Kiotsaeton, came to Quebec 

in 1645, “he was as it were covered with porcelain.” He brought 

17 collars or belts, part on his body, part ina little sack. Ofthe 1oth 

belt it is said, “this collar is extraordinarily fine.” By the 13th he 

referred to some Huron preparations for peace proposals five years 

before, when that people “had a sack full of wampum all prepared to 

come to seek the peace.” This they should have done. After this 

Mohawk belts often came to Canada in a less formal way. The 

same year ambassadors brought 18 of these. The first Onondaga 

presents made at Quebec in 1653 were but seven in number, and 

consisted of wampum and beaver skins. A great belt from the 

Oneidas accompanied these. At the same time the Mohawks made 

eight presents. The next February the Onondagas came again 

with six great belts for the French. They secretly gave four others 

to the Hurons. This was preliminary to another council in May, 

when the Onondagas presented 20 belts to confirm the peace. 

Father Le Moyne’s first visit to that people soon followed. After 

he had made his 19 presents, the Onondaga speaker returned thanks 

for the Onondagas, Mohawks and Senecas by two great belts for 

each. An Oneida chief also returned thanks by four great belts. 

In September 1655, another Onondaga embassy came with “ 24 

collars of porcelain, which to the eyes of the savages are the pearls 

and diamonds of this land.” Chaumonot and Dablon returned with 

this party and made their presents. The Onondagas replied, cast- 

ing their first two presents at Chaumonot’s feet. “The third and 

the most beautiful of all those which appeared here, was a collar 

composed of seven thousand grains of porcelain, which was as 
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nothing in comparison with his words.’ Four great belts were 

given. Others followed from a Cayuga chief. During the stay of 

the French colony at Onondaga lake, one of the most touching 

incidents was the presentation of eight belts by the Onondagas, on 

the death of two Frenchmen in 1656. This was in keeping with 

their usual customs, for “these nations make each year reciprocally 

presents of friendship in the councils and public assemblies.” 

It will suffice to mention a few out of the many belts recorded in 

the Jesuit Relations and in various colonial documents. In 1646 

Father Jogues gave a belt of 5000 beads to the Mohawks, to break 

the bonds of a French child, and another for the deliverance of a 

Huron girl. He also gave some Onondagas 2000 beads to an- 

nounce the coming of the French. In 1661 a Cayuga ambassador 

came to Montreal and “displayed 20 beautiful presents of porcelain, 

which spoke more eloquently than he, though he failed not to speak 

with good grace, and to deduce all points. of his embassy with 

spirit.’ When Garakontié arranged an embassy of Onondagas and 

Senecas in 1664, he “ made for this a prodigious collection of porce- 

lain, which is the gold of the country, in order to make us the most 

beautiful presents which had ever been made us. There were 

among others a hundred collars, of which some were more than a 

foot wide.” ‘The embassy was attacked and scattered on the way 

to Canada. 

_ Among belts sent by the French in 1670, on account of the 

murder of some Oneidas and Senecas, the most beautiful was one 

of 5000 black beads intended for the latter nation. The murderers 

were punished; but the missionary shrewdly adds, “They approved 

of the governor’s justice, but I nevertheless believe that they would 

have better liked ro collars of porcelain than the death of these 

three Frenchmen.” Chauvigniére, called Raghquanonda by the In- 

dians, brought a French belt to Onondaga in 1747, which was 7 

feet long and 6 inches wide. The Iroquois presented several belts 

at Albany in 1682, which were 15 and 16 rows deep. In 1713 four 

southern nations came to Onondaga with 20 large belts and six 

strings, and sent 10 more belts the next year. The Nanticokes sent 
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a belt to the Delawares in 1756, which was a fathom long and 25 

rows wide. Both these nations paid a large annual tribute of wam- 

pum to the Five Nations, amounting to a score or more of belts 

from each. Many of Johnson’s belts were quite large, and in 1756 

the Mohawks gave him one which was called a broad belt. No 

belts on record were as wide as two now in the state museum. 

Though there are a few instances of very wide belts, it is probable 

that, where large numbers were brought together, the usual length 

and width prevailed. Perhaps the council of Scioto of 1771 alone 

rivaled Garakontié’s collection, as a hundred belts were ready for 

this some time before the council met. 

There are more belts now in existence than is commonly sup- 

posed. Several have come to the writer’s notice, and David Boyle 

writes him that of recent Canadian ones “some 50 or 60 belts and 

strings have disappeared,” and sensibly adds: “One answers our 

purpose as well as a dozen or a score.” This philosophic remark 

may be qualified by the fact that belts vary much in form and 

symbols, however rarely their history can be traced. No one will 

object to a good supply. 

Uses of wampum 

Wampum was used in many ways. In 1646 the Mohawks 

“offered a fathom of wampum to kindle a council fire at Three 

Rivers, and a great collar of 3000 grains to serve as wood or fuel 

for this fire. The savages make no assembly unless with a calumet 

of tobacco in the mouth, and as the fire is necessary to take the 

tobacco, they almost always light some in all their assemblies.”— 

Relation, 1646. This seems the circumstance mentioned by Le- 

clerq, as occurring much earlier, but in the same words.  (Leclerq, 

1:126) 

In 1657 a returning Onondaga war party was “regaled with many 

thousands of porcelain.” At the same place in 1670 Father Milet 

used wampum in teaching. “During one week I placed before their 

eyes different strings of porcelain to mark the number and diversi- 
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ties of the things I was teaching them. . . At other times I sus- 

pended by the same cord a beautiful collar of porcelain before the 

altar of my chapel to teach them that there was only one God. . . 

Some strings of bugle beads to explain the liberality of which 

Heaven made use in rewarding all good actions.”—Felation, 1670. 

He used these as rewards himself. 

It was noted of wampum and other presents in 1665: “ They give 

to each of these presents a name, very fitting in their tongue, to 

signify in brief all that they wish to say, in order that those presents 

which they preserve may also preserve, by this name, the memory 

of the things which they signify.” In 1656 it was also said: “Each 

present has its different name, according to the several effects which 

they claim to imprint in their minds and in their hearts.” In ac- 

cordance with their ideas of the soul, “they usually make one 

present to put back the reasonable soul in the seat of reason.” 

In the account of a conference at Montreal in 1756, it is said ina 

note: 

These belts and strings of wampum are the universal agent 
among Indians, serving as money, jewelry, ornaments, annals, and 
for registers; ‘tis the bond of nations and individuals; an inviolable 
and sacred pledge which guarantees messages, promises and 
treaties. As writing is not in use among them, they make a local 
memoir by means of these belts, each of which signifies a particular 
affair or a circumstance of affairs. The chiefs of the villages are 
the depositories of them, and communicate them to the young 
people, who thus learn the history and engagements of their nation. 
O'Callaghan. Colonial hist. 10:556 

While all presents had names and meanings, it was observed in 

1642 that three belts were often given in freeing a captive, in order 

to break his three bonds, the legs, arms and waist. This was not 

a ransom, which was more personal, but was the gift of the nation 

setting the prisoner free. This was among the Algonquins. In 

Taising or reviving a chief the Hurons made presents for the princi- 

pal parts of the body. 

As the Indians enjoyed fun, the Delawares threw wampum on the 

ground for a scramble at some of their feasts. The Hurons had a 

funeral game for prizes, much like the college cane rush. At the 

Nipissirinien dead feast in 1642, still farther northwest, the bones 
<n eae 
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of the dead were “inclosed in cases of bark, covered with new 

beaver robes, enriched with collars and scarfs of porcelain.” While 

wampum was among the funeral presents, the prizes on the greased 

pole were a kettle and a deerskin. 

A picture of an early New York council is taken from the second 

English edition of Baron La Hontan’s travels, and the wampum 

belt in this does not differ from later examples. M. De la Barre 

came to the mouth of the Famine, now Salmon river, in 1684, and 

held a council with the Onondagas. Hotreouati, called Garangula 

by Colden, was the Iroquois speaker, and his sarcastic address is 

famous in the annals of Indian oratory. It has been questioned 

whether La Hontan was really there, as his name does not appear 

in the list of officers. Few of these were mentioned, and he was 

then not 17 years old, and had been less than a year in Canada. 

In later days he was given to romancing, and this has thrown dis- 

credit on other things. The question is whether this is a true pic- 

ture of the only council held by a French governor on New York 

soil. Fig. 282 shows this. 

_ La Hontan used the name which the French had given the Onon- 

daga orator. He mentioned the positions of the two principal 

actors. “The Grangula sat on the east side, being placed at the 

head-of his men;” that is, in iront.oif them to tite east. We la Bare 

“sat in his chair of state,” on the opposite side, and in front of his 

tent. This required a camp on the north side of the river, which 

flows into the lake from the east. On that side the writer found 

high sand dunes where the camp is placed in the plan, and a level 

space where the council is represented near the lake. The picture 

may be accepted in its main points, and in the council belts were 

freely used. The plan is given for its local interest. The orator 

holds the calumet. Lafitau represents another council where belts 

are held. | 

In councils and elsewhere significant acts often accompanied the 

use of wampum. When visiting Canada in 1645, the Mohawk chief 

Kiotsaeton attached a belt to the prisoner Couture’s arm, with an 

expressive pantomime, and then gave him his freedom. To show 

his friendly feelings, he afterward bound himself to a Frenchman 
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and an Algonquin, with an unusually fine belt. At a later council, 

that year, a Mohawk “ took a Frenchman on one side, an Algon- 

quin and Huron on the other, and holding them bound with his 

arms they danced in cadence, and sang a song of peace with one 

strong voice.” This kind of pantomime was strikingly employed 

at the reception of the French at Onondaga in 1655. With his 

third present Garakontié took Chaumonot by the hand, made him 

rise and led him to the midst of the council. Then he “throws him- 

self on his neck, embraces him, hugs him, and, holding in his hand 

the beautiful collar, making a belt of it for him, protests in the face 

of heaven and earth that he wished to embrace the faith as he em- 

braced the father.” A Cayuga chief also sang with his present. 

“He explained what he meant by his Gaianderé, which signifies 

among them very excellent thing. He said that that which we call 

among ourselves the faith, ought to be called among them 

Gaianderé, and in order the better to signify this he made the first 

present of porcelain.”’—Relation, 1656 

The speaker held the belt while speaking. When the Rev. Mr 

Kirkland stopped at the Onondaga council house in 1764, one of 

the Indians with him rose and took the belt in his left hand, leaving 

the right free for gestures. He spoke for nearly an hour. “At the 

end of every sentence they expressed their assent, if pleasing to 

them, by crying out, one after another or 20 at once, at-hoo-to-yes-ke, 

MME eititis: Sov 5o\overys teuet? Lothrop; ps 163. After» thisva 

response was made. At the Seneca council house the belt was 

handed round. Some stroked it with the hand and said a few words; 

others only looked steadfastly at it. This took full 20 minutes.— 

Lothrop, p. 167 © | 

These marks of approval were customary. The Pennsylvania 

colonial records describe the giving of a belt by the governor in 1731, 

as a league and chain of friendship with the Six Nations. “ The 

Indians, on receiving the Belts of Wampum & the Present, ex- 

pressed their Thankfulness by a harmonious Sound peculiar to them, 

in which those of each Nation now present joyned alternately, & 

they repeated the same with great Seeming Satisfaction.” 

Some peculiar forms were used in early councils which have not 
a 
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yet fully disappeared. In a council held in the fort in Quebec in 

1645, the hanging of wampum was described. “In the middle was 

a little space where the Iroquois had placed two poles, and stretched 

a cord from one to the other. Attached to this were the words they 

bore, i. e. the presents. ‘There were 17 porcelain collars, partly on 

his body, partly in a little sack.” The orator took a collar in his 

hand and spoke, and then promenaded and sang. Le Moyne 

adopted the promenade when he made his 19 presents at Onondaga 

in 1654. “At each of my presents they made from the bottom of 

the chest a powerful ejaculation as a testimony of their joy. I was 

the full space of two hours making all my harangue in the tone of 

a captain, promenading after their custom like an actor on the 

stage.” A council was held with a New England nation at Quebec 

in 1652, in the Jesuits’ hall. “They began by the exhibition of the 

presents, which they stretched on a cord which extended through 

all the hall. Those were only very large collars of porcelain, brace- 

lets, earrings, and calumets or petunoirs.” 

This hanging up of presents is noticed by English writers. Ata 

conference with Lieut.-Gov. Evans of Pennsylvania, in 1707, “a 

- Nanticoke Indian took into his hands a Belt of Wampum from a 

Line, whereon there was hanging nineteen others, and several 

strings of Beads.”—Penn. Minutes, 2:387. When John Bartram was 

at Onondaga in 1743, Conrad Weiser delivered three broad belts 

and five strings of wampum. ‘“ There was a pole laid across from 

one chamber to another, over the passage, on which the belts and 

strings were hung that all the council might see them.”—Bariram, 

p. 60. Weiser also mentioned this. “All the wampum was hung 

over a stick laid across the house, about six feet from the 

ground.” There are other obscure references to this. In 1699 

Gov. Bellomont’s propositions with “ seven hands of wampum were 

hung up in the proposition house.” Two years before Count Fron- 

tenac gave two belts to the Foxes on account of the killing of two 

of their chiefs by the Iroquois. These were “to hang in the cabin 

of the dead, and to remain there until this vengeance be consum- 

mated.” The Iroquois naturally were pleased with attention to 

such forms, and expressed their gratitude to Sir William Johnson 
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in 1768 for observing one of their ancient customs. He had givem 

them a string of wampum in a pouch. 

One Iroquois custom was mentioned at a council in Montreal in 

1756. “The Cayuga orator terminated the session by calling, in a 

loud voice, each nation according to its rank, and, when he named 

it, the chief thereof uttered the cry of thanks, which was repeated 

in cadence by all the Indians.” This appears elsewhere, but not the 

rest. In regard to the belts presented by the Five Nations, “ each 

of them furnished in turn and contributed equally to that expense, 

and as the Indians are very particular in exhibiting the share they 

possess in these presents, at the end of each speech, the orator is 

careful, when handling the belt, to cry out the name of the canton, 

or nation, which has furnished it.”—-O’Callaghan. Colomal st. 10:563 

Father Milet notes this feature in his interesting account of mak- 

ing ready for a council, which is contained in the second chapter 

of the Relation for 1673-74. He wrote from Oneida (N. Y.) and said: 

In order to maintain peace among themselves and make amends 
for faults committed by individuals, the Iroquois nations have insti- 
tuted certain embassies which they reciprocally send one to another.. 
In these they exhibit their finest porcelain collars, with the utmost 
magnificence in their power; and their captains endeavor to display 
their eloquence, both in relating their fables, their genealogies and 
their stories; and in suitably exhorting the ancients and warriors, 
according to the exigencies of present affairs. In each family there 
are a certain number of men and women of note, who represent, as 
it were, the nobles of the land. These are called Agotandéres, and 
they provide the porcelain and the collars. When it is intended to 
send an embassy to other nations, the families first meet, each in 
private, and collect all the porcelain that they have to give; then 
each family displays to the others what the richest among them 
have supplied. Then the oldest or most eloquent of the family 
makes an harangue—either standing erect, or oftener walking 
about. At times he speaks in a lugubrious tone, drawling out his 
words; at others in a sharp tone, fitted to move them; sometimes in 
a joyful voice, intermingled with songs, which the other ancients. 
repeat in harmony. At the conclusion he shows all these collars 
as so many deceased persons, formerly of note, who come back to: 
life to urge all those who are present to preserve the country for 
which they formerly gave their life and shed their blood. All is 
ended by a feast, and by the offering of many presents, which they 
make one to another. The ancients of the other families thank 
him who has spoken, and on the following day they do the same 
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thing to him, each in their turn. After each family has thus dis- 
played its collars and made its harangue, they all assemble on a day 
determined, and hanging up the collars in order, each on its own 
side, they tell one another who are those who have given these 
collars. “Such a one,” they say, “has given this one, or so many 
thousand beads; another has given these two, these three; another 
these four collars.” Finally they place all these collars together, 
and put them in the hands of the ancients, who remain their mas- 
ters. The council is then held to consider how many shall be car- 
ried to each nation, to whom they ought to go in embassy, and 

what affairs should be treated. Some days before the departure 
of the ambassadors they send a present of porcelain to ask that 
they would prepare a mat for them to sit and lie upon, and to make 
known the day of their departure or arrival. 

As soon as the news reaches a village, the old men assemble; on 
their part the young men go to the chase, and everyone contributes 
the best that he has to regale the ambassadors. 

When they have arrived about a musket shot from the palisade, 
they light a fire in token of peace, in the place where the ancients 
of the village go to attend them; and after having smoked some 
time, and received the savage compliments which they make to 
one another, they lead them to the cabin which is assigned them. 
They march very, gravelyand in sinele file.’ @ne of jhe pues 
notable marches at the head, and he pronounces a grand suite of 
words which they have received by tradition, and which they repeat 
after him. The ambassador who is to speak marches last, singing 
a rather agreeable air, and continues his song until in his cabin, 
where he also makes five or six turns, singing. Then he sits down 
the last of all. Then they renew the testimonials of friendship and 
make presents to dispel fatigue, to wipe away tears, to remove scales 
from the eyes that they may more easily see each other; finally, to 
open the throat in order to give a free passage to the voice. These 
presents are followed by food, which they serve to the ambassadors 
by way of refreshment. Then they ask them news of their nation, © 

and they reply by recitals which sometimes last all night. The 
following day they rest, and the third day they make their harangue, 
show their collars and the subject of their embassy. They answer 
them the following day, after a public dance which is made around 
the collars. The whole is terminated by a feast and by the thanks 
which they mutually make. 

The opening ceremonies probably always included the things 

above mentioned, but otherwise varied much. A single string or 

belt might include several messages, or be devoted to one. By 

belts it was usual to dispel the clouds and make the sun appear, to 

take briers out of the paths, to cleanse blood, to restore the mind, 
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to bury the hatchet, to kindle the fire and to sweep the hearth. In 

later times a belt commonly uprooted a tree long enough to bury 

all troubles under it. With simple addresses all this preliminary 

wampum was delivered, in order that the council might open fully 

prepared for harmony of action. These variations are a pleasant 

subject of study by themselves, and in them will be recognized the 

truth of Johnson’s words in 1771, that the Indians “ from their hav- 

dng been next to our settlemts for sev! years, & relying solely on 

oral Tradition for the support of their Ancient usages, have lost 

great part of them, and have blended some with Customs amongst 

ourselves, so as to render it Extremely difficult, if not impossible 

to Trace their Customs to their origin, or to discover their Explica- 

tion.” 

Reference has been made to the exclamations with which wam- 

pum was accepted in councils, and many examples might be cited, 

but one will suffice in which all is described. In the Collections of 

the Massachusetts historical society, Ist ser. v. 7, is William Marshe’s 

journal, kept while at a council at Lancaster (Pa.) in 1744. On page 

185 he says: 

Edmund Jenings, esq. as first commissioner for Maryland, made 
a speech to the Six Nations, which was interpreted to them by Mr 
Weiser. Whilst Mr Jenings delivered his speech, he gave the in- 
terpreter a string and two belts of wampum, which were by him 
presented to the sachem Cannassateego; and the Indians thereupon 
gave the cry of approbation; by this we were sure the speech was 
well approved by the Indians. This cry is usually made on present- 
ing wampum to the Indians in a treaty, and is performed thus: The 
grand chief and speaker amongst them pronounces the word jo-hah! 
with a loud voice, singly; then all the others join in this sound, 
woh! dwelling some little time while upon it, and keeping exact 
time with each other, and immediately, with a sharp noise and force, 

utter this sound, wugh! This is performed in great order, and with 
the utmost ceremony and decorum, and with the Indians is like our 
English huzza! 

The sound may still be recognized i in Iroquois cede! in New 

Work. 

David Zeisberger noted that “the custom of adoption into a fam- 

ily by force prevailed among various tribes. In case of the death 

of a son or daughter, the parents, with a black belt, hired a captain 
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to procure a substitute. Collecting his band, this captain went out 

as for war, and took a prisoner. If he was a white man his head: 

was shaved and painted; in every case the belt was wrapped around. 

his neck, and he was carried off to the bereaved family, which re- 

ceived him with all affection.”—De Schweinitz, p. 620-21 

In Stone’s Life of Joseph Brant, 1:17, will be found several ex- 

tracts from Sir William Johnson’s diary, relating to a kindred cus- 

tom. May 22, 1757, he sympathized with a Canajoharie chief, who. 

had lost his mother, and “ expected he would remove his concern. 

by going to war, and bringing either a prisoner or a scalp to put in 

her room, or stead, as is usual among Indians. Upon this Sir 

William gave him a very fine belt to enforce his request.” 

A chief brought him four French scalps, May 18, 1758, and said: 

This scalp (the one with a black belt tied to it painted) I desire 
may be delivered to my wife’s uncle, old Hickus of Canajoharie, to 
replace her mother, who was his sister. This scalp (meaning an- 
other upon the same stick, with a bunch of black wampum tied 
to it) I send to the aforesaid man to replace Eusenia, who was 

Taraghyorie’s wife. This scalp (meaning a scalp by itself on a stick, 
with a bunch of black wampum) my cousin, Captain Jacob, gives 
to replace old King Hendrick of Canajoharie. This scalp (meaning 
the small one tied round with a bunch of wampum) my said cousin 
gives to replace Hickus’s son, who was killed at the battle of the 
lake under your command. 

Small wampum was one decoration of the white dog at the New 

Year’s feast, and sins were confessed on strings of this at that time. 

Glass beads 

Glass beads were introduced at an early day but had not the same 

esteem aS wampum. They had a moderate use in a public way. 

In 1633 Le Jeune presented a string of these to three chiefs of 

different nations in Canada, and glass tubes were among the Huron 

purchases of that year. In 1635 Brébeuf catechised the Huron chil- 

dren and gave a little glass tube or bead to those who did the best. 

Bruyas did the same at Oneida in 1670. ‘‘ Whoever knows how to 

repeat on Sunday all that is said during the week, has a string of 

bugle or two little glass beads, or two brass rings.” This was a 

common practice, and the tubes may be several inches long. 
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When Le Moyne spoke at Onondaga in 1654, two parts of his 

first word were “100 little tubes or cylinders of red glass, which 
3 are the diamonds of the country,” and a great collar of porcelain. 

The 15th present was of these glass tubes. In this he makes these 

beads equal in value to wampum, but they were rarely used on 

public occasions. Frontenac, however, gave the Iroquois some 

' packages of glass beads in 1682. They were his fifth word for some 

Onondaga women. The English also presented the Onondagas 

with 30 strings of white glass beads in 1687, and 75 similar strings 

were used in a preceding conference. One Canadian belt, fig. 178, 

is of glass beads, but this is exceptional, though others might be 

named. Wampum had an official character belonging to nothing 

else. 

Condolence 

The ceremony of condolence, now including the raising of a new 

chief, is one of the most interesting of surviving Iroquois customs. 

A similar ceremony was found among most Canadian tribes, involv- 

ing the idea of a resurrection of the dead chief in the person of the 

new. In some nations the change was complete. ‘The new chief 

abandoned his old name and took that of the deceased, assuming 

his family relations and duties. His old clothes were removed and 

new garments were given him. Among the Iroquois the change 

was less complete. The principal chiefs had official names, and the 

new chief took that of the dead without necessarily losing his per- 

sonal name, a practice much like our own. At an early day the 

condolence for a dead Iroquois chief did not usually include the 

raising of the new one, which made a separate affair. Almost all 

councils were opened with a general condolence, but there were 

special ones for this purpose alone. The earliest one of which we 

have any particular account among the New York Iroquois is that 

given by Pierron, after the battle between the Mohawks and Mahi- 

kans in 1669. It has been mistaken for something like the Huron 

feast of the dead, of which we have no historic trace in New York. 

Unfortunately the missionary made needless trouble about what he 

saw, and withdrew without seeing all. The story will be found in 

the Relation of 1670. Enough will be quoted to show its connec- 
aS 
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tion with the modern condolence. In that the other nations come to 

comfort the mourning people, and there are reciprocal speeches. 

The visitors are met outside the town, and some ceremonies take 

place there. The names of the original chiefs are recited and their 

virtues praised. Pierron said: “ Our sachems having invited me to 

their ceremonial of the dead, held at Gandaouagué, I went to gratify 

them. The assembly was composed of Onondagas, some Oneidas, 

and the most eminent of Agnié. These were separated from the 

others according to custom. After the Onondaga had spoken, our 

Agnies discoursed of their fables and superstitions.” The French- 

man did not show the politeness of his nation, and the Mohawks 

were naturally surprised at his interference. One of their chiefs 

asked him to “ withdraw from their company, since they were about 

to sing according to their custom. It is true that I could under- 

stand nothing they sung and would not even countenance it,” but 

he went to the Onondagas and remained awhile with them. © After 

the ceremony, which lasted for the space of five hours, I went back 

to the village without waiting for the rest of the ceremony, which 

belonged to our Agnies to terminate.” 

There are many early references to the minor and greater con- 

dolences, and those familiar with the present ceremony will readily 

see the likeness and difference. No business could be transacted 

till the dead had been condoled, nor could the mourning nation ap- 

pear in council till this was done. Just after the French came to 

Onondaga in 1656 a chief died, and the council could not be held 

till the town was expiated. One present dried the tears of the On- 

ondagas; another cleansed the council mat. Both French and Eng- 

lish soon took a hand in these ceremonies, and there can be little 

doubt that Johnson modified and enlarged them. The death of two 

Onondaga sachems had not been condoled in 1697. The following 

year the Onondagas had not recovered their senses. “The Lieut.- 

Governor according to ye usual ceremony, gave a bunch of Wam- 

pum, condoleing ye Sachems losse and approveing what choice they 

should make among themselves.” At Onondaga in 1701, the On- 

ondagas announced the death ofa sachem and offered another with 

the same name, giving each nation a bunch of wampum. The 
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Cayugas made a like announcement with similar strings. At 

Albany in 1737 the four nations present wished public business de- 

ferred till Monday, “because they would this day Condole the 

Death of the two sachems who lately Dyed According to the Ant- 

ient Custom of their Ancestors and until this was done they were 

like Children under Age, who cannot Act in publick Affairs.” 

Wampum was the proper medium in condolences, though other 

presents were used. Some Cayugas came to Albany in 1697. They 

said the Senecas had lost several young men in war, and added: 

““ You know our custome is to condole ye dead by wampom, there- 

fore we desire you give us some for these Beavours;’ so laid down 

ten Beavr skins. The wampum was imediatly given them for the 

said skins.” Two days later some Seneca chiefs came and ex- 

changed beaver skins for condolence wampum. It is indispensable 

in condolence councils now. 

Col. Johnson appreciated the importance of having a part in the 

condolence. In 1749 he sent Arent Stephens to Onondaga to give 

“an account of the Peace, which requires a good deal of Ceremony 

- in their way.” Then, in Gov. Clinton’s name, he was “to condole 

the death of two old Sachems, one an Onondaga the other an 

Oneida, and appoint two others of the best, in their room. This 

ceremony is also attended with a great deal of form; it was always 

neglected in the late Commissrs time, which gave the French an 

opportunity of doing it, & appointing such in their room as would 

do every thing for their interest. Wherefore I shall put a stop to 

that now.” He did so as far as he could, and for the time may 

have improved on the old ritual. The Onondaga chief, Red Head, 

thanked him for his interest in 1755, with a string of wampum. 

“We are much obliged to you for renewing our ancient forms. 

You have Records of these things, and we thank you for putting 

us in mind of them by clearing this Council place.” He was after- 

ward a prominent figure in many condolences. 

The most fully described of these was that of Red Head, or 

Kaghs-wugh-ti-o-ni, at Onondaga in 1756, of which a synopsis may 

be given here, as it differs much from the present usage, where no 

belts are used and the addresses are prescribed. June 15 at the 
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camp at Oneida Sir William and the principal chiefs “ of every 

nation prepared the several speeches of condolence to be made . 

and chose the proper belts for the ceremony.” On this occasion 

the Cayugas, as Younger Brothers, acted for the mourning Onon- 

dagas, who were Elder Brothers. June 18 the Cayugas met him 

and his company, a mile from Onondaga Castle, where two hours 

were spent in arranging the formalities according to the ancient 

custom. “Then Sir William marched on at the Head of the 

Sachems singing the condoling song which contains the names, 

laws & Customs of their renowned ancestors.” This was sung 

mostly by the Oneidas, who were also Younger Brothers. “ When 

they came within sight of the Castle the Head Sachems and War- 

riors met Sir William, where he was stopped, they having placed 

themselves in a Half Moon across the Road, sitting in profound 

silence. There a Halt was made about an hour, during which time 

the aforesaid Sachems sung the condoling song.” This halt is now 

by a fire on the roadside, at some distance from the council house. 

“Then Sir William marched on at the Head of the Warriors the 

Sachems falling into the Rear and continued singing their condoling 

song.” His reception completed the day. The next day “the full. 

council of all the Nations met, with Sir William at their Head, to 

perform the grand solemnity of Condolence for the Death” of the 

great Onondaga chief. This was done with 11 belts and three 

strings of wampum. “ The whole Ceremony of Condolence ended” 

and was very different from the present form. ‘The ancient song is 

mentioned by others, and included the names. When King Hend- 

rick and others were to be condoled the same year, Johnson could 

not go, but gave the proper belts. At German Flats in 1770 the 

speaker of the Six Nations performed the ceremony for the dead, 

on Johnson’s behalf, “and delivered the several belts for the several 

purposes on such occasions, covering the graves with a black belt, 

they answering with a Yo-hah, customary on condolences.” At Sir 

William’s own death a double belt covered his body, and a belt of 

six rows his grave, but this was a simple sign of mourning. 

L. H. Morgan described the mourning council in the League of 

the Iroquois, p. 115-22, but left out several striking features. He 
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styled it Hen-nun-do-nuh’-seh, literally a mourning council, and his 

description is good as far as it goes. Horatio Hale devoted the 

Iroquois book of rites to this great ceremony, giving some songs in 

full, but also omitting some peculiar and prominent ceremonies. 

In a paper on an “Iroquois condoling council,’ read before the 

Royal society of Canada in 1895, he gave a full and excellent ac- 

eount. This was published in the transactions for that year. The 

Onondagas term it Ho-te-ne-ko-kah-na-wax. The writer attended a 

condolence held by them in 1895. His account will be found in the 

Journal of American folk-lore, 8:313. His description of a Tusca- 

rora condolence appears in 4:39 of the same. These will be sum- 

marized, as wampum is not conspicuous throughout. 

The Elder Brothers take charge for the Younger, and vice versa, 

and send out invitation strings with tally sticks of days. The con- 

dolence is held in the council house of the mourning nation, or one 

lent to it for the occasion. In 1895 the Onondagas gave the use 

of theirs to the mourning Oneidas and others, but took principal 

charge of the ceremonies themselves. In the same way chiefs are 

oiten lent to sing the condoling songs in an emergency. ‘The con- 

dolers formerly assembled at some distance from the town, but now 

on some road leading to the council house, till summoned to pro- 

ceed. Formerly at the wood’s edge, but now half way to the coun- 

cil house, a fire is built, and there the mourners wait for their visit- 

ing friends, who march on in double file, the leaders singing the 

condoling song. At the fire the songs are continued, addresses 

made, and the invitation wampum is returned. In due time the 

mourners silently lead the way to the council house, the condoling 

chiefs and friends soon following, singing as before. As the song 

contains the names and memory of the 52 original chiefs, it is 

continued for some time in the council house, where the mourners 

sit at one end, the condolers at the other. Then a cord is stretched 

across the center of the house, and a curtain hung from side to side. 

This separates the two brotherhoods. The visitors lay a stick 

across the benches, and place seven bunches of wampum on this, 

singing for some time. The curtain is then removed, and a long 

song follows, the wampum being carried to the mourners at inter- 
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vals, a bunch at a time, and hung on another stick. The-curtain is 

then again suspended, and the mourners sing till it is once more 

removed. Then they return the wampum, bunch by bunch, saying, 

“You said,” and repeating the words already given. The new 

chief is then presented for installation. The wampum has no refer- 

ence to the ancient song containing the 52 names of the principal 

chiefs, but to the shorter song here given. 

The seven bunches used in the council house are here illustrated 

by a set lent to the writer by the Rev. Albert Cusick of the Onon- 

daga reservation. He translated the song of the Younger Brothers 

for Horatio Hale, and this translation is here used, with references 

to the wampum in due order. Of this part of the ceremony Mr 

Hale said nothing. It is to be observed that changes are made 

according to the parties bereaved. 

The speaker takes from the stick a bunch of three strings of 

purple wampum, about 50 beads long, carrying it to the mourners, 

and makes the following speech: 

1 Now—now this day—now I come to your door where you are 
mourning in great darkness, prostrate with grief. For this reason 
we have come here to mourn with you. I will enter your door, and 
come before the ashes, and mourn with you there; and I will speak 

these words to comfort you. 
Now our uncle has passed away, he who used to work for all 

that they might see the brighter days to come—for the whole body 
of warriors, and also for the whole body of women, and also the 

children that were running around, and also for the little ones 
creeping on the ground, and also those that are tied to the cradle 
boards; for all these he used to work that they might see the bright 
days to come. ‘This we say, we three brothers. 
Now the ancient lawgivers have declared—our uncles that are 

gone, and also our Elder Brothers—they have said it is worth 20— 
it was valued at 20—and this was the price of the one who is dead. 
And we put our words on it [i. e. the wampum] and they recall his 
name—the one that is dead. This we say and do, we three 
brothers. 
Now there is another thing we say, we Younger Brothers. He 

who has worked for us has gone afar off; and he also will in time 
take with him all these—the whole body of warriors, and also the 
whole body of women—they will go with him. But it is still harder 
when the woman shall die, because with her the line is lost. And 
also the grandchildren and the little ones who are running around— 
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these he will take away; and also those that are creeping on the 
ground, and also those that are on the cradle boards; all these he 

will take away with him. © 
Now then another thing we will say, we three brothers. Now 

you must feel for us; for we came here of our own good will— 
came to your door that we might say this. And we will say that 
we will try to do you good. When the grave has been made, we 

will make it still better. We will adorn it and cover it with moss. 

We will do this, we three brothers. , 

| Fig. 222 represents this speech. Fig. 223 contains some white 

beads, and is therefore of a more cheerful tone. The bunch is 

taken from the stick, as before, and borne to the mourners. 

2 Now another thing we will say, we Younger Brothers. You 
are mourning in the deep darkness. I will make the sky clear for 
you, so that you will not see a cloud. And also I will give the sun 
to shine upon you, so that you can look upon it peacefully when it 
goes down. You shall see it when it is going. Yea! the sun shall 
seem to be hanging just over you, and you shall look upon it peace- 
fully as it goes down.—Now I have hope that you will yet see the 
pleasant days. This we say and do, we three brothers. 

The three strings of fig. 224 are of purple beads, and the speech 

follows: 

3 Now, then, another thing we say, we Younger Brothers. Now 
we will open your ears and also your throat, for there is something 
that has been choking you, and we will also give you the water that 
shall wash down all the troubles in your throat. We shall hope 
that after this your mind will recover its cheerfulness. This we 
say and do, we three brothers. 

In fig. 225 a few white beads appear. The bunch has its words: 

4 Now then there is another thing we say, we Younger Brothers. 
We will now remake the fire and cause it to burn again. And now 
you can go out before the people, and go on with your duties and 
your labors for the people. This we say and do, we three brothers. 

Fig. 226 has scattered white beads for the fifth speech. 

5 Now also another thing we say, we Younger Brothers. You 
must converse with your nephews; and, if they say what is good, 
you must listen to it. Do not cast it aside. And also, if the war- 
riors should say any thing that is good, do not reject it. This we 
say, we three brothers. 

Fig. 227 is of purple beads, relating to the dead chief. 

6 Now then another thing we say, we Younger Brothers. If 
any one should fall—it may be a principal chief will fall and descend 
into the grave—then the horns shall be left on the grave, and as 
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soon as possible another shall be put in his place. This we say, we 
three brothers. 

Fig. 228 has some white beads at the end of the strings, as the 

last speech concludes with a call for the new chief. 

7 Now another thing we say, we Younger Brothers. We will 
gird the belt on you with the pouch, and the next death will re- 
ceive the pouch, whenever you shall know that there is death among 
us, when the fire is made and the smoke is rising. This we say and 
do, we three brothers. Now I have finished. Now show me the 
man. | 

After attending a condolence himself, the writer persuaded Mr 

Cusick to arrange a full set of bunches like those he had seen used, 

and to give him any needed information. In this and every other 

effort to put on record the customs of his people, his aid was given 

at once. Explanations of the song are omitted here, and the bunch 

to be distributed has been mentioned elsewhere, yet it may be said 

that being “valued at twenty” refers to the wampum atonement 

for life, and the horns to official insignia. 

In Ely S. Parker’s will, dated Aug. 21, 1895, he thus disposed 

of his wampum received at a condolence: “ The wampum in this 

box is the credentials of my sachemship, and is designated by the 

Indians as the ‘Great horns.’ It is the wish of Amanda Poodry 

of the Tonawanda reservation, and the matron of the Seneca Wolf 

tribe, that when I die (if I die in New York city) that this wampum 

be placed upon my coffin until the grave is reached, when it will be 

taken off and handed to Mrs Harriet Maxwell Converse, who will 

take the earliest opportunity to restore it to Mrs Amanda Poodry.” 

On the cover of the box was this: “ Official wampum. Donehogawa. 

Sacred wampum.” 

Joseph Brant wrote of a council with western Indians in 1788: 

“ As they had lost three of their chiefs, we went through our ancient 

custom of condoling with them, by giving about 10,000 wampum, 

as we could not proceed with our public business till such time as 

that ceremony was over.” ‘This merely expressed sympathy. A 

letter from Cornplanter to Major Craig is more to the point. It 

was dated Dec. 3, 1795, a time when some chiefs had resigned and 

others had been killed. He needed wampum in filling their places, 

and said, “ Now father take Pitty on me & Send me 40 Dollars 
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worth of Black Wampum & 10 of White & I expect to see it in two 

Months & an half as I Must Make New Cheifs with it again that 

time to help Me.’—FPenn. mag. 14:320 

Lack of wampum 

it sometimes happened that Indians were out of wampum or the 

- supply at a council ran short through unexpected business. This 

happened to the Five Nations when at Albany in 1714. They gave 

three sticks and replaced them with belts the following year. At 

a camp near Tuscarawas (QO.) in 1764, large belts were given, but 

the Delawares gave bundles of 41 and 42 sticks. Colden describes 

another use of sticks at councils. “The art they have in assisting 

their memories is this. The sachem who presides has a bundle of 

sticks prepared for the purpose, and at the close of the message de- 

livered to them, gives a stick to another sachem, charging him with 

remembrance of it. By this means the orator, after a previous con- 

ference with the Indians, is prepared to repeat every part of the mes- 

sage and give it its precise reply. This custom is invariably pur- 

sued in all their public treaties.” 

Beaver skins or other furs were sometimes used in place of belts 

and strings. At a council between Champlain and the Hurons in 

1633 the latter used beavers alone. At another in 1691 the 21 

presents of the Five Nations were almost all of beavers and otters. 

Western and southern nations used pipes and furs. All the colonies 

could not readily command a wampum supply. In 1677 Maryland 

wished to send bands of wampum to each of the Five Nations, but, 

if these could not be had, 20 to 25 guilders worth of strung wam- 

pum was to be used. At present one or two beads may be sent 

with a message, because of their rarity, and sometimes none can be 

had. 

Color of wampum 

The color of belts and strings was of importance. White was 

generally an emblem of something good, and black of affairs of a 

more serious nature, but this was not invariable. Black wampum, 

being double the value of the white, was often used to signify 

affairs of great importance. Several writers of the 18th century 
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speak of the practice of coloring belts red when the affair concerned 

war. This was not the only tint employed. In 1757 at a council 

in Pittsburg a Wyandot “spoke again upon a belt of black and 

white wampum, the white painted green.” Loskiel says, p. 27: 

Neither the color nor the other qualities of wampum are a matter 
of indifference, but have an immediate reference tg those things 

which they are meant to confirm. The brown or deep violet, called 
black by the Indians, always means something of severe or doubt- 
ful import, but the white is the color of peace. Thus, if a string or 
belt of wampum is intended to confirm a warning against evil or an 
earnest reproof, it is delivered in black. When a nation is called 
upon to go to war, or war declared against it, the belt is black or 
marked with red, called by them the color of blood, having in the 
middle the figure of an hatchet in white wampum. 

Heckewelder says, p. 109-10: “ White and black wampum are the 

kinds they use; the former denoting that which is good, as peace, 

friendship, good will, etc., the latter the reverse; yet occasionally 

the black also is made use of on peace errands, when the white 

can not be procured; but previous to its being produced for such 

purpose, it must be daubed all over with chalk, white clay, or any- 

thing which changes the color from black to white. . . Roads 

from one friendly nation to another are generally marked on the 

belt by one or two rows of white wampum interwoven in the black, 

and running through the middle and from end to end. It means 

that they are on good terms and keep up a friendly intercourse 

with each other. | 

A black belt with the mark of a hatchet made on it with red paint 

is a war belt, which, when sent to a nation together with a twist or 

roll of tobacco, is an invitation to join in a war.” Sometimes the 

clay may have signified grief. The most remarkable departure 

from this rule was in 1756 when the French sent a string of wam- 

pum to condole the losses of the Five Nations and a white belt for 

the death of some of their sachems. Another instance was in 1699, 

when at Albany “the death of Aqueendero chief Sachim of Onnon- 

dages son was condoled according to their custome by giving of 

some white Wampum to the Sachems which was kindly accepted.” 

Some attention to color is seen in Sir William Johnson’s address 

to the warriors at Onondaga in 1756. He said: “ With these 
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Strings of Wampum I paint you as becomes Warriors.” He gave 

five large black strings. ‘“‘ With these Strings of White Wampum 

I feather your heads as is customary among you when engaged in 

war.” Four strings of white wampum. Other instances might be 

cited. 

There were notable occasions when Johnson departed from the 

significance of color, and he seems to have been partial to the 

precious black wampum. It did not mean peace but something of 

high importance. So he gave a peace belt of black wampum to a 

Chippewa chief at Niagara in 1759, and another black belt inviting 

him to trade at Niagara and Oswego. No intimation is there of a 

change of color. A war belt which he gave at Canajoharie the 

same year was painted. 

Tribute 

However strong the upper Iroquois may have. been, the Mo- 

hawks were in a feeble condition till the arrival of the Dutch and 

the opening of trade. They at once bought guns and used them 

well. In an account of New Netherlands, written in 1646, we are 

told that “ 400 armed men knew how to make use of this advantage, 

especially against their enemies dwelling along the river of Canada, 

against whom they have now achieved many profitable forays, 

where before they had but little advantage; this caused them also 

to be respected by the surrounding Indians even as far as the sea- 

coast, who must generally pay them tribute, whereas, on the con- 

trary, they were formerly obliged to contribute to these.” In 1643 

a party of Malkans (Mohawks?) went to collect tribute of the: 

Weckquaesgeeks in Westchester county, and of the Tappans west 

of the Hudson river. They were armed with guns. Not much 

later some Mohawks took Jogues with them when going to receive 

tribute from subject tribes. De Witt Clinton notes that the Mon- 

tauks paid tribute to the New England colonies by 1646, while the 

river and shore Indians soon “ became subject to the Iroquois and 

paid a tribute in shells and wampum.” Colden records this also. 

When De Courcelles invaded the Mohawk country in 1666, he 

learned that they and the Oneidas had gone to war against those 

called wampum-makers. ‘a 
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Others also became tributary. In 1707 the Nanticokes said there 

had been peace between them and the Five Nations for 27 years, 

and that they were tributary. That year they carried 20 wampum 

belts as tribute to Onondaga. The year before they showed a 

white belt with three black hands on it, which the Onondagas gave 

them when they became tributary. In 1712 it is said that the Dela- 

wares had long before been tributary to the Iroquois. On their 

way to Onondaga they called on the governor of Pennsylvania and 

showed what they bore. They “laid upon the floor 32 belts of 

wampum of various figures.” ‘They made a mental reservation. 

Of the belts “these last 24 were all sent by the women, the Indians 

reckoning the paying of tribute becoming none but women and 

children.” In this light the Five Nations looked on them all. The 

Iroquois never considered their own gifts of wampum in the light 

of tribute. It was an honorable act, having official character. 

In the Relation of 1660, p. 6, the varying fortunes of the Mohawks 

are described. They had “ been so many times at the top and bottom 

of the wheel in less than 60 years, that we find in histories few ex- 

amples of like revolutions. As they are insolent by nature and very 

belligerent, they have had to do with all their neighbors. . . We 

can not go very deep into the investigation of what has passed 

among them, since they have no other libraries than the memory 

of the old men, and perhaps we would find nothing there which 

would deserve light. What we learn then from these living books 

is that toward the end of the last century the Agmieronnons (Mo- 

hawks) had been brought so low by the Algonquins that there ap- 

peared scarcely any of them on the earth; that yet this few which 

remained, as a generous germ had so sprouted in a few years that 

it had reduced the Algonquins in turn to its own condition, But 

this state did not continue long, for the Andastoeghronnons made 

such good war upon them for 10 years that they were overwhelmed 

the second time, and the nation was almost extinct, at least so humi- 

liated that the name of Algonquin alone made them shudder, and 

his shadow seemed to pursue them even into their fireplaces. 

It was at this time that the Dutch were taking possession of these 

coasts, and that they took a fancy to the beaver of these people 
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some thirty years ago; and in order to gain them the more they 

furnished them with fire-arms, with which it was easy for them to 

vanquish their vanquishers, whom they put to flight, and whom 

they filled with terror at the mere sound of their guns.” 

This is not in accord with the popular opinion that the Iroquois 

ruled over the shore Indians in Hiawatha’s time, and received tri- 

bute from them, but it is in exact agreement with known facts and 

shows why the Iroquois knew so little of marine shells before the 

Dutch came. Powerful enemies shut them off from the ocean. In 

1630 the Mohawks were almost annihilated; before 1600 they 

were at a low ebb, and obliged to find strength in the Iroquois 

league. They could not conquer the wampum-makers then; they 

had little with which to buy, but time, union and opportunity 

brought a great change. 

Atonement 

On the theory that putting a murderer to death would not restore 
life to the victim or help his friends, the Indians often received a 
blood atonement, which, in their words, “covered the grave.” 

Among the Hurons this was not always easily made. In the 
Relation for 1636 we are told that they sometimes punished the mur- 
derer in a peculiar way, after receiving some atonement in presents. 
These were not then a full expiation. The corpse was stretched 
on poles, under which the manslayer was placed. A dish of food 
before him was soon filled with the decaying matter from above, 
and to secure its removal he must make a present of 700 wampum 
beads, called hassaendista. He was kept there at the pleasure of 
the relatives, and when released he made another rich present, 
called akiataendista. A Frenchman was killed by some Hurons in 
1648, and the Jesuits demanded presents by a number of sticks tied 
together. These were given. Fora Huron killed by a Huron they 
commonly made 30 presents. For a woman 40, because she could 
not so well defend herself, and because they thought women’s lives 
worth more. For a stranger they asked still more, because fre- 
quent deaths of these might hinder trade or cause war.—Felation, 
1648, p. 80-81 

L. H. Morgan said that among the Iroquois 6 “six strings was 

the value of a life, or the quantity sent in condonation, for the wam- 

pum was rather sent as a regretful confession of the crime, with a 

petition for forgiveness, than as the actual price of blood.” Loskiel 
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says: “ For the murder of a man 100 yards of wampum, and for 

that of a woman 200 yards must be paid by the murderer.” 

The classification of atoning gifts among the Hurons in the 

Relation of 1636, p. I19, is of interest. They were of wampum when 

it could be had, but other things were used. The presents were of 

two kinds. The first were to make peace, and to take away the 

desire for vengeance. ‘ The others are put upon a pole which is 

extended above the head of the dead, and they call these 

Andaerraehaan, that is to say, those which are put on the pole. But 

now each, of these presents has its particular name. Here are those 

of the first nine, which are the most considerable and sometimes 

each of a thousand grains of porcelain.” The account may be 

summarized. 

The chief who performs the ceremony speaks in a loud voice in 

the name of the culprit, and takes the first present in his hand as 

though it were an axe in the fatal wound. He says he withdraws 

the axe from this and causes it to fall from the hands of the avenger. 

This is called Condayee onsa hachoutawas. ‘This is followed by the 

second, Condayee oscotaweanon, which dries up the blood. These 

two express regret for the murder and a wish to restore life if this 

were possible. The third present refers to the injury done to the 

nation. The speaker uses similar words, saying, Condayee onsa 

hondechari, which restores the land to its former condition. The 

fourth, Condayee onsa hondwaronti etotonhouentsiai, puts a stone over 

the cleft in the earth made by this murder. These affect the public 

and are of great importance. The fifth, Condayee onsa hannonkiai, 

levels the roads and removes the briers, so that there may be pleas- 

ant and safe intercourse. The next four are addressed directly to 

the relatives to console them and dry their tears. Condayee onsa 

hoheronti, he says to the father or mother, as though he would give - 

them something to smoke, thus appeasing every passion. A 

seventh present restores the spirits of the mourners, and is called 

Condayee onsa hondionroenkhra. Condayee onsa aweannoncwa d’ocwe- 

ton gives a healing beverage to the mother, and the ninth, Condayee 

onsa hohiendaen, spreads a mat for her repose during her mourning. 

These were the principal presents. The others represented the 
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things useful to the deceased during life. They are his robe, col- 

lar, canoe, paddle, nets, bow and arrows, and many other things. 

With these gifts thus properly presented the relatives were usually 

satisfied. 

There are some interesting notes on presents in general and the 

atonement in particular in the Relation of 1642, p. 53. 

The presents among the peoples are all the affairs of the country: 
they dry the tears, they appease anger, they open the gate of the 
country to strangers, they deliver prisoners, they revive the dead. 
Nothing is said; as it were, and nothing answered but by presents; 
it is on this account that in harangues the present passes for a word. 
They make presents to animate men to war, to invite peace, to in- 

duce a family or nation to come and take a place and dwell near 
you, to satisfy or pay those who have received any harm or any 
wound, specially if blood has been shed. The presents which they 
make for the death of a man who has been murdered are in great 
number; and observe, if you please, that it is not usually the assas- 
sin who makes these but the relatives, the village or the nation, 
according to the quality or condition of him who has been put to 
death. Nor yet think that this procedure gives some liberty to 
mutinous spirits to make a bad stroke. Not at all. The trouble 
into which a murderer throws all the public powerfully restrains. 
Besides which, if he meets the relatives of the deceased before what 
he has done is satisfied, he is put to death in the field without other 
form of justice. | 

In this way the tribe was interested in the good conduct of every 

member, and this responsibility had a good effect. 

There is an allusion to this atonement in the condoling song 

which is sung in presenting the wampum after the curtain is re- 

moved. “ Now the ancient lawgivers have declared—our uncles 

that are gone, and also our Elder Brothers—they have said it is 

worth 20—it was valued at 20o—and this was the price of the one 

who is dead. And we put our words on it, and they recall his name 

—the one that is dead. This we say and do, we three brothers.” 

That is, 20 strings atoned for a life, as Onondagas tell the writer. 

They put their comforting words on this, recalling the name of the 

dead and raising him to life in his successor. Hale said: “ The 

interpreters explained that by 20 was understood the whole of their 

wampum, which constituted all their treasure. A human life was 
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worth the whole of this, and they freely gave it, merely to recall the 

memory of the chief who was gone.”—Hale, p. 167 

Food and burial 

Shellfish formed a large part of the food of the aborigines on the 

seacoast. They ate many on the spot, and dried others for winter 

consumption. In this way were formed the numerous shell beds 

near the shore, usually made up of hard clam and oyster shells, but 

sometimes of the scallop. On Iroquois sites in the interior are 

often scattered those of the fresh-water clam. There are rare in- 

stances there of beds of these of an earlier date. Near the sea the 

dead were sometimes buried in shell heaps, and in a few cases dogs. 

were carefully interred. For burial purposes the shells were neatly 

arranged. Careful observers now give a much lower antiquity to 

these shell heaps than was formerly claimed, and some are evidently 

of very recent date. As food our water mollusks have probably 

been long in use here. As ornaments their shells may have been 

sparingly used in New York four centuries ago. There is little 

proof of so long a use as this, but it may well be supposed that © 

much has perished. In two or three instances a higher antiquity 

may be allowed, for wandering hunters may have brought some 

here. It is not a question of the presence of man in New York, but 

simply of his use of one common material. 

Aiter these pages were in type the writer examined a fine recent 

belt, 47 inches long and six broad, with 18 rows of beads, mostly ~ 

white. It has three triple diagonal bands of black beads, and letters 

and figures in black at one end. If this was considered the bottom 

there would be 1800, and M C beneath. It probably should be 

reversed and would then be W C 1800. Captain William Claus had 

then been recently appointed deputy general superintendent of 

Indian affairs in Canada, and it seems a belt used by him. It resem- 

bles the Simcoe belt in material and construction, and has buckskin 

thongs. In the terminal fringes are a few blue and white beads, as 

large as marbles. This is a novel feature. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 

Page numbers refer to fuller descriptions in bulletin. 

Plate 1 
Fic. PAGB 

MPselior round, clamor QUanOG sia. ne atte. le sae «2 327 

BPSCCO Ol posterion part Of quahog shell. o2......... 328 

3 Section of central basal margin of quahog shell........ 328 

4-6 Antique columellae from near Sag Harbor........... 328 

marcoune shell or Eilat Cae fC Bl vc :0s iss iter sla Yee 6 328 

Pee sichor Bis y Comper y Ef SU Ml. . 9): gas ves oe 328 

9 Shell of Buceinunmy und t wim (full size). .0... 329 

a0: Eyestone” from fresh-water lobster. .......... 2.0% 361 

Plate 2 

11 Perforated Unio rosaceus shell from Waterburg 

Pomilenife, Or, @dtdawaei pee) v4 wee oic oe esi cree +s 379 

12 Pendant of spiral shell perforated at base for suspension, 

from camp near, St Lawsence village... nad «a 376 

13 Perforated Unio complanatus shell from near 

‘Mohawk river, knife or ornament.............e00: 379 

| 14 Fine, large disk bead of Unio shell from near Bald- 

| TIES VALLE Wi). 3 U'S 5) sre ene eee cle kt ca |i 367 

15 Pendant of spiral shell from near Baldwinsville....... 376 

16 Pendant of spiral shell from Brewerton.............. 376 

ag—te Nieélantho shells from Erie county....,.....+.++..- 331 

19 Perforated specimen of Littorina virorata 

found at Onondaga fort @f 1600.2 0)5 35.0%... 33! 220,232 

20 Small perforated seashell from recent site, used as bead. 332 

21 Small discoid bead with large perforation from Union 

SOMINOS: id rhe he ee eee Ota eo) eas 367 

22 Small perforated seashell from recent site, used as bead. 332 

23-24 Unfinished pendants or disk beads from cache of ; 

chipped shells found in Lindley, Steuben co........ 277 

25 Goniobasis shells from fort west of Cazenovia... 331 
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26 Small perforated seashells from recent site, used as ie 

Deas | eee ee Re een Metin te eee 232 

| 27 -Discoid bead trom Indian hill, Pompey...) -.. 4.08 367 

28 Fossil bivalve from Seneca county, with beak per- 

forated for Suspension. ORNs.) ..c kee see 376 

29 Polished ‘cylindric bead irom Geneva. ..- e455. os «oe ) 272 

30 Small perforated seashells from recent site, used as 

DEAS ies ee es eae woe ae sla goes ols te 2 eae nee 332 

31 Cylindric pendant from Van Arsdale farm, Fleming... 364 

32 Cylindric pendant with one perforation containing a 

COPPEr MINS eg et hace eae ele eae cee renee 364 

Plate 8 

All reduced | 

31a Bunch of white wampum for a religious council...... 347 

32a Belt obtained from Indian woman, lines indicating part 

ofan alliance belt.) Fae Cd ee ore Ce ee 406 

33 String of mourning wampum attached to silver ring.. 348 

34 Three strings of purple beads terminating with white 

beads ses ee aes a eae tee ee eae ate Sete eee 348 

35 Three small strings of purple united at one end 

announcing the death of a member of the grand 

COUNCIN 20 tis Os Pa ce nee te mem ee eee eae 346 

26" “Motrin warnipunn' 220 Ph tee siete eee ie re, 4a clens 348 

37° Strine of watupum used as credentials’) 7... .-. oe 347 

38 Purple and white discoid beads with a tooth and 

two Othertbeads wits eee ree ett cee 365, 368 

39-40 Strings of fine purple and white beads for council pur- 

pose or OMnanienty 4/0 bie seamen aceite loss seeepen ete 348 

41 String of wampum, having the ends tied to form a 

circle, and announcing the death of a war chief..... 346 

42 String of beads showing aboriginal boring.......... 348 

Plate 4 

43 Cup made trom seashell... 0. Os) eee Serie as. 336 

44-50, 53-56 Mostly pendants figured in Schoonmaker’s H1s- 

tory of Kingston. : 
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78a-79 
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PAGE 

Probably reduced and may have been the size of two 

Similar articles wiphe. 160) add. 16S. c.)025.0 5.444» + 376 

Simall) plain cinesahornn Wister COUTL Ys. 22 i220...» s.0)¢ 277, 

SEM, CONAN e ay CHICE S| MAME: ales. cas ays oc ess 349 

String of purple beads terminating with white beads.. 348 

Plate 5 

Bish OFNAMent iho Otapeyy ace. sche nics cs 5s 6 364. 

Broken bird bead from Munnsville..............06. 362 

Ornament from near East Bloomfield............... 363 

GWE crescents Strumeanwitn beads... 2... 2.2.6 sins ce 363 

Ornament from Indian Castle, Pompey (actual size 

SEC OISO ANG. D7 pre eer er yehecc cs seni seis: tyst ose) ss a 363 

BiiciiCross irOtl) E@mieye eee) cee sye'e 4 0.0 ox eie een 376 

Purple bird bead from Cayuga castle........ once ante 362 

Bice Ornament {rom Onmetda Valley 450). 6c.c olc oso oe 362 

Cylindric pendant from McClure farm, Hopewell..... 364 

crament from near Bast Bloonmheld.:.....%. .,s,. e303 

Two views of crescent from East Cayuga........... 363 

Large and fine purple bird bead from Sibley farm, 

Foxridge lateral view, shows the perforation....... 362 

Cylindric pendant from McClure farm, Hopewell.... 364 

Shell ornament representing flying bird from recent 

Steet Oneida! valley ema eiees c alesis) We ts ties) +6! 362 

Flattened or disk bird of white shell from Cayuga 

EC OUMEY) 555.0. «seagate eR ea aya Kors 8's: cies ote ale aan eis, « 361 

ude:turtle ornament trem Pompey. . 2... 0s. v 304 

Flattened or disk bird, with small head and unusually 

Te TOy TECK... 55, sro amen meeps To ts ones out cr asen? eres 362 

lattened or disk bird irom, Blemimc.): so 2.20. 26a. se 361 

Flattened or disk bird of dark purple from McClure 

SEBEY, FLOP Well eae aia ee Mega ees esters a! 0, she "oie i ecg ats ale 362 

Thin cordate pendant, having small perforation at 

SATO ene Meee OE Eee GF Saco Bree Oe ORE EI een 364 

Shell pins from recent site west of Honeoye Falls..... 397 
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PAGE 

Use doubtful. Grooved article with most of the 1o 

countersunk indentations ending in a small perfora- 

toms arom Caysigan ca. cc a. sateen as ee 376 

Small, polished bead of small columella from fort site 

west Ol Cazenovia dipun ter liicrl jalan ea. amen 272 

Bead constricted in center from Indian hill, Pompey.. 372 

Crescent of more than usual size from Indian Castle, 

POI PCY 9 caved ie ven! Meta eae eae) fc cheat ee a eae ee 363 

Long flat bead of moderate thickness found on the 

‘Dann farm near Honeoye dallls.2) au.) ee ae 369. 

Blhiptic bead irom: Minnsville,)10)sneu ee ee 272 

Small, flat pendant from Indian hill, Pompey........ 365, 

Shell article\probably ademite) / 5 ah oe eee 379 

Cordate flat pendant with a vertical perforation from 

Hopewell aA MANES WMC UtrsT ORL RL anid ehe AH Atte 364. 

Plate 6 

Shell owl found near Canajoharie..............000- 362 

Rare form of bird of bivalve shell from Venice 

IN Wee ee i a i a ne Roa een an ee 362 

Fine shell owl, ornamented with lines and dots....... 362 

Shell bird, much weathered, perhaps merely a pendant. 362 

Shell bird of unusual length and width, much= - 

ieatlvered kin SE Ori ee CSUR en gees. oe aaa 3262 

Fine expanded example of shell bird from Canajoharie. 362 

‘urtlevornament’ of oyster shell ayn... . 2s 364 

Turtle ornament inom Pompey saree... .- a ae eens 364 

Broken shell bird ornamented with lines and dots.... 362 

Turtle ornaments from McClure farm, Hopewell..... 363 

Beaver ornament drom!/EHastSloommeld!). Jae. ose s hgo4 

fish’ ornamentdnoma Cayuga ei: liege tbe. < ei © eee 364 

Rude turtle ornament from a Cayuga grave, possibly 

ROKER edocs ie cis siete aepatecis eile Chueus SUM coe ines te ene F204. 

Turtle ornaments lacking head from McClure farm, 

FLopeweld eee cree pice ee nln ste see Reece 363 
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123 
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PAGE 
Fish ornament broken at the forward hole from 

Indian Castle, Pompey (see also fig. 212),........7. . a+ 364 

Fine fish ornament of hard and highly polished shell 

RRO Me OUNDe yer ee Ui elke A hi gelifle + deve 364 

Plate 7 

Wassive bead trom Undian hill “Pompey os... . 6. 369 

Somewhat lone bead uiromrompey../.c. 2... 369 

Bead of Fulgur carica shell about 350 years | 

Bid ison, Seniceamivemue rn scr ee Cee mee ee oars 370 

maroc Dead! front ociplow lew ee ve i.e ats ee oe a c¥% 369 

Bead of Fulgur carica shell about 350 years 

Ola inOnMOenlecamiyetn ee es oy eee os ate 370 

Sirell*bead irom! erayean te alarime Bridge. 77.7 327, 370 

(Massive bead from a recent grave at the East Cayuga 

SNS ied Maal pags S525 8 Oa A a ga 369 

Mesarve bead iromme Gmimenere te se SoM Lae cele ss als 369 

Olive shell pierced for use; from a stone grave near 

beaver lake “west or baldywansyvillies ool. oe 376 

Somewhat cordate massive bead from Venice N. Y... 369 

Long and well polished slender bead from East 

Pea ve lea. 2 A ame eh ee preureree t R one kt ORs 370 

Two polished cylindric beads ornamented with in- 

CICMMS STOOVES IfONN MOMMIe yl. vei ue . sale ss saps 37 

Bead of Fulgur carica shell about 300 years 

old from Onondaga fort west of Cazenovia........ 370 

Busycon perversum columella 4.5 inches long 

unperforated > Lae ere Aer omeLecLae Sen SCP LINML UES, chy BVA: 

Bead 6.15 inches long from St Joseph’s mission near _ 

(OOTicor ra MRS By a ba eam ors i ds a eR ne 371 

Beads 6.8 inches long from east side of Cayuga 

| Beta AER SRI ORGS SS Ae el Nile a B32 037% 

Plate 8 : 

Plain gorget from Mapleton, or East Cayuga........ 380 

Gorget having pyriform outline and two perforations 

Troi Venice NIT ore PINE, SWS i ee woes 381 
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127, 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133-34 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 
140 

141 

142 

143 

144 
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PAGE 

Disk ‘pendant from Honeoye Mallss. -... a2. cen 376 

Unperforated disk of pearl from mission fort site at 

Onondaea lakes) Sef), EE aes: tec ehe pieretene 368 

‘Mask about 200 years old........... EAA A, A ERS Aas: 377 

Rolished slendembeadiinonmGeneva: pees ner oe cere ‘a ROR 

Rather large gorget of a generally elliptic form and 

having one long edge nearly straight, from Venice 

IN WY ited gaia te ele ai oud, ah cfasiesto) app eae eee eee 381 

Large angular bead from Pompey:ice eee ere 369 

Massive bead, triangular in section from Dann farm 

near, Fioneoye, Palle: 45205 apt cy ine 369 

slender bead) 5 inchesilonesitonnPomperas see 370 

Slender bead)4 inches, long from, Pompey. 4.4.2) --ee 370 

Large polished beads from St Joseph’s mission near 

Wanton Sprinesc. oh Goh Wael eee eter sce eee ee 371 

Fine and well worked columella bead, found 14 miles 

north, of \Union Springs fy: 7k lo ee ee 371 

Somewhat spheric massive bead from Dann farm near 

Honeoye Malls. \5.40 4%: Seep ee ate Ree Ree eRe 369 

Massive bead fromphompeyec.- are tae eee 369 

Plate 9 

Remarkable form of runtee, symmetric in outline but 

much like early banner stones, from the Onondaga 

FOTt OF TOOG. oii oe coer -c iors, oe eRe as ces see eee 375 

Mask found at Onondaga fort of 10905.) >... >. a.cen 877, 

Neatly cut shell designed for some unfinished orna- 

ment, from: Brewerton. 2): ciew pee eestor -\c1ce ieee 377 

Massive bead irom Venice IN. Ye eee oe ee 369 

May be an unfinished pendant, now unperforated, from 

Honeoye Balls voce state ne eepeete ok dae ee 277, 

Runtee ornamented with a cross of small circles from 

the Dann farm nea blomeoye Balls] .....57 eee 375 

Finersienetirine tromeGayueal 40) eee eee 377 

144a Doubly perforated and grooved ornament, probably 

a pendant, from Honeoye, Mallsy sere te cae 376 
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149 
149a 
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152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

o57 

158-59 
160 
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PAGB 

Shell article of doubtful use, perhaps suspended orna- 

TUE Neat oleic CA a do dE ee ren ee 378 

Pretty runtee with cross, circles and dots from Cayuga 

COMME oro pte a eee ca frst WO ciate sy 60 ei elase 374 

Small plaincuniee tome Vininnsvilleye Se 5... 3... ee 374 

Turtle shell pendant from Union Springs............ 376 

Runtee having a design of large and small circles, 

PROM POMIMey ris eer es tacts aise ee srcae ee Neleces ot, «6: « 375 

‘urtle shell pendant irom Union Springs, 2.2.2... 2. 376 

Pendant from the Onondaga fort of 1696, as given by 

SeMOOlCtralte | ct a aes Gute iene ia es San ale 376 

Massive bead, triangular in section, from Baldwins- 

ULL orcs S208, 7a ea MRC. tints scons ob ena) « Siaienet 369 

Somewhat cordate massive bead from Venice N. Y.. 369 — 

Almost cylindric massive bead from Pompey........ 369 

Pendant with one perforation instead of ‘two from 

seaurn Of Genoa willagea yee Gait eles, « ere. 370 

Young turtle shell, neatly perforated, from the early 

Mohawk. villagetar mplpatal esses ads ec «eae 377 

Plate 10 

Engraved shell gorget from Pompey (see also fig. 209). 380 

Common form of runtee fromi Pompey............. 375 

Common form of runtee having more points than 

“usual, irony PoOrmpeymememetas cele dd sk as). a ae 275) 

Common forms of runtees from Pompey............ 375 

One of runtees in the state collection found together 

in Ontario county, the deer in the center being a 

Gake TeAtUTEs & seer te ss AL Bee Bila ty e's 375 

Runtee having concentric circles and two rows of dots 

inom the MecChise farm tlopewell. 3 io. 26.06.60 8 375 

Plate 11 

Gorget 3.3 inches across from Dann farm near 

FROME OVerE allcepapmre es ei 288 Sakis nels sibcercia'e vs 'staietere 381 

Gorget of oval form from Pompey hill.............. 381 
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164 Gorget having two large holes from Dann farm near 

Plomeoye: Talis vee se eu ohh ce eens eae tne eek 

164a Gorget 2.15 inches long, irregular though nearly 

circular, from Dann. farm, near Honeoye Falls.... 381 

165 Fine gorget half an inch deep and having one hole 

from, Cayuga. cei ee nee ae ce ea 381 

166) (Pendant irom Eloneoye Mallsiue cee ea. te 376 

167 Unperforated gorget from near Baldwinsville (see also 

TOS BLO) sie a cts « ila: Cap. eared oc eta omic oe 381 

168 '- Pendant trom Honeoye Halls. 2220). eee 376 

Plate 12 

169 (Belt 28 rows deep, having five open white diamonds 

on a dark ground from near the Georgian bay 

Cantadat 7) 22 St aS A ee eee 426 

170 Belt 27 rows deep, having nine open white squares 

_ of white beads arranged diagonally from near the 

Georeian' bay" Canadas servi Bian eet eee 426 

Plate 13 

171 Belt given by the Esopus chiefs at a treaty in 1664, 

now in-county clerk(s otice, KMinestom No ieee oe 304. 

172 Mohawk belt 26 inches long with an extreme width 

OPS TE OWS! Sica eee eee aie e ate ee ate ee ene ae ear 428 

P73 PSM DCN Ae eens ecve te kere acetal ee oe ee ee 394. 

Plate 14 

The belts on this plate were photographed by W. M. Beauchamp at a council at Okswelcen, 

Canada, in 1899: 

174 Belt six rows deep having 11 broad vertical bands 

of blackcand Woot Witten se) cau ee ees ne eee 426 

175 Belt 12 rows deep mostly white and three double 

diaconal’ black ands. oo ioe: 0 sate eer cee 426 

176 Belt seven rows deep with Io black diagonal bands 

and the same of white... 04.0. 4.00 gee 426 

177 Belt eight rows deep with five triple diagonal bands, 

two of one black and one of three black beads...... 426 

, ee 

Es 
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193-94 
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PAGE 

Belt of seven rows of white glass beads, perfectly 

(oletta pean ae Sree ee ian suey rie epee Sal's oe latsnw 426, 447 

Belt of nine rows, crossed by three double diagonal 

rows of single black beads on a white ground...... 426 

Plate 15 

Probably an alliance belt between nine towns or 

nations with a line and diamonds of dark wampum 

Ona. Wihitexer oud ack ye. th. cass Persone oca'e) «le, « 423 

Bunches of strings arranged for council use......... 349 

Called a Black Hawk belt, indicates a covenant...... 424 

Pench mission belt propably recent. wn 2) /5is ik encode 423 

Covenant belt, or a proposal for an alliance, probably 

POCA eG ees ole COGN abo uc Oe Ce yoo Ot Onl mOMMe Ce 423 

Plate 16 

Belt signifying two nations, and a strong and endur- 

amos aA TIC 0 5 cede talpneah tea chal doled iis Done is: pee DCA BIA 

Belt having five double diamonds standing for the 

ages NatOIS cf ee ala oe Uae Ahi e cl Wo ees 424 

belt called by owner, Six Nations’ peacesbelt”’. -.:. 424 

Belt having partly open diamonds on a white ground, 

10 rows deep called by owner “ Six Nations’ peace 

DS CRE TERR TS rma TNS Cc cosa g Ho) AA ne ele PER Ae nO a 424 

Propdbby a: comenantn Delt, ena) spills sc cee. Sot 424 

Defective belt having but two white squares and two 

white hexagons inclosing similar figures, probably 

AR © OA linens oo Aa oy ou ash Mee cardi tol oan aay Toadon alles hy opiate 424 

Plate 17 

All reduced 

Strings of long beads from Pompey (much reduced).. 369 

Miscellaneous lot of small beads from Pompey sites, 

S@ mine MItelin yrealine Ge Cla iy ere ce eet tec 5s ges «Sie, tue 349 
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197 String of about 80 early discoid beads from canal 

lock 14 miles north of Gayuea. / ioe ee 

198 Miscellaneous and massive beads from Pompey (much 

TECUCe). ote wie eyes ee eieee eek nics) Seer chal ent ee 

199. -Runtee from Pompey, . once a te 

199a Runtee from Pompey showing circles and dots...... 

199b Runtee from Pompey showing cross and dots....... 

200 Eight crescents from Indian castle, Pompey (much 

Peduce@ tek. eae Riput’ sige Ie is Gin die eset ane eee 

201 Runtee broken through one of the perforations, show- 

ing six pointed’ stariirom: Pompey... 55. eee 

202 Broken runtee showing dots and circles, from Pompey. 

203 Runtee showing hardly a trace of the design, from 

Pompey 0. 0s ae ee eee eee ee 

204 ‘Globular bead, drom jJPonipey. |) ae ee eee 

205 Runtee having star or flower divided in the usual 

Way, Jrom,Ponipey<. > ..2. a<see «=e ee ee eee 

206° : Discoid beads ‘irom ‘Potupey (reduced) >. - fee 

207 String of long beads from Pompey (much reduced)... 

208 Largest shell gorget yet found in New York from 

POMPE yim ke sb eee coir ete Meee eee ae eee ee 

209 Engraved shell gorget from Pompey (see also fig. 

TSI acne Al eres ia SPS hen 2 ing ie Sle aig St a 

210 Unperforated gorget from near Baldwinsville (see also 

fist 167) pi 8aer Sie oe oe re eee eee eee eee 

211 One of the larger runtees showing rings and a star, 

from: POMPeY vs aeist se eee ee ete oe ee 

212 Fish ornament from Indian Castle, Pompey (see also 

fio POR) yi etn Ah ee ee oc eee 

213, Short cylindric bead irom-Fompey- 2 eee... eee 

214 Massive and discoid beads from Pompey (much re- 

iced) \h.65 ah Me ects Ae ee eect eae 

215 Flattened or disk bird from Indian hill, Pompey..... 

216 Ornament resembling turtle from Indian Castle, 

Pompey (much fedaced))2nisc i oocen eee ete eos 

PAGE 
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218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224, 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

2a2 

233 

234 

235 
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PAGE. 

Ornament from Indian Castle, Pompey (see also fig. 

OB) Taine MOM Nee arsenic cteretetelhcrcre cracc's se ele sielinle » 363. 

Bird Ornament mcOmt HOMdpeyctis...0.ss\s ec + ss oo se seh 362 

String of long beads with ornament attached, from 

POMP Oy were ine irc als «elect: bre: o, s,s Sahara 370: 

Thin ornament of Unio shell from Pompey....... 368 

Discoidy beads monte Omlpey.. oO. -iee cs ce sc sone oc oe 367 

Plate 18 
Strings of wampum used at mourning council 

Wised) for MEst species. Meader. sofe ss scsi athale's o's we 453 

Contain some white beads and used for second speech. 453 

Parple, wanipunntor Enid SPeeCla.,.(c1<ho. cayctcicle e's © see 453 

Have a,few white beads, for fourth speech.......... 453 

Have scattered white beads, for fifth speech.... AD 453 

[Have purple beads, relating to the dead chief, for sixth 

SPEC CI as) a. otek oe ae mete he salog ok sic cebetaralelei6) aye 453 

Have some white beads at the end of the strings as the 

seventh and last speech concludes with a call for 

tiie Mew: CHICT «see eae ee Say Rut 8.) che 8 3 454 

Plate 19 

Bimblematic. Delp vrs sega iy kerala sce ais:. Giarsveleis 427 

Condolence belt belonging to Cornplanter.......... 406 

Belt procured for state museum by Mrs H. M. Con- ; 

verse, lormenly heldeby Genes S. Parkers 2e.0.u.. 404 

Modern belt; this and fig. 244 are the widest belts 

ESHIOW I: bo ciety ee ener er Onan i oes aa isc. al 412, 419 

String of small and irregular Canadian disk beads.... 365 

Plate 20 

Belt of 10 rows, mostly white, with three diagonal 

TOWS Of three opem, blackisquanes. 0606 wey ee ws 427 

Long and narrow purple belt of seven rows, in New 

icles ae ee a pe ce 427 
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240 

241 

242 

243 
244 

245 
246 

247 

248 

249 

250 

251 

252 

253 
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PAGE 

Belt of seven rows with a zigzag pattern at one end 

and a,seties of small’dark crosses.¥.5.5. yons.e 415, 422 

Belt of doubtful meaning on buckskin thongs and 

strune with fine white thread: occ): s tc caren A412, A22 

Onondaga belt, made on twine thongs.......... ALA, 42g 

Belt of seven rows with four pairs of black diamonds 

linked together in pairs on a white ground....415, 422 

Plate 21 

Belt of doubtful meaning; sloping lines are temporary 

bie Ges, oti eas k ND VER eA ea ap a a 414, 422 

Belt prepared for Mr Morgan at Tonawanda in 1850 386 

Labeled ‘“ Hospitality or welcome belt—Canadian 

Mohawk”. White belt of six rows with three 

diagonal ‘bars: oryblacke Myre: sae ace ene he errata ee 428 

Mutilated Hive Nations beli./a.20 svar eo cee sores 406 

Widest beltkmowate it ii ie Gta ene ieee eee: 412, 420 

Fragment of purple Cornplanter belt without figures 407 

Belt nine rows deep with six human figures in black, 

joined by a dark line, called women’s nominating 

aVolied gat ag ae re ree Ost hy Senne eRe sh me 428 

“Ransom belt”, purple belt of six rows with white 

diasonal lines/and open hexagons y).fa0e 2.5 2 se 

Plate 22 

Covenant belt with the 13 original United States. .413, 422 

Once a belt of 13 rows, now quite defective...... A415, 223 

‘Probably once a belt of eight rows, missing beads con- 

sumed in messages, offerings and ceremonies. .415, 423 

Belt of seven rows with open white hexagons on a 

purple orounnd 7 ee ences ice eee eet 4AI4, 419 

Reputed original record of the formation of the 

LEASE ee VT eee es eee ree te een pare eee 4II, 420 

Runtee from a recent Cayuga grave..... a ee es eet 375 

2530 Runtee irom the Onondaga site Of 1G90-. s447ee = 375 
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262 
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264 

265 
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268 

269 

270 
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272 
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Plate 23 
PAGE 

Ordinary belt of seven rows from near Georgian bay, 

(CONABIGEN Fs hs Se SI Ge A Ete aA ORAM ie ae A426 

Early belt of 1711 about 3 feet long and 20 rows 

NOR eet ARS Pc dstcaiy laa! Chil Neen Beattie Sam A 388, 426 

Two very large discoid beads found at Cayuga...... 367 

iltptic bead inom uadian hilly ompeye. .2\...)05..' - 272 

Somewhat pointed elliptic bead from Indian hill, 
Om pPey “eee al reer She ee cee. cleo R72 

fincneae, bead inom Oncida @asties!. 6... .). ae. .% B72 

Wampum bead from fort west of Cazenovia, about 

BOORVCAUSHO NG Miner D MER c.g Le pia ele, Cale 'o velo! « 72 

Bead from Scipioville formed from columella of 

Say CO ty. PU S/O a mea icatn tines sic. a. ae B71 

bine ornament tron Indian hilly Pompey. ..)..... 2. 363 

Pendant somewhat cordate in form from Venice 

IN Oh RR RMIMIRS 5c. 2 NOLAN NPBA IRA. a am aM ALE IG 

Gane angular ibeaduimomey entcesN. Yc... . sw ee Bea 

@ayiuces, bead with awunsidetimiming.. 0...) 62. 6s. 368 

Flat, angular bead from McClure site, Hopewell.... 372 

Plate 24 

Belt having white figures on a dark ground, in the 

aational museum apWasmineton:.c0.)...... 0... 408 

Lettered belt in the national museum at Wash- 

CGO, x.sn ss 2 Me MEN Orel te Se sicle Ss 391, 409 

Small belt, history unknown in the national museum 

SEN ashing ton. . Come ce ee et eM ecu ace 409 

Plate 25 

Photograph by Mr Hildburgh of belt in the Trocadero 

Palace tis Paris tye ya ents POM RMRON 6) coo cs ws 390 

Belt of eight rows, about 224 beads long, with purple 

SWOSHeOs OMA ayia SG OUNCE pce esi le. + «icc! w\0, bos a 425 
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275 
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277 
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279 

280 

281 

282 
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PAGE 

Belt called a scapular, an exceptional form of belt; at 

widest part having 13 rows and is about 260 beads 

lOnS’ ca ees i, ee ees ee ace ree sare ogee 425 

Belt 17 rows wide and about 225 beads long, showing | 

Indians in white on purple eround:..... 3.2.5.6 425 

Plate 26 | 

“Sir William Johnson dish belt”, nine rows wide, 

havine four hexagons! 2). .3. 2.235 428 

Defective white belt of 15 rows with one small open 

diamond and four darge: a)... 2. Sa ee ee 429 

“Black Hawk belt” having the frequent double 

diamonds on a dark ground, and is 10 rows deep.. 429 

Oneida belt of unique character, and 21 rows wide.. 429 

Penobscot marriage belt of unusual character, of dark 

beads edged with white and has velvet strings...... 430 

Penobscot belt said to have belonged to “ Molly 

UMPolasSes)2 cs sinus 21S bibieite (alote as Susie erable ce eee 429 

Penobscot marriage belt of dark beads edged with 

white and has elliptic beads on one border........ 430 

Plate 27 

Iroquois chiefs reading belts in Brantford, Canada, 

TB7I oc ee eee cece cere eee reece eeecees es La 417 

Plate 28 

Reproduction of La Hontan’s picture of De la Barre’s 

council at La Famine in 1684, from 2d English 

edition, 1735.5 Hei. See 5 ate ote ene eee re 388, 440 
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DN, Dee xX. 
The superior figures tell the exact place on the page in ninths, e. g. 434° 

means page 434, beginning in the third ninth of the page, i. e. about one 

third of the way down. 

Adams, R. C., quoted, 434°. 

Agoiandeéres, 443°. 

-Albany, conference of 1754, 397°. 

American museum of natural his- 

tory, aboriginal shell objects in, 

381°-83°. 

Atonement, 450*-62*. 

Attachments, belts, 431°-35’. 

Awlblades, 330°. 

Barber, J. W. and Howe, Henry, 

quoted, 333-34; account of wam- 

pum manufacture, 350°. 

Bartram, John, quoted, 442°. 

Beads, 361°-72°; discoid, 365'-68'; 

early, 336'-37°; glass, 446"-47*; long, 
369°-72°; massive, 368-60"; origin, 

330: 
Beauchamp, W. M., quoted, 340*-41’. 

Belts, abundance, 435°-38°; acts with, 

430°-31°; antiquity, 342°, 404°; at- 

tachments, 431°-35°; disposition, 

403'-4°; emblematic, 391°-4037; let- 

tered, 3090'-91'; making, 384°-88'; 

origin, 340°; reading, 388°-89"; re- 

cent, 404*-30°, 462°; underground, 

403°. 
Beverley, Robert, quoted, 373’, 370°. 

Black Hawk belt, 424°, 420”. 

Bou-re, 336°. 

Boyle, David, quoted, 348’, 375’, 

Aor-2", 

Bracelets, 336°. 

Bradford, Gov. William, quoted, 

355° 
Brant, Joseph, quoted, 454°-55°. 

Brant belt of 1750, 424°. 

Bruyas, Jacques, quoted, 357°-58. 

Bryant, W. C., belts held by, 425°. 

Buccinum undatum, 3260". 

Buck, John, wampum keeper, 383’; 

belt purchased from, 427°, 

Baral 4627) 

Busycon carica, 382°. 

Busycon perversum, 328*, 370", 371°. 

Canada, belts from, 398°-90". 

Canadian Algonquin wampum, 365°. 

Canadian Iroquois, belts, 415°-17'; fire 

keepers, 418’. 

Carcanets, 336°. 

Carrington, Gen. H. B., quoted, 411’, 

414". 
Cartier, Jacques, quoted, 359°-60% 

Carver, Jonathan, quoted, 385°. 

Catlin, George, quoted, 335%. 

Caughnawauga belt, 422”. 

Chain belts, 397", 309°, 418°, 432’. 

Charlevoix, P. F. X. de, quoted, 360’, 

385°. 
Clarke f. Vi H.,.quoted, 410°. 

Claus, Capt. William, mentioned, 

462°. 

Cold, Capt., belts kept by, 4107. 

Colden, Cadwallader, quoted, 403’, 
4 433°. 

Color of wampum, 455°-57’. 

Condolence, strings used in, 346°; 

belts, 406°, 427°; ceremony of, 447*- 

55°. 
Converse, Mrs H. M., quoted, 365°, 

404°-5°, 406°-7°, 407°, 427°-28". 
Cornplanter, belts, 406°, 4077; Indian 

name, 408°; death, 408’. 

Council belts, 388’. 

Council wampum, 337°-49'; making, 

3290". 
Covenant belt, 395°-97". 
Covenant chain belts, 397’, 399°. 
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Cusick, Rev. Albert, mentioned, 340%, 

Dawson, Sir J. W., quoted, 360%, 

366°. 

Death belt of Iroquois, 404. 

Dehatkatons, 410°. 

DeLancey, Gov. James, quoted, 397°. 

Dentalium, 327°. 

Denton, Daniel, quoted, 332”. 

DeSchweinitz, Edmund, 

345°, 413°, 434°, 445°-46°. 
Discoid beads, 3657-68". 

Donaldson, Thomas, quoted, 412‘, 

413°, 414", 414", 415°, 415°. 
Do-ne-ho-ga-weh, door-keeper, 404°, 

405”. 
Drake, S. G., quoted, 387%. 

Dutch, wampum introduced by, 340”. 

quoted, 

Emblematic belts, 391°-4037. 

Fernow, Berthold, quoted, 356%. 

Fire-keepers, Canadian, 418°. 

Five Nations, see Iroquois. 

Food and burial, 462’. 

French belts, 398°-90%. 

French mission belts, 413°, 423’. 

French peace belt, 423°. 

Frey, S. L., quoted, 336°-37*, 337’. 
Frontenac, Count, reception of belts, 

4 43". 
Fulgur carica, 328%. 

Furman, Gabriel, quoted, 350°. 

Garangula, mentioned, 403°, 440°. 

Glass beads, 4467-47*. 

Goniobasis shells, 331°, 360°. 

Goodwin, S. H., belts, 426%. 

Gorgets, 379°-81°. 

Gy-ant-wa-hia, 408". 

Hale, Horatio, conference with Iro- 

quois chiefs, 4177; quoted, 341°, 

406°; on condolence, 451°. 

Haliotis, 327°, 320°. 

Harrington, M. R., 

jects, 381°-837. 

Hays, John, quoted, 386° 

list of shell ob- 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

Heckewelder, J. G. E., pie 388%, 

380", 403”, 456°. 
Hemlock, Martha, 

from, 428°, 

Hiawatha, regulated use of wampum, 

338°; meaning of name, 3417; le- 

gends relating to, 338°-417, 420°-21°s 

lived 300 years ago, 421°-22', 

Hiawatha belt, 411°-127, 4167, 

420°, 422°, 

Hildburgh, W. L., mentioned, 390°; | 

quoted, 425°. 

Hill, Abram, wampum given by, 345", 

348°; disposal of beads, 348%. 

Ho-de-no-sau-nee, 404°, See also 

Iroquois. 

Holmes, W. H., quoted, 3287, 350’, 

368°, 377°, 3937-04'; mentioned, 3807, 
Ho-nan-ne-h6-ont, 4067, 

Ho-no-we-na-to, 383°. 

Hotreouaté, 403°, 440°. 

Hough, F. B., quoted, 434°-357. 

Hubbard, William, quoted, 352*, 384"... 

Huron belts, 425°, 427°. 

Hurons, use of wampum, 343°. 

belt obtained 

419°, 

Iroquois, belts representing forma- 

tion of league, 408°, 410°, 411°, 416°, 

420°; belts in custodv of Onon- 

dagas, 410°; death belt of, 404°; 

legends, 338-417; reception at Mon- 

treal, 349°; use of wampum, 3387-40", 

366°. See also Six Nations. 

Jogues, Father, quoted, 378°. 

John, Andrew, quoted, 408%. 

Johnson, Sir William, belts, 3887, 

395'-97°; dish belt, 428’; quoted, 

395°, 450°-57". 
Jones, Peter, quoted, 348°, 401°. 

Josselyn, John, quoted, 387°-88. 

Kalm, Peter, quoted, 378°, 379°. 

Kidder, Frederick, mentioned, 402°-3°. 

King Philip, belts, 387°. 

Knives, 378°-79%. 
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Krehbiel, H. E., quoted, 415°-17’. 

Lafitau, J. F., quoted, 379%, 385°, 

403'-4". 
La Fort, Abram, wampum keeper, 

383°; belts held by, 412”. 

La Fort, Daniel and Thomas, ac- 

count of Onondaga belts, 419’-21°. 

La Grand Gueule, mentioned, 403°. 

‘La Hontan, Baron, quoted, 404’, 

Ne raAG . 

Lamberville, Father Jean, quoted, 

403°. | 
Leclercq, Chretien, mentioned, 435”. 

Le Moyne, Father, quoted, 442”. 

Lescarbot, Marc, quoted, 336”. 

Lettered belts, 390'-o1". 
Littorina irrorata, 3207, 332”. 

Littorina rudis, 382’. 

Long, John, quoted, 388”, 307°. 

Long beads, 369°-72°. 

Loskiel, G. H., quoted, 333°, 384°-85’, 

386", 380°, 456°, 460°. 
Lossing, B. J., quoted, 335°. 

Lothrop, S. K., mentioned, 441°. 

Marginella, 3317. 

Marery, Pierre, quoted, 4007-17. 

Marshe, Witham, quoted, 445°. 

Masks, 377°. 

Massive beads, 368°-60°. 

Matachiaz, 336. 

Melampus bidentatus, 331°, 370’. 

~Melania, 360°. 

Melantho shells, 331°, 360°. 

-Milet, Father, quoted, 443°-44°. - 

Mohawk words relating to wampum, 

357". 
Mohawks, belts belonging to, 400°, 

428°; totem belt, 4277; peace belt, 

420°. 
Money, wampum as, 351°-56°. 

Montanus, Arnoldus, quoted, 3501. 

Morgan, L. H., quoted, 340°, 383%, 

385°-86", 405°-6", 450°-517, 450°. 
Mucksuck, or awls, 3307, 331’, 

Muxes, 339, 
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Nassa obsoleta, 382°. 

New England, introduction of wam- 

pum, 355°. 
Nicola, Mrs Lizzie, belts obtained 

from, 430°. 

O’Callaghan, FE. B., quoted, 3437, 

349°, 356°, 350°, 396°, 308°-90", 4or', 
430°, 443°. 

Oliva shell, 382°. 

Oneida belt, 420°. 

Onondaga, council held at, 433+. 

Onondaga United States covenant 

belt, 304°. 

Onondagas, use of wampum, 343°-44'; 

names for wampum, 358’; wampum 

keepers, 383‘; University of the 

State of New York made wampum 

keeper, 405', 423°; belts, 410°, 414’, ~ 

419°-23*. | 
Ornament, wampum used for, 356°- 

65" 

OQ-ya-ta-je-wah, 383°. 

Paige, E. W., quoted, 419°-21°. 

Paludina, 360°. DN 

Paris, belts in museum of Trocadero, 

425". 
Parker, Gen. E. S., belt held by, 404°; 

wampum received at a condolence, 

454. 
Peag, 338°. 

Pendants, 376°-77°. 

Penn belt, 393°, 424°-257. 

Penobscot belts, 420°. 

Philip, King, belts, 387°. 

Pierron, Father, quoted, 448”. 

Pins) 377°-78". 

Pipes, 350", 369°. 
Pontiac’s wampum belt, 4017. 

Puckwhéganash, 331°. 

Pyrula canaliculata, 333°. 

Pyrula spicata, 328°. 

Ransom belt of wampum, 407%, 
Reading of belts, 388*-80°. 

| Recent belts, qa4*-30", 462°. 
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Red Jacket, quoted, 418°; belt, 423°. 

Reichel, W. C., quoted, 345”. 

Rings, 377%. 

Roddy, T. W., belts belonging to, 

423° 
Runtees, 372°-76'.- 

Sagard, T. G. le, quoted, 356°, 356°- 

Sie 
Schoolcraft, H. R., quoted, 343°, 366’, 

372°-73', 374 - 
Seawant, 332", 338, 344°. 

Senecas, name of shell bead, 3587; 

belts held by, 404°, 407°; door- 
keepers,:405°. 

Shell beads, see Beads. 

Shell fish, food of aborigines, 462’. 

Shell objects, miscellaneous, 381°-83°. 

Shells, as ornaments, 327°. 

Six Nations, represented by six 

strings, 345°-46°; belts, 395%, 418°; 

peace belt, 424°; chiefs, 417°. See 

also Iroquois. 

Skan-a-wah-ti, 383°. 

Smith, Mrs E. A., quoted, 330°. 

Spangenberg, A. S., receipt for wam- 

pum string, 345%. 

Stone, W. L., quoted, 419°, 446°. 

Sycotypus canaliculatus, 328°, 371%. 

Te-at-gah-doos, 383°. 

Tecumseh, belts held by, 408%. 

"Thacher, J. B., belt held by, 422°. 

Thatcher, B. B., quoted, 350°. 

Thompson, B. F., quoted, 330°, 232°- 

33%. 
Thompson, W. N., belt obtained 

— from, 408°. 

Tobias, W. N., belt obtained from, 

409". 
Tooker, W. W., quoted, 320°, 330’, 

333, 307°; mentioned, 338°. 

Tribute, 457*-50%. 

Turtle forms, 363°-64’, 

Underground belts, 4037. 

Unio beads, 331°. 

Unio mena 308", 378%: 379°. 
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Unio rectus, 378. 

Unio rosaceus, 379°. 

Unio shell, 382”. 

University of the State of New York, 

wampum keeper, 405°, 423°. 

Ut-ha-wa, belts kept by, 410°. 

Van der Donck, Adriaen, quoted, 

330°, 332° 
Venus mercenaria, 327°. 

Vienna, belts in Imperial museum, 

425°. 
Vignols, 336°. : 

abundance,  340°-517; 

color, 455°-57*; hanging, 442°; lack 

of, 455°; list of authorities on, 32I- 

26; making, 327-36"; material, 327°; 

as money, 351°-56°; origin, 3387; 

uses, 438°-46'; used for ornament, 

356°-65.. See also Council wam- 

pum. . 

Wampum-keepers, 383°-84°, 405", 423°. 

Wampum-pipes, 359", 360°. 

Wampum trade, original seat, 332”. 

War belts, 405%, 424°. 

Washington, Pres., record of treaty 

with, 4227; belt given by to Six 

Nations, 4187, - 

Washington, belts in national mu- 

seum, 408°. | 

Webster, Thomas, wampum keeper, 

383°; belts held by, 4137; quoted, 

AI4’, 414°, 415°, 419°. 
Weiser, Conrad, quoted, 383° i 

303°, 442%. 
Williams, Roger, quoted, 332°, 338. 

Winthrop, John, quoted, 330’, 355° : 

356°. 
Wolf belt, 4277. 

Women’s nominating belt, 428°. 

Wood, William, quoted, 338. 

Wyman, W. C., belts, 428", 4307. 

Wampum, 

Zeisberger, David, wampum keeper, 

383°. 
Zinzendorf, Count, wampum string, 

345) 349°. 
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New York State Museum 

HUDSON RIVER BEDS NEAR ALBANY 

AND THEIR 

TAXONOMIC EQUIVALENTS 

INTRODUCTION? 

The study of a rich graptolite fauna from the vicinity of the 

city of Hudson, Columbia co., identical with the Normans kill 

fauna of Kenwood, Albany co., made known by the late Prof. 

Hall, impressed the writer with the great uncertainty still prevail- 

ing among geologists as to the age of these shales and with the 

wide differences in their stratigraphic assignments by various 

writers. ‘To illustrate this condition the most important of these 

differing views may be cited. While Hall finally placed the grap- 

tolite-bearing shales of Normans kill above the Utica shale and in 

the Hudson river beds, asserting their homotaxy with the Lor- 

raine beds, Whitfield and Walcott have considered them a part of 

the Utica. shale formation. Lapworth and Gurley assign them to 

the Trenton stage, and Ami is inclined to regard them as lying 

below the Trenton and above Chazy limestone. Frech recently 

cites graptolites of this zone as from the “ Utica shale of Nor- 

mans kill.” 

Such an apparent inability to correlate properly a terrane with 

such a rich fauna would seem inconceivable, specially so in a 

state which, by the labors of Prof. Hall and of his many followers, 

has furnished the standard scale of formations for all America, 

were it not for the indescribably folded, tilted and crushed con- 

dition of the beds, the one-sided character of the fauna, and the 

distribution of the graptolites in thin bands in the otherwise 

utterly barren, huge mass of shales and sandstones, which, practi- 

*This paper was submitted Ap. 1, 1900, to the Boston society of natural 

history in competition for the Walker prize, and a synopsis of the same 

read before the American association for the advancement of science June 

26, 1900. 
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cally, have discouraged investigators and collectors from studys 

ing this unfruitful terrane. Thus, for example, the Hudson river 

beds were left out of consideration by N. H. Darton in his investi 

gation of the stratigraphy of the formations of Albany county 

(48). . 

The writer has tried to approach the problem by systematically 

visiting and collecting at all outcrops in a rather limited terré 

tory, embracing the banks of the Hudson river and its tributaries 

between Waterford, 8 miles north of Albany, and Coeymans, 13 

miles south of Albany. This region contains many of the locali 

ties where fossils were found before, and among them also the 

classic collecting grounds of the Normans kill (Kenwood) and the 

Abbey (Glenmont). A number of new localities have been found, 

which, by their arrangement in zones and by their fossil contents, 

allow a step forward toward the solution of the problem and 

justify the present publication. 

HISTORY OF THE HUDSON RIVER BEDS» 

The history of the problem of the Hudson river beds has been 

treated, though only in regard to the validity of the term, by 

James Hall (17) and C. D. Walcott (36a), to whose papers the 

reader may be referred here. 

W. W. Mather 

The term “Hudson river slate group” was proposed in 1839 

by Mather, in his annual report on the geology of the first dis- 

trict (1), where he says (p. 212): “ (1) The lowest in the series [of 

fossiliferous rocks] is the Hudson river slate group, consisting of 

slates, shales and grits, with interstratified limestones, all of 

which occur under various modifications. This group is overlaid 

unconformably in many places by the various rock formations of 

more recent origin.” The following fossils (graptolites) are men- 

tioned besides a few shells: “Fucoides serra, F. den- 

tatus, and two other species which are probably F. line- 

atus and F. ramulosus”. 

See References, p. 581. 
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In the final report of the first district (1843) Lieut. Mather (4) 

changed the name Hudson river slate group to Hudson river 

group. Of its fossil contents he reports (p. 369): “These rocks 

contain few fossils except fucoids, and these are extremely abun- 

dant in some of the strata. A few specimens of testacea only have 

been found in this group, although it is well exposed to view 

over a great extent of country in the first geological district.” 

The strata of the Hudson river group in the northern counties 

(including Albany county) are described under two heads (p. 375): 

1 Those east of the anticlinal axis, which are upturned. 

2 Those west of the anticlinal axis which are but little dis- 

turbed. } . 

The anticlinal axis above referred to ranges from near New 

Baltimore by Saratoga lake to Bakers falls. 

Of the upturned strata it is said that they all dip 

eastsoutheast, and in regard to the less disturbed beds 

Dr Mather remarks (p. 377); “The horizontal and slightly 

inclined strata of slates and grits of the Hudson river 

group, lying on the west of the anticlinal axis, as traced from New 

Jersey to Saratoga lake, were formerly considered as more recent 

strata than the upturned rocks of the Hudson valley, and as resting 

unconformably on them. It was not until the labors of the geo- 

logic survey were more than half completed, that sufficient evi- 

dence was obtained to establish the fact with certainty that they 

are of the same geologic age.” It is farther stated that the strata 

could be traced across the line of disturbance only in the Mohawk 

valley, that however, the Trenton and the Utica formations were 

- recognized in the tilted strata by their fossils, the Utica shale by 

the graptolites. . ; 

It follows from these quotations that Dr Mather distinctly cor 

related the Hudson river beds with the Lorraine beds, or rather 

with the Frankfort slates of the Mohawk valley, that he farther 

believed that the Trenton and Utica beds could be recognized 

in the Hudson valley. As to the latter, it is evident from his 

description of the Utica slate that he did not yet discern between 

the Normans kill graptolites and the Utica shale graptolites and 

considered al] graptolite-bearing shales as being of Utica age; 
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for he mentions among the localities of the Utica shale such typi- 

eal collecting grounds of the Normans kill fauna as the banks 

_ of the Normans kill itself, the Kinderhook creek and the city of 

Hudson. Misled by the supposed identity of the two graptolite 

faunas which later were separated by Hall, he considered the 

Normans kill shales as homotaxial with the Utica shale. This 

wrong conception has apparently mislead still later writers. 

f Lardner Vanuxem 

Lardner Vanuxem (5), like all the members of the survey, ac- 

cepted Mather’s term and called all the beds between the Utica 

shale and the gray sandstone of Oswego, the Hudson river group, 

but pointed out, that there are two divisions which are not coex- 

tensive, embraced by this term, namely, a lower one (the Frank- 

fort slates) which passes from the Hudson valley through the 

Mohawk valley and extends north by Rome through Lewis county 

into Jefferson county; and an upper division (the Pulaski shale), 

which first appears in Oneida county and extends from thence 

north and west. Fossils are rare in the Frankfort slate, but are 

numerous where it joins the next series, the Pulaski beds. They 

have been reported from near Rome, Westmoreland and Utica, 

and also from Cohoes near Waterford, though the species are not 

enumerated. | 

It is obvious that Vanuxem correlates only the lower or Frank 

fort slates with the beds of the Hudson valley. 

Ebenezer Emmons 

In the same year Dr Emmons (8) described shales of the Hudson 

valley as the Hudson river series or group and stated their exten- 

sion northward through New York and Vermont to Quebec and 

through Pennsylvania into the southern states. He proposed the 

name “Lorraine shales” in place of the names “ Pulaski shale” 

and “Hudson river shale,” used before, on the ground that at 

Lorraine alone a complete section with the top and bottom of 

the group exposed, could be found (8:119). This term has 

since been struggling for ascendancy with the term, Hudson river 

beds. 
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James Hall 

Hall, in his report on the fourth geological district (6), also 

accepted the term Hudson river group, but remarked that along 

the Hudson river, where disturbance has prevailed, the Utica 

shale and Hudson river group are not easily separable (6:80). 

He, hence, assumed the presence of Utica shale in the Hudson 

walley. 

In 1847 the same author furnished the means of separating the 

two formations by describing the fossils of the Hudson river 

group (7). The fossils described under the caption “ Hudson 

river group” are components of two entirely different faunas, 

the mollusk fauna of the Lorraine beds of northwestern New 

York and the graptolite fauna of Normans kill. That Hall re 

tained Mather’s and Vanuxem’s views of the homotaxy of the 

‘Hudson river beds with the Frankfort beds seems to the writer to 

have been caused principally by the finding of Frankfort slate 

fossils (Modiolopsis nuculiformis, Cleidopho- 

rus planulatus, Lyrodesma pulchella, Mur- 

ehisonia gracilis, Carinaropsis  patelli- 

formis, C. orbiculatus, Bellerophon cancel- 

Jatus), and of Ambonychia radiata, which is 

characteristic of Vanuxem’s upper division, in the Hud- 

@on river shales of Waterford (see localities of these 

fossils in v. 1, Pal. N. Y.) These fossils seem, indeed, to 

e«onnect the western fauna with that of the Normans kill beds, 

but it may be remarked here that the writer has obtained evi- 

dence showing that these mollusks nowhere occur in the same 

eds with the Normans kill graptolites, but in actual Lorraine 

beds which are stratigraphically widely separated from the grap- 

tolite beds. That Hall himself did not feel sure of his correla- 

tion becomes evident from an interesting footnote on page 329 

of the above cited fundamental work. 

This uncertainty may also explain why in the third volume 

of the Paleontology of New York (8: 14), Hall extended the term 

Hudson river group to “all the beds from the Trenton limestone 

to the Shawangunk conglomerate,” an extension of the term 
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which has been taken up by the textbooks and has come into | 

general use. 

In the same volume Hall described some new graptolites from 

the Point Lévis shales of Canada as coming from near the sum- 

mit of the Hudson river group (p. 503), a correlation to which 

exception was taken by Billings (9), who not only claimed a 

greater age for the Point Lévis and Quebec, but also for the 

Normans kill graptolites. Billings derives his conclusion from 

a comparison with the vertical range of the graptolites in Eng- 

land, a proceeding which, 25 years later, was repeated by Lap- 

worth and, interestingly enough, with similar results. This 

paper of Billings’s is indicative of the complete change in the 

correlation of the Hudson river shales which, about this time, 

was wrought by the influence of the Canadian survey. The latier, 

influenced by the presence of primordial fossils in the Hudson 

valley region, assumed that the older rocks of Canada and of the 

Champlain valley extended into the Hudson valley. The influ- 

ence of Emmons, who had extended the term, Taconic, to the 

shales of the Hudson valley and asserted the continuation of the 

Hudson river shales to the primordial region of Quebec, was also 

powerful in shaping Hall’s view of the older Lower Siluric age 

of the Hudson river shales. When Hall received the eraptolites. 

of the Canadian survey for description, and believed that he reeog- 

nized in species from Point Lévis and other localities on the 

St Lawrence below Quebec, Normans kill species, he came out 

openly (10) for the “primordial (Quebec) age” of the bulk of © 

the Hudson river beds, assuming with Logan, that the two or 

three occurrences of a few fossils of the “second fauna” were 

“outliers of insignificant extent embraced within the folds of 

the older rocks or resting upon these primordial beds which 

formed the fundamental rocks of the valley, and that the de- 

ranged and altered Hudson river beds were separated from the 

unaltered beds in the west by a fault”. He, therefore, dropped 

the term Hudson river group, stating expressly (10:444) that 

the graptolites of the Hudson valley do not belong to the second 

fauna, but “hold a lower position and belong te the great mass. 

of the shales below”. te Bey 
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But Hall soon discovered his error in regard to this correla- 

tion with the Point Lévis graptolites and protested against the 

inclusion of the Hudson river graptolites with those of the slates. 

of Point Lévis; as a consequence of which they were omitted from 

the report of the Canadian survey (decade 2) after having been 

figured. 

Soon still more facts began to accumulate which threw doubt 

_ on that correlation, and finally, in 1877, Hall read a paper (17) 

before the American association for the advancement of science, 

in which the famous investigator fully relates how in joint ex- 

cursions with his friend, Sir William Logan, along the Hudson 

river and the adjacent counties, the evidence on whieh the ori- 

ginal conclusions were based, was reviewed. He said: 

A farther careful study of the materials collected showed con- 
clusively that, within the limits indicated, all the fossils were of 
the second fauna. Many of the species of graptolites, so abun- 
dant in certain localities of the disturbed and partly altered 
shales, were also found in the shales and sandstones which gradu- 
ally assumed an undisturbed and unaltered condition within a few 
miles west of the river, extending thence through the Mohawk 
valley, where they rest conformably upon the limestones of the 
Trenton group. ; 

With this declaration Hall returned to his former view of the 

continuity of the graptolite-bearing beds of the Hudson river 

shales with the Frankfort slates of the Mohawk valley and the 

Lorraine beds of the northwestern region. It is a misfortune 

that he does not specify the many species of graptolites which he 

says are common to the altered shales of the Hudson valley and 

to the more western undisturbed beds, as this observation forms. 

the principal base of his correlation and has not been verified 

by other observers, while it.disagrees with the writer’s results 

on the distribution of the Normans kill fauna to the west of the 

Hudson valley. 

The cause of the misinterpretation of the rocks of the Hudson 

valley is, in the same address (17:261), very appropriately at- 

tributed to the “fact, that not only the rocks in the immediate 

valley of the Hudson, but also thoge between the river and the 

eastern limit of the state, were treated as a single group or sys 
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tem of rocks, and belonging to one geologic age, thus creating 

<onfusion in whatever aspect they were regarded”. The occur- 

rence of lithologically homogeneous, but faunistically hetero- 

geneous terranes, forming apparently a stratigraphic unit, has 

been the cause of endless discussion and confusion, as the Ta- 

conic, Quebec and this, the Hudson river group controversy fully 

demonstrate. It appears, now, that, while Hall freed the Hudson 

river group, by insisting on its upper Champlainic (Siluric) age, 

from being farther involved:in the Taconic controversy, he, to a 

certain extent, committed a similar error by uniting the Lorraine 

and Normans kill faunas in one group, for this correlation is, as 

will be shown still farther on, the principal cause of the con- 

troversy in regard to the age of the Hudson river group. 

R. P. Whitfield 

The composite character of the Hudson river beds was first posi- 

tively asserted by R. P. Whitfield in a letter written in 1875 to Dr 

€. A. White (16). Prof. Whitfield’s most important statements 

in regard to our investigation are: 

From the evidence furnished by these fossils (graptolites), I 
have reached the conclusion that the graptolite-bearing layers 
there are of the age of the Utica slate, the fonenane being a sum- 

mary of the facts I have observed. 
I have found the following species common io both the grapto- 

lite layers at Normans kill and those of the Utica slate formation 
at the mouth of Oxtungo creek near Fort Plain N. Y.:Grapto- 
lithus (Monograptus) serratulus, Hall, G. (Dip- 
lograptus) pristis, Hall (not Hisinger), G. (Clima- 
cograptus) bicornis, Hall and G, (Dicrano?:rap- 

tus) ramosus, Hall. 
Just south of Troy, in the shaly partings between layers of 

metamorphic limestone, I have found a species of graptolite in 
great abundance indistinguishable from G. amplexicaulis 
Hall from the Trenton limestone of Herkimer county, N. Y. 

The same species was also found abundantly in the yard of the 
arsenal at Watervliet by Capt. C. E. Dutton, U.S. A. 

From the foregoing facts I infer that the slates below Troy and 

in the arsenal yard, together with the associated metamorphic 
Jimestones, are the equivalents of the Trenton limestone. 
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The most interesting discovery of Whitfield’s is that of the 

presence of shales of Trenton age among the shales of the Hudson 

valley. The writer has carefully compared specimens of the grap- 

tolite in question found at the arsenal yard and preserved in the 

state museum with the D. amplexicaulis found in the 

Trenton limestone at Middleville and is convinced of their iden- 

tity. Besides this graptolite other fossils have been found in the 

shales and calcareous sandstones (not limestone) of south Troy 

and the neighborhood of the arsenal which more firmly establish 

Prof. Whitfield’s discovery. — 

The supposed homotaxy of the Normans kill fauna with that 

of the Utica shale is based on the occurrence of four graptolites. 

in both faunas. Of these the presence of Didymograptus 

serratulus in the Utica beds has not been verified by other 

collectors and is doubted by Lapworth and Gurley; Hall’s. 

Diplograptus pristis, however, is partly identical with 

Hall’s D. quadrimucronatus, which is very common at 

Fort Plain as everywhere in the Utica shale, and which at that 

time was considered also by Hall as occurring only at the locality 

from which it was first made known (Lake St John, Canada), 

and partly identical with Diplograptus foliaceus, 

Murchison. | 

The two forms, D. foliaceus and D. quadrimu- 

Cronatus, are not always easy of separation, when com- 

pletely flattened in the shales; and the writer also has, follow- 

ing Hall’s example and identification, described colonies of D. 

quadrimucronatus as belonging to D. pristis Hall, 

Fritz Frech (54:626) supposes this large mucronate form of the 

Utica shale to be D. whitfieldi, Hall. A detailed account of 

all these forms will be given by the writer in another paper. 

Climacograptus bicornis and Dicranograp- 

tus ramosus are, indeed, common to the Normans kill and 

*‘Diplograptus quadrimucronatus is restricted to the Utica 

shale, and for this reason, can not be adduced as connecting the Utica and 

Normans kill shales; Diplograptus foliaceus, which is more 

common in the Normans kill shale, ranges from the Chazy to the Lorraine: 

beds and hence is of no taxonomic value. 
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Utica shales, as declared by Whitfield. These two, however, ap- 

pear insignificant when compared with the great number of dif- 

fering graptolites in the two zones, specially when the entirely 

different aspect of the two faunas is taken into consideration; for, 

while the Nermans kill fauna as to prevailing species and individ- 

uals is characterized by branching forms, notably of the genera 

Coenograptus, Didymograptus and Dicello- 

graptus, the Utica shale fauna is almost entirely composed 

of Diplograptidae and Climacograptidae and 

bears in its genera and species a decidedly younger character 

than the Normans kill fauna, as becomes apparent by a compari- 

son with the vertical range of the same forms in Sweden and 

Great Britain. In fact, to the time of his death Hall insisted on 

the different age of the two faunas, as the writer can assert by 

personal information from the senda paleontologist. 

The concurrence of the two graptolites will indicate hardly 

more than the Middle Champlainic (Siluric) or Mohawkian age of 

the Normans kill beds. 

The Cohoes beds which Whitfield believes to be of equal age 

with the Normans kill beds are homotaxial with the Lorraine 

beds, as already suggested by the Trinucleus concen- 

tricus collected in them by Whitfield. They are evidently the 

same beds from which Hall reports such typical Lorraine fossils - 

as Ambonychia radiata and in which also the writer 

has found an undoubted Lorraine fauna. In regard to the Lor- 

raine beds, however, which Whitfield supposes to occur close to 

the Normans kill graptolite beds along the Normans kill, the 

writer has not been able to obtain any data, but he believes the 

small Diplograptus on which Whitfield principally bases 

his torrelation to be the Diplograptus putillus ofthe 

Utica shale, which has been found by the writer in several locali- 

ties farther up the Normans kill. 

C. D. Walcott 

Four years later, in a paper read before the Albany institute 

by C. D. Walcott (36a), the Normans kill beds were included in 

the Utica slate (as “Utica slate 2 ’—see the catalogue of fossils, 

ES Bal hl NE NS og gt in PE 
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p. 34, op. cit.), obviously on the ground (p. 2) “that the Utica 

slate formation was traced by the New York geologists down the 

Mohawk valley from Oneida county through Herkimer, Mont- 

- gomery, Schenectady and Saratoga counties to the shores of the 

Hudson”, and that “ Prof. W. W. Mather gives the following 

localities in the Hudson river valley below Bakers falls, where 

the Utica slate is to be observed with its characteristic grapto- 

- lities, at Waterford, Cohoes, Normans kill below Albany, at Hud- 

son,” etc. The evidence which the graptolites at Normans kill 

afforded to Whitfield of the equivalency of the graptolitic slates 

and the Utica slate, is also cited. 

As these citations prove, Walcott based his correlation on the 

continuity of the shales of the Mohawk valley with those of the 

Hudson valley and on the Utica slate localities in the Hudson 

valley as mentioned by Mather, and finally on Whitfield’s asser- 

_ tion of the partial identity of the Normans kill and Utica faunas. 

The first argument has been meanwhile weakened by the estab- 

lishment of the presence of a fault between the disturbed and 

undisturbed regions, which was already assumed by Emmons, 

and will be spoken of farther on (p. 504). Mather’s assertion 

of the presence of a zone of Utica shale localities in the Hudson 

valley was caused, as shown above, by his failure to distinguish 

between the Normans kill and Utica shale graptolites; and Whit- 

field’s correlation hag just been discussed on the preceding pages. 

i T. N. Dale 

In the same year T. Nelson Dale (20) discovered in an outcrop 

of argillaceous schist about a mile west of the Hudson opposite 

Poughkeepsie, crinoid stems, Orthis testudinaria, O. 

pectinella, Leptaena sericea, Strophomena 

alternata, Bythotrephis subnodosa and a cast of 

a gastropod which resembles Bellerophon bilobatus 

(all being Hall’s identification), some of these fossils being also 

found near Vassar college and south of Poughkeepsie. 

The author concludes from his determinations that “the clay 

slates and shales in the vicinity of Poughkeepsie, on both sides 

of the river, are fossiliferous and that they very probably belong 
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to the Hudson river group, as indicated by Mather in 1848, and 

certainly to some member of the Trenton period ’”’1 

But it seems to the writer that the evidence afforded by these 

fossils has been here somewhat strained to bring the facts into 

accordance with Hall’s views; for, while Orthis testudin 

aria, Leptaena sericea, Strophomena alter 

nata, Bellerophon bilobatus are noncommittal, oc 

curring from the Trenton to the Lorraine beds, and By the 

trephis subnodosa, being a rather indistinct plant frag- 

ment, is of little or no taxonomic value, Orthis pectinella 

is declared by Hall himself (7:128) to occur in nearly every 

part of the Trenton limestone, though unknown to him in the 

Hudson river group. Theodore G. White, in his very useful 

paper (51:83, 94), reports the form only from a six foot bed 

overlying the Black river limestone of the Poland limekiln see 

tion. In the Cincinnati region and in Canada the fossil is found 

in the Black river and Trenton beds, and Winchell and Ulrich 

announce it in their carefully prepared lists only from the upper 

Black river beds of Minnesota (49). 

The evidence afforded by the fossils of Poughkeepsie would , 

then rather indicate for these Hudson river schists the age of the 

Trenton limestone. 

J. D. Dana and W. B. Dwight 

At the same time the problem of the Hudson river shales was 
approached from the east by James D. Dana (21), who found 

that the five limestone belts traversing the schists east of the 

Hudson river are anticlines of limestones, underlying the schists. 

He also succeeded in finding fossils in the limestones which were 

described by W. B. Dwight (23), as denoting a Trenton fauna 

Dana, therefore, concluded that the “ Taconic schists” overlying 

the limestone are of Hudson river age. ! 

Dwight cites the following fossils: Orthis tricenaria, 

O. pectinella, O. testudinaria, Leptaena seri- 

‘Dana had meanwhile (Manual of geology. 1874) proposed to unite the 

Trenton, Utica and ee) (= Lorraine) epochs under the term Trenton — 

period. 
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eea, Strophomena alternata, Escharopora 

recta, Ptilodictya acuta, caudal shield of a small tri- 

lobite probably Asaphus vetustus, Endoceras (prob- 

ably proteiforme), Orthoceras, not well defined, 

spiral univalves, Chaetetes named Ch. tenuissima, 

- encrinal columns, Receptaculites. 

In another paper (24) the same investigator states that the 

~ Chaetetes with fine columns has been identified, in part at 

least, as Stromatopora compacta, Billings, and addsas 

new from Rochdale a number of Cyathophylloid corals, among 

them, with little doubt, Petraia corniculum, a caudal 

shield of a trilobite which has been identified by Ford as 

Tllaenus crassicauda, anda head of Echino-encri- 

nites anatiformis. 

He also found in the continuation of the limestone belt across 

the Hudson, 22 miles north of Newburgh ferry: Orthis lynx, 

O. pectinella, Rhynchonella capax, Leptaena 

sericea, Strophomena alternata, a new Discina 

(later described as D. conica), Chaetetes compacta, 

| very abundant, Ch. lycoperdon var. ramosus, Schi- 

zocrinus nodosus, Echino-encrinites anati- 

formis, probably O. tricenaria, and Petraia corni- 

eculum. | 

The author adds: “These developments establish this hevond 

doubt as a stratum of the Trenton limestone”. A farther 

conclusion which could be drawn, is that these faunas contain 

no forms characteristic of or restricted to the upper Trenton, 

while they distinctly point to a lower and perhaps in some de- 
gree middle Trenton age for the beds; for Orthis tricen- 
ariaandPetraia corniculumare restricted to the lower 
Trenton, Illaenus crassicauda occurs in the upper Low- 
ville and Trenton limestone, Schizocrinus nodosus is 
most abundant in the lower.Trenton, Ptilodict ya acuta 
and Escharopora recta occur only in the lower and cen- 
tral part of the Trenton, Echino-encrinites anati- 
formis is a middle Trenton form, and the abundant C hae- 
te tes com pa eta is restricted to the Black river. 
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The middle and upper Trenton must, hence, be either absent 

or represented by shales of the appearance of the Hudson river 

shales.. The latter conclusion seems the most acceptable to the 

writer as it agrees with his own results obtained around Albany. 

C. E. Beecher 

The next important discovery of fossils in the Hudson river 

series of shales was made by ©. E. Beecher in the shales near 

the old Dudley observatory, a short distance northwest of Al- 

bany (26). The following fossils were identified: Clima- 

cograptus bicornis, Dicranograptus ramosus, 

Diplograptus mucronatus, crinoid stems, Trema- 

tis terminalis, Leptaena sericea, L. subtenta, 

Orthis testudinaria, Zygospira modesta, Av- 

icula trentonensis, Cleidophorus planulatus, 

Ambonychia undulata, Tellinomya dubia, T. 

levata, Lyrod esma poststriatum, 10 undeter- 

mined species of lamellibranchiata, Hyolithes ameri- 

canus, H. sp.?,; Bellerophon bilobatus, B.can- 

cellatus, Murchisonia eraeilis;,, Hndocema. 

proteiforme, Orthoceras bilineatum?, Corn 

ulitesflexuosus, Plumulites  sp.?, Triarthrus 

becki, Trinucleus concentricus. 

Beecher referred this fauna to the Utica epoch, and Walcott 

(36a : 345) later declared it to be “as a whole, characteristic 

of the upper portion of the Utica shale in the Mohawk valley 

and of the passage beds between the Utica shale zone and the 

lower portion of the Lorraine shales in the section at Lorraine, 

Jefferson co. N. Y.” 

The import of this discovery is that it establishes the hitherto 

only suspected presence of the Utica shale among the shales of 

the Hudson valley, but it does not warrant the conclusion of 

the Utica age of the Normans kill graptolite fauna, for of the 

three graptolites found by Beecher, two, Climacograptus 

bicornis and Dicranograptus ramosus, are com- 

ativ7 
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identified as Diplograptus mucronatus, but unques- 

tionably a new species, is one of the small mucronate forms of 

the Utica shale not occurring in the Normans kill fauna. 

S. W. Ford 

In the next year, the untiring collector, 8S. W. Ford, reported 

the discovery of another interesting locality at Schodack Land- 

ing, to the southeast of Albany, on the east bank of the Hudson 

river (29). . 

_ He found the slates excellently exposed, though bent and con- 

torted almost beyond description, in two promontories, where a 

band of black slates yielded the characteristic Normans kill 

fauna, and “at once resolved to institute a careful search for 

other fossils in the rocks of the neighborhood”; in which endeavor | 

he was very successful, for a bed of limestone about 2 feet thick, 

and in part somewhat brecciated in appearance, inclosed in the 

slates, was found. This yielded the following species: 

Asaphus platycephalus, Galymene senaria, 

Orthis testudinaria, O.lynx,Leptaena sericea, 

Strophomena alternata and the hemispheric form of 

Chaetetes lycoperdon. He concluded: “None of the 

spécies of this locality are distinctive of the Utica slate, and both 

the limestone and its associated graptolitic slates represent in my 

estimation the Hudson river group.” These fossils are, however, 

not restricted to the Hudson river group and would prove only 

that the Normans kill graptolite shales may belong anywhere 

from the base of the Trenton to the Lorraine beds. 

In another paper (30), Ford discussed the age of the slaty and 

arenaceous rocks in the vicinity of Schenectady, which by Mather, 

Emmons and Whitfield have been considered to be of Lorraine 

age. Ford found at Schenectady Graptolithus pristis, 

Gr.mucronatus (that is, a mucronate Diplograptus), 

Triarthrus becki and a Lingula, which he considers 

to be Lingulacurta. On the strength of this evidence he 

regards the Schenectady beds as of Utica age. This result, if 

farther yerified, would be interesting in so far as it would show 
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that the Utica beds change toward the Hudson valley in litho- 

logic character and approach more closely the aspect of the Lor- 

raine beds; and hence the former could not be recognized in this 

region by their lithologic character, as former geologists have at- 

tempted to do. 

It is farther stated by Ford that “the rocks at Schenectady 

continue to the eastward to Rexford Flats where a break occurs, 

and from that point all the way to the Hudson the rocks are 

greatly tilted. The break here alluded to, Dr Emmons con- 

sidered identical with the fault occurring at Saratoga Springs 

and Bakers falls, and believed it to pass somewhere between A1- 

bany and Schenectady, and to be traceable in its effects as far 

south as Kingston.” The demonstration of this break between 

the tilted strata of the Hudson river region and the undisturbed 

beds of the Mohawk valley is of great importance for our investi- 

gation, as it refutes the argument presented by Mather, Hall and 

Walcott, that the Hudson river beds of the Hudson river region 

are continuous with and can be traced along the Mohawk valley 

to the Utica and Lorraine beds of that valley. As the lamelli- 

branchs, cited by Hall from Cohoes, and other fossils found by 

the writer at the same locality (see farther on) prove, the Lor- 

raine formation is well represented at the lower Mohawk, while 

on the western side of the fault, the Utica shale, as claimed by 

Ford, may befound. Hence there is no continuity along the lower 

Mohawk. Similarity of lithologic characters can, in the great 

mass of similar argillaceous shales, arenaceous shales, sand- 

stones, grits and argillites, representing the Hudson river series 

of beds in the Hudson valley, only, if ever, be relied on in dis- 

tinguishing the formations after the most minute study of these 

lithologic characters. The description of the localities in an- 

other part of this paper will bear out this statement. 

N. H. Darton 

The same fruitful year brought out another discovery of fos- 

Sils in the Hudson river shales, that by Nelson H. Darton 

(32) near Sugar Loaf, 2) miles southwest of Newburgh and at 
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Walden, on the banks of the Wallkill, 11 miles northwest of New- 

burgh on the Hudson, two localities in Orange county which were 

mentioned by Mather. The following fossils (according to Whit- 

field’s identification) were collected: Orthis pectinella, 

O: testudinaria, O. plicatella, Leptaena seri- 

cea, Camarella hemiplicata, Strophomena al- 

ternata, Streptorhynchus planumbona or Str. 

filitexta? and a Trinucleus concentricus. Be- 

sides fragments of Chaetetes or Favos ites, a crinoidal 

column and a fragment of Conularia (probably trenton- 

ensis). 

The greatest interest attaches to Orthispectinella, 

and Streptorhynchus planumbona or filitexta, 

as these forms indicate the Trenton age of that shale. 

I. P. Bishop 

While thus the fortunate discoveries of fossils other than grap- 

tolites in the “ Hudyon river shales” began to furnish evidence 

ef the Trenton age of part of the shales, other investigations, 

notably those of I. P. Bishop (83) tended to demonstrate the close 

stratigraphic relationship of the Trenton limestone and the grap- 

tolite-bearing Hudson river shales; for, in Columbia county, it 

was established by Bishop that “the limestone containing Tren- 

ton fossils immediately underlies the graptolite shales of the Hud- 

son river group”’. 
eh Charles Lapworth 

An entirely new course to the solution of the problem of the 

age of the Normans kill fauna was entered on by Charles Lap- 

worth (84), who’ studied the graptolite faunas from numerous 

localities 1. Canada, and sought to determine their age by com- 

paring them with the faunas of the detailed graptolite zones which 

he had so well succeeded in establishing in Great Britain. A 

farther innovation in the mode of viewing the problem is implied 

in Lapworth’s suggestion that the Normans kill graptolite beds 

dio not necessarily represent a separate stage in the series of forma- 

tions but are probably equivalent with certain calcareous strata 
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of Canada and New York. Lapworth found the Normans kill 

fauna typically represented at numerous localities and termed it 

the Marsouin river or Coenograptus zone. This is followed by 

another zone with a similar graptolite fauna. 

As to the taxonomic relations of these two zones, Prof. Lap- 

worth arrived at the following views (p. 170 loc. cit.): 

There can be no question of the general identity of this Griffin’s 
Cove rock and the Marsouin Coenograptus zone with that of the 
Normans kill of the Hudson river valley. The New York geolo- 
gists have always adhered to the opinion that the Normans kill 

. beds are of the age of the Hudson river group (Lorraine) or of that 
of the Utica slate. 

But here we have to recollect that, with the exception of Whit- 

field’s distinct assertion that G. serratulus, Hall occurs in 
the Utica slate of Oxtungo creek—which may be easily accounted 
for on the supposition that what Whitfield calls a Didymo- 
graptus may possibly be a Leptograp tu s—not a shadow 
of paleontologic evidence has yet been adduced to show that these 
Normans kill or Marsouin rocks are newer than the Trenton. 

I will not discuss the evidence further in this place, but will 
merely say that in Great Britain the fossils of the Coenograptus 
(Normans kill) zones occur in the beds immediately succeeding 

the typical Llandeilo limestone of Wales, with Ogygia 
buchiiand Asaphus tyrannus, and in association with 
the Craighead (Stinchar) limestone of Scotland, with Maclurea 
losani and Ophileta compacta, i.e. in beds apparently 
homotaxeous with the Chazy or lowest Trenton (Birdseye and 
Black river). 

If, therefore, we provisionally regard this Normans kill (Mar- 
sSouin and Griffin’s Cove) zone as coming between the Chazy 
(Maclurea) and the Trenton limestone in America, it will 
answer roughly to its equivalent, the Coenograptus gracilis zone 
in Great Britain, in age as well as in fossils. 
We must remember that they appertain, possibly, almost to 

the very lowest beds of that second fauna, i. e. their place is 
practically Trenton-Utica, and not Utica-Hudson. 

KE. 0. Ulrich 

EK. O. Ulrich cited some Normans kill graptolites from the Utica 

shale of Cincinnati (35:183). A's these have not been mentioned 

in later lists of fossils (49), it is probable that they have mean- 

while been differently determined, and that the Normans kill zone 

is not represented in the regions studied by him. 
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C. D. Walcott 

The most careful investigation in the field, bearing directly on 

the problem of the Hudson river group, has been made by C. D. 

Walcott (36a). Mr Walcott’s working plan was to trace the for- 

mations from the undisturbed regions in the northwest and west 

into the regions of disturbance. These researches gave the fol- 

lowing results bearing on our investigation. 

The Utica shales can be traced from their contact with the 

Trenton limestone at the falls of the Hudson near Sandyhill, 

“ with little interruption, to the neighborhood of Albany, where 

they are very much disturbed and stand at a high angle. In this 

vicinity the noted graptolite beds of Normans kill occur; also 

the locality where Mr Beecher discovered the upper fauna of the 

Utica shale zone”. Following up the Normans kill, alternating 

shales and sandstones are passed over, which “ with the same 

lithologic character ” continue across the line of disturbance till 

the superjacent Lower Helderberg limestone is met with. These 

shales and sandstones which, at the Indian Ladder, were found 

to contain Orthis testudinaria and Trinucleus 

concentricus, are correlated with the Frankfort shales of 

the Mohawk valley. Mr Walcott’s conclusions of the presence 

of a zone of Utica shales in the Hudson river valley and of the 
extension of the Frankfort shales along the Normans kill are 

mainly based on lithologic evidence. Fossils found at numerous 

localities by the writer have served to verify the former conclu- 
sion; while Utica shale fossils found on both sides of the line 

of disturbance at the Normans kill indicate the presence of 
faunistic differences in the shales and sandstones, in spite of their 

apparent lithologic continuity. 

The relation of the Normans kill, or Coenograptus, zone to the 
Utica shale is not expressly stated by the author, but it is 

clear that he places it near the top of the Utica shale. This 
follows from the following statement (p. 349): “ Comparing the 
fauna, we find that the forms of the upper part alone of the Utica 
zone occur within the valley of the Hudson, and that the great 
graptolitic fauna of the Hudson valley ig largely unknown in the 
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interior of the state. It is probable that the graptolitic fauna 

was prevented from spreading over the interior of the state by 

some such barrier as subsequently excluded the interior con- 

tinental fauna of this period [Hudson river period] from the 

valley of the Hudson ”. -This combined with the statement that - 

the upper or true Lorraine fauna has not been found to the east 

of Utica (p. 347), leaves only the faunas of the upper Utica and | 

of the Frankfort shales to the Hudson river region. 'Thus ac- 

cording to Walcott the upper Utica is represented by the fauna 

discovered by Beecher near the old Dudley observatory, that of 

the Frankfort shales or of the lower division of the Lorraine — 

formation is known from the shales of Waterford, and in the 

upper part of the former or the lower part of the latter the 

Normans kill fauna is to be placed. 

In accordance with this conception of the divisions of the Hud- 

son river shales and sandstones in the Hudson river valley, the 

term “ Hudson” was proposed “ for the series of shales between 

_ the Trenton limestone and the superjacent Upper Silurian rocks”. 

In the discussion following the reading of this paper Prof. Hall 

expressed his full concurrence with the results obtained by Mr | 

Walcott. 
H. M. Ami 

It is an interesting fact that, as seen again from this paper, 

whenever the New York geologists had occasion to assign the 

Normans kill zone in the series of the New York rocks, they gave 

it a position within or above the Utica terrane, while the geolo- 

gists who were studying the fauna of the same zone in Canada, © 

Billings, Logan and Lapworth, invariably placed it below the 

Utica shale. This attitude of the two schools is still more em- 

phasized by the next student of the graptolite faunas of Canada, 

Henry M. Ami (88). 

Ami makes the following interesting remarks: 

Before assigning a definite position to the rocks of Quebec city 
in the scale of terranes in America, it is necessary for the writer 
to state that so far he has been unable to find any evidence in 
the field, either stratigraphic or paleontologic, whereby the 
Hudson river rocks and Lorraine shales, as originally understood 

~ 
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by Emmons, could be correlated and referred to the same or an 
immediately following geologic terrane. 

The fossils collected at Cote d’ Abraham have a decided lower 
Trenton facies, as the presence of Solenopora compacta, 
or a yariety of this species, seems clearly to indicate. From the 
long list of species obtained in the Montcalm market rocks 
{Normans kill fauna] it can readily be seen that we have there 
represented a fauna which has never yet been found either in 

the Lorraine, Utica or Trenton terranes—a fauna distinct from 
the faunas included in these three terranes whose characters are 
so well known throughout the continent in their undisturbed and 
complete development. It is the same fauna which has received 
in numerous places the name “ Hudson river” e.g. at Normans 
kill and many other localities in New York and Vermont, and in 
Canada. Similar strata have also been observed in northern 
Maine, in Newfoundland and New Brunswick. 

The apparently lower Trenton aspect of a portion of the Que- 
bec massif as seen at Cote d’ Abraham and Cote de la Négresse 
gives us an indication of the age of the strata at these points. 

Cut off on all sides by faults and separated from the Lévis rocks 
by the St Lawrence river, the Quebec terrane (which name I beg 
to propose for this series of strata such as we meet at the Mont- 
calm market, Parliament square, and drill shed exposures) stands 
by itself in an anomalous position very similar to rocks of similar 
age which Prof. Lapworth designated as “unplaced in the series”. 

The presence of such forms as Agnostus, Aeglina, 
Ampyx,Dionide, Bathyurus, etc., points fo'a vather 
low[er] horizon than the Trenton, while I believe that it is per- 
haps premature to give the precise geologic position of the strata 
at Quebec, in the present light of our knowledge. 

In the discussion which followed the reading of this important 

contribution to our knowledge of the Champlainic [Lower Sil- 

uric| terranes, Mr Walcott expressed the opinion, that, “if Mr 

Ami’s determination of the fauna is correct, the horizon of the 

Quebec city rocks is that of the Trenton, probably the lower 

Trenton, and perhaps the ies portion of the Chazy of the New 

York section ”’. 

The writer concurs with Lapworth and ayes in considering the 

Normans kill or Marsouin zone as “a distinct development of the 

Ordovician”, which view is supported by evidence obtained 

around Albany, and also with Walcott in so far as he considers 

the horizon of the Quebec city rocks as that of the lower Trenton. 
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In support of this view the writer desires to point out the follow- 

ing facts which can be derived from Ami’s observations. The joint 

occurrence of a lower Trenton fauna with the Normans kill fauna 

in the Quebec massive suggests that the Normans kill fauna is 

either of lower Trenton age or directly preceded or succeeded that 

age. It is true that the presence of such generaas Agnostus, 

Aeglina, Bathyurus, Ampyx and Dionide, when 

considered in the light of their now known vertical range in 

America, is indicative of an older than Trenton age; but 

the writer has found east of Albany, at Rysedorph hill and 

Moordener kill, partly below the Normans kill shales, partly 

embedded in them, a conglomerate full of lower ‘'ren- 

ton fossils, in matrix and pebbles, and mixed with nu- 

merous specimens of Ampyx and Remopleurides. 

And in Europe, notably in Sweden, the above mentioned 

genera ascend into and above horizons considered as hom- 

otaxial with the Normans kill and Utica shales. A gnos- 

tus and Ampyx occur in the ‘Trimucleus shales of 

Sweden, Ampyx tetragonus even in the upper part of the 

middle graptolite shales; and Dionide is an important genus 

of the Trinucleus shales, where also Aeglina still occurs. 

Bathyurus is still well represented in the Trenton of Amer- 

ica by forms like Bathyurus extans, spiniger and 

schucherti. The occurrence of these genera in the Quebec 

beds is, in the writer’s opinion, an interesting proof of the Euro- 

pean and Atlantic connections of the Normans kill fauna already 

indicated by the distribution of these graptolites which occur 

only in Europe and to the east of the Appalachian region, west 

of the Mississippi valley and in the far northwest, etc.; while the 

Trenton fauna has all the characters of an epicontinental fauna, 

restricted to the American continent and progressively developed 

by a sudden transgression of the sea. The retention of these an- 

cient trilobite genera in the graptolite facies of the Trenton is _ 

then only an interesting instance of the retarded development of 

the oceanic fauna in contrast to the progressive development of 

the epicontinental faunas; relations which lately have been so 

well elucidated by Chamberlin (59) and Weller (60). These facial 
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and geographic relations of the Hudson river shales and Trenton 

limestone will be discussed more fully at a more opportune occa- 

sion. 
R. R. Gurley 

Dr R. R. Gurley has, after an exhaustive study of the North 

American graptolites, prepared a list of their vertical range (50) 

and, as a result of his investigations, concluded (p. 291) that “ the 

vertical range of the American species represents a complete 

parallel to the range in other countries. This parallel is not a 

‘general one only, but is exceedingly detailed, extending beyond 

the genera down to the species, which in each horizon correspond 

to those of the equivalent European horizon almost without ex- 

ception, although of course not every European species occurs in 

America, or vice versa”. This inference stands in accord with 

_ Lapworth’s conclusion of the parallelism of the graptolite faunas 

and supports his correlation of the Normans kill zone with the 

lower Trenton on the base of such parallelism. Dr Gurley also 

asserts the lower Trentun age of this zone, which he terms the 

Lower Dicellograptus zone.’ 

T. N. Dale 

Shortly after the completion of the present paper a most 

elaborate account of the slate formation in the region to the 

northeast of the investigated territory, by T. Nelson Dale (63) 

came to hand. Mr Dale’s views in regard to the age of the Hud- 

son river beds agree in a gratifying manner with the results to 

which the writer was led by his own observations. In the slate | 

belt, which extends northward from the Hoosac river in eastern 

New York and in Vermont for about 55 miles, the Cambrian 

slates are in some localities followed by Calciferous shales, with 

Calciferous graptolites and thin limestone beds, but in more lo- 

calities they are overlaid by various other Champlainic [Lower 

- Siluric] rocks which are described as Hudson grits, Hudson 

"The upper Dicellograptus zone is Lapworth’s zone without Coeno- 

graptus gracilis, in which, however, subsequently a Coeno- 

graptus has been found by Ami, and which has not yet been clearly 

differentiated in the Hudson river valley. 
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white beds, Hudson shales, Hudson red and green slates and 

Hudson thin quartzite. The Hudson grit (graywacke) is inter- 

bedded in many places with black shales or slates, which in a 

great number of localities furnished the typical Normans kill. 

geraptolite fauna (identified by R. R. Gurley). Many of these lo-— 

calities had been found by C. D. Walcott. These graptolite shales 

are not only closely connected with the Hudson grits, as the writer 

found them also to be at south Troy (Poesten kill, see p. 539) and 

near Kast Greenbush, but also with the green and red slates; for 

“at several points the Hudson grits appear to be replaced along 

the strike by the red and green Ordovician slate” (p. 189). 

The Trenton limestone (p. 190) occurs only sporadically within 

the lower Siluric areas. “In some places it was probably de- 

posited contemporaneously with the Hudson grits and shales, or 

it may underlie portions of them. In others it may represent the 

entire Lower Silurian series and should then be regarded as 

Trenton, Chazy and Calciferous.” 

This correlation of the Trenton limestone and the Hudson river 

beds is also expressed in the table of formations (p. 178), where 

it is said: “Trenton limestone: Limestone, occurring mostly 

west of the slate belt, replacing probably I (Hudson grits, red and 

green slate and graptolite shales), H (Hudson white beds and 

Hudson thin quartzite) and G (Hudson shales), and possibly F 

(Calciferous) and then representing the Trenton, Chazy and Cal- 

ciferous.” 

RESULT OF FORMER INVESTIGATIONS 

A brief retrospect of the opinions expressed by the various 

authors on the Normans kill fauna will show that there has been 

a decided trend in these opinions toward a correlation of the Nor- 

mans kill zone with deeper and deeper terranes till now it os- 

cillates, so to say, about the lower Trenton. This correlation is 

based entirely on paleontologic evidence and, as Dr Gurley’s con- 

cise statement clearly shows, is hardiy more than tentative. This, 

however, can not be surprising, when it is borne in mind, that 

all the graptolite beds in New York, notably those at Normans 

kill, the Abbey (Glenmont), Schodack Landing, Kinderhook and 
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Hudson, have, besides the graptolites, yielded only few other 

fossils, and none of decisive taxonomic value (see p. 569); that 

these graptolites are restricted to these beds; that, farther, these 

beds are hidden away in a huge mass of mostly barren shales and 

Sandstones, and that, finally, this whole mass of rocks, which 

contains Trenton, Utica and Lorraine beds in similar lithologic 

development, is in New York as well as in Canada cut off from 

the neighboring terranes by extensive faults, thus apparently also 

frustrating all attempts at a stratigraphic solution of the prob- 

lem. 

DISCOVERY OF OUTCROPS (STATIONS) WITH FOSSILS 

It is only in view of these extreme difficulties which besiege the 

Hudson river problem that the writer presents his observations 

on this problem in an area which appears insignificant in com- 

parison with the great geographic extension of the beds in ques- 

tion. But only by restriction to a definite small territory has it 

been possible to visit every outcrop and, what is still more im- 

portant, to collect in every outcrop most exhaustively and min- 

utely. As a gratifying result of this method, there were found in 

the region described in the introduction, 29 localities which fur- 

nished fossils. These, with 7 localities known before, give 36 sta- 

tions with fossils. These can be arranged according to their fos- 

sil contents in four zones, which, following the general strike 

of about nm 20° e of the rocks in this part of the Hudson river 

valley, extend from n n e to s § w. The stations will be 

described according to these zones (see map). 

DESCRIPTION OF STATIONS 

A LORRAINE BEDS 

Station 1. Cohoes falls of the Mohawk river 

All along the lower Mohawk and specially from the high falls 

of the river at Cohoes to the islands in the Hudson river opposite 

the mouth of the Mohawk, is exposed an enormous mass of 

greatly contorted rocks (a sketch of these contortions is given by 

Mather, 4, pl. 2, fig. 1) of mostly shaly character; that is argil- 
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laceous and arenaceous shales with beds of argillaceous sand- 

stone and gritty bands. These rocks have, in many places, be 

come semi-metamorphic (“ glazed shales” of the older New York 

geologists) by the influence of the orogenic forces. Fossils from 

them were known to Vanuxem, and the species reported by Hall 

(7) have been enumerated above (p. 493). Walcott remarks that 

this fauna connects the shales of the Hudson valley region with 

the Frankfort shale fauna of the central part of the state. 

The writer had the good fortune to find an excellent oppor- 

tunity for collecting in the usually very refractory shales by the 

opening of ditches for the purpose of laying water pipes in the 

southern part of Waterford. Here, at the end of Grace street, 

near the Mohawk, beds of dark argillaceous shales, changing 

through dark sandy shales into ferruginous sandstones, were cut 

into. They furnished: 

Glyptocrinus decadactylus, Hall, numerous joints 

Diplograptus putillus, Hall, several specimens? 

‘This small form was originally described by Hall (11:44) from the 

‘‘Hudson river group of Iowa’’, and is also cited by Schuchert from the 

“Hudson river group” near Granger and near Springvalley Minn., and 

from Graf Ila. One of Hall’s types is reported in Whitfield & Hovey’s 

catalogue (61) to have come from Dubuque Ia. According to Gurley’s 

lists the form is restricted to the Utica horizon (lower Maquoketa shales). 

Sardeson (57) distinguishes the lower Maquoketa formation as “ Diplo- 

graptus-bed”’. Though he does not give any identification of the Diplo- 

graptus, it becomes apparent from the localities of this horizon, mentioned 

by him (Graf Ia. and Granger Minn.) that Hall’s and Schuchert’s 

specimens were also obtained from this horizon. The writer’s observations 

on the vertical range of this form in the east agree well with these data; 

for D. putillus has been found to be common in the Utica shale of cer- 

tain parts of the Mohawk valley, specially north of Utica and near the 

village of Mohawk; and I have recently found it in great abundance, 

together with Orthograptus quadrimucronatus, Cory- 

noides curtus and a minute, undescribed spinous Diplograp- 

tus, in the Utica shales directly above the Trenton limestone in the 

beautiful section along the shore of Lake Champlain near Panton Yt., to 

which interesting locality the writer’s attention was kindly directed by 

Dr Theodore White of Columbia university. 

The form may, however, as its occurrence at Waterford proves, pass 

into the Lorraine beds, 
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_Diplograptus sp., fragment of a larger mucronate (?) or mace- 

rated form, not well preserved 

Corynoides cf. curtus, Lapworth 

Dalmanella testudinaria, Dalman sp. 

cf. Orthis (?) centrilineata, Hall 
Platystrophia biforata, Schlotheim sp. 

Plectambonites sericea, Sowerby sp. 

_ ?Yhis little known graptolite has, hitherto, not been observed in America. 

Corynoides ecalicularis Nicholson, which occurs in the Scot- 

tish Hartfell and Glenkiln shales was recognized by Lapworth in the 

Canadian Dicellograptus zones and is the only species of Corynoides 

mentioned by him and Dr Gurley from America. It is also very common 

in the Normans kill shale, and was figured by Hall among the “ germs”, 

evidently on account of its similarity with the sicula (Decade 2, pl. B, 

fig. 19; 20th mus. rep’t, pl. 1, fig. 19; Pal. N. Y., 3:508, fig. 7). While 

Corynoides calicularis is apparently restricted to the Dicello- 

graptus zones, and did not continue to live into Utica time, another form, 

only half as long, much stouter and agreeing with the figure of Cory- 

noides curtus, given by Lapworth (Armstrong, Young, and Robert- 

son, Catalogue of West Scottish fossils. 1876. pl. 2, fig. 92) has been 

found to replace the longer form in the Utiea beds of Panton Vt., the 

Rural cemetery of Albany and other localities in the Hudson valley, while 

specimens in the collection of the New York state museum prove its pres- 

ence also in the Utica shale of Amsterdam. One slab from this locality is 

so densely covered with these graptolites that hardly any interspaces are 

left; on another slab from the same locality they lie associated with 

Pave sreapiws: putillus,..Ljingulaeurta’.and- Lepto- 

bolus insignis. One slab of typical black Utica shale from Sprak- 

ers Basin shows the same fossil. It is a remarkable circumstance that 

the writer has never seen a Single specimen in the Ufica shale of the 

middle or upper Mohawk valley, nor are there any specimens in the rich 

Rust collection of the state museum from Holland Patent. This may 

indicate a regional difference in the fauna of the Utica shale. The com- 

mon occurrence of this fossil in the sandy shales of Waterford, whence 

the writer has it in the same slabs with Trinucleus concen- 

triecus and the lamellibranchs of that locality, proves that it even 

ascends into the Lorraine beds. One specimen has been found at Cal- 

lanan’s quarry near South Bethlehem in the shale of that formation 18 

feet below the waterlime bed of the Upper Siluric. 

The writer has obtained such a good representation of this still very im- 

perfectly understood form (Frech cites it among the doubtful forms, 54: 

580), that its more important morphologic characters can be made out, 

and will be published in another place. 
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Rafinesquina alternata, Hmmons sp. 

Modiolopsis anodontoides, Conrad sp. 

M. nuculiformis, Hall 

Cleidophorus planulatus, Hall 

Lyrodesma poststriatum, Hmmons 

Archinacella patelliformis, Hall sp. 

Conularia (Sphenothallus, Hall) sp. 

Cameroceras proteiforme, Hall sp. 

Lepidocoleus jamesi, Hall and Whitfield gp. 

Triarthrus becki, Green 3 

Trinucleus concentricus, Haton 

This fauna is undoubtedly, as determined by Hall, an eastern 

representative of the Lorraine fauna, or more exactly, as pointed 

out by Walcott, of the lower division of the Lorraine beds, viz, 

the Frankfort slates. 

Station 2. Block island, Cohoes 

Another typical Lorraine fauna was found a little farther north- 

east on Block island, a picturesque steep cliff rising from the 

rocky bed of the northern branch of the Mohawk below Cohoes. 

Along the eastern wall, besides graptolite shales with Diplo- 

graptus foliaceus and a few specimens of D. putillus, 

a stratum of fossiliferous mudstone is exposed over a consider- 

able area. This furnished: 3 

Heterocrinus heterodactylus, Hall. Stems and points, ec’ 

Sagenella sp. on Endoceras. r 

Crania sp. Yr 

Platystrophia biforata, Schlotheim sp. r 

Cyrtolites ornatus, Conrad. c¢ 

Archinacella patelliformis, Hall sp, Smooth variety, c 

Modiolopsis faba, Hall. ¢ 

Modiolopsis ? nuculiformis, Hall. ¢ 

Cleidophorus planulatus, Hall. cc 

Lyrodesma poststriatum, Emmons sp. Lorraine form, ¢ 

L. pulchellum, Hail. c¢ 

‘r=rare, rr—very rare, c=common, cc=very common. 
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Cameroceras proteiforme, Hall sp. r ua 

Trinucleus concentricus, Hall. ce | 

Station 3. Dry creek, Watervliet 

The writer has been unable to find another locality with as 

complete a fauna as this going southward in the strike of the 

beds of Cohoes. This is partly due to the lack of outcrops of 

these beds, caused by the general n ne-s sw strike of the 

Hudson river shales, which carries these Lorraine beds under 

the drift-covered plateau to the west of the Hudson river. Fol- 

lowing the edge of the plateau about 3 miles to the southwest, 

a large outcrop is met with (station 3) along Dry creek, west of 

_ Green Island. This creek has formed a deep gorge through a 

homogeneous mass of soft gray argillaceous shales. In these 

beds only a single layer with fossils was found. There were a 

few specimens of Corynoides curtus and more abundant 

stipes of Diplograptusfoliaceus. The writer colors 

station 3 (Dry creek) as a Lorraine station, as the two graptolites 

are of themselves noncommittal, while the beds by their extreme 
barrenness suggest their Lorraine age and also lie in the strike 

of the Cohoes rocks. | 

Station 4. South Cohoes 

The reconstruction of a sidewalk in south Cohoes brought out 

a considerable mass of rock, which like that of Dry creek (station 

3) consisted mostly of compact dark gray to black, argillaceous 

shales with very few specimens of Diplograptus foli- 

aceus and Corynoides curtus. 

‘Other outcrops of Lorraine beds 

No outcrops of rocks which by their fossil contents could be 

attributed to the Lorraine age were found to the northwest and 

west of Albany, as the brooks have nowhere cut through the 

heavy drift covering to the bed rocks. This is specially observa: 

ble along the northern affluents of the Normans kill. The next 

outcrops occur along the Vly, a southern tributary of the Nor- 

mans kill, at the sawmill below Voorheesville, 7 miles west of 
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Albany, where alternating fine grained sandstone, conglomerate 

beds and gray fissile argillaceous and arenaceous shales occur. 

These rocks did not yield any fossils; but, as they are lithologie- 

ally similar to the Lorraine beds of the Mohawk valley, dip regu- 

larly at 18° to n 80° w and are consequently outside of the 

region of disturbance of the Hudson river valley and probably 

continuous with the Lorraine beds of the Mohawk valley, they 

can with a sufficient degree of certainty be correlated with these 

beds. Furthermore, Utica shale fossils (see below station 21) ~ 

were found in underlying rocks farther down the creek. Similar 

shining gray fissile shales were found on the south bank of the 

Normans kill about a mile above (west) the mouth of the Vly; 

and an excellent exposure of Lorraine beds was met at French 

mills, 11 miles west of Albany, where gray sandstone banks, 10 

feet and more in thickness with intercalated shales, cross the 

river. 

South of this neighborhood, at the Indian Ladder, the Lorraine 

beds underlie the Manlius limestone, and yielded Dalmanel- 

la testudimaria and Trinucleus concenrntrregea. 

as reported by Walcott. Other outcrops of Lorraine beds can be 

observed at several places along the foot of the Helderberg 

mountains. One of the best of these is that along Sprayt kill 

at South Bethlehem, where, below the railroad bridge, some 20 

feet of sandstone causes a waterfall and farther up, at Callanan’s 

road metal quarry, the contact with the Upper Siluric Water- 

lime is exposed. Numerous sandstone banks alternate here with 

light colored, soft, argillaceous shale and some bands of more 

sandy shale. In the shale, 18 feet below the Waterlime, a Cory- 

noides was found. These beds dip slightly southwest. A very 

coarse sandstone with bluish green mud pebbles is exposed 44 

miles farther south close below the Waterlime and Manlius lime- 

stone along the road leading from Ravena to Aquetuck. It 

strikes n 60° e and dips 40°, n 150° e, is hence, again involved 

in the tilting to the east, characteristic of the Hudson valley re- 

gion. It is doubtful whether this sandstone still belongs to the 

Lorraine rocks or is already the sandy development of a deeper 

terrane. Its strike would carry it far to the east of the Lorraine 

eS ee 
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zone, and it is possible that it is continuous with similar beds of 

lower Trenton age exposed along the lower Vlaumans kill. Un- 

fortunately no outcrops could be found along the middle and 

upper courses of the Coeymans and Vlaumans kills. 

No other exposures of Lorraine beds have been found in the 

investigated area. Their distribution to the northwest, west and 

southwest of Albany is evidence of the restriction of the Lor- 

-raine beds to the western part of the area. 

Prof. Prosser has lately separated the Utica and Lorraine 

shales of the lower Mohawk valley by testing them with HCl, 

with which reagent the calcareous Utica shale will strongly ef- 

fervesce, while the Lorraine shale does not react. This test had 

not suggested itself to the writer when in the field; but, on later 

application to the shales of the various terranes of the Hudsoa 

valley region near Albany, it was found to fail in the clastic 

rocks of this region, where even the Trenton is represented by 

argillaceous shales, and among the Utica shales only those from 

the penitentiary at Albany were found to effervesce, while all 

specimens of Utica shale from various localities of the Mohawk 

valley subjected to this test by the writer have strongly reacted. 

This indicates the great change in the marine conditions from 

west to east in this region throughout a long period. 

B UTICA BEDS 

Hast of this area of Lorraine rocks, the presence of a zone of 

Utica shale extending in the direction of the general strike of 

the shales of the Hudson river valley, has been established by 

the finding of 15 outcrops which contain Utica shale fossils (Com- 

pare the accompanying map). 

Station 5. Mechanicsville 

The excavation of a large spillway for the establishment of the 

Hudson light and power company of Mechanicsville, on the Hud- 

#0n, about 2 miles below Mechanicsville, offered a rare opportunity 

for collecting in the shale. Though this locality lies several miles 

north of the boundary of the area investigated thus far, it was 

thought expedient to include its description in this paper, as the 
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fauna was found to contain some valuable additions to the 

list of Trenton and Lorraine fossils observed in the Utica beds of 

this region, and besides, indicates the presence of the upper Dicel- 

lograptus zone, which hitherto has not been observed south of 

the St Lawrence region, in eastern New York. The fossils col- 

lected are: 

Sponge. r 

Corynoides curtus, Lapworth. ce 

Diplograptus quadrimucronatus, Hall. co 

D. foliaceus, Murchison sp. ¢ 3 

Climacograptus caudatus, Lapworth. G 

Dawsonia campanulata, Nicholson. ¢ 

Pontobdellopsis cometa sp. n.1 

Lingula curta, Conrad. ¢ 

Leptobolus insignis, Hall. e¢ 

Schizocrania filosa, Hall. r 

Pholidops subtruncata, Hall. ¢ : 

Plectambonites plicatella, Ulrich. ce 

P. sericea, Sowerby sp. ¢ 

Cyclospira bisuleata, Hmmons sp. ¢ 

‘Archinacella patelliformis, Hall sp. ce 

Protowarthia cancellata, Hall sp. (Bellerophon bilobatus, 

Hall) rv 

Cyrtoceras annulatum, Hall. rr 

Modiolopsis modiolaris, Conrad. r 

M. ? nuculiformis, Hall. r | 

Goniophora carinata, Hall sp. ¢ | 

Cuneamya, sp. fragment. r 

Ctenodonta levata, Hall. r 

Conularia trentonensis, Hall. ¢ 

18ee p. 574. 

2A comparison of this form with the type species of Oonularia 

trentonensis, Hall, preserved in the New York state museum, and 

with typical material of Conularia hudsonia, Emmons, from the 

Lorraine beds, proved that the Utica form, instead of approaching the 

Lorraine species by greater coarseness of its sculpture, has, if any dif- 

ferent sculpture, a rather closer and finer arrangement of the transversal 

and longitudinal lines than even the Trenton form. 
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Aparchites minutissimus, Hall. ¢ 

- Ctenobolbina ciliata, Hmmons sp. ¢ 

Lepidocoleus jamesi, Hall é Whitfield sp. cect 

Turrilepas (?) filosus sp. n. . r? 

Pollicipes siluricus sp.n. r 

Calymmene sp. small pygidia. r 

Trinucleus concentricus, Hall. cc 

Triarthrus becki, Green sp. cc 

While this fauna by its most common fossils, Corynoides 

curtus, Diplograptus quadrimucronatus, and 

Triarthrus becki, which cover whole surfaces, and by the 

presence of Leptobolus insignis and Lingula curta 

is characterized as being of Utica age, it contains a considerable 

number of Trenton as well as of Lorraine forms. The Trenton 

forms are: 

Climacograptus caudatus, Cyclospira bisul-s 

eata, Cyrtoceras annulatum, Goniophora 

Garinata, Ctenodonta levata, and Conularia 

trentonensis. 

The Lorraine forms are: Pholidops subtruncata, 

Plectambonites plicatella, Modiolopsis mo- 

diolaris, Aparchites minutissimus, Cteno- 

-bolbina ciliata. 

1The vertical range of this minute but pretty fossil cirriped is worthy of 

special notice. It was originally described by Hall and Whitfield (Paleon- 

tology of Ohio. 1875. 2:106) from the Hudson river group, Cincinnati O., 

the authors stating however, at the same time, that they had received 

from C. D. Walcott “ specimens apparently identical on surfaces of Tren- 

ton limestone from near Trenton Falls N. Y.” This statement can be 

verified by the writer, who collected in the Rafinesquina deltol- 

dea beds of Trenton Falls a well preserved specimen. The collections 

from the shales of the Hudson valley prove now that it also occurs and is 

even most abundant in different horizons of the Utica terrane; for it has 

been found besides in the Lorraine beds of Waterford (station 1), in the 

upper Utica beds of Green Island (station 10) and of the Dudley observa- 

tory (Dr Beecher), in the lower Utica beds of Mechanicsville (station 5) in 

great profusion, and in the middle Trenton shales of Port Schuyler (station 

23). It therefore persisted, at least in this region, from the middle Trenton 

into the Lorraine. 

*See descriptions of this and the next species p. 577. 
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Of these however, Pholidops subtruncata, Modio- 

lopsis modiolaris and Aparchites minutis- 

simus_ present varietal differences. Pholidops sub- 

truncata does not possess the faint median angulation of the 

Lorraine form, and has besides, been found in the Canadian 

Trenton by Ami; Modiolopsis modiolaris has the back 

and base nearly parallel and thus approaches Ulrich’s M. sub- 

recta, or is identical with one of the Utica varieties, men- 

tioned by this author; and also the Aparchites minutis- 

simus approaches the Trenton variety by the absence of the 

subcentral projecting point. 

The Lorraine element is, hénce, by no means, so strongly repre- 

sented in this Utica fauna of Mechanicsville as appears at first 

glance or as it is in the Utica shales of Green Island. This is 

still more emphasized by the absence of Cleidophorus 

planulatus, Cyrtolites ornatus and Lyrodesma 

pulchellum, while, on the other hand, the Trenton element 

is so strong that the beds almost assume the character of tran- 

sitional beds between the Trenton and Utica terranes. ; 

An important and novel factor in this fauna is the peculiar 

Climacograptus caudatus: which occurs frequently 

and in large specimens. This striking type of graptolite structure 

was first described by Lapworth from the Hartfell shales of Scot- 

land which are considered homotaxial with the upper Dicello- 

graptus zone of Canada, from which the same graptolite has been 

reported. As it is restricted to the upper Dicellograptus zone, 

and, therefore, is a valuable index fossil, its occurrence in the 

lowest Utica shale of Mechanicsville is of significance, indicating 

the presence of this zone in the Hudson river region and its prox- 

imity to the lowest Utica. If we add, that also Dawsonia 

campanulata, found at Mechanicsville, and Crypto- 

graptus tricornis, found in similar lower Utica beds on 

Van Schaick island (see station 8) are fossils of the Dicellograptus 

zones, and not of the Utica horizon, it can be concluded with 

some degree of certainty that the upper Dicellograptus zone, 

when present in the Hudson river valley, directly underlies the 

Utica terrane, that is, is homotaxial with the whole or part of the 
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upper Trenton. Unfortunately, no fossils have been found yet in 

this neighborhood between the middle Trenton Diplograptus 

amplexicaulis beds (see stations 22-27) or the lower Dicellograptus 

beds of Lansingburg and the Utica belt farther west. 

Station 6. Laveny’s point, Waterford 

This locality is a small bluff on the west bank of the Hudson, 

a little north of the bridge connecting Waterford and Lansing- 

burg. Here are exposed steeply east dipping (50°, n 110° e) 

intensely black, hard, indurated, argillaceous slates, overlain a. 

little farther north by gray arenaceous and micaceous shales, 

which in turn underlie alternating sandstones and shales. The 

black slate was found to contain: 

Climacograptus typicalis, Hall 

Diplograptus putillus, Hall 

iD. spinulosus sp. n. (a colony and numerous hydrorhabds) 

Endoceras proteiforme, Hall 

Climacograptus typicalis and Diplograp- 

tus spinulosus are restricted to the Utica shale, while 

Diplograptus putillus finds its principal development 

in that terrane. ~ 

*Climacograptus typicalis is, according to the consensus of 

all writers on the Utica and Normans kill faunas, restricted to the Utica 

shale and does not occur in the latter fauna. The only exception is found 

in Frech’s statement (54:612) that he has seen specimens of this form 

from Normans kill in the Breslau museum. Frech, however, also considers 

Cl. parvus a dwarf form of Cl. ty picalis, basing this opinion on 

& specimen from Cincinnati in the same museum. ASCl. parvus does 

not occur at Cincinnati, but is restricted to the Normans kill beds, where 

it is one of the most common forms, and as a comparison of these two 

graptolites, which nowhere occur together, shows that they can not he 

identical, it is probable that he did not recognize the two forms, and his 

Cl. typicalis from Normans kill is only a somewhat larger specimen 

of Cl. parvus. 

Frech also proposes to change Hall’s adjective, ‘‘ typicalis ’’ to ‘‘ typicus ” 

on the ground that the former is an anglicism. While it is true that 

typicalis is not a word of classic Latin origin, it was of common usage In 

later Latin, and, as many very expressive words have been taken from the — 

post-classic Latin, it would not be practical to deprive the paleontologie 

nomenclature of this source of words by too strict philology. 
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Station 7. Peoble’s island, Waterford 

In a similar black slate on Peoble’s island (station 7), in the 

Hudson river opposite Waterford and about 2 miles southwest of 

Laveny’s point, were found: 

Climacograptus typicalis, Hall 

Leptobolus insignis, Hall 

Station 8. Van Schaick island 

This large island lies directly south of Peoble’s island and 

forms a part of the city of Cohoes. The construction of a sewer 

system provided here a good opportunity of collecting in the com- 

pact, black, carbonaceous shales of the northern part of the is- 

land. The shale contains: 

Diplograptus foliaceus, Murchison sp. ce 

D. putillus, Hall. r 

Cryptograptus tricornis, Carruthers (=Diplograptus marcidus, 

Hall) r 

Cameroceras proteiforme, Hall sp. r 

Leptobolus insignis, Hall. r 

Schizocrania filosa, Hall. r 

While the general character of the rock and fauna is distinctly 

that of Utica beds, the occurrence of Cryptograptus tri- 

cornis is wholly unexpected and difficult of explanation, as 

this graptolite thus far has been, in America, observed only as a 

member of the upper and lower Dicellograptus faunas, and’ in 

Scotland is restricted to the Glenkiln shales, which are homotaxial 

with the Normans kill or lower Dicellograptus shales. The pres- 

ence of this graptolite points evidently to a position of these beds 

at the base of the Utica horizon. 

Station 9. North shore of Green Island 

In the bluff along the northern shore of Green Island,-directly 

west of the railroad bridge, several fossil-bearing bands were 

found in the shales. Two of these were calcareous, and consisted 

almost entirely of valves of brachiopods, a third was a black 

compact mudstone, which in one place was highly charged with 

fossils. The fossils collected were: 
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Pholidops subtruncata, Hall. r 

Dalmanella testudinaria, Dalman sp. cc 

Plectorthis plicatella Hall. c¢ 

-Plectamibonites sericea, Sowerby sp. var. aspera, James! 

Rafinesquina alternata, Emmons sp. ce 

Parastrophia hemiplicata, Hall. ce 

Pleurotomaria cf. lenticularis, Hall. r 

Murchisonia (Lophospira) uniangulata var. abbreviata, Hall. 

Cyclonema bilix, Conrad, sp. r 

Archinacella patelliformis, Hall sp. ce 

Protowarthia cancellata, Hall, sp. (Bellerophon bilobatus, 

Hall) ¢ 

Cyrtolites ornatus, Conrad. r 

Clionychia undata, Hmmons sp. ¢ 

Technophorus cancellatus sp. n. ¢ 

Cleidophorous planulatus, Hall. ce 

Lyrodesma poststriatum, Hmmons sp. r 

L. pulchellum, Hall. ¢ 

. Orthoceras tenuitextum, Hall sp. r 

Q. lineolatum, Hall sp. r 

Spyroceras bilineatum, Hall sp. ¢ 

Isotelus gigas, De Kay. c¢ | 

Calymmene senaria, Conrad. r 

Pterygometopus callicephalus, Hall. cc 

1This variety is marked by acute, oblique wrinkles along the cardinal 

line, such as occur in Strophomena rugosa var. subtenta, 

andStrophomena incurvata (@ S.filitexta). This feature 

is constant in the vast numbers of valves which compose some of the peb- 

bles in the conglomerate of Rysedorph hill (see p. 546) and Moore 

dener kill, and it continues upward into the Utica shale of Green Island, 

and Menands, though in these localities forms with and without wrinkles 

occur together. The same variety was observed by Dr Beecher in the 

material from the Dudley observatory, and listed as Leptaena sub 

tenta?. The wrinkling is apparently rare among specimens collected 

west of the Hudson river region, for it is not mentioned in the very 

detailed accounts of the characters of this species in the west by Sardeson, 

Winchell and Schuchert, but it was listed among the Cincinnati fossils by 

Jamesas Leptaena aspera and has been figured by Hall and Whit- 

field. (Geol. sur. Ohio. Paleontology’ v.1. pl. 5. fig. 3 f.) 
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Trinucleus concentricus, Hall. cc 

Ceratocephala (Acidaspis) trentonensis, H all. rr 

Lepidocoleus jamesi, Hall & Whitfield sp. r 

Pollicipes siluricus sp.n. ¢ 

Station 10. East shore of Green Island 

Nearly the same fauna was found in dark gray, fissile argilla- 

ceous shales, outcropping at the water edge along the east shore 

of Green Island a quarter of a mile below the state dam. The 

fauna of these shales consists of: 

Diplograptus foliaceus, Murchison. r 

Climacograptus typicalis, Hall. r 

Corynoides curtus, Nicholson. r 

Pholidops subtruncata, Hall. r 

Dalmanella testudinaria, Dalman sp. ce 

Plectorthis plicatella, Hall. ¢ 

Plectambonites sericea, Sowerby sp. ce 

Rafinesquina alternata, Hmmons sp. ¢ 

Murchisonia (Lophospira) uniangulata var. abbreviata, Hall. fF 

Lophospira bicincta, Hall sp. r 

Archinacella patelliformis, Hall sp. e¢ 

Clionychia sp. n. rr. 

Cleidophorus planulatus, Hall. ce 

Modiolopsis faba, Hall. ¢ 

Cameroceras proteiforme, Hall. r 

Triarthus becki, Green sp. r 

Calymmene senaria, Conrad. r 

Cyphaspis sp. rr 

Trinucleus concentricus, Hall. ce 

Ctenobolbina ciliata, Hmmons sp. 6 

C. ciliata var. conuta var. n. ¢ 

Lepidocoleus jamesi, Hall & Whitfield sp. 1 

A comparison of these two faunas from Green Island with that 

discovered by Dr Beecher near the Dudley observatory at Albany 

proves their identity. Dr Beecher considered this fauna as being 

e 
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of Utica age, and Walcott declared it to represent in the whole 

the upper Utica age of the Mohawk valley region. It is remark- 

able for the considerable number of Lorraine forms on one hand 

and the nearly as great number of Trenton forms on the other. 

Some of these Lorraine forms were also observed in the very old 

Utica beds of Mechanicsville, and their varietal differences from 

the typical Lorraine forms remarked on. None of these Trenton 

forms occur in the pure Lorraine faunas of Block island and 

Waterford 

Station 11. Railroad station, Menands 

A few fossils were discovered by Dr Clarke in fissile argilla- 

ceous shales exposed in a small gravel pit about a hundred yards 

north of Menands station. The fossils are: 

Dalmanella testudinaria, Dalman sp. cc 

Plectorthis plicatella, Hall. c 

Plectambonites sericea, Sowerby sp. ce 

_ P. sericea var. aspera, James var. ¢ 

Rafinesquina deltoidea, Conrad sp. rr | 

Archinacella patelliformis, Hall. c 

Bellerophon bilobatus, Hall. r 

Spyroceras bilineatum, Hall. r 

Ctenobolbina ciliata, Emmons sp. r 

The presence of Plectorthis plicatella and Spy- 

roceras bilineatum connects this faunule with the 

faunas of Green Island. 

Station 12. Devil’s Den, Watervliet 

In a deep gorge, called Devil’s Den (station 12), behind Gen. 

Schuyler’s historic home and half a mile west of Watervliet, 

blackish and gray, fissile, soft argillaceous shales, somewhat 

sandy toward the upper end of the gorge, are exposed for about 

half a mile. These yielded a number of well preserved specimens 

of Orthograptus quadrimucronatus, Hall sp. 

*The association of Trenton and Lorraine forms in the same beds, and 

the peculiar position of these beds in the Utica zone will be discussed: 

later (p. 564). 
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Station 13. Buttermilk fall, Watervliet 

At the so-called Buttermilk fall (station 13) just south of the 

Devil’s Den, Diplograptus putillus, Hall was found in 
black shales. | 3 

Station 14. Rural cemetery, Albany 

One mile directly south of the last two localities lies the Rural 

eemetery of Albany (station 14). Here a rich fauna was dis- 

covered by Dr Clarke in a road metal quarry close to Prof. James 

Hall’s grave. The rock is a deep black, strongly carbouneeae 

argillaceous shale. It contains: 

Orthograptus quadrimucronatus, Hall sp. in great sein 

and exquisite preservation, in fact in the best state of pres- 

ervation of rhabdosomes of graptolitey ever seen by the 

writer in shale. 

Diplograptus putillus, Hall 

D. spinulosus sp. n. 

Corynoides curtus, Lapworth 

Dendrograptus sp.t 

*There occur in the shale of the Rural cemetery extremely fine and 

slender, chitinous, irregular branching threads of undoubted graptolitie 

mature. These are rolled up, the larger and smalier branches separately, 

into an intricate, irregularly convolute mass. Such a form has been 

described and figured by Emmons American geology. 1875. pt 2. p. 109. 

pl.l. fig.7) as Nemagrapsus eapillaris. Hall did not recog- 

mize the genus, as one of Emmons’s species, N. elegans, is 

only a fragment of Coenograptus gracilis, and the rela- 

tions of the other form, N. capillaris, on whichneither thecae 

mor thecal apertures were observed, “can scarcely be determined from 

the figures given” (11:48; 13:211). The genus was later accepted by 

Lapworth, but Roemer (54:587) remarks that Hall, having access to the 

material, was certainly better prepared to judge its value. Ami (Bul. geol. 

soc. Amer. 1891. II. table p. 495) reports it doubtfully from the Can- 

adian Calciferous; and Gurley, after having described a form as belonging 

to Nemagraptus which he later recognized to bea Thamnograp- 

tus, declares that he has found typical specimens of Nem agraptus 

eapillaris at Stockport, Columbia co., but does not describe them 

(50:306), The writers material shows all the features indicated by 

Emmons’s figure. Both the figure mentioned and the material suggest that 

the fossils consist of the broken terminal filiform branches of some delicate 

ramose graptolite which, drifting about, were rolled up. A comparison 

with specimens of Dendrograptus tenuiramosus, Walcott 

(19:21. pl. 1. fig. 4) from the Utica shale shows that our form on the 
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Eopolychaetus albaniensis sp. n. 

Pontobdellopsis cometa sp. n.t 

Leptobolus insignis, Hall 

Schizambon (?) fissus var. canadensis Am 

Hormotoma cf. gracilis, Hall sp. 

With the exception of Dendrograptus, which at this 

| locality is of rare occurrence, all graptolites of this fauna were 

found in the lowest Utica shale at Panton Vt. As the same 

combination of graptolites has also been observed on slabs from 

the neighborhood of Amsterdam N. Y., it seems to constitute a 

faunule characteristic of a certain horizon of the Utica shale 

in New York, evidently of the lower part of the formation. In 

all three localities the graptolites are rarely found mixed but 

occur on different surfaces of closely adjoining layers ; only the 

rarer D. spinulosus mingling with the others, as if they 

were assorted according to their weight while drifting about. 

The other graptolites of the Utica shale occur for the most part 

separately in the shales of the Mohawk valley; this is specially 

notable of Climacograptustypicalis, Cl. bicor- 

his andDiplograptus ruedemanni. 

Station 15. Old Dudley observatory, Albany 

3 miles S SW of the Rural cemetery exposure and just north 

of Albany, on Patroon’s creek near the old Dudley observatory 

(station 15) is the exposure from where Dr Beecher, in 1889, ob- 

tained the first unmistakable Utica fauna from the Hudson river 

shales (see p. 502). 

whole is more slender and flexible (only .1 mm wide), but its thickest basal 

parts correspond in thickness to the terminal parts of that extremely 

delicate graptolite whose thin filiform ends also show at times an inclina- 

tion to become convolute. Furthermore most of the branches possess the 

same smooth, unindented character and apparently, though not distinct 

enough to permit positive assertion, small pits along the median line. In 

the absence of more complete material, it seems therefore justifiable to 

consider this fossil as consisting of the broken, thin filiform ends of 

Dendrograptus tenuiramosus or a similar species. 

18ee description of these fossils p. 574. 
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Station 16. Penitentiary, Albany 

At the opposite outskirts of Albany, 2 miles to the southwest 

of the locality just mentioned, a graptolite fauna was discovered 

by Dr Clarke near the penitentiary (station 16) in a soft, black 

shale of the appearance of typical Utica shale and which also 

effervesces with HCl. The fauna consists of: 

Corynoides curtus, Lapworth 

Orthograptus quadrimucronatus, Hall sp. 

Diplograptus putillus, Hall 

D. spinulosus sp. n. 

Climacograptus typicalis, Hall 

Leptobolus insignis, Hall 

Undetermined brachiopod 

The first is the most common graptolite; it entirely covers some 

slabs. 

Station 17. Beaver park 

J. Van Deloo collected, some years ago, at the time of the 

laying out of Beaver park, a few graptolites in a ravine in the 

northern part of the park. These on investigation proved to be 

specimens of Diplograptus putillus, Hall, indicating 

the Utica age of the beds of this locality, which is only a short 

distance east of the preceding locality. 

Station 18. Normansville 

2 miles farther southwest, along the general strike of the rocks, 

is Normansville on the Normans kill. While at Normansville 

itself, in the sandstones and shales exposed above and below the 

bridge, no fossils were found, and the age of these rocks remains 

in doubt, a small outcrop of shale about a mile farther up, 100 

yards below the landing of the picnic ground on the right bank 

of the river, furnishes graptolites (station 18). The rock is a 

deep bluish black, thick bedded argillite with conchoidal fracture 

and iron-stained cleavage planes. It is filled with specimens of 

Climacograptus bicornis, Hall : 
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Besides this occur: 

Diplograptus quadrimucronatus, Hall 

Diplograptus cf. foliaceus, Murchison, fragments 

-Corynoides curtus, Lapworth 

Leptobolus insignis, Hall 

’ Station 19. Ravine by Normans kill 

_ About half a mile farther up the river in a ravine in the south 

bank a gray, arenaceous and micaceous, thin bedded shale was 

found which yielded quite a number of specimens of Diplo- 

graptus putillus, Hall (station 19). The beds of this, as 

those of all preceding stations, dip steeply to the east and have 

been involved in the tilting of the Hudson river beds. 

Station 20. Black creek, Voorheesville 

Following the Normans kill no outcrops are found in its widen- 

ing valley or along any of the tributaries till reaching Black 

creek, a small southerly affluent, 4 miles farther up (station 20). 

The banks and the bed of this creek are formed of dark, often 

black, soft, non-metamorphic, mostly argillaceous shales, from 

which the creek derives its name. While near its mouth the 

shale is slightly disturbed by a fault which, according to its south- 

- west strike, still belongs, as an accessory fault, to the Hudson 

river system of faults, the shales farther up the creek show a 

regular n 70° w dip and n 160° w strike, and lie hence outside 

the easterly tilted block of the Hudson river region. The large 

fault reported by Emmons and Ford as extending from Saratoga 

Springs across the Mohawk river and separating the tilted and 

- folded Hudson river region from the undisturbed region to the 

west, probably passes the Normans kill between the last two sta- 

tions and may also account for the lack of outcrops and the 

broadening of the valley between them. These black shales con- 

tain: | 

Orthograptus quadrimucronatus, Hall sp. 

Diplograptus putillus, Hall . 

Climacograptus typicalis, Hall 4 
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Sagenella ambigua, Walcott 

Cameroceras proteiforme, Hall sp. 

Triarthrus becki, Green 

They are hence undoubtedly of Utica age. 

Station 21. The Vly, Voorheesville 

The next southerly tributary of the Normans kill is the Vly. 

This creek forms, as above noted, a fall below Voorheesville, 

caused by a heavy bank of sandstone which suggests the Lor- 

raine age of these beds. Following the course of the creek down- 

ward, argillaceous shales, sandy shales and sandstone beds are 

passed in manifold alternations. They show a general western 

dip (20°), and in.two places are thrown into a series of small 

parallel folds, a few feet wide, striking n 15° e. These as well 

as a fault, which runs in the same direction, are evidently the 

faint westerly outrunners of the powerful Appalachian disturb- 

ances of the Taconic mountains and of the Hudson river valley 

region with which they run parallel. | 

Farther down, about halfway between the sawmill and the 

mouth of the creek, black shales begin to replace the sand- 

stones and lighter colored shales. In one of the lower drab 

beds of sandstone numerous large specimens of Clima- 

cograptus typicalis were found, indicating the Utica 

age of these lower sand beds (station 21). This sandstone effer- 

vesces with HCl and is, hence, calcareous, like the Utica shale 

of the Mohawk valley. In the dark gray sandy shales below 

- this sandstone, which, however, do not effervesce, were found: 

Climacograptus typicalis, Hall 

Sagenella ambigua, Walcott 

Cameroceras proteiforme, Hall sp. 

It thus appears that along the Vly a section is exposed from 

the Utica shale into the overlying Lorraine beds. This outcrop 

of Utica shale is the most southern and western which could be 

found in the region studied, as this shale toward the Helderberg 

mountains dips under the Lorraine beds, which in their turn 
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are overlain by the Upper Siluric and Devonic strata of these 

mountains. 

Extension of zone of Utica shale 

The stations 5 to 21 comprise all the localities with Utica fos- 

sils known to the writer in this region. They are arranged, as a 

glance at the map will show, in a zone which, beginning at the 

banks of the Hudson river at Laveny’s point, passing over the 

islands at the mouth of the Mohawk and following thence the 

edge of the plateau to the west of the Hudson valley, crosses the 

upper part of the city of Albany and extends to the Normans kill, 

where it passes under the drift. As this series of outcrops ties in 

the general direction of the strike of the rocks, and the latter 

form a mass with uniform easterly dip, it may be safely concluded 

that this zone represents a continuous terrane of Utica beds aver- 

_ lying the Lorraine beds of equal dip in the tilted region, and un- 

derlying the latter in the undisturbed region to the west of the 

separating fault. Toward the north the zone probably connects 

with the Utica shale known from the neighborhood of Mechancis- 

ville, Saratoga Springs, Sandyhill, ete. 

C MIDDLE TRENTON BEDS 

Station 22. Watervliet arsenal 

The next group of stations (stations 22-26) comprises five locali- 

ties which may be arranged in two rows extending from n ne to 

8 sw on both sides of the Hudson river south of Watervliet and 

Troy. These localities furnish Trenton fossils. The occurrence 

of the latter was first made known by Whitfield (see p. 496), who 

reported the finding of Diplograptus amplexicaulis 

at the Watervliet arsenal (station 22), and south of Troy in shaly 

partings between layers of metamorphic limestone. The locality 

at the arsenal ig no more accessible, but part of the material 

collected at that time is preserved in the state museum. It con- 

sists of very soft bluish black, argillaceous shale, which does not 

effervesce with HCl and is thickly packed with a long, narrow 

graptolite which in dimensions, arrangement and form of thecae 
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corresponds with the Middleville specimens of Diplograp- 

tus amplexicaulis? with which it was compared. 

Station 23. Fitzgerald’s quarry, Port Schuyler 

In James Fitzgerald’s quarry (station 28) 3 of a mile south of 

the arsenal, at the western terminus of Fourth street in Port 

Schuyler, thick bedded gray and black argillaceous shales and 

arenaceous, mica-bearing argillite are broken for road metal. 

The sandy beds contained: | 

Schizocrinus nodosus, Hall 

Dalmanella testudinaria, Emmons sp. 

Plectorthis plicatella, Hall 

Platystrophia biforata, Schlotheim sp. 

Plectambonites sericea, Sowerby sp. 

Rafinesquina alternata, Conrad sp. 

1Diplogaptus amplexicaulis was first described by Hall from 

the middle Trenton of Trenton Falls and Middleville. There, as well as 

at Trenton, it occurs in great profusion in certain beds of the middle 

Trenton, while in the Rathbone brook section, south of Trenton Falls, it 

was also observed in beds considered as lower Trenton by Dr Th. A. 

White (51:86). Whitfield, as observed (p. 496) found it at the Watervliet 

arsenal and at south Troy, and based on it his correlation of these 

shales with the Trenton. Gurley, who considers it as only a mutation 

of D. foliaceus, assigns it to the Chazy (Mystic, Can.) and 

Trenton. Joseph F. James records its collection in the typical Maquoketa 

locality (Amer. geol. 4:237); Walcott mentions its being found in the upper 

part of the Lorraine section (86a:339); and Whitfield enumerates in 

his catalogue (61:20-21) as D. amplexicaulis a number of Hall’s 

types of Gr. pristis of Pal. N. Y., v. 1, from Turin, Lorraine, Collins- 

ville and the Oxtungo creek. It becomes apparent from these citations 

that this graptolite is of rather uncertain value as an index fossil of the 

Trenton; it has been reported from beds ranging from the Chazy to the 

Lorraine, and probably the form is not yet well understood or D. foli- 

aceus, to which it is closely related, has been mistaken for it. The 

aiplexicaulity of the thecae is not restricted to this species, the concayo- 

convex section of the rhabdosome is not observable in flattened specimens, 

- go that in the determination of specimens from the shale one is restricted 

to the observation of the dimensions, outline of thecae and rhabdosome, 

and of the general habit. These characters, however, being subject to 

alteration by variations in pressure, are often difficult of exact observation. 

The relations of this form to D. foliaceus and its vertical range 

apparently need farther study. The writer has not seen typical speci- 

mens of this form from beds of younger than middle Trenton age. 

aint esi > sles: 

| 
? 
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Ctenobolbina subrotunda sp. n. 

Lepidocoleus jamesi, Hall & Whitfield sp. 

In the more argillaceous rock were found: 

Diplograptus (Glyptograptus) amplexicaulis Hall 

DD. foliaceus, Murchison 

Proétus cf. parviusculus, Hall 

The combination of Diplograptus amplexicaulis 

with Schizocrinus nodosus and Proétus cf. par- 

viusculus is fairly sufficient evidence of the Trenton age 

of the shales and sandstones in Fitzgerald’s quarry; for D. 

amplexicaulis occurs typically in the lower and middle 

Trenton and Schizocrinus nodosus and Proétus 

parviusculus (see next station) are known from the Tren- 

ton only. Ctenobolbina subrotunda is nearest re 

lated to the Trenton species (Ct. fulcrataand Ct. crassa, 

Ulrich) of that genus (see description, p. 576). 

Station 24. Brothers’s quarry, south Troy 

The outcrop south of Troy where Whitfield 26 years ago col- 

lected the Trenton graptolite, could not be precisely located; at 

least no information of the former occurrence of limestone in that 

neighborhood could be obtained. There were, however, several * 

localities found which furnished ample evidence of the presence 

of Trenton fossils and which, as they contain calcareous sand- 

stone banks with intercalated impure limestone banks and shales, 

may be identical with Mr Whitfield’s collecting ground. 

The most important locality is the Brothers’s or Lavery’s quarry 

station 24), at the brow of the hills east of south Troy. Diplo- 

graptus amplexicaulis is found here in great numbers 

in black, argillaceous shale at the east side of the quarry and 

more sparingly in association with Corynoides calicu- 

laris in similar beds at the opposite side of the quarry. 

In calcareous sandstone beds which contain dark impure lime- 

_ Stone banks consisting of brachiopod shells, in the middle part 

of the quarry, occur brachiopods, a number of which were first 

collected by Gilbert Van Ingen of Columbia university and kindly 

left with the writer; and one bed is filled with bryozoans. The 

beds yielded: 
os . =) 
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Schizocrinus nodosus, Hall 

Pachydictya acuta, Hall sp. 

cf. Escharopora angularis, Ulrich 

Prasopora sp. 

Dalmanella testudinaria, Dalman sp. 

Plectorthis plicatella, Hail 

Platystrophia biforata, Schlotheim sp. 

Plectambonites sericea, Sowerby sp. 

Rafinesquina alternata, Emmons sp. 

Rhynchotrema increbescens, Hall sp. ¢€ inaequivalvis, Castel- 

nau sp.) 

Proétus parviusculus, Hall 

Of these species Schizocrinus nodosus indicates the 

Trenton age in general, while Pachydictya acuta is re- 

ported by Hall (7: 75) as “of frequent occurrence in both the 

lower and central portions of the Trenton limestone”, a state 

ment with which Winchell and Ulrich concur in reporting the 

fossil from the Clitambonites, Fusispira and Nematopora beds of | 

Minnesota (49: 111). Escharopora is, according to the 

same authors, restricted to the Stones river, Black river, lower 

and central Trenton beds. Rhynchotrema increbes- 

cens, in the restricted meaning (i. e. with the exclusion of the 

distinct Lorraine form, R. ¢ a pax, originally included by Hall in 

this species) is a Trenton form. In the west it occurs in the upper 

Black river group, lower and middle Trenton (49: cxv) and in 

Canada it is found in Black river and lower Trenton. It is, 

hence, indicative of the lower or middle Trenton age of the Troy 

beds. Proétus parviusculus was originally described 

by Hall (14: 228) as occurring “in shales of the Hudson river 

group, Cincinnati, Ohio”. The correlation of these shales has, 

however, changed since that time; for Winchell and Ulrich 

cite the form from the Trenton of the Cincinnati region. Dr 

Clarke (49: 754) reports it from the base of the Galena shales 

at St Paul (Clitambonites bed, Winchell and Ulrich, which is 

lower Trenton). In Canada it has also been found in the Trenton. 
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The occurrence of Pachydictya acuta, Rhyncho- 

trema increbescensand Proétus parviusculus 

would, hence, indicate a lower or middle Trenton age for these 

beds, which correlation can, on account of the abundance and 

association of Diplograptus amplexicaulis, with 

these fossils, be limited with a fair degree of exactness to the 

middle Trenton age. 

A remarkable and easily misleading feature of some beds in 

this as well as in the Fitzgerald quarry is their great similarity 

to some Lorraine beds at Waterford; for in all three localities 

there occur gray, sandy argillaceous rocks with iron-stained fos- 

sils, which it would be difficult to separate by their lithologio 

aspect, but the fossil contents and a strong admixture of calcare- 

ous matter in the rocks of the Brothers’s quarry show that this 

similarity is only accidental. | 

Station 25. Ruscher’s quarry, south Troy 

Directly south of the Brothers’s quarry and in the strike of its 

rocks lies another large quarry, Ruscher’s (station 25). The same 

black shales, heavy sandstone banks and arenaceous limestone 

beds, as well as greenish shales toward the eastern part, are here 

exposed. Diplograptus amplexicaulis is also quite 

common. 

Station 26. Corner of Adams and 10th streets, Troy 

In the railroad cut at the corner of Adams and 10th streets in 

North Troy, (station 26) in a compact, black argillaceous shale 

Diplograptus amplexicaulis, Hall, and Cory- 

noides curtus, Nicholson, were found. These fossils and 

the appearance of the rock leave no doubt of the identity of these 

beds with those exposed in their direct strike in the Brothers’s 

and Ruscher’s quarries in south Troy. No other exposures of 

these beds have been met with farther north, in the investigated 

area, though they undoubtedly continue in the direction indicated 

by the outcrops in Troy. 
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Extension of zone of middle Trenton beds 

The five stations, 22-26, establish the presence of a zone of 

rocks of the general appearance of the Hudson river shales and 

sandstones (but containing some limestone), between Troy and 

Watervliet, which is about 1 mile wide and equivalent to the 

middle Trenton. This zone could not be traced farther south, 

which fact, however, finds its explanation in the topographic 

conditions prevailing to the south; for the strike of the middle 

Trenton beds brings them, as an examination of the map will 

show, into the alluvial plain of the Hudson river where outcrops 

are absent. The zone would then probably pass through the 

lower part of the city of Albany and could be expected along the 

Normans kill above Kenwood and below the Utica shale out- 

crops described above. But along that part of the river only 

one exposure is found, that at Normansville, and this, unfortu- 

nately, is not known to have ever yielded any fossils. From here- 

to the Lorraine sandstones and shales at the base of ithe Helder- 

berg escarpment no farther outcrops could be found. Both the 

Vlaumans and the Coeymans kills, which have been followed 

by the writer along their entire courses, show outcrops only near 

their mouths, and these belong to the next following zone. The 

outcrops at the upper Coeymans kil and its tributary, 

the Sprayt kill, have been mentioned above. On account of the 

general n ne-s sw strike of all the beds in this region, it can, 

however, be safely surmised that this zone passes under the Hel- 

derbergs. 

D NORMANSKILL BEDS (LOWER DICELLOGRAPTUS ZONE) 

After the presence of these zones of Lorraine, Utica and Tren- 

ton shales in the Hudson river valley had become evident to the 

writer, a thorough search for the graptolites of the Normans kill | 

or lower Dicellograptus zone was instituted, this zone being, in 

accordance with the views of previous writers, sought for be- 

tween the Lorraine and Utica, and between the Utica and Tren- 

ton zones. There has, however, no trace of these graptolites 

been found between or within the Utica and Lorraine zones, 

el a oe aig — 
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while an investigation of the rocks to the east of the Trenton 

zone has furnished ample evidence of the presence of the 

Dicellograptus zone. , 

The following stations with these fossils were found: 

Station 27. Cahill’s hill, south Troy 

Behind the Brothers’s quarry outcrops of mostly dark shales 

may be followed up almost to the top of Cahill’s hill, whence a 

small gully runs north into the Poesten kill in upper Spring ave- 

nue, south Troy (station a). This gully furnishes a good section. 

In its upper part greenish gray argillaceous shales, farther down 

gray, somewhat sandy shales, and at the bottom softer, black 

argillaceous shales are exposed. The last contain graptolites in 

a fine state of preservation; besides Corynoides calicu- 

laris and a narrow Diplograptus which closely ap- 

proaches D. amplexicaulis; well developed specimens of 

Diplograptus foliaceus occur in fair number. The 

combined presence of these indicates the transition of the middle 

Trenton shale of station 24 into another zone. 

Station 28. Poesten kill, South Troy 

The Trenton shales of the Brothers’s quarry appear again across 

the Poesten kill in Spring avenue in a small road metal pit be 

hind the northern row of houses. Going from here 200 yards 

east, along the north bank of the Poesten kill, just above Ruff’s 

canal mills, a four foot sandstone bed is met with to the left 

of the road, which is overlain by black, strongly carbonaceous, 

argillaceous, rather thick bedded shales. These were found to 

contain graptolites in considerable number and in a fair state 

of preservation (station 19). There were observed: 

Leptograptus subtenuis, Hall sp. 

Dicellograptus intortus, Gurley 

D. sextans, Hall sp. 

Climacograptus bicornis, Hail 

C. parvus, Hall 

Diplograptus foliaceus, Murchison gp. 
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Cryptograptus tricornis, Carruthers sp.(=D. Shaman: H alt) 

Corynoides calicularis, Nicholson 

Dawsonia sp. 

Rhombodictyon sp. 

Of these Leptougraptus subtenuis, Dicello- 

graptus intortus, Climacograptus parvus, 

DawsoniaandRhombodictyon are restricted to the 

Dicellograptus zones, while Cryptograptus tricornis 

passes from the Calciferous into the lower Dicellograptus zone, 

but not into the Utica or Lorraine beds. This shale is, hence, 

an unmistakable representative of the Normans kill or lower 

Dicellograptus beds, and this interesting discovery demonstrates 

the presence of the Normans kill fauna only a few hundred yards 

to the east of the middle Trenton fauna. 

Following the section farther up along the Poesten kill, alter- 

nations of sandstones and black argillaceous shales are first met 

with, then a four foot conglomerate with black shale as matrix, 

at the water tower of the wire mill; above this alternations of 

fissile, black and greenish gray shales and finally, by gradual 

disappearance of the black shales, only green shales. On the 

other side of the Poesten kill, just below the picturesque water- 

falls, specimens of Rhombodictyon were found in a black 

shale, intercalated in a green shale, the latter containing great 

quantities of fragments of algae. These shales extend eastward 

as far as the great fault which brought up the Cambrian beds 

against the “ Hudson river shales ”’. 

Station 29. Mount Olympus, Troy 

Another outcrop of graptolite shale was found 2 miles farther > 

north at Mt Olympus, a landmark of North Troy, consisting of a 

cliff rising some 60 feet abuve the alluvial plain. 

_ The deep black, fissile argillaceous shales contain: 

Didymograptus tenuis, Hall sp. rr 

Dicranograptus ramosus, Hall. r 

Climacograptus bicornis, Hall. ce 
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€. parvus, Hall. ce 

©. sp. n+ 

Dawsoni campanulata, Nicholson. ¢ 

Leptobolus walcotti sp.n. r 

Station 30. North end of Lansingburg 

An exceptionally good opportunity for collecting was offered 

for a time by a large excavation made around the new long dis- 

tance telephone power-house at the north end of Lansingburg, 

north of Troy. The rock consists of black, fissile argillaceous 

shales, black, hard, compact argillite and intercalated, green ar- 

gillaceous shales. The black shale furnished: 

Corynoides calicularis, Nicholson. In immense number 

Didymograptus serratulus, Hall. rr 

Dicranograptus ramosus, Hall. r | 

Diplograptus angustifolius, Hall. Completely covering some 

surfaces 

D. aff. putillus, Hall. rr 

D. foliaceus, Murchison. sp. ¢ 

D. whitfieldi, Hall. c 

Climacograptus bicornis, Hall. 

©. scharenbergi, Lapworth. ¢ 

C. sp. n. ce 

COS. Ns 

The faunas of Lansingburg and Mt Olympus, which lie in the 

same strike and evidently belong together, differ in general as- 

pect from that of the lower Dicellograptus fauna by the scarcity 

of branching forms and the strong prevalence, in species and 

individuals, of the biserrate graptolites, notably of the genera 

Diplograptus and Climacograptus. They ap 

proach in this regard the fauna of the upper Dicellograptus 

beds, to which they could be referred, were it not for the occur- 

rence of a few stipes of Didymograptus tenuis, 

The new species of graptolites will be described in a separate, later 

paper. 
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Didymograptus serratulus and the countless num- 

bers of Diplograptus angustifolius, these three 

graptolites belonging to the lower Dicellograptus zone. The gen- 

eral aspect of this fauna, the appearance of several new species. 

of Climacograptus in it and the fact that the graptolite 

shales of Mt Olympus on one hand lie to the northwest, that is 

apparently above the Diplograptus amplexicaulis beds of station 

27, and on the other hand closely approach the Utica beds at 

Lansingburg and at station 31, half a mile farther north, may 

be taken to suggest that we have here a separate horizon. If 

these beds do not represent another zone, but only a part of the 

upper Dicellograptus zone, the Diplograptus amplexicaulis zone 

would seem partly to overlie with its beds at Watervliet, 

and partly to be intercalated into, the lower Dicellograptus 

zone, at station 27, east of Mt Olympus, an irregularity which 

may be also caused by the complicated folding of the region, 

which partakes of the nature of an anticlinorium (see p. 557). 

The entire problem, however, of the relation of these beds of 

Lansingburg to the lower Dicellugraptus and Diplograptus am- 

plexicaulis zones awaits its solution in the tracing of the entire 

system farther north at some future time. ' 

Station 31. Bluff above Lansingburg 

Directly opposite Laveny’s point, station 6, in a high bluff, half 

a mile above the Lansingburg-Waterford bridge, a fossiliferous 

bed was found. The soft, fissile, black shale contained: 

Corynoides calicularis, Nicholson. r 

Diplograptus sp. Small fragment 

Climacograptus bicornis, Hall. e¢ 

Climacograptus sp. n. ©¢ 

These beds probably belong to the horizon represented by the 

Lansingburg fauna. | | 

Following these sandstones, black gray and greenish shales 

of the Poesten kill southward, a good section is met along a creek 

entering the river opposite Lagoon island. Here similar rocks 

are exposed, which, however, did not yield any fossils. 
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Station 32. Rensselaer 

The next fossils were found in a small road metal pit at the 

corner of High street and Third avenue in Rensselaer (Green- 

bush) (station 32), where dark glazed shales and some thin gritty 

bands are exposed. In the shales were found some specimens 

of Leptograptus subtenuis andthe youngofaDidy- 

mograptus. The Leptograptus subtenuis is 

_ sufficient to characterize these shales as belonging to the lower 

- Dicellograptus zone. 

Station 33. Kenwood (Normans kill) 

In the latitude of this station the lower Dicellograptus zone has 

crossed the Hudson river; for 3 miles southwest of it Hall’s classi- 

cal graptolite locality at the lower Normans kill (Kenwood) is 

situated (station 33). The rocks, exposed in a railroad cut and at 

the falls of the Normans kill consist of thick, partly coarse sand- 

stone banks with intercalated, glazed, grayish argillaceous 

shales and some black shale from which the graptolites were ob- 

tained (described in Pal. N. Y., v. 1 and 3). 

Station 34. Glenmont (the Abbey) 

_ Another locality which furnished fine material and still con- 

tains graptolites is the cut on the West Shore railroad, half a 

mile below the station of Glenmont (the Abbey, station 34), where 

similar beds with a thin black band, full of characteristic and 

finely preserved Normans kill graptolites, have been exposed. 

Southward from here, localities with this fauna have been found 

on both sides of the Hudson river; on the west side as far as 70 

miles south of Albany (27). 

Station 35. Moordener kill, Castleton 

There is first the fine exposure of “ Hudson river shales” and 

of the overthrust Cambrian beds along the Moordener kill or Mur- 

der creek extending from Castleton on the Hudson, 7 miles south 

of Rensselaer, to East Schodack (station 35). The section begins 

opposite the mill of the Fort Orange paper co. with much con- 
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torted black, partly glazed, argillaceous shale, which proved to be 

rich in specimens of Climacograptus parvus, but 

also furnished: 

Diplograptus foliaceus, Murchison sp. 

D. angustifolius, Hall 

Climacograptus bicornis, Hall 

Lasiograptus mucronatus, Hall sp. 

Corynoides calicularis, Nicholson ug 4 

The presence of Climacograptus parvus, Diplo 

graptus angustifolius and Lasiograptus mu- 

eronatus places this fauna in the lower Dicellograptus zone. 

CONGLOMERATE BED OF LOWER TRENTON ASPECT IN 

SHALE 

About 150 yards farther up in the nucleus of a small anticline, 

a conglomerate bed with black shales above and below is ex- 

posed. The exact thickness of the latter could not, on account 

of the intricate contortions and the resulting swelling up and 

thinning out of the bed within a short space, be made out in this 

place, but the same conglomerate bed, or a very similar one, 

farther up the creek proved to be about 13 feet thick and was 

also inclosed on both sides by black shales. The matrix con- 

sists of a dark arenaceous limestone which weathers into a drab 

sandstone, while the boulders, which are all well worn, consist 

of small pebbles of reddish or yellowish sandstone, probably of 

Potsdam and Beekmantown (Calciferous) age, of large boulders 

{up to 1 foot in diameter) of light blue, hard Lowville (Birdseye) 

limestone with birdseyes and Tetradium cellulosum, 

Hall sp. (a typical Lowville limestone fossil), and of still larger — 

boulders (one 24 feet in diameter) of dark gray Trenton lime 

stone. The latter contained: 

Streptelasma corniculum, Hall 

Callopora cf. ampla, Ulrich. e¢ 

Plectambonites sericea, Sowerby sp. var. aspera, James. ce 

Strophomena incurvata, Shepard sp. (=Str. filitexta, Hall) 6 

Rhynchotrema increbescens, Hall. r 
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Conradella compressa, Hall sp. r 

Pterygometopus callicephalus, Hall. sp.r 

_ Isotelus cf. gigas, De HOY one 

Macronotella ulrich sp. n. r 

Bollia sp.n. T 

In pebbles of a very fine grained, dull black limestone were 

found: 

Callopora ampla, Ulrich. ¢ 

C. multitabulata, Ulrich. ¢ 

Dalmanella testudinaria, Dalman sp. ¢ 

Platystrophia biforata, Schlotheim sp. ¢ 

_Plectamibonites sp. n. aff. gibbosa, Winchell & Schuchert. cc 

Christiania trentonensis Spe ¥ 

Eccyliopterus sp. n. r 

Pterygometopus callicephalus, Hall sp. ¢ 

Ceraurus pleurexanthemus, Hall. r 

Conularia trentonensis, Hall. Young specimen. r 

The matrix contained: 

Pachydictya sp. ¢ 

Stromatocerium sp. cc 

_Rafinesquina alternata, Emmons sp. c 

Plectambonites sericea, Sowerby sp. var. aspera, James. r 

. Strophomena incurvata, Shepard sp. r 

Plectambonites, sp. n. aff. gibbosa, Winchell & Schuchert. r 

Of these forms Streptelasma corniculum occurs, 

according to Hall, principally in the lower Trenton; Winchell 

and Schuchert report it from the lower and middle Trenton; 

Callopora ampla and multitabulata are both Black 

river and lower Trenton forms in the west; Pachydict ya is 

principally developed in the lower and middle Trenton; Stro- 

phomena incurvata occurs according to Hall in the lower 

Trenton at Middleville, is reported by White from the same bed 

with Diplograptus amplexicaulis, and may there- 

fore, rise into the middle Trenton; and in the west it is princi- 
— 

The new fossils of this and the next station will be described in 2 
separate paper. 
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pally distributed through the Stones river and Black river groups. 

The single species of Macronotella, made known by UI- 

rich (49:648), comes from the Stones river group (Lowville lime 

stone). All the other fossils found belong either to species which 

lived throughout the Trenton age or to new species too different 

from those known to allow taxonomic conclusions. 

It is obvious that the faunas of both the pebbles and of the 

matrix point to a low horizon in the Trenton stage which may 

even descend into the Black river stage. <A threefold interest 

attaches, therefore, to this fauna, firstly that of its location in the 

eastern region, secondly that of the remarkable character of its 

components and finally, its intercalation in the Normans kill 

shales. 

CONGLOMERATE BED ON RYSEDORPH HILL 

This interest is hightened by the occurrence of another con- 

glomerate bed on the top of Rysedorph hill or the Pinnacle, east 

of Rensselaer (station 36 on map), which contains the same groups 

of Trenton pebbles bearing the same faunas,augmented, however, 

by numerous other species, in part new.!' The peculiar antique 

character of this Trenton fauna of Rysedorph hill finds its most 

pregnant expression in the numerous specimens of Ampyx 

hastatus sp. n. (see pl. 1, fig. 1) and Remopleurides 

linguatus sp. n. found in the same pebbles with 

Ceraurusand Pterygometopus. As before ob- 

served, Ami found similar antique forms in the Dicellograptus 

zone of the Quebec massive. The different composition of this 

eastern Trenton fauna when compared with the other Trenton 

faunas of the state, is a fitting corollary to the restriction of the | 

Normans kill fauna, with which it is homotaxial, to the eastern 

margin of the state. Both faunas, together with Ami’s inter- 

esting discoveries, point to conditions and connections of this 

eastern border sea altogether different from those of the regions 

to the west. 

1This is the locality termed by Emmons (Am. geol. pt 2, p. 72) and 
Walcott ‘“ Cantonment hill.” 
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One fossil of the Rysedorph hill fauna deserves special notice 

in this place. It is a small graptolite, several specimens of which 

were found in an exquisite, uncompressed state of preservation 

in a small, dark gray limestone pebble which within a cubic inch 

contained, besides the graptolites, a cranidium of Ampyxhas- 

tatus,a cephalon of Pterygometopus ecalli- 

cephalus,Plectambonites afi. gibbosa anda 

Callopora (see pl. 1, fig. 1). The graptolite is a Clima- 

cograptus. A careful comparison of it with all the spe- 

cies of Ciimacograptus obtained so far from the Nor- 

mans kill and Utica shales of New York shows its absolute iden- 

tity with a form which is quite common in the Normans kill 

shale of Mt Moreno near Hudson. It differs from all other spe- 

cies of Climacograptus by its strong sculpture and 

specially by the characteristic deep, strongly zigzag groove 

along the median line of the rhabdosome. This is a character- 

istic feature of Climacograptus scharenbergi Lap- 

worth, with which it also agrees in the rectangular outline of 

the thecae and apparent absence of appendages. Cl. scharen- 

bergi has been reported before by Lapworth and Gurley from 

the lower and upper Dicellograptus zones (the former—Normans 

kill zone) of Canada. It does not rise into the Utica and Lor- 

raine beds. Its association at Rysedorph hill with a peculiar 

lower Trenton fauna, is, hence, a strong argument in favor of 

the lower Trenton age of the Normans kill shale. 

In Europe this graptolite occurs at even deeper horizons; for 

Roemer (54:612) collected it in the Phyllograptus shales near 

Christiania, and Tullberg reports it from the horizons with 

Didymograptus geminus and Diplograptus 

-putillus, which, in Scania, lie below the Coenograptus 
gracilis zone (=lower Dicellograptus zone). In Scotland it oe- 

curs in the corresponding Glenkiln shales, which also lie deeper 

than the zone with Coenograptus gracilis which forms 

the base of the Moffat beds. ! 

The beds on Rysedorph hill which outcrop at the fault be 

tween the Normans kill shales and the Cambrian slates repre- 
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sent probably, as remarked by Walcott (86:319) a block caught 

on the line of the fault. A similar case has been made known 

by Vanuxem from the East Canada creek, where along a fault 

a Trenton limestone bed has been caught between the Utica 

shale and the Beekmantown (Calciferous) limestone (5:210). 

This would indicate that the conglomerate bed was the first 
resistent stratum within or below the Normans kill shales. Its 

similarity with the Moordener kill bed permits the conclusion 

that it is, like the latter, imclosed in the shales, and perhaps 

continuous with it. A few miles south of Castleton another 

brecciated limestone bed, intercalated in graptolite-bearing Nor- 

mans kill shales, was discovered by Ford (see p. 508). This lies 

directly in the strike of the Moordener kill bed and is probably 

also continuous with it. 

The conclusion to be derived from the observations on these 

conglomerate beds, which is of the greatest import for the pres- 

ent investigation, is that there is intercalated in undoubted Nor- 

mans kill or lower Dicellograptus shales a conglomerate bed 

which, in pebbles as well as matrix, contains as its youngest 

fossils those of lower Trenton aspect. The occurrence of peb- 

bles of two different kinds of limestone (even three at Ryse- 

dorph hill) means that the formation of several Trenton 

limestone beds must have preceded the deposition of these 

shales, and that an unconformity exists between the lime- 

stone and the shale. The more common fossils of the 

pebbles have however been found also in the matrix. This 

could be explained either by the assumption that some fossils 

became separated from the pebbles and embedded in the 

matrix, a view which seems to be supported by the scarcity of 

fossils in the matrix and opposed by the occurrence of whole 

specimens of such fragile shells as Strophomena in- 

curvataand Plectambonitessericeavar.aspera, 

James; or by the assumption that the forms entombed in the 

pebbles were still flourishing at the time of the formation of 

the conglomerate. As the conditions of living in a region where 

I eT ee aN 
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the deposition of large boulders proceeds are evidently not favor- 

able to a benthonic fauna, the scarcity of fossils in the matrix 

appears natural; and the view of the continued existence of the 

fauna of the pebbles, in some adjacent region, and its occasional 

incursion into the graptolite province seems to be the better sup- 

ported. This would mean that the Normans kill graptolite fauna 

and the mollusk and trilobite fauna of the conglomerate with 

lower Trenton aspect were synchronous. ‘The presence of Tren- 

ton fossils in so-called Hudson river shales has been proved be- 

fore (see p. 536). So has the resting of these shales immediately 

on lower Trenton limestone beds in the regions to the east (33) 

and to the south, near Poughkeepsie (21). 

Following up the Moordener kill to the base of the second 

falls, black shales with intercalations of hard, black chert beds 

and some thinner sandstone and limestone bands are passed, 

and at this point a conglomerate bed, 13 feet thick and flanked 

by thinner conglomerate beds, crosses the creek. On account of 

the disturbed character of the region, this bed may be identical 

with that first mentioned. The shales continue tothe third 

falls, where a third conglomerate bed, 20 feet thick, is met with. 

Then follow coarse sandstones in layers from 2 to 4 feet thick, 

and sandy shales, and above them black, fissile, argillaceous 

shales with many thin intercalations of dark limestone and sand- 

stone. After a break of some 300 feet, dark gray, fissile shales 

again appear, and these continue to the bridge over the Moor- 

dener kill on the road between Castleton and Schodack depot 

(Brookview). Just below this bridge, in steel gray, somewhat 

_ sandy, argillaceous shales, numerous excellently preserved speci- 

mens of Corynoides calicularis were found. This 

occurrence suggests that all these beds may belong to the Dicello- 

graptus zone. 3 

A mile and a half farther up, the creek passes again over 

glazed gray and black shales and bluish quartzite beds, followed, 

below Dickerman’s mill, 2 miles below Schodack Center, by the 

green and purple slates and grits of the Cambric formation. 
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EXTENSION OF ZONE OF NORMANS KILL BEDS 

(Lower Dicellograptus beds) 

That the Dicellograptus beds extend farther south along the 

Hudson river is fully demonstrated by the collection made by 

Ford at Schodack Landing and by the rich collecting grounds of 

graptolites near Stockport on the Kinderhook creek and at Mt 

Moreno, near Hudson. An occurrence worthy of record is the 

alternation of indurated green slate containing fucoids, with 

black, graptolite-bearing shales, in a quarry at the north side of 

Mt Moreno where the alternating bands often do not exceed an 

inch in thickness. | 

The presence of the Normans kill fauna at the Poesten kill near 

Troy, at Rensselaer, the Moordener kill, Schodack Landing, the 

Kinderhook creek and Hudson, all east of the Hudson river, and 

at the Normans kill (Kenwood) and the Abbey (Glenmont), west 

of the river, demonstrates the presence of a zone of Normans 

kill or Dicellograptus beds to the east of the other zones, as a 

glance at the map will show. This zone may extend northward 

through Vermont into Canada. It has also been found in Maine 

(89). 

TAXONOMIC POSITION OF THE NORMANS KILL GRAP- 

TOLITE BEDS 

In the region northeast, east and southeast of Albany the 

Normans kill zone is cut off by the overthrust fault which 

brought it in contact with the Cambric beds. Farther south it 

has been found to rest on lower Trenton limestone (33). These 

Trenton limestone beds, which are in the north only indicated by 

the conglomerate beds of Rysedorph hill, the Moordener kill and 

Schodack Landing, would, hence, constitute a fifth zone. Be- 

tween this zone and the zone of middle Trenton shales and lime- 

stones, outcropping at Watervliet and south Troy, is now inter- 

posed the Dicellograptus zone. There can, hence, in the mass of 

“Hudson river shales” be discerned four zones from west to east, 

namely: 
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1 Lorraine beds 

2 Utica beds 

3 Upper and middle Trenton beds 

4 Dicellograptus beds; these resting on 

5 Lower Trenton limestone — 

The legitimate conclusion to be drawn from this succession of 

beds is that the Dicellograptus zone is homotaxial with a part of 

the middle or lower Trenton limestone. This conclusion stands in 

- full accord with the evidence furnished by the conglomerate beds. 

None of these zones, however, is entirely uniform in its fossil 

contents, as a comparison of the fossils from the various stations 

easily demonstrates. Not taking into account the difference be- 

tween graptolite and mollusk beds which may be synchronous, 

run into each other and alternate irregularly, it is evident that 

the associations of fossils in some beds differ greatly from the 

typical faunas of their epoch. 

There is first the difference between the typical lower Dicello- 

graptus beds and the Dicellograptus beds of Mt Olympus and 

Lansingburg; farther the remarkable admixture of Trenton fos- 

sils and the presence of the Climacograptus caudatus, 

which is a typical upper Dicellograptus form, in the Utica beds 

of Mechanicsville, and the appearance of Cryptograptus 

tricornis among the Utica fossils of Van Schaick island. 

‘These latter faunas differ markedly from the typical Utica grap- 

tolite fauna of the Rural cemetery, the penitentiary and the lower 

Normans kill. There is finally the peculiar combination of Tren- 

ton and Lorraine forms with the Utica fauna of the old observa- 

tory and Green Island. 

The full list of the various faunas observed is the following: 

Lower Trenton fauna of conglomerate beds of Rysedorph hill, 

consisting at least of three different faunules 

Typical lower Dicellograptus fauna 

Lower Dicell. fauna of Mt Olym- { Relative position of 

| pus and Lansingburg { these two faunas not 
(| Dipl. amplexicaulis fauna | yet clearly determined 
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Utica fauna of Mechanicsville with Con. trentonensis 
| and Climacogr. caudatus 
| Utica fauna of Van Schaick island with Cry ae ote 
| tricornis 

; Typical Utica graptolite fauna of Rural cemetery, ete. 
| with Diplogr. quadrimucronatus and 
| Daploer. partials , 
| Upper Utica beds of old Dudley Sbacpeaery and Green 
t Island 

Typical Lorraine beds of Waterford and Block island 

Which of these minor faunas constitute constant sub-horizons 

of the larger divisions has not been established thus far; but it is 
expected that a continuation of this investigation in the areas. 
adjoining north and south will furnish the desired information. 

EXPLANATION OF THE OVERTURN OF THE STRATA 

All these beds now dip east’ and the Lorraine beds are, hence, 

the lowest in the series (see fig. 5, p. 556). It is, therefore, neces- 

sary to assume either a series of parallel overthrusts which 

brought up deeper beds successively or a complete overturn of 

the whole series of strata. The former assumption would seem 

to find some support in the abundance of slickensides and small 

faults in some localities, as specially in the Brothers’s quarry at 

south Troy and along Dry creek, west of Watervliet. But it — 

could hardly be supposed that a system of larger faults could 

produce such a regular succession of zones following the general 

strike of the beds as that found in the investigated area, without 

repetition of zones or other irregularities. The slickensides, 

which are often not a foot apart, might be assumed to indicate 

an upward movement of the entire mass along an infinite number 

of small faults, such that the more easterly beds were regularly 

pushed a little farther up, in a manner illustrated by Van Hise 

(58) to show the possible great surficial elongation of the crust. 

by small displacements along shearing joints. Under such as- 

sumption the whole orogenic movement would evidently have 

been uniform and would have, regularly and gradually, brought 
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up the deeper beds in the east, and, therefore, not interfere with 

our conclusion as to the stratigraphic position of the Dicello- 

graptus zone. But slickensides and small faults abound in all 

folded regions, while the presence of numerous small folds as 

far west as the Vly and throughout the whole territory, as well 

as the bounding of the area by powerfully folded parts of the 

crust in the east (Taconic mountains), in the south by the lime- 

stone belts which traverse the shales and in the southwest by the 

folded parts of the Helderberg region, makes the explanation of 

the inversion of the beds by a system of shearing joints appear 

rather forced and suggests that the inversion is the result of 

overfolding. The writer much prefers the latter view, as it con- 

siders the inverted system of beds as a whole and as not neces- 

sarily involving a great disturbance of the original succession. 

It does away with those elements of uncertainty as to the un- 

broken succession of the four zones which would be involved in 

the assumption of inversion by an overthrust system. Argu- 

ments in support of this view are therefore here presented. 

It is an established fact that the numerous folds of the Ap- 

palachian mountain system have their steepest slopes facing the 

northwest or the interior of the continent and are more or less 

overturned in that direction. The presence of the Appalachian 

system of folds in the middle Hudson valley region was first sug- 

gested by Mather (4) and asserted by Hall (15), who proved the 

existence in the Catskills of four lines of very low anticlinals, 

nearly parallel to each other and running from southwest to 

northeast in conformity with the ordinary trend of the Appalach- 

jan ranges; the synclinals occupying the summits, the anticlinals 

the bottom of.the valleys. This discovery has been verified by 

Arnold Guyot (25). 

Two years later the existence of folds of true Appalachian type 

in the region between the Catskill mountains and the Hudson 

river was reported by N.S. Shaler (18). On the other side of the 

river it was found by James D. Dana that the schists of Hudson 

river age dip under the limestone of Trenton-Calciferous age in 

the limestone belts of Dutchess county and western Connecticut. 
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I. P. Bishop (83) found the facts gathered by him in regard to the 

limestone belts in Columbia county ‘‘suggestive of a synclinal 

having the Trenton limestone outcropping on both sides, and 

with the edge pushed over westward.” As a synclinal is only 

the complement of an anticlinal, these observations prove the 

overfolded character of the eastern Hudson valley region directly 

south of the investigated area. That the Taconic mountain 

range to the east of our territory is built after the Appalachian 

type has been demonstrated by I. E. Wolff (45) in an elaborate 

paper in which it is shown that the Hoosac mountain:is an anti- 

cline. “This anticline preserves the rocks in their normal posi- 

tion on the east side, but on the west they are folded under in 

inverse position with eastern dip.”! | 

Fig. 1 Geologic profile of Hoosac mountain. After I.E Wolff. (45 pl. 6, 5a) 

With the presence of folds of Appalachian type to the south 

and east of our region, the assumption of an anticlinal with 

underturned west sides to explain the inversion of the zones,. 

does not seem to be hazardous. 

It was long ago proved by the Professors Rogers (2) that the 

great faults in southwestern Virginia lie in the direction of axes. 

of plications instead of in monoclinal strata and “coincide in the 

great majority of instances with the steep or inverted sides of 

the flexures.” It has been farther demonstrated that overfolds 

often change into overthrusts, and theoretically should do 80, as. 

soon as the differential stress of the layers reaches their ultimate 

strength (see the lucid exposition of these relations by C. R. Van 

Hise, 52). The wonderful regularity with which these over- 

thrust faults appear in the steep western sides of the numerous. 

folds of the Appalachian mountain system has been fully de- 

monstrated by Bailey Willis (48). 

7One of the profiles has been copied to illustrate this type of mountain. 

structure. (See fig. 1) : 
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The whole system of shales from the Lorraine at Waterford 

through the Utica, upper (?) and middle Trenton shales and Dicel- 

lograptus shales to the Cambric slates and again to the meta- 

morphic slates east of the Cambric zone, which have been found 

to be of “ Hudson river age”, proves by its conformability (its 

uniform eastern dip) that it was one in system of dislocation and 

one in system of mountain-making. Hence the writer feels safe 

in assuming that the great overthrust fault between the Dicello- 

graptus beds and Cambric beds is a fault cutting parallel to the 

axial plane of an overfold, the western underturned wing of 

which is exposed in the four zones described in this paper. 

The orogenic and physiographic stages through which this 

region then passed would have been: 

1 A folding of Appalachian type, involving all terranes inclu- 

sive of the Lorraine beds (fig. 2). 
_b 
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Fig. 2 Overfolding of Appalachian type (see fig. 1) in Hudson valley of Albany. a=Cambric; 

b= Beekmantown limestone (Calciferous) ; c=lower Trenton limestone; d=Normans kill shale; 

e=middle and upper Trenton shale; f=Utica shale; g=Lorraine beds. 

2 The formation of a fault in the underturned wing parallel to 

the axial plane (fig. 3). 

ST GQ.o0rrr 

Fig 3 Fault in underturned wing of fold. 
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3 An overthrust of the eastern wing over the western, bring- 

ing the Cambric beds in contact with the Dicellograptus beds in 

the core of the fold (fig. 4). 

C4 
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Fig. 4 Overthrust fault. 

4 Reduction to a plain. The erosion, working proportionally 

to the elevation of the beds and, later, on the abrasion by the 

seas of upper Siluric and Devonic time, as evinced by the uncon- 

formable deposition of the limestones at Becraft mountain 

(Columbia county), on the “ Hudson river” shales, reduced the 

surface of the disturbed area to nearly or entirely the condition 

of a plain, leaving the steeply dipping conformable and inverted 

series of beds and the overthrust fault as witnesses of the former 

powerful activity of orogenic forces (fig. 5). 
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Fig.5 Profile through Hudson valley at Watervliet. 

The small anticlines crossing the Vly are the weak western 

manifestations of the fold-producing forces; for they run parallel 

to the greater deformations of the crust in the east, while the 

larger anticlines, pretty examples of which are visible along the 
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dower Vlaumans kill and in the Brothers’s quarry at South Troy, 

probably are not merely contortions restricted to weaker strata, 

for the heavy sandstone banks are also involved in the folding, 

but, probably, partake of the nature of smaller folds riding on 

the larger ones, a phenomenon observable in many folded regions 

and which, when regularly and strongly developed, has been 

termed an anticlinorium by Dana. Viewed in this light these 

narrow, but steep folds serve as additional evidence of the pres- 

ence of a larger fold of a higher order! In fact it is necessary to 

assume the presence of such riding folds of various sizes to ex- 

plain certain irregularities in the succession of the beds within 

the zones in this region. Thus it will be difficult to account in 

any other way for the presence of the upper Utica beds on north- 

ern and eastern Green Island, where we should expect the lowest 

Utica beds. Also the apparent intercalation of shales with 

Diplograptus amplexicaulis in lower Dicellograptus 

shales, east of Mt Olympus, may, on farther investigation, find its 

explanation in such minor folds. 

The end which the writer has in view in discussing the tectonic 

relations of the investigated area is to demonstrate that the in- 

verted position of the beds can be brought into harmony with the 

general structure of the whole region, and that this inversion, 

therefore, can not in any way be construed as weakening the con- 

clusion drawn from the succession of the zones and the paleon- 

tologic evidence, viz that the Normans kill or Dicellograptus zone 

but closely packed, overturned small folds, such as were found by Shaler 

farther south (18) and are described by Dale(63) from the slate belt, has not 

been discussed by the writer, though the presence of such small folds can 

be observed in several localities; for, on account of their small size and evi- 

dent surficial character, they would not be able to produce such long and 

wide belts of rocks, as for instance that of the Utica shale. Dale 

(63:199) also reports that in his territory, the northern extension of our 

region, “series of such various folds form compound anticlines, and these 

minor Cambrian anticlinoria alternate with Ordovician synclinoria con- 

formably overlying Cambrian ones. As the Ordovician area consists of 

Shales, slates, grits and small quartzite beds, the beds being more hetero- 

geneous, slaty cleavage is less prevalent, but the folds are also overturned 

toward the west’’. 
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is an eastern representative of part of the lower Trenton. It is 

hoped that this end has been attained, at least in so far that the 

necessity of assuming an inversion of the beds will not be con- 

sidered as necessarily fatal to the above mentioned conclusion, 

which appears fully warranted by stratigraphic and paleonto- 

logic evidence. This evidence, which we may be allowed to sum 

up here to emphasize the multiformity of-its character, consists 

in the observation of four zones, the lowest of which is the Nor- 

mans kill shale; the observed intercalation of a conglomerate bed 

containing lower Trenton fossils; and the discovery that this 

shale rests on lower Trenton limestone. 

CLASTIC DEVELOPMENT OF TRENTON IN HUDSON 

RIVER VALLEY 

It seems appropriate to state here certain inferences which 

can be drawn from the principal conclusion of this paper, and 

which seem either to militate against other well known facts of 

the geology of New York or apparently are difficult of explana- 

tion. 

There is first the shaly development of the mass of the Trenton 

in contrast to its typical calcareous character a short distance to 

the west; for the correlation of the Normans kill shales with part 

of the lower Trenton, of the Watervliet beds with the middle 

Trenton and the absence of limestone beds between this zone and 

the Utica shale zone necessitate the assumption of the replacing 

of the Trenton limestone principally by shales and sandstones. 

This view harmonizes with the well-known fact of the clastic 

development of the majority of the formations in the Appal- 

achian region, to which the investigated territory, by the char- — 

acter of the disturbances and of those of the neighboring regions 

belongs. This clastic character and the great thickness of the 

mass of shales are both characteristic features of the Appalachian 

region, and of themselves constitute evidence in support of the 

structure indicated. 
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The eastward clastic development of the Trenton is farther in- 

dicated by the facts which have been gathered by others in re- 

gard to the thickness and fossil contents of this Trenton in the 

Hudson and Mohawk valley regions. As noted in the introduc- 

tion, the fauna of the Trenton limestone has in the limestone 

belts to the south only a lower Trenton aspect. This limestone 

is directly followed by shales; hence the middle and upper 

Trenton beds must either be absent entirely or be represented 

by another facies. The possibility that the middle and upper 

Trenton limestone had been present and subsequently abraded 

(as the Trenton limestone conglomerate bed in the shales might 

suggest), can be disregarded on account of the presence of middle 

Trenton fossils in the shales. It has farther been observed by 

Walcott (86) that at Mt Anthony (Rensselaer county), where 400 

feet of limestone occur, Maclurea and Murchisonia are 

found “nearly 200 feet below the shales”. The Trenton limestone 

could, therefore, at that locality reach 200 feet at the utmost, 

from which figure, however, are certainly to be subtracted the 

measurements of the Black river, Lowville (Birdseye) and upper 

Chazy limestones, which reduce this figure probably-by one half. 

_ In contrast to this stands the thickness of the Trenton limestone 

in the typical section at Trenton Falls, where though the top 

and bottom of the formation are covered, 270 feet were obtained 

by Prosser and Cumings’s careful measurements (56). It is a 

highly interesting fact that, according to the figures obtained 

by the same investigators, the Trenton limestone gradually thins. 

out in approaching the Hudson valley region. At Littlefalls only 

104 feet of limestone was found between the Lowville limestone 

and the Utica shale; at Canajoharie and the Flat creek near 

Sprakers only 17 feet of Trenton limestone; at Tribeshill, 40 feet; 

along Morphy creek between Cranesville and Amsterdam, 37 

feet; and opposite Cranesville, 21 feet; while Walcott reports 

only 40 feet of Trenton limestone from Saratoga, north of the 

region under consideration. 
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Hand in hand with this eastward decrease in the thickness of 

the limestone is a rapid increase in the thickness of the Utica and 

Lorraine shales. While the combined thickness of Utica and Lor- 

raine shales in a well at Rochester, Monroe co., amounted to only 

598 feet, the two formations were found to measure at Chitten- 

ango, 32 miles west of Utica, 253 and 640 feet respectively (46). 

Walcott reports a thickness of 710 feet for the Utica shale at 

Utica; and in the section along Morphy creek to the top of 

Adebahr hill between Cranesville and Amsterdam, Prosser (56: 

649) found 1160 feet (the Trenton limestone measures there only 

21 feet). In the well-boring at Altamont (87) 3475 feet of shale 

between the Upper Siluric and Trenton limestone was found; and 

in Washington county the thickness of the “ Hudson river 

shales” has been estimated by Walcott at 5000 feet (36a).! 

This decrease of the Trenton limestone eastward of Trenton 

Falls and the increase of the superjacent shales are, however, not 

to be understood as implying that the shaly facies of the Trenton 

limestone, specially the Normans kill shale, gradually replaces the 

calcareous facies, for the Utica shale has been found everywhere 

in the Mohawk valley to rest on the Trenton limestone, and the 

Normans kill fauna is as yet unknown west of the Hudson river 

valley; but it certainly shows that either the conditions for the 

formation of calcareous deposits throughout Trenton time became 

less favorable toward the east, and hence the calcareous forma- 

"The last estimates seem not to be verified by later observers. Dale (44) 

observed the dwindling in the thickness of the Hudson river shales in the 

region east of the Hudson to ‘400 feet and possibly even 200 feet’. This 

phenomenon is attributed to a replacement of the shales by grits or an 

erosion of the former before the deposition of the latter. The same cause 

is admitted as probably explaining his low estimates (1000 to 1200 feet) 

for the Ordovician of the slate belt in his last paper (63:179). Kimball 

442) also found in Columbia county only 1285 feet of Hudson river shales, 

but there also the series may have been reduced by subsequent erosion. 

It is to be remembered that only the Normans kill graptolites have been 

found thus far in the above mentioned Hudson river shales and slates; 

and that, if this 1200-feet represents only the thickness of the Normans 

kill zone, which is still to be followed by the overlying formations, middle 

and upper Trenton, Utica and Lorraine shales, this would bring the thick- 

ness of the entire series nearer to the figure given by Ashburner. 
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tion aS a whole dwindledto an insignificant thickness, or 

that only a short span of the Trenton period is represented in the 

lower Mohawk valley by limestone, presumably the earliest por- 

tion, as in the Hudson valley. The facts at hand do not permit 

a choice between the two alternatives, but the thinning out of the 

limestone, together with the entire absence of the Dicellograptus 

fauna in the Mohawk valley, suggests the presence of a barrier, 

perhaps by a shallowing of the sea as indicated by the thin forma- 

tion of limestone in the region of the lower Mohawk, in early 

Trenton time. The very peculiar Trenton fauna of the limestone 

conglomerate of Rysedorph hill and Moordener kill, characterized 

by the occurrence of Plectambonites sericea var. 

aspera, Plectambonites aff. gibbosa, Chris- 

tiania, Eccyliopterus, Ampyx and Remoplevu- 

rides, indicates a great faunistic difference between the Hud- 

son valley and Mohawk valley regions even before the deposition 

of the Dicellograptus zone, and at the time of the deposition of 

the basal Trenton limestone beds. 

DISCONTINUITY OF FAUNISTIC SUCCESSION IN TREN- 

| TON AND UTICA BEDS | 

A fact apparently incongruous with the separation of the Nor- 

mans kill and the Utica shales by the middle and upper Trenton 

beds is the discontinuity of the faunistic succession in these Tren- 

ton beds; for, while the lower Dicellograptus fauna disappears 

in the middle Trenton shales, a small part of the graptolite fauna 

of the Dicellograptus zone reappears in the Utica shale. It is 

this observation which induced Whitfield and Walcott to connect 

the Normans kill with the Utica shale. On the other hand, the 

graptolite, Diplograptus amplexicaulis, common 

in the middle Trenton, disappears in the Utica shale and is said 

to reappear in the Lorraine beds. The latter fact iy in accordance 

with the known return of other Trenton forms in Lorraine times. 

The explanation of this alternating recession and return of grap- 

tolite faunas in the Hudson valley region seems to lie in the dis- 

tribution of the faunas and the character of the associate forms. 
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While the Dicellograptus fauna occurs only in the Appalachian re- 

gion, Canadian basin and the far west and Pacific region, but not 

east of the Mississippi, Diplograptus amplexicaulis 

is also found in the Trenton of central New York (Middleville, 

Trenton Falls) and in the Lorraine beds of northwestern New York 

(Turin), and in Iowa (J. F. James, loc. cit.). The fauna found by 

Ami associated with the Dicellograptus fauna in the Quebec 

region and the fauna of the conglomerate beds of Moordener 

kill and Rysedorph hill, are different in strong features from the 

Trenton of the rest of New York and the states directly south- 

west of it. Here is the genus Christiania, which has not 

been found in the Lower Siluric of North America, but lived at 

that era in European waters, the Bohemians genus Paterula, 

which is well represented in the Normans kill shales and which 

besides has been found only in Canada and is therefore restricted 

to the continental margin; the trilobite genera Agnostus, 

Aeglina (rediviva Barr. ?), Ampyx, Dionide (?), ob- 

served by Ami with the Normans kill graptolites, and the genera 

Ampyx and Remopleurides in the conglomerate bed of 

Rysedorph hill, all forms which had apparently become extinct in 

the typical Trenton of New York, but continued to live in Europe. 

Furthermore, as the Normans kill graptolite fauna has been 

found by Lapworth to be an exact correlate of a European grapto- 

lite zone, the conclusion seems to be unavoidable that the Nor- 

mans kill or Dicellograptus fauna was foreign to the American 

continental platform east of the Mississippi but was at home in 

the oceanic basins of lower Trenton time and entered North 

America along the eastern continental shelf. 

The middle Trenton shales of south Troy and Watervliet are, 

by the occurrence of Diplograptus amplexicaulis, 

and Proétus parviusculus, connected with the Trenton 

of Trenton Falls and the eastern Mississippi basin. 

The Utica graptolite fauna is again fully represented in Europe, 

and quite certainly entered the North American continent 

from the northeast, as asserted by Matthew (47) and the writer 

(55). Perhaps, as suggested by Frech (54. 2:100) the highroad 
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to Europe was already opened in the younger Trenton per- 

iod; for Isotelus gigas and Trinucleus concen- 

tricus (ornatus Stbg.) appear already in the Caradoc and 

its equivalents. Triarthrus becki, the most characteris- 

tic form of the Utica shale, seems to occur already in the Chas- 

mops limestone of Sweden. In the later Utica age the Lorraine 

fauna from the western part of the state seemed to gain the 

ascendancy, as indicated by the fauna discovered by Beecher near 

the old Dudley observatory at Albany and by the writer on Green 

Island. ) 

The Lorraine fauna, with its close relationship to the Trenton 

fauna in identical or vicarious forms (a relationship which be- 

comes still more emphasized toward the interior of the continent 

in the overlying Richmond beds) is again evidently an epicontin- 

ental fauna derived from the Trenton fauna. 

_ To state it more concisely, the writer believes that the Trenton 

fauna and its derivative, the Lorraine fauna, are of epicontinental 

origin, and entered the Hudson valley region from the west, while 

the Dicellograptus fauna and its derivative, the Utica fauna, are 

foreign to the continent, and entered it from the Atlantic ocean 

by way of the Canadian basin. This follows from the necessary 

assumption of the presence of a Paleo-Appalachian continent 

(see Frech, 54) to the east of North America. The former assump- 

tion seems to be supported by the indications of the presence of a 

ne—sw current in the Mohawk region during the Utica epoch, 

found by the writer in the prevailing arrangement of the grap- 

tolites, cephalopod shells, sponge spicules, etc. in the shales (55). 

Lapworth, followed by Walther, maintains (53) that the grapto- 

lites were planktonic or rather pseudo-planktonic animals which, 

drifting along the coasts, left their remains in the quieter waters 

ata certain distance from the coast. This view would also sug- 

gest that the Trenton and Utica shales were formed along the 

continental shelf under the influence of currents entering from 

northeast. ‘The alternations of coarse, mostly barren sandstones 

with fine grained, muddy graptolite-bearing deposits indicate the 

changing conditions along this coast shelf, which, on the whole, 
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“were very unfavorable to the Trenton fauna, then flourishing in 

the clear waters on the continental platform. During the Utica 

epoch the mud-bearing currents encroached on the eastern part 

of the continent and drove out a part of the Trenton fauna.! 

DISCUSSION OF THE VALIDITY OF THE TERM, “ HUD- 

SON RIVER GROUP ” 

The demonstration of the presence of Trenton, Utica and Lor- 

raine faunas in the shales of the Hudson river valley, necessitates. 

a renewed investigation of the validity of the old term, “ Hudson 

river group”, or its modification, ‘“ Hudson group”, as proposed 

by Walcott for all the beds between the Trenton limestone and 

the Upper Siluric. As the term has been so ably and forcibly 

defended by such authorities as Hall (17) and Walcott (86a), its 

validity can be questioned only after obtaining new facts. These, 

1A parallel case to the continued appearance of genera in the Quebec 

Dicellograptus shales and the conglomerate of Rysedorph hill, which have 

disappeared in homotaxial beds of other regions of eastern North America, 

is the continuation of Trenton forms which nowhere else have been ob- 

served to go above the Trenton, as Parastrophia, hemiplicata, 

Cyclospira bisuleata, Clionychia undata Spyro- 

ceras bilineatum, Cyrtoceras annulatum, Crypto 

graptus tricornis, and Climacograptus caudatus, 

into beds which by the general character of their fossil contents are char- 

acterized as being of Utica age. This phenomenon has been observed in 

several localities, at the Dudley observatory by Dr Beecher, in 

two outcrops on Green Island, one on Van Schaick island, and one 

south of Mechanicsville by the writer. The beds near Mechanicsville 

may be here excluded as being evidently transitional between the Tren- 

ton and Utica epochs, or of oldest Utica age, but the other beds lie at or 

near the top of the Utica terrane and yet contain Trenton forms still. 

This peculiarity in the composition of the Utica faunas is, to the writer's 

knowledge, restricted to the Hudson valley region, and therefore, marks a 

regional difference in the character of the Utica faunas. This conclusion 

is supported by the distribution of Corynoides curtus mentioned 

before. This graptolite disappears in the Utica beds of the middle 

Mohawk valley, while it fills the beds of the lower Mohawk and the 

Hudson valley, and is also common in the Utica shale just above the Tren- 

ton at the Panton shore of Lake Champlain. Also the variety of Plec- 

tambonites sericea with wrinkled cardinal margin, mentioned 

before, is a fossil which extends in this region from the lowest Trenton. 

into the upper Utica beds, and is rarely opserved outside of it. 
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the writer trusts, have been secured in sufficient quantity to 

justify a reopening of the discussion. 

Both investigators based their defense of the term on 

the supposition that the entire series of the Hudson 

river shales, though in diminished thickness, continued 

into the Mohawk valley, and that these, like the Mohawk 

valley shales, represented only the lapse of time be- 

tween the Trenton and Medina formations. This supposition, 

though at that time warranted by the facts at hand, has now 

proved to be only partly correct; for only the Utica and Lorraine 

shales of the Hudson valley continue westward, while the 

apparently enormous mass of Trenton shales does not leave its 

confines. The term could then be applied only to the shales in 

the Hudson valley north of Cohoes and in the hills on the west 

side of the valley as far south as Albany, while the shales all 

These two differential features of the Utica faunas of the Hudson valley, 

viz, the ascension of the Trenton forms and the restriction of the different 

faunal composition to the marginal region, are evidently to be traced to the 

same cause. The assumption that these Trenton forms continued to live 

in Utica time in the adjoining Atlantic basin, while they had become 

extinct on the American continental platform, and thus were enabled to 

leave their shells in the deposits of the eastern continental shelf, seems to 

offer a reasonable explanation. 

At the same time it is evident that in this region the change in physical 

conditions from the Trenton to the Utica epoch was by no means So pro- 

found as in the Mohawk valley and west of it; for there Utica mud shales 

follow more or less pure Trenton limestones, and here the deposition of 

clastic sediments was uninterrupted from the lower Trenton to the top of 

the Lorraine. Such forms as in Trenton time were accustomed to live under 

conditions that led to the deposition of mud and sand had of course a 

much greater chance to continue living when the Utica time was ushered 

in, in such easy stages as are apparent at Mechanicsville and on Green 

Island, than the faunas farther west. But it is, then, pertinent to ask 

why these forms did not wander with their new Utican companions, which 

came across these marginal areas on the continental platform, into the 

interior. This latter fact and the restriction of the graptolite, Coryn- 

oides curtus, to the east suggest again that this regional difference 

is of a character similar to that between the Hudson river Trenton and 

the continental Trenton, viz, a difference between the oceanic fauna, 

encroaching on the continental margin, and the fauna of a shallow con- 

tinental and partially inclosed sea. 
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along the river from Watervliet and Troy southward would have 

to be excluded as being of Trenton age. The term would, hence, 

become misleading. But, even if it should be desired to retain 

it for the Lorraine and Utica zones, the objection would have to 

be raised that these are nowhere exposed in typical sections with 

their upper and lower boundaries and with their typical faunas 

in the Hudson valley, while these conditions which would appear 

absolutely necessary for the proper definition of a stratigraphic 

term are satisfactorily fulfilled in the neighborhoods of Utica and 

Lorraine, as shown by Walcott and Emmons. The writer holds, 

therefore, that the term ‘“‘Hudson river group” for the terranes be- 

tween the Trenton and Medina (Oneida) formations should be 

dropped. Clarke and Schuchert (62) have proposed the term, 

“Cincinnatian”, for this interval in the geologic time scale of 

North America. This term has the advantage of derivation from 

a region where not only the Utica and Lorraine beds are 

fully developed, but where also a stage which intervenes between 

the Lorraine and Upper Siluric age, and which is missing in New 

York, viz the Richmond stage, is present. 

It would hardly be appropriate or practical to ete the 

term, ‘“‘Hudson river shales”, to the shales of the Normans kill or 

Dicellograptus zone, which indeed is fully developed in the Hud- 

son river valley and is seen there to rest on lower Trenton lime- 

stone and to be overlaid by middle Trenton shales. As a facies 

which faunistically and lithologically differs strongly from the 

synchronous lower Trenton limestone, it certainly deserves to be 

designated by a separate name. Ami used the term, “Quebec or 

upper division of the Quebec group”, for the same facies, while 

Walcott, in the discussion following the reading of Ami’s paper, 

suggested that the term, “Quebec”, be restricted to this upper 

division alone in distinction from ‘“Lévis” etc. In the Quebec 

massive the beds are cut off from the neighboring terranes by 

faults, and their taxonomic position can not be fixed conclusively 

by the stratigraphy of the region, but the equivalent shales of the 

Hudson river valley are well defined in their stratigraphic posi- 

tion. 
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Lapworth, in correlating the Canadian with the British grapto- 

lite shales, transferred his term, Coenograptus gracilis zone, to 

the corresponding Canadian and Normans kill beds. He dis- 

cerned a closely related zone directly above this, which, in his 

opinion, differed by the absence of Coenograptus gra- 

cilis. Ami, however, subsequently also found that graptolite 

in this second zone. The two zones were then termed lower and 

upper Dicellograptus zones (50). But these terms are not fully 

appropriate, because there have been already distinguished two 

Dicellograptus zones in England (those of D. complanatus 

and D. anceps), which lie above the zone with Coeno- 

graptus gracilis, and one in Sweden by Tullberg, which 

lies above the beds with Diplograptus pristis and D. 

quadrimueronatus. It would seem more correct to 

designate these American graptolite shales also by their most 

characteristic species, a task which must be postponed till after a 

closer investigation of the vertical distribution of the graptolites 

and the possible more detailed division into graptolite zones of 

the graptolite beds of the entire middle and upper Lower Siluric. 

Meanwhile, and perhaps even then, the term, Normans kill shales, 

may be of good service in designating this graptolite bearing, 

clastic facies of the middle Lower Siluric. ir 

SUMMARY 

This paper purports to demonstrate the presence of four zones 

of shales in the “Hudson river shales” of the Hudson valley 

region about Albany. These zones, which extend from n ne to 

S Sw consist, going from west to east, of shales containing the 

Lorraine, Utica, middle Trenton and Normans kill graptolite 
faunas. The shales last named include lower Trenton conglomer- 

-ate and rest on lower Trenton limestone. This succession of 
zones places the Normans kill graptolite beds, which form the 

mass of the “Hudson river shales” in the Hudson river valley, be- 
tween the middle and lower Trenton and determines, together 
with other facts, the lower Trenton age of these shales. 
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The beds lie conformably inverted, on account of their being 

the remnant of the underturned wing of an overturned fold of 

Appalachian type. This fold has turned into an overthrust 

fault, which brought the Cambric beds as the next succeeding 

terrane above the Normans kill shales. | 

On account of the fact that the mass of beds hitherto called 

Hudson river shales and correlated with the Lorraine beds of 

central New York, is composed of terranes ranging from the Lor- 

raine to the lower Trenton, and on account of the lack of a fully 

representative fauna and of a complete section of the Lorraine | 

portion of these terranes, it is proposed to drop the term, “Hudson 

river shales”, for the uppermost part of the Lower Siluric, and 

the term, ‘‘Hudson river group’, for the Utica and Lorraine beds, 

and to employ the term Normans kill shales for the clastic facies 

of a part of the lower Trenton which is characterized by the 

graptolite fauna at the Normans kill. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW FOSSILS FOUND IN THE 

DESCRIBED SHALES 

§ 1 BRACHIOPODA 

With the exception of a few brachiopods no fossils which could 

assist in establishing the age of the Normans kill shales have 

been found associated with the graptolites. These are small 

chitinous shells which, being invariably strongly exfoliated and 

macerated, have so far not admitted of identification, and are, in 

the literature, usually mentioned as “ oboloid shells”. Bishop 

(83) speaks of several species of Lingulops. 

The shales of Mt Moreno near Hudson have furnished small 

accumulations of such shells, which, similar to the accumulations 

of specimens of Leptobolus insignis inthe Utica shale, 

appear to have been caused by drifting. Some of these valves 
have proved to be so well preserved that they deserve notice. 

Three different forms have been made out. 

1 Paterula amii, Schuchert. Synopsis Amer. foss. Brach., 

bul. U.S. geol. sur. 87: 301 

Peamerula(?) sp. Hall and Clarke, Pal: N. ¥. 1892. v. 8, 

pt 1, pl. 4, fig. 1 (see pl. 1, fig. 2) 

This is one of the more common forms in the shale. It is char- 

acterized by its oval outline, broad marginal border, narrow, 

marginal pedicle fissure, radiating muscular impressions, and its 

rather strong, lustrous and well preserved shells. 

The dimensions of the figured specimen were 3 mm (length) 

and 2.5 mm (width). 

As the specimens which were sent to Professors Hall and 

Clarke by Mr Ami came from the beds of the city of Quebec, 

which contain the same graptolite fauna as the shales of Mt 

Moreno, it is very probable that the forms from the two localities 

are identical. 

2Leptobolus walcotti sp. n. (see pl. 1, fig. 6-12) 

The most common brachiopod is a larger shell of subcircular 

outline, as usually preserved, very slightly convex and provided 
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with strong concentric and apparently regular, radiating corru- 

gations. The latter become obsolete toward the lateral margins. 

The extreme thinness of these corrugated shells suggests that 

they are much macerated, and only one shell layer preserved. 

As similar corrugations occur in exfoliated and compressed 

specimens of Leptobolus insignis, where the charac- 

teristic, fine radiating striae of the inner layer develop under like 

conditions into a system of wrinkles, the supposition seems legiti- 

mate that these corrugations are only the result of maceration 

and compression of an originally more convex shell. This sup- 

position is strengthened by the occurrence of less corrugated 

shells, furnishing various transitions to thicker, smooth, unex- 

foliated valves. The latter, instead of becoming corrugated, 

yielded to the pressure by breaking radially in two or more seg- 

ments (see fig. 12). 

The presence of a strong median septum, a pedicle-groove, 

traces of curving laterals and a posteriorly situated median mus- 

cular scar in the brachial valve, as well as of a narrow pedicle- 

groove below the beak of the pedicle-valve, indicate its position 

in the genus Leptobolus. 

It differs from all other species of Leptobolu s by its 

larger size. Young valves closely resemble specimens of Lep- 

tobolus insignis, but differ in being less convex, having 

a less prominent beak, a thinner shell and specially a more regu- 

lar and finer concentric striation. 7 

Dimensions. The largest specimen observed attains a width 

of 10.2 mm and a length (not fully preserved) of 8 mm. 

Lower Trenton. Normans kill shales. Kenwood and Glen- 

mont, near Albany, Mt Moreno, near Hudson. 

a Sschizotreta papilliftormrs ‘spn. (see pl) tone 

3-5) 

A third very rare form among the brachiopods of the Normans 

kill shales has been recognized as a new species of Schizo- 

Crenvae 

Diagnosis. Pedicle-valve subcireular, depressed conical, slop- 

ing equally in all directions, beak abruptly projecting just behind 

| 
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the center, not procumbent in any direction; pedicle-groove begins 

on top of beak, is deepest directly behind the beak and becomes 

shallower toward the margin, to which it extends. Surface cov- 

ered by very fine, regular, concentric growth lines which are not 

interrupted by the pedicle-groove. Shell apparently quite thick; 

not so much flattened as those of other forms. 

A low convex shell with two posteriorly diverging oval mus- 

cular scars may represent the corresponding brachial valve. 

Dimensions. Length of type specimen, 3 mm, width 3.2 mm. 

This form differs from Sch. ovalis, Hall and Clarke, of 

the Trenton, by its subcircular outline and more central position 

of the beak; from Sch. conica, Dwight, also from the Tren- 

ton, by its smaller convexity and equal slope. It has the circular 

outline and regular concentric striation in common with Sch. 

pelopea, Billings sp., from the Canadian Trenton and Galena 

shales and Salmon river (Hudson river) formation of Minnesota 

(49: 365), and with the interesting Sch. minutula, Schuch- 

ert and Winchell (p. 366). The latter occurs in abundance asso- 

ciated with stems of Diplograptus in the “lower portion 

of the Hudson river group near Granger Minnesota” (=Utica 

shale). Sch. papilliformis differs from both these species 
in size, the more central position and more abrupt elevation of 

the beak or apex, and in the presence of a distinct pedicle-groove 

instead of the apical circular pedicle opening of the others. 

It will be seen that these minute brachiopods do not directly 

determine the position of the Normans kill graptolite shales, as 

all three species are peculiar to this horizon, but their relation- 

ship to Trenton and Utica forms of the genera Leptobolus 

and Schizotreta, would certainly suggest the Trenton- 

Utica age of the shales in question. 

It is certainly peculiar that only these minute, thin-shelled, 

non-calcareous brachiopod valves and no other fossils occur asso- 

ciated with the graptolites. Their size, thinness and the com- 

position of their shells indicate strongly that they led a pseudo- 

planktonic life. Winchell and Schuchert suggest that Sch. 
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minutula was attached to stems of Diplograptus; the 

writer has noticed several cases of apparent attachment of valves 

of Paterula to rhabdosomes of graptolites in the shales of 

Mt Moreno. Farther, the accumulation of these shells in small 

heaps must be considered as indicative of a preceding drifting of 

this slowly settling organic detritus. | 

§ 2 PELECYPODA 

Technophorus cancellatus ep. n. (see pl. 1, fig. 

19-25) | | 
Shell small, moderately convex, elongate, length twice the 

hight, greatest length in about the middle, subalate posteriorly; 

cardinal margin short and straight, anteriorly longer, slightly 

concave posteriorly; anterior end rounded, ventral margin first 

convex, then gently concave, the postero-basal part produced, 

the posterior margin slightly concave, vertical; postero-cardinal 

angle slightly truncate; beak sub-anterior, of moderate size and 

convexity, little elevated above the hinge line. 

Surface uniformly convex in the middle and anterior parts, 

with a broad, shallow depression extending from the beak to the 

postero-ventral margin; post-cardinal slope with two straight, 

diverging, strongly projecting angular ridges or folds, which ex- 

tend to the postero-ventral angle, and are separated by a rounded, 

ventrally deepening sulcus; posterior wing traversed by another 

oblique and shallower depression and posterior extremity slightly 

raised. Surface marked by equal filiform, concentric lines, which 

on the anterior and middle parts pass parallel to the ventral 

margin, between the post-cardinal ridges turn upward, and on 

the posterior wing swing obliquely forward; these are crossed 

on the anterior and middle parts by another system of vertical, 

more closely arranged thread-like lines, which in smaller speci- 

mens appear only between the concentric lines, in larger speci- 

mens become continuous and more prominent than the fatter. 

Casts with a deep, backward curving impression in front of the 

beak and a corresponding shallower, forward curving impression 
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behind the beak; both connected ventrally from the beak by a 

slight impression, causing the beak to project more strongly in 

casts. 

Muscle impressions and the character of the hinge have not 

been observed. 

Dimensions. Largest specimen: length 12.3 mm, hight 6.6 mm, 

thickness 1.8 mm; another specimen measured respectively 

8x5x1.5 m; another 9x5.5x1 mm; a fourth 8.6x5.5x2 mm. 

This form, which belongs to the peculiar and not yet fully 

understood Siluric group of lamellibranchs, for which S. A. Miller 

(North American geology and paleontology, 1889. p. 514) introduced 

the generic name Technophorus, and of which E. O. 

Ulrich described several species, has its nearest relative in 

Technophorus subacutus, Ulrich from the upper part 

of the Trenton limestone of Minnesota, which, however, is known 

only in casts; the casts of the two species differ materially in the 

charater of the beaks, in the cardinal and general outline. Our 

species differs from all other congeneric forms whose .surface 

sculpture is known, by its cancellate surface. | 

Upper Utica shales of northern Green Island, Albany co. N. Y. 

§ 3 ANNELIDA 

Certain layers of the Utica graptolite shales of the Rural ceme- 

tery near Albany are profusely covered with worm-shaped car- 

bonaceous films. The actual presence of organic matter, the 

uniform dimensions of certain types and the distinct terminations 

of the fossils leave no doubt that they represent not mere tracks 

but actual bodies of animals. Two types could be made out of 

sufficient perfection to warrant their being named and described. 

Eopolychaetus albaniensis gen. nov. et spec. nov. 

(see pl. 1, fig. 18) 

Head distinctly separate from the body, semicircular, with a 

median oval depression which extends a little on the first body 

segment, 
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Body long, slender, of approximately equal width, distinctly | 

segmented, segments about half as long as wide, apparently con- 

vex, each provided with five to eight annulations and long setae 

on one side (dorsal side?) which apparently were not tufted. 

Posterior end not well observed, apparently rounded. 

Dimensions. Type specimen: length 18 mm, or more, (speci- 

mens of much greater length observed), width 1.2 mm; length of 

segment .7 mm, length of setae 1.4 mm. | | 

While, with the material at hand, the exact systematic position 

of this worm could not be established with certainty, it seems ~ 

clear that this type belongs to the class Polychaeti. To express 

this taxonomic date the generic term, Eopolychaetus, ig 

proposed for worms with similar, slender, cylindric, regularly 

annulated bodies and long non-tufted setae on one side. The 

presence of another worm with setae was made known by E. O. 

Ulrich, who found tufts of long setae in the Cincinnati group 

(Jour. Cin. soc. nat. hist. 1878. AieOil). | 

Pontobdellopsis cometa, gen. et spec. nov. (see pl. 1, 

fig. 14-18) 

Body cylindric or rather long conical, regularly tapering and 

abruptly terminating (with ring-like section) at wider end. 

Other (anterior?) end provided with chitinous disk, the latter 

sometimes with central depression. 

Segmentation coarse; 6 segments in 2.9 mm; segments smooth, 

apparently not annulated; no appendages observed; test thick 

(strong carbonaceous film). 

Dimensions. Length of largest specimen observed, 11.7 mm 

and width at broadest end, 1 mm. 
This small but common and characteristic form has been 

termed Pontobdellopsis in allusion to its similarity to the 

recent genus Pontobdella, from which, however, no close 

systematic relationship of the fossil with that highly specialized 

genus of recent worms is claimed. 

The form is most common in the Utica shale of the Rural ceme- 

tery near Albany, but it has also been observed in the lower 

Utica shale of Mechanicsville. 
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§ 3 CRUSTACEA 

Ctenobolbina. 

Several different forms belonging to this genus, which has, 

hitherto, not been reported from this state, were found at various 

horizons. They are: 

1 Ctenobolbina cilata, Emmons sp. var. cornuta, 

var. nov. (see pl. 2, fig. 5-7) 

This form differs from the typical Ctenobolbina ciliata 

in having the posterior lobe not so round and bulbous, and the 

middle lobe produced into a long, stout, blunt spine. The latter 

it has in common with a variety described by Ulrich (Jour. Cin. 
soc. nat. hist. 1890-91. 13:109) as Ctenobolbina ciliata 

var. curta, from the lower (Utica) shales of the Cincinnati 

group. It differs from this western relative in being relatively 

longer, having the principal and posterior furrow fully as wide as 

the type of the species and possessing a well developed frill. 

Both forms, which occur in homotaxial beds, represent an early 

divergence from the typical direction of development of the genus 

by the production of an elevated process, thus forming a separate 

section of the species; in a very similar manner as the species 

of Ceratopsis, Ulrich (a8 Beyrichia oculifera, 

Hall) differ from those of Tetradella by possessing an ele- 

vated process. The remark of Mr Ulrich that these processes in 

Ceratopsis (loc. cit. p.113) are not a “mere ornament” but 

of a certain classificatory value, would be also pertinent in regard 

to the two horned varieties of Ctenobolbina ciliata; 

and it may at some time become necessary to unite them under 

another generic name. 
Dimensions. Length 1.45 mm, hight .80 mm. 

Lower Utica shale of Mechanicsville, Saratoga co. N. Y. Up- 

per Utica shale of Green Island, Albany co. N. Y. 

2Ctenobolbina ciliata, Emmons sp. (see pl. 2, fig. 

a) | 
Typical specimens of Ctenobolbina ciliata have been 

collected at Green Island and at Menands (stations 10 and 11); 
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at the latter place with a remarkably strong development of the 

sulci, which extend nearly to the ventral margin, leaving the 

middle lobe projecting as a prominent sharp ridge. 

Upper Utica shale of Green Island and Menands, Albany co. 

N.Y ‘ : 

3-Ctenobolbina subrotunda sp. n. (see pl. 2) fig. 

Li, Divas A). fia ; 

E. O. Ulrich, who made.an exhaustive study of these forms and 

described the species of Ctenobolbina occurring in the Cin- 

cinnati beds, reports also two new species from the Trenton beds 

of Minnesota (49:674, 675). To these can be added a new species 

found in the middle Trenton shales of Port Schuyler (station 28). 

Valves shortly subovate, strongly convex, dorsal margin nearly 

straight; ventral part approaching a semicircle in outline; sulcus 

wide and deep, beginning near the middle of the dorsal margin, 

oblique, curving backward below, dividing the carapace into two 

subequal lobes, which are broadly connected in the ventral 

region, the posterior lobe distinctly rounded and inclined ‘to be a 

little larger than the anterior; both lobes equally convex, with a 

thick (?) edge anteriorly and posteriorly; surface minutely 

granulose. 

Dimensions. Length .56 mm, hight .37 mm, thickness .17 mm; 

length of a smaller carapace, .48 mm, hight .84 mm, thickness .20 

mm. 

These minute valves are undoubtedly closely related to the two 

Trenton species of Ctenobolbina described by Ulrich. 

They fully agree with them in the presence of only one sulcus © 

which is strongly curved and of two bordered lobes; but they 

differ from the one (Ct. fulcrata) in having the posterior | 

bulb already farther advanced, and from the other (Ct. crassa) 

by the lesser development of the border and the shorter, more 

rotund outline. Ctenobolbina subrotunda differs 

from Ct. duryi,S. A. Miller sp. (Cin. quart. jour. sci. 1874. 

1 :232), a similar form from the “Hudson river eroup” of Cincin- 

nati in being relatively much higher and having the sulcus more 

medially located. 
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Turrilepas(?) filosus, sp. n. (see pl. 2, fig. 18, 14, 15). 

In the lower Utica shale of Mechanicsville, two plates were 

found, which in size, outline and surface ornamentation greatly 

differ from the minute plates of Lepidocoleus jamesi, 

associated with them in great number. Both plates, though of 

different size, are so clearly alike in outline and sculpture that 

they undoubtedly belong to the same species. 

Plates obliquely subtriangular, comparable in outline to an 

isosceles triangle with the apex pushed to one side; the nucleus 

falling into the apex, and the two legs standing nearly vertical 

on the siightly convex base; the lengthened side strongly convex, 

the shortened nearly straight; surface marked by strongly ele- 

vated, very regular concentric lines, which have multiplied more 

rapidly on the posterior side. 

Dimensions. The smaller specimen measures 4 mm along the 

base, and 4.5 mm along the vertical side; the larger 7 mm and 9 

mm in the same directions. 

Both valves figured differ markedly from the typical plates of 

Turrilepas by their outline, the absence of the sigmoidal 

curvature in the base, their relatively larger size, and the char- 

acter of the concentric striae, which appear not as the edges of im- 

bricating layers, but as strongly elevated lines with deep, even in- 

terspaces and by the conical shape which they probably possessed 

originally; for they present the appearance of convex bodies 

which became flattened in fossilization. This is specially dis- 

tinct in the smaller specimen (pl. 2, fig. 13), where a median 

furrow or break separates two differently convex halves. In all 

these features they agree with another group of valves which 

have been doubtfully referred to Turrilepas by Whitfield 

(Annals New York acad. sci. 1882. v.2. no. 8. p. 217) and by 

Hall and Clarke (Pal. N. Y. 1888. 7:219). The latter authors 

remark “that it is difficult to see how the combination of 

these subconical bodies in vertical ranges could produce such 

-a scaly peduncle or capitulum as existed in Turrilepas” 

and point out their resemblance with Spathiocaris. This 

form (Turrilepas (?) newberryi), from which ours dif- 
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fers only by the stronger elevation of the concentric lines, is re- 

stricted to the upper Devonic (Cleveland shales), while. Tur- 

rilepas (?) filosus occurs in the middle Lower Siluric. 

The occurrence of these valves of equal structure at such widely 

separate epochs can serve only to strengthen the belief in their 

representing a different and persistent type of crustacean struc- 

ture. 

Pollicipes siluricus sp. n. (pl. 2, fig. 16-24). 

In the Utica shales of Green Island and Mechanicsville occur 

variously shaped valves in considerable number, which by their 

peculiar shapes, the arrangement of their growth lines and their 

shell structure, differ from the valves of all mollusks associated 

with them in the same rock. A suggestion of Dr Clarke as to 

their possible crustacean nature led to the astonishing discovery 

that they all find their homobogues in parts of the capitula of 

the pedunculate cirriped genera Scalpellum and Pol li- 

cipes, notably of the latter. On this account the various 

valves have been united under the caption, Pollicipes 

siluricus, in full consciousness of the enormous gap exist- 

ing between the appearance of this Lower Siluric type and the 

next Upper Triassic (Rhaetic) representatives of these genera. 

But the analogous case of the related Balanidae might be cited 

in support. Charles Darwin, in his classic memoir on the fossil 

Cirripedia,! stated that in the sessile Cirripedia, or Balanidae, 

the negative evidence of their not being found in primary or 

secondary formations is of considerable value, considering their 

great number where they appear, their strong shells, etc.; and 

yet, meanwhile, undoubted Paleozoic genera of Balanidae (Pro - 

tobalanus, Palaeocreusia) have been found, leaving 

the long interval from the Devonic to the Cretaceous without 

any representatives of this family. It is an interesting query, 

what were the conditions of marine life that suppressed the Lepa- 

didae and Balanidae, which today fill the oceans with such vast 

*A monograph of the fossil Lepadidae, or pedunculated cirripedes of 

Great Britain. Palaeont. soc. 1851. 
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--numibers of individuals that, Darwin writes, one could call the 

present age that of the cirripeds, in all the time from the Devonic 

to the Upper Jurassic. ‘The long suppression of the mammals in 

Mesozoic time and their sudden rise at the beginning of the 

Cenozoic time seems to be an analogous case from the terrestrial 

fauna. 

The valves have been tentatively described by terms of such 

valves of Pollicipes and Scalpellum as they most 

resemble, with which it is not so much intended to assert their 

actual homology as to designate them by names, and to emphasize 

their great similarity to the parts of the capitula referred to. 

1 Tergum. Convex, elongate subrhomboidal to  subtrian- 

gular, as the upper and lower carinal margins blend into each 

other. Carinal margin the longest, rounded; scutal margin 

gently rounded, about twice as long as the occludent margin. 

Occludent margin and upper part of carinal margin meet at an 

angle of over 45°, occludent and scutal margins at about 135°. 

From the apex to the sharp basal angle, a strongly projecting, 

angular, strongly curved conspicuous ridge runs at about one 

fourth of the entire width of the valve from the carinal margin; 

the surface slopes,apparently on account of lateral compression, 

much steeper away on the carinal side. A wide depression with 

a central, broad but low, slightly curved ridge extends from the 

apex to the middle of the scutal margin. 

The surface is covered with unequal, somewhat lamellose 

growth lines, running parallel to the base of the valve. Where 

the shell has become exfoliated, regular rows of pustules running 

parallel to the keel become visible. These probably represent a 

system of pores within the corium. 

It is specially this valve that, in its outline, diagonal keel, 

direction of growth lines and curved fold on the larger face, fully 

agrees with the terga of some species of Pollicipes. 

2 Carina. Lanceolate fragments are thought to have been 

part of the carina. The fragment figured apparently had two 

equal wings and a median, highly prominent, angular keel (an- 
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gulation probably exaggerated by lateral compression). Growth 

lines obliquely pennately arranged, turning subparallel to’ the 

margin in the flat marginal border. A faint depression and ridge 

running parallel to the keel are observable on either wing. The 

longitudinal rows of pustules are very prominent, wherever the 

shell is exfoliated. 
While this valve, in its long, lanceolate form and long, oblique 

basal margins, reminds one of the carina of Scal pell um 4 

it lacks the angles, separating the tectum from the parietes and 

intra-parietes, which are characteristic features of that genus. 

The possibility that this valve could be a laterally compressed 

and extenuated tergum is excluded by its symmetric form. 

3 Rostrum. Small, thick-shelled, symmetric, forming two 

sides of a tetrahedron; apex incurved (flattened in the figured 

specimen by compression, as indicated by a break); keel strongly 

elevated, angular, broad; surface with strong unequal growth 

lines running parallel to the basal margin. 

This valve bears a strong resemblance to the rostrum of Pol - 

licipes carinatus, which, however, has a flat-topped keel. 

4 Upper latus. Small, little convex, six-faced, eight-sided, 

thick-shelled; two middle faces forming a high, basally widening 

keel; other faces nearly flat; surface with fine, concentric growth 

lines; broad, concentric undulations, crossed by fine radial striae, 

on the two extreme faces and along the basal margin. 

- This valve has been termed an upper latus on account of its 

similarity to the upper latera of Scalpellum quadratum 

and Sc. fossula. The general form of this valve is very 

much like that of some of the problematic Pterothecas de- 

scribed by Hall from the Trenton, and by Barrande from the 

Bohemian Siluric. As our specimen however, agrees in the 

nature of its shell with the valves of Pollicipes with which 

it is associated and can be referred to a part of the capitulum of 

this crustacean, it seems at present more profitable to unite it 

with the latter than to compare it with the still entirely problema- 

tic Pterotheca. 
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Dimensions: Tergum: length along keel, 9.5 mm, width 6.7 mm; 

length of another specimen (not complete) 13 mm, width 7 mm. 

Scutum: length along keel, 12.5 mm, width 7.5 mm. Carina: 

length of specimen (upper third missing) 12.3 mm, width 10.2 

mm; length of other large fragment, 16 mm, width 10 mm; width 

of another fragment, 7 mm. Rostrum: length along keel, 8.3 mm, 

width 4.7 mm. Upper latus: length 6.7 mm, width 8 mm. 

Lower Utica shale of Mechanicsville, Saratoga co. N. Y. PPE 

Utica shale of Green Island, Albany co. N. Y. 

DESCRIPTION OF MAP 

The roman figures indicate the localities which furnished fos- 

sils and correspond with the numbers of the stations described. 

The boundary lines of the zones or belts have nowhere been ob- 

served directly; they are only approximations obtained from the 

location of the stations. The location of the fault, separating 

the Cambric and Normans kill beds, is taken from Walcott’s 

map of the Taconic region (36). 
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EXPLANATIONS OF FIGURES 

PLATp 1 

- A pebble of Trenton limestone with Pterygometopus 

callicephalus, Ampyx hastatus sp. n. and 

Climacograptus scharenbergi. x2 

Lower Trenton conglomerate, Rysedorph hill, Rensselaer co. 

NY : 

Paterula amii Schuchert 

2 A partial cast of a pedicle-valve. x6 

Normans kill shale of Mt Moreno near Hudson N. Y. 

Schizotreta papilliformis sp. n. 

3 A pedicle-valve. x4 

4 Profile of the same. x4 

5 A supposed brachial valve. x6 

Normans kill shale of Mt Moreno near Hudson N. Y. 

Leptobolus walcotti sp. n. 

6 A smal] perfect specimen; showing fine concentric striation. 

Somewhat compressed. x6 

7 An internal cast of a brachial valve; showing pedicle-groove, 

median septum and lateral scars. x4 

8 The interior of a brachial valve, showing median septum and 

lateral scars. x6 

9 A very young specimen, partially exfoliated; showing radiat- 

ing striation of internal surface and pedicle-groove. x10 

10 A strongly concentrically and radially corrugated specimen; 

the usual mode of preservation. x4 

11 The interior of a similar specimen, showing pedicle-groove. 

x4 ; | : 
a2 A shell, which instead of becoming corrugated, burst on com- 

pression. x4 | 

Normans kill shale of Mt Moreno near Hudson N. Y. 
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Eopolychaetus albaniensis gen. et spec. noy. 
Fig. 

13 A specimen from the Rural cemetery, Albany N. Y. x4 

Pontobdellopsis cometa gen. et spec. nov. 

14-18 Specimens from the Rural cemetery, Albany N. Y. x3 

Technophorus cancellatus sp. n. 

All specimens from the upper Utica shale of Green Island, Albany co. 

N. Y. Allenlarged. x3. 

19 Small short specimen, showing basal margin 

20 Surface sculpture of the same. x6 

21 Sperimen with perfect posterior part 

22 Partial cast, showing the impressions on both sides of the 

beak 

23 Valve with nearly equally strong concentric and vertical 

lines 

24 Largest specimen observed with somewhat pare) outline 

and stronger vertical lines 

25 Surface sculpture of the same. x6 

PLATE 2 

Ctenobolbina subrotunda sp. n. 

1 Right valve. x17 

2 Ventral view of the same. x17 

8 Another valve. x17 

4 Ventral view of the same. x17 

Originals of figures 1-4 are from middle Trenton shale of Port 

Schuyler, Albany co. N. Y. 

Ctenobolbina ciliata Emmons sp., var. cornuta var. nov. 

5 Small left carapace. x17 

6 Ctenobolbina ciliata. Larger right valve. x17 

From lower Utica shale at Mechanicsville, Saratoga co. N. Y. 

7 Ctenobolbina ciliata. Right valve 

From the upper Utica shale of Green Island, Albany co. N.Y. 

x17 
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Ctenobolbina ciliata Emmons sp. 

8 Internal cast. x17 

Upper Utica shale, Menands, Albany co. N. Y. 

9 Gutta percha impression of the same 

Lepidocoleus jamesi Hall and Whitfield sp. x10 

10 Trenton beds of Trenton Falls N. Y. 

11 Middle Trenton beds at Port Schuyler, Albany co. N. Y. 

12 Lower Utica beds, Mechanicsville, Saratoga co. N. Y. 

Turrilepas (7?) filosus sp. n. 

13 Smaller plaie. x3 

14 Enlargement of part of the same. x9 

15 Larger plate. x3 

Lower Utica shale of Mechanicsville, Saratoga co. N. Y. 

Pollicipes siluricus sp. n. 

All figures enlarged three times. 

16 Left tergum 

Upper Utica shale of Green Island, Albany co. N. Y. 

17 A smaller and shorter tergum from the lower Utica shale of 

Mechanicsville, Saratoga co. N. Y. 

18 Carina 

19 Lateral view of larger carina. This valve has a prominent 

lateral ridge and narrow marginal border 

20 Fragment of a carina with broad and low lateral ridge and 

broad marginal border 

21 Farther enlargement of surface of original of fig. 18. x93 

23 Lateral view of the same. 

Originals of figures 18-23 are from the upper Utica shale of 

Green Island, Albany co. N. Y. 

24 Upper latus, from a gutta percha impression. Lower Utica 

shale of Mechanicsville, Saratoga co. N. Y. 
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| The superior figures tell the exact place on the page in ninths; e. g. 520* 

means page 520, beginning in the third ninth of the page, i. e. about one 

third of the way down. 

Abbey, the, 543°. 
Acidaspis trentonensis, 526'. 

Aeglina, 510°. 

(rediviva Barr’), 562°, 

Agnostus, 510’, 562°. 

Albany, rural cemetery, 

old Dudley observatory, 

penitentiary, 530". 

Ambonychia radiata, 493°. 

undulata, 502‘, 

Ami, H. M., cited, 583*, 489°, 508°- 

11’, 528’, 5467, 5627, 5667, 5677, 

Ampyx, 510°, 510%, 5614, 562°. 

hastatus, 546°, 5477, 585. 

Annelida, 573°-74°. . 

Aparchites minutissimus, 5211, 5218, 

522). 

Archinacella  patelliformis, 

516°, 520%, 525°, 526°, 527°. 

Asaphus platycephalus, 503°. 

vetustus, 501°. 

Ashburner, C. A., cited, 583‘, 560°. 

Avicula trentonensis, 502‘. 

5287-298; 

529°; 

516°, 

Balanidae, 578°. 

Barrande, cited, 580’. 
Bathyurus, 510%. 

Beaver park, 530°. 

Beecher, C. E., cited, 582’, 5022-3?, 

525%, 526°, 5297, 564°. 

Beekmantown limestone, 544’, 

Bellerophon bDilobatus, 499%, 5002, 

502°, 520°, 525%, 527°. 

cancellatus, 493°, 502°. 

Beyrichia oculifera, 575°. 

Billings, E., cited, 581°, 494?. 

Birdseye limestone, 544’. 

Bishop, I. P., cited, 5831, 5055, 554, 

569°. 

Black creek, Voorheesville, 531'-323, 

Block island, Cohoes, 516°-17'. 

Bollia, 5457. 

Booth, H., cited, 582". 

Brachiopoda, 569?-72?, 

Brothers’s quarry, South Troy, 535°- 

37*. 

Buttermilk fall, Watervliet, 528". 

Bythotrephis subnodosa, 499’, 500%. 

Cahill’s hill, South Troy, 5397. 

Calciferous sandstone, 544”. 

Callopora, 547°. 

ampla, 5457, 

cf. ampla, 544°, 

multitabulata, 545%. 

Calymmene sp., 521°. 

Senaria, 503°, 525°, 5267. 

Camarella hemiplicata, 505%. 

Cameroceras proteiforme, 516%, 5173, 

524°, 526", 5321, 532°. 

Canada, graptolite faunas, 508°. 

Canadian survey, effect on correla- 
tion of Hudson river shale, 494°, 

Cantonment hill, 546°. 

Carinaropsis orbiculatus, 493°. 

patelliformis, 493°. 

Castleton, Moordener Kill, 543°%-44°, 

Ceratocephala (Acidaspis) trenton- 

ensis, 5261. 

Ceratopsis, 575°. 
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Ceraurus, 546’. 

pleurexanthemus, 545‘. 

Chaetetes, 501. 

compacta, 501°, 501°. 

lycoperdon, 503°. 

var. ramosus, 501°. 

tenuissima, 501”. 

Chamberlain, F. C., cited, 584°, 510°, 

Christiania, 561+. 

trentonensis, 545°. 

Cincinnatian, term, 566%. 

Cirripedia, 578°. 

Clarke, J. M., fossils discovered by, 

527%, 5287, 53807; cited, 584°, 536°, 

5664, 577°, 578%. 

Cleidophorus planulatus, 493°, 502%, 

5167, 516°, 5255, 526°. 

Climacograptidae, 498°. 

Climacograptus, 542°, 547°. 

bicornis, 4967, 497°, 502°, 502°, 

529°, 530°, 539°, 540°, 541°, 5427, 

544". 

caudatus, 520°, 5215, 522°, 551°, 

564°. 

parvus, 5237, 539°, 541*, 5447, 

scharenbergi, 541°, 5475, 5857. 

typicalis, 5234, 5247, 5264, 5295, 

DOUr Dol. Doe. 

' Clionychia, 526°. 

. undata, 525%, 564°. 

Coenograptus, 4987. 

gracilis, 528%. 

Coenograptus gracilis zone, 506’, 

509%, 5671, 

Cohoes, Block island, 516°-171. 

Cohoes beds, 498°. 

Cohoes falls of the Mohawk river, 

513°-164. 

Composite character of Hudson 

river beds, 496°. 

Conglomerate bed, of lower Tren- 

ton aspect in shale, 544*46?, 558°; 

on Rysedorph Hill, 546*-49°, 

Conradella compressa, 5451. 

Conularia (Sphenothallus), 516”. 

hudsonia, 520°. 

trentonensis, 505°, 520°, 521° 

545°. ; 

Cornulites flexuosus, 502°. 

Corynoides, 518’. 

ealicularis, 515%, 585°, 539%, 5401, 

5414, 542%, 5447, 5497. 

curtus, 514%, 517°, 517’, 520°, 

521°, 526+, 528+, 53807, 5317, bats 

5645, 565°. 

cf. curtus, 515%. 

Crania sp., 516’. . 

Crustacea, 575'-81°. 

Cryptograptus tricornis, 522°, 524° 

5407, 551°, 564°. 

Ctenobolbina ciliata, 521°, 521°, 526%, 

527°, 575°-76°; explanation of 

plate, 587°. 

var. cornuta, 526°, 5757; ex- 

planation of plate, 587°. . 

var. curta, 575‘. 
crassa, 576°. 

duryi, 576°. 

fulcrata, 5767. 

subrotunda, 5351, 576°; explan- 

ation of plate, 587%. 

Ctenodonta levata, 520%, 521°. 

Cumings, E. R., cited, 584*, 559°. 

Cuneamya sp., 520". 

Cyathophylloid corals, 501%. 

Cyclonema bilix, 525%. 

Cyclospira bisulcata, 520°, 521°, 564°. 

Cyphaspis, 526’. 

Cyrtoceras annulatum, 520° 521%, 

e o64*. 

Cyrtolites ornatus, 516°, 525%. 

Dale, T. N., cited, 582%, 583°, 584°,. 

4997-500°, 511°-12", 5577, 560". 

Dalmanella testudinaria, 5157, 518°, 

5251, 5261, 527+, 534°, 53867, 545°. 

Dana, J. D., cited, 582%, 500°-27, 553°. 

Darton, N. H., cited, 582°, 583°, 490+, 

5049-54. 

Darwin, Charles, cited, 578°. 

Dawsonia, 540’. 

campanulata, 520%, 522°, 541%. 

Se 
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Dendrograptus, 528°. 

tenuiramosus, 528°. 

Devil’s Den, Watervliet, 527". 

Dicellograptus, 498’, 

intortus, 539°. 

sextans, 539°. 

Dicellograptus zones, 5678; lower, 

511°; upper, 511°, 522°; homotaxial 

with a part of the middle or lower 

Trenton limestone, 5517; origin of 

fauna, 563°. 

Dicellograptus zone, lower, see also 

Normans kill shales. 
Dicranograptus ramosus, 496’, 497%, 

502°, 502°, 540°, 5414. 

Didymograptus, 4987, 5437. 

serratulus, 4977, 5414. 

tenuis, 540°, 541°. 

Dionide, 5107, 562°. 

‘Diplograptidae, 498%, 

Diplograptus, 5427, 

sp., 5157. 

amplexicaulis, 497, 5337, 5357, 

585", 5878, 5387", 5894, 5574, 561%, 

5621, 562%, 

angustifolius, 5414, 544?. 

foliaceus, 497°, 516°, 517°, 517’, 
520°, 524*, 526°, 534°, 5857, 539%, 

539°, 541°, 544’. 

cf. foliaceus, 531+. 

- marcidus, 524+. 

mucronatus, 502%, 5037. 

pristis, 4967, 497°. 

putillus, 498°, 514°, 515°, 516°, 

§234, 524%, 528', 528*, 530°, 530°, 

Dal*, boi? 

aff. putillus, 5415, 

quadrimucronatus, 497°, 520°, 

520%, 5311, 

ruedemanni, 529°. 

Sspinulosus, 523', 528%, 530°. 

whitfieldi, 497°, 541°, 

Discina conica, 5015. 

Dodge, W. W., cited, 583+. 

Dry creek, Watervliet, 5172. 

Dudley observatory, 529°. 
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Dwight, W. B., cited, 582°, 5827, 

500°-2?. 

Eccyliopterus, 545*, 561%. 

Echino-encrinites anatiformis, 501‘, 
501°, 501°. 

Hills, R. W., cited, 583°. 

Emmons, Ebenezer, cited, 581°, 492°, 

5288, 5467, 566°. 

Endoceras proteiforme, 5017, 502°, 

Blond 

Hopolychaetus, 574°. 

albaniensis, 529', 5738-745; ex- 

planation of plate, 586’. 

Escharopora angularis, 536. 

recta, 501’, 501°. 

Figures, explanation of, 5851-88". 

Fitzgerald’s quarry, Port Schuyler, 

5384'-35%4. ; 

Ford, 8S. W., cited, 582%, 503-4, 548°. 

Fossils, discovery of stations with, 

513*; of Hudson river group, 490°- 

917, 493°, 5027, 504°-5*; Lorraine 

beds, 498*, 496°, 498’, 5138-19%, 521°; 

Normans kill shales, 4938*, 496°, 

496°, 497°, 4987, 503%, 5075, 5887-508; 

Trenton limestone, 4997-5027, 505%, 

521‘, 533°-38'; Utica slate, 496°, 

497%, 498%, 5027, 503°, 519*-33°; from. 

various stations, comparison, 551°- 

52*; new, description of, 569'-81’. 

Frankfort slates, 492%; correlated: 

with Hudson river beds, 491°, 

492°, 495°, 507°. 

Frech, Fritz, cited, 584', 489°, 497’, 

515°, 528°, 562°, 563°, 

French mills, exposure of Lorraine 

beds, 518‘. 

Fucoides dentatus, 490°. 

lineatus, 490°. 

ramulosus, 490°. 

serra, 490°. 

Gerard, W. R., cited, 582°. 

Glenmont, 543°. 

Glyptocrinus decadactylus, 514°. 
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Glyptograptus amplexicaulis, 5357. 

‘Goniophora carinata, 520’, 521°. 

Graptolites, pseudo-planktonie ani- 

mals, 5637. 

Graptolithus amplexicaulis, 496. 

bicornis, 496%. 

mucronatus, 503°. 

pristis, 496’, 503°. 

ramosus, 496’. 

serratulus, 496’, 506%. 

‘Green Island, east shore of, 526°-27°; 

north shore of, 524°-267. 

Greenbush, 543°. 

Gurley, R. R., cited, 583°, 489°, 497%, 

511°, 514%, 528°, 534° 547°. 

Guyot, Arnold, cited, 582°, 553°. 

Halli, James, cited, 581’, 

582%, 489°, 490°, 493'-96+, 

l4" 521", bab’, 528% 5844 36+ 

536", 5457, 553°, 5644, 577°, 580". 

Helderberg mountains, outcrops of 

Lorraine beds, 518°. 

Heterocrinus heterodactylus, 516’. 

Hormotoma cf. gracilis, 529°. 

Hovey, F. O., cited, 584+. 

Hudson river beds, history, 490*- 

512°; fossils, 490°-91°, 493%, 502, 

504°-5*, 549°; correlated with Lor- 

raine beds, 4918; correlated with 

Frankfort slates, 492°, 495°; cor- 

relation with Point Lévis shales, 

494°; primordial (Quebec) age of, 

494’; composite character, 496°; 

break between Hudson valley re- 

‘gion and Mohawk valley, 504°; 

evidence of Trenton age, 505°; cor- 

relation with Trenton limestone, 

512°; resting on lower Trenton 

limestone beds, 549*; Trenton fos- 

Sils in, 549°; four zones, 550°-51%, 

558%, 567°; explanation of overturn 

of strata, 552*-58*; thickness, 560°; 

in the Mohawk valley, 565°; sum- 

mary of paper, 567’-68'. 

fHludson river group, use of term, 

491', 492%, 492°, 4931, 493°-94'; 

581%, 582', 

500°, 508°, 

‘| 
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term dropped by Hall, 494°; dis- 

cussion of validity of term, 564*- 

67°; term should be dropped, 566%, 

568%, ! 
Hudson river shales, use of term, 

492°, 508°, 566°; proposed to drop 

term, 568°. 

Hudson river slate group, 

490". 

Hyolithes sp. ?, 502° 
americanus, 502°. 

term, 

Tllaenus crassicauda, 501‘, 501°. 

Indian Ladder, Lorraine beds, 518*. 

Isotelus gigas, 525°. 

cf. gigas, 545+. 

James, J. T., cited 525°, 534°, 5627, 

Kenwood, 543°. 

Kimball, J. P., cited, 583°, 560%. 

Lansingburg, north end of, 541?- 

42°; bluff above, 542°, 

Lapworth, Charles, cited, 583', 584', 

489°, 497+, 5057-6*, 522°, 5287, 5475, 

562°, 5637, 5677. 

Lasiograptus mucronatus, 544’. 

Laveny’s point, Waterford, 5237. 

Lavery’s quarry, 535’. 

Lepidocoleus jamesi, 516°, 521', 526', 

526°, 535'!; description, 5777; ex- 

planation of plate, 587%. 

Leptaena rugosa, 525°, 

sericea, 499°, 500°, 500°-1', 501°, 

502%, 508°, 5057. 

subtenta, 502*, 525%. 

Leptobolus insignis, 515®, 520‘, 5214, 

524°, 524°, 529", 580+, 5317, 570%, 

walcotti, 541°, 569°-70"; explana- 

tion of-plate, 585°. 

Leptograptus subtenuis, 539°, 543°. 

Lingula curta, 508°, 515°, 520*, 521+. 

Lingulops, 569+. Mu 

Lophospira bicincta, 526°, 

uniangulata var. abbreviata, 

525%, 526°. hone 
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Lorraine beds, description, 513°-19*; | Normans kill, 543%; ravine by, 531’. 

fauna, 493%, 498’, 513°-19°, 521°; 

faunas correlated with Normars 

kill faunas, 496°; epicontinental 

origin of fauna, 563°; Hudson 

river beds correlated with, 491°, 

495’; of Hudson valley, westward 

trend, 565°; testing, 519°; thick-_ 

ness, 5607. 

Lerraine shales, term, 492°, 

Lower Dicellograptus zone, 5115, 

5677, See also Normans kill shales. 

Lowville limestone, 544’. 
Lyrodesma poststriatum, 502°, 516°, 

516°, 525°. 

pulchellum, 493°, 516°, 525°. 

. , ees? ao ol LR 
Maclurea, 559. 

Macronotella, 5457. 

Map, description of, 581°. 

Marsouin river zone, 506', 509°. 

Mather, W. W., cited, 5815, 5817, 
490°-92?, 4997, 553°. 

Matthew, G. F., cited, 5837, 562°, 

Mechanicsville, 5198-237, 

Menands, railroad station, 527°. 

Miller, S. A., cited, 573°. 

‘Minnesota, report on geology, cited, 

583?. 

Modiolopsis anodontoides, 516. 

faba, 516°, 526°. 

modiolaris, 5207, 521° 5221, 

nuculiformis, 493°, 516', 5163, 
5207. 7 

Monograptus serratulus, 496". 

Moordener kill, Castleton, 543°-44°, 

‘Mt Moreno, alternation of green 
Slate with graptolite shales, 550°. 

Mt Olympus, Troy, 5407-412, 

Murchisonia, 559‘, 

gracilis, 4935, 502°. 

uniangulata var, 

525%, 526°. 

abbreviata, 

Nemagrapsus capillaris, 528°, 
elegans, 528°, 

Nicholson, H. A., cited, 581’. 

Normans kill shales, stratigraphic 

assignment, 489°, 550°-52*; homotax- 

ial with Utica shale, 4922, 561’; in- 

cluded in Utica slate, 498°; Mo- 

hawkian age, 498; equivalent 

with certain strata of Canada, 

505°-6°; correlated with Frankfort 

shales, 507°; assignment by New 

York and Canadian geologists, 

508°; result of former investiga- 

- tions, 6127-13'; description of 

beds, 5887-50*; conglomerate beds. 

of lower Trenton aspect, 544*-49°, 

558°; lower Trenton age, 510’, 511°, 

5128, 547°, 567°; eastern repre- 

sentative of part of the lower 

Trenton, 557°-58'; taxonomic posi- 

tion, 489°, 550*52*; resting on 

lower Trenton limestone, 550’, 

558°; thickness, 560°; use of term, 

566®, 567°, 568*; summary of paper,. 

567°-68'; 

fauna: 498%, 496°, 497°, 4987,. 

503*, 507°, 53887-50*; correlated with 

Lorraine faunas, 496°; homotaxy 

with that of Utica shale, 497°; 

lower Trenton age, 510, 511°, 512°, 

547°; European and Atlantic con- 

nections, 510°; origin of, 5627, 5635.. 

Normansville, 5807-313. 

North Troy, 537’. 

Orthis (?) centrilineata, 5157. 

lynx, 501%, 503°. 

pectinella, 499°, 500°, 500°, 501°, 

505?. 

plicatella, 5057. 

testudinaria, 4997, 5007, 

502%, 503°, 5057, 507°. 

tricenaria, 500°, 501°. 

Orthoceras, 501?. 

bilineatum ?, 502°, 

lineolatum, 525°. 

tenuitextum, 525°. 

Orthograptus quadrimucronatus, 

514°, 527°, 528°, 580°, 5315. 

500”, 
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Outcrops, discovery of, 513%. 

Overturn of strata, explanation of, 

552*-58*. 

‘Pachydictya, 545’. 

acuta, 536’. - 

Parastrophia hemiplicata, 525’, 564°. 

Paterula, 562*, 569°. 

amii, 569°; explanation of plate, 

Hea. 

Pelecypoda, 572?-73°. 

Penitentiary, Albany, 530". 

Peoble’s island, Waterford, 524’. 

Petraia corniculum, 501%, 501°. . 

Pholidops subtrunecata, 520°, 

522), 5254) O20. 

Plates, explanation of, 585'-88*. 

Platystrophia biforata, 515’, 

534*, 5367, 545%, 

Plectambonites aff. gibbosa, 545%, 

545°, 5477, 561+. 

plicatella, 520°, 521°. 

sericea, 515°, 520°, 526°, 5274, 

5344, 536°, 564°. 

var. aspera, 525°, 527°, 544°, 

545°, 548°, 561+. 

‘Plectorthis plicatella, 5251, 526*, 527*, 

534°, 5367. 

Pleurotomaria cf. lenticularis, 5257. 

Plumulites sp.?, 502° 

Poesten kill, South Troy, 5389*-40". 

Point Lévis shales, 494, 495%. 
Pollicipes carinatus, 580°. 

Siluricus, 5217, 526; description, 

578°-815; explanation of plate, 

587°-884. 

Pontobdellopsis cometa, 520+, 529’; 

description, 574°; explanation of 

plate, 5867. 

Port Schuyler, Fitzgerald’s quarry, 

5384'-35*. 

‘Potsdam limestone, 5447. 

Prasopora, 536. 

Primordial (Quebec) age of Hudson 

river beds, 494’. 

521°, 

516’, 
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Proétus parviusculus, 586%, 562%. 

cf. parviusculus, 585’. 

Prosser. C. S., cited, 583°, 5837, 5847, 

519", 559%, 560°. 

Protowarthia cancellata, 520°, 525%, 

Pterotheca, 580%. 

Pterygometopus, 5467. 

eallicephalus, 525°, 

BAT, 5857. 

Ptilodictya acuta, 501, 5018. 

Pulaski shale, 492°, 492°. 

545', 5454, 

Quebec, term, 566°. 

Rafinesquina alternata, 516', 5257, 

526°, 5344, 536°, 545°. 

deltoidea, 527°. 

Ravine by Normans Kill, 531’. 

Receptaculites, 5017. 

References, 581°-84°. 

Remopleurides, 510*, 561*, 562°. 

linguatus, 5467. 

Rensselaer, 5437. 

Rhombodictyon, 5407. 

Rhynchonella capax, 501°. 

Rhynchotrema increbescens, 

544°. . 

Richmond stage, 566°. 

Roemer, Ferd. cited, 5841, 528", 547’. 

Rogers, W. B. & H. D., cited, 581%, 

5545. : 

Ruedemann, Rudolf, cited, 584%, 

562°, , 
Rural cemetery, Albany, 5287-29‘. 

Ruscher’s quarry, South Troy, 537°. 

Rysedorph Hill, conglomerate bed, 

546*-40°. 

536°, 

Sagenella sp., 516". 

ambigua, 532', 582%. 

Sardeson, F. W., cited, 584°, 514°. 

Scalpellum, 578*. 

fossula, 580. 

quadratum, 580". 

Schizambon (?) fissus var. canaden- 

sis, 5297. 
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Schizocrania fllosa, 520*, 524°. 

Schizocrinus nodosus, 5015, 534° 

536%. . 

Schizotreta conica, 571°. 

minutula, 5715, 571°-72°. 

ovalis, 571%. 

papilliformis, 570'-72?; explan- 

ation of plate, 585*. 

pelopea, 571‘. 

Schuchert, Charles, cited, 584°, 514°, 

545", 566%, 571°. 

Shaler, N. S., cited, 582°, 553°, 5577. 

South Bethlehem, outcrops of Lor- 

raine beds, 518% 

South Cohoes, 517°. 

South Troy, Brothers’s quarry, 535°- 

874; Ruscher’s quarry, 537°: 
Cahill’s hill, 539°; Poesten kill, 

539°-407;: middle Trenton shales, 

5628, ne 

Spathiocaris, 577°. 

‘Sphenothallus, 516? 

Sponge, 520°. 

Spyroceras bilineatum, 525%, 527°, 

5645, 

Stations, description of, 513°-44°, 

‘Streptelasma corniculum, 544°, 

Streptorhynchus filitexta ?, 505. 

planumbona, 505°. 

Stromatocerium, 545°. 

Stromatopora compacta, 5013. 

- Strophomena alternata, 499°, 500?, 

5017, 501°, 503°, 5057. 

incurvata, 5257, 544°, 545% 548°. 

rugosa var, subtenta, 525’. 

Summary of paper, 5675-684. 

Taconic, use of term, 4945. 
Taxonomic position of the Normans 

kill graptolite beds, 550*-52*. 

Technophorus cancellatus, 525%, | 

572°; explanation of plate, 

586". 

subacutus, 573%, 

Tellinomya dubia, 502". 

levata, 502+, 

Tetradella, 575°. 

Tetradium cellulosum, 544’. 

Trematis terminalis, 502+, 

Trenton beds, correlation with Hud- 

son river beds, 4918, 4971, 505°, 512°; 
middie, 5383°-88", 567°; upper and 

middle, 551'; conglomerate bed of 

lower Trenton aspect in shale, 

544*-46°; clastic development of in 

Hudson river valley, 558*-615; 

thickness and fossil contents, 559"; 

discontinuity of faunistic suc- 
cession, 561°-647; of the Hudson 

valley, do not continue, westward, 

565°; 

fauna: 4997-5027, 505*, 5214, 533% 

38", 562°; epicontinental origin, 

510", 563°; of conglomerate beds 

of Rysedorph hill, 5518; in Utica 

beds, 564°. 

Trenton period, proposed term, 500°, 

Triarthrus becki, 502°, 508°, 516%, 

521°, 526", 532", 5637. 

Trinucleus concentricus, 502%, 505%, 

507°, 515°, 516%, 5177, 518°, 5217, 5267, 

526°. 

Troy, stations, 537°; Mt Olympus, 

5407-417, 

Turrilepas (?) filosus, 5217, 577'-78; 

explanation of plate, 587’. 

newberryi, 577°-78’. 

Typicalis, use of term, 523°. 

Ulrich, E. O., cited, 5837, 500°, 506%, . 

536°, 536°, 546", 573%, 574*, 575%, 576° 

Upper Dicellograptus zone, 511%, 

22°) DOT. 

Utica shale of Normans kill, 489°. 

Utica shales, in the Hudson valley, 

491°, 4937, 5028; homotaxial with 

Normans kill shale, 4927, 497°; 

Normans kill beds included in, 

498°; testing, 519°; description, 519% 

33°; thickness, 560°; discontinuity 

of faunistic succession, 5615-647; 
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Trenton fauna in, 564°; of Hudson 

valley, westward trend, 565°; 

fauna: 496°, 497°, 498°, 5027, 508°, 

519°-83°, 552'; homotaxy with Nor- 

mans kill fauna, 497°; origin, 562°, 

563°; of Hudson valley, different- 

ial features, 5654, 

Van Deloo, J., graptolites collected 

by, 5380. 

Van Hise, C. R., cited, 583%, 

552°, 554°. 

Van Ingen, Gilbert, brachiopods col- 

lected by, 5385’. 

Van Schaick island, 524°. 

Vanuxem, Lardner, cited, 581’, 492%, 

548". 

Viy, outcrops along, 517°-18*; Voor- 

heesville, 5827-337. 

Voorheesville, Black creek, 531*-32?; 

Viy, 582°-33'. 

Walcott, C. D., cited, 5828, 583°, 4895, 
490°, 498°-99%, 502%, 507!-8, 5147, 

5S, 
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527", 534°, 546°, 548", 559+, 559°, 5607, 

5617, 564%, 566°, 5667, 5814. 

Walther, Joh., cited, 5841, 5638". 

Waterford, Laveny’s point, 5237; 

Peoble’s island, 5241. 

Watervliet, Dry creek, 5177, Devil’s 

Den, 527°; Buttermilk fall, 528}; 

arsenal 533°-34:; middle Trenton 

shales, 562°. “3 

Weller, Stuart, cited, 584*, 510°. 

White, T. G., cited, 583°, 500*, 534%, 

545°. 

Whitfield, R. P., cited, 5827, 584, 

489°, 4967-98°, 514°, 5337, 534°, 5617, 

OTT". 

Willis, Bailey, cited, 583%, 554°. 

Winchell, Alexander, cited, 500%, 

536°, 586°, 5457, 571%. 

Wolff, I. E., cited, 5837, 554*. 

Zygospira modesta, 502%. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The growth of commercial interest in the natural resources of our 

country and the public appreciation of the importance of scientific 

knowledge in husbanding and developing these resources, have 

made it necessary for the state museum, in its relation to the public 

of New York, to give attention to all parts of the animal, vegetable 

and mineral kingdoms which contribute to the needs and comforts 

of our citizens, There being comparatively little accurate knowl- 

edge accessible to the public on the subject of the life history of the 

clams and scallops and the possibility of their cultivation, the 

director has been led to engage the services of Prof. James L. Kel- 

logg, of Williams college, to study and report on the subject in 

which he is the acknowledged master. | 

While, in the brief space of one field season, it has not been pos- 

sible to exhaust the subject, the following report is issued in the 

belief that it will meet the wants of many persons throughout the 

State. 

FREDERICK J. H. MERRILL 

Director 
Albany N.Y. Dec. 1900 
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CLAM AND SCALLOP INDUSTRIES OF 
NEW YORK STATE 

DEPLETION AND RESTORATION OF SUPPLY 

The comparisons so frequently made btween the social condi- 

tions and habits of European peoples and our own, for many reasons 

are worthy of careful consideration. In Europe the ignorance of 

the masses in most regions is greater than in America. The greater 

part of the population is poor. Intercommunication amounts to 

almost nothing, and the simple needs and desires of a people remain 

what they have been for many decades. 

In America everything is different. The aggressive methods of 

commercial enterprises, the form of government by the people, the 

migration into new territory, and popular excursions and exposi- 

tions, have tempted even the most humble to more or less extended 

travel. The idea of a diversified life has become national. A knowl- 

edge of the social habits of one community has added to the desires 

of another. The entire country has become the most homogeneous 

_of the nations of the earth, though made of the most diversified 

‘units. One portion has stimulated another till the whole has ad- 

vanced rapidly. The art of living better has been practised by all, 

and the high-priced luxuries of yesterday have steadily become the 

low-priced necessities of today. The demand for a rare commodity 

increases its production, lowers its price, and again enlarges its de- 

mand till a certain balance of supply and demand has been reached, 

which usually brings. it within the means of all. 

There have been some cases, however, in which the demand has 

been met with such reckless indifference to future supply, that 

established industries have been threatened with destruction. In no 
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case has this been better exemplified, perhaps, than in the taking of 

marine food. The demand for salt-water fish and mollusks has in- 

creased at a great rate during the last few years. In all the smaller, 

as well as in the larger cities and towns of the interior, the demand 

for fresh mackerel has been added to that for the salted fish. Rich 

and poor alike have formed a liking for fresh halibut, cod, herring, 

smelt and shad. Even in a more marked degree has the public de- 

manded the oyster, first in the can, then in “ bulk”, and finally in 

the shell. The secret of successful canning, put into practice soon — 

after the civil war, led to the distribution of such food all over the 

Union. Salmon, oysters, lobsters and clams found a great market 

in this way, and the production assumed enormous proportions. 

But in most of these cases, the natural supply soon showed signs 

of failing. ; 

In Chesapeake bay, probably the-most favorable locality in the 

world for the growth of oysters, the natural beds gradually failed 

from excessive dredging. The simple method of transferring small 

oysters to bottoms where oyster food was abundant, though 

the conditions were not favorable for reproduction, were resorted 

to with great success about Long Island, and along the southern 

New England coast. The industry is still growing. In parts of 
¢ 66 Long Island sound, the “spat”, or swimming embryos, “set” or 

attach themselves naturally, and oyster life in these regions has be- 

come much what it is on natural beds. Even the small oysters used 

in transplanting, are now taken from these beds, and the whole in- 

dustry has become largely independent of the southern supply. 

While the conditions of erowth are much more favorable in the 

Chesapeake, the laws of Maryland and Virginia offer little protection 

to the oyster “farmer”, and a very great revenue is lost to those 

states. While the supply of oysters was at one time seriously 

menaced, intelligent methods of artificial propagation have per- 

manently established the industry on the northern coast. 

With some other forms of marine food this restoration will be 

much more difficult. It is never attempted in any case till exter- 

mination has become almost complete. Even with abundant ma- 

terial for his work, the culturist often finds tt hard, or even impos- 
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sible, to control the young during its precarious early life till it 

reaches that stage of development where it is able to care for itself. 

Everyone is familiar with the extensive and remarkably success- 

ful work of the United States and the various state fish commis- 

sions in the propagation of marine and fresh-water market fish. In 

many cases, the continued supply is probably directly and entirely, 

due to the artificial hatching and judicious distribution of the young 

fish. These institutions have made it very clear that public moneys 

could not be better expended for the benefit of all classes of people 

than in their support. Their field is constantly enlarging, also, as 

one after another of aquatic food animals diminishes in number, 

and begins to disappear. If the fact were only recognized, that this 

threatened extinction of forms really is occurring, these commis- 

‘sions and similar institutions would receive much greater support 

in the form of legislative appropriations. More money for carry- 

ing on the work already attempted is urgently needed, and more 

still will be required as the field of labor enlarges. At the same 

time, it is money most profitably invested for rich and poor alike. 

The reestablishment of a destroyed industry which depended on 

organisms living and reproducing in a natural state, is usually slow. 

No one would expect a community depending on wild cattle for its 

beef to consider the future seriously till the supply was nearly, 

exhausted. Men seldom look far ahead in such matters. When the 

extinction is practically accomplished, they cast about for a remedy. 

The close season suggests itself. But, while waiting for the few re- 

maining animals to increase to the necessary number, man is neces- 

sarily deprived of food. Even if the flocks quickly recover their 

numbers, because natural conditions for their growth are favorable, 

the same decrease and destruction is very likely to recur. 

The point is that, when an organism—animal or plant—is largely 

used as food by man, nature is most often unable to keep up. the 

supply indefinitely, and man must breed and cultivate the desired 

form under controlled, and more or less artificial conditions. 

In our illustration, the habits and needs of the animal—specially 

the need of food—must be determined, in order that, under confine- 

ment, a maximum rate of reproduction may be obtained. In ad- 
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dition, an increase in the quantity and an improvement of the quality 

of flesh are aimed at, though this is brought about in higher animals 

by a careful selection, in many successive generations, of breeding 

individuals. The whole industry must be built up on an artificial 

basis, and the first step is to discover in detail the habits and needs 

of the animals in the natural state. 

The same is true of marine food animals. The history of the re- 

establishment of their supply shows that in every case almost com- 

plete destruction has been threatened before any move has been 

made to improve matters. While a more or less extensive close 

season operates favorably in some cases, it usually fails permanently | 

to correct the evil condition. While in operation, it suspends the 

supply altogether. At times it seems to be a necessity in order to 

prevent complete annihilation; but, if artificial methods were de- 

veloped early enough, it would not be necessary. 

Food supply and proper environment are obviously more obscure 

in the case of marine than of terrestrial forms, and in many instances 

are almost entirely unknown. It is surprising to find how true this 

is even with food animals with which we have long been familiar. 

But before artificial methods of culture can be developed, it is of 

course necessary to know the animal’s habits and its relations to 

its surroundings, and to understand all the necessary conditions 

thoroughly. It is the necessity for this preliminary scientific work 

that is probably least understood by the public. This work is 

sometimes slow, and not always productive of economic results, 

but it is always the necessary first step in developing culture 

methods. 

MYA ARENARIA 

Soft clam, or lon g-neck 

It has been, and still is assumed that nature is so lavish in her 

supply of certain animals that man is unable greatly to diminish their 

number, much less to cause actual extinction. This is a dangerous 

belief, but still very common. The lesson of. the buffalo and wild 

pigeon, whose countless multitudes have been known to men of 

this generation, is not heeded. Scores of similar cases apparently 

have not lessened man’s presumption. 
‘ 
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For many hundreds of miles along the north Atlantic coast, it 

has always been possible to find our common long-neck, or soft 

clam. It has long been used extensively in the market, and has 

been dug for so long a time that the supply was apparently limit- 

less. 10 years ago it perhaps would have been impossible to find 

anyone who believed that a time would ever come when this area 

should become practically barren. Even at that time, clams were 

- not so abundant as formerly, but the area was great; clams could 

be taken almost anywhere. They were not everywhere numerous, 

but in some localities the supply seemed to be without limit. But 

suddenly the unexpected happened. During the last three or four 

years, the supply rapidly diminished, and the industry became 

almost completely paralyzed, excepting in Maine and certain 

parts of Long Island. Immense flats, long productive, now bear 

practically nothing. The few remaining regions where clams are 

dug of course are taxed to such an extent that they can not long 

maintain themselves. The state of Maine has recently (1899) 

recognized this fact, and has made the busy summer months (June 

I to Sep. 15), a close season, in which clams may not be canned, 

exported or sold. While the soft clam has disappeared from many 

parts of Long Island, there are still two or three localities where 

they are fairly abundant. These regions, however, not only are 

called on to yield an increasing number, but they are confronted 

by a new and peculiar problem in the relation of the clam and the 

| oyster interests which will be described presently. There can be 

no question that this ruin of the clam industry on our Atlantic coast 

has been accomplished by excessive digging without correspond- 

ing efforts to increase the supply by culture methods. The falling 

off has been noticed for more than 20 years, but the final disap- 

pearance came suddenly. | 

It must be remembered that the record of market sales does not 

necessarily indicate the real abundance of the forms considered. A 

greater demand means a greater production till the limit is reached. 

‘An increasing demand, with its higher prices, means that more 

men are collecting the supply, and with increased energy. It is 

very evident, then, that the final exhaustion will come suddenly, and 
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that the record of the market does not indicate in advance just when 

that evil day shall appear. fie 

It is true, however, that the demand for clams and scallops has 

been increasing steadily for many years. To our personal knowl- 

edge, several towns and smaller cities in thé Mississippi valley which 

formerly consumed a small number of canned clams, have more 

recently demanded, during the winter months, larger and larger 

quantities, not only in cans, but also in the shell. The demand has 

grown rapidly in recent years with the knowledge of their value as 

a food. Even scallops, sold fresh in bulk, are finding a market 

‘farther and farther from the shore. | 

From the fact, then, that the soft clam has been steadily de- 

manded in increasing numbers for some time past, the following 

tables will be instructive. They indicate the market supply to 1892, 

and are taken from the report of the United States fish commis- 

sioner for 1894. The item referring to the supply from Rhode 

Island in 1898 is taken from a paper by Dr A. D, Mead in the 13th 

annual report of the commissioners of inland fisheries of Rhode 

Island. The interesting figures covering the Maine supply for 1898 

were recently received from the able commissioner of sea and shore 

fisheries, Mr A. R. Nickerson. They show an enormous increase 

in the supply over any previous year of which we have any record, 

and thus show that the previous figures gave no adequate idea of 

the actual supply. Many factors enter into the explanation of this 

increase in the number of clams marketed, the most important of 

which is the fact that the sudden decrease in the supply from other 

New England states left Maine alone to answer the demands of the 

general market. That her clam beds are already suffering from 

the enormous drain is shown by the fact above mentioned, that in 

1899 her legislature passed an act prohibiting the sale of clams in 

any form from June I to Sep. 15 in each year. | 

Emphasis must be laid on the fact that these figures do not really 

indicate the abundance of clams on the beds at any time. With- 

out the figures of the Maine supply for 1898, we should get an 

entirely erroneous idea of the conditions in that state. The sales in 

Massachusetts and Connecticut since 1892 would undoubtedly show 
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a great decrease. We were not able to get the figures covering these 

last eight years, or for any one of them, in these states. 

Soft clam supply by states 

_ Maine 
E : Bushels Value 

BESO ae coe «0100s BRP trite antes cil, wis a/ale' gia ox Waka 318 383 $101 808 
MOG ee ec cee ss aie s Cas Sata Bia Warcsioek « Uk se ag ne 608 780 228490 

Sees Ee en Cg sce ges coe aecede 600675 227 665 

LUS'S0 5 Se ieee ee Ree A ter. eC OES. 595105 200-705 

TSCM tal fase levee isis wie aleieie’s wa eh etn Ce ee 416 806 157 431 

Sia) (Cee ohaoebcn eeaeh Ohod er one oes Cae aA ae Clie 1109936 303577 

New Hampshire 
Bushels Value 

MMe ea) Sila a See Sy oe Med be istelstccels 17 960 $8 980: 

Pe cee ok AOR ek ie Ln Sora 280 140 
eh a ee ey fo CE FO cere Sala sate iatbia esha or si claidid sale Sle oareiaee'e 300 150 

rN a iereetorat ca Sita totat isharctatd Sata aii visi a'e oe whe # alas 300 150 

ISM tare aie, o/< wi 6 d'5;0 RRMA esate teas GRRE GM Oe Suhre gb atese 66 I 050 O75 

Massachusetts 
j Bushels Value 

Be ce ps) ta eis o/s Eg Mac ea NOY em EN SET CN ce eg ee et Stace 158626 $76195 

eer In es cas As ace WSS cal o| ofthe bie jee oes #/eiccwis 230659 121202 

SEE, 0 Se ec end i Si Pepe epre ary hc ia Gc a's, alavsiacals 243.777 127 838 

Sane e eae ie auc sit ae Mioitie siete bg Ou ele vvleee acer 240 831 137 7II 

ee ae IR ny org el Shed ae clei Na Pncescha te lo'eha ates Wale «dda mie ce eh IOP O23) + \/ 133 520: 

Rhode Island 
Bushels Value 

MOCO Sd alate We Ge ca celccctcce ance dhdeeccerecedesns 53900 $48 564 

EASISIPF 0 coscelis Fic cyte ee eae es Michel ey clktng LES ae a 25 825 25 030 

Bsa eet ee eer tee NaN G sci 6 earch ti dia' sl ajaveiove 4s bi 'aoe cues 30 825 30 030 

ESM) His cserene wes ee tan erei ate costar Tap eieh ate wich & 2) 6''o°o 0! oraleve. ui Sicja-araia ae 33 375 32 475 

MOO2 ts ok es Deters Toe ayelee arch cicke te’ < o's « vain auaie west aata ale 33 950 45 222 

LOR Pre NM eT THe tee Pate at Me ai oia 3 Sc L'a. Wid we ble idk phate ean 15 O15 20 569. 

Connecticut 
: Bushels Value 

SIEGE 6 CARTAN EL BES SONG ge ne po eae ROE APE Rene 75000 $38 000 
Me ia he co Sere «bie URED opr DR ee ane ta 26 735 25 370 

ER eh ica 'a c's aces S Goakevdi a biau aha leeets rok aE eaten 26575 24 270 

COLES 35 Nee a nA a eso Puls aera sail 26 360 24 900: 
NOs 5 Sh AV aie eal Oe al SG! Vk le a aa an 23 780 25 320 
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It will be noticed that, with two exceptions, we have in these 

tables no reference to sales during the last eight years. No serious 

attempt has been made to collect data showing market sales in New 

‘York, for, as explained, such a record does not show conclusively 

the productive capabilities of the beds. The only way to obtain a 

knowledge of this is by visiting the clam flats and beaches. Since 

the summer of 1898, a large part of the shore from the state of 

New Hampshire to the city of Brooklyn has been personally ex- 

plored, and while Maine, for clearly understood reasons, has in- 

creased her market supply—not her resources—at almost every 

other point on the coast, the soft clam industry has been practically 

ruined. 

Soft clam supply in New York 

The industry in this state has been extensive. It became apparent 

that the supply of hard and soft clams, and of scallops, was decreas- 

ing, and at the invitation of Dr F. J. H. Merrill, director of the New 

York state museum, a personal inspection of the entire coast of 

Long Island was attempted during the month of September in the 

present year (1900), with the view of determining the present con- 

dition of the beds. Though it was necessary that this examination 

should be a hurried one, its results show conclusively that, except 

in one or two localities, the accomplished Geplcson of the New 

England coast is being repeated here. 

A reference to the appended map of Long Taland ill on at 

its eastern end very extensive bodies of water in Peconic and 

Gardiners bays. The surrounding shores of both seem to be wonder- 

fully adapted to the growth of the soft clam. According to the re- 

ports of clam-diggers in that region, even so far inland as at River- 

head, thousands of bushels dug at the west end of Peconic bay are 

marketed there every winter. It is maintained that recently there 

has been a noticeable diminution in the supply, but that it has not 

as yet become alarming. The shores of Shelter island, except on 

its northern side, have produced many clams. The supply here 

also is said to be falling off rapidly. 

‘Shelter island, like the greater part of Long Island, supports an 

increasing summer population, which is already very large. In 
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recent years, these visitors, during their stay, probably have caused 

an increase in the demand for clams. It is a curious fact, however, 

that, while in New England the soft clam is used extensively during 

the summer months, in the popular clambake, there is very little 

demand for it anywhere on Long Island during that season. There 

the hard clam, or “little-neck,” is in favor, and is used, too, in 

great numbers. It is probable, then, that on no part of the island 

does the influx of summer residents greatly stimulate the digging 

of the soft clam. However that may be, clams are certainly being 

dug much too rapidly in this region. | 

- On following the coast eastward from Sag Harbor, to Fort pond 

bay, many small bays and inlets appear which are among the most 

favorable localities on the entire coast for the growth of the soit 

clam. Such a place as Napeague harbor, for example, contains a 

supply so great that it has been regarded as being inexhaustible. 

Comparatively few clams from this part of the island are sent to 

New York. Very many are marketed at New London and other 

New England centers for distribution. A great number, also, are 

used for bait by fishermen. It was stated that one vessel recently 

was able to secure at Napeague about three hundred bushels in a 

short visit, for such a purpose, and that this amount has been re- 

peatedly taken. If such reports are true, the supply is still great. 

but at all points on this coast it is the almost universal testimony that 

the beds are being depleted and ruined at a surprisingly rapid rate. 

This condition has come about during the last two years, and is. 

causing great concern. Measures should now be taken, before there 

is an actual destruction of the industry here, to conserve the sup- 

ply of this remarkably productive region. With a little knowledge 

of the life history, the habits and needs of the clam, with little labor 

and a small outlay of capital, this can be accomplished easily, as we 

shall attempt to show later. 

On the south side of the island, from Montauk point to Resa 

beach, is a straight reach of sand on which the surf continually rolls. 

On this exposed sea side, the conditions are nowhere favorable for 

the growth of either the soft or hard clam. The sand, however, 

forms a great spit which shuts in several large bodies of water, leav- 
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ing inlets here and there at rare intervals. In many parts of these 

bays the hard clam, or little-neck, was formerly very abundant, as 

will be shown presently, but, because there is very little tide, beaches 

and flats are not enough exposed to allow the digging of the soft 

clam. It is known that in some places this form lives below the low 

tide mark. There are such beds in the Great south bay, but, as the 

creatures are burrowed into the bottom from six to I2 inches, and 

even deeper, their capture under water becomes a laborious process, 

and is seldom resorted to. In Shinnecock, Moriches and Great 

South bays, then, comparatively few of the soit, or long-neck, clams — 

are dug for market, though more of these forms than is ordinarily 

supposed may exist in the mud below the low water mark. 

There is one locality on the south side of the island where Mya 

is apparently abundant, and is dug in great numbers. That is 

Jamaica bay, with its shallow water, and its relatively great rise and 

fall of tide, which alternately covers and exposes a large area of 

mud flats. Unfortunately, lack of time prevented a thorough ex- 

amination of this bay. Many residents of its shores agree in stat- 

ing that it contains an abundant supply of soft clams, many of which 

are sent to the New York markets, eight or 10 miles away. It is 

said that there are places on the flats where it is possible for a man 

to dig five or six bushels in a fair low tide. Assertions of this kind 

should be carefully verified before being accepted. | 

This bay, situated at the door of the New York market, a bay 

with extensive flats and rapid currents, affording most favorable 

conditions for the growth of clams, seems to be a very valuable 

. property; and if the few reports we have about it are true, it © 

should be carefully guarded and protected against that depletion and 

tuin which comes from excessive digging, and which has recently 

visited similar and equally extensive flats. Because the supply has 

apparently continued till now, and may seem to be inexhaustible, 

there is no reason why the beds may not become as barren as those 

at Duxbury and at Essex in Massachusetts. At one time in the 

latter town, 100 men steadily obtained from $2 to $5 a day by 

digging the soft clam. ‘Today there are not 10 men engaged in 

the work, and, with a greatly increased price for the product, they 
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obtain from 50 cents to $1.50 a day for their labor. Practically no 

clams are allowed to grow to a size suitable for market, so closely 

are they sought by the diggers. The ruin of the great Duxbury 

flats is just as complete. These lessons should certainly be heeded 

by those who still possess productive clam flats. 

Passing to the north side of the island, there are several arms of 

the sound, at its western end—Cow bay, Hempstead harbor, Oyster 

bay, Huntington bay and Smithtown bay—in which the history of 

the clam industry is very much the same. Several years ago, these 

extensive shores bore the soft clam in great numbers. The history 

of the New England coast has been repeated here. There was for 

many years a gradual diminution in the number of clams. During 

the past two years, the falling off in the supply has been very great, 

and the beaches are now becoming practically barren. No other 

part of the coast of Long Island seems to be in a more dangerously 

depleted condition. As in all similar cases, this is certainly not due 

to a change in the nature of the bottoms or of the waters of these 

bays, but has resulted solely from excessive digging. A close sea- 

son extending through the summer months, is in operation, but it 

seems to have had little influence in checking the decrease. 

To the east of Smithtown bay, the shore is bold and little broken 

by inlets, and here neither the soft nor the hard clam has ever been 

abundant. 

From this hurried examination of the shores of Long Island, it 

appears that many extensive areas offer extraordinarily good natural 

conditions for the growth of Mya, the soft clam. The supply, 

also, is now much greater than on the New England coast except 

in Maine. This is fortunate; for, if immediate steps are taken to 

prevent it, the destruction of the industry may be averted, and the 

supply increased at a time when the demand is rapidly growing and 

prices are rising. The regions which, under these circumstances, 

first introduce culture methods are to derive great benefit from the 

enterprise, and, having obtained the market by means of this ad- 

vantage, should for some time be able to hold it. ‘This fact is 

recognized by one New England state, which has made appropria- 

tions that are available for a practical inquiry into the possibilities 

of clam culture. 
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Our chief conclusion must be that in most localities along the 

shore of Long Island the supply is now failing rapidly, and, unless 

these methods of artificial propagation are introduced, must soon 

fail completely. | 

- Life history of Mya the soft clam 

I have briefly traced the condition in which we find the soit 

clam industry at the present time, not only in New England, but in 

New York. We may now consider the question of a remedy for 

the disagreeable situation which confronts us. If we continue to 

depend simply on the natural powers of reproduction and recupera- 

tion of this form, we shall certainly soon see the end of the large 

supply on which we have so long depended. Fortunately there 

seems to be a way to meet the difficulty, and not only recover the 

original supply, but produce one even larger. 

It has already been shown that, before it is possible to develop 

culture methods for the artificial rearing of any form, it is neces- 

sary to possess a knowledge of its habits, the character of its food, 

its relations to its enemies—in short, as complete an account as 

possible of its life history. 

It is a curious, but common experience to find that we still lack 

such a knowledge of some of the most familiar animal forms. In a 

general way, we have for many years known something of the struc- 

ture of the common clam, and something also of the character of 

its food. Till 1898, however, almost nothing whatever was known 

of its life history, including the limits of the breeding season, the 

habits of the young and the relations of the animal to its surround- 

ings. In that year a study of the form was made in order, 

primarily, that the knowledge obtained might be applied in the 

elaboration of methods of artificial propagation. Since that time, 

many experiments, the results of which are not yet published, have 

been carried on for the United States fish commission, and have 

shown that the culture of the soft clam may easily and successfully 

be accomplished on a large scale. It may be noticed that we are 

still without knowledge of the life histories of the hard clam and the 

scallop, though the present necessity seems to demand it. . 

What we know of the life and habits of M ya may be summarized 

briefly. 





Fig.1 Drawn from living clam .4mm (less than one fiftieth of an inch) in length. S, siphons, 

two tubes, one of which conducts water bearing food and oxygen to the body within the shell, 

the other conducting a stream containing waste matter to the exterior. F, foot, the organ of 

locomotion. B, byssus, a delicate thread for attachment, which is not present in the adult. 
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The breeding season extends through the months of May, June 

and July, though in this last month comparatively few young are 

produced. The sexes are separate, and the ova, or egg cells of the 

female, as well as the spermatozoa, or sexual cells of the male, are 

extruded directly into the water. Here a single spermatozoon 

unites with an ovum, the two becoming a single new cell. This cell: 

multiplies and eventually builds the body of an embryo. By means 

of delicate, hairlike projections from the body, which lash very 

rapidly in a definite direction, the creature is enabled to swim. The 

details of these early stages in the clam are not known. | 

We do know, however, that eventually the swimming embryo 

develops a minute shell similar to that in the adult, in that it ts 

made up. of two pieces covering the right and left sides of the body. 

During the continuance of the swimming period the creature - 

may have been carried, not only by its own efforts in swimming, but 

also by tide currents, to some point far removed from that where 

its liie began. A single pair of clams may give rise to millions of 

embryos during one season. The great majority of these are lost, 

but a few, losing their swimming organs, happen to settle in some 

locality which is favorable for their future growth and development. 

From this time, their history has been followed in some detail. 

The small clams, when they cease swimming, are still minute in 

size. Many individuals only .4 of a millimeter in length have been 

observed, and their bodies are so small as to be indistinguishable 

to the unaided eye from the smallest grains of sand on which they 

may have fallen. 

In its general outline, this small clam is very different from the 

adult, in that its body is very much rounded, instead of being elon- 

gated (fig. 1). As it grows, however, its shell elongates, but, at the 

same time, the two prominent points of the shell, or umbones, are 

shifted relatively farther forward, as in fig. 2; and then, eventually, 

they come to lie nearly in the middle of the shell on its upper side, 

as in the adult clam. 

A glance at fig. 1, drawn from an individual .4 of a millimeter in 

length, will show two conspicuous structures projecting from the 

margins of the shell. One of these (s) is the pair of filmy siphons— 
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the “neck”, or “snout”, of the adult. There are here two separate 

tubes, one of which conducts water to, and the other from the body 

within the shell. These organs are long and fleshy in the adult, 

and reach from the clam’s body in the mud up to the water above. 

In the young they are relatively small and very delicate. 

The other projection is the so-called “foot” (4), the organ of 

locomotion. It is here relatively much larger than in the adult, and | 

by its peculiar thrusting and retracting movements, the creature 

creeps on the surface of foreign bodies, or digs into the sand. ; 

One of the most interesting features of the life history of Mya 

is the fact that from a special gland near the base of this foot, a long, 

nearly transparent thread, the byssus (b), is produced, which is 

attached to such bodies as stones or pebbles or to floating objects 

in the water. It acts as an anchor thread, and undoubtedly is devel- 

oped that the light, minute body ‘of the very small clam may not be 
floated about by water currents. It completely disappears before the 

adult condition is reached, and is developed very soon after the little 

clam ceases swimming. | 

These small clams are restless, and apparently. always desire to 

creep about. Though the threads are many times the length of 

the body, they allow of little movement. From time to time the 

thread is cast off, for, once attached at its ends to sand grains (s. g. 

in the figure) or other bodies, it can not be loosed. The clam then 

slowly creeps about by means of its foot, but soon spins a new 

thread, at the same time attaching it by its free ends. This may be 

repeated many times, the clam never remaining for any length of 

time unattached. 

Very early the young clam manifests the digging instinct. Being 

a helpless creature, and subject to attack by enemies (notably small 

starfish), it is necessary that it should cover itself in the bottom as 

soon as possible. When but little more than a millimeter in length, 

the creature thrusts its tiny foot down between the sand grains ina 

tireless effort to obtain a lodgment. This can not be accomplished, 

however, for the light body is still not much larger than the sand 

grains which it attempts to displace. When a length of two or 

three millimeters is reached, the body is sometimes partially or per- 
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Fig. 2 Drawn on a much smaller scale than fig. 1, froma 

S, G, small sand-grains to which the byssus is attached. 
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Fig. 2 Drawn on a much smaller scale than fig. x, from a clam 2.5mm (about one tenth of an inch) long, taken from its burrow. 

S, G, small sand-grains to which the byssus isattached. Other reference letters as in fig, T 
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haps wholly covered, if the sand of the bottom be very fine. When 

a length of 6 or 7 millimeters is reached, a clam is able to dig below 

the surface on any bottom, and is able to cover itself with much 

celerity. 

As soon as burrowing is possible, the young clam remains buried 

most of the time, reaching up to the water with its siphons, by means 

of which it obtains its microscopic food (chiefly diatoms) and the 

oxygen used in breathing, both of which are suspended in the water. 

A very interesting fact is discovered when these burrowed clams 

are dug up and examined. -It is that here also the byssus fiber is 

thrown cut and attached firmly to the surrounding pebbles and 

sand grains, in order that the clam may not be dislodged from its 

shallow burrow by waves or currents and carried away, or perhaps 

thrown up on the beach to perish. 

Even in its burrow, the small clam exhibits a strange restlessness. 

It repeatedly casts off the byssus from its body, digs out to the 

surface, and creeps away, only to go down and again attach itself. 

As the clam becomes larger, this wandering habit manifests itself 

less frequently. It asserts itself, however, till the creature is 12 or 

13 millimeters long (about half an inch). An individual of this 

length still possesses the byssus, but at about this time digs down 

to remain permanently, and the byssus gland is absorbed, and never 

reappears. It is simply an organ of the young, and, while in func- 

tional activity, performs a very important office, as has been 

shown. The clam now, except from accident, always remains buried, 

only reaching up to the surface by its siphons, which soon become 

long and heavy. If it should be dug up, it is still able to bury itself 

again, though the foot becomes relatively small. Large clams per- 

form this act of burrowing with very great difficulty. 

These, briefly stated, are the chief points of interest in the devel- 

opmental history of Mya. We may now notice a few facts con- 

cerning the “set” of young clams. 

The number produced varies greatly in different seasons, The 

reasons for this are complex and at present not well understood. 

Whenever a full “set” of clams occurs along the shore, the young 

are found to occupy certain restricted regions in yast numbers. This 
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is usually just below the low tide mark and only where currents are 

comparatively swift. In such favored localities, they often accumu- 

late in such numbers as to touch each other, being crowded as close 

as they can stand. These are small clams, only large enough to dig 

beneath the surface. The swimming embryos settle to the bottom 

both above and below this line. 3 

The subsequent history of their existence in this restricted locality 

just below the low tide mark is interesting. As they become older 

and larger, they die on the surface and in their burrows from lack 

of food. | 

Beds between tide-lines are recruited only from forms which hap- 

pen to settle in them. 

We thus have during the months of June and July a multitude of 

small clams which have settled just ‘below the low tide mark in 

certain restricted localities near clam beds. They are engaged in a 

severe struggle for existence among themselves, and, if allowed to 

remain undisturbed, the great majority die. They are, however, only 

in great numbers during certain seasons. Not in every succeeding 

year are the numbers great. Observations have not been continued 

long enough to determine how often, on an average, we may expect 

a “set” such as was witnessed in 1899 in certain parts of Buzzards 

and Narragansett bays. Clam-diggers, however, generally state 

that it occurs every third or fourth year, though, so far as can be 

ascertained no one has observed the phenomenon closely. 

With these data, and some additional points which will be men- 

tioned as we proceed, we may induce certain conclusions which are 

of value in formulating a plan for clam culture. | 

1 Artificial fertilization. By cutting open the sexual glands of 

male and female and causing the sexual cells to mingle in a dish of 

water, fertilization can be effected easily in the case of the oyster. 

Apparently it is accomplished with difficulty in Mya, but it has 

been done, and embryos are brought into existence at the will of the 

_ operator during the breeding season. But all attempts to control 

and rear oyster embryos to the adult condition—at least in num- 

bers—have failed. There is every reason to believe that they would 

fail in the clam. This point, then, may be passed over as being 
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impracticable, and in the case of the clam, the operation is certainly 

quite unnecessary, as will be shown. 

2 Tenacity of life in the young clam. The adult dies quickly in 

aquariums in warm weather. Very small individuals are, on the con- 

trary, very tenacious of life. They have been carried in an open 

bucket from Narragansett bay to Buzzards bay in the hottest days 

of summer, and, though the water in which they were transported 

became very warm, they had suffered no apparent injury when 

placed once more in cold water. Not only so, but many, subse- 

quently kept in shallow dishes without change of water, lived for 

days after a bacteria zoogloea had formed over them. For purposes 

of planting, then, the young clams may be transported easily for 

long distances without harm. 

3 Effect of water of differing degrees of salinity. Fortunately 

for the clam culturist, the adult M ya _ will thrive not only in water 

which is very salt, but also in that which is nearly fresh. At Woods 

Hole (Mass.) for example, where the salinity is great (about 1.024), 

many recent experiments have shown a remarkable rate of growth. 

Other regions have been observed where the degree of salinity is 

seldom more than 1.005, in which clams seemed to flourish equally 

well. 

Not only is this true, but acclimatization is not necessary when a 

change is made from one locality to another. Many recent experi- 

ments, besides the one just referred to, show this to be true. Many, 

if not most, ‘marine animals are very sensitive to changes in the 

saltness of the water. The fact that the soit clam is not so affected, 

even by a sudden transfer, is not only interesting of itself, but its 

significance in the development of a method of clam culture is evi- 

dently of the greatest importance. Many clam flats, today prac- 

tically barren, may be planted with clams taken from any other 

locality without reference to the salinity of the water in either place. 

4. Character of the beach or flat favorable for growth, Mya 

- grows well in soils of many sorts. Some of the best clam flats are 

composed largely of sand. Flats also often contain quantities of 

fine mud. These of course are more favorable for planting because 
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they may be dug easily; but, when other conditions are good, clams 

grow equally well in gravelly or even rocky beaches. They are ire- 

quently found, also, thickly set in hard clay. 

Unpublished observations show that certain definite conditions 

of the soil must be present in all these cases, and these conditions, 

too, are exact. Clams will not-grow on every bottom; but enough 

has been said to indicate that soils of various kinds often are suit- 

able for growth. One of the things about which the clam culturist 

need concern himself least is a bottom on which to plant his clams. 

5 Collection of clams for planting. In almost all cases this should 

be an easy matter, and this fact is, of course, one of the greatest 

importance. It is one of the greatest difficulties encountered in 

oyster culture, and practically does not exist here. — 

On larger clam flats and beaches, great numbers of mature clams 

usually exist among the thatch plants. These are undisturbed on 

account of the difficulty in digging them. They give rise to many 

embryos which eventually appear in favorable localities: in great 

numbers. Extensive flats always reveal patches of bottom, some- 

times covering acres, where clams one or two inches long are 

packed too closely to grow, except at a very slow rate, from lack of 

sufficient food. When these small clams are dug and scattered 

over a larger area, they grow with great rapidity. Clams from these 

crowded beds may be had at any time of the year. | 

In addition to this supply, there appear in certain seasons great 

numbers of small clams below the low water mark. They are so 

closely crowded that, on those beds that have been studied, nearly — 

all seem to die before the end of the summer. Though they appear 

only in certain years, and then on restricted spots, where currents 

are swift, their numbers are so great that they can be gathered from 

the surface almost in a solid mass and spread over large tracts. As 

has been shown, they are tenacious of life, and, when under water, 

will cover themselves in four or five minutes if conditions are favor- 

able. | 

Observations extending over a considerable coast line, the details 

of which can not be given here, indicate that little trouble would be 

encountered in obtaining abundant material for planting. 
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6 Rate of growth. In developing methods of culture, nothing 

could concern us more than the rate of growth. The oyster reaches 

a marketable size in three or four years. .In other important respects 

we find that clam production is much easier than oyster culture. 

It requires little labor and less capital. But what about the length 

of time required for clams to reach a marketable size? 

We may answer with much certainty that it is not more than half 

as long a period as im the case of the oyster. We make the statement 

in a general way. Under varying conditions, an oyster or a clam 

may grow fast or slowly. There has been a general belief that this 

variation in oyster growth is a matter of food. The belief is probably 

well founded. Very little is known of the relation existing between 

growth and the food supply in marine animals. Much recently ac- 

quired evidence shows that, to a certain limit, which is a wide one, 

the clam’s growth increases with an increase in the amount of food. 

Its position in reference to water currents, then, has much to do with 

the rate of growth. However, it is perfectly safe to say that, on 

an average, clams increase in volume twice as fast as do oysters. 

Recently many experiments have been made under various con- 

ditions, showing just how rapid this increase actually is in Mya. 

We may cite a single example, not at all an extreme one, in which 

a clam half an inch long became one and a half inches long in two 

(summer) months. -Under specially favorable conditions, clams 

probably may reach a fair marketable size in one year from the 

time when their life begins; while clams which have lived for two 

years, in almost any clam beach, if not too closely crowded, should 

certainly be large enough to bring high prices. \ 

7 Legislation. Culture methods, we must conclude, are in them- 

selves simple and easy of application. There should be no difficulty 

in reclaiming depleted flats, if indeed they may not be made to yield 

more than when in the most flourishing natural state. At the very 

least, ground still productive should be prevented from becoming 

barren. 

But there is one serious difficulty which threatens to defeat all 

efforts at clam culture. That is in regard to the control of clam 

eround. I have elsewhere discussed this matter, attempting to show 
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the futility’of a close season, and expressing the opinion that the 

lease to individuals is the only way by which this industry can be 

established. And, when the lease is issued, also, it is absolutely 

necessary that state—and not merely local—protection shall go with 

ihe Are ea 

To bring this about, many state and local laws must be repealed, 

and new and adequate ones formulated, passed, and enforced. All of 

which seems to the ordinary observer to be an almost impossible 

task. ; eee 

That one of the north Atlantic states in which popular sentiment 

is aroused to the extent of bringing about these changes is certain 

to receive immense benefit from the effort. : 

VENUS MERCENARIA 

Hard clam, or litile-neck 

In tracing the present distribution of the little-neck clam about 

Long Island, we reach essentially the same conclusion as with 

Mya. In many localities where it has been taken most abundantly, 

the failure has become alarming. _ 

At the east end of the island in Peconic bay and in the region 

about Sag Harbor, the form still seems to be relatively abundant. 

This entire region, where Mya also abounds, is apparently an 

extremely rich one in its production of Venus. It is not possible 

at present to form an estimate of the annual production in these 

waters. We can only state that several centers are reported to ship 

tens of thousands of bushels every year. It is the general belief, 

however, that over the entire area the hard clam has been decreasing 

rapidly during the last two years. Other beds on the island, just as 

extensive: as those in Peconic and Gardiners bays, are almost de- 

stroyed, but very fortunately the supply is still great here. 

On the south side of the island, Shinnecock and Moriches bays 

have never produced many clams. The Great South bay, to the 

west of them, however, has the remnants of a hard clam industry 

with an eventful history. The clam supply from Patchogue to Free- 

port has been enormous. Almost all of the intermediate towns have 

had an extensive interest in clam tonging. The story of one of 
these is more or less typical of all. 
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Opposite Fire island inlet is the town of Islip, which has always 

been the center of the industry in the bay. Soon after the civil war, 

a factory for canning clams was established here. After struggling 

for several years to perfect the process of canning, and to obtain a 

market, the business grew to such proportions that 400 bushels 

(10,000 cans) of hard clams were canned daily. This output con- 

tinued for years, clams being brought from all parts of the bay. 

About five years ago the supply began to decrease. Two years ago 

it became impossible to obtain clams, and today very few are canned 

' there. The demand had steadily increased, and is now greater than 

ever. In order to keep its business, this company established 

another factory in one of the southern states. 

The markets at Babylon, Amityville, Massapequa, and Freeport 

had also been quite extensive, but all report the. same very recent 

failure of the little-neck in the Great South bay. As this region had 

supplied so great a market, the result of course is serious. 

To the unprejudiced observer, it seems as if the enormous drain 

on the beds must in great part account for the ruin, but it must also 

be said that the growth of the oyster industry in the bay has had 

much to do with it. This point will be considered later. 

_ In Jamaica bay, the little-neck is said to be abundant still, but 

in the short time at our disposal, it was not thoroughly examined. 

On the sound shore, from Hempstead harbor eastward, most of 

the towns on the numerous small bays were visited; and it was the 

almost universal testimony, that, while Venus had formerly been 

taken in great numbers, the last two or three years had shown a 

surprising diminution in the number. 

It will be seen, by comparing this with the report on Mya, that 

the results are practically identical. In Peconic bay and contiguous 

waters, and apparently in Jamaica bay, both clams are still taken in 

numbers. Almost everywhere else, both have practically failed, or 

are failing with great rapidity. 

While we have described at some length the habits of Mya, and 

outlined a plan for its artificial culture, the life history of Venus 

is almost entirely unknown. There is evidently great need for such 

knowledge at present. 
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PECTEN IRRADIANS 

Scallop 

This peculiar form does not have so wide a distribution as either 

Venus or Mya. After attaining a certain size, Mya digs deep 

into the ground, and never removes itself from its burrow. Venus 

also covers its body in the sand or mud, though not deeply, and is 

able to creep on the bottom. But Pecten isa form which is able 

to swim by an opening and closing movement of the shell. This. 

method of locomotion is not a skilful one, but is effectual, for the ~ 

creature is able, in time, to compass considerable distances in its _ 

migrations. Pecten isa form which comes and goes, but it seems 

to choose definite localities for its resting places. These are usually 

small and more or less sheltered bays, where the creatures lie on the 

bottom, sometimes crowded together in great numbers, at other 

times much scattered. They may stay in one region for many 

months, and are taken from September till late in the winter. 

The greater number of these forms are dredged along the shores 

of Peconic and Gardiners bays. A few are still taken in the bays 

on the sound. From the vicinity of Riverhead, nearly to Montauk, 

immense numbers of scallops are taken every year. There are 

probably few regions on the coast which compare with this in the 

richness of its supply of food mollusks. On account of the peculiar 

habits of the scallop, the catch in any single locality is always some- 

what uncertain. Near Napeague harbor, for instance, for several 

years past the supply has been short, but during September of the 

present year (1900), dredgers who had been at work for several 

days reported unusually large catches. Marketmen seem to believe 

that the supply of scallops here is not diminishing. It was ascer- 

tained, however, that at many points more men than formerly had 

become engaged in the business of dredging. While the number of 

scallops sent to market may not be less, the beds are taxed more 

severely. Many of the older dredgers profess to believe that ex- 

cessive dredging is already making a great difference in the average 

number of scallops taken each year. 

To very many the scallop is the most highly prized of all 

mollusks, and it is to be hoped that it will long be spared. It must 
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be remembered, however, that it has been completely exterminated 

on some parts of the New England coast, and that, while the soft 

clam can undoubtedly be made again to flourish on depleted flats, 

it is to be doubted seriously if this can be accomplished with the 

scallop. The time to conserve the supply is while we still possess 

Sit. 

Very little can be said of the life history of Pecten. Beyond 

the fact that it migrates and breeds during the summer (the limits 

of the breeding season have not definitely been determined), little 

is known of its life and habits. We do possess one other fact of 

interest concerning it, and that is that, when very young, it, like 

Mya, develops a byssus. In this case the structure is relatively 

large, and is made of many threads, by means of which the animal 

attaches itself firmly to foreign bodies. This byssus is retained till 

the shell is nearly or quite half an inch in diameter. 

Many difficulties probably would be encountered in an attempt 

to rear Pecten by artificial means, the most serious of which 

might be in the habit of migrating from shallow to deeper water at 

certain times, though what the significance of these migrations may 

be is problematic. It is one of the most highly specialized and 

delicate forms in the group of mollusks, and the conditions neces- 

sary for its existence may be very exact, and hence difficult to dis- 

cover. The fact that the young attaches itself to foreign bodies 

might be taken advantage of in the collection of large numbers, but 

it would not be easy, probably, to keep them till they had reached 

maturity, or to confine large numbers indefinitely on a restricted 

portion of the bottom. The only safe method now is to watch the 

supply as closely as possible, and to prevent its diminution by ex- 

cessive dredging. 

__ RELATIONS TO THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 

In order to understand the clam problem in Long Island, it is 

necessary to refer to an apparent clash in the interests of oystermen 

and clam-diggers. It is claimed by the latter that the rapid exten- 

sion of oyster beds in Great South and Peconic bays, as well as in 

other waters, is rapidly narrowing the area available for taking the 

hard clam. There is no question about the rapid spread of the 
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oyster industry, and it is a thing greatly to be desired. Unlike the 

depredations from which Chesapeake bay has always suffered, there 

is nothing piratical about the operations of the Long Island oyster- 

man. He is a planter—not a mere dredger—and receives a title or 

a lease from the various towns for the territory which he occupies, 

and he is legally entitled to their protection. 

It is to be hoped that this appropriation of the bottom is not to 

interfere seriously with the supply of clams and scallops. It seems 

that just now there is great need for the development of some 

method of hard-clam culture. Oyster culture is well developed, 

and we know the conditions and the size of the area necessary for 

the production of a certain number. On the other hand, we know 

nothing of the possibilities of rearing the hard clam, and it may be 

that bottoms now not utilized may be made to produce—and per- 

haps in greater abundance than the natural beds. 3 | 

It would probably be declared by oystermen that the spreading 

of oysters on a bottom does not destroy the clams which already 

exist there, and that, when the oysters are removed, the clams may 

then be taken also. It certainly would be an interesting thing to 

determine whether the presence of oysters on a clam bed would in- 

terfere greatly with the growth of the clams, or vice versa. This is 

simply a question of the necessary amount of food, for both certainly 

live on the same microscopic plants, which are borne by water cur- 

rents. We should expect, then, to find the results of such an in- 

quiry varying somewhat in different localities. If there should be 

areas, however, where food is so abundant as to allow the maxi- 

mum rate of growth of both forms, it should be known, and the ad- 

vantage of a double crop on one area realized so far as possible. 

Surely this question of the relation between the oyster and clam 

industries is worthy of most careful consideration by the state of - 

New York. Before it can be discussed intelligently, there must be 

a very careful investigation of the facts concerning the possibilities 

of growth of both forms. ‘The life history of the oyster is fairly well 

known; but of the hard clam, almost nothing. We must become 

acquainted with the possibilities of the bottoms, considering not 

only the relations between oyster and hard clam, but also between 
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oyster and scallop. Without prejudice we must decide what would 

be the greatest good to the greatest number. | 

We need not here enter into a discussion of the ethical aspect of 

the case. One naturally has great sympathy for the weak, who are 

contending for existence against the strong. This is a practical 

question, and will be determined according to the desires of the 

majority of those interested. If we can not have them both in : 

abundance, shall we have a sufficient supply of oysters or of clams 

and scallops? The answer to this question will determine the action. 

It is unfortunate in this case that we do not know more about the 

little-neck clam and the possibilities of its artificial propagation. 

For, under control, it is possible that the shores of Long Island are 

really sufficient to support both oysters and clams in such numbers 

as to supply the rapidly growing demand for both for some time to 

come. Venus can probably be cultivated as well as the oyster. 

The trouble lies in the difficulty of educating the public to an .ap- 

preciation of the results already demonstrated in closely allied 

forms. 

So far as the soft clam is concerned, the way is clear. When the 

general public has the facts which demonstrate the practicability of 

culture methods in this form, suitable legislation may be obtained 

for the protection of the new industry, which would surely arise. 

Not only is it absolutely essential that ancient laws governing the 

' shore rights be repealed, but new and more favorable laws must be 

enforced. 

When anyone is free to dig the beaches, it is folly to attempt 

culture methods. Suppose that laws are formulated, as they were 

in Massachusetts, which provide for the leasing of ground to in- 

dividuals. Unless these laws are enforced by state authority, they 

are absolutely useless, as they were at Essex. 

New York was far-sighted in providing for the oyster industry. 

Everyone rejoices in its great growth. Let us hope that, after a 

careful and unprejudiced examination of the possibilities of the new 

industries, and their relation to oyster culture, the state may also 

wisely provide for the development of clam and scallop culture. 
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PREP AGE 

The following report on the limestones of New York state 

deals with their uses in the various industries, but does not in- 

clude the use of limestone for building or road construction. 

It is hoped that it may serve two purposes: 

1 To give information to quarry owners concerning the uses 

of limestone and the characters which the stone should possess, 

to make it of value for these different applications. 

2 To supply limestone consumers with information regarding 

the extent and character of the limestone formations of New 

York. 

Many quarries have been visited, and samples collected for 

analysis; and, while the chemical work has not been carried out 

in as much detail as might have been desired, still it is hoped 

that the analyses given may serve to prevent useless search in 

unpromising localities. In the preparation of that portion of 

the report relating to the testing and manufacture of cement the 

writer has drawn freely on many of the works referred to in the 

body of the report. 

The writer wishes to express his thanks to the many quarry — 

owners who have extended courtesies to him during the course 

of the work, and also to Dr F. J. H. Merrill, state geologist, for 

many valuable suggestions. 
Hurnricu Riss 

Ithaca N. Y. December 1900 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES OF NEW YORK 

ORIGIN OF LIMESTONE 

Limestones may be of either organic or chemical origin, those 

originating in the former manner including the more extensive 

known deposits, while the more local ones are confined chiefly 

to the second class. 

Most surface waters contain carbonic acid and some organic 

acids in solution, and these, in percolating through rocks con- 

taining carbonate of lime, take the latter into solution in the 

form of an unstable bicarbonate. On coming in contact with 

the air, the latter is deposited either as stalactitic growths in 

caves, or on the surface around the spring formed by the issuing 

water. Such a deposit is known as travertin, tufa or calcareous 

sinter. In the United States extensive deposits of this type are 

unknown, but many local ones occur. The mammoth hot spring 

terraces in the Yellowstone park are examples of this, and in 

New York state deposits are found at many points, the best known 

perhaps being the so-called “ petrified marl” at Mumford, and 

the tufa deposits near Clinton (N. Y.) In parts of Europe, 

specially Italy, large deposits of tufa are also known to occur. 

These deposits are all of fresh-water origin. 

It seems probable that the deposition of the carbonate of lime 

may be due at times to the action of the atmosphere; still in some 

instances the lower forms of plant life undoubtedly play a part. 

C. A. Davis has recently shown’ that in many Michigan lakes 

the deposition of mar! is still going on, and points out that the 

precipitation takes place on the surface of certain small plants 

belonging to the Characeae. 

The precipitation may be caused in two ways. 1) If the water 

contains lime salts in excess, held in solution by carbon dioxid, 

the former will be precipitated when the latter is taken up by 

1 Jour. geol. 8: 485, 
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the plants. 2) If only a small percentage of lime is present, and 

in the form of bicarbonate, the latter may be converted into the 

simple carbonate by the action of the oxygen set free by the 

plants. 

The greater number of limestone deposits are probably of or- 

ganic origin, that is they result from the accumulation on the 

ocean bottom of the calcareous remains of marine organisms, 

such as the shells of mollusks, cases of foraminifera and skeletons 

of corals, ete. | 

Some writers have put forth the theory that many limestones, 

specially those showing no trace of organic remains, have been 

formed by chemical precipitation; this, it is argued, has been 

eaused by reaction of alkaline carbonates on lime salts, or by 

the breaking up of bicarbonate of lime on exposure to the air, 

this salt having been often brought to the sea in river water. 

Dr T. Sterry Hunt was an earnest advocate of the precipitation 

theory.’ 

G. Bischof was an active opponent of this theory, arguing” 

that lime carbonate would not be precipitated under the condi- 

tions existing in sea water. To cause its precipitation In a man- 

ner similar to gypsum, Bischof reasons that 75% of the ocean 

water would have to be evaporated, in order to produce sufficient 

concentration. 

The presence of crystalline grains of carbonate of lime inter- 

mingled with the shell fragments suggests the possibility of two 

causes, viz, organic and chemical, acting at the same time in the 

building up of the calcareous deposits. This may, however, be 

explained by the fact that calcium carbonate crystallizes very 

readily, even at ordinary temperatures, and that portions of the 

shell remains in the limestone may have been dissolved and re- 

precipitated. 

1 Chem. and geol. essays. Ed. 4. 1891. p. 82, 311. See also, Lapparent, 
Albert de. Traité de géologie, p. 685; also Zirkel. Lehrbuch der petro- 
graphie, 3: 482. 

2 Chem. and phys. geol. 1: 581. 
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G. P. Merrill’ states that “it is very probable that few of our 

limestones are wholly from organic remains, but are in part at 

least chemical deposits. The alternation of the beds of snow 

white, blue gray, greenish and almost black layers, as in the Ver- 

mont quarries, may be best explained perhaps on the assumption 

that the white layers resulted as deposits from solution, while 

the darker layers are but beds of indurated shell mud and sand 

colored by the organic impurities they contained at the time they 

were first laid down.” 

Fossils are sometimes plainly apparent in the limestone, but 

very often the shells become comminuted before settling on the 

ocean bottom, or they may be broken by the pressure of other 

material deposited on them, so that not infrequently limestones 

show no trace whatever of organic remains. Limestones of great 

purity have generally been deposited in the deeper parts of the 

ocean, or at least far enough away from the shore to prevent 

their contamination by silicious or argillaceous sediments brought 

down to the sea by rivers. The varying intermixture of such 

classes of material with the calcareous mud results in the forma- 

tion of all grades of rock between a limestone and sandstone on 

one hand, and a shale on the other. A silicious limestone is one 

with silicious impurity, while a mixture in which the silica pre- 

dominates is called a calcareous sandstone. In the same way, 

we may have a shaly or argillaceous limestone or a calcareous 

shale. 

The consolidation of the limestone particles may be due to the 

precipitation around them of lime carbonate from the sea water, 

or it may be due to the percolation of carbonated meteoric waters 

through a mass of calcareous sand. 3 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 

Pure limestone is composed of carbonate of lime or the mineral 

ealcite and consists of 56% of oxid of lime and 44% of carbon 

1 Stones for building and decoration. 1891. p. 79. 
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dioxid. It rarely occurs perfectly pure, the impurities seldom 

falling below 1%, while they may increase to such an extent as 

to prohibit calling the rock a limestone. The impurities com- 

monly present are silica, alumina, iron, magnesia and organic 

matter. ‘Traces of sulfuric acid are also met with. 

The silica may be present either as pure quartz; combined with 

alumina in the form of clay; or less frequently as an element 

of silicate minerals such as mica, hornblende or pyroxene. Silica 

may practically be looked on as an inert impurity displacing so 

much carbonate of lime. At high temperatures, however, when 

the carbonic acid has been driven off and oxid of lime left, the 

silica will flux the lime with great eagerness. Alumina is usually 

present as clay. With an increase in the percentage of the latter, 

limestone passes into cement rock. If present to the extent of 

only 4% or 5%, alumina is an inert impurity like silica, but, when 

present in larger amounts as a constituent of clay, it facilitates 

the expulsion of the carbonic acid gas. The reason for this is 

that clay contains chemically combined water, which passes off 

only at a red heat or at the same time as the carbonic acid gas. 

This provides an atmosphere of watery vapor into which the 

carbon dioxid escapes quicker than it would if passing off into 

gas of its own kind. 

Tron and alkalis, if present in appreciable quantity, render 

the limestone more easily fusible, and may necessitate the hand- 

picking of the burned rock to separate clinkers. Limestones 

often contain appreciable amounts of magnesia. When the 

amount of MgO is 5% or higher, they are called magnesian lime- 

stones, but, when it reaches 18% or 20%, the term dolomite 1s more 

frequently employed. Organic matter is rarely absent from 

limestones, and a very small amount may impart a gray or even 

black color to the rock. While a total of 4% or 5% of impurities 

does not mean much when only a few tons of stone a day are 

used, it becomes an appreciable item when the consumption at 

one works amounts to 200 or 350 tons of limestone a day. 
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Limestones may be divided into hme rock and cement rock. 

The former when burned slakes, or falls to pieces in water with 

the evolution of heat. The latter when burned does not slake 

but forms a hard mass on the addition of water. The two kinds 

grade into each other, and under each group several subdivisions 

can be made, as below. 

{ Lime rocks 
Bn cctones -Magnesian limestone 

aoe Slightly argillaceous limestone 
| Cement rocks Argillaceous limestone 

Argillaceous magnesian limestone 

Limestone 

This classification is based on the composition and uses of the 

rock. 

Whether dolomites have been derived by direct chemical pre- 

cipitation or by secondary changes has been much discussed, some 

arguing for the former method of origin; but many for the latter, 

admitting the first explanation to hold good in only a few cases.’ 

It is definitely known, however, that dolomite is at times formed 

by the replacement of some of the lime carbonate of a pure lime- 

stone by magnesium carbonate. This process of dolomitization 

is accompanied by a shrinkage in the rock.’ 
eS 

1Geikie, A. Textbook of geology, Ed.3. p. 321. 
2Zirkel, F. Jehrbuch der petrographie, 3: 509. Orton, E. 8th an. rep’t 

U.S. geol. sur. pt 2, p. 641. 
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SOURCES 

Sharples, 8S. P. Staghorn coral. (see Am. jour. sci. Mar. 1871. p. 168) 

Hogbom, A. G. Bermuda coral reef rock. (see Neues jahrb. 1894. 1: 269) 

Bermuda coarse lagoon sediment. a 

mem © LO = — Average of 14 analyses of the coral Lithothamnium. (see 

_ Neues jahrb. 1894. 1: 172) 
5 Oyster shells. (see Geol. of New Jersey 1868. p. 405) 

6 Calculated from CaCO, 

“7 Calculated from CaCO,, MgCoO,; 

8 Oleott, E. E. Crystalline Siluro-Cambrian limestone, Adams, Mass. 

For marble 

9 Limestone, Bedford Ind. (see Min. ind. 3: 505) 

10 Solenhofen lithographic limestone. (see G. P. Merrill. Stones for build- 
ing and decoration, p. 415) 

11 Egleston, Thomas. Limestone, Hudson N. Y. 

12 Trenton limestone, Point Pleasant, O. Vide no. 10 

13 Surface rock, Bonne Terre Mo. 

14 Limestone, Chicago. (see Min. ind. 4: 508) 

15 Hydraulic limestone, Coplay Pa. 

16 Hydraulic limestone, Rosendale N. Y. (see Min. ind. 2: 49) 

17 Silicious limestones, Chicago Ill. Vide no. 14 

18 Woodward, R. W. Miocene limestone, Chalk Bluffs Wy. (see 40th par. 

‘sur. 1: 542) 

19 Brewster, B. E. Eocene limestone, Henry’s Forks Wy: (see 40th par. sur. 

1: 542) 

20 Whitfield, J. E. Travertin below hotel terrace Yellowstone park. (see 

9th an. rep’t director U.S. geol. sur. p. 646) 

GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE 

; Beds of limestone occur in deposits of almost every geologic 

age from Archaean to Tertiary. In New York state they are 

found in every formation except the Carboniferous, Triassic and 

Cretaceous. 

Geologic age can not be looked on as an indication of purity or 

extent. 

In New York the purest limestones come chiefly from the 

Trenton, though some are found in the Cambrian. Those of the 

Helderberg rocks seldom average over 92% lime carbonate. The 
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Guelph division of the Niagara, and the Cambro-Silurian (of 

Westchester county) yield the best dolomites. 

PROSPECTING 

The points to be considered in prospecting are topography, 

vegetation and appearance of outcrops. 

Limestones as a rule weather quite readily, but the presence 

of impurities may exert an important influence in this respect. 

Pure limestone is easily soluble in carbonated water, consequently, 

when a bed of soft, pure limestone is inclosed between two harder 

rocks, dipping at high angle, the limestone may be dissolved away, 

leaving a valley between the more resistant layers. ‘This fact 

is often noticed in Westchester county, where the section involves 

a basal gneiss, a limestone, and an overlying mica schist; the beds 

have been much folded, and the dip is often steep. Most of the 

valleys in this county exhibit gneiss on one side and mica schist 

on the other, while the intermediate limestone has been cut down 

by weathering to form a valley. (Pl. 2) 

Many limestones contain sandy layers or chert nodules, or in 

some cases silicified fossils. In such instances the weathering of 

the rock is extremely irregular, the lime carbonate being dissolved 

out, while the silicified portions stand out in bold relief on the 

weathered surface. Limestones of great purity, however, may 

at times weather unevenly, solution for some reason not well 

understood, taking place along certain lines, thus producing a 

series of reticulated gashes extending inward from the surface 

of the rock. 3 

In magnesian limestones the carbonate of lime is dissolved out, 

while the carbonate of magnesia yields but slowly to solution, 

the result being that the rock breaks down into a series of sand- 

hike grains. The Guelph limestone of western New York shows 

this. Many dolomites, however, owing to the coarsely crystalline 

structure and insolubility, disintegrate rather than decompose, 
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and in Westchester and Dutchess counties the outcrops of the 

erystalline dolomites are often found surrounded by an accumu- 

lation of white sand. 

The position of the beds is a feature of considerable economic 

importance, specially when those in a quarry are of different 

quality. In the case of a steep dip the advantages are the pos- 

sible extraction of the required layers without the necessity of 

disturbing the others, while the disadvantages are increased cost 

of hauling the rock to the surface, the deeper down we go, unless 

the entrance to the quarry happens to be at a lower level than 

that from which most of the stone is taken; with steeply dipping 

layers the rock may be weathered to a much greater depth than 

in the case of horizontal ones, because the upturned edges furnish 

a ready means of entrance to the weathering agents. In the 

extraction of individual layers the inclosing ones must be sup- 

ported either by timbering or else by leaving pillars of rock; 

and, as quarries operated in rocks with a steep dip are often apt 

to go to much greater depth below the surface than other quar- 

ries, there may be an increased cost for timbering. . 

In the case of horizontal layers we have the advantages of 

having the haulage of the rock nearly all at the same level; the 

quarry will often drain itself; there is much greater space to work 

in and consequently the depth of the quarry can be much greater; 

the rock as quarried can often be Joaded directly on the cars, the 

tracks being run into the quarry. The disadvantages of this 

method are that, if only certain layers are required or can be 

used, the upper ones have to be first removed in order to reach 

the desired beds of stone so that there is often much stripping. 

This variation in dip must be carefully watched in some regions 

where the rocks have undergone considerable folding, as in the 

Hudson valley from Catskill to Kingston. Here at times the 

beds are nearly vertical, while again, only a few hundred feet 

farther, they may be nearly horizontal. Jointing has both its 

advantages and disadvantages. While the presence of joints 
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facilitates the extraction of the stone, yet they also serve as a 

ready means of entrance for the weathering agents. 

Where the topography of the country is such that outcrops are 

scarce, the character of the vegetation may often serve as a clue 

to the character of the underlying rock. In New York the sur- 

face is usually covered by glacial drift and hence the bed rock 

exerts no influence on the tree growth, as it does in the southern 

states where residual soils are common. Streams which disap- 

pear in caves, and calcareous springs may also be looked on as evi- 

dencing the presence of lime rock. | 

In searching for caleareous beds, if the rocks are steeply tilted, 

it is better to follow a lne at right angles to the strike, thus pass- 

ing over the edges of the different upturned beds. In regions 

of little or no dip this plan is valueless, and a careful inspection 

must be made of ravines, valleys, and railroad cuttings. If the 

beds dip, the apparent thickness of the rock bed at the surface, 

measured at right angles to the strike, will be much greater than 

its real thickness, the difference being greater the less the dip. 

A rapid means of determining the real thickness of beds whose 

dip is under 45° is by the following rule: multiply 7g of the ap- 

parent thickness by + of the degree of dip. Thus, if the apparent 

thickness were 100 feet, and the dip 15°, the actual thickness . 

would be 100 + 12— 84. 84x 3 = 25 feet. 

COLOR OF LIMESTONES 

An absolutely pure limestone would be white, that being the 

natural color of calcite, but most limestones are colored either 

by iron oxid or organic matter. The former gives yellow, brown, 

red or gray colors, depending on the form of combination and 

stage of oxidation; while organic matter colors the limestone 

gray to black. <A very small percentage of organic matter may 

color a limestone black, the black limestone of Fairhaven con- 

taining, for instance, less than 1% of impurities. 
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MINERALOGIC COMPOSITION 

Pure limestone contains only carbonate of lime, and dolomite, 

if pure, would contain only carbonate of lime and magnesia. 

Impure limestones may contain many different mineral species. 

The commonest of these is quartz, which may be present either 

in the form of tiny grains or else as nodular masses (chert), 

popularly known as flint. Clay is also a frequent impurity, and 

iron oxid is common in some as a cementing material. 

The greatest variety of minerals is usually found in those 

limestones which have been subjected to contact or regional meta- 

morphism, as this causes a segregation and rearrangement of the 

original impurities of the rock, yielding new mineral compounds. 

Among the commoner minerals thus formed are pyroxene, am- 

phibole, garnet, vesuvianite, epidote, zircon, wernerite, wol- 

lastonite, graphite, etc. 

The many crystals of white pyroxene in the Westchester county 

dolomites, and the bunches of dark minerals in the limestones 

of the Adirondack region, and in those around Mt Adam, in 

Orange county, are examples of this. 7 

In weathering the more silicious layers, or spots in the lime- 

stone, stand out in relief on the weathered surface, so that this 

often serves as a clue to the amount of mineral impurities which 

the rock contains. 

Texture 

Limestones, unless metamorphosed, are commonly fine grained, 

and may vary from fine earthy rocks to granular ones. Meta- 

morphic limestones are often coarsely crystalline. 

The hardness of the rock (not of the individual grains) will 

depend partly on the cementing material which binds the grains 

together and partly on the shape of the grains themselves, whether 

rounded or angular. The latter will have a tendency to inter- 
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lock. ‘The relative hardness of a limestone may affect its com- 

mercial value in several ways. If too hard, the cost of quarrying 

it becomes great, and it will be more difficult to burn, whereas, 

if soft, it may tend to break up or pulverize in burning and con- 

sequently clog up the kiln. If we must use a silicious limestone, 

it is best to have one in which the silica is evenly distributed. 

USES OF LIMESTONE 

Limestone is used in the industrial arts to a large extent in 

either its raw or burned condition, and in the following pages an 

attempt has been made to describe 1) the uses of common and 

magnesian limestone 2) the uses of lime, and 3) argillaceous 

limestones or cement rock. 

Paper-making 

Much paper is now made from wood pulp, that known as sul- 

fite pulp being a superior grade, in whose production consider- 

able quantities of both dolomite and limestone are used. The 

following description of its use has been kindly furnished to me 

by T. A. Howard, of the Vermont marble co. 

The broken stone is thrown into cylinders, 8 feet in diameter 

and 20 to 160 feet high. When the tubes are full, fumes of 

sulfuric acid are led into the bottom, and water allowed to trickle 

down from the top. The stone thus becomes slowly dissolved, 

and the liquor is drawn off into storage tanks. This solution is 

used to “cook” the wood. The latter is cut into chips one 

or two inches long, and put in a “ digester ” holding seven or eight 

cords of wood. The liquor is also introduced, and the mixture 

heated by steam is under pressure for several hours. The sulfite 

of lime or magnesia removes all the pitch and everything except 

woody fibers, and at the same time removes all discoloration. 

Some manufacturers say that the liquor can be made faster 

and stronger by the use of dolomite, in order to get which they 
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sometimes go 10 or 12 miles from a railroad. When limestone 

is used, the cylinders generally seem to be made higher. In 

New York state dolomites are available in Westchester, Dutchess, 

Monroe and St Lawrence counties specially. 

Glass-manufacture 

The lime contained in glass is commonly added to the mixture 

in the form of crushed limestone, this being preferable to the 

burned rock, which may change in composition by the absorption 

_ of water or carbon dioxid from the air. Limestones containing 

iron oxid or magnesium carbonate should be avoided, since the 

former colors the glass and the latter makes it less fusible. Dolo- 

mitic limestones are used, however, in glass-making. 

Next to silica lime is the most important of glass-making ma- 

terials, as it renders the soda and potash of the glass less soluble 

and promotes the fusion of the materials, thus improving the 

quality. 

Glass rich in lime requires a higher temperature to melt and, 

because of this, is more destructive to the pots, but, used in 

proper proportions, lime promotes the fusion, aids in the decom- 

position of the materials and improves the quality of the glass. 

Lime glass can not compete with lead glass in brillianey, but it is 

harder, not so easily scratched, holds its polish longer, is more 

elastic and consequently tougher, will stand higher temperature, 

resists better the action of water and chemical agents, and is 

much more cheaply produced. On account of the slight differ- 

ence in specific gravity of the two substances composing it, lime 

glass is also less liable to striation. In the manufacture of plate 

glass, which is ground and polished, it is found that glass which 

is rich in lime is harder to polish than that poor in lime, but holds 

its polish better and longer, and also increases its resistance to 

weathering, as well as preventing it from “sweating”, which 

happens in glass having an excess of alkalis. It may devitrify 

from the presence of excess of lime, as when ar. excess of lead 
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or sand is used. The lime should be as free from impurities as 

possible, specially oxid of iron. 

Below are given two analyses, no. 1 from Blair county (Pa.) 

and no. 2 from Sandusky (O.) The former is used for window 

glass, the latter for lime flint glass. 

Onoamie wmiatier es ie tye ee .09 05 
TGA. Gch hk A ag tir fo tae 1.01 at 

PACTUAL cen eed ems Wee eee eine aatey . 02 4 

Perricicarbonate ey 54. mere eee LOD rae 

Moaenesimm carbonate: 3. 6Ge tices 1.48 41.43 
lime: carbonates (oe ae O28 bd 6 

Herricio xd ng. rie) s . eo ces tore pee ey cee ie ae 2 

MOISTURE Gs oe Ce ae ta eek Anal A 

In the manufacture of tableware lime furnishes a cheap substi- 

tute for lead. 

Furnace flux 

This is one of the commonest uses of limestone. It is used as 

a flux for both lead and iron ores. In the blast furnace the 

action of the limestone is to reduce the iron to its metallic state 

and also flux the impurities, which pass off as slag. The purer 

the limestone the more efficient will be its action and the cheaper 

its use, for it will be easily seen that the greater the percentage 

of impurities the more limestone will be required to do the same 

amount of work. For reasons of economy blast furnace operat- 

ors often use less pure but more easily and cheaply obtained 

limestones. 

Some time ago a table was prepared by J. M. Hartmann,’ 

giving the value of limestone containing varying amounts of 

silica, lime and magnesia. ‘The basis of the calculation is mag- 

nesian limestone at 56c a ton and fuel at $3.50 a ton, both at 

the furnace. 

1 Mineral resources of U.S. 1883-84, p. 670. 
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Values of various limestones 

LIMESTONE MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE 

ke ta = |g, 3c a a 4 > =| he be +| 2 

B 2/8) 3/22/28] 8/82/4223] 8 [22/82/38] 8 
g5 2) 3 |S5/$5/85/ 5/28/25) ay| 2 | 88|/8s) as] g 
ae Pe data ees te la ee Ss ala tee |e 

0 55/571 0| 87] 16] 64| 0| 41) 12/61] 0/45] 8] 59 
1 Bent) | 87 |t6u 6t | 1 1.41 | 12 | 68) 1 | 45 1.8 | 66 

3 53/51 | 2/|286/16|58| 2! 40/12|56| 2] 44] 8] 53 
3 52/48 | 3/386/16/56! 3/40] 12/58, 8] 44| 8] 51 
4 51/45 | 4/1385 | 16/53| 4/39!/12|50| 4] 43] 81] 48 
5 50} 42/ 5|35|16|50| 5|39)11|47| 5148) 7] 45 
6 50 | 39 | 6| 34/15) 48| 6/38/11; 45| 6142] 7| 42 
7 49|386| 7|34/15|45| 7|38111|43| 7/42) 7| 40 
8 49} 38 8| 33/15] 42/ 8|37/11| 40] 8/41] 7| 237 
9 ABO20 2x9 NSS \et5al-890 19 4287 | 11 | 37 9 40 asd 

10 48 | 27 | 10 | 82 | 15 | 36 | 10 | 36 | 11 | 34| 10| 40] 7] 31 
11 47 | 25 | 11 | 32 | 15 | 34] 11 | 6 | 10 | 32 | 11 | 40} 6| 929 
12 47 | 28 | 12 | 81 | 14] 3t | 12 | 35 | 10 | 29 | 12 | 89] 6] 26 
13 46 | 20 | 138 | 81 | 14 | 28 | 18 | 85 | 10 | 26 | 138 | 39] 6] 93 
14 46 | 17 | 14 | 30 | 14 | 25 | 14 | 34] 10 | 23 | 14] 88] 6| 20 
15 45 | 14 | 15 | 80 | 14 | 22 | 15 | 834/10 | 20| 15/38] 6| 17 

Limestone in excess purifies the iron from sulfur and also pre- 

vents the reduction of the silica to silicon. 

Sugar manufacture 

Much limestone is used in the manufacture of beet sugar, and 

here again the raw material must be of the proper composition. 

Both clay and sand are injurious impurities, as they increase the 

loss in lime in making the limewater, and the clay also introduces 

alkalis into the sugar juice. The sugar manufacturer considers 

that every part of insoluble matter means a loss of three to four 

parts of carbonate of lime. When, therefore, a limestone con- 

taining 95% carbonate of lime is paid for as if containing 100%, 

a stone with 85% should only be paid for as if containing 60% to 

70%. If the lime is to be used for separation, the presence of 

much magnesia is injurious for the reason that it will not unite 

with the sugar as the lime does, forming a monosaccharate of 

lime which is essential before precipitation takes place. Conse- 

quently a large amount of magnesia hydrate in the lime necessi- 

tates the use of so much more of the latter and may also cause 
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loss in sugar. A limestone to be used in sugar manufacture 

must not have more than .25% alkalis. 

The following are analyses of limes used by German beet sugar 

manufacturers.? 
Al,Os K,0 

CaO Helo, © MEO: Nato HS 80, 

Limhamn, Sweden ... 95.6 1762-209) 7 203" to. see 
Tedhvaccrowhilan Ores 5 6 os Dd: (22) WSU 6A A ees Sie cue Te ete oceans 

GogolimuiGer. (2) sac 38092) a1 22S an 104) aw omen emits 
Gr. Kunzendort, Ger. 96.66 1.11 (86 GODT)... 
leering, (Crees, , Oe te — il wl > cos OGs. 1... cues 
Koseny (Gere ie se 25: on LGD 2 3 AO OF ae. Oat Re 
Ostemwacle 27 Goan te oO OM OORna eS Sits Me tr 

GAOT Weta ans oh eae ee DO 12) G65 92 MLO) O38 | eae 

MMENCIOIE BESS bob os 4 89.04 .- 8.8 1.24 .05 much much 

DOEME. s 8s Woah Sa eas 2.24.06 

Rudersdorisi un eon 94276 > 25 2 SO 

It will be noticed from the above analyses that in most of the 

samples the percentage of lime is over 90%, though in some it is 

under 80%. Another noticeable feature is the low percentage of 

both magnesia and alkalis, specially the latter. One shows the 

presence of much H,S and another of appreciable amounts of 

SOg. 

It is the custom for beet sugar manufacturers to burn their 

lime themselves, for the reason that the carbon dioxid gas is also 

used in the process. For the production of the best results, it 

is therefore important that the limestone shall be of proper qual- 

ity, and the burning conducted in the right manner. 

_ Silica is a deleterious impurity, as it not only causes the stone 

to fuse but also lowers the amount of lime and carbon dioxid 

produced to each ton of stone used. This latter point is of course 

true with regard to any other impurities which may be present. 

Too little fuel should also be avoided, as it decreases the amount 

of CO, produced. The stone used should be compact and hard. 

An excess of moisture, as 5% or over, should not be present, as 

it reduces the temperature of the kiln when first charged. Stones 

1 Thondindustrie zeitung. 1897. p. 1165. 
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containing an excess of moisture also tend to split in burning. 

About 1% of water is the proper amount. Magnesia is not spe- 

cially objectionable except when silicates are present in the stone. 

It causes difficulties, however, in the purification of the sugar 

juice; consequently it should be at a minimum. Sulfate of lime 

may act the same as magnesia. 

If silica is present, part of it passes into the juice with the 

lime and retards the filtration process by coating the cloths in the 

filter press. Silica also forms part of the scale on the heating 

surface. There is less harm from this source in hard than in 

soft stones. Silica and alumina also tend to form an insoluble 

coating on the burned lumps which interferes with the slaking. 

The following analyses together with most of the above in- 

formation on the stones used are from a report on the beet 

sugar industry of the United States dep’t agric., 1897, p. 205. 

1 2 3 4. 5 6 % 8 9 10 

IMGISEUTC eciccicccisicee.s 4.1 Bel 7.25 4,15 4.17 6 25 5.16 52 1.21 11 
Insoluble..-..cessooe, 4.5 15] 4.9 Bois | BOW Bile || ees || SE 5 
Organic matter ...... 1.2 Ne Geo aleexe || Os Olan | eemeltenl io .86 3 41 15 
Soluble silica ....... pall 7 || Bsa) 1.05 .98 64 56 06 2 08 
Iron and alumina oxid 30 -41 ie iG 19 .15 me SPI. SS BOB oj oacde 
Lime carbonate’ ...| 85.86} §5.12.| 81.67 | 90.13 | 88.65 | 87.93 | 90.03 | 93.8 | 96.58 | 99.1 
Magnesia carbonate.. Oy |] = ahr ~,59 5 .95 5 545 |e ol Sia Wasisiere ° 
PAMIKAUTS 32 «ose: sie 0 agown'eiess .05 06 Rieke wl AOE ae ee-ecl cnueee nee tl Nietere Cea auliorcioras Pe 
Undetermined ...... 87 ahs .65 45] 1 024 .39 34 Poe .34 

Of the above nos. 1, 2, 8, and 4 are considered bad; 5, 6 and 

‘7 are passable; 8, 9, 10 are excellent. No. 3 was used in a sugar 

factory and caused trouble, notably “ scaffolding” or difficulty in 

the mechanical filters. No. 9 was substituted and these difficul- 

ties disappeared. | 

In looking over the analyses of limestones given in this report 

it will be observed that limestones of as great purity as nos. 8, 

9, and 10 in the foregoing table are not uncommon in New York 

state. ‘There are at present two beet sugar factories in New 

York state, the one at Binghamton and the other at Rome. 

The following are some additional analyses of limestones used 

in beet sugar manufacture. Nos. 1 and 2 of stone used at Los 

Alamitos (Cal.), and no. 3, a French stone. 
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No. 1, the Colton stone, is good. No. 2, Oro Grande, is pass- 

able. No. 3 is bad. 

1 2 3 
Lame earbomate: cee tocues se elena aa OS 94.306 81.67 
Ni venneSiyie CARIOCA 84550600050" ae 493," 1845 28 
leony ehach Aliriene, OxdGls 445 4% 3466 6 1.096 .929 af 
Silica: Sands ete et nse oe cy treo eee 281 5 8.2 
Mois tune: Jakes. cts ante Cee ee te eee a0: 0388 5.25 

Organic matter and magnesium sul- 
bE Tomes pe enon ee USI nee rise Aa EP hac ac © (Ol. “em 

Windeterminedi:;...4.02.0 e cma le. abseil 64 

Lime is used in the cane sugar industry chiefly to effect neu- 

tralization of the acidity in the juices. ‘‘ Lime is soluble in about 

780 parts of water at 15° C and in 1500 parts at 100° C. Alcohol 

dissolves only a trace. Sugar water dissolves it in large quantity, 

whereby the lime enters into chemical combination with the sugar, 

forming sugar of lime. This fact is technically employed in 

separating sugar from molasses. The molasses is treated with 

lime, and the resulting sugar of lime is decomposed by the action 

of carbonic acid, forming calcium carbonate and pure sugar. 

Strontium has however lately displaced the lime in this process. 

100 parts of cane sugar dissolved in water will dissolve 50-55 

parts of lime.”* I am informed by Dr F. G. Wiechmann that the 

lime used by the Brooklyn refineries is obtained from Glens Falls. 

Chlorid of lime 

Limestone which is to be used for this purpose must be very 

clean, for on this hangs the possibility of making strong and 

stable chlorid of lime. To satisfy these requirements the lime- 

stone must be sufficiently pure and thoroughly burned; conse- 

quently many manufacturers of lime chlorid purchase the lime- 

stone and burn it themselves. The burned lime should be free 

from carbonate of lime, and the limestone should have a minimum 

amount of sand, clay or similar impurities, which in burning do 

1 Frasch. Min. ind. 7: 495. 
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not turn into lime. Aluminous limestone clears with difficulty 

when dissolved, and hence is not liked by bleachers and paper 

manufacturers. | 

As the consumers require a pure white lime, the stone must 

contain practically no manganese or iron. These impurities are 

thought by some to also injure the stability of the lime chlorid, 

but this point is not definitely proved. The presence of mag- 

nesia is also undesirable, as the greater deliquescence of the mag- 

nesium chlorid renders the lime chlorid less stable. The presence 

of organic or bituminous substances in the limestone is entirely 

harmless, as they do little more than impart a dark color to the 

stone and pass off in burning.’ 

Fat limes which slake quickly and fall easily to a fine, 

hght powder absorb chlorin much more quickly than lean limes, 

which on slaking give a sandy powder. In addition, chlorid of 

lime made from fat limes keeps much better than that made from 

lean limes.” 

Carbon dioxid 

A considerable amount of nearly pure dolomite has from time 

to time been shipped from the quarries at Pleasantville, West- 

chester co., for the manufacture of carbon dioxid. The stone 

was ground at the mines almost to the fineness of granulated 

sugar. From the grinder it passes into hoppers, whence it is 

fed automatically through tubes into barrels for shipment. The 

Quaternary marls near Caledonia have found favor for the same 

purpose, being utilized in Buffalo. 

Soda manufacture 

In soda-making by the Le Blanc process limestone is used to 

transform the sulfate of soda into caustic soda, the reaction being 

thus. | 

2NaCl+H,SO, = Na,SO,+ 2HCl; Na,SO, + 2C = Na, 
$+ 2C0,; Na,S+CaCO, = Na, CO, + CaS. 

1 Wagner. Chemische technische untersuchung’s methoden. 1893. p. 430. 
2Wright. C. R. A., Chem news, 16: 126. 
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Lithographing 

Lithographic limestone is a somewhat impure, very fine and 

even grained limestone. It is not only rare but valuable. The 

requirements are sufficient porosity to absorb ink and softness 

enough to permit working with an engraver’s tool. A very great 

degree of porosity is undesirable. The stone should also be free 

from cracks, or specks of impurities. | 

The chief supply thus far has come from Solenhofen, Bavaria 

and southern France. It has been reported from various local- 

ities in this country but never from New York state. 

Lime 

When limestone is burned, that is when it is raised to a red 

heat, it is dissociated into linre oxid and carbonic acid thus. 

CaCO, = CaO oe CO, 

limestone or lime oxid earbonic acid gaa 

lime carbonate quick lime carbon dioxid 

caustic lme 

The carbonic acid gas passes off and the oxid of lime remains 

behind as a powdery or lumpy substance, which is often white, 

but may be more or less colored if iron is present. 

As limestone varies in composition, the lime will also, but the 

percentage of impurities in the lime will be nearly twice what 

they were in the limestone, for the latter has lost 44% of car- 

bonic acid gas. 

Pure limestone consists of 56% of oxid of lime (CaO) and 44% 

of carbonic acid. The change from carbonate of lime to oxid 

of lime oceurs during the burning, the carbonic acid being driven 

off at a higher temperature, and in this process the lme loses 

about 44% by weight; but, as it is generally in a somewhat moist 

condition when it is put into the kiln, due to water in its pores, 

the loss in weight may be still greater than that mentioned above. 

The percentage of moisture in limestone is very variable and 

depends largely on the hardness and density of the rock.. The 

denser a limestone the less porous it will be and the lower will 
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be the percentage of quarry moisture in it; while the looser or 

more spongy it is, the more moisture will it absorb. Marl and 

chalk may be looked on as the loosest forms of limestone, and 

in them the moisture may reach 36% or 40%. In marls and bi- 

tuminous limestones the loss in burning will of course be much 

greater than 44%, owing to the contained water and bitumen. 

A dense limestone is much harder to burn than an open-textured 

one, and requires more fuel, but this increased consumption is 

more than made up for by the quality of the lime obtained. In 

a clean, dense limestone the percentage of quicklime may be 54% — 

while in an impure one it may amount to only 30% or 35%. 

In addition to the decrease in weight in burning, the limestone 

also decreases somewhat in volume, as much as 12% to 21%, but 

usually 16% to 187.1 

In burning it is important to observe that the temperature re- 

mains as constant as possible and varies only between certain 

limits; for, when limestone is overburned, the lime made from 

it slakes slowly and incompletely. In lime rock with clayey im- 

purities a sintering is very apt to occur and this should in all 

eases be strictly avoided; but it is true that the higher the tem- 

perature within the permissible limits the denser will be the lime. 

On the other hand, the temperature must not get too low, as in 

this case any large pieces of limestone that may be in the kiln 

will not become thoroughly burned. The unburned core resuit- 

ing from underburning makes the lime lean, and, to avoid such 

an occurrence as far as possible, it is advisable not to put too 

large pieces into the kiln. 

The quicker such lime is burnt at the highest temperature pos- 

sible the more readily it slakes, and therefore a slow burning 

process is disadvantageous. 

Many different types of lime rocks are available for the manu- 

facture of lime, those only being excluded which are contami- 

nated with clay; for this latter substance often affects their most 

important properties, and it is only since the beginning of this 
i aaa ae eee 

1 Schoch, C. Die moderne aufbereitung und wertung der moOrtel-mate- 
rialien, p. 57 
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century that the special application of limestone with a large 

amount of clay has been recognized. 

The lime made from pure or nearly pure limestone is some- 
times called air lime in contradistinction to hydraulic lime made 

from aluminous or clayey limestones. 

Burning lime.' “The time required depends on the density and 

size of the lumps of stone and also on the moisture content; for 

water aids to a certain extent in carrying off the carbon dioxid. 

It is stated that in the presence of steam limestone can be burned 

in one eighth the time required in dry air and the gases of combus- 

tion. This accounts for the fact that stone freshly quarried can 

be burned faster; it has not yet lost its quarry moisture. Period- 

ical injections of steam or water into the kiln are recommended 

by some, but are not always necessary in the case of flame kilns.” 

Limestone which is burned too slowly will make lime of in- 

ferior quality and will slake more slowly. 

Limestone begins to lose its carbonic acid gas at 750° F, but it 

does not entirely pass off till the temperature of 1300° or 1400° F 

is reached. Limestone should never be burned with a coal run- 

ning high in sulfur, as the latter unites readily with the hme, 

forming calcium sulfate. This sulfate of lime reacts subsequently 

with the aid of moisture on any alkalis that may be present, with 

the formation of alkaline sulfates, which being soluble, are often 

brought to the surface after the lime is in the wall, forming thus 

the unsightly white coating that is sometimes seen on bricks. 

This coating may also be at times caused by the presence of soluble 

sulfates in the clay. e 

Limekilns. The kilns used for burning lime bear more or less 

similarity to each other, the general principle of construction 

being that of a cylindric chamber, lined with fire brick, open at the 

top and tapering below to a discharge opening. 

Limekilns are either continuous or intermittent in their action. 

In the latter the stone is put into the kiln with alternate layers 

of fuel till the kiln is full. The fire is lighted, and the mass 

1Frasch. Min. ind. 7: 483. 
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allowed to burn itself out, after which the burned stone is drawn 

off at the bottom of the kiln. The principle of such a kiln is 

bad, because it necessitates a mixture of the stone and the fuel, 

whose ashes may dirty the lime (pl. 3). 

-. In the continuous kilns, the fuel does not come in contact with 

the stone; for fireplaces are built in the sides of the kiln several 

feet above the bottom. These fireplaces are arched openings, 

which extend from the exterior to the interior of the kiln. Into 

these the fuel is put, and burned, thus permitting the flames to 

pass upward through the stone, but preventing the ash of the fuel 

from coming in contact with it. 

The older forms of kilns were massive stone structures, with 

thick walls, and having the chamber lined with one or two layers 

of fire brick. The more modern ones are circular in form, with 

much thinner walls, and bound with sheet iron plates. 

In the accompanying plates are shown several forms of lime- 

kilns (pl. 4, 5, 6). | 

The lime obtained by the burning of limestone is a white, 

amorphous, more or less dense mass, with a specific gravity of 

3.09. It is infusible. Lime weighs from 1400 to 1800 pounds 

to the cubic meter, the variation in weight depending on the 

density of the original rock and the degree to which it has been 

burned. Denser stone gives a denser lime. 

Impurities. ‘ Limestone containing silica and alumina should 

not be burned at too high a temperature, because of the sintering 

that takes place on the outside of the lumps and thereby inter- 

feres with the escape of the carbonic acid, yielding dead burnt 

lime, which does not slake completely. 

It is said that dead burnt lime is more apt to be formed if 

the impurities are evenly diffused in the stone. The ashes of the 

fuel and also the alkalis in the stone may cause dead burning. 

The best limestone, if heated too quickly but not long enough, 

may give dead burnt lime, in which case a basic calcium carbonate 

is formed, which with water forms a mixture of calcium carbonate 

and calcium hydrate and hardens.’ 3 
1 Frasch. Min. ind. 7: 483. 
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More than 10% of magnesia makes the lime short, and 25% to 

30%, it 1s asserted, renders the stone unfit for burning; ” never- 

theless, such stone is burned in the southeastern part of New 

York state. : 

10% of silica, it is maintained, gives the lime hydraulic proper- 

ties. 

Frasch also states that limestone of 95% purity yields 59% 

burnt lime with 90% calcium oxid; of 90% purity, gives 60% burnt 

lime with 80% CaO; 85% stone gives 65.5% with 72% CaO, and 

80% stone gives 70% with 64% CaO. 

Slaking. Lime in its normal condition and when dry is totally 

unaffected by carbonic acid gas but when heated takes it up 

rather quickly. The addition of water to lime can be done in a 

variety of ways according to the degree of slaking that is to be 

brought about. If a lump of quicklime is immersed in water 

for an instant it saturates itself at once, and this absorption is 

accompanied by the evolution of heat and a swelling and bursting 

of the lime, which finally falls to a fine powder, the hydrate of 

the lime, Ca (OH),. The chemical action which has taken place 

is expressed by the formula CaO--H,O=Ca(OH),. 

This method of hydration is considered to be better than pour- 

ing the water on the lime. 

The hydrate of lime thus obtained is a fine, white powder of a 

specific gravity of 2.1. Its water of hydration is pretty firmly 

combined and is only driven off by reheating to redness. 

Fat limes slake very fast and produce more heat than lean 

ones, and lime will slake even in the air by the absorption of 

moisture, so that, if not used immediately, it should be protected 

from the atmosphere as much as possible. 

Lime may also be slaked by putting the lumps in water for a 

few minutes, then withdrawing and packing away to allow the 

lime to change to powder. The common method usually em- 

ployed in building operations is to mix the lime with water in a 

box. - Too much water makes it thin and injures its cohesive 

strength. If only a part of the water required is added at first 
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and the rest later, the lime becomes granular and lumpy. An 

excess of water in slaking is also undesirable, as it tends to lower 

the temperature of the mixture, and it is therefore well to use 

hot water if this can be done conveniently. 

The hydration of lime powder or slaking to a pasty mass must 

be carried out very carefully, as otherwise, specially in the case 

of overburned lime, some unslaked particles will remain, which 

may slake later and make themselves unpleasantly prominent. 

As water is added to the lime, it gradually forms a stiff paste, 

whose stiffness increases with the purity of the hme. 

With careful slaking, 1 cubic meter of fat hme gives 2.7 cubie 

meters of paste and 1 cubic meter of lean lime gives 1.8 cubic 

meters.? , 
The excess of water is gotten rid of in part by evaporation 

and is also drawn off, while the slaked, pasty mass is allowed to 

stand in the pit to insure thorough slaking of every particle. 

In the pits ime will hold itself for a long time without change 

provided it is properly protected from the air, but the damp lime 

paste absorbs carbonic acid greedily with the formation of car- 

bonate of lime, which solidifies. The crust of calcium carbonate 

which forms is very thin, but it prevents the action from con- 

tinuing farther in the mass. The solidifying action of the lime 

alone is of little importance and becomes of value only when 

sand is added. ‘The use of the sand prevents large masses or 

lumps of the lime from collecting In any one spot and not be- 

coming thoroughly converted into the carbonate. 

(uicklime is a strong base and absorbs water with the patest 

avidity, and in water it forms a milky liquid known as milk of 

lime. 

On the other hand, quicklime can be made by adding the lumps 

of lime piece by piece to the water till a strong paste is formed 

by stirring the mass. The stirring is specially necessary in the 

ease of lean limes. 

‘In order to assist the slaking of such lean limes, it has been 

found advisable to use only one third the necessary amount of 

1 Boon, C. Die moderne aufbereitung und wertung der m6rtel-materialicn, 
p. 59. 
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water at first and add the other two thirds later on. Again, as 

the lean lime gives out much less heat, it is well to kéep the 

mixing pan covered in order to prevent its escaping. Lean lime 

also slakes better if a certain amount of fat lime is worked in 

with it. The latter has a sort of contact effect on the former, 

which is effective and rapid, so that this method is a good one to 

follow in using overburned lime. : 

Depending on the amount and nature of the impurities present, 

Gilmore divides natural and artificial limes suitable for mortar 

into five classes.* 

““1 Common or fat limes 

2 Poor or meager limes 

3 Hydraulic limes 

4 Hydraulic cements 

5 Natural pozzuolanas 

The common or fat limes contain less than 10% impurities, and 

a part of the latter are insoluble in water, all the rest of the 

lime being soluble. They do not harden under water but crumble 

or slake and increase in volume sometimes threefold. They 

shrink in hardening, and to prevent this sand must be added. 

Poor or meager limes have from 10% to 25% of impurities, or 

sometimes even 39%. 

Hydraulic limes are of three kinds: 

a Shghtly hydraulic ones with 10% to 20% of impurities 

b Wydraulic limes with 17% to 24% impurities 

c¢ Eminently hydraulic limes with 20% to 35% of impurities? 

All hydraulic limes harden under water. Hydraulic cement is 

an artificial product. It has less lime than the other classes, but 

not under 294. | 

Natural pozzuolanas are rocks of igneous origin. They possess 

hydraulicity and generally under 104 of lime. 

It is of course possible to find all intermediate grades between 

limes and cements. ) 

, cilmore. Limes, hydraulic cements and mortars, p. 69. 
6 54 2 66 : Pp. 71. 
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USES OF LIME 

Basic steel 

In the basic or Thomas and Gilchrist process the furnace or bes- 

semer converter is lined with some basic material (that is material 

containing little or no silica), such as magnesite or dolomite. In 

this country the latter specially is used. Two things are required 

of the dolomite, viz, it should contain as high a percentage of 

magnesia as possible, and it should not have over 13% or 2% of 

total fluxing impurities. OnT is see important that the silica 

percentage shall be low, viz, under 3% if possible, for at high 

temperatures the lime or magnesia will eagerly unite with any 

‘silica present, aud, as this action is -equivalent to corrosion of 

the lining, any additional percentage of silica will materially 

affect the life of it. Pure dolomites are rare and when found 

are not always in easily accessible localities, but in this state 

two different bodies of nearly pure dolomite are known, the 

one at Ossining and Tuckahoe, Westchester co., the other at 

Rochester, Monroe co. : 

For use the dolomite is first burned to the sintering point and 

then ground and mixed with tar or other material to hold it 

together and permit molding. 

_The lime used in basic bessemer converters likewise has to be 

of great purity, and the stone must be of such a nature that it 

will burn to a lumpy and not a powdery lime; for, if the hme 

were added to the converter in the form of powder, the strong 

blast would quickly eject a large portion of it. 

Refractory bricks 

It is well known that oxid of lime is very refractory, a familiar 

illustration of this fact being the lime pencils used in the oxy- 

hydrogen blow pipe. Consequently lime is often used for lining 

the bottom of the hearth in a reverberatory furnace used for the 

‘manutacture of basic steel by the Siemens-Martin process. The 

lime serves to extract the phosphorus from the iron, and a high 
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phosphorus slag is formed which is known as the Thomas phos- 

phate. 

Ammonium sulfate 

In the manufacture of aqua ammoniae from ammonium sulfate 

lime is used to form sulfate of lime and thus liberate the am- 

monia, sufficient quantity being required to convert all the sulfuric 

acid in the sulfate and about one third more. 

The lime is added in nearly every instance in the form of 

milk of lime, caustic of lime being employed in rare cases with 

a view to utilizing the heat evolved during the slaking, as in the 

Solvay process. This is not to be recommended, however, owing 

to the uncertainty which exists as to the time required by the 

lime to slake; for, if the latter is slow slaking, a temporary 

shortage of lime results, followed by a momentary excessive 

reaction, and, if any stoppage of the apparatus occurs, explosion 

may, and indeed at times does, result.’ 

The lime milk should be free from unslaked particles or ‘sand 

grains, and magnesia is undesirable from the fact that it retards 

the distillation if ammonium chlorid or sulfate is present in the 

gas liquor, since it forms a double salt with them which can not 

be decomposed except at high concentration. 

Contents of 1 liter of lime milk 

Degrees Baumé eee pate Water grams Per gent 

NiO ke Secure a aes cased iL BS, © UBD 6B TAA 3 10.6 

153. Rignaccce WAG state Sara a ne 1 345 PO SG a.3 aay, 4 

DA iccs Bese est neve ene Mine lOO Does eI I 15.68 

DO ere ates tanto as ha lledentehe copes Gens DINGO O19. i DA 

DOG cos eae con Ctr eee 1 490 Wve 21528 13:56 

Oe AS ene ea ak Gace eee 1495.4 Zoo. i IP ZOESS 19.43 

A RE ONS gc ST 1499 297.9 1700 ol 19.88 

AL Con ae era ep JL OIL. ROD. way. 20.22 

DOR hey Muerene tenis stale ve aeons 1 HOB A 308.3 1194.9 20.48 

DOM eee eter ees vet aie o tate 1504.6 Bs) 119 201 

DNS Tan erendes aoe tonene Teast oteae iE YO ).g:6) Bie y le SAL ot 20.89 

GOT. Gua tnspey eee seems 1507 aly 52 IL ose 21.05 

1 Frasch. Min. ind. 7: 45, 
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Milk of lime 

Frasch states that the slaking of lime is mostly done in wooden 

boxes. For industrial purposes, where the lime is used in the 

form of milk, as in the distillation of ammonia, mechanicai 

devices are employed for this purpose. The amount of lime 

present in milk of lime of different density is given in the above: 

table from page 496, vol. 7 of Mineral industry. 

Soap 

In the manufacture of soap slaked lime is mixed with carbonate: 

of soda to produce caustic soda.. The two are mixed with water, 

and boiled with steam, the resulting carbonate of lime being 

separated by settling.’ 

Lime is also used in the manufacture of soft soap, in that the 

pearlash of commerce is converted into caustic potash by means 

of fresh lime. In the manufacture of stearin for candles ordi- 

nary tallow is boiled in wooden vats by high pressure steam with 

slaked lime for several hours, by which lime soap is formed. 

This is transferred to another vessel and treated with dilute 

sulfuric acid, which in combining with the lime forms a sulfate, 

which deposits while the fatty acids rise to the surface.” 

In the manufacture of ball soda or black ash, salt cake, lime- 

stone and coal are mixed together in a reverberatory furnace. 

The limestone is sometimes soft and chalk-like. Good limestoue 

should have 98% of carbonate of lime.® 

Palm oils and tallow are the two chief fats bleached by the 

soapmaker. The color of the latter is sometimes removed by 

boiling it in lead-lined tanks with a solution of chlorid of lime. 

In the saponification of tallow the latter is mixed with good 

slaked lime into a thin cream with water. This is then inclosed 

in a suitable vessel, and the whole boiled with steam and agitated 

for three hours. The action of the lime on the tallow decom- 

poses it, glycerin being set free, while calcium stearate and oleate 

1 Watt. Art of soap-making, p. 128. 
66 8 Ze p. 84. 

a“ « p. 109. 
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are formed. The formation of these salts, when mixed together, 

constitutes an insoluble soap, which is technically called rock, 

and facilitates the subsequent separation of the solid and liquid 

constituents of the tallow. 

Tanning 

In tanning lime is used to remove the hair from the vee 

this being done in what are known as lime pits. 

Bone-ash : 

In bone-ash manufacture the lime is employed to precipitate 

the substances dissolved out of the bones by hydrochloric acid, 

a fertilizer being obtained as a by-product and known as pre 

cipitated seen of lime. 

Gas manufacture? : 

Lime is sometimes used in the purification of gas from hydrogen 

sulfid and carbonic acid gas. It can also be used to remove the 

-earbon disulfid when special methods are employed. The lime 

is prepared in the ordinary manner and converted into hydrate 

by slaking. In order to get the lime in a fit condition for use 

however, it should be slaked two or three days before its use, for, 

-if used as soon as formed, it is liable to cake in the purifiers and 

thus prevent the free passage of the gas through it. Before being 

placed in the purifiers, it is moistened with water till it attains 

such a consistency that, when pressed together in the hand, it 

will pack like snow. It is placed in the purifiers in 4 to 6 inch 

layers. The removal of CO, involves the formation of CaCO, 

and when H.S is extracted, CaS, HS is formed. Both reactions 

may go on at once, but the lime has stronger atin for the ie 

than the IJ,.S. 

In gas manufacture lime may be also used to form ammonia 

from ammonium chlorid or from ammonium carbonate contained 

in the gas water from the gas works, the reaction being AmCl 

-+Ca(OH).—2N H,4-CaCl,+2H,0. 

1 Hornby, J. Gas manufacture, p. 117. 
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Potassium dichromate 

Lime is used in the manufacture of this material, as one of the 

ingredients of the mixture containing chrome ore, alkaline salts 

and fuel. The materials are finely ground, mixed and roasted in 

a furnace, the object of the lime being to prevent fusion and aid 

in the formation of insoluble chromates. The lime used for this 

purpose has to be very finely ground to facilitate slaking, and it 

should furthermore be as free from silica and magnesia as pos- 

sible. | 

Paper manufacture? 

Lime is used in the manufacture of paper to boil the rags in, 

the object being to get rid of the remaining dirt in them, and 

also to decompose some glutinous substances, which if allowed to 

remain would injure the flexibility of the fiber. The quantity of 

lime employed varies according to its composition and the condi- 

tion of the rags, but ranges from 5 to 15 pounds to the 100 

pounds of rags. 

Agricultural uses 

lime is a very beneficial ingredient of the soil, if it is in a 

condition to be taken up by the plants, that is in a soluble form. 

Many soils may contain it in the form of silicate, as in feldspar, 

but till the mineral containing it has decomposed the lime does 

not become available. Some soils contain sufficient me for the 

use of the plants, but in the case of others it has to be added 

artificially either as an ingredient of manufactured fertilizers or 

in the form of quicklime. 

If the lime is present in the soil in the form of carbonate of 

lime, it can be detected by the effervescence produced on adding 

weak acid to the soil.. The quantity of lime present in the soil 

naturally depends on the composition of the parent mass from 

which the soil was derived, and the climate, whether dry or 

moist; soils in the former tending to have a much higher per- 

1Frasch. Min. ind. 4: 101. 
2Davis, C. T. Paper manufacture. 
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centage of lime, because they have been subjected to less leaching 

action by rainfall. 
The advantages of lime agriculturally are great, its effect being 

both chemical and physical. Physically its action is to cause the 

soil particles to floceulate, that is to gather together and form 

compound grains, thus promoting the drainage of the soil, aerating 

it, and also making it more easily worked. Chemically it serves 

to hasten decay of the organic matter in the soil as well as that 

of the mineral particles, and thereby indirectly to facilitate the 

change of any iron compounds from a ferrous to a ferric condi- 

tion. It also serves as plant food. 

While lime has a stimulating effect on the soil, at the same 

time it tends to drain it of nourishment more rapidly than would 

otherwise be the case. The percentage of lime required to 

produce desirable results in a soil is said to be very small, those 

with only 1% of the carbonate being often productive. 

Pottery glazes 

In pottery manufacture lime is used in two different directions: 

viz in the manufacture of the pottery body, serving as a flux, and 

as a constituent of the glaze. 

Minor uses 

Other uses of lime are, for purifying drinking water; as a dis- 

infectant; as a polishing material; for preserving eggs; in dyeing; 

in the manufacture of calcium carbid; for dehydrating alcohol; 

in the manufacture of lime pencils for oxyhydrogen lights. 

Mortar 

Mortar is a mixture of slaked lime and sand used for the pur- 

pose of binding masonry together, and more lime is probably used 

for this purpose than for any other. 

The use of lime as a mortar has been known for many years, 

and the ancients were familiar with the fact that by means of 

simply burning limestone and soaking the burnt mass in water 
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they could obtain a stiff paste which possessed valuable prop- 

erties. : 

Pure lime has 71.4% calcium and 28.6% oxygen. It is a porous, 

earthy, white solid, which when pure resists a high degree of heat. 

It absorbs both moisture and carbonic acid from the air with the 

greatest avidity. 

Richardson gives the following requirements for caustic lime 

- when used for mortar.’ . 

Except when made from coarsely crystalline marble or from 

marl or shells it should be in hard lumps. 

It should be white, or nearly so, in color. Lime of a yellow 

or brownish color with veins of silicious matter is inferior. 

It should be free from fused or semi-fused stone which shows 

over-burning, and from unburnt ash of fuel or clinker. 

It should contain less than 10% of impurities but often has 

more. 

It should slake rapidly, showing that it is rich and fresh. 

Good lime in lumps should weigh, as packed, with about 40 of 

mores,.160 lb a eubie foot, 75 lb a bushel, and from 220: to 

230 lb per 3 bushels. If ground or in powder, it will weigh less 

when packed loosely, but when well shaken down it will weigh 

as much as 270 lb a bbl. A lump of hard lime one foot cube 

would weigh about 95 lb, having a density of 1.52. 

Slaking 

Lime combines with water with evolution of heat and every 

100 parts of lime takes 32 parts of water. If 33% of its weight 

in water is sprinkled on hme it heats, cracks open and falls to 

powder. 

The increase in volume in slaking is caused by the expansive 

force of the steam, but lime may be slaked without incréasing its 

volume by passing dry steam over it in a tube. The energy of 
—=— 

1 Brickbuilder. 1897. p. 78. 
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slaking increases with the decrease of impurities. The same lime 

may show a varying increase in volume in slaking due to-amount 

of water added, ete. The slow addition of water raises less heat, 

and slaking lime in an open box gives less heat than in a closed 

one. | | 
With an equal volume of water the increase in size of a rich 

lime is 2 to 2.4%. Richardson illustrates this point as follows: 

Vol. of H,O | Increase in volume 
| $ 1.6 

1 2 
24 2.5 

With a poor dolomitic lime it was 
2 ale 

No set rule can therefore be laid down. For instance, 1 peck 

lump lime with 44% of voids, on slaking with its own volume of 

water, gave 24 pecks of fine powder of slaked lime. From 1 

peck of closely packed lime, 2.5 vol. of slaked lime were obtained. 

Gilmore found large increases, some running 2.46, 2.83, 3.21, 

2.40, but this was caused by his using larger amounts of water 

than are generally taken in practice. 

The following table gives the tests made by both Gilmore and 

Richardson. 
Rockland Rondout ~ New York 

Gollan ens ee Richardson 

Weight of lime in pounds ...... 5 5 5 
Vol. of lime in cubic centimeters. . 1 557 1 806 2 350 
Volsof water! requineda: see. - 2983- 3300 2 000 
Increase of weight to slake, in %.. 2.24 2.24 16 
Hnterease in! vole a erent : 2.46 2.14 Jee Ohl 

The theoretic increase is 1.53. Lime also slakes simply on 

‘exposure to the air, but this is not good for mortar-making, as 

the slaking has not been accompanied by any violent disengage- 

ment of heat to rupture the mass. The larger particles also have 

‘a hardened rim, ~ re a | cok ; He 
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Method of slaking 

The water may be sprinkled over the lime gradually, or added 

at once in excess. ; 
The former is best, because a looser mass is obtained, and it 

gives better results with poorer limes, slaking them more thor- 

oughly. Too great an excess of water tends to lower the tem- 

perature and render the slaking incomplete. This causes unslaked 

particles to get into mortar, and by their subsequent slow hydra- 

tion and expansion they may do much harm. Popping of mortar 

is due to this cause. It is also true that, if the water is added 

gradually, it may allow the mass to cool down. Enough water 

should be added to allow for that escaping as steam. With very 

fat lime 24 vol. of water may be taken. Poor magnesian limes 

take less. 

Pure water should be used. That with soluble salts gives rise 

to efflorescence, and hence sea water is undesirable, though it 

has been successfully tried for hydraulic cement. An excess of 

water gives granular paste and also makes the mortar porous. 

After slaking sand is added to the lime to make mortar. <Ac- 

cording to Gilmore’ the lime forms silicate, carbonate and 

hydrate, and the crystals of these compounds interlock with the 

sand grains, thus binding the whole together into a solid mass. 

In the course of time all the lime changes to carbonate, but this 

_ change may take a number of years. 

Sand is added to lime for economy and to prevent shrinkage. 

Sand should be clean and sharp and should be in such quantity 

that the lime will fill all the interstices. If an excess of sand is 

used, the bond is poor. If too little sand is used, the mortar 

shrinks and cracks. If too little lime is used the paste is made 

thin. In ordinary sands, the spaces form 30% to 40% of the total 

volume, and in such 1 vol. paste fills voids of 23 vol. sand. In 

practice 1.25 to 2 vol. of sand to 1 of paste is used. This in 
— 

1Gilmore. Limes, hydraulic cements and mortars, p. 299, 
2 Brickbuilder. 1897. p. 101. 
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case of fat lime means 8 to 5 vol. of sand to 1 measured vol. of 

lime. This gives a plastic mortar which does not crack. 

Richardson gives the following mortar experiments. - 

Composition and physical properties of the lime 

Loss ononition; EO and. (Sige ceta ae eer pater rae ry: 1 
Insol. SiO, and:silicates\. 5... ..s-vis came ate. hese eee 
AIO, and Ke,O... 5. PE EN Boole Ses wae eee sahes 8 

OFS Pere ere eer ri rN NAR BARE icin, ESS 

Weight of cubic feet including voids... 32%... sir.) Se OOO 
WoOtd goa 's ea oc wie or nce eee eter oreo ie eeas trate eoneien rete emer 
Density of luiips 5° teats oes st ee ais ete ie er ere nl 

1 2 3 “4 9 

Weight of CaO used 33.5. 22. ec L000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Wieicht ot 00) to sakes senrne. = 2000". 2000 2500 3000 4000 
Weight of HO for spastes-aner - 1000 DUD Races midhoses Booduc as 
Vel.-of H50 tofone of @aO.s.n- ee 2 Das 2.5 3 4 
Viol jofapasten mec tee eee teee -- 2000 2560 2712 3120 4120 
Weight of paste...... Ree ae, «2720 8280 3302 3880 4850 
Density of paste...... Glo les od eee bole eA OE aa lino yale lea 
Characteristics of paste.......... Thick Thick Medium Thin Very thin 
Vol. of sand;moist...\. armies. act 12000 fr 3000; 915000) me 100 14360 
Weight of sand...... Sereistacen se cece O00 4500 7500 ~=10800 20600 
Voly of sand (to dimes sesiieiee dat 2 3 5 io 14.4 
Vol. of sand: to paste. caer me ar 1 4 1.8 2.6 3.5 
Volo: montane sees shoitecuiees JOO20 4400 5840 7200 13500 
Weirhtrct mortiansssjeeeaeen cee 5740 7760 10650 13960 25450 
Density ‘of mortar... essere ee is 1.75 1-82 1.94 1.88 
Consistency of mortars... =. .cs-- . Thick Medium Medium Sloppy Very sloppy 
DIES. 52 .c.c.c0 coc sw cicicmisiseiewios sie 1 CLacksMriesawathout shrinking 

Percentage composition 
Water. .ecc adieraiove ere arsitewore Shakeletocvele FeRLOU 29.3 92.5 20.7 15.1 
Sand Patan © o's, elaistereretelevshersie. lobe eiersictele an SOLO 67.9 68.1 1222 82 
Apne Senne; ie oe wale elele*eharetenelcteleleteretone aed Vana: 12.8 9.4 el 3.9 

100 100 100 100 100 
Return of water to lime......cccecs 17 2.3 2.4 2.9 8.9 
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CEMENT 

The name cement was formerly applied only to materials which 

were added to lime mortar in order to make it harden under 

water. Subsequently this term was used for all combined material 

which gave a mortar that hardened under water, and so has 

extended to our natural and Portland cement. Under cement ma- 

terials are now included hydraulic agents, hydraulic limes, slag 

cements, natural cements and Portland cements. Hydraulic 

agents are materials which cause silica and clay to unite with the 

lime of common mortar, giving us a combination of slow harden- 

ing properties. Such hydraulic agents may be natural or they 

may be artificial. The natural ones are represented by the 

pozzuolana of Italy, and the trass of the Rhine valley in Ger- 

many. In this country they are only known in the far west. The 

artificial hydraulic agents include slag, burned clay, shales, ashes, 

silicate of soda or any inorganic material that contains clay and 

silica in a form permitting its solution in acids. | 

When the clayey impurities increase in ordinary quicklime, 

it assumes hydraulic properties and the lime is known as hydraulic. 

Sand is an impurity which is not too large to prevent slaking but 

simply retards it. Hydraulic limes with only 5% to 152 of silicates 

will harden in from eight to 20 days, but with a larger amount in 

from one to four days. No sharp line can be drawn between 

true cements and hydraulic limes. 

For convenience the following classification is made in this 

report. 

Hydraulic limes 

Rosendale cement, or natural rock cement 

Portland cement 

Hydraulic limes 

These generally have 18% to 25% of clay, free silica and com- 

bined silica, iron oxid and alumina, sometimes magnesia and 

alkalis. 
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The burning of hydraulic lime must be carried on very slowly. 

The higher the percentage of total silicates, the lower must be 

the temperature of burning, for under no circumstances should 

the material be allowed to sinter as it does in the case of Portland 

cement. Such overburned pieces slake very slowly. Further- 

more, the burning should only go to the point of driving off the 

CO,. The best hydraulic lime known is the celebrated Chaux du 

Teil whose composition according to Dr Michaelis is: 

Silt@a s,s" Sou Soe ee eset ate omen aeons en mea rey 

A humana. 2 ae ee ee eee tee 9.629 

Tro! -O Xd cons oe ik epee Cesta Rech re te 837 

TNMNC cus. oS een eee ba oa oon 652,624. 

Maonesia=. 2.40 5 OE a au oe 1.536 
Potash-. > >. soe eee ae ee one eee nce 124 

Sodas et Par ee ee et etree meager 065 

NLU Gebel (OMNI Mt Cis RAIA 3 odo 0 528 

TS nitOniGpe 4 atone eee tS sausioe bis fevmteteleks, axes a eRONaer 

Hydraulic limes have generally a yellow color. Their specific 

gravity is about 2.9 and on ignition they lose about 8%. They 

harden slowly and their hardness by themselves is small. On 

the other hand if mixed with sand they develop a high degree of 

tensile strength. | 

Natural or Rosendale cements 

Under this heading are included those made from limestones 

which have over 20% of aluminous impurities, and which, when 

burned and finely ground, harden with water in a short time. This 

includes the Roman cements used abroad, and also the dolomitie 

cements made from magnesian limestones. They do not develop 

much heat on mixing with water, and their strength does not equal 

the artificial or Portland cement. They differ from hydraulic 

limes in their quicker set, and lower percentage of hme. The 

following anaylses given by U. Cummings’ indicate the wide 

range of materials included under this class. Some authors in 

fact make two groups of the dolomitic and Roman cement ma- © 

1 American cements, p. 35. 
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terials, which they regard as coequal with Portland. The name, 

Rosendale, is often given to these cements, because it is the name 

of the locality at which the natural rock cement beds were first 

discovered and are best developed in the United States. 

Analyses 

| 2 a | 
3 3 | 3 ; f | 2 

No. Z| x? Q s S 

a g (o) © = ve oO wa om 

2) q ap = 2 S E a lie é 
wD < 2 a = <4 4 4 

ccc gees | Bias ee) ee | ce folic SILO] | gdranllle times 
Seerene (ees tt || 6.35)" 3.29") 59.53 OBIE 1.17) ndeemee Moennellien ene cae 
Beem 20.57 |, 1.13 |... Bier 1 sO Vacxdendeleeesmeue ieee, Ween 
Beeceneee| 20.14 9.1 3.2 53.34 1 2.8 |accccess| 2-42 
6G. cccces 27.88 6.19 4.64 56.45 4,84 re@eeeeoresoleoeeeeeOe|seenseos 

foooon000 25.31 7.03 9.74 56.17 Oia tesercrscers eoloenecseeleoeces: oe 

Scie noes 44.5 15 12 8.8 4.7 5.5 ees0eee0@ 9.5 

G..cc000.) 48.94 | 18.75 | 11.62 6.4 2.42 3.93 Seoaieie 7.64 
WO.ccvecee| 24.3 - 2.61 6.2 39.45 6.16 5.8 llooscoccall il 48 
TL..cccee.| 34.66 5.1 30.24 | 18 6.16 |. .ccece. 4 84 
12. .cc002.| 23.16 6.33 1.71 | 36.08 | 20.38 Mow |loqcaoodc 7.07 
13 e eee 96.4 6 28 1 45 22 9 4.24 eeoeoe een 7.86 

1 ee 25 .28 7.85 1.43 44.65 9.5 4.25 eec000080 7.04 

DDnsiesiesies | S050 6.84 2.42 | 34.38 | 18 3.98 |eocccces 3.78 
NG cd ciecws 29.98 6.88 2.5 33 93 17.8 7.1 eeosevees 3.13 

fooaoocad 30.84 eat 2.11 34.49 17.77 4 eeeeeeeo 8.04 

18 .ccccce.| 27.3 7.14 1.8 35.98 | 18 GEST el eieieloleferoie 2.98 
i ssc coco] Bxtottts) i Parts) 1.7 37.59 | 15 V.96 |rccccece 2.49 
[Vacoonode)| Psacts) || salazel 2.29 | 43.97 2.21 9 cevecece 2.44 
ralosaqoaooc 19.9 5.92 1.14 46.75 16 (oH Noodoodos 2.27 

BBcccsees| 22.62 7.44 1.4 40.68 | 22 Z.2B |eccecere 3.63 
B3.ccccee-| 26.69 7.21 1.3 43.12 | 19.55 1.13 [occcoee. 1 
An - 24.34 8.56 2.08 61.62 e 2 oeeeoe oe 8 

25 eeooeeeoe 23.32 6.99 5.97 58.96 @ 76 eo eooxeolteeeeoeoen 4 

P4Boo000000 27.6 10.6. Bees) 33.04 7.26 ee Noaoco000 2 

Dineen (S5.4e | 10.04 6 82.79 9.59 A} \bd0d0000 7.66 
Pi ocoqcddd 22.58 7.23 8.35 48.18 15 eeeneecoeo|oeeeeoee 3.66 

QD. cceves| 22.44 67 2 32.73 Ail lloooodonollobondcan|| Bote 
BWiccenaodc 28.43 6.71 1.94 36.31 23 89 1.8 eeoesoece .92 

Shiccicicviee« 17.5 6.5 3 36 51 e@eeerseeo ee ee@eoe8e0e @eoeoeeteos 86.49 

B2.cccoee-| 22.21 | 16.48 Loe | BOC | aes Noogodaocllaccoacce 2.5 
Olesen 32.06 21.27 2.11 35.56 a eee eeoaltee eee 2 

; Sa eche os 2x.45 2.24 Q 5A 10 eecneoe eo0 1 31 

Bh cassie 18.59 9.14 1 40.7 27 eeoeeorvel|oece eee 3 57 

B6.coeer0.| 19 52 1.97 1.29 | 41.51 UAC’? Housooaoslloooc D0 34.24 
Siicerevercieielers 28 .02 10.2 8.8 44.48 1 5 ee v6 

MSnq000000 25.15 8 3.23 49.53 13.78 @er e ooen0e 26 

—ESESESESE SESEEESESESSSSSSSSSSSSSaESEaSEaSaSaSaESSEaSaaaaESSaSaSaSaSaSaSaSaaSaaEoEeEeEaS>SaBanBDBRDDRADBRhDBDDaBaEaESaEaDaBDa=EESS=EEEEEOHOHOHOHHOHHHHFH[[[[[[WRPB9@EEO_O_O_QO“™Q™DHR™]SESSH—==E"- 

SOURCE 

1 Hydraulic lime, Aberthaw, Eng.; used in construction of Eddystone light- 

house 

Hyé¢raulic lime, Lyme Regis, Eng. 

Eminently hydraulic lime, Holywell, Wales 

Hydraulic lime, Le Teil, France 

Hydraulic cement, “ King’s farm,’ Susquehanna river, near Williams- 

port, Pa. 

6 Roman cement, Riidersdorf, Ger. 

7 Roman cement, Isle of Sheppy, Eng. 

oO ® oF WY 

§ .Pozzuolana, near Rome, Italy 
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9 Trass, from the Rhine valley 

10 Buffalo hydraulic cement, Buffalo, N. Y. 

11 Utica, Ill. 

12 Milwaukee, Wis. 

13 “ Fern leaf” brand, Louisville, Ky. ; 

14 “Hulme,” Louisville, Ky. 

15 N.L. & C. co., Rosendale, N. Y¥. 

16 “ Rock lock ” “6 

MT ON eee Eee $6 

18 “ Hoffman ”’ a6 

19 Norton high falls 

20 Cumberland, Md. 

21 Napanee, Ont. 

22 “Newman,” Akron, N. Y. 

23 “Cummings ” “ 

24 South Riverside, Cal. 

25 “Brockett,” Fort Scott hydraulic, Kansas City, Mo, 

26 Utica brand, Utica, Il. 

27 Shepherdstown, W. Va. 

28 Howard hydraulic cement, Cement, Ga. 

29 Hydraulic cement rock on Platte river, Neb. 

30 Mankato, Minn. 

31 Cement rock, near Salt Lake City, U. 

32 St Louis hydraulic cement, near E, Carondelet, Ill. 

33 Barnesville, O. 

34 Warnock, O. 

35 ©Austin, Minn. 

36 Blacksburg, 8. C., cement rock. 

37 Round Top cement, Hancock, Md. 

38 Balcony Falls, Va. 

The Rosendale region of New York is one of the best pro- 

ducers of natural cement (of the dolomitic type) in this country, 

but hydraulic limestone is found more or less in many states, spe- 

cially those of the Appalachian region of the east. Others occur 

in the west and in the region of the Great lakes. Some idea may 

be gained of the extent of this industry at the present day by 

stating that the works for making natural hydraulic cements are 

found in New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West 

Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Kentucky, Minnesota, Kansas, Utah, 

New Mexico, Wisconsin and Texas. According to the United 

States geological survey, there were 76 plants in operation in 

1899, which produced 9,868,179 barrels of natural cement, worth 
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$4,814,771. Nearly 50% of this was made in New York by 29 

works. In fact it was in New York state that the first natural 

rock cement in this country was made, and the United States 

exceeds all other countries of the world in the quantity of natural 

cement produced. 

The following table gives the production in 1899. 

Production 1899 

No. of Product barrels 
works (300 pounds) Walue 

Pome, (198)\. . ess eee es ange! 7 500 7 500 
SOL CIE 5 Arc a aaa Ht 13 000 9 150 
CED OTS a ea 3 537 094 187 983 

iin@iawa and Kentucky ...... 19 - 2 922 453 -J 022858 
SURES — oe oe nee 2 150 000 60 000 

MISS ERG nae 4 362 000 144 800 
J OTD CSC1 eas a rr 2 1138 986 56 793 

Milen@ionia 822. o. oe oe a 29 4 689 167 2 813 500 
OST ONE 35 Se ee aan a ea eee 3 d4 5DT d ey aes, 

Iemmionwm yATI 6. «aa sls oe se 5 511 404 955 T02 

MRCMINESSCE- 6-5. ds oes ns hs ow 1 10 000 1. 8-000 

J SEE 55 Siena a eer di 12 000 20 400 

Meremrigee 10. 20 3 63 500 38 100 
Mrechay MoiWa se. es 1 DO teat 21 090 
BNISCOMGUM, fo Jy alse seo wb oo i 396 291 151 999 

————— SS. 

CG. 9 863 149°. 45814 sae 

From the above it is seen that in 1899 natural rock cement 

was made in 16 states, by 76 firms. 

Natural rock cement industry 

The first in this country was made from waterlime rock in 

1823, its nature being discovered by accident. It was found 

while the Delaware and Hudson canal was being put through 

Ulster county, and it was noticed that the lime which was burned 

from certain strata near Rosendale hardened under water instead 

of slaking. Similar discoveries followed rapidly at other locali- 

ties, and as a result waterlime rock was found in western and 
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central New York, in the Lehigh valley of Pennsylvania, in the 

James, Potomac, and Ohio river valleys, the result being that 

natural rock cements were made at all these localities at a com- 

paratively early date. 

In 1899 the total production of natural rock cement was 

9,868,179 barrels. This was unequaled by any other country, 

the nearest approach to it being France, with six million to seven 

million barrels a year of both hydraulic lime and hydraulic 

cements. The United States is probably in the lead, owing to 

excellence and abundance of raw materials. The greatest pro- 

duction was in 1892; since then both product and price have de- 

creased, one reason for this being the increase in the Portland 

cement industry. 

The American natural cements are made from ‘argillaceous 

limestone of varying geologic age. In western New York state 

they are mostly derived from the waterlime beds at the top of 

the Salina. Those of the Rosendale region are from the base 

of the lower Helderberg. In Wisconsin, natural rock cement is. 

made from rocks of Devonian age near Milwaukee; and in Ken- 

tucky there is an important cement-producing area near Louis- 

vaulies 1a Pennsylvania thick cement beds are found in the 

Trenton limestone of the Lehigh valley, but magnesian hydraulic 

limestones are also known in the Carboniferous. In Wisconsin 

cement rocks are quarried near Milwaukee, belonging to the 

Hamilton period. In Illinois near Utica ‘and La<Salle. cement 

is obtained from the Calciferous limestone. The rocks of Mary- 

land are also Silurian. 

The deposits at Rosendale (N. Y.) are perhaps the most im- 

portant; but those of the Lehigh valley in Pennsylvania are re- 

markable for their purity and extent. 

The hydraulic limestones, or natural rock cements, can be 

divided into two classes based on .the»different amounts of car- 

bonate of magnesia-which they contain. In one class it does not 

exceed 3% or 4%, while in another 15% to 35% is found. Most of 

the hydraulic limestone of the United States is magnesian, but 
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that found in the Lehigh valley and the upper Potomac is not. 

Likewise some of the deposits of the west; but it can be said in 

general that*over. 90% of the rock used is dolomitic. The Rosen- 

dale and the Louisville cements contain 15% to 25% of magnesia. 

The amount of the two carbonates in the two limestones varies 

from 54% to 75%, while the silica and the silicates may vary from 

20% to 47%. The rock may even vary considerably in one local- 

ity, it being sometimes found that certain layers in a quarry make 

excellent cement, while others are useless or give a product of 

low grade. <A good example of this is furnished by the following 

analyses quoted by Richardson in the Brickbuilder, 1897, p. 152. 

Analyses 

Light! Dark 

Loss on ignition...| 86.56! 29.5 | 41.95) 34.82) 31.09) 39.65) 28.55) 33.23] 37.34) 39.64| 30.94] 38 95 
OUT CR tsioscsirs 14.61] 23.99] 6.68] 15.97) 21.45) 9.89) 33.06) 20.47 15.01) 9.06) 19.7 | 8.01 
Alumina and iron 
Insoluble........| 3.&3) 5.6 { 2.03) 4.54) 4.01] 2.77) 3.26) 5.09] 3.22) 4.84) 4.84) 2.63 
Soluble ......c0¢, 2.49) 4.17) 1.58] 3.05] 2.86] 2.73] 3.26] 2.67) 5.22) 2.51) 5.09) 1.89 

Lime ..........0+.| 25.25| 20.16] 31.59] 23.72] 23.87| 28.63) 20.33) 26.2 25.85; 27.£8) 20.25) 39.77 
Magnesia ..... eee! 16.18} 13.33} 15.81] 15.64) 12.98) 15.15) 10.26] 11.59] 18.¢4; 15.67). 15.23) 7.43 
Sulfur as SO2...... -78) 1.29) trace all 22 34 82 .58] trace .38] =o 4 44 

Lime carbonate...}| 45.09] 36.01] 56.42] 42.36] 42.63) 51.13] 36.31] 46.79] 46.17) 49.79] 26.16] 71.02 
Magnesium ecar- 

bonate........ ..-| 33.98] 27.99) 33.2 | 32.84] 27.26] 31.82) 21.55) 24.34] 39.56] 32.91) 31.98] 15.6 
Total carbonate...| 79.07| 64 89.62) 75.2 | 69.89] 82.95) 57.86) 71.13] 85.73] 82.7 | 68.14] 86.63 

Silica ete., coarser 
than100mesh....| 9.51] -6.92) 1.29 OL}. .eeee}| 4.84 .o2| 1.3! Ee Pd G 60000 2.02 .33 

Mr Richardson states as follows: 

It was recommended that stratum 1 be rejected, as it con- 

tained 9.5% of sand coarser than would pass through an ordinary 

-sereen of 100 meshes to the inch. This rock is also too rich in 

carbonates and would have given, under the best handling, an 

inferior cement, aS magnesium cements deficient in clay are not 

constant in volume after use. 

Stratum 2 had an excellent chemical composition but physically 

was too coarse, and, lying among inferior strata, it would natur- 

ally be rejected for economic reasons. 
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Stratum 3 was rejected because quite deficient in clay and 

silica. . 

Stratum 4 was characterized as a poor rock, which might be 

used if necessary, but was not recommended, being deficient in 

clay. 

Stratum 5 was marked as being a slight improvement over 4, 

owing to the smaller amount of carbonates it contained, though 

deficient in clay. 

Stratum 6 was too rich in carbonates and too low in alumina, 

or clay, to be used for hydraulic cement. 

Stratum 7 was the most silicious of the series, though it con- 

tained little clay. With care in burning it could be used, as the 

silica present was in a fine state of division. It is, however, not 

an entirely satisfactory rock. 

Stratum 8 proved a good stone for this quarry. 

Stratum 9, in both its light awd. dark forms, was, besides hay- 

ing great lack of uniformity, too rich in carbonates and deficient 

in insoluble matter. By itself this stratum would prove » poor 

one. 

Stratum 10 was excellent and recommended for use. 

Stratum 11 appeared at a glance to be insufficiently hydrau_.c¢ 

and was excluded. | 2 =. 

Of all these strata, for one or more reasons, only those num- 

bered, 5, 8, and 10, were considered fairly good rock if burned 

by themselves. It was possible, however, to mix different strata 

and thereby obtain a mixture of the proper quality. No. 7 was 

consequently included, and the cement so prepared analyzed as 

follows: 

[20882 O11 1G MIb1OT 4 Ajersce) «sinks Oe or evolete. st tenons een 8.29 

Uneombined ‘silica... beeen eo ee 16.3 

Combined ‘silica: = 0 a eee 13.5 

PUipTDLOE, CHAM MO OSU! Gecuoocec casos sobovos 11.04 

fone hig NS re eae Jd 30 

Mapmesial...dlaels viience GRE Biles BASSAI Spee 15.58 

Sultwric acid... ss. <c lpecusbae ok nase eae ee ee 4 

RAMS ai. ‘se'0 « ba: w o's to wrale ono tie 6 ot eee ogee 1.5 
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Another series of hydraulic limestones, which are lacking in 

magnesia however, are also quoted by Richardson in the article 

referred to. 

These facts emphasize clearly the necessity of thoroughly test- 

ing the rock to be used, in advance. Adaptibility for cement 

depends on the aniovnt of silica and silicates which it contains 

and also on the percentage of sulfur and alkalis. In addition, 

the silica should be combined with the alumina, and the rock 

should also be dense. The two classes of natural cement, viz 

the magnesian and the non-magnesian, differ distinctly in other 

properties. The magnesian cements do not heat on mixing and 

with water they set and strengthen slowly but in the end are 

as strong as the lime cements. They do not resist frost well 

when first used, and often careful preparations have a tendency 

to expand a-year or two -after use. The lime cements, even 

after being carefully manufactured, have a tendency when made 

into mortar to heat, on the one hand, when too rich in lime and, 

on the other hand, to bloat when too rich in silicates or over- 

burned. ‘They acquire strength rapidly, having nearly as great 

a tensile strength at the end of from one to 28 days as the mag- 

nesian cements. They resist frost better than the latter but are 

at times inferior, more brittle and crystalline, with a tendency 

to deteriorace in strength. The perfectly prepared and carefully 

made cements of this class are the best natural cements in the 

world. The Round Top cement of the Potomac valley is typical 

of the highest grade of the lime cements, as the numerous Rosen- 

dale brands are of the magnesian class. 

Physical properties 

Of primary importance is the density of the rock. A light 

rcek does not burn well and may not give a cement of suitable 

volume, weight or density. The specific gravity at 78° F should 

not be below 2.7, and preferably be 2.8. Some stones used have 

a specific gravity of only 2.65, but they are inferior. The best 

rock is obtained from those portions of the quarry which are 
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beyond the range of weathering. Richardson gives the follow- 

ing density for the Rosendale rock. 

Nearest surface 

niente ROC neater Voie te Siete terele cvotetc terete oremeue tne 2.83 

Dark roekeoi esc See eee Sos HOLD 

Medium 

Taght rock ts ccace gta a ane suas ouene ont Ocean 2,80 
Dark TOG Se Vid te te ne eae eee ees D tsyeell 

Jaghteroek: a2 Ne ie. vcsceehseenueie, oc tee sie) eels coe cers Dy ates Ut 

Dark oro Oo. ees eee ee ee 9.845 

The Fort Scott (Kan.) rock which is nearer the surface has 

a density according to Mr Richardson of only 2.78, the Round 

Top rock, Maryland, is 2.731, the hydraulic limestone of [linois 

is only 2.667 and does not produce as dense a cement. It is 

also desirable that the various ingredients of the rock should be 

as thoroughly mixed in as possible. If the sand is coarse or 

the clay in lumps or the carbonate in pockets by itself, the rock 

is not adapted for making cement. Generally mere inspection 

will supply information on this point, and the size of the particles 

can be determined by dissolving a weighed fragment in acid and 

determining the size and quantity of the insoluble particles of 

sand remaining. The residue of the Rosendale rock found at 

various depths is noted by Richardson as follows. 

Per cent of residue on sieve 200 mesh, 100 mesh, and 50 mesh 

Nearest surface 

WEIN SRC 555665500 Bislicueaye tise sa PD 0 anne 
Dark. rock (. is. .saspiyatepen.stenerceees oe 560 ate 

Medium 
Wieht rock. s:..5. cutee terete iS sats Reeyees 
Darksgrock 6 sicnsjoe 3 cite tener: 506 wiley on yo seater 

Deepest | 
ieliprocks aae.ee . Wea Sa uae .6 iGeq oie: 
Dark ‘roekies $2. S0 a ssilialerishetpaureyetate eee 5 oui, 
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On treatment with acids, the rock retains its shape, but the 

clay is dissolved out, and the residue can then be broken down 

with the fingers. If a coarse rock must be used, the burning 

should be slow in order to give a combination between the lime 

and silica every possible chance to take place. 

Manufacture 

The process of manufacture of this class of cements is com- 

paratively simple. The rock as it comes from the quarry is usu- 

ally broken into lumps of head size before being charged into 

the kiln. 

The kilns in use in New York state are similar to those used 

for burning lime (pl. 3). The old type kilns are made of stone, 

with the interior either round, oval or rectangular in cross-sec- 

tion, and lined with fire brick. They are open at the top, and 

taper at the bottom to an opening, through which the burned 

stone is discharged. When the material is not being drawn, this 

hole is sometimes kept covered by grate bars. 

At Akron (N. Y.) the kilns have an interior area of 9 x 22 

feet, or when round a diameter of 9 feet. The hight of all is 

34 feet. 

The more modern kilns are cylindric in shape, made of boiler 

iron. They are from 40-45 feet high and lined with fire brick. 

In burning natural cement rock, the fire is first started with 

wood in the bottom of the kiln, and on this are spread alternating 

layers of coal and rock. The coal is of pea or chestnut size com- 

monly. As the burned stone is drawn from the bottom, fresh 

stone and fuel are. added at the top.. The kilns are commonly 

built on a hillside, or where the ground is flat, five, six or more 

in a row, and in either case tracks are laid on the top to facilitate 

the delivery of the stone and fuel. The yield of these kilns is 

large, being from 50-120 barrels of cement’ per ton of coal. 

Some patented forms with the Campbell grate, such as is used 

1 Min. ind. 2: 104. 
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at Milwaukee, give more uniform product and also use less fuel 

(pl. 7): | 

When the material is drawn from the bottom, it is commonly 

sorted into normally burned rock, overburned or clinkered ma- 

terial, and underburned stone. At some works the clinker is 

retained and treated separately; for, though it is of much greater 

hardness than the normally burned stone, and requires more 

powerful machinery to crush it, still it possesses a much higher 

tensile strength. Three works in this state pulverize this clinker 

and put it on the market under the name of Portland cement. 

There is usually a track running along the base of the kilns, 

on which the cars are brought to receive the calcined stone. 

These cars are then run up to the grinding rooms, where the 

rock is reduced to powder. Several types of crushers and pul- 

verizers are used, including Gates and Blake crushers, Steadman 

disintegrators, Sturtevant burstone and emery mills, Cummings 

pulverizers, ete. 

The burned stone usually goes through a gradual process of 

reduction, necessitating the use of machines for coarse, medium 

and fine grinding, and the types used as well as their arrange- 

ment is slightly different at each works, as will be seen by refer- 

ence to the description of the New York industry given in subse- 

quent pages. In the natural cement trade there are several 

standards of weight per barrel, as follows: Rosendale, 300 pounds 

net; Pennsylvania, 280 pounds net in barrels, 200 Doe net in 

sacks; Western standard, 268 pounds net.’ 

The Sturtevant roll jaw crusher (pl. 8) contains two steel 

jaws with curved faces, pivoted at their lower end. The jaws 

are operated by means of a toggle joint. It is claimed that this 

erusher takes rocks of large size and reduces them at one opera- 

tion to gravel and sand. A crusher with 6x16 jaws weighs 7 

tons, and requires 10 horse power to run it. Its capacity is as- 

serted to be 3 tons an hour of Portland clinker, when set to 4 

inch opening. 

1 Min. ind. 6: 104, 
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The emery millstones of Sturtevant type are seen at many 

cement works. They consist of two millstones, with emery on 

the surface. The millstones are in each mill and are set in a 

horizontal plane. The bedstone is bolted in place, while the 

upper stone is set to revolve with the minimum amount of vibra- 

tion. The lower stone is adjustable (pl. 9, 10). 

The size of the mill is expressed in the diameter of the stone. 

The mills come in 36 and 42 inch size. <A 42 inch size will grind 

on the average 5-6 barrels of Portland an hour, when working 

on crushed clinker. About 95% of the product from the mill- 

stones will pass a 100 mesh sieve. 

The same machines grind from 18-20 barrels an hour of rock 

eement. These machines require from 15-18 horse power to 

operate them. a 

The Stedman disintegrator represents a type of mill in which 

the pulverization of the particles is produced by their being 

thrown violently against each other as the machine revolves. 

The machine which is shown in pl. 11, consists of several con- 

centric drums, alternate ones revolving in the same direction, at 

a high rate of speed and represents.a similar disintegrator of 

Sturtevant make. 

These machines are said to be very efficient till the unequal 

wear of parts disturbs their balance, after which they deteriorate 

rapidly unless the worn parts are renewed. 

Chemical composition 

The amount of carbonate in each hydraulic limestone must 

not exceed 75% and preferably is under 70%, and, where the 

quarry contains several strata of different richness, it is possible 

to bring about the proper composition by mixing. Hydraulic 

limestones free from magnesia, it is claimed, give the best results 

provided they contain enough clay. The Maryland rock with 

68.44% of lime carbonate and only 4.58% of magnesia, but with 

silica and clay amounting to 29.66%, is an example of this kind. 

In any single rock the amount of magnesia should not exceed 
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40% and should preferably be less than 25%. A stone with more 

than the latter amount has a tendency to expand slowly with 

age, specially if it runs low in clay... A. western New York rock 

with 37% of carbonate of magnesia and less than 2% of silica and 

silicates is an example of this fact. The Rosendale cements con- 

tain only about 20% of magnesian carbonate with 30% of clay. 

The amount of silica and silicates present is highly important, 

for they influence the hydraulic properties of the limestone, and, 

as said before, the silica should be in combination with the alum- 

ina. This is determined partly from the quantity of alumina 

contained in the stone. For example, two stones, one from 

Akron (N. Y.) and the other from the Rosendale region, show 

according to Richardson respectively 35% and 29% of insoluble 

material; but, from the amount of alumina and iron present, we 

can see that there is very little clay in the Akron stone, while 

there is much of it in the Rosendale rock, the former having 

only 4.84% of alumina and iron, while the other has 10%. The- 

Rosendale in consequence makes a very superior cement, while 

the Akron shows the qualities resulting from a deficiency in clay 

but an excess of magnesia. The effect of this deficiency in clay 

is to form a cement which heats and sets too quickly, but an 

excess of clay can also be injurious, as already stated. 

Sulfur, when found in the limestone, is generally in the form 

of gypsum (sulfate of lime) or pyrites (iron sulfid) but both 

of these substances are seldom present in sufficient amounts to 

be injurious. ‘They may occasionally become reduced in burn- 

ing when combined with iron oxid to produce a green color. 

Alkalis such as potash and soda are harmless unless present in 

more than 2%; an excess of them makes the rock fusible, and 

such material has to be rejected. The following alkali percent- 

ages, in different natural rock cement, are given by Richardson. 

Malwatikee; WOU as.. ik cee AE ce ater cc earn SEES, 
Milwaukee) NajsO 4. sae Lette ae. ee ere eee 1.64 
FortoSeott, KO osc. oj ore ae ack teege bomber Sie ges ee 7 
Fort'Seott, (NaiO i. ows ee eh oe ete ee ee « Lads 
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Palaerna Star KO) 2 - cisrcie-tyaleisd ya) oleleie.e sleccievele siecle seis oieieit 1.39 

RMEam TG Oba NANO) 0 aye iecoie «060i ec0: #0: ¥ ea 0 4s stasis eegent telat 23 

Palme Oe lich, WOO) e.5 5 56 os cc oe esis oi exe Uae eee enol 6 

PMicgome Obelisk, NaO! 07. ooo. se occ ee et ee ese oese on 

mblo., KOO. cee. ee Bede ar ePsbe cs Saat hog 1.44 
ipmitalo,NaO. 2.65. tea ss aims Sietal Aer ohare haa bo eh ote: AL 

These alkalis are probably derived from feldspar grains in 

_ the clay. 

Richardson makes the following subdivisions of natural ce- 

ments, based on the examination of those made in various parts 

of the United States.’ 

1 Lime cement with only 2% or 3% of magnesia, 13% to 15% 

of iron and aluminum oxid, and 20% of combined silica. 

2 Lime cements with as little magnesia but with less silicates 

than class 1, and consequently less satisfactory and more fiery. 

3 Magnesia cements with a maximum of not more than 15% 

of magnesia, the same amount of iron and aluminum oxid and 

15% to 20% of combined silica, and, in addition, considerable un- 

combined silicates, as they are not thoroughly burned. 

4 Magnesia cement with a large amount of magnesia, viz over 

20%, less alumina and iron and less undecomposed silicates than 

in the preceding class. 

5 Magnesia cement deficient in alumina and iron oxids as well 

~as in combined silica. 

6 Magnesia cements thoroughly burned, made from rock hav- 

ing a smaller amount of silicates than those of class four, with 

only a medium per cent of magnesia and little uncombined sili- 

cates. 

Cements of the first class set and acquire strength rapidly and 

increase in this direction for a long period, but the final result is 

a more brittle mortar than is obtained with the magnesia brands. 

This class includes the lime cements of the Potomac valley. 

According to Richardson, the second class has not as variable a 

1 Brickbuilder. Jan. 1898. p. 14. 
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relation of silicates to lime, and consequently the cements are apt 

to be fiery and not as satisfactory. They are shown to improve 

by the addition of Portland cement, after which they can be 

used quite successfully. This class includes those of the Lehigh 

valley. The third class is represented by the best Rosendale 

brands, which set and acquire strength slowly, but which con- 

tinue to develop it for a long time and eventually are very strong 

and tough. The fourth class includes cements like those of 

western New York, which have been, while containing an unusual 

amount of magnesia, burned so hard that httle of the silicates 

remains undecomposed and uncombined with the lime and mag- 

nesia, and in consequence they are apt to stand a long time after 

use, unless carefully hydrated. . The fifth class is one in which 

the cement is essentially a hghtly burned, highly magnesian mate- 

rial in the preparation of which the heat has not been sufficiently 

high or prolonged to bring the greater portion of the silica in 

composition with the lime or magnesia, in this respect being in 

contrast to the preceding class. The hydraulic principle and 

strength are therefore largely due to the magnesia and carbonates 

rather than to the silicates and aluminates. Examples of this 

are those cements made at La Salle (Ill.) The last class gives 

a cement in which there is rather less magnesia than in the two 

preceding classes, and less aluminum and iron oxid than in the 

third class. Though they are burned so thoroughly that there 

is but a small per cent of silicates uncombined, still, as Mr Rich- 

ardson says, all of these cements will when properly burned and 

carefully handled give successful results in the large majority 

of eases. As a rule natural cement mortars will acquire a satis- 

factory strength with sufficient time, though it may have orig- 

inally been very weak, or subjected to unfavorable influences due 

to the conditions under which it was used. 

Portland cement 

Portland cement is a hydraulic cement, in which the percent- 

age of lime to alumina and silica is about as 2 to 1. It sets rapidly 
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as compared with hydraulic limes, and differs from the Rosendale 

type of cements in developing a much higher tensile strength, 

and being invariably very low in magnesia. 

Portland cement was discovered by Joseph Apsdin, of Leeds 

(Eng.), who desired to make an artificial cement that would re- 

place natural hydraulic cements. It received its name because 

it hardened under water to a mass resembling Portland stone. 

With very few exceptions, Portland cements are artificial mix- 

tures, and many of the so-called “natural” Portland cements 

made in the United States and Germany are not strictly such. 

The use of hydraulic cement is very old; still the Portland 

cement industry has been developed entirely in the present cen- 

tury. In this country it is widespread and active, but the output 

is not large enough to supply the home markets, for the growth 

of the Portland cement industry has been greatest abroad up to 

the last three or four years. 

In England Portland cement is made chiefly in the Thames and 

Medway districts, where white and gray chalks and river mud 

are used. In Germany the Portland cement industry. is devel- 

oped chiefly in the northern part of the empire, the region about 

Stettin and the Rhine valley being important centers of produc- 

tion. In these localities the materials used are chiefly chalks 

and marls which are mixed with clay. In southern Germany 

and Austria as well as Switzerland hard limes are used, in north- 

ern France marls, chalks and clays are the materials employed. 

The enormous development of the Portland cement industry 

in the United States, as well as the amount of material used, 

both native and foreign, may be judged from the following table, 

which gives the production of Portland cement in the United 

States from 1891 to 1898 inclusive and also the imports for these 

years. These imports include shipments from Germany, Bel- 

gium, France, England and Denmark. 

The statistics are taken from the volume, Mineral resources, 

21st ann. rept United States geol. sur. (see pl. 12). 
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Production in United States 

1891 1893 1895 1896 1897 1898 

Home production..... 454 813 590 652 990 324 | 1 543 023 | 2 667 775 3 692 284 
fioperts.< i.e 2 983 313 | 2 674 149 | 2997 395 | 2989 897] 2090594) 2 013 818 

Total ..ccceccccseee] 3 443 126| 3 264 801 | 3987719 | 4 532 620.1 4.758369] 5 706 102 

EXports .scscsesceecess Sau ae 14 276 88 682 53.466 | 53 466 36 732 

This shows that the total consumption has increased between 

30% and 40%, and that this increase has been supplied mostly by 

American factories, the imports having remained nearly station- 

ary. It will be noticed that in 1893 the United States also began 

to export some Portland cement. 

Production by states-1899 

State Number of Product, Value not includ- 
works barrels ing packages 

Arkanasic1 a. cea ee Bs il 50 000 $87 500 

Calideormiay cn stem er eee al 60 000 120 000 

hhintois th a3 eee ere 2 53 000 79 500 

Tndiaina. 2iidsk See eek oe None in 1899 

Marylandscuisiee eeeeinenta 3 
Michioans oo gg areas 4. 342 566 513 849 

New dienseyy) tn en ie 2 892 167 . 113389250 
New “M6xICO 2. fin oe ee ee 1 1 500 4 500 

New? Vorkes. 5 fie caer u 4772 386 708 579 

North Dakonaissseaaeeeccee il 1 700 5 100 

Ohi6. 5s ae ee 6 480 982 (ONE 2S 

Peunsylyaniat ane a. oe 9 & 217 965 42905620 

South Dakotacare 1 35 000° 70 000 
ERAS) ees oR eee ene None in 1899 

Vita: 55457. ee eee ee al 45 000 135 000 

36 5 652 266 $8074 371 

The uses of Portland cement are daily increasing, those now 

important including: concrete, for river improvement and canal 

work, culverts and bridge abutments, sidewalks, masonry. In this 

connection the following remarks of Prof. S. B. Newberry may 

be quoted. 
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American cements have largely replaced foreign brands 
throughout the U. 8. This is especially true of English and 
Belgian cements, which are generally inferior to the best Ger- 
man brands. ‘There is no dithculty whatever at present in sell- 
ing a good American Portland cement in St Louis and Chicago 
at a higher price than any well-known English cement; never- 
theless the fact remains that there is among contractors a con- 
siderable prejudice in favor of certain brands of German cements, 

and the latter still command a higher price than the American. 
This prejudice is unfounded, and is therefore certain to depart 
in time, but it still exists. American cements can be made at a 

price which will allow them to be sold cheaper than the best im- 
ported German, and, where the two come together in competition 
on large contracts, the work is generally made to the American 
manufacturers on the basis of price. This was clearly shown on 
the letting of a large government contract at Pittsburg last 
winter. The offers were as follows: . 

i belaian cement... ... Peres er alee 17627504, barrel 

5 German cements, average price.... $2.66 ey 
4 American cements, average price... $2.28 a 

The price of Portland cement is steadily coming down, and 
the fall is being hastened greatly by the successful competition 
of American against foreign manufacturers. There can be no 
doubt that with a very few years practically all the Portland 
cement consumed in this country will be of domestic manufac- 
ture. The prices of some brands, however, will hardly be the 
same as they are now. When the demand is completely supplied 
by American manufacturers, we shali have works in this country 
producing 2000 barrels per day more than in Germany, and the 
same result will be reached here as in Germany, namely the com- 
plete replacement of the common natural cement rock cements 
by artificial Portland. 

Portland cement industry 

Portland cement was first manufactured experimentally in this 

country at Coplay, Lehigh co. Pa., in 1872 at a locality in which 

natural rock cement had up to that time been made. A second 

one was at Wampum, Lawrence co. Pa., where fossiliferous lime- 

stone and clay were used. 

1 Newberry, S. B. Brickbuilder. 1897. p. 108. 
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According to Lewis' the principal Portland cement plants in 

operation in the United States in 1897 together with their dates 

of establishment were: 
Company Brand Locality Established 

Coplay cem. cO.......+.«-. Saylors, Commercial.. Coplay Pa....... 1875 
J. Ke Shinn iG BLO cavelee ale 0: 0) DIN PUNTNe nes ctepers erste Wampum Pa..... 1876 
Millen & Sons..... Rae Seller oe Ste eae eer South Bend Ind... 1877 
Mullen Sons? siete shi Millenia: Pacino ask Wayland N. Y.... 1891 
INTO SCO MG COun agucosp oes Giant and Meypt. yo Bayou Man aeecece 1884 
/ MIN Coins Cpa oa ac syeteteiat CoIPUINGS otelaiaietcioaa-ce oc JordaniiNe Yo) ces 1891 
Emp. port. cem. co....... IDIOT Sa obGcc0spoo- Warner-N. Y. ... 1886 
Atlas cem. co....... stale Atlaisse.c. aig lets hes Coplay Ba eaniase 1889 
Alpha port. cem. co....... IND a sans soodoccas. Whitaker N. J. .. 1891, a’94 
West. port. cem. co....... Wes beri. ccrerters teres VWanktom S205 .- 1890 
Buckeye cems co-:-.52.-- BWOKeVe dys cks tienen: Bellefontaine O... 1892 
Sandugky em. Cons -peee Medusa..... Bacecue tes Sandusky O...... 1893 
Diam. port. cem. co....... Diamonds. jf ctor Middlebranch O.. 1893, a°97 
Bonneville cem. co........ Sibails seawace ons Sane eras Siegfrieds Br. Pa. 1894 
Vulcamite cem. co........ WViulicamiter se cr. cletee cae Vulcanite N. J.... 1895 
Glens Falls cem. co....... irom Clade secs o: Glens Falls N. Y.. 1895 
Bronson-port., cem> co...) Bronsonaes es ecen ser Bronson Mich. ... 1897 
White Clits port: cemacous Setvenassesee ener Wihitec! itis -Am ics 1897 

a Rebuilt. 

Additional works have been started at Coldwater and Union 

City (Mich.), Smiths Landing (N. Y.), La Salle (111), Litchfield 

(Ky.), and besides these there are several smaller ones. Accord- 

ing to Mr Lewis the total capacity of the American works is 

about 3,000,000 barrels, of which 70% comes from the Lehigh 

valley region of western Pennsylvania and eastern New Jersey. 

Composition of American Portland cements 

The American Portland cements are made from a variety of 

materials which resemble each other chemically rather than geo- 

logically. As the cement is made from artificial mixtures, it is 

frequently possible to use many different grades of limestone and 

clay-bearing rocks. Though Portland cement is made at many 

places and from material of widely different character, Portland 

cement materials are not so very numerous. The alumina and 

silica are commonly supplied by clay, sometimes shale; and the 

lime carbonate from limestone or marl. 

According to the United States geological survey,” the number 

of factories using limestone or marl is as follows. 

‘Min. ind. 6: 94. 
? 20th an. rep’t. U.S. geol. sur. pt 6, p 545. 
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1897 1898 
No. Product, bbl. No. Product, bbd. 

Factories using limestone... 18 2282126 20 3112 492 
Wactomies sine marl 2..... 1 3895 649 Te 95192 

cee 

2022 O11 1d 31 38 692 284 

_ The essential elements of Portland cement are calcium, silica 

and alumina. The first is generally supplied by limestones or 

marl, the two latter by clay. In burning these three elements 

unite to form silicates of a complex nature, and it is essential 

that they be combined in proper proportion in order to give the 

best results. Faija claims’ that the lime may vary from 58% to 

642; the silica from 18% to 24%; the alumina and iron from 8% to 

142. | 
In rare instances it is possible to find a natural limestone which 

contains the three essential elements in the proper proportion. 

With marl the expense of crushing and grinding the material is 

saved, but both have their advantages as well as their disadvan- 

tages. The chemistry of Portland has been most carefully stud- 

ied by S. B. and W. B. Newberry” who come to the following 

conclusions. 

1 The essential constituents of Portland cement are tricalcic 

silicate with varying amounts of dicalcic aluminate. The com- 

_ position is therefore expressed by the formula X (3CaO,S8i0,) + 

Y (2CaO, Al,O;). From this the proportion is calculated, that 
is, lime by weight = 2.8 SiO, + 1.1 A],O3. 

2 Fe,0, combines with lime at a high heat and acts like the 

alumina in promoting the combination of the silica and calcium. 

For practical purposes the presence of ferric oxid in clay is not 

‘to be considered. 

3 Alkalis, judging from the behavior of soda, are of no value 

in promoting the combination of calcium and silica and probably 

play no part in the formation of cement. 

! Trans. Am. soc. civ. eng. 30: 43. 
* Cem, and eng. news. 1898. 4: 5. 
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4 Magnesia possesses strong hydraulic properties when ignited 

alone but has none when heated with silica, alumina and clay, 

and probably plays no part in the formation of cement. It will 

not replace lime in mixtures, the composition of which should 

be calculated on the basis of lime only, without regard to the 

magnesia present. 

Using the formula previously given they made up and tested 

cements as shown below.’ 
Tens. str. 4sq 

in. section 
R. Cato 

Silicate 95 8 rg Ae as ao Set hari, sound, Gouna en cine ‘ a Be 
Aluminate 4.2 : ; : n glass hard 
Farce ot 9.57 71.9 24.1 4 Set hard, sounds pou ro elass, 148 207 

“hme: 1 7 2.29 70.55 22.45 7 Se oie eS Sound on g ass =o 205 

NCR ee me eeminerh | aye) ye PCIE er a OR Oe EES). 108 B4 

The actual composition of some leading cements on the market 

is given below. 
Calcium silicates 

R.Ca to 
Formula SiA CaO SiO2 Pat. test. Hot test 

2 Ca SiO 1.85 65.11 34.89 Set hard, hard 7 days, hard 6 weeks Sound, on glass, hard 
2144CaO01SiO2 2.33 70 30 Set soft, fairly hard 7 days,hard 6 weeks Se 
3 CaO SiO2 2.8 73.68 26 32 Setsoft, fairly hard days, hard 6 weeks sf 
844CaO SiO2 3.27 76.66 23.44 Cracked soft 1 day, hard 6 weeks Ke 

Dr Michaelis considers that in good Portland cement the 

ratio of the total silicates to the lime should be about as one 

to two, and that the variation from this ratio should only be 

within narrow limits. Cements rich in lime set more slowly, but 

harden better than those poor in lime. Cements rich in silica 

generally set slower than those rich in alumina but the former 

harden very energetically in the beginning and are better for 

use under salt water. According to Dr Michaelis* the celebrated 

German Portland cement manufactured at Stettin in Germany 

has a silica percentage of nearly 25 with 5.7% of alumina and 

2.5% of ferric oxid. 

A material like the limestone of Teil is for instance admirably 

suited for the manufacture of Portland cement to be used in 
ed 

1 Cem. and eng. news. 1897. v. 3, no. 6, p. 85. 
?Schoch. Die moderne aufbereitun g und wertung der mortel enenancn 

p. 8d. 
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marine work; its composition is: silica 24; alumina 2.8; ferric 

oxid .9; lime 70. 

Schoch expresses the opposite opinion to Newberry, and con- 

siders that alkalis act as a flux, and they can be replaced by 

calcined soda. He also states that they are of great benefit in 

connection with the hardening process of cement, as they con- 

vert the silica into a soluble form, in which condition it combines 

with the lime when wet. 

An addition of 4s to 3 of fluorspar is very beneficial for 

bringing about an easy clinkering of the materials. Nearly 

all cements contain some magnesia and sulfur, which come ori- 

ginally either from the clay or from the fuel used. Redgrave* 

states that all mixtures containing 77% of carbonate of lime 

will, when sufficiently calcined, give Portland cement of fair 

quality. Compounds with too much clay fuse too easily, and 

the resulting cement is light in weight, sets quickly, has a 

brownish color and never becomes thoroughly hard.? It more 

over crumbles when exposed to the weather. Overlimed cements, 

that is where the part made of lime in the slurry ranges above 

‘71% or 78%, give a cement which will stand the hottest fire with- 

out fusing. ; 

Such cements when burned are slow setting and hard to grind, 

and Portland cement made from such mixtures is liable to flow 

and swell. | 

In Europe the clay is generally mixed with marl or chalk, but 

in this country comparatively little marl is used. In this country 

Prof. S. B. Newberry® gives 17 works as mixing limestone with the 

clay, and seven using marl, and of the latter four are in New 

York state. 

Marl is cheaper to use for the manufacture of Portland cement, 

as it is softer and finer grained and consequently needs little 

grinding. It always has a large percentage of moisture which 

must be expelled. 

_.1 Redgrave. Calcareous cements. 
9 66 

p- ove 
® Mineral resources of U.S. 16th an. rep’t U.S. geol. sur. 4: 545. 
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Redgrave gives the following analyses of English Portland 

cement mixtures. . 

1 Mixture made at Folkestone from gray chalk and gault clay 

2 Forest of Dean limestone and clay 

8 Mixture from Barrow lias quarries 

All dried at 100° C, but 2 and 3 have perhaps also lost some 

,0. 
1 2 3 

Sand. drole seeker rane ccaa es cag aaeiee aac mace 2.5 5. 5t-- Qabe 

SST GAL Gans te, serene et Serene waurencte Nae eete ee irae at. 83 <9 6s alee 

Berrie’ Oxid. ists sie's eyerete ne 5 sites hone KOT 2.42 ee 
Acoma? ieee bos Gat eee orate: eee tae 5) Qo t: 4 i ea 

Tron Py Tites ty eimiekuseea etter eee ema opera ate 43 
CaCO? sc aitis sd Giana tego epee cane mer eeto ees TAZ 18 75789) (no 

MoO O rgic Sabres cree Cea erate eens 1 29 ee 2.61 

CaS Og sain oe site aitsacieene tone pee lene tocar onsr ets is Sas) 16 21 

RO ea Pe ee eee ee ee ee eae 9 88 93 

NasO%, wi cbieee Be en ee ec ae 31 39 46 
HO) ofc oe eee tei ee cee ie ee 61 43 

A clay or Medway mud from Gillingham is as follows: 

SiQiy “cus ie oe sisted eietns bicadon Bea ete ee 38.413 Sand 
A loand he: ck siete ae pee ee ee 1.856 

SiOs vce vaneleens eas eas ee ee ee, ee 95.249 ) 
AIGOg: Og Pe ORY Ce eee ae 14.244 
FejO., pase eee ee eee 6.744 
CaO Pe ee a ee ene ee cae 
NE Ope Cry er 12127 t cee 
HO or ie, eS hee Sue ne eee se a hy) 

Na,O OG, jw lazswe een elve te nameUeieer eee ok toe ia ee Soa et ee ees 

BTO8 7. Se Eciae IR Cb, oS 3.384 | 
Pyrites :5 ‘is. hile aw Beene ee ee pa Oe) 

The clay used for cement should not contain an excess of sand 
or iron. Clays low in iron are usually of a gray or blue color 
and light yellow on weathering. The clay should be fairly sili- 

cious, and the more amorphous silica present the better.  Mi- 

chaelis* gives the following typical examples. , 

1 Hydraulischer mértel u. Portland-cemente, p. 99. 
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1 2 3 & 5 6 

SiO... ..-.. 60.06 59.25 60 62.48 68.45 54.72 
ALC Aaa eo 282s 29299" 90 11.64 24.27 
foe = 708 “8.53 8.99 9 7.83 14.8 7.64 
C70). 2h... Oo rrnad 5 AIST. BMS NR aa 
Be ote aa « 1889) <1 98 1.6 ‘LediG cect: eee 
Oc oso 2.5 A Sie BAN VTA AAO ee ees 
OMe sc. - oo) | 1.6 12 eee ee 
CisO... ..... 63 2.73 89 "608 fo oe a ie 

1 Province of Saxony . 4 Brandenburg 
2 Vorpommern . 5 

ms) ich are 6 ules 

In most of the European cements the lime runs from 60% to 

65%, while in the American it seldom exceeds 63%. In the French 

and Belgian cements the sulfuric acid is low, in order that they 

may comply with the engineer’s specifications. The Portland 

cements made in the eastern United States generally show more 

magnesia than the western ones. The maximum percentage of 

this material in American is about 4%, while in the European it is 

2.5%. Magnesia was formerly considered very objectionable, but 

opinion is now receding on this point. Those American brands 

containing 4% of magnesia are not shown to be at all inferior. 

In the various numbers of the Thonindustrie zeitung for 1897 

and 1898, that is vol. 21 and 22, will be found a number of ar- 

ticles and discussions concerning the effect of magnesia in Port- 

land cement. Elaborate experiments of R. Dyckerhoff abroad 

have not shown any injurious effects to come from 4% MgO. 

Many American manufacturers adulterate cement by adding sul- 

fate of lime. This generally acts as a diluent, and it should 

always be stated when it is done. 

The raw materials used in the manufacture of Portland cement 

‘may sometimes contain sulfate of lime in the form of the mineral 

gypsum, or sulfur may be present in the form of pyrite, which 

in burning tends to react with some of the carbonate of lime, 

yielding calcium sulfate. A similar effect may be caused if there 
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is much sulfur in the fuel used. The effect of this sulfate of 

lime, if it does not exceed 2% or 3%, is to greatly delay the setting 

of the cement and also increase its final strength somewhat. If 

present to the extent of 4% or 5%, however, both these qualities 

disappear, since the formation of ealcic sulfid is brought about, 

which in turn reacts with the iron compounds in the cement and 

tends to disintegrate it. The effect of sulfate of lime is shown 

in the accompanying table, taken from Prof. Johnson’s work, 

Materials of construction (p. 187). 

The German association of Portland cement manufacturers has 

declared against any addition except up to the 2% CaSO, to regu- 

late setting time. It is the general practice in the United States 

now to put in 2% CaSO, to produce slow set. 

The following experiments are quoted by Lewis, showing the 

effect of sulfate of lime on the rate of setting.’ 

NEAT-CEMENT BRI- BRIQ. 1 CEMENT, 3 
QUET SAND 

SETTING NO. ONE SORT OF CEMENT arn o|3\lZ wile Gs) e 

D >| o}] Oo] nu |] @ sS | © | @ | & 
>| ao} o}] ow] ml] we|] Oo} OO] & 
So Ee eG Sak 2 EB)? 

~ & Ss a mr t & 3S a ba 

1 | As manufactured......,..006 cece. 0° 20’ |323 1405 |518 |620 |700 |115 |168 (238 302 | 360 
2| Same w. .5% SypSUM .....06 melaleisie 8° 30’ 13815 (456 |572 1623 |650 |142 |212 |839 3538 | 390 
3 Si umileceae ereleisitioiere aielaloleintore 10° 0’ |375 |508 |568 (695 |780 |159 |238 1811 |3868 | 384 
4 i OS reo tlaioicesislelicere rovers 14° 0’ |423 '543 |688 |718 |805 |180 |263 |305 |375 | 410 
5 | No gyp. but kept in store for some 

IMO MEWS Hees sete aerees pecs 10° 30’ |3818 |450 |550 |592 [618 |168 |218 |3 8 |360 | 431 

Results reported by John Grant in 1880.? 

: MIXTURE (days 31 days 60days 90 days 

-4-1 > brig. average of Ss aai.G len os -- 10% 159 >: 488 — 267 
‘1-1 briq. w. H,SO, added to water; 

AVerage Of DO hase ek ees oe On Oe ees 

‘Results reported by Prof. Tetmajer in 1894.° 

1 Min. ind. 6: 101. 
Sofas Sy 648, 00. 

8 Mitth. d. Aus zur Priifung v. baumaterialien. 1894. 7 hfte, p. 39. 
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Diagram after Johnson, showing effect of lime sulfate on rate of setting of natural 

and Portland cement 
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Per cent of Strength of sand briq. 1-3 lb. 
No. plaster paris per sq. in. 

added 8 days 7 days 28 days 

\ eee ee @ 160 24.0 

uae ee ee@ee0o5020xe0ee350eoe@# @ 1 eee Di, 298 

bone ye oe eae 4 

( hee 174. 985 307 
| B 925 305 344 

1 OO 320, ass 
(Eso 000 aes 4 i 280 oe en 

y) Ie OE AOC 
peo let on Pease 
a 3 PLS) 85 oO 

Results of Candlot in 1891.! 
SULFATE LIMB 

MORTAR 

Days 0% lb 1% 2% 84 4 

Neat ee Ti 485) 4645-533. 435. 268 
memewty ee tog B78 (788) 674 790) 483 
es ad tes 2 Ge Os ae ai OE 
oe aces Ge. a8 —377 9 377 - B67 8 20r 

Lewis considers these results remarkable as regards strength 

and not explained. } 

Cements high in alumina have a tendency to expand and to 

blow or to check. Magnesia is also supposed to cause expansion 

after a lapse of a considerable interval, while sulfates are looked 

on as causes of disintegration of Portland cement when exposed 

to sea water. Cements low in lime and without an excess of 

alumina but high in silica are simply of low strength lke under- 

burned cements. If the alumina goes above 8%, it is considered 

high, if below 5%, it is considered very low. Mr Richardson 

considers that over 3% of magnesia is an excessive and undesirable 

quantity, and the proper limit for sulfuric acid is 154. The fol- 

lowing are the percentages of magnesia and sulfuric acid in Port- 

land cements which have been placed on American markets dur- 

ing the past few years. 

1 Ciments et chaux hydrauliques. Paris 1891. p. 254. 
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MgO SOg MgO S03 

. 86 1.25 2.84 Loe 

os lee aL DUG) Oath 

IL oye 1.24 2.43 tot 

1.45 igh 1.85 eB) 

LOS. ual te a2 1.32 

2.48 1 

American raw materials used in the manufacture of Portland 

cement also show a great variation in their composition, as will 

be seen from the following table of analyses taken in part from 

Mineral industry, 6: 97, and from the volumes on mineral re- 

sources in the annual reports of the director of United States 

ecological survey. 

Analyses of raw materials 

SiO, | 41205| Fe,0,|CaCO, Ca0 |MeCOg MgO CaSO) SO, | Ins. os 

Lehizhval. Pa. cem.rock| 14.68] 5.32| 1.12 | 69.26).....| 3-67/.....] 2.291.....[.....| 1.68B 
Lehigh val. Pa.cem.rock| 15.4| 4.26] 1.38] 74.66!.....| 2 66].....|  .86/.....}s0...| 1-88 
Lehigh val. Pa.limestone] 5.87 1.59 Tome corre | in eae eee ee Aa on Iberia |= 
Lehigh val. Pa.cemimixt.| 13297|>- 5071) 1.88| "74d leccce) eo -O4 ierenrale ctete | cmeen| Senet see 
Lawrence co. Pa.limes’ne| 4.14]  .21] 1.77] 90.47].....| 1 |.....] cecec[eceselooes-| 2008B 
Warrenco.N.J.cem.mixt.| 14.16 6.64 TOG cose BoB os oman || eeseiein | ete ae 
Glens Fallslimestone... 3.3 1.3) Soboono Sotltalbboooacy alse coool edt ll 8.37 
Glens Falls CIAYc0cc eels: 55.27 98.15 @eeeoe-s8 5.84 eeeoeetre 2.23 seeee aie eeetoe eee . 

\WEneaaprooenel aSaqncanqo0c .26 vali 94.39 eeore 88 aesee}] ener seer. els eee 4.64e¢ 

Warner clay se .eeecnvcess 40 48 20.95 25.8 @ovve 99 eovce pia leleie!| alse : 8.50¢ 

Sandusky marl ..cceseee- o9ba705 Wot} 92.7 eave 53 AOD 38 2.06 eoense 1 28 1.18¢ 

Sandusky Clay..seos.s0e. 64.7 11.9 9.9 e@srsee0 .9 @eooecee att seeoe : ry .e@n 8 11.90e 

Bronson marl ..ceseseeee| 1.65 ae Bil 90568) se screl . thle | Lehoee| sp laeseiioea ge 
IBIBO OIA CHEZ coooDoDDGoDe| Bes | BOO) ecill|o.-.- | ADD [aoOOOCS Ee ASO onagoaall of Gllanoaoll (aclite 
Yankton chalk e@eeoceoeeese 2.15 2.7 Q3 7 @evoeces}-F eee er! ng se seen foeooe ve-e Cc 

Yankton chalk .vecoeees.| 8.2 7.07 [G35 tae. Snemerialeeraa cisipmicisi| sityiedeauene c 
Vamlcton Clawzacueceeneceri Ol eosl olorn2o lima dier al ereiloo0GboG)! IEW aGosonl) Wd silocos oleic 
Arkansas Chalk. ccccccee: 4.42 2.21 1.03 95 Q9 eeeveos set elgeoee 2aas *Beeeleeare d 

INARA <saannsoqodl! UO “Seed | SE tsree@B lag os cilanocosall UeCSllancaadillonsccllaccds d 
Ark nsas ClAY.cscccccnsen| Bar| 28220). QeSSI eee | erieSO|lerain/a elaeiinle 401 rete ateres| fctetsletoll oretetetay| mee nL Ge 
ATEAMSASTC]AYselelelcle olet olel- Gea | pel ONO DTG) eroetaterele sBloooss6 +] Bll eeeecelecesefecess| 6.120 
La Salle Ill. Jimestone...| 8.2 11.3 seOhgocve CO] a Salter | Pee I lereieranel | tekevetermee 
La Salle Ill. clay........ ARSE el O R33 moron. B29] coves] 2.57) ...06.] 2.36). scsefeveees 
Litchfield Ky. limestone 49] tr. PEN Oy GES con. WO Ge diloasaad| o8sloaasollosoodc 
Litchfield Ky. clay...... tee Use| -Gel@liggses fall ot-lloonddc ‘looaar ero all essence ere 
IEA OSES Os WHEN Ac ocooool| Aoade Un scosooal| SBeOSlocoan UcGelesoae [4D crcl (ees) Or ae 
Syracuse Ind. marl.....|...... UPA Sooonool| test Olas MANE Grete sso ooad 1 78) 4.28 
Wellston O. limestone..! 3.53 tates sponds eh eho ooooal) oe lo aeaoulls soonlteoie e 
Wellston O. Ce eae ee 16.42 See eem lee a0 eretererwieks oS) cca Nerttes (NRA | hate 

a CO2 46.98. b Pa. geol. sur. e Mfr’s anal. @ Branner. Proc. Am. inst. mining. 
eng. e Loss on ign. es 
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The following additional analyses are also taken from the 

Mineral industry, 6: 97 and 99. 

European materials 

| | 
Feg Os | CaCO, | CaO) MgCOg | MgO| Ins. | Ign. 

sie 
English white chalk, 

ERORU Ware cic ds 'ed esis HOD cl aisle cielerelaisis Asis) 98.6 |..eoee| SL iateierore . a 

to "“@etseveeeeve*es- 1.59 eoeeveoeeeoes aye! 97.9 eeooee ok eeeooe eeos a 

Eng ish eray chalk. 
ti er 1.67 | .93 289) s) OGy se RBloleaae late... a 

as oe 6.84 | 1.14 1 gS HD lesodac 1 aie wveilietate stern a 
English cement 

SUWUSTEY. ss ielar- - 11.77, 4.45 ale EDI" Nnancos PALE ladoool| Hacks |e Yaa: 
Hung ish cement 

slurry ... 11.83 | 5 23 egrr WAI SE ieee oO; so poell 2 oer |) BUR 
English Medway | | 
clay eee evpeeceeera veya 63.66 16.1 6 74 eceesooveerte 81 gseeovoeneeee 1773 eosooore 3.38¢ 

Engiish Tyne clay.. 55.83 23.04 7.8 sgeeer.erersteocevce 2.57 eveese "S67" b 

German Hamburg 
chalk , e 1.55 seenpesvsnens 5 97.5 eeeoeen »-eseeeceese 19 2 d 

German “Hamburg 
clay Ae aoe 52.5 17.35 Blea | ecoratereebtelors]| 40495 Gtevorehreneisierei ome: 911/14 @ 

German Stettin 
TONVETE Meas are 19) 7 3.66 il 3 Geo Zia \leeretelele Ae eccooall! eae a 

German Stettin 
Clay eerie DAROM alone ye Re as Segoe al (are boaanooose|| Goll I OO ae ali: 

German Rhine lime- 
Stromence seeks 3 .42 .53 94.5 eaaniloononc DOC .86 13 d 

German Rhiceclay.| [0.7 | 19.13 Bll Goad dose) 608 |lscobncn000|| Goal) | eG) 1B).61 a: 
Belgian Beerse clay| 65.5 | 18.55 GEO Ves |eyerese cers: BB |.seeeeeee| 1.18] .14] g e 

“*  -Visé chalk. 1.42 aie loess) Woodend ADE |berecetovels [iviare este e 

American cements 

ioe eee eee ae 

| 

BRAND Si0g Al,Og Fe,0g CaO | MgO SO3 | AUTHORITY 

PAN OWA velafetsisleleleleleisielarciclsie sieiai|(ac: OS 8.76 2.66 | 61.46 | 2.92 | 1.53 | Bootle, G. B. 
Atlas eseseeveeree@eeeneeee seer 21 95 8.29 2.67 60.56 3.43 1.43 as 

Cniaitieeocticseiccece ers estes |e 1°02 9.83 2.63 0-8) | Spies i eis: J0 
SERVUOPS anon ogoogndenocoonoo| Sects! 7 2.30) 62.3 3.14 | 1.88 OF 
Vuleanite @eeseveneeoeors eoeoeoe ees 21.08 ” 86 2.48 63.68 2.62 125 66 

BUWUIONNE cores aieleleieleieletene seiesial. 204 6.45 3.41 60.92 | 3.538) 2.73 DY 
POT AMWcietfajelstore aiereine > gore eels 21.6 Pe We B36 003: 61.14 | 2.384 | 1.94 20 
ee ae SGodnnanodall wba 7.95 4.95 | 61.9 1.64 79 ve 
Sandusky.. hbooagoall ants 6.16 2.9 62.38 | 1.21 | 1.66 36 
SROMSOM caislasies oceleeeles wate 20.95 9.74 8.12 | 63.17) .%5 | .86 | Mfr’s. anal. 
WETS CHIMES). rercrerieisievlsisiecieies| = 2e-95 10.33 64567 | 294") 2.05 Si 

a Heath. b Redgrave. e¢Stanger and Blount. d Candlot. e Michaelis. 
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European cements 

AUTHORITY 

White label Alsen....co.e-.| 20.48 7.23 8.88 | 64.8 | 1.°6 | 2.46] B. G. B. 
Dyckerhoff ........ Soconoool| 4403! 7.15 3.69 63.06 | 2 33] 1 39 GO 
Germania n00000g00D0000000¢ 92 OS 6.84 3.36 63.72 1.8% ] 82 66 

FIEMMOOL ..cesccccsccscceee| 21.14 5 95 4.01 63.24 | 1.44 | 1.47 00 
Lagerdorfer .......-... tee Eeonee 7.47 2.4 61 99 | 1.42 | 1.07 ob 
Brook, Shoobridge co......| 22 2 ood) 4.77 | 61.46 | 1.35 | 1 87 ue 
PEON) Sooode wa-mwogdou0a0D|| cea lis) 8.48 5.08 c1 44 | 1.34] 1 56 OC 
Condor  ..ecsoes a0000000000)|  ZBiolai/ 6.91 rye & 64.49 | 1.04 .83 OO 
WANGIO GH irccleleleleleieleietelolelelel| enceiae 8.5 3.1 62.8 45 .~ | Candlot 
Boulogne Fr...ccorscosecees| R2-0 z 2.5 64.62 | 1.04) .75 oe 

Manufacture of Portland cement 

The steps usually followed are preparation of the raw mate- 

rials, mixing, burning, grinding and bolting. 

In Portland cement manufacture there are two general meth- 

ods of preparation, the aim of each being to mix thoroughly the 

raw materials. These methods are known as wet and dry meth- 

ods. In the wet method proper the materials are mixed by 

forming them into a thin paste with water, after which they are 

dried before burning. In the dry method only enough water is 

used to permit forming the materials into bricks,.so that they 

can be charged into the kiln. <A modification of the dry method 

consists in grinding the material dry and charging it in this man- 

ner into the rotary furnace, or mixing only enough water to 

make it ball. | 

Wet process. The raw materials best adapted to this methed 

are soft chalk and plastic clay, which on account of their condi- 

tion can be easily mixed with water. The material has sometimes 

to be reduced to a powder by means of crushers, but this is not 

always necessary, and the mixing is done in water. It is the 

custom at some works to give the material a preliminary mixing 

by spreading it in alternating layers of chalk and clay on the 

floor, and, when it is removed to the washing mil, digging into 

it vertically. é 

The wash mills in which the mixing is done consist of several 

different forms, but they are essentially cylindric tanks, some- 
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times of masonry, at others of wood, the usual diameter being 

20 feet and the depth 6 feet to 7 feet. In the center of the tank 

is a masonry pier, which supports a revolving vertical shaft, 

which carries the wooden frame with the scrapers. This is driven 

by means of a rack and pinion. Such a mill makes about 20 

revolutions a minute, and sometimes the materials are put through 

twice in succession to insure a thorough mixing, enough water 

being added to keep the whole in suspension. If the water has 

to be evaporated, then it is best to use as little as possible. Water 

is continually added during the stirring, and, as it overflows, it 

passes off through chutes to the backs. These chutes also serve 

the purpose of arresting any sand that the material may contain. 

One of the disadvantages is that, owing to differences in spe 

cific gravity of the clay and chalk, they may settle with different 

rapidity. ‘This can be guarded against by repeated testings. It 

is claimed by some’ that the wet process does not mix the mate- 

rials as thoroughly as the dry method, specially where limestone 

is used. 

Another disadvantage is the time required to dry, and also the 

floor space needed. 

Dry method. Jn this method the raw materials are ground 

dry separately, after which they are mixed, and then wet up to 

a paste known as slurry, which is molded into slabs or bricks to 

facilitate charging it into the kiln. This method of preparation 

may be used in connection with any type of kiln except the rotary 

one, for in this case there is no need of forming the slurry into 

cakes of any kind. At some works a dry press instead of a stiff 

mud machine is used to mold the bricks. 

Burning. After the raw materials have been thoroughly mixed 

they are burned to a condition of incipient vitrification. Accord- 

ing to the type of kiln used, the mixture is charged in either the 

wet or dry condition. The changes which take place in burning 

are of great importance, for on their proper manipulation depends 

1Gary, M. Trans, Am. soc. civ. eng- 1893. 30: 3. 
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the quality of the manufactured product. These changes are 

three in number, i. e. driving off of the mechanically combined 

water; driving off the carbonic acid; fusing together of the silica, 

alumina, lime and iron. Each of these requires a different tem- 

perature for its accomplishment, but the attamment of the proper 

temperature to produce the last change is the most important. 

If the required temperature is overstepped, the cement is over- 

burned and has little or no setting power. 

Specific gravity. The specific gravity of the Portland cement 

is often an indication of the thoroughness of the burning, and is 

determinable by some form of pycnometer. 

One type consists of a flask with a stopper, and having a long 

graduated neck. The vessel is filled with benzin or turpentine 

up to the zero graduation on the tube. A given weight of ce- 

ment is dropped into the tube, care being taken to allow all the 

air bubbles to escape, when the rise of the liquid in the tube 

indicates the volume of cement added. If metric units have been 

used, then the specific gravity of the cement is equal to the weight 

of the quantity added in grams divided by the inerease in volume 

in cubie centimeters. 

Well burned Portland cement has a specific gravity of more 

than 3.05, but should not exceed 3.15 or 3.20. 

In making this test it is necessary to see that there are no 

lumps, and that the cement is thoroughly dried. 

Kilns. The types of kilns used in the United States are: 

intermittent or dome kilns; continuous kilns, of Dietzsch or 

Shofer type; rotary furnace. 

In the old-fashioned intermittent kiln the bricks of cement and 

coke are charged in alternate layers. The Dietzsch and Shofer 

kilns are continuous, as already stated, and possess the great 

advantages of cheaper fuel, economy of labor, and of burning 

the dry, powdered material. The rotary furnace effects an enor- 

mous saving of time and labor, and it is claimed that the tem- 

perature can be regulated far more exactly than is possible in 
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the older processes. Crude or fuel oil is used at all the American 

factories where this type of furnace is employed. Producer gas 

could no doubt be employed. It is claimed by Johnson that this 

type of kiln is used only at those works where the mixed mate- 

rials will not adhere with sufficient firmness to permit molding 

into bricks. 

Dome kiln (pl. 14). This is one of the oldest types used, and is 

the simplest. The kiln is charged by placing kindling at the bot- 

tom, and then alternate layers of coal and slurry cake are put on, 

till the kiln is full enough. The fire is then started, and burns 

slowly upward through the mass, the temperature gradually in- 

creasing. The doors at the bottom are then opened and the 

clinkers discharged through them. The kiln is recharged for an- 

other burning. The recharging occurs about once in a week or 10 

days. The proportion of underburned and overburned clinker 

depends on the relative amount of fuel and slurry used. As fuel 

burns out, fresh material can be added at the top, or the whole 

mass can be allowed to burn out and be removed without recharg- 

ing the kiln. There is much waste heat, which is sometimes 

utilized for drying the slurry, but the utilization of this should in 

no way interfere with the working of the kiln. 

- When the kiln is intermittent in its action, there is of course 

a great loss in heat. There is probably also much cost for re- 

pairs, as the heating and cooling tend to crack the walls. This 

kiln is rather expensive in fuel and produces an output averaging 

only 3 to 6 tons of cement a day in a month’s run. A good deal 

of sorting and picking of the clinker is required to exclude the 

underburnt and vitrified material. Till 1889 these were the only 

kilns in this country. 

Dietzsch kiln (pl. 15). This is continuous in its action, and has 

been in use in some works for a number of years being patented 

in 1884. The fuel used in it is generally coal slack, and the cost 

of calcination, comparing this with the “bottle” kiln is small, 

but the slurry has to be dried before introduction, and there is 
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no available waste heat for this purpose. The working part of 

the kiln is divisible into three sections, viz, a heating, a burning, 

and a cooling chamber. 

Butler describes it as follows:* (see pl. 15) 

Supposing the kiln to be in operation, the cooling chamber H 
would be filled with calcined clinker, which is being cooled by 
the cold air passing through it on its way to the burning chamber 
F. The cooling chamber thus serves the double purpose of 
cooling the clinker and giving its heat to the entering air. 

The burning chamber is filled with slurry. | 
The heating chamber B is filled with slurry, which is introduced 

at A. At fixed intervals, generally about every half hour, a 
certain portion of the clinker is drawn out at the bottom, which 
causes a general downward movement of the mass throughout 
the kiln, while a fresh portion of the slurry heated by the escap- 
ing gases is raked forward into the calcining chamber, the neces- 
sary fuel being added through the eyes EF. 

It sometimes happens that, owing to the clinker being slightly 
overburned and vitrifying too much, the mass hangs up, and will 
not drop properly when a portion is drawn from the bottom; 
to overcome this difficulty, eyes are placed at convenient levels 
at the lower end of the calcining chamber, so that, with the aid 
of iron bars, the mass may be detached and again set in motion. 

This kiln is said to be very economical in fuel consumption. 

It however requires constant attention and charging. The labor 

is great compared with that compelled by the common inter- 

mittent kiln, and it has to be watched carefully, so that much 

of the success in burning depends on the skill of the burner. 

Butler claims that it yields a large percentage of unburned slurry. 

Newberry” claims great economy of fuel for the Schéfer type 

of kiln, specially its modified form, the Aalborg. Only about 

two tons of soft coal a day are required for each kiln, with a daily 

production of 75-80 barrels of cement clinker. This is only 

about 12% of the weight of the clinker produced, and with coal 

at $2 a ton corresponds to a cost for fuel of only 5e for each 

barrel of cement produced. 

1 Butler, D. B. Portland cement. 
* 18th an, rep’t U.S. geol. sur. pt 5, p. 1176. 
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Rotary kiln. This consists of an inclined revolving iron cylin- 

der lined with fire brick (pl. 17). The slurry or dried mix- 

ture is charged at the upper end,.and oil or gas fuel blown in at 

the lower, the gases of combustion passing through the chamber 

and out at the upper end, while the cement mixture slowly passes 

down through it, the burned clinker being discharged at the 

lower end. 

At the present time the rotary kiln is gaining favor in the 

United States. It is claimed by Lewis’ that the cost of oil fuel 

in this type of kiln is 28 to 40¢ a barrel, depending on the price 

of oil, but, using powdered coal, the fuel cost is greatly reduced. 

There has also been a great improvement in the mechanical 
features of the kiln. 

In this country the rotary kiln was first experimented with in 
1889, when the Atlas cement co. of New York began to experi- 
ment at Coplay (Pa.) with revolving continuous kilns, employing 
crude petroleum for fuel. The oil was blown in by jets at one 
end and the products of combustion passed into a stack at the 
upper end of the inclined revolving cylinder. ‘This kiln has 
been patented in England by Frederick Ransome, who also se- 
cured an American patent for it. Since 1889 its success has 
increased in America, and, though this type of kiln is said to 
have been unsuccessful in England, in this country there are no 
less than 40 of them in operation, both on the hard raw material 
of the Lehigh valley and on the soft, wet marls of Ohio and 

Michigan, and also limestones of New York. The revolving 
continuous kiln is perhaps therefore an American device, since 
its only successful development has been in this country. Orig- 
inally employed with producer-gas, it was subsequently modified 
so as to use jets of crude petroleum, while latterly experiments 
have been made with a view to utilizing pulverized coal as fuel, 
and several plants are working kilns employing this fuel. 

Certain improvements in the way of auxiliary cylinders for 
regenerating the heat in hot clinker have been perfected, and 
the Atlas cement co. has also worked out a scheme for sprinkling 
and cooling the clinker in a third cylinder, so that, when dis- 
charged from this, it will be ready for immediate grinding in 
the mill (pl. 18). 

i bons Tenelieg oles 
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Hoffman ring kiln. This is used at a number of works in 

Germany but thus far has not been introduced into the United 

States. It is circular in form and consists of a number of cham- 

bers which are connected by flues with a central stack, and also 

with each other. The fuel is charged through the top and the 

kiln is down-draft in its action. The fire is started in the first 

chamber, and the heat from that is used to heat up several of 

the subsequent ones before it passes off to the stack. The mate- 

rial is dried preferably in the shape of bricks. 

The advantages are: saving in fuel of 10% to 20%; combustion 

more perfect than in dome kiln; kiln well under control; burning 

can be watched. The disadvantages are: not economical unless 

run continuously; material of chamber lining should be as basic 

as possible to avoid union with silica of cement. 

There are about five different types of kilns in use in the 

United States at the present time, requiring three different meth- 

ods of preparation for the raw materials, regardless of differences 

of preparation which may be required by the character of these 

materials. The following list quoted from Lewis may serve as 

partial illustration of this point. 
Approximate 

MANUFACTORY KILN No. Barta if 

Coplay scement co... 0. Sch6fer continuous... 9 5D 

Coplayzcement ‘(co gaca- ee Ordinary intermittent 23 30 

American cement co., Egypt. i 56 30 

American cement co., Jordan oa 6 30 

Atlas cement CO sey eae Revolving continuous 20 150 

Alpha cement COs. me eee kG 8 150 

Wulcanité: cod: eke amesier fe 3 150 

Sandusky ¢0. {SGknsaiee see S 4 120 

BOMSOM CO. c's 5s, 0c ea eee Z z 120 

HWAMAPOITOLCO ca ieys 1a ec «= Spools wEaE Ordinary intermittent 18 130 

Creme alll eC Oi hs declsts a seen Schofer continuous .. 8 60 

Wahateclims sAake sis ac c's 5 8 60 

‘Buckeyeleement Con. 555 2 Ordinary intermittent .. 30 
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Approximate 
output a day 

MANUFACTORY KILN No. Barrels 

Buckeye cement co......... Dietzsch continuous.. ..) 50 

Diamond cement co........ Teomiimmoisees 5 seeiigy ae ae 

M@micon S. lL). ..4 0. ae ce Johnson intermittent... 6 

Bonneville cement co...... . Revolving continuous 3 150 

A new plant near Egypt (Pa.) and another near Sandusky (O.) 

are both installing revolving continuous kilns, as is also one at 

Catskill (N. Y.) 

Grinding the clinker. American practice uses a combination 

which has brought this step in the manufacture of Portland’ ce- 

ment to a high degree of perfection. ‘The machinery used is in 

part of American manufacture and partly of foreign origin. 

It has been found that the best results are obtained by using 

a gradual reduction of the clinker instead of attempting to grind 

it all fine at once, and, with this object in view, it is common to 

break the material up first mto lumps by means of crushers of 

the Gates or Blake type and then pulverize it in ball or tube mills 

or mills of the Griffin type. Ball mills are sometimes used for 

the first grinding but in that case in conjunction with Danish 

tube mills. 

The absence of separators is sometimes commented on, it be- 

ing claimed that, if the sufficiently fine material were removed 

after each grinding, the capacity of the machines would be in- 

creased. Wind separators are occasionally used abroad, but find 

very little application in American practice. The following table, 

taken from the Mineral industry, v. 6, gives the fineness of dif- 

ferent brands of native and foreign cements. 

Per cent passing sieves 
EO No. 1 No.t No 200 

eV lOKS oss 3's CBR otra thas Sa 6 F< 100 96.4 a fas 

Gai tea eles oo acs eel ow Sane eae OY 94.9 

JA AAIE SL ARN Mi arilch eae Seer cel a5, 6 t's 6 a 99.5 Oe 

Alpha.... ee on saeco cecaist s Rats ES ai 94.8 

1 Rebuilding. 
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Per cent passing sieves 
No. 100 No. No. 5 

Willa mite hes cierto oe (anal e Rie b's) s/a'eieue y= OU ousO 95.3 vee 

Band uskayrvcseh ecweve oer ceekebor nel ener: aie Oi 92.8 ; 

Brooks, phoobridge Corn. rete 98.8 88.3 oa gee 

Aslei, 25 ieee cet pepe SACRA! Do. t 92.4 68.4 

Aglbors’) eee ee ers 100 99.6 12 
Condor Glan Bara eatin eect ears 997.6 88.5 rors 

Ball mills. At many factories a ball mill is used, which con- 

sists of a revolving cylindric chamber, divided into segments with 

inclined steps. In this chamber is placed the clinker together 

with a number of flint balls, and, owing to the rotating action, 

the clinker is pulverized. The surface on which the balls travel 

is of hard metal. It is also perforated so that, as soon as the 

clinker is ground fine enough, it falls through on a metal screen, 

which retains the coarser grit, the finer particles passing on 

through gauze. Pl. 19, 20 show a sectional view of a ball mill. 

Tube mills (pl. 21). These are also used for the reduction of 

the clinker, and consist of an iron cylinder about 15 feet long 

and 4 feet in diameter, half filled with flint balls. The chief 

object of the tube mill is to complete the grinding of the cement, 

the preliminary grinding of the clinker taking place in some 

other machine. 

The cylinder rotates at a speed of 25-30 revolutions a minute, 

and the material, which is charged at one end, gradually works 

its way out to the other, though the mill is horizontal. The 

lining of the mill is either of cast iron strips or specially prepared 

brick. The material fed to it should have been previously crushed 

to 20 mesh. If used in conjunction with millstones, they take 

the heaviest part of the wear off the latter. Their capacity de- 

pends of course on the fineness to which the material is to be 

ground. Butler’ gives the following figures illustrating the ca- 

pacity of these mills under given conditions. 

1 Portland cement, p. 140. 
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Residue to the linear inch of sieve-holes 

180 100 76 50 
per per per per OUTPUT 
cent cent cent cent 

Se 

1 Material entering mill........ 47 38 34 28 
ee eee | Ce Pons any nour 

Material leaving.........0.0...- 23 12 6 oaTe 

2 Material entering ..... ...+. 72 67 62 56 
———_| ———__|___ | —_|_ 44 tons an hour 

Material leaving... ...0s.00 snes 37 24 16 6 

At many works the ball mills and tube mills are used in con- 

nection with each other. 

Griffin mill (pl. 22). The Griffin mill is used at some factories 

for grinding the finished product. It consists of a steel ring, 

against the inside surface of which a heavy steel roll revolv- 

ing on a vertical shaft presses by centrifugal force. The mill 

is provided with screens, so that, as soon as the material has 

reached the required fineness, it can pass through, the coarser 

particles however dropping back into the mill. This type is much 

used in German and other continental works. 

The Griffin mill is used chiefly for grinding those particles 

which have been rejected by the sieves, and often in conjunction 

with millstones. In many factories however it performs the en- 

tire work of reduction. The crushing roll is attached to a shaft 

suspended vertically from a ball joint. To the bottom of the roll 

there is attached a series of plows or stirrers, so that, when the 

pan below contains sufficient material to come in contact with 

the plows, it is thrown up between the crushing roll and the die. 

_ Two sizes of this machine are made, the diameter of the ring 

or die of the smaller being 30 inches and of the larger 36 inches, 

the diameters of the respective rolls being 18 and 22 inches. 

The pulley speed for each machine is 200 and 150 revolutions a 

minute. ‘ 

Butler states that, at one mill where two: of these machines are 
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in use, of 30 and 86 inches respectively, the larger mill is worked 

on tailing from the separators only, the hourly output being. 38-40 

ewt when ground to about 2% on 50. The smaller sized mill is 

worked on tailings from the separators and clinker from the 

crusher mixed, a rough grating being placed in the clinker hop- 

per to prevent any pieces larger than a walnut from going for- 

ward into the mill, as such pieces would choke the worm feed. 

The smaller mill under these conditions is said to yield 26-30 ewt 

an hour. 

Mills compared. H. Faija makes the following comparisons. 

The power consumed by the several principles, reduced to the 
proportions of 1 ton of cement an hour, may be approximately 
stated as follows: for millstones 30-32 horse power per ton an 
hour; ball principle 16-18; edge runner principle 12-14. In 
each case the cement is ground to a fineness of a 5% residue on 
a 50 x 50 sieve, and it will thus be seen that the power required 
is proportionate to the amount of flour produced. 

Butler declares, from microscopic analysis of different cements, 

that the statement that millstones produce an angular grain, and 

edge runners a rounded one, is incorrect. 

Testing 

There are as yet no universally accepted standard methods of 

testing, but the characters which may be, and often are deter- 

mined are: compressive strength; tensile strength; rate of set- 

ting; boiling test; abrasion; permanency of volume; degree of 

fineness; adhesion; specific gravity. 

Mixing the mortar 

In 1885 the American society of civil engineers suggested test- 

ing briquets of neat cement, and, in addition, briquets of cement 

and sand: those of natural cement with.one part sand, and those- 

of Portland cement with three parts sand by weight. Some au- 

thorities advocate the abandonment of the neat cement test, since 

in use the material is always mixed with sand. The ratio of 
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sand to cement is commonly 3 to 1 in case of Portland and two 

to one in ease of natural rock cement. 

Johnson states: 

For special purposes 4 to 5 parts of sand may also be employed, 
specially with finely ground cements, such as give a residue of 
less than 10% and a sieve with 14,400 meshes per square inch. 
Since in the sand mixtures a standard sand must be employed, it 
has become necessary to use clean sharp sand which has passed 
a no. 20 sieve and stopped on no. 30. r 

In order farther to insure the identity of the sand, the Ameri- 

ean society of civil engineers has recommended that crushed 

quartz be used, such as is used in the manufacture of sandpaper. 

Johnson does not favor this practice; for the material has fully 

50% of voids, while the ordinary sands with roughly rounded 

grains have but 33% of voids. Any good sharp sand therefore of 

the size, 20-30, should give very nearly uniform results, which 

will average much higher than those obtained with crushed quartz, 

unless the quartz briquets be thoroughly compacted by hard 

hammering. | 

The amount of water added will vary somewhat with the kind 

of cement, but it should be very little, in fact just enough to 

produce a mixture resembling damp sand. Jameson gives the 

approximate amounts (p. 55) as 20% to 25% for neat cement, 15% 

for one part sand, and 10% to 12% for three parts sand. It is 

always well to note the amount of water used. The temperature 

of the water and also of the laboratory should be between 60° 

emia OE. 

The mixing should always be done on a non-absorbent surface, 

and the sand and cement should be mixed dry, and then the water 

added. 

Compressive strength 

The test for compressive strength is seldom carried out, the 

reason being that the results are apt to be uncertain even though 

care be taken in the preparation of the specimens. They must 
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be all exactly of the same size, and have the sides exactly parallel 

and the ends exactly perpendicular to them. ‘This is only ob- 

tainable when large cubes are used, and these require great ma- 

chines to crush them. 

M. Gary states’ that in order to obtain agreement between 

different compression tests, the specimens should be made by 

machinery, and gives the following directions. 

Take 400 grams (14 ounces) of cement and 1200 grams (42.2 
ounces) of dry standard sand, mix thoroughly in a dish, add 160 
grams (3.6 ounces) of water, and work the resulting mortar 
thoroughly for five minutes (quicksetting cements are to be 
worked but one minute). Put 860 grams (30.3 ounces) of this 
mortar into the cubic mold properly provided with filling cases 
and fastened to the bed plate. The iron core is placed into the 
form, and 150 blows are delivered on it by means of the hammer 
apparatus, with the hammer of 2 kilograms (43 pounds) weight. 
The filling cases and core having been removed, the specimen is — 
struck off flush, smoothed and drawn off the bed plate tegether 

with the mold. 
For neat cement specimens, mix about 1000 grams (2.2 pounds) 

cement with the requisite amount of water. The molds should 
be oiled a little, and can be removed only after the cement has 
sufficiently hardened, which is usually from 20 to 24 hours after 
making. 

While the elasticity of Portland cement decreases after some 
years, and the tensile strength ceases to grow after a similar 
period, its compressive resistance increases. 

The machines used for determining the compressive strength 
are similar to those employed for the crushing of building stones 
and bricks. ‘The compression test is seldom carried out in the 
United States. 

Tensile strength 

To earry out this test the cement is mixed with water to the 

consistency of a stiff paste and formed into briquets, this being 

done by means of brass molds. 
(15 When the cement alone is used it is spoken of as “ neat” ce- 

ment. When mixed with sand the term ‘‘ cement mortar” is 

1Trins. Am. soc. civ. eng. 30: 235. 





To face p. 719 Plate 23 

Bohme hammer, used for making cement briquets (Riehle Bros.) 
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applied to it. The briquets are allowed to “set” either in air 

or water and are then pulled apart after a time, the number of 

pounds a square inch required to do this being recorded. This 

is the usual test made on cement, and, while it is not subjected 

to a tensile strain in actual work, still it gives a good idea of the 

strength of the cement, and is easily carried out. The briquets 

should be made of cement taken freshly from the barrel. 

Form of briquets. Several different forms of briquets have 

been devised, but all have been so designed as to cause the 

briquet to break at its minimum cross-section. The American 

society of civil engineers recommended a standard size of briquet, 

which is one inch thick and the same in width and weakest in 

the center. This is smaller than that which is made in England 

or on the continent, but it gives satisfactory results, and the 

smaller size makes it less likely to have air bubbles. 

Briquets may be made either by hand or by machine. When 

made by hand, the mortar is mixed with a trowel and pressed 

into the mold with it also. It is always desirable for the same 

person to make all of one series of briquets. It is claimed that, 

when the material is pressed into the mold with the trowel, the 

pressure exerted on the briquet is not evenly distributed over 

the surface. The briquet molds are usually constructed of brass, 

and are made in two pieces. 

Molding briquets. There will always be some variation in the 

tensile strength of briquets. Jameson claims that, with the use 

of his briquet-molding machine, the variation was reduced to 

about 4%*; and the Bohme hammer (pl. 23) is said to accomplish 

the same object. 

Heath in his Manual of lime and cement, p. 83, gives the fol- 

lowing method for insuring uniformity in the briquets: 

“The mixed cement is to be lightly placed in the molds, and is 

then to be pressed for five minutes under a load of 10 pounds 

1 Jameson. Portland cement, p. 54. 
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placed on top of the soft cement projecting above the mold.” 

The loading block is shaped to the mold with 4; of an inch clear- 

ance and is to be placed on the cement symmetrically; after load- 

ing, the surplus cement is to be cut off with a trowel or a knife, 

and the briquet smoothed level with the top of the mold. “ With 

the exercise of the greatest care, the handmade briquets do not 

compare with those made with the machine.” 

Another advantage of machines is the rapidity with which the 

briquets can be made, and an additional advantage of this is that 

a lot of material can be mixed up at once. 

In making briquets by hand enough material is usually mixed 

to make four or five briquets at once, and this is necessary if the 

material is at all quick setting. 

All tensile test briquets should be kept in a moist atmosphere 

for 24 hours, and then kept the remainder of the period in water. 

Tt is important that the water used in mixing and also the bath in 

which the briquets are immersed should be kept at a constant tem- 

perature, so that uniform results may be obtained. ‘Thus it has 

been found that in Portland cement the time of setting is shortened 

by increasing the temperature of the mixing water, while the 

strength attained in a given time may be greatly increased by rais- 

ing the temperature of the bath from 40° to 80°°. In ease of 

normal mortar, 1C: 88, this increase at two months was from 100 

to 230 pounds per square inch. 

Briquet machines. The object of these is to bring about uni- 

formity of pressure in the molding of the briquets. A number of 

such machines have been devised but comparatively few of them 

are in use. The Bohme hammer is a machine much used in Ger- 

many for this purpose (pl. 23). According to M. Gary” it con- 

sists of a tilt hammer with automatic action. The hammer is 

driven by a cam wheel of 10 cams actuated by simple gearing, and 

the wrought iron handle of the hammer is let into the crosshead 

Johnson. Materials of construction, p. 408. 
Trans. Am. soc. civ. eng. 30: 24. 
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which carries the axle of the hammer, and keyed to this crosshead 

and to the cap, so that it may be readily replaced if worn. The 

steel hammer, weighing 44 pounds, is similarly fastened to the 

cap. As soon as the intended number of blows has been delivered, 

the mechanism is automatically checked, the machine having been 

so adjusted before the beginning of the work. 

The number of blows required in the standard German tests is 

150. ‘The forms to receive the mortar consist of a lower and up- 

per case held, together by springs. The lower case for compres- 

sion specimens consists of two angle irons held on a plane plate 

by a grinding strip and a screw acting on the latter. Upward 

motion is prevented by two wedge-shaped surfaces. The lower 

ease and half the upper ones are filled with the mortar to be tested, 

and a plate laid on its surface. On this plate the blows are deliv- 

ered. It is of vital importance that the apparatus should rest on 

a firm non-elastic base. 

The Jameson machine’ is described by the author as follows: 

The main portion of the machine consists of a cylinder, which 
is flanged at the lower end, this flange corresponding in size and 
shape to the upper part of the base. The cylinder is bolted 
to the base by four bolts, each bolt provided with a filler that 
holds the lower face of the filler 1 inch above the base plate. 
Both of these faces are accurately planed. It is between the 

two plane faces that the molding plate swings, the fillers on 
the bolts acting as stops. The bore in the cylinder is the shape 
and size of the briquet. In the bore there works a solid plunger, 
and the length is sufficient to cover the feed hole when at its low- 

_est points. This plunger is operated by a lever. At either side 
of the plate are two extractors which correspond in outline and 
size to the opening in the plate, and which are raised by means of 
levers thus forcing the molded briquet from the plate. 

A high capacity is claimed for this machine, it being stated that 

three students have made 3000 briquets in 10 hours. 

1 Jameson. Portland cement, p. 50. 
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Cement-testing machines. A number of different machines 

have been devised. ‘The two generally used in this country are 

Fairbanks’s and Riehle’s. 

In the Riehle machine (pl. 24) the strain is applied to the 

specimen by means of a screw attached to the lower clip. The 

upper clip is attached to a graduated steel bar on which there slides 

a weight. This bar is kept balanced during the test by moving the 

weight along it with the aid of the upper wheel. Both wheels 

must be operated at the same time, and the end of the upper beam 

or indicator kept as nearly as possible in the middle of the open- 

ing in which it moves. The amount of strain on the specimen is 

shown by the position of the sliding weight. 

The Fairbanks machine is of more compact form, and its con- 

struction is best understood by reference to the figure. After 

putting the briquet into the clips the levers are balanced, and the 

hopper filled with shot. This is allowed to run out into the 

bucket till the briquet breaks, when the stream of shot is stopped 

automatically (pl. 25). 

Clips. Several forms of clips are made. The early ones had 

rather sharp edges which came in direct contact with the briquet; 

but this has been found objectionable, partly from the fact that 

the briquets were not always of just the right form to insure a 

perfect bearing. The result of this was that a false strain was 

often brought on the briquet, causing it to break at a lower poimt 

than it really should, and also at some other point than its mini- 

mum section. This trouble has been overcome in a measure by 

introducing cushions between the metal and the briquet, or even 

supplying the edges of the briquet with rubber rolls. 

Johnson gives the essential features of the clips as follows. 

1 They must grasp the briquet by a hard cushion bearing on 

four symmetric fiat surfaces. 

2 They must be freely suspended from a pivot bearing, so as 

to turn without friction while under stress, 



Riehle Bros. machine for testing cemen t briquets 

To face p. 722 
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Plate 25 To face p. 722 

Fairbanks machine for testing the tensile strength of cement briquets 

N clips for holding briquets; P screw for applying strain to balance lever C; F bucket 

to hold shot, fed in through I, from the hopper K; J automatic cut off 
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3 They must be so rigid that they will not spread appreciably 

when subjected to their maximum load. 

Placing briquet in machine. This should be carefully done, 

seeing that not only is the briquet in straight, but also that it 

has a full bearing surface. The pressure should be applied slowly, 

not faster than 500 pounds a minute. A note should be made 

of the number of pounds required to break the briquet and also 

of the character of the break. When the fracture is uneven, or 

does not occur at the minimum section, a note is always made 

of the fact, and the cause of this should be ascertained if possible. 

Sand used. Two kinds of sand are used in cement tests, de- 

pending on the objéct for which the tests are being made. In 

the one case, when the cement is to be used in a particular piece 

of work, then it should be mixed with the sand that it will be 

mixed with in the actual work of construction. 

If the cement is being tested simply for comparative purposes, 

or there is uncertainty as to the quality of the sand, then standard 

sand should be used. ‘The standard is clean crushed quartz of 

such size that it will go through a no. 20 sieve, but be retained 

on a no. 30 sieve. 

After molding and removal from the molds the briquets are 

set on non-absorbent slabs for 24 hours under a damp cloth, after 

which they are removed, half of them being put under water. 

The style of the tanks or pans used varies with the arrangement 

of the laboratory and the fancy of the person making such tests. 

The briquets when placed under water are always set on edge. 

Temperature of briquets. In cements there may be a slight 
increase in temperature following the molding, which is due to 
the presence of free lime. In good Portland cements this rise 
in temperature is very slight, but is often sufficient to be felt 

by placing the hand on the briquet. In light burned natural 
cements there is often an appreciable rise in the temperature. 
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Setting of cement 

By the setting of cement is meant the change that takes place 

from a soft mass to a hard brittle solid. This change, while vary- 

ing in different cements, is on the whole a very rapid one at first, 

and then proceeds more slowly. It is always accompanied by 

the evolution of heat. The change which takes place is that in 

the burning of the cement an anhydrous silicate of aluminum 

and lime is formed which is soluble in water. On solution tak- 

ing place the material at once changes to a hydrate which is in- 

soluble and consequently crystallizes out, this crystallizing action 

causing the hardening. 

A number of different ideas are held on this point, and the 

problem is a very complex one, which has as yet been only par- 

tially solved. Fremy considers that the formation of an alumi- 

nate of lime is responsible for the hardening preperty, and he 

also considers that the silica and alumina of the clay are sepa- 

rated by calcining and take on allotropic forms ready to unite 

into new compounds with the quicklime when the water is added. 

The work of 8. B. Newberry in this line is of the highest im- 

portance, and has already been referred to (p. 697-99). 

The set of the cement is determined by what is known as the 

needle test. Gen. Gilmore was one of the first to use this test 

in this country. It consists in determination of the penetration 

of a needle of wire of known cross-section and of given weight. 

The needle used by Gilmore as described by him was slightly 

eonical, tapering toward the point, and truncated at right angles 

to the axis so as to give a diameter at the lower end of 75 of an 

inch. It protrudes from a socket at the lower end of a’ spindle 

or vertical rod, to which it is firmly secured by means of a thumb- 

screw. To the upper extremity of the spindle is attached a 

diagonal scale of steel, accurately graduated to tenths, hun- 

dredths, and thousandths, of an inch, and provided with a hori- 

zontal index firmly fixed to the framework of the instrument. 

The absolute penetration of the needle is obtained by taking the 
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difference of the readings on the index before and after the im- 

pact. The falling body is a hollow metal cylinder, weighing 1 

pound, of which the exterior diameter is about equal to the length. 

This cylinder in its descent passes freely over the spindle and 

strikes on the shoulder attached just above the screw. 

Another device used by Gen. Gilmore was a 7, inch wire with 

a flat end, and loaded with 4 of a pound, and a 4, inch wire also 

loaded with 1 pound. ‘These were used on cakes of neat cement, 

2 or 3 inches in diameter, $ inch thick at the center, and +4 at the 

edges. One cake was left in the air and one in the water. The 

time at which the loaded wire ceased to penetrate the pat was 

noted. 

In England those Portland cements are called quick setting 

which will bear the zs inch needle loaded with 4 ounces in 10 

minutes after mixing with water, and to be slow setting if they 

require 30 minutes or more, up to 5 hours. If they will not 

bear the weight of the needle after this period, the cement is 

rejected. 

Still another test is that with Vicat’s needle. The needle has 

a cross-section of 1 millimeter and bears a weight of 103 ounces. 

The depth to which the needle penetrates the cement is read off 

on a scale. 

A quick setting cement may begin within a few minutes after 

wetting, while a slow setting one may not begin till 24 hours 

after it has been wet, though, when once begun, the setting usu- 

ally goes on rapidly. 

Setting is always accompanied by a slight rise in temperature, 

which continues while the setting is going on. The rise in tem- 

perature is less in slow setting cements. As the setting of cement 

is also influenced by the temperature of the air and water, it is 

recommended by Gary that, in order to obtain comparable re- 

sults, the tests should be made at a mean temperature of 15° to 

is ©.” 

-1Trans. Am. soc. civ. eng. 80: 11. 
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Portland cement becomes slow setting through long storage, 

though at first it may gain in its setting speed if kept in a dry 

place free from drafts. 

Jameson also states that some cement, when taken from the 

mill and gaged with water, is found to be moderately slow setting, 

but after 24 to 30 hours will set almost before it can be mixed. 

Store it in a cool, dry place and in a few days it will become slow 

setting. | 

The speed of setting usually decreases with the age of the 

cement, provided it has been stored in a dry place. Some con- 

sider that slow setting is due to free lime, but other factors also 

enter into the problem, such as the underburning or overburning 

of the cement, the underburned setting quicker. A vitrified 

cement will never set. 

Bourling test 

This is the one that has been recommended as the best for 

Getermining the soundness of a cement. At the fifth interna- 

ticnal convention for unifying methods for testing construction 

materials, held in Zurich in September 1895, the rules for con- 

ducting this test were laid down as follows. 

1 The rapidity test of hydraulic cements for constancy of vol- 

ume consists in the application of warm baths at temperatures 

ol from 50 = to 100-7 @: 

2 Manner of making test pieces. Enough water is used to 

bring the neat cement after proper working into a plastic state. 

Two balls from 1.5-2 inches diameter are formed by hand and 

kept in moist air resting on some non-absorbent material. (Sand 

mixtures are not subjected to this test, neither are briquets that 

be tested for tensile strength.) The employment of ten- 

sion briquets and cylindric disks from 2 to 4 inches in diameter, 

from % to 14 inches thick, is likewise permitted. 

3 Duration of previous hardening. Tull set. has. taken place, 

test pieces must be kept in moist-air. Portlarid, slag, pozzuolana, 

and Roman cement Will be kept uniformly thus for 24 hours, 
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very slow setting cements for 48 hours. IJlydraulic limes and 

all cements that have not set after 48 hours will be allowed 72 

hours for previous hardening. 

4 Treatment in the water bath. The previously hardened test 

samples are placed in a water bath at the ordinary temperature, 

which is then gradually —in not less than 30 minutes — heated 

to the prescribed temperature and kept there. After three hours 

at this temperature the test is interrupted, the test pieces are 

taken out of the bath, and, after having cooled sufficiently, ex- 

amined as to their condition, They must not be chilled suddenly 

by means of cold water. 

For each warm bath test the water must be renewed. The 

temperature of the bath will be: for Roman cements and hy- 

draulic limes,50° C. Portland, slag and pozzuolana cements, 

HOO CC; | | 

5 In order to be considered of absolutely constant volume, 

the sample must, during the test, remain perfectly sound and 

entirely free from cracks and warping. If the ball cracks slightly 

in this test or disintegrates somewhat, it should be considered at 

least as doubtful, though it might not fail in actual practice. 

This test is not good for natural cements, as they will not 

stand it in most cases. 

Abrasion test 

This is sometimes applied to neat cement and also to mixtures 

of cement and sand when they are to be used for flooring. It 

depends on hardness of cement itself and also on its cementing 

qualities. | 

Jameson states that the grinding machines are of two kinds. 

A Berlin form is a cast iron disk that rotates 22 times a minute. 

The ‘cube after seven davs’ immersion and: drying is held on the 

disk with a clamp weighted to 56 pounds. 3808 grains of Napus 

quartz is put on the plate at the start and at the end of the 15th 

revolution. After 30 revolutions the cube is weighed and the 

loss noted. Jameson uses a cube 3 inches on edge, and a coarse 
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emery wheel 4 inches in width and 15 inches diameter. The 

wheel is set vertically and given 100 revolutions a minute. The 

cube was loaded with a weight of 10 pounds at the end of a lever 

3 feet long, and subjected to 200 revolutions. 

The following figures given by Gary’ show the loss by abra- 

sion which some cements suffer. 

Loss of weight by abrasion 

HARDNESS IN AIR HARDNESS UNDER WATER 

ee (Ee | be | 6a Vee Vee sae g | aemeee 
-8 |88|s¢!|s2| 88 [23/88/83 ! 84 | 38 
=| md rR Dor) aS =| mo =a re mt 

1 oe 5.5 | 4.2) 8.5 | 6.1.| 8.9] 5 3.7 | 3.8 | 7.9 | 10.4 
= aves A G9 | 4.5 1 19) 92%) 138.8 2.9 18 ees ai oes 

9 1 96 : 46/2.5| 8.4] 8.3] 9.5 | 4.6] 1.7 | 3 6.5 | 8.8 
oly agre (108.919 1 85 1°68 |) 93 18.6 dee oe) ih eee 

8 1 08 --| 5.412.9] 6.1 | 18.3 | 62.8 | 2.4] 2.1 | 2.1 | 4.7! 15.9 
“47-28 2.475) 126'| 1.9 | 2.8 | 22.9 | 2.2) ) 133. 134) 18 ee 

4 vos --| 16.413.9| 8.9] 7.3 | 17.3 | 4 2.6 | 2.5 | 8.6) 4.6 
pape) [ete . 9 4 3.4 15522) 14.90) 356 4)°2.8") 221 ele es 

5 | 96 .-| 10.6 | 7.6 , 10.2 | 19.2 | 28.7 | 7 5.9 | 7.1; 15.7 | 17.4 
28 5.8|1.6] 1.6] 9 11.6 | 5.8 9) 1.1] 2.3 | 18.4 

6 q 6.2) [12.05] 4529 625) | biel 820) | oe iaeec sD 10.9 
ae a | 98 5.3 | 2.2) 3.38) 4.4) 8.9|38.9|1.8| 2.2) 2.7 | 3.9 

No 1a Holstein brand of cement; 2, 3, 6 Silesian cement ; 4, 5 pozzuolana cement. 

All of these cements are said to fulfil the Prussian regula- 

tions. They have a tensile strength after 28 days, when mixed 

1-3, of over 230 pounds per square inch, and a compressive 

strength of more than 2300 pounds per square inch. A sieve 

of 900 meshes rejects less than 10%. They are of constant volume. 

The specimens were tested by pressing them with a lead of 

56 pounds against a cast iron disk, rotating at the rate of about 

22 revolutions a minute. 20 grams of Napus quartz, no. 3, were 

put on plate at start, and a similar quantity at the end of every 

15th turn. 3 

The body is weighed when starting and again at the end of 

the 30th revolution. 

1 Trans. Am. soc. civ. eng. 80: 40. 
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Adhesion 

This test is usually applied by taking two pieces of glass 4 x 8 

inches and 1 or 13 inches thick. Mix the mortar and place it 

between them, with the slabs at right angles, and press the mortar 

out into a layer + inch thick. The sample is allowed to stand 

24 hours under a damp cloth, and then immersed in water. They 

are pulled apart at end of 7 or 28 days. Better results are often 

obtained by the use of brick and stone instead of glass, 

Permanency of volume 

Good cements should not expand or shrink appreciably in set- 

ting. If there has been any appreciable flaw in the manufacture 

of the cement, it will tend to expand or shrink, and disintegrate. 

This expansion is known as “ blowing.” One of the best meth- 

ods of testing the constancy of volume of a cement is to mix it 

with a small quantity of water, and press it firmly into a straight 

glass lamp chimney. If any expansion takes place, it will crack 

the chimney. by the same means shrinkage can also be deter- 

mined, this being done by putting some colored liquid in the 

chimney above the cement. If the latter shrinks, it will allow 

the liquid to run down the interior of the tube. 

The expansion may take place immediately, or not show till 

several days after the cement has been mixed, depending on the 

- rapidity of setting of the cement. 

Another convenient means of testing for constancy of volume 

is to mix the cement with water, and make up a few ounces of 

it into a pat 3 inches in diameter, 4 inch thick at the edge and 

% inch at the middle. Place this for 24 hours under a damp 

cloth and then in water. If it shows no cracks at the edges after 

three days, it will not be likely to blow. 

Henry Faija, in the J. civil engineers, states that he uses 

the following method to hasten the test. He takes a vessel 

in which water can be maintained at a constant temperature of 

110° or 115° F, and having a cover, under which and above the 
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water level is a rack on which the cement can be placed. The 

pat is made and then put on the rack for 6 to 8 hours,. after 

which it is put in warm water from 16 to 18 hours. If at the 

end of that time it is firm and adheres to the glass, it can be con- 

sidered safe. -If it does disintegrate, it may simply indicate that 

the cement is too fresh. Cement is said to blow very often if 

tested 24 hours after making. 

In making the pats it is necessary, specially in the case of slow 

setting cements, to protect them from the sunlight and drafts. 

For this reason they are covered with a moist cloth. 

Gary claims’ that, according to German experience, all tests 

to determine blowing with the exception of the German cake 

method are misleading, and that a swelling of cements (Portland) 

is really a rarity. 

Cements of changeable volume, he maintains, differ in other 

properties, specially their tensile strength, from Portland cement, 

so that they are easily recognized. Some cements, however, such 

as highly magnesium ones, will, when burnt to a clinkered con- 

dition like Portland, refuse to swell when first mixed, and some- 

times do not show an increase in volume when kept under water 

till nearly a year later, but they then show the property to a 

marked degree. 

The apparatus used by the Germans for determining change 

in volume is known as Bauschinger’s caliper apparatus, and can 

be made to show the change in volume that takes place in a speci- 

men over an extended period of time (pl. 26). | 

It enables one to determine by direct measurement the changes 
in length of small parallelopipeds of about 100 mm (4 inches) 
long and 5 square cm (.78 square inch) area with an accuracy 

of sty mm (5,55 of an inch). The apparatus consists princi- 
pally of a stirrup-shaped caliper, having a fine micrometer screw 
on its right arm, the left being the support of a sensitive lever. 
The shorter arm of the lever terminates in a blunt caliper point, 
and is pressed against the measuring screw by a spring attached 

1'Trans. Am. soe, civ. eng. 30: 15. 
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Apparatus for determining permanency of volume of Portland cement 
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to the long arm., The calipers are readily moved in any direc- 

tion, and the micrometer is read in the usual manner. One revo- 

lution of the screw equals .5 mm (4 of an inch), and readings 

on the head are made at 34; MM (3,45 of an inch). The speci- 

men is placed on a small platform, between the lever and the 
screw. The points of the calipers are set on center marks drilled 
into small glass plates let into the specimens. 

The width between the caliper points is made equal to 95 mm 
(3% inches) in each of these instruments, thus very much simpli- 
fying the computation for length. For instance, if the screw 
reads 9.56 revolutions, the absolute length of the specimens is 
9.562195 mm=—99.78 mm. The specimens are made in 
small metal frames, just as the standard specimens for tension. 
It is necessary, however, to turn the molds over repeatedly, and 
treat both the upper and under surfaces alike. If this is not 
done, and the upper surface becomes rather thick and smooth, 
which a repeated striking off with the trowel will accomplish, it 
may easily happen that the lower layers remain loose and porous, 
causing a distortion of the specimen, which may lead to consid- 
erable errors. ‘The positions for the center-mark plates are pro- 
vided for in the forms, and these plates may, therefore, be ce- 
mented into place as soon as the specimens are removed from 
the molds. To measure a specimen requires but a few minutes, 
the apparatus being very easy to manipulate. 

In the following table, F and G are two cements which were 
tested for tensile strength in a 1-3 mortar, and showed but small 
strength. It will be noted that these two inferior brands showed 
an extraordinary degree of shrinkage, making them unfit for 
decorative purposes and laying of face stones. This extraordi- 
nary shrinkage explains the cracks shown on so many ornamental 
surfaces, artificial stones and plates, which always have either a 
neat cement or a mixture low in sand at their surface. The 
preference for a really good brand of cement for this purpose is 
thus explained. The table furthermore shows that the commonly 
adopted theory regarding a uniform relation between expansion 
when hardening under water and shrinkage when hardening in 
air 1s erroneous. 
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See EEE 

HARDENED IN AIR | HARDENED IN WATER 

Normal mixture 
1to3 

Normal mixture 
1to3 Neat cement Neat cement 

PORTLAND CEMENT 

BRAND Time of hardening, in days 

eee ff | ef ef | | eee Sf fl | | — 

A Ground to ordi 
nary fineness |—.555|—.121|/—.134/—.019|—.034|—.086 +-.021|+.(37/+ 048'+-.006|+-.012 +.033 

A No so finely | 
ground .......| —.056/—.106/—.16 |—.01 |—.043|—.06 |+-.027/+.027,+-.C03} +.012/+-.017|+-.02 
sececcececcecc:| —» OL/—.188/—.26 |—.025)/—.074|—.123/4.003|+.013 +.01 |+.005]+.033 +.035 

© .sesevseeeceees |—-075|—.118]—.075)—.015|—.02 |—.068|-+ .005|+-.02 [4.01 |+.03 |+.005 +.03 
Dates vecesesees |—-0°5]—.125|—.195 —.015|—.073,—.09 |4-.605|+-.012/+ .019|-+.005)-+.01 |+-.005 
By catenin aera eee — 1045] —.12 |—.175|—.023/—.075!—.11 |-+.027|+-.048! 1.035] +.007|-L. 035'+-.043 
Pas aie ahieiey conte ~ .117|—.252|— .321!— .032 —-072|—.12 + .035/+-.035|+ .053/-+.015!4-.02 |+.019 
(Clone emer rant See el Soca) Sees Weeks gue See ce ste sities 

Fineness 

As the quality of a cement is improved by grinding, it is com- 

mon to test the degree of fineness. Fineness of grinding, while 

it improves the quality of the material, also increases the cost 

of manufacture, up to a point where the increase in cost is more 

rapid than the increase in quality; but grinding rs seldom carried 

to this point. 

The test is to pass it through a 100 mesh linear sieve, the 

residue remaining on the sieve and also the amount that passes 

through being noted. 

Jameson states that a cement which will pass through a sieve 

of 625 meshes per square inch and only leave 4-5% residue on a 

2500 mesh per square inch sieve is fine enough. 

The degree of fineness is of great importance, for the setting 

is due to the chemical action that takes place between the finest. 

particles of the cement. Johnson states’ that ‘“ The proportion 

of the cement which passes a sieve of less than-about 100 meshes 

to the linear inch does not give any intelligent idea of the sig- 

nificant fineness of the grinding. In fact, the standard sieve for 

determining the fineness now generally used on the continent of 

1 Materials of construction, p. 410. 
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Europe has 175 meshes per linear inch.” 75% of the cement 

should pass through a sieve of this fineness. 

Johnson recommends that a sieve of 120 meshes be used, and 

that not more than 20% of the cement shall remain on it. Most 

cements will pass through this. 

Sand cement. If Portland cement has a certain amount of 

sand ground up with it to extreme fineness, it is found that as 

_ much sand can be mixed with it to form mortar as could have been 

added to the undiluted cement. This product is known as sand 

cement, and its manufacture was first begun in this country in 

1895 by the Standard silica cement co. of Glens Falls (N. Y.) 

In Europe it was introduced some time before this, and is man- 

ufactured there quite extensively. 

According to Newberry, “It is claimed by the manufacturers 

that the sand cement supplied by them gives only 5% residue on a 

180 mesh sieve, and that 6000 barrels of this cement were used 

in the concrete foundations of St John’s cathedral at New York. 

A description of the industry has been published in the Hngineer- 

ing news, Ap. 16, 1896, page 252. This paper gives the follow- 

ing comparative tests of sand cement 1-1, and Portland cement, 

each with three parts of ordinary sand. 
Pounds to 1 square inch 

@ days 14 days 28 days 

‘Sand cement 1-1, and 8 parts sand...... 156 188 200 
Portland cement.and 3. parts sand...... 137 170 IeGg 

“An extensive series of tests.has also been published by Wallin 

(Thonindustrie zeitung, 1896, p. 18) who concludes that the high- | 

est economy is obtained by grinding three parts of sand with one 

of cement.” Mr Newberry says: 

The good results given by sand cement are easily explainable, 
for it is wholly a question of filling up the voids in the sand. 
These voids-in ordinary building sand amount to about one third 
of the total volume; therefore, if more than three volumes of 
sand be mixed with one of cement, the voids will not be wholly 
filled. By grinding a part of the sand to great fineness the pro- 
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portion of voids may be greatly reduced, and a mixture of one 
cement to six of sand may thus be made as effective as a one to 
three mixture with ordinary sand. It is evident that very many 
careful tests will have to be made to determine the precise pro- 
portions of cement and sand which will give a sand cement of 
the best efficiency. There can be little doubt however that the 
intreduction of this new product will tend to increase the con- 
sumption of Portland cement, since it will make it possible to use 
Portland for common purposes at no greater cost than cheap 
hydraulic ceraent, and at the:same time to obtain greatly superior 
results. 

Specifications for Portland cement 

In most countries where the Portland cement industry has 

zssumed considerable ztmportance, the engineering societies of 

those countries have adopted a series of specifications to govern 

the quality of Portland cement. The following abstracts of the 

American, German, and French specifications are quoted from 

Jameson." 

The testing of cement is not so simple a process as it is some- 
times thought to be. No small degree of experience is necessary 
before one can manipulate the materials so as to obtain even 
approximately accurate results. 

The first tests of inexperienced, though intelligent and careful, 
persons, are usually contradictory and inaecurate, and no amount 
of experience can eliminate the variations introduced by the per- 
sonal equations of the most conscientious observers. Many 
things, apparently of minor importance, exert such a marked in- 
fluence on the results that it is only by the greatest care in every 
particular, aided by experience and intelligence, that trustworthy 
tests can be made. 

The test for tensile strength on a sectional area of 1 square 
inch is recommended, because, all things considered, it seems best 
for general use. For the small briquet there is less danger of 
air bubbles, the amount of material to be handled is smaller, and 

the machine for breaking may be lighter and less costly. 
The tensile test, if properly made, is a good,: though. not a per- 

fect indication of the value of a cement. The time requisite for 
making this test, whether applied to either the natural or the 

1 Jameson. Portland cement, p. 68. 
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Portland cements, is considerable (at least seven days, if a reason- 
ably reliable indication is to be obtained), and, as work is usually 
carried on, is frequently impracticable. For this reason, short 
time tests are allowable in cases of necessity, though the most 
that can be done in such testing is to determine if the brand of 
cement is of its average quality. It is believed, however, that 
if a neat cement stands one day tensile test, and the tests for 
checking and fineness, its safety for use will be sufficiently indi- 
cated in the case of a brand of good reputation; for, it being 
proved to be of average quality, it is fair to suppose that its sub- 
sequent condition will be what former experiments, to which 
it owes its reputation, indicate that it should be. It can not be 
said that a new and untried cement will by the same tests be 
proved to be satisfactory; only a series of tests for a considerable 
period, and with a full dose of sand, will show the full value of 
any cement; and it would be safer to use a trustworthy brand 
without applying any tests whatever than to accept a new article 
which had been tested only as neat cement and for but one day 
only. 

The test for compressive strength is a very valuable one in 
point of fact, but the appliances for crushing are usually some- 
what cumbersome and expensive, so much so that it seems un- 
desirable that both tests should be embodied in a uniform method 
proposed for general adoption. Where great interests are at 
stake, however, and large contracts for cement depend on the 
decision of an engineer as to quality, both tests should be used 
if the requisite appliances for making them are within reach. 
After the tensile strength has been obtained, the ends of the 

| broken briquets, reduced to one inch cubes. by: grinding and rub- 
bing, should be used to obtain the compressive strength. The 
adhesive test, being in a large measure variable and uncertain 
and therefore untrustworthy, is not recommended. 

The strength of a cement depends greatly upon the fineness to 
which it is ground, especially when mixed with a large dose of 
sand. It is, therefore, reeommended that the tests be made with 
cement that has passed through a no. 100 sieve (10,000 meshes 
to the square inch) made of no. 40 wire, Stub’s wire gage. The 
results thus obtained will indicate the grade which the cement 
ean attain, under the condition that it is finely ground, but it 
dces not oe whether or not a given cement offered for sale 
shall be accepted and used. The determination of this question 
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requires that the tests should also be applied to the cement as 
found in the market. Its quality may be so high that it will 
stand the tests even if very coarse and granular, and, on the 
other hand, it may be so low that no amount of pulverization 
can redeem it. In other words, fineness is no sure indication of 
the value of the cement, although all cements are improved by 
fine grinding. Cement of the better grades is now usually ground 
so fine that only from 5% to 10% is rejected by a sieve of 2500 
meshes per square inch, and it has been made so fine that only 
from 3% to 10% is rejected by a sieve of 32,000 meshes per square 
inch. ‘The finer the cement, if otherwise good, the larger the 
dose of sand it will take, and the greater its value. 

CHECKING OR CRACKING 

The test for checking or cracking is an important one, and, 
though simple, should never be omitted. It is as follows: make 
two cakes of neat cement, 2 or 3 inches in diameter, about 4 inch 
thick, with thin edges. Note the time in minutes that these 
cakes, when mixed with water to the consistency of a stiff plastic 
mortar, take to set hard enough to stand the wire test recom- 
mended by Gen. Gilmore, +z inch diameter wire loaded with 4 
of a pound, and 3 inch loaded with 1 pound. One of these cakes, 
when hard enough, should be put in water and examined from 
day to day to see if it becomes contorted, or if cracks show them- 
selves at the edges, such contortions or cracks indicating that 
the cement is unfit for use at that time. In some cases the 
tendency to crack, if caused by the presence of too much unslaked 
lime, will disappear with age. The remaining cake should be 
ep in the air and its color observed, which, io a good cement, 
should -be uniform; the Portland cements wee of a bluish gray 
throughout, salllorralh blotches indicating poor quality; and the 
natural cements being light or dark, according to the character 
of the rock of which they are sail The color of the cements 
when left in the air indicates the quality much better than when 
they are put in water. 

TESTS RECOMMENDED 

It is recommended that tests for hydraulic cement be confined 
to methods for determining fineness, liability to checking or crack- 
ing, and tensile strength; and for the latter, for tests of seven 
days and upward, cae a mixture of one part of cement to one 
part of sand for natural cements, and three parts of sand for 
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Portland cements, be used, in addition to trials of the neat cement. 
The qualities used in the mixture should be determined by weight. 

The tests should be applied to the cements as offered for sale. 
If satisfactory results are obtained with a full dose of sand, the 
trials need go no further. If not, the coarser particles should 
first be excluded by using a no. 100 sieve in order to determine 
approximately, the grade the cement would take if ground fine; 
for fineness is always attainable, while inherent merit may not be. 

The following table, showing the average minimum and maxi- 
mum tensile strength per square inch which good cements have 
attained when tested under the conditions specified elsewhere in 
the report, has been prepared by the committee. Within the 
limits given in the following table the value of a cement varies 
closely with the tensile strength when tested with the full dose 
of sand. 

American natural cement, neat: 
One day; one hour, or until set, in air, the rest of the 24 hours 

in water, from 40 to 80 pounds. 
One week; one day in air, six days in water, from 60 pounds 

to 100. 
One month (28 days); one day in air, 27 days in water, from 

100 pounds to 150 pounds. 
One year; one day in air, the remainder in water, from 300 

pounds to 400 pounds. “3 

American and foreign Portland cements, neat: 
One day; one hour, or until set, in air, the rest of the 24 hours. 

in water, from 100 to 140 pounds. 
One week; one day in air, six days in water, from 250 to 550 

pounds. 
One month (28 days); one day in air, 27 days in water, from 

350 to 700 pounds. 
One year; one day in air, the remainder in water, from 450 

to 800. 

American natural cements, one part of cement to one part of sand: 
One week; one day in air, six days in water, from 30 pounds 

to 50. : 

One month (28 days); one day in air, 27 days in water, from 
50 to 80 pounds. 

One year; one day in air, the remainder in water, from 200 
to 300. 
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American and foreign Portland cements, one part of cement to 

three parts of sand: 
One week; one day in air, six days in water, from 80 to 125 

pounds. | 
One month (28 days); one day in air, 27 days in water, from 

-100 to 200 pounds. 
One year; one day in air, the remainder in water, from 200 

pounds to 350: pounds. 

Standards of minimum fineness and tensile strength for Port- 
land cement, as given below, have been adopted in some foreign 
countries. In Germany, by Berlin society of architects, Society 
of manufacturers of bricks, lime and cement, Society of con- 
tractors, and Society of German cement-makers. 

Standard of 1877. Fineness, not more than 25% to be left 

on sieve of 5806 meshes per square inch. 
Tensile strength, 1 part cement, 3 parts sand, 1 day in air, 27 

days in water, 113.78 pounds per square inch. 
Standard of 1878. Fineness, not more than 20% to be left on 

the sieve, as above. 
Tensile strength, same mixture and time as above, 142.23 

pounds per square inch. 
In Austria, by Austrian association of engineers and architects. 
Standard of 1878. - Fineness same as German of 1878. 
Tensile strength, same mixture as above, 7 days, 1 day in air, 

six days in water, 113.78 pounds per square inch. 
28 days, 1 day in air, 27 days in water, 170.68 pounds per 

‘square inch. 
In Austria a standard for the minimum fineness and tensile 

strength of Roman cement was established and generally ae- 
cepted, as follows. 

Standard of 1878. Fineness, same as Portland. 
Tensile strength (1 part of cement, 3 parts of sand) for: 
Quick setting (taking 15 minutes or less to set): 
Seven days, 1 day in air, six days in water, 23 pounds per 

square inch. 

28 days, 1 day in air, 27 days in water, 56.9 pounds per square 
inch. 

Slow setting cement (taking more than 15 minutes to set): 
Seven days, one day in air, six days in water, 42.6 pounds per 

Square inch. 
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98 days, one day in air, 27 days in water, 85.3 pounds per 
square inch. - 

The Roman cements correspond to those classified in this re- 

port under the head of natural cements. 
Standards have been adopted also in Sweden and Russia. 

MIXING, ETC. 

The proportions of cement, sand and water should be care- 
fully determined, by weight, the sand and cement mixed dry, aud 
the water all added at once. The mixing must be rapid and 
thorough, and the mortar, which should be stiff and_ plastic, 

should be firmly pressed with a trowel, without ramming, and 
struck off level; the molds in each instance, while being charged 
and manipulated, to be laid directly on glass, slate, or some other 
non-absorbent material. The molding must be completed before 
incipient setting begins. As soon as the briquets are hard enough 
to bear it, they should be taken from the molds and kept covered 
with a damp cloth until they are immersed. For the sake of 
uniformity, the briquets, both of neat cement and those con- 
taining sand, should be immersed in water at the end of 24 hours, 
except in the case of the one day tests. 

Ordinary, fresh, clean water, having a temperature between 
60 and 70° F, should be used for water of mixture and immer- 
sion of samples. 
_ The proportion of water required varies with the fineness, age, 
or other conditions of the cement, and the temperature of the 
air, but is approximately as follows: for briquets of neat cement, 
Portland, about 25%; natural, about 30%. For briquets of one 
part cement, one part sand, about 15% of total weight of sand 
and cement. Tor briquets of one part cement, three parts sand, 
about 12% of total weight of sand and cement. The object is to 
produce the plasticity of rather stiff plasterer’s mortar. 

An average of five briquets may be made for each test, only 
those breaking at the smallest section to be taken. The briquets 
should always be put in the testing machine and broken imme- 
diately after being taken out of the water, and the temperature 
of the briquets and of the testing-room should be constant be- 
tween 60 and 70° F. 

The stress should be applied to each briquet at a atl Boni rate 
of about 400 pounds per minute, starting each time at 0. With 
a weak mixture one half the speed is recommended, 
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WEIGHT 

The relation of the weight of cement to its tensile strength is 
an uncertain one. In practical work, if used alone, it is of little 
value as a test, while in connection with the other tests recom- 
mended it is unnecessary, except when the relative bulk of equal 
weights of cements is desired. 
We recommend that the cubic foot be substituted for the bushel 

as the standard unit, whenever it is thought best to use this test. 

SETTING 

The rapidity with which a cement sets or loses its plasticity 
furnishes no indication of its ultimate strength. It simply shows 
its initial hydraulic activity. 

For purposes of nomenclature, the various cements may be 
divided arbitrarily into two classes, namely ; quick setting, or those 

that set in less than one half hour; and slow setting, or those 
requiring one half an hour or more to set. The.cement must 
be adapted to the work required, as no one cement is equally 
good for all purposes. or submarine work a quick setting ce- 
ment is often imperatively demanded, and no other will answer, 
while for work above the water line less hydraulic activity will 
usually be preferred. Each individual case demands special treat- 
ment. The slow setting natural cements should not become warm 
while setting, but the quick setting ones may, to a moderate ex- 
tent, within the degree producing cracks. Cracks in Portland 
cement indicate too much carbonate of lime, and in the Vicat 
cements too much lime in the original mixture. 

SAMPLING 

There is no uniformity of practice among engineers as to the 
sampling of the cement to he tested, some testing every tenth 
barrel, others every fifth, and others still every barrel delivered. 
Usually, where cement has a good reputation, and is used in large 
masses, such as concrete in heavy foundations or in the backing 
or hearting of thick walls, the testing of every fifth barrel seems. 

to be sufficient; but in very important work, where the strength 
of each barrel may in a great measure determine the strength of 
that portion of the work where it is used, or in the thin walls of 
sewers, etc., every barrel should be ued. one Pardue being 
made from it. 

In selecting cement for experimental purposes, take he samples 
from the interior of the original packages, at sufficient depth to 
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insure a fair exponent of the quality, and store the same in tightly 
closed receptacles impervious to light or dampness until required 
for manipulation, when each sample of cement should be so thor- 
oughly mixed, by sifting or otherwise, that it shall be uniform 

in character throughout the mass. 

SIEVES 

For ascertaining the fineness of the cement, it will be con- 
venient to use three sieves, viz: 

No. 50 (2500 meshes to the square inch), wire to be no. 35 
Stub’s wire gage. | 

No. 74 (5476 meshes to the square inch), wire to be of no. 37 
Stub’s wire gage. 

No. 100 (10,000 meshes to the square inch), wire to be of no. 
40 Stub’s wire gage. 

The object is to determine by weight the percentage of each 
sample that is rejected by these sieves, with a view not only of 
furnishing the means of comparison between tests made of dif- 
ferent cements by ditferent observers, but indicating to the 
manufacturer the capacity of his cement for improvement in a 
direction always and easily within his reach. ‘Tests for strength 
should be applied to the cement as offered in the market, as well 
as to that portion of it which passes the no. 100 sieve. 

For sand, two sieves are recommended, viz: 
No. 20 (400 meshes to the square inch), wire to be of no. 28 

Stub’s wire gage. 
No. 30 (900 meshes to the square inch), wire to be of no. 31 

Stub’s wire gage. 
These sieves can be furnished in sets, as follows, an arrange- 

ment having been made with a manufacturer of such articles, by 
which he agrees to furnish them of the best quality of brass wire 
cloth, set in metal frames, the cloth to be as true to count as it 
is possible to ‘make it, and the wire to be of the required gage. 
Each set will be inclosed in a box, the sieves being nested. 

Set A, three cement sieves, to cost $4.80: 
No. 100 7 inch diameter. 
No. 74 63 

eo. ob 6 

Set B, two sand sieves, to cost $4: } 

No. 30 8 inch diameter PE, 

No. 20 73 ne Se 
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STANDARD SAND 

The question of a standard sand seems one of great importance, 
for it has been found that sands looking alike and sifted through 
the same sieves give results varying within rather wide limits. 

The material that seems likely to give the best results is the 
crushed quartz used in the manufacture of sandpaper. It is a 
commercial product, made in large quantities and of standard 
grades, and can be furnished of a fairly uniform quality. It is 
clean and sharp, and, although the present price is somewhat 
excessive (3 cents per pound), it is believed that it can be fur- 
nished in quantity for about $5 per barrel of 300 pounds. As 
it would be used for tests only, for purposes of comparison with 
local sands, and with tests of different cements, not much of it 
would be required. ‘The price of the German standard sand 1s 
about $1.25 per 112 pounds, but the article, being washed river 
sand, is probably inferior to crushed quartz. Crushed granite 
can be furnished at a somewhat less rate than quartz, and crushed 
trap for about the same as granite, but no satisfactory estimate 
has been obtained for either of these. The use of crushed quartz 
is recommended by your committee, the degree of fineness to be 
such that it will all pass a no. 20 sieve and be caught on a no. 30 
sieve. Of the regular grade, from 15% to 37% of crushed quartz, 

no. 3 passes a no. 30 sieve, and none of it passes a no. 50 sieve. 
As at present furnished, it would need resifting to bring it to 
the standard size; but, if there were sufficient demand to warrant 
it, it could undoubtedly be furnished of the size of grain required 
at little, if any, extra expense. 

A bed of uniform, clean sand of the proper size of grain has 
not been found, and it is believed that to wash, dry, and sift any 
of the available sands would so greatly increase its cost that the 
product would not be much cheaper than the crushed quartz, and 
would be much inferior to it in sharpness and uniform hardness 
of particles. 

-MOLDS 

The molds furnished are usually of iron or brass, the price of 
the former being $2, and of the latter $3 each. Wooden molds, 
if well oiled to prevent their absorbing water, answer a good 
purpose for temporary use, but speedily become unfit for accu- 
rate work. A cheap, durable, accurate, and non-corrodible mold 
is much to be desired. Molds are made for holding one, two or 
more briquets. A common form is shown in pl. 27. 



Plate 27 To face p. 742 

Brass mold for making cement briquets (Riehle Bros.) 
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CLIPS 

For using the clips recommended in the preliminary report it 
was found in some instances that the specimens were broken at 
one of the points where they were held. This was undoubtedly 
caused by the insufficient surface of the clip, which, forming a 
blunt point, forced out the material. Where the specimens were 
sufficiently soft to allow this point to be embedded, they broke 

at the smallest section, but, when hard enough to resist such 
embedding, they showed a wedge-shaped fracture at the clips. 
To remedy this, the point should be slightly flattened, so as to 
allow of more metal surface in contact with the briquet. Clips 
made in this way have been used, and good results obtained. 

To adapt the one inch clips of the Riehle machine, only a slight 
amount of work is necessary; the ends being rounded, will admit 
the proposed new form of briquet, and yet not prevent the use 
of the old one, thus allowing comparative tests of the two forms 
to be made without changing the clips. 

There should be a strengthening rib upon the outside of the 
clips to prevent them from bending or breaking when the speci- 
mens are very strong. a 

The clips should be hung on pivots so as to avoid as edd as 
possible cross strain upon the briquets. 

MACHINES 

No special machine has been recommended, as those in common 
use are of good form for accurate work, if properly used, though 

in some cases, they are needlessly strong and expensive. Machines 
with spring balances are to be avoided as more liable to error 
than others. 

It is by no means certain that there exists any great difference 
in well made machines of the standard forms given. 

AMOUNT OF MATERIAL 

The amount of material needed for making five briquets of 
the standard size recommended is: for the neat cements, about 
one and two thirds pounds; and for those with sand, in the pro- 
portion. of three parts of sand to one of cement, about one and 

one quarter pounds of sand and six and two thirds ounces of 
cement. 

German specifications for standard Portland cement tests 

Definition. Portland is a product resulting from the vitrifica- 
tion of a thorough mixture of material, whose principal component 
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parts are lime and alumina, and the grinding of the vitrified 
material to a:fine powder. 7 3 

1 Packing and weights: As a rule Portland cement is to be 
packed in standard barrels of 180 kilograms (897 pounds), gross 
weight, and about 170 kilograms (874 pounds), net weight, and 
in half standard barrels of 90 kilograms (198 pounds), gross 
weight and about 83 kilograms (138 pounds), net weight. The 
gross weight is to be marked on the barrels. If the cement is 
called for in bags or barrels of other weight, the gross weight of 
the same must be clearly marked upon the packages. Losses 
and variations in weight of the single packages up to 2% of the 
same will be allowed. Jarrels and sacks, in addition to the 
weight shall show in legible writing the name and trade mark 
of the manufacturer. | 

2 Time of setting: Slow or quick setting cement may be called 
for according to the use for which the cement is to be put. Ce- 
ments which do not set in less than 2 hours, are to be considered 
slow setting cements. ; 

3 Constancy of volume: Portland cement shall be of constant 
volume. As a preliminary test, admitting of forming a rapid 
opinion, the heating test is recommended. The decisive test shall 
be that a paste of neat cement made on a glass plate protected 
against drying and placed under water after 24 hours, shall not 
show after the lapse of a longer period of time any blowing eracks, 
or change of shape. 

4 Fineness of grinding: Portland cement shall be so finely 
ground that a batch of the same shall not leave a residue of more 
‘than 10% upon a sieve of 900 meshes per square centimeter (5806 
meshes per square inch). The thickness of the wire of the sieve 
shall equal half the space between the wires. For test 100 grams 
(33 ounces) of cement shall be used. ; 

5 Tests of strength: The cohesive power of Portland cement 
shall be determined by the testing of a mixture of cement and 
sand. The tests shall be both tensile and compressive, made 
according to a uniform method, with test pieces of the same form 
and cross-section, and with the same apparatus. At the same time 
a determination of the strength of the neat cement is to be recom- 
mended. 

6 Tensile and compressive strength: Good slow setting cement, 
in the proportion of three parts by weight of standard sand to 
one part of cement shall have when tested, after 28 days’ hard- 
ening (one in air and 27 in water), a minimum tensile strength 
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of at least 16 kilo. q. c. m. (16 kilograms per square centimeter, 

227 pounds per square inch). The compressive strength shall 

be at least 160 kilo. q. c. m. (2270 pounds per square inch). 
Cement which shows a higher tensile or compressive strength 

in many cases of a greater addition of sand, from this point of 
view, as well as on account of its greater strength for the same 
amount of sand, is entitled to a correspondingly higher price. 

For slow setting cements the strength after 20 days is less in 

general than the one above specified, therefore, in giving the 
results of tests, the time of setting shall also be given. 

The tests Wall be made in the Sollee manner. 
To determine the time of setting cement, a slow setting neat 

cement shall be mixed three minutes, and a quick setting neat 
cement shall be mixed one minute mith water to a stiff paste. <A 
eake about 1.5 cm (.59 inch) thick, with thin edges, shall be 
formed of this paste on a plate of glass. The consistency of the 
cement paste for this cake shall he such that, when brought with 
a trowel on the plate, the paste will only begin to run toward 
the edges of the same after the paste has been repeatedly jarred. 
As a rule 27% to 30% water will suffice to give the necessary con- 
sistency to the paste. As soon as the cake is sufficiently hard- 
ened, so that it will resist a slight pressure of the finger. nail, the 
cement is to be considered as having set. 

For the exact determination of the time of setting, and for 
determining the beginning of the time of setting, which latter is 
of importance in the case of quick setting cements, since they 
must be worked up before they begin to set, a standard needle 
800 grams (10 ounces) in weight and 1 square mm (.00155 
square inch) in cross-section, is used. A metal ring 4 em (1.575 
inch) in hight and 8 cm (3.15 inches) clear diameter (inside) is 
placed on a glass plate, filled with cement paste of the above 
consistency and brought under the needle. The moment at which 
the needle is no longer capable of completely penetrating the 
cement cakes is considered the beginning of the time of setting. 
The time elapsing between this and the moment when the stand- 
ard needle no longer leaves an appreciable a on the 
hardened cake is considered the time of setting. 

For making the heat test (3) a stiff paste of neat cement and 
water is made, and from this cakes 8 em (3.15 inches) to 10 cm 
(3.94 inches) a diameter and 1 cm (.394 inch) thick are formed 
on a smooth, impermeable plate, covered with blotting paper. 
Two of these cakes, which are to be protected against drying, 
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in order to prevent drying cracks, are placed, after the lapse of 

24 hours, or at least only after they have set, with their smooth 

surfaces on a metal plate and exposed, for at least one hour, to 

a temperature of from 110° C to 120 (230 to 248 F) until no 
more water escapes. For this purpose the drying closets in use 

in chemical laboratories may be utilized. If, after this treatment, 
the cakes show no edge cracks, the cement is to be considered in 
general of constant volume. If cracks do appear, the cement is 
not to be condemned, but the results of the decisive test with the 
cakes hardening on glass plates under water must be waited for. 
It must, however, be noticed that the heat test does not admit 
of a final conclusion as to the constancy of volume of those ce- 
ments which contain more than 3% of calcium sulfate (gypsum) 

or other sulfur combinations. 
For making the final test, the cake made for the purpose of 

determining the time of setting, for slow setting cements, is 
placed under water after the lapse of 24 hours, but, at all events, 

not until after it is set. For quick setting cements this can be 
done after a shorter period. The cakes, especially those of slow 
setting cement, must be protected against drafts and sunshine 
until their final setting. This is best accomplished by keeping 
them in a covered box lined with zinc, or under wet cloths. In 
this manner the formation of heat cracks is avoided, which are 
generally formed in the center of the cake, and may be taken by 
an inexperienced person for cracks formed by blowing. 

In order to obtain concordant results in the tests, sand of uni- 
form size of grain and uniform quality must be used. This 
standard sand is obtained by washing and drying the purest quartz 
sand obtainable, sifting the same through a sieve with 60 meshes 
per square cm (387 per sq. inch), thereby separating the coarsest 
particles, and by removing from the sand so obtained, by means 
of a sieve of 120 meshes per square cm, the finest particles. The 
diameter for the wires of the sieve shall be .88 mm, and .32 mm 
respectively. Since not all quartz sand even under the same 
method of treatment, gives the same resulting strengths in the 
mortars, one must know whether the standard sand at one’s dis- 

posal gives concordant results with. the standard sand furnished 

by the German society of cement manufacturers and also used 
at the royal testing station at Berlin (Charlottenburg). 

For each test, in order to obtain correct average results, at 
least six test pieces are to be made. Tensile test pieces can be 
made either by hand or by machinery. 
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HAND WORK 

On a metal or thick glass plate five sheets of blotting paper 
soaked in water are laid, and on these are placed five molds wetted 
with water; 250 grams (8.75 ounces) of cement and 750 grams 

of standard sand are weighed and thoroughly mixed dry in a 
vessel. Then 100 cem (100 grams or 35 ounces) of fresh water 
are added, and the whole mass thoroughly mixed for five min- 
utes. With the mortar so obtained the molds are at once filled, 
with one filling, so high as to be rounded on top, the mortar 
being well pressed in. By means of an iron trowel 5 to 8 cm 
(1.96 to 3.14 inches) wide, 35 em (13.79 inches) long, and weigh- 
ing about 250 grams, the projecting mortar is pounded first gently 
and from the sieve, then harder into the molds until the mortar 
erows elastic, and water flushes to the surface. A pounding of 
at least one minute is absolutely essential. An additional filhng 
and pounding in of the mortar is not admissible, since the test 
pieces of the same cement shall have the same densities at the 
different stations. The mass projecting over the mold is care- 
fully taken off, and the test piece placed in a box lined with zine, 
which is to be provided with a cover, to prevent a non-uniform 
drying of the test pieces at different temperatures. 24 hours 
after being made, the test pieces are placed under water, and care 
has to be taken that they remain under water during the whole 
period of hardening. 

MACHINE WORK 

After the mold, provided with a guide mold, has been clamped,. 
by means of set screws, on the bedplate of the pounding machine, 
for each test, 180 grams of the mortar, made as above, are placed 
in the mold and the iron follower is set in. By means of Béhme’s 
hammer apparatus, with a hammer weighing 2 kilograms, 150 
blows are struck on the follower. ; 

After the guide mold and follower have been removed, the test: 
piece is scraped off, smoothed, taken with the mold from the bed- 
plate and for the rest treated as for the hand work. By accu- 
rately Toliowing the directions given above, hand and machine 
work give well concording results. In all cases of doubt the 
machine work is to be decisive. 

COMPRESSIVE TESTS 

In order to obtain concordant values in compression tests at 
different. stations, machine making is necessary. 400 grams of 
neat cement and 1200 grams dry standard sand are thoroughly 
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mixed dry in a vessel, and 160 ccm of water are added thereto, 
and then the mortar is thoroughly mixed for five minutes. Of 
this mortar 850 grams are placed in the cubic molds, provided 
with guide mold, and the mold is then screwed on the bedplate 
under the pounding machine. The iron follower is placed in 
the form, and, by means of Bohme’s trip hammer, 150 blows 

are struck, by a hammer weighing 2 kilograms. 
After removing the guide mold and follower, the test piece is 

smoothed off, with the mold from the bedplate, and for the rest 
treated as for hand work, as given above. 

MAKING TEST PIECES OF NEAT CEMENT 

The inside of the molds is slightly oiled, and the same are 
placed on a metal or glass plate without blotting paper. 1000 
grams of cement are weighed out, 200 grams of water are 
added, and the whole mass thoroughly mixed for five min- 
utes (best with pestle). The forms are well filled (rounded), 
and then proceed as for hand work as given above. The 
molds can only be taken off after the cement has sufficiently 
hardened. Since, by the pounding in of the neat cement, test 
pieces of uniform consistency are to be obtained, for finely ground 
or quick setting cements, the amount of water must be corre- 
spondingly increased. The volume of water is always to be 
stated in giving the strength obtained. 

TREATMENT OF TEST PIECES AT TIME OF TESTING 

All specimens are to be tested directly after their removal from 
the water. Since the time of testing is of influence on the result 
in tensile tests, the increase of load shall be 100 grams 
per second. The mean of the four best results shall be consid- 
ered the final tensile strength. In testing compression pieces, 
the pressure is always to be exerted on two side faces of the cube, 
but not on the bottom or top. The mean of the four highest tests 
shall be considered as the final compressive strength. 

Abstract from French specifications for Portland cement 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 

The cement must not contain more than 1% of sulfuric acids 
or sulfids in determinable proportion. Cements containing more 
than 4% of ferric oxid, or in which the ratio of the combined silica 

and alumina to-the lime is less than .44, are to be regarded as 
doubtful. 
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MIXING THE MORTAR 

In mixing the mortar for testing, sea water is specified, and 

‘both air and water are to be maintained at a temperature of 15° 

to 18° C (59-64.4 F) during the continuance of the experiments. 

The quantity of water is ascertained by a preliminary expert 

ment, and the four following tests are given as an indication 

whether the proportion of water added is correct: 

1 The consistence of the mortar should not change if it be 

gaged for an additional period of three minutes after the initial 

five minutes. fe 
2 A small quantity of the mortar dropped from the trowel on a 

marble slab from the hight of about .50 meter (1.64 feet) should 
leave the trowel clean, and retain its form approximately without 
cracking. 

3 A small quantity of the mortar worked gently in the hands 
should be easily molded into a ball, on the surface of which water 
should appear. When this ball is dropped from the height of 
-.50 meter (1.64 feet) it should retain a rounded shape without 
-eracking. 

4 If a slightly smaller quantity of water be used, the mortar 
should be crumbly and crack when dropped upon the slab. On 
‘the other hand the addition of a further quantity of water — 
12-24 of the weight of the cement — would soften the mortar, 

rendering it more adhesive, and preventing it from retaining its 
form when allowed to fall on the slab. It is recommended to 
“commence with a rather smaller quantity of water than is ulti- 
mately required, and then to make fresh mixings with a slight 

additional quantity of water. 
The mortar is to be mixed with a trowel for five minutes on a 

marble slab. 

2 STRENGTH ; 

The form of briquet and method of molding are the same as 
in the German specifications; the breaking section is 5 sq. 
em (.775 square inch). Six briquets are broken after an interval 
of seven days, six after 28 days, and the remaining six after 84 
days. The mean of the three highest figures of each series of 
tests is taken as the tensile strength of the cement under exami- 
nation. The minimum strength specified for the neat cement 
In seven days is 20 kilograms per sq. em (284.5 pounds per 
“square inch); in 28 days, 35 kilograms per sq. em (498 pounds 
- per square inch); and at least 45 kilograms per sq. cm (640 
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pounds per square inch) at the end of 84 days. If, however, the 
strength in 28 days is not more than 5 kilograms per sq. cm 
(71.12 pounds per square inch) in excess of that at seven days, 
then it must be at least 55 kilograms per sq. cm (727.8 pounds 
per square inch) in 28 days, and in any case where this is not 
attained in 28 days it must be exceeded in 84 days. 

Tests of cement mixed with sand are also specified. The stand- 
ard sand is produced by crushing quartzite obtained from the 
quarries near Cherbourg, and sifting it through sieves of 64 and 
144 meshes per sq. cm (413 and 929 meshes per square inch). 
That which remains between these two sieves is washed and dried, 
and constitutes the standard sand. 375 grams (13.25 ounces) of 
this sand is mixed with 125 grams (4.41 ounces) of cement, and 
water is added in the proportion of 12 parts by weight to 100 
parts of sand and cement combined. The sand and cement are 
first carefully mixed in a basin or capsule, then the whole of 
the sea water is added at once, and the mixture stirred with a 
spatula for 5 minutes. At the expiration of seven days the 
strength of the sand cement briquets should be at least 8 kilo- 
grams per sq. cm (113.78 pounds) and in 28 days 15 klo- 
grams per sq. em (213.385 pounds per square inch). In 28 
days the strength should exceed that at seven days by 2 kilo- 
grams per sq. cm (28.45 pounds per square inch). In 84 

days the strength must be greater than at 28 days, and at least. 
18 kilograms per sq. cm (256 pounds per square inch). The 
84 day tests are only considered indispensable for those cements 
which may have stood the two previous tests; but if, while the 
cement is in store, the 84 day tests should be unsatisfactory, it 
may be rejected. 

FINENESS OF GRINDING 

The degree of fineness to which the cement must be gzround 
is not specified, it being considered that very fine grinding in- 
creases the strength chiefly during the duration of the tests, and 
that subsequent increase of strength is less with fine than with 
coarse cement. | 

TIME OF SETTING 

This practically agrees with the German specifications. Any 
cement commencing to set in less than 30 minutes, or failing to. 
commence to set within three hours is to be rejected; and the 
final set must have taken place within 12 hours. In each case 
the time is reckoned from the moment the water is poured on 
the cement. 
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Books relating to cement 

The following list gives the titles of a number of works, which 

will enable those desiring it to obtain more detailed information 

concerning the technology of cement manufacture than it is pos- 

sible to give within the limits of this report. 

Butler, D. B. Portland cement: its manufacture, testing and use. 

Nee 1599. 

Candlot. Ciments et chaux hydrauliques. Paris 1891. 

Clarke, E.C. Experiments with Rosendale and Portland cements. 

(see Trans. Am. soc. civ. eng. Oct. 1893. Ap. 1885; also 

June 21 and Nov. 1885) 

Cummings, U. American cements. Bost. 1898. 

Gary, M. Raumbestindigkeit von zehn Portland cementen. Kel. 

Tech. Versuchsanstalten. 1899. Erganz. heft 1. 

Gilmore, Q@. A. Limes, hydraulic cement and mortars. N. Y. 

1872. 
Giron, P. Methods of burning cement. (see Proc. Eng. club. 

Phil. July 1893, v. 10) : 

Heath, A. H. Manual of lime and cement. N. Y. 1893. 

Jameson, C.D. Portland cement, its manufacture anduse. N. Y. 

OS: ; 

Johnson, J. B. Materials of construction. N. Y. 1898. 

 Kuichling, E. On cement mortars. (see Appendix, Annual rep’t 

exec. board of city of Rochester. 1887) 

Le Chatelier, H. Procédés d’ essai des matériaux hydrauliques. 

(see Annales des mines. 1893. 2:252; tr. in Trans. Am. 

inst. min. eng. Aug. 1893) , 

Lewis, F. H. Manufacture of hydraulic cement in United States. 

(see Min. ind. 6: 91) 

Lord, N. W. Natural and artificial cement. (see Ohio geol. sur. 
6: 671) ae 

Michaelis, R. Hydraulischer mértel und Portland cemente. 
Newberry, W. B. & 8. B. The chemistry of Portland cement. (see 

Cement and engineering news, 1897. 3: 85; 1898. 4: 5). 
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Richardson, C. Series of articles on lime and cement mortars. 

Brickbuilder. 1897 and 1898. 

Schoch, C. Die moderne aufbereitung und wertung der mortel 

materialien. Ber. 1898. 

Smith, W. A. On cements. (sce Min. ind. 1: 49) 

Spalding, F. P. Hydraulic cement, its properties, testing and use. 

Nes dso ‘ 

Stillman, T. B. Methods of testing cement. (see Jour. chem. 

soc. 15: 181; 16: 161, 283, 374) 
Also has bibliography. 

Wilkinson, P. Technology of cement plaster. (sce Trans. Am. 

Insta mim: ‘ener, Sie 0S) 

Zwick, A. THydraulischer Kalk und Portland cement. Leipzig 

1892. 
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GEOLOGY OF NEW YORK LIMESTONES 

Limestones are found in New York from the oldest to the 

youngest formations. Some, like those of the pre-Cambrian, are 

often local in their extent; while others, like those of the Helder- 

_ berg, extend from one end of the state to the other. 

The formations containing limestone in New York state are 

the pre-Cambrian, Calciferous, Chazy, Trenton, Clinton, Niagara, 

Onondaga, Lower Helderberg, Upper Helderberg, Goniatite, 

Tully, Quaternary marls. . 

The most important of these are the Calciferous, Trenton, 

Niagara, Lower Helderberg and Upper Helderberg. The Calcit- 

erous and Niagara sometimes contain sufficient magnesia to be 

ealled true dolomites, and this fact, together with the freedom 

from impurities which they exhibit at some localities, gives them 

a special usefulness. 

Calciferous 

The rock of this formation is frequently highly magnesian, 

and a high percentage of silica is likewise not uncommon in it. 

On this account it is sometimes called Calciferous sandrock. 

The Caleiferous limestones occur as isolated patches or belts 

in several parts of the state, and show considerable variation in 

character. With few exceptions they are magnesian and indeed 

may pass into true dolomites. - On the other hand, they are often 

highly silicious, so much so as to render them practically worth- 

less for any of the uses considered in this report. Again they 

may run very low in silica, as near Glens Falls. 

Cambro-Silurian limestones appear in the southeastern portion 

of the state in Orange county, extending northeastward across 

the county to the Hudson river, and across it through Dutchess 

into Columbia county. 

Another series of belts begins in Westchester county and ex- 

tends from New York city northward to the county line and 

through Putnam and Dutchess counties to Pawling and beyond. 
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The character of these is mentioned in the county des¢riptions. 

These limestones are equivalent to the Stockbridge, and repre- 

sent the Acadian-Trenton periods. 

A belt of Calciferous limestone extends from Saratoga west- 

ward through Montgomery, Fulton and Herkimer counties. 

With the exception of the outcrops in the vicinity of Glens 

Falls the rock is usually very silicious and is known as sandrock. 

In Herkimer, Fulton, Saratoga and Montgomery counties this 

formation underlies a considerable area and often forms cliffs 

along the rivers and creeks. Its normal character is fairly con- 

stant, viz a light bluish gray, fine grained, massively bedded 

sandy lhmestone. The weathered surfaces are generally a dirty 

buff. The following localities are noted by N. H. Darton as 

affording good exposures.’ 

About Middleville, Little Falls and northwestward along the 

fault scarp, on East Canada creek, about St Johnsville, along 

the Mohawk from Canajoharie to the * Noses,’ the quarries at 

Tribeshill along the Mohawk from Amsterdam to Hoffmanns 

ferry, also in southwestern Saratoga county and west of Saratoga 

Springs. 

According to Walcott? the section of Calciferous near Sara- 

toga involves: 

Massive layers of steel gray, more or less arenaceous lime- Feet 
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Massive bedded, slightly magnesian, gray and dove colored 

Tinmle ShOMe! fan 5 cece rae Fa a \b a iwisalle we gence ha sy girs nerege tee ecm 3D 

Unfossiliferous, impure, compact, more or less silicious lime- 
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Dark gray, evenly bedded tiimesionen, ..% sn. tl ee 50: 

Oolitic: limestone” sis s'tis ees os eee ose ae ceases eee ease eee - 30 

Chazy 

The Chazy limestone first appears at Saratoga and extends 

northward along the Champlain valley to Montreal. ‘The area 

113th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 612. 
> Bul. 81, U.S. geol. sur. p. 346. 
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is probably a continuous one, though not exposed at all points. 

The most prominent exposures of the Chazy are in the quarries 

of the Chazy marble lime co. and William Goss, and at Grand 

Isle. The rock is a gray, subcrystalline limestone, and affords 

an excellent lime. The average thickness of the formation ac- 

cording to Brainerd and Seely is about 700 feet. The character 

_ of the stone is quite uniform. The Chazy limestone is not found 

in the Mohawk valley and thins out in the central and western 

part of the state. 

An analysis of the Chazy limestone from the quarry of the 

Chazy marble lime co. at Chazy, shows the high degree of purity 

of this limestone which is used in the manufacture of lime. 

Set MaRe MN Yo se pooh Sree ese a sh Sverre aire 14.8) 6 Pini bla ace er'one et Sh 

etalon Oxi amd ATMA, 5 os « 6 are stg wrens » ens o'98 aes .o9 

Line 2) So ee eer eee ree 53.9 

Magnesia. Mere Takase ao cgsisé.-0h akon) shia elie,ce Ud axela ls wisi oleae er 1.44 

rely AM CMOXAC 6. oy/c; 6; 8) cileliecereie ieee pss « 6 86.6.0 s 6 0 6 00 @ ecere 43.92 

NOOeS a 

The stone is also available for the manufacture of Portland 

cement. 

Trenton 

The Trenton limestones involve several different members, viz, 

Birdseye, Black river and Trenton, the last being the uppermost. 

The most southern area is a small patch of impure, fossiliferous 

limestone along the river road four miles north of Newburgh. 

An important belt extends southward along the Champlain 

valley, then along the Mohawk to Little Falls and thence north- 

westward to Watertown. Beds of the same age also occur east 

of Lake Champlain and extend southward into Washington 

county. 

In this belt they are often metamorphosed or folded, but along 

the lake shore, specially along the margin of the Adirondack 
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island of crystalline rocks, the beds are little disturbed and some- 

times highiy fossiliferous. The Birdseye rarely exceeds 6 feet 

in thickness. It is a pure dove colored to dark gray hmestone 

with conchoidal fracture and often containing veins of quartz or 

calcite. | 

The total thickness of the Trenton in the Champlain valley is 

230 feet, and it overlies the Chazy. Quarries have been opened 

up at Isle La Motte, Plattsburg, Larrabees point, and Crown 

point. 

The Black river limestone in the Champlain valley is locally 

known as Isle La Motte marble. It has a varying thickness from 

35 feet on Larrabees point to 75 feet on Crown point and 20 feet 

at Plattsburg. The stone is usually heavy bedded, tough, com- 

pact and black. 

The Trenton proper is exposed at Crown Point (N. Y.) where 

it has a thickness of 150 feet. It is usually thin bedded and 

shaly but contains several beds of purer limestone. 

Beginning at a point about one half mile south of Smiths 

Basin in Washington county, the Trenton limestone extends 

northward, passing east of North Granville, east of Whitehall, 

which lies on the western edge of the belt, then northward in a 

belt from one mile to half a mile wide, past Benson Landing and 

northward into Vermont. The town of Vergennes lies on the 

eastern border of the belt. Another belt of this same rock is 

found farther south in Washington county, extending from a 

point half a mile north of Easton Corners up to and for half a 

mile north of Argyle. Throughout its extent the rocks of these 

two more or less continuous belts have been highly disturbed by 

dynamic forees. They are much folded and crushed and at times 

assume a very slaty structure. The limestone is generally fine 

grained and of a black color, is traversed by numerous veins of 

white calcite and is frequently of high purity. It is mined at 

Smiths Basin and also west of Fairhaven on the Vermont line. 

At both of these localities the stone has been quarried for lime- 

making and flax. 
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In the Mohawk valley only the Birdseye and Trenton members 

are present. The Birdseye member is in greater part a fine 

erained, dove colored stone, and weathers light gray, and the 

beds are generally moderately heavy. The exposures are com- 

mon in the Mohawk valley and have been quarried at a number 

of localities. Underlying this rock is the Calciferous sandstone. 

According to Darton’ the formation reaches its maximum thick- 

ness at Fort Plain, where it is about 9 feet thick. It then de- 

creases westward to 7 feet near St Johnsville. It is 5 feet on 

East Canada creek, 4 feet around Little Falls and to the south- 

eastward, and 5 to 6 feet on West Canada creek about Middleville, 

Newport and Cold creek. 

At Ingham Mills the rock is well exposed in Butler’s lime 

quarry. At this point nearly 15 feet of a good grade of stone is 

exposed. At Canajoharie the Trenton member of the group ap- 

pears. Excellent exposures occur near Amsterdam and at Glens 

Falls. At this latter locality the quarries are of special import- 

ance. The Trenton limestone member is found extending east- 

ward from Oneida county to Glens Falls. At times the rock is 

massive as at Tribeshill, at others it is somewhat shaly. The 

thickness in the quarries at Tribeshill is 12 to 14 feet of massive 

stone. Other exposures also occur in the quarries about Am- 

 sterdam and again in quarries 2 miles northwest of Hoffmans 

ferry, where about 20 feet of a soft, highly fossiliferous lime- 

stone is exposed. ‘ 

A belt of Trenton occurs west of Saratoga and is well exposed 

at Howland’s mill 3 miles due west — southwest from Saratoga 

Springs. The section here shows 20 feet of limestone. 

At Glens Falls the Trenton limestone is well exposed on both 

banks of the Hudson, and is of much importance, being used for 

building stone lime and Portland cement. | 

Darton gives the following section of it. 
Feet 

Thin bedded black limestones im beds 3 to-8 Ime. .cccccces 10 

Ree marin legl® sol k4 ame beds ots ii. ain, s:elece rain ye. eo ahere'%e ener eee = 

115th an. rept N. Y. state geol. p. 516. 
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Blacksmarble one Or two iw: pedser.,-).ctie' 2 ie ci Sits gohedce 13 

Black, massive, fine grained limestone. In floor of quarry 3 

Dark gray, ine eramed lmmesione 7. ...-0.. 4. eerie S 2D 

Black, compact limestones with slaty layers. | 

Tt overlies the Chazy. There are also extensive outcrops of it 

around Hoosick Falls, but at this point the stone is apt to be 

slaty. 7 

The Trenton rocks also extend northward from the Mohawk 

valley to Watertown. They are quarried at Prospect, Oneida, 

Port Leyden, Boonville and Watertown. The Trenton limestone 

formation is dark gray to black and is often fossiliferous. The 

central part of the Trenton formation is apt to be shaly in places, 

while the Birdseye limestone is massive and heavy bedded. The 

upper part of the Trenton formation or Trenton limestone proper 

is a lighter gray limestone and finely crystalline in its nature. 

This member is quarried at Prospect. 

Niagara 

In Schoharie county we find the eastern end of this formation. 

Its thickness is not more than 5 feet, and it is usually a dark gray, 

massive limestone. An exposure of it can be seen at Howe Cave 

just below the cement quarries, of which it forms the floor. 

The Niagara limestone also appears in Oneida county north of 

Clayville and extends westward with increasing width to the 

Niagara river. In Wayne county in the town of Butler? it is 

a dark blue, fine grained, compact limestone and is usually thin 

bedded. It has been used at this point for burning lime. Other 

occurrences are at Rose on the head waters of Sheldon creek 

and in the towns of Marion and Walworth. It has been quarried 

at many points in Wayne county for the manufacture of lime. 

In Monroe county the northern edge of the limestone passes 

through the towns of Penfield, Brighton, Gates, Ogden and 

1 Darton, N. H. Helderberg limestones and associated formations in 
eastern New York. (see 13th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 218) 

* Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 84. 
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Sweden. The outcrops at these points generally represent the 

beds of the upper magnesian member, and its weathered surface 

presents a characteristic spongy appearance. 

The Niagara formation presents two types of lime rock: the 

one a dark gray, subcrystalline stone, which is used for lime and 

building purposes, the other a gray brown, crystalline rock with 

‘humerous cavities and containing a high percentage of magnesia. 

The area in which the Niagara limestone is found is more re- 

stricted than that of most of the other limestone formations of 

the state. The upper member of this formation is known as the 

Guelph limestone but is not coextensive with the lower member. 

It forms a lenticular bed about 20 miles long and extends from 

Rochester westward. In the vicinity of Rochester quarries have 

been opened in it at New Brighton and Gates. As exposed in 

these quarries, it is a grayish brown, finely crystalline limestone 

containing numbers of small cavities. The peculiar feature of 

this rock is that it contains a large amount of magnesia and a 

very low silica percentage, making it very adaptable for use in 

the lining of Bessemer converters. 

Lower Helderberg 

This formation as formerly described includes several distinct 

members which are known as the Tentaculite, Waterlime, Pen- 

tamerous, lower or Catskill shaly, Becraft or upper Pentamerous, 

and upper shaly. The formation is a widely distributed one 

within the state and of considerable economic importance, con- 

taining the hydraulic limestones which are extensively developed 

at Rosendale near Kingston in Ulster county. 

In his recent classification’ Dr J. M. Clarke considers the 

Tentaculite limestone, which in this bulletin is discussed as the 

base of the Lower Helderberg, to be the highest member of the 

Salina. If Dr Clarke’s grouping be accepted, then the most 

westerly outcrops of the Lower Helderberg in this state are in 

| 1Mem, 3. N. Y. state mus. 
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the neighborhood of Chittenango Falls, Madison co.; and the 

statements in the text should be correspondingly qualified. 

The members of this formation enter the state at the south- 

eastern corner just east of Port Jervis (N. Y.) following up 

the southeastern side of the Neversink river, Bashers kill, and 

Rondout creek, throughout this whole distance resting on the 

Shawangunk grit which forms the crest of the Shawangunk 

mountain. From Kingston the same formation extends north- 

ward past Catskill to New Baltimore, where it then swings to 

the northwest, extending as far as New Salem in Albany county. 

At this point it becomes very narrow; it however appears again as 

a somewhat broad belt just west of Meadowdale in the same 

county and then extends westward as far as Central Bridge in 

Schoharie county, and from there in a slightly northwest direc- 

tion past Sharon Springs, Dennisons Corners, Oneida, Syracuse, 

and westward to Niagara Falls. Up to Dennisons Corners the 

formation, though of considerable thickness, does not cover a 

very broad belt, owing to the perpendicular escarpment which it 

forms, but its thickness remains about the same from Syracuse 

westward to Buffalo, and the elevation of the escarpment de- 

creases. 

The Tentaculite limestone forms the lower member of the 

series and is generally a dark colored, thin to thick bedded, at 

times argillaceous limestone. It seldom reaches a condition of 

great purity and aside from the cement beds which are worked 

separately its chief use has been for building purposes. 

As the Helderberg limestones are of considerable thickness in 

New York state, it may be well to mention them in detail. This 

can best be done by quoting from the report of N. H. Darton.* 

The Helderberg limestones attain their greatest development 
in eastern New York, and the thickness reported by Davis of 
about 300: feet in the Catskill region is the maximum. e They 
thin gradually southward in New York, but expand again in New 
Jersey. In the Helderberg mountains there are 200 feet and at 

1 Report on the relations of the Helderberg limestones and associated forma- 
tions in eastern New York. (see 13th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 204) 
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Schoharie not over 240 feet. Westward from Schoharie the 
thickness decreases very gradually. The members constituting 
the formation in its typical development, beginning at the top, 
are a pure semicrystalline, massive, very fossiliferous hmestone, 
a thick series of shaly limestone, and the basal series, thin bedded 
dark limestones of the Tentaculite beds. On Catskill creek a 
higher member of impure shaly limestone comes in above the 
‘pure, massive beds, thickens rapidly and continues southward 
to and through New Jersey. The Helderberg formation pre- 
serves its typical characters with some local variations in thick- 
ness to a few miles west of Cherry Valley. Then the upper 
limestone beds thin out, and on the road from West Winfield to 
Litchfield, in the southwestern corner of Herkimer county, the 
Pentamerus beds lie directly under the Onondaga limestone 
The upper members of the Helderberg limestones . . . come in 
again westward and are finely exposed at Oriskany Falls.*. . Here 
120 feet of beds are exposed in and about the quarries, of which 
50 feet are quite distinctively of the Tentaculite beds, 40 feet of 
gray beds in greater part of Pentamerus limestone age, but 
merging into the character of the lower beds, a few feet of 
beds with mixed Pentamerus and shaly limestone fauna, and, at 
the top, 25 feet of gray subcrystalline rock containing a shaly 
limestone fauna. 25 miles west of Perryville, Madison co., 
this condition has continued, the lower members expanding appar- 
ently at the expense of the Pentamerus beds and the upper 
members giving place to Pentamerus beds. At this locality the 
Onondaga limestone was seen lying on a few feet of dark gray 
limestones containing Pentamerus, with a thin local intervening 
layer of Oriskany at one point, which gave place to a great mass 
of thin bedded gray limestone below. 

The different members preserve their distinctive characters 
more or less, though there are occasional slight local variations. 

The so-called Scutella beds are the uppermost member south- 
ward to near Catskill. They are light colored, coarsely semi- 
erystallme, massively bedded, highly fossiliferous limestone 
blotched with calcite replacement of fossils, of which the most 
conspicuous is the so-called Scutella. These are the cups or pelvis 
of a crinoid, having a diameter in greater part from one to two 

1 See also Williams, S. G. The westward extension of rocks of the Lower 
Helderberg age in New York, Am. jour. sci. 3d ser. 31: 139-45; abstract Proc. 
Am. assm ady, sci. 34: 235, 236; Am. nat. 1886. 20: 373. 
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inches, and the white calcite of which they consist contrasts 
strongly with the light bluish gray of the containing limestone. 
In the Schoharie region where these cups characterize the lower 
beds of the member, the overlying layers have been called the 
upper Pentamerus beds from the fossil P. pseudogaleatus 
which they contain, and this name has been employed to some ex- 
tent to comprise all the beds. In the eastern extension of the for- 
mation the distinction is lost. About Catskill, Davis designates 
the lower layers the “ Encrinal” and the upper layers the “ upper 
Pentamerus ” limestone. Owing to the inappropriateness of the 
name Scutella and the varying significance of the other names 
that have been employed, the geographic name of Becraft lime- 
stone has been suggested to me by Prof. Hall. The name is from 
Becraft mountain in Columbia county, where the rock is typically 
developed. ‘The Becraft limestone has a thickness of 10 to 15 
feet near Schoharie, and the amount does not vary greatly east- 
ward to the Helderberg mountains and by Clarksville, Aquetuck 
and Coxsackie. Thence it increases rapidly, and Davis reports 
a thickness of 120 feet below Leeds, the upper 10 feet consisting 
of impure and sandy or shaly layers. There are, as Davis sug- 
gests, many local slips in this section, and my estimate of the 
thickness of the purer limestone would be about 60 feet. 

“In the Rondout region the Becraft limestone is 40 feet thick 

and the upper shaly beds 100 to 150 feet thick. In the ridge just 

east of Whiteport there are 30 feet of Becraft limestone.” About 

Rosendale and southward no exposures have been noted by 

Darton. “ Underlying the Becraft limestone throughout are the 

lower shaly beds, consisting of thin bedded, impure, highly fos- 

siliferous limestone with some shale beds.” At some localities 

though, as for instance westward on the Fox kill above Gallup- 

ville, it is In greater part a massive, relatively pure limestone. 

In Greene and Ulster counties it has the character of the upper 

shaly beds, with a more or less slaty cleavage and outcropping 

in ragged ledges, in some cases closely resembling the lighter 

colored outcrops of the Esopus slate. Its thickness from Scho- 

harie eastward is about 80 feet, and there and elsewhere in the 

great Helderberg escarpment it constitutes a steep slope between 
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the Scutella and Oriskany shelf above the Pentamerus escarp- 

ment below. Its thickness apparently decreases somewhat in the 

Kingston-Rosendale region, but it retains its characteristics. 

The Pentamerus or lower Pentamerus are the most conspicuous 
members of the lower Helderberg formation. They give rise to 
the great escarpment which marks the eastern edge of the Helder- 
berg formation as it passes along through central New York. 

The beds are mostly hard, massively bedded and vertically 

jointed limestones. The rock is generally bluish gray in color 

but weathering imparts a lighter tint to the surface. Partings 

of slate occur occasionally as well as lenses of chert, specially in 

the east and south. : 

The Pentamerus limestone is a quite uniform member, and its 

thickness does not vary greatly. ‘‘ At Schoharie its thickness is 

between 60 and 70 feet, in the Helderbergs it is the same and a 

trifle more about Catskill, 80 feet according to Davis, 50 feet at 

Saugerties, 80 to 40 fect about Rondout, 70 to 100 feet about 

Rosendale, the maximum being in the ridge just northwest of 

the village. The Pentamerus beds are quite sharply demarked 

from those above and below them.” 

The finest exposures of the Pentamerus ledges are in the great 

escarpment of the Helderberg mountains near the Indian Ladder, 

where they rise in great cliffs surmounting steep slopes to an 

altitude of 700 feet above the plain lying to the north and east. 

The Tentaculite beds are thin bedded, dark blue limestones, 
lying below the Pentamerus beds, and usually constituting the 
base of the Pentamerus escarpment or lying beneath its talus. 
The beds vary in thickness from an inch to a foot in greater part, 
but two or three inches is the average. 

The Tentaculite beds have a thickness of 40 feet at Howe 
Cave and Schoharie, somewhat less in the Helderberg mountains 
and from 30 to 40 feet through the Catskill and Kingston regions. 
In the Rosendale region the amount is less. “ 

There are several outliers of the Helderberg limestone, of 

which an important one is Becraft mountain. 
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The attenuated eastern extension of the great Saling forma- 

tion is of variable character and thickness and may not be con- 

tinuous throughout. Locally it consists of heavy beds of cement 

rock but generally it is composed of thin beds of more or less 

impure cemens intercalated with thin bedded limestones of vary- 

ing character. 

“The cement beds attain their greatest development around 
Rondout and Rosendale, where they are extensively worked. 
The cement rock is a blue black, very fine grained, massively 
bedded deposit of calcareous magnesian and argillaceous ma- 
terials and is of somewhat variable character and composition. 
The rock produces a cement of good quality only when the 
components bear certain relative proportions to each other. 
A characteristic feature of the rock is the light buff hue to which 
it weathers on the surface. At Rosendale there is a 21 foot bed 
of the cement at the base of the formation, then from 12 to 15 
feet of mixed impure cement and limestone beds, then another 
cement bed 11 feet in thickness. Above these are the Tentaculite 
and Pentamerus. 

These cement beds with some variations in thickness, and 
many in character, extend over a wide area from north of White- 
port through Rosendale to beyond Highfalls, outcropping in a 
belt about eight miles long and two and a half wide. At High- 
falls there is an upper bed of cement, 15 feet thick and a lower ~ 
bed 5 feet thick, separated by 3 feet of impure limestone. At 
Whuiteport the upper cement bed is 12 feet thick, the lower from 
15 to 20 and the intervening limestone 10 feet in thickness. 
How far they may extend under the overlying rocks to the west- 
ward is not known, and their southern termination has not been 
explored. To the northeast the cement thins out rapidly and 
gives place to impure cements and limestones, but it thickens 
again rapidly in the Rondout region. At Rondout there are two 
cement beds, the lower one is 22 feet thick and the upper 5 feet 
thick, with 38 feet of limestone and cement intervening. North- 
west the lower cement bed thins. 

In Onondaga county the cement beds are again prominent, and 
vary in thicktes: from 1 to 5 feet. _ Many of the quarries show 
two beds.” one 
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Upper Helderberg 

This is the limestone series which is termed the Corniferous 

by many writers, but by others the upper member of the series 

is termed Corniferous and the lower member Onondaga. The 

formation usually rests on the Schoharie grit, Cauda Galli grit, 

or Oriskany sandstone, but in the western part of the state these 

are wanting. The formation is divisible into 3 members, viz: 

1 The lower, or Onondaga graystone, which is coarsely erys- 

talline and well adapted for building. 

2 The Corniferous, which is a hard and durable limestone con- 

taining many chert nodules. 

3 The Seneca blue limestone, the purest of the three, fine 

grained and dark blue. 

The upper Helderberg rocks are quarried near Kingston, Ulster 

co., at Splitrock, near Syracuse, also at Auburn, Waterloo, Seneca 

_ Falls, Leroy, Williamsville and Buffalo. 

The subdivisions of the Onondaga group gradually lose their 

physical and faunal characteristics in eastern New York, and the 

formation is in greater part a bluish gray suberystalline, mas- 

sive hmestone with lenticular masses of chert in courses and 

irregularly disseminated. Darker colors occur locally, notably 

‘in the upper beds about Peoria (West Berne), which are very 

dark and coarsely crystalline. The chert is predominant in the 

upper beds, but it is usually present also in the lower beds. In 

places it is an inconspicuous feature but this is not often the 

ease. ‘hin partings of shale occur rarely. About Saugerties 

the lower portion of the limestone is shaly and weathers buff. 

About Clarksville the lower members are very pure, free from 

chert and regularly bedded. 

In Greene and Ulster counties particularly the outcropping 

edge of the formation is characterized by a fringe of very large 

disconnected blocks occurring at various intervals. In some cases 

Ahese blocks lie several hundred yards from the edge of the out- 

crop. biter 
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Goniatite 

This is a local layer of limestone found near the base of the 

Hamilton group in Onondaga county. Westward in Genesee 

county at the village of Stafford it is called the Stafford lime- 

stone, and extends from there to Lake Erie. 

Tully 

This is the most southern limestone formation found in any part 

of New York except Orange and Westchester counties, and the 

limestone of those counties is largely dolomitic. It forms a layer 

about 10 feet thick at the top of the Hamilton group, and derives 

its name from its type occurrence at the village of Tully in Onon- 

daga county. It is rather local in its extent, and does not occur 

in the eastern or western part of the state, extending only from 

Ontario to Madison. Few quarries have been opened in it, and it 

has only been extracted at times for purely local wants. 

Excellent exposures of it occur however on the shores of both 

Cayuga and Seneca lakes, and the material could be easily quar- 

ried at these places. 

Quaternary marls 

These represent the only unconsolidated types of limestones 

found in New York. The deposits are usually found underlying 

swampy areas, specially in the central portion of the state between 

Syracuse and Rochester, being commonly underlain by clay, and 

overlain by muck. 

The origin of these marls is a matter of much interest. While 

the marl is sometimes spoken of as “shell marl”, at the same 

time the shells found in it form but a very small part of the 

whole, the greater portion being made up of granular carbonate 

of lime, and the probable cause of accumulation is by precipita- 

tion from calcareous waters, the snails being found in the marl 

because they frequent water carrying lime. 

Central New York contains an abundance of éileitvents rocks, 

and fragments from them are also found in the drift, so that 

there is abundant opportunity for the carbonated spring waters 
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to take carbonate of lime in solution. This is taken in solution 

in the form of a bicarbonate which, when exposed to the air, 1s 

very unstable, so that the lime is precipitated on the emergence 

of the water as a spring. Temperature may also effect the result, 

in that the lime carbonate is more insoluble as the temperature 

of the water rises. This cause has been argued for by I. C. Rus- 

sell’ as explaining the formation of marl deposits in Michigan. 

The marl, as it precipitates, settles not only on the bottom of the 

pond, but also on the grasses around the edge. This method of 

formation is observable in the kettle hole ponds in the terminal 

moraine near Cortland, New York. The effect of certain plants 

on the precipitation of carbonate of lime was referred to earlier 

in the report. 

In this state the marl deposits are known to occur in the swampy 

areas near Warner and Jordan, Onondaga co.; in the valley from 

Wayland to Perkinsville, Steuben co.; Caledonia, Livingston 

eo.; northwest of Canastota, Oneida co.; Cassadaga, Chautauqua 

co.; Cortland, Cortland co.; Clifton Springs, Ontario co.; Claren- 

don, Orleans co.; Bergen, Genesee co.; near Chittenango Falls, 

"Madison co., etc. The associations and extent of these deposits 

vary, as does also the purity of the marl. In addition to these 

localities Beck also states that marl occurs at the following ones: 

2 miles southeast of Lodi on branch of Cattaraugus creek, Catta- 

raugus co.; in Schuyler county, at Beaver Dams in town of 

_ Dix, near Horseheads and near Millport, Chemung co.; in Colum- 

bia co., 4 miles north of Kinderhook; in Dutchess co., towns of 

Rhinebeck, North East, Pine Plains, Stanford and Red Hook; 

Montgomery co., near Canajoharie, Fort Plain and Fonda; Niag- 

ara co., along Tonawanda creek, and in swamp 5 miles east of 

_ Lockport; Otsego county, in southern part of Cherry Valley 

township. Unless the area of marl is large, and this would be 

indicated by the size of the swampy tract, which it underlies, it 

1Bul. 10. Geol. soc. Am. 1899. 
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does not pay to work it for any purpose requiring large quantities 

of raw material. 

It seems curious that the sole application of this material which 

usually suggests itself is for the manufacture of Portland cement, 

and, while this is indeed an important application, still it is only 

worthy of consideration in the case of very large deposits, that 

is, those not less than 6 feet thick and of at least 100 acres area, 

while deposits smaller than this are open to nearly all the uses to 

which limestone can be put. 
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LIMESTONE OCCURRENCE BY COUNTIES? 

In the following descriptions it has been attempted to give as 

far as possible the occurrence and extent of the different lime- 

stone formations in each county, together with their characters. 

As many analyses as possible have been collected, and a number 

of additional ones made for the report. Reports of an economic 

nature are rare, but a number of county and locality reports have 

been issued, the titles of papers and reports relating to the region 

being given. Where the report contains analyses, it is marked with 

an asterisk (*), and reports of an economic nature are also pre- 

ceded by a dagger (ft). 

Albany county? 

The only limestone formations in this county are the Lower 

Helderberg and the Corniferous. The former are specially con- 

spicuous, as they form the Helderberg escarpment, which in this 

county reaches its greatest elevation. 

Onondaga limestone. In Albany county, this formation ap- 

pears as a terrace extending along the foot of the slopes formed 

by the Hamilton shates. In the northeastern face of Helderberg 

mountain the outcrop is narrow, but it widens to the wustward, 

being a mile and a half at Thompsons lake, and after narrowing it 

again becomes 8 miles wide in the long slopes northwest of Berne. 

The formation in this county is a light bluish gray, tough, mas- 
——_. 

1 General articles on New York limestones 
Hall, James. County reports. (see Geol. 4th dist. N. Y.) 
Merril], F. J. H. Mineral resources of New York state. (see Bul. 15. N. Y. 

state mus.) 

Guide to the study of the geological collections. (see Bul. 19. N. Y. 
state mus.) 

Merrill, G. P. Stones for building and decoration. 
Ries, H. Report on limestones of eastern New York and western New Eng- 

Jand. (see 17th an. rep’t U.S. geol. sur., chapter on limestone) 
Smock, J. CG. Building stones in New York. (see Bul. 3 and 10. N. Y. 

state mus.) 
2Darton, N. H. Report on relations of Helderberg limestones in eastern 

New York. (see 13th rep’t N. Y. state geol. 1893. p. 197-228) 
Preliminary report on the geology of Albany co. (see 47th an. rep’t 

N. Y. state mus. p. 425-55) . 
“; Nason, F. L. Economic geology of Albany county. (see 13th an. rep’t 

N. Y. state geol. 1893. p. 263-87) 
Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 
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sive limestone, quite pure but containing lenses of chert, which 

are chiefly abundant in the lower beds. At times it disappears 

altogether, but this is not usual. One of the best ledges of Onon- 

daga limestone is in the cliffs near Oniskethau creek at Clarks- 

ville. 

Lower Helderberg limestone. This reaches a large development 

in Albany county and is divisible into several well marked mem- 

bers. The foremost of these is the Becraft, also. known as the 

Scutella limestone. This rock is of light color, often crystalline 

and full of fossils. Its average thickness in Albany county is 

about 15 feet, and its composition may be inferred from an analy- 

sis given of the same bed occurring at Rondout, Ulster co., and 

Hudson, Columbia co. One exposure of it is in the creek bed 

south of Callanans Corners. Underlying the Becraft limestone 

is a series of different beds, of very impure, highly fossiliferous, 

shaly limestone of a gray and grayish brown color and probably too 

impure for any use except building or road-making. Their thickness 

averages 100 feet. Under these, however, comes the Pentamerus 

limestone, which is an important member of the Helderberg for- 

mation, whose outcrop 1s marked by lines of prominent cliffs. It 

is usually cracked, and its color is that of a red, bluish gray Jime- 

stone, which is of a lighter color on the weathered surface. The 

beds are often cut by vertical joints and there may be occasional 

layers of shale. The Pentamerus limestone in Albany county has 

an average thickness of 65 feet. It is a well known formation 

and has been quarried for lime at numerous points throughout the 

state. One of the best exposures of this stone is at the Indian 

Ladder. Underlying the Pentamerus bed is a series of thin 

bedded, dark blue limestones, which generally crop out at the 

base of the Helderberg escarpment but are frequently hidden by 

ea oe the talus at the base of the cliff. These Tentaculite limestones 

are often of a shaly nature. Their thickness along the eastern — 

face of Helderberg mountain according to Darton is about 30 — 

feet. They are also exposed at the Indian Ladder and at South i 

Bethlehem. An excellent section of both Pentamerus and the 
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Tentaculite bed, is seen in Callanan’s quarry southwest of South 

Bethlehem (pl. 28), analyses of which are given below. Under- 

lying the Tentaculite are the Waterlime beds, also exposed at 

Indian Ladder and in the floor of the quarry at South Bethlehem, 

and at both localities they are about four feet thick and represent 

impure magnesia limestones.1 

The following analyses made for this report will indicate the 

character of limestones of the Helderberg series in Callanan’s 

quarry at South Bethlehem. 

Lower third of quarry | 

SLICKOS) 2 Galas a avengers curse ns are nae epee 9°05 

Mal OM OM (lap oe or 9: sche alo anaes ole Viele d 6 oolece 99 

eAMUAIHMMIISTA A Me ASE Feros 0 2 wits o 0 4a, cde etore! ov ehes 6.66 

MEIN ICATOMAUC “so Su oan Sas 8 wie oo asl 79.86 

Preliaencsia. carbonate ..j..e60¢-+- +06 a 

OOS (a 

Middle third 

Nillea-, 5 2 ee ee 5.19 
2. UTTER ae 1.45 

MR igre MONGOL S55 cal ac oe eek Sok hwo oslo Sie dase 14 

Mime CAL WOMALE, 6.6686 eo el shecen os de wn 48.34 

iMEenesia carbonate < so cs,.00 ca’. os 2.93 

Perrone dOxide 5,6 sic as cia os 6 6 06 atte eres A122 

g9=S 

Upper third 

SILO ok Bt os Sen REO ae ea le okG 

BN enigtalior Sal lee cs oc: 5 iedcany (ee ca see sie Pace ens flee ey 

Rew lB Sache SE) Ssh aoe sone wi oop sow aie 3.05 

Hine ean WOMATC Lac ask od a Slee ee 79.06 

miaenesia: carbowate.. . 2) 3 <<. ese acess 6.65 

OMe ort 

‘Darton, N. H. Geology of Albany county. (see 18th an. rep’t N. Y. state 
geol. p. 423) 
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While the stone at South Bethlehem is used chiefly for road 

material, it could also be used in the manufacture of lime, or 

Portland cement, for it does not contain an excess of silica. 

Lying as the material does in close proximity to the clay deposits 

under the Quaternary terrace, it could be well utilized for cement 

manufacture. 

Curiously enough, however, the limestones of Albany county 

are but little employed. A partial reason for this may be the 

great hight and steepness of the escarpment which they form, 

such conditions interfering somewhat with economic quarrying. 

There are several quarries at Ravena and one at Aquetuck. 

Cayuga county 

Extending as it does in a north and south direction, Cayuga 

county includes several limestone-bearing formations, viz the 

Upper Helderberg, Lower Helderberg, Niagara, and Clinton. 

The Upper Helderberg limestone extends across the county in 

a northeasterly direction from Union Springs to Auburn, and 

thence eastward. It is divisible into three members, viz the Onon- 

daga, the Corniferous and the Seneca limestones. The Onondaga 

is some times spoken of as the gray Onondaga stone, and the last 

member as the Seneca bluestone. 

At Union Springs there are three quarries, all of them in the 

Seneca bluestone, operated by J. Shalebo, B. P. Smith and 

G. P. Wood. The stone is used chiefly for building purposes, but 

some of it runs quite high in carbonate of lime. The following? 

represents the average composition of the largest quarry which 

is east of the town, and about one mile from the lake. In the 

quarries on the southern edge of the town, the stone is rather 

free from impurities in the lower layers, but the upper ones often 

show a transition to the Marcellus, and in one or two sections a 

layer of the Goniatite limestone is observable. Plate 29 shows 

the Corniferous limestone quarry at Union Springs. 

At Auburn both the Corniferous and the Onondaga members 

are quarried. The latter is exposed in some of the smaller quar- 

_ 1This analysis does not occurin the manuscript. Ep. 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES fie 

ries, and the layers are often highly loaded with chert, but in 

the large quarries of L. 8. Goedrich & Son on Cottage street 

the gray Onondaga member is quarried. The layers here are 

free from chert, but the stone is a hard, dense fine grained rock, 

which is used for building and also lime-making. It burns to a 

lumpy but not very white lime, that of the best quality coming 

from two layers each about 5 feet thick in the upper portion of 

the quarry. 

The following analysis represents the run of the quarry 

eae oso, a5 woes owas Gch e AGW © 8 elererel ace ware Segal 

ELS SUIUIID) outs SS ne Baan, Sis enemies Be 

2h STG OES oO Co ee Cae ae aI ea Par lees 

Penne MAN OTUMGCo0,  g ooo .e ko are bee wits ws ewe eden 61.66 

Poms stu CATOONALC 1. 2 sce sss oi eo ee cis oe sue gas 19.44 

Lung COIS 2 aso 5: oe ee eer ae BS® 

UML s 55a Nears La aiaiisi eer ee g/dl Biatei sie cies ole mamICD AO 

The Lower: Helderberg limestone also crosses the county in a 

belt parallel to the Upper Helderberg. It is first exposed at 

Union Springs on the hill about one and a half miles to the north 

of the town, on the Lowery farm, where it underlies the Oriskany 

sandstone. At this point the layers are very shaly, and the purer 

ones would have to be sought farther toward the northern edge 

of the outcropping beds of the formation. The width of the 

belt is from two to three miles. So far as the writer 1s aware, it 

is not quarried within the limits of the county. This may be 

partly due to the fact that there is a heavy covering of drift in 

many places that would easily tend to cover it up. 

At Montezuma the works of the Duryea Portland cement co. 

were built to use the marl underlying Montezuma swamps, but, 

since their destruction by fire several years ago, no attempts have 

been made to revive the industry at that pomt. The Montezuma 

marshes (pl. 30), underlie an extensive tract, and marl is said to 

~ 

“é 

= a 
— 

Bee Ts: fe als ; 
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occur under them at several points. Borings were made by the 

writer across the swamp at a point two miles north of Union 

Springs but no marl was found. 

Chautauqua county! 

The only lime deposits are a few scattered beds of marl. The 

most important is on Cassadaga lake, and a Portland cement plant 

was erected at this point several years ago, but is now closed 

down. 

Clinton county 2 

Calciferous. Rocks of this age are abundantly exposed in 

Champlain, Beekmantown and Peru townships. The rocks are 

usually blue gray, massive, sandy dolomites. Owing to their 

sandiness they have little value for the manufacture of lime or 

cement. 

The Trenton and Chazy limestones occupy a broad belt which 

extends along the western side of Lake Champlain from Peru 

northward to the Canadian boundary, the western edge passing 

close to West Chazy, Chazy and Coopersville. 

Chazy limestone. ‘This limestone is well exposed at the village 

of Chazy as well as in other parts of Chazy township, specially 

just north of Plattsburg, and on Bluff point two miles south of 

the latter place, whence it extends south into Peru, where the 

lower portion of the formation is well shown. The aggregate 

thickness of the Chazy limestone at Chazy village is 740 feet, 

while at Valeour it is said to be 890 feet. The rock is quarried at 

a number of points for obtaining marble, rough building stone 

or stone for lime. 

Black river limestone. The rocks of this group occur as mas- 

sive dark colored beds, but are well exposed at numerous points in 

1 Hall, James. (see Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 493) é 
2Cushing, H. P. Geology of Clinton county. (see 13th an. rep’t N. Y. state 

geol. p. 513) 
Faults of Chazy township, Clinton co. (see Bul. geol. soc. Am. 6: 285) 
Geology of Rand Hill and vicinity, Clinton county. (see 19th an. 

rept N. Y. state geol. p. 39) 
Emmons, Ebenezer. Geol. 2d dist. N. Y. 1842. 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES "75 

Chazy overlying the Chazy limestone, but outside of the village 

and in Chazy township it is not very well exposed. According 

to Cushing it has a thickness of 80 to 50 feet and is a brittle 

black limestone with a conchoidal fracture. 

Trenton limestone. ‘This is also well exposed in the town of 

Chazy and in addition in the town of Plattsburg. Cushing states 

_ that in the bed of the river just east of the Chazy village 150 

feet is exposed lying on the Black river limestone, while on Crab 

island about 200 feet of it can be seen. The lower portion of the 

Trenton limestone geenerally exhibits beds of a slaty character 

and is probably of insufficient purity for any chemical use except 

that of making common lime and for fertilizing purposes or per- 

haps Portland cement. Also in northeastern Plattsburg town- 

ship, and extending into southeastern Beekmantown, the rocks 

according to Cushing form a series of black slaty limestones which 

are excellently exposed on Cumberland head.’ 

The Chazy limestone is of high purity and makes a most ex- 

cellent quality of lime. , 

The following is an analysis made by D. H. Newland. 

SLIGHL 96 CoC Ud Cub S COO OO Rao Eee ci 

PMN ANG METIMC LOKI). < bie sie ee e.sisleie e's wieia 9) THO 

Mine Com OMA LCs cs ccicie,s Siele Feed bcc sivieesionse VO.24 

PE emecumma eat bOMALC; 6. cays ogscisiceicscceess 8.02 

100.37 

The quarries are near the railroad and the product can be 

easily shipped. 

There are several lime quarries in operation in the village of 

Chazy, the one being on the eastern edge of the town and an- 

other about a mile out (pl. 81). Recently a third quarry 

has been opened on the southeastern edge of the village, and 

three limekilns erected. It affords an excellent location for 

1 Cushing, H. P. Geology of Clinton county. (see 18th an. rep’t N. Y. state 
geol. p. 513) 
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cement manufacture, as the lowlands which the limestone ledges 

border are underlain by clay. The Chazy limestone bears a high 

reputation not only for the manufacture of lime, but also as a 

furnace flux. 

The following is an analysis of the burned stone used for flux 

at Troy, E. Touceda, analyst. 

lhe oxid2: hee: aaa Be aN ar gr Pierre, yt 1 4e6 

Maenésium Oxid: Sass neces i tee nl 

Allan ina} SAPS ae ree rea eee ae wI4 

Ferric oxid eee e e eee e e e ee e e e ee e e'e ee e es es es eee 2 

Siliea. .. ® -©. 6."e 6 e400 ‘e (0 @ @ :@ "ee ‘eo: ‘eo 18’ @ :e ‘ee: @ 8.6 ‘ees ie ‘6 ‘oe. @ 6:6 SHY 

A Merron Ba edeinpraren ie ete a Rn Ate WORE ure yan ety uat fo OLS) o OD 

Columbia county! 

The limestones in the eastern part of the county are of little 

importance on account of their impure nature, but on Becraft 

mountain east of Hudson the stone has been extensively quarried 

for a number of years to supply the furnaces at Troy with flux. 

Two types of stone are found here, viz the Becraft or Scutella 

limestone, and the biue Pentamerus rock. 

The Pentamerus limestone is quarried on the cemetery prop- 

erty at the northeastern edge of the town (pl. 82). It is well ex- 

posed in a face about 100 feet long and 25 feet high. With the 

exception of the upper 6 feet the layers are quite free from chert. 

The rock shows occasional cavities with calcite crystals and at 

times quartz, but otherwise probably does not run over 3% or 4% in 

silica. While the stone has hitherto been used only for road 

material, still it affords a source of limestone for the manufacture 

of Portland cement, the necessary clay being obtainable from the 

terraces north of the city. | 

The most abundant material is the Becraft limestone already 

referred to. Extending along the top of the ridge are a series of 

1 Bishop, I. P. On certain fossiliferous limestones of Columbia county 
N. Y. and their relations to the Hudson river shales and the Taconic system. 
(see Am. jour. sci. 1886. 32: 438}. 

Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843, 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES aL 

openings, which were originally opened as marble quarries, but 

found unsuitable and subsequently worked for dimension stone 

and flux, these operations continuing to the present. 

The limestone is a coarsely crystalline, fossiliferous rock, of 

moderately pure and quite uniform character. The stone has to 

be hauled 600 to 1000 feet to the railroad siding, thus permitting 

easy shipment. 

The following analyses, no. 1 by T. Egleston and no. 2 by the 

chemist of the Burden iron works at Troy illustrate the character 

of the stone. 
1 2 

| LAA S, as Se eat a aed ieee and ree cS lett g Se 

Htmmexcarbona tens... ofa ale sel ace ok ee Seek Ole .iae 

(CET Cum 1ODIOD GL, as Se MeN mcmegre cok ced es Our aieerae 2 

ome si uml CArOONabe ys 7. sie ee Ss os a3 Ol 

MIME TE as is oreo aici che ah @e Ve LOO OU line lene 

PMN OHAAINA rs ogg wedi 0,8 esteemneat Sa Pie Opt 

18 @IRENG MOD [eee ae ore ae 1:819 DD 

SILICO IN ee ats ae ae er ee 1.842 Ds tory) 

Sillawredioxid.... ...s.s0ce%s 145 049 

Hes RO SIMO IIS ie « * wveictcr cre eheols «ask .149 .022 

Reet ee Ses Sr ong ce einer ccc pe ala ataene . 

Cacia Wise eul 

While Mr Jones still owns some of the quarries, the majority 

are said to be owned by Shute & Rightmyer (pl. 33). 

Dutchess county! 

The limestones in the eastern part of the county are a continu- 

ation of those found in Westchester county and follow the line 

of the Harlem river railroad, while those found in the central and 

i Dwight, W. B. On the recent explorations in the Wappinger valley lime- 
stones of Dutchess co., N. Y. (see Am. jour. sci. 1879. 17: 399) 

Recent investigations and palaeontological discoveries in the Wap- 
pinger limestone of Dutchess and neighboring counties, New York state. (see 
Proce. Am. ass’n adv. sci. 31: 884; also Am. jour. sci. 1884, 27: 249) 

Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 
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western portions of the county are a continuation of the Orange 

county Cambro-Silurian limestone belts. The former are meta- 

morphosed limestones and partake of the nature of marble, being 

highly erystalline, while the latter are not. 

The eastern belt. While there are outcrops of the limestone 

at a number of points in the valley followed by the Harlem rail- 

road, only two large openings have been made. These are at 

Dover Plains and South Dover. 

At Dover Plains, G. & J. H. Ketcham have aie a quarry 

along the highroad one half mile southeast of the town. The 

rock is a soft, fine grained dolomite of gray or white color. The 

opening is about 200 feet long, 20 to 30 feet wide and 10 feet 

deep. No analysis was made of the stone but several samples 

were examined to determine their insoluble matter, which ran 

from 2 to 3%. 

The South Dover marble co. has a large quarry (pl. 34) on the 

hill 24 miles northeast of the station. The rock is a fine grained, 

white dolomite and has hitherto been used only for structural 

purposes. It has to be hauled to the railway. In appearance it 

is very free from impurities. The following analysis of the rock 

was furnished by the superintendent of the company. 

UC are, Secteas cet ceca eee te RRS IES Ir OR ant acts aes sh 

Mermicroxidseeree eee sng eheuts earner Nate Bee sane 520 

Alomar so os 4 cee cee ee eee Beran ehaceeaec soul 

A Pibsc\ WMI re aoa es So homeo Ore 30.63 

Magn esia.sc:. cast opens oes toppeeeetene otitis oc eee 20.25 

Soda, Sei avs aes ee fo eee ener eu eee ae we 

Potaghy fo ace ee ae Cee ee ee eee .46 

The stone is brought down to the railroad over a private trolley 

line. 

The ln saaihemies in the western part of the county are usually a 

hard, fine grained bluish gray rock, containing less magnesia than 

the whiter phases to the southeast and east. It has been used 

for lime but on the whole is so silicious that the resulting lime 

would be lean. 
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Since dolomitic limestones tend rather to disintegrate than to 

decompose, their outcrops are often surrounded by a white granu- 

lar sand, and are easily discernible for some distance. ‘The west- 

ern belt has been quarried in large quantities at Clinton point 

(pl. 35), 2 miles north of New Hamburg. Its silicious nature 

restricts its use to road metal. 

An analysis of this stone gave: 

JININ@ Aye eee ees pay tenes rote itis GaN ao ve DOM ON 

MECCA ieee ac os oe a cie'n 5 we Water ols eyeleie estoy OO 

Cameome acid ...... Shee arte ae eee Sh sae avers: Suan LO 

PMMUMANNISNS 7) coe. Fe ee eases «0 6 0 eo waees Aira ni Ret pa Ae Oyo) 

SSINEIG. ORCC aia en a nian anu ede ee ter eae tt : AT 

Silica. oy oc Aa ee ee eer mer ee Ee a hare amet 

Se) OE! 

Erie county 4 

The only limestone formations represented in this county are 

the hydrauhe or waterlime, the Onondaga and the Corniferous. 

Aceording to Bishop, “the northern edge of the Corniferous 

limestone, together with the Onondaga limestone and the upper 

part of the hydraulic limestone, forms a well defined escarpment, 

which runs in a general southwest direction on the Genesee 

county line to Buffalo. Most of this distance the escarpment is 

nearly parallel to the Bloomingdale and Williamsville road. The 

hydraulic limestone is generally visible at the base of the escarp- 

ment, where it forms a layer of variable thickness in the face of 

the cliff. Sometimes it forms a terrace from a few feet to 200 

(mdse widun which runs paralle! to the escaxpment.  Ubss is 

specially well marked between the Williamsville and Buffalo 

1} Bishop, I. P. Structural and economic geology of Erie county. (see 15th 
an. rept N. Y. state geol. p. 305) 

Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 469. 
Pohlman, J. Cement rock and gypsum deposits in Buffalo. (see Trans. 

Am. inst. min. eng. Oct. 1888) 
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city line. The Onondaga limestone in Erie county forms a thin 

band between the hydraulic limestone and the overlying Cornif- 

erous limestone. It varies in color from blue gray to a light 

gray, and also varies in thickness, reaching its maximum of 35 

feet in Fogelsonger’s quarry at Williamsville. It is the same 

thickness 2 miles farther on but then begins to thin out rapidly. 

The formation in Erie county, instead of being of one continuous 

bed, is really a series of lenticular masses occurring at the same 

horizon. The Corniferous limestone in Erie county forms some- 

what of an escarpment, as already mentioned. The rock outereps 

are not as a rule very extensive, but good ones occur a few miles 

below Millgrove near a dam across Endicott creek, and again in 

the bed of the same stream for 3 miles below Wilhelm, and also 

near the same place. Again this limestone is found in Gage 

creek at Isieffer’s quarry near the transit road about a mile west 

of Lancaster. 

Hydraulic limestone. This extends through Williamsville, 

Clarence and Akron. Along the whole line of its outcrop it has 

been quarried at numerous places but generally only for building 

purposes. The section at the works of the Buffalo cement co. 

gives the following relations of the three limestones: flint and 

limestone, Corniferous, 8 to 9 feet; Onondaga lime, 5 feet 8 

inches; loose friable limestone, 6 inches; gypsum crystal, 6 inches; 

hydraulic limestone, porous, known as bullhead, 7 feet; cement 

rock used for burning, 3 feet 8 inches; impure hydraulic lime at 

bottom (pl. 36). 

The bullhead stratum furnishes the greater part of the water- 

hme used for building purposes. 

Onondaga limestone. One or two of the lenticular masses al- 

ready mentioned occur near Williamsville in the quarry of Fo- 

gelsonger & Young. It is highly fossiliferous and quite pure, 

as shown by the following analysis made by H. Carison and quoted 

by Bishop.? - 

1 Geology of Erie county. (see 15th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 331) 
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Mmeedearbonate sa. Jails arian.) Rie Re ye hale 96.54 

Magnesium carbonate ........ Pet ce he Mrs is ec al 

itrom amd, alumina oxid ... 2.206... at arenes : . 84 

Sener Spy esa) waibls SA es Pope cs Teal 

STEELS 25: ae een ree a : shOw 

eg eS (NOGUIS 5 100 5d» w'e,0 oii Wile Sinise dels Bae 6 NOs? 

98.668 

Some of the rock is used for smelting purposes, and the waste 

is burned for hme. 

Corniferous limestone. The chief use for this is also for build- 

ing operations. ‘The largest quarry in Erie county is that of the 

Buffalo cement works, but there are numerous other smaller 

ones. ‘The limestone, while making a good building material on 

account of its hardness, is very cherty in places, and therefore 

for any chemical or similar work would probably have to be 

hand picked. The hmestone is usually thickly bedded (pl. 37). 

Essex county! 

The pre-Cambrian rocks of Essex county often include a series 

cf erystalline limestones, which are not infrequently speckled 

with grains of pyroxene and other dark silicates. Occasionally 

these silicates are segregated into bunches, thus leaving the rest 

of the rock comparatively free from impurities. At times the 

limestone beds attain a thickness of 50 feet to 100 feet, as at 

Port Henry, where they have been quarried for flux. The quarry 

has not been operated for several years. 

1 White, T. G. Geology of Essex and Willsboro townships, Essex co., N. Y. 
(see Trans. N. Y. acad. sci. 13: 214) 
Merrill, G. P. On serpentinous rocks from Essex county. (see Proc. U. S. 

nat. mus. 12: 595) 

Brainard, EH. The Chazy formation in the Champlain valley. (see Bul. 2. 
Geol. soc. Am. p. 293) 

& Seely, H. M. The Calciferous formation in the Champlain vauey. 
(see Bul. 3. Am. mus. nat. hist. p. 1; also Bul. 1. Geol. soc. Am. p. 50) 
Kemp, J. F. Preliminary report on geology of Essex county. (see 131k 

an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 625) 
Geol. of Moriah and Westport townships, Essex co., N. Y. (see 

Bul. 14. N. Y. state mus.) 
Emmons, Ebenezer. Geol. 2d dist. 1842. 
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Three distinct areas of Chazy and Trenton limestones occur 

in this county. The first forms Willsboro point and extends 

southward as far as Whallonsburg. A second area begins at 

Westport and extends southward to the town of that name. <A 

third is on Larrabees point. 

The Black river limestone member of the Trenton is usually 

heavy bedded, very tough and compact. The rock has been 

quarried on Crown point. | 

The Trenton proper, also exposed on Crown point, is 150 feet 

thick, but is usually thin bedded, showing alternations of lime- 

stone and shale layers. The Trenton has been used at several 

places for making lime, but no definite statement can be made 

concerning the purity of any given beds, as they are variable. 

At times the rock is quite low in silica. Large quarries have 

been opened on Willsboro point (pl. 38), and in the town of Es- 

sex, and the stone from the former was shipped to New York city. 

A partial analysis of the Chazy limestone on Willsboro point, 

furnished the writer by Prof. J. F. Kemp, showed: 

ibs s(cm ce errr Hy ih eo Anat on ats sieretranane 51 

Miao stay 325 ode, Sy Pees site fo ce Se atrcr one een oto 1 

DTCAY sax Sawleh eee eewet eee ern cid era atid 3 be 2.43 

The following represent the average composition of 1) the 

upper 10 feet and 2) the lower 10 feet of the quarry from anal- 

yses made of samples collected by the writer. 
1 2 

ST lice ese 8s yenrenes eset es emcee eee a eae 4.4 4.6 

A ronan aeons a tec cone ate atop are recees (eal 4.1 

Werric Ox eres anescen ene aces eee coe aD 1,9 

Linnie cearbomaiie: suas semen ns bac etaee TO? Sat 

Maonesinm carbonate 22). 2.4.44. oe 4.2 .98 

iIiisiol wibNe eee eect ac areca oles ase 15 1246 

AN Carrere Bel 08 SSeS CRA a Mea re a ee Se ee) 

The following additional ones are given by T. G. White.’ 

1 Lower beds of quarry on Willsboro point. 

1+ Geology of Essex and ar ebone townships, Essex co., N. Y. (see Trans. 
N. Y. acad. sci, 13: 214-31) 
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2 Same as 1 with carbonates calculated. 

3 An analysis of Chazy limestone quoted from Boynton,’ and 

said to be from Willsboro. 
aL 2 3 

lS o 6658, Cee ee ee ne ae ee 2.43 9.43 21:39 

CHO) eee 3 ch hE RE el atk De Peer taa e an teil 

(OE Us oon 6c ae oe ee cLonehs Sidhe Uh KOR ork 

Pee OO ee ea ales kn ee 41 41 3.61 

LEED) coves Oe ee 1 9 A 1.09 

Nag) be on Ge ete aye ee Sen aria tr. 

“SJ, 56 o}65==0 Re Aa ie Payee 8 

UL. aa 0 ELE Raa eens ee ois oh emtasres sol 

SUS! ip o yh ci a ao : oS cto} 69 

Llp Wy gid ete ane eee a Gata dus ger eteras 2 

Mee MMC MMIG ALOT, Cos teas GG es a os one cS wwe, we eee clips 

Fulton county ? 

The Calciferous and Trenton limestones form a crescent shaped 

belt extending from Crum creek, northwest of St Johnsville, 

through Garoga, Johnstown, Gloversville and Mayfield up to 

~ Northville. <A second belt extends from Northville to the south- 

ern boundary and has a width of about 6 miles. 

Quarries are in operation at Cranberry creek and Mayfield. 

Genesee county > 

A very small triangular area of Niagara limestone occurs in 

the northeastern corner of the county and a second very thin 

strip along the northern edge. 

The Helderberg, on the contrary, extends through the central 

part of Genesee county, passing through Batavia, Stafford, East 

i Trans. N. Y. state agric. soc. 1852. 12: 801. 
2 Darton, N. H. Geology of the Mohawk valley in Herkimer, Fulton, Mont- 

gomery and Saratoga counties. (see 47th an. rep’t N. Y. state mus. p. 601) 
Preliminary description of the faulted region of Herkimer, Fulton, 

Montgomery and Saratoga counties. (see 14th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 33) 
Vanuxem, Lardner. Geol. 3d dist. N. Y. 1842. 
3 Hall, James. (see Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 464) 
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Pembroke and Corfu, and Leroy. A quarry is operated by 

J. Merrill near Batavia, but the greater number of quarries lie in 

the Corniferous at Leroy, where much stone is extracted. ¢ The 

Leroy rock is dark colored, medium to fine grained and is used 

both for lime and furnace flux. The principal quarry at Leroy 

is that of Morris & Strobel, but most of the quarries are at Lime 

Rock near Leroy. The quarries are mostly small, and many of 

the layers cherty, but those free from chert (and they are at 

times as much as 3 feet thick) are of very good quality. The 

following analysis of Leroy limestone from Howells quarry was 

kindly furnished by the Tonawanda Iron & Steel co. 

ime carbonate cece serie oe eee 92.46 

Magnesia carbonate’ ........- Pius iste iar 1.86 

SEGA eo eae ees Be eee eee eee 5 

Admin: 222 ees or eer eee eee .6 

$9.92 

A second analysis made of a sample collected by the writer from 

Morris & Strobel’s quarry yielded: 

NovUBTer ee gn Ma nm eR Bar aeons Gs Sie ke eaten 5.96 

Almainiga.! 93> 44 Gia tae ae ese a ears 3.16 

IMEIBAG OAMGe G5 56g 00 Soaks cho tes cd Sg ee te 1.34 

Vole. idice eters te ee Si Soe Pee Eee A9.07 

Mia one Sta, <a: re) desc texstese etter Peer ay 8 ope nck oreuon ner aten: . 1.44 

Carbon dioxide os. Snie creases ae chen so dea tou ahstie aoe 40.138 

a Olina 

The third analysis shows composition of lime, furnished by 

W. S. Brown at Leroy. | 

sins 7, vies eaeietors 1a Se late Wor saleatea varcuerelio ekore wares tenacters 94. 

Mibonesia: 5 i. 45, « bachcle eae teueteuelore wher cere tenons 1.4 

Ifo OSA GAGA Ss boss LP ee A eee es ee eee eos ee 

Silvea. ll. Oe Ba ae eee eatin eae g 00 
WA Tanna nia 93 es eae. Rete ate ee ete asiakettnelone 58 

100 
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Overlying the gypsum beds which occur in the town of Leroy 

there is occasionally found a drab limestone resembling cement 

rock in appearance. The following analysis was made of a sample 

from the land of Mr Howell near Leroy, D. H. Newland, analyst. 

SEE OH oS eI Re sara er gna er 4.02 

2 ESEOTTING) eee ea RRP Seg Mec ae Ren 1.48 

Be sipoliomimel ates a Ske 3 SHS hale siglo tae. sere eos OY 

irene CTA ONAL E ho acer Riese while char arene viletene D288 

Mpenesman Carbonate . 11... sees « be nigatabacs ee 35.09 

99 53 

This composition would not indicate that the material had very 

great hydraulic properties, as it runs low in elay. 

According to Hall’ the hydraulic limestone is exposed on 

Allens creek, 2 miles north of Leroy, and also at Morganville. 

Genesee county contains several swamps underlain by marl. 

One extensive deposit occurs along the line of the New York 

Central railroad about a mile west of Bergen, on the land of 

P. Snyder, and G. E. Parish and also on what is known as the 

Doran farm. Attempts have been made to organize a Portland 

- cement company to work the material. The following analysis 

made by J. A. Miller, of Niagara university, was furnished. 

STUIGOFIS Got SESE es ire ae a 49 

PNnummunbires Os EERIE TOXICS cots. ook cree a chee pei Wine wre op 

]LTEOOE STRL EET SSS a Cage oe te Cee Oc an en 3.48 

WE iniae canta OMe he Narco a sy aichcas. cnet) acer eid vole as caeeeas 94.12 

BY erent cle aeren ats 6 a ici shone are s/s u ovate sot gta oeehame tr 

Heiress ererminiane Ue a at oe 2e-e io, ar-clie ous. 0.6 0)" sconeuareccueleheeee 156 

100 

Marl is also said to underlie the Beaver Meadows at Leroy. 

1Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. 1843. p. 465. 
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Greene county! 

The only limestone formations in the county are those of the 

Lower Helderberg and Upper Helderberg, which extend across 

the eastern part of the county from its northern to its southern 

border, the two belts being separated by the Oriskany sandstone. 

The Onondaga is usually represented by its cherty member, 

the Corniferous, and is of little use except for building purposes 

and road material, but the Lower Helderberg supplies an abun- 

dance of lime rock, which could be employed in several directions. 

At the northern boundary the Lower Helderberg hmestone ridge 

is probably 2 miles back from the river, the shore lines of the 

Quaternary terrace abutting against it. In this vicinity it is 

quarried near New Baltimore, by W. Fuller’s Sons. At Catskill, 

however, the ridge approaches close to the Hudson, and is easily 

available for shipment. Both the Scutella and also the under- 

lying members are exposed in the ridge, which closely follows 

the river from Catskill southward to Saugerties, and, while they 

have been much used for building, other uses have remained in 

the background. 

Recently the possibility of combining the Helderberg limestone 

with the nearby Quaternary clays for the manufacture of Port- 

land cement has been recognized, and several factories are in 

contemplation, while one large works is nearly completed at 

Smiths Landing. 

Where a selection of certain layers is to be observed, the dip 

of the beds has to be considered, for in this ridge it is quite 

variable, owing to the folding which the region has been sub- 

jected to. | 

The Becraft limestone forms the most massive member of the 

Lower Helderberg in Greene county. It is similar in its char- 

acters to that found on the eastern side of the river near Hudson, 

and is underlain by the Tentaculite and Pentamerus. West of 

Catskill it has been extensively quarried by George Holdredge 
| 

1 Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 
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(pl. 39). The rock shows the usual coarse grained, fossiliferous 

character, and the beds lie nearly horizontal with a slight dip to 

the west. The stone is quite homogenous, and a sample analyzed 

by the writer and representing the average of the quarry gave: 

MIRE eo ass 2 aru 8 UG er ehaPaN Retour hater aslo oo Sho ee a ED 

See Vg Sg. ul oc: «he ceanaeaea orice Peleg es ohare cas eden = ub a 

erie OXId . 2s. sac obo ay pakey cli esta etter atene wanes o2u) Weal 

00 30 ee A ee ine ar ree Oram | 

MAMIE ACG! <6... 59. ac. aos ela came ee 4d 

101.05 

The quarries lie about 1 mile from the river and the West Shore 

railroad. 2 

Herkimer county? 

The Calciferous sandrock occurs in the county around Little 

Falls and is well exposed in several quarries in the town and also 

on the south side of the river. It is generally a light bluish 

gray, fine grained, massively bedded sandy limestone whose weath- 

ered surfaces are generally dirty buff. The following analysis 

will illustrate well its silicious and magnesian character. 

Spi ieee Pet Nera choos i see vie a 3.8 3 eee sw eegeyer LORD 

Fem Munthe eS hats oN Sis % S whe) wna Sucker eres. LO. US 

15 QIFEL@ COLIC 2 co a ee eS Pea ero ee Svere 

Pirie Me OOMALCS Oh so <5 el asd cic lcle a wale a ee ose 4ha90 

MB OMCSIMMECALDONALC. 5 s.. 21a \e 01s w/e ote'el wie cides (GOL09 

99.15 

1 Darton, N. H. Geology of Mohawk valley in Herkimer, Fulton, Mont- 
gomery and Saratoga counties. (see 4/th an. rep’t N. Y. state mus. p. 603) 

Preliminary description of the faulted region of Herkimer, Fulton, 
Montgomery and Saratoga counties. (see 14th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 33) 

White, T. G. Report on the relations of the Ordovician and Ko-Silurian 
rocks, in portions of Herkimer, Oneida and Lewis counties. (see 51st an. rep’t 
N. Y. state mus. 1: r21) 

Vanuxem, Lardner. Geol. 3d dist. N. Y. 1842, 
- 
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The other limestone formations found in the county are of 

much greater importance. The Helderberg limestones extend 

across the southern edge of the county as a belt several miles 

wide, whose northern limit passes through the towns of Jordan- 

ville, Columbia, Cedarville and Cedar Lake. They have been 

quarried at several places, Columbia among them, for lime burn- 

ing, but their distance from the railroad is a serious objection. 

The Tentaculite limestone is utilized at Columbia south of 

Little Falls for the manufacture of lime, and a sample from A. 

Manning’s quarry showed the following composition. 

TDN Cr Re gtr me RAL ory Eoh ty UAravate iatsaa Cie faa aoe A.91 

Ferrie Omid esas Pe cicepeea ence oe ee ee a Te 5S 

SA na iar e See apenetete aie eS chee hae SAC rn Rae ath 8 .48 

Taine ee eis apc ies ge ee eee 51.82 

Moa omesia..s. «205. .wig acs sae, eos cere PG 

Carbom=diomids) 22. cscs PoE aiaray Saree, By A 41.9 

100.8 

The same quarry shows two thin layers of waterlime. 

The group of Trenton limestones is of some importance in 

Herkimer county, but only the Birdseye and Trenton members 

are present. 

Around Little Falls the Trenton is not over 4 feet thick accord- 

ing to Darton, but at Ingham Mills the rock is well exposed in 

the lime quarry of Sherman Butler (pl. 41), where nearly 15 feet 

of good stone can be seen. The better stone is bluish, fine grained 

and massive, but in the upper part of the quarry it passes into 

the Utica slate. The following analyses represent its composi- 

tion, no. 1 being the lower massive rock and no. 2 the average 

of the quarry face. 

OMe aE sels eveds eile oracs Las & lofts Cosheh Ree oRE RS eh AOL Syme a5) 

A lagna 35 es sl ee oe ee eee 2 OOS Ae 
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Ae eric VOXIGM seen Sie dake Oe ere Sia ake ot Hee 

ime rcarbonatie: sss... Sr Aracer ober ots coe 89.15 84.6 

Minenesinm carbonate. “ss. eso. - so +s tr. 3.42 

99-09 = 1005038 

From Ingham Mills the Trenton limestone passes northwest- 

ward past Salisbury and Norway to the edge of the county, where 

it forms a belt whose width extends from Poland to Grant. A 

spur also extends from Poland southeast to Middleville, and it 

is quarried at Newport by G. S. Higgins, J. Dunn, N. Morey, 

W. W. Mosher, G. H. O’Connor, C. Smith, and D. Tuomey. 

Jefferson county ! 

Probably one half the county is underlain by limestones, mostly 

of Trenton age, while additional small areas of pre-Cambrian age 

-are known to occur. ‘The Trenton limestone occupies a more 

or less triangular area, the towns of Clayton, Carthage, and 

Mannsville being approximately in the corners. The area is 

traversed by the several branches of the Rome, Watertown and 

Ogdensburg railroad. 

The Calciferous sandrock, though known to occur in Jefferson 

county, is usually covered by the Birdseye. According to Em- 

mons” the Calciferous is exposed 4 miles south of Theresa falls 

on the Watertown road, also 14 miles east of French creek and 

near Depauville. 

The Birdseye extends across the county from east to west, hay- 

ing a breadth of about 10 miles. Its northern edge passes through 

Depauville, and a point 2 miles south of Evans Mills on Indian 

river, thence to the great bend on Black river, and then to a point 

2 miles southwest of Carthage. The Birdseye is thick bedded, 

and compact and usually of considerable purity. The total thick- 

ness of this member is not over 40 feet in Jefferson county. 

1Emmons, Ebenezer. Geol. 2d dist. N. Y. 1842. p. 368, 
2Geol. 2d dist. N. Y. 1842. p. 380. 
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The Black river limestone rests on the Birdseye and derives its 

name from its occurrence along the Black river. It is very thick 

bedded, but at Watertown seems to be formed of lumpy masses. 

Its color is black, and not over 7. feet thick, being known to 

quarrymen as the 7-foot tier. 

The Trenton lmestone is divisible into two members, viz, a 

compact, black stone, and a gray, crystalline one. The former 

is sometimes evenly bedded, with masses of interbedded slate; — 

while the gray is often more massive. The Trenton member first 

appears as a bluff at Watertown, and southward from there forms 

a series of terraced hills. Its total thickness is about 300 feet. 

Its boundaries extend from Champlain northwest to the Black 

river at a point 4 miles east of Watertown, thence to Henderson 

and then south to Ellisburg. The southern boundary passes 

nearly northeast from Mannsville in the direction of Adams, 

Whitesville and Tylerville. While the chief use of the different 

Trenton members has been for building, still it would make an 

excellent lime. It is quarried at Cape Vincent, Chaumont, Clay- 

ton, Pamelia, Redwood, Threemile Bay, Theresa, and Watertown. 

Lewis county! 

The Trenton limestone extends across the county in a north- 

westerly direction and follows the line of the Rome, Watertown 

and Ogdensburg railroad. It has been quarried at several locali- 

ties, among them Leyden, Lowville and Collinsville. 

The Birdseye member is well exposed along the road from 

Port Leyden to Leyden, 13 miles south of the former locality on 

the land of Peter Snyder. The rock here is a fine grained, brittle, 

light gray stone, full of calcite eyes. An analysis of it made 

by D. H. Newland gave: 

1 White, T. G. Report on relations of the Ordovician and Eo-Silurian rocks 
in portions of Herkimer, Oneida and Lewis counties. (sce 51st an. rep’t N. Y. 
state mus. 1: r21) bs 

Vanuxem, Lardner. Geol. 3d dist. N. Y. 1842. 
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SUlLICE Saar aoe eee goers fori Fh at Menken et a Be 6.5 

MAWINIMANULIS 5 sicventueyanasets oak Roe RE ee ee 1.67 

Btu OKIUC fo. 6 aig! Mae hay SR Sea aoa Sse Shenae 76 

iPimvercarbomate, .. 5/5 sich se octere tae ce ote 88.44 

Me mesiurin carbonate: slssleisiected @ okie siete 6s 2.68 

100.05 

This same stone outcrops for some distance along the railroad 

track south of this point. 

South of Leyden and below the railroad level is a large quarry 

of black, finely crystalline limestone on the land of Mrs Christy. 

The stone has thus far been used for building purposes only. It 

probably represents the Trenton proper. It is of greater purity, 

however, as shown by the following analysis. 

PSSTISVGG ~ 50 GES fm ee a EI ge Tt A oe Sd 1.44 

PM aman eee et a ae co tie Sl ea ae aes BB 33 

PTO NGHRIC EOC A Eke cso skin ecole, oc aneualien lard Bieta eee Wan eens 

Anes CoO OUND O> lec a o-oo «ed ratio. g ose 0 66,0 Orcnete eo 97.36 

IMromes tia CALDOMALC’./. «0 c.2 scsi oss vse ce. 1 OF 

100.67 

The Trenton limestone has been quarried for lime burning at 

Collinsville 8 miles north of Port Leyden. The rock here as 

exposed in Roberts’s lime quarry is a coarse grained, gray stone, 

in thin layers 2 to 8 inches thick and often containing irregular 

partings of bituminous shale. They so predominate at times as 

to give the rock a shaly character, and such portions are discarded. 

The stone makes a white lime, as might be expected from its low 

silica and iron percentage. The composition of the stone as an- 

alyzed by Mr Newland is as follows: 

SHIGA Us Fett tec beetle wi a meds UPS eehs aide ae Be sage “3.09 

SNA AGT MITA <p ous Gee co ser Secs ce. Be ere rete ie tie tebateate Pb 

+ RDS EIICCTM OD a1 6 eto eg aaa sR fe Slee epee NE ; 49 
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Ime =cavbouaites ee cere role nenerieeeeene a cretehoveletene 94.11 

Mascnesium icarbomatey, hes seein ese mesa ose enon 

100.47 

At Lowville the Trenton limestone is exposed in J. Waters’s 

quarry, 13 miles north of the town and along the Rome, Water- 

town and Ogdensburg railroad. The upper layers are black lime- 

stone with calcite spots, while the lower ones which are chiefly 

used are light gray, fmely crystalline stone. 

The composition of Mr Waters’s limestone is: 

hesullLGre Wea ok a Ran rk EA gy ge owner Mer arnt G8) A Le 

gf Valiente oes alte eae ether Bee Morea, ceca von lees ee eae 

ROT Ce OKs ct ae Sa Gee Rao ope ean Rs ede ee . 7 

Limes CAT DONaLES 22. heaes ee ee ee eee Oe Oy 

Macnesium, Carbonatem saci. see cuit ote aoe Be (ls 

100.71 

Livingston county! 

The Helderberg rocks outcrop in the northern part of the 

county, but quarries are few. ‘The Corniferous limestone has 

been quarried in the southeast corner of Caledonia township. 

The marls are perhaps of more importance than the limestones. 

The Wheatland deposit (mentioned under Monroe county) ex- 

tends into Livingston, and another is known 1 mile east of Cale- 

donia. 

One good deposit has been opened up on the property of 

J. Simpson, 3 miles east of Mumford (pl. 42). The marl runs 

about 6 feet in thickness, and the upper, 20 inches to 2 feet, con- 

tains more clay than the lower. At the junction between the two 

are numerous shells. Below the 6 feet of marl there is said to 

be 6 feet of blue clay. Mr Simpson’s marl has been shipped to 

Buffalo for the manufacture of carbon dioxid. The following 

is an analysis of the upper half. 

1 Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 459. 
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SOMME oiled acc tas Gee Grereee es Pec atete telstra s vie ot keek 

Pe 3). 'a. Ginn os oi ny Se eee eats oe spcltsl a 6 -ccane . 
PBSC MORAG! or. 's 5 ules 5's chcbedenete so seo 8 o ere ais s ee 

MERCED OMALC® {oc ccc cicbo ers a che wie Ss Bae wsle’s 97.4 

Mibiemestmm carbonate .. e020. .2sseeesee sce tr 

Me ODN pete Sis) 5! iis, 5 v'ac4 ered tree fe Soles eitin w/e 9 0 .026 

It is reported that a Portland cement plant will be erected at 

‘this locality. : 
Madison county? 

Madison county has limestones of Niagara and Lower Helder- 

berg age and Quaternary marls. 

~The Niagara limestone crosses the county as a narrow belt 

from Bridgeport to near Oneida Castle, the former locality be- 

ing situated on its northern edge. Owing to the heavy covering 

of drift, and the swampy character of the region in many places, 

outcrops are scarce. It is, however, quarried at Oneida by 

Mrs ©. L. Faulkner and about 14 miles northeast of Canastota by 

Stout Bros. on the South Bay road. 

The outcrops of Lower Helderberg lmestone extend through 

the central part of the county in a rather sinuous belt, passing 

south of Chittenango and through Chittenango Falls, Perryville, 

Blakeslee, Cottons, Siloam, Stockbridge and Munnsville. Mate- 

rial for lime-making is quarried at a number of these points. 

Cowaselon swamp is an extensive swampy area extending 

from the northern edge of Canastota westward to the county 

boundary. Owing to the richness of its soil, extensive ditches 

have been dug for draining the area, and in the excavation of 

these much marl has been exposed. One of the best sections 

is along the Douglas ditch and its feeders east and west of Onion- 

town, 8 miles north of west from Canastota. Here at least 6 feet 

of marl is exposed in the sides and bottom of this ditch. On 

F’. Pennock’s land west of Oniontown the marl is said to be 30 

feet thick. The marl is covered by 3 feet to 4 feet of sand and 

1 Vanuxem, Lardner. Geol. 3d dist. N. Y. 1842. 
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organic matter. Whether or not clay underlies the marl is not 

known. 

Marl also.occurs on the land of J. C. Austin, 2 miles north of 

Canastota, and about a foot of it is exposed in the ditch in J. D. 

Conley’s land, 1 mile north of town (pl. 48, 44). So far as 

known none of this mar] has thus far been utilized. The follow- 

ing is an analysis of the material. 

Slices Mes 4 eee aecscee eee Paaee er slg ait ble we homer ane eae 

ZANclinmneiriy een OEE orks San oe ; 1.93 

ADenmulemor.c oh rerer sie itn . Soiacr : rane 

Lime-carbomate-.).: sees er ee eee Soil 

Maenestumecarbonater. samaee ocy torn sion erode 

Insoluble and organic matter..... (ee thou case All: 

Another deposit of marl is found south of Shae Falls. 

Monroe county! 

The Niagara is the most prominent and extensive limestone in 

the county, though Clinton, and Onondaga are also known. 

Quaternary marl is likewise found. 

The Niagara limestone extends across the county as a belt 

several miles wide, its northern edge passing through the towns 

of Penfield, Brighton, Ogden, Gates and Sweden. The upper 

magnesian member generally forms the outcrops, and the weath- 

ered surface of the rock has a peculiar granular and spongy ap- 

pearance. The upper member, or Guelph limestone, is a grayish 

brown, finely crystalline hmestone containing numerous small 

cavities. The rock is very low im silica and has a large amount 

of magnesia, making it well adapted for refractory linings in 

furnaces. The lower beds of Niagara limestone are hard, com- 

pact and generally highly silicious in Monroe county. The Ni- 

agara shale underlies the Niagara limestone, and the transitional 

beds between the two sometimes furnish a natural cement rock. 

Beds of this nature outcrop at Shelby falls in the town of Barre. 

1 Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 422. 
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The lower member of the Niagara limestone is used only for 

building and road material, but the upper member, or Guelph, 

is extensively sought for lime-making. 

In quarrying it for this purpose the massive layers are preferred 

to the cellular ones, as it is claimed that they yield a better grade 

of ime. Owing to its magnesian character, the lime is not very 

fat and consequently does not develop as much heat in slaking as 

one made from a pure stone. 

A group of quarries is located at Snyder street and Frost ave- 

nue, Rochester, and known as the Pike quarries (pl. 45). The 

section exposed in the Guelph rock is about 18 feet thick, and the 

upper 5 feet, which is free from cavities, is said to make the best 

lime. Near the bottom is a 4 foot layer called by the quarrymen 

the “ Hogback ”, which, it is claimed, does not make a good lime. 

Some stone is being drawn from this quarry to Mrs J. Hurd’s 

limekiln at Jefferson and Seward avenues. The lime from this 

kiln is used chiefly for mortar but is also utilized to some extent 

by the glass works at Rochester. ; 

The lower member of the Niagara limestone, which is not fit 

for lime-making, is extracted on North Goodman street near 

Northwest avenue, in the quarries of Foery & Kastner, Whit- 

more, Rauber & Vicinus, and Lauer & Hagaman. The stone is 

a medium bedded, hard, fine grained, silico-magnesian limestone. 

The Guelph rock is quarried most extensively at Rochester, 

but also at Penfield and Kast Penfield. Good exposures 

occur in the quarry of Lauer and May at Brighton, 2 miles east 

of Rochester (pl. 48). The rock is used for lime and gives a 

lumpy product of yeliowish color. The following analysis sets 

forth well its magnesian character and its comparative freedom 

from silica. 

STUIVa a, VS Soa A, eee Sri Se Ee et Wee Por ary cee: 

XI SEEDIIOGE. | a SUS ee ee eat eed aM Rae tan 2 & ae ea OE 

ID STR Gara ER peti ores he ea na .39 

LU TEDTR ee RS or ae pene org a Oe gis eR te gn La EN Bsa acy) 
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Mamnesiar | Be cient ict ee chad ee ocean ao ge aah 

Carbon: ditoxids::.<¢is tasfere eaeeeeeeee 47.39 

100.65 

If this rock showed this same character at other points, it 

would show it to be an important bed, and to determine this — 

additional analyses were made by Mr Newland. The first of 

these represents the average of several samples taken from 
Snow’s quarry at Gates near Rochester. ssn een 

ISUELCA coches uerece tabs esedece ce ener aie terage semen laren au 

Macnesias xed Sue apenas cere eee 20.05 

sane eae each heeseee 10. oUt el Gk em anes 30.5 

PaWanvacuact: Meeteaneanerere wa rae KL te Aa es ae Ao 95 

Berrie: OX1d: We. tov wae Ce. oie oR ee ee eae 8 

Carbon droxid\ooc c5 25 oie eee a ee ee AD D4 

Tonition, sc5bs se oa 5 Glee rere eee ae eee 073 

Wudetermined =. Wi... ho. eee eee ee 2.687 

The last analysis is of a sample from the Copeland quarry in 

Rochester, collected by G. van Ingen. 

DultGar Ss ache eetiois & Paes el eneceee eee eee 229 

Pa Ulrcciise meee aera etn waterant on APTS ae ks too 2 ss 

Herrigs Omid .2 <4 oi noes Ge ee ee AG 

Jioss (Om TOMTOM, ¢ anctc ih on cse es oes ee enen pe OF 

Lime: “carbomate c%. sh a eh eee ee nee a6 (OI 

Magnesium carbonate 4.20 ccm ee ee 43.3 

100.56 

This shows the rock to be an almost pure dolomite. 

The Clinton also occurs in Monroe county, and is to be seen 

outcropping at the middle falls in the gorge of the Genesee river 
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Plate 48 To face p. 796 

gis: 

Ti. Ries, photo. Lauer & May’s quarry and limekilns, Brighton near Rochester 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES oie 

at Rochester. No analyses of it are available, but it is thin and 

unimportant. 

The Lower Helderberg limestone occurs sparingly along the 

southern edge of the county, but is not quarried. 

The Quaternary marls and tufas are of some importance in 

the county. The tufa is at times sufficiently extensive to be 

used for burning into lime, and it is also massive enough for 

structural work, a church having been constructed of it at Mum- 

ford. 

Marl occurs at several localities in the county. Perhaps the 

largest area is that along Allens creek near Wheatland, this bed 

extending into Livingston county. At some points the marl is 

overlain by calcareous tufa to a depth of 3-4 feet. Hall’ gives 

the length of the marl swamp as 3 miles, and its breadth as from 

half a mile to 1 mile. At Mumford the tufa is well exposed in 

a cedar swamp on the farm of Oliver Allen, 4 mile east of Mum- 

ford station. It contains stems and leaves of cedar (pl. 49). Its 

composition is as follows: 

Sallie: pa ee rN con ar : a) 

PNG eninsiaieese sche eas eres ar aren Meck 2 vais) OS (ners che ait 9 

Metal Ce Ox 1? tian hs Oct fe senes ceise-u oS nag 

minmexcarlbonale ete ie farses tl ces Seek see 94.1 

Macmesiimn carbonate, see aiscari tiie dy 6.2 Se sss 2.3 

SETI OS) OU CHEE REBT Sie rr eC ne 55 

99.4 

Under the tufa is a bed of marl. On the property of Mr 

Ward, a florist in Mumford, tufa was encountered in sinking a 

well, but at this point it was underlain by blue clay. Marl also 

underlies the cemetery at Mumford. 

According to Prof. Hall, another extensive deposit of marl 

occurs along Mill creek, beginning at its source, and extending 

1Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 429. 
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to Cady sound. Tufa forms in exposed situations along the 

deposit. 

Again in the town of Riga on the land of Mr Knowley, a de- 

posit of marl of unknown depth covers 30 or 40 acres. It has 

been penetrated 10 or 15 feet without finding bottom. The 

upper 2 feet is very pure, but the lower part is sandy. 

The marl has been used for enriching soils, with very good 

results at several points in the county. 

Montgomery county! 

Good exposures of the Calciferous occur near the New York 

Central railroad at Amsterdam and St Johnsville, Canajoharie 

and Tribeshill 

According to Darton the Trenton limestone reaches its maxi- 

mum thickness at Fort Plain, where it is 9 feet, but decreases to 

7 feet at St Johnsville. ‘The limestone varies sometimes, being 

massive at Tribeshill, and at other places shaly. In the Tribes- 

hill quarries 12 to 15 feet of massive stone is exposed. Other 

exposures are seen in the quarries north of Amsterdam. 

At D. C. Hewitt’s quarry, 1 mile north of Amsterdam, the 

Trenton rock has been used for lime. In the upper quarry the 

stone is coarse grained, and the layers in upper portion of the 

quarry are quite impure and shaly. The rock from this upper 

quarry burns to a brown lime. In the lower quarry, which is 

just below Hewitt’s limekiln, the stone is much purer and more 

massive than that of the upper quarry. The lower layers are 

harder, are light gray and are said to make a whiter hme. Under 

this comes a bed of lime rock which is practically non-slaking 

and seems to have hydraulic properties. The lime made at this 

—1Darton, N. H. Preliminary description of the faulted region of Herkimer, 
Tulton, Montgomery and Saratoga counties (see 14th an. rep’t N. Y. state 
geol. p. 23) 

Geology of Mohawk valley in Herkimer, Fulton, Montgomery and 
Saratoga counties. (sec 47th an. rep’t N. Y. state mus. p. 603) 

Vanuxem, Lardner. Geol. 3d dist. N. Y. 1842. 
ee ee 
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quarry is fairly white. The composition of the lower limestone 

runs: | 

mS @er hs -eet ue aie SUR asta dementias es stapes oe woe Gels 

PM lunnninnear a. wetness cle, See ee esate een ss hokeae aabice 79 

NPC aC MONIC: rs oN cece ROMS STS cobs ater e gab g 61 

Mme CAs ONAL Osh aincettodene ce chetoiedn nce Diane eos er x 88.49 

Pomesinmm Carbonate 6 ahs. claciels eiasiesie(d ss 64+ 2.45 

3 98.47 

The upper beds showed 8.92% of insoluble matter. There is 

evidently considerable variation in the upper layer, as a com- 

parison of the foregoing analysis with the first of the following 

three shows. They were made by J. M. Sherrerd and published 

in 19th annual report U. 8. geological survey, pt 6. 

Upper layer Intermed. Lower 

Ute) Sire oreee ico eae 0 DROS) Bote) 5.68 

LS ELI© COCs RR a a are rere ane arre atonal Fini z 
PomAMENMMIMCI Rates ce case Ge Oe PR ae 3 DEUS SENS 

DR aM es sh Sew. arersiags Wand CSM o8 52S 6 (DOE 4O 33 2). LD 

[UAT OSTAy 2 ARE RRR gS cr et unis AR AE to" ce engine i i nie een See oe ze 

Waderermined (COs ?)........-- : 42.97 42.64 39.44 

Another limestone quarry has been opened by George Ross on 

the eastern edge of the town. The rock has thus far been used 

as building stone. It contains some sandy streaks, which could 

be separated if the stone were to be burned into lime. The aver- 

age composition of the stone is: 

RSI CHig cc's oct la anc acne Maem ce Mea ere At das eae pe 7.46 

JEMSRGOUUEE ee Meneses aged eS Ne tree ces Poe a en a per 2.48 

Ae ea OSC hee Ware a amas Maes We Aina a Oa a tects LO? 

PING Coe lDO MALE AH. uk Gee hai hes oko kek (OLS 

Niemeciiumi: Can Omate mae: Mestaeyy te <retot eheee = So 

This rock is probably Calciferous and not Trenton, judging 

from its magnesian character. Portions of the rock in the eastern 

end of the quarry run as low as 4% in insoluble matter. 

Other quarries have been opened at Canajoharie, Palatine 

Bridge, and St Johnsville there being a large number at the last 

town. 
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New York county ! 

There is an extensive exposure of white crystalline limestone 

of Cambro-Silurian age on the west side of the Harlem river, at 

and south of Kingsbridge; several exposures also occur in Morri- 

sania, and at other points in the county. 

The two following analyses of the white limestone from Kings- 

bridge were kindly furnished by Mr G. A. Stone: 

Sulican. aie ee ale ceenatee Lhe aghast eh cle Uae) 10.2 

IVSaAMe OxaACl eral AlhweNNI 5 5 65 ooo 1.06 Deoe 

A Gibsavegammeniey ten MN Rist tm retin) ona te She aC) GN 7 OT. 32, 

Maonesia oa.< ots ss bee tire creer es see OmO2 ijsdg 

Niagara county? 

Limestone passes through the towns of Royalton, Lock- 

port, Cambria and Lewiston. In this county the Guelph, or 

magnesian member, is missing, but the lower member is of in- 

creased thickness. The lower beds overlying the shale are apt 

to be somewhat silicious, but the upper ones are a crinoidal 

limestone of greater purity. 

The following section of beds composing the Niagara limestone 

at Lockport is given by Prof. Hall.° 

5 Thinly laminated, blackish gray limestone with thin laminae 
of bituminous shaly matter, the whole exhibiting a tendency to 
a concretionary or contorted structure and the surface of the 
layers marked by small knobs. 3 

4 Grayish brown. bituminous lmestone, the lower part with 
irregular cavities containing spar. 

3 A dark colored limestone with cavities and veins of spar 
often concretionary. 

2 Irregularly thick bedded limestone of a light gray color, also 
containing cavities lined with spar. 

1Kemp, J. F. Geology of Manhattan island. (see Trans. N. Y. acad. sci. 
1888. 7: 49-64) 

Merrill, F. J. H. Crystalline rocks of southeastern New York. (see 
50th an. rep’t N. Y. state mus. 1898. 1: 2-31) 

Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1848. 
2 Hall, James. (see Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 440) 

Grabau, A. W. Guide to the geology and paleontology of Niagara 
Falls and vicinity. (see Bul. 45. N. Y. state mus. 1901) 

3Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 89. 
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1 Encrinal limestone containing numerous crinoid stems. 
Light gray in color but often spotted with red. 

Samples for analyses were taken by the writer from a quarry 

by a limekiln, 14 miles east of Lockport and along the canal. 

The rock in this excavation is a light gray, fine grained, massive 

limestone containing numerous fossils, which often occur in large 

ageregates. The upper layers of the quarry are thinner and more 

argillaceous than the lower ones. 

The composition of the Niagara limestone in this quarry is 

shown by the following analysis made by D. H. Newland. 

BUM eee Fah ina aFeltelata veh abetsbhaner shaver stoke sieve, a) «rodeos ea LOO 
POM AUMTN DS 2.5% > Sears aXehclats cus et chsrered MeO siete» Moe OM 
Hiferpene OKC 3/4 xe-ahi< as: Hua fatacsheneeeoanoret lO <areney of « “abe 96 
HEinnne carbonates 5s -<\s/t crea ether teae cr ttatas Sree OOD 
MWiaomestum CarbONate ~. sis es eete ess serene eee. (COVED 

100.23 

South of the town of Niagara Falls the Niagara limestone is 

quarried for burning into hme. The quarry is owned and oper- 

ated by William Messing. The following is an analysis of his 

stone made by the writer. 

MBM eed ae aia cst, Reseach ea ner onerennIy ete Oo sok 

MMR oNO SIAR ors APR wid egerd sues iela, oi Sapo ekris ao aeeroteutaet 2h 
BANG isrnnnnn elt 23s s Veh gy cba ay eee die Sosy ee cote tare Seal Sse WES 

ereicroxid S-ctakeae 58 ERM Secs gate bn oneucort ve a 

Caco. eee paved cone reael Seeece BENE ete, Ghc, susie cine par 

Carbon. Cioradel Mpa Wee se eh cheep. osc el etre ct 40 

100.2 
Oneida county! 

The Helderberg limestones extend across the southern part 

of the county and are crossed by both the Utica, Binghamton 

1 Prosser, C. S. & Cumings, E. R. Sections and thickness of the Lower 
Silurian formations on West Canada creek and in the Mohawk valley. 
(see 15th an. rep’t N. Y. state genl. p. 23) 
White, T. G. Report on relations of the Ordovician and Eo-Silurian rocks 

in portions of Herkimer, Oneida, and J.ewis counties. (see 51st an. rep’t N. Y. 
state mus. 1: r21) 

Vanuxem, Lardner. Geol. 3d dist. N. Y. 1842. 
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branch and Utica branch of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West: 

ern railroad. 

In the eastern part of the county the Trenton limestone extends 

from Poland to Boonville in a belt several miles wide follow- 

ing the line of the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg railroad. 

The Trenton has been quarried at Prospect along West Canada 

creek. Prof. Smock states* that a sample tested contained 94.82% 

lime carbonate. 

An analysis from this same quarry made by J. D. Irving gave: 

Nera N Yer We enadetar ma ame Ao ERNe Keren tear oer A | oo 2.59 

GAR y hae ala ys Ricker Man rane Ca Nh Mune oneaenn PLN a ny a Ea 12 Ou 

ETHIC ORIG ete ee ee ae 61 

MP ITING A ra Gah yates Soueu eae ice ae ete nana aan ane i Seheus eee Oe 

Ma BIO SIAL soc, 2 uch fe voce woo 01d loigtaan segs toe = ace eee 
Carbon dioxid. .....; Oi «a ose eeee eee cee 

99.45 

Prof. A. H. Chester, of Rutgers college, New Brunswick 

(N. J.) has kindly furnished the writer with the following 

analyses. 

Fe, O23 

LOCALITIES CaO MgO end CO, SiO, S TOTAL 

Alg O 2h 33 

; (2) 
1 Quarries near Clinton, Oneida co. 

IN, WY SOR m ove nacaee auc laveta telat vee! 48.68 | 1.84 1.64 | 40.29 7.23 | .21 | 99.89 
2 Quarry near Clinton (dark).........0.. 52.53 .69 -30 | 42.03 hers Nedaooll . eos 
3 Same O6 @ieht)eeeeeeeeeee BG | tok lAnsonoooooll Bade |looqc0ccc vieisarel] Gre Severs 
4 BG oF (dark) eeeoeeeeeeene 43.22 6 08 e@eeoeeteeoen 40.65 @eeeeeeee e@eeecoeolreeoeoeos 

5 Another SS) gb Duc iatoiotitetela ciate, clei sioretels 443} Grd |) eh) lignooocseod aDs09) bode dloncoalloces- 5 
6 ae A mines, omens soos ||) BY | al 1.5 40.49 BIS 8 99.07 
7 Oriskany Falls. Oneida co. N. Y... 50.47 83 1.55 | 40.57 5.56 | .21 | 99.:9 
8 Oriskany Fa'ls Oneida co. N. Y.....| 52.69 84 1.55 | 42.33 2.57 | .14 | 100.12 
9 Oriska y Fal's, Oneida co. N. Y art) I) aleilal Byeilal |) alate 5.66 18 § 300.04 

10 Oriskany Falls, Oneida co. N. Y..... 50.8 | 1.01 16835) |] = Zl Oy 5.46 | .12 | $9.76 
11 Oriskany Falls, Oneida co. N. Y.....| 50.93 | .85 1.38 } 40.&7 ats || alle || EO. 2 
V2 Qa apy eR HP OUMMIKO 5 coa000000600000000 53.52 |. .46 95 | 42.54 2.48 | .04 | 99.99 

The Niagara limestone extends eastward from Madison county 

as a thin belt passing through Oneida Castle and Vernon. 

The Lower Helderberg is prominent in the southern part of 

the county, with quarries at Oriskany Falls and Caseville. 

1 Bul. 10. N. Y. state mus. p. 246. 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 803 

At the former locality there are two quarries just north of the 

town and close to the Clinton and Binghamton railroad. both 

are owned by the Putnam estate, and the upper quarry (pl. 50), 

or that nearest the town, is used for lime, while the lower one is 

worked partly for road metal and partly for flux used at the 

~ Franklin furnace near Clinton. 

The following analysis represents the average of samples taken 

from the lime quarry. 

Malye cies »s, Srep arte Rey tcp: aR ide ents oes ye fats AyD 

22 Ge Taal WAP Rs es Pe 2 Re eed Sh ear 3 

RTs OXI ss 4 os eo abece ee Teen et Pe orice, en's 

Mine MEAT DONATE. cos yemraeen See care ha ness 89 .4 

Mibiomesitna- carbonate (1.0 Sos oe tie el we eo aces 5. €e 

Mists ollie: <: 5 3. Sa, Pree tn oes eleaeytiee sie 4.5 

Onondaga county? 

Some of the largest limestone quarries in New York state are 

situated in Onondaga county. The limestones quarried are the 

Niagara, Lower Helderberg and Upper Helderberg. The purest 

limestone in the county is furnished by the Stromatopora beds 

and known as the ‘“ diamond blue” rock. Much stone of good 

grade is however also furnished by the Lower Helderberg rock, 

notably west of Syracuse. 

The Niagara limestone is exposed at several places from the 

northwest corner of the county to Bridgeport. It generally 

forms a low ridge. At Diedrich’s quarry in Lysander village, 

where it has been operated for a number of years, the magnesian 

Niagara limestone is 5 feet thick and of dark gray color. Near 

Baldwinsville it is 4 feet thick but rather shaly. In Cicero it 

is 3 feet thick and was formerly used for making lime. As a rule 

the Niagara limestone can be easily quarried. 

1 Juther, D. D. Economic geology of Onondaga co. (see 15th an. rep’t N. Y. 
state geol. p. 237) . 

Lewis, F. H. The Empire portland cement plant at Warner, N. Y. (see Eng. 
rec. 38, no. 7, p. 136) 

Schneider, P. F. Limestones of central New York. (see Stone, 18: 26) 
Vanuxem, Lardner. Geol. 3d dist. N. Y. 1842. 
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The Lower Helderberg rocks of Onondaga county are mostly 

dark blue and fine grained, occurring in beds 1 to 5 feet thick. 

They weather to a bluish gray. Most of them are fairly pure 

but at times contain some magnesia or clayey material. The 

pure beds are the important lime producers and are used for 

structural work in the county. 

Two beds of hydraulic limestone lie near the top of the group, 

and according to Luther are often separated by 4 feet of impure 

limestone. In the eastern part of the county the upper layer is 

4 feet thick, but it pinches out in the Splitrock quarry west of 

Syracuse to reappear again near Marcellus Falls, where it is 2 

feet 10 inches thick in Watkins quarry, and reaches 4 feet in 

Corrigan’s quarry at Skaneateles. As at the latter place it is 

only separated from the lower bed by a shaly layer, the two 

practically form one bed 9 feet 6 inches thick. 

At Manlius the beds are separated by 4 feet of blue lime- 

stone and at Street’s quarry near Onondaga Hill by 1 foot 8 

inches, at Marcellus Falls by. 1 foot 7 inches, and at Skaneateles 

they are together. oe 7 

Luther gives the following thicknesses for the lower waterlime 

layer in Onondaga county. 
FEET INCHES 

Manlnis; -Jebehams.oqmartye 2. ie oeemees feniieed: 
Jamesville, Sins IA vord? nics seme eee 4 
Brehton,Brittonyanda@ lark. ise er) eee 5 
Skaneateles, Cormigans, quartye.. toy eos e 5 

At Splitrock the upper member occurs in the southeastern part 

of the quarry but is wanting in the western portion, its place 

being oceup:ed by a 9 foot bed of blue limestone. 

The hydraulic limestone in Onondaga county is brittle, com- 

pact, fine and even grained. It is dark colored with a conchoidal 

fracture but weathers to a light color. The beds are generally 

well defined but do not as a rule contain any fossils. The rock 

was discovered in 1818 in connection with work on the Erie 

canal. As in other cases attempts were made to burn the stone 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 805 

for lime, but it was found that it would not slake. The cement 

rock quarries are generally near the summit of the Helderberg 

escarpment, and covered by a little other rock, which is first 

stripped and used for building purposes or road material. 

The limestone obtained from the Stromatopora beds is locally 

known as diamond rock or diamond blue, and is the stratum com- 

monly used for the manufacture of lime; the same kilns are used for 

burning either lime or cement. Those used in Onondaga county 

are oval with a diameter of 10 feet at the top, 12 in the middle 

and 34 at the bottom. They are 28 to 42 feet deep and are gen- 

erally built of limestone with a lining of fire brick. In starting 

the kiln a cord of 4 foot wood is put in the bottom, over this 4 

inches of anthracite coal, then 1 foot of limestone, more coal and 

alternating layers of stone and coal to the top. It takes 10 tons of 

coal and 15 cords of stone to fill a kiln, and this gives 1500 

bushels of lime. After the kiln has been burning two or three 

days the first draw of 250 to 300 bushels can be made at the bot- 

tom of the kiln. The cement is of course ground before use. 

The most important producers in the county are: A. E. Alvord 

of Syracuse, quarry and kilns at Syracuse; J. Behan estate, 

quarry and kilns at Manlius; K. B. Alvord & Co. Jamesville; 

Britton & Clark, Rock Cut. 

Most of the limestone quarried in the county is used by the 

Solvay process co., of Syracuse, in the manufacture of soda ash. 

This firm has a very large quarry at Splitrock, about 5 miles west 

of Syracuse, from which it has been taking over 250,000 pounds 

annually. Recently the supply has been decreasing, and the com- 

pany is obtaining stone in part from A. EK. Alvord & Co.’s quarry 

at- Manlius. 

No. 1 shows the composition of lime made from the stone in 

E. B. Alvord & Co.’s quarry at Jamesville, the analysis being 

made by F. E. Engelhardt. 
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Insoluble =; 24: see ee es eee eee 1.88 

pulfarie aminy duets ee eee cee ene 73 

Ferric Oxad-amads allmmimnmay oeantsns aie 203 

The composition of the limestone in Alvord’s quarry is: 

id Glor Re Mertee MERE ew aes CEP Ns oe 126 

Aluminarand: rercic coxidl = ses eee eee me 

Lame: Carbonate: ec. se son tee een ene 97 

Mn ome simi CarOrteliem: en .etereipne eyeota iene tetetatarel= puaalal 

This same quarry also contains several layers of cement rock, 

of which the following are analyses. 

Upper layer Lower layer 

Silas asvgh Bic sevs Saat eee eee ee Oo 10 2.95 

O:MivncaNhde eT eRe bic o 65 6. 4.46 Don 

Rerric;oxid cu) ocicahetscie eno ome 1.54 clipes: 

Le ks vc erate ieee ok eles ence egetenee aaa He SA BOs OY 

Mion eSigsg eis" seeks San epee ieee ener G29 13.64 

Carbon idioxid 2). cick eee aeceeae S194 oon om 

The composition of the blue lime in the Splitrock quarry of the 

Solvay co. is as follows: 

NIECE Ronny eH OnE ate Usa Gaskin eae 6 6 oc 5.30 

ATi x4 soe ait Bsa ae ee ee ee ee 56 

Ferric :oxids 33a ata sea aoc sen ee eee Gib 

Lime carbonate .n.0% on eine ee eee 85.41 

Maemeésimm ‘Car bDomatenspss = s.- sumone eee ee 18.86 

The Upper Helderberg, in Onondaga is a light gray semicrystal- 

line limestone, the layers being separated by partings of shale. 

The rock is at times variable in its character and may at times 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 807 

6 

become argillaceous. Cherty layers are sometimes common in the 

upper part of the formation. 

The chief value of the Corniferous is as a building stone, 

though many portions of it are adapted to the manufacture of 

lime. Many quarries have been opened in it, and the largest 

now in operation is at the Indian reservation in the Onondaga 

valley. 

The Onondaga group of limestones has a total thickness of 60 

feet at the eastern edge and 70°feet at the western edge. The 

Corniferous is usually found at the top of the Helderberg escarp- 

ment. At Green lakes, 2 miles north of Jamesville, 25 feet of 

Onondaga stone is exposed. At the Splitrock quarries about 12 

feet of Corniferous is exposed in the southwest corner, and in 

A. EK. Alvord’s quarry, + mile east of Manlius, 17 feet 6 inches is 

exposed. Maylie’s quarry, 3 mile southeast of Marcellus, shows 

the upper layers of the Corniferous, and they are also to be seen 

in John Clancy’s and M. Hogan’s quarry near there. Maylie’s 

stone is used in part for lime. 

Marl abounds’ in many of the small lakes around Dewitt and 

Manlius. Cicero swamp is underlain by an extensive deposit, and 

the marshes near Dewitt and Manlius also contain it. Other beds 

are in Camillus, Elbridge and southern part of Van Buren near 

the Erie canal. 

Two important Portland cement plants, the one at Jordan, the 

other at Warner utilize this material. 

They are described in another portion of the report. 

Ontario county * 

The Lower and Upper Helderberg cross the county, the north- 

ern boundary of the belt coinciding approximately with the 

1 Luther, D. D. Economic geology of Onondaga county. (see 15th an. rep’t 
N. Y. state geol. p. 237) 

2Clarke, J. M. Brief outline of the geological succession in Ontario county, 
N. Y. (see 4th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol,) 

Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 453. 
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Lehigh Valley railroad. Quarries have been opened in it at 

Phelps. 

Hall’ states that marl underlies the marsh bordering Flint 

ereek south of the village of Bethel, and probably occurs under 

the swamp near Victor, as well as in the swamps at the heads of 

Hemlock and Canadice lakes. 

Orange and Rockland counties? 

In Rockland and Orange counties there begins another series 

of belts of the Cambro-Silurian limestone formation, which ex- 

tend in a northeasterly direction. These same belts continue 

across the river into Dutchess county and also extend up into 

Columbia county. In the latter, however, they are so unimportant 

as not to be worth considering. 

The Cambro-Silurian limestones are found at several places in 

Orange county. One area occurs around Central Valley (pl. 57) 

and Turner, extending thence westward to Monroe. It is finely 

crystalline, light bluish gray, and rather silicious; still it is used 

for hme. Another area extends from a point about 2 miles south 

of Sugarloaf past Stone Bridge, Warwick and New Milford into 

New Jersey. 

Its character in this area is similar to that of the limestone 

around Monroe and Turner, and a quarry has been opened in it 

2 miles south of Goshen, on the road to Warwick. 

Jt may at times become quite silicious, showing as much as 

18% silica, and there may also be a variation between the different 

1 Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 458. 
2 Barrett, 8. T. Notes on the Lower Helderberg rocks of Port Jervis, N. Y. 

(see Am. jour. sci. 3d ser. 13: 385) 
Darton, N. H.- Area of Upper Silurian rocks near Cornwall Station, east- 

ern central Orange county, N. Y. (see Am. jour. sci. 1886. 3d ser. 31: 209) 
Geologic relations from Green pond, N. J., to Skunnemunk mountain, 

N. Y. (see Bul. 5., Geol. soe. Am. p. 367) 
Dwight, W. B. Calciferous as well as Trenton fossils in the Wappinger 

limestone at Rochdale and a Trenton locality at Newburgh, N. Y. (see Am. 
jour. sci. 1880. 19: 50) 

Kemp, J. F. & Hollick, A. The granites at Mounts Adam and Eve. (see 
Annals N. Y. acad. sci. 7: 638) 

Ries, Heinrich. Report on the geology of Orange county. (see 15th an. rep’t 
N. Y. state geol. p. 393) 

Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 809 

layers in the same quarry, one perhaps containing only 2%, while 

the others may have 15% or 18%. 

An area of white limestone extends from Florida through Pine 

Island and Amity into New Jersey. This is a highly crystalline, 

metamorphosed limestone, which also occurs in a broad belt that 

extends southwest from Florida through Big Island and Gardiner- 

ville into New Jersey. It possesses the same character as the 

other belt. A small area of Trenton limestone is found along 

the railroad between Neelytown and Campbell Hall. This has 

been used to a small extent for lime. The Cambro-Silurian 

limestones also outcrop both southwest, west and north of the 

city of Newburgh. 

The character of these Cambro-Silurian rocks of the Orange 

and Rockland county belt may be judged from the following 

analyses made of samples collected from different parts of the 

quarry, the analyses in each case representing the average of the 

quarry. | , 

The first one of the magnesian limestone from Tompkins Cove, 

(pl. 58) is as follows: | 

| Canaatey ee Mae Rea peperanes chsh ra Deere s RK eee ees 96 34 

JWI: CSOTSETE YBa mente neta Bere ory rear ce SSeS ae aah s 16.74 

@rebouic acid -2') oe ee 3 BOI. 

/SEINOTG OW TEIN Saecitnene Creep RO Sr. GRC rs cr ee Gi oi eee : 4.13 

Ae Tees ON ea pean ee Ok, oe bee totale is eos ake 105 

Ula wes eh eer atl acc EOS ota Nie 4 12 

99.36 

This analysis shows that the stone is both magnesian and 

highly silicious. The following analysis of the Cambro-Silurian 

limestone from Miller Bros.’ quarry on the southwestern edge 

of Newburgh indicates the rather constant character of the stone. 

It runs: 

et ee cs tees eee O75 
DM oriesianc 6.9 A Sere ea Nn arn ee ee 17.65 
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Car boniG acid ar Be Be Sa ene pe OA) 

Amina. 5 ee eee are ee nee ee 1293 

Ketric oxidise, te cn ee ee iotee: aa oe thes) 

Silas ia ee oe ee ae ne 10.46 

100.58 

This stone is used to a small degree for lime-making. 

While swampy tracts are abundant in Orange county, the 

writer has not been able to prove the existence of marl under any 

of them. 

The Lower Helderberg limestones, though known to occur 

along Schunemunk mountain in the eastern part of Orange 

county, are not important there, but do form a prominent strip 

along the western side of Shawangunk mountain. The Pen- 

tamerus is exposed in a quarry about 4 miles southwest of Otis- 

ville and was at one time burned for lime (pl. 59). A much bet- 

ter section is exposed in Bennett’s quarry east of Port Jervis, 

and adjoining the road to Middletown at a point about 1 mile 

east of TriStates. This stone would be available for Portland 

cement manufacture. 

The Corniferous or Upper Helderberg forms a low ridge east 

of Port Jervis, and also underlies TriStates point. It is full of 

chert nodules. 

| Orleans county? 

This county, like several of the others bordering on Lake 

Ontario, contains a broad band of the Niagara limestones. The 

material utilized in every case for the manufacture of lime is the 

upper member. Quarries are in operation at Barre Center, south 

of Albion, (pl. 60) Clarendon and Shelby. 

At the first named locality, the material used is chiefly disinte- 

grated surface blocks. At this point one of the quarrymen, 

B. Johnson, recognizes three types of stone, viz, the porous, or 

1 Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 433. 



Plate 59 To face p. 810 
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BECK CRAWFORD CO. 

Quarry in Pentamerus limestone, southwest of Otisville 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 811 

second grade rock, the massive, or first grade, and a third type of 

more earthy appearance, which slakes very readily when burned. 

The product from Johnson’s (pl. 61) and also T. EF. Staine’s kiln 

is sent largely to Batavia. 

Extensive deposits of marl occur near Clarendon, southwest of 

Holly, but the material is not worked. Marl is said to be found 

94 miles north of Medina,’ and southwest of Clarendon. Some 

effort has been made to employ it for Portland cement. 

Putnam county? 

Quarries exist at Patterson and at Towners in Putnam county. 

The quarry at Towners is 1 mile northwest of the New England 

railroad. The stone is gray and white, coarsely crystalline and 

contains many crystals of white or light green pyroxene scattered | 

through it. Mica flakes are also abundant in the rock. It is a 

magnesian limestone with considerable silica in its composition. 

The quarry at Patterson is on the Haight property half a mile 

southeast of the railway depot. The opening is about 15 by 40 

feet in area and 60 feet deep. A number of blocks of stone have 

been taken out, but all show the rock to be full of mineral im- 

purities, such that it would not make a very high grade lime. 

Rensselaer county? 

_A belt of impure limestone of Cambro-Silurian age extends from 

Lebanon Springs to Petersburg, but outcrops are scarce. 

Another small area extends from the vicinity of North Peters- 

burg to Eagle Bridge and underlying an area several miles wide 

west of Hoosick Falls. At the last locality a number of small 

quarries have been opened on a hill west of the town, and show 

well the varying character of the stone, as well as its purity in 

certain beds. The rock varies from a nearly pure limestone to a 

black caleareous slate. It has been used to some extent for flux 

1 Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 487. 
2Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 
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in a local furnace, while some has been shipped to Troy, and at 

times it has also been used for lime manufacture. “ 

The best stone is found in Cornelius McCaffery’s quarry. The 

section there is nearly 60 feet thick, rather flmty in the upper 

part but in the lower yielding stone which analyzed: 

rlieg. se Aun ee ee ore None mage 1.2 

Ferrie Oxid. 4 eee eee ee pe ea ge 55 

A Tapani 0 6 0 SC as aie on Seaton eaters tenia 9 

Lime 2 os Foes eee See eee eee 34.11 

Magnesia: s)5 sss, <isasrc ise om wioneccae ota aconenerenst ets 8.97 

St Lawrence county! 

The Trenton-Chazy limestones extend along the St Lawrence 

river from Chippewa Bay to the northeastern edge of the county. 

Their southeastern boundary passes through Flackville, Norwood, 

North Stockholm, Brasher Falls and Fort Covington Center. 

At Ogdensburg the stone has been quarried for lime manufac- 

ture about a mile west of the town. The stone is thin bedded, 

and only the upper layers of the quarry are used for lime. 

The following analyses show not only the dolomitic character 

of the rock but also the greater freedom from silica of the upper. 

layers. 

Upper stone, Howard’s quarry, Ogdensburg: 

MOTLTCA. 3, goo eee ce Gee tclle cet os ape be Suan ae ees 4.42 

Aluaninia 2: 60k seis eet oe ee eee 2.23 

Ferrie oxids. 4A... Sea eae .16 

Lime carbonate... cae. en eee 55.87 

Macnesimm ‘carbonate ..77. ec. scr © een. 37.74 

100.42 

1Smyth, C. H. jr. A geological reconnaissance in the vicinity of Gouver- 
neur, N. Y. (see Trans. N. Y. acad. sei. 12: 97) 

Preliminary examination of the general and economic geology of 
four townships in St Lawrence and Jefferson counties, N. Y. (see 47th an. 
rep't N. Y. state mus. p. 687) 
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Lower stone, Howard’s quarry, Ogdensburg: 

BSIwE Ce 2) voc ac ae Sc eted CR aE Ou eee ere tana oi ssi elar chiel c..a Sw sine 47.98 

EDI TANTN IG i sites Sina ie amok ot bargains are CATS Ra ee ail 

BE Coe ORCL ee, lee eet nad hace a. basa) a IRAN 92 

ime: Carbowate ... sae neras wae ie ee toe 58.17 

iMermnesium Carbonate . 2 Gok. es. os sess 18.46 

100.04 

The crystalline limestones form a belt many square miles in 

extent, stretching in a northeast and southwest direction; im addi- 

tion there are small scattered patches, which are irregularly dis- 

tributed throughout the county. According to Smyth the largest 

limestone belt is that which is traversed longitudinally by the 

Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg railroad, and extends from 

Antwerp to a point 2 miles east of De Kalb Junction. While it 

is thus seen that the limestone underlies a considerable area, at 

the same time, owing to a scarcity of outcrops, its presence is not 

always noticeable. ‘The linear extent of this belt from Antwerp to 

its probable end in Canton is 35 miles. Its width in a northwest 

and southeast direction is variable. It is 2 miles at Antwerp, 

6 to 8 at Gouverneur, but then narrows again. The limestone 

is highly crystalline in character, and varies in color from a white 

to a dark bluish gray. It is unfortunately often rendered impure 

more or less by scattered grains or somewhat similar masses of 

minerals, of which the most important are serpentine and trem- 

olite. In some localities these crystalline limestones reach a high 

degree of purity. The following two analyses were kindly fur- 

nished me by Prof. Priestley, of St Lawrence university. No. 

1 is a stone used for lime from a locality on the road to Colton 

and 6 miles from Canton. No. 2 is from Steven’s quarry on 

Grass river 1 mile above Canton. The second one is not used 
for lime. 
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1 2 

STG! Se: «6: etend crores ay ot eter er reece Bi Aah? 

ton oxidzand.almmanwa- gies en eee ee 1.89 

amie CarbOmater: cues ae citeats arereee 88.67 76.48 

Maemestum Carbonate <>......5- Jobe, NOS OT 

100 LOLs 

At Gouverneur extensive quarries have been opened for ob- 

taining marble, and much of the refuse is used for lime. This 

stone often runs low in impurities, as indicated by the following 

analyses made by J. D. Irving: 

ROLLA sak ovo ecle ua aig sate ete eee ciel mimi eater too 

ACIWTMAMAGE eae |S spegste econ coeee ose neh cer cat ate Pe 

Ferrio oxid: < fois. weitere «lore © Gusto eoeeea ener .38 

Jarre: Carbonate: s icc: @ ceo etece sont cu ademas 92.29 

Masnesium carbonate 125. -t0ne <r ine one 4.28 

99.03 

The crystalline limestone is well exposed at Harrisville (N. Y.) 

in the quarries of the Harrisville marble co., which lie about half 

a mile from the Carthage and Adirondack railroad. ‘The 

rock there approaches very closely in composition to that at 

Gouverneur. There is a considerable ledge of crystalline lime- 

stone on the Hungerford farm, near Lewisburg, about 44 miles 

north of the natural bridge. It is rather far from a railroad, but 

it has been estimated that it could be put on the car at Natural 

Bridge for $1.35 a ton. The stone is coarsely granular but not 

very hard. Certain portions of the rock are very white, evi- 

dently quite pure but rather free from silica. Other portions 

contain an abundance of mica grains. . 

The following analysis of these white dolomites was made by 

G. J. Donohue and furnished to the writer by C. Graves of 

Natural Bridge (N. Y.) 



Plate 62 To face p. 814 

J. N. Nevius, photo. 

Empire marble co.’s quarry near Gouverneur, St Lawrence co. pre-Cambrian 
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BCA a) tate eta wed ata cna oe es SIE ads) cnares OA F 24. 

AReTeI CO XAG |e) TIOM As <c.g sdb a cdi, sme 2h cneack « 1ekse 24 

TST aia Rea Fi A 6 ee ae a 22.48 

USB TO STE a Pattie Se ere erar Ga a . 29.48 

(SATE NOVEL ORE (Cl6 (eee ee rt a ee ee ea a AT: 

100.12 

In addition to the main belt of crystalline limestone mentioned, 

there are a number of smaller areas, which are quarried at Bige- 

low, Brasie Corners, Crary Mills, East Pitcairn, Hickory, and 

Rossie. | 

That from Rossie which is quarried by C. Williams & Co. is 

used by the Dexter sulfite pulp and paper co., which made the 

following analysis of the lime. 

Meee ead cet eS ee ee ty ia a Ode 

LUE Ce SSI aS Wa a cae ag eRe oe ees Ua eS (oui 

Merrie oxid and alumina <..0%.. co) 2 ok es oes 38 

99.62 

Saratoga county! 

The limestones are mostly Calciferous, though some Trenton 

occurs. Owing to their irregular distribution and faulted rela- 

tions, the occurrences can be best determined from the accom- 

panying map. Most of the quarries are located in the Caleiferous, 

but there are also some excellent exposures of Trenton, fully 

equal to those along the Hudson river at Glens Falls. 

The composition of some of the Calciferous beds may be judged 

from the analysis given below. At Sandyhill, both the Cal- 

ciferous and Trenton limestone oceur. The Calciferous is quar- 

1Darton, N. H. Geology of the Mohawk valley, in Herkimer, Fulton, 
Montgomery and Saratoga counties. (see 47th an. rep’t N. Y. state mus. 
p- 603) 

Preliminary description of the faulted region of Herkimer, Fulton, 
Montgomery and Saratoga counties. (see 14th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 33) 

Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 18438. 
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ried by Higley, Monty & Co., but, owing to its silicious nature, it 

has been used only for building stone. It analyzed 

BB Thay pei erg atl ne rate ial ry aur ene ts (na ee 29.05 

Macnestatn 2 os 2 ee ee ci tc een eer 12.8 

Rervie Oxides 2 Sic e See nee eee ee 1.02 

paWdvecstn st waren erate cence ot Raa ses hE TN 46° 

Carbone derd (2 ices ieee Site eae: 38.6 

Insolublewesidie:: = tsa s ao eee ee 18.04 

The Trenton limestone is exposed about 15 miles east of the 

canal, and the section is very similar to that found at Glens Falls, 

the upper layers being somewhat impure and the lower layers 

showing 8 feet of black limestone evidently of considerable 

purity. 

Other quarries are at Saratoga Springs and South Glens Falls. 

Schenectady county + 

This county is destitute of limestones except a small area of 

Calciferous in its extreme northwestern corner, and a bit of 

Lower Helderberg in the southwestern portion. Both are of small 

extent. Limestone is quarried at Hoffmans. 

Schcharie county 2 

This county exhibits a great thickness of Helderberg limestones, 

which have been opened up at Schoharie, Howe Cave, Barnerville, 

Cobleskill, Middleburg, Sharon Center, Sharon Springs and 

Cherry Valley. The general section can be obtained from the ac- 

count of the Helderberg limestone formation in another portion 

of the report. 

At both Schoharie and Howe Cave there is a splendid develop- 

ment of the lower Pentamerus and Tentaculite members. The 

former beds, which are 60 to 70 feet thick, are hard, massively 

bedded, vertically jointed limestones, of bluish gray color. . 

The Tentaculite beds, underlying the Pentamerus, are thin 

bedded, dark blue limestones, whose layers vary from 2 to 3 

inches. At Howe Cave and Schoharie their thickness is 40 feet. 

1 Vanuxem, Lardner. Geol. 3d dist. N. Y. 1842. 
2 Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 817 

In the quarries of the Helderberg cement co. (pl. 63) at Howe 

Cave, 120 feet of the two limestones just mentioned is exposed. 

They are used for the manufacture of Portland cement, being 

mixed with clay. Underlying the limestone is a bed of natural 

rock cement, which is also utilized. The following analyses were 

_ furnished by C. R. Ramsey, superintendent of the works. 

Gray stone Blue limestone Clay 

RRR eos ra ga eer nln So 52.18 52.58 ol) 

Meme ers 5<5 Ss gc ks wow we ee ee KG EGU oe aa eta 

SLLLGA Seu ie ab aa ane er eae aa Det oe, TEE 

Alumina ard ferric oxid ........ 1.64 a6 15.08 

~ (ULL TEILE 3 Sa eee SAG OARS Wheat 

Perm os ees es due ee eee Aang: 18.8 5 

The first two analyses are not very consistent; for it is hard to 

conceive how a stone containing 52.18% of lime could yield only 

15.13% on ignition. ; 

The cement rock is said to yield on analysis: 

Hemme. Carbonate’ ...s1, 0 ie wee ie ge ee RS 55.17 

Mincmesiim Carbonate: deuce os os oe eee sos 1971 

heats GES Shs OnE ote ee ee See a 12.89 

Herne omd and: alumina...) . 3-2. Lars Be i ad a 

NCS HSS Ce IA ae ag SRA cei oe ARLE ge 266 

Another analysis of Howe Cave limestone, made by C. A. 

Schaffer,’ gave: 

Prarie: Carly OmaibGin te SEN see Scher eke Lc EG seleseib vol waive 97 24 

WMigparecimim: Ear OOmMa tence... 0.5 eyecare sce ho oe iso 

Berric omid: amd: a mmMtmat «eo oy Schs 6 ame e Ae 

Meas CS eh eee ie secs How Scene oe ee Rees 1.27 

RS Ud teeter crs seta Senne ere nase hia vatele a an tat: 

Phos phourie 4 aetel are to peter a stele. oon eds See wis a none 

100.63 

120th rep’t U. S. geol. sur. pt 6, p. 428. 
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At Barnerville, between Howe Cave and Cobleskill, a very 

large quarry has been opened in the same limestone, for build- 

ing purposes (pl. 64, 65). The stone is said to yield on analysis: 

Timer; 2 Bs ee eer he rere LOS 

Mapniesta <.08e 0.05 care ieee cee eee a ee 1.65 
NOE ANG) Pirreeim on Ret hci eae eS Rehan rete aaa A ou 

Alumina and terre: oxide sys eee 97 

SUT Se 6 scree! See eee epee cance eat oe 29 

Carbon: diomidetn. cian ey aap ee ae 41.9 

100.1% 
Schuyler county! 

South of Alpine station on the Lehigh Valley railroad is a 
large tamarack swamp, whose surface is underlain by from 3-8 
feet of muck. Below this is found a deposit of marl which varies 
in thickness from 2-10 feet, being as much as the latter in many 
spots. 

The property is owned by J. Hinman. 

Seneca county! 

The Upper Helderberg formation covers a belt widening west- 

ward, which extends from opposite Union Springs on Cayuga lake 

westward toward Geneva on the south and Thornton Corners on 

the north. It is quarried at both Seneca Falls and Waterloo, 

the quarries being mostly in the Seneca beds, but partly in 

Corniferous. At Seneca Falls the quarry is operated by G. J. 

Fisher, and at Waterloo the quarry operators are D. Babcock, 

Edson Bros., G. C. Thomas & Bros., B. Frank. The following 

section is from Babcock’s quarry (pl. 66). Beginning at the top 

there is: 

Dark, fine grained limestone..... iets wtenerees Q’ 14” 
Cherty:lumestone: cis a cia6 cle eso ce eae 6’ 0” 
Cherty limiestome 223i euetie 2. oe sere ae OF 
ALC, a, occ sece BE le net eta mene RE AF 5 0’ 107 
Two 17 inch layers, fine grained limestone, 2’ 102: 

1 Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 449. 
Lincoln, D. F. Geology of Seneca county. (see 15th an. rep’t N. Y. state 

geol. p. 57) 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 819 

The 14 and 17 inch layers make good lime and are shipped to 

Geneva for burning. The average composition of the rock is 

as follows: 

Si TRG pases ea Pee betta cqiehiaiiera n> Gee ots 14.85 

RSMMNIpICNT ep ate tee ne ee ee dol Sa 5 Kas 

PEM NOSGIGHY Uy Pe he ale ac ba eb 4 Leong 

MRC re ee ee ace a es eles 40.23 

ME aN Ang on ha cence eTicete cee ho a at ag giao! Be 1 OS 

©arbom, dioxide s >.) 2 Aes baletib ae tee io ety 33.76 

99.54 

The Tully limestone lies between the Hamilton and Genesee 

shales, and is of importance, as it is the most southern lime rock 

of central New York. It outcrops at several localities accord- 

me to 1D. F. Lincoln.’ 

The most northern is about a hale west of Hayt Corners; a 

second exposure is at Willard hospital, where it forms the cas- 

eades near the reservoir; another on Seneca lake 1 mile south of 

Willard landing, where 15 to 20 feet is exposed; still other out- 

crops are in the creek near fiighland station and at Lodi. 

A quarry has been opened in it 1 mile southeast of Hayt 

Corners. 
‘ Steuben county” 

No beds of limestone are found within the county, but an ex- 

tensive deposit of marl is dug at Perkinsville and Wayland (pl. 

67). It lies in a great swampy aréa, and furnishes material for 

two Portland cement works, that of Millen & Co., of Wayland, 

and the Wayland Portland cement co., located at Perkinsville. 

Though the deposit is of considerable extent, it is not underlain 

by clay, which has to be brought from Morrisville. 

Tompkins county® 

The only limestone formation is the Tully, which outcrops on 

the eastern shore of Cayuga lake between Lakeridge and Lansing 

along the Auburn branch of the Lehigh Valley railroad. 

1 Lincoln, D. F. Geology of Seneca county. (see 15th an. rep’t N. Y. state 
geol. p. 57) 

2Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 480. 
3 Hall, James. Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 475. 
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The ledges are most prominent at the track level about % mile 

south of Lansing. ‘The stone is fine grained, moderately hard, 

and shows occasional impure layers, but comparatively few 

chert nodules, the impurities being mostly iron and clay. It is 

a massive rock, with layers 2 to 3 feet thick, the total thickness 

being about 20 feet, and is favorably situated for either rail or 

water shipment. : 

An analysis made of samples taken by the writer from the ledge 

south of Lansing showed: 

Sihe@a — ecose Skee ee Figo oo ee eee BT 

SAS dg: ee ee ee ge 

Ferric oxida ee ee ee fell 

Lime=carbomater ec oo sere ees ee ee 88.5 

Masnesium: carbonate: <7. 58. ee oo ee 1.4 
Insoluble. 3 sass ee ee Pe Ree ees 8.8 

Ulster county! 

The limestone formations occurring in Ulster county together 

with their thickness are as follows: 
Feet 

Onondaga: Siere fo ee oo 60 Cherty 
Upper shaly limestone....... 30-125 Impure 
Becratt limestone ..:.2...-2 20-30) 7 Haiely pure, 
Lower shaly limestone ...... 60 Impure 
Pentamerus limestone ...... 30-60 Dark massive 
Tentaculite limestone ..... .. 20-40 Thin bedded 

Cement. seriesene . tiaciee ee 20-50 Cement and waterlime 
Niagara lnmestomer ass... he 0-45 
Wappinger limestone ....... 200 Silicious 

1 Darton. Geology of Ulster county. (see 13th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. 
Wo ZANT) c 

Dale, T. N. The fault at Rondout. (see Am. jour. sci. 1879, 18: 293) 
Davis, W. M. The little mountain east of the Catskill. (see Appalachia, 

ag PAU) 

26: 389) 

. The folded Helderberg limestones. 
vari col. 7: 311) 

Non-conformity at Rondout N. Y. (see Am. jour. sci. 

. Becraft mountain. (see Am. jour. sci. 1883. 

1883. 

26: 381) 
(sce Bul. Mus. comp. zool. Har- 

Lindsley. Geology of the cement quarries. (see Poughkeepsie soc. nat. sci. 
11: 44) 

Nason, F. L. Economic geology of Ulster county. 
state geo.) 

Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 

(see 13th an. rep’t N. Y. 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 821 

Of these the Becraft and the cement beds are the most im- 

portant. | 

Onendaga limestone has been quarried at a number of locali- 

ties for burning into lime. The stone is generally hght blue 

gray, dense and massive. Unfortunately a common feature is 

the presence of layers of chert, though these may be locally ab- 

sent. They predominate chiefly in the upper beds. 

Darton states’ that the outcrop of the Onondaga limestone is 

practically continuous from the northeastern corner of the county 

to Wawarsing township. Around Kingston its area widens 

greatly, on account of the presence of folds, and most of the 

upper part of the city is built on it. Southward by Hurley and 

Marbletown the Onondaga formation is prominent in the ridge 

sloping westward to Esopus creek. Exposures also abound along 

the West Shore railroad northward from Kingston, and, from 

west of Saugerties to Asbury, along and near the road passing 

through Cedar Grove and Katsbaan. 

Through its whole extent the upper shaly limestone exhibits 

a large amount of argillaceous and silicious impurities. The beds 

are massive, but the rocks possess a slaty cleavage, and these 

properties aid in the formation by them of small rough ridges. 

It extends across the county parallel with the Onondaga lime- 

stone. As far as known, it is not available for any of the uses 

treated of in this report. The upper shaly overlies the Becraft 

limestone. 

In Ulster county the Becraft is the purest limestone of the whole 

Lower Helderberg series. The beds are massive, bluish gray to 

reddish limestone, of a semicrystalline nature and highly fossil- 

iferous. . Scattered through the rock are saucer-shaped masses 

of white, crystallized lime carbonate, from 1 to 2 inches in diam- 

eter and representing the bases of crinoid heads. The formation 

according to Darton varies from 20 to 30 feet in thickness. 

1 Geology of Ulster county. (see 13th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 301) 
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Extensive quarries have been opened in it near Rondout, Ed- 

dyville and Whiteport. The lime made from it is of good quality, 

lumpy but slightly brown in color. The Becraft limestone ex- 

tends across the eastern portion of the county from north to south. 

It is well exposed between Saugerties and Rondout and about 

Wilbur and Whiteport, but exposures of it are rare southwest 

of this latter locality except at Mill Hook and Highfalls. 

Samples for analysis were collected from the quarry of the 

Newark cement co. at Rondout, and the average of these gave: 

Silica s\, Swe cues Oe ss a een ee 3 Si 
Pernice 0xide 32 ee Ge 134 

Alumina. Pes Bie eeece hoki sare cat eee eee I OF 

Lae 6p ipa ae ee ee ee Ban aL 

Magnesia i. oi? twink ee eee eo (ie 

Carbon: dioxid®= 324. ae ge 40.6 

100.99 

Ancther set of samples from the quarry of B. Turner near 

Wilbur gave: 3 

NepH Nee mien er anne ei ep eu ae oS ook 

Alain as oi ee oe ee eee ee 2.5 

Ferrié: 0xid 2. 24 eatin ee ee ee ee A 6) 

Lame 0 as a ee ee 

Magiwegia’ (2.2, ua eee tye = es Ge 

Carbon dioxid?: a netee esos ee ee ee Belt 

95. Dt 

The Pentamerus limestone member of the Lower Helderberg 

in Ulster county, is a hard, dark blue or lead colored, massive 

limestone. Not infrequently it is somewhat cherty. Its hard 

and tough character frequently causes it to give rise to cliffs. 

Good exposures of this rock occur in the cliffs at Rosendale, about 

Port Jackson, near Eddyville and along the eastern face of the 



To face p. 822 

Plate 70 

H. Ries, photo. 

Champlain clay resting against glaciated surface, of Helderberg limestone. Terry Bros. brickyard, Hast Kingston 
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Plate 71 To face’ p. 823 

H. Ries, photo. - Rock at slope of Newark cement co., Rondout 
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limestone ridge extending from Rondout to Saugerties and West 

Camp. They are generally a mile or more from the shore of the 

Hudson, but 2 miles north of Rondout approach close to it. The 

Pentamerus limestone has a thickness of 30 to 40 feet. 

Tentaculite. limestone is generally a thin bedded, dark blue 

limestone and forms the base of the Helderberg series. Its thick- 

ness varies from 20 to 40 feet and is greatest about Rosendale. 

Salina waterlime beds underlie the waterlime and are of consid- 

erable importance, as they include the well known cement beds. 

Darton says: ‘The usual characters of the formation are thin 

bedded water limestones, and the cement is of local occurrence.” 

It is a blue black, very fine grained, massively bedded deposit, 

consisting of calcareous, magnesian and argillaceous materials in 

somewhat variable proportions. 

The cement beds are extensively developed in the Rondout and 

Rosendale regions. They come in gradually and are attended by 

a thickening ofthe formatior from its usual average of 20 to 30 

feet to 40 or 50 feet. ,At Rondowt the principal cement bed has 

a thickness averaging about 20 feet. It lies directly on the coral- 

Nine (Niagara) limestone and is overlain by altering successions 

of waterlime and thin. impure cement beds. The cement horizon 

is not exposed far north of East Kingston, but how far it extends 

to the northward is not known. It is seen to thicken southward, 

and it attains its maximum thickness in the vicinity of Rondout, 

thinning out again and giving place to waterlime beds south of 

Wilbur. It is seen to have come up again in the Whiteport 

anticlinal, which brings up a great development of cement beds 

along its principal axis from Whiteport to Rosendale. They 

also come out along the western limb of the synclinal eastward. 

South of Rosendale the cement beds continue up the Coxing kill 

valley an around the point of the anticlinal by Highfalls on the 

Rondout creek. ‘“ Above this place it can be traced but a short 

distance, owing to its deep erosion and heavy drift cover in the 

Rondout creek valley.” It reappears at Port Jackson. 
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There are two cement beds in the Whiteport-Rosendale region. 
The lower one of these averages 21 feet in thickness, and the 
other averages 12 feet in thickness, with an intervening mem- 
ber of 12 or 15 feet of waterlime beds, but these thicknesses are 
very variable. At High falls the upper bed is 15 feet thick, the 
lower bed 5 feet thick with 3 feet of intervening beds of water- 
lime rock. The High falls are over the thicker beds. 

Darton also states that ‘cement may be looked for in the 

upper Rondout valley, from Port Jackson to Ellenville, but, 

owing to the absence of outcrops, this should only be regarded as 

a suggestion.” 

Around Rosendale the cement industry is developed to an 

enormous extent, many thousand barrels of cement being 

produced annually. Detailed mention of the cement manufacture 

is made in another chapter of the report. 

Nothing more will be said in this part of the report concern- 

ing the Rosendale cement rock, as it is mentioned more fully in 

the chapter on natural cements. 

Coralline or Niagara limestone forms a thin bed underlying 

the cement at Rondout. It is a dark gray limestone of variable 

thickness. Under the cement at Rondout it is 7 feet, but at the 

entrance to the Becraft limestone quarries 1 mile north of East 

Kingston it is only 5 inches. 

Warren county! 

Both the Calciferous and Trenton are known in this county. 

The former is not of very great importance except for building 

purposes, but the latter is very prominent. 

At Glens Falls, the Trenton limestone (pl. 72) has been quarried 

for a number of years for lime manufacture, and the product 

bears an excellent reputation. There are four companies operating 

lime quarries, but the rock in all of them is very much the same. 

The section in the quarry beginning at the top consists of: 
Feet 

him bedded; impure black limestones... .1)-4 =o 12-15 

Massive black dimestone 5 sac f sees eigen ieee oo 

Fine grained, black, crystalline limestone............. FS 

1 Emmons, Ebenezer. Geol. 2d dist. N. Y. 1842. p. 170. 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 825 

The upper bed is used for building and also for Portland 

cement, being mixed with the overlying clay; the lower bed 

makes a high grade of lime. The following analysis represents 

the composition of the upper stone. 

Rlllca aches Paine eat ae oce aces coe as ae bites 3.9 

PMWM ern cats ue wee oe Gc tac whys oie ous ve ey 1.9 

1! STEER ROS Rs a ee Saat ele SCs pet Orem ae tO eee yar ge 

Mie oe ieee hts SER mht Ma ante ORE: 52.15 

WM emeSia cosa Wns Sue e ee oe en ee eee 1.58 

IS TOUBEOT OILS Verte a et evar irts Se Ree eer se tchatioce 3 

The composition of the lower bed is as follows: 

BSN Ai lee pe ahr» cass tnlienw tha-are epee Seeecae et aes let 

/ Jinnah Aaa Res rere ae Bh aha ius aie Gon as 8 

IDerimecoxid: 5s". ieee te Riek mati Rie te weace Bex 55 

ILO a ae area et Sinverat susie asain enauees Niakekeraleiecsi ase Dorel’ 

BVI TOMNCST A, <2. :2! cedas Gta'a aede Boon ooo ora wep liaise ee 

Carbonic oxid-(est.)) ....: Eiehts epee ti elon is 45.08 

101.4 

The rock has to be carted three quarters to one half a mile for 

shipment, the distance depending on the auarry from which it is 

taken. The lime produced is soft but quite pure. It is said to 

slake rather quickly. 

The analysis of the ime in the circular of the Associated lime 

0. 1s: : E 

ens es beg rude a See aeeds 
MPA OW ESTA i's Wi. oF or Vani shales ars S-aicleny SS Benin 64 

Werric oxid and alumina, << see. hehe es ine ay 

Pods On lemiiones tesa ox ee Pa tae ce ctend « Sole. 12 

An extensive Portland cement plant has been built at this 

locality and is described in another chapter. 
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Washington county! 

The limestone areas of this county, though not extensive, 

include some of the purest limestones found in the state. One 

narrow belt extends from Middlefalls to North Argyle, a second 

begins at Adamsville and extends northward past the eastern 

edge of Fort Ann and Whitehall to the Vermont boundary. A 

third area lies on the boundary between New York and Vermont 

and along the Rutland branch of the Delaware and Hudson rail- 

road. The rock has been extensively quarried at Smiths Basin 

and west of Fair Haven. 

At Smiths Basin the Keenan lime company has several quar- 

ries in the ridge to the east of the railroad. The rock is mostly 

dark’ gray to bluish black, fine grained and moderately hard. Its 

massive character has been somewhat destroyed in places by the 

shearing and folding to which the rock has been subjected, and 

the upper beds are shaly and silicious, still the lower ones are 

very pure. The company has four limekilns of continuous type. 

Much of the rock has also been shipped to Troy both for use as 

a flux in blast furnaces and also for lime in Bessemer converters. 

‘The following analyses will serve well to show the composition 

of the stone. 

STURT CNet pA inuee kone at ah sia cule Naas tae ep aes 1 Bs) 

Ferric oxid and -aluming 2....+5 «cease ess 58 

TGIIMC Gio oie. slew oo celle 6 cle exclave ous eueene Soer cic sueks DAS 

WWiciomesia ice ic sieicis's miele so ole sicioleicioisie ote sie 2 

Phosphorus: 7-2 2s0% oti. 0s eis ciere isisnenere 004 

An analysis of the lime made by Prof. J. H. Appleton gave: 

Moisture and carbon dioxid......... erie 2.08 

nsoluible cic. Sssesswieroters Weciese eters te cegorene ss jeaeiiere) 1.06 

Merriecoxidvand alumina scissors cere ree, 58 

WATS 52 5 ee, de 8 Rise eee cies 61616 biavedetn oieicl sie lejos ees MO ONO 

Min GaeGSIa 255 xe, tele sys sieiavels o's ove oie cle <:cpetenerene ta: 

99.22 

1 Kemp, J. F. & Newland, D. H. Preliminary report on the geology of Wash- 
ington, Warren and parts of Essex and Hamilton counties. (see 51st an. rep’t 
N. Y. state mus. 2: 499) 

Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 
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A third, made by the writer, gave: 

PCAs. 5 cae aia te ene oer ea os groNbeue eo Scars 12 

Kerric, Ox1d and. alpina oc, 6s 5 Sassi ese tole-6 te 5 

| Greg eae Oe ee er EST mera wee eee ai 498 

Miaamesia® 30) sir. < SA Oe Oe ie par ee soe 

CAPOONKGIO Xd), sac ae oe ee oes oles ee oa: 44. 

101.3 

The existence of an extensive clay deposit in the adjoining 

meadows offers excellent facilities for the establishment of a Port- 

land cement plant. 

A second quarry, operated by D. Nichols & Son, lies about 2 

miles northeast of the preceding and is of similar purity. 

Black Trenton limestone is also mined just west of the state 

line in Washington county. The quarry is situated along the 

railroad track between Whitehall and Fair Haven and is operated 

by George D. Harris under the name of the Arana marble co. 

The rock is a dark colored, moderately hard limestone, with 

very few visible impurities, and in places traversed with enormous 

streaks of calcite, and at certain portions of the quarry, noticeably 

at the western end, the quarry assumes a brownish red color. 

As a whole, it may be said that the stone is very pure, and 

where shale impurities occur they are generally in the shape of 

horses which can be easily separated in the mining of the stone. 

The following analysis indicates very well the high degree of 

purity of this material. 

Reais an sntele ¢ arched wee eeonte cece sfeieloniamnere 8 ot 

Te AVEGAY Tie ieee tee re Het ee ire ot ue betas it 

WME THIALG OE Oe ein Sets tate ag) ws Soni or Saag coos ata ere ae a 

STG Se ate Ae ea le Rn hs ere raragsetes Pee eg bo 9 

imomecha te ii tas RES nes hae sale eS auaeaen nt : 1.4 

Ca VoOn ClO Rh. 58, seresak she ie + epere sla Rasenet a ae AQ 5 
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The Calciferous is quarried near Whitehall, but is very sili- 

cious. 
Wayne county! 

The Niagara limestone extends through the county from west 

to east and is quarried at Walworth and Wolcott. | 

Hall’ states that marl underlies the Cayuga marshes in the 

town of Savannah, and is 5 to 6 feet thick. Another bed is 

located one mile west of Newark, and a thin bed is formed, under 

Cooper’s swamp, in the town of Williamson. 

Westchester county? 

The limestones in this county are all of the same age, Cambro- 

Silurian. They extend across the county in a northeasterly direc- 

tion, forming several well marked belts which either border or 

underlie the main valleys. The two most important are those 

along thé line of the New York and Harlem railroad and the 

Northern railroad. The former has been extensively opened up 

at Tuckahoe and Pleasantville, and so far as examined contains 

the better grade of stone. A third important area occurs south 

of Sing Sing (now Ossining). Other occurrences are near Somers, 

Amawalk and Hastings. 

The limestones in this county are often highly magnesian, 

coarse to fine grained metamorphosed rocks. At times they are 

exceptionally free from silica. : | 

There are two important quarries at Ossining, the one belong- 

ing to Henry Marks (pl. 78) the other to the Sing Sing lime co. — 

The stone in Mr Marks’s quarry is finely granular and slightly 

grayish in tint, while the best stone in the Sing Sing lime co.’s 

quarry is white and coarse grained but possesses a high degree of 

purity. 

1 Hall, James. (see Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 414) 
2Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 416. 
3Dana, J. D. Geological relations of the limestone belts of Westchester 

county, N.Y. (seé Am.—jour..sci..1880.. 20: 21, 194,-359, 450) 4560; 21: 
425; 22: 103, 313, 327) 

Merrill, F. J. H. Geology of erystalline rocks of southeastern New York. 
(see 50th an. rep’t N. Y. state mus. 2: 21) 
Mather, W. W. Geol. Ist dist. N. Y. 1843. 
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A number of samples were collected from Marks’s quarry, and 

their average composition is as follows. 

POUCA se oats Sieve decree: guendta oar bo6'w 96 gi Shei stor 98 

Merrie OXId ...0> i's Se sie Ce Ce Cone bg tel eie) .3 

BALE EIN Age ie one saee eters Giaesehe oh a ec 0 Gls. sles are’ 84 

ne 3. ee aoe Mreheese roe eecoe each eluates cote 31.4 

Minomesia “: sb ee Boel ei nisl Seon 6 io: os bisieses kG. OO 

This, it will be noticed, presents a high grade of magnesian 

limestone running very low in silica and probably suitable for 

the lining of Bessemer converters. There are certain layers in 

the quarry which have a tendency to become silicious in their 

character, and these have to be avoided in mining. 

The rock from Marks’s quarry has been shipped to Newark for 

a number of years to be used as flux. In this case the sorting 

was probably not as careful as it would have been for some pur- 

poses; and consequently the following series of analyses, kindly 

furnished by G. H. Stone, of the New Jersey zinc and iron co., 

show greater silica contents. 

: 1 2 3 4. 

BuMC Hae acs sos 6s ce te cece «Oe kL 5.94 5.122 2705 

Merrie Oxid . os 6s se oe coe 99 

PEMA os 4 =, 66 ose @ os beers ues a4 Doe see 

TUTTE) i aaa ea 45.02 29.05 25.42 34.63 

UM TOMICSIAC NL eos lare gales wees 3,167 20.05 2235.7 15)31 

nosphorie-acitd.. 2.0251 stat. BOD eb res ones sae setts ass 

Warbon Mioxides 5 cds was wel fate cbt Deke” Gesine . 44.11 

The good rock of the Sing Sing lime co. shows even less silica 

than that from Mark’s quarry, as will be seen from the following 

analysis: 

RICA aay vere: euler oetoleie’s: o AEM ae ane yo 87 

ARNeTETG OMM rei Ratagene Coc. ahanns Wigvs Cc nto en ea “95 

EAPT Urner eu ato ose Ve als akg Goa ee cow ete ae se. Dil 

TG ae Ree ee aia ieee be vate a oeen ae 31.4 

JUNI RES WESC Pamir OB esa es eae are Pee Sie ar at ote 1995 
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There are certain layers on the west side of the quarry which 

should be avoided, as they run more silicious. In structure these 

layers are thinner than those of the purer stone and more finely 

crystalline. Their composition was found to be as follows: 

DUliCae sees seer ere eerie odes Sais Cries eee eres 6.75 

Ferric .OXid snes Sie Sores 1.08 

Pa Wibnaamuil: emer oetene tte Ana, Evisdeee have eee reece 3.02 

ime 25 Pay, Sears eee eee 28.32 

Maonesia (Os oy cee eee ake eens 17.94 

The best quality of stone makes a very white lump lime. 

The quarries at Tuckahoe, Westchester co., are most exten- 

sive and are all located in the same stratum, which extends north- 

east and southwest and has a thickness of about 40 feet. The 

firms operating the quarries are O’Connell & Hillery, Norcross 

Bros. and the Tuckahoe marble co., also known as J. Sinclair Co. 

The rock in all of these quarries is a magnesian limestone of 

granular character and moderately hard. Its character is quite 

constant. ‘The beds dip steeply to the west, and those forming 

the walls of the quarry are very micaceous. 

O’Connell & Hillery’s (pl. 74) is the most southern quarry and 

is but a short distance from the Tuckahoe railroad station. The 

rock is used chiefiy for making lime, but in recent years the manu- . 

facture of marble dust has also begun. The following analysis 

of the stone was furnished by the company. 

Carbonate otelimie- sin aes. sa eae eee (O48 

Carbonate of mapnesia. © ia:658 se pee 25.4 

Insoluble matter: .2s2.ttanan.c eee eee eee nA. 

97.9 

Two analyses have been given of the stone. No. 1 was made by 

Prof. P. de P. Ricketts, and no. 2 by W. F. Hillebrand. 

Insoluble. Seen shoes Se eee 138 

Limes 3s See ee eee peers a0). 16 30.68 
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Rlomes ia. s,s Pst See eres some ote o20n Al 

@urbonic acid: .e.. tie ee 47.3 46.66 

Merenie OXI 5 5 FF 222 be Behe ha Pee ows, seal 24 

Reattet eek ta so adil s Stes oa ee ee Os 02 16 

peel Mterie aide. Suite Ss saptu for ee rs le ate sre tare slate oe eae wears 

POMMUUANTN! 0.55.4, 5 8) dusS gids Rear oo é* TEAS, Saas 

NG esol aires aia ta le,tosia rote 's Soleo Jet ete te“ohuitate 63% eG 

100 992 ie, 

The Tuckahoe marble co.’s quarry is # of a mile to the north. 

The quarry is about 400 feet long and n feet deep, and up to the 

present time the stone has been used for building purposes only. 

Still farther to the north about + of a mile is Norcross Bros.’ 

quarry. The rock is similar in character to the preceding but the 

quarry is smaller. 

The quarry at Pleasantville is the largest in Wee 

county. It is operated by O’Connell & Hillery, successors to the 

Cornell lime co. The limestone is very uniform in its character, 

and, on account of its white color and coarsely crystalline char- 

acter, has been called “snowflake marble.” Nearly the entire 

production of this quarry is used for the manufacture of marble 

dust. The composition of the rock, according to an analysis 

given in the 16th annual report of the United States geological 

survey, pt 3, p. 468, is as follows: 

camaieg Cae OMAL ES are eck coer ss or Sede leek ie, Suaceys ave 54.62 | 

Masnesim: carbonate”. wise sneer. cus Sabeleuate 45.04 

Elbe @atsWOM ATC i s.cct2 ser w ore'acele Sulecese e, woeveea ss ei 16 

PNG TAMAR Uitte ape teue ter eeetauaite lows Lo: dt scel ePSve Svckuee: a axe 07 

SDR iy: Coen Gnion Bo Guess bi eiene Tel's ePetarSh Sah 1 
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This does not quite agree with an analysis made by the writer, 

which represents an average of the quarry as follows: 

iiiave carbomater: . soe cok ee sie ce ee 59.84 

Maenesiumycanbonateg:: | os eee a ne 36.8 

VACUA IIVA nase LoL ea ete sau en ae mata 4 

HMernic oxi f= ee. S rclmle ete ie in ia peer eticn Stare 25 

DSTI Cas gnc RES cata ate Gaboe vel Saale venti cho Rememrede 5 ayes Sacioe 

99.6 

A small quarry was once in operation near Scarsdale, but the 

rock contains considerable mineral impurities. 

Crystalline limestone extends up the valley of Annsville cove 

and Sprout brook for several miles, and is exposed at a number 

of places, specially along the line of the narrow gage railroad 

leading up to the Edison magnetite mines. The best exposure of 

this is in the quarry 1% miles west of Peekskill rock. The rock 

is a fine grained, grayish white stone, which seems to be the 

better quality toward the eastern end of the mine, where it is of 

a darker color. The working face exposed is over 75 feet long. 

The following analysis made by J. D. Irving shows the composi- 

tion of the stone, and illustrates the point that far less magnesia 

exists in this limestone than is found in other portions of West- 

chester county. | 

TEC an kcis aka nate bale ve tone ca ai oe re eee ee ; 2.5 

Perric oxid and alumina. 2 le eee tone AS 

Tamie carbomate.. oot rene nee em aaneueaees ae 81.64 

Magnesium. carbonate *.’.:.).i.\s'. ion cele Oe: eed OS 

99.19 

Other exposures of this same rock outcrop, as low ledges on 

the property of Mr Higgins about 24 miles from Peekskill village. 

Some of these ledges show a stone of considerable purity, while 

in others the rock is rather micaceous. 
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One of the most accessible localities in Westchester county is 

Verplanck, where a large quarry of these pre-Cambrian limestones 

exists. 

_ Yates county’ 

No beds of limestone of importance are known in this county, 

but marl may be found perhaps at the northern extremities of 

Crooked lake. 

THE CEMENT INDUSTRY IN NEW YORK STATE 

Two types of cement are made in New York, viz Rosendale, or 

natural rock cement, and Portland cement. 

The former industry was the earlier established, but the latter 

is expanding rapidly. 

Natural rock cement 

The geologic position of the cement beds and their occur- 

rence has been mentioned under “ Geology of New York lime- 

stones’, and in the descriptions of Ulster, Onondaga and Erie 

counties, specially, and the statistics have also been given. It, 

therefore, remains to give a brief description of the technology 

of the industry as carried out in this state. The general process 

of manufacture of natural rock cement has already been referred 

to (p. 678). 

The localities at which the greatest development in the methods 

of manufacture have occurred are Rosendale, Akron and Buffalo, 

Rosendale region 

The cement quarries are located at Rosendale, Lawrenceville;. 

Binnewater, Rondout and East Kingston. Owing to the great 

amount of rock overlying the cement bed, and its variable dips 

(seldom less than 25° and sometimes as much as 75° or 80°), the 

1 Hall, James. Yates county. (see Geol. 4th dist. N. Y. p. 458) 
Wright, B. H. Notes on geology of Yates county, N. Y. (see 35th an. rep’t 

N. Y. state mus. p. 195) 
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common method is to mine out the cement rock, leaving great 

pillars to support the roof (pl. 75-77). ‘The opening along the 

outcrop may at times be nearly 1000 feet long. Some idea of 

the method of mining may be gained from the plates. 

Great falls of rock sometimes occur (pl. 78) around the entrance 

to the abandoned workings. The bed is commonly worked down 

on the dip, and the slopes are sometimes 800 or 1000 feet long. 

The following table gives the number of firms in this region, 

and other details concerning their mines, taken from F. L. 

Nason’s report. 

The method of manufacture is well illustrated by the following 

description of the works of the Lawrence cement co., which have 

a capacity of 5300 barrels a day. The rock used is taken from 

two beds, known as the upper or light rock and lower or dark 

rock, The two are mixed and broken into a suitable size for 

charging into the kilns. These kilns are of stone, lined with fire 

brick. Alternate layers of anthracite coal and cement rock are 

charged into the kiln, a layer of wood being placed at the bottom 

to light the fire when the kiln is first started. 

Each day the burned materisl is removed from the bottom of 

the kiln, while fresh fuel and green rock are introduced at the 

top. The material drawn contains a certain amount of under- 

burned and overburned rock, the former going back to the kiln, 

while the latter is thrown away. The normally burned rock is 
? taken to the “ cracker” room, where it is crushed in crackers to 

fragments and grains, varying from dust to hickory nut size. 
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To face p. 854 

Plate 77 

Interior view of cement mine at Rosendale, Ulster Co. Waterlime group 

H. Ries, photo. 
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These are made of cact iron, and consist of a frustum of a solid 

cone called the core, werking concentrically within the inverted 

frustum of a hollow cone, both having on their adjacent surfaces 

suitable grooves anc flanges for breaking the stone as it passes 

down between them. From the crackers the crushed cement is 

carried by means of an elevator and conveyor to a sieve 11 feet 

long and 10 inches wide, and about 50 meshes per mch. 25% to 

27% passes this sieve. That which does not pass the sieve goes 

to horizontal stone mills, where it is ground between millstones, 

after which the two lots of fine material are mixed, and then — 

packed in barrels for shipment. 

Akron district 

One of the largest plants in the state is situated at this locality, 

viz the Cummings cement co. (pl. 80, 81); another large works 

also near this town is the Union Akron cement co. (pl. 82, 83). 

The Cummings cement company has 575 acres of land, and 

the cement bed is from 7 to 8 feet thick. The beds differ from 

those at Rosendale in lying almost horizontally. The kilns are 

34 feet high, eight of them being of rectangular cross-section, 

9x22 feet in dimensions, and nine of them round, with a diameter 

of 9 feet. During the calcination much of the cement rock be- 

comes clinkered, and is separated and ground by itself to be sold 

as Portland cement. 

At this works a general system of reduction is used, consisting 

of 1) Sturtevant crushers; 2) Cummings pulverizers; 3) 10 run 

of 42 inch underrunner millstones faced with chilled iron plates; 

4) 10 run of 42 inch hard Esopus underrunner millstones. 

The material, as it is conveyed from one to another of these 

sets of crushers, is made to pass over screens, whereby such 

material as has been reduced to proper fineness is separated from 

the mass and is spouted to a general conveyor, which finally re- 

ceives the material from all the grinding machines and conveys 

it to the packing house. Each set of crushers, while it furnishes a 

part of the material, reduces the sizes of the unground portion 

to such a degree that the material which is fed to the fourth 
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series is broken and worn down to the size of wheat kernels and 

is exceedingly hard to reduce. The harder burned portions make 

a cement which has a much higher tensile strength than the 

normally burned product. 

The method of manufacture in use at the other works at Akron 

is somewhat similar to that employed at the plants at other locali- 

ties in the state, but the kilns are in part of a more modern type, 

being made of sheet iron instead of stone, but, like the others, 

they are lined with fire brick. 

The Union Akron cement co. is also contemplating the manu- 

facture of Portland cement. 

3 Buffalo district 

The Buffalo cement co. has quarries on Main street near the 

belt line of the New York Central railroad (pl. 84). The cement 

bed underlies the Onondaga limestone. ‘The section in its quarry 

shows: 
Feet 

Clserty lmestone’. .. .. es Nees BS yin a eee eae ae 

Bolbysciive ciiiieSt OMG. 42 oe. sere tatercie es Sa borat ot eledarate a 

aupure limestone icalled ~ bullhbead 7... 20... . ou. 6 

WemmenuclOCk: i. Oe ee ee pennies oa) Sara ae ee ads 4 

The rock is burned in the ordinary stone kilns lined with fire 

brick, there being 10 of them, set in two rows. The rock is 

loaded on cars and hauled up an inclined plane to the top of the 

kiln, into which it is charged together with the coke that is used 

for fuel. | 

Both the normally burned and the clinkered material are fed 

into the grinding machinery. The. first set of machines are 

Steadman disintegrators, and from these the material is passed 

over a screen, all that passes through representing the normally 

burned cement rock. The clinkers which are not broken fine 

enough by the disintegrators to pass through the screen are con- 

veyed to a Griffin mill, where they are ground to make Portland 

cement. The total capacity of the plant is about 750 barrels a 

day. 
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Another cement works and quarry are located at Falkirk, and 

operated by H. L. & W. C. Newman, and also the Union Akron 

cement co. 

Onondaga county 

Natural rock cement, or waterlime, as it is locally called, is 

manufactured at a number of points in the vicinity of Syracuse. 

The methods of manufacture employed are similar to those in use 

in the Rosendale region, but the workings are all surface opera- 

tions, and the cement beds are not so thick. 

The following list of cement producers is taken from Luther’s 

report, p. 271. 

T. W. Sheedy. Mill and three kilns, 1 mile north of Fayette- 

ville; quarries on Dry hill, southeast of Fayetteville. 

Bangs & Gaynor. Mills and four kilns at Fayetteville; quar- 

ries on Dry hill. 

J. Behan estate. Mill and four kilns, 1 mile north of Man- 

hus. 

A. i. Alvord. Nine kilns and quarries on east side of West 

Shore railroad at Manlius (pl. 85); mill at Syracuse. 

Brown’s quarry, operated by Eaton Bros. at Edwards falls, 14 

miles southwest of Manlius; mills and one kiln. 

R. Dunlap, 4 mile north of Jamesville. Five kilns and mill; 

quarry on hill east of works. | 

E. B. Alvord & Co. Mill and two kilns in village of Jamesville; 

quarry % mile south of works on east side of Butternut creek. 

Britton & Clark. Mill and seven kilns near Delaware, Lack- 

awanna and Western railroad at north end of Jamesville rock cut. 

L. H. Walker. Cement mill near Marcellus Falls, and quarry. 

P. C. Corrigan. Mill and two kilns at Skaneateles Falls, and 

two quarries, one on each side of Skaneateles outlet. 

[Several pages by Dr Ries on the Portland cement industry 

which followed here, have been replaced, at the request of the 

director, by the sketch of that industry given in Appendix B. 

This change was made at the suggestion of Dr Ries, Jan. 20, 

1902.) 
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PRODUCERS OF LIME AND NATURAL CEMENT" 

COUNTY POSTOFFICE - FIRM LC CATION OF QUARRY 

Albany Albany Callanan road improve- 

ment co. South Bethlehem 

Aquetuck Carl Snyder Coeymans 

New Baltimore William Fuller’s Sons New Baltimore 

Ravena Abraham Day Coeymans 

ee W. V. D. H. Defriest $s 

ee David Hotaling =e 

«6 William Hughes ae 

se Conrad McCullock <6 

Cayuga Auburn J. Bennett & Son Auburn 

ae L. S. Goodrich & Son i 

Rochester B P. Smith Union Springs 

Skaneateles Falls Levi Starr Sennet 

Union Springs J. L. Shalebo Springport 

‘a G. P. Wood Hamburg 

Chenango Oxford William Lally os 

Clinton Chazy Chazy marble lime co. Chazy 
sie L. M Goss a 

Plattsburg H. Behan Plattsburg 

oR G. W. Pray Peru 

cane T. Robinson Plattsburg 

Columbia Hudson Shute & Rightmyer Jonesburg and 

Hudson 

Jonesburg F,. W. Jones Greenport 

Dutchess Dover Plains G. V. Bensen Dover 

Pleasant Valley Evert Russell Pleasant Valley 
Poughkeepsie F. R. Bain Dover 

es H. D. Hufcut Ss 

es M. Lawler es 

Stoneco Hud. Riv. stone sup. co. Stoneco 

Erie Akron H. L. & W. C. Newman Newstead 

8 Union Akron cement co. pe 

Bellevue B. A. Lynde Bellevue 

Buffalo K. J. Ambrose Buffalo 

$6 J. Armbruster oe 

ee Barber asp. pav. co. ws 

66 Buffalo cem. co., ltd. os 

ee Consumers lime co. Clarence 

‘¢ or Akron Cummings cementco. Akron 

ot Cutter & Bailey Buffalo 

ae D. R. & H. Fogelsonger Amherst 

66 Anna Gehres Buffalo 

J. Gesl jr 

1¥or producers of Portland cement see Appendix B. 

66 
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COUNTY 

Erie 

Essex 

Fulton 

Genesee 

Greene 

Herkimer 

NEW YORK STATE 

POSTOFFICE 

Buffalo 
66 

66 

66 

Harrishill 

Williamsville 

Burlington Vt. 

Newark N. J. 

Willsboro Point 

Cranberry Creek 
66 

Dolgeville 

Gloversville 

Mayfield 
66 

Batavia 

Leroy 
66 

66 

66 

66 

66 

Catskill 
66 

66 

Climax 

Coxsackie 

Smiths Landing 
66 

Urlton 

Columbia 

Ingram Mills 

Little Falls . 

Middleville 

Mohawk 

Newport 
66 

6é 

¢6é 

6é 

66 

é6¢ 

North Litchfield 
66 

66 

MUSEUM 

FIRM 

Grattan & Jennings 

Martin Kabel 

A. P. Kehr 

P. G Straub 

A. Fiegle 

J.B. & F. H. Young 

Burlington mfg. co. 

Anderson & Moynehan 

C. W. Frisbie 

W. Kegg 

Willis K. Warren 

A. Dolge 

Mayfield lime co, 

S. B. Warner 

Edward, Christie 

A. Berthun 

J. H. brown 

J. Heinlich 

G. H. Holmes 

L. H. Howell 

Morris & Strobel 

Pangrazio Bros. 

Catskill quarry co. 

G. W. Holdredge 

H. P. Palmer 

D. G. Haswell 

A. Day 

J. H. Gould 

William Massino 
J. Day 

A. Manning 

~ Sherman Butler 
H. Jones 

W. W. Mosher 

J. W. Humphrey 

John Dunn 

Gilbert Higgins 

Newell Murray 

G. H. O’Connor 

John Sherman 

C. Smith 

Daniel 'Toumey 

A. R. Davies 

Charles Dickson 

G. E. Holland 

LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Buffalo 
66 

Clarence 
66 

66 

Williamsville 

Port Henry 

Newcomb 

Willsboro 

_ Northampton 
66 

Oppenheim 

Mayfield 
66 

66 

Batavia 

Leroy 
66 

66 

66 

66 

66 

Catskill 
66 

66 

Coxsackie 
66 

Catskill 
66 

Urlton 

Columbia 

Manheim 
66 

Newport 

Columbia 

Newport 
66 

66 

66 

66 

66 

66 

Litchfield 
66 

6é 
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COUNTY POSTOFFICE FIRM LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Herkimer North Litchfield J. E. Salisbury Litchfield 

Prospect C. L. Talcott Russia 

West Winfield A. P. Bradley Winfield 

Jefferson Cape Vincent William Anthony Cape Vincent 

ae R. A. Davis of 

Chaumont Adams & Duford Chaumont 
ce ‘Chaumont co. Lyme 

Clayton Leander Denny Clayton 

Natural Bridge E.& W. Hall Wilna 

Redwood J. McDonald ee 

Threemile Bay J. J. Barron Lyme 

Theresa Loth Miller & Son Theresa 

Watertown H.S. Cory Leray 
ce A. Gould Watertown 

ee S. E. Hunting Pamelia 

UE G. J. Lefevre Watertown 
os A. V. Mayhew Ss 

s P. Phillips 662 
SU E, Williams eee 

Lewis Collinsville H. D. Jones West Turin! 
0 M. N. Potter <s 

OG R. W. Roberts os 

JU H. Schultz < 

as W. Whittlesey ve 

oc B. B. Williams JC 

Harrisville Mary Brady Diana 

Leyden M. Auer Leyden 

Lowville William L. Babcock L. H. Carter 
‘se J. T. Campbell as 

es Hiram Gowdy 66 

se M. M. Lyman ie 

“6 J. Moran 66 

ous J. M. Waters a6 

Natural Bridge F.E. Ashcraft Diana? 

Lyon Falls Orville Post West Turin 
Madison Cazenovia J.T. Burr Fenner 

Chittenango Falls C. Keeler 66 

oe C. F. Keeler & Son as 

oe D. J Tooke 66 

66 W. M. Winchell os 

Munnsville F. Adams Stockbridge 

Oneida Mrs C. L. Faulkner Oneida 

1 Going out, 
2 Closed. 
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COUNTY POSTOFFICE FIRM LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Madison Perryville Mrs F. W. Hodge Sullivan 

ie C. Worlock oe 

Stockbridge T. R. Jarvis Stockbridge 

Monroe Rochester Foery & Kastner Rochester 

me Lauer & Hagaman os 

sis J. B. Nellis, admin. oc 

s J. B. Pike 6 
“ Rochester lime co. Gates 

oe Whitmore, Rauber & 

Vicinus Rochester 

Montgomery Amsterdam Amsterdam city quarry Amsterdam 

ws J. M. Griswold ss 

BU D. C. Hewitt cs 

se H. Stain es 

Canajoharie William Allen Canajoharie 
66 G. Rapp 66 

a A. HE. & D. C. Shaper ed 

Palatine Bridge Mohawk Valleystoneco. Palatine 

Rockton Keating & Ritter Rockton 

St Johnsville Allter Bros. St Johnsville 

Sis C. Fitzer a 

$6 C. Halligar ss 

ae D. Fox = 

ee T. Nagle cs 

as D. Place Ue 

sie A. A. Smith oo 

oC W.C. Smith a 

Tribeshill H. Hurst & Son Mohawk 
ee | J. G. Putnam CG 

oe J. Shanahan . Je 

Niagara Buffalo German Rock asphalt co. Lockport 
Lockport J. Bendiger sé 

os M. F. Heary “sc 

es W. B. Levalley es 

sie W. E. Lockner JC 

ae Lockport stone co. of 

es J. Sanders és 

es J. Shine Je 

as C. H. Stainthorpe & Co. os 

oie P. H. Tuohey ae 

Se W. H. Upson «6 

es T. G. Watson LO 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

C. Whitmore 6é 
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COUNTY POSTOFFICE FIRM LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Niagara Lockport J. H. Wilson Se 

ee Woodward & Son as 

Niagara Falls Dean & Hoffman Niagara 

es B. Messing oii 
ae M. O’Rourke os 

Wolcottville W. J. Luckman Royalton? 

Oneida Boonville A, J. Lee Boonville 

Franklin Iron 

Works M. Juhl Augusta 

Holland Patent J. G. Hillidge Trenton 

North Weston J. D. Vale Weston 

ae J. H. Van Dyke ae 

Oriskany Falls Putnam estate Oriskany Falls 

Prospect E. T. Thomas Trenton 

Sauquoit W. W. Thurston Paris 

Utica E. Callahan Trenton 

a F. E. Conley Oriskany Falls 

Onondaga East Onondaga J. P. Hibbard Onondaga 

Fayetteville Bangs & Gaynor Manlius 

ie H. B. Ransier af 

haps T. W. Sheedy as 

Hartlot P. C. Corrigan Elbridge 
ae A. Gorham ie 

eis C. Heavern oo 

as J. Keenan ae 

Jamesville E. B. Alvord & Co. Dewitt and La- 
fayette 

ee R. Dunlap & Co. Dewitt 

Manlius A. HE. Alvord Manlius 

a J. Behan estate ae 

ore Brown cement co. ph 

‘Marcellus William Malley << 

Marcellus Falls L. E. Walker Marcellus 

Onondaga Castle Kelly Bros. Onondaga 
66 

66 

Splitrock 
66 

Syracuse 
66 

66 

66 

66 

McElroy & Son 

Storrier Bros. 

J. Connors 

C. Crowley 

Britton & Clark 

Hughes Bros. 

Kelly Bros. 

Solvay process co. 
C. Thomas 

G. Wadsworth 

66 

6¢ 

66 

66 

66 

66 

66 

6é 

66 

66 
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COUNTY POSTOFFICE FIRM LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Ontario Canandaigua F. McNulty Canandaigua 

Phelps B. Edson Phelps 

te W. H. Johnson as 

Orange Johnson House & Brown Johnson 

Newburgh J.J. E. Hamson Newburgh 

Es G. W. & D. C. Miller ee 

Pine Island C. Elston Warwick 

Port Jervis H. 8S. Whitmore Port Jervis 

Warwick T. Burt Warwick 

Orleans Albion B. Johnson Barre 

ie T. F. Staines os 

Clarendon M. Murphy Clarendon 

Shelby EK. B. Simonds Shelby 

Otsego Cherry Valley O. H Eldridge Cherry Valley 
66 66 

Springfield Cent’r W. McDonough Springfield 

- Putnam Towners P. D. Penny Patterson 

Rockland Tomkins Cove Tomkins Cove stone co. Tomkins Cove 

Rensselaer Hoosick Falls William Carey Hoosick Falls 

sé J. Dolin a 

os C. McCaffery oe 

St Lawrence Bigelow C. Williams & Co. DeKalb 

Brasie Corners W, Fleming McComb 
oe R. G. Hall oe 

Canton K. E. Stevens Canton 
Crary Mills Ashley Church Potsdam 

Gouverneur C. A. Potter Fowler 
on H. J. Wright es 

a J. B. Abbott Gouverneur 

66 Empire marble co. abe 

- Gouverneur marble co. ee 

Je North. N. Y. marble co. £8 

oi St. Lawrence marble co. cf 

Hickory V. Ingram McComb 
ON William Perin By 

Norwood G. W. Hale Potsdam 

a J. L. Murray es 

Ogdensburg M. Frank & Son 

2° J. F. Howard Oswegatchie 

oe J. McConville 
o6 J. H. Nevin Oswegatchie 

66 

—s Se 
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COUNTY POSTOFFICH FIRM LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Saratoga Saratoga Springs C. G. Slade Greenfield 

ra I. F. Wagar Milton 

Sandyhill D. Sturtevant South Glens Falls 

Saratoga Springs M. H. Gorman 

South Greenfield E. Wing Miiton 
Schoharie Cobleskill F. Baard Cobleskill 

oe - J. Brandenstein ae 

ae Cobleskill quarry co. oe 

ts William Reilly or 

ie J. C. Rodgers “ 

a6 Whalen Ross & Co. of 
Howe Cave Helderberg cement co. Howe Cave 

Middleburg A. Bishop i 

Schoharie C. L. Becker Schoharie 

aes A. Brown oe 

dy BK. Farquer ie 

Sharon Center W. Crounse Sharon Center 

Sharon Springs F. C. Mallet Sharon 

ne H.S. Smith a 

se _ J. Smith ae 

es W. T. Smith os 
Seneca Seneca Falls J. Fisher Fayette 

Waterloo D. Babcock 4 

px Edson Bros. Waterloo 

ne G. C. Thomas & Bro. 4s 

Ulster Accord J. Bennett Rochester 

es G. Krom oe . 

es A. N. Longendyke ne 

OG W. H. Rose ey 

oie J. Wakeman os 

Brooklyn P. H. Flynn Saugerties 

Ellenville B., Vandermark Wawarsing 

Kaatsbaan W. Fiero Saugerties 

ae L. H. Gallagher oh 

Kerhonkson N. Christianer Kerhonkson 
os EK. H. Jordan Rochester 

Kingston ~ L. Noone Kingston 

Mettacahonts S. Gray Rochester 

Napanoch Young & Humphrey Se 

Newcomb J. R. Sayre jr & Co. Kingston 

New York The Newark & Rosen- 

dale lime and cement 

co. Whiteport 

Rondout F. W. Gross Kingston 

66 Lawrence cement co. nae 
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COUNTY 

—TE 

Ulster 

Warren 

Washington 

Wayne 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

POSTOFFICE 

Rondout 

é¢ 

Saugerties 

Stoneridge 

Wawarsing 

Whitfield 
66 

Glens Falls 

Sandyhill 

Thurman 

Ticonderoga 

West Troy 

Fort Edward 

Greenwich 

Middlefalls 
66 

66 

6é 

Sandyhill 
Smiths Basin 

(4 

Troy 

Whitehall 
66 

Joy 

Lincoln 
66 

Sodus Center 
¢¢ 

Walworth 
(a 

€¢ 

FIRM 

Newark lime and cement 

mfg. co. 

N. Y. and Rosendale ce- 

ment co. 

P. H. Flynn 

J. Basten 

S. Davenport 

C. H. Hoornbeek 

“A. Barley 

B. C. Dixon 

Associated lime 

Falls co. 

Jointa lime co. 

Reynolds & Reardon 

Sherman lime co. and 

Morgan lime co. 

Drake & Stratton co. ltd. 

J. Pellitier 

I. Joubert 

G. Marks 

G. F. Harris 

H. C. Bennett 

H. B. Bates 

J. M. Grouty 

A, Kenyon 

J. Kipperly 

P. Sullivan 

Monty Higly & Co. 

Keenan lime co. 

D. Nichols & Son 

W. D. Cheney & Son 

T. Adams 

J. McLaughlin 

William Horn 

T. O. Gould. 

William Hanson 

E. B. Mather & Co. 

G. A. Munn 

W. L. Hall 

O. Munn 

J. Read 

com- 

panies, including Glens 

LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Rosendale 

Saugerties 

Marbletown 

Wawarsing 

Rochester 
661 

Queensbury 
66 

66 

Thurman 

Bolton 

Glens Falls 

Whitehall 

Greenwich 
6¢ 

66 

66 

66 

Kingsbury 

Smiths Basin 

Hartford 

Smiths Basin 

Whitehall 
a 4 

Sodus 

Walworth 
66 ? 

Sodus 

Walworth ? 
66 

1 Changed. 
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COUNTY POSTOFFICE FIRM LOCATION OF QUAR RY 

Wayne Wolcott A. Post Butler 

a: C. J. Walker oe 

Westchester New York O’Connell & Hillery Tuckahoe 

ze. Snowflake marble co. Pleasantville 

Pleasantville Sta. Cornell lime co. Mt Pleasant 

Ossining Henry Marks Ossining 

a - Sing Sing lime co. a 
Tuckahoe N. Y. quarry co. East Chester 

ore Norcross Bros. ar 

es Tuckahoe marble co. ee 
fc6 J.S. Young ge 

Verplanck Brown & Fleming Verplanck 

PRODUCERS. OF NATURAL ROCK CEMENT 

COUNTY POSTOFFICE FIRM LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Erie Akron Cummings cement co. Akron 

Buffalo Buffalo cement co. Buffalo 

Falkirk Akron cement co. Falkirk 

oe H. L. & W. C. Newman oS 

Onondaga Fayetteville Bangs & Gaynor Fayetteville 
Be T. W. Sheedy Oe 

Jamesville E. B. Alvord & Co. Jamesville 

es R. Dunlop ee 

Manlius A. E. Alvord Manlius 

&¢ J. Behan estate ci 

a Eaton Bros. Edwards falls 

Marcellus Falls L. H. Walker Marcellus Falls 

Skaneateles P. C. Corrigan Skaneateles Falls 

Syracuse Britton & Clark Dewitt 

Ulster Binnewater Lawrenceville co. Binnewater 
os High Falls & Binnewater 

Co. Ob 

Bruceville J. H. Vandermark Bruceville 

Highfalls D. A. Barnhardt Highfalls 

ue F. O. Norton ae 

Lawrenceville A. J. Snyder & Son Lawrenceville 

Quicklocks Connelly & Shaffer Quicklocks 

Rondout Lawrence cement co. Binnewater 

es Lawrence cement co. Eddyville 

es Lawrence cement co. Ksopus 

6 Lawrence cement co. Lawrenceville 
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COUNTY POSTOFFICE FIRM LOCATION OF QUARRY 

Ulster Rondout Lawrence cement co. Rocklock 

ae N. Y. and Rosendale ce- 

ment co. East Kingston 

si6 N. Y. and Rosendale ce- 

ment co. Quicklocks 

ae N. Y. and Rosendale ce- 

ment co. Rosendale 

wo N. Y. and Rosendale ce- 

ment co. Wilbur 

a2 N. Y. cement co. Lefever Falls 

oS Newark and Rosendale 

cement co. Whiteport 
66 Newark limeand cement 

CoO. Rondout 
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Appendix A 

EARLY HISTORY OF THE PORTLAND CEMENT ID- 

DUSTRY EN Na WeyYORK STATE 

' BY EDWIN C. ECKEL C.H. 

Tt seems desirable to explain, at the outset of this brief sketch 

of the early history of an important industry, the very slight 

extent to which the nominal author deserves credit for the matter 

submitted. ‘This prefatory explanation is the more necessary be- 

cause, for a reason stated farther on, quotation marks and sepa- 

rate credits have been omitted, except in a few cases; and their 

absence might lead the reader to the supposition that the sketch 

was offered as an entirely original contribution to the history 

of our Portland cement industry. 

In the columns of Hngineering news for May 31 and July 26, 

1900, communications were published from Messrs J: Gardner 

Sanderson, of Scranton (Pa.) and Edward Duryee, of Colton 

(Cal.) Their papers, while primarily written for the purpose of 

clearing up certain doubtful points regarding early use of the 

rotary kiln in the United States, contained many interesting facts 

concerning the history of the Portland cement industry in New 

York state. 

Later, while engaged in the preparation of a paper’ describing 

the present condition of Portland cement manufacture in this 

state, I entered into correspondence with Messrs Sanderson and 

Duryee regarding their early experiments, intending to make use 

of their notes in an introduction to the paper mentioned. The 

material which they placed so generously at my disposal seemed, 

however, of too detailed and interesting a character to be used in 

the manner I had purposed, particularly as such use would have 

required that the account should be greatly condensed. 

1 Portland cement industry in New York. Eng. news. May 16, 1901 
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The present paper is, with the exception of a few facts which 

I have obtained from other sources, based entirely on the mem- 

oranda submitted by Messrs Sanderson and Duryee. Part of 

this material, as has been explained above, was published by them 

in Hngimeering news. 

Quotation marks and separate credits have been generally 

omitted because, at least so far as the history of the Montezuma 

plant and the early Portland cement plants in the lower Hudson 

valiev is concerned, the matter here submitted is merely one long 

set of quotations from the letters or papers of the gentlemen 

mentioned. 

National Portland cement co., Kingston 

The earliest experiments in the manufacture of Portland 

cement in this state, appear to have been those carried on in the 

Rosendale region about 1875-76. They were made by a Mr 

Dunderdale at East Kingston, Ulster co., Messrs Cornell and 

Coykendall furnishing the capital. The materials used were marl, 

brought by way of the Erie canal from the Montezuma marshes, 

and a clay obtained near the plant. Cement of a very high grade 

was manufactured, but the materials and processes used were of 

too expensive a character to permit the experiment to become a 

financial suecess. The details of the experiments are not at pres- 

ent obtainable, but some idea of the methods followed and of the 

general high quality of the product may be gained from the fol- 

lowing, extracted from the published report, by Gen. Q. A. Gill- 

more, on the cements exhibited at the Philadelphia exposition 

of 1876. 

It is deemed proper as a subject of general interest to refer 
briefly to some cements not represented in the exhibition. | 

The National Portland cement co., of Kingston, Ulster co. 
(N. Y.) has recently been organized for making Portland cement 
by the fourth method above described.1_ The materials employed 

1This “fourth method” here noted was, as described on a preceding page 
ot the report, the double-kilning process, in which the calcareous material was 
burned and slaked before being mixed with the clay. 
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are fullers’ earth, kaolin and lime. They are thoroughly ground 
and mixed together in suitable proportions by the wet process, 
although much less water is used than in the English works or in 
these at Boulogne. The mixture when completed is in a rather 
stiff semiliquid state. In this condition it is run out upon a floor 
underlaid with warming flues, where it is dried to the stiff of 
tempered brick clay. It is then passed through a brick machine, 
and subsequently burnt in common continuous upright kilns with 
anthracite coal. : 

Specimens of this cement have been tested several times by 
the writer with excellent results. On the last occasion the method 
adopted with the cements in the exhibition was strictly followed. 
1s inch cubes, seven days old, composed of equal parts of dry 
cement and sand, gave a crushing strength of 3335 lb. per cube, 
as an average of 20 trials, being a little higher than the best Port- 
land cement exhibited, as shown by the table. 

Succeeding this, in point of date, was a small plant at Low 

Point, Dutchess co., erected by the engineer and contractor for 

the first Poughkeepsie bridge. Some cement was made here, 

and used in the tower foundations, but the failure of the bridge 

project also ended the cement experiments. 

Wallkill Portland cement co. 

During the winter of 1877-78 Messrs J. Gardner Sanderson 

and T. T. Crane carried on a series of experiments at Croton on the 

Hudson. A small upright kiln was in use, with a Bogardus mill, 

and the power which, during the summer, was used in brick- 

making. ‘These experiments, and the analysis of a large number 

of specimens of possible materials convinced the experimenters 

that the Hudson river limestones generally contained too high 

a percentage of magnesium carbonate, and the clays too much 

free sand, to be suitable ingredients of a Portland cement. Cer- 

tain strata of limestone, however, belonging to the Helderberg 

groups’ (the outcrops of which extend approximately north and 

1 Limestone from the same horizon is now being used in the manufacture 
of Portland cement by two companies, the Catskill cement co. and Alsen’s 
American Portland cement co., both plants being situated a short distance 
south of Catskill. 
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south, a short distance west of the Hudson river, crossing 

Rondout creek near South Rondout) were found to be remark- 

ably pure and free from magnesia and well adapted to their 

purpose. As above stated, most of the clay deposits near the 

Hudson river carried too much sand to be of use. After careful 

search suitable clays were found away from the river, the best 

being found in an extensive deposit near Phoenicia, on the Ulster 

and Delaware railroad. 

1880 the Wallkill Portland cement co. was organized. The 

limestone and clay properties above referred to were purchased, 

and an abandoned flour mill at Carthage Landing on the Hudson 

was leased and equipped with suitable machinery, a drying chan- 

nel and two upright kilns. The manufacture of Portland cement 

was commenced at these works early in 1881. ‘The product, 

though small in quantity, was of excellent quality and had a 

ready sale. Tests and reports by Messrs Clark and Maclay 

demonstrated the value of the cement, and the experimenters 

were satisfied that the manufacture could be made a commercial 

success on a larger scale. At both the Low Point and Carthage 

Landing plants gashouse coke was used for fuel. 

Average analyses of the clay and limestone used are given 

later in this paper, in discussing the operations at South Ron- 

dout. A typical analysis of the cement made at Carthage Land- 

ing follows. 

Lite tac yee eee a ee eee 59.43 

Maonesia lie. Sissies Cue soe ae eee aae ee 

Peroxid: iron see gists fie eee ae Rake 

Adhumiinax(:'s 2e20s ieee Sea de ee regen ne 8.13 

Carbonie send atk ee SA Oe eae ee 

Silica . 11 ink) oS at beanie oe ants Cpe erase aes eee 24.1 

Wreatter,-alikalis)eies Gere tee eee 1.45 
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In the latter part of 1881 work was commenced on a plant 

located on the limestone property near South Rondout, and works 

with a capacity of 200 to 300 barrels a day were put in operation 

in 1883. These works were equipped with Blake crushers, cone 

erinders, burstone mills, mixers, and formers. 16 upright dome 

kilns were in use, with a drying channel connected and heated 

by the waste gases from the kilns. The limestone and clay were 

crushed, ground and mixed dry; then steamed and formed into 

bricks, which were loaded on iron cars and run, by gravity, 

through the drying channels. 

- For some time after manufacture had been in progress at these 

works, the gas companies of New York and Albany had supplied 

the necessary coke for burning the material, but the introduction 

of the water gas process cut off this source of fuel supply. ‘This 

left the plant dependent upon Pennsylvania coke, the cost of 

transportation and handling of which increased the cost of cement 

manufacture very largely. « Mr Sanderson therefore commenced 

experiments on the use of crude Lima oil as fuel, but found that 

the clinkering of the cement materials in front of the burners pre- 

vented the heat from entering the charge. Knowing that this same 

_ difficulty had been met in metallurgic operations, and overcome 

by the use of rotary furnaces, his attention was directed toward 

such furnaces or kilns, as presenting a possible solution of the 

problem. | 

The kiln adopted was a form which had been patented in 1881 

by Dr George Duryee, of New Jersey. - In October 1888 one 

kiln was put into operation at the South Rondout works. This 

kiln was 50 feet long and 50 inches in diameter. The upper end 

was at first made 50 inches higher than the lower end, but later 

this was reduced to 30 inches. On trial this was found to be a 

very satisfactory method of burning, the one kiln handling all 

the material the mill could supply, and producing a uniform and 

high grade product. Of still greater importance was the fact 

that it was found possible to charge the mixed and ground raw 
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material directly to the kiln, without preliminary wetting, making 

into bricks and drying. This was the first American plant at 

which this practice of direct charging was followed. 

In 1889 the plant was entirely destroyed by fire, and Portland 

cement manufacture in the lower Hudson valley ceased till 1900. 

The following notes from the Rondout records establish some 
dates. 

25 Oct. 1888. Burned about 100 barrels today; oil fuel. 
Ground the limestone and clay separately dry, and mixed before 
feeding to kiln. Mixture —clay 21 lb, limestone 80 lb. 

25 Feb. 1889. Mixture burned — clay 21 1b, limestone 100 lb. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTING CEMENT 

Per cent 

LMG. eee See Rae Penn er rey oo Br, 65.96 

Sila. 2 see eee ae ea eae eee ee gl eee 18.53 

Alumina, and oxid on arom casa oe eee 11209 

Potash ings re ee ee eee he, 

Soda: tee see ieee Dibas Bishan Dae eR 62 

Carboniczacidis 068, ce eee eee we eee 97 

Magnesia and undetermined ..........+.0-- 2. Wa 

‘i 100 

PHYSICAL TESTS OF TENSILE STRENGTH 

Second tests 

1 days == 253° Ib 7 days == 306 lb 
14. 4 A606 LO ce. er = 00 

Representative analyses of the limestone and clay used at the 

Carthage Landing and South Rondout plants are as follows: 

LIMESTONE CLAY 
Per cent Per cent 

Lime ica ee errs 52.295 1.2955: 

Maoniesiasis syorsete. Seaeoeecr ee . Lg 2.37 

Peroxid irom see eee 438 9.144 

Alumina oo" see eee fO:(ek 6 S77 

TEAS Se. See ce ee ieee 4.405 54.011 

Carbomie acid. 22 sa.ee eee 41.515 A 

Water and alkalis: to. t soley, 12.049 

100 100 

aa ee 
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Montezuma cement co. 

In the fall of 1890 operations were commenced at Montezuma 

(N. Y.) The company owned 1700 acres of land, underlain by a 

deposit of marl and clay which varied in thickness from 4 to 20 

feet. The deposit lay below the level of the Cayuga river and 

near its shores. It was overlain by several feet of muck, which 

was first dredged off and used for filling and grading for a rail- 

road. The marl and clay ran pretty uniformly in composition, and 

it was therefore found practicable to excavate both materials by 

machinery. The bucket of the steam dredger employed brought 

up a ton every three minutes. Cars were run on the track under 

the bucket of the dredge to receive the material, and the loaded 

cars were then run on platform scales and weighed. 

The marl containing about 50% water was drawn by a steam 

hoist up an incline into the second story of the works and above 

the upper end of a mixing machine, into which the load was 

dumped without drying or any other preliminary treatment. At 

the same time a weighed and ground portion of clay was added 

to standardize the mixture. The materials mixed as they gravi- 

tated toward the lower end of the machine. The entire process 

was practically continuous, a fresh charge being added at the 

upper end of the mixer every 10 minutes, while an equal amount 

was being gradually drawn off from the lower end in the same 

space of time. The mixture then passed to a stone mill that 

completed the mixing and ground any coarse materials. From 

the mill the mixture was introduced directly by a screw con- 

veyor into the rotary kiln, using oil as fuel. This was unique 

not only in its length, 75 feet, but in having opposite its lower 

end a gas retort or combustion chamber. This chamber was 

heated by a coal fire and vaporized the oil as it was sprayed into 

it. The air blast also passed into this chamber, coming from a 

rotary fan blower. 
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Tn the first volume of Mineral industry, Mr W. A. Smith gives 

the following interesting contemporary account of this kiln. 

Duryee’s revolving furnace consists of a sheet-iron cylinder, 
75 feet long, inclined toward the firing end 2 inch to 1 foot. 
The lower hot end is 6 feet in diameter for a length of 20 feet, 
and is lined 9 inches thick with a mixture of ground fire brick and 
molasses. The remainder of the eylinder, 55 feet long, has a 
diameter of 5 feet, and is lined with 6 inch fire brick. Only the 
lining at the hot end requires renewal, and this can be replaced 
in 10 hours, at a cost of $25. The cylinder revolves on cast 
iron rollers three times a minute. The power required is five 
horse-power. 

At the lower end a small coal fire is kept up on a grate, but 
the chief fuel is crude petroleum, introduced in a jet which 
meets the hot air blast. The consumption of oil is 8 gallons 
per barrel of cement clinker produced. 15 barrels of oil are re- 
quired to heat the furnace ready for burning cement. 

The clay and marl are mixed wet and run in as a slurry at 
the upper end. The mixture in drying forms a sand, which 
moves slowly downward with the turning of the cylinder, and 
is finally discharged at the lower end as cement clinker of the 
size of small gravel. It takes two hours to run the particles 
through. The operation is continuous, and the product is 250 
barrels per day. It is claimed that all the mixture is burned to 
Portland clinker. 

From a series of analyses and tests, for which I am indebted 

to Mr Duryee, I have selected the following: 

ANALYSES OF MATERIALS USED AND RESULTING PRODUCT AT 

MONTEZUMA 

MARL ! CLAY _ CEMENT 

Line Sone eee perenne S/S yapmigiee "Sigs ae 62.22 

HL ICA: eye cc uc ae eee 622 59.22 D2 kk 

Algmaina ee Reals Bist AGL. j 20.82 § 9.17 

iron oxide doce 66 2.54 

Maonesia of 252 3.09 08 
Carbonic acid!: 2 4a ee 1.86 

1 Calculated without moisture. 
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_A report by Mr W. W. Maclay, dated Ap. 28, 1892, gives the 

tensile strength obtained as 
AVERAGE 

Nicaea Gaya 5... Re ee ae 649 lb 

peared G12) CAS. ob ot ce, 8 cere a coter seep etey 245, © 

Mortar Glo) 28 CANS) sili ns Paes ee cee Se 418 “ 

The works at Montezuma were entirely destroyed by fire in 

June 1893, and have never been rebuilt. The plant is of par- 

ticular interest because of the advanced technologie methods there 

employed. It was the first American plant in which wet raw 

materials were fed, without drying or briquetting, directly into 

rotary kilns. 

In following out the history of the above plants, which bore a 

certain relationship either in locality or management to each 

other, we have overlapped, in point of date, the beginning of 

the present system of New York cement plants. Commencing 

with dome kiln plants in the Hudson valley, we have traced the 

development in New York of the rotary kiln, and have seen how 

successful from a purely technologie point of view these pio- 

neers in the industry were. The destruction by fire of the South 

~ Rondout and Montezuma plants, however, terminated the con- 

nection of these early experimenters with New York’s cement 

industry, and the early history of that industry may be said to 

end in 1893. As early as 1886, another Portland plant had been 

erected, but this plant was managed by an Englishman, and the 

problem was attacked in an entirely different manner. The 

earlier plants had been aggressively original and American; the 

plant at Warners, with its dome kilns and wet mixing, was ultra- 

English. And till within the past year, the typical New York 

plant* has been one using marl and clay; mixing wet, briquetting 

and drying; and burning in dome kilns. The Warners Portland 

cement co. did indeed erect a rotary kiln plant near Warners, 
SUPPOSE aE RE Es REA A SAO a3, SET Me A eee Se Pao Ste SO 7p RRC VA 

1 There was, in fact, but one exception to this rule. The Glens Falls Port- 
land cement co. at Glens Fails, Warren co., has operated Sch6fer kilns since 
1894 on limestone and clay. 
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Onondaga co., but it was in operation only a short time, and has 

been shut down since 1894. 

In 1900, however, two companies commenced the manufacture 

of Portland cement from limestone and clay, burned in rotary 

kilns. Descriptions of these plants, as well as a summary of the 

condition of the Portland cement industry in New York up to 

May 1901, will be found in the paper previously cited.* One addi- 

tional plant, and less certainly two others of the same type, will 

commence operations during the present year. 

For a detailed description of the present plants and conditions 

of the industry in New York, I must refer the reader to my 

recent paper on that subject. In the present paper it is only 

possible to give the following summary of those now operating. 

Plants in New York in 1900 

American Portland cement co. Jordan, Onondaga co. Ma- 

terials, marl and clay in dome kilns. Erected 1892. Shut down 

during 1900. Brand, “ Giant (J ordan) ae. 

Catskill cement co. Smiths Landing, Greene co. Materials, 

limestone and clay in rotary kilns. Commenced shipping, July 

1900, the “ Catskill” brand. 

Empire Portland cement co. Warners, Onondaga co. Built in 

1886. Materials, marl and clay in dome kilns. Brands, “ Em- 

pire 7 and: Eling: . 

Glens Falls Portland cement co. Glens Falls, Warren co. Built 

in 1894. Burned in August 1899. NRecommenced shipping, 

August 1900. Materials, limestone and clay burned in Schofer 

kilns. » Brands,‘ Iron’ @lad “sande> Wictor 2: 

Helderberg cement co. Howe Cave, Schoharie co. Began opera- 

tions in 1898. Since 1900 the enlarged plant has been making 

extensive shipments. Materials, limestone and clay burned in 

rotary kilns. Brand, “ Helderberg ”. | 

1 Kekel, E. C. Portland cement industry in New York. (see Eng. news. 
May 16, 1901) This paper has been rewritten and abbreviated, and in this 
form is now (Jan. 1902) presented as Appendix B. 
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T. Millen & Co. Wayland, Steuben co. Built in 1892. Ma- 

terials, marl and clay in dome kilns. Brand, “ Millen’s Way- 

land ”’, 

Wayland Portland cement co. Wayland, Steuben co. Built in 

1896. ee marl and clay in dome kilns. Brand, 

“ Genesee ’” 

Portland cement in New York during 1900-1 

During the year 1900 two new plants went into operation in this 

state: that of the Catskill cement co. at Smiths Landing, Greene 

co., which began shipping the Catskill brand in July 1900, and 

the new Portland plant of the Helderberg cement co. at Howe 

Cave, Schoharie co., which commenced operations late in the year. 

This last company had produced small quantities of the Helder- 

berg brand since 1898, but their manufacture of Portland on a 

large scale dates from the installation of the new plant. Both the 

corporations named use rotary kilns, and the materials in both 

localities are limestone and clay. The rebuilt works of the Glens 

Falls Portland cement co. at Glens Falls, Warren co., com- 

menced shipping, just about a year having elapsed since their 

former plant was destroyed by fire. The works of the American 

cement co. at J ordan, Onondaga co., were shut down throughout 

1900 owing to new construction at Hey (Pa.) 

In all, six plants were producers in 1900. 

In the summer of 1901 the Empire Portland cement co.. re- 

fpreica its works completely, installing rotary kilns. 
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Appendix B 

MANUFACTURE OF PORTLAND CEMENT IN NEW 

YORK SLATE 

BY EDWIN C. ECKEL C.E. 

The following paper was prepared -at the request of the di- 

rector in January 1902, when the remainder of the bulletin was 

in page proof. Part of its incompleteness is due to the necessity 

for haste in its preparation; and part to the fact that subjects 

which might naturally be included here had been discussed at 

length by Dr Ries. 

_ The writer is indebted to the editor of Hngineering news for 

permission to reprint portions of an article’ written for that jour- 

nal; and to the heads of the various cement plants in the state, 

who have without exception aided him in making the descriptions 

as complete as possible. The technology of the industry is dis- 

cussed in somewhat greater detail in the paper above noted, to 

which the reader is referred: but advantage has been taken of the 

present publication to bring the descriptions up to date. As it 

now stands the paper is therefore a summary of the condition of 

the New York Portland cement industry in January 1902. 

Descriptions of the plants 

Alsen American Portland cement co. The plant of this company 

is located at West Camp, Ulster co., near that of the Catskill 

cement co. The materials used are limestone (from certain mem- 

bers of the Lower Helderberg series) and clay (Pleistocene) 

burned in rotary kilns. A feature of much interest in the early 

stages of this undertaking was the thoroughness with which ex- 

1Kekel, E. C. Portland cement industry in New York. (see Eng. news. 
May 16, 1901) The descriptions of the various plants in the present paper are 
reprinted, almost verbatim, from this article, supplemented in the case of a few 
plants by data gathered during later visits to those plants. 
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ploratory work was carried on before the erection of the plant 

was finally decided on. Numerous diamond drill borings, and 

analyses of the resulting cores, satisfied the company as to the 

thickness and purity of the limestone. 

American cement co. The plant of this company, located 2 

miles east of Jordan, Onondaga co., was erected in 1892. The 

works were operated without any interruption till 1900, during 

which year they were shut down, owing to new construction by 

the company at Egypt (Pa.). 

The materials used were marl and clay, both obtained from a 

marsh near the works, another bed of marl being owned by the 

company nearer to Jordan station. The marl is white, and the 

bed varies in thickness from 8 to 15 feet. It is overlain by a 

thin bed of muck, and underlain by a blue clay. The muck being 

stripped, the marl and clay were dug, and transported to ‘the 

works by a wire rope way. The clay was dried and ground sepa- 

rately, after which it was mixed with the marl in pug mills. 

The resulting slurry was spread out. on a drying floor, and cut 

into bricks. ‘These bricks were then loaded on platform cars, 

dried in tunnels heated by coal fires, and fed to the kilns. 12 

kilns, of the dome type, were in use, coke being used as fuel. 

The clinker was reduced, first in Gates and Mosser chushers, 

and finally in Griffin mills. The cement was marketed as the 

Giant (Jordan) brand. Analyses of the raw materials and fin- 

ished product, furnished by the company, follow: 

Marl Clay -: -. Cement ~— 
Per cent Per cent Per cent 

CRG er ee rei ook SB TAD oe 655686218, 86 
Cee ee 36 24.08 ae 

Cy Ze eee ec eceoeeesesrsescesecesecess i. c é 

Oe! cca oiatatts a Re cies eee 5o.16 2-008 1 61214 

OMe ds PU cae eke 1.5 1°75: 2 B84 
SO, eco ee eee reece eee ee cee ke eooee Belemete. i i) uslele 6 ere  PeO4 

_1Analysis by Booth, Garrett and Blair, 1898. 
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Catskill cement co. The Portland plant of the Catskill cement 

co., located at Smiths Landing, Greene co., was erected during 

1899, and shipments were commenced in July 1900. The materials 

used are clay, from the river terraces, and limestone of Lower 

Helderberg age. A bucket cableway is used to transport the raw 

materials from the quarry and claybank to the works. Average 

analyses of these materials, furnished by the company, follow: ~ 

Limestone Cl yv 
per cent per cent 

iQ, 256s oechers ta eee ae 154, ole 
DA, On. ono ee ee eee 39... 16258 
WSs Oc bc a setae ee "I O4 7.84 
CAG. ve ak Cee oe ee eee mae 53.81 oan 
MBG: Fo sccusen oh eke ee  ee e ae Don i ne 
PRPEBES: oso: coated tase sae eae areneiote Nae art es Sees ee 3.64 

AS ate en Me tant: COR are enn re eg CUTE, 

The limestone is dried and then reduced in a Krupp ball mill. 

The clay is passed through a roll disintegrator and is dried. The 

materials are, at this stage, mixed dry; and the mixing and re- 

duction eompleted in Krupp tube mills. Two rotary kilns are in 

operation, having a total capacity of about 300 barrels a day. 

‘The clinker is crushed in Krupp ball mills, and receives its final 

reduction in Krupp tube mills. The cement is marketed as the 

“ Catskill ” brand. Analyses of the finished product follow. All 

were furnished by the company, 1 and 2 having been made in 

their laboratory; while 3 was made by H. E. Keifer Ph.D. 

1 2 pga 

Sie op os ow om es So oe 1 ee eee 
OG ts Se ere OO 6.02 6.35 
DEO. vam ae Ue 4.46 438 an90 
CRO See ete ee ee 62.93 64.62 63.21 
MeQrs.. vc . Dine ee fA Sia ed 5 1s 

’ . ’ ‘ 

SOgrerrcerevererretia set eeepc Sowers ateon 1.29 
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Cayuga Portland cement co. Prof. Newberry states’ that this 

company “is building works near Ithaca. The material will be 

obtained from an outcrop of the Tully limestone and underlying 

shales.” These underlying shales are the Moscow shales of the 

Hamilton group. They are rather highly calcareous, as shown 

by bulk analysis; but the calcium carbonate which appears in 

such an analysis would seem to be largely derived from the 

contained fossils. If this be indeed the case, extremely fine 

grinding and careful mixing will be necessary. The particular 

combination of materials to be employed at this plant is new 

to the state, and the operations here promise to be of much 

technologic interest. 

Empire Portland cement co. In 1886 T. Millen & Sons com- 

menced the manufacture of Portland cement at Warners, Onon- 

daga co. In 1890 the plant was purchased by the Empire Port- 

land cement co. and the works were almost entirely rebuilt, a 

much larger output being secured by the improvements then 

introduced. Since that date the plant has been in constant opera- 

tion, with the exception of stops aggregating only some five or 

six weeks in all, caused by fires. : 

The materials used are marl and clay, obtained from a swamp 

in the vicinity of Warners, the present workings being located 

about # of a mile from the works. 

_ The marl bed covers an area of several hundred acres, of which 

about 100 acres have already been excavated. 

A revolving derrick with clam-shell bucket is employed for 

excavating the marl, the clay being dug by hand. 

The materials are taken to the works over a narrow gage rail- 

way owned by the company, on cars carrying from three to five 

tons each, drawn by a small locomotive. 

At the works the cars are hauled up an inclined track by 

means of a cable and drum to the mixing floor. 

122d an. rep’t director U. 8. geol. sur. pt 6, cont’d. Issued as a separate, 
191. 
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The swamp from which the raw materials are obtained shows 

sections, from top to bottom, approximately as follows: 

ic: 
Material Wess 0 SS 9" in feet 

Micke: osike sees eee ee oe elas eee eae 

ends lai 2b ebenene a soe 

Lower bed gray to brown marl......... bia tieateetrione +. T 

Sarid cto Shakes Se ee ee dass eel Ceres) af 

Blwish..clay.¢oi5.5 scadh nin ge eae eo ee eee 2 5 

Ae might be expected from the relative color of the marls, the 

material from the lower bed shows, on analysis, more organic 

matter than that from the upper bed, for which reason more of 

it must be used, with the same amount of clay, than of marl 

from the upper bed. ‘This distinction is accompanied .by other 

slight but rather constant differences in chemical composition, 

which have also to be taken into account in the a of 

the cement mixture. 

Analyses of the raw materials follow. The ee 1 te 

are quoted by Cummings,* while 2 and 4 were recently furnished 

me by the company: 
Marl : ORY 

SiO See 7 6 26 40.48 40 By 
Al OW oes e oa 00.95 13, ou 

Fe,0, ee enh 1 4.49 
Ca CO; Shc Succes 94.39 91.03 25.8 22.66 

Me COM Cie eee .88 et .99 6.92 
KO... ne ee eee 3.14 3.08 
SO. cee eee eg a te els CA OR Atti 2.85 

Organics, 44h 1.54 1.68 : 8.5 a pyeoue 
Water + loss... %.. ord Iau 6.3 

It will be noted that the clay used here runs higher in lime 
than does any other used in the state, the nearest approach to 
the above analyses being shown by that of the clay used at Way- 
land, which carries a little less than 20% of lime carbonate. 
ll Sh iS 

— ae 

1 American cements, p. 253. 
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As noted below, rotary kilns were installed by this company 

during 1901, and in consequence changes have been made in 

the methods of preparation of the materials. The processes 

formerly followed are given here, as being good examples of high- 

gerade practice at a dome kiln plant. | 

The clay was dried in Cummer “Salamander” dryers, three 

being in use, after which it was carried by conveyors to the mills, 

being cooled before grinding. These mills were of the Sturtevant 

“rock emery” type, and reduce the clay to a fine powder, in 

which condition it is fed to the mixer after weighing. The marl 

was sent directly to the mixing machine, no preliminary treat- 

ment being necessary. The marl and clay were weighed, to 

secure proper proportions. The relative amounts used varied, 

of course with changes in the chemical composition of the mate- 

rials, the average charge being about 25% clay and 75% marl. 

The mixing was carried on in a mixing pan 12 feet in diameter, 

in which two large rolls, each about 5 feet in diameter, with 

16 inch face, ground and mixed the materials thoroughly. The 

mixture was sampled and tested, after which it passed, on a belt 

conveyor, to two pug mills, where the mixing was completed 

and the slurry was formed into bricks about 3 feet long and 5 

mches diameter. These bricks were placed on slats, which were 

loaded on to rack cars, and run into the drying tunnels. These 

tunnels were heated by waste gases from the kilns, and required 

24 to 36 hours to dry the bricks. 

After drying, the bricks were fed to the kilns, which were 

charged with alternate layers of coke and cement mixture. 20 

kilns, all of the dome type, were in use. The coke charge for a 

kiln was about four to five tons, and 20 to 26 tons of clinker 

were produced for each kiln at each burning. From 36 to 48 

hours were required for burning the charge. After cooling the 

cement clinker was shovelled out, and sent to the reducing de- 

partment. It received its first reduction in a Blake crusher. 

From this it passed to Smidth ball mills, three of which were 
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in operation. The final grinding was accomplished with David- 

sen tube mills, two being in use. 

The cement manufactured by this company was marked as 

the “ Empire ” and “ Flint” brands. The superintendent of the 

company stated that the difference between the two brands lies 

in the fact that the Empire was made from specially selected 

clean clinker, while in the case of Flint no selection was made, 

the whole product of the kiln being allowed to go to the grinding 

machinery. : ? 

Analyses of the Empire brand follow: 1 is quoted by Cum- 

mings, 2 by Lewis,” while 3 was furnished directly by the com- 

pany: 
1 4 3 

SiOs os Ae ee ae 20.8 22.04 921.98 
MGOY 228 Cee ae eas pce 7.39 645 8 
Fr Oe Due ee 2°61 3-418 oee 
CaO eee Se ee, ere ae ee tees 64 60.92 61.83 

MeO 2s TET SO ey ec Bee alae 
Alkalig’. yi? Soe es ee ee 84 
80g 2. Bee ee Sa 2073 duals 

During 1901 this plant was entirely remodeled, the new ma- 

chinery being installed by the Bonnot co., of Canton (O.). Five 

6 x 60 foot rotary kilns are now in use, each kiln being equipped 

with a separate feed pump. The materials are prepared for burn- 

ing by passing through pug mills, emery mills, settling vats, tube 

mills and storage tanks, from which last the slurry goes to the 

rotaries. The fuel used is coal, powdered in a Raymond pul- 

verizer. A detailed description of the new plant will be given, 

in the near future, in a technical journal. 

Glens Falls Portland cement co. In 1893 this company com- 
menced the erection of a plant at Glens Falls, Warren co., and 

their cement was put on the market in 1894, as the Iron Clad 

brand. Six shaft kilns of the Schéfer type were installed, the 

1 American cements, p. 36. 
2 Min. ind. 6: 99. | 
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Glens Falls plant being therefore the second in this country to 

make use of this type of kiln. Though highly economical in fuel, 

the kiln is rather expensive in both the quantity and quality of 

manual labor required to operate it properly. A fire in August 

1899, destroyed the plant, which was rebuilt to give a nominal 

capacity of 500 barrels a day, and the manufacture of cement 

was recommenced in August 1900. 

The materials used are limestone and clay. The former is of 

Trenton age, and is obtained from the Glens Falls quarries. 

Considerable care is required in the selection and mixing of the 

stone from the various layers, in order to obtain a suitable and 

uniform product. A very clean and uniform clay, found over- 

lying the limestone in this area, is the other ingredient. Analy- 

ses’ of these materials follow: ) 

Limestone Clay 

Pee MEE, Uartsiele a He/she cite: sata delet! oo Bate Rs eta ae Doi f 55.27 

PMO ctcile <i be eGe ne 2 ss 0's Si ciieeeiow Mertac 1.3 98 15 

je ee ental stAichisciacateeacekeatehs Ra oial Bene 

MOEA es Sto tis i San eNOS ROL TS Seset S SQLS 5.84 

MO) ce ccs SF eae esas fe sakide SERRE 1 BASS 2.25 

Bes arr: ora ys ale ae) oi "Scale ds oie biw Oo she oh noe 3 12 

OO ei ais a aE Pies oR a Bt AOS? > Shei 

Sreamc and, waters... 's'.icebaad eS Sis SiS OT LEN, 2 

The limestone and clay are separately dried, and crushed in 

Blake crushers and rolls. After being weighed on automatic 

scales, the materials are mixed dry and reduced to a fine powder 

in Griffin mills. The powder is then fed into wet mixers, where 

sufficient water is added to allow its being made up into bricks. 

These are dried in tunnels, heated by waste heat (from the boiler) 

driven through the tunnel system by blowers. 

After drying, the bricks are burned in Schéfer kilns, using 
coal as fuel. The clinker is passed first through Smidth ball mills, 

and finally reduced in Davidsen tube mills. | 

1 Lewis, F. H. Min. ind. 6: 97. 
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An average analysis’ of the Iron Clad brand shows: 

0 Mee ree rats in ees ARAB isa s 21.5 

od en CAME OMe ee ran ae Andree ou didlo go 4 One 

| oF 9 Aaa ergo innnestea, Desi ian ha een Hicisold OLS gid 6 6.0 | 

Oy 0 near iaetier  tE./ea air ane ell dies be oot CEs oe anh Seas am NN 63.5 

MO 20 Se tek ee eee pene 
KO and NasOz ce eee A Gale emi Besageceg nes 
BOR ae AO Re oe ee ee eee 1.5 

Sand cement is also manufactured at these works, and is dis- 

cussed briefly later in this paper. 

_ Helderberg cement co. The plant of this company is located at 

Howe Cave, Schoharie co. Quarries in the Waterlime group at 

this point have been long used for the manufacture of natural 

cement, while quarries higher up, both geologically and topo- 

graphically, furnished a wey pure limestone which was burned 

into lime. 7 

In 1898, the Helderberg cement co. began to utilize the stone 

from these latter quarries in the manufacture of Portland cement. 

Commenced on a small scale, the industry would seem to have 

promised favorable results, as a much larger plant, belonging to 

the same company, was erected during 1900. The new plant has 

a nominal capacity of 1500 barrels a day.. The materials used 

are limestone and clay. | 

As noted above, the limestone used for Boucle cement, is: ob- 

tained from the old lime quarries, and the clay from a deposit 

in the vicinity. Smidth ball mills and Davidsen tube mills are 

used for crushing, reducing and mixing the materials. The wet 

process is employed and 12 rotary kilns are in use. The result- 

ing clinker is ground in ball mills and tube mills, and the product 

is marketed as the “* Helderberg ” brand. 

The various quarries at Howe Cave show exposures of the aigt- 

ferent formations from the Clinton up to the Pentamerus. Dr 

1 Lewis, F. H. Min. ind. 6: 97. 
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Charles S. Prosser’ has determined that the entire section shown 

consists of the following rocks, the datum being taken as the 

level of the Cobleskill at the suspension footbridge. 

0-32 feet covered with soil. 

82-56 feet green, argillaceous shales (Clinton group). 

56-63 feet dark gray, massive limestones (Niagara group). 

63-102 feet gray argillaceous and magnesian limestones (Water- 

lime group). - 

102-333 feet dark blue limestone (Tentaculite group). 

1333-443 feet limestones (transitional Tentaculite Penta- 

merus). 

1443-68 feet very massive gray limestone (Pentamerus group). 

The limestone used in Portland cement manufacture is obtained 

from the Pentamerus and Tentaculite beds, exposed in quarries 

just west of the station, on the northern side of the railroad track, 

while the Clinton and Waterlime beds above noted are shown 

only in the lower quarries. Partial analyses of these upper lime- 

stones, quoted by Prosser as having been made by OC. A. Schaeffer 

follow: 

Si O, Ca COs 

Pelemtaculite Immestone i 2 6 670) 9S cle vie Sire woe LS 48 95.75 

imemramerus limestone’... 2%. + ss'sre's et ara as 4.12 93.68 

Another sample analyzed by Schaeffer gave: 

SIO ree tnsre eo ors ates secs cee ot tca sane ols e nata/or artes ote Sddec 1.27 

PRIA Oar e te eee te et ws oie eee ee mah Sheen Rte ale gan ee "3 

Met Onis tee ae cutters ee coats eure ot oce oe oils GH Sle ehacote te eters 

WOO cs co ore ate e oro a ees Stee uel a! deanery Sts bees « 9.24 

IGE O)ecreee so tegsre eet ee Pere coe cra els che o seveto sete Seheaneens 1.39 

recta esto o ralalate cele. ore © sors 8 <6! ee sede: seiete oe Sede iste 

As no complete analyses of the materials actually used for 

Portland were obtainable, I have included this analysis, as the 

118th an. rep’t N. Y. state geol. p. 67. 
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sample, while coming from a quarry not used for Portland cement, 

is evidently from similar beds, and gives a very good idea of the 

iron, alumina and magnesia contents of these cement rocks. 

Iroquois Portland cement co. This company is erecting a plant 

near Caledonia, Livingston co. Marl and clay will be used, in 

rotary kilns. Several companies have been formed to work de- 

posits in this vicinity, but data concerning their plans are not 

obtainable. 

Millen’s Portland cement works. After having disposed of their 

plant at Warners, Onondaga co., to the Empire Portland cement 

co., T. Millen & Co. erected their present plant at Wayland, Steu- 

ben co., which commenced producing in October 1892. The 

works were destroyed by fire in July 18938, but were rebuilt and 

began shipping again in October 1893. 

The materials used are marl and clay. The marl is obtained 

from a swamp near the mill, about 185 acres of marsh land being 

owned by the company. ‘The marl] deposit is about 6 feet thick. 

Unlike the Onondaga county deposits, however, the marl bed is 

not underlain by clay, and the latter material has to be brought 

from a bank near Mt Morris, in Livingston county. The clay 

deposit there worked is one of a series which occur in the terraces 

bordermg Canaseraga creek and the Genesee river, extending 

more or less continuously from Dansville nearly to Rochester. 

The clay for cement is worked at a point about 4 miles south of Mt 

Morris, and is shipped over the Delaware, Lackawanna and West- 

ern railroad to the works, a distance of about 20 miles. 

The clay is dried over steam coils, ground in a Potts disinte- 

erator and mixed with the marl in a revolving mixer. The slurry 

is then passed through pug mills and made into bricks. These 

oricks are dried in tunnels, and burned in dome kilns, 16 of which 

ire in operation. Blake crushers, Millen crackers, and Sturte- 

vant rock emery mills are used in the reduction of the ge 

The cement is marketed as Millen’s Wayland. 
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Analyses of the raw materials and of the finished product, fur- 

nished by the company, follow: 

Clay Marl Cement 

S00, 3 ee eee 45.91 49 91.08 . 22.19 
LLC reer See 908 itr hee ea 
FO ices cee! «, aie elish'eeow wie 6.74 

CaCO Ge aa nae Saige. 9a. Mee Eee 
Oise atic ats be oaks Sra ths Teepe 64.68 63.08 

IoC Coe ae eas eieenire aer eT ale) phir soahts 

ROS Ge elec se sc es aes Sees 1.85 2.04 

Sn S02 ee eae fos shor Ite tee 
BOR eee. Raat Sieca Seas Sas Bette 1.93 aie 

Moisture and _ organic , 

HUMAEOT Ce eee a cise 6 2 ws ee 4.17 .86 eehee es 

mlkelisoand loss... 0. oe 3 Goris sierees 5) 192 

The analyses of the clinker were made for the company by 

Dr F.E. Engelhardt, of Syracuse (N. Y.) 

Wayland Portland cement co. The plant of this company is 

located at Perkinsville, in the town of Wayland, Steuben co. It 

was erected in 1896 and has operated continuously to date. 

The materials used are a light colored marl which occurs in a 

deposit 2-14 feet thick, overlain by 6 inches to 8 feet of muck, in 

a marsh near the works, and light gray (Pleistocene) clay from 

Mt Morris, Livingston co., for their marl deposit, like that of Mil- 

len’s, is not underlain by clay. Analyses of the raw materials, 

furnished by the company, follow: 
Marl 

WTA RET A ahd wd ares crota eee se ee ete Se ak Sos ee Ree ei Sites 54.4 

pM Daas PRL AUIS emer Cad ne Renal cape emneces Nits Woke 5A 

Merand: A} Oxide ic hea eee ane et ce mes ac 56 

TOSS A eee ee oa wie Menem Gat in Sata Secey eaeaee Js 2.34 

Loss on ignition ..... Shite Cire bles oe irks tate ote's 42.2 
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Clay 

Silicasscen sca io le selleelialie'a Vox'eilei exe dus (0, ols” cle sof. SG: ohe eaeue louse hea 53.5 

Ane eee Be aaa a ee OO RG eetesere i 5.15 

Fe. and- Al omdsents. ce ee ee sigs ceseeeie vane et 24.2 

a Fos 8 Pee err tena ea ue Anas Sac anauete heats Paes 6S 

Loss: On 1@bitlon= 32 Ss bag ee Bere Ge wietaveca’'ose 14.1 

The clay is dried over steam pipes, broken to about ++ inches 

size in a Potts disintegrator; and sent through a Bullock burstone 
mill, which grinds to about 16 mesh. It is then weighed, and 

mixed with the wet mar] as both are shoveled into the chutes lead- 

ing to the revolving mixer. The mixture then goes to the pug 

mills, and is made into bricks, which are sent to the drying tunnels. 

The lower tier of these tunnels is heated by direct heat, on the 

Cummer system; the upper tier by exhaust steam. 16 dome kilns 

are in use. I'rom the kilns the clinker goes to an 18 x 30 inch 

Blake crusher; then to dry pans, receiving its final reduction in 

Sturtevant rock emery mills. The product is marketed as the 

Genesee (Wayland) brand. 

Allied products 

Sand cements. Two companies, under practically the same 

management, are at present engaged in the manufacture of sand 

cement. These are the Standard silica cement co., whose works 

at Long Island City were described in detail in Hngineering news 

of April 16, 1896, and the Glens Falls Portland cement co. At the 

plant of this latter company, their Iron Clad cement is used, the 

resulting sand cement being marketed as the Victor and Adiron- 

dack brands, the latter carrying a larger proportion of sand. At 

the Long Island City plant the sand was first dried in Cummer 

dryers; then screened, mixed with the cement in the proper pro- 

portions, and ground in Davidsen tube mills. | 

“Natural Portlands.” Two firms in New York state manufac- 

ture, in addition to their natural cements, brands which are mar- 

keted as “natural Portlands.” The limestone is fed, without 
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previous grinding or admixture, direct to the kilns. The resulting 

cement differs from a true Portland in carrying a lower pro- 

portion of lime (45%-50%) and higher magnesia (5%-10%). The 

cements will usually pass all Portland requirements, though not 

so finely ground as the normal Portlands. 

Slag cements. Some time ago the Knickerbocker cement.co. was 

organized for the purpose of making slag cement, the intention 

being to use the slag from the furnaces of the Poughkeepsie iron 

co. Operations were suspended, owing to financial difficulties not 

in any way connected with the cement manufacture itself; and at 

present no slag cement is made in this state. A brief discussion’ 

of the technology of this type of cement will be found in a recent 

issue of Hngineering news. 

Notes on Portland cement materials 

Three different combinations of materials are at present in use 

in New York state; while another may be utilized in the near 

future. Those now in use are: 

1 Marl and clay 

2 Limestone and clay 

3 Limestone-and shale 

To these may be added, as of probable future use 

4 Argillaceous limestone and pure limestone. 

The technology of the industry has been discussed at length by 

Dr Ries, in the earlier portion of this bulletin; but a brief state- 

ment of the leading methods and features of the industry, as con- 

ditioned by the materials used, may be of interest. 

1 Marl and clay. Compared with limestones, the marls are 

easier to excavate and easier to reduce. They contain, on the other 

hand, a greater proportion of organic matter and water, per ton of 

excavated material, than do the limestones. For this reason their 

transportation and handling, both between bed and mill, and in 

the mill itself, entail a greater expense for each barrel of finished 

1Kckel, E. C. Slag cement manufacture in Alabama. (see Eng. news. 
Jan. 23, 1902) 
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product. . A marl deposit is a limited affair, though in the case of 

a large marsh or old lake bed the limits may be so large as to be 

safely disregarded. Limestone beds, on the other hand, are prac- 

tically limitless, the extent to which the bed can be followed being 

limited only by questions of economical extraction. 

Marl deposits of workable size are rare in New York state, and 

not all of those large enough for use are located well with regard 

to transportation routes. Three active plants in this state use 

marl and clay: two in Steuben county and one in Onondaga 

county. The former are at a disadvantage in respect to location, 

which is slightly increased by the fact that their marl beds are not 

underlain by clay, necessitating bringing the latter material, from 

some distance, by rail. 

2 Limestone and clay. At present four New York plants are 

engaged in the manufacture of Portland cement from a mixture 

of limestone and clay. Of these, the earliest established was that 

of the Glens Falls Portland cement co. At this plant hmestone 

of Trenton age is used, with a (Pleistocene) clay, burned in 

Schofer kilns. ; 

The Glens Falls plant is unique, in this state, so far as type of 

kiln used is concerned. The merits and defects of the Dietzsch, 

Schofer and other types of improved nonrotary kilns, have been 

discussed in considerable detail by various authors. The fact that 

the Glens Falls product is of such high grade should not, of itself, 

be considered as an argument in favor of the Schofer kiln, as this 

particular plant has always been favored as regards management. 

The other three plants are located at various points along the Hel- 

derberg escarpment, and use limestones derived from several dif- 

ferent formations of the Lower Helderberg series. For purity, 

thickness and location (both with respect to clay banks and to 

great transportation routes) these limestones can hardly be 

equaled, and it seems certain that the center of the New York 

Portland cement industry will eventually be in the Hudson river 

valley. 
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3 Limestone and shale. The use of this combination of materials 
is confined, at present, to a single plant. If this plant be success- 

ful, it is probable that its example will be extensively followed, 

for exactly similar materials outcrop on the shores of Canan- 

daigua, Seneca, Cayuga and other lakes of central New York. 

Certain technologic difficulties in the use of these materials are 

noted in an earlier part of this paper, and the progress of the 

enterprise will be followed with much interest. 

4 Argillaceous limestone and pure limestone. This type of mix- 

ture, used so extensively in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, has not 

been utilized, as yet, in this state. It is practically certain that 

deposits of this type of material exist in at least one county of the 

state, but no attempt has been made to map or develop them. 

Prof. Spencer B. Newberry has pointed out that? an argillaceous 

limestone used with a comparatively small quantity of a purer 

limestone, as in the Pennsylvania and New Jersey plants, possesses 

one decided advantage over a limestone and clay mixture, inas- 

much as less thorough mixing and fine grinding is required, for 

even the coarser particles of the argillaceous limestone will vary 

so little, in chemical composition, from the proper mixture, as to 

affect the result but little, should either mixing or grinding be 

incompletely accomplished. This argument bears against a marl 

and clay mixture as well as against a limestone and clay mixture, 

though to a less extent. 

Mr F. 1. Lewis has also discussed the advantages possessed by 

this type of material, and comes to the same decision regarding its 

superiority over the limestone and clay mixtures. The New York 

plants, however, show that it is possible to produce good Portland 

cement from limestone and clay; and the fact that several Penn- 

sylvania companies are contemplating the establishment of plants 

in the Hudson river valley would seem to be proof that cheap 

cement can be made there. 

1 Mineral resources of United States. (see 20th an. rep’t U. 8. geol. sur. 
1898, pt 2, p. 545; 22d an. rep’t U. 8. geol. sur. 1900, pt 2.) 
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One of the prominent changes that has taken place recently is 

that in the relative number of plants using marl and using lime- 

stone. ‘This change is shown in the following table. 

1899 1900 1901 
[ marl and clay..... 5 4 3 3 

Active plants using { limestone and clay.. 1 3 4 

[ limestone and shale, 0 -0 1 

Another very significant feature is shown by the following table, 

giving the types of kiln used: : 

1899 1900 1901 
( dome kilns.. 4. 3 2 

Active plants equipped with { Schofer ...«: 1 1 i 

\ Totany: are siete 0 2 5 
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Appendix C! 

TESTS OF CEMENT MADE BY THE STATE ENGINEER 

DURING 1897-1900 

BY EDWIN C. ECKEL C.E. 

I am indebted to Mr Edward A. Bond, state engineer, and 

Mr William Pierson Judson, deputy state engineer, for permis- 

sion to use the data on cement tests, here briefly discussed. Mr 

Russell 8. Greenman has kindly aided me in many ways. My 

thanks are also due to Mr Joseph Morje, of the New York state 

museum, for aid in the preparation of both manuscript and proof. 

The series of cement tests tabulated and discussed were made 

during 1897, 1898, 1899 and 1900, in the cement testing labora- 

tory of the state engineer’s office, Albany N. Y. ‘They are of 

value as they represent tests on various brands made during a 

comparatively long period in one laboratory. ‘The sequence of 

the tests was interrupted only by one change of operators, and 

by one change of testing machine, both of which occurred during 

1900. Mr Charles M. Pepson was in charge of the cement test- 

ing work from 1897 to July 1, 1900, when he was succeeded by 

Mr Russell S. Greenman, who is in charge at the present date. 

As the cement samples were taken from barrels submitted for 

use, the results are of interest as showing the average quality 

of the various brands as shipped for use on actual work. The 

cements tested were, in general, those submitted for use on the 

canal improvements. A circular issued in 1899 by Mr Edward A. 

Bond, state engineer, offered the use of this laboratory for the 

testing of cements sent in by town and county officials, and some 

of the cement tested during 1900 came in under this offer. A 

number of samples have also been tested in this laboratory for 

Mr George L. Heins, state architect. 
nn een ee ee ee 

1 Written in April 1901. 
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Specifications 

The specifications under which the cements intended for use on 

the canal improvements were submitted, were, from 1896 to 1899, . 

as follows. 

Portland cement must be of the best quality and of such fine- 
ness that 95% of the cement will pass through a sieve of 2500 
meshes to the square inch, and 90% through a sieve of 10,000 
meshes to the square inch. Portland cement when mixed neat 
and exposed one day in air and six days in water, shall with- 
stand a tensile strain of not less than 400 lb to the square inch; 
and when mixed in the ratio of 3 lb clean, sharp sand to 1 lb 
of cement, and exposed one day in air and six days in water, it 
shall withstand a tensile strain of not less than 125 lb per square . 
inch. 

Natural hydraulic cement must be of the best quality, and of 
such fineness that 907% will pass through a sieve of 2500 meshes 

to the square inch, and 80% through a sieve of 10,000 meshes to the 
square inch. Bbriquets, made of equal parts of natural hydraulic 
cement and crushed quartz, immersed in water as soon as they 
are sufficiently hard to sustain a »¢ inch wire weighted with 

1 Ib, must show a tensile strength of 65 lb to the square inch at 
the expiration of seven days; but briquets showing less than such 
strength will be held until 28 days have elapsed, when, if they 
then show such strength as to sustain as many pounds to the square 
inch above 125 as the seven day test shows them to.have fallen 
below 65, they will be deemed to have passed this test. 

Briquets made of neat cement must not set so as to support a 
gz inch wire with a load of 4 lb in less than 15 minutes. Briquets 
of neat cement must not show checks or cracks when immersed 
in water for seven days after mixing. 

Portland and natural cements manufactured in this state will 
be given the preference for this work, provided they satisfactorily 
pass the tests called for by these specifications. 

The specifications at present in use are the following. 

28 Requirements hydraulic cement. American Portland cement 
or American natural cement, as may be specified, shall be used 
and shall be of a brand known by prior use on extensive works 
to be of the best quality. Any cement not so known may be 
declined without testing. 
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29 Storing. Provision shall be made by the contractor for 

storing cement in a dry place and delivery shall not be made 
until the state engineer has been notified to inspect the cement 
and to take samples for which all facilities shall be offered by 
the contractor. The contractor shall replace at his own cost any 
cement which may be damaged while stored. 

30 Samples. Samples will be taken by the engineer, at once 
on delivery, from every 10th barrel or from the equivalent of the 
10th barrel, when packed in sacks, and will be numbered con- 
secutively throughout the progress of the work; each sample shall 
fill a 4 inch cubical box, and each lot of samples shall be forwarded 
by express to Albany for separate tests, the results of which may 
be expected in 10 days. 

31 Tests. These tests will follow the practice recommended 
by the American society of civil engineers and will be: 1st, for 
fineness; 2d, for soundness; 3d, for time of initial set; 4th, for 
tensile strength; 5th, for composition by chemical tests. 

32 Required fineness. Cement shall be ground to such fine- 

ness that 95% by weight will pass through a standard sieve of 
2500 meshes per square inch and 90% by weight will pass through 
a standard sieve of 10,000 meshes per square inch. 

33 Soundness. The cement shall endure the hot water test at 
125° F for 24 hours without cracking or blowing. Chemical 
tests. ‘The state engineer may cause chemical tests of cement to be 
made and may reject any cement which, in his judgment, is not 
suited to the purpose. | 

34 Initial set. Neat cement shall not set to support + Ib 
weight on 4, inch wire in less than 15 minutes for natural cement 

and 25 minutes for Portland cement. 
35 Required strength — American Portland cement. Briquets 

of neat cement mixed three minutes, put in the molds with thumbs 
and trowel, and kept at a temperature of 65° to 70° for one day 
in moist air and six days in water shall show a least average tensile 
strength of 400 lb per square inch. 

Briquets of three parts by weight of standard crushed quartz 
and one part by weight of Portland cement, mixed in the same 
manner and kept seven days under the same conditions, shall show 
a least average tensile strength of 125 lb per square inch. 

Briquets of three parts by weight of standard crushed quartz 
and one part by weight of Portland cement, mixed in the same 
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manner and kept 28 days under the same conditions, shall show 

a least average tensile strength of 220 lb per square inch. 
36 Required strength — American natural cement. Briquets of 

neat natural cement mixed three minutes, put in the molds with. 

thumbs and trowel and kept at a temperature of 65° to 70° for 
two hours in moist air and 22 hours in water shall show a least 
average tensile strength of 60 lb per square inch. 

Briquets of natural cement and standard crushed quartz in 
equal parts, by weight, mixed and handled in the same manner 
and kept at the same temperature for one day in moist air and 
six days in water, shall show a least average tensile strength of 
65 lb per square inch. 

Briquets similar to those last described and kept 28 days under 
the same conditions, shall show a least average tensile strength of 
150 lb per square inch. 

387 Standard crushed quartz. The standard crushed quartz used 
in the tests shall pass a sieve of 400 meshes per square inch and 
shall stop on a sieve of 900 meshes per square inch. 

Methods of testing 

In all the natural cements tested prior to July 1, 1900, the 

briquets were placed for two hours in air, in place of the usual 

24 hours, while the neat Portlands were given a two day test for 

tensile strength. Since that date practice has been changed, in 

regard to the natural cements, to conform to the standard, while 

the Portlands, when tested neat, are usually given a one day test. 

Crushed quartz was used in all the mortar tests on both natural 

and Portland cements, that have been tabulated in this paper, 

though in 1897 a few additional tests were made with natural 

sand. ‘These have been omitted, however, as being too few in 

number to be of much value for comparison. 

The boiling test is used on every new brand of cement sub- 

mitted; and at frequent intervals on all brands. 

The machine used is the Fairbanks 1000 lb automatic, with 

hand molded briquets. It will be noted that though a neat test 

is required by the specifications for Portlands, it has been made 
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In comparatively few cases. This is in accurd with the present 

trend of engineering practice. It would seem desirable, however, 

that tests should be made with mortar briquets at longer time 

periods than those given. Tests at three months and a year on a 

few briquets from each lot would seem to be of sufficient value to 

pay for the extra trouble incurred in carrying them out. They 

would not, it is true, be of any service in deciding whether any 

particular lot should be accepted or not, but they would certainly 

give information regarding the staying qualities of each brand, 

which would be of use in decisions regarding future shipments of 

that brand. 

Another test which it would seem might be profitably intro- 

duced, is the determination of the specific gravity of the cements. 

While there are undoubtedly good Portlands which at times fail 

to attain a specific gravity of 3.10, and while natural cements 

and slag cements may occasionally reach that figure, the test is 

still a good rough means of discriminating the two classes. That 

such a method of discrimination is not absolutely unnecessary, is 

shown by the fact that several brands, submitted as Portlands, 

behaved in a manner which made it probable that they were really 

natural cements, more or less carefully treated. The physical 

properties and methods of manufacture of such doubtful mixtures 

seem to be of some interest, and I hope soon to discuss them 

more fully in another place. J am not alluding here to the “im- 

proved ” cements, made by some manufacturers of natural cements, 

and sold entirely on their merits, but to so called Portlands man- 

ufactured in much the same manner as the grappier class described 

by Le Chatelier. 

Certain brands occasionally (and others habitually) attain in 

seven days a strength which enables them to pass both the seven 

day and 28 day requirements, even though the actual increase in 

strength during the additional three weeks may be slight. In 

some extreme cases, indeed, cements have actually shown less 

strength at 28 days than at seven days. Whether this condition 
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occurs because of methods or materials used in the actual man- 

ufacture of the cement, or, as seems certain in some cases, be- 

cause of treatment after burning, it is a decided defect in the 

cement, and is not guarded against by the present specifications. 

The long time tests advocated above would go far toward pre- 

venting the acceptance of such cements, but a more direct method 

of attaining the same result would seem to be preferable. This 

might be done by changing the last two paragrapus of § 35 of 

the present specifications so as to read: 

Briquets composed of three parts by weight of standard crushed 
quartz and one part of weight of Portland cement, mixed in the 
same manner and kept seven days under the same conditions, 
shall show a least average tensile strength of 125 lb per square 
inch. 

Briquets of three parts by weight of standard crushed quartz 
and one part by weight of Portland cement, mixed in the same 
manner and kept 28 days under the same conditions, shall show 
a least average tensile strength which shall be at least 50% greater 
than that shown by briquets from the same lot, tested at seven 

days, and shall in no case be less than 220 lb per square inch. 

Results of the tests 

The results obtained during the four years noted have been 

tabulated in the following pages. A few tests have been omitted, 

where the circumstances seemed to render it advisable to take this 

action. 

On pl. 1-12 are shown the average results obtained in the tests 

for fineness, time of setting, and tensile strength, the cements 

having been grouped according to locality. From these diagrams 

it will be seen that the New York Portlands have for three years 

out of the four given the highest results for fineness; that in 

tensile strength they are about on an equality with those manu- 

factured in Pennsylvania, the product of both states averaging 

lower than do the two New Jersey brands; while the results 

shown in the tests for time of setting are the most variable. 
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The tests of the natural cements are of considerably less value, 

as they are based on a much smaller number of samples. The 

diagrams show very well the fine grinding practised in the Rosen- 

dale region. Pl. 94 shows the abnormally high tensile strength for 

cements of that class obtained during 1900 from the natural 

cements manufactured in Erie co., N. Y. 
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Plate 91 

Tensile strength, in pounds per square inch, shown by mortar briquets 

Portland briquets contain 3 sand, 1 cement. 

Natural briquets contain 1 sand, 1 cement. 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR TENSILE STRENGTH 
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Plate 92 
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Tensile strength, in pounds per square inch, shown by mortar briquets 

Portland briquets contain 3 sand, 1 cement. 

Natural briquets contain 1 sand, 1 cement. 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR TENSILE STRENGTH 
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Plate 93 

Tensile strength, in pounds per square inch, shown by mortar briquets 

Portland briquets contain 3 sand, 1 cement. 

Natural briquets contain 1 sand, 1 cement. 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR TENSILE STRENGTH 
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Plate 94 

1900 

Tensile strength, in pounds per square inch, shown by mortar briquets 

Portland briquets contain 3 sand, 1 cement. 

Natural briquets contain 1 sand, 1 cement. 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR TENSILE STRENGTH 
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Plate 95 
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RESULTS OF TESTS FOR TIME OF SETTING 
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Plate 96 
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Time of setting shown in minutes 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR TIME OF SETTING 
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RESULTS OF TESTS FOR TIME OF SETTING 
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Plate 99 
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Fineness of cements submitted: shown in percentages passing 100 mesh and 50 mesh sieves 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR FINENESS. 
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Fineness of cements submitted: shown in percentages passing 100 mesh and 50 mesh sieves 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR FINENESS 
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Fineness of cements submitted: shown in percentages passing 100 mesh and 50 mesh sieves 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR FINENESS 
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Plate 102 

Fineness of cements submitted: shown in percentages passing 100 mesh and 50 mesh sieves 

RESULTS OF TESTS FOR FINENESS 



Appendix D 

KEY TO THE TABLES OF LIMESTONE ANALYSES 

BY EDWIN C. ECKEL C. E. 

The limestone analyses which follow this section were collected 

by Dr Heinrich Ries. They have been carefully rearranged and 

revised in this office. Lach analysis has been compared with its 

original published record, and the tables are, it is believed, en- 

tirely reliable. 

At the suggestion of Dr F. J. H. Merrill the present writer has 

prepared a key to the tables of analyses to facilitate reference. 

This key is based on composition, and will be of use in determining 

the areas from which limestones of any given composition may 

be obtained. <A table has been prepared in which its results are 

summed up, classified both by composition and by states. 

For most commercial uses the components of greatest interest 

in a limestone are its lime carbonate, magnesium carbonate, and 

silica plus alumina. The limestones whose analyses are given in 

the following tables have, therefore, been first divided into four 

primary groups, the grouping being based on the percentages of 

lime carbonate in the rock. Each of these primary groups is then 

subdivided, according to the percentages of magnesium carbonate 

present. Finally, the secondary groups thus obtained are again 

divided according to the percentages of silica and alumina con- 

tained in the rocks. As shown in the summary below, 20 groups 

are thus formed. 

KEY TO GROUPING 

Calermm- carbonates 9a2: On oversea wne eee eae Group 1 

Calcium carbonate 85% to 95% 

Magnesium carbonate less than 5% ........... Group 2 

Macnesium carbonate over O25. 42 cuss. vas Group 3 
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Calcium carbonate 60% to 85% 

Magnesium carbonate less than 5% 

Silica and alumina less than 10%.... ..... Group 

MO TOW LOG cis. oe Group 

ORS Waein YO so55 54% Group 

Magnesium carbonate 5% to 20% 

Silica and alumina less than 10@.......... Group 

NOPE GO 20D ccs ce are ees Group 

more thane 2O0e =. 45. Group 

- Magnesium carbonate more than 20% 

Silica and alumina less than 10%......... Group 

LOG tO -200 aa eee Group 

Calcium carbonate less than 60% 

Magnesium carbonate less than 5% 

Siltea and alumina less than 10%........: (Group 

NOP: tOLQOG argc cee Group 

more than 200 4 52..,.: Group 

Magnesium carbonate 10% to 20% 

Silica and alumina less than 10%........ . Group 

NOG: ton 2OTEG hana, Group 

; mone: tilany QOG= cs fe,. Group 

Magnesium carbonate more than 20% | 

Silica and alumina less than 10%......... Group 

102-00 209. eon Group 
WaAOKe theme ZO” we ce. Group 

If, now, limestone of a particular composition be sought, 1 

893 

place in the tables can be readily ascertained. The first step is 

to find from the “ Key to grouping” above, in what group lime- 

stones of the desired composition will fall. This ascertained, the 

preliminary scheme immediately following this appendix will 

show in what states limestones of that group may be found, the 

limestones being designated by numbers corresponding to those 

used in the regular “ Tables of limestone analyses” which follow 

the preliminary scheme. 
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STATE 

Alabama... ege eee 

ALKaMNSad ,ercoees 

California.......0. 

Colorado......... 

Connecticut ..... 

Georgia .eosceoe 

Tllinois eeoveceevcene 

Indiana ........../1384, 186, 137, 

TOWA ...00.- 

Kansas eoeesceceove 

Kentucky.....:.. 

Louisiana....... 

Mine ..eeeeseeees 

Maryland .. 

Massachusetts... 

Michigan. 

Minnesota ....... 

Mississippi...... 

Missouri..... 

Montana.......6.- 

Nevada .....ccees 

NEW YORK STATE 

GROUP 1 

1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16 

38 

Ceeeoesceeerevneeeeoerooeee 

95, 99, 102 

106 

151-57, 164-71, 197-90 

197, 198 

GROUP 2 

e@oecce 

@veeceoveeee 

@reecoceoeee 

101, 104 

119 

141, 142,'124, 129-82, 135, 138, 143, 
146, 148, 149, 177 

195, 204 

ae a 218, 219, 226, |207-8, 210, 211, 218, 215, 
5 

291, 298, 309, 354, 355 

359, 360]. 

361-63] ... 

. «+ |/868-70, 372, 377, 879, 380 

381, 384, 386, 387 

390, 400, 401. 408, 409 

eoeoeeGeseeeGeeeeneteorerec 

e]soVeeesceoerenteeveesevoece+:!+oeren 00200008 

428, 480, 431, 433-40]..... Supdone 

OO eC eC 

216, 221, 223-25, 207, 
230, 235, 937-40, 247, 
256, 258, '259, 261, 262 

264, 269, 275, 277, 278,'268, 274. 285, 286, 297, 
299, 304-7, 318, 334, 
336, 351, 353, 356, 357 

eecoconneseeneveeseeeeor 

MUSEUM. 

KEY TO TABLES OF 

GROUP 3 

eveeeon 

e©eeeeeos 

eeeceeen 

107 

199 

366, 371. 873, 378).... 

452, 453 eoeeeeo;seeeeraverese 

GROUP 4 GROUP 5 

10 

eeeeee oc ceoeceeeeserseoeeeetesoose 

Oe ee ee) 

105 

eeoceoecereveeeseeeeseneere 

@evoeoeeraonseeeneeeetooosen 

eo ,eece eoeoeoreneeeruneeeeseneene 

eceoeeeneeeererecoeeegeseee 

203 eooend 

241 |214, 217, 286, 242, 248-50, 
254, 255, O57, 260 

eoeeereeeveeeorosecce 

287, 
348 

276, 333, 835, 349 

aeeeeeereeeereneeceeeoe eed 

eleeeecceecoseeseseoeevreeeed 

efeeeeeeeveesen oeor,evneeoe 

eeeorn Cloveeeerseeees noevonseseoe 

yEeeP er oaneeeeereseos neosee 

eeoeoreneeene 
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LIMESTONE ANALYSES 

| ] 

~~ 
Paeitz | co | o | = |r SS 4 = 2 SS = SIR 
cr la) | om | oe | py ry ry Ou rm a 
Seems |p| pi] p Bb |b Db = 5 5 D Bon 
eieoine | o |.o | 6 o | 6 ° } ° ° ° Ey 5) 
ge |e |m@l_e lel me | of fe mB 4 @ 4 me | (ee 
eo /ol/ol/ol{[o] 3a o 1 o o cS) oS 6 o |G 

6 a e@oe ee fs eee @eeee eee e s @ooe eoece e@eener70800 eoeeoeoeeon 9 eee 3, 17 eeeeoevooenies ee 

eleccolocee|ovesjoececelecoeo{ovevarerjevce 19. 20, 37 ereaceoveottivece| seeceee 22, 23, 27, 81, 32. 34, 18, 21, e208 

35 24 

89 eeeeleocececiteenoleeeetoeeetoreesce @oeelseeeneeon @eeesoorleeee|eneee-e 40 eoeeene beee 

42 eleeestoeves|soeefooeoteseeeerieeee|eenreteoeleeareveeo/s9eo)/eneeere 41 eosernece 43 

weeceer | Feet} oveetoeoeosleeeviveceofesoeeesofeeeriocose cee etiooee00 eoecl}eeee|eeoevees 88, 90 dé000 e@ese 

eeecoooe Freeeleeeevl eeee|eeeetoecerteveeeereteoesiseeerrhOooieeenee0nr 96 peseo-e 91, 94, 98, 100, 103 93 92 

vpoaeser eevee; FeOeetooaes eet efoH Gro} eooveerxet eevee} oes e2FHOH1/HF FL OHHHF}/FH RH) evreeeee 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 118 114 

115 

120- eeeol|reee 189 183: eceeerecleeoss/oecrs2 eee] e@ OO oeees 125 161, 120, 126, 127, 128, 163, eoneee: 138, 

123, 183,| 185, 191, 193 161, 
140, 184, 312 

e@eceoleone 205 194 eee 202 eoorlioeoccene 200-1 CO Oa ee ey 196 

Pee eis: 222 e@oaos}teed 220, @eoVeocerl|orxeerfoeoereeoe 

@o0seer|eete 

Sleecesoeeoo|® FP) eooeoto 248 244, 246 ereecee eecee 

ve veees (265, (296, /348 1272,|....1....6..(810 | 280, 826/273, 332,|267,| 262, |28%, 288, 280, 317,322.) 368, |302, 
267, /841 305 813,| 261,| 328, 824, 325, 344,| 2887/1320; 
270. 338, 829 |319-22.| 845, 358 284° 1321, 
271, 340 327-80 295 | 1850, 

PaeeeeteleoeGooioeeoo Fe e@eeleeeetsceertoveeeserjoeoeotoneeeoerer}evnevestesioeoe Oe OC ee ee ey 

Seeecereleeee seer seoe FPF Teceee see oeesloooe}/ oo ee eeHHt FOO FHHHTS Gee eiEeHaHOH SIFT OHP EFF GLH HLHHOHHSE HEH} gop genes lsoee 

eeeosre 367 Peoveloeovo}eOeotoeeriecvoegeerioeori|ceoeessenn 376 364 eoeee o 365, 374-75 

Beeeeseloeseleeeviecce{oseestooerrlsecoceee{seveleovenreees 388 eoerleaseoetn 889 eseeoor/eeee 

eo econ 399 Coeelreccfoceoi[cecr|ocvcvevcsleveolccens0 ee} meee ccces|coee eeee. ne 403-7 seeoocslsees 

eeeeene 402 418, oeee 418 oeeoleeeeobe ceveleeeseeeen 425 eee 422, 410, 412, 414, 415, 416, 417, eeeon 

421, 426 | 423-24 4 b) 

420 

ereeeeelooes 427 feel aoe COOH OCC SEOCH ao eeeleooeeeHH HHT OHOTH SHEE HOHT EHH gHeeeere| sr eseeHGHFOBHHHOHTL®P SEH goog oesl|eeee 

Ce ee CO Oe Os Oe OO es eS 432 eevee eeeeeSFonovee®®®Olagaeeeoieeee 

eeeeeseleccelsoce 444 eoestoeceotoeeereelegoen 445 eeeeoveee|* ese 448 442, 448 eoees' es 449 

451 A Oe Oe ee ee Os OO ee Oe Ce Oe 450 e@eoeeeet eevee 
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STATE o Ay Ay & 4 

: oe g | 8 : 
| =} a) & 
o o cas) S ios) 

New Jersey...... 484, 488, 490, 502, 506-7,|471. 485-86, 491, 494, 496,; 487, 464, 455, 465, 489, 498, 529, 
526, 539, 544, 546, 5b1,| 497, 500, "501, 504, 508, 492, 479. 535, 538, 547, 554, 555, 
553, 564, 565, 592-93, 510, 512, 514, 515, 517- 542, 493, 572-78, 580, "581, 590, 
606, 610, 615, 639 19, 525, 533, 534, 537, 549, 513, 596-99, 618, 619, 622. 

543, 545, 566 -70, 601, 552, 527,| 624, 630, 633, 635-38 
604, 607 OO1G peo me 

6138 

New York........|648, 644, 649, 652, 658,/645, 646, 650, 651, 654-57,| 641, 
695, 697, 701, 703 659, 660, 664-67, 671-| 685, 

73, 675- 80, 696, 699 692, 

640, 642 

misiorsrall 718, 724, 749, 758 OnIO ee. ee| 715, 736, 757, 772, 777 719, 720, 782, 755) 721 

738, 
785 
738, 
739, 

: 750, 
753 

Pennsylvania ....|789, 796-98, 803, 806. 809,|787, 790-93, 821, 822, 828,| 788,) 871 811, 818, 819, 825, 840, 
812, 814-16, 849, 851, 830-33, 836, '839, 844, 801, 843, 846, 847, 893, 902 
854-56, 858, 862, 863, 850, 852, 853, 857, 872, 804, 
869 883, 884, 888, 898, ’g99 807, 

Rhode Island ....]....00. Satie (aitalevehel alesse everefol toler evevoennree 

South Dakota.. e eeeseovoeeereeeoeesesetoeeenee8 

| 

= 

ol} reese srneceoeoseovescenseeeee;,envess 

TENNESSEE... 2.000. 909 eoeeecesseeeeeseeoocoeseoee|enseoes 

TEXAS iiicsiiiecineres 910 eveeeerseeesrereens reeeer|onevese eeeeee'ecorescece oeovevene 

WerMoOnt) «cision 914, 920- 26 seeeerseoeeeoraeeeeeseeeos|oee e@vre 

ae escecsd evoeceeocereveeer,enr 937 929 

West Virginia.... jot, 3, 968 947, 950, 956, 943, 964-67, 971, 973 irr 955 961, 975 

64. ; 
969, 

Wisconsin ....... eveeereoeeeee-seeseseveel|eseson eeecoeonecsren lenny sere nnenttttspeenenennnf enone 
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o |lrilol|la E = & 5) = 4 = 3S a Ss R 

este |e |e\|s| 8 |s 5 Bie elec 3 5 2 5 
me} ie} fe) fe) e} e) ie} ° fe) o fe) e) 2) fe) ie) 
a) fa f fa = fa ie 6 e mi a=] oa} =] om 
o) So o) & o) So So cas} So o) a} io) Las) S es} 

478, 530, /472,|547 |509,;....|  520,]....|548, oa 454, 474, 461, 504 456-60, 462, 466-70,| 503 /463, 
579,|531 |511, 525, 521 605, 620 523, ‘47 3, 475, 477, 480- 83, 559 |495, 
582, 516, 5381 627, 628, 540, 541/476" 499, 505, 522, 524, 533. 
583, 576, 632 550 536, 550, 556- 58, 562 

586-88 , 584, 560, 563, "591, 595, 
600, 585 602, 609, "612, 616 

a O17, 
© 621, 63) | 

625, 
626, 
629, 
631, 

+ § 6384 

etscoece 668, @eee eo 670 682, teeeve pecelescoee @eoslesnose toes 691 Sa 4% 648, 661- 63, 669, 653, 

674, 690, 705-10 683, 
688, 684, 
693, | 686, 
704, | 687, 
107 689 

@revees 741 ,\727. eece 752, oleseeeteleave Goer covet erelesee 725, )711-14, 716, 717, 728, 734, 122 

754, |751 769 T26 | f29, (oly (35) 3(s) 9 «40 
760, 740, 742-48, 756, 
776, 759, 761-68 770-73, 
785, 775, 778, 779-84. 
786 

$78 , |805, |837, B60 | .eesiecceves[oees (823, 824,!......+../842,|  838,/778-84, 794, 795, 799,| 885, /813, 
880 |810, |845, 829, 870, 875,| 841,) 800, 802. 808, 817,; 896, |827, 

826, |876, 892, 900 887,|  875,) 848, 861, 865-67, 903} 897 |895 
859, |886 889 892 
871,891, 
873 |894, 
882, |901 
890 

a SSGee 905 ee [pee eocetooeo) se Oe eee eeer secs ereor!/eeeeseeer/vonsieneeers|sesece toeeeevesseeee|® feee.e ° 

@eersete 906 ee eee ee epeee ceeece eeceoe seer oreeeieeseseessioen eoeeer ol peace oeeseeeeeaeeeeceeeer | 8eveeeieeone 

932 928 Pee Osteen aleve oil vor Sho anes docial gersohiajecen tet 927 9080,0991;.999,- 996) serene 2 dee 

938 

mS u 948, 954, eer eoselecoes|sesesesieoes|s:eeeseeeel/senseeveoeison Ail 949)... eeere 953 

960, |957, 952. 
962 |958. 959 

970 

. ee . ee @eeleerelseeee-cloone e e8¢8 eeooese ee eee: 976-79, 983-88 980-82 eeve 

—_—lW So 
ees 
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No. 

NEW YORK 

STATE AND 

COUNTY BACH 

Alabama 
Blount..... .....(Blount Springs ..... 

Calhoun... .-¢.../ANNIStON ...0..5...8:| 04 

3.24 

5 

Evergreen .esessoees| 2-00 

nt 0050000 Goes 49.64 

Fort Payne........L| 1.69 

Russellville .....e0 9 

Ratolefeiaineta LO att 

.. (12,18 

6 coeecees | MOFFiSVIIle ....0000- 

Colbert... vu0../onetield ........4... 

Conecuh........ 

Dallasic......... 

DeKalb......... 

IMRAN Goo soad 

Lowndes.......|Benton..... 

Marengo..,..... 

Shelby .... 

Demopolis ....... 

vee LONE VIEW veeeecseee 

ae eee eee “ eeveesocoessi}eosoess 

Bs eevee ooee es ford ovevelaren Mall tiesto 

He eee ooo os Gatnereee sea eeose 

cs @oevecesee Shelby @oeeecesseveeeeon -23 

caltsHGEbetR 5 ooaaood 

Talledaga ......|Stamley ..cc0- seoe-|s 

Arkansas 
Carrollijjsacmene 

Clarka acc 

Beaver ceveceres 8.66 

Ge Boseman place...... 

seeeer 

(Oa) Koval: enmontoncenod anand 

STATE 

4.77 

7.99 7.42 

6.7385 4.65 

8 veeceseses.| Leatherwood switch] 8.65 4.72 

He see coer ene os eeeees|ovecece ove 

FS 8 wibvelovoarimeiaaes|| WALG OMS agrdiciess sida reife ueidio hinder om maine 

Desha......... | White River......«..«|13.52 89 

Eureka Springs|/Eureka Springs....-|14.71 |. .6.. .  seceaee 

BS 3m.s. e. of Yellvillej12.07 | ...... as. 

Lawrence .,....|Hoppe mine.........| ..ee feeceees ik 

ee 
Koch mine .......... eoeoee 

Little River..... 

66 

Rocky Comfort.....] ... 

eeece 

Marion ......0+.| WOOQ’S MiNE.....00-| see 

Newton eeoovees Mt Hersey..ceccccese 

es @eoevseoece 20-n. 18 w. s. 35...... eeveeced ee 

He erevs slateicrenl LOCI edt /awai Senin rcverial eaerarsiers 

Se eeeeveece 19 n. a LY fn RR PI fee aes oe eoaceaeo 

selelelelolelel OMe OLWAISenlul ereriyereul sam 

White CHS ...09:¢-| 50.00 

.|& Mn 1.482 

1.25 

1.41 

-|& Mn 3.023 

1.21 

eeeere e@eevees 

eleeseeee 

MUSEUM 

ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES 

& 

Yr) £2 OS be (a= 

2. = .e) a 3 Sy 
® ce 0 oe) n 4 
fy 6) = O s = 

99.1 @eeeeeortotieoveoevern eeeorve e esecedn 

98.76 trace eece eeee . ee toeeee 

17 |a29.58 20.84 [45.54 |...... GGanliccncoc 

ad4.2 

a52.36 

BES 7 os lies heat eee 

, |a96.12 | Bail |e gone. eee ee 

97 {iA | aS poe isis Lee 

30.77 | 69.45. |26.804.0....0ece|eocees 

95.07 | B90 |. sues. | los oe see eee 

epee ate [eokca Fy eae 

90:416:|- 275 |e ache Rew ABE 

la08.44 | 0.98 |... Bich eee 

a97.3 

99.13 

98.91 

55.95 

.ot fe eaieee 

.58 eoovee 

40.9 

eecoccreseclecocccn 

1.34 

48 48 

22.04 

33.58 

2 

Oveeces 20001 coesen 

& SiO. | se eee 53 OF je eeece 

385.95 61.306) ,..... & SiOe eooooes 

44.04 
47.91 39.23 eocces|eveecreeerl{onsene 

49.53 40 eocoes| fe eeerceeer|socece 

49.47 40.85 eoreoes{eeoeaseve-joseeee 

48.23 38.36 Per ee OO OO OC 

47.43 35.76 eeoeoor.feeeeseeoeertoneee® 

48 53 37.91 Ce Oe Oe 

53.998! 35.059],..... Or 2OR ei Sec 

£0.075 

88.48 

94.18 

50.041 

56.58 

32.487) 4.985 

btr. 

1.87 

42.3817 

10.935) .eseee 

eceevee eooene 

3.49 
3.191 eseoce 

eoeese 36.75 ee eee eee eooe 

49.89 | 37.21 |...... sooalloo eeee 

82.25 | 24.02 |... eleeceen eae veece 

48 .22 
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MISCEL- : OWNER 

No. LANEOUS : EPR E RG BANE, ANALYSE LOCATION AND REMARKS 

——— | — ———— 

Baie -s) wiere covseoeee-(U. ©. geol. Sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354; Dr W. B./A. P. Birch quarry 
Philips, anal. 

veccvvessveesee(U. 9. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354; W. Mac-|Anniston lime works co. 
kemson, anal. 

FeO .06 |U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 168, p. 258 ...........esee0e+++++| KNOX dolomite 

2 

3 

| ORE RARSROnne om 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354..........e00.-/1. L Fossick 

5 SO3 .018) Ala. ind. and sci. SOc. bys 4 AT Pili Neverctelerel soley sloXe seeeerse re 

Alkalis 14 
6. Alkalis 04 ay oe eoeessecsevesere eovesesonsooe 

7 |SO3 trace |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354-55; A. D.|Standard lime co. 
P05 01 Brainerd, anal. 

Biller ates Balsyate cisvolars i S. geal. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354-55; J.C. Fos-|Franklin quarry co. 
er, anal. 

9 |SOzg - Joon Ale: ind mand: SC SOG, 5244-51... ssc cisieioicyeweserelciciciecs 
Alkalis - 2.88 

10 Alkalis .09 OO oe ooceoececveuewTeeeseteeoeeeoees eee 

CasgP203 .4 

le eo secseeees- (U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354-55; E. A.|/Longview lime works, no. 1 
Smith, aval. 

12 |. wccccssss.+..../U. © geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354-55; E. A. sf no. 2 
Smith, anal. 

13 |COg .82 |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354-55; W. ae 
Stubbs, anal. 

HASH ee cave Seesevece«[U- o. Zeol. sur: 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 854-55... .ccteveee es 

15 |P2O5 trace By ce cecoceceeee(Ohelby iron co. 

16 eeeeoevoeeceoeeesnes Ch S18 eeeoecovoeoeens T. Ib, Fossick 

Miia ahoie ctaVeheveioys c’e.c1» «fait Ws, Oo pool: sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354-55; A. Noble,|J. T. Landt 
anal. A 

18 |CaSO4 .42 |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 354-55; Navy|Mark Liles 
dep’t, Wash. anal. 

19 |Loss on (en Ark, geol. sur. 1888, 2:237 ....sccecoorceocsseeseeeee- (Sandy lime marl 
7 

20 SO3 1.7 ss PORE hi ade emere eeeetoeeereceeoneesoons Rich lime marl 

P205 234 
21 eeeeeveeeeoeeoceerse sit PSOOE A Aah Tis eile acetal ae iaievarstevereicieisimeters 

23 ot 66 

23 eeeree seer sens ae of iO @ecneeeeseosceoeveeeeeeavesees 

24 eeesecoeeseeoces oe ed @oeeeoeeeevneeteesesecoceneeee 18 n. 13 w. section 36 

| Soo anaes ee oe as @eeeseoeoeeeceveescseeve erence 

26 se eeeessoeveeoe. oe us @ecesreoeeeeeeesegseeeosenns 

27 FeCO3 2.25 vie cat eeereee- CooL eLHH eC RHO OOEe 

ZnCOg 1.98 

28 Alkalis “186 4 sr eeeeeereceernasesreseeevrasoee 

29 eepeeoosreeeee. ve ue NEBR SEO Tare wioioi el craierer nieve sige ie bisin cieveieca ees Chalk 

30 Loss on ign. aie se @Cooeeeseeeeo OFT eeoeneeeoes Chalk 

00 
31 ZnCOg 1.95 oie 1890, 4:117 esecooe @eeeesrseeseseoeseoaser 

B Alkalis — .435 

33 -@eeerereeeceree 40 se @eoecereeerecseeesreeege 

84 @eeeeeoseosveeger oie ve @eeeeeoesxeceseeosenesseoeen 

35 eerveveseeceernecas oe ve 

SOM is) + wees cic oe . eeesceece @eceveveereeeeeeerereoeonavoes 

L= Analysis of burned lime 
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Arkansas (c’d) 
87 | Sevier ....¢0+0ee+|/ BrOWNDStOWD ..ceveee|seoers| 4.20 4,86 | 46.73 Roy esl ganonn 

88 | Washington ,...|JONNSON .....0. seees|eseces 17 OOEBAr iste a liasera 

California 
89 | Contra Costa ../Mt Diablo........++.+/21.19 .39 1.52 |a35.61 | 61.39 |26.84 

AM ibahigeys noaadoooods WNIGEI kl iso ,qnodcodllsonnaollagcoos -017 |a81.042)b21.791)47 .353 

Colorado ; 
41 | Arapahoe..... a | LDXEIYEIe poodopo000b00Dllaa0Gn0 54 .11 |a27.49 |b18.03 | 41.4 

42 | Garfield..,.....|Glenwood Springs...}......| veces .97 1040.64 | 6.73 |32.73 

48 os eoenevene Hs peeeel eevee e .18 al5.87 610.6 4,13 

44 oe efelevetererere ioe B Nitra» Runeetes nerecerarell ig naveiene .42 1046.65 | 62.64 |39.55 

45 ee eoeoeeeoosn os eoee eeoeces eseoeooees a47.4 64.49 42.15 

46 a 5OG00G0b Pong i Rati! atel Reena Saoiele seats .26 |a39.56 | 08.56 |40.52 

47 ee p00n0006 of S0|| ooo000lla000c0 .74 1a26.5 (614.86 |87.18 

48 me aeleotererets ty n6O0C odo .03 |a82.14 1618.72 |45.85 

49 &s eoeeonevevee oe eoee eeneeve trace a55.17 b.21 43.58 

50 oe Mieaisoicte ee svar arate! ovstole .14 |a53.79 | 06.46 |42.76 

51 ar p00e0000 oe sae lPaveratersts lVareietera : .09 |a55.49 | 06.24 143.87 

52 se aoeeeooned ef eoce eovece eooae a55.81 b trace!43.85 

53 oi seporer rene os Stalls ss sueteul Scuscerevececs .1 |a55.45 | 6b 4 48 84 

54 ue oeceseee “8 eo}|-oeeerssrevere¢o0 .03 a55.68 salina 

55 4 JOLECESOMs «cre eaiel| MLOLTISOMN se veseciniesieell cre cin 53 .38 |a48 73 | 62.95 (41.71 

Hon alkene. eadwilles eee eon 127 .21 |a30.79 [621.14 |46.84 

57 OS aleieraivosienscays as ssoogn0000|| off 17 -11 |@30.48 [620.78 [46.93 

58 oe eeoeeeevnecee oy eoseeeeooe 27 04 22 a29.97 621.52 47.39 

59 st eevoeeeeveved we eoeeesceeosd ” 76 11 el a27.26 620.05 43.79 

60 Mine eu Tepshoejeretateret ere cit 11.84 | 1.66 1.51 |a26.6 |b17.41 |40.01 

GIG NOMA: cyaiate:sicrielelai | OULU Naepetatioriee alae tie eJeeceoe| tFAC@ ...c0e.| 97.3 |trace| .... 

62 Park eecoeeceseoear MENDON 6a 5050000006 eseeoe *-eoecoaee eeevooee ad3.64 6.73 42.93 

63) 88 eis asive ees | DUCKSkiny eulehwans ly s64 99 -62 |a82.23 |b19.01 |25.33 

eG 
64 5 e@eeeeoeve Mt Silverheels...... evoevoeee|ecvoeoeen a55.5 | b.17 | 48.82 

aCaO 

41.72 Se eeeee 

BU oo! 

76 

12.01 .61 

21.45 )10 ee 

47.74 

6.47 

Dole eteekeets 

9.44 | ...0, 

1782) | eaters 

BURSA EROS o> 

B27 |ivees 

23 | veeee 

306) eee 

122 | scons 

ee 

5.382 gil 

07 eooseuoveer 

ereeoe 05 

48 

2.37 51 

eveevee oe 3.72 

51 | sel 

bMgO 
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MISCEL- OWNER No. Sen ras REFERENCE AND ANALYST LOCATION AND REMARKS 

ielacs: .oeeee- (Ark. geol. Sur. 1888, 2:2387....cccecceescvccesesseeee. (DANCY lime marl 

38) oonoenas sob boou lUinter peel: sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 358; G. L. Teller,|Crescent white lime co. 
anal. 

39 | MnO 3.61 |U. Bi eeor sur. Bul. 148, p. 275; W. H. Melville, 
anal. 

BUM leeiiteleleicleiesideles (Oi 9. CENSUS 169) min Andi; p. GO. -cicisis cicicw es ssi esie 

41 MnO .20 |U. S. geol. sur. Bul. 168, p. 270; L. G. Eakins, anal..|Niobrara limestone 

42 |FeO .23 ig 148, p. 273; G. Steiger, anal.... 

43 |FeO sfal ue BD us 0 

44 |FeO .30 ear Ss es sielers 

45 |FeO - 5D oe os Bh 0c 

46 |FeO 32 ne ae ‘s vets 

47 |FeO RYE ne af ue 6006 

48 |FeO 385 ss ee ee wae 

49 e9eeeceveoeeeeer eases i oie oe e@oee 

50 ees eoveenveetorsee oS oie BE oee 

51 *@eeovevevoeene eee oe G6 BO eee 

52 eetroereoeeeoeoeens e 00 OO @oee 

53 |FeO sll oe He me b06 

54 FeO 07 es se a o 

55 F20s ae oe 168, p. 270; L. G. Eakins, anal..| Upper Wyoming limestone 
n i 

56 |FeO 24 a ‘* p. 271, W. F. Hillebrand,|Silver Wave mine 
Cl 5 1l anal. 
Alkalis .09 

ian He. a U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 168, p. 271, A. Guyard, anal...|Dugan quarry 
n P 

Alkalis .14 
1 14 

P,05 12 
58 |FeO 13 Bb £6 OO ...|Glass-Pendery mine 

MnO 2 
Alkalis 038 
POs .03 

59 Treo Br e 57 ue 66 sie ...'Montgomery quarr 
MnO 06 2 os y 
Alkalis .06 
P2205 07 
Cl 06 
FeSo trace 
Org. .07 

60 | Alkalis 05 aS ‘* p. 271, W. F. Hillebrand,'Carbonate Hill quarry 
eO .83 | anal. 

MG eheresdeses (Ame inst, min, ene. Trans, 16:586 .)...2....- snocon 

62 |FeO .19 |U.S. oon sur. Bul. 148, p. 272; W. F. Hillebrand, 
anal. 

63 |FeO -18 |U. S, geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 272; W. F. Hillebrand,|Serpentinous limestone 
MnO trace} anal. 
Alkalis .07 
P2O5 .05 
Cl .08 

iL (Sa Biles) sieve Su Ne Sho Ecol sur. Bul. 148, p. 272; W. F. Hillebrand, 
anal. 

L= Analysis of burned lime 
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ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF ' 

STATE AND PLACE N S Suda | © o: COUNTY a ° 2. é) D 
ie} at i) Bs 0 
I < & 6) = INSOLU- WATER 

~~ Colorado (c’d) 
65 | Park ...+0..+-+-|Mt Silverheels.....0.].secee|seeceee evvsees|@30.19 [620.47 146.52 1.98 «|i. .(eee 

66 | Piticita nc. tive nists | tease bchesclandh ditcssd ain ee eltie Ml Sees .22 |a80.66 1620.94 |47.13 16 |). 

Giles eI a eter montane Me ke oes meet egulagiang Pe 46.16 8 loam 
Oe ea eae emer vi cakee: aqinatancansa| brite erasure nes 3) Maw iho eek lors.z6 44.94 1.02 |e acum 

601 het Socal esinte atcte Gera ee cleceiserats ac IRR bien | sees omens BS 035.98 | 08.25 37.35 13.68 | scm 

20 || ~ 88 Giiohiaraemtdl| eee) alec cee are boll Anktillbesidee Boek naBiael NOES OG ade T 1.424. ae 

oe b.54 [29.88 31.148"|:5 eee 

P| tS: ates detociens [i ckansterctacteele mantra le matelsral ateine et .88 |a38.85 | 69.97 [41.47 7.78 | acme 7 

78 cia Pee(oletersteterevorel |X SIO Glectetotctoteveloiarievetolorell oheleleveralltersveletetete -88,a31.16 |620.64 |47.19 «DR Is m ctetere 

Wh Wo sabe Seater S OL. evebettdelnte aafieiee fosnesai| nenmedethaee saboOlals blou|44een 33°. ..c8ee 

ih eed se RARrnnl aL ans kam O Oh Ory amaGnn| AMGROCW maadsereibn| (OROWAS Wert. Ae 02 84 |i, ce 

Fav) |) LEWIN) Ghagnodool lS WEIOIO aaqonooncadonall (Abo: ial 1.33 {@49:06 | 6.56 | uci ses see crcllcmentere 

V1 sie COC OH FBO HH | Fe Hee TED Lo oHeHOOHH EOE oO e/ THT OOH! CHRO HF .36 

“vy | Summit........|Copper Mountain...|......Jeeccess svoeeee. (54.23 | b.21 [42.97 2. 69s| saietelere 

78 ay soeoeees (Pittston tunnel .....].cccec|-secess oscees(Qon.c4 | 6:24 |43-81 | [620]: cations 

79 oe SOcnnnde| Lecce iell lav os 65 Sisieleiel (iererciel|(eleisicieleie alee (2CC-Ole OLS Somers 10:09) | sche 

80 Pe sioie s.¢.910'e!| SUIMIMIGIQUATLY:. vis vo|/scieclliscseicel )cieleeiejen(Q0o.00 1 Ol.2S) |4on0a8 1:75 | scans 

81 ey sesiaraiefora sist Gleletelcleeisleletale’| i sielsieiellie wlelatel mele el eieyeyeie)e]l 200e1 Vall mrs COM ConMie 1:87 | anew 

&2 os ccooves [Pittston tunnel .....||,cssccleccoses csesee.(@00.00 | 0.7%) [4059 Cowl i conacs 

83 de seeders | UMMA Kameashat belles cer ceccees crseee- 128.05 (018.15 [43.88 6.75 jeeeee : 

84 a eve steven INOPEMIOL SUSAEMIOAT. |icverere sillareetieic. \cisvicece 1a52.97 | b.4 [42.12 4742). c eee 

85 ve sioaicews HOCADIS ARO chi narcosis s ilies mavenve fea viaerenn a55.58 | 06.87 |44.17 | 36 |. aa 

86 a Spoon oe| oll <anavonbe ayia sooagoulladoooc cease vp oeiew (Goud | 90.22) 43586 582)" 16 cman 

87 us coven e(VACGUE MOUNTAIN. .«|...0.0leecesss «.oveee|@04.02 | 0.25 [43528 2.045) > emt 

Connecticut 
88 Litchfield eoaeees @Wanaanastraccienccteine .08 25 54.4 45.12 eseeor *@ereoeveeoties eeoe 

€9 oe @eoevee OC Sete seh aren gee Oe Gg 42 eeeoeeoeed e eeenoe ad6.57 642.56 *eeene eeeoeceoeoevens eeeoee 

90 oe Brercisvert | ASt Callaam eiehee eelleicaeiee 2 a31.31 |621.03 |46.98 48 ls sataer 

Georgia 
O17) Bartow: vetsiereies | CAVE SPUN scclisiciei Gro |. Mielec 1.5 | 58.44 | 41.15 |..te., wae ccoeunletreeie 

92 PO Bacon nocs (CEUNGING Ceccooscoddde oll 5.45 1.8 | 43.5 | 26 Bree toh ee oles Al eerie 

93 ee OG OOO Ht os Bb0dot cag o00/|LU 6.1 2 55 Pil leotosni|sesdos0700I| canes 

94 ** wees. (He yptian quarry ...| 6.47 2368" 2.1 4) 52,05 86.32) |.c...0cn |= oer eee a 

Ji) IDEKOG) Relgnooapooallassnaves IODC ouoooudllscoce ol MG213 1 M2055) [951 yee wget 

96 | Floyd ..... sues | ESOC <fecncwcierie seieicl| WWeGon|) aise 2.05 | 43.8 HOP Sarde Asoo vee feeeee 

97 | Jefferson....... Bartow... ....0000-du) 7.252 1.286 S407 1O55: 736). 0.0.0 |e ccs e een 1.622 

98 - 0 90000 9 B6500% 06000000]| dah! 1.5 56.02 | 38.43 |......]..eeeeeees 

99 | Pickens ........|Dykes creek ........| .62 24D. Gonandell {o8S |) | Ule@ |) cacaslloaeaac vance pe 



LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 903 

“THE UNITED STATES (continued) | 
MISCEL— OWNER 

LANEOUS REE RENCE Ake ANA GEST LOCATION AND REMARKS 

65 |FeO t .46 |U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 272; W. F. Hillebrand,’ 

66 reo. .09 US Zeol, sur. Bul. 148, p. 272; G. Steiger, anal.... 

67 |FeO 23 He an ee cour 

68 FeO 06 ay = ne ADOC 

69 FeO 64 Res rs tes eee 

70 |FeO 42 ey i oe dou 

71 |FeO 19 a me “id S590 

"2 |FeO 22 ay as a Sac 

RES cbse ax» saat, eee ee p. 273, L. G. Eakins, anal..|/Blue limestone 

BPEL ciaisin c\s'0\s\0isi0)s's oe a ie 

MM Aciaicse sxe sees seine s fre vn sf 

76 |PoOs .033}Am. inst. min. eng. Trans. 23:580........seecseeceees 

77 |\FeO & MnO U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 168, p. 274; W. F. Hillebrand,anal 

73 [FeO @ MnO" 0 o 

79 FeO & uno “i fy Middle Carboniferous 

0 Feo & Mind’ ut ae 

at [Feo & MnO “ “ 
82 |FeO & uno Ee - 

gs [FeO & MnO ae ob 

s1 [Feo & MnO Bing 6 

85 [FeO & MnO" “ “ 
86 FeO &Mn0 ue “ 

87 |FeO & MnO H vs me Triassic 

88 Bisteleta‘clelaleloccl chs eseic PEs cook: sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 370; J. S. Adam,!Canaan lime co. 

89 [receeeeeeeeecens U.S cook. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 370; J. S. Adam, ve BO 

BMI eTsiaicinicivie 010 sa 00% U, Spook. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 370; J.S. Adam, Canield Bros. quarry 

OL |. weceeersee.00..(Ga. geol. sur. 1893, p. 263; J. M. McCandless, anal. 

92 |Org. 15 a p. 264; W. J. Land, anal........ 

93 "@eeereneseeeeveees sie oe &¢ e@ee-eens 

A Pe ereiiie'e a oveleicla. sua o'9 us p. 266; J. M. McCandless, anal. 

95 *@eeceeeseeeeeioe oe es De 

96 *eceeeeeeseeeees ue Pp. 263 ee 

Mice yeh a selessees (U.S: poet sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 875; N. Pratt,/A. C. Ladd lime works 
anal, 

BOM cdcese css |U. eset sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 376; N. Pratt, ws ae 
anal. 

99 |FeO .26 |Min. res. U.S. 1890, p. 387; J. C. Jackson, anal..... 

L= Analysis of burned lime 
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STATE AND 

COUNTY 

Georgia (e’d) 
Pickens ........ 

POW. ooc eoseveee 

.|Lookout creek... 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

PLACE 

Dykes creek ........| 6.25 

Cedartown ..... ... 

Dewitte lime quarry 

-|South of Trenton...|...... 

ee 

ee 
eee e eee 

eé 

e6é 

Illinois 
AGAMS sine ciclo cc's 

Sand mountain .....|...... 

Marblehead.....,...| .47 

(QUINCY so 5d000000000. 

Cook... joo a KOIMVES EXO) Sago acos eieloreisy [fatelaterste B5D 

oF dono00 we sacucuaboollonooo 1.48 

Sei fatosateroine ote Hele Scgnaoaopoobelloasisse 1.04 

OE Gdatn saodus HEE Ga cndnoucoses! soaads 1.78 

ae nogendoos PO odonsoddoobos lann05 .58 

Wee ferajerskorewictelone Set er ele te sieleipervereiat ete 2.04 

cs oe ee aeeser|sceccoereerss08 

Uikankakeesnaiceeece. 3 

La-Salle. oc... 

Madisontennescr 

Indiana 
INGESINS goocdds ae 

Blackford eeersee 

.-|Kenneth..... watalein 

velollver ereeksscideee: 

66 

os eovone 

Cassi..eiles 500 

Clarke ieee. 

es e@eoevese 

fe eeeorvio: 

Delaware. .,..... 

IDYXOR DIE SG AG OGor 

Elkhart 

66 

WW OUKKOIN S4e5an006 

Idea. 45 5600 

eeecesecs 

ee 
eeecsoe 

eorece 

Toeerscceos e@oeceee 

eoeees bon: 

se @eeeeveeoe 9.69 

oe eoeereeveosn 9.8 

WTONNVOK® ancaosocaboopalle 50000 

Greensburg.........|.. ac 

WKLY KGS aaosonooosltoddenS 

Cooley lake wie ceisler es 

Manitou lake. eorseerlosecoe 

Ware leanne afvecoteiate 

EPAGISON essen La key Ol bereits iil eee 

5.25 

5.17 

2.07 

4.98 1.67 

sO 1.95 

2.03 1.4 

3.72 

5d 

23 

36 

CaCO3 

52.64 

94.37 

95.2 

55.47 

91.4 

80.6 

95.62 

92.77 

52.75 

52.76 

58.7 

52.07 

54.99 

23.39 

52.08 

a30.45 

46.9 

42.25 

a97.72 

92.14 

54 

42.92 

a42.55 

a43.01 

93.48 

54.31 

51.95 

52.5 

51.96 

94.6 

82.89 

88.21 

87.65 

43.67 

98.09 

2.171 eeeees 

25.33 | 8.16 

3.5 

2.45 

620.5 

31.98 

INSOLU- 

BLE 

2.3 seseece 

2.82 eecocesseeesteoneeee 

1.27 oeeecenvones 

eveevcesseeoeeceovneees &or. e 

9 
eecoe 37 ecccen 

evece 6 eocones 

& loss 
essed APH | 51 

eae 1.28 eeeoce 

eeececen 4 escece 

eooeer 87 sveoes 

eoee 54.15 eseeee 

evceer|®e@eoooesenr 1.0% 

95 

1.25 

1.— 

1.57 

eeeees 

» pe r,esee 

ceeees 

eeeeee 

- eevee 

seee8e 

eeeee eneeee 

ecooe 

1.39 eo seeees 
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THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- OWNER 
°.| LANEOUS REUPESUNIC I AID) AS LOCATION AND REMARKS 

| 

A 

ae 100 ;.....+..ee0r0es-(Ga. geol. sur. 1893, p. 265; J. M. McCandless, anal. 

101 |Undet. 1.3 ee jon tee MG Als IbemGl enol Gaboanour 

SO8) eoeeeaes eis aleies ue us i po000008C 

MOS GTI sisi oceivjels sie os ae we J. M. McCandless, anal. 

NOAM istaporers ols. sie eteceisys.6 sf p. 271; te 

0 | Soeeeae sonoco00s ou ae se 

NOG lforaiare civtelervieieie e sie. A S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 377; N. G. Bart-|Marblehead lime co. 
ett, anal. 

OCaml feyefofercicialetess e°s, + ue geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 877; C. G. Hop-|F.W. Menke stone and lime co. 
ins, anal. 

BOSOM Peistayeioveteisceielein'sieie.« pee: geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 377; T. C. Hop-|Stearns stone and lime co. 
ins, anal. 

109 |....-......50.../U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 377; J. B. Brit-|Chicago Union lime works co. 
4 son, anal. 

110 |................/U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 877; T. C. Hop-| Artesian stone and lime co. 
kins, anal. 

DP sieecsie « tcaeaeiO.s. 2€0l. Sur. 20th repit, pt 6, p. 377; T. C: Hop- se 
kins, anal. 

112 |.....0..50+..5. |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 377; T. C. Hop-|Union lime co. 
kins, anal. 

113 |............,....|U. S. geo: sur. 20tk rep’t, pt 6, p. 377; T. C. Hop-|Blue Island quarry 
kins, anal. 

MACS ie etvel avs! cyoim sh ais vee geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 p. 377; T. C. Hop-|Stony Island avenue quarry 
ins, anal. 

115 |PoO5 .006,U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 378; C. S. Rob-| Kankakee stone and lime co. 
inson, anal. 

117 eeseeeene eeesneene: Min. ind. Tho) ai Cot tes Peyton Meee Oe ogre Re PR ge 

118 |FeO en Wense peek sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 378; S. E. Swartz,| Armstrong quarry 
anal. 

NOM Ee tertetteteaietacisye | VLIe ESe 1 8SOs 10. DAD iy, saree craieio dleiciewieidio's ove eo. ete ae 

120 vyeeooeostanneneeceonas oie ‘ SOO SaaS OA rrreraie erates ovavercieiotee rate lviaicrevalete areliolemrece 

121 SOg .79 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 382; S.S. Gorby,'Baltes land co. 
loss 2.81 anal. 

122 |SOg 1 09 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 882; S. S. Gorby, 
loss 3.68 | anal. 

123 |SOg .88 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 382; S. S. Gorby, 
loss 1.78 | anal. 

124 !loss .89 |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 882; S. S. Gorby,'Casparis stone co. 
anal. 

0215) | Race ..+-./Ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 866; W. A. Noyes, anal.....|‘‘ Ohio Valley ” quarry 

U® || co sb DOOBSD resis ce es .»-»|** Black Diamond ”* quarry 

SCO Mar ucb)si8 <iaicieislo ties re a fs .«..|‘* Belknaps ” Falls City quarry 

BAO Meiers checks: & 666 wee (U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 263; C. Catlett, anal ..|/Trenton limestone 

129 s,eeeees seeeereone C v ene oe ee OC 

180 |Org.— 3.67 |Ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 321; Osborn eng. co., anal. 

131 |Org.— 2.58 oe is ce 

132 |Org.— 2.88 ie us W. A. Noyes, anal.... 

183 |. ....eseeeeeree-(U- S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 382; W. A.|J. A. Derbyshire 
Noyes, anal. 

134 | Alkalis .40 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381; A. W. Mauckport quarry 
Smith, anal. : 

L= Analysis of burned lime 

58 
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ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

No STATE AND 

COUNTY ee 

WATER 

° @ ot sr) 

NX eo) ° = (o) a 
g = o e 80 fo) 
7) < Ey 6) = oO 

Indiana ((c’d) |- 
1350 | Harrisoneee.cee Ma wekportie cect l(a | arcsec .64 | 93.8 AOU sass -15 | 1.09 

1365| Howard . vse sl KOKOMO wacisie wees erect AS e OG rat clasers GSE GG: Fe oiarare «oll elerayere\el| c'elerefeltohetayall etatetetate 

137 ue Esackos ae Sosoodonoodall ay 6 SIGE eoogdual iy nooos|isaddeccosalloccur - 

138 ee nasoonnlloscacoods svereroialetere(siereteiei| atereloferellisfetersieiers AD BBC WM oocasagloooscr 622 |Riotereiare 

139 i evicrohsiatal interest = afohotanriaveleleramteeis oval i iareretaill cfeletertiors .008] 66.92 | 24.56 |...... Sou Je| acide 

140 | Huntington ....|Huntington.........| 2.75 4.7 a42.92 | 64.41 44.2 aisle ere vie ioferesl eo) 

141” | Temerson’ sce. ce sl IS pCLCCK cece nee anemic inie .64 | 95.8 4.01 | Siaveraters Pop 5am i We 0)°) 

142 Ec eee An 8 Cuca anata Oe eee Sel dep 2 il BES Oval ae oon nies 5 | 1.49 

148 | Jennings......,|Vernon...... goodobd. | obes 6 85.56 | trace |...... 8 

144 | Kosciusko ...../Syracuse lake.......| 1.74 9 28 1@49.84 Ot CoA. cic.s.0illonnsavereteraleler ol eerie 

145 Be afelerels ye etapa 3000" 3 ssiley tse) eral esa ic a(t Hoon 

146 Be aevaieetn | DOW REE Wealce: onesies aciies 37 sachs) || Bsa! a canoe PARTE B50 : 

147 ve ogee ae ate eh Hsrsienee oils) ASME ptear. cello Patel) Geno - 438 Were 

148 ts .oeee-|Lippecanoe lake ....| ...- .06 58 |) DOG | B48 Ne oscar BAS) Neooson = 

149 = su0006 ie soallaseoas\lapcoddo .29 | 91.02 | 2.28 pee Pare Ne oodo6 

150 ‘s swieen lakehle Male tale. cscs 15 35) | 84.750 | 22a84.) aoe ~ sieloiagelateranall teeters 

LST Mea wrencey::tersterey| CCL ONG. sy ayeteretoloreraterarei|iol a OO levatarererers AN GO OSV Recany lsaoonsooce) ~ <15) 

152 Ue soeeee BN Aonodneocoae .89 38 .25 |a54.48 | 6.86 |43.4 |...c0..00. aeecon 

153 ee eletelats e Serer miekesuetcvare 87 34 13 |a54.68 | 0.32 (43.44 |...... BPtolloesoac 

154 pe stercictere se eieisleiaaieteiete 64 al 98.27 bis a|SonodsIbucaoeoddDlloocdo: 

155 a sodoo0 ‘a: ssogocpoooce|| (88 soccacs 338) |@5419)|) O39) |AA SOIT ciercrereleleell otetetenete 

156 ae 350000 i Se n5do00R000 ARGOR Perrier: 49) (and 83| 20:37 \ASSOSaletersterstetotn| eee 

157 “ sc000¢ ie ssocodsnoosallsocous|! » dbce4g .13 | DASE OGL Wei srere azsi|ecotorersivtarorstalt mates 

158 | Lagrange ......|Turkey lake...... Precilentes -61 573) || Slee) SD ooaace Ae ultogagox 

159 | Marshall .......|Maxinkuckee lake...|... see 12 88 | 65.02 | 3.85 |...... 5 OF aliremtem 

160 os Betereiters Se J Al enocoo 05 535 5| <Sduae) |p roLom lemon Si alle Paci 

161 os Séaoond ae ..| 53.2 | 26.76 AN QA AZ GG | SOS AW fore oe [lainrolse\alatetatartiveretetols 

162 nt Se enieverel EOE unit One gral Ueeteils 04 ie al OOmee he oakes | teletotate PELE seca : 

163 | Miami wens. sires aE pe ee eer 4,05 | 1.25 TAQ) 9] S2E9 We BEGAN re cievarell erere clare oteterel meee 

164 | Monroe ....:....(Bloomington <2 35.02. |e... 06 .23 | 95.62 se) Ils 0000 1.74] .59 

165 me steteratntotels ms sacdooCalaoouoal| oly .09 | 95.55 oGBY HBGG006 1.6 42 

166 Hf BGcaa000 se ayelstoteleretol levorete ete a 900006 1 95.54 “ely opoot .65 | .25 

167 oe BocHOon a SONU Gopcoonadallecoses GA ananorte C 95 APPA |[Boooce 9 05 

168 ae ooeeeees|Clear creek ....,.0+-| 94 ols} 97.39 affsl |l>oaoos|ioaconeconol|cac 506 

169 | Owen ...... siete | eT Os OL SPCMECIrailteeisterelel | sisiereyerte -91 | 96.79 BD) leistelees 7 41 

NCOP @wwierierr cireterciers || LVOMON aiansey rere) | lino .18 a54.82 b.31 ae slave eerevoretae leerverete 

(ion 
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MISCEL- OWNER 
LANEOUS UENO RINS CON ATED) NEB ASS LOCATION AND REMARKS 

onoonoo00DDE .- /U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381; A. W. \Big Creek quarry 
Smith, anal. 

MgO trace |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 382; Grasseli|Defenbaugh & Smith 
chem. co., anal. 

MgO .386 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 382; Grasseli a 
chem. co., anal. 

eeeeoeeoeeeepeoeen Min. res. U Ss. 1890, p. 392 e@eoeone @eooeneved e@ovoeee eoee 

eseeoevseeoeeoveeeae Sie oe @eeoesved @eeoeeosvseeveeoe + eee 

SO3 1.25 |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 482; G. M./Huntington white lime co. 
Undet. 1.82] Levette, anal. 
Bteiatori tale Wisi eleveavens Ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 326; L. H.Streaker, anal...|Indiana steam stone works 

@eeseeeeenseeaer OC cit up eee Oi 

wesceeeseeseeeee(U. 9. ZeOl. Sur. Bul. 148, p. 263; C. Catlett, anal... 

ros ee Ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 29; S. B. Newberry. anal ../Syracuse Portland cement co. 
oss ; 
CaSO, 1.58 OG 821; ue 
Org. 4.23 
Org. 2.12 os ‘* A.W. Burwell, anal.. 

Org. 5.02 oe ‘* W.A. Noyes, anal.... 

Org. 2.87 ot Se ue Aico 

eseoovs @eoeoe vec nee § f ue £ 

*e@seeeeereoeeeaeeeoe oe ox ve e@oos 

sovevecovesesses(U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381; F. W.|Bedford quarries co. 
Clarke, anal. A 

svecceveeseeeees{U. S. Geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381; A. W.|Bedford Portland cement co. 
Smith, anal. 

hierdie iW o- geol, Sur..20th) rep’t, pt 6p. ssl; A. Ww. = 
Smith, anal. 

sesesccovesssss-(U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381; A. W.|Bedford Indiana stone co. 
Clarke, anal. 

P2058 trace |U. Pe geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 263; F. W. Clarke,|Hoosier stone co. 
anal. 

P20, trace |U. es geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 263; F. W. Clarke, ue see no. 151 
anal. 

revescceseeesee- (ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 328; A. W. Smith, anal.,...|Bedford Portland cement co. 

mielereiele so0D00000e ue 321; W. R. Oglesby, anal.. 

CaSO4 olf OG ‘s W.A. Noyes, anal.... 
Org. 3.21 
CaSO4 17 ue oe a ers 
Org. 3.15 

eet ee ee vor oe 1885, p. 7, AER Haier die tit car a ate ek Ne Nt 

Org. 4.15 |Ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 821; W. A. Noyes, anal ..... 

MieleieletaleibiaiereinieloiseiOeao: geol sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 382; J. N. Hurtz,|Peru stone and lime co. 
anal. 

iene slsie(relerrs NG SeOlISUrT O00) Pa deOun aelelaaiie dees viele velele> eee DUNN CE DUM Quarry, 

»peoeoo'oeaeovoeveeee OO OG Ob 

Alkalis 55 ee ot Dunn & co. 

Alkalis .83 oe se Monroe marble co. 

Alkalis -l1 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381 Acme Bedford stone co. 

Alkalis .82 |Ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 326 Simpson & Archer quarry 

vovccceevereeee [U- S. geol. sur, 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 382; W. A.|/Romona oolitic stone co. 
Noyes, anal. 

bMgO 
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STATE AND ° | 2) 
No ouNne PLACE S fe} o S 

—_ _! Oo ss} 

i) <q ey S) 

Indiana (cd) : 
WAG | BOwene = oe. soa Iaxoianverets “sccononcoon | ibe4o 18 97.9 

172 | Randolph...... Winton’ @ilaye ct Sc 1.23 83.21 

eB || SENOS. 6a6ca04 aoalliNorela almGlsyoinoagooonllaaooae .45 74 | 89.92 

AAS teu enact || ElOoualken seen emacs eerie 14 -28 | 90.42 

0s Sie eS aye sical Pate Wahkeeyycccrevoyetet ain |i vetasternilistorsis ee leliGal So 

176 ele: syenytarerte Deep and Shallow)..... 04 .12 | 93.29 
lakes 

Ute ate SSE Oo Wena iaernnnosool saosolsods mare .29 | 92.41 

178 ed CU toll Aerie ie Widener eel Iecneeo! lee ouec c1.34 | 84 

| 
179 | St Joseph....... Notre Dame lake...|......|. magalethe, roan are ee | 91.25 

180 iy we ote Oe sini .05 .07 | 91.62 

181 aie aonocslOlagynin Ainch BESS cade oll 32 87.92 
lakes 

182 oe »»eee-|Kankakee marsh....|...0-- Fane 08 | 91.3 

188 | Wabash........|Helms creek......, |384.2 18.76 c¢1.242) 28 

184 sic Moisaiateinct WAAR O) eet niaccarcvers wicks 35.6 17.86 c4.14 | 26 

185 8G Mens ae NW AShy meine neal eee 7.58 53.18 

186 Ete Un, Beene Somerset ....e-.se0. (30.6 16.72 2.48 | 25.6 

187 | Washington..../Salem ........... poe. ofl 5 153 98.16 

188 os lets Be nee onoton Re | era} pilin ad54.97 

189 rat a ed Cerin oenteiene are BOSilee .39 | 98.2 

190 O0 eax Oe ac cae Ss aie es 1,118} 1.06 96.04 

eH | Wate 5 bo o60 ...|Rensselaer ......0. .o3 14 56.28 

192 | Whitley& Noble,Loon lake..........]..... 41 .42 | 82.07 

NOR AMONIS ES SoS eoodo MEWEINKOINS soGeécaqunGcullGaoes 4.48 53.438 

Iowa 

194 | Cedar. .........|Near Rochester.....| .4 1 78.75 

19531 Decatur recteteletcl WO CNialllo meetin nelle n(ersiererepiesete Bo 91.96 

96> | Sacksoneeneeeoee Migrant Secsaqq0cn) laondoe|lacacac -De) | been 

197 | Marshall........ LaGrande vig ccmoneebileieeies .05 a5d.05 

198 vig iJ eeee ett erceaees Peeseetene ee .07 ad4.85 

199 Coe egrets ee Lees. Es 18 .15 1a50.56 

200 oe AoOobOO OP tases aerate ciahovetese [ureters 14 .15 |a45.42 

201 ue naan ve i P ne 15 .81 1045.29 

202 SNES Waa RE es Pe ccciel Mertens .14 .26 |a50.42 

203 | Plymouth.......{On Big Sioux river|......|.... sarelguneisiorsisuers 83.7 
south of Westfield 

204 oo sseee-|/Deep creek n.e. of Malek cient | OatOo 
LeMars 

205 | Sioux...... Jono EAN EIROEIN gonoongoonll ofS 6.68 64.3 

PAU WWE AS So agonooaldauuiaal KONG E, sqq0naaocolloqace 1.75 94.12 

S| 38 
Sl Saltese 
ay aS 2 

85) Heoaonalloogacoves 

We ncson. 2.14 

BidOwl fpr 1.56 

BESS teenie 68 

Qadri 1.08 

267 | acts. AT 

DoS | creer 1.16 

GAGA Sea te 4.52 

Scot ik 3.8 

AG basson 19 

2.64 Biel 

2200 eee 82 

B07 | cn bee hae 

PCD linoaapollanouaoo cs ¢ 

B0e53 aq: 3.52 

WASAIs) "Godou|llGacdeo 56 

97 Bieter exis Aaa00 

A, 6h 48868: lay 

sat) IP nooc soodoo7 

Weple cae te |stats 

43 Gal peal aie 

CAGE as: 5.95 

Bio WS oqnoo 2.37 

PLO ae ec se 

U8) aoe saoono6 

Ateot ieee 42 

6.28 |43.62 Sti 

b.28 |43.3 96 

03.7 143.79 1.24 

68.21 '44.85 8 

68.28 |44.76 .89 

63.06 143.85 1.22 

Qe ln ea bernie sieeeee 

Te FAG ie cetennes 

Sa chee 21.92 

2.72 |e. 1.58 

ac 

WATER 
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CEL- t é OWNER 
No Pe ous REFERENCES AND ANALYST LOCATION AND REMARICS 

VLE isratals wisse itis ie.e'erae « U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381; W. A. eee quarry. see no. 170 
anal. 

BGO harcrerayeresc Manica rsa U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 263; F. W. Clarke, anal.: Trenton limestone 

173 |Org. 4,51 |Ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 321; W. A. Noyes,anal...... Marl 

174 |Org. 4.18 ve ee CFA Rete MENS ue 

1% \Org. 2.82 a )- CR Dryer anale, mes. ae 

176 |Org. 1.56 me ‘* W. A. Noyes, anal ..... fs 

177 |CaSO4 ney . cee om He Be pe See 
Org. 1 97 

178 |Org. 3.68 oF Oo Ree DisyeGaiiallen. oye e 

179 |Org. ibe me Decor He Hetlooper, analyses a 

180 |CaSO4 14 es p. 3881; W. A. Noyes, anal .... Pe 
Org. - 2.25 

181 |CaSO4 .23 ne we a pi aia ire Senet ie 
Org. 4.18 

182 |CaSO4 22 oie ine Gea Otero re rsa oa 
Org. 3.88 

183 jloss 12.681 < itl, 1s Cacooe ielerroiaisiaket sencncktteie aston Natu’al cement rock 
| 

184 jloss 12.18 ot ASOT OSE avetacursioroa abot sie tare lereierns ce 

USP alco e staigieve es a U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 263; C. Catlett, anal....|Trenton limestone 

186 loss 10.€87|Ind. geol. sur. 1891, p. 257..... qoadc08 staeiniae er elsene Natural cement rock, Davis 
arm 

187 |........ .......|U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381; A. W. Smith,/Twin Creek quarry 
anal. : 

188 |.....++..ee0.++-/U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 382; W. A. Noyes, xs see no. 187 
anal. 

ic a aaee »-eeeeeee (U.S. geol. sur. 20threp’t, pt 6, p. 381; A.W. Smith,|Hoosier quarry 
anal. 

190 | Alkalis .15 |U.S. geol. sur 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 381; A. W. Smith,|Salem quarry 
anal. 

191 |.,......ssse000e-/U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p 381; W.E. Stone,|/Ind. macadam & construction 
anal. co. 

192 ees .22 |Ind. geol. sur. 1900, p. 321; W. A. Noyes, anal ...|Marl 
: rg. 6.71 
TOSS Oe can ies | Uso seol. sur. bul 148sp.263; ©, Catlett, anal... Trenton limestone 

194 |MnO». .20 |Iowa geol. sur. 11:336; N. Knight, anal ............ Lower Davenport limestone 

LO ial erteteradel sieve ore ach St 8:308; J. B. Weems, anal......... DeKalb limestone 

OG etemrlehsiaress wary cee ¢ U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 383; S. Cal-|L. B. Stuart & Co. 
vin, anal. 

197 |FeO .09 |Iowa geol. sur. 7:251; G. E. Patrick, anal. .........|Fine grained oolite, LaGrande 
; quarry co. 

198 |FeO me oe sa on Sy omen ueene Blue limestone 
MnO .08 

199 |FeO .09 OY oS ey F heaven Gites Iowa Caen stone 

200 |FeO 19 ee se ae Sie, oe ectears .../lowa marble, plain 

201 |FeO sil ue oie Of oe veeeeeeess {LOWa marble, colored 

202 |FeO 09 sae vis se Bitch aie eiese .»... stratified limestone 
MnO trace 

(Sell paltereretsis cycles aie B00 sm 8:359; J. B Weems, anal........ ...{Chalk rock, old quarries 

204 eeeeovreeoeeeneceeeen et ae se ae eevee ee @ae ee 

UA rafelslava oie ace ote aie 5 ue LOS) everelereieire So obooNo0d DO GoUr ona ObSGE Benton limestone 

7405) eSaane so5000000||Wi tS eed: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
anal. 

¢ Ferrous carbonate. 
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STATE AND as Ey kd oO 
No. Sania PLACE ro ° S o ie 

acy © ES ty oe) 
Ey (eS) S i.e) 

Kansas a 
VGH INU 5 Saoonnons lehormbyolGheoaococqu0nnlloccacc 5.91 91.02 14 

ROSSISUSG Cpe eae Se Ue Le a | 1.76 Byles abso ec. 2:65 \|eee 

Tm bak Cs ee caret PR ae te enn ha ee 1.21 O52 ede tals meee 1.99 s\oseee 

B10 1 Pater at one PAE lie scanmel leak eee 1.07 932 2 | anol ee 3179 la capes 

Sil. |) Andersons scl GAtNetis: cacieienaeietlaniciee 81 92.76 POD later 4.3 43 

312 Bare mere nO he ay Ae Ber alll sale IGHGSOt Sagcee| See th 2 leo so- ‘6: eee: 
ISS Barber alex sectooc Meee eae een een *9F 95 94.62 

214 | Brown ........+-|Horton..... RSME rs ies te: 5.53 81.91 

Birtlemeesscesnl tl dOrad Omemeerd: ayoterullnsceherets .96 93.32 

@haseri eee nalts SULOM eCity ererereratelelerl|eetsieler Os 90 

att 

i=) for) OU &) pe a 5 r 5 ° 

Oe 6G0006 ....|Cottonwood Falls...]...... 3.62 84.72 

OU AIRC CEE) pa dnnna KEE! esocooaoudnodolloecodt .69 97.82 8 

a HdoaconoltsN@nt ‘Cree Ko oocooccallsonne 17 44... (55.25 | 0.35 (48.779 SO |elelnieleie 

CIA wr cars ayeaisc e'cre| Clays COMEOIH siereisietafei| aise stele 6.4 GO04s | 724572) eee 9.57 |v scene 

Cowley...0.0+-s. ollverdaler.;..ccswee |) Deer 1.07 TAP a 50/365 |) (O25 |40n34s ec rceman 78 

S| cum TENCL 65 g55sen 5000||s0000¢ 85 94.06 sORIilbs ceteiae Ip 4.25 |. ..e0e 

CamPTIid Owe cis cise ores |hareic.01o:e 1.69 93.98 ote Gaon 3.84 | cco e@eonvenr 

DOM PLASM rele elon) MCU WALCTACO emt eletslelatslelal lee nicier 1.07 OA STS |e all Ge ace 3.58 

ee s0000000608||o00006 1.79 95.02 af Ohl harerolerce 2.29 sveceee 

oe SB 2.55 GEG Ne Gon ||aeerere NERO lin eagdo 

SNCELTLG loratetelletslsfals wiotelvnie|leforiaia= 2.38 OAT eel OG he eee 1.18 

wok iereia's Rnbprecdpoladadod Carina Oerncagraol| eect it) Wesi at osc 3.82 

sill ofekotayetiatstetetareietslesevel| (areisvelor ee S261 ae An ea lee tre 3.94 

PP eb acne LeCéuSsdGoelloooUen 1.18 93.3 tO aetsrere 4.79 

COOMCI@55 Soodcancoslloooces 3.07 90.63 eOda|Eetsetor 4.81 

Jetmore..... SGodgodd)|ocouad 2.08 91.3 toffallonee nic 5.06 

Hamilton.....,. 

Hodgeman..... 

VEO CMe nooo so ollenseancsasccanocdbcudnlocoons 2.02 83299 | (2:66) 15 ee cee 10.93 

Jefferson....... WanliGHeSECIe arenisteraltceias 1.04 907015) PS eGGa Rae en 6.98 

Johnson........ [OER Soom abot 25: eeciviag 1.35 90 = Leal ievereraye 8 

Leavenworth...|Lansing .......... gcel|scqu00- 2.47 SORSS el aeleelal eeret 5.91 

i bac zat dd oncosaanGec lao goes 3.31 leat abatsts) Jesse 6.2 

oe acc a piefoielalels\aleisloferel|  etevelaicle 3.06 (SAG Sl AGal eee 12.97 

tt .  SOLGIONS, HONIG iy cie1ei|,orcrels os 4.09 69.07 | 3.06 00S. 17.49 

OP RS ES) ao © & BW WD o no =H S&S © 

Sirsa tN ee eer a ea ee es Se ee eee ae ee 

es] 4 i) 

Cppegnhes ea ye Noe ese | >] Dee pe en fuctann = oP 

— poe 5 

sh0d00r eS do0d0G09006l!o00000 2.05 eee | eBD loaacco il flaccooe 

Elk..... Beiseeettel NLOUM Orn een, F08d00005|| ouonr 2.13 93 49 | 3.04]... ... 66 |. cceee 

eer Greeley eweoeveneovoeeene oeeoaes 3.09 92.71 2.64 coeee 1.18 eseoee 
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MISCEL- No. = OWNER . LANEOUS REFERENCE AND ANALYST LOCATION AND REMARKS 

ee eee 

ANE |lsoocobado0es 1. |U. S. geol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston,|Iola marble co. 

ROS Alisteciawi ete jeaocanes U-8. geol sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 

AID) NcooocooomenseneE U.S. geo. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 

210 |Sulfates .2 /U.S. Be0l- sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 

211 ef .25 fs secél. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston,|/Carboniferous limestone 

- 212 us .43 TSS col. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, ‘s 

PIS | ereyrsiereloys sieietslaeters een sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 

214 |Sulfates .05 Ge sol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, 4, p. 505; Williston,|Frey Bros. quarry 

Cally || ONE Cato RP 58 Rae oll sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, = oe Williston,|Permian limestone 

216 |Sulfates .08 Ges. zéol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston,|Carboniferous limestone 

217 ty 9 foe ase sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston,|Bittiger Bros. quarry 

Me dllSge cor S000 adOe0 ue eeol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, |Subcarboniferous limestone 

219 |FeO 2 gS. wool. sur. Bul. 168, p. 263; L. G. Eakins, anal.|Cherokee limestone 

220 ae le Fe 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504......... »... |Permian 

221 Eo . Bul. 168, p. 263; C. Catlett, anal... 

222 FeO 2 SOs. : : : oh 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston,|Permian 

CP ledenoee Soocaodns U eee eolk sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, se 

a eU reacties ndD000860 oe. eee: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston,|H. Heddeman quarry 

SoC OMa latarerehwelarsieis tiejo:3 's US zeol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, |Carboniferous 

23. || gee A toaD woe 26a sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 

BOT Vi svesic Sean eS cea sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 503; Williston, 

_ 228 |Sulfates 36 us zeol, sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4. p. 505; Williston, 

EAS) henna ee es sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 

AOE erereteiaiatel steieleiesccs, 51s us zeol, sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston,|Hanway quarry 

CEN a Ae ae area Toe besl. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, ee 

CACM ifolecite tere ee aa Dee ese sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, oe 

OCW a cle /sisterieln Geveaets US veol, sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, es 

OAM Poets edicts sleierente ona US. geol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston,|/Benton Cretaceous 

oni eater na ee afris geol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 

236 |Sulfates .14 U.S. geo sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston,|A. W. Charles quarry 

Ble [ve ctarstersicis cies tina: U.S. geol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 

238 |Sulfates  .02 U.S. gel. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
a 

239 |Sulfates  .88 |U. Seeel: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
anal. 

240 |Sulfates .28 |U. Spegh sur. 16th rep’t pt, 4, p. 504; Williston, 
anal. 

241 |Sulfates 2.32 Us S. geol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
nal. 

242 |Sulfates  .87 a S. geo! sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 
anal. J 

bMgO 
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j ‘ 

No. EA se er ae y PLACE i 6 OS | ° ° Z 2 = 
| g 2 d S a © 2 3 

ts Ape eh ee MO Se ee, [pees Oe Sts Lad 

Mie ee ee es. 
xe wy non6 Seta Niteloraeie ee OA 1.91 HORT 305098 | ie cere 6.85 9 

245 | os 50006 facie tanira paxern tors telatenstix solloooaoc 1.65 GIGS 22a 2 eee 13.51 aia 

246 Simei tates Ba00 oe O6d5600000 ae “0006 1.59 5lS05) e405 | oa. Oa(D) | keodoc 

247 HEN aahtaeets neo eee Boa noGE shes (aooma 1.24 91.5 DOW aries yaad Nba e clee 

248 | Marshall. ......|Beattie..... seared tonahedl elevate 40 4.29 80.1 1 18.89 Ann 

249 ee eritss Oh sin hic fg Susana atthe ln ore aber ane faetate 2.37 84.8 COS e HIS ctor 8.75 25 

250 Sb ok th AES ses rigs Je ene APE Pn a ae as 1.34 SOESIS TSAS iets cate TA SOM ee ere 

2010 Micanailensse sacs Hontana <2 cei Jrlloaos 5 95 96.5 (GS eats 1.5 oe 

252 ue Ral stotavavels Pat VEO has hoahoe Laomone 1.32 Q6EOS 7 ethane, L854 geen 

263 a saat oF no s0000¢ ESCH HOBOUL 82 95.57 Bheahee siaccs PR od bea ot: 

254 | Montgomery...|Independence... ...|...... 1.91 MORZO MMS Tse, oars 1G 54 | a seetete 

255 | Nemaha ......./Sabetha ...... sen ele |e are 56 3.59 TAU S70 Fetal Rena Loi 29 

256 | Norton. Boo PNOUCIA seoesedsan: avec terst=t & FeO .9 89. Wes enoe 8.29 . 

257 | Trego :.... O65 Wiakeeneyeneccscneue 14.06 5-17 1a43:05 | 0.5 1385.03 4 Seoanlh llserZe 

258 | Wabaunsee..... PINAL Writer Wianiarsaiet 30008 1.74 OG | UY oonooe Geeellocacc 

259 ae Eratitai|ageinae cater nwa s aia emererce 4 elena tf Il 45). Meade Oe nearer 

260 = 50 TRAE aeeess A Soelfsontee 2.49 S458 2a. oars 10.37 ; 

261 cs a MieHMarlandinsen.. veeeleccaes 2.61 92.5 WS |oc Scien lees 

262 | Woodson .......| Yates Center........]..0068. 2.6 88.03 | 2.04 Optciedt ian ceo 

Kentucky 
263 | Anderson..... ..|Lawrenceburg ......|.... So ne 85.2 1 24ers 10425] peep 

264 | Barren..... ..ee- (Glasgow Junction ..|...... eine £8.05 3308 |e reerete 1506 lees 

265 OY gones0n vs aah eal Bison Ile & MnO» (7.55 | 13.314) ., S305 |ocove . 
2.68 

266 YE .Aone s Cou hh aR oa mol es & MnO» 82965 6505) eta 6.16 . 
2.68 

ZO |W EEN soonne) pes ..|W. side Clear creek..|...... ane DoncOM fel Baaoillleeiterrs VS 5AS We cerns 

268 | fT esaeeesvae(NEarOwInesvillesss.| eae ae & MnO» DUIS: | SLO REO lankreter 1.98: Po ae 
11.408 

269 | Bourbon ........|Quarry below woody]...... & MnO» Goro lee C49 eer SES aaa 
pasture «on William 542 

270 ss sialeieieyotsts Gane dees William oils & MnOg G5A98) IS SOD ac sete @ G48) Ae 
Buckner’s farm 4.66 

271 a seeerooefO M. eC. Of Paris ..... spocae 238) D.ple | 7114 te S26l near RPM Nac ocae 

a72 | Bullitt...........|Bellemot furnace...|...... aa? (G3i,2183 |) Bott lecodac MeAGBIlPeciereiece 
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7-6 nooood Wo 1S eee. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
anal. 

244 |Sulfates .95 |U.S. peor sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
- anal. 

245 a6on0b O00 soigen Olaese Boel: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
; ana 

246 B¢ ra | Uis Se Beal: sur- 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
anal. 

247 DODO TE DOCREDDE U.S. Boel: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Wil iston, 
anal. 

248 |Sulfates .39 |U.S. pool: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
anal. 

249 |Sulfates .78 |/U.S. cor sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
ana 

2450) le daco UN elienaters 661 (Ulo th peo: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p 504; Williston, 
anal. 

251 alerersncreresersle= go's URS: peor: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 
anal. 

252 GoCnn HO commer Wi, Se peel: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 
anal. 

253 oe oao00U0 Wms: Bek sur. 16h rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 
anal. 

EC OAR PT er ratslevs «io a ie%e U.S. peck: sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p 505; Williston, 
anal. 

255 |Sulfates 55 /U.S. geol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 
anal. 

256 AO cope Wotss seek. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 
anal. 

ROU | ovens SS covieoeres U.S. geol. sur. bul. 168, p. £63; F. W. Clarke, anal. 

2s} ogous copdotd ame U.S. Bool sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
anal. 

259 joo CutOO eed Was: Beer sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
aval. 

260 Dos Wea: pool sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 504; Williston, 
anal. 

261 oocadeodss U.S. peor sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 
anal. 

262 Sulfates .21 /U.S. geol. sur. 16th rep’t, pt 4, p. 505; Williston, 
anal. 

263 B20s ee Ky. geol. sur. chem rep’t A, pt 2, p. 128....... ayers 
3 ° 

- |Alkalis 19 
264 |P.0s 051 Me ee 105 JU) Sonapooes 

Og 26 
Alkalis 442 

265 |P.O5 051 Oe ay 1D. WHO coooncoce 
SO3 .192 
Alkalis 342 

266 P,Os Plates te os es eoveeers ies 

Og 26 
Alkalis 291 

267 P205 a ile ce o sat eeoee eooe 

SO3 633 
Alkalis 656 

268 |P,O5 .592 ee He 1, WA oosdooe 
SO3 2385 
Fe,COg 8.095 
Alkalis 209 

269 |P.O5 .138 ue oe Deel 28 niin eae one 
SOg 18 
Alkalis 249 

270 |P.O5 822 Of ue [5 US Goocoen‘c 
SO3 427 
Alkalis .207 

271 |P205 Salil ue Ss Pama c 
Loss . 64 
SO3 24 

272 |P,05 19 oe p. 121. 
Og 3.77 

Alkalis .59 

L= Analysis burned lime 

OWNER 

LOCATION AND REMARKS 

Permian 

Carboniferous 

I. Kuhn & Co. Permian 

66 66 

Permian 

Carboniferous 

Loup Fork Tertiary 

Supposed marl 

A Zechser quarry, Carbonif- 
erous 

Lower Hudson River group 

Upper Subcarboniferous 

ceé 

ee 

Lower Subcarboniferous 

.|Upper Silurian, Clinton group 

Lower Hudson group 

Trenton group: 
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N STATE AND Lon 2 2 ot OS 28 2 
oe COUNTY a 2 2. 3) 2 3 5 = 

<7 = Es 
Rn < & 6) = O eZ E 

‘|Kentucky (c’d)}- f 
273) | Bulllitttis seems | ue Caen daneisy tajrein||fertererare @Mno2 ES | Tel cacae Gzl83ia eects 

274 | Butler ..........|Barren river, mouth)..... & MnO» 93.02 | 2.088].....-. kG |etetareyere 
of Gasper creek 917 

is ORV Gogapnde Kalas © Ole IEMNOSIOIN lcagasslcqaosoonsnonoc0e| Si oes | ULI os oace LUG ears 

276 | Carter..........|Mt Savage furnace.|...... ee 75.75 sO sooc 1A 

277 OT Goanoooon Loom IEUIUIS 1H REYOS sollconca: & MnOz 95.15 HD oe BU Gallagoacc 
il 

278 cee ga Gana Walaa: ‘istasclseistoret titer iersere ts .98 S65885|) telSb lees OG icletsee 

OVOn@lark: jase seein | QUALI. sam Olt Of|leeeniee & MnO» S90 | BOA sccoc 5.92 (ere 
lower Howard's 3.28 
creek 

280 OO pdoo nando MEARS Mali IH Els soon Bees aatwiclen leek OOo) ey USO erect 27 50) [aeene 
begrud creek 

281 CUR cient | ELOwanduss cheekeprris Faroe |(ereiele bietetersietarareleseter| Oot alo adesl Oey |ereperercre SB(roalagecas 

982 Crittenden . , (Crittenden furnace. «aor. nO: 52.88 25.858 eoeee 18.88 euccece 

.46 

283 “ ate a vO00 & MnO» 55.28 | 29.246 ...... EOS I aaoac 
1.323 

QE4T AE SG eseveteloy cc creterers 5m. from Irvine on}...... & MnO»s 41.38 | 30.019]....3 18685 |h eee 
Richmond turnpike 3.546 

285 | Fayette..... ....|Dan’l Brink’s quarry]...... oO OTRAS O44) eee 9 38a heen. 
9 

286 = BooandbD|| Ena ANGiMSS “OMIENB AT bGaocs & MnO» 92.73 JORDI etree PaO) In sgocn 
below Lexington 2.42 

287 es bee tonial AAEe Alsi ess) Wea etsy letereiet & MnO2 77.63 | 10 ae ASB. nema 
below Lexington 3.23 

288 ce soc coo CRNAs S CENAAY, TP oqoce & MnO»z 54.366] 35.82 | ... 5). GLa erateeion 
Grimes’s mill 1.75 

289 1) Pelee | HAELISISMQUareyanOn ce & MnO2g 59.88 | 37.05 |..,... S68ia| Hevea 
Elk creek, 1 mile 1.38 
below Clays ferry. 

290 Si eoesscee Raven creek, Dariel soece: & MnOo2 70.07 19.252 coece 4.13 ecccert 

Brink’s quarry 3.67 | 

201 ts nooo coos DRI! sisi So Mey AAy||oSoc0c 2 95.68 | 2.044)... {.bSalaeeees 
3 

292 ee BEG COR Ta GOU UPON Ne JOA Ie one lnGokds goacecousel lonsaualle Reh ee »eisoreahaleterel eiaeierte 
bluffs 

293 oe -eceses.) Newton turnpike, 6)..... Eardel Revere liexaiorere itr 4 ISOGG OC 
m. from Lexington 

294 ic Sdooooobl NGM AKOM eb boay OC. ENR oaagbollngnooo0 s000R0b00llc iS oiotelet |aceyolerss otal arses ‘lees oveyerereet Viseiceie 
first tollgate 

295 | Fleming........|Hillsborough........]... are & MnO»2 42.68 | 25.300).....- Wales) on acos 
12.484 

296 | Franklin,....... Kontucky Tem \y GeO) |) fsoaiats} SL eee WOO || Batelco ocolfooooccccns|oons tle 
bluffs 

297 £8 eonpeeen Near Bridgeport.... eeoeeor ne 92.65 1.54 3.68 »eoovec 

asl 

298 sis eeceeeee ad @rrleesoes & MnO» 95.38 1.51 eaoe oe 2.08 eoaee 

769 | 

299 oe .-sse- |Near Bright’s mills..!,..... eine 89.625 Als) gaeaco Ge Od erence 
12 

300 re oreeee. |Big Benson creek ...|... 3.812 SienG | 0c. 492)eeeer 1.78 | 1.178 

301 es eeeeeons R. BR. cut, 2m. above veooeo | rveceec eesere eeeleseses eee | eeoeoe eave anaae: eose 

Frankfort : 

aCaO bMgO 
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ee eee 

278 |Alkalis .578 Ky. geol. sur. chem. rep’t A, pt 2, p. 121........../Upper Silurian, Niagara 

274 F205 a “se as p. 120..........| Upper Subcarboniferous 
SOs : 

275 |FeO&P.O5 .28 se s 1D iesudacooob00 

276 P.Os5 057 Pe ot tall OM rveretetsvsrs ers Coal Measures limestone 
S03 775 

277 |P2Us 13 ve oe p. 120....,.....; Upper Subecarbonifei ous 

278 |MnCO3 953 oe cae SS 105 Ie Gocanocnc 

279 |P205 .118 : ot ue 1; UPB S000 ..../Lrenton grou 
on 474 nai 

oe Sees oe : 
0 9.71 s ee . 209....000-../Oriskany grou 

Alkalis 1.058 e Signe 3 
281 P2Us 1.842 us BG a0) oeeeetoenr us 

282 |P.O5 1 a is p. 120......,...|Lower Subcarboniferous 
SO3 ~ 003 
Alkalis 649 

283 Alkalis 4 oe Oe BO @eeoeonneodr ue 

284 303 1 471 bo oe e 121 |enpeeereeece U er Silurian, Nia ara 

P,O5 3.74 y ee = 
Alkalis 501 

285 |P2O5 .848 es ce p. 123........../lrenton group 
S '3 317 

ae plas ae : 
Ye ° £ ae e 124, @eoereeccee ere 

SOz 34 y 
Alkalis 51 

287 P.Os ate oe ae ce eeoeveececs ee 2 

SO3 3.12 
Alkalis 47 

288 Pos aaill x ee EG oie eoeeeeceece oe 

SO3 23 
Alkalis 1.57 

289 |Alkalis 1.03 Te ig oe stalouarars ots ss 

290 POs . 246 ue oe BO @veeeeos on os 

SOg 3803 
Alkalis 45 

291 |P.O5 .182 oe o0 p. 125..........|Birdseye limestone 
SU3 166 
Alkalis -241 

292 P,O5 11.65 oa sie Pp. BHO cieraneleies Phosphatice 

293 !PoOs 3.88 a ve De SUD eexuacen oe Trenton 

294 P205 3.487 te #8 oie eeoeesecen Sie 

295 P.O5 843 5 OL C6 ° WB oe eeoceoe lint li stone 

Alkalis 323 x ae uae 
Hea De 1s 

er 324 
296 |Alkalis 1.399 ue ss Dep Gd.eeaves ven | LLenton Sroup 

5 129% £205 ; He Sis ge p. 123..........|Lower Hudson River group 
3 . 

= Ses .43 
O .311 us UL 304° ee p. 124..........|/Trenton group 

Alkalis 141 
299 P25 44 BG ots DN eeeereerer we 

203 .680 : 
Alkalis 52 

300 |P205 2 968 ie gs p. 259..........|Phosphatic; Lower Trenton 

301 |P205 4.029) se ue | OG ANS Hee ue Trenton group 

L= Analysis burned lime 
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g 
ic 

STATE AND 4 = © £2 S fe) 2 
aie COUNTY pares Ss ° ° Ss D a 5 Bi 

= = ® Bs oe Oo n < 
a < es Oo = Ss) z E 

Kentucky (c’d)| ~ 
302 | Garrard..... ...|Burdett’s Knob vee so0600 & MnO» 34.7 PAL | oa6e Hike) Ns acoae 

5.2 

303 | Grayson........ ny of Roughcreek]..... 9 & MnO» 852630 |p 122503 eseeee {oodis) ly oacot 
2.56 

804 | Greenup........|/Pearidge ........... Oot & MnOs 88.41 797 59 |e 
1 3.76 

805 ea eee ke Buffalo cr., Boome] ..... & MnO (O76) |) PHD) 5 5000 HAG | noces 
furnace 4.167 

306 USM E Bears ..|Head of Old Townl...... & MnOz 98.15 | .285 956i) eee 
ereek . 152 

3807 ri eas CEG Kenton furnace.....|...... & MnO» 92.05 ecm ! 4.46 j 
1.49 

aie) || ISIE WRChN osoogenco Simksmeonenee kaserratretel lees & MnO»s 79.18 | 11.469 Balls) |] sosas 
.88 

809 St adeeee (Mir) Moreman, 194 ml) 4... & MnOg 98 .58 O29) errs | a3 lol Ee eacor 
s. of Big Spring .46 | 

310 | Harlan...... ..- (44 m. from Creech] 1.38 4.8 59 1.82 | NCI NS Go cio.c 
postoffice 

811 | Henderson.....|/Mount. Zion ........-/...ee. & MnO. || 88.38 | 3.678 |) Staal ee 
1.76 | 

812?) Indiana?....... Madison quarries?..|...... 5.76 Alsatete) | Aas) is oasae PANGS Noon enc 

313 | Jefferson....... IGOUUIE ANNIE, Bose asosllooecac OBS | 0.453 | OY loo shox Petts) |lrovooc 

814 oe ee arm, of») Theodore... & MnO» 89306165783) ener 268) twice 
Brown 1.48 

815 SORT Bree Farm of Theodore}...... & MnO»g GRE On| eae Ol 5)\irerteers 2.58 : 
Brown .48 

816 crgotae, Cube sieves Farm of Theodore)...... & MnOz S78) 72 09G| > senter. 5 -ABclRerre 
Brown 126 

317 | Lewis....... s000|| VEINCE OURS oodoosoce 1.15 2.49 Zo09) | oe cane 8.85 | .547 

SSH MGVON ners el NCAT UG Gay.vallee satel tae oe : .68 85.58 | 2.088 |...... 9.58 | 1.643 

319 | Madison..,..... Muddy creek, nr. J.|...... & P205 ANS} i538) | JUL) i osoac 20.74 |&loss 
R. Compton 10.33 6.567 

320 Pot Savers Mil dante Miardd.y120.08s ledae65G Bol || Bsa ||) WoO I) 55. 25.18 |&loss 
ereek, Elliston 4.902 

321 ee ae ee ..-|Muddy creek Bros) || Bl GLB | BRIG || Ga oococ 29.08 ilo. 

322 ie Soocoonleelony ial Glew eGodooles HOR So | ZI |) BV oga00s 9.98 |&loss 
Muddy creek 11.36 1.396 

323 us dee ei Below, omill-) damia|icscn | PoOs) S29e150s6650 20 le ale eneme 3.98 |&loss 
Muddy creek 9.96 10.87 

824 a sqodooollRellony | mmnill > Ceya|pcaooc & PoOsg 3.56 | 50.96 | 27.972)...... 4.12 |&loss 
Muddy creek 5.96 6.493 

325 Se Coodosbs| selon onl. Gye Ge oon] PEO 4.46 | 51.2 | 25.124)...... 3.92 |&loss 
Muddy creek 2.46 

326 Ve) Avie QUarryes snorch) sor | eee elOss0b) =) edo isorom | 4e646) ane 39.78 '&loss 
Rogersville 4.275 

327 ze Helio NCATeH I Stoms eee .- |& PoOs 2.64 | 43.06] 9.994'...... 22.68 |&loss 
9.42 | 11.287 

328 Sie Rae eae ease chatty Sa-vsketsiepaterel|tarnenetere & Po2Os 1.89 | 41.15 | 18.908 ...... 20.99 | Ete. 
9.04 13.022 

329 Spee Pisleteregs essa) LAN ASEG fede aed seta | yee eee & PoOs ale tafe) |) aloo soc 18.19 |&loss 
bry’s 10.98 6.117 

330 Oe sae ee Onivtendenmturmadce aleaes ss & Moe AO. 28 155903) eae lo seem eee 
9. 

331 er Socenooelolbnsteoi, Cho minystroimesy coon & MnOog 49.32 | 80.729)...... NZS Wscoac 
farm 2 96 

332 sis e@esoce See veeetoneeeoneseton|]-saaee se F206 36.58 18.541 Pe Oe ee secon 

1 Misplaced. Should be Madison. Jefferson co. Indiana. 
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OWNER 
N MISCEL- SALYST LOCATION AND REMARKS oO. Tne REFERENCE AND AN 

....|Upper Silurian 302 | PoO5 31 |Ky. geol. sur. chem. rep’t A, pt 2p. 121....... oe 
SU3 95 

Alkalis . 601 ieee ‘¢ Subcarbonifer = 
308 |P>Os 182 ve vs Di lapses ack Pe aes oe 

SO3 839 
\lk lis 859 sara 304 |Pp 0s 178, ea ae p. 1100. > eee Coal Measures limestones 

SOs 0 
Alkalis 509 ache a 

305 |Fe2CO3 3.42 aS a Ses Croce 

SOg . .... |Upper Sub i , 306 |Po0; ‘O51 “ “ pil20e) oe a ga ae 
66 

307 |PoO5 128 sie ag ies ange 
- |SOz 199 F ot 

£08 |PoOs 156 s oS a aie 
3 338 

| Alkalis 271 ae 66 

309 PoOs 515) cd oe e6 eoes0 

SO3 | 274 
ain Gee | nie FA a p88. ae Carboniferous limestone. 

so008 1) li 311 |[P205 246 Be * 4b... Coal Measures limestone 

SO3 16 
Alkalis 357 Be era 

312 Pos 22 ee Se Dp. QB ee. cates 

Alkalis otlly) 

313 |Alkalis —.45 ce ste oo 2a ae 

314 208 31 os ‘6 ps i2t. is. peocs Upper Silurian 

Og 475 
Alkalis 317 bees? vs 

315 Aree .166 ee ee asd Oooet 

Alkalis . 236 : aes oe CLINE 316 P20s face a on nie ee Seen group. Layer next to 

3 . 3858 
Alkalis 281 S60 

317 |Pe 5 .148 ‘ es 10 Aeoooo0 
Alkalis .548 ee 

318 | Alkalis 429 es ws Dic cod cele 
4) eee aes be ie By. peeee Clinton shaly limestone 

ee 

320 |P2%s5 204 oh us Sich ae 
ee eee ais a ae cis) Bees Impure limestone 

se |) aes Pea: oH ae ys eek ** on Cumberland shale 

sae * oh AA bun * seieors. Niagara. Top stratum 

324 |FeS. 56 ah i ce) eater Second stratum from top 

925 |P>7¢ a ¥ ie ie eee Third stratum 

326 |Po 7s med an Ce TM ooe: Clinton limestone 

as) Sue a Be a co tetas From below Cauda-galli grit 

+»eee-/Bituminous limestone above 
BAG srewicete ave ove PICU OCT ee ae ot eee Corniferous 

BOO eiasctars a sieiaeeetocs a es Ce te Rea 
330 |30, 1.025 ie me p: 12... See Black Slate limestone 

Alkalis 6 ae = vs 
331 | alkalis 43 a ee a etasts 

382 > eee eee eeeooece e s b ‘ : § $ pees tage oe = CMMIEOTS 
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No. 

334 

335 

336 

337 

338 

339 

340 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

346 

347 

348 

349 

350 

351 

352 

353 

354 

355 

356 

357 

358 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

STATE AND 29 09 
COUNTY aes & Q 2 

om — ® 

wD <q Fy 

Kentucky (c’d)| - 
383 | Mason..........|Near boundary with]...... & MnO»z 

Fleming co. S.C 

8 Sieh git .o--|Mason co. tobacco}...... & MnO»s 
land 2Qae 

te iw eeveeeee.|Near boundary with] ..... & MnO»z 
Fleming co. 3.91 

Mercer .........|Near Cornishville...|...... & MnO»z 
2.34 

we heels | Harminot Jamese Cele cnc. & MnOs 
McAfee PA fh 

eT ehe rors soa WMO s I )) IN@ NEALer]. oe & MnO» 
location 1.22 

ie: sor No. 2 given eece ee 

ae Went Mentuckayanerulivaenrtsiecrciers 1.22 
bluffs 

am pscooonlIMOMGAUG KY PNW © illacoocc 10.55 
bluffs 

Montgomery....|L. C. Jeffries farm,|......|...sssseseseous 
Aaron run 

Muhlenberg ...|Arsdie furnace .....]..... : & MnO. 
4.338 

Nelson .........|Nelson’s furnace....|..... & Ans 

ve eoveeeecen Troutman’s eevee oees peee & MnO» 

2.1 

os erx,0eeceeoe Rolling Fork........ -dvedve8 @ MnO2 

HED Fexere secs state ESAT CSCO wvsdDreycvescvsis orererellfiexevevete 2.978 

os eeeaanvovneend oe e eeeoeoeeveteoeaed e 4.317 

Nicholas .......|R. R. cut, Carlisle..|..... ne 

Ohio,.........../2 mM. below Hartford|...... sare 

Owenkeceo cern Larmoniyeae. qs ACeal|oace & MnO» 

Shelby ........./5m. s. e. Shelbyville|..... 5.917 

Spencer.........| Upper Hudson river)..... 2.478 
beds 

Warren rc iesine lisierrece usrererse RS rolapskerercvoletoteltn, e-sid(Gial|faveaslexereys 22 

Woodford......|Near Versailles .....|.seoe- @ Maee 

oe soaoes se osee|covever & MnOo 

1.53 

28 ,eeeee(Hills at Shyrocks)...... & MnO». 
ferry .63 

oe fae Shy ROCKS LELLY.\ ce elie « oO? 

Louisiana 
359 | Bienville........'/Rayborn’s Salt Lick! .55 1.61 

Winn ...........,0 mM. w. of Winnfield|......|trace nooooe 360 

87.32 

a5b4.8 

96.24 

91 33 

94.75 

59.86 

a54.09 

a55.01 

iS ol Rm 2 

| 6 | eae 
= 6) & SS 

4.788] ..00. {4 44G |e 

17oillleee 6.88: nen 

2307 \ccccs | | 13¢98)1 ae 

1.468]. 6.2210 yess i eee 

AH hse cos 1°8'\45 see 

30.726! eee 5 Ree | 

1Os83 anccos 5.56 lee 

30.72 re 5 

10855) henees 5.56 | 2.3 

4.196|..... 426 Net ae 

32 age 9.786 eeaene 

38.154] ..... 8.88|-.eaee 

34.456]...... 10.785 ee 

HOS oe 11.12 aR 

8,915|s0ee 22.52 |.....5 

1.566]..... 16.64" ea ee 

22,748] ... 24.06 a 

eyo one 172 nee 

24.511|..... 25.12 | 2.168 

tlsonede 1.68 | 5.527 

Crel8oh i. | ewes .38 

945|...... 0S |e 

“56a tae iS ohare 

AS oulleeaae 2 18 tapers 

36.64 2.48 | .. | 

PO TIO Noe cane a. 05 . 

b.6 143.43 65 | .13 

aCaO bMgO 
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No. LANEOUS ELENTEISIO SE ASD) CISET OSH LOCATION AND REMARKS 

333 |Po9s tee Ky. geol. sur. chem. rep’t A, pt 2, p. 123..........] Upper Hudson. Oxidized 
SQ3 F 
Alkalis —_.832| 

334 |P2Os5 848 or oe Le RHO DEnOnG at a 
sO 302 

_ |Alkalis .336 
335 Pos ol oes sit KE eecceseen oe ree 

: 2.488 
Alkalis .492 

336 |P205 631 a es ‘6 .....e..|Lower Hudson. Under subsoil 
SO3 235 of old field 
Alkalis 221 

337 |Alkalis .849 : me ee Duy lesen rentor 

SHS | ooeeaeoen Rctceine Oe re p. 125........../Chazy limestones 

SiO | He Re o: ve eee) sada he BC 

SH 4 ooheeae AteiSialeierelors me S Dee Isobe odoot see no. 338 

SS allt pareetasatey ie eresei sia\ass ve Oo cae reyeteteetereratels oe see no. 339 

342 |P2s 473 . oe p. 315..........|Phosphatic limest. of Trenton 

343 |SO3 4.717 By ie p. 119..........|Coal Measures limestone 
Pe '5 247 
Alkalis 285 

344 |SO3 .09 vs oC Oo. WAsGooopedos Black-slate limestone 
Alkalis 1 23 

345 |P2O5 .118 oe es p. 122.... .....| Upper Silurian 
SO3 .289 
Alkalis .518 

346 |PoO5 246 ue oe Se ees aiateenre oe Se 
SO 475 
Alkalis .276 

347 |PoOs 1.202 0 oe Pp. 222..........| Jpper Hudson river 
Alkalis 671 ; 

348 |PoO;s .563 ue ve ee istals: te statete ae 
Alkalis 697 

349 |P2Os5 247 ue EY p. 123..........| Lower Hudson river 
SO3 see 
Alkalis 3845 

359 |PoOs 153 ce es p. 119..........|Coal Measures limestone 
: Alkalis 1.576 
351 Eas 849 ie ss p. 123..........| Lower Hudson river 

3 888 
352 |PoO5 .563 ue oe p. 259.... ..e..|/Upper Silurian 

SO3 941 

353 P.Os 1.842 Oh oe a -eeeeeecne 

Alkalis 866 
354 |Alkalis 6.48 U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 388....... Caden stone co. 

355 E205 En Ky. geol. sur. chem. rep’t A, pt 2, p. 123 ..........|Loower Hudson river 
‘he od Fi 

Alkalis .87 
356 F205 ne os ee p. 124.........../Trenton limestone 

3 . 

Alkalis ates : 
357 E20s tmaee ue es Pp. 125..........-|Birdseye limestone 

3 

Alkalis 262 ; 
358 |SOg 16 | be us + sees -eeeee(Chazy limestone 

Alkalis .48 

359 |SOg .05 |U. 8. geol. sur. Bull 168, p. 258; R. B. Riggs, anal.. 

360 | Sos 2epagagacoe We ae sur. Bull 168, p. 258; W. F. Hillebrand,|White marble, black streaks 
anal. 

L = Analysis burned lime 
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STATE AND 
COUNTY Buece 

Maine 5 
HGNORN< Sa ts0c soo nlaxoxol dient conde Bada? 

SACU F calabaretenerereters WiMOMsoasnccse een 

ee a SO GO oOEH Nia dellngnoemoooe at 

Maryland 
Allegany. .....|Cumberland..... one 

Baltimore...... Cockeysville.........|. 

Frederick ......| Walkersville........ 

USM Sees ssi oe oe @eos 

COT rc maxes IMREOINOK oosannooo0c 

: s . . e . ie See Cte eae 

Washington,,..|Cavetown......,..«.. 

a eoee { 

Ce | 

it es | 

Ce | 

ae .|| Specimens from 
4 different places 
| in Hagerstown 

os sil; Malley 

oe) 
ee | 

| 
| 

$ $ oee | 

6 L 

Massachusetts 
Berkshire.,.... |Remfrew ...0...c. 

& @eeoes ¢ eoeooeceoe oe . L 

a 6 Re So cinienG skorts 

he Sse Cheshinevssseuncuer 

od socoalNIGuyY ILGIMNO><4 6 5qn on ell 

zs .see-.|West Stockbridge...|...... 

G6 

lier oongnoce 

Worcester,.....| Webster....... 

We TSC herckhoteicietace eetsierareriee 

Charlemomntinsce.ce s+ 

er aoees 

| & 

a a or) CS 2 
jo) 

eee ak Ne eee 
<i es 6) = 'S) rs} 

LO; eee Ae ab4.97 | 0.04 |48.25 |...... 

ee eeoeoese eevee 95.2 1 eeeoe tooe oe 

eooocge e e 53.52 45.13 esoeoe- paeeaoeenevoenve 

16.74 6.3)104ih8i|" guerre Baas 

4 220.08 |620.8 {44.26 5.57 

1.4 epi |b BA an clk: tee 

9 81.97 | 13 Sel] Se 

29 .25| 97.32 | 2.08 ]...-. ee: 

M6 trace |) 06.79) Nolocni aes 2 eee 

aes eoeeseeseoens a55.51 OoOogoooI GO Dmo lS @ereavess 

41 a50.79 | b1.57 |41.58 |.....0- 

Sha dhe s de abelIGe piste acon eee ae 

8 053.07 | 01.07 [42.87 |.. ....ee. 

7 30.21 1620.87 146.06 |......000- 

e eee ve ee a30.76 621.12 47.4 eoeoseoeoenonogseosn 

64 31.64 |b14.69 141.08 |........0. 

ei eee. 5 lesb)” tpr4ie|43.9i0l ee eee 

2 a50.79 | 61.48 141.48 . 

al ab4 32 | b1.19 |48.99 |..-....6. 

3 a58.2 | b1.24 |48.16 |..... eee 

BB 99.6 £49) lie pes cog 

Als “neeeslg S613) bebe Wa Gielen eteee 

47 a%6.63 b.88 12 eee eeo0 

23 98.8 OM <OS lobnccohce- 

17 FOROS |p Dei losccks|canesw ec: 

a geen e. -\ 99.089)\ 9. 266 | satel eee 

HOG) Me ilas4i7 nel Bien 4s. ae le ee 

trace 08 |a28.63 |b16.17 | 45.35|........-- 

Efe tee RUC e es ICESY4 saad Bade 

MUSEUM 

ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

aCaO 

WATER 

2.7 

eT2ee080- 

aeecoeoo- 

eeeeeo 

eseeee 

eecoceee 

2090. oe 

eleseece 

eoecee 

09° 

bMgO 
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THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- OWNER 
No LANEOUS LATINOS CSN) LOS OEMS LOCATION AND REMARKS 

| 361 'FeO .08 |U.S. geol. sur. 2Uth rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 398; F. C.'J. H. McNamara quarry 
| Robinson, anal. 

362 |FeO trace|U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 398; F. C.|G. W. Bachelder 
Robinson. anal. 

363 |...-+e++eee100e-/U. 9. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 398; S. P.|McLoon & Stover lime ca. 
5 Sharp ess, anal. 

GD |loodsaccoodoonon0 lic Saeco! sur. Bul. 168, p. 253; E. A. Schneider, 
ana 

B66 |..ecesreereeeee-(U. & geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 401; H. J.!J. W. Stimmel, no. 1 
Patterson. anal. 

BET |...sceesoeeeeeee(U. &. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 401; H. J.|J. W. Stimmel, no. 2 
Patterson, anal. 

B68 |....c.ses000-.-4U. ©. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 401; J.O./M. J. Grove lime co. (dark 
Hargrove, anal. stone) 

369 |. .ce..sseeeeees./U. 8. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 401; J. O. ae ee Grove lime co. (light 
Hargrove, anal. e) 

Loss onign. '!U. s. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 401;|P. e Tene Re Co. 

864 |...000. eooveee./Md. geol. sur. Allegany co. rep’t, p. 186............|Salina group 

370 
44.02 | Lehman & Glaser, anal. 

371 |Und. ,12 |Md.geol. sur. 1898, p. 197; Dr J. Higgins, anal.. 

372 |Und. 25 sie us ce TDONOE | 
| 

873 eevee eeeoreoe oe ed ; Le a 

Biko codeue s0000000c oe es of || 

Sion Soe cere Be Se 53 ml 
eee of Shenandoah 

formation 
SID loca ee ee ee SC ue sede | 

Bilge Reeaens ces iaak- ue z rT See | 

278 skeen = ue ve Sere | 

379 |Und. 3 = cs ue oe | 

380 |Und. 1 = us “ Msela 

pellial Cyatevorate:siere!e ccic:cvs ccs U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 410;;Adams marble co. 
E. E. Olcott anal. 

srs Aodoon seee.eee-{U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 410; J. Follett & Sons 
P. S. Burns, anal. | 

283 veootveeocsees(U. 8. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 410,'J. Follett & Sons. 
He eebddyaanal: ‘| 

384 |Org. .35 |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 410; Cheshire mfg co. 
Davenport & Williams, anal. Y 

385 |Ign. 3 |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 411;;/Hutchinson Bros. 
W.M Habirshaw, anal. ' 

SSOullicemle cetesisiaceces.» U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 411;,C. H. Hastings 
J. B. Britton, anal. 

387 as on U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 168, p. 252; G. Steiger, anal..|Cut on west side of railroad. 
205 : 

FeO sil 

388 |FeO 7.6 iU.S. geol. sur. Bul. 168, p. 252; L. G. Eakins, anal. 

389 | Alkalis sili ee ue ve H. N. Stokes, anal. 
FeO oF 
P2095 .06 

L = Analysis burned lime 
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ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

No STATE AND 

COUNTY Brack 

WATER 

etre 
@ | 3 
ea (é) 

Michigan 
390 | Alpena....... ...|Alpena...... S000a0d0l|c 90000 trace Oe Bye |! GRE No oooddllo 

391 Ue es ooudea0 OC PP aoscoco0d sonalla) UBS 94 a95.6 b.14.]...... 

392 Meo Mon adgososlic) “ew Moopnjodosdpa Mole 1 21 a94.26 | 6.32 |..... 

393 | Charlevoix......|Bayshore ........ .L| 1.09 1.74 a@8i.83" \O13742 een. 

394 ae arc: ae ocoodsnocacllay a 66 a96.8 On | soone 

a3} fam al Womb aoletavoanree ois leeKosl ane son banddcoodllopeodelmaodbooedodo0 cool oS || It BR) |looooas 

SHG |) TSKDNROM SanAaneas BY NOI aaododnscoood|| Boek 1.334 Oi 5B8ie0 e044 nae 

397 | Monroe ,.... .. /2m.n. e. of Dundee] .48 |...... 16) 90.8 Oats || soods 

398 betta t panes ps als Boil eae a oes MAWMSSA3 ls ooodus : 

399 Sa Stays i PARTish | linger ar 58) 70D |p lee 44 e onde la 

So0do6 41} 95 BAI joondon|[oooccno0csllc 

Sinooce sooonoson|| Beodl 388. llooocas 

402 Siete ciate ees tte Be 1.86 .62 86.96 | 10.08 |...... 

403 Sine note jul eeaeer eee Seton toc sdbooodoonoancHsopall BF! ADs ieee 

404 Se i ster »../2. m. n. of Monroe] 2 af 54.54 | 42.75 |...0. 

© eeeseeee &COos 

405 ie arn 2.m.n. of Monroe| .74 98 54.47 | 43.59 "eee 

oo0e ves A008 &COs 

eeeseceovee+-fovoses 

ere ore0e00 

eveocereeer|ecovces 

406 OO cece ee 12. mM. ne of Monroe) 1.33 .58 54,94 | 42.84 |...00- 
city 

407 Cea soos OAs swe TA See.|| coco: .48 5-083 |) COs |loeose 
8, Ash township 

CIN I AVRO coon duol sR, Gocoadnanco, a) of 06 98.53 pBaltc wee 

409 2°" “pogo owo Oe Saat soa Gore Sobol oes .08 97.5 1.26 | woos 

410 | Dodge .......... Mantorville.........]. ae 1.77] 50.2 | 38.96 |...... 

UBT Th TMI GNIS naann aol QOMUCENTs poso5o5060. |asoooc 1.3 SOC A ofl? Ioceoa 

A12 a ae tases DENNIS NOVO woodeaodoolloocccol| oo) .387 | 49.66 | 42.06 |....5. 

418 ue CC elma Reale |e ee 1.05 62.14 | 28.49 |..... 

414 | Goodhue....... Frontenac .......... eae al teak BO | BERS || LELEB Moooc0 

415 Ce eas do Redwine ances esas lteeios 87 .55 | 50.68 | 88.61"|...... eecoecveeveerpeoeore 

29.93 Jecssce 

16.22 @eoace) 

14.45 |resse 

416 | Hennepin ..... |Minneapolis ........]...e0«].+ sane 4.03] 41.88 | 24.55 |...0.. 

417 Us ac Seacdl, Bol .9 | 54.533] 36.002)...... eeoeceos oeereoce 

418 OG Peet SY Auvadecake svenene’ lbaconshoyers 1.7 75.482} 6.81 |...0.- 

419 Lesueur eocr00e oo Kasota eeoveeeeeoer000 eevee 1.09 49.16 37.53 OO0009 

420 ve = Me Re 1.49| 47.904] 35.227]... TEES |Ihoo-bo @eeeeccee eeeeeeveevene 

421 | Ramsey ........ Reese eee Ip = TSI WOO It BO Nacovool|  Web8S) Loovcve 

422 Steele. ......eeee Clinton Falls @eeoeeentovoecen 1.94 57.08 15.9 en 8 eee 25.51 easheie es 

423 | Washington ....|Stillwater. .....secsJeecee: 64 Sey Lee) Pe S¥2588) Ih Gance Br54 | Sees 

424 | Winona........./Winona ............. BS .96 B1.28 | 41.88 |.....- 6.32 ‘ 

aCaO bMgO 
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THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- 
No. a SSE REFERENCE AND ANALYST LOCATION AND REMARKS 

SOOM efetarelsfeveinie's o s°s eras U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 412..,...;R. Collins quarry 

391 s@eareeeoeovneeeotrees ore oe p. 413 DOO 070 6 

892 eeecoveescrteeoeneas oe ee he ce oe eo 

393 cee ee us ee «e ..++..|/Petoskey lime co. 
EK. J. Schneider, anal. 

ai |, o0bce COURS eGOn U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 413; os 
E. J. Schneider, anal. 

B95 |resscessneeeees(U. 9. Geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 412;|H. O. Rose quarry 
Strong & Dunham, anal. 

396 |Org. & gies WIG On XRG, SWURS 5 JOH B JOH PME GacoognoosonnobGndKG0NS 
OOF} 

897 |Org. 1.69 re pti, p. 76; G. A. Kirschmeier, anal.|B. E. Bullock quarry 

Bape So “ “ “ 
899 Org. 1 63 66 6 66 66 

400 eecoe .@6@vreeene00e OG oe OG ee 

401 |S 055 ve ‘¢ K. J. Sundstrom, anal. G0 

402 S .123 66 66 66 66 

GB lon cosodagcouuoes ee D: 87.0. ccenreecessseeeessere-s(H. McCarthy quarry 

AOA rilietevete siorcicieiecsiecsiewie te p. 95; K. J. Sundstrom, anal/Monroe stone co. 

405 eeeeeecevoeermrsreaeene 8 &s O¢ GG 

406 >eenmstovoeevoeeneenr ee OG ue GON 

AMER iateraies/se\cis sarees sie p. 92 we 

408 |..eeeeeseeeeree.(U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 412;Sibley quarry co. 

409 peseveseeeoetonen Ob G6 sit @eeeeeoond be 

410 |.....eeereeee0 |G. P. Merrill. Stones, for bld’g and decoration, p. 467| Hooke’s quarry 

O05) | Goncn OR oneteaane oh es 

AT eit cfole @ eieiess:e Bie 03 os oe oe Mill co. quarry 

418 ee@seueeereoceenseen os os bes 

414 eecooeone ete eeoees oe si ee 

AS Wats sa clare: 008 mYeisers ue oS ee Sweeney’s quarry 

ANGE rroiis's, scnreoissewmee fh oS ie os Foley & Herbert quarry 

WONT fegogde posadOn so oe bin * Weekes & Hoschers quarry 

ASEM erelertetalere:e\cisiaterslefere Ui =e Ba oy Kastmans quarry 

419 seeereeeeonreeoeve ee es us 

244i) Venocancedoenn0d ie a oe Breckenridge Bros. quarry 

CPL | ooosbupoossa0006 ME os ae A. Raus’s quarry 

422 eee eeeen.r.eeece vs ay ¥e 

Aas lee 6 sieiele orem eee is Ce me Hersey & Co. quarry 

424 -@eeoeeveveeeeeteone #8 “ef oh 

L = Analysis burned iime 
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ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

ae x | a 
No.) | ee PLACE 3 é fe} | S| Sela 5 a : 

ela li é:| 8) ele | ee 
_ |Mimnesota (c’d) Fane fo Gate ee nae 
425 | Winona.... .. |Gunflint lake........| 2.7 35 fees) \ 2a) 58 G5 loogode|| coouaccos 47 

2191 Sb 0an0D00G0000 ...|Ogiskemannissilake 41.99 | 1.24 .42 1a16.85 | 68.41 |24.7 |MnO .26 | 1.07 

Mississippi 
427 | Chickasaw .....|Okolona..... cadsoons||oo00 eee lnOD ee alle4 ON Oil 877 LONGO Werrcterete 

428 ieee ee ASH GrOVelic. seer Lal) cilia 054 LOT 99815 | trace) cee. ers crisreiere aie 

429 Bo 50000 eu Soda0- B00 lb dooe .48 YW CAs0S | Boo looses .495) 675 

430 BON eee cabs tevale ts Springfield .......... el Caleaieia’s QT | OO TAG Ih. oe tevcticcl|| areletovenl clea) eralerate Goal | oeeReane 

“Biel GEIS O18 cogo50000 WNENROODEY Googe ano0de||ooooc .88 .C5 | 98.314 | trace}]...... PI lGon god 

432 ay Soiree OD iA, ae csene werent | 1.32 a21.46 |b14.79 |33.18 PH lis onoce 

433 | Marion .........j/Hannibal ......... 5o0) Us | 4 98.8 SWB WSco00blleducadccds jo000¢ 

434 | Newton.........|/S@NCCA .........8: on Wacoods 1S So ae eeat: a55.29 | b.23 |43.69 OGM | esietetete 

435 MUR enya notin Pe eksta ay ehalotovexeye Terayatel| feievalere HOP ELOY say a54.92 | b.2 [43.31 ISB es coace 

436 Se GR Aoe OAD ema aC bury ISER BE Gane maidooe 08  ....../a54.98 | 6.31 [43.54 At O1 = lereetets : 

437 See onsa we NOEIO Epo esadoell) sols! “Sonoda ess bl ly nee 4A sioGs 1.01 sno 

488 | Ralls...... Soooon|Pekynilon, asab6 couccel|boouds |ooadouvedacdocs. | SOoe! SPL ooodos S115) WRotnb 5 

489 | St Louis........ Glencoetens- ae Agnvo||Zoooon .68 98536 |) Oncor lems (Oe vesisdion 

440 oy aiakets beelotierersiotarckererere DaCoOG8LO00 : |) Sirgen ol} | adao CAO le sbeond 

Montana 
441 | Lewis & Clarke/Helena..... ajcitberasion 1.45 16 BAD A) teller) |) Sate eaoanallsodeccacss soosac 

442 ae N. of East Gallatin] ..... 22 54.54 | 43.63 |..... 5O4 tl eels 

443 she W. of North Boulder] ..... 4 54.54 | 42.62 |..... TE Sel ere 

444 “ N. of East Gallatin|...... 25 67.85 | 6.18 | .. 28.5 Jlceeeee 
445 a N. of East Gallatin| ..... 1.92 | SPI, GES BDL26 |e emiee 

446 | “ Ware ait Entéger| ooo: 38 Be [ices eae 9:98. |e 
447 as N. of Gallatin IPE S foogade .58 91.96 | Gh iSonob OY) | oeasoe 

448 es oe 50 3 lan US) ORE | eoooe 50.74 2 once 

449 “ “ 5.8 | 40.21 | 25 25]... 25.24 ; 
Nevada 

ASO) Ure Kies. ore ciejosete o}] HaVNGOKAR oiels's\siojojore) oelers] | rete aie) Woe eeiseeciine(Aou.0 \bele69" 47 o13 208 |ecceee 

TSU eee Rumnne sie | O° dope alee | 12 42 fat. ov | b.8 [82.62 | ........4| 16 

452 of 7“ bisloes bier Wimme mmesiaree namics wat MORO 64 -43 a51.96 | 6.52 |40.71)|...... Bool) ou 

453 PP So ggdacaar 2S coageadnonadoe|| 8) Be 31 .29 |a50.01 | 6.54 | 39.11/Org. tr.| .18 

New Jersey 
454 | Hunterdon ...../Annandale.........-| wee. .98 a28.27 |615.38 (38 88 1039 llsooade 

455 oN SHdadg| AVS OE VIN Go aon coonaooodd 1.4 a46.6 |.......|86.6 Isl fopgco0 

456 oe sucous (OUMEOY Hosogspasecoolsoace 1.9 a27.7 1617.4 |43 WE Weeoeae 

aCaO bMgO 

te 
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THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- OWNER 
No.) LaNgous HEIN EASON <0 )D) 20s GSS LOCATION AND REMARKS 

425 aoe wie Wr Seeeols Sura Ul 1a S Tom ZOo seletelleloleioleverelere/eleistsicfalet= 
3 .o2 

426 |FeO 4,77 st OR ss -'T. M. Chatard, anal. 

427 |KO HSIN Dies ESOL Sie, dstsish 195 CB GoboonoboO0KbO0UGDu0KC ...- ‘Rotten Limestone”’ 
Ign. 2.84 
Naz,O .o2l 

AAS) |) sooge sevecseee.|Min res. 1889-90, p. 407; C. W. Hoff, anal.......... 

429 |Alkalis 1.94 oe os We Da Chureh anaes 

AS (Viellesetetsatis cyatore sive cme U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 415; Marble Head lime co. 
R. Chauvenet & Bro. anal 

aS5\ lepobanp soodocns (We Sk Sol, Sule, Bases rin, jor O corovonn ls To, ZUG poo co- oi 

ASO hetels svs\e\elavare’s 0:5 noe ee Bul. 168, p. 263; L. G. Eakins, anal. 

AST teyel sseieiere aroletolersseters ee 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 415......| Hannibal lime co. 

434 mo trace oe Bul, 168, p. 263; L. G. Eakins, anal.. Cherokee limestone 
e .05 

435 MnO trace e6& 66 66 C6 ce 

FeO BOG 
436 MnO .03 66 6s 66 te wo 

FeO > .05 
437 MnO trace e6 66 ce es 66 

FeO OC 
48s} |lodaqaqdsd0U0GDe6 se 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 415.......|Star lime co. 

4839) lo ga5 sanquono Bees st aie mS te yeeee.-|Glencoe lime and cement co. 

440 eeeeeeeeeteeeeees Min. res. 1889-90, p. 407 @eteeeo-s.sed eeseaceeeeeeeaeeeosenesd 

AAJ | ...ceeseeeeeeee./U. 8. geol. sur 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 416..... .-|Persell limestone co. 

40) \leqao aokoooendooE ‘iy Bul. 168, p. 269; C. Catlett, anal... 

443 aleve, en @seeen 9e@ee oh ay us oi pese 

444 eeee sereeeereen us ut ‘ie ae 

445 eeecoe eeoeoveenveoesn #s ee bo a eee 

HUG Nicoogoane Merle stete st ae re ag ....|Base of Carboniferous 

AT alisleistereleis lars cela eiacete ae ie oe ah ....|Middle Carboniferous 

MUS, loddh oe aesoma OOS ae ae ys se »...| pper Carboniferous 

449 Seat va: pumeac mets i ee 6 Ge 6 wate 6 

LED) || capo ee ae ee St a p. 276; E. A. Schneider, 
anal. 

451 |P2oO;5 .07 |U. S. eel. sur. Bul. 168, p. 276; W. F. Hillebrand,' Base of Hamburg limestone 
anal, — 

452 |FeO .2 |/U. 8S. geol. sur. Bul. 168, p. 276; W. F. Hillebrand,'Summit ue 
MnO .61 | anal. 
P2Os 5 

453 |PoOs .24 1U.S. Book: sur. Bul. 1€8, p. 276; W. F. Hillebrand,'Pogonip limestone (Silurian) 
anal. 

ADF wvecnsiecescnes| IN. J. SCO), SUP. 1900, Pi 83 cveececss Waldiaterorntncida ve des Gano’s quarry 

435) ésagsosnoapano ne “s EGS SIS aiesicleivicie visle/n Geivlelsileier Geen, wee, VANGerbib farm 

ASAT iets gs av eroioveserel sieves oe ee pes secererecctesncessess Light gray, S. H. Leigh quarry 

L = Analysis burned lime 
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Nos| (eee PLACE Z & GS S 
iS) Ho 5) 3 
nN <j oy >) 

ie N. Jersey (c’d) : 
45/0 | Hunter dOm ress | CLMNGOME le stersreleis custoltelli sterols 3.7 a26.4 

458 | ve o00d06 ry pelekoatareketsteterored forehefelete 6.5 a27.3 

ABO. |e SOE oe aa eer tot SUM reer acsearle ec 84 a29.8 

460 ce Hboaeall NGMMOIS Soose paound eels Uni a28.61 

461 o resee Rte Sais satelotayeiensie ore tsusveseiel tere D¢ 1.06 a29.62 

462 sis gonad Pee ay atayesaur iter evant vcisie e701 ies 1.4 a30.13 

463 es ....--| New Germantown ..|...... 6 a21.2 

464 sie ..ee-|Near Pattenburg....! 8.42 | 2.3 vee. 44.64 

465 es s0000¢ 2 eee | LOnO BAe esdode a3s.76 

466 at selectors OMIM Well iveteratefets 5900 {fon ona0oggacooN0Nr 029.87 

467 cs 300008 SIT as citaveters otareseis 6 |locanecllaasascosdo000000 a29.64 

468 be 5000 AC 2s Be ieee atsvaqutonctayl aieieyerstall heestancah ecmelereeey ates a25.75 

469 he SOC Ect ohiaeaate snolloooooslle oncodu000000500 a26.65 

470 a Seo aco |NSIeNON Sogheqnonceonl| cose 545 1.84 | 52.45 

471 oe Sonooo MoE ROAY soocoaobllocoobs 05 a49.1 

AYPs || WIGIAeKIsoodcocoor Mendham, 1 m. e@....}..++- 1.6 a33.95 

473 brs ae alevorctsleleteraye ee bo¢ an 15.7 a23.74 

A474 PCa tase ayuicte oie teint DLOTNGVANLG wretatsrei teint aseisa| esnatetsve 8 a30.41 

41D) MPASKALC iat all LAC OPI iatatersle ercicteheleiel | aielerers Poe a29.5 

476 OO pooooooon PUUCIONIG INCIREE. oc o6ac00llaoco0¢ 9.7 027.3 

477 Me a aaa VV eSt WE EOC iis cisteraleis| ers 502 1.8 a29.6 

478 | Salem .......+.. Mannington town-|23.31 91 3.07 | 69.61 

479 FN SUC OOOO Seca Bridge <i.) C.-L) .86 3.56 | 84.73 

480" | Somerset citer CP ACK wie starter srersleielsterel|lererers 4 1.3 |a26.3 

481 es 908 a oo 00000000dal|s0000 1.6 a30.3 

482 | Se Ware Els Sear bsiopvictstcn!s Biealeeoban 8 a31.6 

483 me sfeisisfovares AOUt CLS ally jeterts feral ele ele 8.4 a32.4 

484 | Sussex ...ce-- |AMGOVER oacese toretallistetesere 45 a55.13 

485 Set Misrel Sei creer od onodooau00C 0 a52.41 

486 bt? noGo0000 ue 500000000000|[c00 6 ad2.41 

487 nisira hiicasteyare vee Be sdoccob00db0||c ponde beg a49 

488 sg aig ae ....|/Beaver Run...... bc ele .38 er e0e (Q54 

489 ve Rane CE ee Si veter eters p06 , 1.48 1s 101s «(40.00 

490 ss nnesooe oe ss00ddono|| 6 1.14 a53.64 

491 a A000000 je. of Beaver Run ..|...... 1.03 a47.8 

492 a Snapoddal|lse ive milly sha5dpodulinas 6 a48.6 

493 TO) Abreview Oar penters Lombts..ikoro 16.9 

| 
isp) 

) 

% |S 
= O 

615.1 [45 

614.6 (44.8 

(UBS) | oaaee: 

620.52 

620.63 |...... 

(621.71 

613.2 

b.36 

b.66 

seeeoe 

ee ecea- |e none 

eeeeees |r eoeeoes 

eC 

eseecors |. eeoeve 

b18.21 |27.66 

b16.82 |26.2 

619.29 |42.6 

620.3 [45.6 

b18.1 |42 

620.3 [45.5 

(Oe Silan |e ee 

(pikes Vecooo: 

b17.4 |41.1 

618.3 (44.1 

618.3 (45.2 

615.5 [42.5 

ears 43.32 

trace )41.19 

trace|41.19 

62.88 [38.5 

Di Neoanes 

(Daa | soe 

b.81 |42.72 

O1-35 nen 

b4.2 43.9 

a39.87 |! 61.42 !33.31 

sl BB |g ape 
a E 

9. Sal ieee 

4,9 eeeeee 

Une) WSobo50 

EO von eos 

ArO RF emits 

TOD erecta 

25.8 '& loss 
5 

2.8 Son 

1 OMG |ets aretete 

4.1 caees 

10.49"). cen 

GAs se erereyareis 

14.7 |&loss 
2.84 

4.8 9 

Melt” pal 

4 o000C 

Zale Woocoad 

soncs 24 

sua ose enecalone 45 

8 ms 

4.1 boon 

1.6 50 

2 seven 

85 a6 

Dl iil ereatets 

5.5 an 

9 11.8 

WE RI Nooas 

2 SDA lslorete 

63° “losoeoe 

Analyses 460, 461, 462 and 471 should have been placed under Sussex co. 

sere Samm Nas 
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MISCEL- OWNER 

No LANEOUS REFERENCE AND ANALYST LOCATION AND REMARKS 

SMM eteeeisiiaes east N. J. SO). Sur, 1868, p. 393...... vevccseseoceeeeseees|Average from Leigh’s quarry 

AO OMM Te Rete ee ielessre.0.8 wi us us Oe ponoconbHou0dnoaDOsoOUOOOE Wo MilwilineEIn Ce IB), CWENAy 

459 ee@eeaevneevsee eonee sie 1900, p 33 eeseeeds npeoeeeseeoeeeoereeeeeeos ve 

AGW Miereletssssciavecetee sa. ace ae of OG pnoopnooudoudoodooduooooUODOmneliL ce  NiLOeNaa Tae 
quarry 

AO ol Saacaeiner aetciichece si os Aye te eeeiaiiesisheicieiniiciteicem | OsDonnelll macau Clarion ama 
quarry 

AGB lRerterstenteisietele-< ic eicre es sf ce acicticleiieiaicinictielelaieieeiee | O-Donneliian So iVleManninaam 
quarry 

AGS sMallavetolascalsietcrs laisse Gis ee 1868, Pp. 393 ..sececeveeveveecreveveee(Calcareous conglomerate 

JG | ee a uf IOOOS Wore ON ade senies eceidelecleiseiencietel LRent Ony limestone 

465 peeeeveae teers eeer Ee oe OY eseeoeoeoeneneeoeeseeeev nr eseeeeeees or 

AGO |lclereieieie.n ieavavevetsters pe USVI, 19> LOS coacn Worlsubisieine saeco Anne Quarry. Elemis 
nesian limestone 

AG call terstevsiele\cl sieves peek ee oe CRE Nefalsie ele vie oisisreidieiierseaisicte sani Oni ether O Mele n Vie mis ible mina oe 
nesian limestone 

AGI | ictevorstefeteleleyetes o:eyeis he ue sce ereatercuelarererereiaievereiietehisto ire J. Warner quarry. Blue mag- 
nesian limestone 

469 eG@veoead @eoen e896 os ig Che poescecveoeor > eOeooveeesenee08* J. Warner quarry. Blue mag- 

nesian liinestone 
470 |Phos. .035 |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 420;/E. Weise estate 

H. Weaver, anal. 
Anil |Oieisieie ateree velvielcis’s/|N- - BEOL. SUE: 1900) P. B8isnccecve cece neces sreeeeoes | Letom limestone 

AW Nosacs SOUS Hees ne 1878, Pp. 104 ....ssesecccecssveeessese+(Orystalline limestone. Saun- 
ders quarry 

Cli [is coo Geo pu moO bees ee 1868, Pp. 402 .....eececeesscoesseseees.(Verpentine limestone 

EU’ \lab dom Brereavcesiaisthess us LES OAM reatutvacalecotnotora ve aseulasorentomrecarats Turkey ‘mountain, Boonton 
iron co. 

G'S \lecooaeone poccoons dit pallies OOS Dione ath ceesecolsiecoesesieceens |AVeraze, kh. Gould quarry: 

476 e ee eevee Hy ot $ eoote eee e e eosae ° 

AVI We Se enG aetstarelavene ats nS iy oun adr canvoocoononoaonoo Da Clieeo) CENAAy 

ArASialtefersrereielsve.ciers cial’: ag Peat limchietlare lelectra PLC LLOWalINTeStOne 

AOU eveotexevevews imiecsveratate ye ot cv eettetireivecteiteeiiieniieel Walmlesan deel toteE oiler 

ABO ferc are: svcteuele's:sieiere oie Tie DD sOO eeiareleloletcieiaimielsheielerieeni eer DEAD SLONes ea eEioa EM ancy 
quarry 

AGIA eictoeetelsiss sleveres stele ue Be GOWN rateie oieleleleieinialelernmtelsn nist ia DOSIOL ME Oma lena tartiny, 

ASM evevavers sicje\s/ovsiaiere cle Xe he we pec rvcccsevessenssesese. (Average selected sample 

483 eeernen eece ewvwee oe ee 2G @eeerenvteneoeoner eeoeoeet eoe 

CAM Fverelalofeiavere ots civivvaye ce Co) Py AOS) soseinehe sciiecies ne sv alee «seen Vibe wiImMestonerhill northvor 
; Andover, Boonton iron co. 

485 eeereevevoeeeeereor sie ost cit @eeecoeoereoesreoeeeseeeeoeeeee White limestone, hill north of 

Andover, Boonton iron co. 
AS Obl ivercrelersisisceieielstele Gs is ct ve av ererastohele etter ceeveeeeceees| White limestone, hill north of 
=f Andover, Bo nton iron co. 
487 *@eeveeseeoeeoeneeare exe vt p. 479 eoerteeeeoeceseeoeoeeew. eeevoeoeene Shell marl. J. J. Decker’s, 1 m. 

s. w. of Andover 
403 loonognocnonenade oe WOO 705 “GOssacesonne seecrececesssee-| WEDSter Kernick’s farm 

489 *@eeeeereaeeeener se us Ne @eoeeoeveeeeseeareoeeveaeeeeeeeeer bs 

490 eeoeeoeveewaereeeeree we fe Viale ocegrrer tetera ark ic Bier cia henna Al ie B. Hardens 

491 eeeoeveeereeoeeaeeose ux ee Ora raveravctal aiaradaracchonaia etoreraleieionians FE. Kemble’s farm 

CO legdonousooaooNne te Us(ashy (Ob SMlsi-Son soca coo cohoogdos scone Css epss UA att, ila. Gly Ont 
Branchville 

AOS MMs esisiniseieie'slav re He ee HD OOO: troraversrcleminvenieesineislere Gee eryers Firestone. Nearpass quarry 
aCaO bMgO L= Analysis burned lire 
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ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

F] 
alee ‘s 

ae ae PLACE 3 ey g S s) S : : 

D 4 es 6) = | e) z E 

N. Jersey (c'd)| _- oc ee en | 
Sussex ..... ....|Carpenter’s Point...| 4 eal OPAEPS || (D488) [4S efs)— oooh Gaconoll- noose 

Suara atajaynievenete es 22.8 8.94 2.57 |a20.44 |b12.08 |31.06 |,...., [eat 

REESE See 55 Ge 4.1 =o @D2 OOF eres oil OO) dl sey fercieets Soon: 

a spadcode = So igi CHMUEPA | Bano! 5 40.5 BiB) i aacteecs 

Sia eter Rscate ele CONLETVANG) ateia tan clerell ers 35004006 000% GA races cn 16.21 |16.59 

Coens He ....{Chandler’s island ..| .....| 1.1 6 lae7.6 | .9 [41.9 9.9 | .2 
en .......|/Dingmans Ferry....| .938 6.5 a50.79 | 6.44 eae as el Sisteiece 8 

SLES A forey route Drake’s pond, near}|...... 1.27 a52.85 | 6.76 | ee Bal iocodos 

x, ere Tee oe andas 5 a53.53 | 61.73 143.97 OO le erateteae 

ee dowiantardog VERIO UNG Serer statehetelelahere) |PLeaés 6 AQ 28) Sas20) [le oo) |e eee stelle s00¢ 

ae .|Hardystonville .,...|...... 15 a51.8 | 61.37 |42.23 oe ||! alae 

ESSE een evel custaiays le yaMl OUR oagccaoa caol| Vole 5 43 4G AN BTAAG NOME, | Gaereraerte liarieriae 

ae ARO ROa ion Elunts Malle ee SOAl|goodun|| bonne scsade 96552 10) Meare tteee iba ale Bele 

eLetter So UUbIee Soe Soraomdoollimccce 1.82 a54.04 | b.81 | ..... Beet |beanse 

Se oetee reste races OB Sa8bodeconsDaK 9.5 1.42 @47.95 | 0.57 |. «a0. 8.55 |... 

a .oseo..(Jenny Jump moun-|...... 1 42.45 |610.23 |44.67 Unb osc 

oh Saccouds Tam eette peas Scr = 1.81 a49.11 | 06.65 Ea) flecsace 

a coe reesiN. W..0f Lafayette.|.... 61 a39.12 | 68.21 |...... 13 52alemeee 

+s adoodéuc N. of Lafayette.....|10.72 1.46 a49.13 | 6.34 | .... 2,69) sleet 

be Soonncdool le Vorlosvelig: NGI Koel Mean 1.8 a47.34 | 61.24 |38.9 NO Noose ; 
ferry 

Se varaternekl oe MONT OCC OLMETS weretorel trailers| (creleleleleneretorarete soo) Belo loo ancoeloospan .71 | 4.54 

Cel Dera tarciate sate rae at on 1.49 GADOS HONG live « 10 67 | Saas 

Se aperesi eters 3m. s. w. Of Monroe}...... 1.63 CHEMO) VE (00s) IV Saeac a ocoods 

SIE EN Coste sveore Montague =7 ...2... 8.7 1.5 a49.67 | 6.69 4 diese oisloretetcted | eters ee 

Oe Sean Salons eae Sete orien 45 a50.27 | 0.62 es aaa sa8 eee 

Sale amtouane Dated alter sees 37 .16 a50.88 | 6.36 ae HGO0OC sip0b cone 

SO statatetoteiiate Dean sceresais ae 36 1.21 | 2.12 1.28 | a9.71 b.42 | 7.25 66.57 Hors: 

Sijihrcnelorauoeamtonsya a sonseddogcel Hells) 2.49 a8.45 | 06.43 © 6.12 66 97 |&org. 
10 46 

eR oodceopod UNO soocanosonoos|landon ; .6 a%9.4 |620.8 45.7 1S cA| sere 

Sosa rsroietaresetatate oS Ca anceesccee| cece +9) a28.6 |b18.1 (34.5 O58 “|loascoc 

SA velfatntezevats oe sfersieirisis 500 a) a29 620.2 |44.9 GB estate 5 

Seer binemhtad ae ie aeisis\elaisre aleiste}| ie elsyeta 47 a49 b.9 (39.4 5.8 <5 

eile age toes ae wfaforerereisiexarerel| (stots lerelltaialoreialelsaielatelsrinyotarellime Om rian ie glen ( : BW |lesoooe 

SN ccaaie a ie syotaleteie/eleiereso'el| iisiaietetsl tntsieteferere michererererorais pear le LEGO Weaacdn 8.46 |&org. 
5.26 

on BOUGNNC|) ea” mfolehef alee steeterel|feistolciate 9) 28.22 bees Sli iienoos - 

<e eeneees/3 M.S. W. Of Newton.|... 16 a46.88 b .4 |....6. 11.96 | .... 

sp seh Taal m. n.e. ei sen0e 2.44 a41.12 : Biafiisy |) coos IGA ah eanees 6c 

1 See also analyses 460, 461, 462 and 471 
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MISCEL- 
No.|  angous 

494 |.... 

495 

406°| |... 

497 |... 

ce | 1877, p. 

- 499 

500 

501 

sodo0ondbodE N. J. geol. sur. 1868, p. 399. 

1.34 Uae 4 

66 
eeeotareeos e 

66 G6 
eeeeoosees eee ° 

pee sosece 

seereseaceor 

eeeeees 

veoeca 

p. 

1877, p. 

es 

-eeone 

seseeeeceesceeeeee 

1900, p. 33 

BO Oe el, 

Os (ho 66 C6 

REFERENCE AND ANALYST 

POCROC HFC OLE EFHR CEE HEDOOS 

oeoeveeoeeeecene 

s@Heeesceeeeneeeesceore 

@ecooveer. eoeesereesoseeneses 

eooeereeeeeeoeeeo rs eneoeosos 

seen 

eee veeeeeeoseeeseeesenerer 

OWNER 

LOCATION AND REMARKS 

crecccccsccveeessccecoess (Blue limestone. Nearpass 
quarry 

noonod0OdDaTCCOOUOOOdODC (Cement Ilene, Nearpass 
quarry 

octeiieiedleldenieicisteislerrsieleleier]| QUAL VAS CONE: Nearpass 
quarry 

sercceecceecerseessveree+|best Stone. Nearpass quarry 

F. Layton’s farm 

..|Travertine eoeonveeeensson 

son0DdodDD0d00DNG00e00GCS J. Ayres’ farm 

efeeiete 600s seoseee »---|White crystalline limestone 

iacialeleeisieiniiserveiierie ceicien | QUAI Othe rOwelll 

seve sccvenvsccseccseseees (a. W. Rude. White limestone 

R. Howell’s farm 

D. M. Howell. Marl 

stayeaistatennieretoteteiettcele lei sustelereten Trenton limestone 

ce 

Raisin accs csecescees ee oee-|White limestone. East side 
of mountain 

Z. Simmons’ farm 

Trenton limestone 

say Reaves s aroha Peale C. Demorest 

Corniferous 

Marl. White Pond 

@oseeeroeecere se oo eeeoeses 

eoeeveerces 

Trenton limestone 

66 
@CoeesseesceeeecoeeseserLoness 

Lower Helderberg. J. Cole’s 
farm 

Surface. I. Bonnell farm, 
Chamber’s Mill brook 

‘Same 10 ft below surface 

8 ft below 
surface. J. Cole 

Marl. I. Van Etten, 4 ft below 
surface 

Moore & Cutler quarry 

enrseeoee ooeorpeveeeeerseeer 

One Meleieicisieietvielete | Delian oultayaenaairel 

serve eeeoezeeseoereses 

ce 

66 
eeceoeerseeeres 

W. T. Babbitt’s farm 

M. Drake’s farm. Marl @eovoeese eer eeeevereseoses 

See gee Mialcsicidaieenionisinin Os onnellmaracm MLellamnimnts i 
| quarry 

eloraleloraereietelelentieveriiet= a ee oe estate 

L= Analysis burned lime 



930 NEW YORK STATE 

No Scout ae PLACE 3 é 

Le a a 

N. Jersey (c’d) | - 
Dal) \WSussexcsec. occ unenmeevOL Ne wiLore|tenncn 1.04 

532 ve Syovecanegerots BE gel SAM AN cet vat 2.37 

533 ob) lel eceroieeverer| WIIG] CAG OME eisiersterel eee a 1.09 

534 oe elafaraiehers) | ELULINGS OIG Ores tesereran scolfoao00 1.94 

535 30 pd000c os 0006 1.41 

536 oy alert |\OSAen SO Wie ome serie 5 3.5 

537 DO Godanooon leteieess WRHIEN Goocooal) Gow) 2.1 

538 3h p6000 ee Farctevesorell ee soo 8 

539 i Aisa erect Son ROSEN S56 G500 . o00¢ 

540 ae sah Smale foreak Bee las 1s 

o41 oa n0000000 Se Sia careers Brecrevaleyerevel  tateisterevs Le 

542 Sceeh Saa chiens a Ss aielobsnai sis oieleisievllforetorstare 8 

543 Pe Sanne SPUN Male. niente icine 8 

544 se eeyeus Det aoe ents Soouauol|G000 . 81 

545 BG Se PAcianantofeyeXerers eicverer stented  feraieverays 1.19 

546 Se Nagaeeaeen Stillwater ieacirseiete ete AN 2 

547 ss isiels aig Sodaoodd.|laoouKd 1.6 

548 oe SOP MOGSNREESMROOS lononecanolaaced 4.37 

549 oS ec Soiremmateeiele Sussex lead mine ...]|..++. 1 

550 sl Comegtle etree Vernon township ...]...e. 25 

551 Beet a ates Cranberry reservoir.|...... ate 

552 Sa aerate .«»| Vernon township ...|...e. 9 

553 reece cak wrele a ‘ 9 

554 Ula Mra Walpack Center ....|...... oll 

555 OME errr e rd is. kOe tel 84 (5 fo? Pomme pretana 2.6 

556 pS mares ...| Wantage township..]......| 2.2 

557 tO Sareea oe Batlonopnal| sdéce) 

558 Fibs co eyareeisletats uN dl RAGHAR al, 

B50) PC ote eae “ eke ellytoees 

56) ST Ait ete ecietarerete re A yee 4 

561 Dee iL eiiee ae REINS tAVeLN ONE. cacan lancer v 

562 OO 4 roara ae AWE VIN Olsle piers ceouraieey |eraee 5.3 

56S ul Water en rej ctererctal (ASD plinvancvraieleriec tacit meeiaee 8 

564 oS sis}siereieieie]| BC LWAG CRO rtenyare cram 1.86 6 

565 RY S00D0005 Se iat ewe tevare apo20009 Be 44 

566 ae vo a So0cacdc000E|| MoUs Str 

567 m8 DGuioBod Oe Pe iniaeivictsice qooor t) OByU )AWl0 

MUSEUM 

ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 
Bese i 

eee a8 
Se 1S 3. ee 
oe SS ieee io alae B 

Q3dGOd |OlIkG8) hese 8.48 Baeie 

a30.46 |b 9.82 |...... Sa éoo 

G48!36 (0 2560; oaece T1863 ieee 

a50 16 |b 1.67 |..... 5.5 Sa080 

GiEY (II) Ka) oO) lonada- 14S Sia eee 

a29.68 |620.07 |45.51 |..... se etecariete 

a48.88 |b .35 88.9 |.......- sv. |llenevevetens 

a43.68 |b .14 |84.44 19.89 86 

1.5 |a53.31 161.7 |438.78 o-e-a: Siake-oiaill eeepetenn 

a28.31 |b18.04 |42.08 siejoiel|Poteretaee 

a28.5 |b17.3 |41.5 9.9 3 

a51.06 |b 3.02 |43.44 1.4 ee 

a49.4 |b1 40.1 6.6 ae 

a54.26 |b1.09 |...... Late ae 

a50.65 |b .55 |40 41 (88 eae 

ORL No oaos (43 TBs res 

a43.2 |62.2 |31.4 15.8 oo 

a24.89 |b3.74 |..... aby Bis kone 

ad1.07 |b 8.02 |47.47 3 wistshexe 

8 1a80.4 {619.1 |44.9 3.6 3 

ad538.¢3 161.25 |43.76 il cfepsyeteis 

a4.84 (65.25 |43.8 27 2 

ODI OE ae. .. 143.06 75 15 

a44.85 |b 2.18 |37.68 12.8 oe 

a45.19 |b .8 |86.'75 OZSiss | pee 

5 |a30 619.4 |44.9 2.3 5 

9 |a29.3 |b19.5 |44.6 4 3 

5 |a29.1 1619.3 |48.4 6.4 3 

6 |a27.9 1017.7 |41.4 11.2 3 

2. |a80.3 1016.2 |41.6 9.8 % 

abd1.96 |b 2.92 |44.038 en lhe ae 

a29.01 1610.8 '238 29.3 2 

29.4 |617.8 [42.8 Slats) alle ouooc 

bt |@58.64 |b) 81 143.03 |e nes vscicsh | seciente 

4 Nad: 24 3\0 Ae 08542562) 1) eerdatererte |icieteieters 

-ilunta53.02) (Ors. Ol 42a meee erator loferate ve 

ieress ora eya) We en) te ceo prollscc eee 
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57 Des era PEN de LOCK. Siar GOO Ty Gi, va rerarahavecnteton ore cinieiave'e eters eos 

582 peeoreeseeeozeors se ge ba Pexseovneeerraeeetiossers eoos 

SOMME er ee oose. |S OO bre SOO. denen iit x pain ae 

3310) Gapecnaee Bet | wa Maen S20 Siaeeratetons tie ielelet-isteleretstielalens 

SLOW e/sia.eiccc-eie sis ee SDs 40S sapien aravate nietelotelsterersiotslelelerete 

DAL hase. Rraleiaiate /ote ne PEO TOBE Gooou anooorocdddsosdaoc 

BAD wlinentae Re vel sce |VNlo do egevollo Sibi Isyalese CAE ES sae eh oc Aoreieletch ufo viwiersieteven 

DSM hans | GCOL. OL Ni. Ji. 1868, p. B08. cccckeensvcsecnes pensoaee 

FAAS Pablo Ns USO Sine, Ie on eogaamooece oduchonocooe! Goo 

DAD feiss sc sanaaddac ec we Oe CBcasagednccaoonogoduusecnan 
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OWNER 

LOCATION AND REMARKS 

Trenton limestone 

.|34 mile s. w. Myrtle Grove 

.|North of Huntsburg school- 
house 

.|North of Huntsburg schoo l- 
house 

.|Tunnel n. e. of Steriing Hill 

J. Schooley farm 

Tufa. B.P. Van Syckle farm 

O. Himenover farm 

Crystalline limestone, J. B. 
Titman farm 

..|Blue limestone, J. B. Titman 
arm 

Crystalline limestone, J. B. 
Titman farm 

D. Farrell farm 

J. Wolf farm 

J. Farrell farm 

W. A. Mains quarry 

A. T. Mains quarry 

144 mile west of railroad 

Crystalline limestone 

144 mile n. w. of W. Richey 
house 

Musconetcong iron co. quarry 

P. J. Brown quarry 

66 

R. Stoll farm 

C. Decker farm 

300 yds. from D. Perry house 

MA mile n. w. of S. Vanderhoof 

300 yd. west of W. Dewitt 

Near house of E. Lewis 

66 

Crystalline limestone 

66 

.|M. Fox quarry, see p. 983 

Series of analyses made from 
samples taken chiefly on 
Morris & Earye farms near 
Belvidere. Analyses are all 
of the Trenton beds, which 
in this areafurnish Portland 
cement rock 
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L = Analysis burned lime 

.|First outcrop east of 

933 

OWNER 

LOCATION AND REMARKS 

Series of analyses made from 
samples taken chiefly on 
Morris & Earye farms near 
Belvidere. Analyses areall 
of the Trenton beds, which 
in this area furnish Port- 
land cement rock 

.|Railroad cut 

Fossiliferous limestone 

Trenton limestone 

lliff property 

Wagener quarry, one mile from 
Easton 

Murphy farm 

66 

Trenton limestone 

5 Van 
Kirk’s tavern 

Trenton limestone 

H.S. Cook. Marl 
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REFERENCE AND ANALYST 

N. Y. state geol. rep’t 1897, p. 430.......0000 
quarry | 

Sea Colevarciseisisiee s/sieeiseier (OP Perwe thik or 

OWNER 

LOCATION AND REMARKS 

quarry 
‘sp. 483; D. H. Newland.|Chazy limestone 

rep’t 1897, Dp. ABB s  davercerectaveiovejele's 

a6 

UB tlSS he ps 481 ae cio iowa 
66 

66 

p. 481; T. Eggleston,|Jones quarry 

66 
eoeerreGeneeee even 

66 
@eeoseooneseoecns 

Middle third of Callanan 

Callanan 

66 

South Dover marble COs 
quarry 

‘* p. 486; H. Carlson, anal.|Fogelsonger & Young quarry 

** p. 437; J.F. Kemp, anal.| Partial analysis 

G6 

Engineering news. 45:365..... 

G6 

66 

66 

66 

66 

66 

te 

G6 

66 

siclelelsinielelelviafeleisis il Nene State szeol. rep t 18974 p, 438i ci. «ele sie cles oreiel, 

Holdredge’s quarry 

..|Catskill cement co. quarry 

vecocsveveeree.---.|/Lentaculite limestone 

Birdseye, Butler 
lower massive layer 

quarry, 

se reeeeceeeee.|birdseye, average of quarry 

D. H. Newland,|Trentonlimestone. P. Snyder 

(Sy aah) Bley jos C2K). Sagouododgsunoon 
farm 

Christy quarry 

D. H. Newland,|/Roberts quarry 

rep’t 1897, p. 441. vevceoeveee-(J. Waters quarry 

vevccesceccesees-| Rochester lime co. quarry 

p. 442; D. H. Newland,|Snow quarry 

Ge 

D. 444. coven 

66 

G6 

sessevvesrecees.(N. ¥. State geol. rep’t 1897, p. 442; D. H. Newland,|Copeland quarry 

teeeereccecseeee(N. Y. State geol. rep’t 1897, p. 443; Sherrerd, anal.|D. C. Hewitt quarry, upper 
layer 

D. C. Hewitt quarry, inter- 
mediate 

D. C. Hewitt quarry, lower 

Paldate aiivieres ates ceive (Ds Carte wilh quarry, 

.|G. Ross quarry 

p. 445; D. H. Newland,|Quarry 2 miles e. of town 

p. 446; J. D. Irving,/Trenton limestone 

669 eevee eeereaeereeeee oe ee 

anal. : 
670 |.....ssseeeeee-./N. Y. State geol. rep’t 1897, p. 445; H. Ries, anal...]W. Messing quarry 

671 eeeeeeaeseeeoneeves UG se ce 

anal. 
672 |S -21 |N. Y. state geol. rep’t 1897, p. 446; A. H. Chester, 

anal. 
673 |.....+++eeeeeee.(N. Y. State geol. rep’t 1897, p. 446; A. H. Chester, 

anal. 
Gib G iret arose occlarsicusrecie cd Nia Woe State geol. rep’t 1897, p. 446; A. H. Chester 

anal. 
675 |S 5) (NG 8% uate geol. rep’t 1897, p. 446; A. H. Chester, 

anal. 
676 '8 eo ten Neve State geol. rep’t 1897, p. 446; A. H. Chester, 

anal. 
677 sos 14 IN. Y. state geol. rep’t 1897, p. 446; A. H. Chester. 

: anal. 

L= Analysis burned lime 
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938 NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

ANALYSES. OF LIMESTONES OF 

cS 
No. STD PLACE 5 fe} fe} S a = : 5 

Bos a vere von ee oma S 
|New York (¢’d) Ee Oe A See 3 oe 
678 | Oneida.........(Oriskany Falls......| 5.66 2.14 @naOr45) |i (onleial WDE, eGodgocccsalloconac 

679 SEE acu D006 ikl ARR a keore ere 5.46 1.35 OHVs) |) Coal ETO |leccaccacaclioaccac 

680 SO Goono0000 A Sieleiesie| DaGe 1.38 50.93 | 0.85 |40.87 |.corcecece sonoos 

681 | Onondaga......|Jamesville.........L|...e0- 2.03 a91.93 | 638.06 |. .... 1.88 | 1.47 

€82 ae eiois area} WLAN Wotaletelaieretelsieletsy Oa 13.67 47.48 1018.55 | cece] -vevcccccr|sccces 

683 ee .soees(JameSville.........1/10.97 | 4.46 1.54 [a27.51 |b16.9 (87.94 |. ..cccseee ee 

684 | Ge 500006 a sace seer hO. G5 by. 82 1.3 |@80.92 1013.64 |88 31 |....sceeesteccees 

635 | 23 Melee ste SPLib MOCKS cor eisicieieisie|| (O00 56 sOl] | SSoe 41s | LSESGmi sy eierere Baogo0a00c!| sacos 

686 | Orange........./Newburg...... One 10.46 | 1.95 1.8 |a27.75 1017.65 140.46 |..2..cc0ce|eceeee 

687 | Rockland ....../Tomkins Cove ....../12 4.13 105" |a26.34 1016774 13901 | ejateiajeieterereilieiaietrol= 

688 | Rensselaer. ....|Hoosick Falls.......| 1.2 | 2 D5 fad 11 | C897 | yc allo erercreiniaetemlicistemiets 

689 | Saratoga.. -oe. (Sandy Hill...... poonllcasoec .46 1.02 |a29.05 |6:2.8 |38.6 Hee! No ncoos 

690 | St Lawrence ...|Ogdensburg..... cooe| 442 | 2.28 BUBB asad ovals saoreclcbeocebcod|soccoc 

691 a oak oe Ghats: Geo. ook SOQ NP OSwlG [el GetOm |raererste Boouoducoc|) cococ 

692 es ...|Between Colton and} .5 1.3 So Oh Mea OaeSe coon clleces - wvalsieiellisrereeee 

693 vie 5.08 pepe Canton...| 1.12 1.89 (648 | AOE O Tee eicle |i vietetorelelateralay| inreeleiets 

604 ss .../Gouverneur.........| 1.85 | .28 (38%) 9229" | 4228" al eiecevoretel revere aisles 

695 | Schoharie.......|Howe Cave...... pies ee ‘ie G75 24 | EBD! | RSs is Intern oferetarersletlporeterstnts 

696 os Be edei | CODLESKalle ee mis |eanoe Se ADL.O5 | O1.65 |A7 14 | 7 cle sicreree)ei| v/eleni 

697") Wister® seve sicicins (RONGOUIL). cance Apel oackilt TED, 1.84 |a54.11 |btrace|40.6 |.....seeee] see 

MEDS Pie ee hides WWAIDUIEN, ccaianenioe se acl olen 1.65 |a45.22 |b trace|39.1 |.......00 waited 

699 | Warren ........|Glens Falls......... | Piste al (MS), Soper arc @52. 155 | -OL-58h |, eyere | eietalsioietelele wal eran 

700 ss ceceree hs BS ieee alle 8 5 jad38.17 | 0.75 lt.8 Sodocoacos|loooece 

701 | Washington....|Smith’s Basin.......| 1.38 .58 (55:26 | COM 20 ea eal ee eoneeRe eae: 

402 es L cE Sieicigtiels « | Sines .58 a95.5 |btrace|...... | 1.06 | 2.08 

203 “ si Es Fad sous tall ants 1.5 54.08 | -i9.-|48-12:|:adsesac eee 

04 | Westchester,...|Annsville Cove......| 2.5 1.55 S164 1 TSS: weer nate ccteretereveyl keretenerets 

205 ss Fee) \OSSEMIME TD. wea areteiietesisl|a aa alan ON 22d [31.4 [b19.95 |... cc.) eveccenees| secece 

706 “e sein SoS Rae Beeel hoe £75 025.42 |b22.35 |...... sioicias yore reek 

‘207 a 5000 = ano oaenosa|| Ware 1.81 QAA5.02 | (B16 |. ...00] coreveess|ssenee 

208 ss 9008 us ealstctelateheiels OOS: 2.82 229 05 1020.05 |.....0! secoevese Sfeleraisi= 

709 se vs oe | Pleasantvill@eredecs| 2-51) «4 585: | 59584 | 86.8) 1 28. LU k ceeecaeton ieee 

710 oy ojo SUC KANO cieeieteteiareiatell yesee 59) Ste aBONG yO2125) |47e3) MWelsimrcrscter ocr amee 

@11 ae ssaca 10) LATINA) <toreccis'c worete ne eieisrecellpeeoeletsl lieve seis Merinaistnisislera Choc. etulDlimoon| sono es G 4 liersteitesevs 

712 | Auglaize .......|St Mary’s township.|...... 3.12 52.18), SBs420 9s alee 3.18 |.....- 

gis SOA ae ebs Obs reader d 2.48 56.94 | 35.55 |...... AGG Tas ct es 



LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 939 

THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

No. reverie PEE ENCE aD ANALYSE “QOLTROS sin RISERS 

678 |S .18 |N Y. state geol. rep’t 1897, p. 446; A. H. Chester, 

679 12 Nae cere geol. rep’t 1897, p. 446....... alelevoietcieieteter’ 

680 |S 07 ny se OE olopononeuconadaded 

681 SO3 73 aS ue p. 449; Englehardt.|E. B. Alvord & Co. 

| BIE M eveyoly) tals cole, cl.-. sive rie Ge Waslele see csevsiecisiveegeicscdvsssecseceeevees| Drown cement co, Cement 

| 683 sessecsesoeseess(N. Y. State geol. rep’t 1897. p. 449......008 seeeeees/Upper cement layer. Alvord 

| ORI asiesieieaa oe: acs a uc Te eeein: i2aaes | Gee ComeuiIaver: Alvord 

GSAS etemta laren sis:e\e sieges oe es ss Sa sa Solas Erobese co. quarry 

JelE ]5.44 dudnooncegone *s 2 ei p. 451; J. D. Irving,/Miller quarry 

687 Wee N.Y dtate neal: rep't 1807, p. ABO avis intone waee ts 

SDM Risiaiel ale: ere'eleielslevaiere ue oe DP. 452. ..cececeeverseee.(MCCaffery quarry 

GSO E Merctatsteycteiere oreltvs: ccs ee se P. 453. ccecrecceee-vee- |Higley, Monty & Co. quarry 

GOO erersiararcrslerstevelerafet oh oo ae Sit ssesccesseceeeeess(Upper stone, Howard quarry 

OOM istefelsieiarelérs)s.s(6 vi e10 us a p. 454..... ceoereoeseseeiLOwer Stone, Howard quarry 

OO al lreietersietelevere/slevei seis aie ss ‘¢ Prof. Priestly, 
anal. 

693 |.cecccssceesevee(N. Y- State geol. rep’t 1897, p. 454; Prof. Priestly,|Stevens quarry 

GOs Conk Oe ane noY state geol. rep’t 1897, p. 455; J. D. Irving, 

655 Pee > line Nowe. 45, p. 865; C. A. Schaeffer, anal.,.....|Helderberg cement co. quarry 

18 | ocnomandosodoneelloaeune FR cn Lede siecle vane women eadsudiae dotie «a vnec| Cobleskill quarry, 

GOZ |eereeeeevesssees(N. VY. State geol. rep’t 1897, p. 457.....eeseeeceeeee.| Newark lime & cement co. 

GOSE eterercieretete stereiere: ocr us ae 8 Soo0ngg0000000N05 Be Miraon quatiy 

699 |SO3 3 ce us De OU iteleieteielteleiselelsreeie | LLOD-Stone 

GOD Rrarclertenatstsiciesie ere we CO St, AGO atiacacccinaseed | Owerstone 

COE evatatereletese eral o\s/evois\< ae oe eee séandeods eoeeees.| Keenan lime co. quarry 

(WE ||-eodnacuscouoeee ue ue Sistas slatotetetels| ofofsiatsisielsie’sts 

UE) | coousonebenaean jk a 6 O jeceevccveceeeeee, (Keenan lime company 

OA eratavcxetelayeiaiereic reise ue tie p. 466; J. D. Irving,/2 miles west of Peekskill 

(Us |lsoogbadoRdoopase n¥ state geol. rept 1897, p. 463.........+++.++.. /Sing Sing lime co. quarry 

(MUD Is COnGaAarecsee oe oe oO sleisieidessrevuisen none) Mark's: QUAaArry, 

707 |P203 027 eel ae es Se Matateintctelarotetstel exsist eletehs vs 

(EODM Kefern'e\sie’sinfoloisin/a oin'c os 28 Pde folaveYoreleicfeleie sr astajotels a 

AO QUM rererejcrete eluiersisreierevatny 3 oC Be p. 466.,.. 5. oesceeveeees. (Cornell quarry 

(4D isooctane ppapedos a SP. 465. .eeeeeeveeeveeee-(O’Connell & Hillery 

711 |eseeeeeesessees.(U. S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 261; F. W. Clarke and R..|Oil rock 
B. Riggs, anal. 

WADE sietalerercrersisiovecots res U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 262; C. Catlett, anal. ../|Gas rock, Pauck well 

MUS listertoraisreiereisic.s. crete: ae aos Be ..|Bennett well 

L= Analysis of burned lime 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 

THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- OWNER 
No LANEOUS ETE EOC NIU ea ee LOCATION AND REMARKS 

714 |.....eeese00004-(U. S. geol sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 482;|Casparis stone co. 
E. Lovejoy, anal. 3 

715 |....-.+.00000e0++|Ohio geol. sur. Ec. geol 6:728; N. W. Lord, anal...|Brown quarries 

716 eoeeseeoereen ae ad 6:716 Oe ...|Pettigrew 

MELA PIN OR eco esos. a a 6:717 ne AG. H. Frey quarry 

718 |.......eeee0088.| Merrill. Stones for building and decoration, p. 467 

GIO) | ceeisecr ieceeses|U. 9. 2e0l. Sur. Bul. 148, p. 260; F. W. Clarke and 
R. B. Riggs, anal. 

BcUMaseniiees caves (U.S. £eol. sur, Bul. 148, p., 260; FH: W. Clarke and 
R. B. Riggs, anal. 

teu lesteetieccwecdss<c|Uoo.2eok sur. Bull 148, p. 260; FE. W. Clarke and 
R. B. Riggs, anal. 

UE sidaeleseciodscers|U. S-.Se0lssur. Bul. 148, p. 260; E>. W: Clarke and 
R. B. Riggs, anal. ; 

723 |. .eeeeeeee0ee0es|Ohio geol. sur. 5:1109; N. W. Lord, anal............| White limestone 

MOEN ones soonodoonon se ve Se aatgene Sai EAS .....|First limestone below white, 
top stratum ; 

ADM eielele\elscelei slave Sieie.e 8 ai ce ee ars .....|First limestone below white, 
middle stratum ; 

7210 |\socogcnsoonaddos ae Re Fes MeOH ME RraIara rea} chee Ts First limestone below white, 
lower stratum 

727 |evceveeessseeeee(U. 8S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 261; F. W. Clarke, anal.|Trenton limestone 

128 | seececesceceesss(Onio geol. sur. Ec. geol. 6:726; Wormiey, anal..... Nerthrop quarry 

HGsx0) lave foterelovetoveieverelaje\ els ae a8 + cba a tae Bierly quarry 

730 | .oereeseeeesees.(U. 9. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 432.......|Olemacher lime co. 

TONG Feveteleiercieiencieve.o.cre:0% ae Bul. 148, p. 262; C. Catlett, anal....|Trenton limestone 

esse lovarstexeieieioieieie’eio'els.s ae 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 432......./T. J. Price & Co. 

(Heer |levelel crete <tw vais aa 6 ge os ve ee areas Casparis stone Co. 

Oe Waters ike éielelecures ore .Bul. 148, p. 262; C. Catlett, anal.... 

735 ee eeeceeseerees(Ohio geol. sur. Ec. geol. 6:720; N. W. Lord, anal... Ervin quarry 

AQBOBIethecok cokes a os us 6:728 Ge .|G. Haddock quarry 

"37 |. covcesceeesseee|Merrill, Stones for building and decoration, p. 468. 

(BB |.ccveceerevrees./U. 9. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 261; F. W. Clarke, anal.|Trenton limestone 

"39 eeeoorvreoereoeeeeees oe ve F. W. Clarke and os 

R. B. Riggs, anal. 
AD Nfevsies « eeeseeeeees/Ohio geol. sur. Ee. geol. 6:744; N. W. Lord, anal...'Barnd quarry 

TAL | cesseeseeeeeee./U. S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 261; F. W. Clarke, anal.'McElree well 

742 |. .seseeeeeeeeeee|Ohio geol. sur. Ec. geol. 6:730; Wormley, anal..... Rucker quarry 

MAB AMbotevavele taierevere ee'o 0% 3: ay a i .oo..| Wright quarry 

ALG [feictetete e.oinieisicia overs c ue es ey ms reteset Sh 

LE fo Toratateterarchoteraae.a'ee He re FF x ...../Pope quarry 

746 | .cceeeeveeeeres.|U. 8. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 262; C. Catlett, anal..../Trenton limestone 

WALGielIorave’ sts) syaicleraveVetele(eis me ae p. 261; F. W. Clarke, anal. we 

WAS il tevotaterstore avevererveraieve oe oh p. 262; C. Catlett, anal....|/Air Line Junc.; depth 1415 ft 

HAQ EA i ateyeteearars's eie:saielelers = oe oe i ....|Depth 1594 ft - 

750 |Po ot ve 20th rep’t. pt 6 cont’d, p. 432.......|Norris & Christian lime & 
stone co. 

L= Analysis of burned lime 
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THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- OWNER 
No. LANEOUS EIDIRTRIEUSTOLE 2081) OSES LOCATION AND REMARKS 

TB |. .ceerceeeesere-(U. S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 261; F. W. Clarke, anal. Trenton limestone 

MEP elatetsisia'e'vie'e:¥\0 w'o'e!s me “S p. 262; C. Catlett, anal... Depth 1112 ft 

753 eeoreseeeveoeeoeee: os ore oS HY Well no. 2, depth 1065 ft. 

ML OAS fete rete was: v,syo'si0.n st oe ne uN Doenze’s well 

TED || 35 ooo RO BOD OeBe ah cor p. 261; F. W. Clarke and 
R. B. Riggs, anal. 

756 |Org. @3 1U. Secek ae 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 4382; J. D.|J. W. Ruhl quarry 
Lisle, ana 

757 |Po Os 001 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 432; Prof. a D. Brown ‘° 
E. Orton, anal. 

AED) SHAR EAC nee LOBES LEOMSUEM E1454 ee Ollecteteleteleverelstelsialalclelsislsialetere Findlay st. well, depth 975 ft 

EDOM ectevaipioteln\ejeco'si<iclo) oss oh 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 482.......|N. E. Gregg & Co. quarry 

SOU irectaicreVe(ere ais! ecase,o/er< as Bul. 148, p. 262; C. Catlett, anal....|Trenton limestone 

VOW epceiiiess caves «>| O10 geol sur: 6:734; N. W. Lord, anal....2.....0. Newman quarry, Cap rock, 
Niagara 

762 seeeereveeerece: os she aie coccoeeseece [NEWMAN quarry, bottom: 

rock. Niagara : 
Mica eierarcisrera(eiclnele nie; 01; cy se Sis eieheyeiein »eeee-|Wyman & Gregg, main rock, 

Niagara 
(( Sele ree nQ0000000e ue me ci coereeereeess|Habbeler, main rock, Niagara. 

(GES SAG OSOOOCHRO EE oe gt ag secceoseoses |HOlt, main rock, Niagara 

766 |......cessee008-(U. 9. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 432; Prof.'J. Kingham quarry 
EK. Orton. anal 

TET | .scecsversseees-/U.S geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 432; G. A.|Duncan & Bussard quarry 
Kirchmaier, anal. 

MOSM Rrleeetacisislle Yelors's |\ONTOsZ COL, SUL. O51109; ncieicicic micros «6 Nevers seeceoveee |D, Hendricks quarry 

OOM etereieferctels:ofatei en /ete’c AY 6r2oeNe Wee luondeanaliy accel eset Dwyer; upper stone 

UCON SC COCR ROC Sree Hele s geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 262; C. Catlett, anal .. | Waggoner well 

MMe eenisideleis «2 2), iixtn| OMLOVCOl. sur. 6:7375N. We Lord, anal ..:..-...00: | sRancamp w&.Co. 

WS | no OC Oe BDDC OCOROGH LOL S, geol. sur. 20th rep’t. pt 6 cont'd, p. 482....... W. E. Marsh quarry 

713 |. .0seeeceeveeee. (Ohio geol. sur. 6:739; N. W. Lord, anal.,.......... |Niagara limestone 

774 |. .ccevveeeerssees[U. ©. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 432...... |D. P. Lloyd & Co. quarry 

EAs IOn\fetateymiarelviveieveiote eves Me Bul. 148, p. 262; C. Catlett, anal .. [Loomis & Nyman well 

RCO efatereiniels s\a/sinle'aietecs eS ee a tod “s 

AUG lFesets ate orate teievalohots ei oe 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 483;,)L. McCollum & Co. 
O. Wulte, anal. 

778 |. ceccceseceeeeee(U. S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 261; F. W. Clarke, anal. 

KCOM trteverornrerorsicientetsieter: ee 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 482; Prof. Snowflake lime co. 
E. Orton, anal. 

780 |, ..seecseee-ses-/U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 482; G. A.|N B. Eddy 
Kirechmaier, anal. 

We'l no. 3; gas rock 

cfchl A eerste sancoocne |W aeeeeol: sur. as rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 482; Prof.|/Sugar Ridge lime and stone ea,” 
rton, ana 

782 |Org. .o2 |U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 432;' Doherty & Co. 
H. Blanck, anal. 

783 |.00.seeceeeeeeee+/U. 9. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 261; F. W. Clarke and|Air Line Junction 
R. B. Riggs, anal. 

784 |. .cceeseveeeees./U. 8S. geol sur 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 482; Prof.|M. Daum & Son 
EK. _ Orton, anal. 

785 |.cceececoesesse-(U. &. geol. Sur. Bul. 148, p. 262; C. Catlett, anal .. 

MSGi eile a cis vinne are sf ue ae ne .... City well no. 2 

L= Analysis cf burned lime 
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Pennsylvania 3 
JOUWING.Gosagsoac BATA OL Ag islets peters 10.3 1.5 S58 | kO nets Go60n000¢ | 2 a 

oie raveiareasvetene bie lePeas a ate S285 4 | eeaniacur 0 SOO |) Bilal 238 |Greweuticcmeleneer : 

Armstrong..... N.e. of Kittanning.| ..... t 9685/51 278 |e oc | BE he 

B@AVOGL. «..0c se 14 m. below Vauport)...... 1.823 93.482) 1.544)..... 2.77 aerate 

OS Meer ratrg eas se liea te 2.824 88.464) 1.445]..... 03ai5, see 

Sie oN Rateters oie lelere pe 3000 1.291 91.607; 1.566 one 4. 2SUln ees 

OSE Senate Bibs aE Duel tee eoe 1.589 SOS 9 eat Bi erecteors ASS <shecaweee 

Bedford sare oN eree aerate eae 4.48 $OOe yi asiste ASO MSA OIOSAB lis rescsi| eters sslorstenerei irene 

IBEDRS.. cis creiaciele cia EUESUCEI EW: Jatarstetarsieiee wieiei|iere asics 1.22 HORDS aloo sole |leerertete 3.89 |.. 

BIAit (enc. ccce ee | NCAT AlGOONA sn cere ss £42 Qan6G4 ie 12547 erect 2.5< tt caeee 

ei ac oe Selatal [terete se 644 95 089} 1.581]...... 8 ice 

ps Ac 6c oS) ohoneadall aasor 57 Oy Gyall” alos a0 SOS 

il eeiicee a PNG AL SiremM LM WaM.-)| sere cele 1.19 | 53.87 ! AN: 32 | deisvere 2. 90 eee 

Se Sidarionone 6.m.s. w. of Birming:|..... 2.85 ASR OSino te Ouaulletets 1O238i4| S3eene 
ham | 

BOE Secicte niet ...|Catharine township}..... 264 94.98 | 3.866]...... «Oc teeeecese 

SSS AL ER ee er Frankstown eenereeeee 1.06 . . eereees a54.9 eeeeeee eeoe aee seeseee-jSeeeseee 

fs VBI Hollidaysburg.....e. {ese 9085; Pate | 96.164] 1.589]......| 1.615;.....- 

tA Ve eeeratatonsceacs = - : 048 Reena 84.782} 38.859]...... IO S85: |teapiette 

ed conlenb eat ROATIM GSP GIMO™ sarcsetellcre rere 1.85 78.176] 10.746]..... 85 bee 

ve Sarre HT OMIG aH SD UGS sreicicleisl|icieleie.e SOb4 Siiiceavee 95 251} 2.265). .... LVS se foteterctare 

SS a dieraial Bolatevers Roaring Spring......|..00. 64 91.892] 2.875|...... 4.38 |. .eeee 

tan om eae Rig 18s Sb OE LORNA a gqcc 234 Bae bi) ALAS veces 133 lerererctete 
Spring 

sfoketsiibile/sleneys eeenees Sarah furnace saeee 44 96.142 AGO aces 1.688 evecese 

quarry 
peleelecieldadelecieeie ell SPiN ote ldaehUnnace | prema. 1.126 FSO! SUC e55e65e Sealigigmicet 

quarry i 
Bradford,...... 1 m.e. of Burlington! ..... 2.6138 4.428 |a41.048| 61.135|/33.24 AS23016 bese 

Butlers ac aceoss | WWESt VAMC AES snes lierscre cle i 95.1 1 es eal a 2278 leer 

Cambria; .).. <2 |SOHNSEOWM aa. sae 5- 2 GoSoel Best | Aquoade|| athe PILAG | as one QC STSi ear 

Center’ concen Near Bellefonte.....|......|& FeCO3 .208 | 97.89 | 1.285)..... 54 

SOO0O00 eaysisioslonte Be 4006 cfs Seed I clstcer| dls 6 oaone 1S9C len 

@eeoeeeeaereseaeovrene se eee ae See entite 97.532 1.21 eeoe .815 euwscce 

Chester..... .. |Downingtown. ... soon oe 87 1154.15 | 45.2 soictd eistelevararoiomsen tataters 

Cumberland....|Greason...... sogooee sfofelers |(selelelelaicleccie eevee 2OOraoa|) AO9ues |So.Ge 11.07 18 

Fayette........ George township.. S000 FeCOs3| 80.647; 2.217)...... LOR | alOL 
.543 1.657 

aieslece res ssiseieiiees (od) M.N. ©. OL, Union-|\.... FeCOs! 66 471) 17.711]...... 6449 lisnoaoe 
town .812 5.178 

eeeoeceeceeeeeoeesense Uniontown.... eeees eeocee .J FeCO3 87.868 f7S3 eeeeer Fao eeeees 

[y- 2435 >) 7 Oi4 | 
aCaO 
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MISCEL- OWNER 
No. LANEOUS PEE EENC HAND ANAENSTS LOCATION AND REMARKS 

787 Ign. .19 |U. Sees. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 441; F. Menger,|W. H. Gelbach 
anal. 

WEB |... sceeeeeeee,-/U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6, p. 441; F. Menger,|G. W. Musselman 
anal. 

FBO |. ccceceeeverseer (Fa. ZEOl, SUL. MM, P, 298....ceceesvecccsvocvccceeee.(Fine Creek furnace quarry 

“QW losoccocooncunase a De Cole wieiv visio sielelelsisi ets claivieisialalslelsisieiol| SOMELE MATEY, 

Asp ltt lestafalevereafeverelsis) siaiats uf isd BanverapetereyoiexcvoiotersteletolcVealorstansieheier: Powers quarry 

92 esecooaoesehoooeoesa8000 oe OG eoeeeoeeeoseoveeeeeeeoeeeeraoas vis 

793 eeeeoeeneeeoeveeced ue Ra A tien @eoveeseseeevoeeeeeeveas Tygart quarry 

194 | .vesceeee oeose.(U. 9. Beol. sur. 20th rept, pt 6 cont'd, p. 441........|J. E. Thorpp 

795 @e@eovesceeeeeaevene ote be oie Ou @ T. A. K. Stauffer 

Davies, anal. 
496 "Greer veeeeeeece Pa. geol. sur. MM, p. 301 eeerer @eoeorsreeceeceeeeoeeesaenonens Bakers quarry 

797 eeeeoven eeevenvaevee XO UG OG eeoseeeeeoeveso? eos eceereeeeee vt 

798 eeeoeorvece @seoseend se G6 os eeecaevueeeoesveeryeeovoeoste tore oe 

799 @eecereoneeeeeeon me oe p. 807 soe vee oeeeeos ee eeseeeeeeone Keystone zine co. Siluro- 

Cambrian 
PSO Ia eretectots ares eteicrsvorsiovs te ie CR oe cwieledie shefelaiieiie a aitectsiveiiene | DOIG a prOpeluy., Slluro-C am 

brian 
PSPUAE vatePatua ate'eh, claxareve!s se See OG lasrcetasre aheleieloatoerateateere als Mt Etna furnace quarry 

802 |Ign. 43.8 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441.......|J. K. McLanahan jr 

se eter inreraliereiarels|| A we COLOSUE. MM, Ps -BO2e siec:0 cis ccieinrcersitiecie iam palletes Manning quarry 

804 |...... Srietevereicrsieis oe ee Bical c aicreldlelsrsvafotcicierayalernisiotetere cteseie || MAO ORG UCD IIS? 

ROU prolate 2eCclaveie si/ajare/ets’s os Se EE OUOhiejsitielelslelelelaloclsfelriar siete) sivielelere | OCA Nm AC a QUALhy, 

SOG erate: crelels r010;/on0vsleie’s ee S85 Pr GOR jaisiejvieieinietelobolortvioleceieierejne/eieeiet| CRESIVEM GARY: 

BOT Jrceesicceveveees st £2 <P SUG. 6 ic cenececscseceseneccnae. | OCMAM furnace quarry. 

808 e@ereeveeee-rte eer oie OU 60 eoeeeveoeeveesneeeeeeeneeeraees UC 

BIO: |.coacasnooesoanan Bi St WO D tasialeieieratelsinialsieieiaisisieisie sister | AON EL MLeldenvere 

OULG ail ietelatetalelels¥sisvele e'cie’ i SP. 806.0 ...0000ceecceceesree..-./Cambro-Silurian limestone 

ses lias Het ararays eV sie)eyerexsij~'6%s oe BACK Or GlelnGooanOCOUbon DOCU BE DSO SS .. |W. B. Kline farm 

OLN Mocs i ee die ....(U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 441....... |Winfield mineral co. quarry 

$13 |FeCOg = 8.7_|Pa. geol. sur. MM, p. 295.....ssescecesevece. ceesess.(JOhnstown cement bed in A. 
FeS2 1.268 J. Hawes quarry 

S14 cieene Jano Sooos est ont Sep Wi istavarcloysjeraverererereistece aatatararcele hiciane Shortlidge quarry, upper bed 

Ro Melefesete ele <lsielciniaie se Ok she Oc ua MeecateratatelteeyeNCe eieietatefeteferstcteie’ aie ate a middle bed 

RSE roletecsielmielelnjsiaiereisie se Stach Ce Laie erarelstatesetsialnsierstaieisictaer cle ciarsterels ee lower bed 

817 |...--seesee0.0e-(U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep't, pt 6 cont'd, p. 441... |J. Copeland quarry 

818 |Organic .75 ee Bul. 148, p. 255; E. A. Schneider, 
anal. 

OLD Metelers ie vierssae eye's aol ETA LCOMISUT.< EM 0. QO? cve tiejciaieis es accede oeeeeees- Oliphant furnace quarry 

ESA MM Merete edofotoxersdayele alec a SP. BBO... scecececeerescoesseeseees|Redstone limestone; Lemont 
furnace quarry 

BSS Liilsrctafafasveleic accleiois,e:4 os APO ASO Ora sie ceveinsateveloledsiovaiaraveteiorehovetecs ...|(Lemont furnace quarry, Pitts- 
burg limestone 
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Huntingdon,...|McAleavys Fort.....|.. 1.489 885680) 1685) |i 8.23 

oe poooldaKOlOeHEsON@s co0cecas|/n0000e}/an500n 4.586] 52.571} 2.081|...... 42.46 

he aiovete) | ESEO AUC UO PO rorcrorelsterevelele |(oxelstetele)l sekerinne 5.179] 46.232) 2.56 |...... 84.64 

oe eee SALGITO!s cere SoD AGoae | oath FeO|a39.587) €8.821/41.528]....ec.e0. 
1.26 .638 

es aratele Sil vaiclolate euaielelevasieiedl GOR OR FeO \a47.08 | 04.598 42.09 |....ccece. 
.55 mY 4 

oe ; Sey am Soo ooan Boer BeO|al4.12 | 69.571 24.592].......00. 
14.066 3.342 

oie e@ece Near Saltillo........ evecer & FeCOz 89 292 2.557 veces 5.3 

1.78 
ae e@een ee ee eoee Meee HeCOs 47.3 oO soooc 49.03 

1.667 
le .-.-|Lhree Springs....... |e FeCOs} 90.904) 2.162]...... 5.7 

123 1.642 
ue eee oe eosleccece ees 94 035 1.965 eoeece 4.38) 

ve iat ve aeeee|psoere (@eCOs 91.125} 1.572|...... 5.04 
1.13 

She ..-. (44m. Ss. of Todd post-]...... 18 FeCO3} 92.323) 1.089]...... 4.64 
oftice 683 

Indiana ........|14 m. s. w of Five]....., 3.22 84.125) 5,198]...... 6.021 
Points 

ee eibleretarerts pe. of Chambers-|....«. 2.12 S4240 GRR om nee 9.15 
ville 

os seeves |e me s. of Jackson-|..... se 89.821) 1.801)...... 5.48 
ville 

# coer vee (144m. n. ec. of Homer)...... 4.19 72.264) 6.493)...... 14.98 

me eee OaISel DB laresvllle@nieniests 6.93 54.768] 8.627)...... 27.23 

oe donsaslGA TNs AW INS WH Oliicoos 1.96 Somer, aByAleooGec 8.21 
Decker’s Point 

sh moo oce eA iene ange os 1 OVllaoGo 2.63 82.321) 8.021)...... 5.502 
Blairsville a 

se Beveeees eine Ss. W. of Smith- eeooee FeCO3 36.214 16.883 eooces 32.79 

: port 4.36 8.078 
ee @eevseevoe 2 m. Ss. Ww. of Smith- eeccoe 7.38 58.75 16.005 eeoeees 15.06 

port 
oe seseeeee 1 m eC. Of Blacklick|..... 8.54 (8.708) 2-420 eee ce 13.79 

station 
us ecoees 4m s. w. from Rich- eveoe 2.03 92.857 1.589 eooese 2.09 

mond 
se ...ee.|Blairstown a 5.71 65.692; 9.686]...... 16.54 

us weees (SMiths station ,...../... 3.02 79.821) 3.601|...... 12.16 

oe Sooo ESE ILEIIOOIN ooodalloanoo 2.83 ~ 82.768] 2.875|...... 10.327 

Lancaster. .... |Chickies............. .30 poll ich lel! AB49)7)\ ty ere shersiereteion 

og eseeoeer Rheems eeovneeorve8 . eee ee es eal 97.95 .98 eerver 96 

Lawrence .,......Near Wampum, Big'..... -805 94.214 1.782)..... 2.79 
Beaver township 

Ge wees. (30.n.Ww. Mt Jackson,|..... 632 95.768} 1.097|...0.0. 1.97 
n. Beaver township 

se .eveee.|Near New Castle....|..... 1.563 93534 \7 15460. 3.07 

Ss sonnodn ls oo, mer OIOWKOINE Socllacon 1.187 94.785) 1.369]...... 2.08 

ae = sone | COMME StOWIN seieareisan | dic) 1.6 96.43 BY PAE RANG porcine 

Lebanon.,.......|Richland station....| .07 19 99.02 AB Caiereiealllore wrsustetorace 

ve mfelafelotelers By Ace eset) 24 98.36 91 ; saivleters 

Lehigh ..........|TrexlertOwn ...se...| 7.22 2.3 &6.5 Ae Oil altatecstere mete 

Mifflin.........../2m. from Belleville.|...... -426 97/6511) a alialiail | |eretete 76 
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LIME AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES 

THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- 

LANEOUS 

eeceeeceseeeoeoece 

..|Pa. geol. sur. 

REFERENCE AND ANALYST 

OG crerecars ehoteteiercsnicsinieralaleveieisle serene 

° &¢ hd 105 Ba so0nn00cnone 

6 66 Dp. 

: ng oe ony, BR) ae 

eoveeenoservooees 

®@- peceeseoeseseseseoreees 

947 

OWNER 

LOCATION AND REMARKS 

.|John Barr quarry 

.|Caleareous conglomerate 

824 eeeoevoeveeoeeeee eee: Ob oe sre e@eoee eeoeoevseeevesr oe ee eeeeoeeees J. Diggins farm 

Sealab tie nicles giclee es «'s a Ste SP toUGrseisunees hunesossessvcsceemiotoe feet. above boOLtom of 
Waterlime formation 

310) | So OD OO CRESS ee oS Oe eaeniscenbincenleniinieniana 0m feet above: . bOtbOMmOL 
Waterlime formation 

ee | Gapnoee Misiefelal ofatale oe ut Se eae rer Wsssreiebisseicnses 100. Leet, above. bo tom Zot 
Waterlime formation 

S2Si etc cvots sies wun aee vs uae Leet e amotio eekinieaideni | coMLeOCtEELOmmpOtvomnl. uw Osmhve 
Mccarthy 

829 eveeoeoeocoeoees ees ie oe SI ee eet @eeceoveeecvoeeosoeos eevee ed Specimen from flinty beds 

eM inveteiuialete sse\cie'e e'e'es es Seis BUG aislelsleitsslaisieivwleiniecidesieele cree HUGSOMI Gua lin sO eeu tUOve 
bottom of formation 

831 reecoeaen peeeeosceooene Oe 20 one eeeeveeeeeevvrvpeeeeoeeneeeeveees Hudson quarry, 60 feet above 

me e + bottom of formation 
.|Hudson quarry, 50 feet above 

bottom of formation 
J. Whitney quarry 

S. Brown quarry; Freeport 
upper limestone 

Sam lstiicasecneas a eet (ale aes aoe ce rceee. covcreveeee- |Groft Bros. quarry; Freeport 
upper limestone 

836 eveeeeeeeeoe vette we WC OS FR eoeeee esse nee ee eoeeoee: S. Ci Hazlett quarry; Free- 

port upper limestone 
837 eooeeortevoeveos ose gic he ut eseeecervreeer-eneeoesneereeseeoees D.R. Griffith quarry 

66 66 66 

i 66 66 p. 
Gara warepraeateretevolelere aevsishovetelerel stale 

.1G. Livengood quarry 

S. Palmer quarry; Freeport 
lower limestone 

SAO HI peterctcrevercvals/o\erecerate iss os OC aa aieiolarcretelsisistaletelsicievelelelsisieieicleler Eee SRO WARIO ct RIN, 

eS ood letateleterexetevelelsicrs)elels ore Sie CO Lata elslejotalpielelalsialsialersielelslalalelsieisiene| me COLMAN a aetna ayer, 
Johnstown cement rock 

SATA Pr cveretolersiaicisie.aveiae se us Eive Wetalcioleieiatoisvalelelelsieieielelelsiain sisveleieir!| en OMIM ANS LOMeTa aver 

843 eeeoeceoereeee* eon es ye sie eeoeoeoeoreseeevvoeseeeteeeeeseeoevne near Tyhawk quarry, main bench 

SAA erctetsinie eleleve.eteelave ue Se ED COOH Mb lelaleletelsreleleleieieleleier eeieieieiater LSA ACO PSONES 

66 6 

848 

849 

eeeretene0e8 2000 

peeoresetoereees 

.|U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441....... seoererseeeeter 

° oe ts Dx: SB acictelassvatexevetever avevetevoleveciarsis-ovelurs 

66 66 66 66 

Fae ZOOL SUM, IMME TOS 29 aearatorejevasc ers/elevarcustaletercievereccieteraleich 

p. 366 PoeeFeveee-aHeeeeesetesoeon 

p. BD eave ictarsla\ar svete cisidiele drolocavisierereies 

G.M Doty 

Sewickley limestone 

A. H. Fulton quarry, Pitts 
burg limestone 

Chickies iron co. 

W.L. Heisey & Co. 

J. K. Shinn & Bros. quarry 

851 ° eeseoeveeneeean if we us arpees eeeeoeerseeveeneeeoeeeeeas McCord quarry 

Sez etatese/ake siee/al aim's oe a SY gvceteseeesceiseecdovecessees(Qbeems, Marqu:s & Johnson 
quarries 

853 eeeoneeeee*+anee: ne ee te eeaete eee eeteeeeseg eeeesoeo- Moffit quarry 

854 |. ..ceceeeeeveeee|U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 441....... |Carbon limestone co. 

857 

coecccveveeveeee(U. &. Geol. Sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 441; A. 8. 

toceeecreeeseree(U. ©. Zeol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 441; H. R. 

66 66 66 66 . A.S. 
McCreath, anal. 

McCreath, anal. 

Hartzel', anal. 

J.C. Fisher 

S. A. Royer 

I. Stettler 

SAS pieielsisieisiclsisieiaise ei (As CEO SUE. EME pr GUS aca Pee eee oeern ere He oeDt ere D. Campbell quarry 

L= Analysis of burned lime 
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859 |} Mifflin...... ...-/A, Campbell quarry.) ...... 1.253 81.178) 18.398]..... AOE) Nooooac 

860 ees Shoes Ye as Pee mead Wa ere 1.36 GO) PAE RA OE oaooe A ODal (eters 

861 es veceeeee, /t m. from Belleville.|...... 1.422 54.285) 36.109].... S20 1a reseerrers 

862 O6 Westen con (ReedSvillehescenasndlals0o a6 O75)" PAG08} || nacooc stetevel avavarsteqelllaes 

863 |“ jae UFigke deem adlomees 61 96.24" | ©2786" | sctes banc owcnian eee 

864 Montgomery.. .|Bridgeport.......,L| 2.95 1.35 a58.33 | 637.37 moi lhekarekevetete sacar 

865 SESE TE eae ee hegistacnieete 1.58 12 Dowie ate O 7 eae ee Socalloonos 

866 | OREN nde beet Norristown....... 0600 45 548) I EAD Ioooccs a2 aie 

867 | Seem cnie eisai ese Rom iectiateke Wale a el se || Gas Sil \loac PB aliens 

868 |Northampton....|/Freemansburg....../ 2.18 | 1.61 .32] 89.09 | 5.16] .... ; . 

869 |Northumberland,Dalmatia .........L}...... 6.8 @81-38) || On o4) lees 2-88} once 

870 ‘Somerset..... So \Buckstowmss.ccaces| 2 ; FeCOs| 51.921| 3.639]..... 97.04 | aeeas 
| 3.317 3.069 

871 | SEATS Aca Forwarsdtown ......|.....+ FeCO3| 80.688) 8.445)...... 4.803 1 
| 455 3.314 

ae SO re henee ee EISELE: ytaejoete tess S00 2 CP) 103 | P58k8 |code 835833 ats 

873 | oS ce oh aon). ss waot Meal ssc FeCOs3| 72.6.3] 12.614]...... 9-18. leentaee 
i ersdale 972 2.289 

874 | eioa tee. dstyavee 34m. w. of Meyers-]..... FeCO3| 69.16 | 15.535]..... On Silber 
dale 1.366 3.985 

875 O8 eksiarecepencts 1m.w. of Meyersdale »eeoe FeCO3 55.589 14 2204 eooveces 19.8 eooses 

2.886 6.835 
876 Oe ae an ER 1m.n. of Salisbury.|...... FeCOs3| 74.803} 6.734]...... SBI |loooos 

1.548 5, 282 
877 us sreeeee |246mM S.ofSalisbury.|..... Se ee 86.625] 6.152)... AZO4mleristes 

1.825 
878 oe Pe 24 m. n. of Salis-|...... ~ FeCOs3| 64.706] 2.156 a8 ADEGD |loccnos 

bury ee 4.274 
879 ve wena Soe OF LWIKSIMane “emer aethee On SORS0S Eee tos | seenee 3 (4 leiaeler 

880 Ree ip Rice Vise nee 3144 m.s.e. of Somer |......|&FeCO3 63.969) 4.244!...... QA Gila ealete 
set 

€81 os se eee pligoam. s-el-of. Hrie-| 0-0... |\@HeCOs SBM en Uslin eee 6.04 oes 
densburg 2.972 

882 ue e@coreone Sipesville.. -peeesreeres|seseceevs See eas 79.478 10.222 ee 4.97 ee 

3.6 
883 Se eeeoeses Stoystown eovesveece evcoe FeCOs3 88.139 1.854 sislelete 5.64 evcese 

.o4 1.798 
884 Re sees ee dlennenr Orossroads..|.s.-ce FeCO3| 92.298] 1.483],..... S05 Aeiceenie 

.009 1.167 
885 re @eesre0 ae coco FeCO3z 54.321 23 .088 eooe 12.02 eo0oes 

; 1.626 8.492 
886 ate e@earven os teoe FeCO3 69.2614 13.773 eecoe 10.76 eooeee 

.403 4.739 
887 see ......./Huskins run; Shade}...... FeCO3| 52.94 | 16.06 |...... Wrote \sooase 

township 4.44 5.8 
888 HN tee eoe Near Davidsville.... evecer FeCO3 90.544 2.134 eeoe 3.85 seco 

.261 1.503 
889 tt Ss dees s 54 ama any 1of Scalp pees eNO Os 50.16 | 18.494]..... 19: 36sesase 

: Level | 11.6 
890 |Sullivan.........|Near Millview....... veeeee| 5.196 £0.393) 5.603]..... Pe le ooonc 

891 es oeer ees ee . e ee Dyers 69 5.387 veeeen 17.85 eosoce 

Soe TOS ar. vies -.eeee 44m. n. of Mansfield.|......| 2.269 2.142 |a28.872 61.117 |23.227 26 Waoodse 

—. a on aes 

893 | Washington.....|1 m. e of Washing-|...... 2.929 17.38 Vai cicisn 
ton 

72.866 3.813]...... 

aCaO bMgO 
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THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

No. MISCEL- OWNER 
: AND 

LANEOUS BYE ERENGE SREY LOCATION AND REMARKS 

859 

860 

&61 

862 
863 

864 

865 

866 

867 

868 

869 

870 

871 

872 

873 

874 

876 

8S0 

892 

893 

vescecscsssveees (Pa. GEO], SUL. MM, P. 808 wseceresessecssseveveeeses» Probably top of Calciferous 

seeeee eeeeseoene ce os eg eeeoeoeevovneeeoeeseereeoeeeeeeee eee Bottom of Chazy eeeeeee eeeeved 

-ouocooddoe8egape ea of Pee sedggopons000 eccccseeeesroes{Greenwood ore bank lime- 
stone 

seccecnvceescess(U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441;/J. B. Smith no. 1 
4 R. Kent, anal. 

veoceveeceseees(U. ©. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441; ne 2 
R. Kent, anal. 

vecsesecssceese/U. 9 geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441;)R. McCoy lime co. 
; Geb Reader canal, soecc. saocscaees @ cae oe ielecer 
vesecrevessesse-(U. 9. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441....... ae 

iisiehsleistatelstefels’6/e/sto os a a ** Booth,|W. B. Rambo, quarry no. 1 
Garrett & Blair, anal. 

seccevecceesseee/U. 9. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441; Booth, ue oe 2 
Garrett & Blair, anal. 

seeoveccseseeess(U. 9. geol. sur. 20:h rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441;|G. W. Bachman 
A. Bachman, anal. 

peatalsvateverorerotele sieial= U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 441; Dr|J. Yeager 
W. Frear, anal. 

soaconceotooddas leBh Bxeoll Sinbe, IES 70) Gih05 pogancooGobUUEGOD svofeleltieletsforeen stl Kalitpieeh rena 

JoocondonooEode™ oh e pe Miret yore elolelevoietore coreveercoveress(Harshberger quarry 

Ristevelsvoietelererersietois%e U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 441.,.....|Listie mining co. 

Malelelsielereisisiorer ates 122), SO, Ste; IWIN. TO, Be!) cooacgoncos snoG0bas000a5OR0 Keystone coal and mfg. co. 
quarry 

basielelsievaleleieietie.s 6s ue Sas ADD Ne Cietaverotee eleie sts So0000 cooeeeseees (Daylor Hill quarry 

Loca an ates OC De De LO Meters clelatele afatelatetsralolaitnsielsleleieieloe ne | AOU EL SeOMINRIOIny: 

toate conUooeaan es SSDS 28 (erinlalenekbelelelerore viele cieiele/w/aie/dialelocielle) ql eles ry: 

Be ravers sieve itereie c's se ee oe asWecaac sog0adoq000 sevceseocee-(M. J. Beechy quarry; Red- 
stone limestone 

J5 60 DOOOGHITO OSCE es BG 10) PAD Gono sholokeleberoiskeretirecscorelec eee (9. 8. Flickenger quarry 

Cc 2.602 ce GO os rAbanonoaoqo0GaooueCs sooesssee. |Pittsburg coal, coke and iron 
co. Eiklick limestone 

50 00 00G00000000E oe PMNs! GOO fsjeleialaleielafeleislaiels sieleieisielelelsiere ia) JOMMSLOMNENCemMentmer Ot kaaiia 
Zimmerman quarry 

eesveveoeveevoeoeeeveore GO “the oie @eoeooeeorepeeescoeeeeneeesecsees Reitz quarry 

eeoecoreeeoceeeeeos sy act as eseeceee.geeetceoeeveeseseoeeseos de, JJ. Pile quarry 

eeecosuoeoseoevees0e8 eg oe se eseeers eee eeeeeseeeeeeeee eens Wilt quarry 

C 55 os “i Oy Wcaeisiip aieishaielalsalele cit ieeneleiele- Oe ie Bean stip peM benelr 

C .98 oi Se Be e22ee coe eeteeevesr seener eens ae middle bench 

C .59 ee GE ue eeeeeenesneeetceseeesre eeseee eee Sie lower bench 

se eenecceueeaces sip ace Bs S103 8105 boss ivisisiels eles « avivjelcieeerein'ssl| D. ROGZELS GUAT, 

Beahehuie/iveteraieveletote: vs ss Os visi caiei ote vstaRslcteleyaveatval el cualoteceteie's -+e--| Lrevorrow quarry, Johnstown 

sveceoestoevcees ais ox af se eeoereeeeenevsesererconrensr de Weaver quarry, Johnstown 

Bistetarereretatelsta:areicisis de So ats es B00) nb Sos ecaooee Gasca naeae .»+.»|/Lucke quarry upper bench 

eeeoevceseeoeov os eeoner OC oe oe eeeoovev,eveoeveeeeveeeeeeseeeeveseeen oe lower bench 

eeoeoeorvesceeeeveecn oe oe p. 299 eecceae e@eeoteseeeortsovodceuoons G. R. Wilson 

SS Gare 5 sees 540 eevcee eeorereeeeseees voce 

L= Analysis of burned lime 
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902 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

BLE STATE AND oo eo .° oS p fe 
COUNTY peace ay oO 2. S ae) y S 

iS) = ® ES oy 2) ie < 
io) <q & (eS) = .@) = E 

Penn. (cont'd) 
Washington....|/1 m. n. of Cannons-],.....j/&FeCO3 68.867] 14.649]...... 13.3 pooeD 

: burg 3.306 
ai bees 1 m. nN. of Cannons: eoeese|- eres: FeCOs 48.823 20.621 seco 22.52 ecoen 

burg 3.523 3.625 
ee ooee{L m. n. Of Cannons-|.,....;/&FeCO3 47.08 | 28.528].... WH) lGSa50c 

burg 7 511 
ws eoee 8 m. from Washing- soe0 SECO 47 15 30.948 ecces 14.92 eocoe 

ton .6 
Westmoreland .144 m. w. of Kelly’s}...... 1.52 91.982) 1.664)...... 4.015] ....0 

station 
$6 Salina eeceeoetoveeeneseon eeoe 2.72 94.6438 1.144 ves 99 ee 

hs q m. from Mt Pleas- eeeeee FeCO3 42.357 4.037 e 388.24 eoooe 

ant 6.002 4.142 
VOR ieiacinvitrers 16 m. w. of Mengis! .... 1.1388 -896/a36.816) 65.019|35.55 16.65 35 

Mill station FeO 
2.443 

| 
iClear ... (44 m. w. of Mengis]......} 1.98 5 524/a38.5 b.814/31.682 18.21 | 1.055 

Mill station FeO : 
2.228 

COM aa a eae eee Wrightsville e eeee .56 .66 154.26 44 51 eeveoces eseeeeeoene eeeoee 

SO eoeoe +.eeee* Hellam seeepeeeoeesr eeoce sil 14 93.14 6.51 eeeoeces aecoeevseceeoen eseoes 

Rhode Island 
Providence.... |Lime ROCK. ...ccceee| sees . 3809 .O11| 88.233) 8.797|...... 2.748} .04 

South Dakota 
Lawrence ......|Deadwood ...... s0anllaoao ia CBB) (oils, \laooooe Sie lhe terre 

Tennessee 
Franklin .......|Sherw0od .....ee..lu|_ .56 22 CSO ALO Ilbongoulhoona00nddlloncode 

EO KON ooo Goll, | gqgaaoonuesounMilosooue 13 .23|a97.82 Oe Oa lerercttete cADiltereretelele 

Gane S555 Gaooe nopanllleigaonodgoanol oll 04 .23)a55.47 (Mes [EBB atogosdonall sZt 

Texas | 

Coryell..... sno ORME Oa sododcsac0c6l soc spollasocd00 .85,a54,02 | 6.12 |48.96 1.09 500 

UMA Soon ocddan HMIOINKE! Gaopoeanoodo! Monboue Bally) GOC-AGiirerraare all ayenaters .25 |uond 
.16 a97.82 15 78 

und. 
.85 

Vermont 

Addison) secede Leicester Junction.L| .383]...... -647| 98.262) 0.299)... ...|eeeseee tie 

Bennington ....|North Pownal.....L| .27 sitll OS NAGS Ota’ | herrea rasisieiere Sd5ar 

Franklin .......|Highgate Springs...| .4 sil a55.83 | btr. |43.65 S0o0d00l|co0000 

Cb a oc Yat vereietens SEPA OAM Siierercicteterorerepleal ererate : itr tr. |a99.28 | 6.6 nisavelss ape ltnd os 

a svoisielessie| | VVC OMr ye \cveieicisieies</a lyn al Toeus hervereievere tr. |a98.47 | 1.12 Cop eeneopuslbondoc 

a . eear oe RN iplaversieiote wel on ie, eeooeeee a99.29 .46 eeoer | +tee00e08 e@eer.tTeseveesd 

ea ore nt nocoonoo0clh| oW2 lscdcaao. codaccol@blsLteL! Ales lh sls Me oooda sé Nalels 

IWRC Go poonon|LROOKOE anooonosco0ddlloocuce 2 abd b.25 144.02 35 Sac 

os eeoeveees ‘¢ @ Beeetevecornt{ecenre dconone IAC 96.3 3.06 recees 63 eoeoe 

.053 
os seere es ereeoeoeereerl|aeeoee ghee Uae 98.37 79 vaee .63 eorece 

a0) 
ke nyayetesslel oe West Rutland seceses|lccers 3 a55.27 6.28 |43.82 Gall icnevererele 

Deo iirc RO oA ot ois evovererel| (avevetstels 2 a55.26 6.15 |43 66 4 widens 

ae p00 oe Series oletel| eiaverere aalls3 a55.50 | btr. |48.65 wis ulteseroterete 

aCaO bMgO 

+ 

FREE IR OTE 

a ee i) Si es aS) 
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THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- OWNER 
No. taNEOUS OUSIDE GS) A LOCATION AND REMARKS 

B94 |. .cccenceereveec (Fa. FEO]. Sur. MM, p. 285...c0e-veosecsseeeeseoeeee++|Uniontown limestone, lower 
division, upper layer 

SiS) | oboadnOOOenneOe so eee ay Aeiteeniceeeileniisesioinenes + (OMOnCOw Mi liMmestone, lower 
division. middle layer 

SO Gia le feiere ateisisielavaie:e.as ve ee Mapieisiels seieielaaiahinels cesses (Uniontown - limestone. lower 
; division, bottom layer 

BO iaalinctvereloreieleieie assess oe soe Ue peecvceccccecs. seseeseerees- {Uniontown limestone, Shaner 
property | 

SOOM ee ieraiete aicltie.cieieieo oe YO > FYB ssoccocs0c0 050000000 0n0nC0 Wining & Cuisan quarry 

SOOM pieisilcjeiersicie.aic'eis.a'e ue oe De opdsoODRDEnOsOSO bonGna 50000: WAGKEIP INOS, OREN 

900. eeceoroeeenseeervene pnt ty Pp. 367 peer eeneeeeoesesest vr aeevnseeen J. Freeman 

901 eeoes@eseoeeer ened oc one Dp. Ea (CAE RESINS Cae Peace ot aR RTT 

902 seeeveoeceorepeevoevens ee Sit oe eooeos eeeetCceeeeseceneee Ree 

903 |......+.seeer0../U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t pt 6 cont'd, p. 441........|Steacy & Co. quarry 

904 *eeoeeervreneereeoed ee os sxe ot eoeoreeveve ef 

QU ERE Etats erarare eiaveieacoiisie Bb “ ‘*p. 442; J. H.|H. Harris quarry 
Appleton, anal. 

906 |........0008-.../U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 con:’d, p. 443; J. V.|Deadwo3d & Delaware smelt- 
N. Door, anal. ing co. 

907 |. .cccereeeverese(U. 9. geol sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 444........|Gager lime and mfg. N. co. 

OS! [asada epoSanoens aie ag oe p. 443 ......./Arlington lime co. 

SOO ais oveiee letters ae Bul. 148, p. 258; L. G. Eakins, anal. 

910 |SOz allyl se 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 444; H. H.|D. R. Boone quarry 
Org .52 | Harriogton, anal. 

911 U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 444........ Nusttn White lime co. analysis 
of lime 

cé 66 66 6s 
seeoeee |AUStin White lime co. 

Mama eats eqeteyarsiels\e)aislorele ef us she p. 455,.......|Brandon lime and marble co. 

Siltebaa lIaetaraierejeuereieae seters a mes oh ‘* R.Shup-|Follet Bros. 
paus, anal. 

914 |. ...eeveeeeeeeee(U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 456; S. P.|L. H. Felton 
Sharpless, anal. 

915 |....secseeeeeeee(U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 456;|W. B. Fonda 
EF. C. Robinson, anal. 

916 |....0esceeeeress|U. 8. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 455. .... |J. P. Rich, no. 1 

917 |FeO 12 oy - om Wis at aierorelotare ik 2 

Os! Nae Geopincaedneenan ac es oe ae tales einveters ay 3 

919 /Org. none ee 18th rep’t, pt 5 cont’d, p. 986........|/Marble 

920 |Org. 004 oe a ie *  we00 os Light marble 

921 |MnO» 005 a8 we “ See ibatsiaictsreter | cus a 
Org. 08 

SER) sa cicsoouonsaongs 2g = ee Bs OOo rials Blue s 

WEB) || ssoudagocdaoouon Be es eer Gens. oda \MayhEe = 

OA feicietalatars’ctere.eieve'e os ve of phe raat ncn Statuary ‘‘ 

L = Analysis of burned lime 



952 NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

E AND Y 
No. SNOOuNES PLAN N Oo fe} 2 

iS) ey wa oS 
oD <q & iS) 

Vermont (con.) : 
925 | Rutland ..... aa VVESt EG UtIAMGy. ceeiswiieisieleleiel| sieleiefeltie o wierelewlera| QOomo 

926 DD eeeeveece oe e eeoe oeee8 eeeaeove e@ucosteae abd4.95 

Virginia ! 
927, || AWEUStaNs yones | SEAUMGONE clas neceetel el | nl oe 29 |a28.39 

928 | Frederick......|Winchester.........| 2.68 1.68 80.6 

929 be eoeee IN. w. turnpike, w.| 1.3 12 88.64 
of Winchester 

930 | Montgomery ...|2m. from Christians-| 6.5 84. 55.8 
burg road to Blacks- 
burg 

931 ee .|N. mountain, Price’s| 7.44 1.16 52.2 
roac 

932 | Orange..... vee [1% i. from Gordons-|19.6 8 79.2 
ville 

933 oe J0000000 Oa roms Gordons-| 3.28 1.28 51.72 
ville 

934 PASC faraterereietsveralers @e@ee esvseeesvovoeeees 80a 1.48 1.6 70.16 

935 OMT eis derel apteareiore: AULA Veta on ae ginietes | MORO ste 78 

936 DO Goodqcoddon SIE ENAGKORNM sasqnonal) Wa: 8 47.48 

937 | Shenandoah....|44 m.w. of New Mar-| 4.5 84 86.16 
ket 

938 ke ....|New Market ........| 7.6 .23 81 

West Virginia 
939 | Berkeley .......|Marlowe ......... L|..... .26 a98.44 

940 | Grant. .........|Knobly mountain...| 4.56 12 90.08 

941 Te ie vetlel / Neat beGersbuneiernce lo 1.52 88.52 

942 | Greenbrier...,../Fort Spring .........J/..ee00. 2.02 90.11 

943 a dopolKOMOKOE CaO 1a Iteccdoallocaobe 1.12 93.76 

944 ef Blue Sulphur, .4 .48 98.2 
Springs 

945 Cine See teee Muddy Creek moun-} 1.2 12 88.64 
tain 

946 peers ae Simon IMS sascoadballoosoos|| ct) S506 96.46 

947 | Harrison........|Near Clarksburg....) .72 96 95.52 

948 | Jefferson.......|Harpers Ferry......| 6.68 .52 81.16 

949 a svecesr|2 mM. S. we Harpers] 1.68 .48 53.88 
Ferry 

950 te sonsoonlt! im Ge ae ISIE WE OSES IG oo0nc tr. 95.86 
Ferry 

951 be se seee | OhHArleStOwmn.....2. . (42.5 te 2 38.66 

952 Oe 8 Statler Shepherdstown...... 38.93 4.17 32.17 

953 ECOG So oe 5000 |to8) 2.1 23.9 

954 Bh s000000 ie eet Loa tf 67.5 

955 | Kanawha ....../T wo Mile creek.....| 1.76 8 83.92 

956 sie abate Re Aas | bolo 1.6 96.2 

957 oe seieiets ‘Big Buffalo creek ...|/18.48 2.16 73.44 

958 : ..see. [Little Buffalo creek. 18.72 1.4 72.52 

959 bes Wests ti Eighteen Mile creek(|31.92 | 3.68 55.96 

ANALYSES OF LIMESTONES OF 

43.8 

41.85 

eogees 

peeeoe 

eeeees 

@vecee 

eoeeos 

eoeooe 

vooose 

eaooeer 

@eeceovoeton 

@oeovevene 

eoeeesoene 

e@oeceoroeos 

e@oeeere0000 

eveesceoene 

ooeeere0en 

e@veeneon0e 

eaeeoreonn 

18 

efeosecececse een 

5.04 

3.92 

97 

veseoe 

8 

4.86 

56 

6.5 

5S 

44 

vo eees +92) |< asic 

mfoystetetel| eeraleratelobate 84 

sieiaie? fleie’sie(eltveleleinl|aeO Oe 

seeee 1.83 | .85 

sfoleteistel| Meisjeneee al ROO 

560008 seis iclelefsiocio ROPICE 

5006 vocoveese| 4:54 

veiceee|issacce a0 6 

sodn6 {co omono 56 

eases pieces 84 

A 

: * 
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THE UNITED STATES (continued) 

MISCEL- CWNER 
No hse ATELY eNS LAN LOCATION AND REMARKS 

OSH Epeer ctelelcieic eo: ..../U. §. geol. sur. 18th rep’t, pt 5 cont’d, p. 985; J. M.|Blue marble 
Harris, anal. 

926 |.....6.......-5./U. 9. geol. sur. 18th rep’t, pt 5 cont'd, p. 985; J. M.|White marble 
Harris, anal. 

927 Alkalis 1.18 |U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 256; G. Steiger. anal... 
FeO .63 

BE ereyare\c\siaissb'sve Pel WersaeOLZers. GeOL, Of Wa. Ps Selassie cel see. ss 

Rae Metal aiatnlSse s,s (610:5'si0's i Sev aes ck Ocak se yalctars| cisialesokecue pete 

Aaa eictatelesmcaleieie'e n.3:e/0°s eS 2° lO eimtrets pcraiacrtutee 

Res Fsrarelate © isyscis 6 ‘ss be = ide B7BindoodcoooGod0dass 

25), Soganbagccnanee i: a 1h O7WescqocoNsaooecoce 

Dei ays aisiets ceva are ee a On 4Waoooseecsqcopa00ds 

Sos Salieiciolsis|oiaia/siciniate.s « ae ae 10) BE Gugsonmedoodooube 

DOH | ee sia cia’ socdegas 2 a Toe Wasdoscoscoodaaadee 

936 Boor HOS 3 Bh Da De a iloieieteleys stare ere podnc 

SSL Arise Rapseerais nies a: oe es Da NOS ceuercieeune te 

Ou Relsiecali'e wre sn6dod pe me job BeHogsochogouonesoas 

BULB URE cho leio(sin\s wie'6 ove 's U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 459........|4.C. & S.C. Ditto 

940 |...............-|Description of resources of W. Va. Summers 1893, 
p. 88; W. B. Rogers, anal. 

SEO in aOnOGne nestaicte Description of resourcesof W. Va. Summers 1839, 
p. 150; W. B. Rogers, anal. 

942 |.........00-00..| Description of resources of W. Va.Summers 1839, 
p. 150; W. B. Rogers, anal. 

SHS» llc ooconcodbegeeaer Description of resourcesof W.Va. Summers 1839,/C. E. Dwight 
p. 150; W. B. Rogers, anal. 

Daa ra malaise soaiace ....|Descripticn of resources of W. Va.Summers 1839, 
: p. 150; W. B. Rogers, anal. 

945 |.eeeeeeseeeee0+-| Description of resources of W.Va. Summers 1839. 
p. 150; W. B. Rogers, anal. 

946 |Org. (ED U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 460; J. B.|D. Y. Huddlestone 
Britton, anal. 

947 |.....0++.+..+0..|Description of resources of W. Va.Summers 1893, 
88; W. B. Rogers. 

Da Ole eee selevoeres ....|Description of resources of W. Va. Summers 1893, 
p. 88; W. B. Rogers. 

SER | Soe hae -».....|Description of resources of W. Va. Summers 1893, 
p. 88; W. B. Rogers. 

950 | ......0+2,..6. |Description of resources of, W. Va. Summers 1893, 
p. 88; W. B. Rogers, 
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THE UNITED STATES (concluded) 

No. 
MISCEL- OWNER 

LANEOUS CE LOCATION AND REMARKS 

vescsresseeeeess(eol. Of Va. p. 525; W. B. Rogers, anal......... sete 

sac oe ae ee ote Os 0.6 esaeevveeve ee 

eee e e 8 one G6 ys ee 2s 0 8 eooers 

Bietotefoeucvervelese = 3% U.S. geol. sur. Bul. 148, p. 256; T. M. Chatard, anal.|Lower ledge 

MepniePeIseve reais ese 60% ae a ie ae Upper ‘‘ 

GOOD OG NOR CTE Geol of Va. p. 520; W. B. Rogers, anal..........6- 

66 te 3 6 

seeeeseeeee.s-|Description of resourcesof W. Va. Summers 1893, 
p. 88; W. B. Rogers 

ietetelaarcicreieferensysiore Description of resourcesof W. Va.Summers 1898, 
p. &8; W. B. Rogers 

vsececesevesees-|DeScription of resources of W.Va. Summers 1893, 
p. 88; W. B. Rogers 

seccsceessss,e+.|Description of resources of W. Va. Summers 1893, 
p. 88; W B. Rogers 

a OOO CRA EIS Geol. ee Va. p. 520; W. B. Rogers, C. E. Dwi 
anal. 5 

ebeersteerte is nels eis Pool. oF Va. p. 520; W. B. Rogers, C. E Dwight, Gibson’s quarry 
anal. 

soou0d 2opabona| (EKO. we Va. p. 520; W. B. Rogers, C. E. Dwight, 
anal. 

eievercss\eieisistaveis ....|Geol. or Va p.520; W. B. Rogers, C. E. Dwight, 
anal. 

sseeesceece:s eee. (GeOl. of Va p. 529; W. B. Rogers, C. E. Dwight, 
anal. 

avuoods sseceeeee (U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 462;!Ormsby lime co. 
Gustave Bode, anal. 

sOHADGOUNOSAnOeS U. %. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 462;|Nast Bros. quarry 
W. W. Daniells, anal. 

erepeFeleleier are -+++..|Wis, geol. sur. Bul. 4, p. 420; W. W. Daniels, anal.. me oe 

po00dso0s seeee/U. S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 463;'Hamilton stone and lime co. 
W.W ODaniells, anal. 

S0unO tisivielafaleisierers| AUT Kan COl a SUI 1OG0N 42) Onan wn aeciiiaisees eesnieielise ae Cement 

66 Ce 66 

eeaes eo 0 oe or eevee e eee neesse reed eoeeseoce 

Braeteteyacvelelessieieveisis ik geol. sur. Bul. 4, p. 420; W. W. Daniells, anal. 7 

Alkalis .8 |U.S. geol. sur. 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont’d, p. 462.....|Milwaukee Falls lime co. 

ooun0g.qoadonDoNe ue us ue ‘© p. 463; G./Sheboygan lime works. 
Bode, anal. 

seeresvevces- oes. Wis. geol. Sur. Bul. 4, p. 420 

so0d00DCCB00D .»..{U. S. geol. sur., 20th rep’t, pt 6 cont'd, p. 463 ..... 

dogddaogoGoo ....{Min. res. 1889-90, p. 489; J. C. Jack, anal............ 
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INDEX: 

The superior figures tell the exact place on the page in ninths; e. g. 6963 

means page 696, beginning in the third ninth of the page, i. e. about one third 

of the way down. 

Abrasion test for cement, 7277-289. 

Adhesion test of cement, 7291, 7357. 

Agricultural uses of lime, 6716-725. 

Akron, natural rock cement, 8337; 

quarry, illus. facing p. 836. 

Akron district, cement quarries in, 

8364-373. 

Albany county, limestone formations, 

7694-723, 

Albion, quarry, illus. facing p. 810. 

Alkalis in limestones, 6447, 

Alpha Portland cement co., 6963. 

Alsen’s American Portland cement co., 

8519, 8607-612. 

Alumina in limestones, 6444. 

Alvord, A. E., quarry, 8056, 8074, 8385 ; 

"illus. facing p. 805, 838. 

Alvord, E. B., & Co., 8056, 8387. 

American cement co., 6963, 8585, 8595, 

8612. 

Ammonium sulfate, 6682. 

Amphibole in limestones, 6514. 

Analyses, 892-955; Becraft limestone, 

7773, 7872, 8223; Birdseye limestone, 

7911; blue lime, 8066; Calciferous 

limestone, 7876, 7997, 8161; Cambro- 

Silurian limestone, 8095-102, 8122, 

8291; cement rock, 8064; Chazy 

limestone, 7553, 7755, 7762, 7825, 

7831; Crystalline limestone, 8008, 

8141; dolomite, 7786, 7798, 8151; 

Guelph limestone, 7959-961; Helder- 

berg limestone, 7718, 7848; hydraulic 

limes, 6783; lime, 8059, 8154; lime- 

stones, 8266, 892-955; limestones 

used in glass-making, 6542; lime- 

stones used by beet sugar manu- 

facturers, 6562, 6574, 6581; Lower 

Helderberg limestone, 8033; mag- 

nesian limestone, 8095; marl, 7857, 

7931, 7948, 7975; natural rock ce- 

ment, 6834, 8175; Niagara limestone, 

8013; Onondaga limestone, 773%, 

7811; Pentamerus limestone, 8173; 

Portland cement, 7001, 7044-62, 

Soc ODA PaO Ole SO lt oOae: 

8645, 8663, 8674, 8681, 8697, 8711, 

8718-722; Portland cement mate- 

rials, 8547, 8567; Rosendale cements, 

6792; Tentaculite limestone, 78883, 

8178; Trenton limestone, 7889-892, 

794-922, 7924, 7991, 8023, -8251, 

8278;  Trenton-Chazy limestone, 

8127-133; Tully limestone, 8203; 

Upper Helderberg limestone, 8191. 

Appleton, J. H., analysis by, 8268. 

Arana marble co., 8275. 

Arden, quarry, illus. facing p. 808. 

Argillaceous limestone, 6437, 6453; in 

Portland cement, 8753. 

Argillaceous magnesian limestone, 

6454. 

Associated lime co., 8258. 

Atlas cement co., 6968. 

Babcock, D., quarry, 8187; illus. fac- 

ing p. 818. 

Ball mill, 7148; section of, illus. fac- 

ing p. 714. 

Bangs & Gaynor, 8384. 

Barber asphalt co., quarry, illus. fac- 

ing p. 781. 

Barnerville quarry, illus. facing p. 818. 

Barnhardt, D. A., cement mine, 835. 

Barre Center limekiln, illus. facing 

me Salil, 
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Barrett, S. T., cited, 8088. 

Basic steel, manufacture, 6671. 

Bauschinger’s caliper apparatus, 7307. 

Beck, cited, 7676. 

Becraft limestone, 7624-631; analyses, 

7773, 7872, 8223; quarry, illus. fac- 

ing p. 777, 787; in Albany county, 

7703; in Columbia county, 7766; in 

Greene county, 7868; in Ulster 

county, 8211, 8217. 

Beet sugar, manufacture, 6556-587. 

Behan’s quarry, 8056, 8385; illus. fac- 

ing p. 804. 

Bennett’s quarry, 8105. 

Binnewater, cement quarries in, 8338. 

Birdseye limestone, 7557, 7561, 7571; 

analysis, 7911; quarry, illus. facing 

p. 788; in Herkimer county, 7887; 

in Jefferson county, 7898; in Lewis 

county, 7908. 

Bischof, G., cited, 6426. 

Bishop, I. P., cited, 7769, 7799. 

Black river limestone, 7557, 7563; in 

Clinton county, 7748-752; in Hssex 

county, 7822; in Jefferson county, 

7901. 

Blowing, 7294. 

Blue lime, analyses, 8066. 

Bohme hammer, 7208; illus. facing 

De (ls), 

Boiling test cf cement, 7265-276. 

Bond, Edward A., acknowledgments to, 

8773, 

Bone-ash, manufacture, 6708. 

Bonneville cement co., 6964. 

Boynton, analysis by, 7831. 

Brainard, E., cited, 7818. 

Briquet machines, 7207-219. 

Briquets, 7168; form of, 7193; mold- 

ing, 7197-207; brass mold for mak- 

ing, illus. facing p. 742; placing in 

machine, 7232; temperature of, 7238. 

See also Tensile strength; Tests. 

Britton & Clark, 8057, 8387. 

Bronson Portland cement co., 6964. 

Brown, W. §., analysis by, 7848. 

Brown’s quarry, 8386; illus. facing 

p. 804. 

Buckeye cement co., 6963. 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

Buffalo, natural rock cement, 8837; 

quarry in Corniferous limestone, 

illus. facing p. 781. 

Buffalo cement co., 8374; quarries, 

illus. facing p. 780, 837. 

Buffalo cement works, 7814. 

Buffalo district, cement quarries in, 

8374-381, 

Burning lime, 6622. 

Burning Portland cement, 7078-83. 

Butler, D. B.. cited, 7102, 7149, 7159, 

7165, 

Butler, Sherman, quarry, 7888; illus. 

facing p. 788. 

Calcareous sandstone, 6437. 

Caleareous shale, 6437. 

Caleareous sinter, 6419. 

Caleareous tufa, in Monroe county, 

7972; illus. facing p. 797. 

Calciferous limestones, 7535-548; an- 

alyses, 7876, 7997, 8161; illus. fae- 

ing p. 787, 809, 828, 830; in Clin- 

ton county, 7748; in Fulton county, 

7835; in Herkimer county, 7875; in 

Jefferson county, 7896; in Mont- 

gomery county, 7984; in Saratoga 

county, 8156; in Schenectady county, 

8165; in Warren county, 8247. 

Calciferous-Trenton limestone, 

facing p. 618. 

Caledonia, marl, illus. facing p. 792; 

Portland cement manufactured near, 

8702. 

Callanan’s quarry, 7711. 
Cambrian limestones, 6479. 

Cambro-Silurian limestones, 7538; an- 

alyses, 8095-103, 8122, 8291; in 

Dutchess county, 7781; in New York 

county, 8001; in Orange and Rock- 

land counties, 8083; in Rensselaer 

county, 8117; in Westchester county, 

6481, 8284. 

Candlot, cited, 7034. 

Carbon dioxid, 6595. | 

Warlson, H., analysis by, 7809-812. 

Carthage Landing on the Hudson, 

Portland cement manufactured at, 

8523. 

illus. 
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Catskill, quarries in Becraft limestone, 

illus. facing p. 787. 

Catskill cement co., 8519, 8585, 8598, 

8621; works, illus. facing p. 862. 

Cayuga county, limestone formations, 

7724-741, 

Cayuga Portland cement co., 8631. 

Cement, 6771-7525; books relating to, 

7511-52; fineness, 7324-343;  per- 

manency of volume, 7293-324; sand, 

8683, 8726; silica, 8683, 8726; slag, 

8732; specifications, 8781-804; tests 

made by the state engineer during 

1897-1900, 877-91: methods of test- 

ing, 8805-825; results of tests, 8826— 

91. See also Natural rock cement; 

Portland cement. 

Cement briquets, see Briquets. 

Cement mortar, 7189. 

Cement rock, 6444, 6451, 646; analyses, 

8064. 

Cement testing machines, 7221. 

Champlain clay, illus. facing p. 822. 

Chautauqua county, 

1742, 

Chazy, quarry at, illus. facing p. 775. 

Chazy limestone, 7549-556; analyses, 

7558, 7759, 7762, 7825, 7831; in Clin- 

ton county, 7746; in Essex county, 

7821; in St Lawrence county, 8124. 

Checking or cracking, test for, 7364. 

Chemical composition of limestone, 

6438-46. 

Chester, A. H., analyses by, 8028. 

Chlorid of lime, 6587-595, 

Clancy, John, quarry, 8075. 

Clark’s quarry, illus. facing p. 782. 

Clarke, J. M., on Tentaculite lime- 

stone, 7598; cited, 8079. 
Clay, in limestones, 6513; in Portland 

cement, 8738-749. 

Clinkers, reduction of, 7133-166. 

Clinton, tufa deposits near, 6416. 

Clinton county, limestone formations, 

7743-764. 

Clinton limestone, 8689; in Cayuga. 

7725; 

marl deposits, 

county, 

7969. 

in Monroe county, 
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Clinton Point, quarries at, illus. facing 

jo, Wes 

Clips, 7226-233, 7431. 

Color of limestones, 6507. 

Columbia county, limestone forma- 

tions, 7764-777. 

Compressive strength, test for, 7179- 

187, 7355, 7449-469, 7479-488. 

Connelly & Shaffer, 835. 

Constancy of volume, 7295, 7445. 

Continuous kilns, 7088. 

Copeland quarry, 7966. 

Coplay cement co., 6962. 

Coralline limestone, see Niagara lime- 

stone. 

Cornell lime co., 8316.. 

Corniferous limestone, 7653; quarries, 

illus. facing p. 772, 781; in Albany 

county, 7695; in Cayuga county, 

7726; in Erie county, 7795, 7814; in 

Greene county, 7862; in Livingston 

county, 7925; in Onondaga county, 

8071. 

Corrigan’s quarry, 8044, 8388. 

Cowaselon swamp, illus. facing p. 794. 

Cracking or checking, test for, 7364. 

Croton on the Hudson, Portland 

cement manufactured at, 8516. 

Crushers, 6884. 

Crystalline limestone, analyses, 8003, 

8141; in Essex county, 7816; in 

Lewis county, 7914; in St Lawrence 

county, 8138; in Westchester county, 

8324. 

Cumings, E. R., cited, 8019. 

Cummings, W., cited, 6789, 8645, 8663. 

Cummings cement co., 8364; illus. fac- 

ing p. 836. 

Cummings pulverizers, 8367. 

Cushing, H. P., cited, 7749, 7759. 

Dale, T. N., cited, 8203. 

Dana, J. D., cited, 8289. 

Darton, N. H., cited, 7544, 7573, 7579, 

7589, 7699, 7719, 7839, 7879, 7887, 

7984, 8088, 8159, 8207, 8213, 8219, 

8233, 8243; on Helderberg limestones, 

7608-625. 
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Davidsen tube mill, sections through, , 

illus. facing p. 714. | 

Davis, OC. A., cited, 6418. | 

Davis, ©. ©, cited; 6719. 

Davis, W. M., cited, 8208. 

Diamond Portland cement co., 6964. 

Diedrich’s quarry, 8037. 

Dietzsch kilns, 7078, 7098-109; illus. 

facing p. 709. 

Dolomites, 6448, 6455; 

7798, 8151; used in manufacture of 

basic steel, 6672; geographic dis- 

tribution, 6532; mineralogic com- 

position, 6511; pure, 6674; in Mon- 

roe county, 7969; in Westchester 

county, 6481. 

Dolomitiec cements, 6788. 

Dolomitization, 6456. 

Dome kiln, 7088, 7093; illus. facing 

pe 00: 

Donohue, G. J., analvsis by, 8149-152. 

Dunlap, R., quarry, 8386. 

Dunn,<d. quarny,, (892: 

Duryea Portland cement co., 7739. 

Duryee, Edward, acknowledgments to, 

8495, 8502, 8567. 

Duryee, George, kiln patented by, 

8537, 

Duryee’s revolving furnace, 8562. 

Dutchess county, 

tions, 7778-794. 

Dwight, W. B., cited, 7779, 8088. 

Dyckerhoff, R., experiments, 7018. 

analyses, 7786, 

limestone forma- 

Hast Canada creek, quarry, illus. fac- | 

ing p. 787. 

Hast Kingston, cement quarries in, 
8338; Champlain clay, illus. facing 
p. 822. 

. Kckel, Edwin C., Early history of the 
Portland cement industry in New 

York state, 849-59; Manufacture of 

Portland cement in New York state, 

860-76; Tests of cement made by 

the state engineer during 1897-1900, 
877-91: Key to tables of limestone 

analyses, 892-97. 

Edson Bros., 8188. 

Kgleston, T., analysis by, 7773. 

Emmons, Ebenezer, cited, 7749, 7819, 

7899, $249, | 
Empire brand, 8662. 

mpire Portland cement co., 6963, 

8586, 8597, 8634-668; old plant, 

illus. facing p. 865. 

Knerinal limestone, 7623. 

Engineering societies, specifications 

adopted by for Portland cement, 

7343-509. 

Englehardt, F. E., analysis by, 8059-68, 

8711. ; 

Epidote in limestones, 6515. © 

Erie county, limestone formations, 

7795-815. 

Ksopus slate, 7862. 

Essex county, limestone formations, 

7815-835, 

Faija, H., cited, 6974, 7163, 7298. 

Fairbanks machine, 7224; illus. facing 

(Oe (ee 
Falkirk, cement quarry in, 8381. 

Faulkner, Mrs C. L., quarry, 7939. 

Fineness of cement, 7324-348; of Port- 

land cements, 884, 886, 888, 890; of 

natural rock cements, 885, 887, 889, 

891; results of tests for, diagrams 

facing p. 890. 

Fisher, G. J., quarry, 8187. 

Flint brand, 8662. 

Foery & Kastner, 7956. 

Fogelsonger & Young, 7802, 7809. 

Fossils, in limestones, 6433. 

Frank, B., quarry, 8188. 

Frasch, cited, 6589, 6629, 6639, 6689, 

6691, 6719. 

| Fremy, cited, 7244. 

Fuller, W., sons, quarry, 7864. 

Fulton county, limestone formations, 

7839, 

Furnace flux, 6545. 

Garnet in limestones, 6515. 

Gary, M., cited, 7079, 7182, 7208, 7259, 

7282, 7304. 

Gas manufacture, 6705. 

Geikie, A., cited, 6457. 

POI ee aren 

ray 
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Genesee county, limestone formations, 

7837859. 

Genesee Wayland cement co. plant, 

illus. facing p. 872. 

Geologic occurrence 

6477481. 

Geology of New York limestones, 753— 

68. 

Gillmore, Q. A., referred to, 7246; 

cited. 6669, 6745, 6756, 8507-514. 

Glass-manufacture, 6532-544. 

Glens Falls, 

factured at, 8587, 8669; quarry near 

in Trenton limestone, illus. facing 

p. 824. 

Glens Falls Portland cement co., 6964, 

8579, 8587, 8596, 8668-684, 8727. 

Goniatite limestone, 7661, 7729. 

Goodrich, L. 8. & son, quarry, 7731. 

of limestones, 

Portland cement. manu- 

Gouverneur, quarry, illus. facing p. 814. 

Graham, A. W., cited, 8009. 

Grant, John, cited, 7027. 

Graphite in limestones, 6515. 

Graves, C., referred to, 8149. 

Greene county, limestone formations, 

7861-874. 

Greenman, Russell S., acknowledg- 

ments to, 8773. 

Griffin mill, 7154, 8379; illus. facing 

Dendelicy: 

Grinding the clinker, 7133-166; fine- 

ness of, 7446, 7507. 

Guelph limestone, 6481, 7593; analy- 

sis, 7959-961; quarry, illus. facing 

p. 810; in Monroe county, 7945, 7957. 

Hall, James, cited, 7589, 7697, 7749, 

7799, 7839, 7854, 7929, 7949, 7979, 8006, 

8079, 8082, 8109, 8119, 8189, 8199, 

8282, 8339. 

Hamilton group, 8632. 

Harris, George D., quarry, 8275. 

Harrisville marble co., 8146. 

Hartmann, J. M., table prepared by, 

6548. 

Heath, cited, 7198. 

Heins, George L., referred to, 8779. 
eee en 
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Helderberg cement co., 8171, 8588, 8594, 

8684-702; quarry, illus. facing p. 817. 

Helderberg limestones, 6479, 7608; 

analyses, 77153, 7843; in Genesee 

county, 7838; in Herkimer county, 

7881; in Livingston county, 7926; in 

Oneida county, 8018; in Schoharie 

county, 8166. 

Herkimer county, 

tions, 7875-894. 

Hewitt, D. C., quarry, 7986. 

Higgins, G. 8., quarry, 7894. 

Highfalls & Binnewater co., 835. 

Higley, Monty & Co., 8161. 

Hillebrand, W. F., analysis by, 8309— 

313, 

Hoffman ring kiln, 7121-133. 

Hogan, M., quarry, 8075. 

Holdredge, George, quarry, 7869; illus. 

facing p. 787. 

Hollick, A., cited, 8089. 

Hornby. Je. cited, 67102: 

Howard, T. A., referred to, 6526. 

Howard's quarry, 8131. 

Howe Cave, Portland cement manu- 

factured at, 8588, 8684; quarry, illus. 

facing p. 817. 

Howells quarry, 7848, 7852. 

Hudson, quarry in Pentamerus lime- 

stone, illus. facing p. 776; quarry in 

Becraft limestone, facing 

one (i 

Hunt, Dr T. S., cited, 6425. 

Hydraulic agents, 6773. 

Hydraule cements, 6664. 

Hydraulic limes, 6451, 646, 6664, 6779- 

786, 7641; analysis, 6783; of Albany 

county, 7711; in Erie county, 7795, 

7805; in Genesee county, 7855; in 

Onondaga county, 8048; in Ulster 

county, 8232. 

limestone forma- 

illus. 

Ingham Mills, quarry, Becraft lime- 

stone, illus. facing p. 788. 

Intermittent kiln, see Dome kiln. 

Inwood, view of, illus. facing p. 648. 

Tron in limestones, 6447. 

Iron clad brand, 8669, 8681. 

Tron oxid in limestones, 65138. 
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Iroquois Portland cement co., 8702. | ducers, 8391-474; producers in Onon- 

Irving, J. D., analyses by,.8028, 8144,| daga county, 8056; sinking, 6644-669, 

83286, 6737-768; uses, 6671-76. 

Ithaca, Portland cement manufactured | Lime rock, 6451. 

near, 8631. Limekilns, 6628-636; section of, illus. 

‘ facing p. 662; vertical section of, 

Jameson, cited, 7176, 719%, 7219, 7262,| illus. facing p. 663; plan of kettle, 

7278, 7327, 7345. illus. facing p. 663. 

Jameson machine, 7215. Limestones, analyses, 8266, 892-955; 

Jamesville, quarry, illus. facing p. 805. chemical composition, 6438-46; color, 

Jefferson county, limestone forma- 6507; geologic occurrence, 6477-481; 

tions, 7894-906. geology of, 753-68; impurities, 6442, 
Johnson, Prof., cited, 7028, 7171, 7209,) 6637-643; mineralogic composition, 

7228, 7328. 6511-522; organic remains, 6434; ori- 

Johnson, B., quarry, 8109, 8112; illus.| in of, 6411-438; in Portland cement, 
facing p. 811. 8744-76; prospecting for, 6482-506; 

Jordan, Portland cement manufac- table showing values, 6551; texture 

tured at, 8585, 8612. of, 6518-522; uses, 6523-599; used in 
Judson, William Pierson, acknowledg- elass-manufacture, analyses, 6542; 

ments to, 8778. used by beet sugar manufacturers, 

analyses, 6562, 6574, 6581; variation 

in composition, table, 646; varieties, 

6451. 

Lineoln, D. F., cited, 8189, 8194. 

Lindsley, cited, 8209. 

Lithographing, 6601. 

Livingston county, limestone forma- 

tions, 7925-933. 

Low Point, Portland cement manufac- 

tured at, 8515. 

Lower Helderberg limestone, 7596— 

649; analysis, 8033; quarry, illus. 

facing p. 771; in Albany county, 

7695, 7702-723; in Cayuga county, 

Keenan lime co., 8264. 

Keifer, H. E., analysis by, 8628. 

Kemp, J. F., cited, 646, 7819, 8008, 8089, 

8269; analysis by, 7825. 

Ketcham, G.& J. He quarry, 7783: 

Kieffer’s quarry, 7805. 
Kilns used in Portland cement manu- 

facture, 7087-132; for manufacture 

of natural rock cement, 6878. 

Kingston, Portland cement manufac- 

tured at, 8504-515. 

Knickerbocker cement co., 8732. 

Krupp ball mills, 8626. 

Lapparent, Albert de, cited, 6429. 7725, 7735-741; in Greene county, 
Lauer & Hagaman, 7957. 7861; in Madison county, 7934; in 

Lauer & May’s quarry, illus. facing Monroe county, 7922; in Oneida 
p- 796. county, 8029; in Onondaga county, 

Lawrence cement co., 8344, 835; quarry| 8035; in Ontario county, 8078; in 
and kilns, illus. facing p. 834. Orange and Rockland counties, 8104; 

Lawrenceville, cement quarries in,| im Schenectady county, 8165. 
8338. Luther, D. D., cited, 8039, 8043, 8046, 

Lawrenceville cement co., 83d. 8079. 

Lewis, F. H., cited, 6961, 7024, 7036,| McCaffery, Cornelius, quarry, $122. 

7118, 7126, 8039, 8663, 8679, 8689,| Maclay, W. W., cited, 8571. 

8758. . Madison county, limestone forma- 
Lewis county, limestone formations,| tions, 7933-944. 

7906-925, |Magnesian limestones, 6447, 6453, 
Lime, 6604-669; analyses, 8059, 8154; 7712; table showing values, 6551; 

burning, 6622; directory of pro-! analysis, 8096. 
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Manlius, cement kiln and mill, illus.’ 
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Morey, N., quarry, 7894. 

facing p. 804; quarry, illus. facing | Morje, Joseph, acknowledgments to, 

p. 804, 805; kilns, illus. facing p. 838. 

Manning, A., quarry, 7883. 

Marble quarries, illus. facing p. 778, 

814, 828, 830. 
Marks, Henry, quarry, 8288, 8291, 

8294, 8298. 

Marl, 7666-68; analysis, 7857, 7931, 

7948, 7975; deposition of, 6418; in 

Portland cement, 8738-744; illus. 

facing p. 792, 793, 807, 819, 864; in 

Genesee county, 7855; in Livingston 

county, 7926; in Madison county, 

7934; in Monroe county, 7945, 7972; 

in Onondaga county, 8076; in On- 

tario county, 8082; in Orleans 

county, 8112; in Schuyler county, 

8184; in Steuben county, 8197; in 

Wayne county, 8282; in Yates 

county, 8332. 7 

Mather, W. W., cited, 7699, 7769, 7779, 

7869, 8009, 8089, 8119, 8159, 8169, 

8209, 8269. 

Merrill, F. J. H., cited, 7697, 8008, 8289. 

Merrill, G. P., cited, 6431, 7698, 7818. 

Merrill, J., quarry, 7841. 

Messing, William, quarry, 8016. 

Michaelis, Dr, analysis by, 6783; 

cited, 6986, 7009. 

Milk of lime, 6682, 6691. 

Millen cement co., 6962, 8197, 859i, 

8774. 

Morris & Stroebel, 7842, 7846. 

Mortar, 6728-736; limes suitable for, 

6663. 

Mortar experiments, 6761. 

Moscow shales, 8632. 

Mosher, W. W., quarry, 7894. 

Mumford, petrified marl, 6416;tufa 

near, illus. facing p. 797. 

Nason, F. L., cited, 7699, 8209, 8348. 

National Portland cement co., 8504— 

515, 

“ Natural Portlands,” 8729-732. 

Natural pozzuolanas, 6665, 6774. 

Natural rock cement, 6787-928, 7648, 

8335-389; analyses, 6792, 6834, 8175; 

brands, 885, 887, 889, 891; chemical 

composition of rock, 6897-928; dia- 

gram showing effect of lime sulfate 

on rate of setting, illus. facing 

p. 702; directory of producers, 8474- 

48; fineness, 885, 887, 889, 891; in- 

dustry, 6818-857; kiln for burning, 

illus. facing p. 688; localities, 885, 
887, 889, 891; manufacture, 6872- 

897, 8172; physical properties of 

rock, 6858-872; table of production, 

6812. See also Tests. 

8634, 8703-715; plant, illus. facing p.|“ Neat ” cement, 7189. 
870. 

Miller, J. A., analysis by, 7857. 

Miller Bros., quarry, 8099. 

Mineralogie composition of limestones, 
6511-522. 

Mixing, 7392, 7491. 

Molds, 7428. 

Monroe county, 

tions, 7945-983, 

Montezuma, Portland cement manu- 

factured at, 8551-584. 

Montezuma cement co., 8551-584. 

Montezuma marshes, illus. facing 

Der (las | 

Montgomery county, limestone forma- 

tions, 7983-999. 

limestone forma- 

Needle test, 7246. 

New York & Rosendale cement co., 

835. 

New York cement co., 835; quarry, 

illus. facing p. 821. 

New York county, limestone forma- 

tions, 800. 

Newark & Rosendale, 

835. 

Newark cement co., 835; illus. 

facing p. 823; old mine, illus. facing 

p. 834. 

Newberry, S. B., cited, 6949, 6959, 6976, 

6998, 7108, 7334, 7338, 8631, 8754; 

work of, 7246, 

cement mine, 

$293 oa", 

| Newberry, W. B., cited, 6976. 
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Newland, D. H., analyses by, 7758, 

7852, 7909-911, 7919-922, 7963, 8013; 

cited, 8269. 

Newman, H. L. & W. C.,, 

works, 8381. 

Niagara county, limestone formations, 

8004-17. 

Niagara limestone, 7585-595; analy- 

sis, 8013; in Cayuga county, 7725; 

in Genesee county, 7839; in Madi- 

son county, 7934; in Monroe county, 

7945; in Niagara county, 8006; in 

Oneida county, 8028; in Onondaga 

cement 

county, 8035; in Orleans county, 

8107; in Ulster county, 8244; in 

Wayne county, 8282. See also 

Guelph limestone. 

Nichols, D., & son, quarry, 8274. 

Norcross Bros., 8305, 8315. 

Norton, F. O., cement mine, 835. 

O’Connell & Hillery, 8305, 8316. 

O’Connor, G. H., quarry, 7894. 

Oneida county, limestone formations, 

8018-39, 

Oniontown, marl near, illus. facing 

p. 793. 

Onondaga county, limestone forma- 
tions, 8035-77, 8107; 

ries in, 8382, 

Onondaga limestone, 7653; analyses, 

7733, 7811; in Albany county, 7695— 

702; ine “Cayuca scoumin, T7201 

Erie county, 7795, 7808; in Ulster 

county, 8211. 

Ontario county, limestone formations 

8078-82. 

Orange county, limestone formations, 

8083-1086, 

Organic matter in limestones, 6433, 

6448, 

Origin of limestones, 6411-438. 

Oriskany Falls, quarry, illus. facing 

p. 803. 

Orleans county, limestone formations, 

8107-113, 

Orton, E., cited, 6457. 

Ossining, quarry, illus. facing p. 828. 

Otisville, quarry in Pentamerus lime- 

stone, illus. facing p. 810. 

cement quar- 
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Paper-making, 6525-532, 6714. 

Pentamerus limestone, 7632, 8689; an- 

alysis, 817%; quarry, illus. facing 

p. 776,810; m Albany county, 7707; 

in Columbia county, 7766; in Greene 

county, 7869; in Schoharie county, 

8168; in Ulster county, 8228. 

Pepson, Charles M., referred to, 8776. 

Perkinsville, marl, illus. facing p. 819; 

plant of Genesee Wayland cement 

co., illus. facing p. 872. 

Pike quarries, 7953. 

Pohlman, J., cited, 7799. 

Portland cement, 6929-7509; American, 

composition of, 696’—7062; analyses, 

7001, 7044-62, 8527, 8544, 8567, 8617, 

8628, 8628, 8645, 8663, 8674, 8681, 

8697, 8711, 8718-722; apparatus for 

determining permanency of volume, 

illus. facing p. 730; brands, 884, 886, 

choke SI0'3 7078-88; dia- 

gram showing production, imports, 

and consumption, illus. facing p. 693, 

showing effect of lime 

sulfate on rate of setting, illus. fac- 

ing p. 702; fineness, 884, 886, 888, 

890; localities, 884, 886, 888, 890; 

marl used for, 8113; materials, 8734— 

76; materials, analyses of, 8547, 

8567; “natural ”, 8799-732; produc- 

tion in United States, 6941; specific 

gravity, 7083; uses, 6949; 

manufacture: 7063-167, 8171, 8197; 

in New York state, 8601-76; plants in 

New York in 1900, 8585-592; in New 

York during 1900-f, 3593; mnear 

Caledonia, 8702; at Carthage Land- 

ing on the Hudson, 8528; at Croton 

on the Hudson, 8516; at Glens Falls, 

8577, 8669; at Howe Cave, 89588, 

8684; near Ithaca, 8631; at Jordan, 

8585, 8612; at Kingston, 8504-515; 

at Low Point, 8515; at Montezuma, 

8551-584; at Smiths Landing, 8585, 

8621; at South Rondout, 8531; at 

Warners, 8579, 8586, 8634; at Way- 

land, 8591, 8704, 8716; at West Camp, 

8608. See also Tests. 

burning, 

diagram 
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Portland cement industry, 6958-966; 

in New York state, early history of, 

849-59. 

Potassium dichromate, 6711. 

Pottery glazes, 6725. 

Pozzuolanas, 6665, 6774. 

Priestly, analysis by, 8139-142. 

Prospecting for limestones, 6482-506. 

Prosser, Charles S., cited, 8019, 8691, 

8695. 

Pulverizers, 6884. 

Putnam county, limestone formations, 

8113, 

Putnam estate, quarries, 8032. 

Pyroxene in limestones, 6514. 

Quartz in limestones, 6512. 

Quicklime, 6657. 

Ramsey, C. R., analyses by, 8178. 

Raymond pulverizer, 8668. 

Redgrave, cited, 6994, 7001. 

Refractory bricks, 6678-681, 

Rensselaer county, limestone forma- 

tions, 8117-123. 

Richardson, cited, 6732, 6742, 6761, 

6861, 6908, 6913, 7038; analyses by, 

6833. 

Ricketts, P. de P., analysis by, 8309- 

313. 

Riehle Bros. machine for testing ce- 

ment briquets, 7222; illus. facing 

pe t22- 

Ries, Fleinrich, cited, 7698, 8089. 

Rochester, quarries, illus. facing p. 795, 

796. 

Rockland county, 

tions, 8083—]06, 

Roman cements, 6787. 

Rondout, cement quarries in, 8338; 

old mine, illus. facing p. 834; rock 

at slope of Newark cement co., illus. 

facing p. 823. 

Rondout region, 8235. 

Rosendale, cement quarries in, 8338; 

mines, 835; illus. facing 

p-. $84; quarry, illus. facing p. 821; 

limestone forma- 

cement 

slip of rock, illus. facing p. 834. 

Rosendale cement, see Natural rock 

cement. 
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Rosendale region, 8239. 

Ross, George, quarry, 7996. 

Rotary kiln, 7088, 7111; at South Ron- 

dout, 8537; at Montezuma, 8558; 

development in New York, 8575; sec- 

tion of, illus. facing p. 711; detail 

of cooling chamber, illus. facing 

We (adhe 

Russell, I. C., cited, 7672. 

St Lawrence county, limestone for- 

mations, 8124-156. 

Salina waterlime, 

county, 8232. 

Sampling cement to be tested, 7407— 

412. 

Sand used in cement tests, 7234; stan- 

dard, 7421, 

Sand cement, 7332-343, 8683, 8726. 

Sanderson, J. Gardner, acknowledg- 

ments to, 8495, 8502. 

Sandusky cement co., 6964. 

Saratoga county, limestone 

tions, 8156-164. 

Schaener, > Ay. analysis’ by, Si 7e; 

8695, 

Schenectady county, limestone forma- 

tions, 8165. 

Schneider, P. F., cited, 8039. 

Schoch, C., cited, 6619, 6659, 6989, 6991. 

Schoharie county, limestone forma- 

tions, 8166-183, 

Schuyler county, limestone formations, 

8183. 

Seutella beds, 7618; in Albany county, 

7708; in Columbia county, 7766. 

Seely, H. M., cited, 7818. 

Seneca blue limestone, 765+. 

Seneca county, limestone formations, 

8185-196, 

Seneca limestone in Cayuga county, 

7728, 

Setting of cement, 7241-264, 7403; time 

of, 7444, 7508; results of tests for 

time of, diagrams facing p. 890. 

Shale in Portland cement, 8751. 

Shalebo, J., quarry, 7727. 

Shaly limestone, 6437. 

Sheedy, T. W., cement works, 8383. 

Sherrerd, J. M., analysis by, 7994. 

7641; in Ulster 

forma- 
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Shinn, J. K. & Bro., quarry, 6962. 

Shéfer kilns, 7088; section of, illus. 

facing p. 710. 

Shute & Rightmyer, 7778; quarry, illus. 

facing p. 777. 

Sieves for ascertaining fineness of 

cement, 7412. , 

Silica in limestones, 6442. 

Silica cement, 8683, 8726. 

Silicious limestone, 6436, 646. 

Simpson, J., quarry, 7928. 

Sinclair, J., Co., 8305. 

Sing Sing lime co., 8288, 8298. 

Slag cements, 8732. 

Slaking lime, 6644-669, 6737—768. 
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Smith, C., quarry, 7894. 

Smith, W. A., quoted, 8561. 

Smiths Landing, Portland cement 

manufactured at, 8585, 8621; works 

of Catskill cement co., illus. facing 

p. 862. 

Smock, J. C., cited, 7698, 8023. 

Smyth, C. H. jr, cited, 8129, 8134, 

Snow’s quarry, 7963. 

Snyder, A. J. & Son, cement mine, 835. 

Soap, manufacture, 6693-702, 

Soda manufacture, 6598. 

Solvay Co., 8067. 

South Bethlehem, quarry in Lower 

Helderberg limestone, illus. facing 

Deewana 

South Dover marble co. quarry, illus. 

facing p. 778. 

South Rondout, Portland 

manufactured at, 8531, 

Stafford limestone, 7662. 

Staine, T. F., quarry, 8112. 

Standard silica cement co., 8727. 

Steadman disintegrators, 6894, 8378. 

Steuben county, limestone formations, 

8196, 

Steven’s quarry, 8139. 

Stone, G. A., analysis by, 8003. 

Stone, G. H., analyses by, 8295, 

Stout Bros., quarry, 7936. 

Street’s quarry, 8045. 

Strength, tests for, 7447, 7497-507. 

cement 
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Sturtevant crushers, 8367, 
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Sturtevant disintegrator, illus. facing 
p. 689. 

Sturtevant emery mill, vertical sec- 

tion, illus. facing p. 689. 

Sturtevant emery mill stone, 

facing p. 689. 

Sturtevant mills, 8653. 

Sturtevant roll jaw crusher, 6888; ver- 

tical section, illus. facing p. 688. 

Sugar manufacture, 6556-587, 

Syracuse, cement quarries in, 8382. 

illus. 

Tanning, 6702. 

Tensile strength of cement, 7372-392; 

of natural rock cements, 885, 887, 

889, 891; of Portland cements, 884, 

886, 888, 890; tests for, 7188-239, - 
7348-355, 7449-469, 8546, 8571; Fair- 

banks machine for testing, illus. fac- 

ing p. 722; results of tests, diagrams 
facing p. 890. 

Tentaculite limestone, 7606, 7638 5 an- 

alyses, 7883, 8173; in Albany county, 

7709; in Greene county, 7869; in 

Herkimer county, 7888; in Scho- 

harie county, 8169; in Ulster county, 

8232, 

Terry Bros. 

p. 822. 

Tests of cement, specifications adopted 

by engineering societies, 7343-509; 

abstract from French specifications, 

7488-509; German _ specifications, 

7439-488; machine for, illus. facing 

p- 772; made by the state engineer 

during 1897-1900, 877-91; of Port- 

land cements, 7166, 884, 886, 888, 

890; of natural rock cements, 885, 

887, 889, 891. See also Fineness; 

Setting, time of; Tensile strength. 

Tetmajer, Prof., cited, 7029. 

Texture of limestones, 6518-522. 

Thomas, G. C., & Bros., 8188. 

Tomkins Cove, quarry in Calciferous 

limestone, illus. facing p. 809. 

Tompkins county, 

tions, 8198-204. 

Touceda, E., analysis by, 7762. 

Trass, 6774. 

brickyard, illus. facing 

limestone forma- 
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Travertin, 6415, 646. 

Trenton limestone, 6479, 7557-585, 8673; 
analyses, 7889-892, 7914-922, 7924, 

7991, 8023, 8251, 8278; illus. facing 

p- 618; quarry, illus. facing p. 824, 

828; in Clinton county, 7752; in Hs- 

sex county, 7821; in Fulton county; 

7835; in Herkimer county, 7886; in 

Jefferson county, 7895; in Lewis 

county, 7907, 7917-924; in Mont- 

gomery county, 7984; in Oneida 

county, 8022; in Saratoga county, 

8156, 8163; in Warren county, 8247; 

in Washington county, 8274. 

Trenton-Chazy limestone, analyses, 

8127-133; in St Lawrence county, 

8124. 

Tube mills, 7145. 

Tuckahoe marble co., 8305, 8314. 

Tuckahoe, quarry, illus. facing p. 830. 

Tufa, 6415. 

- Tully limestone, 7662; analysis, 8203; 

in Seneca county, 8194; in Tompkins 

county, 8199. 

Tuomey, D., quarry, 7894. 

Turner, B., quarry, 8226. 

Ulster county,. limestone formations, 

8205-246. 

Union Akron cement co., 8365, 8373, 

8381; kilns, illus. facing p. 836; 

storehouse, illus. facing p. 836. 

Union Springs, quarries in Corniferous 

limestone, illus. facing p. 772. 

Upper Helderberg limestone, 7651; 

analysis, 3191; in Cayuga county, 

7725; in Greene county, 7861; in 

Onondaga county, 8035, 8069; in On- 

tario county, 8078; in Seneca county, 

8186. - 

Upper Pentamerus limestone, see Be- 

craft limestone. 

Upper shaly limestone 

county, 8215. 

Uses of limestone, 6523-599. 

Utica shale, illus. facing p. 788. 

ing) Ulster 

Vandermark, J. H., cement mine, 835. 

Vanuxem, Lardner, cited, 7839, 7879, 

7909, 7939, 7989, 8019, 8039, 8169. 
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Vegetation as a clue to character of 

underlying rock, 6502. 

Vesuvianite in limestones, 6519. 

Vicat’s needle test of Portland cement, 

72586, 

Vulcanite cement co., 6964. 

Waener, cited, 6599. 
Walcott, cited, 7546. 

Walker, L. H., quarry, 8388. 

Wallkill Portland cement co., 

549. 

Warners, Portland cement manufac- 

tured at, 8579, 8586, 8634; old plant 

of Empire Portland cement co., illus. 

facing p. 865; marl, illus. facing 

p. 807, 864. 

Warners Portland cement co., 8579. 

Warren county, limestone formations, 

8247-259. 

Washington county, limestone forma- 

tions, 8261-281. 

Waterlime, see Hydraulic limes. 

Waterlime group, 8684; cement mine, 

illus. facing p. 834; old mine of the 

Newark cement co., illus. facing 

p. 834; quarries, illus. facing p. 834. 

Waterloo, quarry, illus. facing p. 818. 

Waters, J., quarry, 7922. 
Watt, cited, 6699. 

Wayland, Portland cement manufac- 

tured at, 8591, 8704, 8716; plant of 

Millen cement co., illus. facing p. 870. 

Wayland Portland cement co., 8198, 

8592, 8716-725. 

Wayne county, limestone formations, 

8281. 

Weight of cement, relation to tensile 

strength, 7401. 

Wernerite in limestones, 6515. 

85 16— 

West Camp, Portland cement manu- 

factured at, 8608. 

Westchester. county, dolomites, 6481, 

6675 ; 8284— 

331, 

Western Portland cement co., 6963. 

White, T. G., cited, 7818, 7829, 7879, 

7909, 8019. 

limestone formations, 
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White Cliffs Portland cement co., 6964. 

Whiteport, quarries, illus. facing 

p- 834. 

Whitmore, Rauber & Vicinus, quarry, 

7956; illus. facing p. 795. 

Williams, C., & Co., 8154. 

Williams, S. G., cited, 7619. 

Willsboro point, quarry on, illus. fac- 

ing p. 782. 

Wollastonite in limestones, 6515 

Wood, ‘G. P., quarry, 7727. 

Wright, B. H., cited, 8339. 

Wright, C. R. A., 6599.- 

Yates county, marl in, 8332. 

Zircon in limestones, 6515. 

Zirkel, F., cited, 6429, 6457. 
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